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CHAPTER ONE 

On ike Origin of Devas and Asuras 

1. After paying obeisance to Narayana and also to Nara1 

the best among men and goddess Sarasvat!,3 one should utter 

the Puranic lore.3 

2. I make obeisance unto that eternal all-pervading, stead¬ 

fast and pure entity named Purusottama from whom this entire 

illusory universe with all its extensive diversities is evolved* in 

whom it abides, in whom it gets ultimately dissolved4 in the suc¬ 

ceeding Kalpas and by meditating on whom, the sages attain 

eternal liberation without the tint of worldliness. 

3. I make obeisance to Hari the delightful, spotless, omni¬ 

potent, attributeless, beyond the states of the manifest and un¬ 

manifest, devoid of worldliness, attainable by meditation alone, 

omnipresent and the destroyer of the cycle of birth and the un¬ 

ageing bestower of liberation, whom the learned at the time of 

samadhi meditate upon, who is pure space-like, abode of eternal 

bliss and the gracious lord, devoid of all dirt and attributes. He 

is devoid of manifoldness. He is beyond the manifest and unmani¬ 

fest* He is the overlord, comprehensible through meditation 

alone. He is the cause of annihilation of worldly existence and 

unageing, 

1. NaTa-N&rdyana;—Later epics and k&vyas speak of Nara as Arjuna and 
Narayana as Krma, According to Mbh. S&nti Parva (Ch, 384) Nara and 
Narayaija were the two incarnations of Mahavisgu. According to another 
Tradition Nara and Niriyana were the two sages who did penance for thou¬ 
sands of years in the Badarik&arama in the Himalayas. (P. Ency. p. 532). 

2. Sarasvatft The goddess of Speech and Learning (Brahma P. Ch. 43), 
3. The verse is common to the Puranias. Originally it belonged to the 

Mahabh&rata, since the term Jaya meatior cd in the verse was applied to the 
Mah&bhArata which originally consisted of eight thousand and eight hundred 
verses (P.E* under 

4. This is an old concept. But, later on, a single entity—Nlrlya^s— 
was conceived as consisting of three forms: Brahmi, VifQU and Siva* 
representing the three qualities—-Rajas, Sattva and Tamas respectively. 
The three are assigned separately the work of creation, existence and dissoli*- 
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4-12. In the very holy, charming and extremely sacred 
Naimi^a1 forest, a great sacrifice lasting for twelve years was per- 
formed by the sages. The forest abounded in flowers of diverse 
kinds and trees such as Sala, Karnikara, Panasa, Dhava, Khadira, 
Amra, Jambu, Kapittha, Nyagrodha, Devadaru, ASvattha, Pari- 
jata, Candana, Arjuna, Gampaka and others. Many kinds of 

birds and beasts lived there. It abounded in Agum, Patala, 
Bakula, Sapta-Parna, Punnaga, Nagakcsara, SaLa, Tamala, Nari- 
kela and Arjuna. It was beautified by many trees, Campaka and 

others embellished by variety of water-reservoirs such as pools 
and holy lakes. It abounded in people of various castes—Brah¬ 
mins, K$atriyas, Vaisyas, Sudras, people of all stages of life, stu¬ 

dents, householders, forest-dwellers and ascetic$■ It was richly 
endowed with birds of various sorts, cows and cattle wealth and 
storage of barley wheat, chick peas, pulses, beans, sesamumand 

sugarcane and other plants. It was adorned by stocks of paddy 

and other fresh vegetables. There in that forest the bright, sacred 
fire was kindled and the sages performed a sacrifice extending 

for twelve years. Thus the sages and other brahmins congregat¬ 

ed there. 
13-14. The brahmin guests were suitably welcomed and 

honoured by the hosts along with the duly seated priests. In the 
meanwhile there arrived Romahar$aiia,2 the intelligent Suta. On 

seeing him the excellent sages were extremely delighted and they 

honoured him in a fitting manner. 
15. He too made obeisance to them and occupied a respec¬ 

table seat. The brahmins conversed with Suta for some time. 
16. At the end of preliminary conversation, the sponsors of 

1. jVojfnt^a or JVduiufr, mod. Nimsmr : It ii situated on the left bank of 

Gotnati in the Sitapur district, U . P. The place is so called because the rim of 
the revolving wheel of Virtue was shattered here and virtue had to make a per¬ 

manent abode in this region (Vdm 2.7). Or the place is so called because here 
an army of Auras was destroyed fay Sage Gauramukha in a twinkling of eye 
(Varaha P.). According to Matsya. it was situated at the confluence of Go- 

man and Gingk The place was sacred in Kfta age, as Pufkara in TretA, 

Kurukfctra in Dvipara and GangA in Kali. Kalhaka SamhitA (10.6), 
KamStahi Br&hmana (26.5), Ghandogya Upanifad (1.2.13) refer to it. The 

R&mayan* (7-91) state* that F#**a performed Aivamcdha here. 

2. or Lmakarp**: a famous disciple of Vyasa to whom Vyisa 
gftvc the coUectioik of Furi^as. Romaharfana had mx disciples; Sumati, 

Agnivarcas, MitrAyus, S&ihtapiyana, Akrtavra^a and S&varpi. 
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die sacrifice accompanied by the priests and other honoured 

guests who had congregated there wanted to clear their doubts 
by means of questions put to him. 

The Sages said: 

17. O excellent one, you are well-versed in Purarias, Aga- 

mas and other holy texts together with traditional tales. You 

are aware of the origin and exploits of Devas and Daityas. 
18. There is nothing unknown to you in the Vedas, Scrip¬ 

tures, Bharata,1 Purana1 and treatises on salvation. O highly 

intelligent one, you arc omniscient. 
19-21. Suta, wc desire to know how this entire visible world 

consisting of the mobile and immobile beings originated at the 
outset, along with Devas, Asuras, Gandharvas, Yaksas, Rakgasas 

and Serpents, Where did it get merged ? Where will it get 
dissolved ? 

Lomaharsana said: 

22-30. Obeisance to Vi$nu, the universal Soul who is immu¬ 
table, mysterious, of unchanging form and all-conquering. Obe¬ 
isance to Hiranyagarbha*, Hari and Sankara Vasudeva the pro¬ 

tector who is the agent of creation, sustenance and destruction. 

Obeisance to Vignu who has unitary and manifold forms. Obei¬ 

sance to the deity who is gross as well as subtle. Obeisance to 

He Vayu P. (1.1.3) gives the derivation of his name as follows: 

sftemr tRwsnfw: i 
vf'irr Jif*nrcta n 

1. BhArata: The original name of the MahAbharata was Jaya composed 

by Vyaaa, It consisted of eight thousand and eight hundred verses, Vaiiam- 
payaaa added fifteen thousand two hundred stwuat and the book was named 

Bharata. When Suta recited this book to the hermits in the Naimifa forest, 

the book had one lakh of stanaas. Hence, it was called Mah&bh&rata* 

2. Pxr&m: Originally the word was used collectively for the sacred trea¬ 
tises which described Creation, Re-creation, Genealogies of Kings, Ages of 

Manus, History of rulers and distinguished persons. Later on, with the 

addition of mm matter, it became an Encyclopaedia of General knowledge 

related to different subjects, divided and subdivided into PurApas and Upa- 

Fur&uas, For details see Spies and Putdfuis of Indian Putalkaf and Majumdar* 

3. Hkmpatf&bMi BmhmA was bora from the golden-egg formed out of 

the seed deposited ir^the waters—-M*au 1.3. The word is often used in the 

Veda. 
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Vi§mi who becomes manifest and unmanifest and who is the cause 
of liberation. Obeisance to Visnu the Supreme Soul who is at 

the root of creation, maintenance and destruction of the universe 

and who is identical with the universe. I bow unto Acyuta, 
Furu$ottaina who is the support of this great as well as small world 

(the macrocosm and microcosm)* He is factually devoid of im¬ 

purity. He has the form of perfect knowledge. He is stationed in 

the form of this Visual world in our illusory vision* I bow to 
Vi$nu who consumes the universe, who is the lord of creation and 

sustenance, who is omniscient, lord of the universe, the birthless 

and deathless, immutable, and the primordial, subtle overlord of 

the universe* 1 bow to Brahma and others* I bow to my lord 

preceptor, the son of Parasara1 and the knower of the essence 
of the import of all Sastras and the Puranas. He is the master 

of the Vedas and Vedangas.® After bowing down to my lord pre¬ 

ceptor I shall recount the Purana which is on a par with the 
Vedas. 

31. I shall mention in the same manner as was mentioned 

by the lotus-born lord Brahma® formerly on being asked by Daksa 

and other excellent sages* 
32. Listen to the wonderful story that I narrate to you now 

and which is pregnant with meaning* It provides with auxiliary 

to those mentioned in the Vedas* I shall tell you the story that 

liberates people from sins. 
33* He who listens to this story frequently, he who perpe¬ 

tually retains this in memory shall perpetuate his family and be 

honoured in the heavenly region* 

1. PardSara, father of Vyasa from Satyavati, the fisherman'* daughter 

with whom he had an intercourse without marriage. This girl, later on, mar¬ 

ried Santanu, king of Hastinipur. 
2. VedMgasi Certain classes of works regarded as auxiliary to the Veda* 

and designed to aid in the correct pronunciation and interpretation of the text 

and the right employment of mantras in ceremonials* The VedAogas arc six 
(1} £ikf&—the science of proper articulation and pronunciation, (2) Chandtts- 

the science of prosody, (3) Vy&karapa—grammar, (4) NimkUt'—etymological 

explanation of difficult Vedic Words, (5) Jyotifa—astronomy and (6) 
Kalpa—ritual or ceremonial. 

3 l4tus-b$m Brefund: According to Puranic tradition, there grew up a. 

lotus in the navel of Viftu and in that lotus Brahma took his form* Seated 

in the lotus, Brahmi performed penance* Thereafter he began the work of 
creation. He is vailed Fadmfisana, PadmabkQ etc* therefore. 
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34* Pradhana is the eternal unmanifest cause which is of 
the nature of sat (existent) and asat (non-existent). Purufa, 

the lord, evolved the universe out of it. 

35* O excellent sages, know that he is Brahma of unmeasur¬ 

ed refulgence. He is the creator of alt living beings* He is Nara- 

yana the greatest Being. 

36, Cosmic Ego (Ahamkara) was born of Mahat (great 
principle) : from Mahat, Bhutas (Elements) were born. Varie¬ 

ties of living beings were born of the Elements* Thus is the eter¬ 

nal creation. 
37, It is being glorified with details of all aspects in accord¬ 

ance with my intelligence and in the manner I have heard. Now 

listen to it. It shall enhance the reputation of all of you. 

38-40* The glory of persons who had performed meritorious 

deeds and whose renown is permanent is proclaimed herein. 

The Self-born lord who was desirous of creating varieties of 

subjects from the unmanifest Pradhana created waters1 alone at 

the outset. He instilled vigour in them. The waters arc called 
Naras (born of Nara—man); waters are the progeny of Nara,1 

At the outset, they were his place of resort. Hence he is remember¬ 
ed as Narayaria, A gold-wombed Egg took shape and floated 

on the waters, 

41-42, Brahma himself was born there. We have heard that 

he is self-born. The gold-coloured lord stayed there for a year 

and then split the Egg into two—heaven and Earth. In the middle 

of these two halves the Lord created firmament. 

43-45. He held the Earth floating on the waters* He creat¬ 

ed ten quarters, as well as mind, speech, love, anger and plea¬ 

sure. 

Desirous of evolving creation befitting these, he created Praja- 

1. Mam* 1,8 apa $va sasarjddaut t&su viryam av&kjipaL “Waters are 
the first creation of the SelAcxistcnt. He laid seed in them.’1. The account of 

^creation (sarga) as described here is formed in Manusnirti Ch*l, 
2, Gp. Ma&u 1.10, 

srrrt jtrt sftwT anrt £ totstt: i 
«t JRwnnf spf JTT*m: fijs: it 

For the third Fids, this Purina reads: 

3pm aw <rrc ^ 
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path1 (Lords of subjects ) viz. Marici, Atri, Angiras, Pulastya, 

Fulaha, Kratu and Vasistha. Thus the lord of great refulgence 
created seven mental sons*2 In the Puranas these are known as 
the seven Brahmas* 

46. Subsequent to the seven sons of Brahma who were 

identical with Narayana, Brahma created Rudra out of his fury* 

47. He created the divine lord Sanatkujnara who was the 
eldest of all his previous sons. O brahmins, the subjects and 
Rudras were born of these seven. 

48-50* Skanda and Sanatkumara stayed there condensing 

their brilliance. Seven great families of divine nature comprising 
the groups of Devas were bom of seven Brahmas* They had 

progeny and they performed holy rites. The families were adorn¬ 
ed by great sages, Brahma created lightning, thunder, clouds, 

saffron-coloured rainbows, birds and Parjanya (lord of clouds) 

at the outset. He composed Rks, Yajus and Saman for conduct¬ 
ing sacrifices* 

51. We have heard that he created Sadhyas and other 

Devas* Living beings high and low were born of his limbs. 

52-53* Even when Prajapati had created such an extensive 

horde of progeny, the created subjects did not multiply. Then he 

split his body into two halves. One half became a man and the 

other half a woman. The man begot of the woman different 
kinds of subjects. 

54. With his grandeur he pervaded heaven and Earth and 

stored by Vi§nu created Virat (an immense being) and ViraJ 

created Puru?a. 

55. Know that Manu was that Purusa. The Manvantara 

the ruling period of Manuis the second one of Manu, the mental 

son of Brahma. 

1. Praj&pati-s: lord* of subjects. The word is as old as the Veda. Formerly, 
there were tea Prajipatis. But as the number of subjects increased, eleven 

more were added to this number. Thus there were twentyone Praj&patU 

whose functions were to facilitate creation. They were Brahmdy Rudra, Mmu% 

JDakfa, Bkrgu> Dharma, Tofta, Tama, Marfei, Adgiras, Atriy Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, 

Vasiffha, Paramefihi, S0na> Candra, Kardamat Kradhay ami Vtkrttn 

2. Seven Brakm&s—seven mental sons of Brahm<L Each Manvantara has 

different saptarfis. The Sap tar of the present Vaivasvata Manvantara, 

consist of Maiici, AAgiras, Atrt, Pulastya, VaiiHha, Pidaha and Kratu. 
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56. That Vair&ja (Son of VirSt) Puruga, lord of creation 
of the subjects, was the lord who created. The subjects created 
during Narayana’s creation as well as Manu’s were not born of 
the womb. 

57. On hearing this account of creation at the outset, a man 

becomes longlived, well-renowned and blessed with progeny. 
He will obtain his desired goal. 

58. Apava—that Purusa and Prajapati—was desirous of 

creating subjects. He obtained Satarupa,1 an Ayonija lady as his 
wife. 

59. With his grandeur, Apava pervaded heaven and stood 
by. Then, O excellent sages, Satarupa was delivered of her pro¬ 
geny righteously. 

60. She performed a severe penance for ten thousand years 
and obtained as her husband that Purusa of bright penance. 

61. O brahmins, that Purusa is called Svayambhuva Manu 

(Manu born of the self born lord). His Manvantara consisted 

of seventyone cycles of Yugas. 

62-64. Satampa bore to Vairaja Purusa the heroic sons 

Friyavrata and Uttanapada. After the heroic sons (a daughter) 

Kamya was bom. O excellent sages, Kamya (was the wife) 

of Kardama Prajapati. The sons of Kamya were four viz. Sam- 

rat, Kuksi, Virat and Frabhu. Prajapati Atri adopted Uttana¬ 
pada as his son. Sunrta bore four sons to Uttanapada. 

65. The charming daughter of Dharma is known as Sunrti. 

She was born as a result of horse sacrifice. She was the illustrious 

mother of Dhruva. 
66. Prajapati Uttanapada begot four sons of Sunrta viz. 

Dhruva, Kirtiman, Ayu?man and Vasu. 

67. O brahmins, the highly blessed Dhruva, seeking very 

great fame, performed penance for three thousand divine years. 

68. Prajapati Brahma being delighted gave him a stable 

abode, on par with his own in front of seven sages. 
69. On observing his prestige and greatness flourishing, for¬ 

merly Usanas the preceptor of Devas and Asuras sang this Verse: 

1. SatarSpi—wife of Svayambhuva Manu herein called Apava. He 

took his sister Satarilpa as his wife. The couple had two sons: Friyavrata 

and UttinapAda ^nd two daughters: Prariti and AkOti. Frasuti was married 

to Dak?a Prajapati and AkOti to Ruci Prajipati. 
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70. Wonderful is the power of his penance* Wonderful is his 
learning* Wonderful indeed is Dhruva1 whom the seven sages 
have kept ahead of themselves. 

71 - Sambhu bore to Dhruva (two sons) viz* Slisji and Bha- 
vya* Succhaya bore five noble sons to $li?ti* 

72. They were Ripu, Purafijaya, Putra, Vfkala and Vrka- 

tejas* Brhati bore to Ripu the son Gaksusa who had an all round 
splendour. 

73. He begot Cak§usaManu of PuskarinI, Vairini the dau¬ 
ghter of Aranya the Prajapati of great soul. 

74. O leading sages, ten sons of great prowess were born to 

Manu and Nadvala the daughter of Prajapati Vairaja. 

75-76. The first nine were Kutsa, Puru, Satadyumna, Tapa* 

svin, Satyavak, Kavi, Agnistubh, Atiratra and Sudyumna. The 
tenth was Abhimanyu. These sons of great prowess were born of 

Nadvala. Agneyl bore six sons of great lustre to Puru. 

77. They were Anga, Sumanas, Khyati, Kratu, Angiras 
and Gaya. SuniLha bore to Anga a single son Vena, 

78. There was a great uproar due to the misdemeanour of 

Vena. For procreating progeny the sages churned his right hand. 

79-81. A mighty king was born when his hand was churned. 
On seeing him the sages declared: “This king will make his 

subjects delighted. His refulgence is great. He will earn great 
renown.” He was born equipped with a bow and a coat of mail. 

He was as lustrous as the burning fire; Pfthu, the son of Vena 

protected this Earth* He was the oldest of K$atriyas. He was the 

first and foremost of those whose coronations were performed with 

a Rajasuya2 sacrifice. He was the overlord of the Earth. 

82-85. The intelligent Suta and Magadha were bom of 

being desirous of securing the means of subsistence for his sub¬ 

jects, the king (Pfthu) milked this Earth in the form of a cow* 

O excellent sages. The king milked the cow alongwith Devas* 
sages, Pitrs, Danavas, Gandharvas, Apsaras, serpents, Punya- 

janas, creepers etc. On being milked by them the Earth gave 

1. Dhruva—Svayambhuva Manu, son of Brahma, had two sons: Priya- 
vrata and Uttanap&da. Uttanapada had two wives : Suruci and Suniti. Suruci 

gave birth to Uttama and Suniti to Dhruva. 
2, Rqjastiya j««^tf^prifortncd at the coronatiQin of a king. MBh* II 

describes the Rajasuya sacrifice of king Yudkfrthira in detail. 
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.them as much milk as could fill up their vessels. They sustained 
-their lives thereby. At the end of sacrifice, two righteous sous 

were bom to Prthu viz Antardhi and P&tin. 

86-87, Sikhandim bore Havirdhana to Antardhana (i.e. 
Antardhi). Dhisana, the daughter of Agni, bore six sons to 

Havirdhana viz Pracinabarhis, Sukra, Gaya, Kr?na, Vraja and 

Ajina. Lord Pracinabarhis was a great Prajapati. 

88-91, After Havirdhana, excellent sages, it was lord Pra¬ 
cinabarhis by whom the subjects moving about on the Earth 

were brought up and made to flourish. After concluding the 

rigorous penance on the shore (of the ocean), the king married 

Savarna the daughter of the ocean. Savarna, the daughter of the 

ocean, bore ten sons to Pracinabarhis. They were called Prace- 

tas. They were well-versed in archery. Performing holy rites 
jointly they practiced a great penance for ten thousand years 

lying submerged under the waters of the ocean. 

92-95. While the PraCetas were performing penance, the 

Earth was left unguarded. Hence the trees overgrew the Earth 
and enveloped it* Thereby, the destruction of subjects set in. 

The trees grew so dense that the wind was unable to blow. For 

ten thousand years the subjects were unable even to stir. All the 

Pracetas who were performing penance heard about it. They 

became furious and generated wind and fire through their 

mouths* The wind uprooted the trees and desiccated them. 

The terrible fire burned them. Thus the trees were destroyed. 

96. On knowing that the trees were being destroyed and that 

only a few of them remained. Soma approached the Prajapatis 

and said: 

97. O kings, O son of Pracinabarhis, restrain your wrath. 

The Earth has been denuded of trees. May your fury and fire be 

subdued. 

98-99. This girl of excellent complexion is the jewel of the 

forest. She had been held by me in my womb as I was aware of 

the future. This daughter of the forest is Marina by name. O 

highly blessed ones, may she be your wife. May she raise the lunar 

-race. For this purpose alone she has been created. 

100. With half the splendour pertaining to you and with 

half of my splendour, the learned Prajapati named Dak?a will 

he bom of her? 
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101. He is on par with Agni. He will make this Earth and 
the subjects flourish once again. He will develop this Earth, 

practically burned out by the fiery splendour pertaining to you. 

102. Then, at the instance of Soma, the ascetics restrained 

their fury towards the trees and accepted Marina as their lawfully 

wedded wife. 
103. O brahmins, with a part of Soma, Dakga Prajapati 

of great splendour was born of Marina and the ten Fracetas. 
104. After mentally creating the immobile and mobile 

beings, the bipeds and the quadrupeds, Daksa created women. 

105. Lord Dak$a gave ten of his daughters to Dharma, 
thirteen to Ka£yapa, the remaining (twentyseven.) named after 

twentyseven constellations to king Soma. 

106. Devas, birds, cows, serpents, Daityas, Danavas, Gan- 

dharvas, Apsaras and other classes of people were bom of them. 
107. O leading brahmins, it was only after this that the 

procreation by means of sexual intercourse began. The subjects 
before are said to be born of mental conception, sight or touch. 

The Sages said: 

108. The origin of Devas, Danavas, Gandharvas, serpents, 

Raksasas, as well as that of Dak$a the great soul has been heard 

by us. 
109-110. Indeed, Dak$a of auspicious rites was born of the 

right thumb of Brahma. His wife was born of the left thumb. 

How could Dakga of great penance be born of Pracetas ? O Suta, 

please clarify our doubt. How did the grandson of Soma attain 

the status of his father-in-law ? 

Lomaharsana said: 

111. O brahmins, origin and annihilation do occur conti¬ 

nuously among living beings. Sages and other learned people 

are not deluded in this respect. 

112. Dak$as and other beings are born in every Yuga. They 

are annihilated afterwards. A learned man does not become de¬ 

luded thereby. 

113. O excellent brahmins, formerly there was neither 

seniority nor juniorship (conditioned by time). Penance alone 

was the important factor. Power was the cause (of this consider¬ 
ation) 
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114. He who understands this side-creation of Dakga com¬ 
prising the mobile and immobile beings, shall be blessed with 

progeny. He will live the full span of life. He is honoured in the 

heavenly world. 

The Sages said: 

115. O Lomahargana recount in details the origin of Devas, 

Danavas, Gandharvas, Raksasas and serpents. 

Lmaharscma said: 

116. Formerly, Prajapati Dakga was directed by the self- 

born lord (who said) “create subjects.” O brahmins now listen 

how he created them. 

117. The Prajapati created living beings mentally. He creat¬ 

ed sages, Gandharvas, Asuras, Yakgas and Rakgasas. 

118-119. O brahmins, when his mental progeny did not 

multiply, the virtuous Prajapati began to ponder over ways and 
means of increasing subjects. He became desirous of creating 

variety subjects by the process of sexual intercourse. He took 

Asikni the daughter of Prajapati Virana as his wife. She was en¬ 

dowed with the power of penance. She, the great was capable of 

sustaining the worlds. 

120-127. Prajapati Dakga the great begot five thousand sons 

of Asikni the daughter of Virana. On seeing those highly blessed 

sons desirous of increasing the subjects, the celestial sage Narada 

of sweet tongue spoke to them certain words which brought their 

destruction and invited a curse for himself (?). Formerly Sage 

KaSyapa was afraid of Daksa's curse, hence he procreated the 

more excellent son (Narada) in the daughter of Dakga. This 
Narada was the son of Brahma formerly. Like his father Brahma, 

Dakga again created Narada in his wife Asikni the daughter of 

Virana. Dakga’s sons Haryafvas were completely destroyed by 
Brahma. Dakga of unmeasured exploits attempted to destroy 

Brahma. Keeping the Brahmanical sages ahead he was request¬ 

ed by the latter not to be angry. Dakga then made a compro¬ 

mise with Brahma. “May Narada be bom of my daughter as 

your son.” Then Dakga gave his beloved daughter to BrahmJL 

Fearful of being cursed again (?) Sage N&rada was born of 

her. 
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The iSages said: 

128, O lord, how were the sons of Prajapati destroyed by 

Narada the great sage ? We wish to hear all about it factually. 

Lomaharsana said: 

129. Haryasvas, the extremely powerful sons of Dak$a arriv¬ 

ed (at a spot near the sea) desirous of making the subjects multi¬ 

ply: Narada spoke to them. 
130-131. “Alas, all of you are very puerile. You do not 

know the magnitude and extent of this Earth. Still, O sons of 

Fracetas you are desirous of creating subjects. But how will you 
create the subjects within it, above it and below it? On hearing 

lus words they wondered in all directions. 
132-134. They have not returned so far like rivers merging 

into the sea. When HaryaSvas vanished, lord Dak;a, son of 

Pracetas procreated a thousand sons in the daughter of Vlrana. 

'They were known as Sabalasvas. They were also desirous of 

multiplying the subjects, Narada spoke to them as he had spoken 

to Haryasvas. They told one another. 
135. The great sage said pertinently: let us trace out our 

brothers. When we have found them out and ascertained the 

extent of the Earth, we shall easily create the subjects.” 
136. They too went in all directions along the same path. 

Till today they have not returned like rivers flowing into oceans. 

137. Ever since then, O brahmins, a brother who goes in 

search of a lost brother perishes himself. Thus a wise brother 

should not go in search of his lost brother. 

138. On realising that they too had perished Prajapati Daksa 

procreated sixty daughters in the daughters of Vlrana. This we 
have heard. 

139. O brahmins Kafyapa, lord Soma, Dharma and other 

sages took them as their wives. 

140-141. He gave ten daughters to Dharma, thirteen to KaS- 

yapa, twentyseven to Soma, four to Ari^anemi, two toBahu- 

putra, two to Angiras and two to Krsa£va. Now listen to their 
names. 

142-146. The ten wives of Dharma were Arundhati, Vasu, 

Yami, Lamba, Bala, Marutvatl, Sankalpa, Muhurta, Sadhya 

and Vifiva. O brahmins, understand the children bom of these. 
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ViSvedevas were born of Viiva. Sadhya gave birth to Sadhyas,' 
Marutvats were bom of Mamtvati. Vasus were the sons of Vasu, 

Bhanus were the sons of Bhanu, Muhurtas were born of Muhurta, 

Ghosa. was the son of Lamb a. Nagavithi was the daughter of 
Yarn!; objects of the Earth were born of ArundhatX. Samkalpa, 

the soul of the universe was bom of Sankalpa; Vfsala was bom 

of Nagavithi the daughter of Yam!. 

147. Daksa, the son of Pracetas, gave his daughter in mar¬ 

riage to Soma: All those are named after constellations. They 

are glorified in the Astral Science. 
148. Those others who are known as Devas going ahead of 

luminaries are the eight Vasus. I shall mention them in detail. 

149. Apa, Dhruva, Soma, Dliava, (or Dhruva), Anila, 

Anala, Pratyuija and Prabhasa are the names of Vasus, 

150. Apa*s sons were Vaitandya, Srama, Sranta and Muni. 

Dhruva’s son was Kala who reckons time in the world. 

151. Soma’s son was Varcas whereby people become reful¬ 
gent. Dravina and Hutahavyavaha were the sons of Dhava. 

Manohara’s sons were Si£ira, Prana and Ram ana. 

152. Siva was the wife of Anila. Her son was Manojava, 

Anila had two sons: Manojava and Avijflatagati. 

153. Agni’s son Kumara was enveloped by splendour in the 

cluster of Sara reeds. His sons were Sakha, Visakha and Naiga- 

meya, 

154. He was the adopted son of Kfttikas*1 Hence he was 

called Karttikeya. They say that the sage Devala was the son of 

Pratyii&a. 

155-156. Devala had two sons endowed with knowledge and 

forbearance. Brhaspati’s sister Yogasiddha was excellent lady 

who expounding the Brahman wandered over the entire world. 

She was detached at first, but later on she became the wife of 

Prabhasa the eighth among the Vasus. 

157. The highly blessed Prajapati ViSvakarman was bom 

1. When Subrsihiaa^ya was bom, Devas deputed six mothers to breast¬ 

feed him and they were called Krtrikas, Certain hold that Subrah- 

ma^ya had six faces and he was fed on m breasts at the same time. Six mothers 

were deputed to feed him, as he was bom with six faces. Again according to 

certain Furiupas4t was P&rvatl who deputed the Kfttikas, The child came 

to be known as K&rttikeya as it was fed by KrttikAs. 
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of her. He was a carpenter of Devas and the architect of thou* 
sands of arts and crafts. 

158. He was the maker of all ornaments and the most excel¬ 
lent among the artisans. It was he who made the aerial chariots 
for Devas. 

159* Human beings too subsist on the works of art of that 
great architect. 

Surabhi bore eleven Rudras to KaSyapa. 
160-162. That chaste lady sanctified by her penance (gave 

them birth) by the grace of Mahadeva. 
They were Ajaikapada, Ahirbudhnya, Tvasjr* Rudra the 

powerful, Hara Bahurupa, Tryambaka, Aparajita, Vj^akapi, 
Sambhu, Kapardi Raivata, Mrgavyadha, Sarva and Kapalin 
O excellent brahmins, these are the eleven (?) well-known 
Rudras1 lords of the universe. 

163. A century of these Rudras of unmeasured strength has 
been mentioned in the Puranas. O leading sages, the entire uni¬ 
verse consisting of the mobile and immobile beings is pervaded by 
them. 

164-165. O leading brahmins, now listen to the names of 
the wives of Prajapati KaSyapa. They are Aditi, Diti, Danu, 
Arista, Surasa, Khasa, Surabhi, Vinatk, Tamra, Krodhava£a, 
Ira, Kadru and Muni. O brahmins, know the children bom of 
them. 

166-169. In the previous Manvantara there were twelve 
magnificent and excellent Devas named Tusitas. When the Vai- 
vasvata Manvantara was imminent they told one another thus—* 
“During the Manvantara of Caksusa Manu of great fame, O 
Devas, all of you shall gather together for the welfare of the world. 
Come quickly ye all and enter the womb of Aditi. We shall be 
born then. It will be to our welfare and advantage** After saying 
thus they of prolific refulgence were born of Aditi and Kaiyapa 
in the Gak$u$a Manvantara. 

170-171. Vi§pu and Sakra were born again then. The 
following are the twelve Adityas: Aryaman, Dhatf, Tva^y, 

1. Jtiutar: According to this Purina, eleven Rudras were bom to 
Kdyvjw from Surabhi. Other Put&qm give diffimt origins and names of 
Rudras,. The names of Rudras given there are the synonyms of lord Siva* 
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Puyan, Vivasvan, Savitr, Mitra, Vanina, Aihia and Bhaga of 
great splendour alongwith Viynu and Sakra. 

172. In the Cakyusa Manvantara they were known as Tusi- 
tas. In the Vaivasvata Manvantara they are called Aditya. 

173. Brilliant children of unmeasured splendour were born 
of those ladies of holy rites who had been mentioned as the twenty- 
seven wives of Soma. 

174-175. The wives of Ariy^anemi had sixteen children. The 
four Vidyuts were the sons of Bahuputra the wise sage. In the 
previous Caksusa Manvantara Rks were honoured by the brah¬ 
min sages. Devapraharanas are known as the children of Kfsasva, 
the celestial sage. 

176. These are born again at the end of a thousand cycles 
•of four Yugas, these are the groups of Devas. Thirty-three of 
them are bom erf Kama. 

177-178. O brahmins, annihilation and origin are said to 
befall them too. Just as the sun rises and sets in the firmament so 
also the groups of Devas in every Yuga. 

We have heard that two sons were born to Diti. 

179-180. They were HiranyakaSipu and Hiranyakya. A 
daughter named Simhika was also bom to her. She became the 
wife of Vipracitti. Her sons of great strength are known as Saim- 
hikeyas. Hiranyakafipu had four sons of well reputed prowess. 

181. They were Hrada, Anuhrada, Frahrada and Samhrada. 
Hrada was the son of Hrada. 

182. Hr ad a’s sons were Mayavi, Siva and Kala. Virocana 
was the son of Prahrada, Bali was the son of Virocana. 

183-184. O ascetics, Bali had hundred sons of whom Bana 
was the eldest. (The most important of them are) Kumbha- 
Nabha, Gardabhakya, Dhjtarayp-a, Surya, Candramas, Indra- 
tapana, and Kukyi. B-xoa was the eldest and the strongest amon¬ 
gst them. He was a devotee of Siva. 

185. In a former Kalpa, Bana propitiated lord Siva and 
begged for this boon “I shall sport about at vour side.” 

186-187. Hiranyaksa had five sons. They were both scho¬ 
lars and warriors. They were—Bharbhara, Sakuni, Bhuta, Santa- 
pana, Mahantbha of great exploits and KalanAbha. 

Danu bad a hundred sons of energetic exploits. They were 
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ascetics of great prowess. I shall enumerate the most important, 
among them. 

188-192. They are Dvimurdha, Sankukarna, Hayasiras, 
Ayomukha, Sambara, Kapila, Vamana, Marlci, Magliavan, 
Ilvala, Spnana, Vik§obhana, Ketu, Ketuvirya, Satahrada, 
Indrajit, Sarvajit, Vajranabha, Ekacakra, Mahabahu, Tar aka 
of great strength, Vaisvanara, Puloman, Vidravarta Maha- 
£iras, Svar-bhanu, Vygaparva, Vipracitti of great virility. These 
sons of Danu were begotten by Kasyapa. 

193-194. Vipracitti was the chief among Danavas of great 
strength. O excellent brahmins, it is not possible to enumerate 
their children because they are too numerous. The sons and 
grandsons were also too many to mention, Prabha was the 
daughter of Svarbhanu, SacI was the daughter of Puloman. 

195. Upadanavl was the daughter of Hayasiras, Sarmistha 
was the daughter of Vj^aparvan, Puloman and Kalaka were the 
two daughters of Vaisvanara. 

196-198. They were the wives of Marlci. They had great 
strength and they bore many children. They had sixty thousand 
sons who delighted Danavas. Marici who performed a very 
great penance, procreated another fourteen hundred sons who 
stayed in the city of Hiranyapura. The Danavas named Paulo- 
mas (Sons of Puloma) and Kalakeyas (Sons of Kalaka) were 
very terrible. Vipracitti’s sons were born of Simhika. Due to 
the admixture of Daityas and Danavas they became valorous 
and powerful. 

199-201. Thirteen very powerful Saimhikeyas were known 
as Variriya, Salya, Nala, Bala, Vatapi.Namuci, Ilvala, Srma^a, 
Afijika, Naraka, Kalanabha, Saramana and the powerful Svara- 
kalpa. 

Musaka and Hunda were the sons of Hrada. 
202. Marica the son of Sunda was bom of Tadaka. These' 

are the excellent Danavas who made the race of Danu flourish. 
203-204. Their sons and grandsons were hundreds and thou¬ 

sands. The Nivatakavacas were bom in the family of Daitya 
Samhrada who had purified his soul by observing penance. The 
highly blessed Vaidyutas are reputed to have been born to Tamra. 
They had three crores of sons and they resided in Ma^iyatl.1 

’ L Atfaptwtf—The capital of Vidyidharaa, & group oftemi-godi who wew 
garlands. 
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205-209. It was difficult for Devas to kill them. They were 
struck down by Aijuna (the Pandava.) 

(Tamra’s daughters were) Krauflci, Syeni, Bhasi, Sugrivi, 
Suci and Grdhrl. KrauficI gave birth to owls and crows, SyenI 
to hawks and falcons, Bhasi to Bhasas (vultures, cocks), Gfdhri 
to Grdhras (vultures), Suci to aquatic birds, Sugrivi to horses, 
camels and donkeys. Thus listen to the race of Tamra. 

Vinata had two sons—-Garuda and Aruna. Garuda is the 
most excellent among the flying birds. He is very terrible in his 
activities. 

Surasa’s children were a thousand serpents of unmeasured 
prowess and many heads. O brahmins, they move about in the 
Armament and they are noble souls. The sons of Kadru were 
very strong and had unmeasured strength and prowess. They 
were one thousand in number. 

210-213. The multiheaded Nagas of mighty valour were 
born. They were under the control of Garuda. The most impor¬ 
tant of these were: 

Sc$a, Vasuki, Tak$aka, Airavata, Mahapadma, Kambala, 
A Avatar a, Elapatra, Sahkha, Karkotaka, Dhanafijaya, Maha- 
nila, Mahakarna, Dhftarastra, Balahaka, Kuhara, Puspadam- 
stra, Durmukha, Sumukha, Sankha, Sarikhapala, Kapila, Va- 
mana, Nahusa, Sankharoman, Mani and others. 

214- Their sons and grandsons were in hundreds and thou¬ 
sands. There were fourteen thousand cruel snakes which live on 

air. 
215. O brahmins, there is a group called KrodhavaSa. These 

have terrible fangs. The birds on land are infinite. They are the 
progeny of Earth. 

216. Surabhi gave birth to cows and buffaloes, Ira gave 
birth to trees, creepers, plants and species of grass all round. 

217-218. Kha£a gave birth to Yak$as and Raksasas, Muni 
gave birth to Apsaras (celestial damsels); Ari;fa gave birth to 
Gandharvas of immense prowess and unmeasured energy. Thus 
these descendants of KaSyapa consisting of mobile and immobile 
beings have been related. Their sons and grandsons are in hund¬ 

reds and thousands. 
219-223 Q brahmins, this creation existed in the Svarocija 

Manvantara; what follows occurred in the Vaivasvata Manvan- 
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tara. Brahma commenced a big and extensive sacrifice pertain¬ 
ing to Varuna. Listen to the creation of subjects in the course of 
sacrifice whom Brahma himself had created as his sons from his 
mind in the previous Kalpa. 

O brahmins, then ensued the mutual animosity between Devas 
and Danavas in which Dili lost all her sons. She propitiated 
Kafyapa with great devotion; duly honoured and served by her, 
Kaiyapa was highly pleased. He permitted her to ask for a boon. 
She requested him for a son of unmeasured prowess who would 

be capable of killing Indra. 

224-225. On being requested thus, Kasyapa of great auste¬ 
rity granted her boon. After granting the boon Kafyapa spoke 
to her—“Your son will kill Indra if you retain the foetus for a 
hundred autumns maintaining cleanliness and performing rites.” 

226. O excellent sages, “So shall it be” said that gentle lady 
with devotion (to her lord) of great austerity. Maintaining 
cleanliness she conceived. 

227-228. After impregnating Dili Kasyapa returned. He 
desired for an excellent group of Devas of unmeasured prowess. 
After withdrawing his invincible splendour that could not be des¬ 
troyed even by the immortal beings he went to a mountain resolv¬ 
ing to perform penance and holy rites. 

229-231. The chest iser of Paka1 stood wailing for a loop¬ 
hole to gain entry within her. The unswerving Indra saw a loop¬ 
hole when the century of years nearly came to a close. Without 
washing her feet Diti went to bed and slept. Indra entered her 
belly. Armed with his thunderbolt he cut the foetus into seven 
parts. On being split by the thunderbolt the foetus groaned. 

232-233. “Ma rodlb” (Do not cry) said Indra to the child. 
It split into seven parts. The infuriated Indra, the suppressor of 
enemies further cut each of these pieces into seven more pieces 
by means of his thunderbolt. O excellent brahmins, those child¬ 
ren later on came to be known as Maruts,2 

1. PikaiSsana, Lord Indra who chastised the Asura Paka. 
2. Monts—Diti bore a child in her womb. When Indra knew that the 

child when born would slay him, he entered the womb when Diti was asleep, 
with a desire to kill it there itself. The child began to cry but Indra said “Do 
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234. They became Maruts according to what Indra had 
said. These fortynine Devas became the associates of Indra, the 
wielder of thunderbolt. 

235-238. O excellent brahmins, Hari desired for an excellent 
group of Devas of unmeasured prowess with these functioning as 
such. He allotted Prajapatis for each multitude. Gradually, 
the kingdoms with Pfthu at the head were organized. That Hari 
is the heroic Puru$a, Kysna, Vi$nu, Prajapati, Parjanya, Tapana 
and Ananta. The whole universe belongs to him. O excellent 
brahmins, there is no fear of recession unto him who knows 
perfectly this creation of living beings. Whence can be fear for 
the other world ? 

CHAPTER TWO 

Origin uni glory of Pfthu 

Lomahar^ana said: 

1. After crowning Pfthu the son of Vena as the overlord, 
Brahma began to allot realms to each deity separately. 

2. He crowned Soma in the kingdom of birds, creepers, 
constellations, planets, sacrifices and austerities. 

3. He crowned Vanina in the realm of waters. He made 
Vai&rava^a the lord of kings; Vi&nu the lord of Adityas and 
Pavaka the lord of Vasus,1 

not cry—mi mda.1’ Then Indra cut the child into fortynine pieces* They 

were bom alive and they got the name Marut, When grown up they became 

helpers of Indra. 
1. Vasust a class of deities, eight in number: Jpa, or Aya, Dhruva, Soma, 

Dhara or Dhava, Anila, An ala, Pratyfl?a and Prabhasa, Sometimes Am ha is 

substituted for Apa. Adi Ch. 66, Verses 17, 18. 

srd I 

Compare this Pura^a, Ch. 1. Verse 149, 
They were bom to Dharmadeva of his wife Vasu, daughter of Dakja. 

Different Purina* give different names. This shows some of them had more 

than one appellation. 
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4i He made Daksa the lord of Prajapatis, Indra the lord of 
Maruts, and Prahrada of unmeasured prowess the lord of Daityas 
and Danavas. 

5-6. He crowned Yama the son of Vivasvat in the kingdom 
of Pitfs. He made the trident-bearing Siva the overlord of Yak- 
Sas, Rak$asas, kings, goblins and ghosts. He made Himavan 
the lord of mountains and the ocean the lord of rivers, 

7. He made lord Gitraratha the overlord of Gandharvas, 
Vasuki the lord of Nagas and Taksaka the lord of Serpents* 

8. He made Airavata the king of elephants, Uccaihsravas 
the lord of horses and Garuda the lord of birds, 

9. He made Sardula (tiger) the lord of animals and the 
bull the lord of cows. Hr crowned Plak?a as the king of Vege¬ 
tables and plenty, 

10. After allotting realms like this, lord Brahma established 
the guardians in each quarter. 

11. In the eastern quarter he crowned Sudhanvan the son 
of Prajapati Vairiija ihc guardian of quarters. 

12. In the southern quarter he crowned Sankhapada the 
son of Prajapati Kardama. 

13. In the western quarter he crowned Ketuman the unswerv¬ 
ing son of Rajas, 

14. In the northern quarter he crowned Hiranyaroman the 
invincible son of Prajapati Parjanya, 

15. Till today the entire Earth consisting of its towns and 
continents is being virtuously administered by them with due 
deference to their respective jurisdiction, 

16. In accordance with the injunctions laid down in the 
Vedas king Pfthu was crowned1 as the overlord in the course of 
Rajasuya Sacrifice. 

17. Afterwards, when the Gakfu^a Manv&ntara of unmea¬ 
sured splendour had passed off he allotted the realm on the Earth 
to Vaivasvata Manu, 

18. I shall describe in detail the story of Vaivasvata Manu 
for your knowledge if you intend to hear. The story of this per¬ 
sonage has been narrated in the Pur anas. 

1 1. Historians trace the origin of kingship to Prthu, The observance of 

consecration and the religious and political rites such as R^jadya sacrifice 
support the view that the Hindu monarchial system is very old. 
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The sages said: 

19-23. O Lomahar$ana, please do describe the birth of 
Pjthu in detail* how this earth was milked by that noble soul; 
how it was milked by Pitrs, Devas, Sages, Daityas, Nagas, Yak?as, 
trees, mountains, ghosts* Gandharvas, excellent brahmins and 
Rak^asas of immense strength. O sage of holy rites, it behoves 
you to recount the special vessels they took for milking. Please 
mention the calves that they had and the type of milk they receiv¬ 
ed. Who milked the earth ? Whatfor was the hand of Vena 
churned formerly by the infuriated sages ? O dear one* relate the 
cause thereof. 

Lomakarfana said : 

24. Listen* I shall relate in detail the story of Pfthu the son 
of Vena. O leading brahmins, listen with attention and zeal. 

25. O brahmins, 1 shall never relate this to an unclean per¬ 
son, to a petty-minded one, to one who is not a disciple, to one 
who does not perform holy rites, to one who is ungrateful or to 
one who is antagonistic. 

26. This story is conducive to heavenly pleasure, renown, 
longevity and wealth. It is on a par with the Vedas. Listen to 
this secret story in the manner it has been mentioned by the sages. 

27. He who narrates this story of Pfthu the son of Vena 
daily after bowing down to the bralimins shall not repent for his 
omissions and commissions, 

28. Formerly, there lived a Prajapati named Ahga who was 
bom in the family of Atri. He was as powerful as Atri and he 
guarded Dharma. 

29. He had a son named Vena who was not interested 
in Dharma. Vena the patriarch was bom of Sunitha, the 
daughter of Yama, 

30. Due to the fault of his maternal grandfather, Vena, the 
son of the daughter of Yama, turned his back on his virtuous 
duties and indulged in lust and covetousness. 

31. That king broke the conventional barriers necessitated 
by Dharma. Transgressing the Vedic canons and codes he be¬ 
came engrossed in evil and sinful acts. 

32. When he was Prajapati, the subjects were deprived of 
an opportunity to study the Vedas or utter Va$afkara Mantras. 
Neither sacrifices were performed nor Soma was drunk, Devas 
too could not drink Soma. 
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33. "No one should perform a sacrifice. No one should per¬ 
form Homa”—was the cruel order promulgated by that monarch 
as his destruction was imminent. 

34. “I am the person for whom the sacrifice should be made. 
I am the performer of sacrifices. I am the foremost among sattras. 
All sacrifices should be performed in my favour”, he declared. 

35. When he adopted an unbecoming and improper atti- 
tude and transgressed the traditional conventions, Marici and 
other sages addressed him thus. 

36-37. "O Vena, do not commit a sinful deed. For many 
years we have taken up this vow of sacrifice. This is the eternal 
norm. O king, you are born of Atri. You are undoubtedly a 
Prajapati. You have entered into a solemn agreement thus “I 
will protect the subjects”1 

38. The wicked Vena conversant solely with what was harm¬ 
ful ridiculed the instructions of great sages and acted contrarily. 
Vena said: 

39. Who else is he the creator of Dliarma ? Whose behest 
am I to pay heed to ? In this Earth who can equal me in 
learning, strength, austerity and truthfulness ? 

40. I am the source of origin of all living beings and of holy 
rites in particular. You are confounded and deluded. You are 
of unsound mind (and hence) do not understand me. 

41. If I wish I can burn this Earth or float it in the waters. 
1 can blockade and torment the earth as well as heaven. 

42-43. When they could not dissuade him from his arrogant 
deluded pose, the sages got infuriated. Even as the mighty king 
was throbbing with rage the sages caught hold of him. In their 
fury they churned his left thigh. 

44. As the king's thigh was being churned a short-statured 
dark-complexioned being came up. 

45. O excellent brahmins, utterly frightened he stood there 
with his palms joined in reverence. On seeing him excessively 
bewildered the sage Atri asked him to sit. 

46. O foremost among the eloquent, he became the founder 
of Ni$adas. He created Dhlvaras (fishermen) from the sins of 
Vena. 

I. The statement shows that kingship was conditioned fay certain res¬ 
ponsibilities. See the Coronation Oath in the Aitareya Br&hmapa. For details 
Jayaiwal's Hindu Polity. 
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47. The Tusaras1 2 3 4 5 and Tuuduras® who have their abodes 
on the Vindhya* mountains and who indulge in sinful deeds, 
O brahmins, have emanated from the thigh of Vena. 

48. Thereafter, the noble sages who were still in tension, 
caught hold of his right hand and churned it like the Arani (the 
wood for generating fire by attrition). 

49-50. Pfthu was bom of that hand. He biased like fire. 
HU body dazzled with fiery brilliance. He held a bow that bang¬ 
ed with a loud report and some divine arrows too. The name of 
the bow was Ajagava; for his protection he wore a coat of mail of 
great lustre. 

51. When he was born, the living beings all around were 
very much delighted and they Booked there. O highly blessed 
one, Vena went to heaven. 

52. O brahmins, Vena the tiger among men was saved from 
hell named Turn91 by that noble and virtuous son who was 
born of Ills hand. 

53. The oceans and rivers took jewels (to present him with) 
and waters for his ablution and approached him reverently. 

54-55. Lord Brahma came there accompanied by Dcvas 
and Angirasas. The living beings too both mobile and immobile 
came there and sprinkled water over Pfthu. The subjects were 
delighted by that mighty monarch. 

56. Pfthu, that valorous son of Vena of great splendour, was 
duly crowned as the sovereign monarch by those who were ex¬ 
perts in holy rites, 

57. The subjects who were alienated by his father were 
reconciled to him. Due to affection his title ‘Raja96 became 
meaningful. 

1. Tttpdras—Tochari tribe on the north of Hindu Kush mountains. 

In the Harivamsa they are classed along with Sakas, Daradas, Pahlavas and 

considered to be Mlecchas and Da&yus (115). But they are ranked with wild 

tribes, originating from king Vena’s sins and located in the Vindhya region. 

They are said to have been repressed by king Sagara. 

2. Tunduros : Classed with Tusaras and located in the Vindhya region. 

3. Vindhya mountain \ One of the seven chief mountain chains which sepa¬ 

rates South India from North India. 

4. Put, a hdl to which the childless arc condemned, lPutra* *a son* is so 

called because he protects his ancestors from this hell. 

5. Rdjd from raiy, so called because he delighted hi* subjects. 
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58. As he marched against the oceans, waters stood stunned 
and solidified. Mountains gave way. Never did his banner-post 
break down. 

59. The earth yielded rich harvest without being ploughed. 
Cooked food cropped up at the very thought: cows yielded milk 
in abundance. There was honey in every leafy cup. 

60. Meanwhile during the course of splendid sacrifice of 
Brahma the intelligent Suta was bom of Suti on the Sautya day. 

61. In the very same sacrifice Magadha too was born. They 

were called there by the sages for eulogising Prthu. 
62. The sages told Suta1 and Magadha.2 3 May this king 

be eulogised. This job befits you and this king deserves it also. 
63-64, Then Suta and Magadha addressed those sages— 

“It is Devas and sages that we propitiate by performing sacred 
rites. O brahmins, we do not know the name, fame, traits 
or exploits of this brilliant king whereby we would eulogise 
him.” 

65-66, They were persuaded to eulogise Prthu by means of 
what would happen in future, O excellent sages, all those activi¬ 
ties which Prthu of great strength pursued later on in the three 
worlds were proclaimed by them by way of blessings and benedic¬ 
tions. Ever since that day in all the three worlds benedictions 
are offered by Sutas, Magadhas and Bards. 

67. Delighted by their eulogy Prthu, the lord of subjects, 
granted the Anupa* land to Suta and Magadha to Magadha. 

68-69. On seeing him the subjects were extremely pleased. The 

1. S&ta was a royal herald or bard, whose business was to proclaim the 

heroic deeds of the king and his ancestors and who had therefore to know by 
heart the portions of the epic poems and ancient ballads. The most celebrated 
Suta was Lomahar^apa who was a pupil of Vyasa. 

2. M&gadha—One who used to adulate the king. He is called Maga¬ 
dha because he belonged to Magadha. 

3. Anflpa—“A country situated near water1* or "a marshy country/* 

The name waa applied to tracts near the seacoast, generally in combination 

“SagaranOpa” in Bengal; in or near the Pandya Kingdom in the south, in 

the north and west of the peninsula of Kathiawar and on the western coast 

generally. But the name was more specially applied to a tract on the west 

coast which constituted a kingdom in the time. The only country 

which rests on the Vindhyas and borders on the sea is the tract on the east or 

the Gulf of Cambay, north of Natmada river. For details see Mar. P, in. p. 

344, Pargitcr’s edition. 
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learned men said—“This king will offer all of you the means of 
subsistence”. They requested Prthu, the noble son of Vena 
saying—“At the instance of great sages offer us the means of our 

subsistence.” 
70. Thus approached in a body by the subjects the mighty 

king was moved by a desire to do what was conducive to the 
welfare of subjects. Seizing his bow and arrow he pursued the 
Earth. 

71. Afraid of him the earth took the form of a cow and fled. 
As she fled, Pfthu chased her with bow and arrows. 

72. After passing through the world* Brahma]oka elc, due to 
the fear of Pfthu she saw Pfllm with bow held ready for discharge 
(standing before her). 

73. He was of unerring aim. He was brightly illumined by 
the sharp blazing arrows. He was a great Yogin of noble soul. 
He was invisible even to the immortals. 

74-75. Unable to obtain, a way of escape she resorted to him. 
Herself worthy of being honoured by the three worlds she joined 
her palms in reverence and said to Pfthu “You don't seem to 
see sin in killing a woman. O king, how will you sustain your 
subjects without me ? 

76-80. O king, the worlds arc stationed in me. The universe 
is supported by me. O king, with my destruction the subjects 
will perish. Understand it. If you desire to do what is conducive 
to the welfare of your subjects you will not kill me. O Protector 
of Earth listen to these words of mine. Begun with proper means 
all activities become fruitful. Find out some means whereby you 
will be able to sustain subjects. O king, Even if you kill me you 
will not be able to nurture your subjects. I shall be favourable 
to you, O highly intelligent one, restrain your wrath. They say 
that women even in the lower species of animals, should not be 
killed.1 Seeing with your open eyes, O protector of Earth, it 
does not behove you to eschew virtue.” 

81. On hearing these and many other statements the 
noble-minded king, of virtuous soul, controlled his anger and 
spoke to the Earth: 

], Dharma&Stra* prohibit the slaying of Brahman as and women. 
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Pfthu said: 

82-87. If one were to kill many animals or a single animal 
for the sake of a person whether it be himself or any other, one 
may incur sin thereby. If many were to obtain happiness, when 
one inauspicious person is killed there cannot be any major or 
minor sin in slaying that inauspicious person; O gentle lady. As 
for me, O earth it is in the interest of subjects that I will be killing 
you, should you, at my instance not be prepared to do what is 
conducive to the welfare of the universe. If you turn your face 
against my bebest 1 will kill you with my arrow and proclaiming 
myself I will sustain the subjects myself. Hence, O foremost one 
among the righteous persons, pay heed to my behests and enliven 
the subjects. Indeed, you are capable of sustaining them. Sub¬ 
mit to me and be my daughter. Then I shall withdraw this arrow 

• that is frightful in its appearance and that is now ready to kill you. 

The Earth said-. 

88-89. O heroic one, undoubtedly I shall do all these things. 
Bind my calf so that I can discharge milk with my affection kindl¬ 
ed. O foremost one among those who uphold virtue, keep me 
levelled up everywhere so that the milk that Hows down shall 
spread everywhere. 

Lomahatfana said: 

90. Then with the tip of his bow the son of Vena, Pfthu 
swept aside hundreds and thousands of mountains. Therefore, 
the height of the mountains increased. 

91. In the previous creation when the surface of the Earth 
was uneven there was no demarcation of villages and cities. 

92. There were no cultivated plants, no breeding of cattle, 
no agricultural occupation nor was there any bazar or shopping 
centre. There was no problem of truth and falsehood. There 
was neither greed nor indecent rivalry and competition. 

93. It was only after the advent of Vaivasvata Manvantara, 
ever since the days of Vena (and his descendants), that all these 
began to appear, 

94. O brahmins, wherever the land was level the subjects 
began to colonise. 
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95. Then the diet of subjects consisted of fruits and roots. 
They were faced with great difficulties, as we have heard. 

96-97, Pfthu made lord Svayambhuva Manu the calf 
He the tiger among men, then milked the Earth in his own hand. 
Pfthu the valorous son of Vena milked the vegetable kingdom. 
Even to this day the subjects subsist on those food grains and edi¬ 
bles, 

98-99. O excellent brahmins, the sages, Devas Pitfs, reptiles, 
Daityas, Yak;as, Puny aj an as, Gandharvas, mountains, trees— 
alt these milked the Earth. The milk, calf, milkman and vessel 
were separate for each of them, 

100. O brahmins, to the sages the calf was Soma, the milk¬ 
man was Brhaspati; their milk was penance and the Vedic metres 
were their vessels. 

101. To Devas—the vessel was gold, the calf was Indra, the 
milk was Ojaskara (that which enhances prowess) and the milk¬ 
man was Sun-god himself 

102. To Pitrs—the vessel was silver; the calf was Yama; 
the milkman was An taka and their milk was nectar. 

103. To Nagas—the calf was Tak$aka ; the vessel was Alabu 
(gourd); the milkman was Airavata; their milk was poison. 

104. To Asuras—the milkman was Madhu; the milk was 
Maya; the calf was Virocana and the vessel was iron, 

105. To Yaksas—the vessel was unbaked mudpol; the calf 
was lord Vai£ravana; the milkman was Rajata-nabha and the 
milk was Antardhana, 

106. To Raksasas—the calf was Sumalt, the milk was blood, 
the milkman was Rajatanabha and the vessel was skull. 

107. To Gandharvas—the calf was Citraratha, the vessel 
was lotus; the milk-man Suruci and the milk was sweet 
scent. 

108. To mountains—the vessel was rock; the milk was jewel s 
and medicinal herbs; the calf was *Himavan and the milk-man 
was the great mountain Meru.1 

1. Merit. At the churning or the ocean the milkman was the mountain 

Meru. Compare Kutn&fasambhava—Merau sati dogdhari dohadakqt. 

According to the Purinai, Meru forms the central point of Jambftdvlpa, 

It has been equated with the high land of Tartary north of the Himalaya (MW). 

According to S. M. Ali (Tb Geography of the Put&qos) , Meru can be identified 

with the Pamir plateau. 
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109. To trees—the calf was Plak$a; the milkman was the 
Sala tree in full bloom; the vessel was the leaf of Palasa tree 
and the milk was the skill for re-plantation of rice after it was 
cut or burned. 

110. And then the Earth is Dhatri (the supporter), Vidhatri 
(maker), Pavani (purifier), Vasundhara, holder of riches. It is 
the source of origin of all beings mobile and immobile. It is the 
support of all. 

111. It yields everything that everyone desires. It grows all 
plants. It extends to the oceans. It is well known as Medini. 

112. The (fat) of the asuras Madhu and Kai(abha spread 
throughout the Earth. Hence Earth is called Medini by the ex¬ 
ponents of Truth. 

113. O brahmins, the Earth enjoyed the honour of being 
the daughter of king Pjthu, the son of Vena. Hence, the Earth is 
called Prthvi. 

114. The Earth divided and reformed by Prthu flourished 
with mines and plants. It abounded in towns and cities. 

115. Prthu, the son of Vena, wielded a great prowess. He 
was the most excellent among kings. Undoubtedly he was worthy 
of being honoured by all beings. 

116. Prthu indeed is worthy of being honoured by the highly 
blessed brahmins who have mastered the Vedas and Vedangas 
because he is eternal with Brahma as the source of his origin.1 

117. Prthu the first king, the valorous son of Vena should 
be honoured by highly blessed kings who desire stable kingship 
(on the earth). 

118. The primordial king who grants subsistence to the 
world, the well renowned Prthu should be honoured by valorous 
warriors who are desirous of attaining victory in the battle-field. 

119. The warrior who goes to war after glorifying king Prthu 
returns unscathed from the terrific scene and attains fame. 

120. Prthu alone should be honoured by the VaUyas who 
seek for wealth and who take up trade and such-like activities. 
Prthu grants the means of subsistence. For he is renowned for 
that. 

1. Prthu, the first king, has been equated with Brahm&. The comparison 

suggests that he is divine. In fact, he is human but becomes divine when he is 

consecrated. He is invested with kingly responsibilities which he has to shoul¬ 
der, He attains divinity by his acts secular or ceremonial and not otherwise. 
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121. Prthu should be honoured by Sudras who serve the 
three castes seeking for their welfare, 

122. Thus different calves, milkmen, milk and vessels have 
been mentioned by me. What more shall I describe now ? 

CHAPTER THREE 

MANVANTARAS1 

The sages said: 

1-2. O Lomaharsana, O highly intelligent one, describe 
in detail the Manvantaras along with their previous creations. 
O Suta, we wish to hear factually, how mnay Manus were there 
and how long the Manvantaras lasted. 

Isomakarfana said: 

3, O brahmins, they cannoL be described in detail even in 
hundreds of years. O brahmins, listen to the brief description of 
the Manvantaras. 

4-7. There were six Manus in the past viz. Svayambhuva, 
Svarocisa, Uttama, Tamasa, Raivata and Gaksu$a, O brahmins, 
Vaivasvata is the present Manu, There will be seven Manus in 
future:—Viz. Savarrii, Raibhya, Raucya, and Four Merusavarpis, 
Thus the Manus of the past, present and future, are fourteen in 
number. I shall now mention sages, Devas and their sons too. 

8, The following seven were the sons of Brahma:—Marici, 
Atri, Angiras, Pulaha, Kratu, Pulastya and Vasisjha. 

9-10. O brahmins, there are seven sages in the northern 
quarter. Ten sons of great prowess were bom of Svayambhuva 
Manu:—Agnidhra, Agnibahu, Mcdhya, Medhatithi, Vasu, 
Jyoti^man, Dyutiman and Havya. O brahmins, thus the first 
Manvantara has been cited. 

1. A manvantara contains seventyonc cycles of Mahayugas which are 

equal to 12,000 years of gods. The Purft^as mention fourteen Manvantaras 

which derive the» names from fourteen successive mythical progenitors and 
sovereigns of the earth. There are seventy one Caturyugai in each Manvantara. 
At the end of 71 such Caturyugas (71 a Manu completes his life-span. 
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11-15. Aurva the son of Vasijtha, Stamba, Kasyapa, Prana, 
Brhaspati, Oatta, Airi, and Cyavana—O brahmins, these great 

sages have been acclaimed by Vayu as sages of great holy rites. 
Devas in the Svarocisa Manvantara are known as Tu§itas. O 

brahmins the following were the noble sons of Svaroci$a Manu:— 
Havighna, Sukfli, Jyoti;, Apomurti, Pratita, Nabhasya, Nabha 

and Urja. Thus, the kings of great virility and exploits have been 
glorified. O brahmins, thus the second Manvantara has been 

mentioned by me. 

16-19. O excellent brahmins, I shall mention the third 

Manvantara now. Vasi$tha had seven sons. They are known as 
Vasi^has. Hiranyagarbha’s sons were extremely refulgent. O 

excellent sages ! understand these ten sons of Manu as I mention 

them to you. 

They are:—I?a, Orja, Tanurja, Madhu, Madhava, Suci, 

Sukra, Saha, Nabhasya and Nabhas. Devas in this Manvantara 
are Bhanus. The third Manvantara has been cited thus. 

20-23. Now, I shall mention the fourth Manvantara. O 

brahmins, the seven sages therein are:—Kavya, Pfthu, Agni, 
Jahnu, Dhata, Kapivan and Akapivan. O excellent brahmins, 

their sons and grandsons are glorified as noble brahmins in the 

Pura^ias. In the Manvantara of Tamasa Manu, the groups of 

Devas are Satyas. These have been glorified as the ten sons of 

Tamasa Manu:— Dyuti, Tapasya, Sulapas, Tapobhuta.Sana- 

tana, Taporati, Akalma$a, Tanvi, Dhanvi and Parantapa. This 

is the fourth Manvantara O excellent sages: 

24-28. In the fifth Manvantara the seven sages are Deva- 

bahu, Yadudhra, Vedafiras, Hiranyaroman, Parjanya,Urdhva- 

bahuson of Soma, and Satyanetra son of Atri. Devas axe Abhukta- 
rajas. The Frakrtis are Pariplava and Raibhya. The sons of 

Raivata are Dhrtiman, Avyaya, Yukta, TattvadarSin, Nirutsuka, 

Arapya, Prakafa, Nirmoha, Satyavak and Kfti. This is the fifth 

Manvantara. 

29-33. I shall mention the sixth Manvantara now. O excel¬ 

lent brahmins, understand that there are seven great sages: Bhfgu, 

Nabha, Vivas van, Sudhama, Virajas, Arin&man and Sahi;^u. 

O brahmins, the following are Devas in Cakgu^a Manvantara. 

The heaven-dwellers are not different from sages. There are five 

groups of Devas named Lekhas. O excellent sages, the N&dvale- 
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yas of great prowess and noble souls are the sons of sage Angiras, 

The ten sons of Cak$usa Manu, Ruru and others arc well known. 
The sixth Manvantara has been mentioned thus. I shall narrate 
seventh Manvantara now, 

34-41. Atri, Vasistha, Kasyapa the great sage, Gautama 

Bharadvaja, Visvamitra and Jamadagni the son of Rclka of 

noble soul are seven sages in the heaven now. The following arc 

Devas in the present Vaivasvata Manvantara—viz. Sadhyas, 
Rudras, Visvcdevas, Vasus, Maruts, Aditvas and ASvins born of 

Vivasvat* Iksvaku. and others are the ten sons of Vaivasvau O 

brahmins, the sons and grandsons of these great sages of great 

prowess mentioned herein are present in all quarters. In all Man- 

van taras the seven groups of seven are well reputed. They are 

present in the world for establishing virtue and protecting the 

world. When a Manvantara passes off, four groups of seven pro¬ 
ceed to heaven after completing their duties and reach Brahma* 

loka free from ailments. Then others endowed with penance fill 
up their places. O brahmins* these (Manus and others) of past 

and present rule in this order. 

42*46. The following are known as the great sages of future. 
They will be present in the Manvantara of Savarni: Rama, 

Vyasa and Atreya. They are brilliant and well known. Bhara¬ 

dvaja, Droga’s son Asvatthama of great lustre, Gautama who 

never grows old, Saradvat son of Gautama, Kauiika, Galava, 
and Aurva son of Kasyapa will be born as the sons of Savarna 

Manu, O excellent sages. O leading brahmins, Vairin, Adhva- 

rivan, Samana, (?) Dhrtiman, Vasu, Arista, Adhr?ta, V&ji and 

Sumati—these seven will be noble heroes. 

47. By repeating their names after getting up early in the 

morning, one attains happiness as well as fame and will also be¬ 

come long-lived. 

48. These seven Manvantara? have been mentioned. Now, 

listen to the succinct description of the future Manvantaras, 

49-53. O brahmins, the Savarna Manus are five. Under¬ 

stand them. One of them is the son of Vivasvat. Four are the 

sons of Prajapati Paramerthin* O brahmins, who attained golden 

complexion like the mountain Mem. They are the grandsons of 

Dak;a and the sons of Priya, the daughter of Daksa* They will 
become kings endowed with strict austerity on the ridge of Mem, 
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They arc of great prowess. The son of Prajapati Ruci is 
known as Raucyamanu. He is Ruci’s son begot of the gentle lady 
BhutL Hence, he is named Bhautya. These are the fixture Manus 
in this Kalpa. O excellent brahmins, the whole earth including 
cities and seven continents will be protected by them for the 
period of a thousand cycles of four ages. 

54-56. Annihilation occurs continuously in these Manvan- 
taras due to the penance of Prajapati. Sevcntyone sets of four 
Yugas, Kfta, Treta, Dvapara and Kali constitute what is called 
Manvantara. These fourteen Manus who have been glorified 
enhance reputation. They are mentioned as very powerful in the 
Vedas and Pur anas. O brahmins, they are Prajapatis whose 
glorification is conducive to the achievement of wealth and 
blessedness, 

57. At the end of Manvantaras there is annihilation and at 
the conclusion of the process of annihilation creation takes place. 
It is impossible to mention their ultimate end even in the course 
of hundreds of years. 

58-60. O brahmins, it is impossible to mention the ultimate 

end of creation or destruction of subjects. O excellent brahmins, 
destructions in the course of Manvantaras are mentioned in the 
Vedas. At tliat time, Devas and seven sages stay on with their 

parts still retained since they are endowed with penance, know¬ 
ledge and celibacy. When a thousand cycles of four Yugas are 
completed the Kalpa comes to an end* Then the living beings 

arc burned by the rays of the sun. 
61-64. Keeping Brahma at their head, along with Adityas, 

the brahmins enter Lord Hari, Narayana the most excellent 
among gods. He is the creator of all creatures. Again and again 
at the end of every Kalpa they enter him. The lord is unmanifest 
and permanent. This entire universe belongs to him, O leading 

sages, now I shall recount the creation of Vaivasvata Manu, the 
current one of great lustre. Here, in the context of the description 
of races, the family where lord Hari, the supreme Atman, was 
born is being mentioned. The lord was born in the family of 

Vr»is. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Evolution of Vioasvat Adilya 

Lomaharsana said: 

1. O excellent brahmins, Vivasvan was born of Dakgiyanl 

and KaSyapa. The gentle lady, the daughter of Tvastr named 
Samjfia was the wife of Vivasvan. 

2. That beautiful lady was well known in the three worlds 
as Sure! van (goddess of Devas). She was the wife of lord Mar¬ 

ianna of great soul. 

3. Samjfia had been endowed with fair complexion, beauty 
and freshness of youthful bloom. She was not satisfied with the 

complexion of her husband. She was endowed with penance that 
had made her brilliant and dazzling. 

4. Since, Adilya’s limbs had been burnt by the refulgence 

of his disc, Aditya’s complexion did not appear to be very attrac¬ 
tive. 

5. Adilya is called Martarujla- for the following reason:— 
Once unknowingly Kafyapa had uttered out of his filial affection 

“I hope he is not dead even as he lay in the womb.” 

6. The refulgence of Vivasvan increased day by day whereby 
the son of KaSyapa scorched the three worlds too much. 

7. O brahmins, Aditya the foremost among those who scor¬ 
ched the earth begot three children of Samjfia, a daughter and 

two Prajapatis. 

8. At the outset, Vaivasvata Manu, the Prajapati known as 
Sraddhadeva was bom. Yam a and Yamuna were born as twins. 

9. On seeing the dark-coloured Vivasvan, Samjfia could 

not bear it. Therefore, she created her own shadow known as 
Savarna. 

10-11. That illusory Samjfia arising out of her shadow bowed 

to Samjfia. O excellent brahmins, with her palms joined in rever¬ 

ence she said—"O lady of pure smiles tell me. What shall I do 
for you. O fair-compIexioned lady, 1 abide by your direc¬ 

tives. Command me.” 

Saihjiii said'. 

12. “Welfare unto thee, I shall go to my father’s abode. 
Thou wilt unhesitatingly stay behind in my house. 
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13. These two sons of mine and this daughter of beautiful 

slender waist should be nurtured by thee. O splendid lady, never 

should this secret be divulged to our lord.” 

Savored said i 

14. "O gentle lady, not until I am caught hold of by my 

. tresses, never till I am threatened with a curse, will I divulge the 

secret. O gentle lady, obeisance to Thee. You shall go comfort¬ 
ably assured thus”. 

Lomaharsana said: 

15-17. Having commended Savarna and having been assu¬ 

red by her saying. “So, it shall be” that lady in her pitiable state 

approached (her father) Tva$tf and stood by him bashfully. 
That splendid lady standing thus abashed near her father was 

rebuked by him. Again and again she was directed by him, saying 

"Go back to your husband”. Assuming the form of a mare 

and thereby concealing her beauty that blameless lady went to 

the northern Kurus and began to graze grass. 

18-19. Taking the second Samjfta to be the real Samjfta, 

Aditya begot of her a son equal to himself in every respect. O 

brahmins, since he was on a par with his elder brother Manu, 

he too became Manu by name. He is called Savarpa (son of 

Savarpa) too. 

20-21. The second son who was born of her was known as 

Saxiaiscara. Samjfta, like an ordinary woman of Earth, loved her 

own sons more. She was not equally disposed to the elder ones. 
Manu forgave this weakness on her part but Yama did not. 

22. Out of anger and childishness or may be due to the 

inevitability of what was destined to happen, Yama, the intrinsi¬ 

cally careless son of Vivasvat lifted up his leg (as though to kick 

her) and threatened Samjfta. 

23. The mother of Savarna, who became extremely dis¬ 

tressed cursed him wrathfully—“May this foot of yours fall 

down”. 

24. Extremely frightened and distressed due to the curse, 

and growing suspicious by the utterances of Sariijfift, Yama inti¬ 

mated everything to his father with palms joined in reverence. 

25-27. “May this curse be averted” said he to his father, O 
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brahmins. “A mother should be impartially affectionate to all 
her sons. O Vivasvan, she wants to remove us and she desires to 
become the sole beneficiary. Of course the foot was lifted up by 
me to her but it did not touch her, maybe due to my puerile 
whim, maybe due to my extreme desire, maybe due to my delu¬ 
sion—whatever that maybr—it behoves you to forgive me. O 
lord of worlds, O most excellent one among those who scorch, I 
have been cursed by my mother. O lord of rays, may my foot 
never fall off, I beg you favour”. 

VivasvSn said: 

28. In this matter, O son, there will undoubtedly be a great 
reason wherefore fury has stirred you who are conversant with 
righteousness and who (invariably) speak the truth. 

29. It is impossible to falsify the words of your mother. 
Worms will take the flesh from your foot and it will fall off to 
the ground. 

30. The words of your mother will be rendered truthful 
but you will be saved by avoiding the worse effects of the curse. 

31. Aditya spoke to Samjfia:—‘‘How is it that more affec¬ 
tion is shown to one when all sons are on a par with one 

•another?” 

32. Evading (a straight reply) she did not tell (the truth) 
to Vivasvat. He entered into self-meditation and found out the 
truth by his Yogic power. 

33-33. O excellent sages, the lord was ready to curse her to 
destruction but she mentioned the truth to Vivasv&n in the 
manner it had transpired before. On hearing the same, Vivasvat 
was infuriated and rushed to Tvastp. On seeing Vivasvat, Tvajfr 
honoured him suitably. As the sun was about to scorch him in 
anger, he appeased him quietly. 

Tvaffr said: 

36-38. Affected by excessive refulgence this complexion of 
yours is not alluring. It was because she could not brook it. She 
is now grazing grass in the meadow in a forest. O lord of rays, 
by adopting Yogic power you will presently see your wife of aus¬ 
picious conduct.who is worthy of praise and who is endowed with 
Yogic powers. O lord ! O suppressor of foes, if my suggestion is 
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approved by you I shall turn your complexion favourable to 
you. I shall make it alluring. 

39. When Vivasvat agreed to the proposal Tva$p* mounted 
him on the lathe, whetted him and maA; his complexion sparkl¬ 
ing. 

40. Then his form became more dazzling due to the well 
knit refulgence. It was very alluring and he appeared very splen¬ 
did. 

41. Adopting his Yogic power be met his wife who had 
assumed the form of a mare. She could not be thwarted by any 
living being due to her observance of holy rites and her own 
brilliance. 

42-43. The lord assumed the form of a horse and approached 
her as she grazed about fearlessly in the form of a mare. It was 
in her mouth that he had his sexual intercourse, as she began 
fidgeting due to her suspicion that he might be a person other 
than her own husband. She let out the semen of Vivasvat through 
her nostrils. 

44-49. Two sons were bom of her thus. They were A£vins 
who later became excellent physicians. They were known as. 
Nasatya and Dasra. They were the sons of the eighth Prajapati. 

Bhaskara revealed his alluring form to Samjfla. O excellent 
sages, on seeing her husband in the attractive form she became 
delighted. 

Yama was extremely distressed due to his activity. He deli¬ 
ghted his subjects by his righteous conduct. He was known as 
Dharmaraja. Due to his righteous activities he became extre¬ 
mely brilliant and attained the lordship of Pitrs and status of 
the guardian of a quarter, O ascetics, Manu the son of S&varga 
is the future Prajapati in the Savarpika Manvantara. Even today 
he is performing penance cm the top of Mem. 

50-54. His brother Sanaiicara attained the status of a pla¬ 
net. With that refulgence (of Aditya) Tva$tr evolved the discus 
of Vifpu for destroying the Asuras. The weapon is never thwart¬ 
ed in a battle. The youngest daughter YamI became the famous 
excellent river Yamuna who sanctifies the world. The brother is 
called Savnrpa Manu. The second son, the brother of Man«1 
became Saaaifcara, the planet satum, honoured in the world. 
He who listens to this narrative on the origin of Dcvas 
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retains the same in his memory will attain great fame. Even when 
involved in adversities he will be liberated therefrom. 

CHAPTER FIVE 

Review of the Solar Race 

Lomahars&na said; 

1-2. Vaivasvata Manu had nine sons, all equal to him in 
every respect. They were Ik$vaku, Nabhaga, Dhrfta, Sary&ti, 
Nari?yanta, PramSu, Ri?{a, Karu§a and Pnadhra. O excellent 
sages, these were the nine sons. 

3-7. O brahmins, before the birth of these sons, Prajapati 
Manu of great intellect had been desirous of begetting sons and 
so performed the sacrifice with Mitra and Varupa as deities. In 
the course of that sacrifice, O excellent brahmins, Manu poured 
libation in the part pertaining to Mitra and Varupa. It is said 
in the Vedas that Ila was born therefrom. She was clad in divine 
garments and bedecked in divine ornaments. She had a divine 
physical form. Manu the holder of the sceptre called her 112, 
^nd said—“O gentle lady, follow me. “Ila spoke these words in 
reply to Prajapati who was desirous of a son and who was righte¬ 
ous. 

lid said: 

8. “O foremost among the eloquent, I am born in the por¬ 
tion pertaining to Mitra and Varupa. I shall go to them. Do not 
violate my Dharma.” 

9. After saying this to lord Manu and approaching Mitra 
and Varupa, Ilk the lady of beautiful hips spoke to Mitra and 
Varuna with palms joined in reverence. 

10. “O Devas, I am born in the portion pertaining to you, 
What shall I do unto you, I had been asked by Manu to follow 
him.” 

11. O excellent brahmins, Mitra and Varupa spoke thus to 
the chaste lady 112 who was devoted to piety and who had spoken 
the truth. T. 
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12-16. “O fair-complexioned lady of beautiful hips, we are 
delighted by your piety, self-control, humility and truthfulness. 
O highly blessed lady, you will become famous as our daughter. 
You alone will turn out to be the son of Manu perpetuating his 
line. You will become famous in the three worlds well known as 
Sudyumna, favourite of the universe, practising piety and mak¬ 
ing the race of Manu flourish1 2 3'. 

After hearing this, she returned. While she was returning 
from the presence of her father, Budha availed himself of the 
opportunity and invited her for sexual dalliance. O brahmins, 
Pururavas was born to her by her union with Budha, son of 
Soma. 

17. After giving birth to Pururavas Ila became Sudyumna. 
He got three sons who were extremely virtuous. 

18-23. O brahmins, they were Utkala, Gaya and Vinataiva. 
O brahmins, the Utkala land was given to Utkala1, Vinataiva 
had his land in the western quarter, and O leading sages, Gaya 
had the land Gaya1 in the eastern region where Manu suppress¬ 
ed the challenging foes. He divided the Earth into ten provinces 
to be ruled over by them. Among them the eldest son obtained 
the Middle Country. In view of his being a daughter as well, 
Sudyumna did not get this realm, but at the instance of Sage 
Vasigtha he got a foothold in Prati$(hana*. 

Dhr?nu, Ambarlga and Dandaka got equal shares. The excel¬ 
lent Dandaka forest was named after Dandaka. Merely on enter¬ 
ing this forest a man becomes liberated from his sins. O brah¬ 
mins, after begetting sons Aila Sudyumna went to heaven. 

O excellent brahmins, the kingdom of the righteous king 
Sudyumna was fairly established. After attaining the kingdom, 
the king of great fame gave it to Pururavas. O excellent sages, 
he was a son of Manu with the characteristics of a woman and 

a man. He ruled over the kingdom as Ila as well Sudyumna. 
He was well renowned. 

24. The Sakas were the sons of Narigyanta. Ambariga the 
most excellent of kings, was the son of Nabhaga, O brahmins. 

1. Utkala (Odra)—modem Orina. 

2. Gayd—A renowned place of pilgrimage sacred to the Pitr*. 
3. PraUftkdna—A sacred place in Fray&ga now called Jhusi. Once 

*fci« place was ruled over by king Yay&d, 
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25. Dhaj-^akas became very proud of their might to fight 
in battles. The residents of Karu$al 2 the land of Karfi^a were 
Kgatriyas irrepressible in war. 

26. The sons of Nabhaga and Dhr&a were originally K$at- 
riyas who later on became Vaifyas.1 Amsu had an only son who 
is known as Prajapati. 

27-31. Narisyanta’s son was king Yam a who held the staff 
of chastisement. Saryati had twins as children. The son was 
known as Anarta. The daughter was known as Sukanya who 
became the wife of Gyavana. Saivatawas the son of Raiva(?). 
His eldest son Kakudmi was very righteous. He ruled in the city 
of KuSasthali.3 Accompanied by his daughter he approached 
Brahma and listened to Gandharva music for the duration of a 
Muhurta of the Lord. O brahmins, actually it comprised of 
many Yugas of the mortals. He returned to his city which was 
peopled by the Yadavas. 

32. It had been converted into a city named Dvaravatl. 
It looked very beautiful with many gateways. It was protected 
by the Bhojas, Vrsnis and Andhakas whose leader was Vasudcva. 

33-34. O excellent brahmins, Raivata realized the true 
nature of existence. He gave his daughter Revati of good holy 
rites to Balarama in marriage and himself went to the peak of 
Mount Mcru. He stayed there and performed penance. Bala¬ 
rama the righteous, sported about in the company of Revatl 

and was very happy. 

The sages said: 

35-36. O highly intelligent one, how is it that even after 
the lapse of many Yugas, old age did not afflict Revati or Raivata 
Kakudmin ? How was the line of Saryati perpetuated on earth 
after he had gone to Meru. We wish to hear everything precisely. 

Lomaharfaya said: 

37-41. O excellent sages, O sinless ones, neither old age nor 
hunger nor thirst nor death nor the circle of seasons has any 

1. KarSfa was a hilly country south of KUI and Vatsa between Cedi 

and Magadha, It comprised the hilly country of winch Rewa is the centre 

limn about the river Ken on the west as far as the confines of Behar on the east. 

2. This shows that the system of caste was not rigid in those days. 
3. Kuiasthalf—Ovftravad'—Mod. Dvirakl. 
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adverse influence in the Brahmaloka at any time* When Raivata 
Kakudmin departed for the heavenly world, O brahmins, the 
city of Kuiasthali was attacked and destroyed by Punyajanas1 2 3 
and Ratyasas. That righteous noble king had a hundred bro¬ 
thers* On being attacked and massacred by the Raksasas they 
fled in all directions* O excellent brahmins, after fleeing in all 
directions they established their extensively large line in differ¬ 
ent places* O excellent sages, their Ksatriya groups are well- 
reputed as Saryatas. They were endowed with good qualities 
and became famous in all quarters. They had entered dense 
forests all round. They were endowed with great prowess* 

42-46* The two sons of Nahliaga and Rista were originally 
Vaiiyas who later became brahmins* The Karusas (the Ksatriya 
sons of Karu^a) were irrepressible in battles. O excellent brah¬ 
mins, Pffadhra inflicted violent injuries on the cow of his pre¬ 
ceptor and due to the curse of his preceptor he attained the state 
of a Sudra. Thus, O exce^ent sages, the nine sons of Vaivasvata 
Manu have been recounted. O brahmins, it was when Mann 
sneezed that his son Ikgvaku was bom. Iksvaku had a hundred 
sons who distributed monetary gifts in plenty. Vikukgi was the 
eldest among them and he was endowed with great valour. He 
was a great lord exceptionally conversant with religious virtues* 
He became the lord of Ayodhya* He had five hundred sons. 
The eldest among them was Sakuni* 

47-50. They were very powerful and the sole protectors of 
the Northern region. O excellent brahmins, there were other 
administrations in the Southern region numbering fifty-eight. 
SaSada was the leader of all these* On the Atfaka day Ik$vaku 
commanded Vikuk$i—i40 powerful one, kill some rabbits and 
bring their flesh for performing Sriddha.*** 

1. Punyajanas—'According to Vif^u Purina, Raivata, King of Kuia- 
stbali, born of the race of Saryad, went to see Brahm£L Taking advantage of 
his absence from the place, Pu^yajana took control over Kuiasthali. Afraid of 
the demon the hundred brothers of Raivata left the country. After that Saryati 
dynasty merged with that of Haihaya* 

2. AydkfA—A city in North India which enjoyed great importance and 
reputation for many yean as the capital of kings of solar race* Till the time of 
Sri this city maintained pomp and glory, and after that gradually it fell 

in decay. 
3. Stiddha—The offering given to Fitp. According to the Purk^u, 
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O brahmins, after planning to perfotm the Sr&ddha rite but 
before executing it he ate part of the meat of the rabbit which was 
meant for the &raddha. Hence, he was called fia&da* At the 
instance of Vasi?(ha he was exiled by Xk$vaku. 

51. O brahmins, when Ikgvaku passed away Saiada be¬ 
came the king. Sa&ada’s heir and successor was a powerful king 
named Kakutstha. 

52. Kakutstha’s son was Anenas and Pfthu was his son. 
ViraSva was Pjthu’s son and Ardra was bom of him* 

53. O brahmins, Yuvan&iva was Ardra’s son and his son was 
Sravasta. Sravasta was the king by whom Sravasti1 was built. 

54. Brhadasva was the successor of King Sravasta; his son 
Kuvalaiva was a very righteous monarch. 

55-56. It was he who obtained the title Dhundhumara, the 
slayer of Dhundhu. 

The Sages said: 

O highly intelligent one, we wish to hear about the manner 
whereby Dhundhu was slain. We wish to hear it precisely how 
Kuvalasva came to be known as Dhundhumara. 

Lomahar$ana said: 

57. Kuvalaiva had a hundred sons. All of them were good 
bowmen, powerful, clever in learning and unassailable. 

58. All of them were righteous. Ail performed sacrifices 
wherein they distributed plenty of money as gifts. Bfhadaiva 
crowned his son Kuvalasva in the kingdom. 

■Sraddha is a very important ceremony. MW offers the Folio wing remarks 
about Sraddha, f<Sraddha is a ceremony in honour and for the benefit of dead 
relations observed with great strictness at various fixed periods and on occa¬ 
sions of rejoicing as well as mourning by the surviving relatives. These cere¬ 
monies are performed by the daily offering of water and on staled occasions by 

■offering or balls of rice and meals to three paternal and three maternal 
forefathers, i.e. to father, grandfather and great grandfatherM. 

1. Srdvasti-—Name of a city situated north of the Ganges and founded by 
-king Sr&vasta of Ikfv&ku dynasty. It was the ancient capital of Kosal where 
the rich merchant Aalthspi^ib built for Buddha a residence in the Jels* 
vana monastery Which became his favourite retreat during the rainy season. 

■Other authorities derive the name from Sage Savatta who resided there jit has 
teen identified by General Cunningham with the modern city Sihet Mahet, 
•58 miles north of Ayodhyfi. 
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59. After transferring the royal glory to his son he entered 
the forest. Uttanka, the brahminical sage, stopped him as he was. 
about to leave. 

Uttahka said: 

60*71. It is your duty to protect your subjects O king. I am 
unable to perform a carefree penance; very near my hermitage 
there is a flat sandy waste land of desert. The sea (nearby) is 
filled with sand. It is known by the name of Uddalaka. There is- 
a great Asura Dhundhu who remains hidden under the ground, 
beneath the sand. His body is huge. He is very powerful. He is. 
indestructible even by Devas. He is the son of Asura Madhu. He 
is lying down there performing a severe penance for the destruc¬ 
tion of the entire world. At the end of a year when he heaves 
a deep sigh the whole Earth shakes. A great column of dust is- 
raised by the air he lets out when he sighs. His huge body today 
conceals the path of the sun. The Earth-quake lasts for a week. The 
column of dust is accompanied by flames, burning coal and smoke. 
He is extremely terrible. Hence, O dear one, I am unable even 
to stay in my hermitage. With a desire to do what is beneficial 
so the worlds, slay that huge monster. May the worlds heave a 
sigh of relief after he has been assassinated by you. O lord of the 
Earth, indeed, you alone are competent to kill him. O king, in 
the previous Yuga, a boon had been granted unto you by Vi$pu. 
Due to this boon granted to you, you will enhance the refulgence 
and splendour of the person who slays that terrible great Asura of 
inordinate power. Indeed, this Dhundhu of great splendour 
cannot be slain, O king, by a person of mean splendour even 
after a long time, nay, not even in the course of hundreds of Yu* 
gas. His virility is immense; inaccessible even to Devas. 

On being requested thus, by the noble Uttanka, the saintly 
king gave him his son Kuvalafva for the work of killing Dhundhu. 

Bfhadafva said: 

72*73. “O saintly lord, I have already laid down my arms. 
Here is my son, O excellent brahmin, he will undoubtedly slay 

Dhundhu.'* 

After directing his son for slaying Dhundhu, the saintly king 
went to the mountain and adopted holy rites. 
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Lomaharfana said: 

74. O brahmins, accompanied by his hundred sons and 
sage Uttanka, KuvalaSva proceeded ahead for slaying Dhundhu. 

75. At the behest of Uttanka and with a desire for achieving 
the welfare of the worlds, lord Vi$rm permeated him with his own 
splendour. 

76. When that invincible king proceeded ahead a loud 
sound arose in heaven—“This glorious and invincible king will 
become the slayer of Dhundhu”. 

77. They showered him all round with divine scents and 
garlands. The celestial drums were sounded loudly. 

78. Accompanied by his sons, that powerful king, the most 
excellent among the victorious, went to the sea and dug up the 
inexhaustible sandy deposit. 

79-81. O brahmins, Dhundhu was ferretted out by his sons 
who dug the entire western portion. Even as he lay concealed by 
the sands he appeared to whirl up furiously all the worlds by the 
fire of his mouth. O leading sages, like the ocean at the rise of the 
moon he let out jets of water coming up in waves and foams. All 
the hundred sons of the king excepting three were killed by that 
demon. 

82. Then that brilliant king of immense splendour who had 
resolved to kill Dhundhu approached the powerful Asura. 

83-84. The king, a great Yogin, drank up the speedy current 
of water let out by the monster and quenched the fire with the 
very same water. After slaying the aquatic Asura of huge body 
by means of his inordinate strength the king fulfilled his mission 
and met Uttanka sage. 

85. Uttanka granted boons unto the noble king. He granted 
him inexhaustible wealth and non occurrence of defeat at the 
hands of his enemies. 

86. He granted him a perpe tual interest in righteousness and 
everlasting stay in the celestial world. To those sons who were 
slain by the Asura he granted permanent abodes in heaven. 

87. The eldest of those who remained is called Drdha£va 
and the junior princes were called CandraSva and Kapil&Sva. 

88. Haryasva is known as the son of Drdha^va, son of Dhun- 

dhumtoa. Haryaiva’s son was Nikumbha who was ever devoted 
to Kjatriya duties, 
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89. O brahmins, SamhataSva. son of Nikumbha was an ex¬ 
pert in warfare. Akjr£a£va and K(ia£va were the sons of Saihha- 
tMva, 

90. His daughter Haimavati became famous as Dr$advatl. 
Her son Prasenajit was renowned in the three worlds. 

91. Frasenajit married the chaste lady Gaurl by name. 
Cursed by her husband she became the river Bahuda.1 

92. His son YuvanMva was a lord of kings. M&ndhata was 
Yuvana£va’s son and he conquered the three worlds. 

93. HU wife Caitrarathi was the daughter of Sa£abindu. 
-She was called Bindumati also. She was a chaste lady and in the 
whole world she was unrivalled in beauty. 

94. That chaste lady was the eldest sister of ten thousand 
brothers. O brahmins, Mandhktk procreated in her two sons. 

95. They were Purukutsa who was conversant with holy 
rites and Mucukunda who became the king. Purukutsa’s son 
Trasadasyu became a monarch. 

96-97. Sambhuta, his son, was bom of queen Narmadk, Sam- 
bhuta’s successor was Sudhanvan, Sudhanvan’s son was Tri- 

■dhanvan, suppressor of enemies. The scholarly Trayyaruna was 
the son of king Tridhanvan. His son Satyavrata was a mighty 
prince. 

98-99. He was wicked. He put in obstacles when the Man¬ 
tras were chanted in the course of a marriage. He abducted the 
wedded wives of other persons. Whether it was due to his childish¬ 
ness or lust, or delusion, or fool-hardiness or fickle-mindedncss, 
he abducted lustfully the daughters of many citizens. 

100. Calling out furiously “O disgraceful one" many times, 
Trayyaruna banished him on account of his sinful deeds. 

101-102. Thus exiled he said to his father. “Where shall I 
go ?” He asked him many times. 

The father replied—“Go and stay among the Candalas. O 
■defiler of my family, I do not seek such a son as you.” Thus 
commanded he went out of the city at the instance of his father. 

1. Bdhudi\ From the numerous references to this river, in the Purapas, 
it appears to have been a considerable river between tbe Gomatl and GangA in 
or near the territory of Ayadhyi, having its sources well up in the Himilayas, 

The only river which satisfies these conditions is the modern R&magaAgft 
which joins the Ganges on the left, near Kanatg. 
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103-109. Vasijtha the holy sage did not restrain him. Q 
brahmins, the heroic Satyavrata, banished by his father stayed 
near the slums of the Gandalas. His father went away to the 
forest. O brahmins, on account of that sin, Indra did not rain in 
that land for twelve years. 

Sage Viivamitra of great penance kept his wife in that land 
and performed an elaborate penance beyond the sea. His wife 
tied her middle son round her neck and went about offering 
him for sale in exchange of a hundred cows for maintaining the 
other sons. O brahmins, seeing the son of the great sage tied 
round the neck for sale, the righteous son of the king released him. 
Satyavrata the mighty prince sustained him for pleasing Vi sva- 
mitra and to get his sympathy. Since he was tied round the neck 
he was called G&lava. The intelligent sage of severe penance was. 
thus relieved by that heroic monarch. 

CHAPTER SIX 

Kings oj the Solar Race 

Lomaharfata said: 

1. Lord Satyavrata, abiding by the rules of graceful beha¬ 
viour maintained the wife of Visvamitra, out of sympathy and as 
a result of his own vow. 

2. He killed wild buffaloes, boars and deer and tied up the 
pieces of their meat to a tree near Visvamitra’s hermitage. 

3-6. He adopted the holy rite of Up&mSu Vrata (maintain¬ 
ing silence) and took to initiation (for a penance) Lasting for 
twelve years. He stayed there at the instance of his father. When 
the king went to the forest it was sage Vasiftha who administered 
the city of Ayodhyh, and the whole kingdom. He looked after 
the affairs of the harem as well in view of his relationship as the 
preceptor and the family-priest of the monarch. O sinless ones, 
whether it was due to his childishness or to the un&voidability of 
the future events, Satyavrata maintained a perpetual grudge 
against Vasi&har 'For, when he was banished, in spite of his being 
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■& favourite son, by his father, sage Va$i$(ha had not tried to 
intercede. 

7-8. The Mantras chanted at the celebration of a marriage 
become effective when the seventh step is taken.1 2 3 Hence Satya- 
vrata killed the bridegrooms at the seventh step. But O brahmins, 
Satyavrata cherished anger against Vasigtha thinking in his 
mind—“Although Vasi^ha knows Dharma he does not save me.” 

9-10. It was on ethical grounds that Vasitfha the saintly 
lord, did not intervene on behalf of Satyavrata. This silent be¬ 
haviour was not understood by Satyavrata. The noble father too 
was dissatisfied with him. Therefore, Indra did not shower rain 
for twelve years. 

11 -16. But now he took upon himself the vow of a great holy 
rite which is very difficult to maintain on the Earth. O brahmins, 
he maintained it thinking that expiation for his sin would be done 
thereby and the family saved. Vasistha the saintly lord did not 
restrain his father when he was being banished because the sage 
thought that his father might crown his son. 

The powerful Satyavrata maintained the vow for twelve years. 
Once when there was no meat anywhere, the prince saw 

Kamadhenu* cow of sage Vasistha.* O excellent sages, the 
king who followed the convention of the land where he stayed 
killed that cow. He had been so hungry and utterly exhausted. 
Due to his anger against Vasigfha and delusion (he did not 
hesitate in this heinous crime). He ate the meat of cow and fed 
the sons of ViSvamitra therewith. On knowing about it, Vasi$tha 
became furious. 

yasiffha said: 
17-19. O ruthless one, undoubtedly I shall fix this peg of 

-sin even if the previous two pegs are not effective. Now your sin 
is threefold, dissatisfying your father, abducting another man’s 

1. Saptapadf a rite of walking seven steps round the sacred fire at the 
conclusion of the marriage ceremony, 

2. K&madhtnu: A mythical cow of Va»?{ha which satisfied aU desires. 
3. Vasiffha or VaHffhtr: Son of Varupa, a celebrated sage, the family 

priest of the solar race of Iringi and author of several Vedic hymnj, particu¬ 

larly of die seventh Masala of the Rgveda. He was the typical representative 
of the Brafaminic dignity and power. The efforts of Visvanutra to rise to his 
level form the subject of many legends* 
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wife and slaying of the cow belonging to your preceptor. Seeing 
thus his three pegs of sin, the sage of great penance called him 
Trifanku.1 2 3 Hence he is known as Tri&nku. 

20. Since he maintained his wife, sage ViSvamitra was pleas¬ 
ed and he granted him boom. 

21. When the prince was asked to choose a boon as he pleas¬ 
ed he said “I shall like to go to heaven in this physical form”. 

22-23, When the drought of twelve years* had passed off, 
the sage Viivanutra crowned him in the ancestral kingdom and 
performed a sacrifice on his behalf. This sage of great penance 
made him ascend heaven in his physical form even as the gods and 
Vasisfha looked on. 

24. His wife Satyaratha bom of the family of Kaikeya* 
bore him a sinless son, HariScandra. 

25. That king is known (both as HarUcandra and Trai- 
iaiikava. He is wellknown as an emperor and the performer of 
Hajasuya sacrifice. 

26. Harifcandra’s son was the king named Rohita, Harita 
was Rohita’s son and his son is known as Gaficu. 

27. O excellent sage, Vijaya was the son of Caflcu. He was 

the conqueror of the entire Earth, hence, he was called Vijaya. 
28. Ruruka was his son; and he was an expert on Royal 

wealth and virtue. Vfka was the son of Ruruka and Bahu was 
bom of Vrka. 

29-30. The kings Haihayas and Talajanghas ousted him 
from power. His pregnant wife took shelter in the hermitage of 
Aurva. Even in that righteous Yuga he was not very pious. 
Sagara the son of Balm was bom alongwith the poison. 

31-34. He went to the hermitage of Aurva and was well 
protected by Bhargava. From Bhargava the king Sagara obtained 
the miraculous weapon belonging to Agni. He conquered Earth 

1, TriiaAku: Satyavrata, son of king Trayyirupa. He wai called TrisaAku 
because he had committed three sins: (i) he had invited the wrath of his father 
by going astray, (ii) he abducted other men’* wives; (iii) he had consumed 
the cow's flesh. 

2, Drought of twelve years: There are several references to such draughts 

in the Puranic lore. 
3, Kaikeya. thoJCing ofKekaya deia. The country and the tribe derived 

their names from him* The dynasty belonged to the solar race. 
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after killing Haihayas and Talajanghae1. That unerring king 
the knower of real Dharma suppressed the religious rituals of 
Sakas,2 Pahlavas8, Kjatriyas and the Para das,1 O excellent 

sages. 

Tht sagts said: 

How was he born alongwith the poison in the forest? Why 
did that unerring king furiously suppress the traditional religious 
rites of Sakas and others as well as those of K;alriyas of mighty 
prowess? O highly intelligent one, narrate this to us in detail. 

Lomakarfa$a said'. 

35-86. Bihu was indulging in vice. Hence, he was entirely 
deprived of his kingdom, O excellent brahmins, by Haihayas 
and Talajanghas alongwith Sakas. The five groups of kings viz 
Sakas, Yavanas,8 Paradas, Kambojas* and Pahlavas exhibited 

1, Haihayas and Talajanghas: The Haihaya race comprised the follow¬ 
ing tribes, Vitihotras {or Vltahavyai), Sary&tas, Bhojas, Avantis, Tu^dikeras 
(or Kufldikerai), TAlajanghu, Bharataa, Suj&tyas,Y&dav&s, Soraienas, Anarta* 
and Cediea, 

2. Sakas were originally Ksatriyas, but they were demoted as Sudras as 
they incurred the displeasure and anger of Brahmins. 

Sakas and Y&davas had helped the Haihaya kings. Parajur&ma, Sagara 
and Bharata defeated them in war and drove them off from the country. 

Mbh (Udyoga ParvaCh. 19) mentions that king Sudak^a of Kambojas- 
approached Duryodhana with an Ak?auhityi> along with the Yavanas to take 
part in the Bharata war. 

3, Pahlavas: Pahlavi people or ancient Persians who lived in the Punjab. 
King Sagara defeated their confederation, abrogated their laws, degraded them 
and made them wear beards. 

4. Pdradasi They are mentioned with hill tribes, to have dwelt in the 
Western portion of the Himalayas. Manu (x, 43-44) states they were K}at- 
riyas but were degraded because they did not observe sacred rites. They were 
ordered by king Sagara to wear long hair and they became Miecchas and 
DasyuSi 

5* Yavanas: They were originally K^atriyas, but became 3fldras by the 
curse of Brfihma^as. According to Mbh (Adi P. Ch» 85) the Yavana race origi¬ 
nated from Turvasu, son of Yay&tL Mbh (Udyoga P. Ch. 19) mentions that 
king Sudakfi^a of Kambqja joined Duryodhana and fought on his ride. His 
army consisted of Kambojas, Yavanas and other tribes, Pacini derives the 
word Yavana from yu—to mix and not to mix, i.e. those who could be asso¬ 
ciated with in certain matters such as alliance in war but not in other matters 
such as* alliance by marriage, since they were degraded people. 

fij Kambojas lived in the extreme north of India beyond Indus and were 



their valour on behalf of Haihayas. 
37. Deprived of his kingdom king B&hu went to the forest 

followed by his wife, In his unbearable misery he put an end to 
his life. 

38. His pregnant wife hailing from the family of Yadus 
followed him. O sinless ones, previously poison had been adminis¬ 
tered to her by her co-wife. 

39. This co-wife arranged the funeral pyre of their common 
husband in the forest and ascended it. O brahmins, Aurva, the 
descendant of Bhfgu, protected her sympathetically. 

40. The child in the womb came out along with the poison 
at the hermitage and thus the mighty king Sagara was born. 

41. Aurva performed the post-natal and other rites for the 
child. He taught him Vedas and Sastras. Thereafter, he taught 
him the mode of wielding miraculous weapons. 

42-43. He taught him the miraculous weapons of fire, O 
highly blessed ones, which were unbearable even to the immor¬ 
tals. Endowed with great strength enhanced by the power of 
miraculous missiles the king, ere long, killed the Haihayas in 
battle like the infuriated Rudra destroying the Vasus. Foremost 
among the renowned persons he earned further reputation in the 

world. 
44. Thereafter, he resolved to exterminate Sakas, Yavanas, 

Kambojas, Paradas and Pahlavas. 
45. Being slaughtered by that heroic noble Sagara they 

sought shelter in Vasi&ha after submitting to that learned sage. 
46. Vasi?tha the extremely brilliant sage offered them free¬ 

dom from fear on certain conditions. He then restrained Sagara. 
47. On hearing the words of his preceptor and being faithful 

to his promise Sagara suppressed their traditional rituals and 
changed their guise. 

48. He released Sakas after shaving half of their heads. 
He completely shaved off the heads of Yavanas and Kambojas. 

classed with DSradas, Yavanas, Sahas and Chinas. The country was famous 
for its large fleet, and breed of horses. Lessen places Kambojas south of Kash¬ 
gar and east of modern Kafiristan. They were Aryans by speech. They were 
of Kfatriya caste and became degraded through the extinction of sacred rites. 
They were called Mtecchn as they followed evil customs. They were degraded 
by King Sagara who ordered them to shave their heads tike Yavanas. 
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49. The Paradas were made to keep their tresses untied and 
the Pahlavas were asked to grow moustaches and beards. They 
were deprived of Vedic studies and the chanting of Va;a(kara 
Manras by that noble king, 

50-51. O excellent brahmins, all these K;&triyas—viz. 
“Sakas, Yavanas, Kambojas, Paradas, Kalasarpas/ Mahi§akas,a 
Daryas,1 2 3 Colas4 5 and Keralas were deprived of their traditional 
religious practices by king Sagara of noble soul at the instance 
of Vasiffha. 

52. After conquering this Earth, that virtuous and victorious 
king took initiation for the horsesacrifice and released the sacri¬ 
ficial horse to wonder at will.6 

53. His horse that was roaming about near the South- 
Eastern sea on the shore was stolen and taken underground. 

54-55. Thereupon, the king got that place dug up through 
his sons. When the great ocean was being dug up they came upon 
the primordial Puruga, lord Hari, Frajapati Kj^na and Lord 
Vi^u who was sleeping in the guise of Kapila.* 

56. O excellent sages, they were burned by the fiery splen¬ 
dour that came out of his eyes as he woke up. But four of them 
escaped. 

57. They were Barhiketu, Suketu, king Dharmaratha 
and the valorous Paficanada. These were the kings who main¬ 
tained the line. 

1. K&lasarjNu—not identifiable. 
2. Mdhifakas—the same as the MihUmakas of Mahi small—an ancient 

city which was situated on NarmadA river at a place where the Vindhyas and 
mountains contact the valley. The town is identifiable with OfikAra 

MAndhatA in Madhya Pradesh. 
3. Darpas—the reading is defective# 
4. Cpta*—people living in the Cola country in the South. The Cola 

country extended along the Coromandal coastal plain from Tirupati to Pud- 
dukottai where it abutted on the P&odya territory. Its core was the middle 
KAvcri basin with Kamr and TiruchirpalJi as Its main centres. 

5. The horse-sotrifice, A particular horse was let loose and allowed to 
wander at will for a year. If another king, out of jealousy or malice captured 
the hone, he had to fight with the army which protected the hone. The fight 
lasted till he was forced to submit. A hundred such sacrifices entitled the sacri- 
ficer to displace Indra from the Dominion of heaven. The hone was sometimes 
not immolated, but kept bound during the ceremony. 

6. Kqfiilat An ancient sage^ identified with Vi?ou and considered as the 
founder of S&xhkhya system. 
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58-59. Lord Hari, Narayana granted him the boon that 
Ikgvaku’s race would be everlasting and they would have unre¬ 
ceding fame. The lord said that the ocean will be known as his 
son and his residence in the heavenly world would be everlasting. 
Taking Arghya unto him the ocean saluted the monarch. 

60. Hence, the ocean earned the title Sagara. Sagara got 
back the sacrificial horse from the ocean. 

61. That king of great fame performed a hundred horse 
sacrifices. We have already heard that he had sixty thousand 
sons. 

The sages said: 

62. O Sutaja, how were the mighty valorous sixty thousand 
sons of Sagara born ? By what process or holy rite were they 
bom ? 

Lomaharsana said: 

63-64. Sagara had two wives. They had their sins burnt 
by penance. The elder wife was the daughter of Vidarbha named 
Kciini. The younger one was Mahati the daughter of Ari$ta- 
nemi. She was extremely righteous and unrivalled in beauty in 
the world. 

65-72. Aurva granted them a boon, understand it, O excel¬ 
lent brahmins. (He said)—“one of you endowed with penance 
may accept sixty thousand sons. Let the other accept one son who 
will perpetuate the race. You can choose as you please”. One of 
them, accordingly accepted sixty thousand sons and the other 
accepted one son who would uphold the race. The sage said— 
"So be it’*. Ke&ni bore a son Asamafijasa to Sagara. That son 
of great bustle became the king by the name of Paficajana. 
The other lady gave birth to a gourd full of seeds. So we hear. 
There, sixty thousand foetuses, each of the she of a gangelly seed, 
grew up. As time passed they grew bigger comfortably. The 
nurses deposited those foetuses in pots filled with ghee. They 
gave each of them nourishing food. In the course of ten months 
they grew up in due order. These princes delighted Sagara in 
due course. O brahmins, thus he had sixty thousand sons. The 
sons of the king were bom out of the gourd, like big foetus. The 
divine splendour of Narayana had permeated the bodies of those 

noble persons r 
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73. The only son (of the other lady) named Paficajana be¬ 
came the king. Paficajana’s son was AmSuman. He was very 
valorous. 

74-77. Dilipa was his son. He became renowned as Khaf- 
vaAga. He obtained only a Muhurta-long span of life. He came 
down from heaven and conceived of the three worlds by means 
of his intellect and intrinsic strength. O sinless ones, Dillpa’s 
successor was lord Bhagiratha. He was the person who made 
the sacred river Ganga descend (from heaven). He took it to 
the ocean and made it his daughter. Hence, Ganga is called 
Bhagirathi by the chroniclers. Bhagiratha’s son was renowned by 
the name Sruta. 

78. Nabhaga was Sruta’s son. He was extremely virtuous. 
Ambariga was the son of Nabhaga and the father of Sindhu- 
dvipa. 

79. Ayutajit was the valorous successor of Sindhudvipa. 

Ayutajit’s son was l^tuparpa of great fame. 

80. He was conversant with the divine Mantra called Ak?a- 
hrdaya. That mighty king was a friend of Nala. Rtuparna’s 
son was Artaparpi. He had earned great fame. 

81. Sudas was his son. That king became the friend of Indra. 
King Saudasa was the son of Sudas. 

82. King Mitrasaha became well known as Kalmagapada. 
Kalina sap ada’s son was known as Sarvakarma. 

83. Sarvakarma’s son was the famous Anaranya. Nighna 
was the son of Anarapya. Nighna had two sons. 

84. They were Anamitra and Raghu. They were the most 
excellent of all good kings. Anamitra’s son was Duliduha who 
was a scholarly king. 

85-87. Dilipa was his son. He was the great-grand-father 
of RAma. Dilipa1 s son Raghu was the mighty king of Ayodhya. 
Aja was bom as the son of Raghu. To him was born Dafcratha. 
Rama was bom to Dafaratfaa. Rama’s son was Ku$a. 

88. Atithi was born of Kuia. He was a righteous king of 
great fame. The valorous son Nigadha was bom of Atithi. 

89. Nala was the son of Nigadha; Nabha was the son of 

Nala. Nabha’s son was Pupdaiika and his son was Kgemadh- 
anvan. 
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90. The valorous Devanlka was the son of Kfetnadhanvan. 
The son of Devanlka Ahinagu was a great lord. 

91. AhJnagu's successor was Sudhanvan. Sudhanvan’s son 
was king Sala. 

92. IS ala’s son was a righteous soul, Ukya. Vajranabha was 
his son and Nala was the son of that noble monarch. 

93. O excellent sages, only two Nalas are known in the 
Purapas. One was Virasena’s son and the other a leading scion 
-of the Ikfvaku race. 

94. The kings bom in the family of Iksvaku have been 
glorified in accordance with their importance. Such were the 
kings of the solar race who were highly brilliant and brave. 

95. He who reads this creation of Aditya, Vivasvan, lord 
Sraddhadeva, the bestower of nourishment to the people shall 
be blessed with progeny. He will attain the world of Vivasv&n. 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

Birth of iSoma 

1. O Brahmins, the father of Soma, the saintly lord Atri 
was the mind-born son of Brahma who was desirous of creating 
subjects. 

2. Formerly, Atri performed a great penance for three thou¬ 
sand divine years. So we have heard. 

3. His semen attaining the state of Soma juice rose up. 
Water exuded from his eyes in ten directions and illuminated the 
ten quarters. 

4. The ten delighted goddesses of the quarters conceived 
that foetus. They held it collectively but they were unable to do 
so any longer. 

5. When the ten quarters were unable to uphold the foetus, 
it fell down to the Earth along with them. 

6. On seeing Soma fallen to the earth, Brahmh, the grand¬ 
father of the worlds, made him ride in a chariot for the welfare 

of the worlds. 
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7. O excellent sages, when the son of Atri the noble sage fell 
down, Devas, the sons of Brahma, and others eulogised him. 

$. The splendour of the refulgent Soma who was being eulo¬ 
gised, was spread all round for the nourishment of the worlds. 

9. The Soma of excessive fame, circumambulated the ocean- 
girt Earth twentyone times by means of that inportant chariot. 

10. His splendour that exuded reached the Earth and turn¬ 
ed into the medicinal herbs whereby the universe is sustained. 

11. Lord Soma acquired refulgence through the eulogies 
and holy rites. The highly blessed lord performed penance for 
hundred thousand billion years. 

12. Thereafter, O excellent sages, Brahma the foremost 
among those who know the Brahman offered him kingdom of 
seeds, medicinal herbs, brahmins and waters. 

13. After acquiring that extensive realm, Soma the most 
excellent of those who possess gentleness performed the Rajasuya 
sacrifice with hundreds and thousands of gold pieces as sacrificial 
gifts. 

14. O brahmins, we have heard that Soma distributed the 
three worlds as gifts to those important brahminical sages who 
had assembled there for sacrifice. 

15. The Rtvik was Hiranyagarbha Brahma, Atri and Bhrgu 
Adhvaryus. Hari together with many sages was the participant. 

16. Nine goddesses who served him—Sinivall, Kuliu, Dyuti, 
Pu;ti, Prabha, Vasu, KIrti, Dhfti, Lakgmi. 

17. After the Avabhjtha1 ablution the overlord Moon who 
was unexcited and who was worshipped by Devas and sages 
shone excessively illuminating the ten quarters. 

18. Alter attaining this rare prosperity coveted even by the 
sages, his intellect, O dear ones, whirled. In his impudence 
tactlessness too clouded his intellect. 

19. Slighting the son of Angiras, Soma who was deluded by 
the arrogance of excessive prosperity, suddenly abducted the 
wife of Bfhaspati. 

20. Although repeatedly requested by Devas and celestial 
sages he did not hand over Tar a. back to Angiras. 

1, ApaihfthamSa* s ablution of the sacrificer and the sacrificial vends 
after a sacrifice. 
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21-22. USanas then attacked Angiras from the rear. Taking 

his bow Ajagava Rudra did the same. A massive miraculous 

missile Brahmafiras was discharged by that noble deity aiming 

at Devas. Thereby their fame was destroyed. 

23. Thereupon, the battle between Devas and Asuras en¬ 

sued. It became known as Tarakamaya battle. The battle raged 
furiously causing destruction of the worlds. 

24. O brahmins, Devas and Tusitas who remained alive 
sought shelter in the eternal and primordial god Brahma. 

25. Then Brahma himself restrained Rudra and Ufanas 

and handed over Tara back to Angiras, 

26. On seeing her pregnant, Brhaspati was furious and said— 

"By no means should the foetus be retained by you in your 

vaginal passage that belongs to me." 
27. She went to a forest of Isika reeds and expelled the foetus. 

Immediately after the birth that lordly child seized the bodies 

of Devas. 

28. Thereupon, the excellent Devas became suspicious and 

said to Tara “Tell us the truth; who is the father of this child 

Soma or Brhaspati ?” 

29. When she did not answer them on being asked by Devas, 

Kumara the foremost among the slayers of Dasyus. began to 

curse her. 
b 

30. Thereupon, Biahma restrained him and asked T&ri 

to clarify the doubt “O Tara, tell us the truth whose son is this ?” 

31-32. With her palms joined in reverence she told Brahma 

that he was the son of Soma. Then Frajapati Soma kissed him 

on the head and named the son Budha. Budha stands in the 

firmament diametrically opposite to Brhaspati. 

33. In a princess he begot a son. His son was Purur&vas of 

great brilliance, the son bom to Ila. 

34. That noble king begot of Urvasi seven sons. Thus the 

birth of Soma that increases fame has been recounted to*you. 

35-36. O excellent sages, now understand his line. Listen¬ 

ing to the story of Soma is conducive to attaining wealth, longe¬ 

vity and health. It is holy. It is the means of attaining whatever 

is thought of. On hearing it one is released from all sins. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Kings of the Lunar Race 

Lomakarfana said: 

1* O excellent sages, Budha’s son Pururavas was learned 
and brilliant. He was liberal and he performed sacrifices distri¬ 
buting gifts extensively, 

2. The king was an expounder of Brahman. When attacked 
by the enemy in battle he was irrepressible. He performed Agni- 
hotra and other sacrifices. 

3* He was truthful in speech and pious in mind. He indulg¬ 
ed in sexual intercourse very secretly. He was perpetually unri¬ 
valled in renown. 

4. The entire Vedic lore was present in him due to his pen¬ 
ance. The famous celestial damsel Urvasi set aside prestige and 
wooed him. 

5-6. O brahmins, the king spent periods of ten, five, five, 
six, seven and eight years staying with Urvail in the charming 
garden Caitraratha, on the banks of Ganga, in Alaka1 2 * * * * *, in 
Viialfi and in the excellent park Nandana. 

7. He stayed in the Northern Kurus which abounded in 
charming fruit trees, in the foothills of Gandhamadana8 and in 
the top of the Meru* 

1. Atoka \ the capital of Kubera, situated on a peak of the Himalayas 
inhabited also by Siva. 

2. Gandhamddana: S* M. All (the Geography of the Pur&vas, pp* 58, 59) 
remarka; the GandhamAdana is the range the location of which is highly con¬ 
troversial. There is a confusion in the Pur&Qas about the ranges which imme¬ 
diately surround or Bank Meru. The Vwu Purina states Mem is confined 
between the mountains Nila and Nifadha (on the North and South). 
The Gandham&dana is also mentioned in some Pur anas. It is also spoken of 
as one of die Southern Buttresses of Meru (Afafcpu), as one of the filament 
mountains on the west, as a range of boundary mountain on the south, and a 
Vary* mountain of Ketum&la (Vdyu). The Bhftgavaia gives different names 
to different parts of Gandh am Adana. For instance, the buttress is called Meru- 
m&ndara, the filament mountain the Haihsa, Gandham&dana is restricted to 
the eastern range. But according to S. M. AH, Gandham&dana means the 
northern ridge of the Hindukmh arch with its northern extension the Khwaja 
Mohammad range, the Hindukush consists of two parallel ranges which come 
clover to each other at the apex of the arch, south of the Pamirs (Meru), These 
ridge* are well-defined in Afghanistan, less so in Kashmir and reappear again 
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8* In these excellent and important sylvan regions usually 
frequented by Devas, the king dallied in the company of Urvafl1 
with great joy. 

9* He sported about in extremely holy lands praised by 
sages. He administered his kingdom from Prayaga.1 

10. The royal son of I la, the most excellent among men, 
wielded power. He earned fame at Fratijthaxia on the northern 
bank of Ganga, 

11-12. The seven sons of Aila Pururavas were on a par with 
the sons of Dcvas. Those noble princes born in celestial ragions 
were Ayu, Amavasu, ViSvayu, Srut&yu, Drdh&yu, Vaniyu, 
Bahvayu. These were the sons of Urvatf, 

13. Amavasu’s successor was Bhima, an imperial king. The 
glorious Kaficanaprabha was the king who succeeded Bhima. 

14. Kaftcana’s successor was the mighty and learned Su- 
hotra. Jahnu was the son of Suhotra. He was born of the womb 
-of Kesinl. 

15-21. He performed a great sacrifice of long duration. 
‘Greedily seeking a husband Ganga wooed him as her hus¬ 
band. Since he dissented, Ganga flooded his sacrificial hall. 
O excellent brahmins, on seeing his sacrificial hall thus flooded 
the infuriated son of Suhotra, king Jahnu* cursed her. He 
proclaimed—“See, I shall drink up your waters and make your 

■effort futile. O Ganga, ere long reap the fruit of your arrogance.** 
Thereafter, on seeing Ganga drunk up by the saintly king the 
sages brought her back. Thereafter, she came to be known 
Jahnavi the daughter of Jahnu. Jahnu married K&verl the dau¬ 
ghter of YuvanaSva, Due to the curse of YuvanaSva Gangft 

on the east. The Puriqis called the northern ridge Gaadhamidana. The 
contradictory statements in the Puranas that Gandhamadana is in the south, 
east or west arc reconciled if we keep in mind the correct alignment of the nor¬ 
thern range of Hindukiuh. This range touches the Pamirs in the south and 
falls away from it towards southwest and southeast. 

1. Urvaiti A heavenly nymph. For details P.E. 
2. Praydga—a holy city in Uttara Pradesa, situated at the meeting- 

point of GaAgli and Yamunfi. 
3. jfakatb^A sage. There Is a legend that once Gahg& which flowed 

through the earth submerged the hermitage of Jahnu who became angry at 
her haughtiness and drank up the river. But at the entreaty of Bhagiratha he 
pushed Gadgi through his ear. Since that event GaAgft got the name J&hnavl. 
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flowed into two halves flanking Kaveri the most excellent 
of rivers, the uncensured wife of Jahnu. Jahnu begot his beloved 
and righteous son Sunanda, of Kaveri. Ajaka was his son. 

22. Ajaka’s successor, king Balakasva was a habitual hunter. 
Ku£a was his son. 

23-27. Ku£a had four sons of divine brilliance: Ku£ika, 
Kufanabha, Ku Samba and Murtinmn. This king KuSika was 
ousted from power by the Pahlavas and he roamed in the forest. 
Resolving * 'I shall obtain a lordly son equal to Indra” he perform¬ 
ed a penance. Indra in his fear approached him and under¬ 
stood his purpose. When full thousand years had passed, Indra 
met him. On realising that he was competent to procreate a son, 
after seeing the sage of severe penance the thousand-eyed 
Indra agreed to become his son. 

Most excellent of Devas Lord Indra resolved to become his 
son. King Gadhi was Maghavan himself born as the son of 
Kufika. 

28. Paurukutsani (Daughter of Purukutsa) was his wife 
and Gadhi was born of her. Gadhi’s daughter was the blessed 
splendid lady Satyavati. 

29. Lord Gadhi gave her in marriage to Rclka the son of 
Kavya. Her husband the descendant of Bhrgu, the delighter of 
the members of the family of Bhrgu, was pleased with her. 

30. He prepared two Cams for securing sons for her and 
Gadhi too. Rclka the descendant of Bhrgu called her and said: 

31-32. One part of Garu should be used by you, and the 
other part should be used by your mother. A brilliant son, the 
leader of Ksatriyas will be born to her. He will not be conquered 
by the Ksatriyas in the world. He will slay the leading Kjatriyas. 

O auspicious lady, this Cam will secure for you a calm and cou¬ 
rageous son who will be themost excellent brahmin with austerity 

as his asset.” 

33-36. After saying this to his wife, Rclka the scion of the family 

of Bhrgu, perpetually devoted to penance, entered the forest. At 
that time in the context of his pilgrimage to holy places the king. 
G&dhi came to the hermitage of Rcika accompanied by his wife 
in order to see his daughter. Carefully handling the Cams, 
Satyavati approached her mother and told her about their effi- 
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cacy. As they looked alike, the mother in her ignorance gave to 
her daughter her own Gam and swallowed the daughter’s Gam 
instead of her own. 

37-40. Then Satyavati conceived a foetus that was destined 
to destroy the K?atriyas. Her body became bright and resplen¬ 
dent. She assumed a fearful look. Rclka saw her and understood 
the fact by his Yogic power. The most excellent brahmin said 
to his fair-complexioned wife—"By changing the Cams, O gentle 
lady, you have been deceived by your mother. An extremely 
fearful son of ruthless activities will be bom to you. You will 
have a brother, an ascetic who will realise the Brahman. 

41-47. The entire Vedic lore had been instilled (into the 
Gam) by me with my penance." 

Thus warned by her husband, the highly blessed Satyavati 
propitiated her husband—"Let not a base brahmin like this be 
bom as a son unto me begotten by you." 

When requested thus, the sage said—“O gentle lady, this is 
not my desire. I did not imagine that it should be thus. But 
the son is destined to be ruthless in activities on account of his 
father and mother.” 

Thus addressed, Satyavati said: “O sage, if you wish you can 
create even worlds. What then about a mere son ? It behoves 
you to grant me a straightforward son of subdued nature. O my 
lord, well may such a grandson be bom to us if this cannot be 
altered otherwise, O excellent brahmin." 

Then, he blessed her through the power of his penance. He 
said "O gentle lady of fair complexion, whether it be the son. or 
grandson I don’t feel any difference. Everything shall take 
place in accordance with what you desire.” 

48. Thereafter, Satyavrata gave birth to a son named Jamad- 
agni. He was tranquil and devoted to penance. (As a descen¬ 
dant of Bhrgu) he was also known as Bhargava. 

49-54. It was due to the change of Gam pertaining to Indra 
and Vi$pu given by Bhrgu. Jamadagni was bom due to the sacri¬ 
fice performed in the half pertaining to Vi?nu. The holy-natured 
Satyavati devoted to truthful virtue flowed as a great river named 
Kau&ki1. 

1, K&utikt—the hermitage of sage VHvAmitra stood on its bank. 
It has been identified with Gomati (F.E*) The modem name of this river is 
Kou which flows through Bihar. 
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There was a king in the family of Ikgvaku. named Regu. His 
blessed daughter was Kamali known also as Renuka. The son of 
Rcika endowed with penance and learning begot the terrible 
Jamadagnya Rama of Kamali, daughter of Renu. He was an 
excellent master of the science of archery as well as all lores. 
He shone like the blazing fire. Thus Jamadagni the most excel¬ 
lent among the knowers of Brahman was born as the extremely 
famous son of Satyavatl due to the potency of penance of Rcika 
son of Aurva. (The middle son was Sunabiepha and the young¬ 
est was Sunahpuccha. 

55-60. Gadhi, the son of Kuiika begot Viivamitra as his son 
and successor. He was subdued in mind due to his penance and 
learning. Viivamitra the righteous soul attained equality with 
the brahminical sage (Vasisjha) and later became a brahminical 
sage. He is remembered by the name Viivaratha too. Due to 
the grace of Bhrgu he was bom of Kauiika and perpetuated the 
race of Kauiika. Devarata and others are known as the sons of 
Viivamitra. They are famous in the three worlds. Their names 
are Devarata, Kati, Hiranyakfa, Renu, Repuka, Samkfti, Gal- 
ava, Mudgala, Madhucchandas, Jaya, Devala, A$taka, Kao 
chapa, and Hariya, The Katyayanas are the descendants of 
Kati. Hiranyakfa, Renu and Renuka were born of Salavat!. 

61-63. The spiritual lines of the noble Kauiikas are famous. 
They are: Pranina, Babhrus, Dhyanajapyas, Parthivas, Dcva- 
ratas, Salankayanas, Bagkalas, Lohitas, Yamadutas, Karusakas, 
Sauiravas, Kauiikas, Saindhavaynas, Devalas, Renus, Marianas 
from Yajfiavalkya, Audumbaras, Ambubhifnavas, Tarak&yapas, 

Guficulas, Salavatyas, Hirapyaksas, Samkrtyas,Galavas,Naraya^». 
The Kauiikas are numerous and their lines are merged with 
many other sages. O excellent sages, in this race there is that 
admixture of brahmins and Kgatriyas1 as evidenced by that of the 

■descendants of Puru and the brahminical sage Kauiika. 

64. Sunahiepha is known as the eldest of the sons of Viiva¬ 
mitra. That excellent sage changes his spiritual line from that of 
Bhargava to that of Kauiika. 

65-68. Suna^iepha, the son of Viiv&mitra was employed as 
the sacrificial animal in the sacrifice of Hariicandra. Sun ah Sep ha 

1. Tbit shows that the caste was not rigid during this period* 
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was handed over to Vilvamitra by Devas. Since he was handed 
over by Devas he came to be known as Devar&ta. Seven sons 
beginning with Dcvar&ta were born to Vi jvamitra. Astaka, the 
son of ViSvamitra, was bom of Drgadvati. Agfaka’s son was Lauhl. 
Thus the group of descendants of Jahnu has been mentioned by 
me. Henceforth, I shall mention the family of Ayu the noble 
soul. 

CHAPTER NINE 

Genealogy of Ancient Kfatriyas 

Lomaharsana said'. 

1-2. Ayu had five sons who were mighty heroes born of the 
daughter of Svarbhanu named Prabha. They became kings. 
Nairn;a was the eldest among them. Vrddhajarma came next. 
The rest—Rambha, Raji and Anenas became famous in the three 
worlds. 

3. Raji begot five hundred sons. This group of Kgatriya 
princes is known as Rajeya.They generated fear even in the mind 
of Indra. 

4. When, a battle between Devas and Asuras, destined to be 
tremendously terrible, was imminent, both went to Brahm& and 
spoke to him: 

i 

Devas and Asuras said : 

5. O lord of living beings, who will be victorious in the battle 
between us ? We wish to hear precisely. 

Brahmi said: 

6-7. There is no doubt that only those will conquer the three 
worlds, on whose behalf lord Raji takes up arms and fights in 
the battle. Where there is Raji there is courage; where there is 
courage there is glory. Where there is glory and courage there is 
righteousness and victory. 

8. Thus advised by Lord Brahma Devas and Asuras became 
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delighted. Desirous of victory and hopeful of winning him over 
they approached Raji the leader of the people. 

9. Indeed, king Raji bom of Prabha, and the grandson of 
Svarbhanu, was excessively resplendent. He was destined to 
perpetuate the lunar race. 

10. Delighted in their minds, Devas and Asuras said to 
Raji—“Please take up your excellent bow for our victory”. 

11. Thereupon, conversant with the purpose of Devas and 
Asuras, Raji said thus, with an eye on his own interest and reveal¬ 
ing his glory. 

Raji said: 

12. “O Indra, I shall fight in the battle if after conquering 
the asuras through my valour I can duly become Indra. 

13. At the outset O brahmins, Devas who were delighted 
in their minds assented to the proposal. “O king, this desire of 
your can be realised as you wish”. 

14. On hearing the words of Devas king Raji asked the 
leaders of Asuras too, in the same manner as he had asked Devas. 

15. The Asuras full of arrogance and realising their own 
interest, proudly spoke to the monarch thus. 

Asuras said: 

16-21. “Our Indra is Prahrada on whose behalf we fight 
and conquer. O excellent king, you join us shining with glory 
in this battle.” 

Even as the king was about to say “so be it” he was urged by 
Devas, “You will certainly become Indra after conquering Asuras”. 
The king who was thus urged, killed those Asuras who could not 
be slain by the thunderbolt-armed Indra. After killing all Asuras 
lord Raji of great glory and self-control redeemed the lost glory 
of Devas. Then, in the company of Devas, Indra said to Raji 
of great valour—“I am Rajiputra(son of Raji), O dear one, you 
arc Indra of all Devas. I, Indra, am your son, I shall attain fame 
through your activities. 

On hearing these words of Indra Raji was deceived by his 
Maya. 

22-25. The delighted king said to Indra—“So be it.” 
When that saintly king passed away Raji’s sons seized their 

legacy, the kingdom of heaven from Indra. The five hundred 
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sons attacked the abode ofIndra, the heavenly world Trivijtapa.1 
When they became excessively deluded, passionately mad, 

irreligious and batters of the brahmins, their power and valour 
were destroyed. Then Indra regained his prosperity and the 
excellent abode after killing the sons of Raji who were slaves of 
lust and wrath. 

26. He who listensto this narrative of dethronement and 
re-establishment of Indra and he who retains it in memory will 
never fall to wretchedness. 

Lomakarsana said; 

27. Rambha was issueless. I shall mention the line of Ane- 
nas. King Pratikgatra of great fame was the son of Anenas. 

28. Pratik?atra’s son Sriljaya was very famous. Jayawas 
Sffijaya’s son and Vijaya was his son. 

29. Kjti was the son of Vijaya and his son was Haryatvata. 
Haryatvata’s son Sahadeva was a valorous king. 

30. Sahadeva’s son the pious Nadtna was a famous king. 
Nadlna’s son was Jayatsena and Jayatsena’s son was Samkrti. 

31. Samkrti’s son was Kfatravrddha. He was righteous- 
souled and he earned great fame. The line of Anenas has been 
recounted. Now hear Ksatravrddha’s lineage. 

32. Kgatravraddha’s son was Sunahotra of great fame 
Sunahotra had three successors who were extremely righteous. 

33-34. They were Kalya, Salla and Grtsamada. Gjtsa- 
mada’s son was Sunaka. Saunakas (sons ofounaka) weie brah¬ 
mins, K;atriyas, Vailyas and Madras. Ar&igena was the son of 
Salla and his son was Kalyapa. 

35-37. Kaiyapa’s son was Dirghatapas who ruled over 
Kasi. Dhanvan was the son of Dirghatapas and Dhanvantari 
was his son. At the conclusion of a great penance when the king 
had become old, lord Dhanvantari was bom. He was the great 
ruler of Kali and was an expert physician. He could cure all 
ailments. 

38. He learnt medical science from sage Bharadvaja He 
divided therepeutic processes into eight sections and taught them 
to his disciples/- 

1. Trisi}{apa—'Abode of Indra, 
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39. Dhanvantari’s son was Kctuman. The heroic Bnima- 
ratha was the son of Kctuman. 

40. Bhimaratha’s son was Divodasa. Divodasa was a right¬ 
eous monarch who became the ruler of VSranasi. 

41-42. At this time, O brahmins, a Rakgasa named K$e- 
maka attacked Varanasi and rendered it desolate. It had been 
cursed by Nikumbha that it would remain void and desolate for 
a thousand years. 

43. As soon as it had been cursed king Divodasa founded a 
beautiful city at the extremity of his realm on the banks of Go- 
matl. 

44-48. Formerly, Varanasi belonged to Bhadrasrenya. It 
was after killing one hundred sons of Bhadrafrepya who were 
excellent bowmen, that king Divodasa occupied the territory.. 
By that powerful king the realm of Bhadrafrenya was seized, 
Bhadra^repya had a son Durdama who later became famous. 
As he was a child, Divodasa let him alone out of mercy. Then 
the king seized the hereditary realm of Haihaya. 

The legacy of his forefathers that had been forcefully taken 
away by Divodasa was retaken by Durdama the son of Bhadra- 
Srenya. O blessed ones, thus revenge was taken by that king of 
good spiritual splendour. 

49. The heroic Pratardana was born of Dfsadvati and Divo¬ 
dasa. That son even as a boy mightly beat back the enemy. 

30. Pratardana had two sons: Vatsa and Bharga. Vatsa’s 
son was Satrujit and his son was Rtadhvaja. 

51. His son was Alarka. He was favourably disposed to the 
brahmins and truthful in speech. A verse has been, sung by the 
veterans about Alarka the saintly monarch. 

52. He was a handsome youth. He ruled for sixtysix thou¬ 
sand years. He upheld his family by his mighty prowess. 

53. By the grace of Lopamudra he attained the maximum 
longevity. Endowed with youth and beauty he ruled over a very 
extensive kingdom. 

54. When the period of curse came to an end the mighty 
king killed the R3kfasa Kgemaka and re-occupied the beautiful 
city of Virinasi. 

55. Sannati’s successor was a righteous' king Sunltha. 
Sunitha’s successor Kgema gained good fame and glory. 
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56. K$ema’s son was Ketuman and Suketu was his son. We 
know from traditional records that Dharmaketu was the son of 
Suketu. 

57. Dharmaketu’s successor was the mighty warrior Satya- 
ketu. Satyaketu’s son was king Vibhu. 

58. Anarta was Vibhu’s son and Sukumara was his son. 
Sukumara’s son Dh^sfaketu was extremely virtuous. 

59. The successor of Dhrstaketu was king Venuhotra. 
Venuhotra’s son was king Bharga. 

60. Vatsabhumi was the son of Vatsa and Bhargabhumi 
the son of Bharga. These were the descendants of Angiras the 
scions of the family of Bhfgu. 

61. They were brahmins, Ksatriyas and VaiSyas, thousands 
in number and endowed with brilliance. These KaSyapas (rulers 
of KaSi) have been recounted. Understand the descendants of 
Nahufa, 

CHAPTER TEN 

The Narrative of Yayati 

Lomaharsana said: 

1. Nahuga had six successors who possessed the refulgence 
of Indra and Vi;nu. They were born of Viraja the daughter of 

Pitrs. 
2. They were—Yati, Yayati, Saryati, Ayati, Yati and Suyati. 

Among them it was Yayati who became the king. 

3. Yati was the eldest. Yayati was junior to him. The 
extremely virtuous Yati married Gomatl the daughter of Kaku- 
tstha but he became a sage. He realised Brahman and attained 
absolution. 

4-8, Yayati, the eldest of the remaining five conquered the 
Earth. He married Devayani the daughter of USanaa and Sar- 
mif$ha the Asura lady the daughter of Vr?aparvan. 

Devayani *gave birth to Yadu and Turvasu. Sarmislha the 
daughter of Vrtaparvan gave birth to Druhyu, Anu and PurO. 
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Indra who was pleased with him gave him an extremely res¬ 
plendent divine chariot. It had all its parts made of gold. Ex¬ 
cellent divine white horses as fast as the mind were fitted to it. 
He conducted his activities by means of this chariot. With this 
fine chariot the invincible Yayati conquered the Earth in six 
days and defeated Dcvas and Asuras in battle. 

9-17. That chariot belonged to the kings of Kuru race. 
From Janamejaya the descendant of Kuru, whose other name 
was Samvartavasu it was handed over to Emperor Pariksita the 
scion of the family of Kuru. The chariot vanished due to the 
curse of sage Garga. King Janamejaya spoke harsh words to 
Garga and violently injured Garga’s son who was then a mere boy. 
Hence, he incurred the sin of brahmin slaughter. Emitting the 
bad odour of rusting iron the saintly king roamed about here and 
there. He was shunned by the citizens and the country-folk. 
He did not attain pleasure of peace of mind by any means. He 
was extremely miserable. He failed to get consolation from any 
quarter. The king then sought refuge in Saunaka the leading 
brahmin. O excellent brahmins, in order to sanctify him, Sau- 
naka performed a horse sacrifice on behalf of king Janamejaya. 
When he had completed the concluding ablution of Avabhrtha 
the stinking odour of rusting iron was expelled. The divine cha¬ 
riot was in the possession of Cedi ruler having been handed over 
to him by Indra who was pleased with him. From him Brhad- 
ratha acquired it. From him it came into the possession of king 
Brhadratha (Jarasandha), After killing Jarasandha, Bhima re¬ 
deemed that excellent chariot. Out of love the scion of the family 
of Kuru, Bhima gave it to Vasudeva. 

18. After conquering the Earth extending to the oceans and 
containing seven continents Yay&tf, the son of Nahuga, divided 
his kingdom among his sons. 

19-21. Yayati crowned his eldest son Yadu in the Eastern 
quarter; Puru in the middle land; Turvasu in the South-Eastern 
quarter. The entire Earth with its cities and seven continents is 
being ruled till today by them with due deference to their res¬ 
pective jurisdiction. O excellent sages, I shall recount their 
progeny later on. 

22. The king was ageing. He set aside his bows and arrows. 
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He entrusted the entire administration to his kinsmen including 
the five leading men, his sons. 

23. Having deposited his arms, the king roamed over the 
Garth. King Yayati was extremely delighted. 

24-23. After distributing the kingdom thus, Yayati said to 
Yadu—“Dear son, accept my old age. Becoming youthful once 
again by your handsome features and depositing my old age with 
you, 1 shall travel round the Earth on another mission. Do accept 
my old age”. 

Yadu said: 

26. O king, Alms have been promised to a brahmin by me. 
1 have not yet handed them over to him. Without fulfilling it 1 
shall not take up your old age. 

27. There are many defects in senility caused by drink and 
diet. Hence, O king, I am not enthusiastic over accepting your 
old age. 

28. O king you have many sons whom you love more than 
me. O knowcr of virtues, choose another son to take up your 
senility, 

29. Thus repulsed by Yadu the king became furious. Ya¬ 
yati, the most excellent among the eloquent said thus, rebuking 
his son. 

Yay&ti said: 

30. “What other stage of life will you have ? What virtue 
or righteousness is left for you, O wicked one, after slighting me 
since I am your preceptor”. 

31. Saying thus, O brahmins, in his anger he cursed his son 
thus—“O deluded one, your subjects will be undoubtedly 
deprived of their kingdom. 

32. O excellent brahmins, Yayati was repulsed by three of 
his other sons too, the king repeated the same to Druhyu, Turvasu 
and Anu. 

33. The infuriated Yay&ti, the unconquerable monarch 
cursed them also. O excellent brahmins, everything about him 
has been precisely mentioned by me, 

34. After-cursing the four sons elder to Purft thus, O brah¬ 
mins, the king addressed the very same words to Purii also. 
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35. “O Puru, if you agree, I shall become youthful once 
again with your handsome features and shall roam about the 
Earth after depositing my old age with you.” 

36. That valorous Puru took over the senility of his father. 
With the handsome features of Puru, Yayati roamed about the 
Earth. 

37. Seeking the ultimate satiety oflustful dalliance the lord,, 
the most excellent of kings indulged in amorous sports in the 
garden Caitraratha in the company of VUvacI. 

38. When he became utterly dissatisfied and disgusted with 
lustful orgies and enjoyment of pleasures the king took back his 
senility from Puru. 

39*46. In this connection, O excellent sages, the following 
verses were sung by Yayati—“He who withdraws within himself 
all lustful passions like the tortoise that draws its limbs within 
itself is indeed a person who has attained yoga1 

Never does lust and lechery subside by indulging in the en¬ 
joyment of sexual pleasures. Just as the fire blazes all the more 
with the ghee poured in, so also it increases at every indulgence. 
If one were to possess all grains of rice and barley on the Earth, 
if one were to possess all gold, if all were to become the master 
of all animals on the Earth or if one were to indulge in sexual 
union with all women one will find that it is not enough to quench 
thirst. That being so one should not be deluded by these things. 
When one docs not have anysinful feeling towards any living 
being, mentally, physically and verbally one is likely to attain 
Brahman. When one is not afraid of others, when none is afraid 
of him or when one does not like or dislike others too much, one 
attains Brahman. Happiness befalls that person who eschews 
greed and covetousness which are impossible to be eschewed by 
the wicked, which do not become old even when one becomes 
old and decrepit and which is an oilment that comes to an end 
only when the vital airs die out. When one becomes old, one’s 
hair grow old; when one becomes old, one’s teeth become old; 
but the hope and greed for wealth and life never grow old when 
one grows old. The happiness that one is supposed to derive from 

1. The tortoise simile is very popular with the yoguu. A yogi withdraws. 
Ik lustful passions within himself just as the tortoise withdraws its limha within, 
itself. 
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indulgence in sexual pleasure, the great happiness that one may 
have in heaven—these two do not deserve even a sixteenth 
part of happiness one is sure to have when greed is destroyed.” 

47-51. After saying this that saintly king entered the forest 
accompanied by his wife. He performed a great penance of long 
duration. That king of great fame performed penance on the 
peak Bhrgutunga.1 At the conclusion of penance he performed 
holy rite of refraining from taking food and cast off his mortal 
body. Accompanied by his wife he attained heaven. O excellent 
sages, there were bom five excellent saintly kings in his family. 
The entire Earth is pervaded by them as if by the rays of the sun, 
O excellent sages, the man who listens to the story of Yayati 
continuously shall become endowed with progeny, longevity and 
Tenown. Now listen, I shall recount the family of Yadu honoured 
by kings. It was in this that Narayana, Hari was bom as the 
uplifter of the family of Vf?nis. 

CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Dynasty of Yayati 

The brahmins said: 

1. O Sveta, we would like to hear precisely the line of suc¬ 
cessors of Puru, Druhyu, Ami, Yadu and Turvasu, separately. 

Lomakarsana said: 

2. O leading sages, listen at the outset of the race of Puru 
even as I relate it in detail and in due order. 

3. Suvira was the son of Puru: Manasyu was his son. The 
king Abhayada was the son of Manasyu. 

4. King Sudhanvan was the son of Abhayada, Sudhanvan’s 
son wss Subahu, RaudraSva was his son. 

1. BhrgutuUga—A place made lacred by the performance of tapaa by 
Bhrgu. Bclka had'liwed there with his wife and children. It has been located 
either in the Himalayas or in the Vindhyai (MW). 
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5-8. Raudr&Sva had ten sons and ten daughters. The son* 
were—Daiarneyu, Kfkancyu, Kakgeyu, Sthandileyu, Sannateyu, 
Ilceyu, Jaleyu, Sthaleyu, Dhaneyu, and Vaneyu. The daughters 
were Bhadra, Sudra, Madra, Salada, Malada, K ha Lada, Nalada, 
Surasa, Gocapala and Strlratnakufa. Sage Frabhakara of the 
family of Atri was their husband. 

9-14. When the sun was eclipsed by Rahu and he seemed 
to be falling down from the firmament to the Earth, the whole 
world was enveloped in darkness. Then it was his sage who caus¬ 
ed light. At this utterance of the sage, ‘Hail to Thee9, the sun 
who was about to fall did not fall to the Earth from the firms* 
ment. This sage of great penance founded the excellent spiritual 
lines after Atri. In sacrifices Devas offered him the same power 
as were bestowed on Atri. He begot of Bhadra a son named Soma. 
In all he had ten sons of great merit who were engaged in severe 
penance. O brahmins, they established their spiritual lines. 
They were masters of the Vedas. They were known as Svastya- 
treyas. They were devoid of three types of worldly wealth, viz. 
gold, cattle and land. 

Kak?eyu had three sons of great might and heroism. 
15. They were Sabhanara, Cak$u?a and Paramanyu, Sabha- 

nara’s son was the learned king Kalanala. 
16. Kalanala’s son Spljaya was conversant with virtue. 

The heroic king Purafijaya was the son of Srfijaya. 
17. O excellent sages, Janamejaya was the son of Purafijaya, 

Maha&la was the son of pious king, Janamejaya. 
18. He was recognized by Devas and his fame was estab¬ 

lished all over the Earth. The son of Maha&la named Maha- 
manas was virtuous. 

19. Mahamanaa was a bom hero; he was honoured by 
Devas too. O brahmins, Mahamanas begot two sons. 

20-23. They were U Sinara who was conversant with Dharma 
and Titikfu who was very mighty. 

USnara had five wives, daughters of king Vr$a as a result of 
great penance. They were Nrg&, Kpni, Navi, Darva and 
Dftadvatl. U Sinara begot of them five sons who perpetuated his 
line. Njga was born of Npga, K?mi of Kjrai; Nava of Nava and. 
Suvrata of Darvft, Sibi ofDrsadvatl. 

24-29. O brahmin*, the realm of Sibi is known as the Sibis, 
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that of Nrga as the Yaudheyas; that of Nava as the Navaraffra, 
the city of Krmila belonged to Krmi. The realm of Amba?thas 
belonged to Suvrata, 

Understand the sons of Sibi. The four sons of Sibi are known 
as the Sibis. They were—Vr$adarbha, Suvlra, Kaikeya and 
Madraka. Their realms were very flourishing by the names of 
Vr$adarbhas, Suviras, Kaikeyas and Madrakas. 

O brahmins, Titik;u became a king in the Eastern region. 
He had many sons. Usadratha of great vigour was prominent 
among them. His son was Phena. Sutapas was born of Phena. 
Bali was the son of Sutapas. His quiver was golden. He was a 
great Yogin and a king. 

30-36. He procreated five sons who continued his lineage 
on the Earth. Anga was born at the outset. Then were bom 
Vahga, Suhma, Pupdra and Kalinga. The K$atriya descendants 
of Bali are known as Baleya K?atras. There were brahminical 
descendants of Bali too. They too established their family on the 
earth. 

O brahmins, a boon had been granted to Bali by Brahma who 
was pleased with him. Thereby he acquired the following attri¬ 
butes: 

He was a great Yogin. His span of life extended to that of a 
Kalpa. He was unequalled in strength. He had a deep insight 
in the principles and topics of Dharma. He was unconquerable 
in battle. He held an important position in the matter of deciding 
what Dharma was. He had a clear vision of three worlds. He 
was accorded prominence at the sacrifice of Prasava (?). When 
this was said to him by the lord, viz “you will establish the four 
castes duly" he attained mental peace. O brahmins, after a 
great deal of time, he went to the heavenly abode. 

The realms of the five descendants are—Arigas, Vangas, 
Suhmakas, Kalingas and Pufldrakas. 

Now the descendants of Afiga are related. 
37. Anga’s son was Dadhivahana, the leader of kings. 

Dadhivahana’s son was king Diviratha. 
38. The son of Diviratha was Svargaratha who was equal 

in valour to Indra. His son was Citraratha. 

39. While he performed a sacrifice on the Kalafijara1 moun- 

1. KSlaftjjra (a mountain). It u one of the twenty mountains spread 
on the four Tides of muni MnUmeru. 
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tain the Soma juice was drunk by Svargaratha along with Indra. 
40. Citraratha’s son was Daferatha. He became famous by 

the name Lomapada and Santa was his daughter,1 
41. By the grace of RjyaSpiga a heroic son of great fame was 

born to Dafaratha who commanded the four divisions of the 
army and made the family flourish. His name was Gaturahga. 

42. Caturaflga’s son was known by the name Pfthulak$a. 
The king of great fame Campa was the son of Prthulak$a. 

43. Gampa’s city was Campa which was formerly known as 
M&linl. By the grace of Purnabhadra, his son Haryanga was born. 

44. Then R;ya$piga made the excellent vehicle, the ele¬ 
phant of Indra descend to the Earth by means of Mantras. 

45. King Bhadraratha was the son of Haryanga. King 
Bfhatkaiman was the son of Bhadraratha. 

46-48, Brhaddarbha was his son and Bfhanmanas was born 
to him. The leading king Brhanmanas begot Jayadratha. King 
Dfdharatha was born to him. Dfdharatha’s successor was Jana- 
mejaya the conqueror of the universe. His son was Vikarna. 
Vaikarna was his son. He had a hundred sons who made the 
family of the Angas flourish. 

49. Thus, all the kings born of the family of Anga have been 
glorified by me. They were noble souls pledged to truthfulness. 
They were mighty warriors and they procreated children. 

50. O brahmins, O excellent sages, listen. I shall mention 
the family of king Rceyu the son of Raudrasva. 

51-53. Rceyu’s son was king Matinara who ruled over the 
whole Earth. Matinara had three extremely virtuous sons— 
Vasurodha, Pratiratha and the righteous Subahu. All of them 
were conversant with the Vedas, truthful in speech and favourable 
to the brahmins. O excellent sages, his daughter Ila was an 
expounder of the Brahman. Tamsu married her. 

54-55. Tamsu’s valorous son was the pious king Dharma- 
netra. He was an expounder of Brahman and an as sailer of foes. 
His wife was Upadanavl, who bore four splendid sons to him 
viz Duyyanta, Sujmanta, Pravira and Anagha. 

1. There is some confusion here. Sintiwu the daughter of Icing Dasa- 
r&ths. Lomap&da had adopted her as his daughter. She was married to sage 
Rfyafrhga. Lompfida was not identical with Dasaratha. 
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56-61. Du$yanta’s valorous heir was Bharat a. His original 
name was Sarvadamana. He had the strength of ten thousand 
-elephants. The son of Dugyanta, the great soul was a great Em¬ 
peror. Bharata was born of Sakuntala and this country is named 
Bharata after him. The sons of king Bharata perished through 
the fury of Matja (Mothers). This story had been told by me 
previously. Thereupon, the great brahminical sage Bharadvaja 
the son of Brhaspati, the descendant of Angiras performed great 
sacrifices. Due to the effort of Bharadvaja, a son was born to 
Bharata who was so named because the birth of the previous 
sons had been futile. After the birth of Vitatha, Bharata had 
passed away. After crowning Vitatha, Bharadvaja returned to 
his hermitage. 

62-64. Vitatha begot five sons—viz. Suhotra, Suhotf, 
-Gaya, Garga and Kapila. 

Suhotra had two sons, Kasika of great might and king Grtsa- 
mati. Grtsamati had Brahmin, K§atriya and Vaiiya sons. KaSika 
had two sons viz Ka£eya and Dirghatapas. 

65. The learned scholar Dhanvantari was the son of Dirgha¬ 
tapas. Dhanvantari’s son Ketuman is well known. 

66-67. The scholarly Bhlmaratha was the son of Ketuman. 
The son of Bhlmaratha became the ruler of Varanasi. He was 
well known as Divodasa and he destroyed all Kgatriya kings. 
The heroic king Pratardana was the son of Divod&sa. 

68. Pratardana had two sons, viz Vatsa and Bhargava, 
Alarka was the son of king Sanmatiman. He too was a king. 

69-70. The king seized the hereditary property of Haihaya. 
The ancestral property forcibly seized by Divodasa was taken 
back by irrepressible son of BhadraSrenya, the noble Durdama. 
He had been formerly let off mercifully by Divodasa thinking 
that he was a mere boy. 

71-72. The king Aifaratha was the son of Bhlmaratha. O 
brahmins, that boy was struck by this Kgatriya son desirous of 
putting a stop to the enmity, O excellent sages. 

Alarka, king of Kaii, was truthful in speech and favourable 

to the brahmins. 

73. This scion and the uplifter of the family of K&ii kings 
-was a youth endowed with handsome features who ruled for sixty- 
six (thousand )~years. 
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74*75. It was to the grace of Lop&mudri that he attained 
the maximum span of life. O excellent sages, towards the end of 
his life the king killed the R&kgasa Kjemaka and re-established 
the beautiful city of VSranasi. Alarka’s successor was king K?e- 
maka. 

76. Kfemaka’s son was Var?aketu. King Vibhu was his 
successor. 

77. Anarta was the son of Vibhu and Sukumara was his son. 
Sukumara’s son was the mighty warrior Satyaketu. 

78. This son of great refulgence became an extremely vir¬ 
tuous king. Vatsabhumi was the son of Vatsa and Bhargabhumi 
was bom of Bhargava. 

79. These descendants of Angiras were born in the family 
of Bhjrgu. O excellent sages, they were brahmins, Ksatriyas, 
Vaifyas and Sudras. 

80-87. There is another line of kings viz. Ajamidha. O ex¬ 
cellent brahmins, may it be listened to. Brhat was the son of 
Suhotra. Brhat had three sons viz. Ajamidha, Dvimidha and the 
powerful Purumldha. Ajamidha had three wives endowed with 
fame viz.—NIlI, KeSinI and Dhumini. All of them were excellent 
ladies. The valorous Jahnu was bom of Kef ini and Ajamidha. 
He performed a sacrifice of long duration called Sarva Medha- 
makha. Eager to have him as her husband Ganga approached, 
him like a humble lady. As he declined the proposal Gang& 
flooded his sacrificial hall. O brahmins, on seeing the sacrificial 
chamber thus flooded all round king Jahnu became infuriated* 
He said to GaAga—“O Ganga, ere long, reap the fruits of this 
arrogance of thine. I shall condense your water flourishing in the 
three worlds and drink it up.*’ 

On seeing Ganga drunk up, the highly blessed great sages of 
noble souls bought her back as Jahnavf his daughter. 

Jahnu married Kaverx, daughter of YuvanaSva. Later on,, 
due to the curse of Ganga half of her body was turned into a river. 

88-91. The valorous beloved son of Jahnu was Ajaka. 
Ajaka's successor was king Bal&kafva who was fond of hunting. 
Kufika was his son. This king was murdered by wild foresters 
along with the Pahlavas. Kutika performed a penance resolving 
to himself—“I shall obtain a lordly son equal to Indra.'* India 
approached him out of fear and understood his purpose. Indra 
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himself became the som of Kuiika. He was king G&dhi. Vifvi- 
mitra was the son of Gadhi and A$taka was born of Vi£vamitra. 

1 (O brahmins, Vifvab&dhi, Svajit and Satyavatl (also) were 
born. Jamadagni was born of Satyavatl and BLcika. Devarata 
and others were the sons of Vi&vamitra. They became famous in 
three worlds. O brahmins, listen to their names. They were 
Devarata, Kati, Hira^yakga and Rcqu. The descendants of Kati 
were Katyayanas. Hirapyaksa was bom of S&lavati. Renuka 
was the daughter of Renu. The spiritual lines of noble Kaufikas 
are known as Samkrtyas, Galavas, Maudgalyas, Panins, Babhrus, 
Dhyanajapyas, Parthivas, Devaratas, Salankayanas, SauSravas, 
Lohitas, Yamadutas, Karisis, and Saindhavayanas. O brahmins, 
there and other descendants of Kufika are well known in the 
world. Many descendants of Kufika are those who could have 
marriage alliances with other sages. O excellent sages, in this 
family there is thus the admixture of brahmins and Kgatriyas 
due to the connection of Paurava and the brahminical sage 
Kau&ika. Sunah$epha was the eldest of the sons of V iSvamitra. 

That leading sage was originally a Bhargava (descendant of 
Bhrgu). Later on, he attained the state of being a descendant of 
Ku&ika. Devarata and others were also the sons of Vilvamitra. 
Drjadvati’s son A;faka was born of ViSvamitra). 

92-97. A?taka’s son was Lauhi. Thus descendants of Jahnu 
have been mentioned by me. May another line pertaining to 
Ajamldha be heard, O excellent sages. Sufanti was born of 
Nflini and Ajamidha. Purujati was the son of Sulanti. Bahyafva 
was bom of Purujati. Bahyaiva had five sons comparable to the 
immortals. They were—Mudgala, Sffljaya, king Byhadafva, 
Yavinara the valorous and Krmilafva the fifth one. These five 
kings are known as Paficalas because they were competent to 
protect the five realms. Their five realms were flourishing. Hence 
they got the designation Pafic&las. Mudgala’s successor of very 
great fame was Maudgalya. Indrascna bore Vadhnyafva to 
him. 

* (His son Satyadhjti was a master of archery. On seeing a 
celestial lady in front of him, his semen got discharged among 
tome reeds of Sara. Twins were bom of it. Out of sympathy 

•The text pun- the** vencs within bracket) without Dumber. 
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Santanu who had gone ahunting took them up and brought 
them up. The boy was known as Kipa, the girl Gautami was 
known as Kjpi. These are said to be Saradvatas. These are 
known as Gautamas too. Henceforth, I shall mention the line of 
succession of Divodasa. Divodasa’s successor was king Mitrayu 
(who became a) brahminical sage, Mitrayu’s son was Soma. 
Therefore they are known as Maitreyas. These too though bom 
of K;atriya family entered the spiritual line of Bhrgu)1 

98. Paficajana was the son of Spljaya. King Somadatta was 
the son of Paficajana. 

99-101. Sahadeva of great fame was the successor of Soma- 
•datta. Sahadeva’s son Somaka was well known. Ajamidha of great 
power was the son of Grtsamatl. When the family declined in 
prosperity Ajamidha’? son Somaka was born. Jantu was the son 

■of Somaka. His hundred sons shone brilliantly. The youngest 
of them Lord Pr?ata was the father of Drupada. These noble 
Somakas are known as Ajamidhas. 

102-105. Dhumini the crowned queen of Ajamidha longed 
for a son. O excellent sages, she was highly blessed, chaste and 
noble. Desiring a son she performed holy rites. For ten thousand 
years she performed a difficult penance. She conducted sacrifices 
duly. The pious lady ate very little. O excellent sages, she lay 
‘down only on the Kuia of Agnihotra. Ajamidha had sexual 
union with the gentle lady Dhumini and procreated ILk$a who 
was smoke-coloured and handsome in appearance. 

106. Samvarana was bom of Rk?a and Kuru was born of 
-‘Sathvarana. He shifted his capital from Prayaga and founded 
Kurukjetra. 

107. That spot is holy, beautiful and frequented by pious 
persons. His family is extensive and his descendants are known 

as Kauravas. 
108. Kuru had four sons—Sudhanvan, Sudhanu, Parikjit 

and the most excellent Arimejaya. 
109. The righteous Janamejaya was the successor of Paifk- 

■jit. Srutasena, Agrasena and Bhlmasena (succeeded him). 
* (The intelligent Suhotra was the successor of Sudhanvan. 

Hirson was king Cyavana who was an expert on virtue and 

I, The text puts these verse* within bracket* without number. 
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wealth. Krtayajfla was born of Cyavana. This knower of Dharma 
performed sacrifices and begot the heroic Gaidyoparivara as 
his son. He was a well known king who became a friend of Indra. 
He was known as Vasu too and he could traverse the skies. 

Girika bore to Caidyoparivara seven manly sons. They were 
Brhadratha who was a mighty warrior and king of Magadha; 
Pratyagratha, Kratha whom, they call Manivahana, Sakala, 
Juhu, Matsya and Kali the seventh. Byhadratha’s successor 
KuSagra was well known. Kufagra’s scholarly and valorous 
son was R^abha, Now, I shall mention the family of Juhu. It is 
endowed with all good qualities. Juhu begot a son Suratha who 
became a king. 

110. All these were highly blessed, valorous and mighty. 
The intelligent Suratha was the son of Janamejaya. 

111. The valorous Viduratha was born as the son of Suratha. 
Rk$a of great might was the successor of Viduratha. 

112. His second son was born through the favour of Bhara- 
dvaja and he became well known by that name. In this lunar 
race there were two Rk^as aiwj two Parik?its. 

113. O brahmins, there were three Bhimasenas and two 
Janamejayas. Bhimasena was the son of second Rk$a. 

114. Pratipa was born of Bhimasena. Three mighty sons 
were bom to Pratipa. They were Santanu, Devapi and Bahlika. 

115. O excellent brahmins, Santanu was a king of this race. 
Now listen to the race of Bahlika the saintly king. 

116. Somadatta of great fame was the son of Bahlika. Three 
sons were bom of Somadatta. They were Bhuri, Bhuriiravas 

and Sala. 

117. Sage Devapi became the preceptor of Devas. Cya¬ 
vana’s son Kftaka was a chum of this noble sage. 

118. Santanu the foremost among the descendants of Kuru 
became a king. I shall mention the family of Santanu welt known 
in the three worlds. 

119. That lord begot of Ganga a son named Devavrata. 
He became famous by the name of Bhi?ma. He was the grand¬ 

father of the Papdavas. 

120. Kali bore the son Vicitravirya to Santanu. He was a. 

righteous soufilevoid of sins. 
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121. Kr?i?a Dvaip&yana generated Dhrtariistra, P&ndu and 
Vidtoa in the wives of Vicitravirya. 

122. Hundred sons were begotten of G&ndhari by Dhrta- 
r&ftra. Among them Duryodhana was most excellent. He 
became the lord of all. 

123. Arjuna was the son of Papdu and his son was Abhi- 
manyu. Parik?it was the son of Abhimanyu. 

124. P4rik$ita (Abhimanyu) begot two sons of Kail, viz. 
the king Candr&plda and Sury&pida the knowers of Brahman. 

125. Candraplda begot hundred sons who were excellent 
bowmen. They are known as the K?atriya descendants of Jana- 
mejaya. 

126. The mighty Satyakarna was the eldest among them. 
In the city of Hastinapura he performed a sacrifice in which much 
wealth was distributed as gift. 

127. Satyakarna’s successor was the valorous Svctakarna. 
That righteous king was issueless and he entered a penance- 
grove. 

128. His beautiful wife Malini, daughter of Subahu, (other¬ 
wise known as) Graha malini, and a descendant of Yadu became 
pregnant in the forest. 

129. When the conception had taken place, king Sveta- 
ltarna continued his journey as he had done previously. 

130. On seeing her beloved husband going, the chaste lady 
M&lini the lotus-eyed daughter of Subahu followed him to the 
forest. 

131. On the way the youthful maiden gave birth to a tender 
son. Leaving the son there she followed the king to the forest. 

132. The highly blessed chaste lady did the same thing as 
DraupadI the chaste lady had done before1. Hie tender, tiny boy 
began to cry amidst the mountain bushes. 

133-136. Taking pity on that noble boy, clouds appeared 
in the sky. The two sons of Sraviffha, Paippaladi aai Kaufika 
saw him. They took pity on him, took him up and washed him 
with water. His sides drenched in blood were scraped on the rock. 
When his sides were carefully scraped the boy became dark- 
complexioned like a goat. Hence, the two brahmins named him 

1. Dnuipadl had followed Yudbiftbim to the forest. 
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Ajapariva. The boy was brought up by the two brahmins in the 
chamber of Romaka. 

137. The wife of Romaka adopted him as her son and brou¬ 
ght him up. The boy became the son of Romaki and the two 
brahmins became her attendants. 

138. Such is the race of Puru. The family of the Pandavas 
was established there. Their sons and grandsons had their spans 
of life simultaneously. 

139-140. In this context the following verse had been sung 
by Yayati the son of Nahuga. That intelligent king was highly 
pleased when old age was transferred to his son. This Earth may 
be devoid of sun, moon and planets. But the Earth will never be 
devoid of descendants of Puru. 

141. This well known dynasty of Puru has been mentioned 
to you by me. I shall now mention the dynasties of Turvasu, 
Druhyu, Anu and Yadu. 

142. Vahni was the son of Turvasu. Gobhanu was his son. 
The unconquerable king Traisanu was the son of Gobhanu. 

143-144. Karandhama was the son of TraiSanu and his 
son was Marutta. Another Marutta, the son of Avik;ita has 
already been mentioned by me. This king had been issueless. 
He performed sacrifice where much wealth was gifted in charity. 
A daughter named Samyata was born to the king. 

145. She was given to the noble Samvarta as gift. She ob¬ 
tained a pious son Du;yanta, descendant of Puru. 

146. Thus, O excellent brahmins, the race of Turvasu merg¬ 
ed into the family of Puru as a result of the curse of Yayati in 
the context of transferring his old age. 

147-148. Dusyarxta’s successor was king Karuroma. Ahrida 
was bom of Karuroma. He had four sons. They were called:— 
Pandya, Kerala, Kola and king Cola. Their flourishing realms 
are Papdyas, Colas and Keralas. 

O king ! Babhruaetu was Druhyu's son. 

149-151. Angarasetu was his son. He is called the lord of 
winds. This mighty king was killed with difficulty in the course 
of battle with Yauvan&fva. A tremendous battle ensued that 
lasted for ten months. The king Gandh&ra was the successor of 
Angirasetu. The great country of Gandhira was named after 
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him. The horses hailing from Gandh&ra are the most excellent 
of all horses. 

152. Dharma was the son of Anu. Dhjta was his son. §a£a- 
druha was bom of Dhrta. Pracetas was his son. 

153-154. Sucetas was the son of Pracetas His sons have been 
mentioned by me. 

Yadu had five sons comparable to the sons of Devas. They 
were Sahasrada, Payoda, Kfo?ta, Nila and Afijika. Sahasrada 
had three virtuous sons. 

155. They were Haihaya, Haya and king Venuhaya. The 
son of Haihaya was Dharmanetra. 

156. Karta was the son of Dharmanetra. His son was Sahafija. 
The city Sahalijani was founded by Sahafija. 

157. The valorous Bhadrasrenya was the son of Mahisman. 
The successor of Bhadrairenya was named Durdama. 

158. The son of Durdama was Kanaka. The forebears of 
Kanaka were well known in the world. 

159. They were Kftavlrya, Kftaujas, Krtakarman and 
Krtagni. Arjuna was born of Krtavirya. 

160. Endowed with a thousand hands he became the lord 
of the Earth consisting of seven continents. All alone, he con¬ 
quered the Earth with a chariot that had the brilliance of the 
sun. 

161. Performing a penance that was extremely difficult to 
be performed, for the period of ten thousand years Kartavirya 
propitiated Datta the son of Atri. 

162-164. Datta granted him four boons of inordinate gla¬ 
mour:—(I) the full complement of a thousand arms. (2) the 
ability to retain knowledge even in sinful atmosphere (3) After 
conquering the Earth with fierce ruthlessness, acquiring an abi¬ 
lity to reconcile and propitiate the subjects through righteous¬ 
ness, and (4) having won in many battles and having killed thou¬ 
sands of enemies in battle, death at the hands of one superior to 
him in battle. 

165. O brahmins, he acquired a thousand arms only when 
he was engaged in fighting. They manifested themselves as if by 
Ihe power of Yoga in the case of a Master of Yogic feats. 

166. This entire earth consisting of seven continents and 
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oceans, towns and cities was conquered by him by a ruthless and 
fierce process. 

167. O excellent sages, it is heard that seven hundred sacri¬ 
fices were duly performed by him in the seven continents. 

168-169, O excellent sages, hundreds and thousands of gold 
pieces were distributed as gifts; in each of these there were golden 
sacrificial altars. All of them were made splendid by Devas, 
Gandharvas and celestial maidens stationed in their aerial 
chariots and fully bedecked in ornaments. 

170, In his sacrifice Narada the musician, son of Varidasa, 
sang this laudatory song. Narada was wonder-struck by his 
grandeur. 

Narada said : 

171, Other kings will certainly never emulate Karttavirya 
in performing sacrifices, offering charitable gifts, practising aus¬ 
terities, possessing valour or learning, 

1 72. That Yogin was seen moving about in the seven conti¬ 
nents in his chariot, wielding his leathern shield, sword and bow. 

173. Due to the power of that great king who protected the 
subjects righteously there was neither grief nor bewildered flutter 
among the subjects. No money or valuable article was lost by 
them. 

174, He became an emperor endowed with the enjoyment 
of all jewels. He alone was the guardian of the cattle. He alone 
was the guardian of fields. 

175-181. That Arjuna who could create showers because 
he was a Yogin was the lord of clouds. With his thousand arms 
the skin whereof had become hardened because the bowstring 
had frequently struck it, he shone like the sun in Autumn with his 
thousand rays. That brilliant king defeated Nagas, sons of Kar- 
kotaka and established them in his city Mahipnati1. That lotus- 
eyed king playfully restrained the onward rush of the ocean with 
his arms during the rainy season and made it flow back. The 
river Narmada abounding in crocodiles was rolled up by him 

1. MMfmott—identified with the modem Mahefvara chi Narmada, 
but tbit seam to be untenable, for Mahefv&ra lies within the ancient Avanti. 
Probably the cityTan be identified with Oififcftra M&ndh&ti or such me 
place near there. 
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when he sported in its waters. With its thousand waves moving 
to and fro it appeared as though the river approached him hesi¬ 
tatingly. When the great ocean was agitated by his thousand 
arms, the mighty Asuras residing in the netherworlds hid them¬ 
selves in fright* With his thousand arms the king agitated the 
ocean scattering the great waves into sprays, making the fishes 
and huge whales move about in flutter and flurry, causing the 
gusts of wind split the foams and stirring up the eddies. 

182-185. Thus, he agitated the ocean like the Mandara 
mountain that had been churned formerly by Devas and Asuras 
and that stirred up the milk ocean. 

Great serpents were frightened by stirring up the ocean. 
They were suspicious that Garuda was about to swoop 
down on them. In their fear they jumped up. On seeing the 
terrible excellent king they bowed down with their hoods motion¬ 
less. They appeared like the stumps of plantain trees swayed by 
the wind in the evening. By the exercise of his bowstrings he 
bound the haughty king of Lanka (Ravana)1 after making him 
faint with five arrows. He defeated his army in the battle of 
Lanka. Capturing and bringing him under his control forcibly 
he imprisoned him in his city of Mahi$mati. 

186. On hearing that his grandson Ravana had been im¬ 
prisoned by Sahasrarjuna, sage Pulastya went to Mahigmati 
and met Sahasrarjuna. 

187-193. On being requested by Pulastya he released R&- 
vana the grandson of Pulastya. 

The loud twanging report of his bowstring made on his thou¬ 
sand arms resembled that of the thunderbolt of the throbbing 
cloud at the close of Yugas. 

1. R&vapa—grandson of Pulastya and son of Vifravas. He had two 
brothers Kumbhakarga and Vlbhlma and a sister Sfirp&oakhi., He bad also 
* step-brother, Kubera who being the eldest among brothers became the king 
of LaAkA. But Riva^a drove him out and himself became a king* WeU-vcncd 
m the Vedgs and the performer of penance and sacrifices Rivapa was called 
a RAkjasa because he and his mighty team of warriors protected the country's 
toa«t» The Vilmlki RjUnftyapa, which contain* the oldest record of his activi¬ 
ties derive# the term Rlkfain from rak? to protect* Because of his immoral 

..activities the term lost its original meaning and came to be used in derogatory 
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Indeed, the vain and vigour of Bhargava was very wonderful 
since he cut off the thousand arms of that king, the arms that 
resembled the golden cluster of palm trees. 

Once, thirsty fire-god begged of him for enough material to 
quench his thirst. Accordingly the heroic Sahasrarjuna granted 
the fire-god his request for alms, the seven continents, cities, 
villages, cowherd colonies—nay the whole of his realm. Due to 
the power of Sahasrarjuna all these blazed along with the 
eagerness of fire-god to burn more. He burned the mountains 
and forests of Karttavirya. Though accompanied by the firegod 
he was extremely frightened when he burned the vacant but 
beautiful hermitage of Vasi^ha the son of Vanina. Formerly, 
Varurta had begot this brilliant excellent son who became a 
seer. 

194-201. That sage Vasi;£ha became famous as Apava. 
The saintly lord Apava cursed Arjuna—“A great misdeed has 
been perpetrated by you, O Haihaya, in not having spared this 
forest of mine. A powerful man will kill you. The mighty and 
valorous son of Jamadagni named Rkma will chop off your thou¬ 
sand arms. The powerful resplendent brahmin the descendant 
of Bhrgu will thrash you and kill you.’* 

No doubt, the king had secured the boon whereby the sub¬ 
jects obtained prosperity and did not come to grief. (No doubt) 
he suppressed his foes. The prosperity of his subjects could be 
retained only as iong as he protected them righteously. 

But, due to the curse of the sage, he acted unrighteously and 
had to court death. In fact, O brahmins, a boon to that effect 
(i.e, death at the hands of his superior alone) had been chosen 
by himself. The noble king had a hundred sons, but only five 
of them survived. These were heroic, mighty and righteous, 
They were trained in the right use of missiles. They were 
famous. They were Surasena, Sura, Vrsana, Madhupadhvaja 
and Jayadhvaja. 

This Jayadhvaja was a king of Avanti. Karttavirya's sons 
were mighty and vigorous. 

202. Jayadhvaja’s son was Talajangha of great might. He 
had a hundred sons who became well known as TalajaAghas. 

203-204. O excellent sages ! many groups of valorous kings 
are well knows among the noble descendants of Haihaya. They 
were—>the Vitihotras, Suvratas, Bhojas, Avantis, Taundikcras, 
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Talajaftghas, Bharatas and Sujatas. They had not been recount¬ 
ed in detail because they are too numerous. 

205. O brahmins, Vr?a and others were the descendants 
of Yadu (Because of Yadu they are called Yadavas). They were 
meritorious in their activities. Vfja was the founder of a separate 
line. Madhu was his son. 

206. Madhu had a hundred sons. Vnana was the perpc- 
tuator of the line. Because of Vfgana they are called Vfsnis. 
Because of Madhu they are known as Madhavas. 

207-209. The Haihayas are called Yadavas after Yadu. 

He who daily repeats the story of Karttavirya will never incur 
the loss of wealth. He will regain what is lost. 

O excellent brahmins, the lines of the five sons of Yayati 
have been glorified thus. They were heroes (wellknown all over 
the world. O excellent sages, just as the five elements sustain 
the mobile and immobile beings, they support the worlds. 

210-213. On hearing the five lines of kings a king will be¬ 
come an expert on virtue and wealth. He will have self-control. 
He will have five sons. He will get five rare and excellent things 
in the world—longevity, fame, sons, prowess and prosperity by 
retaining five groups in memory. Even as I relate, O excellent 
sages, listen to the line of kings descending from Kro$tr who per¬ 
petuated the line of Yadu, who performed sacrifices and who was 
meritorious in his activities. One is liberated from all sins on 
listening to the line of Krostp since in his family was born god 
Viygu himself. He uplifted the family of Vrftfi. 

CHAPTER TWELVE 

Birth of Kffna 

Lomaharfana said: 
1. Kroftr had two wives—Gandhari and Mkdii. Gandharf 

gave birth to Anamitra of great might. 
2. MadrI gave birth to Yudh&jit and Devamidhu$a. Thus 

the flourishing family of Vrjnis came to be threefold. 
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3* Madri had two (more) sons : the splendid Vfj^i and 
Andbaka. Vr?ni had two sons—Svaphalka and Citraka, 

4, O excellent sages, there is no fear from sickness, no fear 
of drought in the place where Svaphalka the nghteous soul is 
present. 

5- O excellent sages, once, Indra the chastiser of Paka did 
not shower rain in the realm of the king of KaSi, for three years. 

6, He therefore brought the excessively honoured Sva¬ 
phalka there (to his kingdom). Due to the arrival of Svaphalka, 
Indra showered rain. 

7-8. Svaphalka married the daughter of the king of Ka£f> 
named Gandinl. She was so called because she gave every day 
a cow to a brahmin, Akrura a liberal donor, a performer of 
sacrifices, a learned hero and one fond of receiving guests, was 
born of Svaphalka. He distributed wealth as gift to the Brahmins. 

9-10. Other sons too were bom viz.—Upamadgu, Madgu, 
Mcdura, Arimejaya, Aviksita, Ak?epa Satrughna, Arimardana, 
Dharmadhfk, Yatidharma, Dharmoksa, Andhakaru, Av&ha 
arid Prativaha. Varangana a beautiful daughter was also bom 
to him. 

11. O excellent brahmins, Prasena and Upadeva of divine 
splendour were born to Ugrasenii, a woman of beautiful limbs, 
by Akrura, 

12*17. Citraka begot these sons—viz. Pfthu, Viprthu, 
Asvagrfva, ASvabahu, Svaparsvaka, Gavegana, Ari$(anemi, 
ASva, Sudharma, Dharmabhrt, Subahu, and Bahuba.hu, and two 
<laughters Sravi^tha and Sravana. He begot of Asikni the heroic 
son Sura, Devamidhu$a. Ten courageous sons were bom of the 
crowned queen Bhojya. At the outset was born the mighty 
Vasudeva (otherwise known as) Anakadundubhi (so called be¬ 
cause) when he was born drums were beaten in heaven and the 
loud report of Anaka drums arose in the skies. At that time heavy 
shower of flowers fell on the abode of Sura. In the whole of this 
mortal world there was none equal to him in handsome features. 
He was foremost among men and he had the splendour of the 
moon. 

18-24. The other nine sons were bom:—Devabhaga, Deva^ 
iravas, Anadhrtfi, Kanavaka, Vatsav&n, Grfijatna, Syima, 
Samlka and Ganduya. He had five excellent ladies as daughters— 
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Prthukirti, Prtha, Srutadevi, Srutalrava and Rajadhidevi. 
These five were mothers of mighty heroes. Jagphu was born as. 
the son of Srutadeva and the king of Avanti. King Si jupala was 
born of §ruta£rava and the king of Cedi. Formerly, he had been 
Hira$yaka£ipu the king of Daityas. Dantavakra of great might, 
the heroic overlord of Karu$as was born of Prthukirti as the son of 
Vrddhasarman. Kunti adopted Pftha as his daughter. Pandu 
married her. King Yudhi jthira conversant with virtuous con¬ 
duct was born of Kunti through the blessings of Dharma; Bhima- 
sena was bom through the blessings of Vayu and Arjuna was bom 
through the blessings of Indra. Arjuna was a hero who had va¬ 
lour and exploit equal to that of Indra. In the whole world he 
had none to face him in a chariot-battle. Sini was born of Ana- 
mi tra the youngest of the sons of Vr$ni. 

25. Satyaka was the son of Sini and Yuyudhana was the scat 
of Satyaka. Uddhava was the blessed son of Devabhaga. 

26-28. They call the excellent DevaSravas the most excel¬ 
lent among the learned men. Anadhrfti begot of Agmaki, Satru- 
ghna a son who repulsed foes and earned fame. 

Srutadeva too gave birth to a son. The son of Srutadeva is 
well known as Naigadi (a son of Ni$ada-hill tribe). O excellent 
sages, he was Ekalavya who was brought up by the Nigadaa 
(huntsmen). 

Vasudeva the valorous son of Sura gave his broom-bom 
heroic son Kauiika to Vatsavan who had no issue. He gave the 
son (as in a religious act) along with water libations. 

29-31. To Gandu$a who had no son, Vi$vaksena gave his 
sons C&rude^ria, Sude^na and Palicala who had characteristic- 
marks of a warrior. He was a warrior who never remained with¬ 
out a battle. O excellent brahmins, this mighty warrior was the 
youngest son of Rukminl. When Carudejna went on his com- 
paigns thousands of crows closely followed him thinking—"To¬ 
day we will enjoy the delicious flesh of those who are killed by 
Carude^pa”. 

32. Tantrija and Tantripala were the two sons of Kanavaka. 
Viru and Afvahanu were the two heroic sons of Grftjama. 

33-34. Manuka was the son of Syima. Samtka ruled over a 
kingdom. He felt depressed being a mere Bhoja. Hence he per- 
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formed a RAjasuya sacrifice. Ajataiatru the destroyer of enemies 
was bom to Him. Henceforth, I shall describe the heroic sons of 
Vasudeva. 

35. Thus the race of Vr?ni is threefold. It is mighty and it 
has many branches. One who retains this extensive race in me¬ 
mory is never afflicted by any calamity. 

36-38. Vasudeva had fourteen excellent women as his wives. 
The first five were: a descendant of Puru named Rohini, Madi- 
ra, VaiSakhi, Bhadra and Sunamni. The second set of seven ladies 
comprised Sahadeva, Santideva, Srldevi, Devarak?ita, Vrkadevi, 
Upadevi and Devaki. The thirteenth and the fourteenth were 
Sutanu and Yadavi. These two had at first been maid servants. 

39. The descendant of Puru named Rohini was the daughter 
of Bahlika. O excellent sages, she was the eldest and most favou¬ 
rite wife of Anakadundubhi. 

40-41. Rohini had eight sons and a daughter. The eldest 
son was Rama. The others were Parana, Satha, Durdama, 
Damaua, Subhra, Pindaraka and Uiinara. The daughter was 
named Citra. O excellent sages, this Citra afterwards became 
famous as Subhadra. 

42. The renowned Sauri (Kf$na) was born of Devaki and 
Vasudeva. The beloved son Nilatha of Rama was born of Revati. 

43. Abhimanyu, the skilled chariot-fighter was bom of 
Subhadra and Arjuna Satyaketu was born of the daughter of 
king of Ka£i and Akrura. 

44. Understand individually by their names the sons of 
great valour who were born to Vasudeva in his highly blessed 
seven wives. 

45-50. Bhoja andVijayawere the two sons of Santideva. Vrka- 
deva and Gada were the two sons of Sunama. Vrkadevi gave birth 
to the noble son Agavaha. The daughter of the king of Trigarta 
and wife of aiSirAyani was inquisitive to ascertain his manliness. 
No semen was discharged. In his twelfth year he had the colour 
of a black pig. Falsely accused, Gargya was urged by anger. 
He seized a cowherd lass and began to indulge in sexual 
intercourse. That cowherd lass was a heavenly nymph in dis¬ 
guise. She conceived the foetus of Gargya. It was unerring and 

very difficult to bear. It was through the behest of the trident¬ 
bearing lord Siva that the heavenly nymph, the wife of Gargya, 
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in human form had done this. A heroic son of great might 
named Kalayavana was bom of her. 

51-57, O excellent sages, the boy grew up in the harem of a 
Yavana who had no son. He grew into a youth ofleomne frame. 
The upper half of his body was shapely muscular and cylindrical. 
Hence, he came to be called Kalayavana. 

The king (Yavana) was in the habit of fighting. He asked the 
excellent brahmin Narada who mentioned the Vfsnis and Andha¬ 
kas as the persons whom he should light. He marched against 
Mathura with an Akgauhi^i of soldiers. He sent a messenger to 
the Vr?nis and Andhakas. Keeping the highly intelligent Kr?na 
as their leader the Vfsnis and the Andhakas met together and 
took counsel as they were afraid of the Yavana king. They decid¬ 
ed to run away. Out of deference to the Finaka-bearing lord 
Siva they abandoned Mathura and resolved to colonise Kusa- 
sthali, Dvaravati. 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

The Family of Vrsnis 

Lomaharfana said: 

l. Krostr had a son of great fame named Vfjinivan, Svahi 
the most excellent of sacrifices was the son of Vrjinivan. 

2-3. King Ugadgu the most excellent of eloquent ones was 
the son of Svahi* Desirous of progeny, a very excellent son, he 
performed several sacrifices wherein much wealth was gifted to 
the sacrificing priests, Citraratha endowed with many holy rites 
was born as his son. 

4. Heroic Saiahindu was the son of Citraratha, He per¬ 
formed sacrifices wherein much wealth was distributed as the 
sacrificial fee. He followed the holy conduct of life lived by saintly 

kings. 
5. King PrthuSravas of extensive fame was the son of Saia- 

bindu. Those who are conversant with the Purinas praise Antara 
as the deserving son of Pfthuiravas. 
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6*7, Suyaj&a was the son of Antara. Ujat was the son of 
Suyajfia. He performed all sorts of sacrifices. He had great reve¬ 
rence for Religion, Sincyu the scorcher of enemies was the son 

■of U§at. King Maruta his son was a saintly king. 
8-9. Marut obtained Kambalabarhis as his eldest son. 

Although he was against holy rites due to wrath, he performed 
many such rites desiring to obtain a son for his son Kambala¬ 
barhis. After a hundred still bom children the son Rukmakavaca 
was born, 

10. After killing a hundred bowmen protected with coats 
of mail by means of sharp arrows in the battle, Rukmakavaca 
attained excellent glory. 

11-13. Parajit, the slayer of inimical heroes, was born of 
Rukmakavaca. Parajit had five valiant sons, viz.—Rukmegu, 
Prthurukma, Jyamagha, Palita and Hari. The father gave Palita 
and Hari to Videhas. With the support of PfthurukmajRukmeju 
became a king. Externcd by both of them, king Jyamagha 
stayed in a hermitage* 

14-16. The tranquil king was advised by the brahmins (to 
■conquer new territories). Taking up his bow and waving his 
flag in his chariot the king went to another land on the banks of 
Narmada. Single-handed he conquered the cities of Mekhala* 
and Mrttikavati,* After conquering the mountain Rk$avan* 
he stayed in Suk timati,4 Jyamagha1 2 3 4 s wife Saibya was a powerful 
chaste woman. Hence, though he had no son in her he did not 
marry another woman. 

1. Mtkhala {Mtkala). Mekhala was a country which had attained Pti- 
ranic fame in ancient India. The inhabitants of this place were called Mekha- 
laa. They were K^atriyas (warriors) formerly. But they became persons of 
low caste when they showed jealousy towards the Brahmins. 

2. Mxttikavati, a place of habitation in ancient Bh&rata. Bhojas, as a 
Yidava tribe, dwelt in Kri^a's kingdom in Su-rajtra and Bhojas inhabited 
Mfttikavatl, situated somewhere on this north-eastern limits of the modem 
'Gujarat. 

3. ftkfap&n—One of the seven principal mountains in India. 
4. —Identification not certain. Suktimati range might be the 

southern portion of the Eastern Ghats and the hilU of Mysore, General Gun- 
ningham’s identification of Sfiktlmat mountains where the town Suktimat was 
laid out, with the high range of mountains to the south of Schoa and Ranker, 
which gives rise Mahanadt. Pain and Seonath Rivera is challenged by F.E. 
Pargitcr (Mar. Pu. p, 285). 
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17. He gained victory in another battle and captured a 
virgin thereat: Slightly afraid the king told his wife—"Here is- 
your daughter-in-law’ *, 

18-19. On hearing this she said to him—"O lord, pray tell 
me whose daughter-in-law she is ? On hearing it, the noble 
king Jyamagha said:— 

The king saidi 

"I have brought this girl as the wife of the son who will be- 
born to you", 

Lomahatfana said: 

20. Due to severe penance of that virgin, that fortunate 
chaste woman Saibya, in her old age, gave birth to the son Vi- 
darbha. 

21. Vidarbha begot of this daughter-in-law, a princess, two- 
learned heroic sons Kratha and Kaifika who became experts in 
warfare. 

22. Bhlma was Vidarbha’s son and Kunti was his son. The 
valorous son Dhrgta was born to Kunti. He was very bold in. 
battle. 

23. Three heroic sons of very great virtue were born to- 
Dhr?ta, Viz., Avanta, DaJarha and the powerful Vigahara. 

24. Vyoman was the son of DaSarha. It is said that Jimuta 
was Vyoman’s son. Jimuta’s son was Vikfti and Bhimaratha was 
his son. 

25. Navaratha was Bhimaratha’s son and his son was DaSa- 
ratha. Sakuni was born to him. 

26-27. From him was bom Karambha king. Devarata 
was the son of Karambha and his son was Devakgatra. Daivak- 
gatri, was the son of Devakgatra. He looked like a divine child. 
He earned great fame. King Madhu of sweet speech was also- 
born to him. It was he who perpetuated the line of Madhu. 

28-29. Purudv&n the most excellent man was bom of Madhu 
in his wife Vaidarbhi (daughter of the Vidarbha king). Madhu 
had another wife Aikgvaki (bom of the family of Ikgviku). 
Satvan endowed with good qualities was bom of her. He en¬ 
hanced the glory of Satvats: After knowing this creation of Jy4- 
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magha of noble soul one attains pleasure and is always blessed 
with progeny. 

Lomaharfana said’. 

30-38. KauSalya bore many sons to Satvata richly endowed 
with pious qualities viz.-—Bhagin, Bhajamana, the divine king 
Devavfdha, Andhaka of mighty arms, Vrjru and Yadunandana 
(?) The detailed narrative of the four has been glorified here. 

Bhajamana had two wives viz Bahyaka Syfijayi and Upabah- 
yaka Srfljayi. Many sons were born to him in these two wives. 
Krimi, Kramana, Dhj^ta and the heroic Purafijaya, these were 
bom to Bhajamana in Bahyaka SjlljayL 

Ayutajit, Sahasrajit, Satajit and Daiaka—these were bom to 
Bhajamana in Upabahyaka SfAjayi. 

KingDcvavrdha who had performed sacrifices resolved thus— 
“A son endowed with good qualities should be bom to me.'* 
Accordingly he performed an elaborate penance. While perform¬ 
ing penance, it was the water of Parnasa1 river that he used always 
(for drinking and bathing purpose). The river did everything 
to please him. She was worried with thoughts about him. She 
could not decide what to do. That excellent river thought thus 
in view of the auspicious nature of that king—“He has not yet 
found out a woman in whom he can beget such a son (endowed 
with all good qualities), Hence, I shall myself go and become his 
wife.” 

39. She became a young maiden assuming a fine physical 
form. She wooed the king and the lord too liked her. 

40-41. The liberal king impregnated her with a brilliant 
foetus. On the tenth month, the most excellent of women gave 
birth to Babhru Devavrdha who was endowed with good qualities. 

In this context, those who are conversant with the Puraruc 
lore are heard singing thus about this race glorifying the good 
qualities of the noble Devavrdha. 

42-44. Whether we look at him in front or from far or at 
close quarters, Babhru is the most excellent among men. Deva- 
bfdha was equal to Devas. Seven thousand sixtysix men attained 

1. Parp&ii, or (Varoitt) is the modern Sanaa, there are two rivers of 

this name, (1) a tributary of the Chambal riling near Udayapur and {2)a 

stream rising near-mount Abu and flowing in the Run of Kacchh. 
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immortality due to Babhru Devavrdha. He performed many 
sacrifices, he was the lord of donors, most intelligent, favourably 

■disposed towards the brahmins; he held weapons with a steady 
grasp. His family was very big. The Bhojas of Mfttikavad 
belonged to his family. 

45-48. The daughter of Kasya bore four sons to Andhaka— 
Viz. Kukura, Bhajamana, Sagaka and Balabarhis. 

Vfspi was the son of Kukura. Kapotaroman was the son of 
Vr$fi, His son was Tittiri. Punarvasu was bom to him. Abhijit 
was born to Punarvasu. It is said that twin sons were born to 
Abhijit. They were known as Ahuka and Srahuka. They were 
the most excellent of all who earned renown. 

49-54. In this context they cite the following verses about 
Ahuka. “The exalted Ahuka resembles a youth, is endowed with 
eighty coats of mail, goes ahead with attendants in white livery. 
The following shall not go in front of him—He who has no son, 
he who has not given one hundred gifts, who is not destined to 
live for % thousand years, who is not of pure activities and who 
does not perform sacrifices. To the East ten thousand elephants 
marched along with ten thousand chariots rumbling like clouds. 
Their banners scraped the lap of the moon (i.e. they flowed and 
Buttered at a great height). They were fitted with protective 
fenders. Twentyone thousand huge boxes filled with silver and 
gold accompanied them. To the northern quarter as many thou¬ 
sands of these had parched. The Bhojas were the protectors of 
entire Earth. Their hands are scared with the tinkling bells and 
bowstrings.” 

They say this also—The Andhakas gave their sisters in mar¬ 
riage to Avantis. 

55. Two sons were born of Kasya and Ahuka—Devaka and 
Ugrasena. Both of them were on a par with divine children. 

56. Four sons comparable to Devas were born to Devaka— 
Devavan, Upadeva, Sudeva and Devarak&ita. 

57-61. He had seven daughters who were married to Vasu- 
deva—DevakS, Santideva, Sudeva, Devarakjita, Vfkadevi, Upa- 
devi and Sunamni. 

Ugrasena had nine sons. Kadisa was the eldest. Others were 
Nyagrodha, Sunaman, Kanka, Subhu$ana, Ra strap ala, Sutanu, 
Anavfffi and Pugpm&n. 
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Five excellent ladies were their sisters—Katiisa, Karhsavati, 
Sutanu, Rastrapali and Kanka. 

Ugrasena of the family of Kukura has been described along 
with children. 

A man who retains in memory the race of the Kukuras of 
unmeasured prowess shall attain an extensive family for himself 
after being blessed with children. 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

How the Syamantaka Jewel was brought back ? 

Lomaharsana said : 

1. Viduratha, a prominent chariot-warrior was the son of 
Bhajamana. The heroic Rajadhideva was the son of Viduratha. 

2-3. The following valiant sons were born to Rajadhideva 
viz.—Datta, Atidatta, Sopaiva, Svetavahana, Sami, Dandasar- 
man, DantaSatru and Satrujit. Sravana and Sravisfha were their 
sisters. 

4. Pratichatra was the son of Sami. Svayambhoja was the 
son of Pratichatra. Hrdika was bom to Svayambhoja. 

5-6. All his sons possessed great valour. Krtavarma was the 
eldest among them. Satadhanva was the middle one. The other 
sons were Devanta, Naranta, Vaitarana, who was a physician, 
Sudanta, Atidanta, Nikaiya and Kamadambhaka. 

7-8. The wise Kambalabarhi?a was the son of Devanta. He 
had two sons Asamaujas and Nasamaujas. No son was born to 
Asatnaujas. His brother gave his sons Sndamgtra, Sucaru and 
Kr?na to Asamaujas. 

Thus Andhakas have been described. 

9. Gandhari and Madri were the wives of Kro?{r. Gan* 
dhari gave birth to Anamitra of great might. 

10. Madri gave birth to Yudhajit (known as) Devamldhuja. 
She gave birth to Anamitra who conquered the enemies and who 
was never defeated in battlefield. 
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11. Nighna was Anamitra’s son. Two sons were bom to 
Nighna: Prasena and Satrajit. Both of them conquered the ar¬ 
mies of enemies. 

12. Prasena was a resident of Dvaravati. He came to acquire 
a great Jewel, named Syamantaka1 from sun. 

13-23. The sun was his close friend, a friend no less than his 
own vital breath. Once, as the night was about to pass off, the 
king, the most excellent one among the chariot-warriors, went to 
the banks of the river in his chariot in order to bathe and worship 
the deity. Even as he was praying to Sun-god the deity appeared 
in his presence. The lord revealed his physical form with the 
halo of brilliant refulgence. The king addressed the sun-god 
standing before him thus—“O lord of Luminaries I see you stand¬ 
ing in front of me with your brilliant disc in the same manner 
as I see you in the firmament. What special significance has been 
accorded to me as a result of your being my associate ?” 

On hearing this, the lord took off the excellent jewel Syaman¬ 
taka and kept it aside. Then the king saw him in his (bare) 

physical form. On seeing him he became pleased and chatted 
with him for a short while. Then Satrajit spoke to him as he rose 
up to go—“O lord, you illuminate the worlds continuously. 
Hence, it behoves you to give me this excellent jewel.” 

Then the Sun gave him the Syamantaka jewel. The king tied 
it round his neck and entered the city. The people rushed at him 
shouting “Here goes the sun”. The king made his city and the 
harem wonder-struck. He gave that excellent Jewel to his bro¬ 
ther Prasenajit lovingly. 

24. The jewel exuded molten gold in the abode of Vj-$nis 
and Andhakas. The clouds showered rains at the proper season. 
There was no fear from sickness. 

25. Lord KriB* desired to get the excellent jewel from him. 
28. The Vmis and Andhakas had come to know that Kr$pa 

had requested for the jewel. Hence they suspected him to be the 
cause of Prasena’s death. 

29. Being susoected thus the righteous Kffpa who had not 

1. Syamantaka, The details of this fabulous gem are found in this and the 
following chapter. It is not possible to identify this gem with the Kohinoor that 
adorns the British crown. 
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perpetrated that felony took the vow “I will fetch that jewel” 
■and went to the forest. 

30-33. He wandered all over the places where Prasena had 
been hunting. He got the footsteps of Prasena traced through 
trust-worthy persons. 

Searching through the excellent mountains Rksavan and 
Vindhya he became tired. Then the lofty-minded Kj;na saw 
Prasena lying slain along with his horse but did not get that jewel. 
Then, not far off from the dead body of Prasena the lion was seen 
killed. A bear was indicated (as the culprit) by the footsteps. 
Following those footsteps lord Kr?na went to the abode of the 
bear. 

34-35. In the cave he heard the words uttered by a woman. 
O brahmins, they had been uttered by the nurse who was holding 
the boy, the son of Jambavan and who was playing with the jewel. 
The words “Do not cry” had been uttered by her. 

The Nurse said', 

36. “The lion killed Prasena. The lion was killed by Jam¬ 
bavan. O gentle boy, do not cry. This Syamantaka is yours”. 

37-38. Since the words were clear he hastened to the cave. 
He placed Yadus along with his brother Balarama at the entrance 
to the cave. He himself entered the cave quickly. He saw 
Jambavan staying inside the cave. 

39. Then he fought a hand-to-hand fight with Jambavan 
within the cave for twentyone days. 

40. After Kr tna had entered the cave (and did not come out 
for long) Balarama and others returned to Dv&ravati and an¬ 
nounced that Kffna was slain. 

41. Kr?na defeated Jambavan of great might and obtained 
Jambavatl the daughter of the king of bears, acclaimed (by all). 

42. He took the Syamantaka jewel in order to clear himself 
(of false accusation). After consoling the king of bears he came 
out of the cave. 

43-45. With humble attendants going ahead of him, Kr?na 
returned to Dvaraka. Bringing the jewel and clearing himself 
of the false charge he gave it to Satr&jit in the open assembly of 
Satvatas. Thus Kr?na the slayer of foes who had been falsely 
accused, redeemed the Syamantaka and cleared himself. 
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Sat raj it had ten wives and hundred sons in them* 

46. Three of them were well renowned. Bhangakara was 
the eldest. Others were the heroic Vatamati and Vasumedha. 
O excellent brahmins, his three daughters too were famous in the 
quarters* 

47-50. Satyabhama was the most excellent among them. 
Others were Vratini of steady holy rites and Prasvapinl. He gave 
(Satyabhama) to Kf^na. The sons of Bhangakara were Sabhak?a 
and Naveya, the most excellent men* They were endowed with 
good qualities, well renowned and richly endued with handsome 
features. Yudhaj it was born as the son of Madri and Vr$ni (?)* 
fivaphalka and Slgraka were born as the sons of Vrsni. Svaphalka 
married the daughter of the king of K.&&L 

51. She was Gandini by name. Her father gave him many 
cows. The mighty son well known as SriUavan was born of her* 

52-59. Then the highly blessed Akrura who distributed 
wealth in gift was born. (The other sons were)—Upamadgu, 
Madgu, Mudara, Arimardana, Arik$cpa, Upek$a, Arimejaya 
the slayer of foes, Dharmabhrt, Dharma, Grdhrabhoja, Andhaka, 
Avaha and Prativaha. There was a fair-complexioned daughter 
Sundari* She was the crowned queen of Visrutasva. His daughter 
was Vasundhara who was endowed with beauty and blooming 
youth* She was the most charming among all Satvatas; Akrura 
begot of Ugrasena two sons Vasudeva and Upadeva. They had 
divine refulgence and delighted the race. Citraka’s sons were— 
Pfthuj Viprthu, A£vagriva, Aivabahu, Supar^vaka, Gave^ana, 
Ari^(anemi, Dharma, Dharmabhrt, Subahu and Bahubahu* 
He had two daughters Sravi^tha and Sravana. 

False accusations never befall him, nay they never touch him 
who understands false accusation of Kf^na that has been cited 
here* 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

AkrUra Obtains Syamantaka 

Lomaharsana said: 

1. Babhru Akrura got the excellent jewel Syamantaka which 
Kffna had handed over to Satrajit, stolen through Satadhanvan 
of the Bhoja family. 

2. Akrura had sought Satyabhama, the uncensured lady. 
He was waiting for an opportunity to seize Syamantaka jewel. 

3. The mighty Satadhanva killed Satrajit at night, took 
away the jewel and handed it over to Akrura. 

4-5. O brahmins, Akrura took the excellent jewel and con¬ 
tracted alliance with Satadhanvan—“I should not be exposed 
by you. If you are attacked by Kf$na we will come to your sup¬ 
port. Undoubtedly the whole of Dvaraka abides by me today.*' 

6-7, When her father was killed, Satyabhama became extre¬ 
mely dejected. She rode in her chariot to the city of Varanavata 
and informed her husband (Kr?na) of what had been committ¬ 
ed by Satadhanvan of the Bhoja family. After intimating every¬ 
thing to her husband, the aggrieved lady shed profuse tears. 

8. After performing the obsequies and offering libations of 
water to the Pandavas who were (supposed to have been}burned, 
Hari engaged Satyaki for the condolence rites for the Pandavas. 

9. Srikr$na then, hastened to Dvaraka and spoke to B&la- 
rama, his elder brother. 

SrikTftfa said: 

10-11. Prasena was killed by the lion, Satrajit by Satadhan¬ 
van. Syamantaka must come to me. O lord, I am its owner. 
Hence, O mighty one, get into the chariot quickly. After killing 
the mighty Bhoja we shall take possession of Syamantaka. 

Lomaharfana said: 

12-19. Then a tremendous battle took place between Bhoja 
and Krfpa. Satadhanvan searched for Akrura all round. 

On seeing Bhoja and Srikrffia engaged in a duel, Akrura, 
though capable did not show sympathy on account of a curse (?). 
The frightened Bhoja resolved to run away on Hfdaya (his 
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mare) who raced a hundred and odd Yojanas. She was known 
to be capable of running a hundred Yojanas at a stretch, O brah¬ 
mins, it was the mare he rode when he fought with Sri Kfjna. 
After he had covered a hundred Yojanas he found Hrdaya ex¬ 
hausted. She was killed. The vital airs went up due to fatigue 
and misery. Kr?na said to Rama. 

&rikjf$a said: 

“O mighty one, stay here. I have detected some defects in the 
horse. I shall go on foot and seize the excellent jewel Syaman- 

taka.” O Brahmins, Srikfs^a who was fully conversant with the 
excellent missiles went on foot and at the outskirts of Mithila 
he killed Satadhanvan. 

20-21. But he did not find the Syamantaka jewel on his 
person. R&ma said to him when he returned after killing the 
mighty Bhoja “Give me the jewel.*' K r?na said—“It is not with 
me." Then R&ma became furious, rebuked him vigorously 
uttering “Fie on you, fie on you” and spoke thus. 

Balardma said: 

22. “I excuse you because you happen to be my brother. 
Goodbye I am going to leave you for ever. I have nothing to do 
with you, nor with Dvaraka, nor with the Vrspis". 

23. Then Rama, the suppressor of foes, entered Mithila 
where he was honoured by the king with coveted gifts. 

24. In the meantime Babhru Akrura the most excellent 
one among the intelligent persons performed many sacrifices 
unrestrictedly. 

25. For obtaining Syamantaka, the excessively famous son 
of G&ndin donned the coat of mail in the form of initiation as a 
protective means. 

26. For sixty years the virtuous soul displayed jewels and 
other precious stones in the sacrifice alone. 

27. The sacrifices of that noble soul are known as Akrura- 
yajftas. Dainty food and monetary gifts were distributed in all 
of them. Whatever was sought by a person was given to him. 

28. It was then that lord Duryodhana went to Mithila and 
received training firamBalaranta in the exercise of divine missiles. 

29. Later on, R&ma was appeased by Vfkm leaders and 
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Andhakas as well as by the noble Knna who brought him back 
to Dvaraka. 

30-34. After getting Satrajit killed while he was asleep 
along with his kinsmen, Akrura of great might, the leader of 
men, had also left Dvaraka. He too was persuaded to return 
along with the Andhakas. Kf?na condoned his guilt because he 
was afraid of creating split amongst his own people. 

After the departure of Akrura there had been no shower in 
that realm. Due to drought the land had become lean. Then 
the Kukuras and Andhakas appeased and propitiated Akrura. 
When that lord of charitable gifts re-entered Dvaravati the thou¬ 
sand-eyed lord (Indra) rained profusely over the Kak$a region, 

O excellent sages, as a token of affection the intelligent Akrura 
gave to SrikTstta his sister of approved conduct in marriage. 

35. Then, by his Yogic power Krjna understood that the 
jewel was with Babhru Akrura. In the open assembly SrikfjQa 
said to Akrura. 

Sfikfsna said: 

36-37. O lord worthy of honour, hand back that excellent 
jewel which is in your possession. Do not commit anything igno 
ble. O sinless one, the fury that has been surging within me for 
the last sixty years has grown terribly. Much time has elapsed. 
It brooks no further delay. 

38-40. Then, at the instance of Kf$na, Babhru handed over 
the jewel without a strain in the assembly of Satvatas. 

Kr?na, the suppressor of foes, was delighted in his mind when 
the jewel was secured by straightforward means from Babhru. 
But he returned it to Babhru. 

Tying the excellent jewel Syamantaka round his neck after 
it had been handed over to him by Kr?na the son of G&ndini 
shone on earth as the sun shines in the sky. 
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

Seven Continents1 

The sages said: 

1-9. A wonderfully great narrative has been related by you. 
The stories of Bharata kings, of Devas, Danavas, Gandharvas, 
Nagas, Rak?asas, Daityas, Siddhas, and Guhyakas have been 
narrated; their wonderful exploits, activities and holy rites have 
been recounted. Different divine stories and excellent nativities 
have been mentioned. O highly intelligent one, the creation of 
Brahma, Praj&patis, Guhyakas and celestial nymphs has also 
been narrated by you. How the mobile and immobile beings were 
born, how the manifold universe originated has been told by you, 
O highly blessed one. This beautiful narration has been heard 
by us. The ancient tradition that yields meritorious benefits has 
been mentioned in sweet and smooth flowing words. It delights 
our mind as well as our ear. It is on a par with nectar. Now 
we wish to hear about the entire zone of the earth. O omniscient 
one, it behoves you speak it out. We are very eager to hear. How 
many are the oceans, continents sub-continents, mountains, 
forests, sacred rivers and holy spots of Devas etc. O highly intel¬ 
ligent one, what is the magnitude of each, what is their support? 
Of what nature are they? It behoves you to narrate the stance of 
this universe precisely. 

1. Seven. Continents : (1) Jambu (2) Saka, (3) Kufa, (4) Flakga, (5) 
Pufkara, (6) S&hnali (7) Kraunca. A short description of these continents is. 
as follows: (1} Jambu—It is the central one of the seven continents surrounding 
the mountain Meru, so called either from the Jambfi trees abounding in it or 
from an enormous Jambfl tree on Mount Meru visible like a standard to the 
whole continent. See S. M. Ali, Op. clt., chapters V-VII on JambUSifia. 

(2) S&ka can be identified with Malaya, Siam, Indo-China and Southern 
China or the South-Eastern corner of the land mass of which Jambfldvlpa 
occupied the centre. 

{]) tCula included Iran, Iraq, the south-western corner of the land 
round Meru. 

(4) Plakja identified with the basin of Mediterranian since Flak pa or 
Pakhara tree is the characteristic of warm temperate or Mediterranian land* 
identifiable with Greece and adjoining lands. 

(5) Pufkara covered the whole of Japan, Manchuria and the south-eastern 
Siberia. 
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Lomaharfcma said; 

10, O sages, please hear as I succinctly relate it to you. A 
full detailed description of it is impossible even in the course of a 
hundred years. 

11-12- O brahmins, there are seven continents viz—Jambii, 
Plakga, Salmala, Kula, Kraufica, Saka and Pugkara* These 
are encircled by seven oceans, the briny ocean, sea of the sugar¬ 
-cane juice, wine, ghee, curds, milk and sweet water* 

13* The Jambudvipa is situated in the middle* In its centre, 
O leading brahmins, is the Meru the mountain of gold* 

14-15. Its over-all height is eightyfour thousand Yojanas. 
Sixteen thousand Yojanas of it constitute the portion beneath 
the ground* The peak portion extends to thirtytwo thousand 
Yojanas* At its root the extent all-round is sixteen thousand 
Yojanas. This mountain stands as the pericarp of the lotus of 
the earth- 

16, The Himavan, Hemakuta and Nigadha are the Varga 
mountains to its South. The Nila, Sveta and Spngin are the Varga 
mountains in the north. 

17. The two in the middle extend to a hundred thousand 
(Yojanas) and others are ten [thousand Yojanas) less- They are 
two thousand Yojanas in height and girth. 

18-24* Bharata is the first sub continent, then is the Kim- 
puruga Varga O brahmins, these and another varga viz. Hari- 

(6) Sdtmala—the tropical part of Africa bordering the Indian Ocean on 
the West. It included Madagascar—the Zenj of the Arab and Persian geo¬ 
graphers, the Hariga of the Pur&Qa* and the Sathlehadvipa of some other 
■writers* 

(7 ) Kraufica is represented by the basin of the Black Sea, 

(8) Upadvipas (sub-continents}: (1) Bhirata (2) Kimpuruga (3} Hari- 
varga (4) Ramyaka (5) Hiraomaya (6) Uttarakuru{7) ll&vjta (8) Hhadr&iva 
and (9) Ketumila. According to P.E. (p. 342) there are eight long mountain 
ranges which divide the island Jambu into 9 countries which look like nine 
petals of the lotus fiower.TJie two countries of the north and south extremities 
(Bhadra and KctumAla) are bow-diaped. Four of the remaining seven are 
longer than the rest* The central country is known as IlAvfta. 
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varga are to the South of Meru. Ramyaka is a northern sub¬ 
continent. Next to it, is Hiranmaya. The northern Kurus are 
like Bhirata. O excellent brahmins, each of these extends to 
nine thousand Yojanas. There is the IlAvj-ta Varga. In its centre 
stands the lofty golden Meru. O highly blessed ones, the Ilavrta 
Varga extends to nine thousand Yojanas in all directions from 
Meru. There are four mountains here which stand as the exten¬ 
sive supporting pillars of Meru. They extend to ten thousand 
Yojanas. The mountain Mandara lies in the east, Gandhama- 
dana is to the south. Vipula is to the west and the SuparSva is to 
the north. There stand the following trees—Kadamba, Jambu 
Fippala and Vaja as the flag staff of mountains. They extend to 
eleven hundred Yojanas. O excellent brahmins, the Jambu 
tree gives the name Jambfidvipa to this continent. 

25. Each of the fruits of this Jambu tree is of the size of a 
huge elephant. These fruits fall all over the top of the mountain 
and get shattered and scattered. 

26. By the juice of these, the famous Jambu river flows and 
it is being drunk by the people staying there. 

27. The people there are hale and hearty and sound in 
mind because they drink it. They never even perspire. No bad 
odour comes out of their bodies. They do not experience old age 
or debility of sense-organs. 

28. The clay on the banks gets soaked in the juice. When 
it gets dry by the gentle wind that blows there it becomes gold. 
It is called Jambunada. The ornaments for Siddhas are made 

thereof. 

29. The BhadraSva subcontinent is to the east of Meru, 
Ketumala is to the west. O excellent sages, between these two 
Vargas lies the Ilavrta Varga. 

30. The park of Caitraratha is in the east; the Gandha- 
madana is in the south; the Vaibhraja is in the west and the 
Nandana is in the north. 

31. There are four lakes frequented and enjoyed by Devas— 
the Aru$oda, Mahabhadra, Asitoda and Man as a. 

32. The Kesara mountains to the east of Meru are— 
Sintavfin, Cakrakumbha, Kurarl, Malyavan, Vaikahka and 

others. 
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53. Trikufa, &i£ira, Patariga, Rucaka, Nigadha and others 

are the Kesara mountains to the south of Mem, 
34. §ikhivasa, Vaidutya, Kkpila, GamIhamadana, Janudhi 

etc. are the Kesara mountains to the west. 
35-39. They are very proximate to the Mem and are station¬ 

ed in its belly. Sankhakuta, Jlgabha, Hamsa, Naga, Kalailjara 
etc. are the Kesara mountains to the north. 

O leading brahmins, at a height of fourteen thousand Yojanas 
on the Meru is the great city of Brahma. All round it in the eight 
quarters are the excellent and famous cities of Indra and other 
guardians of the quarters. 

Originating from the foot of Visnu and flooding the disc of 
the moon Ganga falls down from Heaven to the city of Brahm& 
and flows all round. Having fallen there it flows into four streams 
in the four directions. 

40-46. They are Sita, Alakananda, Gakgu and Bhadrk In 
order. 

The Sita flows along the firmament to the East from mountain 
to mountain. Then through BhadraSva, the Varga in the east, 
it flows into the ocean. 

Similarly, O excellent brahmins the Alakananda flows to the 
south, approaches Bharata and splitting itself into seven streams 
it flows into the ocean. 
The Cakgu crosses the western mountains and reaches Ketu- 

mala the western Varga and then flows into the sea. 
O excellent brahmins, the Bhadra crosses the northern moun¬ 

tains and the northern Kurus and then flows into the northern 
ocean. 

The mountains Malyavan and Gandhamadana extend upto 
Nila and Nigadha mountains. The Meru is in the centre of these 
two. It is stationed in the form of pericarp. 

The Bharatas, Ketumalas, Bhadrasvas and Kurus are the 
petals of Loka mountain outside the mountains of boundary. 

The Jathara and Devaku(a are the two mountains of 
boundary. They extend from south to north between Nila and 
Nigadha mountains. 

47-51. The Gandham&dana and the Kailfisa extend from 
west to east, to eighty thousand Yojanas. They are stationed in 
the ocean. Nigadha and Pariyatra—the two mountains of boon- 
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dary—extend from south to north between Nila and Nigadha. 
They are stationed to the east and west of Meru. 

The Trijfnga and the Jarudhi are the northern Varga moun¬ 
tains. They extend from east to west and are stationed within 
the ocean; they extend from one ocean to another. 

Thus, O brahmins, the boundary mountains have been men¬ 
tioned by me. They are stationed in pairs within the belly of Meru 
in all the four quarters. 

52-53. Around the Meru the Kesara mountains are situated. 
They have already been mentioned alongwith Sitanta and others. 
O brahmins, the water troughs amongst those mountains are very 
charming* They are frequented by Siddhas and Caranas. The 
forests and the cities in them are very beautiful. 

54. There are excellent shrines of Lakgmi, Vignu, Agni, 
Surya and Indra in them, O excellent sages. They are frequented 
by men and Kinnaras, 

55. Gandharvas, Yak gas, Rakgasas, Daityas and Danavas 
sport about in those charming water troughs day and night. 

56. O brahmins, these places are heavens on earth. They 
are abodes of the righteous. Those who commit sins never go 
there even after hundreds of births. 

57. O brahmins, in the Bhadraiva sub-continent lord Vignu 
stays as Hayafiras with the head of a horse; in the Ketumala he 
stays in the form of a boar and in the Bharata he assumes the form 
of a tortoise. 

58. Eternal Govinda stays in the Kurus in the form of a fish, 
Hari, the lord of all, stays everywhere in his VUvarupa (Universal 
form). 

59-62. O brahmins, he is the support of all and identical 
with all. 

O excellent brahmins, in the eight Vargas, Kimpuruga etc. 
there is neither misery, nor fatigue, neither strain nor fear of 
hunger. 

The subjects are healthy and sound, free from agony and 
devoid of distress. They live upto ten or twelve thousand years. 
No earthly worries such as hunger or thirst assail them, O brah¬ 
mins. In these sports there is no such division of time: Krta, 
Treti, Dvapara and Kali. 
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In each of these Var$as there are seven mountains called 
Kulacalas.1 2 * * S. O excellent sages, hundreds of rivers flow there. 

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

Jambuiuipa 

Xomakarjana said: 

], To the north of ocean and to the South of Himalayas is 
the sub-continent Bharata. The subjects are called Bharatis, 

2* O leading sages, its extent is nine thousand Yojanas. 
'This is the land of holy rites to those who opt for heavenly plea¬ 
sure and absolution. 

3. The seven Kulaparvatas are Mahendra, Malaya, 
Sahya, Suitiman, Rk?a, Vindhya and Pariy&tra 

4* It is from here, O brahmins, that the heaven is attained; 
■one attains absolution too from here, men attain the state of diffe¬ 
rent species of animals or fall in hell from here alone. 

5. It is from here alone that men go to heaven or realize 
.absolution at the end of their series of birth. Nowhere else on the 
earth are holy rites prescribed for men. 

6-8, Listen to the nine divisions of this sub-continent,1 
The are Indradvipa, Kaseruman, Tamraparna, Gabhastiman, 
Nagadvipa, Saumya, Gandharva and Vanina. 

1. Kulaparvatas—-Kul apwnU it a chief mountain range. Kulaparvatas 
arc seven in number* Any one of these it supposed to exist in each Varfa or 
division of a continent. The principal seven ranges of Bhirata Varja include 
(1) Mahendra (2) Malaya (3) Sahya (4) Suktimat (5) $k*a (6) Vindhya 

-and (7) Pariy&tra. (See 17.3) 
2. Bh&rata itself is a group of nine islands each separated from the 

■other by oceans and not made easily accessible between each other. They are 
(1) Indradvipa (2) Kaseruman (3) Timrapanja (4) Gabhasti (5) Saumya 
(6) Gandharva (7) Virtuja (8) Nhga (&) Bb&rata. In some of the Pur&^as, 
Somnya is replaced by Svhkd*; in other* SMuta is substituted for Gandharva. 

S. M. Ali identifies the nine islands at follows; 
(1) Aindra—the Trans-Brahmaputra region. 
(2) iTtirnmsHthc coastal plain between the deltas of Godivsri and 

MaMiudi< 
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Bharata, the ninth among them, is an island encircled by the 
ocean. This island extends from South to North a thousand 
Yojanas. 

Kiratas stay in the East, Yavanas stay in the West. 
9. Brahmins, Ksatriyas and Vaiiyas stay in the centre* 

Sudras stay everywhere. These people have their means of sub¬ 
sistence in sacrifice* battle* trade and service* 

10. O sage, the Satadrii, Candrabhaga and other rivers 
have their source at the foot of the Himavan. The Vedasmfti 
and other rivers originate from the Pariyatra. 

11-14, The Narmada, Surasa and other rivers flow from the 
Vindhya. The Tapi, Payo?nl, Nirvindhya, Kaveri and other 
rivers flow from the foot of the Rksa mountain and as it is well 
known they dispel sin. 

The Godavari, Bhlxnarathl, Kj^naveni and other rivers origi¬ 
nate from the foot of Sahya. As it is said they dispel the fear of 
sins. The Krtam&la, Tamraparnl and other rivers start from 
Malaya. The Trisandhy§, Rsikulya and other rivers have their 
source in Mahendra. The Rsikulya, Kumara and other rivers 
flow from the foot of §uktim&n. 

15-19. There are thousands of tributaries and branches of 
these rivers. The people of this land bathe in and drink their 
waters. They are the Kurus, Paflcalas, the people of middle land, 
eastern lands, residents of Kamarupa; people of southern terri¬ 
tories such as Paundras, Kalingas and others. The Par&ntyas 

westerners) Sauristras, Sudras, Abhiras, Arbudas, Murukas, 
Malavas, residents of Pariy&tra, Sauviras, Saindhavapannas, 
Salvas, residents of Sakala territory, Madraramas, Amba^thas, 
Pirasikas and others. They drink waters of these rivers and stay 
on their banks. They are highly blessed, hale and hearty. 

(3) TOmrma^a or Tlmraptf^a (associated with the river TamraparijI}— 
the sector of the Indian peninsula south of Kiverl river. 

(4) CaMditimln—the hilly belt between Narmada and Godivari rivers. 
(5) Mga—colonies and kingdoms extended all over the mountainous- 

belt between Narmada ranges up to Chhota Nagpur. 
(6) JTajdfca ■ 'Kathiawad region. 
(7) Sbhhalap—Ceylont not mentioned in this Purina. 
(8) V&TUQ&—the western coast of India* The Arabian Sea has long been* 

known as the abode of Vanina. 
(9) Ehirata is the ninth division. 
According to Cunningham Greater India was divided into nine Khandv- 
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20. O great sage, the four Yugas, viz. Krta,Treta, Dvapara 

and Kali are reckoned only in Bharata and nowhere else. 

21. The ascetics perform penance here; the Yajvins perform 
sacrifices; people give charitable gifts with devotion to obtain 
heaven. 

h 

22. Here, in the Jambudvipa the Supreme Being is wor¬ 
shipped through sacrifices. It is Vijnu who is identified with 
sacrifice that is worshipped. In other Dvlpas he is worshipped 
otherwise. 

23. O great sage, in the Jambudvipa, it is the subcontinent 
Bharata which is most excellent since it is the land of holy rites 
and activities. Others are the regions of enjoyment, 

24. Here, O excellent one, after thousands and thousands 
of birth alone does a creature attain human birth sometimes 
through the accumulation of merits. 

25-29. It is said that Devas sing (its praise thus):—“Blessed 
are they who are bom (again and again) as men in Bhirata 
which is the source of heavenly pleasures as well as liberation. 

Holy rites should be performed in utter disregard of their 
benefits. They must be dedicated to Vi$rm identical with the 
Atman. Those who are pure attain birth in the land of holy rites 
(i.e. Bharata) and get merged into that infinite Being (after 
death)1. We do know that when the merit that had originally 
yielded heavenly pleasures subsides, those who are blessed will be 
re-bom in the land of Bharata and not those who are devoid of 
intelligence. 

O brahmins, this Jambudvipa, which consists of nine sub¬ 
continents and which extends to a hundred thousand Yojanas 
has been mentioned by me. 

O brahmins, the briny sea that extends to a hundred thousand 
Yojanas and that is like a bangle in shape encircles the Jambu¬ 
dvipa externally. 
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

The Magnitude of Oceans and Continents 

-Lomaharfana said'. 

1. Just as the Jambudvlpa is encircled by the briny sea so 
also the briny sea is encircled by the Plakga dvipa. 

2. The extent of Jambudvipa is one hundred thousand 
Yojanas. O brahmins, twice that is cited as the extent of Plakga- 
•dvipa. 

3-4. Medhatithi, the overlord of the Plakgadvipa, had seven 
sons. The eldest was Santabhaya by name. Si£ira was the next 
one. Others were Sukhodaya, An and a, Siva, Kgemaka and 
Dhruva. All of them were kings in Plakga Dvipa. 

5. The sub-continents are Santabhaya, Sisira, Sukhada, 
Ananda, Siva, Kgemaka and Dhruva. 

6. There are Vargaparvatas, the mountains demarcating 
the boundary. They are only seven, O excellent sages. Listen 
to their names. 

7. They are Gomeda, Candra, Narada, Dundubhi, Somaka, 
Sum an as and Vaibhraja. 

8. O sinless ones, accompanied by Devas and Gandharvas 
the subjects live in the charming Varga mountains and lands. 

9. The countries and territories therein are holy. People are 
bom after long periods (of gestation). Neither mental agony nor 

-ailments afflict them. They feel happy throughout the year. 
10. There are seven rivers in these Vargas which flow into 

the oceans. I shall name them. Their mention dispels sins alto¬ 
gether. 

11. They are Anutapta, SikhI, VipaSa, TridivS, Kramu, 
Amrta and Sukjrta. These are seven rivers there. 

12. O brahmins, the mountains and rivers mentioned here 
-are the main ones. Small rivers and mountains are in thousands 
there. 

13. The people of the region drink waters thereof and 
feel delighted. Every river, O brahmins, flows downwards and 
no river flows up. 

14. O excellent brahmins, the different Yugas are not 
.reckoned in these seven climes. The time is perpetually like 
that of the TretA-yuga. 



15. O Brahmins, in all these continents beginning with 
Plakga and ending with Saka the people live for five thousand 
years without any ailment. 

16*17. Dharma is of four types among them in accordance 
with the divisions of Varnas (castes) and ASramas (stages of life). 
The Varnas are four. 

O learned men, I shall mention them to you, O excellent 
sages, they are Aryakas, Kurus, Vivas vats and Bhavins. They 
are brahmins, Kgatiiyas, Vaijyas and Sudras. 

18. In the centre, there is a big tree of the size of Jainbu 
tree. It is the Plakga tree from which O excellent brahmins, the 
continent derives its name. 

19. Hari identical with all, lord of all, creator of the universe 
is worshipped in the form of Soma (Moon) by those Varnas, 
Aryakas and others. 

20. The Plakga is encircled by the ocean of Sugarcane juice. 
It is of the same size as the continent Plakga and it emulates a 
halo around it. 

21. Thus, O excellent sages, the Plakga continent has been 
recounted to you briefly. Now I shall tell you the history of 
Salmaladvipa. 

22*23. O brahmins, the overlord of Salmaladvipa is the 
heroic Vapugman. O excellent brahmins, his sons are Sveta, 
Harita, Jimuta, Rohita (Harita?) Vaidyuta, Manasa and 
Suprabha. There are seven Vardas named after them. 

24. The ocean of Sugarcane juice is encircled by Salmala* 
dvlpa twice its size in extent. 

25. It should be known that there are seven mountains there, 
the source of jewels, They signify the different Vargas. There 
are seven main rivers too. 

26*27. The mountains are: Kumuda, Unnata, Balahaka, 
Dro^a that abounds in great medicinal herbs, Kaftlra the fifth 
mountain, Mahiga the sixth and Kakudman the seventh. Now, 
O brahmins I shall mention names of the rivers. 

28. They are Sroni, Toya, Vitrgpfi, Cakra, Sukrfi, Vimo- 
and Nivrtti. Merely on being remembered they quell sins 

immediately. ^ 
29*32. The seven Vargas are Sveta, Lohita, Jimuta, Harita,. 
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Vaidyuta, Manasa and Suprabha. These Varyas contain the 
four Varnaa. 

O excellent brahmins, in the Varyas of S&lmala Dvlpa the 
Vardas stay. They are Kapiias (tawny), Arunas (pink), Pitas 
(yellow) and Krypas (black). They are brahmins, Kyatriyas, 
VaiSyas and Sudras. They worship lord Viypu, the lord of all, 
the unchanging Atman, in the form of wind. They worship by 
performing sacrifices. They worship the lord stationed in 
Yojanas. 

33. In this charming place there live Devas. Salmali is the 
tree which gives the continent its name. 

34. This is encircled by the ocean of wine which in extent 
is equal to Salmaladvipa itself. 

35. The ocean of wine is encircled by Kuiadvipa twice the 
size of Salfnala in extent. 

36*38. Jyotiyman is the overlord of Kuiadvipa and has 
seven sons. They are Udbhida, Venuman, Svairatha, Randhana, 
Dhjti, Prabhakara and Kapila. The Varya mountains are named 
after them. Human beings stay there along with the Daityas and 
D&navas. So also stay Devas, Gandharvas, Yakyas, Kimpuruyas 
and others. There also live four Varnas interested in carrying 
out their duties. 

39. O excellent brahmins, they are Damins, Suymins, 
Snchas and Mandehas. They are to be citedin order as brahmins, 
Kyatriyas, VaiSyas and Sudras here. 

40*42. Since their authority declines by the performance 
of holy rites the people in Kuiadvipa worship Janardana as 
Brahman and dispel Ugra, the fierce deity, the bestower of the 

benefit of Adhikara. 

O excellent brahmins, the following are the seven Varya 
mountains in that Dvipa:—Vidruma, Hemasaila, Dyutimftn, 
Puytimin, Kuieiaya, Hari and Mandara mountain. 

43-44. The rivers are seven. Listen to their names in order. 
They are Dhfitapapi, Sivi, Pavitra, Sammati, Vidyudambhas, 
Mahi and unnamed river. All these dispel sins of the worship¬ 

per. There are thousands of other small rivers and mountains. 

45. There is a stump of Kuia grass in the Kuia Dvipa and 
this gives the continent its name. This Dvipa is encircled by an 
ocean of ghee of an equal size. 
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46. The ocean of ghee it encircled by Krauftca Dvipa. O 
•excellent sages, Krauficadvipa is another great continent. May 
the account of the same be heard attentively. 

47. It extends to twice the size of Kutedvipa In Kraufica- 
■dvipa, Dyutiman is the over-lord and the noble Dyutimin had 
seven sons. 

46-54. The king named Vargas after the names of his sons. 
They were—Ku&aga, Mandaga, Ugija, Pivara, Andhakaraka, 
Muni and Dundubhi. O brahmins, these were his seven sons. 

O excellent sages, there are Vargas, mountains very charm¬ 
ing and frequented by Devas and Gandharvas. Now, I shall 
mention their names. They are Krauftca, Vamana, Andhaka¬ 
raka, Devavrata, Dama, Fundarikavana and the great mountain 
Dundubhi. The latter ones are twice in size of the previous ones. 
Just as one Dvipa is twice another Dvipa in size, the mountains 
also are twice in size. In these charming Vargas and on these 
excellent Varga mountains the subjects live without agony along 
with the groups of Devas. O excellent brahmins, they are known 
as Pugkalas and Pugkaras. They are brahmins, Kgatriyas, VaiSyas 
and &udras cited in due order. O excellent sages, listen to the 
names of rivers which they drink from. 

55-61. There are hundreds of local rivers but the following 
seven are chiefKumudvati, Sandhy&, Ratri, Manojava, 
Khyati and Pupdarika. These seven are Varga rivers. 

The lord Janardana, in the form of Yogirudra is also wor¬ 
shipped there by the Varnas, Pugkara and others at the holding 
of a sacrifice. 

The Krauftca Dvipa is encircled all round by the ocean of the 
skin of curds of equal magnitude. O excellent sages, the ocean 
of the skim of curds is encircled by Sakadvlpa, whose magni¬ 
tude is twice as that of Krauftca dvipa. 

Bhavya the noble lord of S&kadvlpa had seven sons and he 
gave them seven Vargas. 

The sons were—Jalada, Kumftra, Sukum&ra, Manlraka, 
Kusumoda, Mooaki and Mahadruma. The seven Vargas, are 
named after their names in due order. 

62-64. There are seven mountains in that continent which 
demarcate the boundary of Vargas. The mountains are Udaya- 
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giri, Jaladhara, Raivataka, Syama, Ambhogiri, Astikeya and 
Kesari the most excellent of all mountains. 

£aka is the great tree here. It is frequented by Siddhas and 
Gandharvas. On coming into contact with the wind blowing 
from its leaves, great delight is experienced. 

65. Many realms arc there consisting of four castes. Noble- 
souls devoid of agony and calamity stay there. 

66-67. There are highly meritorious rivers here. They dispel 
sins and fears thereof. They are :—Sukumarl, Kumari, NalinI, 
Reijuka, Iksu, Dhenuka and Gabhasti. O excellent brahmins,, 
there are ten thousands of other small rivers there. 

68-70. There are hundreds and thousands of mountains 
also. Those who are stationed in clouds etc drink joyously the 
water of those rivers. The realms in the Varsas are equipped 
with the fourth aim of life (i.e. liberation). The rivers too are 
holy and they descend to £arth from heaven. There is no loss 
of Dharraa, no struggle, no sorrow. Nor is there any action 
repugnant to the limits of decency in those seven regions. 

71-74. The four Varnas are Magas, Mfigadhas, Manasas, 
and Mandagas. The Magas are brahmias; Magadhas are 
K?atriyas; Manasas are VaiSyas and Mandagas are Sudras. 

Vi?nu, who has assumed the form of the sun is worshipped 
by the residents of Sakadvipa by performing appropriate holy 
rites in the manner they are laid down. The residents have 
perfect control of their souls and minds. 

O brahmins, Sakadvipa is encircled by the ocean of milk, 
of the size of Sakadvipa. It is as though encircled by a girdle. 

O brahmins, the ocean of milk is encircled by Puskaradvipa. 
75-76. Puskaradvipa is twice as much as the Sakadvipa 

in size. 
In Puskaradvipa the over-lord is Savana and his sons are 

Mahavita and Dhataki. The two Vardas are named after them 

—Mah&vita and Dhatakikhanda. 
77. O highly blessed ones, there is only one Varsa moun¬ 

tain named M&nasottara. It is well renowned. It has the shape 
of a girdle. It is in the centre of Dvlpa. 

78. It is fifty thousand Yojanas high and extends to many 

Yojanas. It is cylindrical in shape. 
79. This mountain is so stationed that it appears to divide- 
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the circular Dvipa in the middle. Hence, the two Vargas are 
separated. 

80. Each of the two halves is circular in shape and the 
great mountain is between them. Men there live up to ten 
thousand years. 

81 *84- They are devoid of ailments and sorrow. They are 
free from passion and hatred. O brahmins, there is no distin* 
ction of the base and excellent, of the killer and the killed 
among them. They do not have malice, jealousy, fear, fury, 
defect or greed and similar base qualities. 

The Mahavita Varga adorned by the Dhataki-khanda is 
frequented by Devas, Daityas and others on the Manasottara 
mountain. 

In that Dvipa called Pugkara there is neither truth nor 
falsehood. There are neither rivers nor mountains. Men have 
similar dresses and features. They are similar in form to Devas. 

85. The continent is devoid of Vardas, A dramas and the 
conduct of life as such. It is devoid of holy rites. There is 
neither the Vedic lore, nor the Science of polity, neither busi¬ 
ness manual nor the code of service. 

86. Consisting of two Vargas, O brahmins, it is called the 
terrestrial heaven. The time passes happily with everyone 
devoid of old age and sickness. 

87. Such is the situation O brahmins, in the Pugkara, 
Dhatakikhanda and Mahavita. 

In the Pugkaradvipa the holy fig tree is the excellent abode 
of Brahma. 

88-89. Brahma stays there, worshipped by Devas and 
Asuras. 

Pugkara is encircled by the ocean of meaty water equal in 
size and extent to it. 

Thus the seven Dvipas are surrounded by the seven oceans. 

90. The Dvipa and the ocean that surrounds it are equal. 
The latter one is twice in size as the earlier one. 

The water in each of these oceans remains always the same 
in volume. 

91-94. They do not become less or more in the manner 
that water ina^ot becomes less when heated by fire. 

When the moon waxes, the water in the ocean does not 
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increase. Waters move up or down in the same volume, neither 
more not less. 

O excellent sages, during the moonri.se and moonset in the 
two halves of the lunar month the waters of the ocean are 
seen moving up or down one thousand five hundred Ahgulas. 

The diet of the people in the Puykara Dvfpa comes to them 
by itself. 

95*99. O brahmins, there the subjects enjoy foodstuffs of 
all the six tastes always. 

All round the ocean of sweet water a world is seen station¬ 
ed. It is twice the size of the ocean. The ground is golden 
but devoid of all creatures. 

Beyond that is the mountain Lokaloka extending to ten 
thousand Yojanas. That mountain is as many thousand Yojanas 
in height also. 

Beyond that is darkness. It has encircled the mountain all 
round. That darkness is enveloped by the cauldron of the Egg 
(Andakataha) ■ 

This universe extends to fifty crores of Yojanas along with 
the Andakat&ha, Dvipas, oceans and mountains. 

O excellent brahmins, this earth is the support of all 
worlds. It is superior to all other creations, it is noble and ex* 
cel lent. 

CHAPTER NINETEEN 

The Magnitude of Nethemorlds 

Lomakarfaya said : 

1. O excellent sages, the extent of the Earth has been 
related. Its height (above the lowermost of the nether worlds) 
is said to be seventy-thousand Yojanas. 

2-8. O excellent sages, each one of the nether worlds is a 
thousand Yojanas above the lower one. The seven netherworlds 
are—Atala, Vitala, Nitala, Sutala, Tala tala, Rasa tala and 

F&t&la. 
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The grounds of these nether worlds are black, white, pink, 
yellow, gravelled, rocky and golden. O leading brahmins, 
•excellent palaces adorn them. 

In them the communities of Danavas, Daityas and kins, 
men of Nagas of huge bodies live, O excellent brahmins; 

Narada who entered the heavenly assembly coming straight 
to heaven from the nether regions said that the nether worlds 
were more charming than the heavenly world. 

There are pure jewels of brilliant lustre which delight the 
onlookers. The ornaments of the Nagas, the residents of the 
nether regions shine splendidly in heaven; there is nothing 
that is equal to it. 

Who is not attracted and delighted by the right of nether 
regions which are rendered splendid by the lasses of Daityas 
and Danavas ? Even a liberated soul is drawn to it. During 
daytime, rays of the sun spread diffused light but not the 
glaring sunlight. 

9-20. During the night the light of the moon is not utilised 
for its coolness but only for illumination. 

Since that passes away is not taken notice of by the Nagas 
who enjoy with gaiety the foodstuffs and the edibles they con¬ 
sume and the great beverages they drink. Nor are Danujas and 
others aware of it. 

O brahmins, the forests, rivers, lakes, and lotus ponds, the 
cooing of the cuckoo and other sweet birds, the pleasing skies, 
the unguents and the continuous notes and sounds of musical 
instruments such as the lute, flute and Mfdanga drums, 
O brahmins—all these and other beautiful things are enjoyed 
by virtue of their good luck by Dinavas, Daityas and N&gas 
residing in Pat&la. The TamasI form of Vijiju, named Sega is 
beneath the lower regions. 

Daityas and Danavas are not capable of recotmtig his good 
qualities. He is honoured by Devas and celestial sages. He is 
spoken of as Ananta. He has a thousand hoods and he is clearly 
bedecked in Svastika ornaments devoid of impurities. He illu¬ 
minates all quarters by thousand jewels on his hoods. 

For the welfare of the universe he deprives the Asuras of 
their prowess_His eyes whirl and rove due to intoxication. He 
has only one earring at all times. 
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Wearing a crown and garlands he shines like a white moun¬ 
tain aflame with fire. 

He is clad in blue garments. He is intoxicated with pride. 
He is resplendent with white garlands. He is lofty like the 
mountain of Kailasa where the celestial Gahga falls, He has 
placed his hand on the plough-share; he holds an excellent 
iron club. He is attended upon by the embodied splendour of' 
Varu^a. 

At the end of the Kalpa, Rudra in the form of Sahkargana 
comes out of his mouth, blazing like the flame of poisonous 
fire and devours the three worlds. 

He holds the entire sphere of the world rising above like a 
peak. 

21-27. Worshipped by the entire hordes of Devas Sega is 
stationed at the root of Patala. His prowess, power, form and. 
features cannot be described or known even by the gods. The 
whole of the Earth is turned into pink by the flames of jewels 
on his hoods. It acts as a floral garland for Sega. Who will be 
able to recount his prowess? When Sega with his eyes rolling and 
roving due to intoxication, yawns and stretches himself, the 
whole of the Earth along with its rivers, forests and mountains, 
quakes and moves. 

The Gandharvas, Apsaras, Siddhas, Kinnaras, Nagas and 
Rakgasas never reach the end of his good qualities. Hence, he 
is Ananta. He is unchanging. The Naga lasses apply red 
sandal paste on him as unguent. Wafted by the wind of res¬ 
piration it acts as the perfumed powder for the quarters. It was - 
by propitiating Him that the ancient sage Garga understood 
the luminaries factually and the predictive astrology based on 
omens. 

The Earth is thus held on his head by the noble Naga. He- 
holds universe including Devas, Asuras and human beings. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY 

Hells in nether regions 

117 

■LomakarfaQa said: 

I. Thereafter, O brahmins, the hells are situated beneath 
the waters. The sinners are hurled down into them. Now, hear 

■about them attentively, O excellent brahmins. 
2-6. They are Raurava, Saukara, Rodha, Tana, Viiasana, 

.Mahajvala, Taptakumbha, Mahalobha, Vimohana, Rudhir- 
andha, Vaitarani, Kpnifa, Kfmibhojana, Asipatravana, Krwa, 
Lalabhakfa, Puyavaha, Papa, Vahnijv&la, AdhafiSiras, Sad- 
amia, Kfgnasutra, Tanias, Avici, Svabhojana, Aprati^fha and a 
second Avici. There are other similar hells extremely terrible 
-which fall under the jurisdiction of Yama. They terrify by 
means of weapons and fires. The persons who are engaged in 
-sinful activities fall into them. 

7. He who commits perjury, he who speaks with partiality 
and he who utters falsehood falls into Raurava hell. 

8. O excellent sages, he who destroys a foetus, he who 
murders his preceptor, he who slays cows and he who suffocates 
■others—all these fall into terrible Raurava hell. 

9. He who drinks wine, he who slays a brahmin, he who 
steals gold and he who comes into contact with these—all these 
fall into Sukara hell. 

10. He who murders a king, a Vaifya and a royal soldier, 
he who defiles the bed of his preceptor and he who indulges in 
sexual intercourse with his sister—all these fall into Taptakumbha 
hell. 

II. He who sells his chaste wife, he who keeps wine for sale, 
he who sells saffron and he who discards a devoted friend or 
-servant—all these fall intoTaptaloha hell. 

12-13. He who indulges in sexual intercourse with his 
■daughter or daughter-in-law is hurled into Mahajvala hell. He 
who insults preceptors and elders, he who reviles at them, he 
who slanders the Vedas, he who sells the Vedas and he who 
cohabits with the forbidden women falls into Sabala hell, O 
brahmins. 

14-17. A thief falls into Vimoha hell, so also the person who 
defiles the line'of demarcation of boundary. 
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He who hates Devas, brahmins and Pitrs, he who spoils 
jewels—falls into K|rnibhak$a hell. 

He who performs an ill-conducted sacrifice falls into Krml£a 
hell. 

The base man who takes food prior to Pitrs, Devas and guests 
falls into Lalabhakga hell. The maker of arrows falls into Vedhaka 
hell. 

Those who make arrows with knots, those who make swords- 
and other destructive weapons fall into the terrible hell Viiasana. 

He who receives gifts from indecent men falls into Adho- 
tnukha hell. 

18. He who performs a sacrifice on behalf of a person not 
entitled to that privilege, he who foretells by studying stars and 
he who partakes of sweet cooked food all by himself falls into- 
Krmipuya hell. 

19. O brahmins, the brahmin who sells lac, gravy, gingelly 
seeds and salt falls into the same hell. 

20. O excellent brahmins he who rears or eats poultry,, 
goats, pigs and birds falls into the same hell. 

21-22. He who subsists on the stage or the trade of fish, 
he who partakes of food from the hand of the bastard, he who 
administers poison, he who adopts the profession of a spy or a 
secret informer, he who rears buffaloes, or being a brahmin 
indulges in sexua 1 intercourse on Parvan days, he who com¬ 
mits arson, he who hates friends, he who behaves as a deceptive 
and he who performs a sacrifice on behalf of all and sundry in 
the village and he who sells Soma juice falls into hell Rudhir- 
andha. 

23-24. He who destroys honey, he who commits multi¬ 
murder of villagers falls into hell Vaitarani. 

Those who drink semen, those who break boundary lines or 
flout limits of decency, those who do not observe pollution {i.e. 
after birth of an infant or death of kinsman) and those who 
maintain themselves on deception fall into Kfcchra hell. He who 
cuts off a forest in vain falls into hell Asipatravana. 

25. Those who hunt wild goats, sheep, or deer fall into 
hell Vahnijvala. O brahmins, they too who bum things that 
should not be burnt, fall into hell. 

26. He who commits omissions in the observance of holy 
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rites and he who errs while performing duties of his stage 
(&£rama) fall into SandaifcSa hell and endure its tortures. 

27. Those men and religious students who have vowed to 
celibacy but who discharge semen by day or during dreams, at 
night and those who are taught by their sons fall into Svabho- 
jana hell. 

28. These are the main hells, there are hundreds, and 
thousands of similar hells where the perpetrators of heinous 
crimes are cooked by day and night and tortured. 

29. These sins and thousands of similar sins are atoned for 
by men who are brought to suffering to one or other of these hells. 

30. Those who act contrary to the tenets of disciplined life 
of Varnas and Airamas mentally, physically or verbally, fall 
into these hells. 

31. The gods in heaven are seen by the people of hells 
with their heads directed above. The gods see the residents of 
hells far below, their heads directed below. 

32-33. The following beings attain absolution in that 
order:—the immobile beings, worms, aquatic animals, birds, 
animals, men, righteous persons and Devas. The latter ones of 
these constitute a thousandth part of the former ones among 
them. All these, O highly blessed ones, progress till they achieve 
salvation. 

34. There are as many dwellers in hell as there are crea¬ 
tures in heaven. He who commits sins but is averse to expiate 
for them, falls into hell. 

35. Holy rites of expiation have been mentioned by great 
sages in proportion to sins. They have mentioned them being 
fully aware which particular expiation is capable of quelling the 
particular sin. 

36. O leading brahmins, Manu and other sages have men¬ 
tioned rites of atonement—elaborate ones if the sin is elaborate 
and minor ones if the sin is minor. 

37. The acts of expiations are in the nature of austerities 
or holy rites. Of alt of them the remembrance of Sri Kr?na is 
the most effective. 

38. After committing a sin if a person repents for it, he 
should remcigber Vifnu—which is the sole rite of expiation for 
him. This is die greatest of all holy rites. 
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39. Remembering Vignu at dawn, night, dusk or midday 
the man attains Vi?nu because his sins are immediately quelled. 

40. By remembering Vijnu his pains and strains perish 
immediately and they attain absolution. Attainment of heaven 
is an obstacle into him- 

41. O leading brahmins, the benefits such as attaining the 
status of Indra as a result of Japa, Homa, worship etc are 
obstacles to a man whose mind is set on Vasudeva. 

42. Where is the attainment of heaven characterised by a 
return once again to the Earth? Where is the Japa of Vasudeva 
which is the most excellent cause of absolution (where there is 
no return to this earth) ? 

43. Hence, no brahmin, no man, who remembers Vi?rm 
day and night, falls into hell. If he has incurred sins they perish 
immediately. 

44. That which delights the mind is heaven. That which is 
contrary in effect is hell. O excellent brahmins, good and evil 
are given the appellations of heaven and hell. 

45. The one and the same object is conducive to misery 
as well as happiness. It produces malice and wrath. Hence 
there can never be an object solely of the nature of sorrow? 

46. Hie same object generates pleasure at the outset, but 
later on, it yields misery. The same object causes pain, wrath 
but later on gives pleasure. 

47. Hence, there is nothing which is solely of the nature of 
sorrow or solely of the nature of pleasure. It is the changed 
phase of mind that is characterised by happiness or sorrow. 

48. Knowledge alone is the greatest Brahman; knowledge 
alone is effective for removing bondage. The universe is of the 
nature of knowledge. There is nothing greater than knowledge. 

49-50. O brahmins let this be understood that knowledge 
alone is learning and ignorance. 

Thus the sphere of Earth has been recounted to you by me. 
Similarly, O brahmins, I have recounted the nether regions, 
hells, oceans, mountains, continents subcontinents and rivers 
succinctly. Everything has been mentioned to you. What else do 
you desire to know ? 
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CHAPTER TWENTYONE 

Upper Regions 

'The sages said : 

1-2. Everything has been mentioned to us by you. We wish 
to know further about the upper worlds Bhfir, Bhuvar, Svar etc. 
We also wish to know how the planets are stationed and what 
their magnitude is. O highly blessed Lomaharjana, mention 
these precisely. 

Lomakarfarfa said : 

3. That area which is illuminated by the rays of the sun 
and the moon is known as earth. It consists of oceans, rivers and 
mountains also. 

4. The extent and magnitude of the sky is the same as 
those of the earth. 

5. O brahmins, the disc of the sun is stationed a hundred 
thousand Yojanas away from the earth. The disc of the moon 
is stationed a hundred thousand Yojanas away from the sun. 

6. Full hundred thousand Yojanas above the moon, the 
■entire sphere of the stars shines. 

7. O brahmins, mercury (Budha) is two hundred thousand 
Yojanas above the sphere of stars. Venus U San as is stationed so 
many Yojanas above Mercury. 

8. Mars (Angaraka) is stationed so many Yojanas above 
Venus. The preceptor of Devas, Jupiter, is stationed two 
hundred thousand Yojanas above Mars. 

9. Saturn (Sauri) is stationed two hundred thousand Yojanas 
-above Jupiter. The sphere of seven sages (the Great Bear), O 
'excellent brahmins, is stationed a hundred thousand Yojanas 
beyond it. 

10. Polestar Dhruva that is the pivot of entire luminaries is 
stationed a hundred thousand Yojanas above seven sages. 

11. O excellent sages, the three worlds have been succinctly 
mentioned. This is the ground for the benefit of sacrifice. The 
sacrifice is established here. 

12. The Maharloka is a crorc of Yojanas above Dhruva. 
It is here thatthe Kalpavasins reside. 

13. The Janaloka is two crores of Yojanas above Mahar- 
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I oka. It is here that Sanandana and other sons of Brahma live. 
O brahmins, they are pure-minded. 

14. Four times that distance above Janaloka (i.e. eight 
crores ofYojanas) is the Tapas region. It is there that the gods 
called Vairajas are stationed. They are devoid of physical forms. 

15. Six times that distance above the Tapas region (i.e. 48 
crores ofYojanas) shines the Satyaloka. This region releases 
one from the bondage of death (that which does not kill again) 
and is known as the world of Brahma. 

16. Wherever there is earthly ground or object that can be 
traversed by foot, it is called Bhurloka. Its extent has been 
mentioned by me. 

17. O excellent sages, the space between the earth and the 
sun, frequented by the sages, Siddhas and others, is called. 
Bhuvarloka. It is the second of upper worlds. 

18. The space between Dhruva and the sun which extends 
to one million four hundred thousand Yojanas is said to be 
Svarloka by those who are conversant with the geography of 
the worlds. 

19. This set of three worlds is called Krtaka (artificial) by 
the brahmins. The three worlds Jana, Tapas and Satya are 
called Akrt&ka (Natural). 

20. In between the two, Maharloka is known as Krtaka* 
krtaka. At the end of a Kalpa it becomes empty but is not 
annihilated entirely. 

21. O brahmins, these seven upper worlds have been men¬ 
tioned by me to you as also the seven nether worlds. This is the 
detailed description of the cosmic Egg. 

22. This is enveloped by the cauldron of the Egg (Anijaka- 
faha) all round, at the sides above and below like the seeds of 
an apple fruit. 

23. The Egg is enveloped by water ten times its size. The 
encircling volume of water is enveloped by fire. 

24. O brahmins, the fire is enveloped by wind; and the 
wind is enveloped by Ether. O excellent sages, the Ether is- 
cnveloped by Mahat. 

' 25. These seven are such that the outer one is ten times 
the size of the inner one. The Pradhana stands enveloping the 
Mahat. 
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26. It is infinite and endless. It has no reckoning since it 
cannot be measured by any unit, nor calculated by any figure. 

27. O brahmins, it is the cause of entire creation. It is the 
great PrakftL There are thousands and thousands of such cosmic 

Eggs- 
28-30. There are eggs like these, crores and hundred crores 

in number. 
Just as there is fire in the wood, or oil in the gingelly seed 

so also the Pumja is stationed in the Pradhana which it pro¬ 
vides. He is known as the conscious Atman. 

O excellent brahmins, the Pradhana and the Puruga are 
sustained by the Energy of Vigpu that is the soul of all living 
beings. They mix together in their activity. Thus the energy of 
Vignu alone is the cause of separation and integration of Puruga 
and Pradhana. 

31-36. O excellent sages, at the creation of the universe it 
is the cause of agitation. 

Just as wind contains dullness of each and every drop of 
water so also the Energy of Vignu contains both Pradhana and 
Puruga together. 

A tree with its roots, stem and branches grows out of the 
first seed. Many seeds come out of that thereafter. From those 
seeds grow other trees. These have the same characteristics, 
causes and parts. 

In the same manner the Mahat etc are evolved, at the out¬ 
set from the unevolved Pradhana. From the Mahat to Vi Sega 
this is the process of creation. Therefrom the gods and others 
are bom. Their sons are born, their sons and grandsons. It 
goes on. 

Just as there is no deficiency or decline In the tree due to 
the growth of another tree from its seeds so also the elements 
do not dwindle by the creation of other elements. 

37. Just as the Ether, time, etc. are as the cause of the tree 
by their mere presence, nearly so also Vijnu is the cause of 
universe without undergoing transformation. 

38-40. In the seed of a grain all these are present in latent 
form—viz—the root, stalk, sprout, leaf, stem, ovary, flower, milk 
(soup), rice-grain, husks and the bits of grain. Oexcellent sages, 
when all the complements of causes for the growth are present, 
these parts, already present within manifest themselves. 
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In the same manner, the physical forms of gods and human 
beings are already present in the diverse activities. They grow 
up, by coming into contact with the energy of Vijiju. 

41-44. That Vijgu is the great Brahman from whom this 
universe evolves, in whom it subsists and in whom it is dissolved. 

That Brahman is the greatest abode; and the great region 
beyond Sat and Asat. The universe consisting of mobile and 
immobile beings is identical with him. 

He alone is the Primordial Nature. He alone is the universe 
when his form becomes manifest. In him alone everything is 
•evolved and dissolved. 

He is the agent of rites; he is worshipped; he alone is the 
sacrifice and the benefit thereof; he alone is the means of 

■sacrifice. There is nothing which is separate and different from 
him. 

CHAPTER TWENTYTWO 

Pole Star 

Lomahar$QQa said: 

1. Pole Star is situated at the tail end of the form of lord 
Vi?nu in heaven which consists of constellations and which has 
the shape of Siiumara1 (the Gangetic porpoise). 

2. He himself revolves and he makes the moon, sun and 
other planets too revolve. The constellations follow him in a 
■circular orbit. 

3. Along with the planets, the sun, moon, stars and cons¬ 
tellations are tied to Dhruva by gaseous rows and lines. 

4-5. Vi?nu is the greatest abode. He is the support of that 
luminous form in heaven with the shape of Gangetic porpoise 
mentioned above. 

1. Sjifumira (the Gangetic porpoise) is a constellation, so called because it 
is in tl^eihapc of a crocodile. It is said to be the starry form of Vitou. At the 
isilViin of it is Dhruva which automatically rotates tad also makes planets 
ttfeihe sun and the mom to rotate. Stan follow the self-rotating Dhruva and 
rotate like a wheel. 
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(Meditating on the lord) in his heart, the son of Uttanapada, 
Dhruva propitiated the Patriarch Brahma and stationed himself 
at the tail end of the stellar Gangetic porpoise. 

6. The support of Siiumara is Vigxm the presiding deity of 
all humanities. The Si&imara is the support of Dhruva and the 
sun is supported by Dhruva. 

7. This entire universe including Devas, Asuras and human 
beings is supported by the sun. O brahmins, now listen, by 

what method he supports the universe. 
8. For eight months the sun absorbs water in the form of' 

juice. Then he showers water in the form of rain. That gives 
rise to foodgrains. This entire universe rests on food. 

9-10. After absorbing water from the universe by his 
hot rays, the sun nourishes the moon. By the water-essence 
passing through the gaseous nerves the moon is held aloft over 
the clouds having their forms evolved out of smoke, fire and 
wind. The clouds are called Abhras because they hold waters 
and do not let them fall off. 

11. When nudged by the wind the waters in the clouds fall 
off. O brahmins, they attain the impressions of previous actions 
activised by the opportune time, and become pure. 

12. O brahmins, the sun-god absorbs four types of waters, 
viz. those of rivers, oceans, earth and those present in the living 
beings. 

13-14. The multi-rayed sun absorbs water from the celestial 
Ganga and immediately discharges it on to the earth without 
allowing it to get entangled with the clouds, 

O excellent brahmins, the man who lias washed the dirt of 
all sins due to his contact with it never falls into hell. Indeed, 
it is said to be a divine bath. 

15. On seeing the sun, that water falls from heaven without 
the clouds acting as intermediary. That water from the celestial 
Ganga is absorbed and cast off by the rays of the sun. 

16. The water that falls from heaven on seeing the sun 
during Kjttika and other stars should be known as the water of 
Ganga poured out by the elephants of quarters. 

17. The water that falls down during the even numbered 
(i.e, Rohijnl, Ardra etc) from heaven after being absorbed by 
the sun is immediately scattered by the rays of the sun. 
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18. O brahmins, both of them are extremely meritorious to 
human beings. They dispel sins, O excellent brahmins, one can 
have divine absolution with the waters of celestial Ganga. 

19. O brahmins, the water that is showered by the clouds 
nourishes living beings and makes the medicinal herbs grow 
well. It is the nectar that enlivens all. 

20. All kinds of medicinal plants increase thereby. Until 
they arc mature and ripe they continue to be the means to the 
people. 

21. Day by day men with the sacred scriptures as their 

guides perform sacrifices in the manner they have been laid 
down and thereby nourish the gods. 

22-23. The entire universe consisting of mobile and 
immobile beings is supported by rain, Thus the sacrifices, Vedas, 
castes beginning with the brahmins, Devas, animals and the 
rest of living beings—everyone is supported by rain. O excellent 
sages that rain is generated by the sun. 

24. O excellent sages the support of the sun is the Polar 
Star and that of the Polar Star is SiSumara and that support 
of SiSumara is Vi§nu. 

25-26. Vi?nu is stationed in the heart of Si£umara, He 
maintains all living beings. He is the primordial cause and 
eternal. 

Thus, O excellent sages, the cosmic egg has been cited by 
me along with the divisions of the earth, oceans etc. What else 
do you desire to know ? 

CHAPTER TWENTYTHREE 

Holy Centres : Their Greatness 

The sages said: 

l. O Suta conversent with piety, it behoves you to narrate 
the tale of holy shrines and centres over the earth. We are in¬ 
clined to hear the same. 
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Lomaharfana said: 
2. He whose hands and feet are clean, whose mind is fully 

restrained and who has learning, penance and fame, enjoys the 
benefit of visiting holy shrines. 

3. The pure mind is the holy centre unto men. So also the 
control over speech and the restraint on the sense-organs. 
There are holy centres present in the physical body itself. They 
make the man understand the path of heaven. 

4. The wicked mind situated within does not become 
purified by ablutions in the sacred water in the holy centres, 
like the unclean mudpot of stale liquor which cannot become 
pure even when washed with water a hundred times. 

5. Neither holy centres, not charitable gifts nor holy rites, 
nor penance groves can purify the man whose mind is wicked, 
who takes delight in arrogance at who has not conquered his 
sense-organs. 

6. Wherever a man stays after keeping his sense-organs 
fully under his control—the holy centres of Kuruk?etra, Prayaga 
and Puskara are present there. 

7. Hence listen. I shall mention holy centres and sacred 
shrines—whatever there are on the earth, O excellent sages. 

8-9 They cannot be explained in detail even in the course 
of hundreds of years. 

O excellent brahmins I shall mention holy centres of Puskara, 
Naimisa forest, Prayaga and Dharmaranya as the foremost 
among holy spots. 

There are Dhenuka, Campaka and Saindhava forests. 

10. The meritorious Sagararanya forest, Dand&ka forest, 
Gaya, Frabhasa, Sritirtha, and the divine Kanakhala.1 

11. Bhfgutunga, Hiranyakfa, Bhlroakanya, Kuiasthali 
Lokargala, Kedara and Mandara forest. 

12. Mahalaya, Ko(itirtha, that dispels sins, Rupatirtha, 
Sukara and Gakradrtha of great benefit. 

13. Vyksatirtha, Somadrtha, Sakhojakatirtha, Koka- 
mukha tirtha and the holy Badarl mountain. 

Kmakhala—A holy place of pilgrimage oa the bank of Kali- 
d&sa refers to tJw place in bit McghadAta. This it the place where Dafcta 
PrljApati performed the sacrifice* 
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14. Somatirtha, Tungakuta, Skanda $ ramatirtha, Surya- 
prabha, Dhcnusaras and the seventh ayu?raika. P 

15. Kotitirtha at Dharmodbhava, the Sarva-kamika-tlrtha,. 
Suryaprabha, Mahikunda and Somabhisecanatlrtha. 

16. Maha£totra, Koraka, PaAcadharas Tridhara, Sapta- 
dhara, Ekadhara and Amarakantakatirtha. 

17. Balagr&ma, Gakratlrtha, the excellent Kadallhrada,. 
Vidyutprabha, Devahradatirtha, and Vi$puprabha. 

18. Sankhaprabha, Devakun^a, Vajrayudhatlrtha, Vas- 
trapada, Barhapada and Lokarohana. 

19. Svayamvata, Bhadrabala, Kausamba, Divakara, Saras- 
vata Dvipa, Vijayadvipa, and Kamaja Dvlpa. 

20. (?) Sollayangopacara, Gavarambana, Purpavat (?) 
Snanakupd^i Prayaga and Guha Vi$nupada. 

21. Kanyakunda, Vayukunda, Jambumarga the excellent 
holy centre, Gabhastitlrtha and the clean Yayati Pattana. 

22. Bhadrava{a Kojitirtha, Mahakalavana, the great. 
Narmadatirtha, Tirthabija and Arbuda. 

23. The PaAcatirtha including Vasisfhatlrtha, Priyasam- 
jfiaka, Var?ika and the splendid PaAjiraka. 

24. Sutirtha, Brahmarudra, Kanyakumarika, Sakratlrtha,. 
PaAcanada and Rettukatlrtha. 

25. The pure Paitamahatlrtha, the excellent Raudra- 
pada, Manimanta, Kamakhya, Kfsoatlrtha and Kulingaka. 

26. Srt jakrayajana, Brahmavaluka, the holy Vyasatlrtha,. 
Pupdarika and the excellent Manimantha. 

27. Dfrghamantha, Hariisapadatlrtha, Bayana, Dala£va« 
medha, Kedara and Tamasodbheda. 

28. Rudrakupa, Samyamanltlrtha. Samtravanasika, Sya- 
mantapaflcaka, and Brahmatlrtha very pleasing to look. 

29. Pfthivltlrtha, PariplaVa, Prthudaka, DaiaSvamedhika, 
Sakfida and Vijaya. 

30. The Ko}itlrtha at PaflCanada, Varaha, Yak^inihrada^ 
Pund&rika, Somadrtha, and the excellent MuAj&vataratha. 

31. The Baburavanatlrtha situated in the forest Badarl- 
vana, Svarlokadvaraka and Kapilatlrtha. 

32. Suryadrtha, Varusthana, Bhavabhavana, Yakyarak^a- 
satSrtha, and Brahmatlrtha the excellent holy centre. 
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33. Kamelvara, Matjtirtha, Satavana, the abode of the 
earthly Hariisa (swan) and the Sarasatlrtha. 

34. Datesvamedha, Kedara, excellent Brahmajfta Saptar- 
sikunda and the well-delimited tirtha of the goddess. 

35. Ihaspada (the support here, on earth) Ko(ikrta, 
Kiriivana, Kimjaya, Karantfava, Vi^vatirtha and another 
Trivistapatirtha. 

36. Panikhatatirtha, Misraka tirtha, Madhukantatlrtha, 
Manomayatirtha, the divine Kaurikitlrtha and the excellent 
Kanyatlrtha. 

37. The Brahmatlrtha, Manastlrtha, the sacred holy centre, 
Saugandhika the holy forest, Mapitirtha and Sarasvatltirtha. 

38. The most excellent holy centre l£ana tirtha, the holy 
Paficayajfiaka, TriSuIadhara, Mahendra, and the divine abode 
Mahalaya, 

39. The divine holy centre Sakambhari tirtha, Suvarna- 
khya, Kapimada, K§ire5vara, Virupaksa, Bhfgutirtha and 
Kuiodbhava. 

40. Brahmavarta, Brahmayoni, the mountain Nllaparvata, 
the eddy Bhadrakarna and the eddy Sakralcarpa. 

41. Saptasarasvata, the holy centre of Au£anasatirtha, 
Kapalamocana, Avaklrna and Paficakatirtha. 

42. Catussamudrika, Satkahcanasahasrika, Renuka, Pafl- 
cakataka and Ainasa-Vimocanatirtha. 

43. Sthanuthirtha, Tirtha of Kuru, Svargadvara, Kuia- 
dhvaja, Viivesvara, Vamakara and the hermitage ofNarayapa. 

44. Gahgahrada, the holy Vata and Badaii, Indramar- 
ganakfetra and Jirikavasa. 

45. O brahmins, Somatlrtha, the meritorious Kotftlrtha, 
the holy spot of Kofidrthasthall, an eddy by Bhadrakall. 

46. The holy forest of Arundhativana, the excellent 
Brahmavarta, Aivadevi, Kubjavana and Yamunaprabhava. 

47. Vlra-Pramok^a, Siddhartha, Miyavidyodbhava, 
Mahahrada, Vetasikarupa and Sundarikajrama. 

48. Brahmapltirtha, which is very great, Gaitgodbhavasara- 
svatl, Bahukitirtha and Vimalaiokatirtha. 

49. Gautaraitirtha, Airavatltirtha, Satasahasrikadrtha, 
Kofitirtha uTthe abode Bhartrsthina and the excellent K&pill- 
tirtha. 
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50. The Faficanadatlrtha of the intelligent Markandeya, 
Somatlrtha, Sivoda and Matsyodarltirtha. 

51. Suryallrtha having the lustre of the sun, the holy forest 
Somakavana, Arunaspada, Vamanaka and the Suryatirtha 
abounding in sands. 

52. The TIrtha called Avimukta, the Nilakan(hahrada, 
Piiacamocana, and Subhadrahrada. 

53. Vimalakunda, TIrtha of Candlsvara, Sresthasthana- 
hrada and Samudrakupa. 

54. The forest of Jaigisavya, the forest ofHrfikeia, Ajamu- 
kharasa, and the whirlpool of Ghantakarna. 

55. Pu^darifcahrada, the tank of Ka?(haka, Sinai ana- 
stambha, Kumbhatlrtha and the Vinayakahr ada. 

56. The well born of the Siddhas, the holy lake Brahma- 
saras Bhadravasa, Nagatirtha and Somatirtha. 

57. Bhaktahrada, the lake of milk, Pretadhara, Kumara- 
katirtha, Brahmavarta Kuiavarta and the holy centre Dadhi- 
karnodaya. 

58. The great holy centre of Srogatirtha, the excellent holy 
centre of Mahanadi, the divine lake BrahmasaTas, and the holy 
Ak^ayavafaat Gaya fir ja. 

59. Gomayatirtha in the South, Hayaiantika in the north, 
Kapilahrada, Grdhrakuta and Savitrihrada. 

60. The forest Gitavana that destroys sins, YonidvSra, 
Dhainuka, Dhanvaka, Lohika and Matangahrada. 

61. Pitfkupa, Rudrakupa, Matitirtha, Sumalin, Brahma- 
sthana, Saptakunda, and Maniratnahrada. 

62. The hermitage of Mudgala, the whirlpool of Mudgala, 
the holy centre Janakakupa, and the holy TIrtha VinaSana. 

63. The holy centre £oka, Bharatatlrtha, Jyesthalika, 
Visveivara of hundredfold merits, and Kanyasamvedha. 

64. Nidhitirtha, Ramabhavatirtha, the hermitage of 
Vasi?tha, Devakuja, Devakupa and the hermitage of Kauiika. 

65. Kulakarpahrada, Kauiikldruma, Dharmatirtha, Kafl- 
canatirtha and the holy centre Uddalaka. 

66. Dandatma, Malinldrtha, Vanaca^dikatirtha, San- 
dhyatfrtha, K&latlrtha, Kapilatirtha and Lohitar^ava. 

67. Sopodbhava, Vamiagulma, the centre of R&ma Bhan- 
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gika, Puijyavartahrada„ Srimattirtha and the hermitage Badari- 
k&jrama. 

68. Ramatlrtha, Vitasta, Merujatlya, the Rohinl and 
the lake of Indrariyumna, 

69. Avasarga, Mahendra, Sritirtha and the holy centre 
Jgutirtha, Var?ika, and the abode of Kubera. 

70. Kanyatlrtha, Gokarna, the abode, of Gopati Samvarta, 
ViSvasa and the group of seven deep pools named Saptar 
godavarihrada. 

71. Another Badarlhrada, Brahmas thanavivardhana, 
Jatihrada, Devahrada, and Kuiaprathana* 

72. Sarvadevavrata, KanyaSramahrada, Maharajahrada, 
the holy Sakratlrtha and Kundaka. 

73. Angaratlrtha, the forest Rudraranyaka, Medhavin, 
Devahrada and the holy centre Amaravartana, 

74. The holy Mandakinlhrada, K§ama, Mahesvara, 
Gangatlrtha, Tripuru$a, and fihimatapdavamukha* 

75. Prthukuta, Salvakufa, &ona, Rohitaka, Kapilahrada, 
Malya and Kapilahrada belonging ito Vasi^jha. 

76-79. The eddies, the holy waterspots of Valakhilyas, the 
seven sages, other great sages and the Akhapdita-hrada. 

The man who is endowed with faith who takes his bath 
duly in these sacred water spots and holy centres should ob¬ 
serve fast and control his sense-organs. He should perform 
Tarpana rites for Devas, sages and Pitrs, After worshipping 
the deities he should stay there for three nights. 

O brahmins, benefits are derived severally from each of 
these holy centres. Undoubtedly, the man obtains the benefit 
of a horse-sacrifice by making journeys to these places. 

He who listens to this narrative daily, or who narrates this 
greatness of holy centres is liberated from sins. 
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CHAPTER TWENTYFOUR 

A Dialogue between BrahmS and Sages 

The sages said: 

1. O Suta th.e most excellent among the eloquent ones, tell 
us about the most excellent place on earth, that bestows virtue, 
love, wealth and salvation and that is the most excellent of 
all holy centres. 

Lomaharsana said : 

2. O excellent brahmins formerly, the great sages asked 
my preceptor this very question that you ask me just now. I 
shall mention it. 

3-6. My preceptor Vyasa, the holy sage was seated in his 
hermitage in Kuruk$etra. The hermitage was rendered splen¬ 
did by different varieties of flowers. It abounded in different 
kinds of trees, creepers and herds of different animals. There 
were the following trees—Punnaga, Karnikara, Sarala, Deva- 
daru, Sala, Tala, Tamala Panasa, Khadira, Pa tala, Aioka, 
Bakula, Karavira, Canapaka and other trees, all in full bloom. 
My preceptor was an expert in sacred scriptures. He had com¬ 
posed the great Mahabharata. He was the foremost among' 
intellectuals. He was omniscient and engaged in activities con¬ 
ducive to the welfare of all living beings. He was engrossed in 
spiritual quests. He had mastered the Vedas and Vcdangas. 
He had expounded the Puranas and Agamas. He was the son of 
Paraiara, He was handsome with eyes as wide as the petals of 
the lotus. 

The sages of holy rites came there to see the calm sage. 
9-14. The following were the sages who came viz.—Kal- 

yapa, Jamadagni, Bharadvaja, Gautama, Vas^ha, Jaimini, 
Dhaumya, Markandcya.Valimki, ViSvamitra, SatSnanda,Vatsya,. 
Garga, Asuri, Sumantu, BhSrgava, Kanva, Medhatithi, Guru 
Ma^davya, Cyavana, Dhumra, Asita, Devaia, Maudgalya, 
Tipabihu, Pippalada,Akrtavra^a, Samvarta, Kaufika, Raibhya, 
Maitrcya, Harita, Sandilya, Agastya, Durvasas, Lomala, 
N&rada, Parvata.VaiSampayana, Galava, Bhaskari, Purapi, Suta, 
Pulastya, Uluka, Pul aha, V&yu, Devasthana, Tumburu, Sanat- 
kumara, Paila, Knpa and Kf^anubhautika. 
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15- The intelligent sage* son of Satyavati surrounded by 
■these and other excellent sages shone like the moon surrounded 
by the stars, 

16. The sage, the knower of the Vedas honoured those 
sages who came there. They too honoured him in return. 
Thereafter* they engaged themselves in conversation. 

17. At the end of their preliminary talk the excellent sages, 
►the residents of the penance-groves asked KftQa (Dvaipayana), 
the son of Satyavati to clarify their doubts. 

The sages said : 

13. O sage, you know the entire range of sacred lore, vis. 
the Vedas, Puranas, Agamas and BhArata. You know the past, 
present and future. 

19-21, O excellent sage, tell us. We ask you the highly 
pleased soul, the following things on seeing the universe sub* 
merging in the ocean of worldly existence without any support 
■and (miserably) unconscious (of the same). This ocean of 
worldly existence is painful and utterly full of misery. It has no 
real substance. It is terrible with passions acting like crocodiles, 
-the objects of sense-organs acting like flood waters, the sense- 
organs like a blended mass of whirlpool, the visible objects like 
•hundreds of confused masses of waves, delusion making it turbid 
like mud. It is impassable, grave and difficult to be crossed due 
to covetousness, 

22. What is it that is conducive to welfare in this terrible 
world that causes hairs to stand on end. It behoves you to 
uplift the worlds by offering advice. 

23. It behoves you to recount that rare and extremely 
-great holy centre which bestows liberation, We wish to hear 
about the land of holy rites on this earth. 

24-25. It is only by perfectly performing the holy rites on 
this earth in the manner they have been laid down that a man 
attains the greatest perfection. By repugnant activities he falls 
into hell. The intelligent man attains absolution in the holy 
centre of salvation. Hence, O highly intelligent one, recount 
what you have been asked by the excellent brahmins. 

26. On fearing the words of those sages of purified souls 
the intelligent* Vyasa, conversant with the past and future said: 
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Vyfoa said: 

27-30. Listen O sages. I shall mention as you ask, the con¬ 

versation that formerly took place between the sages and 

Brahma on the summit of Meru that is spacious and bedecked 

with variety of jewels. It abounds in many trees and creepers 

rendered splendid by diverse kinds of flowers. There the atmos¬ 

phere is full of chirping sounds of various birds, It is literally 

scattered with animals with a confusing mass of their offsprings. 

Many wonderful and mysterious things are present there. Rocks 

and pebbles of different colour lie scattered embellished with 

minerals and metals of all kinds. It contains several hermitages 

thronged with sages. 

31-33. The four-faced lord of the universe was seated there. 

He is the source of origin of the universe. Being the lord and 

support of worlds, he is worthy of being saluted by all. He was 

then surrounded by Devas, D&navas, Gandharvas, Yak$as, 

VidyMharas, serpents, sages, Siddhas, Apsaras and other 

heaven-dwellers. Some of them were eulogising him. Some were- 

playing on musical instruments and singing songs in his praise. 

Others were dancing. 

34-35. Thus, when the time was joyous and the living 

beings had gathered together, when the gentle southern breeze 

served them wafting the sweet odour from different kinds of' 

flowers, Bhrgu and other sages bowed to lord Brahma. O 

brahmins, those excellent sages asked the father this very same 

topic. 

The sages said; 

36-37. “0 lord, we wish to hear ’'bout the land of holy 

rites on the surface of the earth. O lord of Devas, it behoves 

you to recount the most inaccessible centre of absolution" 

Vy lisa said i 

On hearing their words, Brahm&, the lord of Devas, said to 

them in reply to the questions they asked, O excellent sages. 
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CHAPTER TWENTYPIVE 

Bhdrata Subctsntinml 

135 

Brabmd said: 

1. O sages, you listen to what I am going to say now. It 
is a splendid^ancient traditional account connected with the 
Vedas, It grants worldly pleasures and salvation. 

2. The Bharata sub-continent is the land of holy rites in 
the whole of the earth. Heaven and hell are the lands for reap¬ 
ing the fruit of those holy rites. 

3. O brahmins, by committing sins or performing holy 
rites in that subcontinent a man necessarily attains the fruit 
thereof whether auspicious or inauspicious. 

4. There is no doubt that by performing their ordained 
duties in that sub-continent, the brahmins and others of per¬ 
fect self-control attain the highest success. 

5. O excellent brahmins, in that Varga, a person of self- 
control attains everything viz. virtue, wealth, love and libera¬ 
tion. ' 

6. O excellent brahmins, Indra and other Devas have 
attained the status of a deity after performing splendid holy 
rites in that sub-contincnt. 

7. Other men too had attained salvation in that Varga. 
They had control over their organs. They were devoid of 
passion and indecent rivalry. 

8. Those persons who are devoid of ailments and who stay 
in heaven with aerial chariots had previously performed splen¬ 
did holy rites in that land of Bharata and had attained heaven 
thereby. 

9. Devas do always wish for a residence in Bhirata that 
yields the benefit of heavenly pleasures and liberation. They 
often spoke “O when shall we visit Bharata”. 

10-13. Q most-excellent one among Devas, it has just been 
stated by you that except in Bhirata, rites holy or unholy are 
not conducive to meritorious or sinful results. But it seems likely 
that holy rites are not enjoined on men elsewhere. Hence, O 
Brahmi, recount Bharata to us in detail, if you are kind to us. 
O lord, mention everything, how this sub-continent U situated. 
What are the-continent mountains here ? What are its divisions. 
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Brahma said: 

14. Listen, O brahmins, the Bharata sub-continent has nine 
sub-divisions which are separated by oceans. They are equal to 
one another. 

15-16. They are Indradvipa, Kaseru, Tamravarna ( ? 
T&mraparpa), Gabhastiman, Nagadvipa, Saumya, Gandharva 
and Varuna. Bharata surrounded by the ocean is the ninth 
among them. The island extends from south to north and is 
one thousand Yojanas long. 

17. In the east of it, the Kiratas stay. The Yavanas stay in 
the west. O brahmins, the Brahmins, Ksatriyas, VaiSyas and 
ofldras stay in the middle. 

18-20. They are sanctified by holy rites and worldly pur¬ 
suits as sacrifice, warfare, trading. Their general behaviour is 
intelligible through their activities, which cause heavenly 
pleasures and liberation. They incur merit and sin thereby. 

There are seven Kula mountains viz., Mahendra, Malaya, 
Sahya, Suktiman, Rk$a, Vindhya and P&riyatra. There are 
thousauds of other mountains nearby. 

21 -24. They are vast, lofty and beautiful. They are immense. 
Their ridges are of wonderful and variegated nature. They are 
Kolabala, Vaibhraja, Mandara, Dardala, Vatadhvaga, Daivata, 
Main&ka, Surasa, Tungaprastha, Naga, Godhana, Pandura, 
Puspa, Vaijayanta, Raivata, Arbuda, R?yamuka, Gomantha, 
Krtafaila, Sri Cakora and hundreds of other mountains. The 
populated realms are interspersed with these mountains. The 
Mlecchas live in parts of this territory. 

25-27. Bxcellent waters of these rivers are drunk by those 
people. O excellent brahmins, know these rivers. 

The following rivers rise from the foot of the Himav&n :— 
Gariga, Sarasvatl, Sindhu, Gandrabhaga, Yamuna, Satadru, 
Vipala, Vitasti, Airavatl, Kuhu, Gomatl, DhutapSpa, Bahuda, 
Dfsadvatl, Deviki, Gakfu, Ni$(hJv&, Gandaki.and Kaufiiki. 

28-29. The following rivers originate from the P&riyatra 
mountain:—Devasmrti, Devavati, Vataghni, (Kail) Sindhu, 
Venya, Gandana, Sad&nlrk, Mahl, Carma^vatl, VrfI, Vidif4, 
Vetravad, Sipra and DravanU. 

30-32. The following rivers originate from the foot of Rk$a 
Otountain :— 
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Soija, MahAnadl, Narmada, SurathA, KriyA, MandA- 
kinl, Da§arna, Citrakufa, Citrotpala, Vetravatl, KaramodA, 
Pisacika, AtilaghuSront, VipaSa, Saivala, SamcrujA, Suktimatl, 

•Sakunl, Tridiva and Kramu. 

33-34. The following rivers have their source in the foot¬ 
hills of the Vindhya mountain Sipra, Payout, Nirvin- 
-dhya, TApI, Vena, VaitaraijI, Si nival!, Kumudvati, Toya, 
MahagaurS, Durga and Antah&Ia. These rivers are splendid 
and their waters are holy. 

35-40. The following excellent rivers originate from the 
.foot of Sahya mountain :—Godavari, Bhimarathl, Kysria- 
vani, Tungabhadra, Suprayoga, and PApana£inl. 

The holy rivers of cool waters rising from the Malaya moun¬ 
tain are KytamAla, TamraparnI, Puspavatl and Utpalavatf. 

The following rivers originate from the Mahendramountain: 
Pitj-soma, Rsikulya, Vafijula, Tridiva, Larigalini and Vamsakara. 

The following rivers take their source from the mountain 
Suktiman :—The SuvikAla, Kumari, Mandaga, Mandagamint, 
K?aya and Payo$$L 

These rivers are holy. They are on a par with Sarasvati and 
•Gariga. They fall into the sea. They are the mothers of the uni¬ 
verse. They may dispel sins. O excellent brahmins, there are 
thousands of other small rivers too. 

41 -42. Some of them flow during the rainy season (with 
plenty of water). Some of them are perennial rivers. 

The Middle lands consist of the following climes :— 
Matsyas, Kumudamalyas, Kratulas, Kali, KosaJas, Andhras, 
Kalingas, Masakas and Vikas. These are the main realms. 

43. That spot of land to the north ofSahya where the 
river Godavari flows is the most charming in the entire earth. 

44-50. The city of Govardhana, the residence of the noble 
Bhargava is, indeed, very beautiful. 

Hie following lands contain Kf atriyas, Vatfyas and Sudras:— 
Vahlkas,1 RatadhAnas, Sudras, KAlatoyadas, AparAntas, Sfldras, 

1. V&ktka-BMka. The tens refers to the people of Punjab who were 
shutout by the Ssroratl, Kunihfetra and other natural features from the central 
•country which renamed true to Brahmanisn. The term Is also applicable to 
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Bihlikas1, Kcralas, Gandharas, Yavanas, Sindhus, Sauvlras,. 
Madrakas, Satadruhas, Kalihgas, Parados, Haribhusikas, Mat- 
haras, Kanakas, Kaikeyas, Damhhamalflag 

The following realms comprise the northern lands 
O brahmins, they are Kambojas, Barbaras, Laukikas, 

VIras, Tu yarns, Pahlavas, Dhayatas (?) A trey as, Bharadvajas,. 
Puykalas, Daierakas, Lampakas, Suuasokas, Kulikas, Jarigalas, 
Oyadhis, Calacandras, Kiratas, Tomaras, Haiiisamkrgas, Ka&ni- 
ras. Korunas, Sulikas, Kuhakas, and Magadhas—These are the 
northern climes. Now understand the eastern climes. 

51 '53. Andhas, Vamankurakas, Vallakas, Makhan takas, 
Angas, Vangas, Maladas, Malavartikas, Bhadratungas, Prati- 
jayas, Bharyarigas, Apamardakas, Pragjyotiyas, Madras, Videhas 
Tamralip takas, Mallas, Magadhakas, and Nan das—these are 
the eastern realms. 

54*57. There are other climes, those of the Southern, 
region : The Purnas, Kevalas, Golangulas, Rylkas, Musikas, 

Kumaras, Ramafhas, Sakas, Maharayjras, Mahisakas, Kalihgas, 
Abhiras, VaHikyas, Atavyas, Sarvas, Pulindas, Mauleyas, 
Vaidarbhas, Dagdakas, Paulikas, Maulikas, ASmakas, Bhojavar- 
dhanas, Kaulikas, Kuntalas, Dambhakas and Nilakalakas. 

These are the Southern realms. Now understand the Western 
climes :— 

58-62. The Surparakas, Kalidhanas, Lolas, Talakatas etc 
are the residents of Western climes. 

Listen to the residents of Vindhya mountains :—The Malajas,. 
KarkaSas, Melakas, Colakas, Uttamarnas, Da^arnas, Bhojas, 
Kiskindhakas, Toyalas, Koialas, Traipuras, VaidiSas, Tumburas, 
Caras, Yavanas, Pavanas, Abhayas, Rundikeras, Carcaras, 
Hotravartis.—these are the realms and peoples residing on. 
Vindhya mountains. 

Henceforth, I shall mention the climes founded on moun¬ 
tains. 

the people who were thought to be impure and contemptible for not observing 
the rules prescribed for the fourfold society of Aryan people. 

1. Vihlika—BAhllka—BSlhlka. Balkh or ancient Bactrians. But there 
were two rrihri of YMiUkas rmr settled in. the plains of Punjab between Che* 
nab hnd Sudqj riven and the other among the lower dopes of the Himilayaa 

between Chenab and Bias. 
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63-66. They are the Niharas, Tnfam&rgas, Kurus, Turiga- 
nas, Khaaas, Karpapravar anas, Urpas, Darghas, Kullcakas, 
Citramargas, Malavas, Kiratas and Tomaras. 

The Yugas, Kjrta, Tretk, Dvapara and Kali are followed 
here. The injunctions befitting the four Yugas are strictly 
adhered to : 

Such is the Bharata subcontinent situated with its subdivi¬ 
sions. There is a great ocean to its South West and East. The 
Himalaya mountain stands to its north like the string of a great 
bow. 

O excellent brahmins this Bharata is the seed of everything. 
67-68. It is the cause of different states such as the state of 

Brahma, the state of Amareia (Indra) ,the state of Dcvas, Maruts, 
animals, Yaksas, Apsaras serpents, reptiles, and immobile 
beings. O brahmins, people attain these states as a result of 
their merits or demerits. O brahmins, there is no other holy 
place of rites in all these worlds. 

69. O brahmins, this is the perpetual desire of all Dev as— 
"If we are to fall ofT from the status of Dcvas onto the Earth 
may we attain Bharata as the place of our birth". 

70. What men do cannot be done by Devas and Asuraa. 
Men are engaged in holy rites while Devas and Asuras are 
eager to obviate their Kantian, 

71. O brahmins, in the whole of the Earth there is no other 
sub-continent equal to Bh&rata where different Vamas— 
Brahmins, Kjatriyas and others attain their cherished goal, 

72. Excellent men who are highly blessed are bom in 
Bharata, They derive the benefits of virtue, love, wealth and 
liberation, 

73-78. O brahmins, who is competent to narrate the 
excellent qualities of Bharata ? It is there that the rare benefit of 
austerities is attained. The fruit of all charitable gifts, all 
sacrifices, pilgrimage to holy centres, service to the elders and 
preceptors, rites of propitiation of Deities, the benefit of life of 
a householder, different holy rites, different sacred scriptures, 
practice of the virtue of non violence, the benefit of all cherished 
desires, the fruit of a celibate life, (he benefit of self-study of 
the Vedas, the fruits of residence in the forest, that of the life of 
a recluse, thebenefit of digging wells, etc. and performing sacri- 
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fices and the benefit of other holy rites—these are attained only 
in Bharata, nowhere else. O excellent brahmins, Dev as are 
always delighted in wishing for a splendid life there. 

79-80. Thus the excellent Bharata sub-continent has been 
adequately recounted by me. It dispels all sins; it is holy and is 
conducive to the attainment of wealth. It enhances intellect 
-and wisdom. 

He who controls his sense-organs and listens to this account 
or repeats the same shall be liberated from sins and shall attain 
the world of Vi?QU. 

CHAPTER TWENTYSIX 

The Glory of KonSditya 

Brahmd said: 

1-9. There in the Bharata subcontinent is a land that 
bestows heavenly pleasures and liberation. It is situated on the 
southern ocean and it is well known as Ondadeia. The region to 
the north of the ocean is the beautiful Viraja Marujala. This is 
the land of those who are habituated to the attainment of good 
-qualities. It is embellished with good attributes. The brahmins 
born in that land have perfect control over their sense-organs. 
They are always engaged in penance and study of the Vedas. 
They are worthy of being honoured and saluted. They are 
famous for their ability to officiate in the rites of Sraddha, 
-charitable gift, marriage rites and sacrifices. They are experts 
in sacred rites. They are of divine origin. The brahmins 
therein are regularly engaged in performing the six types of 
holy rites. They are masters of Vedic lore. They are conversant 
with mythology and Ancient Historical tradition. They are 
experts in all scriptures. They perform sacrifices regularly. 
They are devoid of indecent rivalry. Some are engaged in 
sacrificial rites and some are interested in maintaining holy 
'fires ordained in the Smitis. The residents of that land are 
■endowed with sons, wives and riches. They are truthful in speech. 
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They perform homas. They live in the holy land of Utkala 
rendered beautiful by sacrifices and festivals. The people 
belonging to the other three castes, Kfatriyas and others are 
righteous. They control their sense-organs. They are calm. 
They are engaged in their respective duties. Sun-god known 
as ‘Konaditya’ is the lord in that land. Those who visit 
lord Bhaskara there are liberated from sins. 

The sages said: 

10. O excellent one among Devas, we wish to hear further. 
Tell us now about the holy shrine of the sun in that land where 
lord sun is stationed. 

Brahma said: 

11-17. The holy shrine of the sun is situated on the holy 
and beautiful shore of the briny sea. The land is endowed with 
all good qualities. It is full of sands. It abounds in varieties of 
trees such as Campaka, Afoka, Bakula, Karavira, Pafala, 
Punnaga, Karnikara, Nagakesara, Tagara, Dhava, Bana, 
Atimukta, Kubjaka, Kadamba, Lakuca, Sala, Panasa, Devadaru, 
Sarala, Mucukunda, white and red sandal trees, Aivattha, 
Saptaparna, Amra, Amrataka, Tala, Arka, coconut, wood apple 
and many other trees all round. There are flowering plants 
such as Malatl, Kunda, Mallika, KetakI, etc. which shine with 
blossoms in all seasons. The shrine of lord sun is famous in the 
whole world. The region all round to the extent of a Yojana 
yields worldly pleasures and salvation. 

18. The thousand-rayed lord sun is directly present there. 
He is well known, as Kotjaditya. He is the bestower of worldly 
pleasures and liberation. 

19-27. On the seventh day in the bright half of the Magha 
month the devotee should observe fast. After performing purifi¬ 
catory rites he shall take bath in the ocean in the presence of 
lord Sun. With a pure mind he shall remember him with 
concentration. After performing Tarpana rites for Devas, sages, 
mortals and Piqrs, he shall come out of the sea and wear a pair 
of cloths free from dirt. They should have been washed 
and kept dry. .the previous day itself. With complete purity 
he shall perform Acamana after sitting on the seashore. As the 
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Sun rises up in the morning he shall sit facing him. He shall 
draw the mystic diagram of a lotus with the red sandal paste. 
It should have eight petals, filaments and be circular with the 
pericarp moving upwards. The intelligent devotee shall put 
gingelly seeds, rice, grains, red flowers, Darbha grass, and red 
sandal into a copper vessel and pour water therein. If a copper 
vessel is not available he shall put gingelly seeds in a cup made 
of the leaf of Arka plant. O excellent sages, he should cover 
this vessel with another vessel and keep it down. He should then 
perform Nyasa rites of hands and limbs. With the heart and 
other organs he should meditate on the sun as his own self with 
sincere faith. The intelligent devotee should worship the deity 
in the petals in the middle as well as in south-east, south-west, 
north-east and north-west. He shall then worship (once again) 
in the middle. 

28-33. After propitiating the lord for attaining supreme 
happiness he should worship the mystic lotus. From the sky he 
should invoke lord Sun and establish him on the pericarp. He 
should show mystic gestures. After performing the rite of ablu¬ 
tion he should meditate on Sun with concentration thus :—He 
is stationed in the refulgent disc, his eyes are tawny; he is red 
with two arms, wearing garments pink like the lotus; he is endow¬ 
ed with all characteristics and he is decked in all ornaments. 
He is calm bestowing boons, bedecked in a halo of great brilli¬ 
ance. After seeing the rising Sun resembling thick paste of 
saffron he should take that vessel and keep it on the head. 
Kneeling on the ground he should silently after Arghya into 
the Sun. He should concentrate his mind on the lord and repeat 
the three-syllabled Mantra. 

34. He who has not received proper initiation should 
merely repeat the name of the Sun god and make water offerings 
with faith and fervour since lord sun can be made favourable 
through devotion. 

35. He should make water offering, in the south-east, 
south-west, north-east, middle and in the four directions beginn¬ 
ing with the east. He shall repeat die following Mantras and 
make water offerings in the direction indicated :—Hram, 
obeisance to the heart (south-east); Horn, obeisance to 
the head (south-west) i Hrim, obeisanoe to the tuft of hair 
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4 north-west); Hraim, obeisance to the coat of mail (north- 
■east), Hraiun, obeisance to the three eyes (in the middle); 
Hrah, obeisance to the missile. (in the four quarters). 

36. After the water offering he should offer sweet scents, 
incense, light and food. After repeating prayers and holy names 
he should bow to the deity, show mystic gestures and discharge 
ihe deity ritualisticaily. 

37-38. Whether Brahmins, Kfatriyas, Vaigyas, or Sudras 
men or women whoever make water offerings to Sun with perfect 
control over their sense-organs and mind, with great devotional 
favour and pure conscience, enjoy the desired pleasures and 
attain the greatest goal. 

39. Those who remember him as the illuminator of three 
worlds traversing firmament will obtain happiness. 

40. The devotee should not worship Visnu, Siva or the lord 
•of Devas (Indra) unless the water-offering has been made to 
the Sun-god in the manner prescribed in the Sastras. 

41 -42. He who makes water offerings with great concentra¬ 
tion to Sun-god on the seventh day after taking bath and 
remaining pure will obtain the desired benefit. Hence, one 
should strenuously endeavour to make water offering every day 
to Sun-god along with sweet scents and beautiful flowers. He 
shall remain pure too, 

43. The ailing man is liberated from sickness, he who seeks 
wealth will attain wealth; he who seeks learning will obtain 
learning and he who seeks sons shall be blessed with sons. 

44. Whatever desire he may cherish in his mind, the 
intelligent mau shall fully obtain that desire and benefit by 
offering libation of water, 

45. The devotee, whether a man or a woman shall take 
bath in the ocean, offer libation of water to Sun-god and bow 
down to the deity. He or she will obtain the desired benefit 

thereby. 
45-A. The man who has taken hath in the waters of Ganga, 

shall Bprinkle water on the head of Sun-god by means of Ku$a 
grass. Thereby liberated from all sins he passes on to heaven. 

46. Thereafter, the devotee shall proceed to the temple of 
Sun-god taking Sowers with him- After entering the shrine he 
shall circumambulate thrice and worship Sun-god. 
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47. O excellent sages, on the day of Sun-god the devotee 
shall worship Koparka reciting Vedic Mantras and Tantrika 
texts, with great devotion. He shall offer scents, sweet and 
fragrant flowers, lights, incense and food-offerings. 

48-52. He shall prostrate before the deity lying flat on the 
ground like a long pole. He shall eulogise the lord and shout 
cries of victory unto him. By worshipping thus the thousandray- 
ed lord of the universe, a man obtains the benefit of ten horse- 
sacrifices. He will be liberated from all sins and assume a youth¬ 
ful divine form. O brahmins, he will redeem seven ancestors and 
successors in his family. He will go to the world of Sun-god on 
an aeriel chariot that has solar lustre and colour that is ex¬ 
cessively refulgent and that can go wherever one likes it to go. 
He will be sung about by Gandharvas. After enjoying excellent 
pleasures there till the final dissolution of all living beings, when 
his merits have been exhausted, he will return to the Earth 
and be bom in the excellent family ofYogins. He will become 
a pure brahmin learning all the four vedas and engaged in holy 
rites. After becoming united with the sun he will attain 
liberation. 

53-55. In the bright half of the month of Caitra the 
devotee should make the holy pilgrimage to Damana-bhafljakd. 
He who makes pilgrimage to that place will obtain the benefit 
as mentioned before. 

During the period of going to bed and rising up of the Sun 
i.e. during the tropical and equinoctical transits, O brahmins, 
persons of perfect control over their sense-organs shall perform 
holy pilgrimage on Sundays, the seventh day of the month or 
on Parvan days. They go to the world of Sun-god on the aerial 
chariot having solar lustre and colour. 

56-59. Lord Mahadeva is also present on the shore of the 
ocean. He is known as R&meivara. He is the bestower of desired 
benefits. The devotees should have a dip in the vast ocean and 
visit the lord, the enemy of lust (Kama). They should propitiate 
the lord with sweet scents, fragrant flowers, incense, lights, 
excellent food ■offerings, prostrations, eulogies, songs of prayer 
and sweet musical instruments. They will become noble souls 

r _ _ 

and attain the benefit of Rajasuya and horse sacrifices. They 
will attain great success. 
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60. They will go to the world of Siva on on aerial chariot 
that can. travel as it pleases and that has clusters of tinkling 
bells suspended from it. Gandharvas will sing songs in their 
praise. 

61. They will enjoy charming pleasures until the dissolu¬ 
tion of all living beings and when their merits have been ex¬ 
hausted they will return to the Earth and be born as brahmins 
learning the four Vedas. 

62-63. Being united with Brahman they will attain 
liberation. 

He who passes away in the holy centre of the Sun will reach 
the world of Sun-god and rejoice in heaven together with Devas. 
Reborn as a man he will become a virtuous king. 

64-65. Becoming united with the Sun-god he will attain 
salvation. 

Thus, O excellent sages, the rare holy centre of Koparka on 
the shores of the ocean has been recounted by me. It yields 
worldly pleasures and salvation. 

CHAPTER TWENTYSEVEN 

Efficacy of Devotion to Sun-god 

The sages said : 

1-6. O most excellent one among Devas, what has been 
cited by you about the holy centre of the Sungod that yields 
worldly pleasures and salvation, has been heard by us. Listening 
to the pleasing stories coming through your mouth—the holy 
stories of the sungod that dispel sins—we have not reached the 
point of contentedness. O most excellent one among Devas, the 
foremost among the eloquent ones do enlighten us on the follow¬ 
ing points :— the benefit from the worship of the lord, the 
benefit of charitable gifts, the benefits of prostration, kneeling 
down, circumambulation, and the offerings of lights and incense, 
the rite of scrubbing and dean mg, the benefits of observance 
of fasts anil the merits of taking food only at night. Of what 
form is water libation and where is it to be offered? How is 
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devotion to be pursued 7 How is the lord pleased ? O excel¬ 
lent one among Devas, we wish to hear. 

BrahmA said : 

7. O excellent brahmins, understand even as they are being 
recounted, the procedure of water libation of worship, de¬ 
votion to the Sun-god, and the faith as well as concentration of 

mind. 
8. Devotion is a pure mental feeling; faith is a favourite 

feeling. Meditation is a perfect concentration. Now listen to 
what 1 am going to say. 

9. He who narrates the story of the lord with devotion, he 
who worships him, he who maintains the holy fires, is called 
the eternal devotee. 

10. He is an eternal devotee whose mind dwells on the 
lord, who thinks about him, who is engaged in the worship of 
the lord and who renders service unto him. 

11. He who praises or permits the holy rites that are per¬ 
formed for the furtherance of the Vedas, O brahmins, is the 
real devotee. He is really a great man. 

12. The man who performs the holy rites of the Sun is a 
devotee of the higher type. But he should not censure other 
deities nor be jealous of the devotees of those deities. 

13. The man who constantly remembers the Sun-god 
whether staying or moving about, whether sleeping or waking, 
while smelling or keeping the eyes closed or open is indeed the 
greatest devotee. 

14-15. The devotion of this nature should be practised by 
one who knows. All holy observances are performed with de¬ 
votion and concentration with the mind dwelling on reality. A 
charitable gift should be given to a brahmin (with devotion) 
and actually Devas or the Pitrs accept it. 

16. Devas accept whatever is offered with devotion whether 
it be a leaf or a flower, a fruit, or water. They avoid atheists. 

17. Purity of mind, good conduct and due observances 
should be applied to everyone. Whatever is performed with 
jjtirity of mind becomes fruitful. 

18. One is liberated from sins by the prayer, repetition of 
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holy names, offerings of presents and the worship of Sun-god 
together with observance of fast with devotion. 

19. There is no doubt about this that he who keeps his 
head on the ground and performs obeisance is liberated from 
all sins instantaneously. 

20. The devout man who circumambulates the Sungod 
circumambulates in effect the whole of the earth consisting of 
seven continents. 

21. If a man keeps Sungod in his mind and circumambul¬ 
ates ether, know that Devas have been circumambulated by 
him. 

22-25. O highly blessed ones, the devotee shall take food 
only for once on the sixth day of the lunar fortnight. Main¬ 
taining the holy regulations and restrictions and endowed with 
devotion, the man shall worship sun-god on the seventh day. 
He shall attain the benefit of performing horse-sacrifice. 

He who worships sun-god after observing fast for day and a 
night goes to the world of sun-god by means of a vehicle of 
fiery lustre. One who performs this holy rite on the sixth or 
seventh day of the lunar fortnight attains the supreme goal. 

The devotee who observes fast on the seventh day of the 
black fortnight and conquers his sense-organs and who worships 
the sun-god offering all precious stones, goes to the world of 
the sun-god on a vehicle that has the lustre of a lotus. 

26-32. The devout man shall observe fast on the seventh 
day of the bright fortnight. He shall worship the sungod with 
the offerings of all white substances. Freed from all sins he goes 

to the world of sun-god. 
On the first day of the following holy rite the devotee shall 

drink a palmful of water held in a leaf cup of the Arka plant. 
He shall increase it by one every day for twentyfour days. Then 
he shall decrease the number by one every day. This process 
continues for two years and the holy rite is concluded then. This 
holy rite Arkasaptami bestows all cherished desires. It is a 
praiseworthy holy rite. 

If a Sunday coincides with the seventh day of the bright 
lunar fortnight it is called Vijaya Saptami. Whatever is offered 
as a charitable gift on that day yields a great benefit. Ablution, 
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charitable gift, penance, sacrifice or fast—-everything observed 
on Vijayasaptami is destruc tive of all great sins. 

Those men who perform Sraddha on Sundays and worship 
the deity Mahfi.sveta derive great benefits. Their holy rites 
directed to the Siingod are fruitful. No impoverished or sick 
'member is born in their families, 

33-37. He who plasters the walls of the temple with white,, 
yellow or red clay, 

He who observes fast and worships the Sungod with 
different fragrant flowers will obtain all cherished desires. 

By lighting lamps for the Sun-god with ghee or gingelly oil 
the devotee will attain longevity and beautiful form. He will 
never have the deficiency of vision. 

A person who is engaged in making charitable gifts of lamps- 
continuously, shall make the lamp of perfect knowledge blaze. 
With the intellect and the sense-organs clear, the man will be 
liberated sometimes. The gingelly seeds are extremely sacred. 
Charitable gift of gingelly seeds is very excellent. Gingelly seed 
used in holy rites in fire or in lamps is destructive of great sins. 

38. He who makes perpetual offerings of lamps to temples,, 
quadrangles and highways shall become blessed and handsome. 

39. The first preference should be given to lamps with ghee. 
The second preference should be given to the juices of medi¬ 
cinal herbs. It should never be offered with the extracts from 
fat suet or bones. 

40. The lamp shall always bum with the flame leaping- 
upwards. It shall never be directed downwards. Thus the 
person who offers lamps becomes refulgent. He shall never 
attain the state of an animal. 

41. The burning lamp should never be taken away nor 
should it be destroyed. The remover of a burning lamp may 
attain imprisonment, destruction, wrath or darkness. 

42-45. The donor of lamps shines in the heavenly world 
like an array of lamps. 

He who adorns lamps with saffron, agallochum and sandal 
paste shall become an excellent man with riches, fame and 
glorious splendour. 

By offering perpetual libations of water at sunrise accom- 



panied by red flowers mixed with red sandal paste, the clean 
man shall attain success in the course of a yean 

The holy rite of the Sun-god should be observed as 
follows:— 

The devotee shall stand facing the sun from sunrise to sun¬ 
set turning when the sun changes direction. He shall continu¬ 
ously repeat some Mantra or hymn of prayers. This Aditya- 
vrata is destructive of all sins. 

46. He who offers everything along with its ancillaries 
together with the libation of water at the time of sunrise, en¬ 
dowed with faith, is liberated from all sins. 

47. He who offers water-libation accompanied by gold, 
-cow, bull, plot of land or cloths will derive benefits lasting for 
seven births. 

48. The libation of water shall be assiduously offered into 
the fire, water, atmosphere, clean ground, idol or ball of rice. 

49. The libation of water shall not be offered to the 
left or right. It shall be offered straight in front along with 
ghee and Guggula (Aromatic resin) by one who is endowed 
with devotion to Sun-god, 

50-55. The devotee shall offer all worship in front of the 
Sun-god. He is instantaneously liberated from all sins undoub¬ 
tedly. 

By offering Srlvasa (turpentue) Devadaru (cidar oil), 
Sarjaka (exudation of the Sala tree), camphor, agallochum 
and incense, devotees will go to heaven. 

By worshipping Sun-god during his transit to the tropics of 
‘Capricorn and Cancer in particular, the devotee is liberated 
from all sins. 

By worshipping Sun-god particularly during the Equino- 
ctical Visuva transits, Sadafiti (i.e. transit to Virgo, Sagit¬ 
tarius, Pisces or Gemini) transits and eclipses, one is liberated 
from sins. 

By worshipping Sun-god with devotion whether it is the 
proper time or otherwise on the seashore or elsewhere, a man 
is honoured in the world of Sun-god. 

By offering oblations to Sun-god with Krsaras (cooked 
gingelly seeds), milk puddings, sweet pies, fruits, roots or rice 
cooked in gfiec he will obtain his cherished desires. 
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By performing libation of ghee, a man will become 
excellent of men. 

56. By performing libation with milk the devotee is never 
afflicted by mental distress. 

By performing libation with curds, the man attains 
fruition in his affairs. 

57. He who is mentally and physically pure and fetches 
water for the ablution of sungod from a sacred river or a holy 
pool attains the supreme goal. 

58. By offering an umbrella, banner canopy, flagstaff and 
chowries to Sun-god with faith, one will attain his desired 
goal. 

59. Whatever article a man dedicates to Sun-god with 
devotion will be returned to him by Sungod a hundred thou¬ 
sand times more. 

60. The devotee wipes off his sin, be it the physical, verbal 
or mental by offering obeisance to Sun-god. 

61. Even by hundreds of sacrifices with adequate monetary 
gifts as laid down in scriptures one does not attain benefit 
which is obtained in a single day by the worship of Sungod. 

CHAPTER TWENTYEIGHT 

Glory of Sun-God 

The Sages said: 

1-6. The wonderful glory of Sun-god, lord of the universe, 
has been heard, O most excellent one among gods, even as you 
are recounting the most rare and inacessible tales among them. 
O lord of Devas, O lord of universe, tell us again what we are 
anxious to know. O brahma, we wish to hear the same. We are 
extremely eager. Which deity shall a devotee desiring liber¬ 
ation worship, no matter whether he be a householder or a 
religious student or a forester or a recluse ? Whence can his 

celestial attainment be assured? Wherefrom is the supreme 
welfare gained ? What shall he do, while in the heaven, to 
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prevent his falling off therefrom? Who is the god of gods? Who 
is the father of manes? O lord of Devas, tell us that than which 
there is no greater Being. O Brahma, whence is this universe of 
mobile and immobile beings originated ? Whom does it resort 
to at the time of dissolution? It behoves you to mention that. 

BrahmH said: 

7. O excellent brahmins, rising up, Sun-god makes the 
universe by his rays free from darkness. There is no other lord 
greater than him. 

8. He has neither beginning nor death. He is eternal, un¬ 
changing and force. With his rays he scorches die three worlds 

revolving round. 
9. He is identical with Devas. He is the most excellent 

among the scorchers. He is the loid of entire universe. He is 
the witness unto every activity, auspicious or inauspicious. 

10. He makes the living beings shrink. He creates them 
once again. With his rays he illuminates and scorches the earth. 
He causes rain too. 

11. He is the creator and dispenser of destiny. He is the 
first cause of living beings. He purifies all living beings. He 
never faces decline nor does his disc ever dwindle. 

12. He is the father of Manes and the deity of gods. He is 
known as the steady and steadfast abode from which one never 
falls off. 

13. They say that, at the time of creation, the entire uni¬ 
verse is evolved from Sun-god and at the time of dissolution 
reverts to him. 

14. Abandoning their abode—the physical body—innumer¬ 
able Yogins turn into gaseous state and retire to Sungod who is 
a mass of refulgence. 

15. Just as the birds of sky resort to the branches of trees, 
the sages and the liberated souls along with the gods resort to 
his thousands of rays and stay there. 

16-17. Householders, Janaka and other kings possessing 
Yogic virtue, Valakhilyas and other sages who expound Brah¬ 
man, others who are forest-dwellers and Vyasa and other 
mendicants j>r recluses—all these acquire Yogic power and 
enter the disc of the Sun. 
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18. $uka, the glorious son of Vyasa attained Yogic virtue, 
entered the rays of the Sun-god and got union with him never 
to be separated again. 

19. Brahma, Visiju, Siva and others are mentioned in the 
Vedas as the bestowers of happiness and the Vedas are only 
words. But lord Sun who destroys darkness is the visible god. 

20. Hence devotional pursuits should not be directed else¬ 
where by him who longs for auspicious benefits, since what is 
not seen never nullifies what is seen. 

21. Hence, Sun-god should always be worshipped by you. 
Indeed, he is the mother, father and preceptor of the universe. 

22-27, The lord without beginning, lord of worlds, lord of 
universe possessing garlands of rays, stationed in the form of 
Sun, blazes, O excellent brahmins. Brahma, devoid of beginning 
and end, permanent lord devoid of decline, created oceans, con¬ 
tinents and the fourteen worlds, for the welfare of the world 
he stayed on the banks of the river Candrasarit after creating 
lords of subjects, Prajapatis and other subjects. Therefore, the 
unmanifest hundred thousand rayed Sungod divided himself into 
twelve Adityas. They are :—Indra, Dhatr, Parjanya, Tvastr, 
P3?an, Aryaman, Bhaga, Vivasvat, Vi?pu Amsa (?) (Amiuman 
Varuna and Mitra. 

O excellent brahmins, this entire universe has been pervad¬ 
ed by the Sungod the supreme soul by these twelve-physical 
forms. 

28. The first form of Aditya named Indra is the king of 
Devas. It destroys the enemies of Dev as. 

29. His second form glorified by the dame Dhatf is PrajA- 
pati who creates different kinds of subjects. 

30. His third form well known as Parjanya is stationed 
amongst the clouds. It causes rain through the rays. 

31. His fourth form well known by the name Tvasp* is 
stationed amidst trees, plants and medicinal herbs all around. 

32. HU fifth form well known by the name Pu?an is 
stationed in grains and edible foodstuff. It accords perpetual 
nourishment unto the subjects. 

, 33. HU sixth form well known as Aryama is the outer cover- 
ingfof the Wind. It is stationed among Devas. 

34. HU seventh form well known as Bhaga U stationed 
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among the elements, living beings and the physical bodies or 
the embodied souls. 

35. His eighth form well known as Vivas van is established 
fire; it digests the food-in-take of the embodied souls. 

36. His ninth form well known as Vi$nu incarnates and 
-destroys the enemies of Devas. 

37. His tenth form well known as AiMiman is established 
in the Wind; it delights the subjects. 

33. His eleventh form called Varupa is stationed in the 
waters; it protects subjects continuously. 

39. His twelfth form known as Mitra is stationed on the 
Candrasarit river for the welfare of the world. 

40. Stationed there he performed a penance having air 
alone as his food. 

By the benign glance of his eyes he blessed his devotees 
bestowing several boons. 

41. This first abode was well established later on by the 
lord. Since Mitra (the Sun-god) stayed there it is known as 
Mitravana (forest of Mitra). 

42. O excellent brahmins, this universe is pervaded by the 
supreme being Sungod through these twelve forms. 

43. Hence, the Sungod should be meditated upon and 
worshipped by men with devotion as stationed in the twelve 
forms and their mind shall dwell upon him. 

44. Thus, by bowing to the twelve forms of Sun-god, by 
listening to their accounts and by reading (this account), a 
man is honoured in the world of Sungod. 

The Sages said: 

45. If this sun is the primordial eternal lord where¬ 
fore did he perform penance desirous of boons like a common 
person ? 

Brahmd said: 

46. Z shall mention the secret of (Sun-god). This was 
asked by Narada the noble-souied sage and explained to him 
.formerly by Mitra. 

47. The twelve forms of Sungod have been mentioned to 
you before. _ Two of them viz Mitra and Varupa performed 
penances. 
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48. Among them, Vanina performed penance in the Wes¬ 
tern ocean with water alone as his food-in-take. Mitra performed, 
penance in Mitravana with air alone as his food-in-take. 

49-50. Descending from the peak of Mem during his sojourn 
through the worlds, Narada the Yogin of self-control reached 
Gandham&dana. He came to the place where Mitra was perform¬ 
ing penance. Seeing him engaged in penance Narada’s curiosity 
was aroused. 

51-52. He thought thus—“This Mitra is devoid of decline 
and is unchanging. He is manifest and unmanifest. He is eternal. 
The whole of the three worlds has been held as one unit by 
this noble-souled Being. He is the father of all Devas. He is 
greater than the greatest Being. Which deity did he worship- 
then ? Which ancestors did he propitiate ?” After reflecting: 
thus Narada spoke to the lord. 

N&rada said ; 

53. “In Vedas and their ancillary (subsidiary) sections 
and in the Pur anas you are glorified as the unborn, perpetual1 
creator of great and excellent form. 

54-56. Everything whether past, present or future is found¬ 
ed in you, O lord, the four stages of life worship you every 
day. You have assumed different forms. You are the father and' 
mother of everyone. You are the ever-present deity. We do not 
know which forefather or lord you worship.'* 

Mitra said : 

57. This eternal great secret cannot be adequately express¬ 
ed, even if it should be explained. O brahmin, I shall mention 
it precisely to you since you are endowed with devotion and. 
piety. 

58-61. That which is subtle, incomprehensible, unmanifest, 
steady and devoid of sense-organs, sensual objects and elements 
is the immanent soul of all living beings. He is called the 
knower of shrine, the immortal soul. He is the being that lies, 
latent in the mind conceived of as separate from three attribu¬ 
tes. He is known as lord Hiranyagarbha. In the Yoga treatises 
he is known as the cosmic intellect, great principle and the 
chief Being. In the systems of Samkhya and Yoga he is said to 
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be of various natures and names. He has three features; he is 
the soul of the universe; he is known as One and Imperishable. 

62. As a matter of fact the whole of the three worlds is 
one unit. Himself unembodied, he is present in all the bodies. 

63. Though he stays in different bodies he is not tarnished, 
by physical activities. He is your immanent soul, mine too, as 
well as of all those others stationed in bodies. 

64. He is the witness unto all living beings. He cannot be 
comprehended by anyone at any place. He is identical with the 
universe, with attributes and without attributes. He is known 
as comprehensible through perfect wisdom. 

65. He has the extremities of feet, hands, eyes, heads and 
mouths all round; he has ears all round; he stands enveloping 
everything. 

66. The universe is his head; the universe constitutes his 
arms, feet, eyes and nose. He moves about in the body happily 
and comfortably as he wills. 

67. The body is meant by the word K;etra. The Supreme 
being, the Yogic Atman, comfortably knows everything con¬ 
cerning the body. Hence, he is called the knower of the body. 

68. He is called Puruja because he lies latent in the 
unmanifest city—the cosmic mind. The word Viiva connotes 
the knowables of diverse kinds. It is called sarva (the com¬ 
posite whole), pervading the universe. 

69. Since he has many forms he is known as Vtfvarupa. 
The ultimate greatness belongs solely to him. He is called 
Puru^a. 

70. The sole, eternal Being, holds the title Mahapurufa. 
Endowed with Sattva quality, intelligence and efficiency he 
creates his own soul by his own self. 

71. By his own soul he creates many souls hundredfold, a. 
thousandfold, in hundred thousands, in crores. 

72. Just as the water that falls from firmament undergoes 
a change in taste by virtue of diverse tastes present in the Earth 
so also the soul undergoes change in attributes due to its. 
various contacts. 

73. Just as the singular air within the body functions as 
five organic airs, so also the supreme Being has unity and 
diversity undoubedly. 
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74. Just as fire undergoes changes in name by virtue of 
particularity of different sects so also the individual souls 
undergo different titles such as Dhruva, Brahma etc. 

75. Just as a single lamp lights up thousands of lamps, so 
also he, though single, gives birth to thousands of forms. 

76. When he realizes his self he becomes alone and single. 
When singleness dissolves, diversity and multiplicity begin to 
function. 

77. There is no living, mobile or immobile, who is 
permanent in this universe. The supreme self alone is called 
indeclinable (immeasurable, incomprehensible) and omni¬ 
present. 

78. O excellent sages, the unmanifest consisting of three 
attributes originated from him. That which is unmanifest, that 
the form of which is not dear, is called primordial nature. 

79. Understand that primordial nature is the womb of 
Brahman; he who is of the nature of existent and non-existent 
is worshipped in the world, in the holy rites pertaining to 
Devas and manes. 

80. O brahmins, there is none greater than he; therefore 
he the father or lord is greater than, every being. He is com¬ 
prehensible through the soul. Hence I worship him. 

81. The embodied beings who are present in heaven make 
obeisance to him. Thereby, O celestial sage, they attain the 
benefit and goal as directed. 

82. Devas who have assumed different forms, who are 
stationed in their respective stages of life, devoutly worship that 
primordial Being. He bestows salvation on them. 

83. He is called omnipresent and devoid of attributes. 
Having heard thus and having understood it, I worship the 
lord. 

84. Those who are sanctified by him resort to the sole and 
■single entity. This is a further achievement unto them that 
they enter the sole and single entity. 

85. Thus, O Narada, the secret doctrine has been narrat¬ 
ed to you. O celestial sage, by virtue of your devotion to us, 
the greatest fact has been revealed to you. 

86. All those sages who imbibed this ancient knowledge 
•devote themselves to the worship of Sungod. 
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Brahmd said : 
87. Thus, this had been formerly recounted to N&rada by 

Sun-god—through his form—Mitra. O excellent brahmins, 
thus, the story of sun-god has been mentioned to you. 

88. O excellent brahmin this narrative recounted by me 
should be mentioned only to the good. This should never be 
imparted to one who is not a devotee of the solar deity. 

69. There is no doubt that the man who listens to this 
account and narrates the same to another, will enter the lord 
of thousand brilliant rays. 

90. The agonized will be liberated from ailment by listen¬ 
ing to this story from the beginning. Those who are desirous of 
knowing shall derive perfect knowledge and the desired goal. 

91. O sage, he who reads this account obtains the path of 
salvation instantaneously. Whatever one wishes for, one un¬ 
doubtedly attains it. 

92. Hence, lord Sun should be worshipped by you all. He 
is the creator, dispenser of destiny and the preceptor of all. 

CHAPTER TWENTYNINE 

Name of Sun-god 

Brahmd said : 

1. O excellent sages, the three worlds have the sun as their 
source of origin. The entire universe including Devas, Asuras 
and human beings originates from him. 

2-3. The brilliance of the deities viz—Rudra, Upendra 
and Mahendra, the splendour of the leading brahmins and 
heaven-dwellers of great refulgence, nay the refulgence of all 
the worlds is lord Sun—the soul of all, the lord of all—Devas 
as well as human beings. The sun alone is the root cause of 
three worlds. He alone is the greatest deity. 

4. The .ghee offerings duly consigned to the fire produce 
clouds which in turn generate rain. ■ Rain originates food-grain 
whereby the subjects are nourished. 
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5. Everything is born of him; everything is dissolved in 
him. He is the cause of origin and destruction of the universe. 

6. The meditation of those who meditate, the liberation of 
those who are liberated centre round Sungod. They are absorb¬ 
ed in him but are reborn of him. This happens frequently. 

7-8. The following units of time have their origin in the 
Sun-god—moments, Muhurta (units of 48 nets), days, nights, 
fortnights, months, years, seasons and Yugas. These cannot be 
reckoned without him; without calculation of time there is no 
holy observance, there is no holy rite in the sacrificial fire. 

9-10. Without sun-god who steals water and then showers 
it, how can the seasons be classified ? How can fruits and 
flowers occur ? How can vegetation be produced ? How can 
grasses and medicinal herbs grow ? It is due to his power that 
these occur in the universe. Otherwise, there will be an absence 
of all dealings among the creatures here and hereafter. 

11. The sun does not blaze if there be no rain; the sun is 
not happy if there be no rain; the sun has no halo if there is no 
Tain; the sun blazes due to water. 

12-13. The sun is tawny in spring; during summer he res¬ 
embles gold, he is white during rainy season; he is pale, grey 
during autumn; he is copper-coloured in early winter; he is red 
during late winter. Thus the colours of sun-god caused by the 
seasons have been recounted. 

14-18. With colour naturally belonging to the season, the 
sun causes welfare and prosperity. There are twelve general 
names of Sun-god and there are twelve other names severally. 
I shall mention all of them. 

The following are the twelve general names :—Adilya, 
Savita, Surya, Mihira, Arka, Prabhakara, Martanda, Bhaskara, 
Bhanu, Citrabhanu, Divakara and Ravi. The Sungod is known 
by these twelve general names. 

The following are the twelve Adityas reckoned separately :— 
Vij^u, Dhatr Bhaga, Pusan, Mitra, Indr a, Varuna, Aryama, 

Vivasvan, AmSuman, Tvajff and Phrjanya. They are separate 
forms rising in twelve months respectively:— 

19. VI$qu blazes in the month of Gaitra. Aryama in 
VaiSakha; Vivasvin. in Jyegha and AdiSum&n in A$dha, 
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20. Parjanya blazes in. the month of Sravana, Varupa in 
Traugfhapada, Indra in Asvayuja and Dhatr in Karttika. 

21. Mitra blazes in the month of Marga£irfa; Pu$a, Bhaga 
in Magha and Tvajfr in Phalguna. 

22. Vi?nu blazes with one thousand two hundred rays. 
Aryama with one thousand three hundred rays. 

23-26. Vivasvan with one thousand four hundred rays; 
ArhSuman with one thousand five hundred rays; Parjanya and 
Varuna like Vivasvan; Bhaga is like Mitra one thousand and 
four hundred rays; lord Tva?fr with one thousand and one 
hundred rays; Indra with one thousand and two hundred rays; 
Dhatr with one thousand and one hundred rays; Mitra with 

■a thousand rays and Pusan with nine hundred rays. 
During the northern transit of the sun, the rays increase; 

■during the southern transit the rays decrease. Thus, sun-god 
sustains worlds by thousands of rays. 

27. The means of protection in differentseasons is manifold. 
The sun has a set of twentyfour names. They have been 

mentioned already. The sun has another set of one thousand 
names. They have been glorified in detail. 

The sages said : 

28. O Frajapati, O great lord, what is the merit and the 
goz 1 of those who eulogise the sun-god with those thousand 
names ? 

BrahmS said : 

29-30. O leading sages, listen to the eternal truth. Enough 
of those thousand names, should one recite the following 
auspicious prayer. Listen, I shall relate to you those secret, 
sacred and splendid names of the Sun-god. 

31-33. The Prayer of Twentyone names. 

The twentyone names of Lord sun are Vikartana, Vivasvan, 
Marta , Bh&slcara, Ravi, Lokapraka fata, Srlman, Lokacak?u$, 
MaheSvara, Lokasaksi, Trilokeia Karth, Hart a, Tamisraha, 
Tapana, Tapana, Suci, SaptMvavihana, Gabhastihasta, 
Brahmanya Sarvad evanamaskrta. These are twentyone 
names of the Sun-god. This prayer is always liked by Sun-god. 
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34. This prayer is called ‘Royal’. It is well known in 
the three worlds. It is conducive to the health of body. It 
causes increase in riches and enhances glory. 

35. O excellent brahmins, he who remains pure and eulo¬ 
gises the Sun-god with this hymn at the two junctions viz sunrise 
and sunset, is liberated from all sins. 

36. By repeating this hymn but once in the presence of 
the sun all sins perish whether they are mental, physical or 
verbal or caused by other activities. 

37. Repetition of this hymn for once is the Mantra for 
Homa, and worship during the twilight, it is the mantra for 
incense, for Arghya and for oblations too. 

38. If this great Mantra is accompanied by the gift of' 
cooked rice, or obeisance or circumambulation it dispels all 
sins. It is splendid. 

39. Hence, you all should eulogise the lord, the bestower 
of boons, one who grants all cherished desires, assiduously, by 
reciting this hymn, O brahmins. 

CHAPTER THIRTY 

Nativity of Sun-god 

The sages said :— 

1 -2. The sun-god has been mentioned by you as the eternal 
lord who is devoid of attributes. What is heard by us as men¬ 
tioned by you now is that he was born in twelve forms. How 
was that lord of great lustre, the mass of refulgence bom of 
womb of a woman ? Our doubt in respect to this is very great, 

BrahmS said :— 

3. Dakfa bad sixty excellent splendid daughters viz:—Aditi 
Diti, Danu, Vinata and others. 

4. Dak?a gave thirteen of his daughters to Kafyapa. Aditi 
gave birth to Devas the lords of three worlds. 

5. Diti gave birth to Daityas; Danu to Danavas who were 
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haughty on account of their strength. Vinata and others gave 
birth to mobile and immobile beings. 

6. O sage, with the sons and daughters and their sons and 
grandsons, the entire universe is pervaded. 

7. Devas were important among the sons of Kafyapa. They 
are purely of Sattva quality. The other sons were of Rajas and 
Tam as qualities. 

8. The creator Paramesthin, the most excellent one among 
those conversant with the Brahman, Prajapati made Devas the 
partakers of shares in sacrifices and the lords of the three 
worlds. 

9-10. Due to enmity, Daityas and Danavas harassed them 
collectively. 

The Raksasas too joined them. The combat raged furiously, 
continued for a thousand years according to divine calculation. 
Devas were tortured. Daityas and Danavas were victorious, in 
the battle. 

On seeing the sons routed by Daityas and Danavas and the 
three worlds destroyed, O excellent sages, Aditi was afflicted. 
On seeing her sons deprived of shares in sacrifices and afflicted 
by hunger she became distressed. 

11. She endeavoured much for propitiating the sun. 
Restraining her diet and concentrating her mind she resorted 
to the holy observances of regulations. She eulogised Sun-god 
stationed in the firmament as a mass of refulgence. 

Aditi said : 

12-15. Obeisance to you who bear inimitable lustre, that 
is very subtle and worthy of homage. O lord of rays, 1 bow to 
you, the eternal support of refulgence, lord of refulgent ones. I 
bow to that fierce form which you have, while taking up the juice 
at the proper time for rendering service to the worlds. I bow 
to that fierce form you have when you hold the watery juice 

during eight months. I bow to that form of yours that 
is combined with Rajas during the two junctions (Le. at dawn 
and at dusk). Obeisance to you, that soul with attributes that 
will bestow on me what 1 desire in my mind. I bow to that 
blazing form you have by virtue of unification of Rk, Yajus and 
Samoa (the three Vedas). <■ 
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16. Obeisance to you, the lustrous one that scorchest the 
three worlds. The form that is beyond it is meditated upon 
by utterring Ora. It is gross and non-gross. It is free from 
impurities, O eternal lord, obeisance to that form. 

Brahma said : 

17. O brahmins, desirous of propitiating Sun-god, that 
gentle lady eulogised thus day and night. She maintained the 
observance of all holy rites. She abstained from taking food- 

16. O excellent brahmins, after a long time, the sun-god 
became visible to that daughter of Daksa. 

19. She saw a massive peak of refulgence enveloping the 
sky and standing on the ground. She saw the sun-god extremely 
unbearable by virtue of dense mass of flames. 

20. On seeing him, the gentle lady became excessively 
awe-struck. 

Aditi said : 

21-23. O lord of rays, the original cause of the universe, 
I am unable to look at you. O sun-god, be pleased with me; let 
me see the form you possess. O lord, sympathetic with devotees, 
protect my sons, your devotees. 

Thereupon, the sun-god came out of that mass of refulgence. 
The lord sungod was then seen resembling copper. 

The sun-god said to that gentle lady who bowed to him 
reverentially. 

“Choose any boon from me; whatever you wish” 
24. Touching the ground with her knees she bent her head 

and replied to Sungod the bes tower of boons who stood near 
her. 

Aditi said : 

25. O lord, be pleased. The three worlds that belonged to 
my sons and their shares in sacrifices, have been taken away by 
Daityas and Danavas of superior valour and might. 

26. On that account, O lord of rays, grant me a favour. 
With a part of yours adopt their brotherhood, my son, and 
destroy thpir enemies. 

27-28. O sun, be pleased and favour them with sympathy. 
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O lord, so that they may once again be the partakers of their 
shares in sacrifice and be overlords of the three worlds. O tin* 
severing lord, the remover of distress of those who resort to 
you, you are one who can do this work. 

29. Thereafter, O brahmins, lord Sun the thief of waters, 
the lord who had a pleasant gentle face, spoke to Aditi who 
bowed to him. 

30. “With the thousandth part of mine I shall be born in 
your womb. Efficient that I am, I shall, ere long, kill the ene¬ 
mies of your sons and become delighted”. 

31. Having spoken thus, lord Sun vanished thereafter. 
Having secured everything she had desired she ceased from her 
activities in pursuit of penance. 

32-34. In order to fulfil her desire, at the end of a year 
thereafter, the Sungod took up his residence in the womb of Aditi 
by means of one of his rays Sugmnna amongst a thousand. With 
great concentration and mental purity she performed several 
holy rites: Krcchra, Candrayarta, etc. O brahmins, it was with 
this viz. “I shall conceive this divine foetus with great purity” 
that she performed those holy rites. Thereupon Kaiyapa spoke 
to her, with words full of wrath. 

35-37. “Why do you destroy the Egg of the foetus by 
observing a perpetual fast ?” Provoked by his query she spoke 
furiously to him—“See the foetus for yourself. It is not killed* 
He will certainly cause a death-blow to the enemies”. In¬ 
furiated by the utterance of her husband she uttered these 
words and discharged the terrible foetus that was dazzling 
with splendour. Ou seeing that the foetus had the refulgence 
of the rising sun, Kaiyapa bowed and eulogised respectfully in 
words of high order. 

38. Even as he was eulogised the lord revealed himself out 
of the Egg of the foetus. He had the lustre and colour similar 
to those of the petals of a lotus. He pervaded the quarters by 
means of his splendour. 

39. Addressing Kafyapa the excellent sage and his wife 
from the firmament an unembodied voice as grave and maj¬ 
estic as the rumbling sound of the cloud uttered thus :— 
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The Voice said i 

40. O sage, since this foetus of Aditi was pronounced 
slain by you, this son of yours will come to be called Mar- 

tanqla. 
41 -42. He will slay Asuras, the enemies who took away 

shares from sacrifices. 
On hearing the voice from the firmament, Aditi felt excessively- 

delightful since without a war Danavas had their prowess crip¬ 
pled, Indra challenged Daityas for a fight. 

43. In the company of Devas he felt very joyous: Danavas 
rushed against him. The battle of Devas with the Asuras was 

terrible. 
44-46. With the intervening spaces between the worlds 

brightened up by the continuous shower of weapons and mis¬ 
siles the combat raged furiously. On being stared at by sungod, 
Asuras were burnt by his refulgence and were reduced to ashes- 
in the course of that battle making the heaven-dwellers attain 

unparalleled delight. They eulogised Aditi and the sun-god, the 
source of the mass of refulgence. They regained the lost rights 
and their due shares in the sacrifice. 

47. Lord Sun too exercised his rights. Enveloped by his 
rays beneath and above like the blossoms of Kadamba he 

resembled a ball of fire. His physical form appeared clearly. 

Jhe sages said: 

46. How did the sun-god, later on, attain the shining form 
like the globular blossoms of the Kadamba? O lord of the 
universe, recount it to us. 

BrahmS said: 

49. After bowing to him and propitiating him, the Pra- 
japati Tvastr Vifvakarma, gave his daughter Samjfia to the 
Sun-god* 

50. The lord of the rays begot three children of her, two 
highly blessed sons and a daughter, VamunA. 

51. The sun-god scorched the three worlds consisting of 
the mobile and immobile beings with his abundant refulgence. 

52. Seeing the form of the sun-god like a ball of fire and 
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unable to bear the excessive splendour, Samjfia spoke to her 
shadow—Chaya. 

■SatfijHd said: 

53. O splendid lady, welfare unto you. 1 shall go to my 
father’s house. At my bidding you stay there itself without 
being affected in the least. 

54. These two boys of mine and this fairoomplexioned 
daughter should be brought up by you. This secret should not 
be divulged to the lord at any rate. 

•ChdyS said: 

55. Unless I am seized by tresses, until I am cursed 1 shall 
never reveal your secret. You may go wherever you have desire 
to go. 

56-57. Assured thus Samjfia went to the abode of her father. 
She continued to stay in her father’s house for a thousand years. 
Frequently pressed by her father to return to her husband she 
assumed the form of a mare and went to the northern Kurus. 

58-61. O excellent brahmins, desisting from food the 
chaste lady performed a penance there. 

When Samjfia had gone off to her father’s place, Chaya 
who had assumed her form abided by her instructions and 
approached the sun-god. Taking her to be Samjfia, the sun- 
god begot of her two sons and a daughter. The Earthly Samjfia 
(i.e. Chaya) did not show as much affection to the children 

bom before as she showed to her own children. Manu (the 
elder son) did not mind it but Yam a (the younger son did 
not brook It. 

62. Afflicted in many ways by his step-mother he became 
extremely sad. Whether it was due to anger or to childishness 
or to the force of his inevitable future he threatened her with 
his lifted foot but he did not let it fall on her form. 

ChSyi said: 

63, Since you have threatened your father’s wife senior 
to you (in age), this foot of yours will undoubtedly fall off. 
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Brahmd said: 

64. Yama became extremely afflicted in mind due to that 
cune. Accompanied by Maim, that righteous soul intimated 
everything to his father. 

Yama said: 
* 

65-66. O lord, our mother does not treat us with equal 
affection. Leaving off the elder ones she desires to nourish the 
younger ones with devoted love. Of course the foot was lifted 
up but it did not touch her body; whether this was due to my 
childishness or delusion it behoves you to forgive the same. 

67. O father, I, the son, have been cursed by this mother in. 
great anger. Hence, O foremost one among those who blaze, I 
do not consider her as my true mother. 

68. O lord of rays, think of the ways and means whereby,, 
your grace, my foot may not fall off as a result of my mother’s 
curse. 

Tht Sun-god said: 

69. O son, certainly a great reason must lie behind this 
affair since you, conversant with virtue and holy rites, have 
been swayed by wrath. 

70. There arc remedies for all curses but there is none to 
ward off the curse of one’s mother. 

71. It is not possible to negative the curse of your mother. 
But I shall do something to attenuate the effects of the curse, 

72. Worms will take offflesh from your foot and go down 
to the earth. Thereby your mother’s curse will be carried out 
and you will also be saved, 

73-74. Aditya said toChaya:—“When the sons are equal 
why did you treat one with more affection? Certainly, you are 
not the real mother: Saihjfti has gone away somewhere. A real 
mother will not curse her children even if they are worthless 
fools. 

75. Afraid of being cursed by Sungod she who had been 
avoiding it so far, revealed herself to him. 
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76. On hearing that, the tun-god went to hit father-in-law. 
(Tva?|r) of holy rites, honoured the sun-god of great 

splendour. As the god appeared at the point of burning him up 
in hh wrath, he pacified him. 

ViSsakarmi said: 

77. This form of yours, permeated by excessive refulgence 
is unbearable. Unable to bear it, Sarfijfia is performing a pen¬ 
ance now in the forest. 

78. Today you will see her. Of auspicious conduct she 
is performing a penance for your gentler forms and features, in 
the forest. 

79. Brahma’s statement has been heard by me. O lord, if 
it pleases you, I shall make your form more lovely and glossy, 
O lord of heaven. 

BrahmS said : 

80-81. Thereupon the sun-god said to Tvajtr ‘So be it*. 
Permitted by the sun-god Vi jvakarmi mounted him on his lathe 
in the Sakadvipa and began to whet the disc that had been 
originally circular and rough. 

82. When the sun, the central pivot of the worlds, began 
to rotate, the Earth along with the oceans, mountains and 
forests rose up into the sky. 

83. O brahmins, O highly blessed ones, the entire firma¬ 
ment including the moon, planets and stars came tumbling as 
if pulled down and agitated. 

84. Waters of oceans splashed up. The great mountains 
crumbled down with their rows of ridges broken up and 
scattered. 

85. The abodes having Dhruva the Pole Star for their 
support came down, O excellent sages, as the cords of rays that 
held them together, snapped. 

86. Thousands of huge clouds were tossed up by gusts of 
wind as they fell and whirled about with great velocity. They 
rumbled terribly as they were shattered to pieces. 

87. O excellent sages, with the Earth, sky and nether 
regions whirling about along with the rotating Sungod the 
entire cosmos became excessively agitated at that time. 
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/ 88. On seeing the three, worlds thus whirled about, the 
aelestiaL sages and Devas eulogised the sun-god alongwi thfirahma. 
• 89-92. "You are the primordial lord of Devas; You are 
bom for the prosperity of Earth. You stand by in three forms 
at the time of creation, sustenance and dissolution. Hail to you, 
O lord of Universe, O Sun-god, O bestower of virtue.” 
. As the lord was being whetted and scraped Indra and other 
Devas eulogised thus 

"O lord, O lord of the universe, be victorious, O lord of 
cosmos, be victorious”. 

The seven sages, Vasiffha, Atri and others eulogised him by 
various hymns. They said: "Hail, Hail”. 

The Valakhilyas1 2 too eulogised sun-god by their excellent 
worlds and passages of the Vedas. 

93-96. Ahgiras and others were extremely joyous and they 
eulogised Sungod who was being whetted. 

"O lord, you bring salvation to those who are desirous of 
liberation. You are the object of meditation for those who 
meditate. You are the goal of all living beings following 
the section of the Vedas on Rituals. O lord of Devas, you are 
worthy of being worshipped. O lord of worlds, may we achieve 
welfare. May we the bipeds have welfare. Let welfare befall 
the quadrupeds.” 

The Vidyadharas, Yak§as, Raksasas and Nagas joined their 
palms in reverence. With heads bent they made obeisance to 
Sun-god, They uttered different words pleasing to ears and 
minds. 

97-100. "May your splendour be bearable to the living 
beings. O sanctifier of living beings.” 

Then Haha, Huhu, Narada and Tumburu* all experts in 
the art of music—began to sing in praise of Sun-god. They 
were experts in $adja, Madhyama and Gandhara notes. Their 

1. Viiakkilyas—tixty thousand hermits of the size of half a thumb live 
in the talar region. Wearing hides of animal* they travel in front of the sun in 
the shape of birds. 

2. Hfihi HOhfl, N&rada and Tumburu were distinguished musicians in 
Ancient World. Puranic literature is full of their anecdotes. Similarly, Vifvfid, 
GhfULcI, Urvafl, TilottamA, MenaU, SahajanyS and Rambhfi were Celestial' 
courtezans highly skilled in the art of instrumental music. 
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songs were pleasing by virtue of their soft Modulation! intona¬ 
tion (beating of time and mode of performance). 

While Sungod, lord of the worlds, was being whetted, the 
■celestial damsels danced. They were Vilvaci, Ghjlaci, Urvasi, 
Tilottama, Menaka, Sahajanya and Rambha, the most excel¬ 
lent one among the celestial nymphs. 

101-102. They showed various gestures and dancing tricks. 
Emotions were tickled by their poise, elegant movements and 
seductive twists. 

Various musical instruments such as lutes, flutes, gongs, 
-drums of diverse kinds such as Panavas, Pu;karas, Mrdangas, 
Patahas, Anakas and Dundubhis, and hundreds and thousands 

■of conches were played. 
103. A great tumult arose as they were singing, dancing 

and playing on instruments such as Turyas and Vaditras. 
’Gandharvas and Apsaras raised their pleasing sounds every¬ 
where. 

104. Then, with their palms joined in reverence, with 
their bodies bending low with devotion, the deities made 

■obeisance, even as the thousand-rayed Sun-god was being 
whetted. 

105. Amidst that sonorous din, in the assembly of living 

beings, Visvakarma went on whetting slowly and steadily. 
106. The Sun-god was whetted carefully and skilfully up 

to the knees by Vifvakarma. He did not approve of further 
whetting. Hence, he was brought down from the lathe. 

107. As the surplus refulgence was shed off, the unbearable 
.form vanished. It increased in pleasing lustre and attractive 
shape. 

108-109. By listening to this story of whetting of Sungod 
who is the cause of seasons when snow falls, clouds shower water 
and heat increases and who is praised by Siva, the lotus-seated 
Brahma and Vispu, one goes to the world of Sungod at the 

final departure from this world. 
Thus it was, O excellent sages, that Sun-god took birth 

formerly. His excessively beautiful form has already been 

recounted by me. 
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CHAPTER THIRTYONE 

One Hundred and Eight Names of Sun-God 

The sages said : 

1-2. Please tell us more stories about Sun-god. Listening: 
to the pleasing stories we never reach the point of satiety. The 
Sungod is brilliant. He has great refulgence like that of mass of 
fire. O lord, we wish to know this—whence is the greatness and. 
power of that god ? 

Brahmd said : 

3-4. When the worlds were enveloped in darkness, when, 
mobile and immobile beings perished at the outset, the 
cosmic intellect was bom of Primordial Nature. It was the cause- 
of the attributes. Ego, the activiser of great elements, was bom. 
thereof. Then wind, fire, waters, Ether and Earth originated. 
Thereafter, the (Cosmic) Egg was born. 

5. It is in this Egg that these seven worlds are founded- 
The Earth is inclusive of seven continents and seven oceans. 

6. Lord Vi?nu, lord Siva and I (Brahma) were stationed 
there alone. All of us were deluded by all-enveloping darkness. 
We were meditating on the supreme god. 

7. Thereafter, Sun-god the dispeller of darkness, the deity 
of great brilliance, appeared. Then he was recognized as Savitr 
(Sun-god) by us by our Yogic power of meditation. 

8. After realising him as the Supreme Soul we eulogised, 
him by means of divine hymns. 

9. Prayer: You are the primordial lord ofDevas. By your 
power of lordship you are called If vara. You are the first 
maker of all living beings. You are the cause of daylight and. 
the lord of Devas. 

10. You are the enlivener of all living beings. Devas,. 
Gandharvas, R&kgasas, sages, Kinnaras, Siddhas, Nagas and. 
birds. 

11. You are Brahma, Siva, Vipju. You are Praj&pati. You. 
are the wind god, Indra, Moon, Sun-god and Varuga. 

12. You arc time, the creator, annihilator and sustainer- 
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You are the lord. You are the rivers, oceans, mountains, lightn¬ 
ing and Rainbow. 

13-14. You are (the cause of) dissolution and origin. You 
are Eternal, manifest and uiunanifest. Beyond Ifvara is Know¬ 
ledge. Beyond Knowledge is Siva. You alone arc the lord, 
greater than Siva. You are ParamcSvara. You have the extre¬ 
mities of feet and hands all round. You have eyes, hands and 
mouths all round. 

15. You have thousand rays, thousand faces, thousand feet 
and thousand eyes. You are the cause of Elements. You are the 
worlds Bhu, Bhuvab, Svah, Mahar, Satya, Tapas and Jana. 

16. The form that the leading Devas praise is divine, 
brilliant, and difficult to comprehend. It dazzles, it illuminates- 
the world. Obeisance to you. 

17. The form that you possess is resorted to by Devas and 
Siddhas. You are eulogised by Bhrgu, Atri, Pulaha and others. 
Your form is extremely uiunanifest. Obeisance to you. 

18. The form that you possess is comprehensible to those- 
who know the Vedas. It is accompanied by omniscience. You 
are the overlord of all Devas. Obeisance to you. 

19. The form that you possess is identical with the world. 
It is the creator of Universe. It is worshipped by Fire-god and 
Devas. It is stationed everywhere, yet incomprehensible. 
Obeisance to you. 

20. The form that you possess is greater than sacrifice, 
greater than the Veda, greater than the world, greater than 
heaven. It is famous as the supreme soul. Obeisance to you. 

21. The form that you possess isunrealisable, unobservable 
and unchanging. It is not realized in meditation. It has neither 
a beginning nor an end. Obeisance to you. 

22. Obeisance to the causes. Obeisance to you who liberate 
from sins. Obeisance to you honoured by Aditi. Obeisance to- 
you who dispel ailments. 

23. Obeisance, obeisance to you who bestow boons. Obeis¬ 
ance to you who bestow happiness. Obeisance, obeisance to 
you who bestow riches. Obeisance, obeisance to you who- 

bestow intellect, 
24. When eulogised thus, the lord assuming the brilliant 
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form expressed inauspicious worlds—"what boon shall be given 
to you ?". 

4f 

F 4 

Devos said : 
a 

25. "O lord, none will be tempted to bear this excessively 
brilliant form of yours, For the welfare of the world, may that 
form become bearable." 

26. Saying “Let it be so,” the Sungodthe cause of all 
creation began to bestow heat, rain and snow for the fulfilment 
of all worldly affairs. 

27. Ever since, the adherents of Sahkhya, Yoga and other 
systems of thought who seek salvation meditate on you who are 
seated in heart. 

28. Even if a man is devoid of good traits, even if he is 
imbued with heinous sins, he surmounts all by resorting to 
your feet. 

29. The holy rite of Agnihotra, Vedas and sacrifices where¬ 
in much wealth is distributed as gifts do not deserve even a 
sixteenth part of devout obeisance of the devotee being offered 
to you. 

30. Devotees resort to you who are on a par with the 
greatest of all holy centres, the most auspicious of all auspicious 
things and the holiest of all holy objects. 

31. Those who bow down to you, who are eulogised by 
Indra and others are liberated from sins and go to your world. 

The sages said: 

32. O Brahma, for a very long time we had been cherishing 
this desire to hear. Tell us the hundred and eight names of 
Sun-god which had previously been mentioned by you. 

(■ 

Brakmh said: 

33. O brahmins, even as I recount to you the hundred and 
eight names of the Sungod, they constitute a great secret which 
yields celestial pleasures and salvation. 

One Hundred and Eight Names of Sun-God 

34-45. (1) Sflrya (2) Aryaman (noble-splendoured) (3) 
3h%ga (fortune) (4) Tva^r (5) Pu$an (nourisher) (6) Arka (7) 
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Savitr (one who begets subjects) (8) Ravi (9) Gabhastiman 
(possessed of rays) (10) Aja (unborn) (11) Kala (Time) (12) 

Mftyu (Death) (13) Dhatr (creator) (14) Prabhakara (cause 
of lustre) (15) Identical with Earth (16) Water (17) Fire (18) 
Ether (19) Wind (20) Parayana (the greatest resort) (21) 
Soma (Moon) (22) Byhaspati (Jupiter) (23) Sukra (Venus) 
(24) Budha (Mercury) (25) Angaraka (Mars) (26) Indra (27) 
Vivasvan (possessing riches) (28) Diptamsu (having bright 
rays) (29) Suci (pure) (30) Sauri (31) Sanaiicara (Saturn) 
(32) Brahma (33) Vi$nu (34) Rudra (35) Skanda (36) Vai- 
fravana (Kubera) (37) Yama. (38) Vaidyuta (lightning) (39) 
Jathara Agni (gastric fire) (40)Aindhana (fuelfire)(41)Tcja- 
sam Pati (Lord of brilliance) (42) Dharmadhvaja (banner of 
Virtue) (43) Ve dak art a (creator of the Vedas) (44) Vedaiiga 
(ancillary of the Vedas) (45) Vcdavahana (having Vedas 
for Vehicle) (46) Krta (47) Treta (48) Dvapara (49) Kali (50) 
Sarvamara£raya (support of all immortal beings) (51) Identi¬ 
cal with time units such as Kala, Kasfha, Muhurta, K$apa 
(night) Yamas, and K;anas (52) Samvatsarakara (cause of 
the year) (53) Aivattha (holy fig tree) (54) Kalacakra 
(Wheel of Time) (55) Vibhavasu (having lustre as riches) (56) 
Sa£vatapuru$a (permanent Being) (57) Yogin (58) Vyaktavy- 
akta (Manifest and Unmanifest) (59) Sanatana (Eternal) (60) 
Kaladhyak$a (Presiding deity of Time) (61) Prajidhyak$a 
(lord of subjects) (62) ViSvakarma (of universal activities) 
(63) Tamonuda (dispeller of darkness) (64) Varupa (65) 
Sagaraxiija (part of the Sea) (66) Jimuta (cloud) (67) Jivana 
(enlivener) (68) Ariha (destroyer of enemies) (69) Bhutairaya 
(support of Elements) (70) Bhutapati (Lord of living be- 
ings) (71) Sarvalokanamaskrta (bowed by all the worlds) 
(72) Srastf (creator) (73) Vivartaka (transformer) (74) 
Yajfii (Possessor of sacrifices) (75) Sarvasya Adi (cause of all) 
(76) Alolupa (non-greedy (77) Ananta (without an end) 
(78) Kapila (79) Bhanu (80) K&mada (bestower of desires) 
(81) Sarvatomukha (having faces all round) (82) Jaya (Vic¬ 
torious) (83) Viiala (extensive) (84) Varada (bestower of boons) 
(85) Sarvabhfitahitarata (engaged in the welfare of all living 
beings) (86) Manafe (mind) (87) Suparpa (88) Bhutadi 
(cause of elements) (89) Slghraga (moving fast) (90) Prana- 
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■dh&rana (sustainer of life) (91) Dhanvantari (92) Dhumaketu 
(comet) (93) Adideva (first lord) (94) Aditeb Sutab (Son 

-of Aditi) (95) Dvadafatma (having twelve forms) (96) Ravi 
(97) Dakga (Efficient) (98) Pita, M&ti, Pitamaha (father, 

mother, grandfather) (99) Svargadv&ra (gateway to heaven) 
(100) Prajidv&ra (entrance to the Subjects) (101) Mok?a~ 

■dvara (entrance to Salvation) (102) Trivigjapa (heaven) (103) 
Dehakarth (creator of the body) (104) Praiantatma (of calm 
-soul) (105) Viivatma (soul of the universe) (106) ViSvatomukha 
-(having faces all round) (107) Caracarhtmh SuksmStma (the 
-subtle soul of the mobile and immobile beings (108) Maitreya 
Karunanvita (son of Mitra endowed with mercy). 

46. O excellent sages, this is the beautiful hymn of one 
-hundred and eight names of the S ungod of unmeasured 
-splendour. He is worthy of being glorified. It has thus been 
Tccountedby me. 

47-49. For the welfare of all I make my obeisance to the 
sun-god who is served by Devas, manes and Yakgas, who is 
-saluted by Asuras, moon and Siddhas, and who has the lustre of 
gold and fire. 

The man who reads this hymn with great concentration 
at sunrise shall obtain sons, wives, riches, heaps of precious 
gems, faculty of remembering previous birth, perpetual memory 
and the finest of intellects. 

The man who repeats this prayer of the most excellent of 
Devas, with pure mind and concentration, is liberated from 
-conflagration of miseries and ocean of sorrows. He obtains all 
•objects of his desire. 

CHAPTER THIRTYTWO 

Penance of Until 
■ 

Brahms said: 
1-3. The omnipresent lord Rudra who was famous as the 

-enemy of the three cities1 the three-eyed, beloved of Uma, and 

1, Tripuriri—Siv* who destroyed three cities of gold, diver and iron in 
She sky, air and earth built for Asurai-by Maya. 
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moon-crested drove out all Devas, Siddhas, Vidy&dharas 
<jandharvas, Yak? as. Nag as and sages who had assembled at 
Dak^a’s sacrifice. The lord destroyed sacrifice which was in 
progress, which had all the requisite materials fully stocked, 
including precious gems (as gifts to the priests). 

4. O brahmins, Indra, and other gods were frightened by 
his valorous exploits. They could not desire peace and tran¬ 
quility. They sought refuge in heart. 

5-6. O excellent sages, it is this lord who is present in the 
holy centre, Ekamraka in the land of Utkala. He is the trident- 
bearing full-bannered lord who bestows boons. He is the 
Pinaka-armed lord who destroyed the sacrifice of Dak?a. He is 

■clad in the hide of Elephant and bestows all desires. 

The sages said: 

7. Why did lord Siva who is interested in the welfare of 
all living beings, destroy Dak$a’s sacrifice adorned by Devas, 
Yaksas, Gandharvas and others? 

8. O lord, we think that the reason thereof cannot be 
insignificant. We wish to hear this account. Our eagerness is 
inordinate. 

Brahmi said: 

9. Daksa had eight daughters who were living with their 
husbands. The father once invited them at house and honoured 
them. 

10-13. O brahmins, honoured well by him, they stayed 
on in the house of their father. The eldest of them was Satl, 
the wife of lord Siva. Dak$a had not invited her because lord 
Siva never bowed to Daksa. As he stood in natural brilliance 
he never offered obeisance to his father-in-law. Sad came to 
know that her sisters had arrived at their father's house. Al¬ 
though she was .not invited she too went to her father’s abode. 
The father accorded her a welcome less ardent than that ex¬ 
tended to others because she was not J liked by him. The gentle 
lady who was infuriated on this count said to her father in 
anger. 
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Sati said: 

14. O Lord, indeed, I am more excellent than my younger 
sisters. Why don’t you honour me? Considering my position, 
you have totally neglected me and I stand despised. Being the 
eldest and the most excellent I deserve welcome from you. 

Brakmtt said: 

15-19. Addressed thus, Daksa spoke to her with his eyes, 
turned red. 

Dakga said: 

My younger daughters are more excellent, greater and 
more worthy of welcome than. you. O Sati, their husbands are 
honoured and respected by me. They are far greater than the 
three-eyed lord. They have realized Brahman. They perform 
holy rites. They are great Yogins and righteous. They are 
superior to Siva and more worthy of praise. My excellent sons- 
in-law are—Vasistha, Atri, Pulastya, Angiras, Pulaha, Kratu, 
Bhrgu and Marici. Siva contends with them always and they 
too vie with him. Siva indeed is antagonistic to me. Hence, 
I do not encourage you.” 

20. So said Daksa with a deluded mind which provoked 
her curse on him and the sages. Thus addressed, the infuriated 
Sad spoke to her father: 

Sati said: 

21. Since you rebuke and disrespect him who is undefiled 
verbally, mentally and physically 1 eschew this body, O father, 
that has originated from you. 

Brahmd said: 

22. Due to that insult Sad was infuriated. She felt miser¬ 
able. After bowing to the self-bom lord Sati uttered these 
words: 

Sati said: 

23* Where I am going to be reborn, may I be bom right¬ 
eous and undeluded with a refulgent physical body. I should 
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attain the status of the virtuous wife of the intelligent three* 
eyed lord. 

Brahma said: 

24*25. The infuriated gentle lady seated herself there 
alone and entered into self*mcditation. She performed the rite 
of Agneyi Dharana1 within her soul. The soul being raised from 
all limbs, went out of the body. Urged by the wind, fire emerg¬ 
ed from all limbs and reduced her body to ashes. 

26. On hearing about the death of Satl and the factual 
cause thereof, the trident-bearing lord Siva was very angry and 
prompted to destroy Daksa. 

Siva said: 

27-28. Since Satl who had come suddenly was insulted 
and since the other daughters were praised along with their 
husbands, these great sages, O Dakga, will be bom in the 
Vaivasvata Manvantara in your second sacrifice as persons not 
born of a womb. 

29-32. After pronouncing the curse on the seven sages he 
cursed Daksa: 

You will become a human king in the Gak^uta Man¬ 
vantara as the grandson of Praclnabarhis and the son of 
pracetas. 

You will be bom of Mfiri;a the daughter of the trees when 
Caksuga Manvantara arrives. You will be known as Dakga. 
O Suvrata, I shall frequently put obstacles in your way at that 
time also 

33-35. Daksa who was thus cursed, cursed Rudra in 
return. 

Dak fa said‘ 

O ruthless one, since you have cursed even the sages on 
account of my activities, the brahmins will not worship you in 

1. Agaeyf DhdragS. A yogi could reduce hii body to ashes by the process 
of Yoga. Compare Kitidftsa. “Yogeninte taafityqim”. The kings of Ragbn 
dynasty used to bum up their bodies by taking recourse to Yoga. In this pro- 
cqg, the yogi feelmo pain while his body is aflame with fire. It is said that the 
fire becomes as cool as the moon tillhis whole body is reduced to ariies. 
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any sacrifice along with Devas. After pouring ghee for you in 
the holy rites, O cruel deity, they shall touch water. Abandoning 
heaven, you will stay here alone in the world till that age comes 
to a close. Thereafter, you will never be worshipped on the 
Earth together with Devas. 

Rudra said: 

36'38. Devas and others who partake of shares in sacrifice 
will be bound by the discipline of four castes. Hence, X shall 
not take food with them. I shall take food separately. The 
world of the Earth is the first among the worlds. Atone and 
single-handed I sustain it at my will and not at your behest. 
When it is supported the other worlds abide perpetually. Hence 
I stay here always out of my own accord and not at your 
bidding. 

Brahma said: 

39. Thereafter, Daksa who was cursed by Rudra of un¬ 
measured splendour left off his body as the son of the self born 
lord and was reborn among human beings. 

40. At that time, lord Dak$a, the lord of sacrifices per¬ 
formed all sacrifices along with the gods. He worshipped them 
by means of sacrifices as a householder. 

41. The king of mountains begot of Mena, a daughter 
called Uina, in the Vaivasvata Manvantara. She had previously 
been Satl. 

42. That girl had been Satl formerly. Later on, she was 
bom as Uma. She became the wife of Rudra. 

43-49. Rudra is never left off by her as long as he wishes 
for an abode in the course of Manvantaras. 

The following gentle ladies never forsake their husbands:— 
Goddess Aditi always follows Kafyapa, son of Marici. Sri is 
always with N&r&yana. Sad follows Indra, KIrti follows Visuu, 
U?a follows Sun. Arundhati follows Vasi?lha. 

Similarly, in the Caksusa Manvantara Dakqa was bom as 
the son of Pracetas and grandson of Pracinabarhi?. He was 
bom as a king. He was bom of M&ri$a and Pracetas. It is heard 
by us that he took his second birth due to the curse of Rudra. 
The great sages, Bhrgu and others were bom at first in die 
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Treta Yoga in the Vaivasvata Manvantara in the course of 
sacrifice of the great lord who had assumed the body ofVanina. 
They repented remorsefully in the course of their subsequent 
birth as a result of the mutual curse of Dak?a and lord Siva. 

50. Never can a creature gain glory by enmity. It is never 
conducive to prosperity even if he takes another birth because 
he is always affected by both auspicious and inauspicious 
things. No enmity should be pursued by one who knows this. 

The sages said: 

51 -54. How did Sati the daughter of Daksa come to be 
bom in the abode of the lord of the mountains after racing off 
her body in anger? How did she have a body in the later life? 
How was she united with Rudra? How did they converse 
together? How did the Syayaravara marriage happen in that 
hoary past? O lord of the universe, how was that marriage full 
of wonderful incidents, celebrated? O Brahma, it behoves you 
to narrate all this in detail. We wish to hear that meritorious 
story which is extremely delightful to the mind. 

55. O leading sages, listen to the story that is destructive 
of sins. Listen to the story of Uma and Siva. It is a story that 
bestows desirable benefits. 

56. Once Himavan asked Kasyapa the most excellent of 
human beings who had arrived at his abode, about the various 
happenings in the world, conducive to welfare and glory. 

57. “By what means are the ever-lasting worlds and great 
glory obtained? How is the state of being worthy of worship by 
good men attained? Mention it to me, O sage.” 

Kaiyapa said'. 

58. O mighty one, all this is obtained through a child. 
My all-round glory is due to my children. So also in regard to 
Brahma and the sages. 

59. Don’t you see this yourself, O lord of mountains, 
wherefore do you ask me? O lord of mountains I shall recount 
what happened previously in the manner it was seen by me. 

60. While Lwas once going to Varanasi I saw a brand 
new and divine aerial chariot stationed in the sky. It was un¬ 
paralleled and magnificent. 
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61. Beneath it in a hollow spot I heard the shout of agony. 
I knew it by my power of penance. I stood there hiding myself. 

62. Then, O leading lord of mountains, a brahmin who 
was pure and who observed virtuous rites came there. He was 
purified by ablution in the holy waters. He was in the midst of 
a great penance. 

63. As he was going along, the brahmin was extremely 
frightened by a tiger. O lord of mountains, he entered the spot 
where there was a hollow pit. 

64. That distressed brahmin then saw his departed ance¬ 
stors hanging by a Virana reed beneath the pit. He asked them 
who seemed to be highly dispirited. 

The Brahmin said : 

65. O sinless ones, pray, who arc you ? You are hanging 
down suspended upside down in the Virata reed. You are 
dispirited. By what means, is your liberation possible ? 

The Pitfs said : 

66. We arc your forefathers, grandfathers and great-grand¬ 
fathers. You had performed meritorious deeds. But we are 
afflicted by your wicked action. 

67. O highly blessed one, this is a hell stationed here in 
the form of this hollow pit. You are the Virana reed, we hang 
on to you. 

68. O brahmin, wc can stay, only as long as you live. When 
you arc dead we will be falling into the hell; we are sinful. 

69. If you marry and beget a virtuous son, we will be 
liberated from this sin thereby. 

70. O son, it cannot be by any other means whether penance 
or the fruit of pilgrimage to holy centres. O highly intelligent 
one, do this and redeem us, your forefathers, from our fear. 

KaSyapa said : 

71 -73. He promised, saying—“So be it.” He propitiated 
the bull-bannered lord, redeemed his forefathers from their fear 
and became the lord’s attendant. By the name of Suvefa he 
became a favourite of Rudra. He became the chief of Ganas of 
Rudra, approved of by all and devoid of dirt. 
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Hence, O lord of mountains, perform a severe penance and 
beget a virtuous child, a fair-complexioned daughter. 

BrakmS said: 

74. Thus advised by the sage, the lord of mountains took 
up holy observances and performed an unparalleled penance, I 
was pleased thereby. 

75. I rushed to him and said :—“I am the bestower of 
boons. O lord of mountains, of good holy rites, 1 am delighted 
at this penance. Tell me what you want. 

The Himavan said : 

76. O lord, if you are pleased with me grant me this boon. 
I wish for a son adorned by all good qualities. 

BrakmS said : 

77. O brahmins, on hearing those words of the king of 
mountains, I granted him the boon the object of his wish. 

Brahma said: 

78-81. O lord of mountains of good holy rites, a daughter 
will be bora to you as a result of this penance. By virtue of 
your favour you will obtain splendid fame. You will be worshipp¬ 
ed by all Devas. You will be surrounded by crores of holy 
centres and sacred rivers. She will be your eldest daughter. Two 
other splendid daughters shall follow her. 

Brahma said : 

After saying this 1 vanished there itself. In due course of time 
the lord of the mountains begot of Mena three daughters 
Aparna, Ekaparna and Ekapatala. 

82-86. These daughters performed greatpenance. Ekaparna 
ate a leaf of the holy fig tree in the course of a thousand years. 
Ekapatala ate one leaf of the Pafala tree in the course of a thou¬ 
sand years. Their penance continued for a hundred thousand 
years. It was such a penance as could not be performed by 
either Devas or Danavas. 

Aparna completely abstained from food. Her mother said to 
her forbidding such a course. She was distressed due to her 
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motherly affection.. She said “U ma” (O, not). The gentle 
lady who performed such a difficult penance was thus addressed 
by her mother. Hence, she became known by that name. She 
was honoured by Devas. 

87. Thus the universe of mobile and immobile beings had 
this noble set of the three virgins. The story of the austerities 
of these virgins will be told as long as the Earth lasts. 

88. All those three maidens adopted Yogic means. Penance 
itself sustained their bodies. All of them were highly blessed. 
All of them had perpetual youth. 

89. They are the mothers of worlds and celibate ladies. By 
means of penance they bless the worlds. 

90. The fair-com.pl exioned Uma was the eldest and the 
most excellent among them. She was endowed with great Yogic 
power. She went over to Great Lord as his spouse. 

91. (?) Dattaka was the son of US anas. His son was a 
scion of family of Bhrgu. Ekaparna bore a son Devala to him. 

92. The third of those girls Ekapafala approached Jai- 
gl$avya, son of Alarka as his spouse. 

93-94. Saiikha and Likhita are known as her two sons not 
born of the womb. 

Uma the fair-complexioncd lady performed penance. Observ¬ 
ing that all the three worlds were fumigated by her penance 
and Yogic practice I spoke to her : 

95. “O goddess, O splendid lady, why do you scorch all 
worlds by austerities ? This entire visible world has been creat¬ 
ed by you. Once you have made it do not destroy it. 

96. Indeed, you sustain these worlds by your own splend¬ 
our. O mother of the universe, be pleased with us. Tell me what 
is it that is sought by you ? 

The goddess said : 

97. O Sire, you know whatfor I am engaged in the per¬ 
formance of this penance. Then why do you ask ? 

Brahmd said: 

98. Then I spoke to her—O splendid lady, he for whom 
you perform this penance, will approach you here itself and will 
woo you. 
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99. O splendid lady, Siva the most excellent of the lords 
of all worlds is your husband. All of us are his servants the most 
submissive ones. 

100-101. O goddess, that lord of Devas himself will 
approach you. He is the self-born lord of elegant form. His 
external features may seem deformed but there is no one equal 
in handsome features to him. My lord is a resident of the world 
of mountains. He is the primordial lord of mobile and immobile 
beings. He is incomprehensible and immeasurable. Without the 
crescent moon whose lustre is like that of Indra he appears to 
have assumed a terrifying form. 

CHAPTER THIRTYTHREE 

Testing of Parvati 

Srakm&said : 

1-8. Devas rushed to Parvati and said : “O goddess, 
Siva, that lord of Devas, by whom you have been created and 
who cannot remain without you, shall be your husband. Do 
not perform penance.” Thereafter, O brahmins, Devas circum¬ 
ambulated her and vanished. She stopped her activities of 
penance and resorted to the Aioka tree that grew at the ent¬ 
rance of her hermitage. 

At that time, lord Siva who dispels the agony of Devas 
came there. The moon constituted the ornamental mark on 
his forehead. He had assumed a deformed body short in stature 
and simian in features. His nose was split and the hair was 
tawny. He was hump-backed too. With twisted contracted 
face he said— ‘O gentle lady, I woo you*. 

Uma who had achieved Yogic power knew that it was 
Siva who had come. She honoured and worshipped him with 
Arghya, PAdya and Madhuparka1 (water for washing the feet 

1. Madhupafka. A mixture of honey, milk, curd and butter u an offer¬ 
ing to a guest specially to a bridegroom when he first arrive* at the bride's 
house. ** 
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and materials of greeting). Respectful to brahmins she offered 
flowers to that brahmin. With her mind purified by inner 
emotional fervour and desirous of obtaining his mercy through 
her activities she spoke : 

The goddess said : 

9-10. “O lord, I am not free. I have my father and mother. 
O leading brahmin, 1 am only a simple girl. My father alone 
is competent to give me away. Go to my father, the prosperous 
lord of the mountains and request him. O brahmin, if he 
gives me to you that is acceptable to me also”. 

Brafimd said : 

11. Then the lord approached the king of mountains with 
the same deformed body and said, “O lord of mountains, give 
me your daughter.” 

12. At the sight of his deformed body he understood that 
he was the eternal Rudra. Dispirited because he was afraid of 
his curse he spoke 

The lord of mountains said : 

13-14 O lord, I do not insult or disrespect the brahmins. 
They are gods on the Earth*. O highly intelligent one, hear 
what had already been thought of and desired by us. I am 
arranging SvayartioarcP of my daughter. My plan has been 
approved by the brahmins.2 * 4 Whomsoever she may choose he 
will become her husband. 

2. The line* indicate the position which the Brihmigu had attained 

during the age of Pur&ua*. The term Bh&deva a* the synonym of a BrUunapa 

supports the view that like the consecrated monarch the Br&hmana was consi¬ 

dered to be a deity. Compare verse 48 of this chapter where P&rvatl tell* the 

crocodile to spare the Br&hmaua boy because Brihmana* were favourite to her, 
and again in verse 55 where she says, “I consider Br&hmagas to be most excellent 

among castes.” 
S. SpqjHUfuwa—Self-choice, the election of a husband by a princess or 

daughter of a Kjatriya at a public assembly of suitor*. 

4. This shows that the consent of Brfthmapa* (clergymen) was neces¬ 

sary for holding Svayatfcvara where s princes could select a husband of her 

own choice. 
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15. On hearing the words of the mountain lord, the lofty- 
minded, full-bannered lord came near the goddess and said :— 

Siva said : 

16. O gentle lady, I hear that your Svayarhvara has been 
approved by your father. O sinless lady, it is said that he whom 
you choose therein will be your husband. 

17. Hence, O good-faced lady, I shall take leave of you 
and go. You are inaccessible to me. Leaving off a handsome 
person how can you woo one tike me ? 

Brahma said : 

18-20. Thus addressed by him she pondered over what he 
had said. Realising her mental emotion directed towards Rudra, 
as well as the clarity of her mind, she said to the lord of Devas— 
“Do not misunderstand me. 1 shall woo you. It is by no means 
surprising. O lord, if at all you have feelings of suspicion about 
me, I shall woo you here itself, O highly blessed one. You are 
already present in my mind,” 

Brahma said : 

21-22. Parvatl stood there with a bunch of flowers in her 
hands, placed it on Siva's shoulders and said “You have been 
chosen.” 

Thereupon, the lord, who was chosen by Parvatl spoke as 
if resuscitating the ASoka. 

Siva said : 

23-28. Since I have been wooed with holy bunch of flowers 
you will have no old age. You will become immortal. Your 
form is loveable. Your flowers are lovely. You bestow love. 
You are my favourite. You will be a steadfast beloved of Devas. 
You will always possess flowers that will serve as your orna¬ 
ments. You will be having flowers that will yield fruits which 
you will eat as food. You will smell as nectar. You will liavc 
sweet scents. You will be devoid of fear. Extremely liappy you 
will traverse worlds. Henceforth, the hermitage will be known 
as Citraku$a. The seeker of merit who comes to this hermitage 
will attain the benefit of a horse-sacrifice. He who dies here 
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will go to the world of Brahma. He who performing holy 
rites casts off his life here shall reap the benefit of your per¬ 
forming penance. He shall be the lord of Ga^as. 

Brahmd said: 

29. After saying this, the lord, the creator of the universe, 
the lord of all living beings took leave of the daughter of 
Himavan and vanished. 

30. When the lord of unmeasured soul had gone, Parvati 
sat on a rock with her face turned to the direction where he 
had gone. 

31. With her face turned to Siva the great lord, the lord 
of worlds, she became dispirited like the night devoid of the 
moon. 

32. Then the daughter of the mountain-lord heard the 
cry of an unhappy boy in a lake near the hermitage. 

33. Siva the lord of Devas had assumed the form of a boy 
who had gone to the centre of the lake for playing. He was 
then caught by a crocodile. 

34. Adopting the Yogic Maya the cause of origin of the 
universe, he assumed that form in the middle of the lake and 
spoke thus : 

The bay said : 

35-38. Let some one protect me. I have been seized by a 
crocodile. Fie on this misery, even as a boy who has not yet 
realized his cherished desire and purpose. I am courting death 
in the jaws of this wicked crocodile. Although I am very sad 
on being seized by the crocodile I am not bewailing for myself, 
I am bewailing for my parents. On knowing that I am dead 
after being devoured by the crocodile, they who are fond of 
me, their only son, will surely cast off their lives. Alas, it is 
tragic that I, a mere boy who have not yet entered the main 
stage of life will die after being seized by a crocodile. 

Brahmd said : 

39. On hearing that cry of the distressed brahmin the 
splendid lady stood up and proceeded to that place where that 
brahmin boy happened to be. 
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40. That moon-faced lady saw the boy of handsome 
features caught in the jaws of a crocodile and trembling with 
fear. 

41. On seeing Parvatl approaching, that massive, splendid 
and glorious crocodile hastened to the middle of the lake taking 
the boy along with him. 

42. On being dragged thus, the lustrous boy cried aloud 
in distress. On seeing the boy in this miserable state that lady 
of great holy rites was distressed and spoke thus : 

Parvatl said : 

43. O king of crocodiles of great power, huge fangs and 
terrible exploit, leave of this boy who is the only son of his 
parents. Leave him off immediately. 

The crocodile said : 

44-45. O madam, he who comes within my grasp at the 
outset on the sixth day is ordained as my prey by the creator. 
O highly blessed daughter of the king of mountains, this boy 
has come to me on the sixth day. Certainly, he has been urged 
by Brahma. By no means will I release him. 

P&rvaH said: 

46. In exchange of the penance that has been performed 
by me on the peak of the Himavan, release this boy, O king of 
crocodiles, obeisance be to you. 

The crocodile said : 

47. O splendid-faced gentle lady, let there not be any was¬ 
tage of your penance over a small boy. O excellent one, do 
what I say. I shall release him then. 

48. O lord of crocodiles, speak out quickly. What is not 
repugnant to good men shall be done. Entertain no doubt 
about this, since brahmins are very favourites to me. 

The crocodile said : 

49. Offer me quickly whetever penance has been performed 
by you whether it be very little or much more. Offer the same 
to me in entirety. He shall be released then. 
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The lady said : 

50. O great crocodile of powerful grasp, everything has 
been granted to you, every thing of the merit that lias been 
acquired by me ever since my birth, leave ofTthe boy. 

Brahma said : 

51. Then the crocodile blazed on being enveloped by that 
penance. Like the sun at midday he became too dazzling to be 
seen. Delighted in mind he spoke to her. 

The crocodile said: 

52-53. O gentle lady of great holy rites, should this much 
have been done without thinking deeply ? Gathering the power 
of penance together is a sad affair. Its eschewal is not com- 
mendable. O lady of slender waist, take back your penance as 
well as this boy. I am pleased with your devotion to brahmins. 
Hence, I grant this boon unto you. Thus urged by the crocodile, 
the lady of great holy rites said :— 

Pdrvati said: 

54. O crocodile, even with my body, the brahmin should 
be assiduously protected by me. Penance can be acquired by 
me once again. But the brahmin cannot be secured once again. 

55. O great crocodile, it is after pondering over it deeply 
that the liberation of the boy has been effected by me. Penance 
is not more valuable than brahmins. I consider brahmins to 
be most excellent among castes. 

56“ O leader of crocodiles, after giving away I shall never 
retake it. It lias already been bequeathed to you. No man 
shall take back what has already been given away, crocodile. 

57. This has already been given to you by me. I am not 
going to take it back, let it rejoice within you. But, let this boy 
be released. 

Brahma said: 

58. (Decisively) told thus, that crocodile praised her, re¬ 
leased the boy and bowed down to her. After taking leave of 
her he vanished there itself. 
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59. Released near the bank of the lake by the crocodile, the 
boy too vanished there itself like an object acquired in dream, 

60. Considering that her penance had dwindled down, 
the gentle lady the daughter of the great mountain Himav&n 
began to perform the same once again with strict observance 
of regulations. 

61. Knowing that she was desirous of performing penance 
once again, O brahmins, Siva appeared before her and asked 
her not to perform penance. 

62. O gentle lady of great holy rites, as your penance lias 
been granted to me aIonet you will get it back a thousand 
times more and it shall never dwindle down. 

63. Thus acquiring the everlasting excellent penance 
Parvatl was pleased and delighted. She stayed there eagerly 
awaiting the Svayamvara celebration. 

64. The man who always reads this episode of the daughter 
of the king of mountains will acquire a change of form. He will 
become the chief of Ganas and be equal to Kumara. 

CHAPTER THIRTYFOUR 

Parvati weds Siva 

Brahma said: 

1 -6 In due course, the Svayamvara of the daughter of the 
mountain was celebrated on the lofty peak of the Himavan 
filled with hundreds of lofty chambers. The Himavan, the king 
of the mountains, an expert in meditation came to know of the 
secret talk of his daughter with the lord of Devas. Even after 
knowing it, with a desire to conform to the traditional proce¬ 
dure he proclaimed the Syayaiiivara celebration of his daughter 
all over the world. He thought thus—“ If my daughter woos 
Siva in the presence of Devas, D&navas and Siddhas* residing 
la all parts of the world, that alone will be proper, praiseworthy 
and suitable to my dignity”. After thinking thus and keeping 
lord Siva in heart, the king of mountains announced Svayarii- 
vara amongst Devas ending with BrahnUL The most excellent 
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king of the mountains littered his land with precious gems and 
organized the Svayamvara ceremony very carefully. 

7. Immediately after the Svayamvara of his daughter had 
been announced, Devas and others, the residents of all the 
worlds came there assuming divine forms and dresses. 

8. Informed by the king of mountains I went there ac¬ 
companied by Devas. I was seated on my full blown lotus seat 
and surrounded by Siddhas and Yogins of immeasurable 
spiritual power. 

9-12. Riding on his Airavata, the chief of the leading 
elephants, which exuded profuse currents of ichor, the lord of 
immortal beings (Indra) came there at the head of Devas 
holding his thunderbolt. The lord of Devas had a thousand 
eyes and his features were elegant by viture of his divine un¬ 
guents and garlands. 

Seated on his golden chariot with waving dags the son-god 
came there hurriedly. He brightened the quarters so that he 
appeared to be equal in lustre to them though he was superior 
to them in refulgence and power. 

One of the sons of Kasyapa viz. Aditya came there in his 
chariot equal in lustre to fire and solar splendour. His rays 
were those of the midday. His ear-rings brightened up by 
jewels, dazzled all. 

Riding on his terrible buffalo, the god of Death Yama 
hastened to that place. He was holding his sceptre (rod of 
chastisement). His physical body was yellow in colour. In 
prowess he was comparable to none. He was unparalleled in 
brilliance, strength and power of demanding obedience. His 
limbs were well developed and he wore garlands. 

13-16. Riding in his chariot, wind god who sustains the 
world, came there, beautiful in dress and demeanour. Gold 
and jewels enhanced his elegance. In height and stoutness his 
body vied with great mountains. 

Coming in the centre of the leading Devas, the fire-god 
wearing grand apparel, stood there, blazing. Superior to all in 
splendour, and steeped in excessive brilliance he warmed the 

leaders of Devas and Asuras. 
Riding in an excellent divine aerial chariot, the most ex¬ 

cellent in the universe, Kubera the lord of all chiefs of wealth 
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came there in a hurry with his slender staff-likc body brighten¬ 
ed by different sorts of jewels. 

Riding in an aerial chariot of wonderful form studded with 
great shining precious gems the Moon god arrived there instill¬ 
ing enthusiasm in the leaders of Devas and Asuras by means of 
his splendour and grand apparel. He was elegant in form and 
dress. 

17-21. Riding on Garuda who resembled a mountain, the 
macebearing lord Vignu hurried to that place. Garlands of 
sweet scent were tied round his limbs; his dress was wonderful 
and his slender body was dark-complexioned. 

Asvins, the excellent physicians were seated in the same 
aerial chariot. Charming in their brilliant and elegant apparel, 
the two bold and excellent Devas hastened to the venue of the 
marriage rites. 

The noble-souled Naga king of fiery solar splendour rode in 
an aerial chariot along with the other Nagas and arrived there. 
He had the colour of fire-emitting sparks. 

The sons of Diti the great Asuras, refulgent like fire, sun, 
Indra and the wind-god came there even before Devas clad in 
nice apparel befitting their excellent features. 

At the bidding of Indra the king of Gandharvas arrived 
there along with Gandharvas and Apsaras. Bedecked in shoul- 
derlets and riding in a divine chariot he had a handsome form 
wonderful to behold. 

22-26. Several other Devas, Gandharvas, Vaksas, Serpents 
and Kinnaras too came there, riding in aerial chariots. They 
were clad in different sorts of beautiful apparel. 

The overlord of mountain kings, Himalaya shone amidst 
the leading Devas, superior to some, equal to others in beauty of 
form. Delighted himself and delighting others by his power of 
command and prosperity he beautified the spot of Svayaihvara 

ceremony. 

It was for accomplishing the task of heaven-dwellers that 
Sati protested against Dak ga, died of herself and was reborn in 
the abode of Himavan. Being the cause of worlds, she gave 
birth to the universe. She was the mother of Devas and Asuras. 
She had formerly been the wife of Siva, the intelligent Puruga 
and she had been praised as the great Prakjti in the Pur&nas. 
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Now as Uma she was seated in an aerial chariot covered 
with gold and studded with jewels. She was fanned (on either 
side) by the waving chowries. She held a garland of sweet- 
scented flowers of ail seasons. She stood ready to proceed ahead 
quickly. 

BrahmS said: 

27-23. As the Uma stood there in the assembly of Devas, 
holding the divine garland, as Indra and other Devas had come 
there ready for Svayravara, Siva assumed the form of an infant 
(with five tufts of hair) with a desire to test her again. The 
lord of great lustre lay asleep in the lap of Uma. 

29. All of a sudden, Uma saw the infant lying (asleep in 
her lap). By means of meditation she understood who it was 
and took him up with great delight. 

30. She of pure thoughts attained a husband of her choice. 
Holding him to his bosom she turned round and sat down. 

31. On seeing the infant lying in the lap of Uma Devas 
were completely deluded. “Who is this infant ?” They mut¬ 
tered to one another and then shouted loudly. 

32-33. This slayer of Vrtra (Indra) seized his thunder¬ 
bolt and lifted up his hand against the infant. The raised hand 
of Indra remained in that position stunned by Siva the lord of 
Devas in the form of the infant. The slayer of Vrtra could not 
hurl his thunderbolt. He could not even move. 

34. Then the powerful son of Aditi and Kasyapa named 
Bhaga, who too was deluded, lifted up his bright weapon, 
desirous of cutting up the infant. 

35. His hand too was stunned; his strength, splendour and 
yogic power became ineffective. 

36-37. Vi$nu looked at Siva shaking his head. When those 
angry Devas stood thus, I was extremely agitated. By means of 
meditation I understood that it was Siva, the lord of the chiefs 
of Devas who was lying on the lap of Uma. 

36-44. On realising that it was lord Siva, I stood up im¬ 
mediately with reverence. I saluted the feet of Siva. O 
brahmins, then I eulogised him with ancient songs and secret 
names conducive to merit. “You are the unborn lord. You arc 
never old. You are the lord who created the greater and smaller 
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beings. You are the primordial Nature (Prakrti) as well as 
Puru?a. You are the Brahman worthy of meditation. You are 
the imperishable and undying Being. You are the supreme soul. 
You are the lord and great cause. You are the creator of 
Brahma. You are the maker of Prakrti. You are beyond Prakrti. 
This gentle lady is Prakrti the permanent instrument unto you 
in the process of creation. She has assumed the form of your 
wife and has come to you as the cause of the universe. 

O lord, obeisance to you as well as to your glorious consort. 
O lord of Devas, it was at your bidding and by your favour that 
these Devas and subjects had been created by me. They are 
now deluded by your Yogic Maya. Be pleased with them. May 
they be as they were before. 

O brahmins, after submitting this to the lord I spoke at this 
occurrence to all those Devas who were stunned. 

45-49. “O ye deities, you are confounded. You don’t 
understand lord Siva. You immediately seek refuge in lord and 
his divine consort. He is the unchanging great Soul." 

Then all those heaven-dwellers who were stunned, bowed 
to lord Siva with their minds purified by emotional fervour. 

Siva, the lord of Devas was pleased with them. He immedi¬ 
ately restored Devas to their former self. When this process of 
reviving Devas was going on, the lord of Devas assumed a 
wonderful body possessed of three eyes. 

50-56. Devas, eclipsed and dazzled by the brilliance of 
Siva closed their eyes. The lord granted them powerful eyes 
competent to behold him. Then they looked at the lord of Devas. 
On seeing the third eye Indra and other Devas recognized 
him as Siva. 

In the presence of heaven-dwellers the delighted goddess 
placed garland at the feet of the lord of unmeasured lustre. 
Saying “Well done, Well done." Devas, once again, bowed to 
the lord along with the goddess, with their heads resting on the 
ground. 

In the meantime O brahmins, I spoke to Himavan the great 
mountain of massive splendour. I was accompanied by Devas. 

You are worthy of being praised and honoured by all. You 
arc really great. Since you have the alliance with Siva your 
prosperity will be great. Let the auspicious marriage rite be 
performed. There shall be no delay in this matter? 
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Then after bowing to me Himavan replied: 

HimavSn said; 

57. O lord, you alone are the cause of my all-round rise 
and prosperity. The favour has come about suddenly and the 
reason thereof can be you alone. O sire, conduct celebration 
of marriage after fixing up the programme, 

BrahmiI said: 

58. On hearing the words of the king of mountains, O 
brahmins, I said thus to the lord—“O lord, let the marriage 
rite be celebrated". 

59-63. Siva, the lord of the worlds said to me—“As you 
like”. O brahmins, instantaneously I created a city for the 
marriage. It was made splendid by different sorts of jewels, 
precious stones and gems of various colours; gold and pearls 
came in their embodied form and decorated that excellent city. 
The ground was wonderfully paved with Emerald. It was 
adorned with columns of gold. Shining crystals constituted the 
walls. Pearl necklaces were suspended from them. At the 
entrance to that beautiful city, raised platform was constructed 
for the marital rites. That place of noble Siva, lord of Devas, 
shone well. The moon and the sun (assumed the form of) two 
brilliant gems and rendered the place warm and cool. 

64. Wafting sweet fragrant smell, very pleasing to the 
mind, the wind-god came there, evincing his devotion to lord 
Siva. He was gentle to the touch. 

65-68. The four oceans, Indra and other Devas, the cel¬ 
estial rivers, the great terrestrial rivers, Siddhas, sages, Gand¬ 
hi rvas, Apsaras, Nagas, Yak?as, Raksasas, aquatic and Sky- 
bound birds and animals, Kinnaras, Caranas, Tumbaru, Narada 
Haha, Huhu and the singers of S&man hymns brought with 
them other sorts of gems and came to the city. Ascetics and 
sages, experts in singing vedic Mantras chanted holy Mantras 
of marriage rites with delighted minds, 

69. Mothers of the universe and the celestial virgins began 
to sing joyously in the course of that wedding ceremony of 

the lord. 
- 70. The six seasons were simultaneously present in their 
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embodied forms at the marriage function. They spread pleasing 
scents everywhere. 

71-79. In the course of marriage celebration of the daughter 
-of the mountain, the rainy season was present with the 
following characteristics:— 

Resembling the blue clouds, delighted at the chanting sound 
of the Mantras, the peacocks danced about everywhere pro¬ 
ducing their crowing notes called *Keka\ 

It was highly elegant with dangling, rolling tawny, clear 
like lightning streaks. It was made splendid by the white 
-cranes with lilies for their crest-jewel. 

It became refulgent as the freshly grown mushrooms, plan¬ 
tain trees and trees and creepers of other sorts had sprouts 
coming out. It was rendered noisy by countless frogs that woke 
up longing for flourishing currents of clear water and that 

were rendered lethargic by intoxication. 
It was accompanied by the delightful crowing Keka sounds 

of the peacocks that brought about a break in the haughty 
anger excited by jealousy in lovely maidens, though lofty- 
minded. These maidens bore a grudge against their lovers and 
their anger made them haughty in their minds. 

The rainy season shone with the rainbow that was present 
very near the rainy clouds. The beautiful form of the crooked 
rainbow shone with various colours. It spread golden splendour 

everywhere. 

In the rainy season the pleasing winds shook the splendid 
forelocks of celestial damsels. The winds were fragrant because 
they were blowing against flowers of diverse colours. They were 
cool by their contact with the waters of fresh and dense clouds. 

The disc of the moon was concealed by the rumbling cloud. 
The beautiful Durva grass near water-logged spots was sprinkled 
with fresh water. The rainy season that arrived with such 
traits was respectfully looked at by the yearning and pining 
harlot maidens who had been heaving deep sighs rendering the 

atmosphere as it were filled with smoke. 

The rainy season was like a maiden. The cackling sound 
of the swans was like that of the anklets. The clouds were 
lifted up and raised. The rolling lightning streaks were the 

necklaces. The clear lotuses were the eyes. 
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The black layers of clouds supported the swam in the- 
waters of different colours. The downpour of water made the 
lilies bend down, the lilies that served the purpose of eyes. Their 
beauty was enhanced by the fragrant pollen dust. 

The Autumn 

80-88. The season of autumn was present at the marriage 
function of Farvatl, the daughter of lord Himavan. 

The quarters looked very beautiful. The autumn was like a 
lady who had taken out her bodice in the form of a cloud. Buds 
of lotuses that resemble the breasts made their appearance. The 
cackling sound of swans was like the tinkling of anklets. 

The banks of rivers were like buttocks ample and extensive. 
The chirping Sarasas served as the girdle. The blue lotuses in 
full bloom were charming like the dark-coloured eyes. 

The ripe red Bimba fruits were like the lower lips. She 
smiled with Kunda flowers appearing like teeth. The lady of 
autumn had dark-coloured curly umbilical hairs with the spread¬ 
ing fresh green creepers. 

The lady of autumn was sweet-voiced with the humming 
sound of intoxicated swarms of bees. The rolling clusters of 
lilies were the charming earrings that heightened her beauty. 
The lady of autumn had the sprouts growing from the bran¬ 
ches of red Atoka tree for her fingers. She was embellished in 
garments constituted by its bunches of flowers. 

The red lotuses were the tips of her feet. The Jasmine Jati 
flowers were her nails. The stems of the plantain trees were 
her thighs. The moon was her face. 

The lady of autumn appeared like a charming beloved full 
of love. She was richly endowed with all characteristics. She 
was bedecked in all ornaments. 

Divested of her bodice covering, in the form of black cloud, 
the full moon represented her lovely face; the blue lotuses were 
her eyes; the lotuses, which blossomed by the rays of the sun, 
acted as her breasts delighting the mind through the soft winds, 
rendered fragrant by the pollen dust of different flowers. 
With the sweet cackling sounds for her tinkling anklets the 
lady of Autumn was present at the wedding function of Uma. 

Heman ta and Sitfra 

89. The two seasons Hemanta and Si£ira (the early winter 
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and the later winter) of great lustre came there flooding the 
■quarters with excessively chill waters. 

90. The Himav&n the most excellent of mountains was 
approached by the two seasons. They are showering flakes of 
snow in quick succession. Enveloped by a shower of flakes 
Himavan appeared to be as it were an attendant. 

91. With the dense shower of snow flakes that fell deep 
below, the Himalaya shone like the ocean of milk. 

92. That great mountain was approached by successive 
seasons, like a prejudiced person who is gratified by the service 
•of the great. 

93. With his peaks covered with layers of snow the 
mountain shone like a ruler of the Earth with targe and white 
umbrellas. 

94. The winds frequently enhanced the passionate love 
•of Devas and their maidens. The lotus ponds were filled with 
dear water. The lotuses and lilies grew in abundance. With 
these they appeared to be charming like women who reveal the 

■tips of their breasts slightly. 

The Spring season: 

95-117. At the marriage of the daughter of the mountain 
lord Spring was also present. 

The celestial elephants full of delight entered the lake 
filled with waters which were neither too hot nor too cold. They 
were rendered tawny by the particles of pollen. With the cackl¬ 
ing of ruddy geese the atmosphere became resonant. The 
mango and the Priyangu trees were in full bloom vying with 
■each other. With their bunches of flowers one appeared to 
threaten the other. Both of them looked admirably splendid. 

On the white snow-clad peaks, the Tilaka trees with their 
blossoms appeared like elderly guests accompanied by infants. 
They appeared as though they had come for some specific 
purpose. 

The Aioka creepers in full bloom supported by the big S&la 
trees shone like loving maidens with their arms twined round 
the necks of their lovers. 

a**- 

The following trees were laden with fruits and flowers : 
They were the mango, Kadamba, Nlpa, Tala, Tamala, Sarala, 
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Kapittha (Wood apple), Atoka, Sarja, Arjuna, Kovidara, 
Punnaga, Nagetvara, Karnikara, Lavanga, Kalaguru (Agal- 
schum), Saptaparna, Nyagrodha, Sobhafijana and Gocoanut. 
There were other trees also. They were seen everywhere. 
There were beautiful water reservoirs with waters sparkling 
like gold. They were filled with blue lilies and fishes. Aquatic 
birds and animals like ruddy geese, Karapdavas, swans, Koya- 
§tis, Datyuhas (water crows) and cranes abounded in them. 
Birds were seen on the tops of trees with wings of diverse 
colours and the limbs of various forms. They appeared to be 
embellished as it were. 

Birds and animals with their passion roused and their bodies 
excited produced cries and sounds as if they were threatening 
those engaged in amorous sports. 

On that mountain, in the course of marriage celebration of 
the daughter of the mountain-lord winds blew making the limbs 
delighted and cool. The winds originating from the Malaya 
mountain slowly blew down the white flowers from the trees. 

All reasons of meritorious nature shone with their respective 
traits intermingled. Those seasons whose special traits have been 
recounted looked very charming at that place. 

The Malati creepers shone with their bunches of flowers. 
Intoxicated swarms of bees were humming amongst them. These 
creepers appeared as if they were terrifying one another. 

The petals of flowers were resorted to by the intoxicated 
swarms of bees. The waters were rendered blue by the blue 
lotuses, white by the white lotuses and red by the red lotus, 
stalks. 

There were clusters of golden lotuses in lakes of extensive 
water surface, in some, beautiful flowers grew continuously; in 
some there were lotuses with stalks like lapis lazuli. 

The ponds were very beautiful with lotuses, lilies and other 
flowers. The rows of golden steps were rendered resonant by 
various birds O brahmins, the lofty peaks of that mountain, 
thickly overgrown with Karnik&ra trees in full blooms shone 
like golden peaks. 

The quarters shone pink in colour on account of the Pafala 
trees with their flowers slightly opened. They were gently shaken 
fay the wind. 
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There were Kfgnarjuna trees and the blue ASoka trees on 
that mountain! ten times their number. They were in full 
bloom. They appeared to compete with one another in their 
growth* 

Forests of Kiririuka trees resonant with sweet sounds shone 
on all ridges of that mountain. 

With groves of Tamala trees, the Himavan had a special 
beauty as though groups of clouds were lying hidden in its 
joints. 

With tall sandal and Campaka trees with their branches 
spreading extensively, and profusely laden with flowers, and 
with the cooing sounds of intoxicated cuckoos the Himalaya 
shone very well. 

On hearing the low sweet intoxicating cooing sound of the 
cuckoos the peacocks fluttered their wings and grew sweetly* 
Lord Kama found his strength enhanced by their sounds* He 
stood ready to pierce the celestial maidens m their limbs, keep¬ 
ing his hands fixed to the bow and arrow. 

The summer i 

118-124* At the time of marriage the summer season came 
to the Himalaya with the power of sunshine melting water. 
There remained very little water in the reservoirs. 

The summer season too brightened the peaks of the snow- 
clad mountain all round by means of many trees profusely in 
bloom. 

During that season the winds were very pleasant. They blew 
and wafted the fragrance of (the flowers of) Pa{ala* Kadamba 
and Arjuna that grew extensively. 

The tanks were made pink in colour due to the pollen dust 
full blown lotuses. The banks were resonant due to the cackling 
of swans. 

The Kurabaka trees were covered with flowers on the peaks* 
They were resorted to by swarms of bees. 

On the wide side-valleys and ridges of the mountain the 
Bakula trees put forth lovely flowers all round. 

Excellent sages accompanied by various seasons came there 
to increase the prosperity of the marital rites of Uma and Siva* 
The trees abounded in flowers of various sorts. The lands were 
beautiful by virtue of sweet sounds of different sorts of birds. 
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125-126. When the living beings had begun to assemble 
thus, when hundreds of musical instruments were played, I got 
the daughter of the mountain embellished with befitting orna¬ 
ments and led her myself into the city, O brahmins. 

127-128. Thereafter, I spoke thus to the lord Xia. “I am 
present in the capacity of the preceptor. I shall pour the holy 
ghee into the fire. If you grant permission, holy rites can be 
carried out immediately.” 

Sankara, the lord of Devas, the lord of the universe said to 
me. 

J$iva said : 

129. “O lord of Devas, O Brahma, whatever has been 
thought of, whatever is desired, do it. I shall carry out your 
directions, O lord of the universe." 

130-135. Thereafter, delighted in my mind X took up Kusas 
immediately and bound the hands of Siva and Parvati together 
in the Yogic knot. The fire-god stood there with palms joined 
in reverence. The auspicious Mantras of Vedas assumed physical 
forms and were present at the marriage. I performed sacrifice 
in the manner laid down. The ghee-like necter was poured as 
offering. I made the lord (and the goddess) circumambulate 
the fire. The binding knot was untied. Along with Devas, my 
mental sons and Siddhas, I was delighted within myself. As the 
marriage rites were over I bowed to the bull-bannered lord. O 
brahmins it was due to their Yogic power that the marriage of 
Uma and Siva was effected. 

That great marriage was concluded in this way. Devas did 
not know how it happened at all. 

Thus the details of marriage have been recounted to you. 
Listen further about the marriage of the lord. It is very wonder¬ 

ful. 
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CHAPTER THIRTYFIVE 

Hymn in Praise of Siva 

Brahma said : 

1 * When the marital ceremony of lord Siva of unmeasured 
.splendour was performed, Indra and other Devas were highly 
pleased. They eulogised the lord in glorious words and paid 
obeisance in reverence, in the following way* 

Devas said : 

2. Obeisance to the lord whose symbol is the mountain* 
Obeisance to the lord who is the wind in velocity- Obeisance 
to the lord, the destroyer of pain and the beatower of splendid 
riches, 

3. Obeisance to the lord who has the blue tuft. Obeisance 

to the lord, husband of Uma. Obeisance to the lord in the form 
■ of the wind. Obeisance to the lord of one hundred forms.1 

4. Obeisance to the deity of terrible form, of deformed 
eyes, one thousand eyes and one thousand feet.3 

5. Obeisance to the deity in the form of Devas; obeisance, 
obeisance to the lord, the ancillary of the Vedas, Obeisance to 
the deity who stunned the arms of Indra,3 obeisance to the 

.germinating sprout of the Vedas. 
6. Obeisance to the overlord of mobile and immobile 

beings; obeisance, obeisance to one who suppresses sinners* 
Obeisance to the deity whose symbol is a water reservoir; 

obeisance, obeisance to one who annihilates the Yugas. 
7. Obeisance to the deity with skulls for garlands; obeisance 

to the deity who wears skulls for the sacred thread; obeisance 
to the deity with a skull in his hand; obeisance to the deity 
holding a staff; obeisance to the deity holding the iron-club, 

1. Rudra qf one hundred forms* P. E. has a long anecdote on Satarudra, 
The Veda declare* emphatically that there ii a tingle Rudra: Ska ova Rudro 

vatasth* m dmtfjak but at the same time it apeak* of numerous Rudra* that 
edit on earth: QMxhkhy&t& sakasr&oiyt rudra tJhihhumydm.* 

2* Sdhavrdksafi Sahasrapdt—'ThouiandUeycd, thousand-footed. These epi¬ 

thets are applied to primeval being (Pum$a) in JV X.90. 
3- Cf. Ch. M, W 33-34. The slayer of Vrtra (Indra) lifted up his arm 

to strike Siva in the form of an infant lying in the lap of PArvatl but his fight 

4und remained stunned and he could not hurl his thunderbolt. 
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8* Obeisance to the lord, the master of three worlds; 
obeisance to the deity * interested in the world of mortals. Obeis¬ 
ance to the deity with the iron club in hand; obeisance to the 
lord who dispels the agony of those who bow down to him. 

9. Obeisance to the destroyer of the head of sacrifice; 
obeisance to him who removed Krona's tresses; obeisance to> 
him who plucked the eyes of Bhaga;1 * 3 obeisance to the deity 
who removed the teeth of Pu§an.a 

10. Obeisance to the widder of Pinaka,® trident, sword, 
dagger and iron-club. Obeisance to the destroyer of the god of' 
Death, obeisance to the deity with the third eye. 

11. Obeisance to one who annihilated the god of Death,4 * 
obeisance to the deity who resides on the mountain; obeisance 
to the deity with the necklace of gold; obeisance to one wearing 
ear-rings. 

12. Obeisance to the destroyer of Yogic power of Daityas;. 
obeisance to the Yogin; obeisance to the preceptor; obeisance 
to the deity with the moon and the sun for eyes; obeisance to- 
the deity with an eye in the forehead.6 

1. Who plucked the eyes of Bhaga—Bhaga is one of the twelve Adityai. 
Dcvas assembled together and decided upon the share of Yajnaa due to each or 
them and in thus fixing up shares they left out Rudra. Enraged at this neglect 
Rudra made a bow and fought against Devas. During the fight he extracted 
the eyes of Bhaga and the teeth of Pd fan. Ultimately Devas satisfied and plea, 
sed Rudra who returned to Bhaga andPfi?an the eyes and teeth which had been 
extracted* 

2* Who removed the teeth ofP&ftm* Ptisan—one of the twelve hdityas bom. 
as sons of Kajyapa Prajipati, by his wife Aditi. 

In a sacrifice which Siva attended uninvited there was a fight between 
Devas and Siva. In this fight against Siva Ptisan lost his teeth (Mbh. Sauptika. 
Parva Ch. 18). 

3. Pindka—name of Siva's bow, 
4. Annihilated the god of death, Siva gave Mrka^u a boon that a pious son 

would be bom to him but he would live only for sixteen years. The child was- 
bom and named MSrkaodcya. He was educated in Vedas and S&straa.When 
the hour of his death arrived, the boy embraced the liAga idol of Siva. When 
Yama, the god of death came to fetch him, the angry Siva arose out of the idol' 
and killed Yama. At the request of gods Yama was revived to life but Mar* 
kaQ^cy* was granted youth for ever. 
®?T An eye in the Forehead,», The two eyes of Siva represent the Sun and 
lOt Moon; the third eye in the forehead is the eye of wisdom. But it emits 
fire when it opens at the time of Dissolution or even earlier when Siva is angry.. 
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13. Obeisance to one taking delight in cremation-ground; 
obeisance to the bcstower of boons (staying) in the cremation 
ground; obeisance to the destroyer of the rude and the impolite. 
Obeisance to the deity devoid of garment; obeisance to the 
deity who laughs as boisterously as hundred thunderbolts;, 
obeisance to the lord of mountain. 

14. Obeisance to the householder saint, obeisance to the 
perpetual wearer of matted hair; obeisance to the celibate one; 
obeisance to one with shaven head, obeisance to one with partial¬ 
ly shaven head; obeisance to the lord of PaSus.1 

15. Obeisance to one who performs penance in the water; 
obeisance to one who bestows Yogic lordship and prosperity; 
obeisance to one who is calm and tranquil; obeisance to one 
who has controlled his sense-organs. Obeisance to one who 
causes dissolution. 

16. Obeisance to one who causes blessings; obeisance* obeis¬ 
ance to one who sustains the world. Obeisance to Rudra; obeis¬ 
ance to Vasu, obeisance to Aditya; obeisance to Aivin, 

17. Obeisance to the father of all; obeisance to the supreme 
being of perfect knowledge; obeisance to ViSvedevas; obeisance 
to Sarva, Ugra, Siva* the bestower of boons, 

IS, Obeisance to the terrible one; obeisance to the com¬ 
mander-in-chief; obeisance to the lord of Paius; obeisance to 
the pure; obeisance to the destroyer of enemies; obeisance to 
Sadyojata. 

19. Obeisance to Mahadeva; obeisance to the wonderful, 
obeisance* obeisance to the trident-bearing deity; obeisance to 
Pradhana; obeisance to the incomprehensible; obeisance to the 
effect; obeisance to the cause, 

20. Obeisance to you—Puruga; obeisance to one who 
causes the wish of Puru?a; obeisance to one who causes the con¬ 
tact of Puru?a and the Gunas of Pradhana. 

21. Obeisance to one who makes Prakjti and Puru^a 
function; obeisance to one who commits what is done and what 
is not done; obeisance to one who bestows union with the fruit 

of actions. 
22. Obeisance to the knower of the time of all; obeisance 

1. Lgrd qf Pairn—lord of Jivai or individual souls. 
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to one who restrains all; obeisance to one who disturbs the 
-equilibrium of Gunas; obeisance to one who bestows means of 
subsistence. 

23. Obeisance to you the lord of the chiefs of Devas; 
obeisance to you the creator of living beings; O Siva be gentle 
in face to be looked at, O lord, be gentle to us.” 

BrahmS. said : 

24. On being eulogised thus by all Devas, the lord of the 
universe, the lord of Uma spoke thus to the immortal beings. 

LordRttdra said : 

25. O Devas, in regard to Devas 1 am both harsh and 
gentle. Tell me the boons you wish to choose. I shall grant 
them undoubtedly. 

BrahmS said: 

26-30. Thereafter, Devas bowed down to the three-eyed 
lord and said to him : 

“O lord, let this boon be retained by you alone. When, there 
is any task, you will grant the boon desired by us.” 

BrahmS said : 

After saying “Let it be so”, the lord bade forewell to Devas 
and other people. Thereafter he entered his abode together with 
the Praxnathas.1 

He who recites this wonderful episode of festivities in the 
presence of Devas and brahmins shall become equal to Ganela, 
who has no parallel. After death he shall become happy. 

O leading brahmins, he who listens to this hymn or reads 
it shall go to the world of the lord. He shall be worshipped by 
Devas, Asuras and others. 

1. Pramathai—gavaa». Siva’a attendants. 
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CHAPTER THIRTYSIX 

Uma and Sankara leave Himalayas 

BrahmS said : 

I. When the lord entered his abode and was seated com* 
fortably in an excellent seat, his ruthless enemy the cupid was 
ready to hit and pierce him with his shafts. 

2-4. He was notorious for neglect of good conduct. He was 
evil-minded and of base family. It was he who harassed the 
worlds. Concealing his body by covering up his limbs, he put 
obstacles in the rites of sages. He had come there accompanied 
by Rad.1 Both had assumed the forms of ruddy geese. As an 
assailant O brahmins, he was ready to hit and wound the lord. 
Hence, the lord of Devas glanced at him contemptuously by 
opening his third eye. 

5. Then, with thousands of clusters of flames, the fire 
originating from his eye burned immediately the spouse of Rati 
together with his attendants. 

6. On being burned he became distressed and lamented 
piteously and out of tune. Propitiating that lord he fell down on 
the ground. 

7. With his limbs encompassed by fire the cupid, the 
scorcher of the world fell down into a swoon instantaneously. 

8. His excessively distressed wife lamented piteously. In 
great agony she ruefully requested the lord and the goddess for 
mercy. 

9. Realizing her pathetic plight, the sympathetic lord and 
the lady Uma glanced at the desolate Rati consolingly and said. 

UmS and Maheivara said : 

10. Indeed, O gentle lady, he has been burned up. His 
resuscitation here, is not desired. Bodiless though he be, O 
gentle lady, he will carry out your tasks. 

II. O splendid lady, when lord Visnu incarnates as the 
son of Vasudeva, your husband will be reborn as his son. 

Brahmi said : 

12. After sfcurmg that boon, the fair-faced wife of Kama 

1. Rati—wife of Kamadeva, god of love. 
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went back to the land of her choice. She was pleased. She was 
free from languor. 

13. O brahmins, after burning up Kama the delighted 
bull-bannered lord sported about on the Himalaya mountain 
in the company of Uma. 

14-17. Accompanied by the goddess, the three-eyed lord 
sported about in various places such as—beautiful caves, lotus- 
ponds and lakes, charming places free from crowds of people, 
Karnikara forests, lovely banks of rivers frequented by Kinnaras,1 
peaks of the lord of mountains, tanks and lakes, different parks 
.and groves, amongst Gampa bushes, places, resonant with the 
chirpings and cooings of different birds, holy centres, sacred 
waters, lawns studded with jewels, etc, etc. In all these holy and 
charming spots embellished by Vidyadharas and frequented by 
Gandharvas, Yakgas and the immortal beings, the three-eyed 
lord sported about along with the goddess. 

18. Surrounded by Devas led by Indra, sages, Yakgas, 
Siddhas, Gandharvas, Vidyadharas, leading Daityas and others 

-of various sorts, the couple derived great pleasure on that 
mountain. 

19. There the celestial damsels and the leading Devas 
-danced; the delighted Gandharvas sang; the brahmins medita¬ 
ted ; some hurriedly played on the musical instruments and some 
-eulogised the excellent qualities of the lord. 

20. The noble lord, who destroyed the eyes of fihaga, who 
was accompanied by his powerful attendants comparable to 
Indra, Yama and fire-god, did not leave off that mountain just 
for pleasing the goddess. 

The sages said : 

21. What did the great lord the destroyer of Kama do, 
-staying there accompanied by Uma ? We wish to know this. 

Brahmd said : 

22-23. On the peak of the Himavan, the lord with the. 
crescent moon for his caste mark on the forehead delighted the 

1. Kinutra—» mythical being with a human figure and the head of a 
hone or with a horse’s body and the head of a man, originally perhaps a Idnd 
of monkey, in later times reckoned among the Gandharvas or celestial choris¬ 
ters and celebrated as musician. 
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goddess and diverted himself. Desirous of pleasing the goddess 
he cut jokes and provoked mirth along with the leading Ganas 
•ofdifferent shapes and sizes, who were omniscient, magnanimous 
and splendid and who could assume any form they liked. 

24-25. Once it so happened that Uma went to her mother 
Mena who was seated in a bright and wonderful golden seat. 
On seeing the chaste blameless goddess who came there in a 
■divine form, the mother greeted her by offering a valuable 
seat. Then, Mena the lotus-eyed beloved of Himavan spoke 
to her when she was comfortably seated. 

MenS said : 

26-27. O my daughter of splendid eyes, you have come 
after a long time. Now tell me why do you play sports with 
poor wretched persons in the company of your husband ? Only 
the low people sport about as your husband does, my precious 
girl. Those who are poor and those who have no support sport 
with such wretched and poor people, O Uma. 

BrahmS said : 

28. On being bluntly told thus by her mother Uma was 
not pleased. Endowed with enormous patience she did not say 
anything to her mother. Dismissed by her mother she went 
straight to her lord and said ; 

PSrvati said : 

2d. O lord of the chiefs of Devas I will not stay on this 

mountain. O lord of massive splendour, make another residence 
for me in any of the three worlds. 

The lord said : 

30-31. You were being told always by me to go in for a 
separate residence, O goddess, but, O gentle Jady, the proposal 
did not appeal to you at all. But now, O gentle lady, O splendid 
one, why do you seek a residence elsewhere ? Tell me O lady 
of pure smiles the cause for the change of your view. 

The goddess said : 

32-34. O lord of Devas, today I had been to the abode of 
my noble father. O creator of the worlds, my mother met me 
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in a room where there was no one else. After honouring me by 
offering seat etc. she spoke to me thus “O Uma, my auspicious 
girl your husband sports with the poor wretched people. Sports 
and pastime of Devas are never of that sort.” 

O bull-bannered lord Siva I the fact that you sport about with 
the attendants of poor status is not approved of by my mother.” 

Brakmd said : 

35-38. Then, in order to humour the goddess and make 
her laugh, the lord laughed biosterously and said : 

The lord said : 

This is true. There is no doubt about this why were you 
angry ? O lotus-eyed one, I do roam about in the forests and 
mountain caverns, surrounded by naked Ganas.1 2 Sometimes I 
wear the hide of an elephant. Sometimes I have no cloth to 
wear. Sometimes I stay in the cremation ground and have it 
as my abode. I have no permanent abode anywhere. 

O gentle lady, do not be furious with your mother. Your 
mother has spoken the truth. Unto all creatures in the world 
there is no other kinsman on a par with one’s mother. 

The goddess said: 

39-40. O destroyer of three cities1, I have nothing to do 
with my kinsmen. O great lord, do such things as will enable 

me to derive happiness. 

Brakmd said : 

On hearing the words of the goddess the lord of Devas left 
his father-in-law’s residence for pleasing her consort. Accom¬ 
panied by his wife and Gapas he went to the Meru mountain 
frequented by Devas and Siddhas and other Beings. 

1. Goqos—attendants of Siva under the special superintendence of 
god Gapefa. 

2. Dtstroyer of three cities—The three strong cities, triple fortification built 
of goM, diver and inn in the sky, air and earth, by Maya for the Anns* and 
burnt by Sim. 
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CHAPTER THIRTYSEVEN 

Destruction of Dahfa's Sacrifice 

The sages said : 

1 -2. O Brahma, how was the horse-sacrifice of Pracetasa 
Dak$a the Prajapati destroyed in the Vaivasvata Man van tar a ? 
How did the lord, the soul of all, become infuriated after 
knowing that the goddess had been made angry ? How was the 
sacrifice of Daksa of unmeasured splendour destroyed by the 
great lord in rage ? 

Brahma said : 

3. O brahmins, I shall describe to you how the sacri¬ 
fice was destroyed in rage by the great lord in retaliation 
of the treatment meted out to his consort—Satl. 

4-6. O excellent Brahmins, the wonderful peak of Meru, 
Jyotihsthala by name, is worshipped in the three worlds. It is 
adorned by precious jewels. It is incomprehensible, unthwarta- 
ble, and bowed to by the people. Formerly, the lord was seated 
there on the ridge of the mountain wonderfully beautified by 
all sorts of minerals. He shone well and was as comfortable as 
he was seated in a palanquin. The daughter of the lord of the 
mountains stood away by his side. 

7-17, He was served by the following: The noble-souled 
Adityas, Vasus of great prowess, Afvins, the noble and excellent 
physicians, VaUravana1 2 the lord of Yak$as, the glorious lord 
whose abode was in Kailasa and who was surrounded by 
Guhyakas, Usanas, the great sage Sanatkumara and other 
great sages, Ahgiras and other celestial sages, Visvavasu the 
Gandharva as well as Narada and Parvata.* Many groups of 
Apsaras came there. The pure, auspicious and pleasant breeze 
blew wafting different kinds of fragrance. The trees of the 
forest were laden with flowers of all seasons. The Vidyadharas, 
Sadhyas, Siddhas and ascetics worshipped and served the great 
lord, the lord ofPaSus. Similarly, there were qther living beings 

1. Vaitranafia—Kubera, son of Viiravas. 
2. Narada and Parvata—Two sages expert in music who lived for a long 

timj. as inseparable friends. 
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that had assumed different forms. There were extremely terrible 
Rakfasas, and Pilacas of great strength who were very bold, 
who assumed many forms and who held different sorts of wea¬ 
pons and means of striking. The followers of the lord com¬ 
parable to the fire-god also stood there. Nandiivara, permitted 
by the lord was also there holding a blazing trident brightly 
illuminated by its own radiance. Ganga, excellent of all rivers 
and the source of all sacred waters attended upon him in her 
embodied form. Thus the great lord stayed there worshipped 
by the celestial sages and the highly blessed Devas. 

18-27. After the lapse of some time the Patriarch Dak$a 
resolved to perform sacrifice in the manner laid down and 
mentioned before. Led by Indra, Devas came from their 
heavenly abodes to his sacrifice at Gangadvara1. Noble-souled 
Devas who had fiery lustre came there on shining aerial cars. 
The Gangadvara was thronged by Gandharvas and Apsaras. 
It abounded in trees and creepers. Dakga the most excellent 
among the virtuous ones was surrounded by groups of sages. 

The residents of the Earth, firmament and heavenly world 
joined their palms in reverence and stood near him. The 
Adityas, Vasus, Rudras, Sadhyas, Maruts and Vi$QU came 
there to partake of their shares in the sacrifice. The excellent 
Devas, Ajyapas, Somapas, Alvins, Maruts and different groups 
of Devas came there. These and other congregations of living 
beings, the four species of living organisms such as the ovovivi- 
parous, viviparous, the sweat-born ones and the shorting ones 
(plants) came there. Devas had been invited along with their 
womenfolk and the sages. Seated in the aerial chariots (or 
lofty chambers) they shone like blazing fires. 

On seeing the raised platform devoid of Rudra, Dadhici, 

the great sage, spoke to the sages 

“O sages, Sankara the leader of all, is not seen in this great 

sacrifice; the sacrifice does not shine without him. 

28. By worshipping those who should not be worshipped 
ftnd by not worshipping those who are worthy of being worshipp¬ 

ed a man undoubtedly incurs great sin. 

' 1. GaAgidvba—A locality into the Indo*G angelic plane when the river 
GaAg& falls from the Himalayas. This place is known as Haridvhra. 
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BrahmA said : 

29-33, After saying this, the brahminical sage said to 
Daksa again, 

Dadhicl said : 

Why do you not worship the lord of Pafus ? 

Daksa said : 

I have many Rudras of my own; they have matted hairs 
and they are armed with tridents. They arc eleven in number 
and they .stay in eleven abodes. We do not recognize any other 
Maheivara beside them. 

Dadhici said : 
* 

This is the warning I shall give you all. My lord has not 
been invited. Just as I am sure that I do not see a deity above 
Sankara so also I am sure that this elaborate sacrifice of Dak?a 
will not attain completion. 

Dakfa said : 

This entire offering has been sanctified by the due chanting 
of Mantras. It is dedicated to the lord of sacrifice. O brahmins, 
by means of gold vessels I offer this to the unparalleled god 
Vi?nu as his share in the sacrifice and not to Sankara. 

O Dadhlca, this is duly offered as the permanent share to 
Visnu, the lord of the universe. I give this share in the sacrifice 
to that excellent deity and not to Sankara. 

BrahmS said : 

34. Knowing that Devas were going somewhere, the chaste 
daughter of the king of mountains spoke these words to lord 

Siva her husband. 

UmS said : 

35. O lord who know all facts, where do these Devas with 
lord Indra at- their head go ? Tell me truthfully. I entertain 

great doubts on that count. 
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Maheivara said : 

36. The highly blessed, the most excellent patriarch Dak?a 
is performing a horse-sacrifice. Those heaven-dwellers are 
going there. 

The goddess said : 

37. O blessed one, why don’t you go to this sacrifice ? By 
what ban is your departure prevented ? 

MaheSvara said: 

38. O highly blessed lady, all this has been manipulated 
by Devas alone. No share is allotted to me in any sacrifice. 

39. O fair-complexioned lady, following the path of pre¬ 
vious precedent in the allotment of shares Devas do not offer 
me the rightful share in the sacrifice. 

UmS said: 

40-42. O lord, among Devas, you are superior in power 
and good qualities. You are invincible and unthwartable by 
virtue of splendour, fame and glory. O highly blessed one, on 
account of this ban in respect to the share (in sacrifice) I am 
extremely distressed. I tremble excessively. What sort of chari¬ 
table gift, holy observance or penance shall I perform, whereby 
my husband, the infinite lord shall now obtain a substantial or 
an appropriate share ? 

43-45. As she spoke the delighted lord thought that his 
wife was most agitated. He said “O gentle lady of slender 
belly and limbs you do not know me fully. Do you speak these 
words in propriety ? O lady of large eyes, I know and all good 
people know through meditation. Due to your anger all Devas, 
the three worlds, have been destroyed. They highly praise me 
as the lord of sacrifices; they sing the Rathantara hymn for my 
sake; they worship me by means of sacrifices. The priests who 
perform sacrifices allot share unto me. 

The goddess said : 

46. O lord, even a vulgar person behaves like a lofty- 
minded person in the assembly of people. Particularly in front 
of ladies he praises himself and arrogates. 
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The lord said : 

47. O goddess ofDevas, I do not praise myself as you seem 
to think. O beautiful fair-complexioned lady, I shall create a 
being and assert my right to this share. 

Brahmd said : 

48. After saying this to Uma his wife, whom he loved 
more than his vital breath, the lord created a goblin from his 
mouth. It arose from the fire of his fury. 

49. The lord said thus to him :—“Go and destroy the 
sacrifice of Daksa. With my permission, immediately destroy 
that holy rite of Daksa.” 

50. That goblin knew that Daksa was the cause of Mother’s 
indignation. Hence, he destroyed the sacrifice of Daksa play-* 
fully. This he did by the order of Rudra to assume the form of 
a lion. 

51. The extremely terrible Bhadrakali1 the great goddess 
was created from that indignation. As a witness to the actions 
of her lord she accompanied him. 

52. In fact, the goblin was the lord himself, who assumed 
■the form of the fury of the lord and took up his abode in the 
cremation ground, the resting place of ghosts. He is known as 
Vtrabhadra.® Eventually he wiped off indignation and sorrow 
of his consort Uma. 

53. From the pores of his bodily hairs he himself created 
some leading Ganas, the terrible followers who had virility and 
exploit akin to that of Rudra himself. 

1. Bhadrak&lf— form of Parvatl. Lord Siva, on hearing about the idf- 
immolation in fire of his wife Sad, at the famous sacrifice conducted by Dak* a, 
rushed in all anger to the spot and beat the earth with his matted hair, and 
there ensued two forces called Vtrabhadra and BhadrakiU, This Bhadrak&ll 
was really Sail in another form. 

2. Vtrabhadra—There are two different opinions in the Furl^ai regard¬ 
ing the origin of Vtrabhadra. According to the Pur&pai his birth was due to 
the anger of Siva. When Siva knew that hi* wife Pirvati jumped into the fire 
and died at the sacrifice of Dakfa, he struck his matted hair on the ground and 
from that, Vtrabhadra and Bhadrakali came into being. But according to 
Mbh. (Sinti Parva, Gh. 284) Vtrabhadra was bora from the mouth of Siva 
to destroy the sacrifice of Dakfa. From each of the hairpovre* of Vtrabhadra 
« fearful monsterwai born, all of whom formed a group of ghosts called 
Capas. 
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54. These followers of Rudra, who had the valour of Rudra 
himself, jumped out of his pores in hundreds and thousands. 

55. O brahmins, the tumultuous sound produced by those- 
Ganas of Rudra was extremely sonorous and appeared to fill 
the entire firmament. 

56. The heaven-dwellers were frightened by that loud, 
tumult. The mountains crumbled down and the earth quaked. 

57. Gusts of wind blew ruthlessly. The abode of ocean 
became stirred up and excited. Fires did not blaze nor did the 
sun shine. 

58. Neither did glimmer the planets nor the stars nor the 
constellations. Neither sages nor Devas nor Danavas had 
any lustre in their faces. 

59. When darkness enveloped everything thus, those seated 
in the aerial chariots were burned up. Terrible stormy gusts 
of wind blew ruthlessly with the stinking odour of rotting 
ordure. 

60. Some of the goblins shouted and cried aloud; others 
crashed and thrashed. With the velocity of the wind and the 
mind they ran helter-skelter in hurry. 

61. The ritual vessels were broken to pieces and reduced 
to powder. The sacrificial chambers crumbling down appeared 
like the stars fallen from the sky. 

62-65. Various sorts of foodstuffs and beverages were 
swallowed and lapped by the goblins. Hugh mountains like 
masses of divine cooked rice, beverages and foodstuffs, rivers of 
milk, marshy sloughs of ghee and milk pudding, divine 
honey and watery whey and gruel, sand-like candies and sugar, 
rivers with floating cooked rice of all the six tastes, channels of 
liquid treacle and molasses pleasing to the mind, high and low 
heaps of meat, footstuffs of different sorts—nay all those exquisi¬ 
tely prepared lambatives and edibles, juices and squashes were 
gorged up by those enormous beings with their mouths of 
diverse kinds. Those beings issuing from the anger of Rudra, 
and comparable to fire of Death destroyed some and scattered, 

others. 
66. Those gigantic beings towering high like mountains 

agitated and terrified everyone everywhere. Those beings of 
various forms hurled the celestial damsels playfully. 
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67-68. Such were the Gapas. Accompanied by them, the 
valorous VIrabhadra, impelled by the fury of Rudra, quickly 
burned that sacrifice well-guarded by all Devas. He burned it 
up in the presence of Bhadrakali, The others produced loud 
crying sounds that frightened all living beings. 

69. Cutting the head of sacrifice they yelled terrifically. 
Then Dak$a the patriarch and Indra and other Devas joined 
their palms in reverence and said :—“May this be known who 
are you, please ?’* 

VIrabhadra said : 

70-73. O leading Devas, 1 am neither a Deva nor a Daitya. 
I have not come here to eat or to enjoy. I have not come here 
to see anything nor am I impelled by curiosity. 

O excellent Devas, I have come here for destroying the sacri¬ 
fice of Daksa. I am wellknown as VIrabhadra. I have come 
out of the fury of Rudra. 

(This lady) shall be known as Bhadrakali who has emerged 
from the fury and indignation of the Mother. She is sent by 
the lord of Devas and so has come to the venue of sacrifice. 

O leading king, seek refuge in the consort of Uma, the lord 
of Devas, Better to face the fury of the lord than to court the 
challenge of his attendants. 

Brahma said : 

74-81. Then the planted sacrificial posts were pulled up 
and cost off here and there. The vultures, greedy of flesh were 
swooping down or flying about. The gusts of wind generated 
by their fluttering wings shook down everything. Hundreds of 
vixen howled. The sacrifice of the arrogant Dakga was harassed 
by the Ganas. Thus harassed the sacrifice assumed the form of 
a deer and jumped high into the sky. 

Observing the sacrifice slipping away in that form, lord 
(VIrabhadra) seized his bow and arrow and went after it. Due 
to the wrath of that Gana of unmeasured splendour a terrible 
drop of sweat flowed from his forehead. The moment the 
drop of sweat fell on the ground, a huge fire appeared, that was 
comparable to the blazing fire of death. Then, O excellent 
brahmins, there appeared a man-like being. He was very short 
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in stature. His eyes were red; his beard and moustache 
were green. He was terrific. His hair stood up on his head. His 
limbs were profusely covered with hair. His ears were red. He 
was awfiil and black in colour. He wore a red cloth. That 
Puru$a of great prowess burned down the sacrifice like a fire 
that burns down a heap of straw. 

82-89. The frightened Devas fled in all directions. As he 
moved about with long studies the Earth consisting of seven 
continents shook all round. When that great Being began to 
function like this, striking terror into the world of Devas I 
worshipped the great lord and said to him— “O lord, Devas 
will offer share unto you too. O lord of Devas; let this be with¬ 
drawn. All these Devas and thousands of sages know no peace, 
O great lord on account of your anger, O leading Deva con¬ 
versant with virtue, the Being who was born of your sweat will 
be known as Jvara (Fever). He will move about in the world. 
O lord, the whole of this earth would not bear his vigour if he 
stayed as one singleBeing. May he be diffused in manifold forms." 
When the lord was requested thus by me and when the share 
too was allotted, the Pmakabearing lord of Devas said to me— 
“So be it.” The Pinaka-bearing lord himself derived great 
pleasure. 

90-92. Dak$a sought refuge in lord Siva. He restrained the 
Pratta and Apana winds in the cavity of the eye with great 
effort. 

The lord, the conqueror of enemies opened his eyes fully 
and looked all around. He then smiled and spoke soft words— 
"Tell me what shall I do for you When the great story was 
narrated to Devas accompanied by Pitt's, Dakfa the Prajapati 
joined his palms in reverence and spoke to the lord. He was 
afraid, suspicious and even terrified. His face and eyes were 
covered with tears. 

Dakfa said : 

93-97. O lord, if you are pleased, if I am your favourite, 
if 1 am to be blessed, if boon is to be granted to me (I shall 
request for this). Some of the food has been eaten. Some beve¬ 
rage is drunk. Some are simply bitten, some destroyed, some 
are ground into powder. This is the state regarding the requisites 
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of sacrifice. These were acquired by me during the course of 
long time with great strain. O great lord, let this not go in 
vain in regard to me, due to your favour. 

BrahmS said : 

The lord Siva who removed the eyes of Bhaga said—So be 
it. 

The Patriarch Daksa bowed to the three-eyed lord Siva the 
presiding deity of virtue. After securing the boon from lord 
£iva, Daksa knelt on the ground and eulogised the bull-banner¬ 
ed lord by his thousand and eight names. 

CHAPTER THIRTYEIGHT 

The Proper by Dakfa 

1. O excellent brahmins, on seeing the virility of Siva 
thus, Daksa joined his palms in reyerence and bowed down. 
Then he began to eulogise, 

2. Obeisance to you, O lord of the chiefs of Devas, Obei¬ 
sance to you, O slayer of Bala, O lord of Devas, you are the 
most excellent one in strength, you are worshipped by Devas 
and Danavas. 

3-6 3. O thousand-eyed one, O one of deformed eyes, O three- 
eyed one, one fond of the overlord of Ak;as, you have hands 
and feet all round; you have eyes, heads and mouth all round; 
you have ears all round; you stand enveloping everything in 
the world, Sankukarga (Pike-eared), Mahakarpa (Long-eared), 
Kumbhakarpa(Pot-eared), Arnavilaya (ocean-dweller), Gajen- 
-drakarna) (elephant-eared), Gokarna (cow-eared), Satakarpa 
(hundred-eared). Obeisance to you Satodara (hundred-bellied), 
Satavarta (having hundred curly locks of hairs), Satajihva 
(having hundred tongues), Sana tana (Eternal), One who is 
'worshipped by the Gaya trios, singing songs of praise, one who 
is worshipped by those who have stopped performing activities. 
Devad&navagopta (Protector of Devas and Danavas), BrahmS 
^nd Satakratu (Indra). You are Murtiman, (Embodied), 
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Mahamurti (having physical form), Samudra (Ocean), Sarasarh 
Nidhi (storehouse of lakes), in whom Devas abide as cows in. 
the cowpen. I see in your body the moon, fire, lord of waters, 
sun, Vi$QU, Brahma and Bfhaspati (Jupiter). You are the action, 
cause and effect, the maker and the instrument. You areAsat. 
and Sadasat (existent as well as non existent). You are 
the source of origin and seat of Dissolution (Prabhava and 
Appaya). Obeisance to Bhava, Obeisance to Sarva. Obeisance 
to Rudra. Obeisance to the bestower of boons (Varada). 
Obeisance to Pafupati (Lord of Pa£us) Obeisance to Andha- 
kaghatin (one who hit Andhaka). Obeisance toTrijata (having 
three locks of matted hair). Obeisance to TriSIr?a (having 
three heads). Obeisance to TrUulavaradharin (one who holds 
excellent trident). Obeisance to Tryambaka (three-eyed). 
Obeisance to Trinetra (three-eyed). Obeisance to Tripuraghna 
(one who destroyed the three cities). Obeisance to Capda (the 
fierce). Obeisance to Mu?d& (one with shaven head). Obeis¬ 
ance to Vilvacandadhara (One who holds the universe fiercely). 

Obeisance to Daridm (One who holds a staff). Obeisance tO' 
Sankukarna (One having pike-ears). Obeisance to Capdica^d3- 
(fierce lord of the fierce goddess). Obeisance to Ordhva Dandi- 
keia (One who holds the staff pointed upwards and one who 
has hairs growing up). Obeisance to §u$ka (Dry). Obeisance to 
Vikrta (the deformed). Obeisance to Vilohita(one who is parti¬ 
cularly red. Obeisance to Dhumra (smoke-coloured). Obeisance 
to Nllagriva (the bluenecked}. Obeisance toApratirupa (one 
who has no replica). Obeisance to Virupa (the deformed). 
Obeisance to Siva. Obeisance to Surya (identical with the 
sun). Obeisance to Sfiryapati (the lord of the sun). Obeisance 
to Suryadhvajapatakin (one having the sun as flagstaff and. 
emblem). Obeisance to the lord of Plramathas. Obeisance to 
Vfsaskandha (bull-shouldered). Obeisance to Hiranyavan^a 
(golden coloured). Obeisance to Hiragyavarcas (golden coat 
mail). Obeisance to Hirapyakftacuda (Obeisance to one with 
golden tufts). Obeisance to Hiranyapati (Lord of gold). 
Obeisance to Satrughata (One who kills enemies). Obeisance 
to Canda (the fierce one) Obeisance to Pargasaxighaiaya (one 

who lies amidst clusters of leaves). Obeisance to Stuta (the 
eulogised one). Obeisance to Stuti (the eulogy). Obeisance to- 
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Stuyaxnana (one who is being eulogised). Obeisance to Sarva 
(identical with all). Obeisance to Sarvabhakga (one who eats 
every thing), Obeisance to Sarvabhut&ntaratman (the immanent 
soul in all living beings). Obeisance to Homa.) Obeisance to 
Mantra). Obeisance to Sukladhvajapatakin (One whose flag¬ 
staff and banner are white). Obeisance to Anamya (one who 
cannot be bent). Obeisance to Namya (one who should be 
bowed to). Obeisance to Kilakila (tumultuous noise). Obei¬ 
sance to Sayamana (lyingdown) Obeisance to Sayita (one who 
has already lain down). Obeisance toUtthita (one who has got 
up). Obeisance to Sthita (one who stands). Obeisance to* 
Dhavamana (one who runs). Obeisance to Bhuta (one who has 
become). Obeisance to Kutila (the crooked). Obeisance to 
Nartanafila (one habituated to dance). Obeisance to Mukha- 
vaditrakarin (one who plays with his mouth as with a musical 
instrument). Obeisance to B&dh&paha (one who dispels obs¬ 
tacles), Obeisance to Lubdha (one who is greedy). Obeisance 
to Gitavaditrakarin (one who sings and plays on musical 

instruments). Obeisance to Jyejfha (the eldest). Obeisance to 
Sre$fha (the most excellent). Obeisance to Balapramathana 
(one who suppresses Bala).Obeisance toKalpana (conception). 
Obeisance to Kalpya (one who is to be conceived). Obeisance 
to Ksama (the competent). Obeisance to Upaksama (very nearly 
efficient). Obeisance to Ugra (the fierce one). Obeisance to Da Sa¬ 
bah^ ten-armed). Obeisance t9 Kapalahasta (having the skull 
in hand). Obeisance to Sitabhasmapriya (one fond of white 
ashes). Obeisance to Vibhlgana (the terrifying one). Obeisance 
to Bhima (the terrible). Obeisance to Bhlmavratadhara (one 
who observes terrible holy rites). Obeisance to Nanavikrtava- 
ktra (one who has many deformed faces). Obeisance to Khad- 
gajihvogradam$trin (one with sword-like tongue and fierce 
curved fangs). Obeisance to Pak;amaihsalavadya (one who 
has huge musical instruments at his sides). Obeisance to 
Tumbivfyapriya (one fond ofTumbivtyi, a kind of lute). 

Obeisance to Aghoraghorarupa (one who has the form of 
Aghora, a terrible form). Obeisance to Ghoraghoratara 
(one who is more terrible than the most terrible). Obeisance 

to Siva. Obeisance to S&nta (calm). Obeisance to Santatara 
(calmer). Obeisance to Buddha (enlightened). Obeisance to 
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-Suddha (pure one). Obeisance to Samvibhagapriya (one fond 
■of classification). Obeisance to Prapafica (extensive universe). 
Obeisance to Ugra (fierce). Obeisance to Simkhyapara (one 
devoted to S&riikhya philosophy). Obeisance to Candaika- 
ghanfa (one having a fierce bell). Obeisance to Ghantanada 
(sound of the bell). Obeisance to Gbanfin (one with a bell). 

■Obeisance to Sahasrafataghanfa (one who has thousands and 
thousands of bells). Obeisance to Gh&nfamalapriya (one fond of 
-a garland of bells). Obeisance to Pranadanda (one awarding 
life sentence). Obeisance to Nitya (the permanent). Obeisance 
to you Lohita (Red in colour). Obeisance to Huihhurhkara 
(one shouting Hurhhum). Obeisance to Rudra. Obeisance to 
Hurhhumkarapriya (one fond of the sound (Humhum) Obei¬ 
sance to Aparavan (Endless, limitless), Obeisance to Nityam- 
-girivrkgapriya (one who is always fond of tree on the moun¬ 
tain) . Obeisance to Marga-Maihsairg&la (the jackal at the 
way-side with a price of meat). Obeisance to Taraka (one 
who redeems). Obeisance to Tara (one who crosses). Obeisance 
to Yajfiadhipati (the over-lord). Obeisance to Krta (what is 

■done). Obeisance to Prakrta (what is perfectly done). Obeisance 
to Yajfiavaha (one whose vehicle is Yajfla). Obeisance to 
Danta (one who has controlled sense-organs) Obeisance to 
Tathya (truth). Obeisance toVitatha (untrue). Obeisance to 
Taja (shore); Obeisance to Tatya (one favourable to the 
.shore). Obeisance to Tajinlpati (lord of rivers). Obeisance to 
Anna da (bes tower of cooked rice). Obeisance to Annapati 
(Lord of cooked rice). Obeisance to Annabhuja (one who 
eats cooked rice). Obeisance to Sanasra£lr$a (the thousand¬ 
headed). Obeisance to Sahasracarana (having thousand feet) 
Obeisance to Sahasrodyatafula (one who has lifted up a 
thousand tridents) .Obeisance to Sahasranayana(thousand-eyed) 
-Obeisance to Balarkavama (one having the colour of rising 
sun). Obeisance to Balarupadhara (one having the form of 
a boy. Obeisance to Bal&rkarupa (one having the form of the 
rising sun). Obeisance to Balakridanaka (one who plays like 
■boys).-Obeisance to Suddha (the pure one). Obeisance to 
Buddha (enlightened). Obeisance to Kfobhaiia (one who 

■causes agitation). Obeisance to Kfaya (one who causes decline). 
Obeisance to Tarang&Akitakeia (one whose hair is marked with 
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waves). Obeisance to Muktakefa (one whose tresses are re¬ 
leased ). Obeisance to Satkarmatufta (one who is pleased with 
six types of holy rites). Obeisance to Trikarmanirata (one 
is engaged in the three holy rites). Obeisance to Varna&ama- 
dharma-pravartaka (one who makes castes and stages of life 
function duly and severally). Obeisance to Sre?fha (the most excel¬ 
lent). Obeisance tojyestha (the eldest). Obeisance to Kalakala 
(indistinct but sweet sound). Obeisance to Svetapingalanetra 
(one who has white and tawny coloured eyes). Obeisance 
to Kr^aaraktekgana (one who has black and red eyes). Obei¬ 
sance to Dharmakamarthamok^a (virtue, love, wealth and 
salvation). Obeisance to Kratha (one who injures). Obeisance 
to Krathana (one who slaughters). Obeisance to Samkhya. 
Obeisance to Samkhyamukhya (Chief of the Samkhya). Obei¬ 
sance to Yogadhipati (overlord of Yogas). Obeisance to 
Rathyadhirathya (Charioteer on the street). Obeisance to 
Catuspathapatha (having the pathway in thefourcross roads). 
Obeisance to Krgnajinottariya (one having the hide of a 
black deer as the upper garment). 

O liana Rudrasanghata (group ofRudras), Harikeia (one 
having green hair). Obeisance to you. Obeisance to Tryambaka 
(three-eyed). O Ambikanatha (lord of Ambika), O manifest 
and unmanifest. Obeisance to you O Kala, O Kamada (be* 
stower of desires), O Kamaghna (destroyer of desires), Du$fa- 
duritanivarana (destroyer of the wicked and the violators of 
good conduct), O Sarvagarhita (despised by everyone). O 
Sarvaghna (destroyer of everyone). O Sadyojata, Obeisance to 
you. Unmadana (one who causes madness. Satavartaganga- 
toyardramurdhaja (one whose hair on the head is wet due to 
the waters of Ganga that has hundreds of whirlpools). O 
Candrardhasamyugavarta (one who has war-like eddies by means 

of crescent moon?). OMeghavarta (having eddies with clouds) 
Obeisance to you. You alone are Nan&rthadanakarta (the 
bestowei of different sorts of riches) and Arthada (bestower of 
riches), Annasra^Ja (creator of cooked rice), Bhokta (eater of 
cooked rice), Yajflabhuk (partaker of sacrifice), Anala (fire), 
the four types of creatures Jarayuja etc. You alone, O lord of 
the chief of Devas, are the four types of creatures. You are the 
creator of the mobile and immobile beings. You are Prati- 
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karta (one who withdraws i.e, annihilates). O lord of the 
universe, you alone are the Brahman. They speak of Brahman 
in the waters, you are the great womb of everything. You are 
•Svadha. You are the storehouse of luminaries. Expounders of 
Brahman call you Rk, Siman and Omkara. The excellent Devas 
and the expounders of Brahman who sing Saman say frequent¬ 
ly—“Hari Hari etc.” or "Hara Hara etc.” You are full of 
Tujur Mantras, RK Mantras, Sdman and Atharva Mantras. You 

■are saved by those who know Brahman, and Kalpas and Up- 
ani?ads. The Brahmins, K$atriyaa, Vaiiyas, Sudras and other 
castes and stages of life are identical with you. You are Aframas. 
You are Vidyut Stanitam (lightning and thunder). You arc the 
year, seasons, month, fortnight, and Kali, Ka?tha, Nimc$as, 
stars and Yugas. You are Vnanam Xakudam (the chief of 
bulls). You are the peak of mountains. You are the lion, the chief 
among animals. You are Taksaka among Nagas, You are 
milk ocean among seas. You are Yajus among Mantras. You 
are thunderbolt among weapons. You are truth among holy 
rites. You are the following attributes viz. wish, hatred, lust 
•delusion, calmness, forbearance, industry, courage, greed, love, 
anger, victory and defeat. You are the wielder of arrow, bow, 
iron club (Khatv&nga), banner and chariot. You cut, pierce, 
strike and lead. You are considered a thinker by us. You are 
the Dharma with its ten characteristics; you are Artha(Wealth) 
and Kama (love). You are Indra, Samudra (ocean) Sarits 
(rivers) Palvalas (Puddles) Sarasi (lakes) Latavallis (creepers 

and winding plants) Trnaufadhayab (grasses and medicinal 
herbs), Pubis, (animal) and birds. You are the origin of Drav- 
yas (objects), Karmans (actions) and Gupas (attributes). You 
are Kfilapufpaphalaprada (bestower of fruits into the flower 
•of time). You are Adi (origin) Anta (end) Madhya 
(middle). You are Gayatrl and Omkara. You are Harita 
(green) Lohita (red) Krgna (black) Nila (blue) Pita (yellow) 
Arupa (pink) Kadru (tawny) Kapila (palebrown) Babhru 
(deep-brown) ,Kapota( dove-coloured), Mecaka (dark-coloured), 

You are well known as Suvarnaretas (one having golden 
semen). You are considered Suvarpa (gold in colour), Suvar- 
runaman (golden named) Suvarpapriya (fond of gold). You 
are Indu (moon), Yama, Varuna, Dhanada (bestower of 
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wealth i.e. Kubera), Anal a (fire), Utphulla-Citrabhanu (full- 
fledged sun), Svarbhinu(RAhu), Bhinu(sun), Hotra(sacrifice), 
Hota (sacrificer), Homya (paraphernalia of oblation), Hutam 
(oblation). O lord, you are the Trisauparpa mantra and the 

■Satarudriya Mantra of Yajurveda. You are the most sacred of 
.all sacred things. You are the most auspicious of all auspicious 
things. You are the mountain that destroys sins. You are Vjk?a 
(a tree), Jiva (individual soul), Pralaya (Dissolution). You are 
Prana (vital airs) and Rajogupa, Tamogupa, and Sattva. You 
-are Prana, Apana, Saxnana, Udana and Vyana. You are 
Unme$a (Opening of the eye), Nimeja (closing of the eye), 
Kala (time), Kalpa, Lohitanga (Red-limbed), Dam?trin 
(having curved fangs), Mahavaktra (having huge mouth), 
Mahodara (having large belly), Suciroman (having pure hair), 
Haricchmafru (having green moustache and beard), Crddhva- 
keia (having hair standing up), Calacala (moving and 
unmoving), Gltavaditranrtyaga (Interested in singing, play¬ 
ing on instruments and dancing), Gitavadanakapriya (Fond 
of singing and playing on instruments). You are Matsya (fish) 
Jala (net) Jala (water), Ajayya (Unconquerable), Jalavyala 
(water-python) Kuficarya (Porpoise), Vikala (having adverse 
time), Sukala (having good time), Dufkala (having bad time) 
Kalanalana (Destroyer of K&la Time or god of Death). Mjtyu 
(Death), Ak$aya (Everlasting), Anta (end), Kfamamiy&karot- 
kara (? One who offers and carries out forbearance and 
deception). 

64-73. Samvarta (Dissolution), Vartaka (one who causes 
whirling), Sam vartaka and Balahaka (the clouds at the time of 
dissolution), Ghantikin and Ghaptakin and ghaptin (having bells 
of different types), Cudala (having tufts), Lavapodadhi (the 
briny sea), Brahma, K&lagnivaktra (having black fire in the 
mouth), Dapdin(havmg staff), Mupda (having shaven head, Trid- 
andadhfk (one holding three staffs), Caturyuga (of four Yugas), 
Caturveda of four Vedas), Caturhotra (set of four sacrifices), 
Catu;patha (set of four paths), Caturaframyaneta (leader of 
the people of four stages of life) Caturvarpyakara (cause of divi¬ 
sion of four castes) Kjarakgara (perishable and imperishable) 
Priya (Beloved), Dhurta (wicked) Gapaikaganya (worthy of 
being considered by the Ganas), Gaphdhipa (the overlord of 
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Garias) Raktam&Iyambaradhara (one who wears red gar¬ 
ments and garlands), Girifo (Lord of the mountain) Girijipriya 
(Fond of the daughter of the mountain lord), Silpiia (chief of 
Artisans) Silpi$res{ha (the most excellent among artisans) 
SarvaSiJpapravartaka (He who makes arts and crafts function), 
Bhaganetrantaka (the destroyer of the eyes ofBhaga), Ganda 
(fierce), Pu$nab Danta vinaianah (he who destroys the teeth of 
Pu$an), Svaha Svadha Vajatkara Namaskara (Obeisance). 
Obeisance be to you) Gudhavrata (one who performs holy 
rites in isolation), Gudha (well-hidden), Gudhavratanisevita 
(one resorted to by those who perform holy rites in secret) 
Tirnna(One who crosses),Tarana (one who redeems), Sarvanu- 
syutacarana (one who has his caranas (spies) spread in 
everyplace), Dhata (creator), Vidhati (dispenser of destiny) 
Sandhata (one who joins together), Nidhata (one who depo¬ 
sits), Dharanidhara (sustainer of the earth), Tapas (penance), 
Brahman (the supreme Being), Satyam( truth), Brahmacaryam 
(the soul of living beings), Bhutakft (the creator of living be¬ 
ings) , Bhuta (one who has become Bhuta) ,Bhavya Bhavodbhava 
(the source of origin of every thing past, present and future), 
Bhurbhuvah svar (one who has gone to the worlds Bhuh, 
Bhuvahand Svah, Vjrta (Surrounded), Agni (fire), Maheivara 
(great lord), Rekjana (having fiery vision) Dviksanakanta 
(lover of one with two eyes), Danta (one who has self control) 
AdantavinaSana (Destroyer of those who have not conquered 
their sense organs) Brahmavarta (one who has turned out 
from Brahma?) Suravarta (one who makes Devas revolve), 
Kamavarta (one who makes Kama revolve), obeisance to you. 
Kamabimbavinirhanta (one who destroys the idol of Kama) 
Karnikarasrajapriya (one fond of the garland of Karpikara 
flowers) Goneta (leader of cow), Gopracara (one who makes 
rays spread, or one who makes cows graze), Govncfvaravahana 
(one who has, as vehicle, a cow and a leading bull), Trailo- 
kyagopta (the protector of three worlds), Govinda, Gopta 
(Protector), Gogarga. 

74*80. Akhandacandr&bhimukha (one who is face to face 
with the full moon), Sumukha (having good face) Dur- 
mukha (having bad face) Amukha (having no face) Catur- 
mukha (four-faced) Bahumukha (many-faced) Ranegvabhi- 
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mukhah sada (Always face to Bice in battles), Hiranyagarbha, 
Sakuni, Dhanada (bestower of wealth), Annapati (Lord of 
cooked rice), Virat (Immense being), Adharmahft (Destroyer 
of evil), Mah&dak$a (very efficient), Dapdadh&ri (Holder 
of staff) Ranapriya (fond of war), Tifthan (standing), Sthira 
(Steady), Sthinu (Stump), Niskampa (unmoving), Sunifcala 
(very still), Durv&rana (one who cannot be checked) 
Durvijaha (who cannot be borne), Durdarpa (having wisked 
arrogance), Duratikrama( one who cannot be made submissive), 
Nitya (Permanent), Durdama (one who cannot be suppressed), 
Vijaya (Victory), Jaya (conquerer) Safa (hare), SafaAkanayana 
(having the moon as an eye), Sitogna (Bearing heat and 
chillness), K?ut (Hunger), T|$a (thirst) Jara (Old age), Adhis 
(agonies), Vyadhis (ailments), Vyadhiha (destroyer of ailments) 
Vyadhipa (the lord of sickness) Sahya (Bearable) Yajfia- 
mygavyadha, (Hunter of Yajfia in the form of a deer), Vyidh- 
jnam Akara (mine of ailments), Akara (handless) Sikha^dl 
(tufted), Pundaiika (lotus), Pundarlkavalokatia (one who 
looks at lotuses), Dandadhpk (holding staff), Cakradanda 
(holding wheel and staff), Raudrabhagavinafana (Destroyer of 
terrible share), Vi$apa (one who drinks poison), Amrtapa 
(drinker of nectar), Surapa (drinker of wine), Kgfrasomapa 
(drinker of milk and some juice), Madhupa (drinker of honey) 
Apapa (drinker of water, Sarvapa (drinker of everything), 
Balabala (strong and weak). 

81-90. V r?ahgavahya (one who is to be carried over the 
body of the bull), Vrsabha (Bull-leading deity), Vrgabhalocana 
(bull-eyed). You are well known as the leader of all worlds, 
Lokasaihslrta (consecrated in the world). The moon and the 
sun constitute your eyes, Brahma is your heart, Agnif(oma sacri¬ 
fice is your body and it is embellished by virtuous holy rite. 

O Siva, neither Brahmk nor Vi?pu nor the ancient sages are 
competent to know your greatness precisely like a father 

protecting his son. 
O Siva, always protect one with the help of your physical 

subtle forms. Let them come into my vow. 
O sinless one, protect me. I am worthy of being protected 

by you. Obeisance be to you. You are sympathetic to the 
devotees anil I am always your devotee. 
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May he be my continuous protector, he who stands alone 
on the shore of the sea after encompassing the miserable state of 
many thousands of men. 

Those who have conquered sleep, those who have mastered 
their breath, those who abide by the Sattva Guria, and those 
who have similarity of vision and those who perform Yoga, see 
that brilliance. Obeisance to thatYogic Atman. 

When the dose of Yogas is imminent he devours all living 
beings and he lies down in the middle of waters. I resort to him 
who lies down in the waters. 

It is the fire of the Soma juice that enters the mouth of 
Rahu and drinks the nectar of the moon at night. As Rahu, it 
devours the sun. 

Purugas (souls of individuals) of the size of thumbs are 
stationed in the bodies of embodied persons. Let them protect 
me always. Let them always nourish me. 

91. Devas are procreated by Svahas and Svadhas. To those 
who attain death Svahas and Svadhas are offered. Svaha, 
Svadha and Ahar eulogise you, 

92-96. Where the embodied persons ascend to and where 
the living beings descend from, those who delight but do not 
drag one—obeisance be to them, obeisance to them. Obeisance 
to those who are in the ocean, to those who are on mountains, 
to those who are in the impassable rivers, to those who are in 
caves, at the roots of trees, in cowpens, in dense fores ts, in the 
four cross-roads, in streets, in jungles, in assemblies, in chambers 
of elephants, horses and chariots, in old and dilapidated parks 
and temples. Obeisance to those who are in five elements, in 
quarters and intermediary junctions, to those who are in bet¬ 
ween Indra and the sun, to those who are in the rays of the 
moon and the Sun, to those who are present in the nether worlds 
and who have gone beyond that (I make obeisance always). 

97. You are identical with all. You arc the omnipresent 
lord, the lord of all living beings, and the immanent soul in all 
living beings. Hence you have not been invited. 

98. O lord, you alone are worshipped in sacrifices with 
Various torts of gifts. You alone are the doer of everything. 
Hence you have not been invited. 
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99. Or O lord, I have been deluded by your subtle Mayi. 
Tor that reason too, you have not been invited by me. 

100. O lord of Devas, be pleased with me. You alone are 
my refuge. You are the goal and the foundation. It is my 
opinion that no one else is so. 

Brahmd said : 

101. After eulogising the great lord thus the highly intelli¬ 
gent Daksa stopped. The delighted lord spoke to Daksa once 
again. 

The lord said: 

102. O Dak$a of good holy rites, I am delighted with this 
hymn of yours. Of what avail is much talk ? You will come to 
my presence. 

103. After uttering the words of consolation the omniscient 
lord of the three worlds spoke the following words succinctly put 
in good sentences. 

Lord Siva said : 

104. O Dak?a, you should not feel sad by this destruction 
of sacrifice. O sinless one, I am the destroyer of sacrifice and 
this has been seen by you formerly. 

105. O one of Good holy rites, accept this boon from me. 
Wear a happy and pleasant face and listen to me attentively. 

106. O Patriarch, by virtue of my favour, you will derive 
the fruit of a thousand horse and a hundred Vajapeya sacrifices. 

107-110. The holy rite of P&iupata has been prescribed by 
me. The Vedas and their six anciliaries are to be understood 

■ 

along with the schools of philosophy—Samkhya, Yoga etc. A 
penance too difficult to be performed even by Devas and 
Danavas should also be undertaken. Thus during the course of 
twelve years this holy rite has been prepared. It is subtle and 
no intelligent man shall censure it. In some respects it may 
conform to the disciplined life of four castes and four stages; 
in some respects it may not. But its aim is the liberation of 
individual soul from bondage. This holy rite of Pifupata 
has been prescribed by me, O Daksa, for people of all stages 
of life. It release) one from all sins. If this holy rite is performed 
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well, the benefit is splendid. O highly blessed one. may it be¬ 
fall you. May this mental ailment be eschewed. 

Brahma said: 

111. After saying this to Dak;a of unmeasured splendour 
the lord of Devas vanished along with his wife and attendants. 

112. O sages who are conversant with holy rites, after 
acquiring his share as mentioned before, the lord classified (ail¬ 
ments, fever etc.) in to various divisions, in the company of Uma. 

113. It is for peace among all living beings that he classifi¬ 
ed thus. O brahmins, listen. For Nagas (elephants) it is the 
scorching of the tuft; for the mountains it is bitumen. 

114. It is NIlika (for water). For the serpents it is slough 
(limping) .For the cow it is Khoraka (limping), For Earth it is 
the barren soil. 

115. O sages conversant with virtue ! for dogs it is the 
obstruction of the vision; for horses it is the entanglement with 
the cavity. For peacocks it is the splitting of their tuft-like 
flower on the bead. 

116. Redness in the eye is the fever of cuckoo. Split is 
the fever among noble persons. 

117. Hikkika (coughing) is the fever of parrots. O brahmins, 
among lions fatigue is the fever. 

118. O sages conversant with virtue, such are the fevers 
among living beings. It occurs at the time of birth, death and 

in the intervening period. 
119. What is called fever is the refulgence of the great lord. 

It is very terrible. The supreme lord should be bowed to and 
honoured by all living beings. 

120. He who reads this narrative about the origin of fever 
with great attention without any wretchedness of mind shall be 
liberated from ailments. He will be gay and joyous. He will 
get the benefit of his wishes. 

121. He who repeats the hymn of Dak?a or he who listens 
to it will never have any thing inauspicious. He will obtain a 
long life. 

122. Just as Lord Siva is the most excellent among Devas 
so also this hymn of Dakga is the most excellent among all 
hymns. 

123. Withjgreat devotion this hymn should be repeated 
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assiduously by those who seek fame, heavenly pleasures, divine 
riches, glory, victory, knowledge and other things of a similar 
nature. 

124. He who is sick, he who is miserable, he who is in a 
wretched state, or employed in a dengerous task by the ruler— 
all these are liberated from danger and fear. 

125. From the supreme lord he derives happiness and with 
this body itself he becomes the lord of Ganas. 

126. In the house where the lord is eulogised, neither 
Yakgas nor Pi Sac as nor Nagas nor Vinayakas will create any 
obstacle. 

127. A women who listens to this with devotion and is 
sanctified by the lord shall be honoured in her parental abode 
as well as in the abode of her husband. 

128. The holy rites of that person who listens to this or 
narrates this frequently, shall fructify without any hindrance. 

129. By repeating this hymn, whatever one desires mentally 
or utters orally shall be realized. 

130-131. The devotee shall maintain holy observances with 
the complete control of his sense-organs. According to his 
capacity he shall offer oblations to the lord, to his consort 
Parvati and their son Karttikeya and Nandi £ vara. Thereafter, 
he shall repeat the manes in due order. The man will attain his 
desired objects. He shall enjoy his cherished pleasures. 

132-137. After death he will go to heaven where he will 
be surrounded by thousands of beautiful women. 

If a person is endowed with all desires or defiled by all sins, 
if he reads this hymn of Dak$a he will be liberated from sins. 
On death he will attain identity with the Ganas. He will be 
honoured by Devas and Asuras. He enjoys a trip in an aerial 
chariot yoked to a bull. He will be a follower of Rudra and 
stay in the region of Siva till the dissolution of the universe. 
This has been mentioned by lord Vyasa the son of Parafara. 
No one knows this nor should it be narrated to any one or 
every one. By listening to this secret, those who are of sinful 
origin viz. Vaiiyas, Sudras and women will attain the world of 
Rudra. 

There Is no doubt that the brahmin who narrates this on 
Parvan days attains the world of Rudra. 
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CHAPTER THIRTYNINE 

The holy Centre of Ek&mra 

Lomakafftya said: 

1 -3. Thus, the excellent sages heard the meritorious story 
about the fury of Rudra that destroys sins, as Vyasa recounted 
it, O brahmins. They heard about the fury and indignation of 
Pkrvati, the anger of Siva, the origin of Virabhadra and the 
nativity of Bhadrakali. 

They then heard about the destruction of Dak$a’s sacrifice 
and the wonderful valour of Siva. They also heard about the 
propitiation of the lord by Dak$a the great soul, the allotment 
of share to Rudra, the benediction of Daksa that confers the 

, fruit of all sacrifices. Those brahmins became surprised and 
pleased in turns. They asked Vyasa for the rest of the story. 
Thus asked by them Vyksa described the holy centre of 
Ekamra 

Vy&sa said: 

6. On hearing the story mentioned by Brahma, the leading 
sages were delighted. Their hairs stood on ends. They praised 
the lord. 

The sages said : 

7*8. Wonderful indeed is the glory of the lord, eulogized 
by you. O most excellent one among Devas, the destruction of 
the sacrifice of Dakfa (is also wonderful). Now it behoves you 
to recount Ekamra, the most excellent of holy centres. O 
Brahma, we wish to hear about it. Our eagerness is beyond 

measure.” 

Vy&sa said : 

9. On hearing their words, the fourfaced lord of worlds 
recounted that holy centre of lord Siva which yields worldly 
pleasures and salvation on this very earth itself. 

1. Ek&mra—A holy centre in the land of Utfcala distinct from one in 
South India. 
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Brahma said : 

10-11. Listen, O leading sages, I shall succinctly mention. 
There is a great holy centre known as Ekamra. It dispels all 
sins. It is extremely inaccessible to ordinary persons. It is as 
auspicious and splendid as Varanasi. It has a crore of Lihgas 
and eight holy water spots in it. 

12. O excellent brahmins, in the previous Kalpa, there 
was a single Mango tree there by which name, the holy centre 
came to be known as Ekamra. 

13. It was full of delighted and well-nourished people, 
both men and women. Most of the people there belonged to 
the learned group. It abounded in riches and food grains and 
similar things. 

14. There were many houses full of cattle. It was well 
decorated with towers and minarets. There were many traders 
and businessmen and variety of jewels beautified it. 

15. The city was beautified by streets and embellished by 
palaces as white and pure as royal swans. There were many 
lofty mansions with upper apartments. 

16. It contained massive doorways arranged in groups of 
three. A white outer wall enhanced its beauty. It was well 
guarded by weapons and beautified by moats and trenches. 

17. It was adorned by various flags and emblems of variegat¬ 
ed colours such as white, red, black, dark or yellow. They 
were wafted and waved to the winds. 

18. The people were gay and joyous in perpetual festivities 
with various kinds of musical instruments such as the lute, flute 
and drums. The area was adorned with slings for hurling 
missiles. 

19. There were many temples of gods embellished by outer 
walls and gardens. The ways of worship therein were wonder¬ 
ful and they enhanced the beauty of the holy centre. 

20-27. The women were slender-waisted and joyous. Their 
necks were adorned by necklaces. They had large eyes like the 
petals of the lotus. Their breasts were plump and lifted up. These 
ladies were dark-complexioned with faces shining like the full 
moon. Their forelocks were steady. Their cheeks were fine. Their 
girdles and anklets sounded sweet. They had good tresses of hair; 
their buttocks were beautiful and their eyes were large extend- 
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ing as far as the ears. They were richly endowed with all 
characteristic signs and bedecked in all ornaments. They wore 
white and lustrous garments. Some were golden-coloured. Their 
bodies bent down due to the weight of their breasts. Their 
mode of walking was like that of the swans and elephants. They 
had smeared their limbs with divine scents and unguents. They 
felt sweet languor due to intoxication. They had ample and 
beautiful buttocks. They had ever-smiling faces. Their teeth 
appeared like lightning streaks. They had lips like the Bimba 
fruits. They had sweet voice. Betel leaves added colour to their 
mouths. They were artful, beautiful to look at. They were for¬ 
tunate. They spoke pleasing words to everyone. They were 
proud of their perpetual youthful bloom. They wore divine 
garments. They were embellished by their chastity. They resem¬ 
bled the celestial ladies and they sported about in their respec¬ 
tive houses. They remained gay and jolly by day and night. 

28. The men too were richly endowed with their noble 

traits and bedecked in all ornaments. They appeared to be 
haughty by virtue of their youth and handsome features. 

29. O excellent sages, they were brahmins, Ksatriyas, 
Vaifyas and Sudras. Those who lived there were very virtuous 
and engaged in their respective profession. 

30-32. There were many bright-eyed courtezans compara¬ 
ble to GhrtacI, Menaka, Rambha, Tilottama, Urvail, Vipracitti, 
VifvacI, Sahajanya and Pramloch. They had smiling faces and 
they spoke pleasing words. They were clever and skilled in arts 
and crafts. They were endowed with good qualities. 

33. O excellent sages, the women were experts in dancing 
and singing. They were proud of their feminine virtues. 

34. These beautiful women, pleasing to behold were experts 
in conversation and side-glancing at people. None of them 
was bereft of beauty, none harassed others, none could be called 
wicked or evil in their activities. 

35-37. Men were fascinated the moment their side-glances 
fell on them. 

Among the males there were no impoverished, foolish, 
inimical, sickly, dirty, miserly or deceptive persons. None of 
them -lacked in handsome features. None wilfully harassed 
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-others. None could be called evil or wicked in his activities. 
These men lived in that holy centre which was reputed allover 
the world. The holy centre could be traversed comfortably; it 
was very pleasing to the people who resided there. 

38-50. The holy centre was thronged with different sorts 
of people. It was full of many kinds of plants and trees such as 
Kamik&ras, Panasas, Gampakas, Nagakesaras, Patalas, AS okas, 
Bakulas, Kapitthas, Dhavas, Cutas, Nimbas, Kadambas and 
other trees in full bloom; it was bedecked in Nlpaka, Dhava 
and Khadira trees with creepers growing over them. There were 
other trees such as Sala, Tala, Tamila, Narikela (cocoanut), 
Subhaftjanas, Arjunas, Saptaparnas, Kovidaras, Pippalas, 
Lakucas, Saralas, Lodhras, Hintalas, Devadarus, Palajas, 
Mucukundas, Parijatas, Kubjakas, plantains, J ambus, 
areca palms, Ketaki, Karaviras, Atimuktas, Kimiukas 

Mandara, Kundas and other flowering plants. The gardens 
were comparable to the Nandana garden by the chirping of 

■different birds, the trees laden with fruits that made them bend 
down and other living beings such as Gakoras, Satapatras, royal 
bees, cuckoos, partridges peacocks, crows and parrots. There 
were many other birds such as Jivafijivakas, Haritas, and 
Catakas. They encompassed the forests. There were other birds 

■chirping very sweetly. The holy centre abounded in long tariff 
lakes, ponds, sacred water spots adorned with clusters of lotus 
plants. The lakes looked beautiful with clear water. There were 
lilies, white lotuses, blue lotuses, Kadamba birds, ruddy geese, 
water hen, Karan^ava birds, swans and other aquatic animals. 
The spot was made highly beautiful with different kinds of 
trees, excellent flowers and water spots. It appeared splendid 

■all round. There the lord with the full-emblem and elephant 
hide garment was present directly. 

51-58. Siva who yields worldly pleasures and salvation to 
the people sat among Devas and Sages who brought water 
severally from the sacred rivers, holy water spots, lakes, lotus- 
ponds, tanks, wells and oceans on the earth. For the welfare 
-of the people Siva evolved the holy lake Bindusaras in that 
holy centre, O excellent brahmins. It was on the eighth day in 
the dark half of the month of Margafirfa, O excellent brah¬ 
mins, that the lake was created by the lord. 
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The devotee who undertakes a pilgrimage to that place on 
the day of equinoctical transits shall duly take his bath in the 
Bindusaras in faith. He shall perform Tarpana rites unto 
Devas, sages, human beings and Manes assiduously. Repeating 
their names and Gotras he shall perform the libation of water 
with gingelly seed. By taking ablution duly in that holy water 
he shall attain the benefit of horse sacrifice. Those who offer 
charitable gifts to the brahmins on the following occasion derive 
hundred times the benefit which they may receive from other 
holy centres. 

59*63. There is no doubt that the devotees will accord an 
everlasting satisfaction to the Pitrs if they offer balls of rice to- 
them on the bank of this lake. 

He shall then go to the abode of lord Siva observing rest¬ 
raint in speech and control on sense-organs. After entering the 
shrine he shall circumambulate thrice. Pure (in his mind and 
body) he shall bathe Siva with ghee, milk etc. He shall apply 
sandal paste and sweet scent. He shall worship the moon-crested' 
lord, the consort of Uma with different kinds of flowers worthy 
of being used in holy rites such as Bilva, Arka, lotus, etc. He- 
shall eulogise the deity with the Mantras mentioned in the- 
Vedas or Agamas. 

64-73. A man who has not undergone the formal initiation 
shall worship by pronouncing the name and the basic Mantra. 
After worshipping the lord with scents, fragrant flowers, gar¬ 
ments etc, with incense, lights, food offering and presents, by 
means of eulogies, prostrations on the ground, by sign songs, 
accompanied by musical instruments, by dances, repeated 
obeisances, shouts of victory, and circumambulations, the 
devotee becomes liberated from all sins. By worshipping the 
lord, the consort of Uma, the lord of Devas, the devotee gets 
rid of sins. They are endowed with handsome features and 
youthfulness. He can redeem twentyone generations of his 
family in this way. He is bedecked in divine ornaments. 
He will be born as a performer of sacrifices, a liberal donor of 
charitable gifts and an overlord of the earth. 

After takingbath in the waters of Bindusaras, the devotee 
visit the following shrines—Muktlfvara, SiddheSa Suvarna. 

jalefvara, Parameivara and the subtle lord AmratikeSvara. He 
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shall duly worship them. He will be going to the world of 
Siva on the golden aerial chariot with clusters of tinkling bells. 
Gandharvas and Apsaras will be singing in his praise and 
embellish him. He will brighten up quarters. O brah¬ 
mins, along with the people who habitually reside in that world, 
he will enjoy all pleasures there pleasing to the mind, until the 
dissolution of all living beings. When the merits decrease he 
will return to the earth. O excellent brahmins, he will be reborn 
in the abodes of Yogins. He will become the master of the Vedas. 
After attaining the Pasupata Yoga he will attain salvation. 

74-75. Those who visit the temple of lord Siva on the 
following days go to the world of Siva on the aerial chariot 
having solar lustre. The holy occasions are—the day of Sayana 
(lying down), the day of Utthapana (rising up), the monthly 
transit from one sign of zodiac to another, on the days of 
tropical transits, on the Afokasaptami and on the day of 
Pavitraropana. 

76. The intelligent people who visit the lord at any time, 
arc liberated from their sins. They go to the world of lord 
■Siva. 

77. The holy centre extending to two and a half Yojanas 
to the West, East, North and South of the lord is an area that 
yields worldly pleasures and salvation. 

78-83. In that excellent holy centre there is a Liriga named 
Bhaskarefvara. It had been worshipped by the Sun-god pre¬ 
viously. The devotees shall take bath in the holy ditch and 
then worship the three-eyed lord ofDevas. They will be liberat¬ 
ed from all sins. Seated in an excellent aerial chariot they 
will go to the world of lord Siva. The Gandharvas will sing 
in their praise. O excellent brahmins, full of joy they remain 
there for the period of a Kalpa. After enjoying extensive plea¬ 
sures in the world of lord Siva, when their merits dwindle, 
they come down to the Earth and are bom in an excellent 
family. Or they are born in the abodes of Yogins. They will be 
masters of Vedas and Vedangas. They will be bom as excellent 
brahmins engaged in the welfare of living beings. They will 
become experts in the science of Salvation and will have equal 
consideration for all. After attaining the excellent Yoga of 
Siva they derive salvation. 
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84-87. O brahmins, the devotee shall worship any Liftga 
he sees in that holy centre. Wherever thatLihga is seen whether 
it is worthy of worship or not, whether it is obtained from 
forest or in the street, in the cremation ground or in the main 
cross-roads the devotee shall bathe that Linga with devotion 
and faith. He must assure himself llut the Linga has no cracks. 
He shall then worship the Linga with scents fragrant and 
charming flowers, incense, height, food-offerings, obeisances, 
eulogies, prostrations, dances, songs etc. By worshipping thus 
in accordance with the injunctions he shall go to the world of 
Siva. 

88. Even a woman, O leading brahmins, attains the 
benefit if she worships in due faith. No doubt needbeentertain- 
ed in this respect. 

89. Excepting lord Siva, O excellent sages, who can re¬ 
count the good qualities of that excellent holy centre ? 

90-92. Whether a person possesses faith or not whether 
it is a male or a female person, the pilgrim shall go there on 
any day in any month. O brahmins, after taking bath in the 
waters of Bindusaras, he or she shall visit the temple of three¬ 
eyed lord Siva and the goddess Uma the bestower of boons, as 
well as Cantfa, the Ga$a, Karttikeya, Ganefa, the bull, the 
Kalpa tree and Savitri. He goes to the world of lord Siva 

immediately. 

93-95. By taking bath in the Kapila Tirtha that is des- 
structive of sins, one obtains all cherished desires and goes to 
the world oflord Siva. He who performs pilgrimage in accor¬ 
dance with the injunctions after controlling the sense-organs, 
shall uplift twentyone generations and then attain the world 
oflord Siva. 

He who takes his holy dip in Ekamra, the holy centre of 
lord Siva, that is as splendid as Varanasi, will certainly attain 

liberation. 
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Tks holy eentri Utkala 

Brahmll said: 

1. Mother Viraja, my mistress, is firmly established ia 
Viraja. By visiting her a man protects his family upto the 
seventh generation. 

2. By visiting that goddess even for once and by worshipp¬ 
ing and bowing to her with devotion a man redeems his family 
and goes to my world. 

3. The other mothers of the world who stand in Viraja are 
goddesses who dispel sins and bestow boons. They are favour¬ 
ably disposed to the devotees. 

4. There is the river Vaitarani there. It dispels all sins. 
By taking holy dip there, the excellent man is liberated from 
all sins. 

5. The self-bom lord Visnu stays there in the form of a 
Boar. By visiting him and bowing to him with devotion, man 
goes to Vignu’s abode. 

6-8. There are eight holy sites in the holy centre of Viraja 
viz—Kapila, Gograha, Somatlrtha, Alabutirtha, Mftyufijaya, 
Krodattrtha, Vasuka and Siddhakefvara. The intelligent pilgrim 
shall visit all these holy sites and take a holy dip therein in the 
Viraja with all his sense-organs controlled. By bowing down to 
the lords he shall be liberated from all sins. Seated in an 
excellent aerial chariot he goes to my world. The Gandharvas 
sing in his praise and honour him. 

9. He who offers balls of rice in Viraja, my holy centre, 
shall undoubtedly accord ever-lasting satisfaction to the manes. 

10. O excellent sages, men who cast off their body in 
Viraja my holy centre, do attain salvation. 

11. He who takes a holy dip in the ocean and visits Kapila, 
Vifipi and Varahi, goes straight to heaven. 

12. O excellent sages, there are many holy sites and shrines. 
They should be known as equal to that (VirajA). 

13. O excellent brahmins, there is a secret and great holy 
centre which- bestows salvation and destroys sins, in the land 
on the northern shore of the sea. 
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14. It is covered with sands. It is sacred. It bestows all 
desires. It extends to ten Yojanas. This is one of the rarest of 
holy centres. 

15-21. That holy centre contains many trees such as Aloka, 
Arjuna, Punnaga, Bakula, Sarala, jack tree, coconut tree, S&Ias, 
palmyra, the wood apple, Campaka, Karpikara, mango, Bilva, 
Pa {ala, Kadamba, Kovidara, Lakuca, Nagakesara, Sami, 
Amalaka (Embylic myrobalan), Lodhra, Citron, Dhava, 
Khadira, Sarja, Bhurja, Alvakarna, Tamala, Devadaru,Mandara, 
P&rijata, Nyagrodha, Agum, Sandal, Kharjura, Amrhtaka, 
Siddha, Mucukunda, Kiriisuka, Aivattha, Saptaparna, Madhu- 
dhara, Subhaftjana, Sirhiapa, Nipa, Nimba (Margose), Tindu, 
and Vibhitakas. These trees were laden with fruits and 
fragrant flowers of all seasons. They were delightful to the 
mind. They were splendid. Many types of birds made the 
atmosphere resound. The sounds produced by the birds were 
pleasing to the ears. They were very sweet and excited love 
pangs powerfully. They afforded great pleasure to the mind. 

22-23. The place was full of various birds such as Cakoras, 
Satapatras (woodpeckers), Bhpigarajas, (bees), parrots, 
cuckoos, partridges, Haritas, Jivajivakas, C&takas, and other 
birds of sweet voice. They were chirping and their sounds 
were pleasing to the ears. They delighted everyone and they 
-were beautifully perched (on the branches). 

24-31. There were clusters of Ketaki plants, Atimuktas, 
Kubjakas, Malatis, Kundas, Banas, Karavlras of black varieties, 
Jambiras, Arunas, Kankolas, Datfimas, Bljapurakas, Matulungas, 
Areca palms, Hintalas, groves of plantain trees and many types 
of flowering trees pleasing to the mind. There were creepers, 
and bushes spreading like canopies. There were different kinds 
of water reservoirs such as oblong ponds, lakes lotus ponds, 
and tanks. The different water reservoirs were holy and decorat¬ 
ed with lotus-clusters. The lakes were beautiful with ■ clear 
water lilies, white lotuses, splendid blue lotuses, Kalhara 
Bowers, and similar flowers abounded in those lakes all round. 
There w=bre Kadambaka birds; Cakravhkas and water fowls. 
There were floating Kkrapd&va birds, swans, tortoises, fish, 
Madgus, D&tyuhas, Sarasas, Koya#is and cranes and these 
enhanced the beauty of the place. There were other birds living 
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in water, flying in the air or walking over the land. There were 
aquatic flowers; thus the whole holy centre looked very beauti¬ 
ful with different sorts of trees and flowers both on land and in 
water. There were aquatic and other types of elephants 
beautifying the place. 

32-35. The place was adorned by religious students, house¬ 
holders, forest dwellers and recluses. They were engaged in 
their virtuous duties. There were other people as well adorning 
it. The place was filled with delighted and well nourished 
people. It was thronged by men and women. The place was 
the abode of all lores. It was a mine of all holy rites and 
virtues. Thus, the holy centre, endowed with all good qualities, 
was the rarest of all holy centres. 

O excellent sages, the famous lord Vi$nu abides there. As 
far as the boundary of the land of Utkala extends, die place is 
very holy due to lord Krsna’s favour. 

36-43. Everything is well established in the place where 
the supreme lord who pervades the universe is present. He is 
the lord of the universe and the soul of all. O excellent sages, 
we always stay in that land. Rudra, Indra, Devas led by Agni 
and I too stay there. So also the following too stay there : 
Gandharvas, Apsaras, Pitfs, Devas, human beings Yaksas 
Vidyadharas, Siddhas, sages of praiseworthy holy rites, 
Valakhilyas and other sages, the Patriarchs—Kasyapa and others, 
Suparnas, Kinnaras, Serpents and other celestial beings; the 
four Vedas with their ancillaries, the different sorts, sacred 
treatises, the Itih&sas and Puranas, the sacrifices with excellent 
monetary gifts and the differenf sorts of holy rivers. Tirthas 
and shrines, oceans and mountains too were established in 
that land. Who will not like to stay in such a place which 
is the holiest of the holy, which is frequented by Devas sages 
mnA pitfs and which is blessed with all means of pleasures. 

Which lanH can surpass it in excellence 7 

44-49. It is the place where lord Puru;ottama stays as the 

bestower of salvation. 

Blessed indeed are those men who live in Utkala like Devas. 
They take their bath in the waters of the most excellent of holy 
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centres and see Purusottama. They are actually die dwellers 
of heaven. They never go to the abode of Yaxna. 

Fruitful indeed is the life of the people who stay in Utkala 
which is the holy centre of Purufottama. The residents of Utkala. 
are highly intellectual because they see the lord in all these 
attributes. He is the most excellent of Devas, his eyes are large 
and pleasant; his brows, tresses and the crest are beautiful; he 
has a beautiful piece of ornament embellishing his ears, his 
smile is beautiful, his teeth are exquisitely fine, his ear rings 

adorn him beautifully; his nose and cheeks and forehead are 
very beautiful and possess good traits. The lotus-like face of 
lord Krfga is the cause of delight to all. 
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CHAPTER FORTYONE 

The narrative of Indradyumna 

Description of Avanti 

Brahma said: 

1. O brahmins, formerly, in the Krtayuga there was a 
glorious king who was known as Indradyumna. He was as valor¬ 

ous as Indra. 

2. He was truthful in speech, pure in thought and efficient 
in work. He was most excellent among the wielders of weapons. 
He was handsome and fortunate. He was heroic and liberal in 

charitable gifts. He enjoyed pleasures and spoke pleasingly. 
3. He performed many sacrifices. He was favourably 

disposed to the brahmins. He was truthful in utterance. He was 
an adept in the science of archery, Vedas and other scriptures. 

He was contented. 
4. He was the lover of humanity and he looked splendid 

like the moon on the full moon-night. Like the sun he was 
dazzling to look at, he was terrible to the hosts of enemies. 

5. He was a devotee of Visnu. He was endowed with 
Sattva attribute. He conquered wrath and the sense-organs. He 
was interested in the spiritual lore. He was desirous of salvation. 

He was interested in virtue. 

6. While that king, the repository of good qualities, ruled 
over the Earth he thought of propitiating Visnu. 

7. “How shall I propitiate Vi?gu, the lord of Devas? In 
which holy centre or sacred spot or the river bank or hermitage 
shall it be ?" 

8-9. Pondering thus in his mind he thought of all holy 
centres on the earth. He saw them in dreamy vision. After see¬ 
ing the holy centres, sacred spots and cities he mentally repaired 
to the holy centre Puru$ottama that bestows salvation on the 
devotees. 
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10. The king went there accompanied by his flourishing 
army and vehicles. He duly performed a horse sacrifice where 
much wealth was distributed as gift. 

11-12. He got a lofty palace built there. He established the 
images of Samkar$ana, Krspa and Subhadra therein. He 
constructed five holy spots there. He performed the rites of 
ablution, charitable gift, penance, sacrifice and the visit to the 
deity regularly. He devoutly propitiated the lord duly every day 
by the grace of the lord. In course of time he attained salvation. 

13-14. O brahmins, by taking ablution in the ocean named 
(after) Indradyumna and visiting MarkaQ^eya, Vata (banyan 
tree), Krspa and Bala-Rama one attains salvation certainly. 

The sages said’. 

15-21. Formerly, why did that lord of the world, Indrady¬ 
umna go to that great holy centre Purusottama that bestows 

salvation? 
O most excellent one among Devas, after going there how 

did that excellent king duly perform horse-sacrifice and worship 

the lord? How did he manage to build an excellent mansion well 
known in three worlds in that rarest of holy centres that bestows 

all benefits? 
How did that leading king create the idols ofKr?Qa, Rama 

and Subhadra endowed with all characteristic marks, O Patriarch 

Brahma? 
How did that king instal Kj-spa and other deities who 

are worshipped by Devas, in that palace which was most excel¬ 
lent in the world? 

O most excellent among Devas it behoves you to recount 
all this precisely and in detail, the whole narrative of that intelli¬ 

gent king. 
We are not fully satiated by the nectar-like words of yours. 

We wish to hear more. Our curiosity has grown excessively. 

Brahmd said: 

22-23. Well done, O excellent brahmins that you have 
asked me about the ancient story that is holy, destructive of sins, 

splendid and conducive to worldly pleasures and salvation. I 
shall mention the story as it had happened in the Krta Yuga. O 
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leading sages, listen with concentration and restraint over the 
sense-organs. 

24. The city of Avanti1 in Malava} known as the most 

excellent one over the earth, was the capital of that monarch. 
25. It was thronged by citizens who were delighted and 

well nourished. The rampart wall, and the arched gateway 
were firmly built. There were strong mechanical means of bolt¬ 
ing the doors. The city was embellished by moats. 

26. It was filled by different merchants with different 
articles for sale. The city was beautiful with streets and bazars. 
It was bedecked by triangular and quadrangular lawns. 

27-31. It was full of rows of mansions with upper stories 
and apartments; the four cross-roads were well partitioned. 

Houses and towers abounded in that city which was adorned by 
hundreds and thousands of palaces which resembled royal swans 
with pure wonderful necks and which looked charming and gay. 

The whole city was in a joyous mood due to sacrifices and festi¬ 
vities ; the sounds of songs and musical instruments spread every¬ 
where. It was adorned with flags and ensigns of different colours. 
There were armies of elephants, horses, chariots and infantry 
men. The city was filled by soldiers of all kinds. It had various 

centres where crowds gathered together. O excellent sages, the 
city was rendered prosperous by the people who lived there such 
as the Brahmins, Ksatriyas Vaifyas and Sudras. The city was 

embellished by great scholars who made it their permanent home. 
There were no dirty people there; neither fools nor weak men 

resided in it. 
32-35. There were no sickly persons, no crippled or maimed 

persons. None indulged in the vice of gambling there. Men and 
women were always delighted and nobleminded. 

The people sported about in day and night with great joy. 

Men were dressed well and splendidly. Their ear-rings were 
polished and cleaned. They were handsome and noble. They 
were bedecked in divine ornaments. They had all good traits and 

they resembled cupid in their gaiety. 

1. Avanti—Ujjayini. In the wider sense the name signifies M&lava-defa. 
The town is situated on the bank of $ipr&. The renowned poets like K&li- 

d&sa lived there. It is one of the seven cities capable of giving liberation 

(moksa). 
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Their hair were fine. Their cheeks were beautiful. Their 
faces were handsome and they wore moustaches. They were 
conversant with holy scriptures. They could pierce through the 
army of the enemy. 

36. They were liberal donors of jewels and the enjoyers of 
riches. O excellent sages, charming women were seen in that 

splendid land. 
37. Their mode of walking was like that of the swan or the 

elephant;1 their eyes extended upto the ears; the waists were 
slender and the buttocks exquisite, their breasts were plump and 

elevated. 
38. Their tresses were glossy and beautiful. Their cheeks 

were fine and their forelocks steady. Their teeth were like the 
clearly \ Isible lightning streaks. Their faces were like the full 
moon. They bent their necks in exhibiting their emotions with 
gesticulation and charming twists; their ears were adorned with 

ornaments. 
39. Their lips were red like Bimba fruits. They shone with 

their mouths coloured by chewing betal leaves. They were 

bedecked in golden ornaments. 
40. Some were dark-complexioned, some were fair-comple- 

xioned; they had fine buttocks, their girdles and armlets produc¬ 
ed charming sounds. They wore divine garlands and garments; 
they applied divine scents and unguents over their bodies. 

41. The women were clever and competent. They were 
lovely with attractive faces and charming limbs. They were 
pleasing to look at. They were endowed with beauty and good 

colour and form. They had smiling faces. 

42. Mad and intoxicated they sported about in assemblies 
and quadrangular court-yards. They delighted others by songs, 

instrumental music and spicy conversation. 
43. The chiefs of harlots, experts in dancing and singing 

could also be found there. They were experts in the art of con¬ 
versation, scanning and scrutiny. They were endued with femi¬ 

nine charms and fine qualities. 

1. The mode of ladies* walking is often compared to that of a swan or 
an elephant. Elsewhere it is likened to the slow-moving autumnal clouds 
after they have shed water. 
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44. There were others too, the women of noble families 
endowed with noble traits, chaste, fortunate and embellished by 
all good qualities. 

45-52. The city abounded in fruit-bearing trees and flower¬ 
ing plants, in charming parks, splendid groves and meritorious 
gardens. There were divine shrines and temples beautified by 
different sorts of flowers. The following were the important 
trees:— Salas, Talas, Tamalas, Bakulas, Nagakesaras, Pippalas, 
Karnikaras, sandal trees, Aguru, Campakas, Punnagas, coco¬ 
nuts, jack fruit trees, Sarala trees, citron, Lakucas, Lodhras, 
Saptaparnas, Subhaftjanas, mangoes, Bilvas, Kadambas, £im$a- 
pas, Dhavas, Khadiras, Pafalas, ASokas, Tagaras, black Kara- 
viras, yellow Arjunas, Bhallatas, Siddhas, Amra takas, 
Nyagrodhas, ASvatthas, Kaimaryas, Pal as as and Devadarus. 
There were Mandaras, Parijatas, Tintidikas, Vibhitakas, old 
embylic myrobalam trees, Plak?as, Jambu trees, &iri?a trees, 
Kaleyas, Kaflcanara trees, Madhus, Jambiras, Tindukas, 
Kharjuras, Agastyas, Bakulas, £akho{akas, Haritakas, Kankolas, 
Mucukundas, Hintalas, Bijapurakas, and other trees. There 

were Ketaki groves, Atimuktas and Kubjakas. 
53-60. The gardens were adorned by Mallik&s, Kundas, 

Banas, stems of plantain trees, Matulungas, Pugaphalas, Arece 

palms, Pink Sindhuvarakas, Bahuvaras, Kovidaras, Badaras, 
Karafijakas and many other charming trees in full bloom. There 
were creepers and bushes in the gardens comparable to their 
counterparts in the Nandana1 garden. They were always full of 
fragrant flowers. They bent down due to the weight of fruits. 
The gardens were surrounded by many domestic and wild 
animals. The place was resonant with the diverse cries of birds. 
The chief birds were Gakoras, Satapatras, Bhpigaras, Priyapu- 
trakas, Kalavinkas( Partridges) Peacocks, Parrots, Cuckoos, doves, 
Khafijaritas (Wagtails), herons, vultures and pigeons. There 
were many other sorts of charming birds that sang songs pleasing 
to the ears. There were rivers, lotus-ponds and lakes. There 
were other sacred water-reservoirs adorned by lilies as well as 
blue lotuses, white lotuses, fragrant Kalhara flowers and other 
beautiful flowers growing in water. They had sweet divine 
fragrance. The plants put forth flowers and shone in all seasons. 

1. Naatdana: name of a celestial garden. 
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61 -65. The lakes were rendered beautiful by swans, Karari- 
dava ducks and ruddy geese. There were Sarasa birds, tortoises, 
fishes, crocodiles. There were web-footed swimming waterfowls. 

There were other birds flying in the sky and moving about in 
waters. The sky was sweetly resonant with the cries and songs 
of birds of variegated colours. The magnificent city was render¬ 
ed beautiful by divine temples and shrines. There were many 
beautiful birds that swam in water or flew about over the land. 
In the different gardens there were many flowering trees. The 

three-eyed lord who slew the Tripuras is seated in that city. 
66-70. The deity Siva is known by the name Mahakala. He 

bestows all cherished desires upon the devotee who should take 
holy dip in the sacred ditch Sivakunda which is destroyer of 
sins. The learned devotee should perform Tarpana rites for 
Devas, Pitrs and sages. He shall go to the shrine of Siva and 
perform three circumambulations. Restraining his sense-organs 
and wearing washed and dried cloth he shall enter the sanctum 
sanctorum and worship the deity by offering flowers, sweet 
scents, incenses, lights, ablution, devoutly offered Naivedyas, 
musical instruments, songs, circumambulations, etc. He shall 
propitiate Siva by obeisance, dances, and hymns of praise. 

By worshipping Mahakala, Siva, even for once, but duly 
and devoutly, the man obtains the benefit of a thousand horse- 
sacrifices. 

71. Rid of all his sins he will ride in an aerial chariot equipp¬ 
ed with all desirable things and go to heaven where there is 

the abode of lord Siva. 
72. He will become glorious and assume a divine form. 

Bedecked in divine ornaments he will enjoy excellent pleasures 
until the dissolution of all living beings. 

73-74. O excellent sages, he will be devoid of old age and 
death in the world of Siva. When his merits begin to dwindle 
he is reborn here in an excellent brahmin family. He shall be 
a brahmin and master of all Vedas. He shall be an expert in all 

sacred lores. Thereafter, he shall attain PaSupatayoga and attain 
salvation. 

75-76. In that city, there is a holy river K$ipr&. He who 

takes bath there and performs Tarpana to the Pitrs and deities 
shall be liberated from sins. Seated in an excellent aerial chariot 
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he goes to the celestial world and enjoys pleasures of all sorts 
there. 

77. Lord Vi?nu the overlord of Devas is also stationed there 
itself. He is named Govindasvamin. He yields worldly pleasures 
and salvation to the devotees. 

78-79. By visiting that deity the devotee obtains liberation 
for himself and twentyone generations of his family. He goes to 
the world of Vi$nu in an aerial chariot which has solar colour, 
clusters of tinkling bells, is richly endowed with desirable things 

and can go wherever it desires to go and which is very steady. 
The Gandharvas will sing in praise of him. He is honoured in 
the world of Visnu. 

80-85. Devoid of ailments he enjoys various pleasures until 

the dissolution of all living beings. He will be blessed with good 
features, good fortune and happiness. In due course of time, the 

intelligent devotee shall be re-born as a brahmin on the earth in 
the house of excellent Yogins. He shall be proficient in the 
Vedas and other scriptures. After adopting the Yoga of Vi§nu, 

he will attain salvation, with no return to this earth. 

O brahmins, there itself the man shall visit Vijnu named 
Vikramasvamin. By visiting the lord, the devotee, whether it be 

a man or a woman, shall attain the benefits that are mentioned 

before. 
There are other Devas too, viz. Indra and others led by 

him. O excellent sages, there are Mothers who bestow their 

cherished desires. By visiting them, and by duly and devoutly 
worshipping and bowing to them the man goes to heaven. Such 
is the city of great beauty protected by that lion of a monarch. 

86-89. It was gay and joyous with perpetual festivities like 
the city of Amaravati1 pertaining to Indra. It consisted of 

1. Amar&vatl. The capital city of Indra. Its location is as follows: Brah- 
m4’s world extends over 10,000 Yojanas on Mah&meru mountain. There are 
eight cities—each 2,500 square yojanas in extent—of the a$(adikp&las in 

parts of this Brahm&puri; 
(i) In the centre Brahma's city—Manovati; 
(ii) To the east of Manovati, Indra's city Amar&vatl; 

(iii) In the south-east comer, Agni's city Tejovati; 

(iv) On the southern side, Yama's city, Saihyaminl; 
(v) In the south-west comer, Nirfd’s city KfnUjsni; 
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eighteen sectors or sub-divisions. The cross-roads were exten¬ 
sively wide and large. 

The twanging sound of bowstrings echoed everywhere. It 
was adorned by the presence of Siddhas. The people consisted 
mostly of the learned groups; the loud chanting sound of the 
Vedas reverberated everywhere. 

O brahmins, day and night the discourses on Itihisas, 
Puranas and scriptures and the critical reviews of poems are 
heard. O Brahmins, thus, the city of Avanti of excellent virtues, 
has been cited by me. It was here that, formerly, Indradyumna 
of great intellect ruled as king. 

CHAPTER FORTYTWO 

The Holy centre sighted 

Brahmd said: 

1. Administering the excellent country formerly, from that 
city, that king of great intellect, protected his subjects like his 
own bosom-born sons. 

2-7 He was highly intelligent and truthful in speech. He 
was heroic and a veritable repository of all virtues. He was 
learned and richly endowed with piety. He was the most ex¬ 
cellent among all those who wielded weapons. Possessing good 
conduct, truthfulness and control over his sense-organs the glori¬ 

ous king conquered the cities of his enemies. In refulgence he 
was like the Sungod; in beauty he was like Alvins,1 he possessed 
their increasing good qualities, he had the valour of Indra; 
adorned by all traits he shone like the autumnal moon. He per¬ 
formed various sacrifices such as Horse Sacrifice and others. 

(vi) In the west, Vanina's city Sraddh&vati; 
(vii) In the north-west corner, Viyu's city Gandhavati; 

(viii) In the north, Kubera's city Mahodaya; 
(ix) In the north-east comer, Siva's city, Yafovati. 

(See Devi Bh&gavata, 8th Skandha) 

1. ASvins—Aivinlkum&ras, Aivinldevas viz. Satya and Dasra. The 
two were the sons of Sfirya. They became physicians of Devas. 
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There was no other king equal to him in charitable gifts, 
sacrifices and austerities. 

At every sacrifice, he gave the leading brahmins much 
wealth consisting of gold, jewels, pearls, elephants and horses. 
There was no limit to the wealth possessed by him such as ele¬ 
phants, horses and prominent chariots, blankets, deer-skins and 
garments, jewels, cash and food-grains. 

8. Thus endowed with riches and adorned by good qualities 
the king administered the excellent kingdom with his mind 
assured of realizing all cherished desires. 

9. Once he pondered over this, in mind—“How shall I 
propitiate Visnu, the lord of all Yogas ? How shall I propitiate 
lord who bestows worldly pleasures and salvation ?” 

10-12. He pondered over the scriptural texts, Tantra 
texts and extensive Agamas. He poured over the Itihasas, 
Puranas, the ancillaries of the Vedas, Dharmaiastras, codes of 
law propounded by the sages, Vedangas, Scriptural texts and all 
source-books of the extant lores. After assiduously resorting 

to his preceptors, the brahmins who had mastered the Vedas, he 
attained the highest point of learning and became fully con¬ 
tented. 

13. After realising the greatest entity, the unchanging lord 
Vasudeva, he passed beyond all illusory knowledge.1 Restraining 
his sense-organs, he became a seeker of liberation. 

14-16. He thought thus—“How shall I propitiate the eternal 
lord of Devas ? He is yellow-robed. He has four arms. He holds 
a conch, a discus and an iron-club. His chest is covered with 
garlands of Sylvan flowers. His eyes are large like the petals of 
a lotus. He has the scar Srivatsa in his chest. He appears splen¬ 
did with crown, shoulderlets and other ornaments. 

Having thought thus, the king set-off from his city Ujjayini, 

accompanied by a large army, his priest and his servants. 

17. The Charioteer-soldiers followed him in chariots resem¬ 

bling aerial vehicles. They were decorated with flag-stafTs and 

fanners. The soldiers carried weapons in their arms. 

1. bhr&nti-jMna—illusory knowledge, such as the knowledge of “snake 
in rope or of silver in a shell'*. This is known as the pr&tibhisika jflftna. 
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18. The cavalry men followed the king with horses on a par 
with the wind. They carried javelins and iron clubs. 

19-20. The (brave warriors) experts in wars of conquests 
followed him with Himalaya-born elephants in their rut. These 
elephants were comparable to mountains. They had trunks like 
the poleshafts. They were fierce and intoxicated, of sixty years 
in age. Their Howdabs were golden. They were adorned with 

flags and ringing bells. 
21-22. Innumerable infantry-men followed him. They had 

bows, javelins and swords. They wore divine garlands and gar¬ 
ments. They had applied divine scents and unguents (over their 
bodies). They were young and they wore earings of finished 

gold. They were mighty heroes, experts in all weapons and 

missiles and eager to fight. 
23-26. The women of the harem followed him. They were 

bedecked, richly endowed with beauty and blooming youth. 
They were embellished by all ornaments. They wore divine 
garments and were bedecked in divine garlands. They had 

smeared their limbs with divine scents and unguents. Their faces 
resembled the autumnal moon. Their waists were fine and their 

dress, exquisitely beautiful. Their ears were beautified by the 
forelocks. Their lips resembled the Bimba fruits. They had fine 

teeth and their eyes were large like the petals of the lotus. Their 
mouths were coloured by the betal leaves they had chewed. They 

were protected by watchmen and guards. They went ahead in 

high and low vehicles that were splendid and bedecked in jewels 
and gold. The birds sang songs in their praise. They were sur¬ 

rounded by men armed with weapons. 

27-33. Many courtesans and harlots followed him along 
with their attendants. They were beautiful in every limb and 
they were bedecked in all ornaments. They were loving, fortu¬ 

nate and beautiful. They were endowed with feminine charms. 

Bedecked in all sorts of ornaments they rode in various vehicles 

and followed him. He was accompanied by brahmins who were 

conversant with the Vedas and their ancillaries1 and who were 

1. Vedirtgas—ancillaries. They are six in number: 
(i) iSikfd—Science of proper articulation and pronunciation. 

(ii) Chandas—Metre; 
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masters of topics in different scriptures. So also the K$atriyas, 
VaiSyas, Sudras of eight subcastes accompanied him. The gold¬ 
smiths, blacksmiths metal-workers, breakers of stones, jewellers, 
potters, cobblers, cooks, small vendors, cane-makers, artisans 
working on lids, barbers, those who make gourd-like supports of 

lutes, those who make and mend arrows, those who work in gold, 
sword-makers, those who prepare oblations, those who repair 
vehicles, those who make sweet pies, those who sell (drinking) 
water, garland-makers, those who make joints, those who sell all 
sorts of things, groups of village merchants and residents of 
different towns, followed him with their riches, jewels, gold, 
folk women and attendants. 

34. There were people who sold missiles, those who sustain¬ 
ed themselves by trading in betal leaves, the sellers of grass, the 
sellers of fuel. 

35. All those who sustained themselves by the stage, those 
who sold meat, oil-mongers and cloth merchants followed him. 

36. Sellers of fruits, those who sold leaves, those who 
tiansported grass and fodder and thousands of washermen 

(followed him). 
37. There were cowherds, barbers, tailors, shepherds, goat¬ 

herds and those who tended deer and swans. 

38. There were people who sold foodgrains, powdered fried 
grains, gaggery and salt. 

39. There were musicians, dancers, bards, actors, story-tellers 

and those who are experts in Puranas. 
40. There were poets, versifiers, composers of poems, experts 

in different poems, followers of Garutja who dispel poison and 

those who test different jewels. 
41. There were blacksmiths, coppersmiths, those who work 

in bellmetal, Ruthakas?, those who make scabbards, painters, 

turners and Pavakas. 
42. There were makers of sticks and batons, those who 

make swords, those who maintain by selling ale or gambling; 

(iii) Vy&karafta—Grammar; 

(iv) Nirukta—Etymology; 

(v) jfjK>tifa—Astronomy and Astrology; 
(vi) Kalpa—Ceremonial represented by Sfltra works. 
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wrestlers, messengers, Kayasthas (accountants and clerks) and 
other workers. 

43-44. There were physicians and surgeons on human beings, 
elephants, trees and cows and those who cut and burn; there 
were weavers, there were those who painted, those who made 
wicks and oil paintings, those who maintained by selling quails, 
partridges and other birds and animals. 

45. All these citizens and those who have not yet been 
mentioned followed him. The entire residents of the city followed 
him too. 

46. Just as the sons eager to see other villages follow their 
father who proceeds ahead so also those citizens followed him. 

47. Thus the glorious king surrounded by a great concourse 
of people as well as (the four divisions of the army viz the ele¬ 

phants, horses, chariots and infantry, proceeded slowly. 
48. Going ahead thus, followed by the armies the king 

reached the shore of the Southern sea after a long time. 
49-58. There the king saw the ocean and was struck with 

wonder. It was beautiful and it appeared to be dancing in front 
of him; it was confused and agitated on account of hundreds 
and thousands of waves; it was filled with many living organisms 
and it was the abode of many jewels, it contained many waves 

and billows; it was full of miracles, it was the king of sacred 
waters, very noisy and extremely terrible, it had no other shore; 

it was the deep abode of crocodiles, it resembled groups of 
clouds; 

It was full of fishes, tortoises, conches, oyster shell, crocodiles, 
skate fishes, porpoises, crabs and serpents of great poison. 

The briny sea, the bed-chamber of Vi?jau, is the lord of 
rivers, it is holy and it dispels all sins, it is the bestower of all 

cherished desire; it is majestic due to many whirlpools, it is the 
place of resort for the Danavas, it is the divine charming wood- 
stick of nectar (i.e. the source of origin for nectar); it is the lord 

of waters of divine source of origin, it is the most distinguished 
supporter of the life of all living beings; it is the most sacred of 
all sacred objects and most auspicious of all auspicious things; it 

is the most sacred of all holy waters; it is the most unchanging 
lord of oceanic creatures, it cannot be pierced or split by any 
living being, it is the source of the nectar of Devas, it is the cause 
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of origin, sustenance and annihilation; it is eternal. It is the 
basis of subsistence for all. It is the holy lord of rivers. 

59. After reaching the sea-shore the king encamped there in 
a beautiful holy land endowed with the qualities of a good land. 

60-68. The place was full of &ala, Kadamba, Punn&ga, 
Sarala, Jack coconut, Bakula, Nagakesara, Kharjura, Pippala, 
Tala, citron, pomegranate, Amrataka. Lodhra, Bakula, Bahuv&ra, 
Kapittha, Karnikara, Patala, A£oka, Campaka, Dadima, Tamila, 
Parijata, Arjuna, Pracinamalaka, Bilva, Priyangu, Vata, 
Khadira, Jrigudi, Saptaparna, ASvattha, Agastya, Jambuka, 
Madhuka, Karnikara, Bahuvara, Tinduka, Pala£abadara, Nipa, 
Siddhanimba, Subhafijana, Varaka, Kovidara, Bhallata, Amalaka 

Tala, Hintala, Kankola, Karanja, Vibhitaka, Sarja, Madhu, 
Kasmari, Salmali, Devadaru, Sakhojaka, Nimbava^a, Kumbhi, 
Ko?tha, Haritaka, Guggula, sandal, Aguru, Patala, Jamblra, 
Karuna, tamarind, red sandal and many other trees resembling 
the trees of Kalpa. The trees bore flowers and fruits during all 
seasons. 

69-71. It was resonant with the chirping sounds and divine 
cooings of different birds such as cuckoos, peacocks, parrots, 
sparrows, Harltas, royal bees, Catakas, Bahuputrakas, Jivafiji- 

vakas, Kakolas, partridges, doves, and other kinds of birds charm¬ 
ing in appearance and sweet in voice. They were beautifully 
perched on the trees in full bloom and they were chirping. 

72-74. There were many flowering plants such as Ketaki, 
the perpetually white flowers of Mallika, Kunda, Yuthika, Tagara, 
Kufaj a, Bana, Atimukta, Kubja, Malati, Karavira, golden 
Kadalis and various other fragrant flowers beautiful to look at. 

These flowers of various colours abounded in forests, parks and 
gardens. They were sweet-smelling. 

75-84. The place was frequented by Vidyadharas, Siddhas, 
Caranas, Gandharvas, Serpents, Rak?asas, goblins, Kinnaras, 

sages, Yak§as and various animals too. There were deer, monkeys, 
lions, boars, and buffaloes. There were antelopes and other 
animals wandering everywhere. There were tigers, elephants and 
wild animals too. Thus the place was full of trees, gardens and 
parks comparable to the Nandana park; there were creepers, 

hedges, bushes and different sorts of water reservoirs. There were 
birds such as swans, Karandavas, Gakravakas, floating geese and 
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the Kadambas decorated by clusters of lotuses, lilies, Kalhara 
flowers etc; there were other flowers too growing in water; there 
were mountains with bright peaks and charming caves. They 
abounded in different sorts of birds and various minerals. The 
peaks were full of wondrous miracles; they were auspicious 
abodes of all living beings; they contained all medicinal herbs 

and the ridges were vast and variegated. 
Thus, the king saw the place beautified collectively by all 

these beautiful things. It was a place worshipped by the three 
worlds. It was ten Yojanas in length and five Yojanas in width. 
The holy centre was endowed with all mysteries. It was extremely 
rare. 

CHAPTER FORTYTHREE 

A Review of Past Incidents 

The sages said: 

1-2. O Lord, was there no idol of Visnu in the excellent holy 

centre pertaining to Visnu, formerly ? Wherefore did that king 
go there with his army and vehicles, and established Kr§na, 
Rama and Subhadra, the bestower of auspicious things. 

3. O lord of the universe, great indeed is our doubt in this 
matter and so also is our wonder. We wish to hear everything 

in detail. Tell us the reason thereof. 

Brahmd said : 

4. Listen you all. I shall succinctly mention the story of 
some past incidents. It is a story that destroys sins : Formerly, 

Lord Vi?nu was asked by Lak§ml. 

5. On the wonder-inspiring golden peak of Sumeru, the 
lotus-born goddess bowed to the unchanging creator of all worlds, 

named Vasudeva. 

6-17. The peak of Meru is always rendered splendid by the 
presence of Siddhas, Vidyadharas, Yaksas and Kinnaras, Devas, 
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Danavas, Gandharvas, Nagas, Apsaras, sages, Guhyakas, Sidd- 
has, Sauparnas, Maruts and other people residing in the abode 

of Devas, Sadhyas, and Patriarchs viz. Kafyapa and others. It 

was made charming by the presence of Balakhilyas1 and others. 
The peak of the Meru mountain was adorned by the 

glowing Karnikara groves which abounded in flowers of all 
seasons that resembled gold and which shone in brilliance like 
the sun. 

There were many other trees such as Sala, Tala, Punnaga, 

Aloka, Sarala, Nyagrodha, Amrataka, Arjuna, Parijata, Amra, 
Khadira, Nipa, Bilva, Kadambaka, Dhava, Khadira, Pa la 4a, 

&ir?amalaka, Tinduka, Naringa, Kola, Bakula, Lodhra, Dadima, 
Sarja, Tagara, Kama, Si4i, Bhurjava and Nimba trees; there 

were other trees golden in colour and bent under the weight of 
fruits. The peak of Meru was rendered splendid by Devas and 
adorned by many plants endowed with fragrant flowers. They 

were Malatl, Yuthika, Malli,Kunda,Bana,Kuruntaka,KaravIra, 
Ketaki, Kubja, Kim£uka, Patala, Agastya, Kutaja and Mandara 

flowering plants. There were other flowers too that yielded 

pleasure to the mind. 
The peak was rendered beautiful by many flights and 

flocks of different birds that chirped sweetly. It was rendered 

resonant by the sweet cooings of cuckoo and the excited crowings 
of peacocks in an intoxicated state. Thus the peak was rendered 

resonant and beautiful by different birds, trees and flowers. It 

was frequented by Devas. The unchanging lord of the universe, 
the creator of the universe, the maker of the worlds stationed 

himself there. The lotusborn goddess lowered her head in his 

presence with a desire for the welfare of the world and put this 

great question to that excellent lord. 

$ri said: 

18-20. Tell me, O lord of worlds, there is a great doubt 

lurking in my mind. The world of mortals is the land ot holy 

1. BilakhUyas or VilakhUyas—Sixty thousand hermits bom to Kratu, 

a hermit, by his wife Santati. Everyone of them was of the size of half a 

thumb, but they were as bright as the blazing sun and had attained control 

over their settles. 
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rites. It is extremely inaccessible and excessively surprising; it is 
a great ocean of lust and fury where people are seized by the 
crocodiles of greed and delusion. O lord of Devas, if you consider 
me who have bowed down, as worthy of being blessed tell me 
how a devotee is liberated from this ocean of worldly existence. 
Excepting you, there is none else in the world who can clarify 
this doubt decisively. 

21. On hearing those words of his consort, Visi^u the lord of 
Devas spoke with pleasure. What he said was nectarlike. It 
was the great essence. 

The lord said : 

22. O gentle lady, the well known deity Visnu is stationed 
in the excellent holy centre. The deity is fascinating. The lord 
awards excellent benefits. He can be easily worshipped and 
propitiated. 

23. There is no other God in the three worlds, on a par 
with him. By glorifying this lord one is liberated from all sins. 

24-25. This leading holy centre has not been perfectly 
understood by the immortal beings, Daityas, and Danavas. O 
fair-faced lady, this has been kept as a secret by me even from 
excellent sages Marici and others. But I shall recount to you the 
leading holy centre. O fair-complexioned lady of fine buttocks, 
listen to it with a single-minded attention and emotional 

fervour. 

26-27. (When the previous Kalpa comes to a close and the 
new) Kalpa1 is about to begin, when the mobile and immobile 

beings have perished when Devas, Gandharvas, Daityas, Vidya- 
dharas and Nagas have been dissolved, everything was enveloped 
in darkness. Nothing could be seen or known. In that darkness 
the soul of the living beings, the Supreme Being, the preceptor 

of the universe is alone kept awake. 

28. He is the lord and cause of Lord Siva the three deities, 
viz. Brahma the creator of the Universe, and Vi$nu. The great 

lord ofYogic soul is known as Vasudeva. 

29. At the conclusion of his Yogic slumber he created 

1. Kalpa—a period of one thousand yugas or fourteen Manvantaras. 
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Brahma and unchanging being. He was in the midst of his 
umbilical lotus resembling the filament of the lotus. 

30-36. Brahma, lord of the world, who originated in that 

manner, slowly created the world constituted of five great ele¬ 
ments. The gross elements that had their natural cause in the 

subtle elements were created by him. He created the mobile and 
immobile beings of four types viz. the oviparous, the viviparous, 

the sweat-formed (worms etc.) and the vegetables and trees that 
pierce the ground and grow. Brahma, the patriarch, pondered 

over the Atman in his mind and created the universe of mobile 
and immobile beings. He created different subjects. He created 
Marlci and other sages, Gandharvas, Nagas, Raksasas, the four¬ 
teen worlds of seven heavens and the netherworlds. He created 
continents, oceans, Ganga and other rivers. He created Yak$as, 
Vidyadharas, monkeys, lions and different sorts of birds. He 
created people of four castes viz. Brahmins, Kgatriyas, Vaigyas 

and Sudras. He created alien tribes and last-born (outcastes) 
severally. He created the entire universe of mobile and immobile 

beings—whatever that can be termed as living being viz. the 
grass, the bushy hedge and ants. 

37. After thinking, he created a manly being from his right 

side. He created a woman from his left. He created human beings 
from his two parts. 

38-43. Since then, the subjects are being procreated by 

sexual intercourse. 

After thinking deeply and creating diverse forms of living 
beings whether of low, middle or higher order and all of my 

shrines, the lotus-born deity meditated upon the physical form 
of Vasudeva. Immediately after being meditated upon by that 
lord Vasudeva revealed himself as the glorious being with thou¬ 

sand eyes, thousand legs and thousand heads. His eyes resembled 
the lotus. His body was dark-coloured like the rain-bearing 
cloud. The scar Srlvatsa was his characteristic sign. Brahma, 
the grandfather of the worlds saw him, all on a sudden. After 

offering seats, Arghya, Padya etc without any omission, Brahma 

eulogised him with concentration, by means of high class hymns 

of prayer. 
Thereafter, I spoke thus to Brahma the lotus-born lord:— 
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“O dear one, tell me the reason why I have 5een meditated 
upon, now**. 

BrahmS said : 

44-46. O lord of the universe, tell me about the most excel¬ 
lent abode on the earth, greater than all other abodes and 

shrines. O lord of Devas, sacrifices, charitable gifts and holy 
rites are pathways leading to the portals of heaven. Similarly, 
Yogic practice, truthfulness, penance, faith and holy pilgrimages 

to the various holy centres are also the causes of heavenly 
pleasures. But they are difficult of access to ordinary mortals. 
For the welfare of the Universe, tell me the easiest means for 

some other centres than those mentioned above. 

47-49. O beloved one, on hearing the words ofBrahma I 
said thus,—‘‘Listen, O Brahma, I shall mention the rarest of 

holy centres on the Earth. It is devoid of impurities. It is the 

most excellent of all holy centres. It is the blessed shrine that 
enables one to cross the ocean of worldly existence. It is conducive 

to the welfare of cows and brahmins. It is meritorious. It is 
conducive to the rise of happiness of all the members of four 
castes. The holy centre is extremely splendid and it yields worldly 

pleasures and salvation unto men. O great grandfather to all 
those who reside there, it is extremely meritorious. 

50-52. The eternal lord of holy centres originated from Him. 
The great and well known holy centre is resorted to in the four 

Yugas. The lord is the most excellent being among all Devas, 
sages,religious students, Daityas, Danavas, Siddhas, Gandharvas, 

Nagas, Raksasas, and Vidyadharas, nay of all mobile and 

immobile beings. Hence, it is called the best of all. 

53. On the shore of the Southern ocean a place extending 

to ten Yojanas all round the place where there stands a holy 

big tree, is the rarest of all holy centres. 

54. This holy fig tree does not perish when the Kalpa comes 

to a close and the dissolution of all the worlds starts. It remains 

there as before, 

55. Even the sin of brahmin slaughter is dispelled merely 

when the holy fig tree is seen and its shadow falls on one. What 
doubt then in the case of other sins ? 
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56. All those creatures who circumambulate and make 
obeisance, shake off their sins and go to the abode of lord Vi$fyu. 

57-58. To the north of the holy fig tree and to the south of 
the abode of lord Visnu is a palace. It is a pious and victorious 
spot. The devotee should stop there. Men who visit my idol 
there made by the lord himself go to my world without any 
strain. 

59. O my beloved, on seeing men (and women devotees) 
going thus, (God of death) came near me once, bowed to me 
with the bent head, and said thus:— 

Tama said: 

60-68. O lord, O lord of worlds, O lord of the universe, I 
am bowing down to the lord with all these characteristics. He 
stays in the milk ocean. He lies on the body of Sesa.1 He is the 
most excellent bestower of boons. He is the lord and creator and 
is not created by anyone. He is the maker of all worlds. He is 
conducive to the happiness of all. He is the ancient Puru$a. He 
is worthy of being known. He is the eternal lord manifest and 
unmanifest. He is the creator of the greater and lesser beings. 
He is the lord of worlds. He is the preceptor of the universe. 
There is the scar Srivatsa2 on his chest. He is adorned by the 
garlands and sylvan flowers. He is clad in yellow robes. He has 
four arms in which he holds conch, discus, mace etc. He is 
bedecked in necklaces, shoulderlets, crown and armlets. He is 
fully endowed with all characteristic marks. He is devoid of all 
sense-organs. He stands motionless like the steady peak of a 
mountain. He is subtle and eternal in the form of luminary. 

1. Sefa—Adise?a, Chief of the Nagas, is the reposing bed of Vifpu. 
But he is also represented as supporting the earth at the behest of 
Brahma. According to a myth, Balabhadra Rama, the elder brother of 

Srikj-sna was bom from a portion of $e?a. 
2. Srfvatsa—Once sage Bhrgu went to the abode of Mah&vigpu. There 

he saw Mah&vi?nu in deep slumber. Seeing Mahavi?Qu whose task is to 
preserve the world, sleeping like the irresponsible person, Bhrgu gave him a 
kick on his breast. Vi?i?u sprang up suddenly, saw Bhrgu standing before 
him. He begged pardon of the sage. He declared that he would carry 
Bhrgu’g footprint permanently on his chest as a sign of his repentence for 
having shown disrespect to him. This footprint still remains on Vifpu’s 

chest and is known as Sri vat sa. 
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He is devoid of both positive and negative aspects. He per¬ 
vades (everything). He is greater than Prakrti. I bow unto that 
lord of the universe, the lord who bestows happiness'*. 

In this manner, Lord Yama eulogised me formerly by the 
side of that holy fig tree by raciting different hymns and made 

obeisance. 

69. O highly blessed lady, on seeing him standing outside 
with palms joined in reverence, I asked the (God of Death) 
about the purpose for which I had been eulogised. 

70. O Vaivasvata of long brawny arms, indeed, you are the 
most excellent of all Devas. Why did you eulogise me ? Tell me 
all in brief. 

Tama said : 

71. In this meritorious shrine known as Puru$ottama, there 

is an excellent idol made of sapphire. It bestows all cherished 
desires. 

72. O lotus-eyed lord, by visiting it with emotional fervour 
and faith, even men devoid of desires go to the abode called 

Sveta.1 

73. Hence, O slayer of enemies I am notable to carry on 

my activities. O great lord, be pleased. O lord, withdraw the 

idol. 

74. On hearing the words of Yama I spoke to him : O 

Yama, I shall conceal it with sands all round. 

75-76. Then, O gentle lady, that idol was concealed by me 
under the heap of Earth and creeping plants, so that men who 

seek for heavenly pleasures could not see it. O gentle lady, 
after covering it up with creeping plants with golden cover¬ 

ings and appendages, I sent Yama to his own city8 in the 
South. 

Brahmd said: 

77-78. Every event that happened there, O brahmins, in 

1. Sveta or Soetadvipa—Colonel Wilford identifies it with Britain— 

J.Dowaon. Hindu Mythology and Religion p. 315. 
2. The city of Yama is named Saripaminf. 
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that holy excellent shrine Purusottama, Janardana, the lord of 
Devas, related fully to his splendid consort. 

79-89. The lord mentioned everything immediately to her: viz. 
Indradyumna’s departure to that place, vision and description of 
the holy centre, building of the palace, performance of horse- 
sacrifice, dream, sight of a log of wood on the shore of the briny 
sea; vision of Vasudeva, the king of sculptors, O brahmins, the 
making of the idol with due colours in particular, the installation 
of idols in the palace that was most excellent in the world. O 
leading brahmins, glorification of Kalpa at the time of pilgri¬ 
mage, episode of Markandeya, installation of Sankara, glory of 
five holy centres, vision of the trident-bearing lord, that of the 
holy fig tree, O brahmins, and its prosperous consequence, the 
vision of Baladeva, Krsna, in particular and Subhadra there it¬ 
self. Vision of Narasimha and the glorification of its prosperity, 
vision of infinite Vasudeva, glorification of the merit, greatness 
of Svetamadhava, vision of heavenly portals, vision of wide 
ocean, the holy dip therein, the performance of Tarpana rite, O 
brahmins, the efficacy of holy dip in the ocean by Indradyumna, 
benefit of five holy centres, Mahajye$tha, abodes of Kr?na and 
Balarama, the benefit of entire pilgrimage, description of the 

world of Vi$nu and of holy centre once again. 
The great lord mentioned all these to the Goddess. 

CHAPTER FORTYFOUR 

Description of the Holy Centre 

The sages said : 

1. O lord, we wish to hear the rest of the story of the king. 
After going to that excellent holy centre what did the lord of 

men do? 

Brahm&said : 

2. Listen, O leading sages, I shall mention briefly the vision 
of the holy centre that the king had and his activities thereafter. 
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3. After going to the holy centre well-known to the three 
worlds the king saw the beautiful (surrounding) regions and 

the rivers. 
4. There is a sacred river there which takes its source from 

the foothills of the Vindhya Forest. It is a splendid river that 
dispels sins and it is known as Vindhyapaga. 

5. This river of great current is on par with Ganga. It falls 
into the southern ocean. That excellent river of meritorious 

waters is known as Mahanadi.1 
6. She is the beloved wife of the southern ocean. Her beauty 

is enhanced by hundreds of tributaries. There are villages and 
cities on either of its banks. 

7. O leading sages, these villages are full of well grown 

plants. They are very charming and thronged by delighted and 
well nourished people. They are finely dressed and bedecked in 

ornaments. 
8. The Brahmins, Kgatriyas, VaiSyas and Sudras are found 

there engaged in their duties. They are splendid in their 

traits and very peaceful. 
9-10 Their mouths are filled with betal leaves. They are 

bedecked in garlands and necklaces. The Vedic mantras fill the 
mouths of the brahmins. They have learnt the Vedic Mantras 
along with the six ancillary subjects. They have learnt the Vedic 
mantras by heart in their Padapafha and Krama Patha. Some of 
them are engaged in Agnihotra and some in the holy rites of 
Aupasana. They are experts in the scriptural topics. They per¬ 
form sacrifices distributing wealth by way of Dak§inas. 

11-12. In the quadrangles, the royal highways, gardens, 
parks, assemblies, mansions and temples of the deities, the 
following are heard by the common people viz. the mythological 

traditions, Itihasas and Puranas, the Vedic Mantras with their 
ancillaries and the characteristically good discourses on poetry 

and scripture. 
13-19. The ladies who resided in that land were justifiably 

proud of their beauty and blooming youth. They were folly 

1. Mah&nadi-—a river celebrated in the Pur&pas and flowing through 
the region of Utkala (Orissa). 
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endowed with all characteristic marks. Their buttocks were 
ample. They were dark-complexioned but their faces resembled 
lotuses or the autumnal moon. They had plump and elevated 
breasts. Being prosperous they were beautiful to look at. They 
wore golden bangles and they were richly adorned by lustrous 
robes. They were as soft to the touch as the interior of the plan¬ 
tain tree. They had the lustre of the pollen dust of lotus flowers. 
They were lovely with the lower lips resembling the Bimba 
fruit and the eyes extending upto their ears. Their faces were 

beautiful and their tresses lovely. They were bent under the 
weight of necklaces. Their eyes resembled the petals of red or 

blue lotus. Other slender-bodied ladies had their teeth sparkling 
like the streaks of lightning. Their forelocks were curly. They 
shone with their hairs partitioned on upper side. Their necks 
were made beautiful due to the various ornaments. They were 

bedecked in garlands and necklaces. With their earings studded 
with jewels and the beautiful Karnapuras (ear-ornaments) they 
were seen resembling the celestial women. They had splendid 
traits. 

20-22. These excellent ladies dallied with highly blessed 
bride-grooms singing divine songs. They sported about with vari¬ 
ous musical instruments such as lutes, flutes, Mr dang a, drums 
and other types of drums like the Panavas, Gomukhas and 
Dundubhis. The conches too produced sweet sounds. Sporting 
about with sweet musical instruments these elegant ladies deli¬ 
ghted one another. Expertly playing in these musical instruments 
and singing sweetly, these excellent ladies were gay and jolly, 

mad and passionate, by day and night. 

23. The whole of that holy centre was frequented by mendi¬ 
cants, recluses, Siddhas, householders, religious students, those 
who had mastered Mantras, those who had realised self by practis¬ 
ing austerities and those who had become Siddhas by means of 

performing sacrifices. 

24-25. The king, thus saw the rarest of holy centres. He 
thought—Here itself I shall propitiate the eternal lord Vi$Qu, 
the great lord, the preceptor of the universe, the sole redeemer, 

the supreme saviour, the infinite lord of chiefs of all, the unvan¬ 

quished lord. 
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26-30. This is now known to me as the mental Tlrtha 
Purufottama. It is the place where the huge holy fig tree stands 
like the Kalpa tree. The idol having the lustre of sapphire has 
been hidden by the lord himself. There is no other splendid idol 
of Vi$pu seen anywhere. I shall endeavour to make Visnu the 

lord of the universe of truthful exploit visible to the eye. I 
shall duly observe excellent holy rites by performing sacrifices, 
charitable gifts, austerities, meditations, worships and observ¬ 

ances of fasts. With the mind not resting on any other topic, with 
the mind dwelling on him and not thinking of anyone else, I shall 
begin the preliminary activities for the construction of Visnu’s 
abode. 

CHAPTER FORTYFIVE 

Horse-Sacrifice 

Brahmd said: 

1. O excellent brahmins, after thinking like this the king 
made the preliminary arrangements for the propitiation of 

Visnu. 

2-6. He called for experts in astronomical calculations 
and the masters of astrology. He got a spot of land sanctified. 

With great assiduity and joy he consulted the wise 
brahmins who had mastered the Vedas and scriptures, the 

ministers, counsellors and those who were experts in the 
science of architecture. On an auspicious day, at an auspicious 
hour when the combination of the moon and the constellation 
was good and when there was favourable beneficial influence of 

planets the king offered libation with faith and concentrated 

mind. There were shouts of victories. Auspicious sounds were 
raised by charming musical instruments, the chanting sounds 

of the Vedic Mantras and sweet vocal songs. Flowers, fried 

1. Kalpa-vxkfa—a tree in paradise. It gives any object which a 
person desires to get. 
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grains and raw rice grains (were scattered). Sweet scents were 
offered. People accompanied him with sacred lamps and pots 
filled with water. 

7. After duly offering libation, the king Indradyumna 
called the heroic rulers of Kalinga, Utkala and Kosala and said: 

The king said : 

8-9. With great concentration you go together for the 
collection of rocks and slabs. Take with you chiefs of sculptors 
and artisans expert in rocks to the extensive Vindhya Moun¬ 
tains splendid with many caves and caverns. Examine the 

ridges and peaks and get the splendid rocks chopped off. Let 
them be brought here on carts. Do not delay”. 

10. After commanding them to proceed, Indradyumna 
spoke to the ministers and priests. 

The king said : 

11-12. Let messengers go in haste, to each and every 
corner of the earth where there are kings and let them proclaim 
my order, “At the behest of Indradyumna may the kings start 
together with their priests, ministers and four divisions of the 

army, viz. elephants, horses, chariots and foot-soldiers. 

Brahma said : 

13. Thus the messengers who were commanded by the 
noble king went to different kings and proclaimed the words of 
that monarch to them. 

14. On hearing the words of messengers the kings came 

there in a hurry accompanied by their armies. 
15*17. Those who had been staying in the eastern, 

southern, western and northern quarters, those who lived at the 

outskirts and border lands, the residents of the adjacent terri¬ 
tories, the dwellers of the mountain regions and the inhabitants 

of all islands came there. O brahmins, on hearing the command 
of Indradyumna, they came with their chariots, elephants, in¬ 

fantry and cavalry in elaborate and extensive array. 

18. On observing that the various kings had arrived with 

their ministers and priests, the delighted king announced the 

weighty task on hand. 
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The king said : 

19-21. Listen, O leading kings, to what I am going to say. 
My mind is worried as to how I shall be able to perform the 
great Horse Sacrifice in this auspicious and excellent holy centre 
that yields worldly pleasures and salvation and to build a 
palace pertaining to Visnu. O excellent kings, if you all assist 
me I shall carry out these things with collaboration and co¬ 
operation of all of you. 

Brahmd said : 

22-33. When the intelligent king of kings announced this, 

they were delighted. At his behest they offered the requisite 
things in cash and kind. They showered coins and jewels, gold 
pieces and pearls. They presented blankets, deerskins, auspici¬ 
ous antelope skin coverings, diamonds, lapis lazulis, rubies, 

emeralds and saphires. They supplied elephants, horses and the 
chariots. Innumerable materials of worship and articles of 
utility high and low, were supplied by them in plenty. Hundreds 
of jars and vessels were filled with rice grains, barleys, pulses of 
various kinds, gingely seeds, mustard seeds, Bengal grams, 
wheat, Masoor dais, rice of various kinds such as Syamaka, 
Nivara, Madhuka and horse gram. Other grains and food¬ 
stuffs grown in villages or forests and heaps of rice were 

supplied by them. Hundreds and thousands of jars were filled 
with ghee and various foodstuffs and unguents and whatever 
was needed for the holy rites. On seeing that every thing 

necessary for the sacrifice had been gathered, the brahmins 
conversant with the rules of holy rites assembled. On seeing 
the brahmins who had mastered the Vedas and Vedangas and 
who were experts in the scriptural texts and the performance of 
holy rites, the sages, great sages, celestial sages and ascetics, 
religious students, householders, forest dwellers and recluses, the 

newly initiated brahmins and others strictly adhering to the 
performance of Agnihotras, preceptors, venerable teachers and 
others who regularly recited the Vedic passages and performed 
penance, and many other holy personages who were present as 

members of the assembly watching the proceedings—on seeing 
all these the glorious king spoke to his preceptor. 
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The king said : 

34. Let learned brahmins who have mastered the Vedas go 
about and find out a place worthy of being used for success¬ 
fully concluding the horse-sacrifice. 

Brahmd said : 

35-37. Thus ordered, the royal priest carried out the 
behest of the king. He gladly accompanied the ministers, 

architects and carpenters. Keeping the brahmins who were 
experts in the holy rites of sacrifice in front, the intelligent 
brahmin (the priest) converted the Fishermen’s village into 

sacrificial chamber with lofty pinnacles and by lanes. 
38. (All round the sacrificial chamber) hundreds of 

palaces were built. They were beautiful and they resembled the 
abode of Indra. They were bedecked in gold and jewels. 
Excellent gems enhanced their beauty. 

39-40. The columns were wonderfully built of gold. There 
were many big ornamental gateways in and near the surround¬ 

ings of the shrine of sacrifice. • Solid and pure gold was used for 
them. The righteous king erected harems for the kings who 
had come from different lands. 

41. He got constructed many comfortable houses and 
residences for the Brahmins and VaiSyas who had come there 
from different lands. 

42. Due to their love and affection for that king (Indra- 
dyumna), the excellent kings and their womenfolk assembled 
there during the festivities, bringing with them precious stones 

and jewels (as presents). 
43. As those noble persons enjoyed themselves in their 

respective camps; their sound reached heaven like that of the 

rumbling sea. 

44. O excellent sages, the king gave specific orders that 

food, beverages and items of bedding should be duly supplied 
to the visitors. 

45. Delicious foodstuffs of various kinds prepared with 

rice, sugarcane, barley milk and milk products were served to 

guests. The excellent king himself approached them and 
ordered lor the immediate supply of things they wanted. 
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46-49. There were many expounders of Brahman in that 
sacrifice. Noble and excellent brahmins came there accompa¬ 
nied by their disciples. The king greeted them all lovingly. He 
followed them to their camps. Eschewing all arrogance, the 

king of great splendour (did everything to their honour). The 
artisans and sculptors finished their work in regard to the holy 
altar of sacrifice and informed the king. On hearing that every¬ 
thing was complete the alertful unerring king experienced a 
joyful horripilation alongwith his ministers. 

Brahmd said : 

50-57. When the sacrifice began to function eloquent 
expounders of syllogisms discussed the causes and arguments, 
desirous of defeating one another. 

O brahmins, everything was arranged for the guests by the 
lion among kings in a manner befitting even the lord of Devas. 
The ornamental gateways were made of gold. The various 
items of bedstead and seats were studded with jewels. There 
were chambers of crystal and pots and dishes of peculiar shape 
and workmanship. The king did not find any of these pots not 
made of gold. But the sacrificial pots were made of wood be¬ 

cause it had been prescribed in the scriptures. Of course they 
were embellished with gold. O brahmins, the animals of the 
land and water were duly offered at the proper time. The 
kings saw the animals of excessive splendour present there. He 
saw cows, buffaloes and old ladies too. There were aquatic 
animals, birds and beasts of prey. There were oviparous, vivi¬ 
parous, sweat-born and vegetation. They also saw the moun¬ 
tainous people and the subsidiary grains. Thus every body was 
gay and jolly, due to the presence of milk animals and food- 
grains. 

58-65. On seeing the sacrificial chamber the visiting kings 
were struck with wonder. Much of sweet and cooked rice was 
distributed among the brahmins and the vaiiyas. While a full 
hundred thousand brahmins were taking food there, the 
Dundubhi (drum) produced loud sound frequently like the 

rumbling sounds of the cloud. At the close of every day it was 
sounded many times. Thus the royal horse sacrifice increased 
and flourished. O brahmins, the surplus quantities of the 
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cooked rice were scattered about. There were canals of curds 

and eddies of milk. The entire population of Jambudvipa was 

present there along with the people of other islands. Brahmins 

were seen in large numbers in that great sacrifice. O excellent 

brahmins, thousands of men wearing ear-rings of finished gold 

took the vessels with them and served the brahmins, and 

announced what they were serving. Other men who followed 

served beverages. The people gave the brahmins those of 

cooked food usually enjoyed by the monarch. 

66-67. The king honoured the brahmins who were conver¬ 

sant with the Vedas and the kings, lords of the earth, who had 

come there as visitors. He distributed wealth by way of gifts. 

He welcomed kings who were great fighters in battles and who 

had come there from different quarters. He welcomed the 

actors, dancers and others who were experts in music and 

dance. 

68-74. The king had a thousand one hundred charming 

wives who had plump and elevated breasts. Their eyes 

resembled the petals of blue lotus. Their faces resembled the 

autumnal moon. They were of noble birth and endowed with 

qualities. The beauty of the sacrificial chamber was enhanced 

by his excellent wives who wore garlands studded with 

jewels. They had necklaces of precious stones that spread the 

divine lustre of the moon. The chamber was beautified by 

flagstaffs and banners. The elephants were drenched in ichor 

and were pleasing to look at. They were huge, like mountains. 

Hundreds and crores of tuskers bedecked in ornaments beauti¬ 

fied the sacrificial hall. The crores of excellent horses beautified 

the holy place. They had the velocity of the wind. They were 

of excellent breed hailing from the Sindhu region. They were 

white in colour with dark coloured ears. There were innumer¬ 

able foot soldiers. They were ready to face all eventualities 

with different weapons lifted up. They were comparable to the 

sons of Devas. The king surveyed the entire sacrificial chamber 

(and the surroundings). He derived joy. The delighted king 

spoke thus. 
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The king said: 

75-77. O Princes of good restraint, bring you, the excellent 
horse marked with auspicious traits. Take it all over the Earth. 
May the sacrifice be performed here by the learned conversant 
with holy rites and piety. May there be brought elephants 
sixty years old, black antelope, birds, bulls and cows along with 

the persons who tend them. 
78-82. After bringing various objects along with gold 

plattus the king gave them to the brahmins in accordance with 
the injunctions and in great faith. The lord duly presented the 
kings residing in different lands with cash, elephants, horses, 
good garments and lands. He propitiated the brahmins with 
different sorts of jewels along with foodstuffs and edibles. He 
delighted the poor and the helpless persons by giving them 

various things they desired. The excellent king attaining gifts 
of their choice returned to their respective native lands. 

He delighted his own family including house servants both 
male and female by giving them whatever they desired. Thus, 

the king felt contented due to the successful performance of 
horse-sacrifice. He felt he was blessed. 

Extra verses Between verses 77 and 78 

[May the sacrifices function and may the place pertaining 
to Vi?nu (be started). Whatever the Brahmins desire in their 
mind may be given to them, even if the objects be women, jewels, 
villages and cities. Let the fertile lands or fields be given to the 
suppliants. So also other beautiful things be given to those who 
ask for them. The words “not available”, should never be 
uttered. Let this sacrifice function as long as the ancient lord 
becomes visible to me, very near the venue of sacrifice. 

O brahmins, after saying thus, Indradyumna the most 
powerful of long arms made gifts of the following articles :— 

Masses of gold, crores of ornaments, a hundred thousand ele¬ 
phants, hundred thousands of horses, a hundred million bulls, 
cows with their horns wrapped in gold, beautiful milch cows 
along with the vessels for milking made of bellmetal. He gifted 

these articles to the brahmins who understood the Vedas. He 
was glad to do this. 
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In that great sacrifice he gave valuable clothes, deer skin- 
coverings white in colour and pure in quality, and excellent 
corals and jewels. He gave away different sorts of jewels such as 

diamond, lapis lazuli, ruby, pearl, etc. He presented the brahmins 
with five hundred pure virgins bedecked in ornaments and eyes 
resembling lotuses. Many beautiful mature women were given 

as ladies of love to the brahmins and others who sought them. 
Those ladies had heavy breasts. They had covered their breasts 
by their bodice. They were so slender-waisted that they appear¬ 
ed as though they did not have the waist at all. They had good 

buttocks. Their eyes were as large as the petals of lotus; by 
bending their necks they exhibited their emotional fervour and 
amorous gestures. Many of them were bedecked in bangles. They 

wore anklets on their feet. They were clad in silk garments. O 

excellent brahmins, they were gifted to everyone of the suppli¬ 

ants among the brahmins at the horse-sacrifice. The dishes 

prepared were full and delicious with different ingredients 
appropriately added. There were many delicacies prepared from 

candid sugar, savouries prepared after frying them in oil, baked 
breads made of flour, other items of edibles prepared neatly, 
confectionery items fried in ghee, sweets and salted dishes, sweet 

pies and well cooked rice. In order to please everybody the 
cooked food was served again and again. There was no end to 
the wealth already gifted or going to be gifted. 

On seeing this great sacrifice Devas, Daityas, Caracas, 

Gandharvas, Apsaras, Siddhas, Sages, and Prajapatis were 
struck with great wonder. The excellent sacrifice was very splen¬ 
did. The priests, ministers and king Indradyumna were all 

delighted. There was no dirty person there. There was no 
one wretched or hungry person left. There was no calamity or 

casuality; there was neither mental agony nor physical ailments. 

There was no premature death. There was no death due to 
poisonous bites; there was no evil influence of adverse planets. 

The people were well nourished and jolly during the great 

festival of that king. The sages richly endowed with austerities 

and power of penance who had been staying there for a long 

time said that there had never been such a sacrifice before with 

the lavish display of wealth and food-grains. 
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Thus, O excellent brahmins, the king concluded the ex¬ 
cellent sacrifice called Aivamedha]. 

CHAPTER FORTYSIX 

Extra verses at the beginning of Chapter 

\The sages said: 

O lord of the chiefs of Devas, tell us what we ask re¬ 
garding the ancient incidents. How were the idols made 
formerly by Indradyumna ? In what manner was Vi?nu pleased 
with him ? Please mention all these incidents to us. We are very 

eager to hear. 

Brahma said : 

O leading sages, listen, to the Purana that is on a par with 
the Vedas. I shall recount the past events and the origins of 

the idols. 
When the great sacrifice duly functioned, when the palace 

was also built, he was worried over the idols day and night. 

“I do not know, by what means I can see the supreme 
lord, the lord of Devas, the lord of all, the sanctifier of the 
world, the cause of creation, sustenance and annihilation”. 

The king was extremely worried. He never slept either at 

night or by day. He did not enjoy any pleasures. He did not 

relish bath and toilet. He did not like make-up. 
His pleasure did not grow due to musical instruments, 

scents, songs, colour, elephants in their rut, horses, lapis lazuli, 
sapphire, ruby, gold, silver, diamonds and crystals. He did not 

feel pleasure in anything that money could buy or mind could 
desire. He did not feel glad due to the animals of the forest or 
by moving about in the firmament. 

Rock, clay and wood are the three substances used for 

making the idols of V199U. Of these three, which is the most 

preferable ? How can an idol marked by all traits could be made ? 
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If the idol is made of one of these three and is installed it shall 
be liked by the lord. It will be worshipped by devas”. Thus the 
king became worried and he thought thus. 

After worshipping the lord in accordance with the injunc¬ 
tions laid down in the Scriptural text Paftcar&tra,1 the king 
began to eulogise. 

O Vasudeva, obeisance be to you. O cause of liberation, 
obeisance to you. O lord of the world, protect me from the ocean 
of worldly existence of birth and death. 

O lord, resembling the firmament, devoid of impurities, 
obeisance to you. O Sarikarsana, obeisance to you. O holder of 
the earth, protect me. 

Obeisance to you, the deity having the lustre of gold- 
wombed Brahma, obeisance to you, O shark-emblemed one. 
Obeisance to you. O lover of Rati, O enveloper and annihilator, 
protect me. 

Obeisance to you, O deity resembling collyrium. Obeis¬ 

ance to you, O deity favourably disposed towards your devotees. 
O Aniruddha, obeisance to you. Protect me. Be the bestower 
of boons. 

O abode of the learned, obeisance to you; obeisance to you 
O deity fond of the learned. Obeisance to you O Narayana. 
Protect me who have sought refuge in you. 

Obeisance to you, O most excellent one among the strong. 
Obeisance to you, O ploughshare-armed deity. O great grand¬ 
father, the four-faced lord, the abode of the universe, protect 

me. 

Obeisance to you, the deity having the lustre of blue clouds. 

Obeisance to you, the deity worshipped by Devas.] 

1. PateaMtra—a system of spiritual doctrines, by following which one 

attains the position of Uparicara. 
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The Prayer for Welfare 

BrahmA said : 

1-2. Thus the king concluded the great Horse sacrifice in 
accordance with the injunctions laid down in the Vedas. 

He was afraid of the ocean of worldly existence. For the 
purity of his mind and for attaining the highest region of Vi$nu, 

he sat in an isolated place and eulogised the lord, the bestower 
of bliss on the universe. 

The king said : 

3-4. O support of the universe, O lord of the universe who 
enable us to fulfil our desires. O lover of Lak?mi, O ocean of 

mercy, favourably disposed to your devotees, and fond of the 

good, O Visnu, O great lord, save me who have been immersed 
in the ocean of worldly existence. O deity resembling the fire 
of dissolution. Obeisance to you the annihilator of the sons of 

Diti, O Narasimha of great vigour and bright eyes, save me. 
5. O great Boar1 2 just as the earth had been formerly 

lifted up by you by your curved fangs, from the nether worlds so 

also save me from the ocean of misery. 
6. O lord Krsna, these idols of yours, the bestowers of boons, 

have been eulogised by me. You, Baladeva and others, are 

stationed in separate forms. 
7-9. O lord, O lord of Devas, Garuda and others are the 

parts of your body. O lord, the guardians of quarters* with their 

1. This refers to the Boar incarnation of Vispu. The boar entered 
the sea and found out the earth that had sunk. The boar lifted the earth 
at his tusks, came out of the ocean and set the earth firm over the water. On 

the way, the fierce and wicked Hirany&fcja hindered him. The Boar killed 

Hirany&kf a and disappeared. 
2. Guardians of quarters—lokap&las. They are sometimes regarded as 

the guardian deities of different orders of beings, but more commonly of 
the four cardinal and four intermediate points of the world. They are 
1 Indra, of East; 2 Agni of South-east; 3 Yama of South; 4 Sflrya of South¬ 
west; 5 Varupa of West; 6 V&yu of North-west; 7 Kubera of North; 
8 liknz of North-east. Others substitute Nirjrti for Surya and If&nl or 

Prthivi for lttna. According to Dharma-safigraha, the Buddhists enumerate 

14 lokap&las. 
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weapons and Keiava and others are the parts of your body. O 
lord of the Universe, O lord of all worlds, of large and delighted 

eyes, your different forms mentioned by the learned have been 
worshipped and eulogised by me. O lord, you who have been 
bowed by me are the bestower of virtue, love and wealth. Grant 
boons and confer your blessings upon me, O lord. 

10. Hara, Sankarsana and others who have been glorified 
as your variant forms, have been evolved for your worship. They 

are dependent on you, they resort to you for support. 

11. O lord of Devas, in fact, you have no other form separate 
from you. The various forms of yours are only for your worship 

by the devotees. 

12. O lord, how can man mention you as twofold, you 
who are one and only one. You are all-pervading Consciousness 

by nature and you are unsullied. 

13-14. Your supreme form is devoid of positive and negative 
aspects. It is unsmeared. It is devoid of impurities. It is subtle, 

steady, unmoving and firm. It is rid of all sins. It is stationed 
as mere existence. O lord, even Devas do not know that. How 
can I know it ? 

15-16. The learned worship that other form of yours which 
is clad in yellow robes, has four arms, holds conch, discus and 
iron club in hands, wears a crown, shoulder-lets etc, has the 

scar Srivatsa in the chest and is adorned by garlands of sylvan 
flowers. Others also who resort to you for support worship that 

form. 

17. O lord of Devas, most excellent one among Devas, O 

bestower of freedom from fear on devotees, O deity with eyes 
like the petals of lotus, save me. I am immersed in the ocean of 

sexual objects. 

18. Excepting you, O lord of worlds, O husband of Lakfmi, 
I do not see any one in whom I can seek refuge. O slayer of 

Madhu,1 be pleased. 

1. O slayer of Madhu. Madhu and Kaitabha sprang from the ears of 
Vifpu. They were about to kill Brahmi who was lying on the lotus sprin¬ 

ging from Vifpu’s navel. Vifpu killed them and obtained the names : 
Kaifabh&ri and Madhusfldana. 
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19-22. I have hundreds of ailments due to old age. I am 
afflicted by miseries. I am deluded. I experience pleasure and 
pain, happiness and sorrow. I have been bound and fettered by 
nooses of activities. I have fallen into the very terrible and 
awful ocean of worldly existence. Having sensual objects for its 
waters it is very difficult to cross. Passionate attachment and 
invidious hatred make it agitated like the fishes. It is majestic 
with the sense-organs acting as whirlpools. Greed and sorrow 
constitute its turbid waves. There is no one to cling to or to 
resort to as support. The ocean of worldly existence is very fickle 
but without any essential significance. O lord, deluded by 

Maya I am wandering in it for a pretty long time. I am born 
again and again into thousands of species of living beings. 

23. O lord, I have passed through births, thousands and 
ten thousands of them of diverse kinds, in this world. 

24-25. The Vedas have been studied by me together with 
their ancillaries. Different scriptural texts, Itihasas and Puranas 
and many fine arts have been learnt and understood by me. 
Satisfaction and dissatisfaction, hoarding and dwindling, income 
and expense, victory and defeat, prosperity and adversity, rise 

and fall have been experienced by me. 
26. Separations from and union with wives, enemies, friends 

and kinsmen have been faced by me. Many and many kinds of 

fathers have been seen by me. 

27. Many miseries have been experienced by me. Many 
miseries have been misunderstood and enjoyed as pleasures by 
me. I have had cousins and kinsmen, sons and brothers, in 

plenty. 
28. I have lived within the belly of women that abounds 

in urine and floating masses of faeces. O lord, great misery has 

been experienced by me while staying in womb. 
29. O lord, all those miseries that are usual in childhood, 

youth and old age have been suffered by me. 

30. The miseries at death, in the path and the abode of 

Yama as also the tortures in hell have been experienced by me. 
31-33. Again and again, I have been bom amongst worms, 

insects, trees, elephants, horses, deer, birds, buffaloes, camels, 

cows and monkeys, among the twice-born people and Sudras, 
in the wombs of rich K$atriyas and impoverished ascetics, of 
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kings and their servants and other embodied souls. O lord, I 
have taken birth in their houses again and again. 

34. O lord, many times I have been the slave of glorious 

prosperous men. From the impoverished state I had attained 
the state of a lord and master. 

35. Many were killed by me. I have been killed by many. 
I have caused death to many and my death has been caused by 
many. Much had been given to me by others and many times 
gifts have been distributed by me. 

36. For and on behalf of my parents, friends, brothers and 
wives, among rich and learned brahmins well-versed in the vedas 
and poor ascetics. 

37-42. Setting shame and bashfulness aside, O lord, many 
piteous words have been uttered by me. O lord, I do not see 

that abode amongst mobile and immobile beings of divine, 
animal or human origin, where I have not been. 

O lord of the universe, sometimes I had my stay in hell. 

Sometimes I stayed in heaven. Sometimes my stay was confined 
to the limits of human world and sometimes in the sacred waters 
of holy centres. Just as the bucket in the contrivance to raise 
water, goes up or down or stays in the middle, bound always 

with the rope, so also, O excellent Deva, I have been fettered 
by the rope of Karman. I whirl up and down and in the middle 
due to the influence of Karman. Thus, in the wheel1 of worldly 
existence, which is very awful and which causes hairs to stand, 
I have been revolving for a pretty long time. I do not know 
what I do. All my sense organs are in utter confusion. 

43. A fugitive (terrified of life) attacked by grief and greed 
I have become senseless. Now, O lord, utterly helpless and 

confused, I seek refuge in you. 
44. O lord, save me who have become miserable and 

immersed in the ocean of worldly existence. O lord of the uni¬ 
verse, if you consider me your devotee have pity on me. 

45. Excepting you I have no other kinsmen who may have 

some consideration for me. O lord, after resorting to you, my 
lord, I cease to have any fear from any quarter or direction. 

1. The idea often occurs in Sanskrit poetry. 

^ sot I 
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46-49. O lord, I have no fear at ail in regard to life or 
death or acquisition and preservation of good things. 

O lord, those base persons who do not worship you duly 
cannot have redemption from the fetters of worldly existence. 

If they have no devotion to Vi?rm the creator of the uni¬ 
verse, of what avail is their mobility of birth, good conduct, 
learning, or even life itself? 

Those who are deluded and are under the influence of 
T&masika nature censure you. They fall into hell. They are 
bom again and again. They have no redemption from the ocean 

of hell. 

50-55. Those men of evil nature, O lord, who slender you, 
are the basest of men. 

O Vi§nu, wherever I am born as a result of my activities, 
may my devotion unto you be always steady. It is by propitiat¬ 
ing you that Devas, Daityas and other persons of self restraint 
have attained the greatest realization. Who will not worship 

you, O Lord ? 

O Lord, even Brahma and other Devas are not competent 
to eulogise you adequately. How can I then, with the limited 
human intellect eulogise you who are beyond and greater than 
nature. 

O lord, due to my ignorance you have been eulogised in a 

haphazard manner by me. If you have mercy on me forgive my 
fault. 

O lord, good men have forbearance in regard even to one 
who has committed a crime. Hence, O lord of Devas, be pleased 
to retain affection for your devotees. O lord, you have been 
eulogised by me with the mind full of devotion. Vasudeva, may 

all that be true. Obeisance to you, O lord. 

BrahmH said: 

56. O excellent sages, the Garutfa-emblemed deity who was 

eulogised thus by him became pleased with him and granted him 
the boon of his choice. 

57. He who worships the lord of the universe every day 
and eulogises him by this hymn, shall become intelligent. He 
shall certainly obtain liberation. 
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58. The pure man who repeats this excellent hymn during 
the three Sandhyas every day shall attain virtue, wealth, love 
and liberation. He shall surely become a scholar. 

59. He who reads, listens to and narrates this with great 
concentration shall shake off his sins and obtain the divine 
world. 

60. This hymn is conducive to wealth. It dispels sins. It is 
auspicious. It bestows worldly pleasures and salvation. It is a 
rare esoteric secret. It is sacred. It should not be imparted to 
any one and everyone. 

61. It should not be imparted to an atheist, a fool, an un¬ 
grateful person, an arrogant or to one of wicked intellect. It 
should never be handed over to a knave. 

62. It should be imparted to one endowed with devotion, 
good qualities and good conduct, to a devotee of Visnu, to a 

calm person habituated to perform his duty with faith. 
63. This hymn Karuny as tava (a hymn of mercy) causes 

destruction of sins. It bestows happiness and salvation, and 

grants desires. This hymn of the lord mentioned by me is the 
most excellent of all. 

64. Those pure men who meditate continuously on the slayer 
of Mura,1 the subtle deity, the ancient Puru§a attain liberation 

and enter Vi$nu as do the butter-offering consigned to the fire 
of sacrifice by reciting the Mantras. 

65. Vi^tu is the only lord who dispels sorrows of worldly 
existence. He is greater than the greatest being. There is no one 
greater than that lord. He is the creator, protector and annihi- 
lator. He is the essence of all material objects. 

66. Of what avail is their learning ? Of what avail are the 
good qualities they possess ? Of what avail are their sacrifices, 
charitable gifts and severe penance ? All these are useless if they 
do not have devotion to lord Kf?na who is the preceptor of the 
universe and who is the bestower of happiness and salvation. 

67. He who has devotion to the deity known as the best of 

all Purugas is the most blessed in the world. He is pure. He is a 

1. Tht slayer of Mura: Lord ftrwa dew the two powerful asuras : 

Mura anti Naraka when he attacked PrSgjyotifa, the capital city of 

Naraka. 
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great scholar, the most excellent by virtue of sacrifices, austeri¬ 
ties and noble traits. He is the wise knower, liberal donor and 
speaker of truth. 

CHAPTER FORTYSEVEN 

The Origin of Idols 

Brakmd said : 

1-2. O leading sages, after eulogising and bowing thus to the 
eternal lord of the universe, Vasudeva thebestower of all desired 
benefits, the worried king spread Ku£a grass on the ground and 
a single cloth over Ku£a grass. Keeping his mind concentrated 
on him he restrained his sense-organs and went to sleep. 

3. At the time of going to bed his thought was—“How does 
Vasudeva, the lord of Devas become visible ? How is that lord 
going to dispel my agony ? 

4. Vasudeva, the preceptor of the universe revealed himself 
to the sleeping king as one who held conch, discus and iron 

club. 
5-8. He saw the lord of Devas, the preceptor of the universe, 

in the course of a dream. The lord was holding conch and discus. 
His fierce hands held iron club and discus. He had the bow 
S&rnga, arrow and sword. There was a halo of shining refulgence. 
He had the colour and lustre of the sun at the end of Yugas. 
He resembled the blue lapis lazuli. He was seated on the shoul¬ 
ders of Garuda. The splendid deity had eight arms. O self- 
possessed sages, the lord spoke to the king :—“Well done, O 

king, of great intellect*’. 
O king, I am satisfied on account of this great sacrifice 

and your devotion and faith Why do you bewail in vain ? 

9. O king, the idol here is eternal and worthy of being 
worshipped. I shall tell you the means whereby you will obtain 
that idol. 

10-12. When this night dawns, at the rise of the sun devoid 
of impurities, (you shall go) to the place where the sea water 
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comes to an end. It is adorned by different trees. O king, even 
within the shore line much water is seen. It is the water that 
has rushed in there in a flood from the waves of the briny sea. 
There is a great tree on the shore standing both on land and in 
the water. Though the billows strike at it, the tree does not 
shake. 

13. O king, go there alone in a sportful mood. Take an axe 
with you and wade through the waves. You will reach the 
tree. 

14-15. On reaching the holy fig tree chop it off unhesitat¬ 
ingly. Chop, pear and chisel that tree of wonderful appearance. 
O king, evolve my divine idol after full consideration. Leave off 
worries that delude you. 

Brahma said : 

16. After saying this, Lord Visnu, the highly blessed deity, 
vanished from sight. On account of this vision in his dream the 

king was extremely surprised. 

17. The king spent that night eagerly expecting (what had 
been foretold). His mind dwelt on it alone. He repeated the 
Mantras and hymns pertaining to Visnu. 

18-19. When the night dawned into day the king got up. 
He took a holy dip in the ocean in accordance with the injunc¬ 
tions. He gave charitable gifts to the brahmins, offering villages 
and cities. After performing the routine rites of the forenoon, 

the king went ahead. 

20. Neither a chariot nor a charioteer, neither an elephant 
nor a foot-soldier accompanied him. The highly intelligent king 

entered the great shore alone. 

21-22. There he saw the huge tree, the refulgent tall tree. 

It was very terrible, fierce, holy and extensive. Its height was 
great and the size very large. It stood well protected near the 
seashore. It had the colour and lustre of dense red madder. The 

tree had neither a name nor a species. 

23. O brahmins, on seeing tliat tree the king was joyous. 

He chopped it off with his sharp and steady axe. 
24. He was desirous of splitting it unto two. When the log 

was being examined a wonderful event was seen. 
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25-28. Vijvakarma1 and Vi$nu assumed the forms of two 
brahmins and came there. Both these brahmins were equally 
highly blessed. They shone with their refulgence. They had 
divine garlands and unguents. They approached king Indra- 
dyumna and said : “O great king what is it that you are going 
to do here ? O king of powerful arms, why was this tree chopp¬ 
ed off? O king of powerful arms, this tree had been standing 
isolated on the shore of the great sea (away) from the desolate 
thick forest. Why has it been cut down ? 

Brakmd said: 

29-30. O brahmins, on hearing their words the king became 
glad. On seeing them arrive there like the moon and the sun 
endowed with forms the king bowed to these lords of Universe. 
He spoke to them sweet and soft words as he stood with his head 

lowered in reverence. 

Tht king said : 

31. It is my desire to propitiate the lord of Devas, the lord 
of the worlds devoid of beginning and devoid of end. For that 
I shall make the idol. 

32. In the course of a dream I have been directed by the 
lord of Devas the noblest and the greatest Soul. It has thus 
been narrated to you two. 

33. On hearing the words of the king who was on par with 
lord Indra, the lord Visnu, the lord of the Universe laughed 
with satisfaction and spoke thus. 

Vifnu said : 

34-38. Well done, well done, O highly blessed one. Your 
inclination is excellent. The ocean of worldly existence is terri¬ 
ble. It is as restless as the leaves of the plantain tree. It is 
insignificant and more or less full of misery. Enjoyment of plea¬ 
sures is like the crocodile. It makes it excited. The sense-organs 
act like foams and whirlpool. It is very difficult to cross. It 
causes hairs to stand on end. Hundreds of different ailments 

1. Vifvakarmd, the architect of gods. 
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act like eddies. The ocean of worldly existence is like a water 
bubble. Since in such an atmosphere your mind is inclined to 
propitiate Visnu, you are really blessed. O leading king, you are 
adorned by all good qualities. The entire Earth with all subjects, 
mountains, parks and forests, towns and villages, and adorned 
by the four castes, is blessed, since you, O leading king, are the 
lord and protector of subjects. 

39. Come on, O highly blessed one, this tree is comfortably 
cool. Sit here alongwith us both. We shall discuss pious topics. 

40. This is my associate who has come here to help me. 
He is the most excellent among the artisans. He is equal to 
Viivakarma himself. He is an expert in all activities. He will 

make the idol thought of by you. Leave the shore now. 
41-47. On hearing these words of the brahmin, the most 

excellent king left the shore and stood in the cool shade of the 

tree. Then the soul of the universe, the deity who had assumed 
the form of a brahmin, O leading brahmins, gave this order 
to the chief of Artisans—“Make the idol. The first one shall be 
in the form of Kfsna. It should be extremely calm. The eyes 
should be as large as the petals of the lotus. He should have the 
scar Srivatsa and Kaustubha1 jewel. He should hold conch, 

discus Sudarsana2 3 * and iron club. 
The second idol should have the colour and lustre of the 

moon and cow's milk. It should be marked by the Svastika sign. 

He should hold the plougshare as his weapon. He is the lord of 

great strength named Ananta.8 His end has never been seen and 
understood by Devas, Danavas, Gandharvas, Yaksas, Vidya- 
dharas and serpents. Hence he is known as Ananta. 

1. Kaustubha:—a celebrated jewel, obtained with thirteen precious 
things at the churning of milky ocean and suspended on the breast of Kfipa. 

2. Sudariana: —The discus of lord Kfgpa which he received from 
the fire-god to fight with Indra when the latter showered rain to protect the 
forest Khagd&va from burning. According to another version, Viivakarmi, 
the divine architect put the sun in a turning machine, turned him and 
decreased his radiance. Out of the dust of the sun, produced by this pro¬ 

cess, Viivakarmi made the discus-weapon, the aerial chariot, Pugpaka, the 
Trident of Siva and the Sakti (lance) of Subrahmapya. Of these weapons, 

the discus Sudariana was given to Mah&vigpu. 

3. Quanta, the Naga chief Sega. Balarima, the eldest brother of 
Srikftbais said to be part incarnation (athiivatira)of Sega. 
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The third idol should be of Subhadrsl1 the sister of Vasu- 
deva. It shall be splendid and gold-coloured. It should be 
marked with all characteristics. 

Brahmd said : 

48. On hearing his words, ViSvakarma did all efficiently, 
instantaneously. He made the idols of auspicious traits. 

49. The ear-rings were of wonderful design and shone in 
the ears. The hands were kept on the discus and ploughshare, 
Kr?na holding the discus and Balarama the ploughshare. The 
idols were approved of by the pious people. 

50*51. The first idol had white lustre and colour. It was as 
refulgent as the autumnal moon. The eyes were reddish. The 
body was huge and the head looked savagely fierce due to the 
hoods. It was the fierce Balarama who was clad in blue robes, 
He was haughty and intoxicated due to his inordinate strength. 
He wore a single ear-ring. He had a divine form. He held the 
iron club and the threshing rod. 

52-53. The second idol was Vi$nu’s. His eyes resembled the 
lotus; his body the blue cloud. He shone like the Atasi flower. 
His eyes were as large as the petals of the lotus. He had yellow 
garments. He was very fierce and auspicious. He was marked 
by the characteristic sign of Srlvatsa. The discus filled one of his 
hands. He had a divine form that dispelled sins. 

54-55. The third idol made by Viivakarma was that of 
Subhadra. She had the colour and lustre of gold. Her eyes were 
large like the petals of a lotus. She was clad in robes of various 
and wonderful colours. She was bedecked in necklaces and 
shoulderlets. She was adorned by wonderful ornaments. Gem- 
studded necklaces dangled round her neck. Visvakarma made 
her very beautiful with plump and elevated breasts. 

56*57. On seeing this wonderful deed of making the idols 
in a trice, on seeing that the beautiful idols richly endowed with 
all characteristic signs, clad in a pair of divine clothes and 
adorned by different jewels were made quickly, the king was 
excessively surprised and he spoke thus. 

1. Subhadri—sister of Srikrsna was married to Arjuna. Abhimanyu was 
her son. She is deified. 
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Indradyumna said : 

58-60. Are you two Devas who have come here in the guise 
of brahmins ? Both of you have wonderful activities. You are 
of divine conduct, not human. 

If you are not Devas or human beings, are you Yak$as or 
Vidyadharas ? Are you Brahma and Hr§ike£a ? Are you Vasus 
or A£vins ? I do not know whether you are really present here 
or merely stationed in Maya form (whatever it may be). I seek 
refuge in you two. May your real self be revealed to me. 

CHAPTER FORTYEIGHT 

Description of Purufottama 

Sri Bhagavdn said : 

1-2. I am neither a Deva nor Yaksa neither aDaitya nor 
the king of Devas. I am neither Brahma nor Rudra. Understand 

me to be ParameSvara (The Supreme Lord). I dispel the agony 
of all worlds. My strength and manliness are in perfect state. I 
have no end. I am to be propitiated by all living beings. 

3. The deity whom the Yogins call Vasudeva can be com¬ 
prehended only through perfect knowledge. It is mentioned in 
all scriptures. The lord is mentioned (as Brahma) in Ved&nta 

texts. 
4. I am Brahma, Vi?£u and Siva. I am Indra, the king of 

Devas. I am Yama who restrains the universe. 

5. I am the earth and other elements. I am the three¬ 

fold sacrificial fire.1 O king, I am also the firegod swallowing 
what is consigned into him. I am Varuna, lord of Waters. I 

am earth and the supporter of the Earth. 

6. Whatever there is in the world that can be expressed by 
a word, whether mobile or immobile, I am that. 

1. Three fires—G&rhapatya, Ahavaoiya and Dakfiga. 
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The whole universe consisting of mobile and immobile 
beings is nothing other than what I am.1 

7. O excellent king of good holy rites ! I am pleased with 
you. Choose any boon that you wish. Whatever is desired by 
you, whatever is cherished in the heart by you, I shall give you 

immediately. 
8. Persons without merit do not have my vision even in a 

dream. Due to your steadfast devotion you have seen me 

directly. 

Brahmd said : 

9. O brahmins, on hearing these words of Vasudeva the 

king experienced horripilation all over his body and he recited 
the following prayer : 

The king prayed : 

10-16. O lover of Sri, obeisance be to you. O consort of 
Sri, obeisance to the yellow-robed one. O bestower of glory, O 
lord of Sri, O abode of glory and prosperity, obeisance to you. 
O home of Glory, I bow down to the primordial Puru?a. I Sana 

the lord of all, having faces all round. I bow down to you 
who are eternal and unsullied. 

I make obeisance to one who is beyond sound, beyond 

attributes, devoid of positive and negative aspects, unsmeared, 
attributeless, subtle and omniscient and who conceives and 
creates all. 

I bow down to one who resembles the colour in the rainy 

season; who is engaged in activities conducive to the welfare 
of cows and brahmins, who protects all, who pervades all and 

who purifies all. 

I bow down to the lord who holds conch and discus, who 

holds iron club and the threshing rod; I bow down to the lord 
who grants boon and who has the lustre of the petals of the 

blue lotus. 
I bow down to Hari who lies down on the serpent couch 

1. This tendency towards monotheism is due to the influence of 
Vedantic advaitav&da, but generally the Pur&pas represent polytheistic creed. 
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in the milky ocean. I bow down to Hr?ike£a who dispels all 
sins. 

I bow down to you, the lord of the chiefs of Devas, who 
bestows boons and pervades all. 

Brahmd said : 

17. After eulogising thus, he bowed to the lord with palms 
joined in reverence. After bowing down and falling down on 
the ground he said. 

The king said : 

18-21. O lord, if you arc pleased with me, I choose this 
excellent boon. The following persons shall meditate on the 
greatest region :—Devas, Asuras, Gandharvas, Yak?as, 
Rak?asas, Nagas, Siddhas, Vidyadharas, Sadhyas, Kinnaras, 

Guhyakas, the sages who are highly blessed and experts in the 
different texts of scriptures, recluses, interpreting Yogins, Vedic 
scholars, and those others who are conversant with the scrip¬ 
tures on liberation. The region that is devoid of attributes, 

free from impurities, peaceful, highly sanctifying and worthy of 
being hidden as a secret. Due to your favour I wish to go to 
that region which is very difficult of access. 

The Lord said : 

22. May everything be to your welfare. Obtain everything 
desired by you. Everything will happen as you wish by my 

favour. There is no doubt about it. 
23. O excellent king, rule over the great kingdom conti¬ 

nuously for teil thousand nine hundred years. 
24-26. You will then go to the divine region which is 

difficult of access even to Devas and Asuras. Your desire shall 

be fulfilled. I shall show you the calm and peaceful region 
worthy to be known. It is the unchanging, unmanifest secret 
region, greater than the greatest, subtle, unsmeared, motionless 

and steady. It is devoid of old age and grief, devoid of activities 
and cause. I shall show you that region by attaining which you 
will derive the highest bliss and realize the greatest goal. 

27-28, O leading king, may your fame stay here on the 
Earth as long as there arc clouds, as long as the sky exists, as 
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long as the moon, sun and stars last, as long as the seven 
oceans exist; as long as Meru and other mountains stand and 
Devas stand in heaven. So long your fame will remain un¬ 
diminished. 

29. This sacred water-reservoir named Indradyumna- 
saras is born as a part of sacrifice. By taking bath in it even 
for once, people attain the world of Indra. 

30. He who offers rice balls on the splendid bank of the 
lake shall redeem twentyone generations and go to the world 
of Indra. 

31. He will go there in aerial chariot honoured by celes¬ 
tial damsels and the divine musicians singing in loud voice. 
He shall stay there for the duration of fourteen Indras. 

32-36. To the South of the lake, in the South West corner 
there is a holy fig tree. There is a raised platform close by. It 
is covered by a bushy growth of Ketaki plants. The place is full 
of different trees with innumerable coconut palms, Gamakas, 
Baku las, A£okas, Karnikaras, Punnagas, Nagakesaras, Pa t alas, 

Amratas, Saralas, sandal trees, Deodars, Nyagrodhas, Asvatthas, 
Khadiras, Parijatas, Arjunas, H in talas, Talas, &im£apas, 
Badaras, Karafijas, Lakucas, Plak?as, Jack, Bilva and many 

other trees. All of them adorn the place. 
37-41. On the fifth day in the bright half of the month of 

A§adha when the constellation is Magha, devotees will keep us 

there for seven days. Good-featured Courtesans clad in splen¬ 
did dress will install the idols. Sweet and pleasing songs as well 
as dances coupled with sports (will entertain them). Fanning 
with chowries having golden handles and fans decorated with 
jewels, the auspicious ladies will instal us there. There will be 
religious students, recluses, excellent brahmins, householders, 

forest-dwellers. Siddhas, and others will assemble there and 
eulogise Rama and Kelava by reciting hymns of excellent words 

and letters and the Mantras of Rk, Yajus and Saman. 
42. By eulogising, visiting and devoutly bowing to the 

idols men shall stay in the prosperous city of Hari for ten 
thousand years in accordance with the divine reckoning. 

43-45. He will be honoured and worshipped by heavenly 
nymphs and Gandharvas singing sweetly. He shall sport about 
there as a follower of Hari, Kelava. He will go to the excellent 
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world on an aerial chariot that has the colour of the sun wear¬ 
ing a shining necklace of precious gems. He will enjoy all 

desired pleasures in that excellent world. When the power of 
penance dwindles he will return to the earth as a man and be 
born as a brahmin. He will have crores of coins and wealth. 
He will certainly be a master of four Vedas. 

Brahma said : 

46. After granting him the boons thus and giving him the 

time-limit O brahmins, Hari vanished along with Visvakarma. 

47. The king was delighted. The hairs over his body 
stood up. He considered himself blessed due to the vision of 
Hari. 

48-53. The idols of Kj-sna, Balarama, Subhadra the 
bestower of boons, were brought on the divine chariots. They 
were rendered beautiful and wonderful by the adornment of 
jewels and gold coverings. With shouts of victory and auspi¬ 
cious slogans the intelligent king accompanied by his ministers 
and priests brought the images there. 

With the accompaniment of sounds of different musical 

instruments and auspicious chanting of vedic Mantras, he 
installed them in a holy, beautiful auspicious place. He got 
them installed through brahmins in an auspicious time when 
the constellation was auspicious and the (lunar day) was 

splendid, in accordance with the injunctions and regulations 
laid down in the sastras. The king did every thing with the 
permission of his preceptor. After offering monetary gifts 

duly to the preceptor he distributed money among the Fttviks 
and others in accordance with the injunctions of the Sastras. 

54-58. After duly performing the rites of installation in 

the palace, the most excellent abode, he established all of 

them duly by holy rites. He worshipped them with fragrant 
flowers of all sorts. He offered gold, jewels, pearls and splendid 
clothes. Gems of various kinds, divine chairs, villages, towns, 
cities, lands and territories were gifted by him. After giving 

away such gifts, after performing different sacrifices and after 
ruling over the kingdom in the most fitting manner the king 

became contented. He abandoned every thing he possessed. 
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Then he attained the highest abode, the greatest region of 
Vi$nu. 

59-60. Thus excellent sages, the pious king has been re¬ 
counted by me. The greatness of the holy centre has also been 
mentioned. What else do you wish to hear ? On hearing the 

words of Brahma born of the unmanifest, the Brahmins thought 
it wonderful and gladly asked him again. 

The sages said : 

61-62. O most excellent Deva, at what time is one to go 
to Purusottama shrine ? O lord, what is the mode whereby the 
Paficatlrtha pilgrimage is to be performed ? Tell us the respec¬ 
tive merits and benefits of taking holy dip and offering charit¬ 
able gifts in each of these Tirthas as well as of visiting the 
deity. Mention them separately. 

Brahmd said: 

63-71. If any one observes fast and performs penance in 
the holy centre of Kuruksetra, standing on one leg, conquering 
anger and sense-organs and continues it for seventy thousand 

years he may derive some benefit thereof. But, O excellent 
Brahmins, if he observes fast and visits Purusottama but once 
he obtains a greater benefit than that. Hence, O excellent 
sages, Purusottama is to be visited in the month of Jyesfha 
assiduously by brahmins and other castes who desire to attain 
heavenly world and who have perfect restraint. After perform¬ 
ing pilgrimages to the five Tirthas duly, the excellent man 
should visit Purusottama on the twelfth day in the bright half 
of the month of Jyestha. Those who visit the undiminishing 
lord Purusottama on the twelfth day, reach the world of Vi$nu 
from where they never fall off. Hence, O excellent brahmins, 
one must assiduouly go there in the month of Jyestha. After 

taking the holy dip in the five Tirthas, Purusottama should be 

visited. Even that person who is far off but who devoutly 
glorifies Purusottama everyday with a pure mind shall go to the 

city of Visnu. The man who undertakes pilgrimage with faith 

and concentration to Krsna (shrine) shall be liberated from all 
sins. He shall go to the world ofVifnu. By visiting the wheel 
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of Hari, that is kept above the palace even from a distance 
and by bowing to it devoutly, the man is immediately liberated 
from sins. 

CHAPTER FORTYNINE 

A Visit to the Holy Banyan Tree by Mdrkantjieya 

Brahmd said : 

1 -4. At the close of the Kalpa, O excellent sages, when 
the great annihilation began to function, when the sun, moon 
and wind perished, when the mobile and immobile beings 
were destroyed, when the sun of dissolution rose up, when the 
fierce rumbling sound of the clouds of dissolution was heard 
when the trees and mountains crumbled due to the calamitous 

mass of lightning and thunder, when the whole world was 
crushed, when the great comets portended distinction, when 
the waters in the lakes and rivers were dried up, O brahmins, 

the fire of utter annihilation accompanied by the wind entered 
the worlds, brightly illuminated by the twelve Adityas. 

5. It pierced the Earth, entered the nether worlds and 
caused consternation among Devas, Danavas and Yak?as. 

6. O leading sages, burning from below, the fire destroyed 
everything in a trice, the world of Nagas and whatever there 

was on the earth. 

7-8. The Doomsday fire blazed up hundreds and thou¬ 

sands of Yojanas. The wind blew quickly. The entire universe 
including Devas, Asuras, Gandharvas, Yak?as, Nagas and 
Raksasas was burned by the blazing lordly fire. 

9-10. When blazing brightly, it was very terrible. Known 

as Kalpa fire it had great flames and excessive refulgence. It 
shone and produced a loud report. Burning with its own 

brilliance it resembled ten million suns. Immediately it burned 

the three worlds, the abodes of Devas, Asuras and mortals. 

11. In the middle of this terrible dissolution of such a 
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devastating nature an extremely virtuous sage was engaged in 
the path of meditation. 

12. O Brahmins, he stood there alone. He was known as 

Markandeya. He was bound by the noose of delusion. His 
sense-organs were agitated by hunger and thirst. 

13-14. O brahmins, his throat, lips and palate were 

parched. On seeing the great fire he became extremely terri¬ 
fied. Oppressed by thirst and faltering at every step, he 
wondered over the earth like a senseless fugitive. Unable to 

find a saviour he ran about here and there. 

15-19. He did not derive any pleasure. O brahmins, he 
did not find any place of rest. He thought within himself: — “I 
do not know in whom I shall take refuge. How can I see that 
lord, the eternal PuruseSa” Thinking thus with his mind in 

concentration on the eternal lord the cause of the great dissolution 
he reached that divine region of the eternal lordly Banyan 
tree well known as Puruse$a. O excellent sages, he hastened 
near the tree. After reaching it he sat under its root. There 

was no fear from the black fire there. There was no showering 
of burning sparks of fire. The Doomsday fire did not come 
there. There was no thunderbolt either. 

CHAPTER FIFTY 

Mdrkanieya views annihilation 

Brakmd said : 

1. Then great clouds rose up in the sky presenting a 

wonderful sight. They were like herds of elephants bedecked in 

necklaces of lightning streaks. 
2-5. Some of them were dark-complexioned like the blue 

lotus. Some resembled the lilies. Some the filaments. Some 
were yellow. Some had the green shining colour. Some resem¬ 

bled die Eggs of the crow. Some had the lustre of lotus petals. 

Some were of vermillion hue. Some had the huge size of excel¬ 
lent cities. Some were comparable to excellent mountains. 
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Some shone like collyrium. Some had the lustre of emerald. 
Great clouds bound by clusters of lightning and streaks rose up, 
O highly blessed ones. They had terrible forms and they roared 
with a terrible rumbling noise. 

6-10. The clouds then covered the sky. The entire earth 
including the mountains, forests and mines, and the quarters 

were filled by them. They were showering jets and columns of 
water, O excellent sages. Thereafter, urged by lord Brahma the 
terrible clouds flooded the entire earth with water. Showering 
water they filled up earth. They extinguished the awful, terri¬ 
ble and inauspicious fire. Urged by lord Brahma, they rained 
for twelve years filling everything with currents of water. Then, 

O brahmins, the oceans transgressed their own shore-lines. 
11-15. The mountains crumbled. The earth sank. At the 

extremities of the sky the clouds whirled and revolved. They 
enveloped the sky. Struck by the forceful gust of wind they 
perished. O excellent sages, Vi?nu the primordial lord residing 
in a lotus drank up the terrible wind. O brahmins, he then 
slept in that terrible vast sheet of water without any support 
and enveloped in darkness. When Devas, Asuras and men 
perished, when the earth was rid of Yak$as and Rakgasas, the 
tired sages meditated on the Lord. On opening up his eyes he 
saw the earth filled with water. He did not see the Banyan 
tree, earth, quarters and the sun. 

16-18. He did not see the moon, wind, Devas, Asuras or 
Magas, in that terrible vast sheet of water when mobile and 
immobile beings had perished. Getting immersed therein, O 
brahmins, the sage began to swim. In great agony he swam 
about here and there. O brahmins, he was about to be drown¬ 
ed. He could not see any saviour. On seeing him perplexed 
and bewildered the lord who had been delighted at his medi¬ 

tation, spoke to him in sympathy. 

The Lord said : 

19-20. O dear, O Markandeya of holy rites, you are tired 

like a boy. You are my devotee, hence, come to me quickly. 
O dear one, O excellent sage, do not be afraid. You have come 
to my presence. O Markandeya of great courage, I find that you 

are like a boy afflicted by fatigue. 
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Brahmd said : 

21. O brahmins, on hearing his words, the sage was extre¬ 

mely infuriated and surprised too. He said. 

M&rkandcya said : 

22-24. Who is calling me by name as though slighting my 

penance ? Who is thwarting, as it were, my body, many thou¬ 
sand years old ? This looks quite unmannerly. I have been 
honoured by Devas, too. Brahma, the lord of Devas addresses 

me “O Long-lived one’*. My head is hardened due to extreme 
penance. Who is that short-lived rogue who wishes to hasten 
his death by calling me Markandeya ? 

Brahmd said : 

25-26. O brahmins, after saying thus, the sage became 
worried and anxious—“Is this a dream that I have seen ? Or is 
this a delusion ?'* 

After thinking thus he decided thus dispelling his misery “I 

shall seek refuge in lord Vi§nu with devotion”. 

27. The sage then sought refuge in Vi?nu. His mind solely 

dwelt on him alone. Once again he looked at the Banyan tree 
towering above the water. 

28-34. On one of its wide branches there was a beautiful 

golden and divine palanquin made by Vigvakarman. It was 

studded with diamonds and lapis lazuli. It was decorated with 
crystals and corals. Rubies too were put in precious stones, 
covered with various sheets and beautified by valuable gems. 
It looked miraculous in many ways. It was adorned by a halo 
zone. He saw lord Kr$na who had assumed the form of a boy 
stationed on it. He had the refulgence of a crore of suns. He 

shone in his brilliance. He had four arms and beautiful limbs. 
His eyes were large like the petals of a lotus. He had the scar 
Srlvatsa on his chest. He held a conch, a discus and an iron 

club. His chest was covered with garlands of sylvan flowers. He 
wore divine ear-rings, weighty necklaces round his neck. He 
was bedecked in divine gems and jewels. On seeing him die 

eyes of the sage bloomed in wonderment. His hairs stood up all 
over his body. He bowed to the lord and said this : 
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M&rkanfcya said : 

35. How is it that this boy stays here alone and fearless in 
this terrible vast sheet of water where all mobile and immobile 
beings have perished ? 

Brahma said : 

36. Although the sage was aware of the past, present and 
future, he did not understand the lord as he was deluded by 
his M&ya. When he did not understand him he said with 
dejection : 

M&rkafi(j,eya said : 

37-43. In vain is the vigour of my penance; futile is my 
perfect knowledge, futile are my rites, my long life is in vain. 
My human birth itself is in vain, since I do not know the divine 

lord sleeping in the palanquin. 

Brahma said : 

That brahmin who pondered thus, who senselessly floated 
about for a saviour and who was completely bewildered became 
extremely dejected and dispirited. O brahmins he could not 
look at the brilliance of the boy as he stayed there resembling 
the rising sun and supported by his own greatness. O leading 
sages, on seeing the sage coming towards him the boy said to 

him laughingly in a voice that resembled the rumbling sound 

of the cluster of clouds. 

The Lord said : 

O dear one, I know that you are tired and you have 
approached me for protection. Enter my body quickly. This 

is the plan devised by me for you. 

Brahmd said : 

On hearing his words the deluded sage did not utter any¬ 

thing. The helpless sage entered his wide open mouth. 
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CHAPTER FIFTYONE 

Mfokanfaya wanders in the belly of the Lord 

Brahmd said : 

1. After entering the belly of the boy the sage saw the 
entire earth consisting of different realms and countries. 

2-4. He saw seven oceans1 2 :—Of salt water, sugarcane 
juice, wine, ghee, curds, milk and fresh water. He saw seven 
continents—Jambu, Plakga, Salmala, Kusa, Kraufica, Saka 
and Pu?kara. He saw Bharata and other Vardas (sub-conti¬ 
nents). He saw the golden mountain Meru, its peaks shining 
with gems and jewels. It had many caves. 

5. He saw four castes,* first to last in his belly. He saw 
deer, monkeys, lions, boars, Srmara variety of deer, rabbits, 
elephants and other animals. 

6-9. Whatever holy centre, village or city there was on the 
earth, he saw everyone of them therein. He saw agricultural 
operations, breeding of cows and cattle and business activities 

of buying and selling. He saw therein Indra, Devas and other 
heaven-dwellers, Gandharvas, Apsaras, Yaksas, eternal sages, 
Daityas, Danavas, Serpents and snakes. O excellent sages. He 
saw Rahu the son of Simhika, and other enemies of Devas. 
O excellent brahmins, in his belly he saw those mobile and 
immobile beings which had been formerly seen by him on the 

face of the earth. 
10-12. Or of what avail is much talk or the same thing 

repeated over and over again ? He saw the entire mobile and 
immobile beings beginning with Brahma and ending with a 
blade of grass. He saw the Bhurloka, Bhuvarloka, Svarloka, 
Mahar, Jana, Tapas, Satya, Atala, Vitala, Patala, Bhutala, 

Vitala, Rasatala and Mahatala. In fact, he saw the entire 

cosmic egg in his belly. 

1. Seven oceans : Sea of Lavaca (salt water), of Ik$u (sugarcane 
juice), of Sura (liquor), of Ghfta (clarified butter), of Dadhi (curd), of 

Dugdha (milk) and of Fresh Water. Each of these surrounds a particular 
island. 

2. Four Castes : Brahraaua, Ksatriya, Vaisya, Sudra. These castes 

exist even today, though they are dwindling fast. 
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13-16. O excellent brahmins, by the favour of that lord 
his movement was unimpeded. His memory was unimpaired. 
O brahmins, wandering thus over the entire universe in his 
belly he could never reach the end of the body of Vi§nu. 

O brahmins, when he could not reach the end of his body, 
the sage sought refuge in the lord the bestower of boons. 

Then, O brahmins, he suddenly came out of the open 
mouth of the noble-souled Purusa with the speed of the wind. 

Extra tight verses according to another reading occur between the 
4th and 5 th verses of Chapter 51 

He saw the Meru mountain inhabited by sages and abound¬ 
ing in trees. It was full of animals and mysterious and wonder¬ 
ful objects. It was beautified by tigers, lions, boars, Camara, 
deer, buffaloes, elephants, monkeys and other animals. It was 
peopled by Lord Indra and other Devas, Siddhas, Caranas, 
N&gas, and those others who lived in the abode of Devas. 

Brahmd said : 

Thus the excellent sage, the brahmin, who wondered about 
in the belly of that boy, saw the glorious Sumeru, Himav&n, 
Hemakufia, Nigadha, Gandhamadana, Sveta, Durdhara, Nila, 
Kailasa, Malaya, Vindhya, Pariyatra, Arbuda, Sahya, Sukti- 

man, Mainaka, and the mountain Rk§a. He saw these and 
other mountains that were there. O excellent sage, he saw them 
bedecked in gems and jewels. He saw Kuruksetra, Paftcala, 
Matsya, Madras, Kekayas, Bahlikas, Surasenas, Kasmiras, 
Tanganas, Khasas, Kiratas, Karnapravaranas and Marus. 

CHAPTER FIFTYTWO 

The Review of the Prayer to the Lord 

Brahmd said : 

1. O excellent sages, after coming out of the belly of that 

boy, he once again saw the earth turned into a vast sheet of 

water. It \vas devoid of people. 
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2. He saw that same lord in the form of the infant boy 
whom he had seen before. He was stationed on the branch of 
banyan tree in a palanquin. 

3. That lord had the scar Srivatsa on his chest. He was 
clad in yellow robes and had four arms. His wide eyes resembl¬ 
ed the large petals of the lotus and he stayed there taking up 
the universe. 

4. On seeing the sage floating and swimming like a sense¬ 
less person and approaching him after coming out of his mouth, 

the lord spoke with laugh. 

The Lord said : 

5. O dear one, I hope you stayed in my belly comfort¬ 
ably and have had your rest. While wandering about what 
wonderful thing did you observe there ? 

6. O excellent sage, you are my devotee and have resorted 
completely to me. But you are tired. Hence, to help you I 
speak to you. See me again. 

Brahma said : 

7-10. On hearing his words he experienced horripilation 
due to delight. He looked at the deity who was bedecked 
with lustrous gems and jewels and who was too dazzling to 
be seen. In a Muhurta, O brahmins, by the favour of that 

lord he had a new pair of eyes delighted and devoid of im¬ 
purities. O brahmins, the sage bowed his head at his feet that 
are worshipped by Devas and which had red toes and sole. 
With a voice chocked with delight he began to eulogise him. 
The delighted sage looked at the Supreme being again and 
again with palms joined in reverence and began to eulogise : 

M&rkan$eya said : 

11. O lord of Devas, O lord of Universe, you have 
assumed the form of a boy by your Maya, O beautiful lotus¬ 
eyed one, save me, I am miserable and I have sought refuge 

in you. 

12. Omost excellent one among Devas, I am scorched by 

the fire called Sathvarta. O lord, save me. I am afraid of the 
rising of sparks of fire in flames. 
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13. I am dried up by the fierce wind that is the life-giving 
breath of the universe. I am perplexed and bewildered as well 
as tired. Save me, O lord, save me. 

14. Scorched by the Adityas, Pralayavartaka and others, 
I do not derive peace. Save me, O lord. 

15. I am thirsty and afflicted by hunger. O lord of uni¬ 
verse, I am miserable too. I do not see any saviour. Save me, 
O lord. 

16. In this terrible vast sheet of water, as the mobile and 
immobile beings have perished I do find no resort, save me, O 
lord. 

17. O lord of Devas, the mobile and immobile beings 
were seen by me in your belly. I am surprised and bewildered. 
Save me, O lord. 

18. In this worldly existence that has no basic support, be 
pleased O Lord, O most excellent one among Devas, be pleased. 
O deity fond of the learned and Devas, be pleased. 

19. Be pleased, O Lord of the learned. Be pleased, O 
support of the learned. Be pleased, O lord of the worlds, O 
cause of the cause of the Universe. 

20. Be pleased, O lord of Devas. Be pleased with me, O 
deity that bear the burden of the earth. Be pleased, O deity 
residing in waters. Be pleased, O slayer of Madhu demon. 

21. Be pleased, O lover of Lak?mi, be pleased, O lord of 
Devas. Be pleased, O slayer of Kamsa and Kesin. Be pleased 

O destroyer of Arista.1 
22. Be pleased, O Kf?na, O destroyer of Daityas. Be 

pleased, O slayer of Danu’s sons. Be pleased, O resident of 

Mathura. Be pleased, O scion of the family of Yadus. 
23-24. Be pleased, O younger brother of Indra, be pleased 

O bestower of boons, O unchanging one, You are the earth, 

water, fire, wind and firmament. You are the mind, Ego, and 

1. Arif (a : An asura, a servant of Karhsa. Once, at the instance of 

Kaxhsa he went to Gokula disguised as an ox to kill Srikrspa. The ox 
instilled terror in people by crushing hills and mountains, with its horns 
and bellowing like a bull. But Srikr^a faced the beast with courage and 

rained blows on him so that it was thrown hundred yojanas away and it 

cried. At the time of death it regained its former form and was recognised 

as aaura 
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cosmic intellect. You are the Primordial Nature. O lord of 
the universe, you are Sattva and other things. 

25. You are the Purusa, the seed of the Universe. You are 
more excellent than others. You are the sense-organs. O lord, 
you are the objects, and subtle primary elements. 

26. You are the guardian of the quarters. You are 
Devas, Yajfias and sacrificial gifts. You are Indra, Siva, offer¬ 
ing and the sacrificial fire. 

27. You are Yama, the lord of manes; O lord, you are 
the lord of Rak§asas (Nirrti) himself. You are Varuna, lord of 
waters; you are wind and the lord of wealth (Kubera). 

28. You are liana, Ananta, GaneSa, Sanmukha, Vasus, 
Rudras, Adityas and Khecaras (Planets). 

29-30. You are Danavas, Yaksas, Daityas, Maruts, 
Siddhas, Apsaras, Nagas, Gandharvas, Caranas, manes, Vala- 
khilyas, and Prajapatis. O Acyuta, you are sages, ascetics, 
ASvins and demons. 

31-33. You are other species too, whatever can be termed 
a living being. Of what avail is much talk ? You are every¬ 
thing beginning with Brahma and ending with the blade of 
grass. You are the whole universe consisting of mobile and 
immobile beings, all things of the past, present and future. 
Your greatest form, O lord, is steady, motionless and fixed. 
Even Brahma and others do not know that. Then what about 
others of deficient intellect. O lord, you are intrinsically pure. 
You are perpetual and greater than Prakrti. 

34-35. You are unmanifest, permanent, infinite, all-perva¬ 
sive, supreme lord. You are the firmament, the greatest being, 
the calm one, the unborn and unchanging. 

36. Who is competent to eulogise you adequately, you 
who are devoid of attributes and unsullied. O lord, you have 
been eulogised by me the deficient one of insignificant mind. 
O lord of the chiefs of Devas, it behoves you to forgive that, O 
eternal one. 
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CHAPTER FIFTYTHREE 

M&rkantfeya's Vision of the Holy Lord 

Brahmd said : 

1. Thus eulogised by Markaudeya, O bralimins, the lord 
became pleased. He said in a voice as majestic as the rumbling 
sound of clouds. 

The Lord said : 

2. O excellent sage, tell me freely what you have in your 
mind. O brahmanical sage, I shall give you everything, what¬ 
ever you may desire from me. 

Brahmd said : 

3. O brahmins, on hearing the words of that noble infant, 
the sage became extremely delighted. With his mind dwelling 
on him he said : 

Mdrkan (leya said : 

4. O lord, I wish to know you. O bestower of salvation, I 
wish to know your Maya (Illusion). O lord of Devas, by your 
favour, my power of memory is not impaired. 

5. I have hurriedly wandered through your body. O lord, 
I entered your body through your mouth. O lord, I saw all 
worlds in your belly. 

Extra verses 

[O lord, the following arc stationed within your body viz.— 
Devas, Danavas, Rak$asas, Yak?as, Gandharvas and N&gas. 
Indeed, I saw the whole universe consisting of mobile and 
immobile beings. I saw the border lands of the mountain 
Sumeru thronged by sages and beautified by minerals. The 

place was full of trees and creepers of all kinds; fountains and 
springs there were many, it was full of animals of all kinds; 
it was wonderfully charming and beautified by animals such 
as tigers, lions, boars, Samara deer, buffaloes, elephants, ante¬ 

lopes, monkeys, and other animals. It was occupied by Indra 
and other Devas, Siddhas, Caracas, Magas, Sages, Yakjaa, 
Apsaras and other dwellers of heaven. Such was the borderland 

of the mountain Sumeru. I, an excellent sage and a brahmin, 

wandered further on in your belly, as a boy. 
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I saw the Himavan, Hemakuta, Nisadha, Gandha- 
madana, Sveta, Kankanlla, Kailasa, Dardura, Mahendra, 
Malaya, Vindhya, Pariyatra, Arbuda, Sahya, Suktiman, Mai- 
naka, Cakra and many other mountains. O lord, I, the excel¬ 
lent sage, saw all those mountains adorned by gems and 
jewels. 

I saw Kuruksetra, Pancala, Matsya, Madras, 
Kaikayas, Bahllkas, Surasenas, Kasmiras, Kiratas, Karna- 
pravaranas, Ekapadas, Dvipadas, Tripadas, Bahunetrakas, 
Aindras, Pragjyotisas, Kambojas, Tamra lip takas, Angas, 
Vangas, Suhmas, Kalapas, Utkalas, Mahoragas, Nagas, 
Kalingas, Konkanas, Arbudas, Malavas, Dravidas, Saura§tras, 
Navanas and many other lands. Wandering through your body 
I saw these and many other lands, O noble-souled one. 

I saw the following holy centres :—Prayaga, Kuru- 
k§etra, Pu?kara, Naimisa, Gaya, Gahgadvara, Kubjamra, 
Badari, Sindhusagara, Kokamukha, Suddhatlrtha, Brahma- 
varta, KuSasthall, Lauhajangha, Aivatirtha that rids one of 

all sins, Kardamala, Agnitfrtha, Amarakantaka, Lohargala, 
Jambumarga, Bhogatlrtha of much holy water, Utpalavartaka, 
the holy centre &rfpuru$ottama, Ekamukha, Kedara, Kail, 
Viraja, Kalafljara, Gokarna, Sriiaila and Gandhamadana. O 
Lord I saw these and other holy centres, shrines and temples 
in your body, as a boy. 

I saw the following holy rivers :— Ganga, Satadru, 
Yamuna, Kauiiki, Garmanvati, Vetravatl, Candrabhaga, 
Sarasvatl, Vip&ia, Vitasta, Sindhu, Godavari, Vasvokasara, 
NalinI, Payo?nl, Narmada, Aparna, Tungabhadra, Karatoya, 
Mahanadi, Suvarna, Kr?na, Sibira the great river, VaitaranI, 
Kaveri, Sona, Blumarathi, Vi^ala, Sipra and Vetravatl. These 

and other rivers I saw while wandering through your belly 
entirely, the belly of a noble soul. I saw the sky beautified by 
the moon and sun. It was shining with its own refulgence 
similar to that of fire and sun. O boy, I saw the earth too, 

rendered splendid by the forests. There the brahmins perform¬ 

ed various sacrifices. The Kgatriyas were engaged in the acti¬ 
vities of pleasing and humouring the people of all castes. The 

Vaifyas performed the agricultural operations. O Purugottama, 
all these and many other things were seen.] 
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6. O lotus-eyed one, I wish to know you, the unchanging one. 
Why have you swallowed this universe and why do you 

stay here in the form of an infant ? It behoves you to expound 
all this to me. 

7. O sinless one, what for is the entire universe stationed 
in your body ? O suppressor of enemies, how long have you to 
stay here ? O lord of Devas, I wish to know. Tell me every¬ 
thing in detail. 

8. O lotus-eyed one, I wish to hear everything in detail 
and in the precise manner. O lord, what 1 have seen is 
immense and inconceivable. 

Brahm&said : 

9. Thus requested by him, the lord of Devas of great 
refulgence, the foremost among the eloquent ones spoke the 
following words to Markandeya. 

The Lord said : 

10. Admittedly, O brahmin, Devas do not know me in 
reality. Out of affection for you I shall tell you how I create 
this universe and discharge it. 

11. O brahminical sage, you are one with great filial affec¬ 
tion. You have sought refuge in me alone. Your celebacy is 
great. Hence, I have seen directly. 

12. Formerly, the term*Nara’ was given by me to the 
waters. They are my perpetual resort. Hence, I am called 

Nar&yana. 

13. I am Narayana; I am the permanent unchanging, 
source of origin, the dispenser of destiny and the annihilator of 

all living beings. 

14. O excellent brahmins, I am Vi$nu, I am Brahma, I am 
Indra too. I am king VaiSravana1 and Yama the Lord of 

ghosts. 

15. O excellent brahmin, I am Siva, Soma and patriarch 

Kafyapa. I am creator and dispenser of destiny and I am 

sacrifice too. 

1. VaiiravaQa : Kubera, king of Yaksas. 
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16-17. The fire god is my mouth, the earth is my foot, the 
moon and sun constitute my eyes; heaven is my head. The 
hollow space and quarters are my ears, the waters originate 
from my sweat, the firmament constitutes my body, the wind 
is stationed in my mind. I have performed hundreds of sacrifices 
with the requisite monetary gifts. 

18-21. Those who have learned the Vedas worship me at 
the sacrificial altar. The leading Ksatriyas and the rulers of 
the earth, desirous of attaining heaven also worship me. 

Similarly, the Vaifyas desirous of conquering upper regions, 
worship me. 

It is I who assume the form of &e$a and hold aloft the earth 
having the mountains Meru and Mandara as its ornaments and 
extending as far as the four oceans. 

O brahmin, formerly, this earth was about to sink under 
water. Assuming the form of boar, it was lifted up by me with 

my strength. 
O excellent brahmin, I have become the submarine fire 

Vadava1 and entering the ocean I drink up waters and let them 
out as well. 

22-27. The brahmins form my face, Ksatriyas my arms, 

Vaiiyas my thighs and §udras my feet. They become thus by 
their exploits gradually. The Rgveda, Samaveda, Yajurveda and 
Atharvaveda spring up from me and re-enter me alone. 

It is me alone that the brahmins, ascetics, those who value 

peace very much, those who have restrained themselves, those 
who are desirous of gaining perfect knowledge, those who are 

devoid of lust and wrath, those who are unattached, those who 

are bereft of sins, those who adhere to Sattva quality, those 
who have no arrogance or egotism and those who are experts in 

spiritual matters for ever worship and meditate upon. 

I am the luminary named Samvartaka. I am the fire called 

Samvartaka. I am the sun called Samvartaka. I am the wind 

called Saihvartaka. 

1, BafavA : the fire of sage Aurva’s penance which started to bum 

the world but which, at the request of pitpi he threw down into the sea 

where it took the shape of a horse-head and living beneath the sea continued 
vomiting heat at all times. 
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O excellent brahmin, what appear like the forms of stars in 
the firmament are the pores of my hairs. Understand this. 

28-33. Understand that all oceans, the storehouses of gems 
and jewels, and the four quarters are my robes, bedsheets, and 
abode. Lust, fury, delight, fear and delusion, O excellent one, 
understand that all these constitute my forms. 

O brahmin, by performing splendid actions men attain me. 
Adhering to truthfulness, charitable gifts, severe penance and 
nonviolence towards all creatures, performing holy rites laid 
down in accordance with my injunctions (people attain me). 
Those who ponder over my body are active, only because I 
prompt their knowledge and conscience and not in accordance 
with their love. 

The twice-born, those who learn the Vedas well, those who 
worship by holding different sacrifices, those who have rest¬ 
rained themselves and those who have conquered anger—attain 
me. I cannot be attained at all by men of evil actions. 

34-39. (I cannot be attained) by persons overwhelmed by 

greed, by miserly persons, by ignoble persons and those who 

have not regulated their life actions too. 

Know that this is the benefit of men who have purified their 
souls inasmuch as I am inaccessible to those of confused state 
or deluded mind, who have recourse to deceptive Yogic path. 

O excellent one, whenever virtue is afflicted or fades away 

and evil rises up, I create myself then. 

When the terrible Daityas and Rak?asas who are fond of 
violence and who cannot be killed by excellent Devas come to 
be born in this world, I take birth in the houses of meritorious 
persons entering human bodies and suppress every evil. I create 
Devas, human beings, Gandharvas, Nagas, Rak?asas, the 
mobile and immobile beings and then I annihilate them by my 
own Maya. At the time of Karman or realization of their 

fruits, I think about proper bodies and create them. 

Additional verses 

[I create them by permeating into human bodies for 

fixing up the bounds of decency. 
My virtue is white in colour in Krta age, it is dark in Trcta, 
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red in Dvapara and black in Kali age. At that time (i.e. in 
Kali age) there will be three parts of evil. 

When the hour of destruction arrives I adopt the extremely 
terrible form of Kala (God of Death) and destroy the set of 
three worlds. Alone, I destroy everything mobile and immo¬ 
bile. I have three duties, viz., creation, sustenance and dis¬ 
solution. I am the soul of Universe. I am conducive to the 
happiness of all worlds. I am unbroken (i.e. not divisible). I 
am all-pervasive, infinite, HfsikeSa of great strides. Alone I 

lead the wheel of time (I make it move and whirl). That is my 
form as Brahman. It suppresses all living beings and it endea¬ 
vours for all living beings.] 

40. Thus, O excellent sage, my soul is well embedded in all 
living beings. O leading brahmin, still no one knows me. 

41-44. All devotees in the whole of the universe worship me 

in every way. 

O sinless brahmin, whatever of painful nature has been 
experienced by you in me, is entirely for the rise of happiness 
and welfare. 

All mobile and immobile beings seen by you in the world 
have been evolved by me. My soul is the conceiver and creator 
of all living beings. 

I am named Narayana. I hold conch, discus and iron-club. 
I am the soul of the universe. Fascinating all the worlds, I 

sleep, O brahminical sage, till a thousand sets of four Yugas 
pass off completely. 

45. Thus, O excellent sage, for the duration of the period 

till Brahma rises up I remain in the form of an infant though 

I am not an infant. 

46. O leading brahmin, honoured and worshipped by 
brahminical sages, boon has been granted to you by me in the 
form of Brahma. 1 have been propitiated many times. 

47. When the mobile and immobile beings had perished 
you set out Seeing everything in a vast sheet of water you 

were bewildered. It was observed by me and hence you were 

shown die universe. 
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48-52 When you entered my body you saw the universe 
and were surprised. You could not understand the real nature 
behind it. Then, O brahminical sage, you have been disgorged 
through the mouth immediately by me. My own soul incom¬ 

prehensible to Devas and Asuras was revealed to you by me. 
O brahminical sage, till Brahma of great penance wakes up, 

move about here comfortably and confidently. 
O excellent brahmin, after the grand-father of the universe 

has woken up, I shall singly create elements, physical bodies— 
viz. ether, earth, fire, wind, and water. Indeed, I shall create 
mobile and immobile creatures. 

Brahmfi said: 

53. O brahmins, after saying this, when the period of a 
thousand sets of four Yugas was completed the lord again spoke 
to him in a voice as majestic as the sound of rumbling cloud. 

The Lord said : 

54-55. O sage, tell me the real truth. What did you eulogise 
me for ? Choose the most excellent boon. Ere long, I shall give 

it to you. You are more long-lived than Devas. You are my 
devotee of steady holy rites thereby, O leading brahmin. Now 
obtain a still longer life. 

Brahmdsaid : 

56. On hearing that splendid speech of the lord and glanc¬ 

ing at him, the sage bent down his head, made obeisance and 

spoke thus again : 

Markandeya said : 

57-60. O lord of Devas, O most excellent of the twice-born, 

since your form has been seen, O Hari, when you are seen, my 
delusion has gone away. It is the truth. Similarly, O lord of the 
Universe, I wish for the welfare of all worlds. I wish for the 
toning down of diversity by your favour. In this holy and pure 
shrine of Puru§ottama, O lord, I shall build a big temple for 

Siva. It shall resolve the dispute between the devotees of Siva 
and the devotees of Vi?nu. In your place, let me instal Sankara. 
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61. Thereby the people in the world will know Lord 

Vif^u and Lord Siva as the same form. 

Then the lord of the universe replied to the great sage. 

The Lord said : 

62-63. This Linga is the greatest cause, the lord of the 
worlds. It is for the sake of propitiation and for toning down 

the rigour of diversity. 

O leading brahmin, at my behest, build the Siva temple 
instantaneously. By virtue of power stay in the world of Siva. 

64. O brahmin, when Siva is installed it is I who am ins¬ 

talled. There is no difference between us two. We are one in 

(emotional fervour) but split into two forms externally. 
65. He who is Rudra is himself Visnu. He who is Visnu is 

himself Rudra. There is no difference between the two as in 

regard to the Wind and Ether. 
66-69. Only childish men do not know that he who is 

Garuda-emblemed is the full-emblemed three-eyed lord who 
slew the Tripuras. Hence, O brahmins, build a temple of Siva, 
named after you. To the north of the lord of Devas make the 

holy reservoir very splendid. It will be well known in the mortal 
worlds by the name Markandeya Hrada. O excellent brahmin, 
he will dispel all sins. 

Brahmd, said : 

O excellent sages, after saying this to Markandeya the all- 

pervading lord Janardana vanished there itself. 

CHAPTER FIFTYFOUR 

Visit to Kfftia Shrine 

Brahmd, said : 

L O brahmins, henceforth, I shall recount the mode of 

visiting the five Tirthas (holy centres) and the benefit derived 
from holy dips, charitable gifts and visits to the deities. 
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2. The pure man should go to the eddy called Markapdeya 
Hrada and dive therein facing the north. He should take the 
holy dips thrice and repeat this Mantra. 

3-4. “O Enemy of Tripuras, O destroyer of the eyes of 
Bhaga, save me. I am immersed in the ocean of worldly existence. 
I have been seized by sins and rendered unconscious. 

Obeis ance to Siva, the calm one, the dispeller of sins. O 
lord of Devas, I am having my holy ablution. May my sins 
perish”. 

5. After taking the holy dip in the water of depth upto the 
umbilicus, the intelligent devotee should duly perform Tarpana 
of Devas, sages, manes, and others by means of water mixed 
with gingelly seeds. 

6-7. After bath and Acamana, the devotee shall go to the 
temple of Siva. He shall enter the shrine of deity and circum¬ 
ambulate thrice. After worshipping the lord by the root 
Mantra, O Brahmins, he shall bow down and propitiate the 
lord by the Aghora Mantra. 

8. O three-eyed lord, obeisance be to you. O Moon-orna¬ 
mented lord, obeisance to you; O Virupakja, save me. O 
Mahadeva, obeisance be to you. 

9. By taking the holy dip in the eddy of Markandeya 
Hrada, thus, and by visiting Sankara, the man obtains the 
benefit of ten horse-sacrifices. 

10-11. Liberated from all sins, he goes to the world of 
lord Siva. There he enjoys excellent pleasures till the ultimate 
dissolution of all living beings. He then returns to this world 
and is born as a brahmin of vast learning and renown. He 
adopts Yoga pertaining to Sankara and attains salvation. 

12. Thereafter, the devotee should go to the holy fig tree 
on a par with the Kalpa tree, circumambulate it thrice and 
worship the banyan tree with great devotion, repeating the 
following Mantra :— 

13-14. “Om obeisance be to the holy banyan tree of un¬ 
manifest form, cause of the great dissolution, permeated by the 
great tasty juice. 

O banyan tree, you are immortal, surviving all through the 
Kalpa. You are the abode of Vi$nu. O banyan tree, dispel 
my sim. O Kalpa tree l obeisance to you”. 
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15. By devoutly circumambulating and bowing down to 
the Banyan tree resembling the Kalpa tree the man is imme¬ 
diately liberated from sins like the serpent that is rid of its 
old and decaying slough. 

16. O brahmins, even by passing through the shadow of 
this Kalpa tree, a man eschews the sin of brahmin slaughter. 
What doubt is there in regard to other sins ? 

17-18. By visiting Vi$nu in the form of the banyan tree 
that has originated from the body of Kf?na and that is a great 
being consisting of splendour of the Brahman and by bowing to 
it, O brahmins, the devotee derives a benefit that is superior to 
the benefit of Rajasuya and horse-sacrifice. Redeeming the 
members of his family he goes to the world of Visnu. 

19. By making obeisance to Vainateya, Garuda son of 
Vinata who is stationed in front of Kr§na, the devotee shall be¬ 
come liberated from all sins. He shall then go to the city of 
Vi$nu. 

20. He who visits Purusottama, Samkarsana and Su- 
bhadra after visiting the banyan tree and Vainateya, attains 
the greatest goal. 

21. After entering the shrine of Vi§nu and circumambu¬ 
lating the lord thrice he should worship and propitiate San- 
kar$ana and Subhadra, repeating their own Mantra :— 

22-23. Obeisance to you, O Rama holding the plough¬ 
share. Obeisance to you, O deity with the iron club as the 
weapon. Obeisance to you, O lover of Revatl.1 Obeisance to 
you, (O deity) favourably disposed towards devotees. Obeis¬ 
ance to you, O excellent one among strong persons. Obeisance 
to you, the holder of the earth. O enemy of Pralamba, Obeis¬ 

ance be to you. Save me, O elder brother of Kr§na. 

24-26. By propitiating lord Balarama thus, the man will 
derive the desired benefit. The lord is worshipped by Devas. 
He is invincible. He has the size and shape of the peak of the 
mountain Kailasa. His face is lovelier than the moon. The 

lord wears blue robes; his head is hideous on account of 

hoods. He holds the plough. He has great strength. He is 
bedecked with single ear-ring. He who devoutly propitiates 

1. Rtvatf—Wife of Balabhadra or Balar&na. 
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the son of RohinI1 is liberated from all sins. He goes to the 
world of lord Visnu. 

27-28. The man enjoys happiness there until the dis¬ 
solution of all living beings. When the merit dwindles down he 
returns to the earth, here in the excellent family of Yogins. He 
becomes an excellent brahmin, the master of all scriptures. He 
derives perfect knowledge and attains salvation that is difficult 
of access to others. 

29. After worshipping the ploughshare-bearing lord thus, 
the clever devotee shall worship Kr§na with great concentra¬ 
tion uttering the twelve-syllabled Mantra. 

30. The self-possessed bold persons who devoutly worship 
Puru$ottama by reciting the twelve-syllabled Mantra attain 
Salvation. 

31. O brahmins, neither Devas nor Yogins, nor the 
Chanters of Saman hymns attain that goal which those who are 

devoted to the twelve-syllabled Mantra attain. 
32. Hence, one should devoutly worship Kr$na, the pre¬ 

ceptor of the universe, by reciting that Mantra alone. After 
worshipping with scents, fragrant flowers, etc. he should bow 
to the deity and propitiate him. 

33-37. Be victorious O Kr?na, O lord of the universe. Be 
victorious O destroyer of all sins. Be victorious O slayer of 
Canura and Ke£in. Be victorious O slayer of Kamsa. 

Be victorious O lotus-pctal-eyed lord. Be victorious O 
holder of discus and iron club. Be victorious O deity dark in 
complexion like the blue cloud. Be victorious O bestower of 
happiness on all. 

Be victorious O lord worthy of being worshipped by the 
universe. Be victorious O destroyer of the world. Be victorious 
O Visnu worthy of being worshipped by the worlds. Be victori¬ 
ous, O bestower of desired benefit. 

O excellent lord, O Puru$ottama, I am immersed in the 
terrible ocean of worldly existence. It is significant. Miseries 

are like foams therein. It is terrible with wrath making it 
agitated as if through crocodiles. The objects of sense-organs, 

1. ife&tpf : mother of Balabhadra. She wa« the second wife of Va»u- 
deva, the ether being Devakl, mother of Srikffna. 
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constitute the flooding waters therein. The different ailments 
are like its waves and foams. It is impassable due to the whirl¬ 
pools of delusion. O lord, save me. 

38-41. O brahmins, by worshipping Kr$na thus the 
devotee attains the benefit of thousands of horse-sacrifices. 
Kr?Qa is the lord of Devas. He is the bestower of boons. He is 
favourably disposed towards his devotees. He is the bestower of 
all benefits. He has two arms and stout shoulders. His eyes 
are large as the petals of the lotus. His chest and arms are 
large. His face is splendid. He is clad in yellow robes. He 
holds conch, discus and ironclub in his hands. He has a coronet 
and shoulderlets as ornaments. He is endowed with all noble 
characteristics. He is adorned by the garlands of sylvan 
flowers. After visiting him the man shall join his palms in 

reverence and prostrate in front of him like a rod. He derives 
the benefit of thousands of horsc-sacrifices. 

42. By visiting and bowing to Kr$na the man obtains that 
benefit which has been glorified as the result of holy dip and 
charitable gifts in the holy centres. 

43. By visiting and bowing to Krsna a man obtains that 
benefit which results from a sacrifice where much gold is distri¬ 
buted together with precious stones and other valuables. 

44. By making obeisance to Krsna a man obtains that 
benefit which has been glorified as the result of sacrifices and 
the Vedas. 

45. By visiting and bowing to Kr?na a man obtains that 
benefit which is attained by all charitable gifts, holy rites and 
observances. 

46. By visiting and bowing to Kr§na a man obtains that 
benefit which has been cited as the benefit accruing from diffe¬ 

rent sorts of severe austerities. 

47. By visiting and bowing to Krsna a man obtains that 
benefit which is glorified as the result of the vow of celibacy 

perfectly practised. 

48. By visiting and bowing to Krsna a man obtains the 
benefit of a householder who strictly adheres to the disciplined 

conduct of life. 

49. By visiting and bowing to Kf¥$a a man obtains the 
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benefit glorified as the result of life in the forest led by (forest- 
dweller) . 

50. By visiting and bowing to Kr§na, a man obtains the 
benefit cited as the result of renunciation as mentioned before. 

51. O brahmins, of what avail is much talk in regard to 
the greatness of that lord. By devoutly visiting Kf§na a man 
obtains salvation which is most difficult to obtain. 

52-53. The man will be liberated from sins accumulated 
in the course of crores of Kalpas. He will be endowed with 
the greatest glory. He will be endued with good qualities. He 
will redeem twentyone generations of his family. He will go to 
the city of Visnu on a very brilliant aerial chariot flourishingly 
endowed with all desirable things. 

54-55. For a period of hundred Kalpas he will enjoy 
pleasures pleasant to the mind along with Gandharvas and 

Apsaras like the four-armed Visnu. 
Falling off from that world he comes here to the earth and 

is born as one conversant with Dharma, master of Vedas and 
devoid of malice in the excellent family of brahmins. 

56. He will be engaged in the performance of his own 
duty. He will be quietly controlling his sense organs. He will 

be engaged in the welfare of all living beings. Attaining per¬ 
fect knowledge pertaining to Vi$nu, he will attain salvation, 

57. Thereafter, O brahmin, he shall worship Subhadra, 

favourably disposed towards her devotees by reciting the 
requisite Mantra. He shall then propitiate her by bowing to 

her with palms joined in reverence. 

58. Obeisance to you O omnipresent Goddess. Obeisance 
to you the bestower of auspicious happiness. Save me, O God¬ 
dess with eyes like the petals of a lotus. O KatyayanI, obeis¬ 

ance be to you, Subhadra. 

59-61, By thus propitiating that Goddess, who creates the 
universe, who is beneficial to the universe, who was the sister 

of lord Baladeva, who is the bestower of boons and who is 
auspicious, the man goes to the abode of Vi§nu, on an aerial 
chariot that can go at one’s own sweet will. Till the dissolution 

of the world he sports there like a Deva. Then he comes here 
and attains the state of a human being. He shall become a 
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brahmin conversant with the Vedas. After attaining Yoga 
pertaining to Lord Vi$nu he attains liberation. 

CHAPTER FIFTYFIVE 

The Greatness of Narasimha 

Brahmdsaid : 

1. By thus visiting and bowing to Bala, Kr$na and Su- 
bhadra, the devotee obtains virtue, wealth, love and liberation. 

2. Just as he comes out of the temple of the deity, the 
man becomes blessed. After bowing to the deity the man 
returns to his abode with great concentration. 

3. He returns to his abode where lord Visnu’s idol, made of 
lapis lazuli, is covered up by sands. By bowing to the lord who 
vanished there he enters the city of Visnu. 

4. O brahmins, that lord who is identical with Devas and 
who slew the most excellent one among Asuras stays there with 

half of his body made like that of a lion. 
5. By devoutly visiting Narasimha lord, and by bowing to 

him one is liberated from all sins. There is no doubt in this. 
6. Those men on the earth who are the devotees of Nara- 

simha, incur no sin at all. They will have all desired benefits. 
7. Hence, by all means one shall resort to Narasimha 

since he bestows the benefit of virtue, wealth, love and 

salvation. 

The sages said : 

8. O lord, since you say that the glory of Narasimha is the 
bestower of happiness and is very difficult of access it has 
kindled great wonder in us. 

9. O lord of the universe, we wish to hear the power of 
that lord in detail.. Our eagerness is very great. 

10. O lord, obeisance be to you. For rendering help to 
devotees, tell us how Narasimha, the lord of great strength 

becomes pleased. 
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11. Tell us all about those (achievements) which originate 
by the favour of Narasimha. O great grandfather, be pleased 
with us. 

Brahmd said : 

12. O brahmins even as I recount listen to the power of 
that lord who is unconquered and incomprehensible and who 
bestows worldly pleasures and salvation. 

13. O brahmins, who is competent to recount the good 
qualities of that lord half of whose body is that of a lion ? I 
shall mention a few succinctly. 

14. We hear many human and divine accomplishments 
which are undoubtedly realized by the favour of that lord. 

15. Due to the favour of that lord, one’s movement be¬ 
comes unimpeded in the mortal world, heaven, netherworlds, 
quarters, water, city as well as mountain. 

16. In this world including the mobile and immobile 
beings O brahmins, there is nothing impossible to achieve for 

lord Narasimha who is always sympathetic to his devotees. 

17. I shall mention the mode of procedure for the worship 
of the lord. This is helpful to his devotees. I shall mention 
what it is whereby the deity with half the body of a lion is 
propitiated. 

18. O leading sages, listen to the eternal Kalparaja 
(Royal ritual), the real principle of Narasimha which has not 

been understood by Devas and Asuras. 

19. O brahmins, the leading aspirant devotee should 

subsist on a diet of milk accompanied by greens, roots, barley 
food, fruits, fried grain powder and oil cake. 

20-22. A pure loin cloth alone should constitute his 
garment. He should conquer his sense-organs and establish 
himself for meditation in the forest, an isolated place, mountain, 
confluence of rivers, a barren land, a holy centre of Siddhas or 

in the hermitage of Narasimha. Then he should worship the 
lord in accordance with the injunctions. O leading sages, on the 
twelfth day in the bright half of the lunar month he shall 

observe fast. With his mind and sense organs in perfect restraint 
he should repeat the mantra for two million times. 
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23. O brahmins, there is no doubt that the aspirant would 
be liberated from all sins whether they be subsidiary or major. 

24-25. He should circumambulate and worship Narasimha 
with flowers, scents, incenses, etc. After bending the head 
before the lord the devotee should apply Jati flowers smeared 
with camphor and sandal paste on the head of lord Narasimha. 
Thereby Siddhi results. 

26-28. The lord is not hindered anywhere in any of his 
activities. Even Brahma, Rudra and other Devas are incompe¬ 

tent to bear the refulgence of the lord. What then in regard to 
Danavas, Siddhas, Gandharvas, human beings, Vidyadharas, 
Yak?as, Kinnaras andNagas. There are those who wish for other 
Mantras, (than those of Narasimha). All these perish (on see¬ 

ing Narasimha), like darkness when the refulgence of the sun 

or fire is revealed. 
29. The (Talisman) that is inspired once by the repetition 

of Mantras bestows steady pleasures. The talisman that is ins¬ 
pired thus twice, becomes a divine amulet. It protects the 

devotee from Devas as well as Danavas. 
30. It should also protect from all those enemies such as 

Gandharvas, Kinnaras, Yaksas, Vidyadharas, Nagas, goblins, 

demons as well as similar antagonists. 
31-34. The amulet that is inspired (with Mantras) thrice, 

cannot be broken by Devas and Asuras. 
O excellent Brahmins, lord Narasimha of great strengths 

protects the aspirant devotee within a radius of twelve Yojanas. 
The devotee should then go near a Crevasse and observe 

fast for three nights. He should then kindle the holy fire with 

PalaJa twigs and logs. 
O leading brahmins, the aspirant should make two hundred 

sacrifices with (as many) Pala£a twigs soaked in honey, sugar 

and ghee repeating Vasa^karas. 
The opening of Crevasse should be visible instantaneously. 
35. The learned aspirant shall unhesitatingly enter the 

Crevasse with the coat of mail on, as he goes ahead, his diffi¬ 

culty, darkness and delusion perish. 
36. A wide royal road beautified by humming bees becomes 

visible. O brahmins, remembering Narasimha he enters the 
nether worlds. 
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37-40. After going there, the aspirant should repeat the 
mantra of Narasimha the undiminishing mantra. 

Thereafter, thousands of women playing on the lute come 
out to welcome him. O brahmins, after greeting him they take 
the leading aspirant, holding him by the hand. 

O excellent brahmins, they make him drink the divine 
elixir. Immediately after drinking it he becomes very powerful. 
His body becomes divine. 

He dallies with those girls till the ultimate dissolution of all 
living beings. When his body is split he becomes merged in 
Vasudeva. 

41-46. When the residence there, no longer appeals to him 

he starts therefrom. The leading aspirant takes the following 
things with him :—A tablet, a trident, a sword, a yellow orpi- 
ment, a jewel, a mercury, a pair of elixir sandals, collyrium, the 
skin of a black antelope, the pleasing pill, waterpot, rosary, 
staff, Siddhavidya named Safijlvani and the scriptural texts. 
If the trident, that is enveloped by the wavelike formation of 

sparks of blazing fire is placed in the heart even for once it 
burns sins accumulated in crores of births. If it is placed in 
poison it destroys poison. If it is placed over the body it dispels 
leprosy. Even after committing the sin of foetus slaughter he 
becomes purified by this divine remedy. When patients are 
afflicted by powerful planets, the devotee shall think about 
the blazing deity. Thereby the terrible planets will perish quickly 
in the heart. 

47. The amulet (inspired with Narasimha Mantra) tied 
round the neck of children affords a permanent protection: It 

destroys tumour, pustule, boils, as well as spider poison. 
48. If afflicted by ailments, the devotee should perform a 

sacrifice with sacrificial twigs, ghee and milk, thrice a day during 
the junctions (i.e. dawn, midday and dusk). If this is continued 

for a month it will dispel all ailments. 
49. I do not see anything that cannot be achieved in the 

three worlds consisting of mobile and immobile beings. What¬ 
ever accomplishment he desires, he certainly achieves it. 

50-57. Another method: the devotee worships the lion one 

hundred and eight times. He takes seven lumps of clay from the 
anthill, cremation ground, four cross-roads. Mixing them with 
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red sandal he pours cow’s milk and rolls it into a lump. With 
this lump he makes the image of a lion six fingers (in length and 
height). Taking a bark leaf he applies yellow orpiment over it. 
This he ties round the neck of Narasimha. The aspirant then 
worships the deity with water. He repeats the Mantra innume¬ 

rable times. With the sense-organs perfectly under restraint he 
continues the repetition of Mantra for seven days. Within a 
Muhurta the entire earth is flooded with water. 

Or the devotee shall worship Narasimha on the top of a tree. 

By performing the Japa of the Mantra one hundred and eight 
times the devotee can prevent a great downpour. 

The noble aspirant puts the image of Narasimha in a cage 
and closes it. He should then whirl it. Within a short while a 
great gust of wind will undoubtedly blow. He can restrain it 
quickly by means of water inspired with the repetition of Nara¬ 
simha Mantra seven times. 

If the aspirant digs the earth and keeps the image concealed 
at the threshold of anyone, the entire family of that person will 

be annihilated. If it is taken out, it accords peace. 

58. Hence, O leading sages, the devotee should always 
worship the lord of beasts, of great power, the bestower of all 

desires. 

59-60. Liberated from all sins he goes to the world of 

Vignu. 

By devoutly worshipping the most excellent one among 
Devas, who has assumed the form of a lion, the Brahmins, 
K$atriyas, Vaiiyas, womenfolk, Sudras and the lowcaste people 

are liberated from inauspicious miseries accumulated in the 
course of crores of births. 

61-67. O Brahmins, by worshipping that excellent Deva they 
attain all desired things such as Deva-hood, lordship of the 
immortal beings and Gandharva-hood. They attain the status of 
Yaksa or Vidyadhara or other types of desired things. 

By visiting, eulogising, bowing to and worshipping Nara¬ 
simha, men obtain a kingdom, heavenly pleasure and salvation 
which is very difficult to attain. 

By visiting Narasimha a man obtains the desired benefit. 
Liberated from sins he goes to the world of Vi?nu. 
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By devoutly visiting once that lord who has assumed the 
form of a lion, one is liberated from inauspicious miseries 
accumulated in crores of births. 

On the following occasions the lord should be remembered. 
At the time of war, or a calamity very difficult to surmount, or 
at the time when one is afflicted by thieves, tigers etc., or 

when there is danger to life in a dense forest or when one is 
likely to be afflicted by poison, fire and water or when one is 
afflicted by kings and others, oceans, planets, sickness etc. By 
remembering the lord on these occasions a man is liberated 
from hosts of calamities. 

Just as the desert of darkness is dispelled at sunrise so also 
all calamities perish by visiting the lord. 

68-77. When lord Narasimha is pleased, a man obtains 
the miraculous pill, collyrium, sandals of the nether worlds, 
elixir as well as other desired things. 

There is no doubt that one obtains all those desires for which 
one worships Narasimha with his desires kept in mind. 

By visiting the lord of the chiefs of Devas, by devoutly 
worshipping him and bowing to him, the devotee derives ten 
times the benefit of ten horse sacrifices. He is liberated from all 
sins. He is embellishsd with all good qualities. He is richly 
blessed with the fulfilment of all desires. He is devoid of old age 
and death. Seated in an aerial chariot the devotee goes to the 
world of Visnu. 

The aerial chariot is golden. It is embellished with clusters 
of twinkling bells. It has good refulgence. It is richly furnished 
with all desirable things. It can go to any place one wishes. It 
has the colour and lustre of the midday sun. Pearl necklaces are 
suspended from it. Hundreds of celestial damsels are present in 
it. It is resonant with the divine sound of singing the Gandhar- 
vas. He is eulogised by Apsaras. He is as happy and gay as 
Devas. He redeems twentyone generations of his family. Thus 
he goes to the world of Vi?nu. O excellent brahmins, there in 
the world of Vi$nu he enjoys excellent pleasures in the company 

of Gandharvas and Apsaras. He assumes the form with four arms. 
He enjoys pleasures and happiness till the final dissolution of the 

world. When his merit dwindles he returns to this world and is 
bom as a brahmin in an excellent family of Yogins. He masters 
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the four Vedas and their ancillaries. He attains Yoga pertaining 
to Vif$u and obtains liberation. 

CHAPTER FIFTYSIX 

The Greatness of Sveta Madhava 

BrahmS said 

1. By visiting and devoutly bowing to Vasudeva-Ananta 
the man is liberated from all sins. He attains the highest region 

of Visnu. 
2. He has been propitiated by me and thereafter by Indra, 

Vibhi^ana1 and Rama. Who does not wish to be propitiated? 
3. The man who takes holy dip in the Svetaganga and 

visits Svetamadhava as well as Matsya Madhava (Lord Visnu 
in the form of a fish) goes to Svetadvlpa. 

The sages said : 

4-5 It behoves you to recount fully the greatness of Sveta- 
m&dhava. O Lord of the Universe, recount the installation of 
Hari in detail. Lord Svetamadhava is well known in that sacred 
and excellent holy centre. He is well known in the whole of the 
universe. Who installed that lord formerly? 

Brahmd said: 

6. O Brahmins, there was a powerful king named Sveta 
in the Kj-tayuga. He was intelligent, valorous and truthful. He 
was conversant with holy rites and he was steadfast in perform¬ 

ing them. 
7. In his kingdom, men used to live upto ten thousand 

years without sickness. No body perished or was despondant in 
that kingdom. 

8-9 When this state of affairs continued thus in the kingdom 
for some time, O brahmins, the son of a very righteous sage 
named Kapala Gautama passed away even before he cut his 

1. Vibhifapa : brother of R&vapa. Ravana, Kumbhakarna, and 
Vibhlyapa were born to Vifravas by his wife Mil ini. 
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teeth. The intelligent sage brought thedead boy to the presence 
of the king. 

10. On seeing the boy in this long slumber without sen¬ 
tience, O brahmins, the king took a vow of resuscitating the 
infant boy back to life. 

The king said: 

11. If I do not within seven days bring back this boy who 
has gone to the abode of Yama, I shall ascend the burning 
pyre. 

Brahma said : 

12. After saying thus, the king worshipped the great lord 
with one thousand and one hundred blue lotuses. Then he 
repeated the Mantra. 

13. On seeing the surpassing devotion of the king, the Lord 
of the universe came there together with Yama and said “I am 
delighted and satisfied”. 

14-15 On hearing the words of the Lord suddenly and seeing 
Lord Hara who had smeared his limbs with ashes, who had 
hideous eyes, who in refulgenee resembled the Kundafiower and 
the autumnal moon, who was wearing the hide of a tiger and 
whose tresses were marked by the moon he fell instantaneously 
on the ground, bowed to him and spoke. 

Sveta said : 

16-17. If you have mercy upon me, O Lord, if you are 

pleased on seeing me, may this boy, the dear child of a brahmin, 
who is under the control of the God of death, come back to life 
once again. This is the holy rite I have taken upon myself. O 

Lord Mahesvara, kindly instal a long life in this boy who is 
dead suddenly. Kindly accord all round welfare. 

Brahma, said : 

18. On hearing these words of Sveta, lord Mahelvara be¬ 
came joyous. He called the God of death who is terrible to all 
living beings. 

19. O Brahmins, he restrained the unthwartable Kala, the 
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obedient servant of Yama; he resuscitated the boy from the 
jaws of death. 

20-21. After bringing back the sage’s son to life and 
according welfare to the entire universe, O brahmins, the Lord 
vanished there itself together with goddess Uma, Thus the 
excellent king enlivened the son of the sage. 

The sages said : 

22. O Lord of Devas, O Lord of the Universe, O unchang¬ 

ing source of origin of the three worlds, tell us now the greatest 
fact of the deity named Sveta. 

Brakmdsaid : 

23. Listen, O leading sages, O sinless ones, for the welfare 
of all living beings I shall mention factually what you ask of me. 

24. The greatness of Madhava is destructive of all sins. 
On hearing it the man attains the desired pleasures. 

25. O brahmins, I have heard his anecdote formerly from 
the sages, the divine story of the deity called Madhava. Listen 
to that story which dispels fear, grief and agony. 

26-28. King Sveta ruled over the kingdom for thousands 
of years with great concentration. He pondered over various 

holy rites of secular and Vedic nature and also over the restraints 
and observances. O Brahmins, he resolved to propitiate KeSava 
and adopted holy rites for that purpose. He went to the greatest 
holy centre on the shore of the Southern Sea. In a beautiful 
auspicious spot on the shore near Kona’s shrine Sveta built 
a beautiful palace. 

29-30 To the south of the Lord of Devas he built the 
palace ofa hundred bows’ lengths. O leading Brahmins, with 
white marble rocks, Lord Madhava was made to appear like a 

white man resembling the moon by king Sveta. He performed 
the installation duly as (previously) thought of. 

31-33. The king made charitable gifts to the brahmins, 
ascetics, poor and helpless persons. Thereafter, the king went 

to the presence of Lord Mah&deva. Repeating the twelve syllabl¬ 
ed Mantra alongwith Orhkara he prostrated on the ground. 

Then the blessed king observed thevow of silence and abstaining 
freon food for a month entered into Samadhi (trance). At the 
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end of prayerful observance the king stood at the feet of Vi$nu 
and began to eulogise the lord of Devas. 

Sveta said : 

34. Om obeisance to Vasudeva, obeisance to Samkarsana, 
obeisance to Pradyumna, Aniruddha, obeisance to Narayana. 

35. Obeisance to the omniformed, to the creator of the 
form of the Universe, to inconceivable deity devoid of attributes, 
to the pure one, of (splendid) activities. 

36. Om obeisance to the deity with the umbilical lotus, to 
the source of origin of the lotus-born lord; to the lotus-coloured 
one, to you with the lotus in hand. 

37. Om obeisance to the lotus-eyed bountiful lord with a 
thousand eyes: obeisance to the thousand-footed, thousand¬ 
armed and thousand-furied lord. 

38. Om obeisance to Varaha (Boar), the bestower of 
boons, the most excellent, the most praise-worthy deity of good 
intellect, Acyuta of gold complexion. 

39. Om obeisance to the lord in the form of a boy, obe¬ 
isance to the deity with the lustre of a tender lotus, obeisance 
to the deity with the rising sun and the moon for the eyes, 
obeisance to the lord with the tresses resembling Muftja grass. 

40. Obeisance to Ke£ava, obeisance to Narayana. Obeisance 
to Madhava, obeisance to Govinda. 

41. Om obeisance to Vi$nu, obeisance to the lord endowed 
with wealth and strength; obeisance to the slayer of Madhu, to 
one who holds pure rays. 

42. Obeisance to the infinite one, the subtle one, to one who 
bears the Srivatsa scar, obeisance to Srlvikrama and the deity 
who wears the divine yellow robes. 

43. Obeisance to you the cause of cieation; obeisance to 
the protector and the sustainer, to one endowed with attributes, 
and also to one devoid of attributes. 

44. Obeisance to the lord of dwarfish forms, to one of 
dwarfish activities, to one of small eyes, to one of dwarfish 
vehicle. 

45. Obeisance to the infinite deity worthy of being wor¬ 

shipped,^ one of unmanifest forms, to one who cannot be 
argued about, to the pure and the dispeller of fear. 
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46*47. Obeisance to the deity who acts as a raft (for 
crossing) the ocean of worldly existence, to the deity of colour 

forum, to the deity of auspicious gentle form, to the deity 

assuming terrible forms, to the deity that breaks worldly existence, 
the bestower of worldly pleasures, to the deity in the form of 

universe; obeisance to the creator of worlds. 

48. Om obeisance to the deity of divine forms, to the deity 
whose breath is constituted by the moon and lire. Obeisance to 

one whose tresses are constituted by solar and lunar rays. 
Obeisance to the deity conducive to the welfare of cows and 

brahmins. 

49. Om obeisance to the deity on the form of Rk; Obeisance 
to the deity in the forms ofPadaand Krama. Obeisance to you, 
who are eulogised bytheRks; obeisance to the deity whose means 

is Rk. 

50. Om obeisance to the upholder of Yaju’s mantras, to the 
deity who has assumed the form of Yajus, to one who is worthy 

of being worshipped through Yajus, to one who is served, to 

the lord of Yajus Mantras. 

51. Om obeisance to you, O lord of Sri; Obeisance to 
Sridhara; obeisance to the most excellent one; obeisance to the 

lover of Sri; obeisance to one of self-control; obeisance to the 

Yogin worthy of being meditated upon by the Yogins. 

52. Om obeisance to the deity in the form of Saman. 
Obeisance to the excellent tone of the Saman. Om obeisance 
to the gentle one of Saman. Obeisance to the deity conversant 
with the Samayoga. 

53. Obeisance to the Saman. Obeisance to the deity sung 
about by the Saman songs. Om obeisance to the uplifter of the 

Saman. Obeisance to the deity conversant with the Saman. 

Obeisance to the composer of Saman songs. 

54. Obeisance to the deity whose head is Atharvaveda; 

obeisance to the deity whose from is Atharvan; obeisance to 

the deity whose foot is Atharvan; obeisance to the deity whose 

hand is Atharvan. 

,, 55. Om obeisance to the deity with adamantine head; 

obeisance to the slayer of Madhu and Kaifabha; obeisance to 
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one stationed in the waters of great ocean. Obeisance to one 
who redeemed the Vedas and brought them out of waters. 

56. Obeisance to Hftlkega1 of brightly illuminated form. 
Obeisance to you, lord Vasudeva. Obeisance to you Narayaria. 

57. Obeisance to the deity conducive to the welfare of 
the world. Om obeisance to the destroyer of delusion. 
Obeisance to one who breaks existence. 

58. Obeisance to one who bestows salvation; obeisance to 
one who dispels bondage; obeisance to the maker of luminaries. 
Obeisance to the deity of fiery form. 

59. Obeisance to the lord of Yogins; obeisance to Rima 
who redeems all; obeisance to happiness; obeisance to the 
happy-eyed; obeisance to the upholder of merits. 

60. Obeisance to Vasudeva worthy of being saluted; 
obeisance to Vamadeva; obeisance to one who creates bodies 
for the embodied souls; obeisance to the breaker of difference. 

61. Obeisance to the one whose body is saluted by Devas; 
obeisance to you of divine crown; obeisance to one who is 
the abode of fame; obeisance to one who serves as a shelter. 

62. Om obeisance to the maker of riches; obeisance to one 
who bestows riches and residence; obeisance to the deity of the 
form of sacrifice; obeisance to the lord of sacrifices; obeisance 
to the Yogin. 

63. Obeisance to the lord of ascetics who preach Yoga. 
Obeisance to one who holds a discus; obeisance to Sarhkar^a^a; 
obeisance to one who slew Pralamba.2 

64. Obeisance to the holder of ploughshare whose velocity 
is great and whose sound resembles the sound of clouds. 
Obeisance to you a perfect knowledge of the wise, O Narayana 

the ultimate resort of all living beings. 

65. O Lord excepting you, I have no other kinsmen or 
guide for redeeming me from hell. Hence, O deity favourably 
disposed towards those who bow down, I bow to you with 
emotional fervour. 

1. Huiktia : One who has controlled the sense-organs that Is a 

yogin. Kf?na is said to be yogeivara. 
2, Pralamba : an asura who attacked Srlkftpa and Balar&ma but 

was killed by the latter. 
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66. O KcSava, O Acyuta, excepting you there is none to 
wash off the impurity of body and mind, O lord of Devas. 

67. I have approached you after eschewing all sorts of 
contacts and unions. O Kelava, may my contact remain with 
you for attaining self-realization. 

68. O Kesava, I know that this worldly existence is full 
of pain. It is impossible to cross it during adversities . I am 
afflicted by my threefold searching tortures. Hence, I seek refuge 
in you. 

69. The entire universe is deluded by enticing desires 
through your Maya. It is attracted by covetousness, etc. Hence, 

I have resorted to you. 

70-72. O Vi§pu, nothing is conducive to happiness for an 

embodied soul stationed in the world. 

O lord of sacrifices, as the mind is gradually turned to you, 
one may attain the ultimate pleasure, if one is not enamoured 
of the benefit of actions. “I am doomed. I am devoid of dis¬ 
criminating faculty’*. The Universe is seen unhappy and 
dejected thus. 

O Govinda, save me from worldly existence. It behoves you 
to uplift me, I am immersed in the ocean of worldly existence 
which cannot be crossed, with delusion forming its waters. O 
Lotus-eyed one, excepting you there is no other saviour unto 
me. 

BrahmO. said : 

73-74. O Brahmins, thus the lord was eulogised by king 
Sveta in that divine excellent holy centre known as Purusottama. 
In consideration of his devotion, Hari, the lord of Devas, the 
preceptor of the universe came in front of the king surrounded 

by all Devas. 

75-77. He resembled the blue cloud. His eyes were large 

like the petals of lotus. By the tip of his hand the glorious lord 
held Sudarlana with a bright disc allround. In his left hand he 
held the splendid conch Paflcajanya of great lustre. It was 

devoid of impurities. It resembled the moon and the liquid 
content of the milky ocean. The emblem of the lord was the 
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king of birds.1 The glorious lord held the iron club, sword and 
Sarnga bow. He said :—‘‘Well done, O king, since this ex¬ 

cellent idea 1 ose within you, O sinless one, choose whatever is 
desired by you and whatever is conducive to my welfare. I am 
delighted with you*’. 

Brahmd said : 

78. On hearing these nectar-like words of the Lord of 
Devas, Sveta bent down his head with devotion and said with 

his mind concentrating on the lord. 

Sveta said : 

79-80. O lord, if I am a devotee, grant me this excellent 
boon. The unchanging region of Visnu is above everything 
up to the abode of Brahma. It is devoid of impurities and Rajas. 
It is pure. It is rid of the contact with the world. O lord of the 

universe, I wish to go to that region by your favour. 

The Lord said : 

81-82. After enjoying the nectar of ruling over the kingdom 
you will go to that abode which Devas, sages, Siddhas and 
yogins do not approach. It is the greatest abode devoid of ail¬ 
ments. After passing over the worlds you will attain my world. 

83. O leading king, your glory will spread throughout the 
world. I will always be present here. 

84-88. Devas and Danavas will sing about this as Sveta 
Ganga, pure and holy Ganga. My devotees who have great 
concentration will go to heaven even by touching the sacred 
water of Sveta Ganga, O leading king, by the tip of Ku$a grass. 

He who visits this idol of lunar splendour named Madhava 
and worships it even once, casts off other worlds. He is honour¬ 

ed in my world. The idol resembles the conch and cow’s milk. 
It is destructive of sins. It has eyes resembling a lotus. 

For many Manvantaras he will enjoy as he pleases the 

extensive pleasures in the company of my followers. He will be 
surrounded by beautiful celestial virgins. The Siddhas and 
Gandharvas will sing his praise and serve him. 

1 TKing of birds—Garu^a, the Vehicle of Mah&vi^u. 
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89-91. Falling off from that place he comes here as a man. 
He shall be born as a brahmin mastering the Vedas and Vedan- 

gas. He will be glorious. He will enjoy all pleasures and live for 
along time. He will possess elephants, horses, chariots and 
other vehicles. He will be surrounded by wealth and food- 
grains* He will be pure and endowed with handome features. 
He will be fortunate and accompanied by sons and grandsons. 

He will return to the holy centre Puruijottama at the root of 
the Banyan tree on the sea-shore. Remembering Hari and 

casting off the body he shall go to that calm and quiet place. 

CHAPTER FIFTYSEVEN 

Mode of Procedure for a Holy Dip in the Ocean 

Brahm& said : 

1 -3. By visiting Svetamadhava and Matsyamadhava by his 
side and by bowing to the first incarnation of Madhava in the 
form of a Fish, one is liberated from all miseries. Lord 
Matsya Madhava had at the outset assumed the form of Rohita 
fish. He had been thinking of the earth stationed at the bottom 
of the nether worlds. He established himself there in order to 
redeem the Vedas. 

4. He goes to the greatest abode where Hari himself is 
present. Returning to this place (earth) in due course of time he 

shall become a king on the earth. 
5. By resorting to Matsyamadhava a man becomes un- 

thwartable. He shall be a donor, enjoyer of pleasures, a wor¬ 
shipper, a devotee of Vi§nu and truthful in speech. 

6. Afterwards he attains Yoga pertaining to Hari and 
gains salvation. O leading sages, the greatness of Matsyama¬ 

dhava has been recounted by me. By visiting him the devotee 
will obtain all cherished desires. 

The sages said: 

7. O Lord, we wish to hear further. The rites of wiping off. 
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causing sprinkling of water by means of Ku£a grass, ablution, 
charitable gifts, etc are performed on the sea-shore. Kindly 
mention the entire benefits thereof. 

Brakmd said : 

8-10. Listen, O leading sages, to the benefit of M&rjana 

rite performed duly. One attains excellent merit due to devo¬ 
tion. Out of devotion one must direct one’s mind towards him. 
The rite of taking holy dip in the eddy called Markandeya 

Hrada is to be preferably performed in the forenoon. Especially 
on the fourteenth day of the lunar fortnight this rite is 
destructive of all sins. Similarly, the rite of ablution in the 
ocean is equally praise-worthy at any time. Especially on the full 
moon day (by the holy dip) one attains the benefit of a horse- 
sacrifice. 

11. The Paficatirthi (a set of five holy centres and sacred 
waters) is as follows :—The eddy named after M&rkandeya, 
the holy banyan tree, the shrine of Kfsna, the shrine of Bala- 
rama and the great Indradyumnasaras (Lake of Indra- 
dyumna). 

12. One should visit the Tlrtharaja (king of holy centres, 
the holy Banyan tree) on the full moon day in the month of 
Jye$tha. If the constellation Jye$tha coincides with it, it is 
especially auspicious. 

13-15. The devotee should be pure mentally, verbally and 
physically. He should not think of anything else. He should be 
free from all Dvandvas (mutually opposed pairs). He should 

free from lustful attachment and rivalry. The beautiful banyan 

tree is the Kalpa tree itself. After taking holy dip near it, the 
devotee shall circumambulate the lord thrice with great con¬ 
centration. O Brahmins, by visiting this Lord one is liberated 
from sins accumulated in the course of seven births. He attains 
extensive merits and the desired salvation. 

16. O brahmins, I shall mention its names and size, in 
the Yugas Kj*ta, etc, in due order. 

17. The names of the banyan tree in the Kftayuga etc are 
respectively.—1) Vafa, (2) Vajefvara, (3) Purusa ami (4) 
Puranapuru§a, O brahmins. 
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18. The sizes of the Kalpa tree in the four Yugas are 1) 
one Yojana 2) three fourths of a Yojana (3) half a Yojana and 
4) onefourth of a Yojana. 

19. After bowing to the banyan tree repeating the 
mantra mentioned before, the devotee shall go to the South 
to a distance of three hundred bow’s lengths. 

20. At this place one can behold Vi§nu. Here is a 
pleasing entrance to the heavenly world. A log of wood 
equipped with good qualities is dragged by the waters of the 
ocean. 

21. By bowing to him and then by worshipping him, the 
devotee is liberated from all ailments, sins, evils and things of 
other sorts. 

22-24. Through the heavenly door the devotee views 
the ocean as one with fierce foams. He shall then perform the 
rite of Acamana. Remaining pure be should meditate 
afterwards, fix the eight-syllabled Mantra in the (fingers of the) 
hand and (limits of) the body that is the Mantra which 
learned men say thus—Om namo Narayanaya. 

What can be done with many Mantras that cause only 
mental confusion ? This mantra Om namo Narayanaya is the 
means of achieving everything. 

25. The waters are glorified as Naras because they are the 
sons of Nara (human beings). At the outset the waters had been 
the abode of Vi§nu. Hence, he is known as Narayana (having 
Nara (waters) for abode. 

26. The greatest in the world is Narayana. The greatest 
among Devas is Narayana. Truthfulness is devoted to Narayana. 

27-33. The element earth is devoted to Narayana, the cle¬ 
ment water is devoted to Narayana, the element fire is devoted 
to Narayana, the element sky is devoted to Narayana, the 
wind is devoted to Narayana, the mind is devoted to Narayana, 
the ego and the cosmic intellect are of the nature of Narayana. 
The past, present, future, whatever is called by the name Jiva 
(living-organism) is of the nature of Narayana. 

Sound and other objects of sense-organs, ears and other 

sense-organs the Prakrti and Puru$a—these are of the nature 
ofN&rayana. 
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Lord Narayana occupies water, dryland, nether worlds, 

heaven, sky and mountains supporting all these visible objects. 

Of what avail is much talk ? The whole universe consisting 

of mobile and immobile beings, from Brahma to the blade of 

grass—is identical with Narayana. 

O Brahmins, I do not see anything greater than Narayana. 

All these visible and invisible things in the world are pervaded 

by him. 

34. The waters are the abode of Vi§nu. He is the lord of 

waters. Hence, one should always remember Narayana, the 

dispeller of sins, in the waters. 

35. Particularly at the time of bath the pure devotee 

shall worship and remember Narayana in the water. He shall 

meditate on him and perform the Nyasa rite in the (fingers of 

hand and (the limbs of) body. 

36-42. He should fix Omkara and Nakara (syllable JVa) in 

the thumbs of his hands. The other syllables he shall fix in 

the index and other fingers covering the whole palm. 

He shall fix Omkara in the left foot and Nakara (syllable 

Na) in the right foot. He shall fix the syllable Mo in the left 

hip and the syllabic Nd in the right hip. 

He shall fix the syllable Rd in the umbilical spot and the 

syllable Ta in the left arm. After fixing the syllable JVd in 

the right arm he shall fix the syllable Ta on the head. (The 

mantra is Om namo Narayanaya. 

The learned devotee shall meditate on Narayana, in the 

heart, at the sides, behind, in front, below and above and 

thereafter begin Kavaca1 (coat of mail):— 

May Govinda protect me in the East, Madhusudana in the 

South, lord Sridhara in the West and KeSava in the North. 

Similarly, may Vi§nu protect in the South-East; the un¬ 

dwindling Madhava in the South-West; Hr$ike£a in the North- 

West and Vamana in the North-East. 

May Varaha (Boar) protect the ground and Trivikrama 

above. After making Kavaca (the coat of mail) the devotee 

should think about the soul. 

1. Kavaca—Protective armour, composed of mystic syllables to be 
essentiaUyredted at the worship of a deity. 
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43. I am lord Nar&yana who holds the conch, discus and 

club. After meditating on the Self he should repeat this 

mantra. 

44-45. “You are the fire, O Lord of bipeds, he who pro¬ 

vides (them) with Semen, he who excites their lust. You are 

Pradh&na (Prakjrti and chief) of all living beings; the un¬ 

changing lord of all individual souls. You are the Arani 

(Source of fire) of the nectar. O Lord of waters, you are the 

source of origin of Devas. O Tirtharaja, (king of holy centres), 

remove my sins, obeisance be to you”. 

46. It is only after uttering this duly that one should per¬ 

form the rite of ablution. Otherwise, O excellent brahmins, 

the holy dip there is not valued much. 

47. After performing the rites of ablution and cleansing 

by means of the Mantras with the water as their divinity, the 

devotee shall thereafter repeat the Aghamarsana Mantra three 

times (all the while) standing within water. 

48. O brahmins, just as the horse-sacrifice removes sins so 

also does the hymn Aghamarsana1 remove all sins. 

49-51. He should come out of water and wear two 

washed cloths free from impurities. He shall perform the 

Acamana rite and the Pranayama. He shall then pray to 

the junction as well as the sungod. Thereafter he should offer a 

handful of water libation alongwith flowers. With his hands 

lifted up he should pray to the sun-god with the significant 

hymns pertaining to him. Thereafter, he shall repeat the sacred 

Gayatri Mantra, hundred and eight times. He shall stand there 

with perfect concentration after repeating . other Mantras per¬ 

taining to the Sungod. 

52. After circumambulating the sungod and bowing down 

to him he should sit facing the east and perform the rite of 

(vedic study, then he should perform Tarpana rites to the 

Gods and sages. 

53. He should perform Tarpana rites for sages, manes and 

others. He the knower of Mantras, should perform Tarpana 

by repeating their names and Gotras. The water shall be mixed 

up with gingelly seeds. 

1. Agkamarfapa mantra : RV.X. 190. 
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54. The brahmin shall be authorized in the Tarpana rite 

to the manes only after performing Tarpapa rite to the deities 

at the outset with due attention. 

55. At the time of Sraddha, when the ball of rice is offered, 

the devotee shall offer it with a single hand. When performing 

the rite of Tarpana he shall use both hands. This is the pro¬ 

cedure to be followed always. 

56. After repeating the name and Gotra (Spiritual line¬ 

age) he shall say ‘Trpyatam’ (may be pleased). Otherwise 

he should not utter anything. The left-hand should be joined 

to the right hand (and thus the libation should be offered. 

57. If out of delusion the devotee performs the rite of Tar¬ 

pana with the gingelly seeds kept on any of his limbs, it 

would be as though he had performed the rites of Tarpana to 

the forefathers by means of skin, flesh, blood and bone. 

58. One should not perform the rite of Tarpana to the 

deities and Pitfs with the gingelly seeds kept on any of the 

limbs. That water will turn into blood and he who offers it 

shall be sinful. 

59. O leading sages, if the person who offers libation 

stands in water and if the libation is offered on the dry ground, 

that offering is made futile. It does not benefit anyone. 

60. If the man stands on the ground and offers libation 

into the water, that water libation does not approach the 

manes. It turns futile. 

61. One should not stand in water and offer water libation 

to the manes. He should come out and perform water libation 

on a pure spot. 

62-65. The Tarpana rite shall not be performed in water 

or in vessels. While performing the rite one shall not be 

wrathful nor should one perform it with a single hand. The 

water libation that is not made on the ground does not benefit 

the manes. 

O brahmins, the earth has been given by me to the manes 

as their everlasting abode. Hence water libation should be 

offered there alone by one who seeks pleasure for the manes. 

The^were bom on the surface of earth. They died on the 

surface of earth and merged with it. During life time it was 
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on this earth that they stood. Hence, one should offer water 
libation on the ground. 

He should spread Ku£a grass with their tips to the East in 
regard to the Gods; to the South in regard of the manes. He 
should invoke gods and manes by repeating their Mantras 
separately. 

CHAPTER FIFTYEIGHT 

Rules of Worship and Mantras 

Brahma said: 

1-2. After performing the rites of Tarpana to Devas, Pitrs 
and others and having performed the Acamana rite silently, O 
Brahmins, the devotee shall draw the mystic diagram of a city 
on the shore of a great ocean. It should look very splendid with 
four corners and four gateways. The figure shall extend to a 
hand in size. In the middle of the city he should draw the 
mystic diagram of a lotus with eight petals and a pericarp. 

3. After drawing the mystic diagram O brahmins, the 
devotee should worship Narayana, the unborn lord by means 
of injunctions in regard to the eight syllabled Mantra. 

4-6. I shall now mention the excellent means of cleaning 
the body. He should think of the (syllable A) in the heart 
alongwith a circular line. It should have three blazing tufts 
that burn and destroy sins. He shall think of the syllable Ra 
stationed in the middle of the lunar disc on the head. It should 
be white in colour, it should shower nectar and blood on the 
earth. After dispelling sins thus he is endowed with a divine 
body. 

7. Then he should perform the Ny&sa rite with the eight- 
syllabled Mantra. He shall begin with the left foot and fix in 
due order. 

8. The aspirant should perform the following rites with 
the basic Mantra viz. the five limbs belonging to lord Vi§nu; 
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the four groups or arrays and the purificatory rite of the hand 
also belong to the lord. 

9-12. Each of the Varnas (colours, syllables) should be 
fixed in the figures separately. He should fix the syllable Om as 
the white earth in the left foot, the syllable Na pertains to lord 
Siva. It is dark-coloured and is stationed in the right foot. 
They call the syllable Mo Kala (time, God of Death). The 
devotee should fix it in the left hip. The syllable Nit is the seed 
of everything. It is stationed in the right hip. They call the 
syllable ifc Tejas (fire). It is stationed in the umbilical region, 
The syllable Ta pertains to the wind and it resorts to the left 
shoulder. The syllable j\rd should be known as omnipresent. It 
is stationed in the right shoulder. The syllable Ta is stationed 
in the head. It is in this that all the worlds are established. 

13. Om obeisance to Vi?nu—thus the head. Om obeisance 
to Jvalana (the fiery blaze) —thus the tuft. Om obeisance to 
Visnu—thus the coat of mail. Om obeisance to Vi?nu—thus the 
throbbing for the binding of quarters. Om Hum phaf—thus 
the miraculous weapon. Om Vasudeva is white—in the head 
thus. Om Am Sankarsana is red—in the forehead. Garuda is the 
fire, the luminary sun thus. Am Pradyumna is yellow—in the 

neck. He is the wind and cloud. Om Am Aniruddha is black—in 
the heart. He is endowed with all power. Thus protected by 
four arrays the devotee shall start reciting Kavaca. 

14-17. “Visnu is stationed in front of me; Govinda in the 
right side; Madhusudana in the left; Vaikunfha, above; Varaha 
on the surface of the Earth; Madhava in intermediary spaces. 
My protection is afforded by Narasimha even as I move about 

or stay still, whatever I am awake or asleep. I am identical 
with Vasudeva”. Thus the devotee will become identical with 
the lord. He shall start the holy rite. As in regard to the body 
so in regard to the lord he should join the principles (tattvas). 

18-19. He should perform the rite of sprinkling with water 
with the mantra Omkara and ending with Pha$, dispelling of 
calamities. The mantra is efficacious in warding off the evil 
effect of the malefic eye of the sun, moon and fire. He should 
fix Vi?nu in the centre of the lotus between wind and ether. 

20-2 L He should think of Omkara in the form of a lumi¬ 
nary, in the heart. The eternal form of the luminary is seated 
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in the pericarp. He should perform the Nyasa of the eight- 
syllabled Matra in due order. The greatest worship is rendered 

to the lord by that Mantra analytically and synthetically. 

22. He should perform the worship of eternal lord by the 
twelve-syllabled Mantra; thereafter he should fix it up in the 
pericarp, at the outside, after retaining it in the heart. 

25. He should meditate upon the eternal lord with four 
arms and possessed of great strength. He should think upon 
the lord with lustre of a crore suns. He should invoke the lord 
after duly thinking about him in his mind. 

24. (The invocation is as follows) :— 

May the Lord Narayana, the bestower of boons come in 
front of me in the form of a Fish, Boar, Man-lion and a Dwarf. 
Om namo Narayanaya—thus is the mantra for invoking the 
lord (obeisance to Narayana). 

25. The establishment of the seat is as follows :— 
At the extremity of foot-hills of the mountain Sumeru the 

seat is conceived of in the mystic lotus. “O Slayer of Madhu, 

stay here for the welfare of all animals. Om namo Naraya- 
n&ya (Obeisance to Narayana)—thus the establishment of the 

seat’*. 
26. The Arghya is offered with the following mantra :— 

“Om obeisance to Lord Vi$nu, Hr?ike£a, the lord of Devas, 
of rulers of the three worlds. Om namo Narayanaya (obeis- 

sance to Narayana), thus the Arghya. 

27. Om the water offering for washing the feet.O Eternal 
Padmanabha, O Lord, the water is offered at your feet. O 
Visnu, with eyes like the petals of a lotus, O Madhusudana, 

please accept it. Om namo Narayanaya (Obeisance to 
Narayana)—thus the Padya. 

28. The holy offering is made as follows :—“O Great 

Lord, the best among the Puru$as, the Madhuparka as prepared 
by Brahma and other sages is devoutly offered unto you. 
Please accept it, “Om namo Narayanaya”—thus the Madhu¬ 
parka.1 

1. Madhuparka: a mixture of honey, curd and butter offered to the 
guest or the bridegroom on the wedding ceremony. 
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29. The water for ritualistic rinsing of the mouth is offered 
to you. The crystaline water of the Ganga is auspicious and it 
dispels all sins. Accept this water for rinsing your mouth as 
devotedly offered by me. 

30. The ablutionary rite is as under :— 

“You are water, earth, fire, wind. O lord of the Universe, 
I am bathing you with water merely as a routine activity. Om 
namo Narayanaya” thus the ablution. 

31. The two cloths are offered as follows :— 

“O Lord, equipped with the principles, having the lustre 
and colour of sacrifice, O lord Ke$ava, two cloths having the 
lustre and colour of gold are offered to you. Om namo 
Narayanaya”—thus the cloths. 

32. The unguent is offered as follows :— 
“O Keiava, I do not know your body nor your activities. 

The scent is offered by me. Let it be accepted to smear your 
body with. Ora namo Narayanaya”—thus the unguent. 

33. The sacred thread is offered as follows :—“I dedicate 

the sacred thread wound into threefolds by the lotus-bom 
deity through the Rk, Yajus and Saman. It has the blessing of 
Savitri. Ora namo Narayanaya”—thus the sacred thread. 

34. Ornaments are offered as follows :— 

“O Madhava, equipped with divine gems, with the lustre 
like that of fire and the sun, may your body shine splendidly 
with ornaments. Om namo Narayanaya”—thus the orna¬ 
ments. 

35-38. When worshipping, the words Om namah shall be 
used alongwith each of the syllables of the basic Mantra. Or 
the worship can be performed with the basic mantra alone. 

“May this offering of incense be accepted. The divine 
juice of the plant rendered fragrant by the addition of scents, 

has been offered by me with great devotion. 

Om namo Narayanaya”—thus the incense is offered. 

The light is offered as follows :— 
The refulgence “as that of the sun and the moon, the 

bright-light of the lightning and fire—you alone are that, O 

Lord of luminaries; may this lamp be accepted. Om namo 
Narayanaya”—thus the lamp. 
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The Naivedya is offered as follows :— 
“The four varieties of cooked rice, equipped with six types 

of tastes O Ke£ava, this Naivedya (food offering) has been 
devoutly offered to you. Om namo Narayanaya”—thus the 
Naivedya. 

39-47. The devotee shall fix Vasudeva in the petal in the 
East, Samkarsana in the South, Pradyumna in the West and 
Aniruddha in the North, Varaha in the South-East, Narasidiha 
in the South-West, Madhva in the North-West and Trivikrama 
in the North-East. 

Similarly, he snould fix Garuda in front of the Lord of 
eight syllables; he shall fix the discus at the left side and the 
couch at the right side. Similarly, he shall fix the great iron 
club on the right side, the mighty bow on the left. The two 
divine quivers on the right side and the sword to the left. 
After establishing Sr! to the right (i.e. the South) he should 
fix prosperity (pu§tf) to the North. He should fix the garland 
of sylvan flowers, the scar Srivatsa and the jewel Kaustubha in 

front. He should fix the weapons of the lord of Devas in the 
angular points. With the Tantrika mantras he should fix Indra, 
Agni, Yama, Nairrta, Varuna, Vayu, Dhanada and liana in 
the eight quarters and Ananta and Brahma beneath and 
above and worship them. 

Worshipping the lord of Devas thus, stationed in the 
mystic diagram, he shall obtain his cherished desires. 

48. He who observes Janardana who in accordance 
with this injunction is worshipped in the mystic diagram, shall 
enter the eternal Vi$$u. 

49. If Keiava is worshipped even for once in accordance 
with this injunction, the devotee will surmount birth, death 
and old age. He will attain the region of Vi^iu. 

50. An abode in the white Island (Svetadvipa) is allotted 
to the person who remembers Narayana with devout attention. 

51. His name with Omkara at the beginning and Namah 

at the end is called the Mantra of all Principles. 
52-53. He should offer scents and fragrant flowers in 

accordance with this very injunction, for each one of syllables 

he shall offer flowers in due order. He shall show mystic 
gestures in the order of their occurrence. He should perform 
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the rite of recitation of the bija Mantra. There are eight 
mystic gestures viz—lotus, conch, Srivatsa, iron club, Garuqla, 
discus, sword, and the bow Sariiga. Repetition of the name 
may be for eight, twentyeight or hundred and eight times. In 
accordance with his capacity, or desires entertained or the 
frequency mentioned, the devotee shall perform the rite of 
recitation with great concentration and attentively. 

The ritualistic dismissal of the deity is as follows :—“O 
Purana Purusottama, go, go to the greatest abode where 
Devas viz. Brahma and others live joyfully. Om namo Naraya- 
naya”, thus the dismissal. 

Those who do not know this mode of worship of Hari may 
worship him by reciting the basic Mantra. 

CHAPTER FIFTYNINE 

The Merit of a holy dip in the Ocean 

Brahmd said : 

1. After duly and devoutly worshipping the lord thus, the 
devotee should bend his head thereafter and propitiate the 

ocean. 

2. O Lord of streams you are the vital breath and source 
of origin of all living beings. O king of sacred waters fond of 
Lord Visnu, obeisance be to you. Save me. 

3-4. O brahmins, by taking the holy dip perfectly in the 
ocean thus, in that excellent holy centre, by duly worshipping 
Narayana devoid of ailments and by bowing to Rama, Kr?na, 
Subhadra and the ocean the man attains the benefit of perform¬ 

ing hundreds of horse-sacrifices. 

5-6. He will be rid of all sins. He will be devoid of all 

miseries. He will be glorious like gods and be justifiably proud 
of handsome features and blooming youth. He can redeem 

twentyone generations of his family. He goes to the world of 

Vi*nu on an aerial chariot with the lustre and colour of the 
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sun and glorified with the divine sound of music produced by 
the Gandharvas. 

7-9. For the period of a hundred Manvantaras or more 

he will enjoy excellent pleasures and carry on dalliance with 
the celestial damsels. He will be devoid of old age and death. 
When his merit dwindles he returns to the world and is born 
in a family endowed with noble qualities. He will be hand¬ 
some, fortunate, glorious truthful and celibate. He conquers 
his sense-organs. He is born as a brahmin conversant with the 
meaning of the Vedic and scriptural passages. He will be one 
who performs sacrifices. He will be a devotee of Vijnu. After 
performing the Yoga pertaining to Vi$nu he will attain salva¬ 
tion thereby. 

10-15. Intelligent devotees give charitable gifts to 
brahmins at that place on the following occasions. During 
eclipse of planets, during tropical, equinoctical or other tran¬ 
sit of the sun from one zodiac to another, during Yugadi days, 
(i.e. during the transit of the sun at a particular juncture), 

during Vyatipata (ill-owned occasion), when day comes to a 
close, during the full moon days of A$adha, Karttika and 
Magha or any other auspicious occasion. For these charitable 
rites the devotees attain a thousand times more benefit than 

the very same rites at other holy centres. If the descendants 
offer balls of rice to the manes in accordance with the injunc¬ 
tions at this place the manes derive everlasting satisfaction. 

Thus the benefit of holy dipin the ocean has been recounted by 
me. O brahmins, the benefit of charitable gifts and the benefit 
offering balls of rice at this centre have also been recounted by 

me. The holy dip confers the benefit of virtue, wealth and 
salvation, causes longevity, renown and fame, yields worldly 
pleasures and bestows salvation upon men. It destroys the evil 

effects of dreams, despels sins. It is holy and gives all desired 
benefits. 

16-23. O excellent Brahmins, the knowledge of the Purana 
should not be imparted to an atheist. O Brahmins, so long as 
the glory of this king of holy centres is not described the other 
holy centres such as Pugkara roar with the pride of their mani¬ 
fold-glories. 

The Pu$kara and other holy centres confer only their res- 
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pective benefits. But the king of holy centres bestows the bene¬ 
fit of all rivers and holy centres. The rivers, brooks, and other 

holy spots enter this king of holy centres. Hence, it has acquired 
excellence. The ocean, the lord of rivers is the king of all holy 
spots since it bestows all cherished desires and it is more excel¬ 
lent than all other holy centres. 

O brahmins, just as darkness perishes when the sun rises, so 
also the sins perish due to the holy dip in the Tirtharaja. 

There never was nor will ever there be a holy centre on a 
par with Tirtharaja where lord Nar&yana is always present. O 

brahmins, who can recount the excellent qualities of this Tirtha¬ 
raja where ninetynine crores of holy centres abide peacefully. 

Hence, brahmins, whatever is done there viz., the holy dip, 
charitable gift, sacrifice, recitation of mantras and the worship 
of Devas is done with a never-ending benefit. 

CHAPTER SIXTY 

Glory of five holy spots Paitcatirthi 

Brahmd said : 

1. O excellent Brahmins, thence the devotee should go to 
the holy spot of sacrifices where the splendid and sacred lake 

Indradyumna is situated.; 

2. The intelligent devotee should go there with pure mind 
and body, and meditate mentally on lord Hari, approach the 
sacred waters, perform the Acamana rite and repeat this 

Mantra :— 

3. “O holy spot that is sanctified by the performance of 
horse sacrifice, and which destroys sins, I am taking a holy dip 

in you. Remove my sin. Obeisance be to you’*. 

4-5. After uttering this, he should duly bathe. With 

gingelly seeds and water he should perform Tarpaga to Devas, 

Pitfs and others. He should perform Acamana rite with res¬ 
trained speech. He should offer balls of rice to the Pitfs and 
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worship Puru?ottama. By performing these rites he obtains merits 

and benefits of ten horse-sacrifices. 
6. He redeems seven former generations and seven sub¬ 

sequent generations of his family. Like a God he goes to the 
world of Vi$nu on an aerial chariot that can go in all directions. 

7. He can enjoy pleasures and happiness there, as long 
as the moon, sun and stars last. Falling off from that world he 
returns to the earth and attains salvation thereafter. 

8-9. The devotee should conclude his pilgrimage to the 
five holy spots. He shall observe fast on the eleventh day. He 
who visits Puru?ottama on the fifteenth day in the bright half 

of the month of Jye$tha, obtains the benefits and sport in the 
abode of Lord Visnu. He then goes to that highest region from 
which he never returns. 

c 

The sages said : 

10. O lord, great-grandfather, why do you praise the 
month of Jye?$ha in preference to Magha and other months. 

Kindly tell us the reason thereof. 

Brahmd said : 

11. O leading sages, listen, I shall briefly mention why I 
praise the month of Jye?fha in preference to other months. 

12-14. All holy spots, rivers, lakes, lotus, ponds, wells, tanks, 
eddies, streams and oceans flow into the holy centre of Puru- 
?ottama for seven days beginning with the tenth day in the 
bright half of the month of Jyestha. Hence, O branrains 
whatever rite is performed there at that time such as holy 
ablution, charitable gifts, visiting the deity etc. should become 

inexhaustible in merits. 

15. O excellent brahmins, the tenth day in the bright half 

of the month of Jycsjha removes ten sins. Hence it is called 
'Daiahara’. 

16. The man who visits Balarama, Krsna, and Subhadra 

meditates upon them with concentration and mental purity will 
get rid of all sins and go to the world of Vi$nu. 

17. O Brahmins, by visiting Purusottama, Rama and 

Subhadri during the first day of the northern and southern solar 
transits the man goes to the world of Visnu. 
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18. By visiting Govinda, the most excellent of all Gods, 
seated on the swing, on the full moon day in the month of 
Phalguna the devotee of great self-restraint shall go to the city of 
Govinda. 

19-20. When the day of Vi?nu arrives, O brahmins, the 
devotee will perform the holy pilgrimage to the five holy spots 
in accordance with the injunctions and visit Sankar$ana, Kr?pa 
and Bhadra. He attains the rare benefit accruing from the 
performance of various sacrifices. Rid of all sins, he goes to the 

world of Vi?nu. 
21-22. He who sees Kr?na smeared with sandal paste on 

the third day in the bright half of the month of Vai£akha goes 
to the palace of Lord Visnu. He who sees Purusottama on the 
full moon day in the month of Jye?fha, when the constellation 
of Jye§$ha occurs will redeem twentyone members of his family 
and go to the world of Vi?nu. 

CHAPTER S1XTYONE 

In praise of Mah&jyeffhi Full moon day in the month of Jyeffha 

Brahmdsaid : 

1. When the Mahajye?$hi occurs due to the contact of a 
zodiac and a constellation he should go to the holy place called 

Purusottama. 
2. O brahmins, by visiting Kjsna, Rama and Subhadra on 

the Mahajyefthl day, the visitor obtains more benefit than that 

of twelve pilgrimages. 
3-16. By visiting Kr?na on the Mah&jye^hl day he obtains 

the benefit as is obtained when the rites of ablution and charit¬ 
able gifts are performed in the following holy places, rivers, etc. 
during the solar eclipse. They are—Prayaga, Kuruk$etra, Naimiga 
Pugkara, Gaya, Gangadvara, Kuiavarta, the confluence of Gang& 

and the ocean, Kokamukha, Sukara, Mathura, Marusthala 

(the holy desert region), &&lagr&ma, Viyutlrtha, Mandara, 

the confluence of Sindhu and the ocean, Pindaraka, Citrakuta, 
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Prabh&sa, Kanakhala, Sarikhoddhara, Dvaraka, BadarikaSrama, 
Lohakunda, Afvatirtha that liberates one from all sins, Kama- 
laya, Koptirtha, Amarakan(aka, Lohargala, Jambumarga, Soma- 
tirtha, Prthudaka, Utpalavartaka, Pfthutunga, Sukubjaka, 
Ekamraka, Kedara, Kali, Viraja, Kalaftjara, Gokarna, Srigaila, 

Gandhamadana, Mahendra, Malaya, Vindhya, Pariyatra, 
Himalaya, Sahya, Suktiman, Goman ta, Arbuda, Ganga, Tirthas 

on the bank of Yamuna, Sarasvati, Gomatl, seven rivers 
Brahmaputra, Godavari, Bhimarathi, Tungabhadra, Narmada, 
Tapi, Payo$nI, Kaveri, K$ipra, Carmanvati, Vitasta, Candra- 
Bhaga, Satadru, B&hudk, Rfikulya, Kumari, VipaSa, Drsadvati, 

Sarayu, Ganga, Gandaki Mahanadi, KauSikI, Karatoya, 
Trisrota, Madhuvahini, Mahanadi Vaitarani and other rivers 
not mentioned there. O excellent brahmins, of what avail is 
much talk? All holy centres, all holy shrines, oceans, moun¬ 

tains, rivers, lakes, etc. on the earth. 

17. Hence, O excellent sages, those who are desirous of 
attaining their longed-for benefit, will assiduously go to 

Puru?ottama on the Mahajyesthi day. 

18-20. By visiting Rama and Kr^na together with Subhadra 
on the Mahajye?thl day the devotee goes to the world of Visnu 

after uplifting his family. 

After enjoying great and excellent pleasures there, till the 
dissolution of all living beings he returns to this place when the 

merit dwindles. He will then be bom as a brahmin mastering 
the four vedas. 

He will be devoted to his own duty. He will be peaceful. 

He will be a devotee of Kr$na. He will conquer his sense- 
organs. By adopting the Yoga pertaining to Vi$nu, he will 
attain salvation. 
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CHAPTER SIXTYTWO 

Holy Ablution in Propitiation of Krfna 

The sages said : 

1. O lotus-bom one, when does the holy dip of Kr?na take 
place? By what means and in accordance with what precepts? 
Mention this, O excellent one among the knowers of precepts. 

Brahmd said : 

2. O sages, even as I recount, listen to the rules of holy 
ablution (in propitiation) of Kr?na, Rama and Subhadra. It is 
meritorious and destroyer of all sins. 

3. O brahmins if, in the month of Jyeftha the constella- 
ation MargaSiras coincides with the full moon, that is the 
auspicious time for the ablution of Hari. 

4. There is a pure well devoid of impurities. It is full of 
sacred water reservoirs. O brahmins, the sacred river Bhogavati 
becomes visible there at that time. 

5-10. Hence, from that well, the devotee should draw water 
in golden vessels on the fulLmoon day, for the ablution of 

Rama and Subhadra. O brahmins, the devotee, should make a 
raised rostrum for the ablution of Rama and Kr?na. The rostrum 
should look splendid and well decorated with flags. It should 
be firm as well as comfortable to walk upon. It should be beauti¬ 

fied with flowers and nice pieces of clothes. It should be spacious 
and fumigated with incenses. It should be enclosed with white 
clothes and decorated with pearlnecklaces dangling down. To 
the accompaniment of musical intruments and auspicious 
shouts of victory the idols of Kr?na, Balar&ma and Subhadra 

should' be installed on the platform. 
O brahmins, men and women, brahmins, Kjatriyas, Vaiiyas, 

Sudras and people of other castes, householders, religious 
students newly wed, ascetics and celibate students should pour 
water over Kr§na and the ploughshare-armed Balarama station¬ 

ed on the platform. 
11. O excellent brahmins, all the holy sacred waters 

mentioned above bathe the deities separately with their waters 

moved with flowers. 
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12*14. Loud sounds are then heard from drums of various 
kinds such as Pafaha, Bherl, Muraja and Mrdanga, from conches 

Kahalas, cymbals, gongs, bells and various musical instruments. 
Women raise auspicious shouts along with the charming sounds 
raised by sages in the form of prayers, shouts of victory and 

sounds of flutes and lutes. The tumult raised there resembles the 
sound of rumbling sea. 

15-16. The sages raise the chanting sound of Vedic 
Mantras and hymns from holy scriptures accompanied by 
Saman songs. At the time of ablution, excellent devas eulogise 
them with great joy along with ascetics, householders old as 
well as those newly initiated religious students. 

17-18. Rama and Ke^ava are fanned with chowries with 
their handles studded with precious stones by dark-complexion¬ 
ed courtesans bending under the weight of their breasts. They 

are clad in yellow or red cloths and stoop down by the weight 
of garlands. They wear jewel-studded divine ear-rings with 
golden branches. 

19-20. Adityas, Vasus, Rudras, Sadhyas, Visvedevas, 
Maruts, guardians of quarters and many others eulogise 
Purugottama. They are surrounded by Yakgas, Vidyadharas, 
Siddhas, Kinnaras and Apsaras all occupying the firmament. 
There are Devas, Gandharvas and Caranas also :— 

21. “Obeisance to you, O Lord of the chiefs of Devas, O 
ancient Purusottama, O lord, the cause of creation, sustenance 
and annihilation, O lord of the world, O lord of the Universe. 

22. Devoutly we bow to the lord holding the three worlds, 

who is favourably disposed to the brahmins, who is the cause of 
liberation and who bestows all desired benefits. 

23. O excellent sages, Devas eulogised Kr?na, Balarama 
of great strength and Subhadra and remained in the sky 

itself. 

24. Together with Gandharvas they sang auspicious songs 
while the celestial damsels danced, the divine musical instru¬ 
ments were played and the cool gentle winds blew. 

25. The clouds gathered in the sky, showered water and 
strewed flowers. The sages, Siddhas and C&rapo* shouted cries 

of victory. 
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26. (So also) Lord Indra and other Devas, sages, Pitrs, 
Prajapatis, Nagas and those others who resided in heaven. 

27-45. Thereafter, Deva took the materials of ablution 
duly inspired by the racitation of Mantra together with other 
auspicious requisites. Indra, Vi§nu of great strength, sun, moon, 

Dhata, Vidhata, Anila (Wind God), Anala (fire God), Pu$an. 

Bhaga, Aryaman, Tva$$j*> AmSuman and Vivasvat accompanied 
by his consorts, Mitra, Varuna, the lord surrounded by Rudras, 
Vasus, Adityas, the two Asvins, Visvedevas, Maruts and 
Sadhyas alongwith the forefathers, were present there. There 
were Gandharvas, Apsaras, Yak?as, the Rak$asas, Nagas, 

celestial sages, excellent brahminical sages, Vaikhanasas, 
Valakhilyas who subsisted on winds and who drink lunar rays. 
Bhrgus, Angiras, the pious ascetics, Vidyadharas, holy persons 
of Yogic achievement surrounded them. Pitamaha, Pulastya, 
Pulaha of great penance, Angiras, Kafyapa, Atri, Marici, 
Bhrgu, Kratu, Hara, Pracctas, Manu, Dak$a, seasons, planets, 
luminaries, rivers in their embodied form, immortal Devas, 

ocean, eddies, different Tlrthas, Earth, heaven, quarters, trees, 
Aditi the mother of Devas,-the wives of heaven-dwellers such 
as Hri, Sri, Svaha, Sarasvati, Uma, Saci, Sinivali, Anumati, 
Kuhu, Raka, Dhi$ana and others, mountains Himavan, Vindhya 
and Meru of numerous peaks, Airavata with his followers. Kala, 
Kasthas, fortnights, month, seasons, day, night, Uccaissravas 

most excellent of horses, Vamana, Airavata king of elephants, 
Aruna, Garuda, the trees along with the medicinal herbs, lord 
Dharma assembled together. Kala, Mftyu, Yama and the servants 
ofYama, groups of Devas who have not been already mentioned 
because of their numerosity came for bathing the lord, from 
different quarters. O brahmins, the heaven-dwellers came upon 
the vessel which contained auspicious articles for ablution. The 
vessels of gold, O brahmins contained divine articles of requi¬ 
sites as well as holy and divine waters of the river Sarasvati. 
Devas stationed in the firmament, bathed Kr$i^a and Balar&ma 
with the water vessels mixed alongwith flowers. 

46. So also the aerial chariots of Devas moved about in the 

sky. In these divine chariots they could go wherever they were 

pleased to go. The cars were of different type high and low. 
Some of them were stationary. 
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47. They were of wonderful workmanship with divine 
jewels studded in them. They were resorted to by Apsaras 

rendered beautiful by flags. Their charm was enhanced by songs 
and musical instruments. 

48. They* O excellent sages, all these bathed Krsna, Bala- 

r&ma and Subhadrd. and eulogised them with great joy. 

49. Be victorious,be victorious,protector of the world. O saviour 
of devotees, be victorious, be victorious, one favourably disposed to 
one who bows down, be victorious, be victorious. O refuge of living 
beings, be victorious, be victorious. O primordial lord, O cause 
of many, be victorious, be victorious O destroyer of Asuras, be 
victorious, be victorious, be victorious. O most excellent one 
among the gods, be victorious, be victorious. O deity lying 
down in the ocean, be victorious, be victorious. O foremost one 
among the Yogins, be victorious be victorious. O deity with the 
sun for the eye, be victorious, be victorious. O king of Devas, be 

victorious, be victorious. O enemy of Kaitabha, be victorious, 
be victorious. O excellent one (eulogized in) the Vedas, be 
victorious, be victorious. O deity in the form of a tortoise, be 
victorious, be victorious O excellent deity in the form of sacri¬ 
fice, be victorious, be victorious. O deity with the umbili¬ 
cal lotus, be victorious. O deity who move about on the 
mountains, be victorious, be victorious O Yogaiayin (one who 

sleep the Yogic slumber), be victorious, be victorious, be 
victorious. O holder of velocity, be victorious, be victorious, O 
Viivamurti (deity of Universal form), be victorious, be 

victorious. O holder of discus, be victorious, be victorious. O 

lord of living beings, be victorious, be victorious. O upholder 
of the earth, be victorious, be victorious. O §e$a£ayin (one 
lying on the serpent $e?a), be victorious, be victorious. O yellow- 
robed one, be victorious be victorious. O Somakanta (one as 
lovely as the moon), be victorious, be victorious. O Yogavas (one 
residing .in the Yogic power), be victorious, be victorious, O 

Dahanavaktra (one whose mouth emits fire), be victorious, be 

victorious. O abode of piety, be victorious, be victorious. O 
storehouse of good qualities, be victorious, be victorious. O 

abode of glory, be victorious* be vie tonus. O deity going about 

on the Vehicle Garuda, be victorious, be victorious. O abode of 
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happiness, be victorious, be victorious. O banner of virtue, be 
victorious, be victorious. O abode of the earth, be victorious, be 
victorious. O Gahana Caritra (One whose conduct is abstruse); 
be victorious, be victorious. O Yogigamya (one who can be 
realised by Yogins), be victorious, be victorious, be victorious. 
O deity comprehensible through Vedas; be victorious, be 
victorious. O deity spreading calmness and peace, be victorious, 
be victorious. O cause of nourishment, be victorious, be vic¬ 
torious, O Jfianamurti (one whose form is perfect knowledge), 
be victorious, be victorious. O mine of fortune, be victorious, 
be victorious. O Bhavavedya (one who can be understood only 
through emotional fervour), be victorious, be victorious. O 
(deity) that causes salvation; be victorious, be victorious. O 
deity with a physical body devoid of impurities, be victorious, 
be victorious. O abode of all living beings, be victorious, be 
victorious. O cause of sacrifices, be victorious, be victorious. 
O deity devoid of attributes, be victorious, be victorious. O 
Mok^akara(Liberator), be victorious, be victorious. Bhuiaranya- 

refuge of the Earth, be victorious, be victorious. O refulgent 
one, be victorious, be victorious. O refuge of the worlds, be 
victorious, be victorious. O lotus-eyed one, be victorious, be 
victorious. O cause of creation, be victorious, be victorious. O 
deity endowed with Yoga, be victorious, be victorious. O deity 
whose body is dark-coloured like the Atasi flower, be victorious, 
be victorious. O Samudra vi §tade va (one whose body has 

entered the ocean), be victorious, be victorious. O deity 
acting as the bee in regard to Lakgmi who is the lotus, be 
victorious, be victorious. O deity under the control of the 
devotee, be victorious, be victorious. O lover of the worlds, 
be victorious, be victorious. O extremely quiescent one, be 
victorious, be victorious. O greatest deity of essence, be victorious, 
be victorious, O holder of discus, be victorious, be victorious. 
O deity accompanied by those who enjoy, be victorious, be 
victorious. O bluerobed one (i.e. Balarama), be victorious, 
be victorious. O bringer of peace, be victorious, be victorious. 
O liberator, be victorious, be victorious. O dispeller of sins, be 
victorious, be victorious. O Kr?na, lord of the universe, be 

victorious, be victorious. O younger brother of Samkarfaga, 
be victorious, be victorious, O lotus-eyed one, be victorious, be 
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victorious, O bcstowcr of desired benefits, be victorious, be 
victorious. O deity whose chest is covered with garlands, be 

victorious, be victorious, O wielder of discus and ironclub, be 
victorious, be victorious. O lover of Lak$m! (whose abode is the 
lotus) be victorious, be victorious, O Visnu, obeisance be to you. 

Brahmd said : 

50-51. Thus Indra and other Devas were delighted in 
their minds after eulogising thus. Siddhas, Caranas and others 

who reside in heaven and the sages Valakhilyas loved to Kr§na, 
Balarama and Subhadra. O excellent sages, after bowing to 
them they stationed themselves in the firmament. 

52-53. After visiting, eulogising and bowing to Kr§iia, 
Rama and Subhadra, the heaven-dwellers went to their res¬ 
pective abodes. The aerial chariots of Devas moved about in 
the sky. Some were lofty. Some were low. Some could go as they 
pleased. Some were stationary. 

54. The aerial chariots were of wonderful workmanship 

with divine jewels inlaid. They were resorted by the celestial 
maidens. They were beautified with flags and banners while 
musical instruments and songs enhanced their charm. 

55. The devotees who visit Purugottama, Balabhadra and 
and Subhadra on that occasion go to the eternal region 
(whence there is no return to the earth). 

56. By seeing Puru?ottama seated on the platform accom¬ 
panied by Subhadra and Balarama the devotees go to the abode 
of Vi§nu which is devoid of ailments. 

57. O excellent sages, the man who performs auspicious 

rites and visits the Lord seated on the couch accompanied by 
Balarama and Subhadra obtains the benefit which is equal to 

the benefit of charitable gift of a hundred tawny cows at the 

holy centre Puskara. 

58. By visiting Lord Kr^na seated on the couch a man 
obtains the benefit which is equal to the benefit of charitable 

gift of a hundred virgins. 

59. By visiting lord Kr$na seated on the couch a man 

obtains the benefit which is equal to the benefit of charitable 

gift of a hundred pieces of gold coins. 
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60. By visiting lord Kr$na seated on the couch a man 
obtains the benefit which is equal to the charitable gift of a 
thousand cows. 

61. By visiting lord Kr§na seated on the couch a man 
obtains the benefit which is equal to the getting of land as 
prescribed in the Sastras. 

62. By visiting Lord Kf§na seated on the couch a man 
obtains the benefit equal to the gifts of cooked rice and due 
hospitality to guests alongwith Arghya. 

63. By visiting Lord Kr?na seated on the couch a man 
obtains the benefits which is equal to that of performing 
Vrsotsarga.1 

64. By visiting lord K|*§na seated on the couch a man 
obtains the benefit which is equal to the gift of water in 
summer or in any other season. 

65. By visiting lord Kr§na seated on the couch a man 

obtains the benefit which is equal to the gift of Tiladhenu.2 3 
66. By visiting Lord Kr§na seated on the couch a man 

obtains the benefit which is equal to the gift of elephants, 

horses and chariots. 
67. By visiting lord Kr$na seated on the couch a man 

obtains the benefit which is equal to the gift of a cow with its 

horns plaited with gold. 
68. By visiting Lord Kr$na seated on the couch a man 

obtains the benefit which is equal to the charitable gift of a 

water and cow. 
69. By visiting lord Kr$na seated on the couch a man 

obtains the benefit which is equal to the gift of ghee and a cow. 

70. By visiting lord Kjr$na seated on the couch a man 
obtains the benefit which is equal to that of performing 
Candrayana* according to sacred injunctions. 

1. Vtfotsarga : letting loose a bull or a bull and four heifers as a 
meritorious deed, especially on the occasion of a Sraddha in honour of de¬ 

ceased ancestors. 
2. Tiladhtnu—a cow presented to a Brahmin. 

3. CdndrdjHtoa : This is a fast prescribed in the Dharmattstra, so 
called because it is regulated by the moon, the food being diminished 
everyday by one mouthful for the dark fortnight and increased in like 
manner during the white fortnight. 
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71. By visiting lord Knna seated on the couch a man 
obtains the benefit which is equal to that of monthly observ¬ 
ance of facts as laid down in the Sastras. 

72-77. Of what avail is much talk ? O excellent brahmins, 
the greatness of that lord is as follows. By visiting Kf?na 

accompanied by Balarama and seated on the couch as well as 
Subhadra, the man who performs an auspicious rite obtains 
the benefit which is glorified as the result of holy rites and 
charitable gifts in all the holy centres. Hence, O excellent 
sages, the man or woman must see Puru$ottama. Thereby he 
or she obtains the benefit of holy dip in all the holy centres. 

With the water that remains after the ablution rite of 
Kr$na the devotee must bathe and sprinkle himself. 

A barren lady, a lady whose child is dead, a lady in a 

wretched state or afflicted by evil planets, those who are seized 

by Rak$asas, Bhutas and Pisacas, those who are afflicted by ail¬ 
ments should be sprinkled with water that remains after the 
rite of ablution. They then attain their cherished desires. 

78. She who seeks sons obtains sons; she who seeks happi¬ 
ness attains happiness. She who is afflicted by ailments is libe¬ 

rated from ailments. She who seeks riches obtains riches. 

79. All those sacred waters on the face of the earth do not 
merit even a sixteenth part of the water that remains after the 

rite of Ablution. 

80. Hence, O brahmins, one shall sprinkle one’s limbs 
with the water that remains after the rite of ablution of Kr$na 

has been performed. It is the bestower of all desires. 

81. Those who visit Kf$na whose ablution is performed 
who proceed ahead facing the south are liberated from the 

sins of brahmin slaughter and other major or minor sins. 

82. By visiting Kj-sija proceeding ahead facing the Ssuth, 
a man obtains that benefit which is mentioned in scriptures as 
the result Of three circumambulations of the earth. 

83. By visiting K?wa proceeding ahead facing the South 
a man obtains the benefit which is derivable from the pilgri¬ 

mage all over the earth. 

84. By visiting Kf$pa facing the South, a man obtains the 
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benefit which is derivable from visiting Nara and Narayana1 in 
the penance grove Badarl. 

85. By visiting Krsna facing the south a man obtains the 

benefit which results from the holy dip and charitable gift at 
Gangadvara2 and Kuruksetra. 

86. By visiting Kr?na facing the south a man obtains the 

benefit which is equal to the benefit of (the holy dip) in 
Prayaga on the Mahamaghi day i.i\ (full moon day in the 
month of Magha). 

87. By visiting Kf*$na facing the south a man obtains the 
benefit which is equal to the ablution and charitable gifts in 
Salagrama on the Mahacaitri day (i.e. full moon day in the 
month of Citra). 

88. By visiting Krsna facing the south a man obtains that 

benefit which is equal to the benefit of Mahakarttiki (i.e. full 
moon day in the month of Karttika) at Puskara. 

89. By visiting Kf?pa facing the south a man obtains the 
benefit which is derivable from the holy dip and charitable gift 

at the confluence of Ganga and the ocean. 
90. By visiting Kr§na facing the south a man obtains the 

benefit which is the result of holy bath accompanied by charit¬ 

able gifts in Kuruksetra at the time of solar eclipse. 
91-92. By visiting Kr$na facing the south a man obtains 

the benefit of the holy bath and the charitable gifts at the 
holy centres on the Ganga, Yamuna, Sarasvati and also on the 

banks of holy lakes etc. 
93-94. By visiting Kr$na facing the south a man obtains 

the benefit that is usually obtained by holy dips and charitable 
gifts during the eclipse of the sun in the holy centres such as 
Puskara, Gaya, Amarakanfaka, Naimi?a and other holy shrines. 

95-97. Of what avail is much talk ? Of what avail is the 

repeated talk ? By visiting Krsna facing the south along with 
Subhadra and Balarama a man or a women obtains the bene- 

1. NarcbN&rayaata : two hermits who had spent many thousand* of 
years in Badary&irama doing penance. Arjuna was the rebirth of Nara and 

£rlkr$na was the rebirth cf Narayana. 
2. Gang&dvdra—Haridvara or Haradvara, identifiable with the (dace 

where the river Ganges falls from the Himalayas. 
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fits mentioned in the Vedas, scriptures, Puranas, Bharata and 
Dharma^Sstras (Ethical texts) by the learned men as the bene> 
fit of meritorious deeds. 

CHAPTER SIXTYTHREE 

Glory of the Holy Procession : Gundikd Tdtrd 

Brahmd said : 

1. Those who observe Kr?na, Balarama and Subhadra 

seated in a chariot and going in a procession to the Mandapa 
called Gundika go to the abode of lord Visnu. 

2. Those who visit Kf§na, Balarama and Subhadra occu¬ 
pying the Mandapa for seven days, go to the world of Visnu. 

The sages said : 

3. Who initiated the procession to the auspicious Gundika 
Mandapa ? What is the benefit of witnessing this procession ? 

4-5. Why do Kr?pa, lord of the universe, Samkar?ana and 
Subhadra leave off their (permanent abode and proceed in a 
chariot, to the Mandapa in a holy secluded spot on the bank of 

that lake and stay therefor seven nights ? 

Brahmd said : 

6-7. O brahmins, formerly lord Visnu was requested by 
Indradyumna : 

O lord of Devas, let there be a procession to the bank 
of my lake. It will yield worldly pleasure and salvation to us. 

Puru^ottama the lord of Devas granted him this boon. 

The Lord said : 

8. O king, there shall be a procession for seven days on 
the banks of your lake. It will be called Guiidika. It will bestow 

all desired benefits. 

9-12. O king, the devotees, whether Brahmins, K?atriyas, 
Vaijyas, or Sudras whether male or female shall worship me, 
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Samkar$aQa and Subhadra occupying the Ma$dapa> They 
shall worship with great faith by means of fragrant flowers, 

scents, incenses, lights, (food offerings), presents, obeisance, 
circumambulations, shouts of victory, hymns, charming songs, 
and musical instruments. Nothing is difficult of access to them. 

O excellent king, whatever benefit is desired by them will 
certainly befall them due to my favour. 

Brahmd said : 

13. After saying this to him the lord vanished there itself. 
That glorious and excellent king was fully satisfied. 

14. Hence, O excellent brahmins, one shall by all means 
visit lord Visnu, the bestower of all desires, at Gundika. 

15. A man if he has no son, obtains sons, if poor, gets 

riches, if sick, is liberated from ailments. A virgin will get a 
good husband. 

16. The man derives longevity, glory, fame, intelligence, 

strength, learning, courage and obtains cattle, progeny and the 
wealth of handsome features and blooming youth. 

17. By visiting lord Visnu a man or woman devotee attains 

whatever pleasure he or she wishes for. 

18-19. By witnessing Gundika-procession with great con¬ 
centration, O excellent brahmins, and by visiting lord Kr?na, 

Rama and Subhadra in the bright half of the month of Asadha, 
the man or woman derives the benefit of fifteen horse sacri¬ 
fices or even more. 

20-23. He will redeem seven earlier generations and 
seven subsequent generations of his family—He will be fortu¬ 
nate and handsome as well as heroic. He will be bedecked in 

all ornaments studded with jewels. He will be served by 

Gandharvas and Apsaras vying with each other. In an aerial 
chariot that can go wherever one desires to go the devotee 
shall go to the city of Lord Vi?nu. He will freely enjoy the 
desired pleasures. He will be devoid of old age and death. Till 
the ultimate dissolution of all living beings he will enjoy excel¬ 

lent pleasures. When the merit decreases he will return to this 

place and be born as a brahmin who has mastered the four 

Vedas. 
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Thereafter, he will adopt Yoga pertaining to Vi$nu and 
attain salvation. 

CHAPTER SIXTYFOUR 

The Twelve Holy Pilgrimages and their Benefits 

The sages said : 

1. Mention separately the benefit which a man or a 
woman with perfect self-control acquires by making holy 
pilgrimage. 

Brahmd said : 

2. O brahmins, even as I recount, listen to the benefit of 
holy pilgrimage severally, that a man acquires after under¬ 
taking the pilgrimage to that holy centre with great restraint. 

3-4. A man who undertakes pilgrimage in accordance with 
the injunctions, visits and bows to Krsna, Samkarsana and 

Subhadra at the time of Gundika, UtthanadvadaSI (twelfth 
day in the bright half of Karttika), the full moon day in the 
month of Phalguna, and during equinoctical transit will acquire 

the fruit thereof separately. As long as the fourteen Indras 
reign he will stay in the world of Visnu. 

5. A man undoubtedly enjoys pleasures for as many 

Kalpas as the number of times he undertakes pilgrimages in 

the month of Jyesfha. 
6-8. A devotee should undertake pilgrimage to that sacred 

excellent and beautiful holy centre of &ripuru$ottama, which 
accords worldly pleasures and salvation to men and which is 
conducive to the pleasure of every living being. Thereafter, the 

devotee, whether a man or a woman shall control the sense- 
organs. He shall continue pilgrimages till twelve such Yatras 

are completed with great concentration and mental purity. He 
who, thereafter, eschews stubbornness and arrogance and 

instals the idols shall enjoy various pleasures and in the end 

acquire salvation. 
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The sages said : 
9. O Lord, we wish to hear, even as you recount, the 

installation and worship of the lord of the universe and the mode 
of these rites as well as charitable gifts and the fruits thereof. 

Brahmd said : 

10. O leading sages, listen to the installation of idols 
urged by Brahma. By devoutly performing this, the man or the 
woman acquires the benefit. 

11. O excellent brahmins, when the twelve pilgrimages 
are completed, the devotee should carry out the installation 
that destroy sin. 

12-13. On the eleventh day in the bright half of the 
month of Jyesfha, the devotee with concentration should go to 
the holy reservoir. With purity and control he should perform 

Acamana and invoke holy centres and sacred waters. Meditat¬ 

ing on Narayana with full devotion he should perform the rite 
of holy dip. 

14. The rite of holy bath should be performed in accord¬ 

ance with the injunctions prescribed by the sages in regard to 
him. 

15. After taking holy bath perfectly in accordance with 
the injunction (the devotee) who is conversant with the names, 
Gotras (spiritual lines) and the procedure, should perform 
Tarpana rite to Devas, sages and manes as well as others. 

16-17. Coming out of water and wearing two newly 

washed and dried cloths free from impurities, he should ritual- 
istically touch water and stand or sit facing the sun. He should 

repeat the holy sacred and meritorious Mantra of G&yatri, the 
mother of Vedas, the dispeller of all sins. He should repeat the 
holy Gayatri one hundred and eight time. 

18. He should repeat other holy passages and Mantras 

pertaining to the sun with faith and concentration. After 
making three circumambulations he should bow down to the 

Sungod. 
19. In regard to the people of the first three castes the 

rite of holy bath and the repetition of Mantras is in the 

manner mentioned in the Vedas. The utterance of the Vedic 

passage is to be avoided by women as well as Sudras. 
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20*22. The devotee shall go home silently and worship 
Puru$ottama after washing his hands and feet and after ritual- 
istically touching and sipping water in accordance with the 
precepts. He shall bathe the Lord with ghee, milk, honey, 
scented water and the holy water mixed with sandal paste. 
Thereafter, the devotee shall dress the lord with an excellent 
pair of clothes with devotion. He shall smear the lord with 
sandal paste, Agallochum, camphor and saffron. 

23. With great devotion he shall worship Lord Visnu 

offering lotuses and other flowers pertaining to Visnu (like 
jasmine etc.). 

24. After worshipping the lord the ruler of the universe, 
the bestower of worldly pleasures and salvation, in this manner, 
he shall burn incense along with agallochum in front of the 
lord. 

25. O excellent sages, he shall burn aromatic resin too 
along with scents. He shall light a lamp with devotion using 
ghee (instead of oil) according to the means. 

26. With concentration he shall offer twelve other lamps, 
O excellent sages, he shall burn it with ghee or gingelly oil. 

27. By way of Naivedya (food offering) he shall dedicate 
milk pudding, sweet Saskulis, Vatakas (special kinds of baked 
or fried cakes) sweets, a little quantity of molasses and fruits 

too. 
28. After worshipping Purusottama with five items of 

service (i.e. bathing, offering cloths, worshipping with flowers, 
showing lamps and incense and food offerings) the devotee 
shall repeat “Om obeisance to Purusottama” a hundred and 
eight times. 

29*32. Then he shall devoutly propitiate lord Purusottama 
thus :—“Obeisance to you O lord of the worlds, O bestower of 
freedom from fear on the devotees, save me, O Purusottama, I 
am merged in the ocean of worldly existence. O Govinda, 
O lord of the Universe, may the twelve pilgrimages undertaken 
by me to you be perfectly completed owing to your grace”. 

After propitiating the lord thus and prostrating before him 
like a log of wood, the devotee shall worship the preceptor by 
means of flowers, cloths and unguents, since, O excellent sages, 
there is no difference between the two. 
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33. With faith and concentration, O excellent sages, the 
devotee shall make a flowery bowerlike Mandapa over the 
lord. 

34. Thereafter, he shall resolve to keep awake at night. 
For this purpose he shall arrange for the discourses on the 
divine story of Vasudeva or devotional songs. 

35-36. The learned devotee shall pass night meditating, 
reading or eulogising the lord. When the twelfth day dawns he 
shall invite twelve Brahmins who have mastered the Vedas, 
who are conversant with Itihasa and Pur anas, who have con¬ 
trolled their sense-organs and who have taken holy baths signi¬ 
fying their successful conclusion of holy rites. 

37. After taking bath perfectly in accordance with the in¬ 
junctions, the devotee shall control his sense organs and put on 
washed (and dried) clothes. Thereafter, he shall bathe lord 
Visnu with devotion as before. 

38-39. He should worship the lord with scents, fragrant 
flowers, presents, Naivedyas, lights, different items of service, 
obeisances, circumambulations, repetitions of mantras, eulogies, 
propitiations, charming songs and instrumental music. 

After worshipping the lord of the Universe thus, he should 
worship the brahmins. 

40-41. With faith and devotion he should offer twelve 
cows, gold umbrellas, and pairs of sandals to them. 

O brahmins, he should offer wealth, clothes, etc. to them 
with great devotion since Govinda is propitiated and honoured 
with emotional fervour. 

42. Thereafter, he should give the preceptor a cow, cloth, 
gold, umbrella, pair of sandals, foodgrain and bellmeta) vessel 
with devotion. 

43. He should feed brahmins. The food served should 
begin with milk pudding. There should be sweet cooked rice 
and various kinds of edibles prepared in jaggery and ghee. 

44. After the brahmins have been fed to their satisfaction 
and their minds are at rest, he should give them twelve water 
pots together with sweets. 

45. JDevoid of revelry he should give them monetary gifts 
according to his capacity. 
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He should hand over the pot and the monetary gifts to the 
preceptor also. 

46. O excellent brahmins, after worshipping those brah¬ 
mins, he should devotedly worship his preceptor who is the 
bestower of perfect knowledge and who is on a par with Visnu. 

47. The learned devotee should honour him with gold, 
cloth, cow, foodgrains and other articles. Thereafter, he should 
repeat this mantra. 

48. “May Lord Purusottama who has neither beginning 

nor end, who holds conch, discus and iron club and who is 
the omnipresent lord of the Universe be pleased with this. 

49. After uttering this mantra he should circumambulate 
brahmins thrice. He should bid farewell to the preceptor by 
bending his head with devotion. 

50. Thereafter, he should follow those brahmins with devo¬ 
tion to the boundary of the village. Thus following them he 
should pay homage and bid them farewell. 

51. Accompanied by kinsmen and relatives he should take 
meals with proper restriction on his tongue. There may be 
other devotees, poor people, mendicants and hungry persons 
in need of food, with whom he should share food. 

52. By performing this rite perfectly well, the devotee 
whether a man or a woman should derive the benefit of thou¬ 
sands of horse-sacrifices and a hundred Rajasuya sacrifices. 

53-57. The noble devotee will take a divine form for his 
departure to heaven and will redeem a hundred generations of 
his ancestors. He will clear the way for a hundred future genera¬ 
tions, O brahmins. He will be richly endowed with all charac¬ 
teristic signs and be bedecked in all ornaments. He will have all 
his desires realized, he will be devoid of fever like a God. He 
will be richly endowed with handsome features and blooming 
youth. He will be embellished with all good qualities. He will 
be eulogised by the celestial damsels. He will be admired by 
the Gandharvas who will flock around him. He will go to the 
world of lord Vi?nu on the aerial chariot that has a steady 
speed, that has the lustre and colour of the sun, that can go 
wherever it is desired to go and that is embellished with all sorts 
of jewels, flags and banners. He will become a young man of 
great strength. While traversing the sky he will illuminate the 
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quarters and will not suffer from fatigue. He will grow intelli¬ 
gent. 

58-65. In the world of Vi?nu he will enjoy pleasures in 
consonance with his desires for the period of a hundred Kalpas. 
He will stay there devoid of sickness and fever. He will be eulo¬ 
gised by Siddhas, Apsaras, Gandharvas, Devas, Vidyadharas, 
Nagas and sages. 

O brahmins, he will assume a form with four arms joyfully 
like Vi?nu, the lord of the universe, holding conch, discus and 

iron-club. He will enjoy excellent pleasures there and sport with 
Devas. Then he will come to the abode of Brahma that bestows 
all desires and that is beautified by Siddhas, Vidyadharas, Devas 

and Kinnaras. He will enjoy there fora period of ninety Kalpas. 
O leading brahmins, from that he will come to the world of 
Rudra who bestows the desired benefits to the world which is 

frequented by Devas, which bestows happiness and salvation, 
which is adorned with hundreds and thousands of lofty mansions, 
which is beautified by Siddhas, Vidyadharas Yaksas, Daityas 

and Danavas. The man enjoys happiness there for the period of 
eighty Kalpas. At its conclusion he goes to the world of rays, 
Goloka which is equipped with all pleasures and which is charm¬ 
ing, being adorned by Devas, Siddhas and Apsaras. 

66-71. For a period of seventy Kalpas he enjoys there such 
excellent pleasures as are difficult of attainment in the three 
worlds. He is as steady-minded as an immortal being. From 
these he comes to the excellent world of Prajapati. He is 
surrounded by Gandharvas, Apsaras, Siddhas, sages and Vidya¬ 
dharas. 

For a period of sixty Kalpas, he enjoys various pleasures 
there. At its conclusion he goes to the abode of Indra equipped 
with different miracles. He is surrounded by Gandharvas, 
Kinnaras, Siddhas, Devas, Vidyadharas, Nagas, Guhyakas, 
Apsaras, Sadhyas and other excellent Devas. After coming there 
he enjoys happiness for a period of fifty Kalpas. From these he 
goes to the world of Devas beautified by lofty places. It is sacred, 
difficult of access and beautified by Devas. The intelligent 

devotee enjoys for forty Kalpas. Then he comes to the world of 
Naksatras which is also difficult of access. 
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72. For a period of thirty Kalpas he enjoys excellent plea¬ 
sures there as he wishes. From there, O excellent brahmins, he 
comes to the world of the moon. 

73-74. He enjoys the rarest of pleasures for a period of 
twenty Kalpas in that world where the moon shines splendidly 
in the comapny of all Devas. Then he comes to the world of the 

sungod which is honoured by Devas, which is divine, which is 
full of wonderful miracles and which is surrounded by Gan- 
dharvas and Apsaras. 

75. O excellent brahmins, after enjoying splendid pleasures 
there for a period of ten Kalpas he comes to the world of Gan- 
dharvas which is most difficult of access. 

76. After enjoying various pleasures to the fullest satisfac¬ 
tion for the period of a Kalpa, he comes to the earth and be¬ 
comes a virtuous king. 

77-78. He becomes an Emperor of great vigour embellished 
by noble qualities. After ruling over the kingdom virtuously, 
and after performing sacrifices where as much monetary gift is 

distributed he goes to the world of Yogins that is auspicious and 
bestower of liberation. There he enjoys excellent pleasure till 
the ultimate dissolution of all living beings. From there he 
comes to the world of mortals and is born in an excellent family 
of Yogins. O brahmins he is born in an excellent family of a 
devotee of Vijnu, which is difficult of access and is approved of 
by good men. He becomes an excellent brahmin mastering four 
vedas. He performs sacrifices with due monetary gifts. He adopts 
Yoga pertaining to Vi$nu and attains liberation. 

Thus, O brahmin, the benefit of pilgrimages has been 
perfectly cited by me. It yields worldly pleasures and liberation 
to men. What else do you wish to hear ? 

CHAPTER SIXTYFIVE 

The World of Visnu 

The sages said: 

1-3. O lord, we wish to hear about the world of Vi^u the 
world which is devoid of sickness, is lovely, delightful to the 
people and full of mystery. 
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O lord, mention the magnitude of that world, its pleasure, 
its splendour and its power. By what holy rites do virtuous men 
go there ? Is it due to the vision or touch of holiness or due to 
holy dips in the sacred waters of holy centres 7 Mention in detail 
and factually. We are greatly eager to hear this. 

Brahmd said : 

4-5. O sages, listen all of you, even as I speak about that 
highest region which is wished for by the devotees. It is blessed, 
holy land and destructive of the world. It is most excellent 
of all the worlds. It is named (Vi$nu-loka) after the name of 
Vi$nu. It is a sacred abode full of all mysteries. It is honoured 
and worshipped by the three worlds. 

6-11. It is filled with many trees such as A£oka, Parijata, 
Mandara, Gampaka, Malatl, Mallika, Kunda, Baku la, Nigake- 
sara, Punnaga, Atimukta, Priyangu, Tagara, Arjuna, Pa tala, 

Cuta, Khadira, splendid groves of Karnikara, Narahga (Orange 
citron), Panasa (jack tree), Lodhra, Nimba (Margosa) Datfima 

(Pomegranate),Sarjaka, Drak?a (Grape, vines), Lakuca, Khar- 
jura, Madhuka, Indraphala, wood apple, coconut palms, palmyra 
trees, Sriphala, innumerable splendid trees of various kinds. 
Sarala, Candana (Sandal), Nipa, Devadaru, Subhafljana, Jati, 
Lavahga, Kankola, such trees as emitted the odour of camphor, 
creepers with plenty of betel leaves, Areca palms and various 
other trees appearing splendid in all seasons with their abundant 

fruits. 
12-17. It is full of various flowers in branches in creepers. It 

is filled with water-reservoirs of diverse lands and different kinds 
of beautiful meritorious spots resonant with the chirping sounds 
of many birds. There are hundreds of tanks and lakes full of 
water and charming. Lilies, hundred-petalled lotuses, excellent 

Kokanada (a variety of lotus), Kalhara flowers and other water 
flowers, splendid with different colours (are abundant in those 
ponds). They are full of swans and Karantfava ducks. They are 

rendered beautiful by ruddy geese. There are other aquatic birds 
such as Kayagfikas, Datyuhas, C a takas, Priyaputras and Jivafl- 

jivakas. There are other sweet-voiced divine birds moving about 
in water or flying in the air. Thus the world is adorned by many 
divine, ritiraculous trees and charming and holy water reservoirs. 
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18-22. In that city of Vi?nu, worshipped by all, people 
walk about in divine aerial chariots. They are decorated with 
various jewels beset with pure gold; they can move about at 
their will. They are resonant with the divine music of Gandhar- 

vas. They are as refulgent as the midday sun. They are adorned 
by the celestial maidens. The beds and seats therein are made 
of gold. They are rich in means of pleasures of various kinds. 
Flags and pearl necklaces are suspended from them. They move 
about in the sky in groups. They are of diverse colours. The 
various parts of these aerial chariots are made of gold. They are 
rendered fragrant by the contact of flowers mixed admirably 
with sandal and agallochum. The instruments of music All them 

with sweet sounds. The passages in these aerial chariots afford 
comfortable movements. They have the speed of wind and mind. 
Groups of tinkling bells are attached to them. 

23-24. The people sport about with various young women 

of Gandharvas and the group of celestial clans. The young 
women look very splendid with their faces as charming as the 
moon. Their breasts are plump and lifted up. Their waists are 

beautiful and elegant. Some are dark in complexion and some 
fair. Their gait is like that of elephants in their rut. 

25-28. Those women surround the excellent man and fan 
him with chowries of golden handles. They are bedecked in 
variety of jewels. They rejoice singing, dancing and having ins¬ 
trumental music. They are lethargic due to intoxication. This 
excellent world shines with the Yak§as, Vidyadharas, Siddhas, 
Gandharvas, Celestial nymphs, Devas and sages. Those lofty - 
rainded persons by whom the lotus-eyed lord Krsna, the lord of the 

universe, is seen near the royal banyan tree on the shore of the 
southern sea go to this world of Vi?nu and enjoy great pleasures. 

29. As long as the heaven stands alongwith the moon and 
stars, they dally with the celestial nymphs. They resemble 

heated gold. They are devoid of old age and death. 

30. They are free from miseries. They are rid of thirst, 
fatigue and suffering. They assume the form of the lord :—They 
have four arms. They are adorned by garlands of sylvan flowers. 
They possess great vigour and power. 

31. They have the scar called Srivatsa. They hold conch, 
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discus and irouclub. Some are dark-complexioned like the blue 
lotus. Some resemble the gold. 

32. Some appear worthy of being gazed at like the emerald, 
some resemble the lapis lazuli; some are dark compiexioned 
with earings. Others are like the diamond. 

33. O excellent brahmins, the worlds of other lords, and 
Devas do not shine in the same manner as does the world of 
Vi§nu being full of mysteries and miracles. 

34. O brahmins, by the power of that lord, there is no 
question of return till the ultimate dissolution of all living 
beings. 

35. Those who visit Kr$na, Rama and Subhadra in the 
holy shrine Puru$ottama move about in the divine city (justi¬ 
fiably) proud of their handsome features and blooming youth. 

36. In the middle of the city shines the place of Vi?t>u which 
resembles molten gold, which has the lustre of the midday sun 
and which is embellished by jewels. 

37. It is beautifully decorated with many hundred and 
thousands of buntings and banners. It is encircled by a golden 
rampart extending to ten thousand Yojanas. 

38. With the charming well-arranged Hags of various 
colours wonderfully displayed, the city shines like the autumnal 
moon surrounded by the stars. 

39. It has four main gates. It is very extensive and well- 
guarded by watchmen. It is lofty and charming. It consists of 

seven citv areas. 
* 

40-41. The first area is made of gold; the second is fitted 
with emiralds; the third is full of sapphire and beyond that it 
consists of dark blue precious stones; the fifth is brightly 
illuminated by brilliance. O brahmins, the sixth is full of 

diamonds and the seventh abounds in lapis lazuli. 
42. With wonderful, brilliant pillars set with jewels and 

beautified by gold plates and coral that great mansion shines 

exquisitely. 
43-44. The Siddhas walk about there. They brighten the 

ten quarters. Just as on the full moon night the moon shines 
with the stars so also lord Vi$nu mounting a high seat shines 
alongwkh Lak?mL He is dark-coloured, clad in yellow robes. 

He bears the scar Srivatsa. 
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45. In his right hand lord Vi$nu holds the terrible and 
shining discus Sudarsana that destroys all other weapons and 
that consists of all fiery splendour. 

46-47. O excellent sages, in his left hand, lord Vi$nu holds 
his conch known as Paficajanya.1 It has the lustre of the Kunda 
flower, moon and silver. It resembles a white necklace and the 
cow's milk. By its sound it makes the whole universe agitated. 
It is adorned by a thousand curls. 

48-52. In his right hand he holds Kaumodaki, the iron 
club which destroys Daityas and Danavas, which is fiercely 
terrible and which destroys evil deeds. It has the shape of flame 
of the blazing fire and is unbearable even to Devas. In his left 
hand shines the bow Sarnga that has the lustre of the sun. 
(It is with this bow and) the excellent arrows that resemble 
the sun and are agitated by the series of flames that the lord 
annihilates the three worlds consisting of mobile and immobile 
beings. He is the cause of each and every bliss. He is glorious. 
He is expert in all scriptural texts. He is the lord and preceptor 

of all worlds. He is bowed to by all Devas. 
He is the lord of Devas with a thousand heads, a thousand 

feet and eyes. He has a thousand names, a thousand limbs 
and a thousand arms. 

53-55. The lord with large eyes like the petals of a lotus 
shines on his throne. The lord of the universe the preceptor of 
the universe, shines very clearly like the lightning streak. He is 
surrounded by Devas, Siddhas, Gandharvas, Apsaras, Yakgas, 
Vidy ad haras, Nagas, Cara n as, glorious sages, Suparnas, 

D&navas, Daityas, Rakjasas, Guhyakas, Kinnaras and Devas of 
divine splendour. He shines eulogised by these people. 

56-58. The following ladies of immortal beings are station¬ 

ed there viz—KTrti (Fame), Prajfta (Wisdom), Medha 

(Intellect), Sarasvatl (Speech), Buddhi (Intelligence), Mati 
(Reasoningpower), K$anti (Forbearance), Siddhi (Achieve¬ 

ment), Murti (Form), Dyuti (Refulgence), Gayatrt, S&vitri, 
Marigala, Sarvamangala, Prabha, Mat! and Kanti (Lustre) 

belonging to N&r&yana. Then there is Sraddha (Faith), goddess 
Kautiki, vidyut (Lightning) Saudamini, Nidra (Slumber), 

1. PMcajanya—Kr?na’s conch taken from the asura Pancajana. 
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Ratri (Night), Maya and other womenfolk of the immortal 
beings. 

59. All these are established in the abode of Vasudeva. 
Of what avail is much talk? Everything is established there. 

60-67. The following ladies dance every day at the place 
where Purusottama stays :—GhrtacI, Menaka, Rambha, Saha- 
janya, Tilottama, UrvaSi, Nimloca, Vamana, Mandodari, 
Subhaga( fortunate one), Vi^vaci, Vipulanana, Bhadrangl, Citra- 

sena, Pramloca, Sumanohara, (very charming), Munisammohini 
(one who fascinates sages), Rama, Candramadhya, Subhanana, 
Sukeli (possessed of good tresses), Nllakeli (possessed of blue 
tresses), Manmathadipani (one who kindles the fire of love), 
Alambusa, MisrakeSi, Pufijikasthala, Kratusthala, VararigI, 
(possessed of excellent limbs), Purvacitti, Paravatl, Maharupa, 
§aiilekha of auspicious face, HamsalilanugaminI, Mattavarana- 

gamini (one who walks like an intoxicated elephant), Bim- 
bo?jhi and Navagarbha—these are the celestial ladies of 
Devas. These and other celestial ladies are proud of their beauty 

and youth. Their wrists are fine and their faces are beautiful. 
They are bedecked in all ornaments. They are endowed with 
the faculty of singing sweet songs. They are endowed with all 
noble signs. They are experts in vocal and instrumental music. 
They perform dance everyday at the place where lord Puru- 
§ottama stays. 

68. There is neither sickness nor fatigue. There is neither 
death nor snow and sunshine. There is no hunger, no thirst, no 
old age, no deformity, no unhappiness. 

69. O brahmins, 1 do not behold any other world better 
than the world of Vi?nu. It is the cause of bliss and it bestows 

the desired benefits. 

70. O brahmins, all those worlds which we hear as the 
worlds in the heavenly sphere, all those who perform meritorious 
rites, do not merit even a sixteenth part of the world of lord 

Vi$nu. 

71. Thus O brahmins is the greatest abode of Vijpu 

endowed with all enjoyable pleasures and attributes. It is 
conducivc^to the pleasures of everyone. It is holy and full of 

mysteries. 
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72. Atheists and profligates do not go there. Nor do the 
following go there viz.—the ungrateful and those who are of 

uncontrollable sense-organs. 

73. The devotees of Vi$nu who worship Vasudeva the 
preceptor of the universe with devotion, go to the world of 
Vi?pu. 

74-77. After visiting Kr$na, Rama and Subhadra in this 
rarest of holy centres on the shore of the southern ocean, 
excellent devotees cast off their bodies near the Kalpa tree. 

Those men who die in the holy centre Purusottama go to that 
world. He who remembers Purusottama in between the baniyan 

tree and the ocean and those who die in Purusottama go to 
that world. They go to that greatest abode. 

Thus, O excellent sages, the eternal world of Vi§nu, the 
cause of bliss unto all, the bestower of worldly pleasures and 

liberation, has been mentioned by me. 

CHAPTER SIXTYSIX 

The Glory of Lord Purusottama 

The sages said : 

1 -9. O lord of the universe, the glorious world of lord Visnu 
has been recounted by you. It has many mysterious features. 

It yields perpetual bliss, worldly pleasures and liberation. 
Purusottama, the rarest of holy centres in the world has 
perfectly been glorified by you. By casting off his body there, 

a man will directly go to the abode of Vis^u. 
Wonderful, indeed, is this path of liberation that you have 

mentioned for helping men viz. the abandonment of body in the 

holy centre named Purusottama. 
Without any strain, O lord of Devas, excellent men abandon 

their bodies in that holy centre and go to the region of Vi?nu 

devoid of ailment. 
O lord of Devas, by bearing the greatness of holy centres 
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we are extremely amazed. Hairs stand on end and we feel 
extremely satisfied. 

There are other holy centres and shrines viz. Pray&ga, 
Puskara etc. There are many holy centres on the earth, rivers 
and lakes. O excellent Deva, you do not praise them in the 
same manner as you praise the holy centre Purusottama. O 
grandsire, your intent has been understood by us whereby you 
praise the holy centres Purusottama that bestows liberation. 

Certainly, there is no other holy centre on par with Puru¬ 
sottama. Hence, O excellent Deva, you praise it over and 
again. 

# 

Brahm& said : 

10. O excellent sages, the truth, the very truth has been 
cited by us on all. There is no other holy centre on Earth that 
is equal to Purusottama. 

11. All those holy centres and shrines do not deserve even 
a sixteenth part of Purusottama. 

12. Just as Vi?nu, the lord of all, is the most excellent of all 
excellent ones so also the holy centre of Purusottama is the most 
excellent of all holy centres. 

13. Just as Visriu has been cited as the most excellent one 
among the sons of Aditi so also Purusottama is the most ex¬ 
cellent one among the holy centres. 

14. Just as the moon among the stars and ocean among 
lakes so also the holy centre of Purusottama is the most 
excellent among the holy centres. 

15. Like (fire) among the Vasus and Sankara among the 
Rudras, so also Purusottama is the most excellent of all holy 

centres. 

16. Like brahmins among the four castes and Garutja among 
the birds, Purusottama is the most excellent of all holy centres. 

17. Just as the Meru is the most excellent among mountains 
with lofty peaks, just as the Himalaya is the most excellent 
among the mountains so also Purusottama is the nost excellent 

holy centre. 

18. Like Lak^ml among young women and Ganga among 

the rivers Purusottama is the most excellent of all holy centres. 
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19. Like Airavata among the leading elephants, like Bhrgu 
among the great sages, Purusottama is the excellent of all holy 
centres. 

20. Like Skanda among the commanders of armies, like 
Kapila among the saintly men of great achievements Puru¬ 
sottama is the most excellent of all holy centres. 

21. Like UccaiSSravas among the horses, likeUsanas among 
the poets, Purusottama is the most excellent of all holy centres. 

22. Like Vyasa among the sages, like Kubera among Yaksas 
and (like Vibhl?ana among) Rak§asas, Purusottama* is the 
excellent of all holy centres. 

23. Like mind among the organs of sense, like earth among 
the elements, Purusottama is the most excellent of all holy 
centres. 

24. Like the holy big tree among all trees, like wind among 
those who float and spread, Purusottama is the most excellent 
of all holy centres. 

25. O brahmins, just as the crest-jewel is the most excellent 
of all ornaments, so also Purusottama is the most excellent of 
all holy centres. 

26. Like Citraratha among the Gandharvas, like Kuli&a 
among weapons, Purusottama is the most excellent among 

all holy centres. 
27. Like the letter A among all syllables, like Gayatri 

among all vedic mantras, Purusottama is the most excellent of 
all holy centres. 

28. O excellent brahmins, just as the head is excellent 
of all limbs so also Purusottama is the most excellent of 
all holy centres. 

29. Just as Arundhati is excellent among chaste ladies so 
also Purusottama is the most excellent of all holy centres. 

30. Just as the doctrine of salvation is the greatest of all 
doctrines and lores so also Purusottama is excellent of all holy 
centres. 

31. Like the king among men, like the Divine cow among 
cows, Purusottama is the most excellent of all holy centres. 

32. Like a piece of gold among jewels, like Vasuki among 
serpents, Purusottama is the most excellent among holy centres. 

33. Like Prahlada among all Daityas, like Rama among 
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the wielders of weapons, Purusottama is the most excellent of 
all holy centres. 

34. Like the shark among fishes, like lion among violent 
animals, Purusottama is the most excellent among all holy 
centres. 

35. Just as the milky ocean is excellent of all oceans so 
also purusottama is the most excellent of all holy centres. 

36. Just as Varuna is excellent of all aquatic beings, 
just as Yama is excellent of all Yogins. so also Purusottama 
is the most excellent of all holy centres. 

37. O excellent sages, just as Narada is excellent of all 
divine sages so also Purusottama is the most excellent of 
all holy centres. 

38. Like gold among metals, like the gift of coins among 
all sacred gifts, Purusottama is the most excellent of all holy 
centres. 

39. Like Daksa among Prajapatis, like Kasyapa among 
sages, Purusottama is the most excellent of all holy centres. 

40. Like the Sun among planets, like Pranava among 

Mantras, Purusottama is the most excellent of all holy centres. 
41. Just as the horse-sacrifice (aSvamedha) is glorified as 

excellent of all sacrifices, O excellent brahmins, so also that 

holy centre is the most excellent of all holy centres. 
42. Just as the food-grain plant is the most excellent of 

all plants; like the cocoanut or palmyra among the grassy 
species, Purusottama is the most excellent of all holy centres. 

43. Just as the holy rite of all sacred places is the means 
of redemption from worldly existence so also Purusottama is 

excellent of all holy centres. 

CHAPTER SIXTYSEVEN 

The Glory of Arnnta V&sudeva 

Brahmd said : 

1-11. O excellent brahmins, the benefits of Japas, Homas, 

austerities and charitable gifts in the holy centres and shrines 

have been mentioned to you. 
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O brahmins, I do not see a holy centre which is equal to 
the holy centre Purusottama on the earth. Of what avail is 
much talk and repeated utterance. Truth, it is the truth, 
really the truth that the holy centre Purusottama is extremely 
great. By visiting the holy centre Purusottama but once, by 
touching the waters of the ocean but once, by knowing the 
doctrine of Brahman but once, there is no further staying in 

the womb. 

The devotee should stay for a year or at least for a month 
in the excellent holy centre of Purusottama, the place where 
Lord Visnu is present. In that case the Japa performed or 
Homa offered by him is great. A great penance has been per¬ 
formed by him. 

He goes to the great abode where Visnu the lord of Yogins 
is ever present. Accompanied by celestial women he enjoys 
pleasures of various sorts. At the end of Kalpa the excellent 
man returns to the mortal world. O brahmins, he is born in 
the house of Yogins. He endeavours to understand what should 
be understood. After acquiring the Yoga of Vi§nu, be attains 
liberation. Know the glory of Kalpa tree, Rama, Krsna, Su- 
bhadra, Markandeya’s eddy. Indradyumna’s lake is also men¬ 

tioned. The glory of Sveta Matsya and of the heavenly door 
and the rules regarding bath in the ocean have been mentioned. 
The rules regarding ritualistic cleansing marjana and the 
proper time of contact with Ganga have also been mentioned 
by me. What more do you wish to hear ? The glory of Indra- 
dyumna has also been recounted. The Purana that enables 
one to liberate himself, that is full of mysteries and miracles, 
that is holy and excellent and that is a great secret conducive 
to richness has also been mentioned fully by me. 

The sages said : 

12. We are not satiated by listening to the story of the 
lord. It behoves you to relate once again the great secret 
doctrine. 

13. The details of Vasudeva the infinite deity have not 
beat explained perfectly by you. O lord, we wish to hear. 
Kindly mention it in detail. 
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Brahma said : 

14. O excellent sages, I shall mention the greatest essence, 

the greatness of the infinite deity Vasudeva, the rarest in the 
three worlds. 

15. Formerly, in the Adikalpa (first of the Kalpas), O 
brahmins, I was born of the unmanifest. Vifvakarman spoke 

these words. 
16-18. I urged Viivakarma the leading architect of Devas, 

whose activities are of the greatest nature—“Make an idol of 
Vasudeva, carving it out of a rock. On seeing it, men and 
women in the South will worship it duly and devotedly. Once, 
Devas and the lord of Devas Indra sensed danger from Danavas 
and Raksasas. Being afraid they had come to the peak of 
Sumeru in heaven. They propitiated Vasudeva and stayed 
there without any calamity or agitation. 

19-22. After hearing my words, ViSvakarma made a pure 
idol holding conch, discus and iron club. It was endowed with 
all traits. It had eyes as large as the petals of a lotus. It had 
the scar-Srivatsa. The excellent idol was owe-inspiring. The 
chest was covered with garlands of sylvan flowers. It wore 
crown and shoulder-lets. It was clad in yellow robes. The 
shoulders were plump and round. It was bedecked with two 
ear-rings. Thus the divine idol was got made by me through 
secret mantras and the time for installation had come. 

23-24. At that time, Indra, the king of Devas, came to 
my abode riding on Airavata, his excellent elephant. He was 
surrounded by Devas. By means of ablution, charitable gifts, 
he propitiated the idol. Taking the idol with him he returned 
to his capital. 

25-28. By propitiating the idol for a long time after res¬ 
training his speech, body and mind he gained in strength. He 
killed Vrtra and other Asuras as well as the cruel and terrible 
Danavas led by Namuci. He then enjoyed the worlds Bhub, 
Bhuvah, Svar etc. 

After the advent of Treta Yuga, there was a valorous over- 
lord of the Raksasas, Daiagriva (Ravana). He had great pro¬ 

wess. For ten thousand years he performed holy rites and 
severe penance, abstaining from food and conquering sense- 
organs. This penance was very difficult to be performed by 
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ordinary persons. Pleased with that penance I granted him a 
boon. 

29-30. He could not be killed by Devas, Daityas, Nagas, 
and Rak$asas. He could not be killed by the terrible attendants 
of Yama who had the power to curse beside their infallible 
weapons. After securing this boon the Raksasa defeated Yak$as 
and their lord Kubera. He then attempted to conquer Indra. 

31-36. He fought a terrible battle with Devas. The Rak- 
$asa defeated the king of Devas. The son of Ravana, Megha- 
nada acquired the title Indrajit by conquering him. There¬ 
after Ravana of great strength reached Amaravati. In the 
splendid abode of the king of Devas, Ravana saw the idol of 
Vasudeva as refulgent as collyrium. It was endowed with the 
characteristic marks of Lord Visnu. It had the scar Srlvatsa. 

It had large eyes like the petals of a lotus. The chest was 
covered by the garlands of sylvan flowers. It was bedecked in 
crown and shoulderlets. It held conch, discus and iron club in 

its hands. It was clad in yellow robes. It had four arms. It was 
bedecked in ornaments. It was the bestower of all benefits. 
Leaving off the heaps of jewels, (Ravana) immediately des¬ 

patched the auspicious idol to Lanka by the aerial chariot 
Puspaka. 

37. The glorious and righteous Vibhlsana, the younger 

brother and minister of Ravana was a devotee of Narayana. 

He was entrusted with the administration of the capital Lanka. 

38. On seeing that the divine idol was taken away from 

the abode of the lord of Devas, he experienced horripilation all 
over his body. He was struck with surprise. 

39-40. With a delighted mind he bowed his head to the 

lord. After saying—“My birth is fruitful today. My penance is 
fruitful today", the righteous Vibhifaga made obeisance again 
and again. He went to his eldest brother. With his palms 

joined in reverence he spoke thus :— 
41. O king, it behoves you to favour me with this idol. O 

lord of the worlds, I shall propitiate it and cross the ocean of 

worldly existence. 
42*43. On hearing the words of his brother, Ravana spoke 

"O heroic one, take the idol. What shall I do with it ? I have 
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propitiated the self-bom deity and am conquering the three 
worlds. I shall also worship Mahadeva who wields various 
miraculous powers and who is the source of origin of all living 
beings. 

44-45. Then Vibhi§ana of great intellect worshipped the 
splendid idol for one hundred and eight years and acquired 
the boon of old age. He attained the attributes of Anima 
(minuteness) etc. He acquired the realm and overlordship of 
Lanka. Even now, he enjoys all pleasures as he wishes. 

The sages said : 

46-47. On hearing this extremely immortal narrative the 
origin of the infinite deity-Vasudeva, difficult of access on the 
earth, we are extremely surprised. O lord, we wish to hear the 
greatness of that lord, precisely and in detail. It behoves you 
to mention it fully. 

Brahmd said : 

48-49. That sinful ruthless Raksasa (Ravana) defeated 
Devas, Gandharvas, Kinnaras, guardians of the quarters, 
human beings, sages and Siddhas in battle. He kidnapped ex¬ 
cellent women and settled them in the city of Lanka. There¬ 
after, he attempted the abduction of Sita. 

50-58. He deceived Rama through Marlca in the form of 
a golden deer. 

Rama and his brother Lak?mana the son of Sumitra be¬ 
came infuriated and (resolved to slay Ravana. After killing 
Bali of great prowess, he crowned Sugriva as the king and 
Angada as the Heir-apparent. With eyes resembling the petals 
of a lotus Rama was surrounded by extremely terrible monkeys 
of great strength such as—Hanuman, Nala, Nila, Jamba van, 
Panasa. Gavaya, Gavaksa and others. They possessed great 
power and they were pure. With massive boulders of mountains 
he got the bridge built over the great ocean. With his vast 
army, Rama crossed the ocean and fought an unparalleled war 
against the Rak$asas. The powerful Rama slaughtered Yama- 
hasta, Prahasta, Nikumbha, Kumbha, Narantaka, Yamantaka, 
Maladhya, Malikadhya, Indrajit Kumbhakarna and Ravana. 

He gotSita the daughter of Janaka, the king of Videha tested 
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by the fire ordeal.1 He bestowed kingdom on Vibhl$ana and 
brought the idol of Vasudeva to Ayodhya formerly protected 
(by himself and his ancestors) riding in the aerial chariot 
Pu?paka sportingly. 

59-61. Out of affection he crowned his younger brother 
Bharata and Satrughna as heir-apparents. Rama who is favou¬ 
rite of his devotee, ruled over the kingdom as an Emperor. 
Propitiating his own ancient form born of Vi?nu, Rama en¬ 
joyed the ocean-girt earth for eleven thousand years. There¬ 
after he attained his own region i.e. the region of Vi$nu. 

62-67. R&ma gave that idol to the lord of oceans (saying) 
“You are blessed. You will protect this idol in your waters with 
perfect concentration”. 

In the Dvapara Age, the lord the preceptor of the Uni¬ 
verse, incarnated in the family of Vasudeva at the request of 
the earth on account of the emotional instability of the people 
due to the demons’ activities. The lord incarnated for slaying 
Kamsa and was assisted by Balarama. O brahmins, at that 
time, with some other purpose in view and for the welfare of 
worlds, the lord took out that idol, the bestower of all cherish¬ 
ed desires and benefits, from the waters of the ocean—the lord 
of the rivers. He then placed it in that excellent holy centre, 
Puru$ottama, the rarest of all holy centres. Ever since then, O 
brahmins, that lord the dispeller of the agony of Devas, the 
bestower of all desires, stays there itself in that holy centre, the 
bestower of liberation. 

68. Those who devoutly resort to the infinite lord of all, 
mentally, verbally and physically attain the highest region. 

69. By visiting Ananta (infinite) even for once and by 
devoutly worshipping and bowing to him, the devotee derives 
ten times more than the benefit of Rajasuya and Agvamedha 

sacrifices. 
70-71. The man redeems twenty-one generations of his 

family. He then goes to the city of Vi$nu seated in a highly 

1. Divine Ordeal (divya-parik?a). Yajfiavalkya prescribes ten 

ordeals viz tul&, agni, jala, visa, koia, tabula, tapt*-m&$a, ph&la, dharma, 
tulasi. 

In the Yuddhak&ptja of the R&xnayaga, Vilmiki has described Sit&'s 
entering and standing in fire as a test of her purity. 
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refulgent aerial chariot that has the lustre and colour of the 
sun, that is richly furnished with all desirable things, that can 
go as one desires it to go and that has a row of tinkling bells. 
He shall be surrounded by the celestial ladies. Gandharvas will 
be singing in praise of him. 

72-74. He will enjoy excellent pleasures there. He will be 
rid of old age and death. Assuming a divine form the glorious 
devotee will enjoy pleasures until the dissolution of all living 
beings. 

When his merits dwindle he will return to the earth and be 
born as a brahmin who has mastered the four Vedas. By adopt¬ 
ing Yoga of Visnu he will attain liberation. 

Thus, O excellent sages, the infinite deity Ananta has been 
glorified by me. Who is competent to recount all the merits of 
visiting the shrine even in hundreds of years ? 

CHAPTER SIXTYEIGHT 

Glory of the Holy Shrine of Purufoltama 

Brahma said : 

1. Thus, the glory of (Infinite deity) and the holy shrine 
of Puru§ottama that yields worldly pleasures and liberation 
unto men has been recounted by me. It is very difficult of 

access. 
2-3. It is the place where the glorious lord stays—the lord 

whose eyes resemble the lotus, who holds conch, discus and 
ironclub, who is clad in yellow robes and who has killed Kamsa 

and Keftn.1 
There is no doubt that those who see there Kr?pa who is 

bowed to by Devas and Asuras, Samkar§ana and Subhadra are 

blessed. 

1. Ketin : a follower of Kailua who at the instruction of Kaihia 

went to Gokula, in the form of a hone, to kill Srilq-fpa. But SrlkttQa 

killed him and got the name Keiava. 
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4. Those who meditate upon Kr?na the overlord of the 
three worlds, the bestower of all desired benefits, are liberated 

souls. 
5. Those who are devoted to Krsna, those who remember 

Krsna at night (when they go to bed) and again when they 
get up enter Krsna when their bodies are consumed on death 
like the ghee offering consigned to fire with due repetitions of 
Mantras. 

6. Hence, O excellent sages, the lotus-eyed deity Krsna 
should be assiduously visited in that holy centre by those who 

seek salvation. 
7. The lofty-minded persons who visit Kr?na, (Balarama) 

and Subhadra at the time when the deities are laid to rest go 

to the world of Visnu. 
• * 

8. Those who devoutly visit Puru§ottama, Balarama and 
Subhadra at any time, go to the world of Visnu. 

9. He who stays in the holy centres of Purusottama for 
the four months of rainy season derives more benefit than the 
benefit accruing from the holy pilgrimage to the other centres 
of the Earth. 

10. Those lofty persons who reside there itself during the 

seasons, after conquering sense-organs and controlling anger, 
derive the benefit of a penance. 

11. Within a month a man obtains at Puru?ottama their 
benefit which others obtain after performing penance in other 
holy centres for ten thousand years. 

12. Lofty-minded persons always obtain the usual benefit 

of penance, celibate life eschewed of attachment at the 
holy centre of Purusottama. 

13. Lofty-minded persons obtain the benefit which is 

glorified as the meritorious benefit of ablution and charitable 
gifts in all other holy centres. 

14. Everyday, the pure person derives that benefit which is 

mentioned as the result of perfectly performed pilgrimage, holy 
rites and observances. 

15. A man of perfectly restrained sense-organs obtains 

everyday the same benefit as one obtains (on other holy 
centres) after performing different rites of sacrifice. 
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16. There is no doubt that the people who resort to the 
Kalpa tree in the holy centre of Purusottama1 and abandon 
their bodies become liberated souls. 

17. Those who abandon their bodies anywhere between 
the baniyan tree and the Ocean obtain the greatest liberation 
which is very difficult to get. 

18. Even if the man is forced to give up his life against 
his wish, he will be liberated from misery. He will attain 
salvation which is very difficult to get. 

19. Even the animals of low strata of species such as germs, 
worms, moths etc., attain the greatest salvation by abandon¬ 
ing their bodies there. 

20. O brahmins, see the illusion of the world in regard to 
other holy centres. The fruits of all other holy centres are 
derived from the only holy centre Purusottama. 

21. The man who faithfully visits Purusottama for once 
will become the most excellent man among thousands of men. 

22. The lord is glorified as Purusottama in the Vedas, 
Puranas and in the world because he is greater than Prakrti 

and more excellent than Puru$a. 
23. He who is cited as Paramatman (the Supreme Being) 

in the Puranas and in Vedanta is present for the uplift of 
universe. Hence, he is Purusottama. 

24. Here in this centre whether it is on the road, or in 
the cemetery or in a house of a pupil or anywhere among diffe¬ 
rent spots in the streets whether willing or otherwise the man 
who gives up his body derives liberation. 

25. Hence, O excellent brahmins, one who gives up his 

body in this holy centre will achieve liberation. 
26. Who can adequately mention the glory of Puru- 

$ottama ?Just by visiting the baniyan tree there a man dispels 

the sin of brahmin slaughter. 
27. Only a part of the good qualities of the holy centres 

has been related by me. Who can mention the entire merits 

adequately even in hundreds of years ? 
28. O excellent sages, if you seek for perpetual salvation, 

stay in that holy centre alertfully. 

1.' PurufOttama-kfitra : a centre in Orissa, sacred to Vifpu. 
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Vydsa said: 

29. On hearing the words of Brahma born of the unmani¬ 
fest one, sages resided there and attained the highest region. 

30. Hence, O excellent brahmins, you too stay in this 
holy centre—Purusottama, if you seek for perfect creation here¬ 
after. 

CHAPTER SIXTYNINE 

Narrative of Sage Kattdu 

Vydsa said: 

1-4. O excellent sages, there was a great sage, Kandu in 
that holy centre Purusottama which is conducive to the happi¬ 
ness of all living beings and which bestows the benefit of virtue, 
wealth, love and liberation. The sage was extremely virtuous. 
He had great refulgence. He was truthful in speech, pure and 
engaged in the welfare of all living beings. He had control over 
his sense-organs. He had conquered wealth. He was a master 
of the Vedas and Vedangas. By propitiating Purusottama he 
attained great Siddhi. There were other great sages too who 
had achieved much. They used to perform great holy rites. 
They were engaged in the welfare of the people. They had 

subdued their sense-organs and conquered anger. They were 
rid of rivalry and malice. 

The sages said: 

5. Who was this Kandu? How did he attain the greatest 
salvation? O excellent one, we wish to hear his story. Please 
narrate. 

Vy&sa said: 

6. O leading sages, listen to his interesting story. I shall 
mention in brief the activities of that sage. 
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7-9. O excellent sages, the hermitage of Kanglu was on the 
holy banks of Gomati1 river. It was a secluded and charming 
spot, full of fruits, roots and bulbous roots. It abounded in 
sacrificial twigs, Kusa grass and flowers. Many trees and creepers 
grew there. It was beautified by different kinds of flowers. It 
was a charming place resonant with the chirping sounds of 
various birds and those of different kinds of animals. The 
hermitage was adorned by a grove of plantain trees. It abounded 
in fruits and flowers in all seasons. 

10. The sage performed a great penance. It was extremely 
wonderful on account of rites, fasts and observances, ablutions, 
vows of silence and restraint of senses. 

11. During the summer he practised fivefold penance with 
four fires on the four sides and the sun overhead ; during the 
rainy season he slept on the bare ground; during winter he stood 
in neck-deep water—thus he performed a great penance. 

12. On seeing the power of penance of that sage, Devas, 
Gandharvas, Siddhas and Vidyadharas were struck with wonder. 

13. O excellent sages, with the force of his strength Karuju 

scorched the three worlds, Earth, firmament and heaven. 
14. On seeing him engaged in penance Devas said thus 

“Wonderful is his great courage ! Wonderful is his great penance !’ 
15. Without excitement they consulted one another. Inclu¬ 

ding Indra they were bewildered and frightened. Hence, they 
wanted an obstacle to be putin the way of his penance. 

16-17. Having come to know their intention, Indra, the 
destroyer of Bala, the lord of the three worlds, spoke to the 
beautiful celestial damsel Pramloca. She was proud of her 
beauty and youth. She had slender waist and attractive breasts 
plump and beautiful. She was endowed with all characteristics. 

Indra said: 

18. O Pramloca, go quickly to the place where this sage is 
performing penance. O splendid lady, in order to impede his 

penance make his mind agitated. 

1. Gomati: a celebrated river of Puranic fame which flowed through 
Naimlsa-forest where several sacrifices had been performed by the sages. 
The word *GomatT means ‘abounding in water*. 
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Pramlocd said: 

19. O most excellent Deva, O my lord, I always carry out 
your behests. But in this matter, I have some doubts. My life 

has to be risked. 
20. I am afraid of that excellent sage, who is steadfast in 

the vow of celibacy. He is very fierce and refulgent as fire and 
sun. His penance is brilliant. 

21. When he comes to know that I have approached him to 
create impediment in his penance, sage Kan^u of excessive 

splendour will curse me angrily. It will be unbearable. 
22-24. There are many celestial damsels proud of their 

beauty and blooming youth such as UrvasI, Menaka, Rambha, 
GhrtacI, Puftjika, Sthala, VisvacI, Sahajanya, Purvacitti, 
Tilottama, Alambusa, Misrakesi, Sa3ilekha,Vamana and others. 
They are slender-waisted. Their faces are attractive. Their 
breasts are plump and lifted up. They are experts in the extensive 
amorous dalliances. Employ them there. 

Brahmd said: 

25. On hearing her words the consort of &aci said again;— 
Let others stay by. O splendid lady, you are very clever in this 

affair. 

26. O lady of fine buttocks, I shall send Kama, Vasanta 
(Spring) and the gentle breeze to assist you. Go with them to the 
place where this great sage lives. 

27. On hearing the words of Indra that excellent lady of 
attractive eyes went with them by the aerial path. 

28. After going there she saw the excellent and charming 
forest. She saw the pious sage, seated in the hermitage perform¬ 
ing his brilliant penance. 

29. Along with them, she surveyed the beautiful forest 
comparable to the Nandana forest. It contained excellent flowers 
of all seasons. It was agitated by groups of monkeys. 

30-31. The forest was holy. It was endowed with clusters 
of lotuses. It was filled with trees with abundant sprouts. She 
heard sweet songs of birds pleasing to the ears. She saw trees 
laden with fruits and flowers of all seasons. They were resonant 
with the songs of birds. 
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32-37. The lady of wide eyes saw many trees there :—Amra 
(Mango), Amrataka, coconut, palm, Tinduka, Bilva, Jiva, 
Dadima, Bijapuraka (pomegranate), Panasa (jack tree), 
Lakuca, NIpa, beautiful £iri$a, Paravata, Kola, Arimcda, 
Amlavetasa, Bhallataka, Amalaka (Embylic myrobalans), 
Sataparna, Kimsuka, Iriguda, Karavlra, Harltaki, Vibhitaka, 
Aioka, Punnaga, Ketaki, Bakula, Parijata, Kovidara, Mandara, 
Indivara, Patala in full bloom, Devad&ru, Sala, Tala, Tamala, 
Nicula and Lomaka. These and other trees laden with fruits 

and flowers she saw there. 

38-39. The forest was accompanied by many birds that 
chirped sweetly such as Cakora, Satapatra, Bhrngaraja, parrots, 
cuckoos, sparrows, Haritas, Jlvajivakas, Priyaputra, Cataka and 
various other birds. 

40-42. She saw beautiful lakes with crystal clear waters and 
full of waterborn flowers such as lilies, lotuses, splendid blue 
lotuses, Kalharaetc. The lakes were beautified by these flowers. 
There were aquatic birds such as Kadambas, Cakravakas (ruddy 
geese), waterfowls, Karandavas cranes, swans, tortoises, por¬ 
poises. The lakes were filled with these aquatic beings. 

43-45. Alongwith Kama and others Pramloca wandered all 
round the forest. After surveying the beautiful and wonderful 
forest in their company that excellent lady was extremely 
wonderstruck. Her eyes beamed with pleasant surprise. O 

excellent brahmins, she said to Cupid, Spring and the gentle 
breeze. 

Pramlocd, said : 

Assist me. Ye all severally be prepared. 

Brahma said: 

46-49. After saying this, she who was proud of her ability 
to agitate the passion of everyone said thus:—I shall now go to 
the place where this sage is present. The sage is like a charioteer 
with the body as the chariot and the sense-organs as horses. I 
shall convert him into a bad charioteer with the reins, dropped 
by the weapons of Kama. Whether he be a Vi?nu, a Brahma or 
a Siva, Tshall get him split up by the arrows of Kama”. 
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After saying this she came to the place where the sage was 
seated. Such was the power of the penance of the sage; the 
beast of prey in the penance-grove had become quiescent. 

50. Standing on the banks of the river, only a very short 
distance from him, that excellent celestial damsel with the 
sweetness of the cuckoo in her voice began to sing songs merrily. 

51. An untimely but sweet and charming note of the cuckoo 
was heard and Vasanta exerted his full force. 

52. A gentle breeze with his abode in the Malaya mountain 
blew there making the excellent flowers fall down gently into 
small or big heaps. 

53- Holding the flowery arrows, Kama went near that sage 
and made his mind agitated. 

54. On hearing the sweet sound of the song the sage was 
surprised and his mind was afflicted by the arrows of Kama. He 
went to the place where the lady of beautiful eyebrows was 
standing. 

55. On seeing her he was delighted with wonder; his eyes 
beamed. He experienced horripilation all over his body. His 
upper garment dropped down. He was completely upset. 

The sage said : 

56. O lady of good buttocks, who are you? Whom do you 
belong to? O fortunate blessed lady of attractive smiles, you 
have captivated my mind. O lady of fine eyebrows and slender 
waist, tell me the truth. 

Pramlocd said : 

57. I have come here to collect flowers. I am your servant- 
maid. Command me quickly? What shall I do at your bidding? 

Brahmd said : 

58. On hearing her words the sage lost his courage. He 
was dubed. Taking that damsel by her hand he entered his 
hermitage. 

59. O excellent brahmins, then Cupid, Spring, Breeze 
became satisfied. They returned to heaven. 

60. After going there they spoke to Indra of their activities, 
on hearing which Indra and Devas became delighted. 
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61. Immediately after entering the hermitage sage Karuju 
assumed a very beautiful form like that of a Cupid. 

62. It was richly endowed with handsome features and 
blooming youth. It was very charming. It was bedecked in divine 
ornaments. It was the physical form of a blooming youth of 
sixteen years. 

63. Suddenly, due to the power of his penance he assumed 
a form clad in divine garments, and beautified with divine 
garlands and unguents. It was lovely and capable of enjoying 
all pleasures. 

64. On seeing his vim and vigour she was excessively 
surprised saying—“Wonderful, indeed, is the power of penance.’* 
She rejoiced much. 

65-66. O excellent sages, eschewing his rites of holy bath, 
prayer during dusk and dawn, repetitione of holy names, 
sacrifices, study of the Vedas, worship of deities, observances 
of holy rites, fasts, and meditation he sported with her day and 
night with great joy. With cupid penetrating into heart he did 
not know that his penance was getting reduced. 

67-68. With his mind drawn to sexual pleasures he was 
not aware of the passing time. Twilights, nights, days, fortnights, 
months, seasons and years sped on. 

O brahmins, clever in secret amorons dalliance, that lady 
of fine buttocks, skilled in engaging conversation diverted his 
mind with various lustful emotions. 

69. The sage Kan<ju engaged himself in vulgar sexual 
intercourse with her. Many hundreds of years he stayed with her 
in the valley of the Mandara mountain. 

70. Once she said to that highly blessed sage—“O brahmin, 
I wish to go to heaven. It behoves you to permit me with a 

pleasant face.** 

71. Thus requested by her that sage whose mind was 
fondly attached to her said—“O gentle lady, please stay for a 

few days more.** 

72. Thus requested by him that slender-framed lady 
enjoyed sexual pleasures in the company of that noble sage for 

a further period of a hundred and odd years. 

73. When requested by her thus—“O holy sir, please 
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grant me permission. I am going back to heaven/* he once 
again replied—“Stay for some days more.*' 

74. When a further period of more than a hundred years 

elapsed, that splendid-faced lady said with a lovely smile of 
great endearment—“O brahmin I am going to heaven**. 

75. When urged by her thus, the sage said to that lady 
of large eyes—“O lady of beautiful eyebrows, stay with me for 
a long time more: you will go later to heaven.** 

76. Frightened of being cursed by that sage, the lady of 

fine buttocks stayed with him for a further period of slightly 

less than two hundred years. 

77. Repeatedly requested by that lady for permission to 
go to heaven that highly blessed sage merely said—“Stay 

further*’. 

78. The timid lady was afraid of his curse. Amiably sub¬ 
missive she was aware of the agony of frustration in love. So, 
when requested by him, she did not part from the sage. 

79. The great sage sported and diverted himself with her, 

day and night, with his mind overwhelmed by cupid. The 
more he indulged himself the fresher became the ways of 
expressing his affection. 

80. Once the sage went out of his hut in a great hurry. 
As he rushed out the splendid lady said—“Pray, where do vou 

go?” 
81. When asked by her thus he said—“O auspicious lady, 

the day is coming to a close. I shall say my prayers for the 
dusk. Otherwise, it will be a great omission of my holy rites." 

82. The delighted lady then laughed and said to the sage— 
“is it only now, O sage conversant with all holy rites, that the 
day is coming to a close? Has it not passed of many times 
before ?*' 

The sage said : 

83-84. “O gentle lady, you came to this splendid bank of 

the river this morning. O lady of fine buttocks, you were seen 
by me and you entered my hermitage, Now it is the dusktime. 
The day has come to a close. Why do you laugh at me now? 

Let it be mentioned to me in real feeling of earnestness'*. 
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Pramlocd said: 

85. “O brahmin, this is true that I came here in a morning. 
It is not false. But hundreds of years have passed by, since I 
came to you.** 

86. Thereupon, the brahmin asked the lady of large eyes 
in great perturbation—“O timid lady, even as I was engaged 
in dalliance with you, what period of time did pass by?” 

Pramlocd said : 

87. “Nine hundred, seven years, six months and three days 
have passed off till date.” 

The sage said : 

88. “O timid lady, are you telling me the truth or are you 
jesting with me ? I think I have stayed here with you only for a 
day.” 

Pramlocd said : 

89. “O brahmin, how will I utter a lie in your presence ? 

Particularly when asked by you as you proceed ahead along your 
path ?” 

Vydsa said : 

90. O excellent brahmins, on hearing her words that sage 
censured himself saying—‘‘Fie upon me who have not adhered 
to disciplined good conduct”. 

The sage said : 

91. My austerities have perished. The spiritual wealth of 
the knowers of Brahman is doomed. Sense of discrimination has 
been taken away. A woman has been created by someone only 

for delusion. 
92. The Brahman that is beyond six Ormis (billows of 

worldly entanglement) should have been realized by me by the 
conquest of self. Fie upon this great evil clement of K&ma by 
whom this adverse goal has been effected. 

93. The vedas, and holy rites, all causes of welfare have 

been damned today by Kama, the pathway leading to the 

hell.” 
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94. After censuring himself thus, that sage conversant with 
piety spoke these words to that celestial damsel who was seated 

there. 

The sage said : 

95. O sinful lady, go away as you please. The task of the 
king of Devas has been duly accomplished by you by causing 
perturbation in me through your amorous gestures. 

96-97. I am not reducing you to ashes by the fire of dread¬ 

ful anger. Friendship is generated in good people through seven 
words or seven steps.1 I have stayed with you for long. Or, 

what is your fault ? What can I do to you ? This is exclusively 
my own fault for I could not conquer my sense-organs. 

98. Wastage of my austerities has been brought about by 

you who seek the favour of Indra. Fie upon you the despicable 
one, the cause of great delusion. 

Vydsa said : 

99. When that brahminical sage said this to that lady of 

fine waist, she trembled excessively and perspired profusely. 
100. To that chaste lady who was quaking with fear and 

whose tender creeperlike body was drenched in sweat, the ex¬ 
cellent sage said furiously—“Go. Go away”. 

101. Rebuked by him she went out of his hermitage and 

traversing the path of firmament she mopped off her sweat 
drops by the sprouts of trees. 

102. The young damsel moved from tree to tree. She wiped 
off her body from which perspiration flowed in profuse drops. 
With the pink sprouts she mopped off the sweat drops. 

103. The foetus that had been implanted in her body by 
sage came out of her limbs in the form of sweat drops and the 
sense of horripilation. 

104. Trees took up that foetus and unified it in a body. 

Developed through his rays by the moon that child in the womb 

grew up by and by. 

1. One can befriend a person by speaking seven words or by footing 
seven steps together: 
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105. She became the lovely-eyed daughter of trees, Mari$& 
by name. O brahmins, it was she who became the wife of Prace- 
tas and the mother of Daksa. 

106. When his power of penance was exhausted, the excel¬ 
lent and holy sage Kandu went to the holy shrine of Vi§nu 
named Purusottama, O brahmins. 

107-111. He saw the rarest of holy centres on Earth that 
bestows salvation on the shore of the southern sea. It had plenty 
of flowers in all seasons. It was the bestower of happiness unto 
all men. It was the receptacle of all good qualities. It was 
conducive to wealth. Formerly, it had been frequented by 
Bhrgu and other great sages and Siddhas. It was the bestower 

of all cherished desires. It appeared very beautiful with sands 
scattered all round. Clusters of Ketaki plants enhanced its 
beauty. Trees and creepers grew there in abundance. The 
auspicious chirping sound of various birds was heard everywhere. 
Everywhere the holy spot could be traversed comfortably. (It 
was always resorted to by Gandharvas, Kinnaras, Yaksas and 
other persons seeking salvation. There, he saw Hari adorned by 
all Devas. He was resorted to by the people of brahmin and 
other castes in the various stages of their lives. 

112. As soon as he saw the holy centre and lord Purusot¬ 
tama, the excellent sage considered himself contented as one 
who had fulfilled his duties. 

113. There he sat with fully concentrated mind and pro¬ 
pitiated Hari. The excellent sage, a great Yogin stood with his 
arms lifted up. With a singleminded attention he performed 
Japa (repetition of holy names) of Brahmapara (Brahman the 

great redeemer). 

The sages said: 

114. O sage, we wish to hear about the excellent and great 
Brahmapara whereby lord KeSava was propitiated by Kapdu 

who performed this Japa. 

Vydsa said: 

115. Viggu is the greatest Para (the other shore—the des¬ 

tination jdter crossing the ocean of world by existence). He is 
Ap&ra-pira (It is difficult to cross him—to comprehend him). 
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He is greater than the greatest Beings. He is of the form of the 
greatest Atman. He alone is known as Brahmapara (Brahman 
the great redeemer). He is the greatest Para (the other shore). 
He is greater than the greatest. He is Parapara (the redeemer 
of those who redeem). 

116. He is the cause and also one who has resorted to the 
cause, the cause of that too, the greatest cause of cause. Thus, 
in the effects, it protects all by means of its manifold forms such 

as Karman (object) and Kartr (the Agent). 
117. The lord is Brahman, he is identical with every thing; 

Brahman is the lord of subjects. He is Acyuta (the unswerving). 
Vi§nu is the unchanging, unborn, permanent Brahman. He is not 
contaminated by depreciation and other defects. 

118. Just as Purugottama is the imperishable, unborn, 
permanent Brahman so also may the defects of passionate attach¬ 
ment subside. 

Vydsa said : 

119-121. O excellent brahmins, on hearing the repetitions 
of the holy Mantra viz Brahmapara by the sage and on realizing 
his great and steadfast devotion, lord Puru§ottama, favourably 
disposed towards his devotees, approached him with great plea¬ 
sure riding on his vehicle Garuda the son of Vinata. The slayer 
of Madhu («*Vi§nu) spoke to him in a voice as majestic as the 
rumbling sound of the cloud. He seemed to make the quarters 
resonant. 

The lord said: 

122. O sage, mention to me the greatest task that is thought 
of by you in your mind. I have come to you as the bestower of 
boons. O sage of good holy rites, choose the boon. 

123-125. On hearing these words of the discus-bearing lord 
ofDevas (the sage) opened his eyes and saw Hari in front of 
him. He resembled the blue Atasi flower in complexion. His eyes 
were as large as the petals of a lotus. He held conch, discus and 
iron club in his hands. He wore the crown and shoulderlets. He 
had four arms and elegant limbs. The lord was clad in yellow 
robes. He had the Scar Srivatsa. He was bedecked in garlands 

of sylvan flowers. 
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{Extra Verse) He was endowed with all the characteristic 
marks. He was bedecked in all jewels. He had smeared his limbs 
with divine sandal paste. He was embellished with divine 
garlands. 

126. Then the sage was struck with great wonder. His hairs 
stood on end due to delight. He prostrated himself on Earth 
like a long staff and made obeisance. 

127. After saying—“My birth is fruitful today. My penance 
is fruitful today/’ the leading sage began to eulogise the lord. 

Kan(j.u said : 

128. O Narayana, O Hari O Krsna, O lord of the universe 
with the Srlvatsa scar, O seed of the universe, O abode of the 
universe, O witness of the universe, obeisance be to you. 

129. O unmanifest one, O victorious one, O source of origin, 

O chief Puru$ottaraa, O lotus-eyed one, O Govinda, O lord of 
the worlds, obeisance be to you. 

130. O golden-wombed'one, O abode of Sri, O deity with 
the umbilical lotus, O eternal one, O deity with the Earth in the 
womb, O steadfast one, O I Sana, O Hr?ikesa, obeisance be to 
you. 

131. O deity without beginning and end, O immortal and 
unconquerable one, be victorious, O most excellent one among 
those who conquer; O unconquered one, O Indra, O Kr?na, O 

resident abode of Sri, obeisance be to you. 
132. O deity with the Yogic Atman, O incomprehensible 

Atman; O soul of the world, you are eternal. O deity difficult 

to be realised, O deity as immovable and steady as the mountain 
peak. Obeisance be to you, the lord of Ku£a. 

133. O excellent one, O bes tower of boons, O infinite one, 

O source of origin of Brahma, O mine of good qualities, O lord 
of dissolution, origin and contact, O Vasudeva, obeisance be to 

you. 

134. O Parjanya (Lord of Rain), O maker of holy rites, O 
Du$para (one who cannot be easily comprehended), O Dura- 
dhisthita (one inadequately supported ?); O dispeller of misery 

and agogy, O Hari lying down in the waters, obeisance be to 

you. 
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135. O Bhutapa (lord of Elements), O unmanifest one, O 
deity not agitated by the elements and principles, O abode of 
living beings, O soul of living beings. O deity containing living 

beings in the womb, obeisance be to you. 
136. O performer of Yajfias, O upholder of Yajfias, O crea¬ 

tor of Yajfias; O bestower of fearlessness; O deity with the 
Yajfia in the womb (?), O golden-limbed one, O deity born of 

Devaki, obeisance be to you. 
137. You are the knower of K§etra (Physical form, holy 

centre) you are the holder K§etra; you possess Ksetra; you are 
the destroyer of Ksetra; you are the maker of Ksetra; you have 
selfcontrol; O soul of K§etra, O deity devoid of Ksetra, obei¬ 

sance be to you, the creator of K§etra. 
138. O abode of good qualities, O receptacle of good quali¬ 

ties, O support of good qualities; O deity who are conducive 

to good qualities; O enjoyer of good qualities; O garden of 
good qualities; O deity who abandon good qualities (i.e. 

attributes), obeisance be to you. 

139. You are Vi§nu; you are Hari; you are the discus¬ 
bearing lord; you are Jisnu (victorious); you are Janardana; 
you are the Element; and the Va§a$kara; you are the future one, 

the lord of the present one. 

140. You are the creator of the Bhutas (living beings); you 
are the unmanifest one; You are Bhava (source of origin); you 

are the holder of Bhutas. You are lord conceiver and creator of 

Bhutas. They call you the unborn overlord. 

141. You are infinite; you are (deity) conversant with 

what is done; you are Prakrti; you are Vr?akapi (Vi$nu). You 
are Rudra; you are unthwartable; you are never futile; you are 

the supreme lord. 

142. You are identical with ViSvakarman, you are Ji$nu. 

You are &ambhu riding on a bull (7)» you are Sankara (bene* 
factor); you are U£anas, you are the Satya (world); you are the 

Tapas (world), you are the Jana (world). 

143. You are the conqueror of universe, you are welfare; 
you are one worthy of being sought refuge in. You are the 
imperishable one; you are the self born Sambhu; you are the 

eldest; you are the greatest resort. 
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144. You are the sun; you are the Oihkira, you are the 
vital breath; you arc the dispeller of darkness; you are Parjanya 
(god of Rain); you are well reputed; you are Brahma; you are 
Indra, lord of Devas. 

145. You are Rk. Yajus and Saman; you are Atman; you 
are the honoured and approved one, you are fire and wind; you 
are Kubera; you are Havis (ghee offering). 

146. You are the creator; you are the enjoyer; you are the 
Hotf (one who performs Homa offerings), you are Havis (obla¬ 

tion) Kratu (sacrifice); you are the poet, you are Hari; you are 

the most excellent lord of worlds; you are Acyuta. 

147. You are the glorious deity with the vision of every¬ 
thing; you are the destroyer of enemies suppressing everyone; 

you are the day; similarly, you are the night; learned men call 
youVatsara (year). 

148. You are the units of time such as Kala; Ka§fha, 
Muhurta, K$ana and Lava; you are a boy; you are an old man; 
you are man, woman and eunuch. 

149-150. You are the source of origin of the universe, you are 
the eye, you are Sthanu (Siva, stump); you arc the deity of pure 
ears; you arc permanent; you are unconquered; you are Upen- 
dra (younger brother of Indra); you are an excellent one. 

151. You are Atman the support of all (?) You are not per¬ 
ceptible to sense-organs. 

152. You are AgranI (leader) ; you are Gramani (leader 
of groups); you are Suparna (Garuda); you are one without a 

beginning, you are the collection; you are very great, you are 
one who held the Atman; you are Acyuta (unswerving). 

153. YouareYama; (Restraint); you are Niyama (observ¬ 

ance of regulations); you are lofty; you are four-armed; you 
alone are the cooked rice and the immanent soul; you are men¬ 

tioned as the greatest Atman. 

154. You are the preceptor and the weighty one; you are 
the weightier being; you are the left one (adverse one); you are 
the right one (the favourable one, clever one); you are Pippala 

(a variety of medicinal plant), you are one who do not go, you 
are the manifest one; you are the Prajapati (patriarch). 
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155. You are one with golden umbilicus; you are the lord; 
you are the moon; you are one whose physical form cannot be 
specifically pointed out; you are Yama; you are the destroyer 
of the enemies ofDevas. 

156. You are lord Samkar$ana; you are the eternal maker; 
you are Vasudeva of unmeasurable soul; you alone are one 
devoid of attributes. 

157. You are the eldest; you are the most excellent; you are 
one who endure; you are Madhava; you are thousand-headed 
lord; you are unmanifest one with thousand Visions. 

158. You are the thousand-footed lord, you are Vira$ 
(Immense Being); you are the lord ofDevas; O lord of Devas; 
you alone stand ten Angulas beyond all. 

159. You alone are mentioned as that which is past; you are 
the excellent Puru§a; Indra; you are liana and that which is 
going to occur in future; you are the Rta Divine law, you are 
Amjrta (Nectar). 

160. It is from you that this world grows up; you art the 
great being without anyone to excel you; you are the elderly 
Purusa; O lord, you stay in ten forms. 

161. A fourth part of yours constitutes the Universe; your 
nine parts are immortal in heaven; nine parts are stationed in 
the firmament; this part is the eternal manly being. 

162. Two of your parts are stationed on the Earth; four 

parts were also here. (?) Yajflas originate from you, the cause 

of rain in the world. 
163. TheVirat (Immense Being) originated from you; it 

is the Man who is in the heart of the universe; he excelled the 
elements by splendour, fame and glory. 

164. It is from you that Prsadajya (gheemixed with coagu¬ 

lated milk), the diet of Devas originated. The medicinal plants 

of the village of the forests and the animals etc originated from 

you. 
165. You are devoted to what should be meditated upon 

and the meditation; you created the medicinal herbs. O lord of 
Devas, having seven faces you are named Kaia; you have an 

illuminated physical form. 
166. The whole universe mobile and immobile is bom of 

you and established in you. 
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167. O lord, the most excellent one among Devas, the 
greatest refuge of the worlds you are Aniruddha, you are 
Madhava, you are Pradyumna the destroyer of the enemies of 
Devas. 

168. O lotus-eyed deity, save me O Narayana, obeisance to 
you. O Puru?ottama, obeisance to you. 

169. Obeisance to you, O lord of worlds, obeisance to you 
the abode of Laksmi; obeisance to you, O abode of attributes; 
obeisance be to you; O mine of good qualities. 

170. O Vasudeva, obeisance be to you. O most excellent 
Deva, obeisance be to you. O Janardana, obeisance be to you; 
O eternal one, obeisance be to you. 

171. Obeisance to you O deity comprehensible to the 
Yogins; O abode of Yoga, obeisance be to you. O lord of 

Laksmi; O lord of universe, obeisance be to you. 

172. O lord of the universe, O source of origin of the uni¬ 
verse, O lord of the men of perfect knowledge, obeisance to you. 
O lord of heaven, obeisance be to you. O lord of Earth, obeis¬ 
ance be to you. 

173. Obeisance to you, to the slayer of Madhu; O lotus¬ 
eyed one, obeisance to you; O destroyer of Kaitabha, obeisance 
be to you; O Subrahmanya (Excessively favourable to the 
brahmins). Obeisance be to you. 

174. O great Fish, obeisance be to you. O Acyuta, holding 
up Srutis on your back. Obeisance to you who agitated the 

oceanic water and delighted the lotus-born lady. 

175. O Horse-headed deity of great snout, O deity, having 
the great manly frame, O Horse-faced deity, obeisance to you 
the annihilator of Madhu and Kaitabha. 

176. Obeisance to you, to the gieat tortoise, to the deity 

with the great body of a tortoise, to the deity who lifted up the 
Earth, to that form that held the mountain aloft. 

177. Obeisance to the great Varaha (Boar), to (the deity) 

who lifted up the Earth. Obeisance to the Primordial Varaha, 
to the creator of the form of the universe. 

178. Obeisance to the infinite one, to the subtle one, to the 
chief oqe, to the most excellent one. Obeisance to you of the 
form of the atom, to one comprehensible to the yogins. 
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179. Obeisance to the greatest cause of causes; to the abode 
of the circle of leading Yogins; to the being very difficult to be 

known. Obeisance to you who lie down on the couch of the 
great serpent stationed in the milky ocean; obeisance to the 
deity with fine ear rings made of gold and studded with jewels. 

Vy&sasaid : 

180. Eulogised thus by him Madhava was delighted and he 
said—“O excellent sage, tell me quickly what you wish from 
me. 

Kan4u said : 

181-185. O lord of the universe, I am deluded by your 
May&. I wander about in the ocean of worldly existence which 
is very difficult to be crossed, which causes hairs to stand on 

end, which is impermanent, full of miseries and restless like the 
plantain leaf. It has no support. It has no base. It is a support. 
It is as fickle as bubbles in water, it is full of all calamities; 

it is difficult to be crossed; it is terrible to behold. My 
mind is drawn to and afflicted by sensual objects. I do not 
find any end to this worldly Existence, O lord of Devas. I am 
afflicted by the fear of worldly existence. I seek refuge in you O 

Kr?na. Redeem me from the ocean of worldly existence. O lord 
of Daityas, Danavas and Devas, I wish to go to that eternal great 
region of yours from which it is difficult to return. 

The lord said : 

186. O excellent sage, you are my devotee. Propitiate me 
continuously. Due to my favour you will certainly attain the 

desired liberation. 
187. Even K$atriyas, Vaifyas, women folk, Sudras and the 

lowcaste people attain great Siddhis if they are my devotees. 
What doubt then about you, O excellent brahmin. 

188. Even a candala, if he is mydevotee and if he is endow¬ 

ed with perfect faith, attains the desired end. What doubt then 

about others ? 

Vy&sasaid : 

189. O brahmins, after saying thus to him, Vipgtu the lord 
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favourably disposed to his devotees, the lord whose movement is 
very difficult to comprehend vanished there itself. 

190. After he had gone, O excellent sages, Kandu eschew¬ 
ed all lustful desires. He became delighted in his mind and 
he attained a proper mental quietude. 

191-92. He restrained all his sense-organs. He was rid of 
the feelings of “my-ness’\ He was free from egotism. With 
single-minded devotion he perfectly meditated on Purusottama 
who is free from smearing attachment, who is devoid of attri¬ 
butes, who is quiescent and who is established in his sole 
existence. He attained the greatest of liberation that is difficult 
of access even unto Devas. 

193. He who reads or listens to the story of the noble 
Kandu shall be liberated from sins. He goes to the heavenly 

world. 

194-195. Thus, O excellent sages, the land of holy rites has 
been cited by me. So also the greatest holy centre for liberation 
named Purusottama has been recounted. It pertains to Lord 
Purusottama. 

Those men devoid of impurities who visit the omnipresent 
lord, who eulogise the lord who grants boons, and devoutly 
meditate upon the deity named Sripurusottama who bestows 
salvation, who dispels worldlymiseries and who is devoid of old 
age, enjoy the pleasures of a king. Later they enjoy divine 
pleasures in heaven. Freed of all defects they later go to the 
unchanging abode of Hari. 

CHAPTER SEVENTY 

Doubts raised by sages 

Lomahar$am said: 

1. On hearing the words of Vyasa, the sages of restrained 

sense-organs became satisfied, delighted and struck with wonder 

again and again. 
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The sages said: 

2. Wonderful indeed are the attributes of the sub continent 
Bhirata mentioned by you. So also of the shrine named Sri* 
purusa in the holy centre Purusottama. 

3. O sage, the most excellent among eloquent ones, who will 

not be delighted and surprised on hearing about the excellent 
greatness of the shrine named Puru?a? 

4. We have a doubt in our hearts. It has been there for 
a long time. Excepting you, there is no one on the Earth to 
clarify that doubt. 

5. O great sage, it is about the origin of Balarama, Kj-sna 
and Subhadra on the Earth that we wish to ask. We would like 
to understand it thoroughly. 

6. Why were the heroic Krsna and Sankar§ana (Balarama) 
bom in the house of Vasudeva? Why was she too born in that 

house there, O sage ? 
7-8. How did the terrible ordeal of a stay in the womb 

appeal to them? The womb that is sling and lubricious due to 
urine and faeces? It is painful, distressful and miserable. Why 
were they born in this mortal world that consists mostly of 
miseries? Though it is devoid of essence and very fickle like a 

watery bubble, yet it is very terrible and it causes hairs to 
stand on their ends. 

9. O sage, the most excellent among the eloquent ones, 

recount to us in detail the activities that they pursued on being 
born on the Earth. 

10-12. Mention their wonderful and superhuman story, how 

did the lord of Devas, the most excellent and intelligent one 
among Devas attain the state of Vasudeva in the house of 
Vasudeva? 

He left off the holy world of Devas surrounded by the 
immortal beings and adorned by meritorious persons and came 
over to the mortal world here. 

Why did that leader of Devas and human beings, the un¬ 
changing source of origin of the Earth unite his divine soul with 
mortal bodies? 

13-20. Alone, the lord makes the circle of human beings 
whirl without ailments. Why did that wielderof discus and 
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ironclub decide to be bom among human beings? It is Vi$pu 
the lord who protects all living beings in the universe. Why 

did that lord come over to the Earth and carry on the activity 
of a cowherd? 

He is the soul of Elements. He created and sustained the great 
elements. He is one whose glory is hidden in the womb. How 
was it that he was conceived in the womb by an ordinary women 
who walked about on the Earth? In his incarnation as the 
Dwarf at the request of Devas he won over three worlds by 
means of three paces. The excellent threefold path of the three 
aims of life (virtue, love and wealth) was immediately restored. 
He is the lord who, at the hour of dissolution, converts the 
universe into an aquatic body and drinks it up. He makes the 
world a vast sheet of water and lies therein with his form partly 
manifest and partly unmanifest. 

He is the ancient lord, the soul of ancient beings, the destroyer 
of enemies. He assumed the form of a Boar. By the tip of his 
curved fangs, he lifted up the Earth. 

He is the most excellent among Devas, who on behalf of Indra 
conquers the three worlds and gave it over to Devas as their 
realm. 

He assumed the form of a lion and split it further into two 
(i.e. half man, half lion). TheDaitya of great prowess, Hiranya- 

ka£ipu was killed by him. 

21-26. Formerly, lord Hari became the Aurva and Samvar- 

taka fires (submarinefire and fire of dissolution). Stationed in 
the nether regions he drank the watery essence of the ocean. 

In every Yuga they call him Brahman with a thousand feet, 
with a thousand rays. They call him the lord who bestows 
thousands, the lord with a thousand heads. 

In his umbilicus a lotus grewup. It was the abode of Brahmi. 
It was a lotus of molten gold in the vast sheet of water, in the 

world of serpents. 

In the war called Tarakamaya,1 many Daityas were killed 

by him with the weapons presided over by Devas. 

1. T&rakdmqyo : a war which arose in consequence of Soma (Moon) 

having cajfried off T4r&, the wife ofBfhaspati. 
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The arrogant demon Kalanemi1 was struck down by the 

lord seated on Garuda. 
He adopts the perpetual Yoga and lies down at the northern 

end of the milky ocean. He envelops everything in great dark¬ 

ness. 
27-28. Aditi conceived the ancient lord in her divine 

womb. Indra who was challenged by Daityas was held in womb 

by Aditi and saved. 
By his Yogic powers he created regions and made Daityas 

stay there embedded in waters. After creating Devas and the 
leaders of Devas he made Indra their lord. 

29-30. By Garhapatya and Anvaharya rites he created the 
material essential for Yajfias while his hand was hanging down¬ 
wards, Ahavaniya fire, Vedas, initiation, sacrificial twig, 
Prok?anIya vesssel, Sruva ladle, Avabhjtha, and the persons 

partaking of their shares in havya. 
31-33. He made Devas the partakers of Havya and Pitrs 

the partakers of Kavya. He assigned shares to them in the 
sacrificial rites and laid down rules regarding Yajfia. Vessels, 

monetary gifts, initiation, Garu offerings, Ulukhalas (Mortars) 
sacrificial post, Soma juice, Pavitras (ringlike loops made 

of Ku£a grass), paridhis (sacrificialsticks placed round the fire), 

articles required for sacrifice such as Gamasas, all these the lord 
created. He classified Sadasyas (audience) and Yajamanas 
(performers of Sacrifice); He made the various excellent sacri¬ 
fices such as Medha etc. 

34. He divided sacrifices according to Yugas and the power 
(of endurance) of the people. The rites of Paramesfhin were 
also classified in accordance with Yugas. 

35-38. He created some units of the time such as K?anas, 
Nimcsas, Kashas and Kalas. He created three forms of time 

past, present, future. He created Muhurtas, Tithis (days of the 
lunar fortnight), months, days, years and seasons. The various 

groups of time, units, three types of magnitude (length, breadth, 

bright), span of life, centres (?) increase, characteristics, beauty 

of form—all these were created by the lord. Three worlds, 

three Devas, three lores, three fires, three time factors 

1. A great asura, son of Virocana and grandson of Hirapyakafipu. 
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(past, present, future), three holy rites, three castes and three 
Gunas were created by him. Formerly, all the worlds were 
created by that lord of infinite activities. He is present in all 
living beings in the form of attributes. 

39-40. The lord diverts himself through the contact of 
sense-organs of men. He is the leader of to-and-fro travel. He is 
the creator and overlord. He is the goal of those who possess 
virtue. He is the non-goal of persons of sinful rites. He is the 
origin of division of four castes. He is the custodian of division 
of four castes. 

41-44. He is one who knows the fourfold division of lores. 
He is the seat of support for the four divisions of society, four 
stages of life. He is the intervening space between the quarters, 
Earth, wind and fire. He is luminary in the forms of sun and 
moon. He is the lord of Yugas. He walks about at night. He is 
the greatest luminary; he is (mentioned) as the greatest penance; 
they call him the greatest without anyone else greater than him¬ 
self; he is the great Supreme soul. He is the lord of sons of 
Aditi, the lord is the annihilator of Daityas. He is the destroyer 
during the concluding days of yugas. He is the smiter of the 
destroyers of worlds: he is the bridge of bridges of worlds; he is 
the holiest of all holy rites. 

45. He is the deity worthy of being known unto the Vedic 
scholars; he is the greatest lord among those who are sources of 
origin; among the gentle he is Soma; among those of fiery 
refulgence he is fire. 

46. He is one who is the overlord of Indra; he is the 
penance of those who perform penance; he is the humility of 
those whose behaviour is conditioned by statesmanship, he is the 

brilliant splendour of those who are refulgent. 

47-48. He is the physical form of those who deserve physi¬ 

cal forms; he is the goal of those who deserve goal. 

The wind originates from Ether, fire originates from wind 

(that is the vital breath) (?), the vital breath originates from 
heaven. The lord, (the destroyer of Madhu) is fire and vital 
breath. From juice originates blood and flesh originates from 

blood. 
49. Tat is produced from flesh; bone is produced from fat; 
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marrow is generated from bone and semen is produced from 
marrow. 

50-56. Foetus is evolved out of semen, due to that activity 
at the root of which is Rasa (juice). There the first part is that 
of waters. It is called heap pertaining to the moon. The second 
heap should be understood to have been born of the heat of the 
womb (?) One should know that the semen is of the nature of 
the moon; and the menstrual blood is of the nature of fire. 
Emotional fervour follows the Rasa. The moon and fire are 

present in the seed (?). The semen comes under the category 

of Kapha (Phlegm) and the menstrual blood in the category of 
Pitta (bile). The heart is the place of the phlegm and the bile 
is established in umbilicus. The heat is in the middle of the 

body and it is remembered as the seat of the mind. The 
place in between the umbilicus and belly (?) is the place 

where fire-god is present. The mind is the lord of subject. 
The phlegm is thought of as the moon. The bile is fire. 
Thus the universe is of the nature of fire and moon. When 
the foetus has thus begun to function and when it increases 

in size like a lump of flesh, the wind enters the body and 
comes in contact with the greatest Atman. It becomes split 
into fire within the body and grows in size. 

57-63. The winds are Prana, Apana, Samana, Udana 
and Vyana. Prana moves round increasing the great Atman (?) 
Apana increases the hinder body; Udana (increases) half of 
the embodied soul (?); Vyana is so called because it pervades 
the body. The Samana makes it return. Then the elements 
are attained and they become perceptible to the sense- 

organs. The five elements are Earth, wind, firmament, waters 
and fire. 

The Elements permeating the sense-organs create their 
respective parts (in the body). They say that the mass body 
pertains to Earth; Vital breath is the part of air; pores and 
hollow cavities originate from firmament; exudations func¬ 

tion from watery element. Eyes and the warmth of the body 
is the fiery element. The guide of all these is the mind. 

The villages and territories function through the power 

of the lord. Puru?a, the lord, creates the eternal worlds. 
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The sages said : 

Why did Visnu attain the form of a man in this mortal 

world O brahmin, this is our doubt. It gives us a great 
surprise. 

64-65. How did the goal of those who deserve the goal 

take up the human body? Visnu is mentioned by Devas and 

Daityas as a great wonder. O great sage, tell us the wonder¬ 

ful story of the origin of Visnu whose splendour is unmeasured 

and whose strength and prowess are well known. 

66-69. May the real principle of Vi§nu who is a great 

miracle on account of his activities, be mentioned. How did 

that lord, the dispeller of the agony of Devas, Purusottama 

(take birth as a human being) ? The lord of the universe 

is omnipresent; he is the great lord of all the worlds; he is 

the lord and cause of creation, sustenance and annihilation; 

he is the cause of happiness of everyone; he is inexhaustible, 

permanent, infinite. He is devoid of both decline and increase. 

He is unsmeared, free from attributes, subtle unafflicted and 

unsullied. He is free from all conditioning factors. He is 

stabilised in his sole form of Existence. He undergoes no 

change or transformation; he is the eternal, perpetual great 

soul. He is unmoving and ail-pervading. He is devoid of 

impurities. He is ever satisfied and he has none to support 

him. 

70-75. In the Krta Yuga the state of being Vi$nu and 

Hari is heard of; among Devas, he has the state of Vaikuntha 

and among mortals he has the state of Kr?na. 

We wish to hear about the inscrutable way of activities of 

this lord forever, both past and future. The lord is unmanifest 

but his symbols are clearly manifest. Narayana is the infinite 

Atman. He is the unchanging source of origin. Hari the eternal 

lord became Narayana, Brahma, Indra, Rudra, Dharma, 

Sukra and Bfhaspati. Formerly, this lord in the form of Atman 

of Pradhana created Brahma. That primordial Puru$a created 

Prajapatis in the previous Kalpa. Thus the lord Vi?nu is the 

over-lord of lords of all the worlds. Why, then, did Hari go 

to the family of Yadus in the mortal world ? 
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CHAPTER SEVENTYONE 

Lord's Incarnation 

Vydsa said: 

1-9. Having bowed to Vi?nu, the lord of Devas, I shall 
mention the story. Obeisance to the powerful ancient Puru§a, 
to the unchanging permanent lord. 

Obeisance to the lord in the form of four arrays; to the lord 
without attributes and to the lord with attributes; to the excel¬ 
lent one, to the weightied one; to the most excellent one, to the 
unmeasured one; to the deity forming part of the Yajfta, to the 
part of all; to one attainable by Vedas etc; there is nothing 
minuter than that lord. There is nothing larger than that un¬ 
born lord by whom this universe is pervaded—the universe 
consisting of mobile and immobile beings. The universe is of 
peculiar nature different from what is manifest and what is 
unmanifest. It appears and vanishes. They say that such a 
world is created by the lord and in the same way it is withdrawn 

by him. 
With great concentration I bow down to Brahma the 

primordial lord. Obeisance to one without aberration, to the 
pure one, to permanent and greatest Atman, to the deity who 
has the same sole form always; to Visnu the conqueror of every 

one. 
Obeisance to Hiranyagarbha (Brahma), Hari and Sankara 

to Vasudeva, the essential one, to the cause of creation, 
sustenance and dissolution. 

Obeisance to the single-formed and multiformed deity; 
obeisance to the gross-formed and subtie-formed deity; obeis¬ 
ance to the manifest and unmanifest-formed deity; obeisance 
to Vi?nu the cause of salvation. 

Obeisance to Visnu who is identical with the universe and 
who is the root cause of creation, sustenance and dissolution of 
the universe. Obeisance to the greatest Atman. 

10-13. I bow down to Acyuta, Purusottama who is the 
support of the universe; is the minutest of all minute beings; 
who is stationed in all living beings; whose form is that of 
knowledge, Who is extremely devoid of impurities in fact but 
who stands in the form of objects as a result of erroneous per- 
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ception. I bow down to Vi?nu who swallows the universe and 
who is competent to create and sustain the universe; I bow 
down to the lord of world who has no beginning, who is un¬ 
born, who has no decline and who has no change. (After bowing 
down thus) I shall recount in the same manner as the lotus- 
born deity Brahma said when formerly he was asked by Dak$a 
and sages. 

14-15. After bowing down to the lord Brahma who san¬ 
ctifies the three worlds by uttering the Rk and Saman mantras 
through his mouths who came out of the vast sheet of water and 
whose behest is certainly carried out by Asuras and human 
beings, I shall mention fully the opinion of Brahma born of 

unmanifest one. 
16-20. Holy rites are revealed by him after directing 

creation The waters are called Naras by the sages, the seers of 
the principles since waters constitute his place of resort (Ayana) 
of lord Visnu as Narayana. 

Narayana, the ommipresent lord, envelops everything. 

Brahma who is both Saguna (with attributes) and Nirguna 
(attributeless) is stationed in four forms. One form cannot be 
specifically mentioned. Learned men see it in white form, 

encircled by clusters of flames. It is the form which Yogins 
steadfastly adhere to. It should be known as staying nearly as 
well as far off. It is beyond the Gunas (attributes). It is called 
V&sudeva. It appears free from the felling of myness. Forms, 
colours and similar things, that are conceivel, but not real are 
not present in it. It is always pure, single-formed and well- 

established. 
21-25. The second form called £e$a upholds the Earth with 

its head. It stands below in the nether rigions. It is called 
Tamasa (having Tamas attribute and hence assumed the status 

of a lower species of animal. 
The third form is interested in protecting the subjects and 

it performs activities. It should be known as predominatly 

possessing Sattva attribute. It is the cause of stabilizingDharma. 
The fourth form is stationed in the middle of waters. It lies 

on the couch of a serpent. Its attribute is Rajas. It always 

creates. *. 
The ~ “third form of Hari is interested in protecting the 
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subjects invariable. It establishes virtue on the Earth. It des¬ 
troys the haughty Asuras who break the laws of virtue. 

26-28. It protects Devas and Gandharvas and all those 

who are interested in protecting virtue. 
Whenever there is any drawback in virtue and evil gains 

the upper hand, this form creates itself, that is, it takes up 

incarnations. 
Formerly, it assumed the form of a Boar. With its snout it 

pierced through the water and lifted up the Earth with single 
curved fang as though it was a lotus plant. After assuming the 
form of a man-lion Hiranyakasipu was killed by it. 

29-35. Other Danavas too such as Vipracitti were struck 
down by it. He assumed the form of a Dwarf; bound Bali by 
his Maya. Covered the three worlds with his steps and defeated 

the sons of Diti. 
The valorous son of Jamadagni was born in the family of 

Bhrgu. Remembering the murder of his father, ParaSurama 
killed Ksatriyas. Born as Dattatreya, the valorous son of Atri, he 
related the eightfold Yoga to the noble Alarka. The same lord 
became Rama the valorous son of DaSaratha and in a battle 

killed Ravana who had terrified the three worlds. 
When the lord of Devas, the lord of the universe was lying 

asleep in the vast sheet of water be adopted the Yogic slumber 
on the couch of the serpent for the period of a thousand Yugas. 

He was established in his own greatness. 
He had kept the three worlds in his belly, the whole universe 

consisting of mobile and immobile beings. He was then eulogis¬ 

ed by Siddhas and sages who were in the world of Janaloka. 
36-42. From his umbilicus there grew up a lotus. The 

quarters were its petals with which it was adorned. It had the 
refulgence of fire and the sun. It was embellished by the 
mountains that acted as the filaments. The winds were its 
blossoms. It was the excellent abode of Brahma. It was there 

that four-faced lord of Devas, Brahma was bom. 
At that time, two Danavas, Madhu and Kaitabha were 

born of the impurities from his ears. Those two Danavas of 
great strength and prowess attempted to kill Brahm&. The 
lord got up from his bed in the ocean and killed them. I do 
not attempt to enumerate these and other activities fully. But 
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the incarnation of the unborn lord at Mathura is relevant to 
the context now. 

Thus the form of Sattvaguna undertakes incarnations. It 
is called Pradyumna and is engaged in the activity of protection. 
It can assume the forms of Devas, human beings and lower 
animals. It will have the respective nature (of the species where 
incarnation is taken). It is due to the will of Vasudeva. 

O excellent brahmins, if it is worshipped it bestows desired 
benefits. Though the lord is contented he undertakes the form 
as human beings. Listen to the sequal now. 

CHAPTER SEVENTYTWO 

Incarnations of Hari 

Vy&sasaid : 

1. Listen, O leading sages, I shall recount to you briefly 
the incarnations which Hari took up in order to remove the 
burden of the Earth. 

2-4. O brahmins, whenever there is increase in evil and 

virtue dwindles down, lord Vi$nu takes incarnation by dividing 
his body into two in order to protect the good, establish virtue 
and chastise the wicked and other enemies of Devas. He is 
born in every Yuga for protecting the subjects. 

5-6. O brahmins, formerly, the Earth was afflicted by 
excessive burden. The Earth went to the assembly of heaven- 
dwellers. After bowing down to Devas including Brahma, the 

Earth narrated every thing speaking piteously in her grief. 

The Earth said : 

7. Fire is the preceptor of gods; sun is the preceptor of cows, 
Narayana is the preceptor of those worthy of being saluted by 

me as well as other people. 

8. -Now, Daityas, the followers of Kalanemi have come to 
the mortal world. Day and night they harass the subjects. 
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9. That Asura Kalanemi who was slain by all powerful 
Viji^u is now born as Kamsa the great Asura and a son of 
Ugrasena. 

10-11. There are many other very powerful asuras such as 
Arista, Dhenuka, Kesin, Pralamba, Naraka, Sunda, Bana, the 

fierce son of Bali and many others. They are wicked souls born 
in the abodes of kings. 1 do not attempt to enumerate them 
all. 

12. O Devas holding divine forms, there arc many 

Ak^auhinis (huge armies, of haughty leading Daityas of great 
strength), on me. 

13-14. O lords of immortal beings, afflicted and distressed 
by their excessive burden I am unable to steady myself. I 
hereby submit to you, O highly blessed ones, may the extra 

burden be removed from me lest I should sink into the nether 
worlds in my bewilderment. 

Vydsa said : 

15. On hearing these words of the Earth Brahma was 
requested by Devas to remove the burden of the Earth. 

Brahmd said : 

16-18. O heaven-dwellers whatever the Earth says is true. 
You all, I and Hara—all of us are the excellent and elegant 
powers of Narayana. Among these powers there is superiority 
and inferiority complex by way of hindering others and being 
hindered by them. Hence come ye. We shall go to the excellent 
shore of the milk ocean. There we shall propitiate Hari and 
intimate everything to him. 

19. That lord is the Atman of all. He is identical with the 
universe. He will always work for your benefit. With a small 
part of himself he will be born over the Earth and he will 
establish virtue. 

Vydsa said: 

20. After saying thus Brahma went along with Devas. With 

full concentration) he eulogised the Garu^a-emblemcd deity. 
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Brakmd said : 

21. O lord with thousand forms, obeisance, obeisance be 
to you; O thousand-armed one, O many-armed and many¬ 
footed one, obeisance, obeisance to you, O lord engaged in 
creation, maintenance and destruction of the universe, O 
incomprehensible one. 

22. You are the subtlest of all subtle beings; you have - a 
great magnitude, O lord, you are weightier than the weightiest. 
O lord, possessed of Pradhana, cosmic intellect and sense- 
organs, O lord identical with the chief worlds, be pleased. 

23. On account of the mighty Asuras born on the Earth, 
O lord, this Earth is extremely afflicted. She is pained under 
the heavy weight of suffering. In order to get the burden re¬ 
moved she has approached you the ultimate resort of worlds, 
the redeemer without any other greater being. 

24-25. O lord of Devas, all of us are ready to carry out 
your orders viz—Indra, the slayer of Vrtra, Nasatya and 
Dasra (Alvins), Varuna, Rudras, Vasus, Sun, wind, fire and 
Devas. What should be done by these and by me, O lord, 
command us. We shall await your behest for even eschewing 
defects. 

Vyasa said : 

26-27. O excellent brahmins on being eulogised thus, the 
great lord, plucked out two hairs from his head, one white and 
the other black. He then spoke thus to the Devas. "These two 
hairs of mine will incarnate on the Earth distressed due to 
excessive burden. 

28. May all Devas incarnate on the Earth. Let them fight 
with the mighty proud Asuras who are already bom before. 

29. Then, there is no doubt about it, all those Asuras on 
the Earth will be exterminated after being reduced to powder 
by means of different weapons. 

30. O immortal ones, this hair of mine will be born as the 
eighth child in the womb of DevakI, the wife of Vasudeva who 
is comparable to a goddess. 

31. After birth on the Earth it will kill Kamsa bom of 
Kalancrai. After saying this, Hari vanished there itself. 
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32. Those Devas then bowed down to the noble lord who 
became invisible, went to the top of Meru and then descended 
on the Earth. 

33. The holy sage Narada said thus to Kamsa—“The 
eighth child in the womb of Devak! born in the Earth will kill 

you”. 
34. On hearing it from Narada, Kamsa became infuriated. 

He kept Devaki and Vasudeva as prisoners in their own house 

and guarded them well. 
35. O brahmins, whenever a son was born Vasudeva 

immediately handed over that son to Kamsa as he himself had 
told him before. 

36. The sons of Hiranyakasipu became well known as 
these six children in the womb. Urged by Vi§nu, his (Yogic) 

slumber joined them gradually to the womb of Devaki. 
37. This Yogic slumber pertaining to Visriu is also called 

Mahamaya and Avidya. The entire universe is deluded by her. 

Lord Hari said to her : 

38. O slumber, go hence. One by one take these children 

(of Hiranyakasipu) who are in the nether worlds now to the 
belly of Devaki at my behest. 

39. When they have been killed by Kamsa, my sinless part 

named Sesa will become the seventh child in the womb of 
Devaki by means of a small part. 

40-41. In the cowherds* colony, there is another wife of 
Vasudeva named Rohinl. At the birth of Devaki’s child, it 
should be taken to the belly of RohirLi. People will then say 
that there was an abortion of the seventh child in the womb of 
Devaki due to her fear from Kamsa and also due to the 
rigours of imprisonment. 

42. Since the child in the womb has been dragged away, 
the heroic boy comparable to the peak of Meru, Sankarsana 
will be born in the world. 

43. Then, I shall be born in the auspicious womb of 
Devaki. You should also go to the womb of Ya$oda without delay. 

44. I shall be born at night on the eighth day in the dark 

half of the mouth of Sravapa during the rainy season. You 
will be bom on the ninth day. 
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45. O uncensured lady, urged by my &akti, Vasudeva will 
take me to the bed of Yasoda and you to that of Devakl. 

46. O gentle lady, Kamsa will seize you and hurl you 
against a rocky slab. Thereafter, you will attain an abode in 
the firmament. 

47. With due deference to me, Indra will bow down to you 
a hundred times; with his head bent down in obeisance he 
will accept you as his sister. 

48. Thereafter, you will kill thousands of Daityas. With 
various abodes (i.e. shrines) you will adorn the entire Earth. 

49. You are identical with the following deities :—Bhuti 
(Existence), Sannati (Obeisance), Kirti (Renown), Kanti 
(Splendour), Pfthivi (Earth), Dhfti (Courage), Lajja 
(Bashfulness), Pusp (Nourishment), Uma and other goddesses 
whoever they may be. 

50-51. If the devotees eulogise you in the morning and in 
the afternoon with their forms bent down in humility, and 
address you as Arya, Durga, Vedagarbha, Ambika, Bhadra, 

Bhadrakali, Ksemya and K§emakari, they will have whatever 
they desire, due to my favour. 

52. Worshipped by means of wine, meat and other pre¬ 
sents and various items of foodstuffs you will become de¬ 
lighted and fulfil all desires of men. 

53. Undoubtedly, all of them will have welfare always 

due to my favour. It need not be suspected at all. O gentle 
lady, go, in the manner mentioned before. 

CHAPTER SEVENTYTHREE 

The nativity of Srikrfna 

Vydsa said : 

1. In accordance with what was mentioned by the lord of 
Devas formerly, the mother of the universe i.e. the Yogic 
slumbet Maya took the six children to the womb of Devaki 
one by" one and removed the seventh forcibly. 
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2. When the seventh child in the womb was transferred to 
the womb of Rohigi, Hari entered the womb of Devaki for 
helping the three worlds. 

3. On the same day the Yogic slumber took birth in the 
belly of YaSoda in accordance with what was mentioned by 

Brahma. 
4. O brahmins, when the part of Vi$iju entered the 

Earth the seasons became auspicious. The planets in the sky 
moved perfectly (and favourably). 

5. No one dared to look at Devaki due to her excessive 
refulgence. On seeing her blazing splendidly, the minds of 
onlookers became excited. 

6. Day and night the deities eulogised Devaki who held 
Vi$pu in her womb. 

Devas said : 

7. You are Svaha, you are Svadha, you are Vidya, you 
are Sudha (Nectar), you are splendour. For the protection of 

worlds, you have incarnated on the Earth. 
8. Be pleased, O gentle lady, do what is auspicious to the 

universe. For the delight of all, bear Tsana in your womb. 

It is by him that the entire universe has been sustained. 

Vydsa said : 

9. Thus eulogised by Devas, she conceived the lord in her 
womb, the lotus-eyed lord, the cause of safety and security of 
the world. 

10. The entire universe is like the lotus. In order to make 
it bloom the noble deity Acyuta manifested himself like the 
sun. It was Devaki’s womb that bore him even as the sky at 

dawn bears the sun. 
11. When at midnight, Janardana the support of all, was 

born, the clouds produced gentle sounds and Devas showered 
flowers. 

12-13. On seeing the lord born, the lord whose lustre was 
like that of the petals of a full-blown blue lotus, who had four 

arms and whose chest was marked by the Srivatsa scar, Vasu- 
deva eulogised him. 

O excellent brahmins, after eulogising him with pleasing 
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words, the highly intelligent Vasudeva who was afraid of 
Kaihsa intimated to him thus : 

Vasudeva said : 

14-15. O lord of the chiefs of Devas, bearing conch, 
discus and iron-club, you have been realised by us as the lord. 
O lord, be pleased to withdraw this divine form. O lord, today 
itself Kamsa will begin to torture me on coming to know that 
you have incarnated in my abode. 

Devakisaid : 

16. May that lord of Devas be pleased, the lord of Devas 
who has now revealed an infant’s form by means of his own 
Maya, whose form is endless, whose form is this entire universe 
and who bears the world in his womb. 

17. O lord, the Atman of all, withdraw this four-armed 
form. O destroyer of Asuras, sons of Diti, let not Kamsa know 
about your incarnation. 

The lord said : 

18. Formerly, O gentle lady, I had been eulogised by 
you, desirous of a son. Since I am now born of your womb, 
your prayer has become fruitful. 

Vy&sa said : 

19. O excellent sages, after saying thus, the lord became 
silent. During the night itself Vasudeva took him and went 

out. 
20. When Vasudeva set out, the watchmen became 

deluded. The porters and watchmen of the city of Mathura 

were enchanted and deluded by the Yogic slumber. 
21. When the clouds discharged a heavy and fierce down¬ 

pour during that night, Sesa shielded Vasudeva by means of 

his hoods. 
22. Bearing Visnu, Vasudeva waded through Yamuna with 

the waters reaching only upto his knees though the river was 

majestic and agitated due to whirlpools. 
23. “"On the bank of Yamuna he saw Nanda and other 

elderly cowherds who carried revenue to be paid to Kaihsa. 
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24-25. At that time, O sages, Yagoda too was deluded by 
Yogic slumber. She gave birth to a girl who was Maya her¬ 
self. When the people were enchanted, Vasudeva of unmeasur¬ 
ed lustre, placed the boy on the bed of Ya soda, took the baby 
girl and came away quickly. 

26. On waking up, Yagoda saw her new-born son, dark in 
complexion like the petals of a blue lotus. Thereat she re¬ 
joiced very much. 

27. Taking the baby girl back to his abode, Vasudeva 
placed her on the bed of Devakl. 

28. O brahmins, thereafter the watchmen heard the crying 
sound of the infant and got up suddenly. They intimated to 
Karhsa about the birth of a child to Devakl. 

29. Karhsa rushed to Devakl and seized the baby girl from 
her even as Devakl tried to prevent him crying aloud “Leave 
off, leave off’* till her throat ached. 

30. He hurled her on the top of a rocky slab. On being 
hurled thus she flew up and took up a position in the sky. She 
assumed a formidable form with eight large hands armed with 
weapons. She laughed aloud (in derision) and furiously spoke 
to Kamsa thus : 

Togamdyd said : 

31-32. O Kamsa, what do you gain by seizing me? He 
who will kill you is born. He is the entire possession of Devas. 
Formerly, he had been Death unto you. After considering this, 
you may do something quickly that may be conducive to your 
own welfare. 

Vydsa said : 

After saying this, the goddess with divine garlands, scents 
and ornaments went away through the sky even as Kamsa 
stood watching. She was eulogised by Siddhas. 
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CHAPTER SEVENTYFOUR 

Karhsa takes steps to ward off his danger 

Vydsa said : 

1. Distressed in mind (due to this) Kamsa called all 
Asuras, Pralamba, Kesin and others and spoke to them thus : 

Karhsa said : 

2. O Pralamba of great arms, O KeSin, O Dhenuka, O 

Pulana, may my words be heard by Ari§ta and others. 
3. It seems attempt is made by the wicked immortal 

beings, to kill me. Of course they are scorched by my prowess. 

I do not consider them heroic. 
Indra’s younger brother (i.e. Vi?nu) has been sent by 

Devas due to the words of the Earth. O my heroic friends, he 

is already scorched by my valour. I do not mind him at all. 
4. O leading Daityas, I am surprised at what is mentioned 

by that girl. O my heroic friends, the fact that they are strain¬ 
ing themselves provokes only my laughter. 

5. Still O leading Asuras I have to exert myself to harm 
those wicked ones, more than what those evil ones may do. 

6. “The lord of the past, present and future is bom to 
bring about my death**, So says the girl born of the womb of 

Devakl. 
7. Hence, we have to endeavour very much in regard to 

boys on the Earth. If any extraordinary strength is visible in 
any boy he should be killed assiduously. 

Vydsa said : 

8. After commanding the Asuras thus Kamsa came back 

to his abode. Without any ill will unto them he spoke to Vasu- 

deva and Devaki. 

Karhsa said ; 

9. It was in vain that all your children were killed by me. 
An entirely different boy has been bom to bring about my 

death. 

10. Hence grieve not for what has happened. Who is not 
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killed when his span of life comes to a close? Moreover, it is 
certain that more sons will be born to you two. 
Vydsa said : 

11. O excellent brahmins, after consoling them thus, 
Kamsa delighted them by releasing them. Thereupon, he 
entered his inner apartment. 

CHAPTER SEVENTYFIVE 

P Stand slain and Cart smashed 

1. Vasudeva who was released went to Nanda’s cart. He 
saw Nanda who was delighted because a son was born to him. 

2. Vasudeva then said to him with great respect :— 
Good luck, good luck, even in your old age a son is now born 

to you. 

3. The yearly revenue to the king has been paid: The 
purpose for which you all came here has been served. Hence, 
my noble friends should not stay here. 

4. O Nanda, the task for which you came here has been 
accomplished; why do you tarry then? You must all go back 

to the cowherds* colony quickly. 

5. That son of mine born of RohinI should be looked after 
by you in the same manner as your own son. 

Vydsa said : 

6. Thus urged, the powerful cowherds led by Nanda paid 
the revenue and went back after loading their carts with 

vessels and articles of trade. 

7. While they were staying in the cowherds’ colony a 

certain (ogress) named Putana who had been going about 
killing children took up Kjsna who was asleep at night and 
fed at her breasts. 

8. All the childern whom Putana fed at her breasts during 

the night used to die instantaneously. 
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9. Krsna seized her breasts and pressed them forcibly with 
both of his hands. He sucked the breast furiously and drank 
up even her vital breath. 

10. The terrible Putana groaned loudly as she died with 
the nervous cards snapping one by one. She fell on the ground. 

11. Frightened on hearing her loud cry the residents of 
the cowherds’ colony woke up and saw Putana lying dead and 
Krsna was in her lap. 

12. O brahmins, then the extremely frightened YaSoda took 

up Kr§na from her (dead body). She warded off the evil 
effects on the boy by whirling the cow’s tail over him and by 
similar rituals. 

13. Nanda the cowherd took some cow-dung and smeared 
Krona’s forehead with it, according him protection thereby. 
Even as he did so he uttered these Mantras :— 

Nanda said : 

14-20. May Hari the source of origin of all living beings 

save you; the universe originated from the lotus that grew up 
from his umbilicus. May lord Kesava who assumed the form of 
a boar and by whom the Earth was held at the tip of his 
curved fang, protect you. The whole universe was thus sup¬ 
ported by the Earth. May the lord Kesava in the form of 
Man-lion protect you everywhere; the lord who split open 
the chest of his enemy with his claws. May Visriu protect 
your private parts along with the belly; may Janardana 
protect your calves and feet. May Vamana protect you always, 
Vamana who instantaneously became very huge, covering up 
the three worlds in as many steps and whose weapons shone 
(in all the three worlds). May Govinda protect your head. 
May Ke£ava protect your neck. May the unchanging N&rayana 
whose prowess is unimpeded, protect your face, arms, forearms, 
mind and the sense-organs. May Govinda protect you in all 

the quarters. May Madhusudana protect you in the intermediary 
quarters. May Hrgikesa protect you in the sky and may 

Mahidhara protect you on the Earth. 

Vy&sa said: 

21. The boy for whom the benedictory rites were performed 
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by Nanda the cowherdy was laid in the child’s cradle beneath a 

cart. 
22. On seeing the huge body of the dead ogress Putana, 

the cowherds were frightened and surprised. 
23. Once (the infant) &rfkrsna who was lying beneath the 

cart cried out for breast milk and kicked up his legs. 
24. Hit by his legs the cart was upset. With all the vessels 

and utensils broken the cart lay there topsy turvy. 

25-29. O brahmins, all the cowherds and the cowher- 

desses came there crying, “Alas, Alas.” Knowing that the child 
was safely lying supine, the cowherds asked—“By whom was 
the cart upset?” The boys there said—“It was kicked down by 

this infant boy who was crying. We saw the cart being over¬ 
turned when struck by the legs of the boy. No one else has 
done this.” 

Thereat the cowherds became still more surprised. Nanda 
who was extremely surprised caught hold of the boy and held 
him close to himself. 

YaSoda who too was bewildered worshipped the broken 
cart with curds, flowers, fruits and raw rice grains. 

CHAPTER SEVENTYSIX 

Cowherds' colony shifted to Vjndivana 

Vyisa said : 

1. Thus urged by Vasudeva, Garga went to the Cowherds* 
colony disguised and unknown to the cowherds. He performed 
the postnatal ceremonies and rites for the two boys. 

2. The highly intelligent Garga, the most excellent among 
the wise ones, gave the name Rama to the elder boy and 
Kr$na to the younger one. 

3. O brahmins, in a short while the two boys became well 
known as very powerful. They began to crawl on their knees. 

4. With their bodies smeared with the ashes of cowdung 

cakes they roamed about here and there. Neither Yaiod& nor 
Rohiql was inclined to stop them. 
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5. They played about in the middle of the kine-enclosure. 
Then they stepped into the folds of calves. They were eager to 
pull the tail of the new-born calf. 

6-7. When Yasoda could not prevent those restless boys 

from playing about and walking about as they pleased, she 
bound Kr§na of unimpaired activities to the middle of a mortar 
by means of a rope and then spoke in anger. 

Yaiodd said : 

8-15. Now, O restive one, go about if you are strong 
enough. 

Vydsa said : 

After saying thus that housewife became busy with her 
household activities. As she was engaged thus the lotus-eyed 
lord dragged his mortar through a pair of Arjuna trees. As he 

drew the mortar sideways between the two trees two Arjuna 
trees with lofty branches broke down. On hearing the ‘Kata- 
kata’ sound of the snapping trees the frightened people of the 
Cowherds’ colony came there and saw the trees lying down on 
the Earth with broken branches. They saw the smiling infant 
boy with a tooth or two in his mouth, lying in between the 
trees with a rope tied firmly round his belly. Since he was tied 
with a rope round his belly he became to be called Damodara. 

The elderly cowherds, Nanda and others took counsel to¬ 

gether in their great dejection. They were excessively frightened 
due to the great calamities. 

“We have nothing to do with this spot. We shall go to some 

other place.” 

16-19. “Many evil portents are seen here indicating destru¬ 
ction, such as the death of Putana and the upsetting of the 
cart. Without any such cause as gust of wind the two trees 
have fallen down. Hence, we shall go away from this place. 
We shall go to Vj-ndavana. Do not delay. Better to get away 

before these portentous great calamities overwhelm the Cow¬ 

herds’ colony completely.” 

After deciding to go thus, the residents of Vraja spoke to 

their family members. “Hurry up. Do not tarry.” 
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Thus in a trice, they set off with their cattle wealth and 

carts. 
20-24. Thus the residents of Vraja went along with their 

herds of cattle and calves in groups. 
O brahmins, within moments, that place of cowherds* 

colony became scattered with multitudes of male and female 
crows as broken bits and remnants of various articles lay 
strewn about. 

Kr?na of unimpaired activities desired the prosperity of the 
cows. In his auspicious mind the lord meditated upon Vrnd- 
avana. Thereat, O excellent brahmins, fresh shoots of grass 
grew all round as if in the rainy season although it was the 
middle of summer when everything remained parched up. 

The cowherds now colonized Vj-ndavana with their carts, 
cattle enclosures and camping sites arranged in the form of a 
big crescent. Rama and Kr§na then began to tend the calves. 

25-28. Continuing their childish sports they stood or moved 
about (as they pleased) among the cattle. Peacocks* tail em¬ 
bellished their crests. They adorned themselves with the flowers 
of the forest. They made noise among the cowherds with their 
flutes and various musical instruments evolved out of leaves and 
twigs of trees. With hanging forelocks, the boys shone like fire. 
They roamed about in that great forest laughing and playing 
(as they pleased). They played together as well as with other 
children. Along with them they tended the calves and moved 
about here and there. As time passed they reached the age of 
seven. 

29-32. The protectors of the universe tended the calves 
in that great colony of cowherds. 

Then the rainy season arrived with patches of clouds 
covering up the sky. It seemed to bind the quarters by the 
currents of downpours of rain. Fresh blown flowers and glow¬ 
worms covered the Earth. So it appeared as though set with 
emerald and adorned with rubies. Everywhere the river waters 

flowed down and astray like the minds of indisciplined persons 
immediately after inheriting a large fortune. The powerful boys 

reached the colony at the proper time and played in the company 
of cowherd boys equal to them in age. They played like the 
immortal beings. 
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CHAPTER SEVENTYSEVEN 

Suppression of Kdliya 

Vydsa said : 

1. Once, Krsna went to Vj-ndavana forest without Rama. 

Surrounded by cowherd lads he moved about. He shone 
splendidly in garlands of forest flowers. 

2. He went to the river Kalindi that had gently moving 

ripples and waves and that appeared to be smiling all round 
by the clusters of foams sticking to the banks. 

3. There he saw a hideous and extremely terrible whirl¬ 
pool of serpent Kaliya, which had been defiled by sparks of 
poisonous fire. 

4. As the fire of poison spread, the great trees that grew 
on its banks were burnt. Even the birds (that flew over it) had 

been burnt when they came into contact with its watery spray 
as the wind wafted it up. 

5. On seeing that highly terrible serpent which was like 
another jaw of Death lord Kr?na thought thus : 

6-7. In this whirlpool lives that wicked Kaliya with poison 

for his weapon. Formerly, he had been left in the ocean by me. 
The evil fellow had not been conquered then as he disappeared 
in the ocean. The whole of the ocean-going river Yamuna has 

now been defiled by him. Hence, the water of Yamuna is not 
being used by the thirsty travellers or cows that constitute our 
wealth. 

8. This king of serpents should be curbed and restrained 

by me whereby the residents of the cowherds’ colony who are 
continuously frightened now should move about with comfort. 

9. It is for this purpose that I have incarnated in the world 

of human beings. So I should chastise these wicked souls who 

have gone astray. 
10. Therefore, I shall climb this great tree of Kadamba 

which is not very far off from it, I shall jump into the eddy 

of the serpent that causes destruction. 

Vydsa said : 
11. After thinking thus and girding up his loins, he quickly 

fell into that whirlpool of the king of serpents. 
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12. As he jumped into it, the great eddy was stirred up 
by him. He sprinkled even the trees growing far away. 

13. Those trees that were sprinkled with the hot water 
heated by the flames of the defiled person of the serpent blazed 
suddenly. The flames then spread over all the quarters. 

14. Lord Kr?na clapped and dashed against the whirlpool 
with his arms. On hearing that sound the king of serpents 

approached him. 
15. His eyes turned red due to wrath; his hoods became 

agitated through poisonous flames. He was surrounded by 
pink-coloured serpents of great poison. 

16. There were hundreds of wives of the serpent. They 

appeared splendid by their attractive necklaces. Their earrings 
sparkled as they moved along with their jerking trembling 
bodies. 

17. Kf?na was then encircled by those serpents which 

bound him with their bodies. With their fangs rendered nasty 
by poisonous flames, they bit Kr?na. 

18. On seeing him fallen there afflicted by the bodies of 
serpents, the cowherd lads went back to Vraja (the colony of 

cowherds) and lamented in their excessive grief. 

The Cowherds said : 

19. In his delusion Kr$na went into the eddy of Kaliya. 
He has sunk into it. He is being bitten by the king of serpents. 
Hence, all of you come. Do not delay. 

Vydsa said : 

20. On hearing these words comparable to the stunning 
blow of the thunderbolt, the cowherds and the cowherdesses, 

YoSoda and others, hastened to the eddy. 

21. “Alas, Alas where is this (beloved) person of cowher¬ 

desses (lying) extremely perturbed V* Saying thus, the people 
accompanied YaSoda. They were confused. They were faltering 

in their steps. 

22. Rama of wonderful exploits, Nandagopa and other 
cowherds hastened to Yamun&, desirous of seeing Kj^na. 

23. And surely did they see Kf$na, but he was encircled 
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by the serpent. He was completely under his control. His eflort 
to release himself had been made ineffective. 

24. O excellent sages, staring anxiously at the face of his 
son, Nandagopa stood motionless. The highly blessed YoiodA 
was also like that. 

25. The cowherdesses and others looked on helplessly. In 
their extreme distress and grief they wept continuously owing 
to their love for Ke£ava. Those ladies said in the frightened 
timidity of their minds: 

26. All of us shall now enter this great eddy of the king 
of serpents alongwith YaSoda. It is not proper on our part to 
go back to our colony. 

27. What is that day without the sun? What is that night 
without the moon? What are those cows without milk? What 
is that cowherds’ colony without Kf$na? We will never go back 

to the cowherds’ colony without Kr?na. 

28. Vy&sa said : 

On hearing these words of cowherdesses, the son of Rohinl 
of great strength steadily looked at those distressed cowherds 
and said. 

29. He saw Nanda extremely distressed with his eyes 
fixed to his face. He saw Yaioda perturbed and fainting without 
being fully aware of his greatness. 

Balardma said : 

30-33. O lord of the chiefs of Devas, why is this human 

feeling revealed too much? Don’t you know own Atman? You 
are the pivot of this universe: you are the support of Devas. 
You are the maker, protector and distroyer of the three worlds. 

You are identical with the three Vedas. To both of us,0 Kr§na, 
who have taken incarnations here the cowherds are the real 
kinsmen. So also the cowherdesses. Why then do you neglect 
them, your kinsmen who are distressed? You have exhibited 
the human traits. You have demonstrated puerile fickleness. So, O 

Kr?na, may this wicked fang-weaponed serpent be suppressed. 

Vy&sa said : 

34. ~Kr?na who was thus reminded kept his legs slightly 
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parted in a gentle smile with a sudden dash and blow. He 
released his body from the bondage of the serpent’s coil. 

35. With both of his hands he made the middle hood bend 
down. As the head of the serpent king became bent he rode 
and danced on it. 

36. The hood of the serpent became wounded due to the 
kicks from the feet of Kr§na whenever the hood was raised. 
After the kick his head bent low. 

37. By frequent hits and blows from Krsna the serpent 
became unconscious and deluded. Due to the fierce kickings he 
vomited blood. 

38. On seeing that serpent had been compelled to bend 
his head and neck to shed blood from his mouth the wives of 
the serpent lord sought shelter in Krsna. 

The wives of the Serpent lord said : 

39-42. O lord of the chiefs of Devas, you have been under¬ 
stood. You are the excellent lord of all. You are the greatest 
and inconceivable splendour, a portion of which is Par am es vara. 
You are that lord not born of anyone else. Even Devas are not 
competent to eulogise you (adequately). How can women 
describe his form? The whole cosmic Egg consisting of the 
entire Earth, sky, water, fire and wind is only a bit of a part 
of that lord. How can we describe him and euTogise him ade¬ 
quately. Hence, O lord of the universe, be pleased with one who 
is distressed and fatigued. This serpent is about to die. May 
our husband be given to us even as alms are given to the 
beggars. 

Vydsa said : 

43-49. After this had been mentioned by them, the serpent 
with the timid eyes and exhausted body spoke slowly. 

“Be pleased, O lord of Devas, your eight-fold lordship is 
very natural. It has nothing else that surpasses it. 

How can I eulogise it ? You are the greatest being, the first 
among the great. You are of the nature of great being. You 
are the greatest, greater than the greatest. How can I eulogise 
you? O lord, I am created by you with certain form in a 
certain species with certain traits in the characters and my 
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activities have conformed to them. If I had acted contrary to 
that, O lord of Devas, the punishment that had been meted out 
to me has been endured by me. It is not punishment but only 
a boon. Let there not be any other boon for me. O Acyuta, 
my vigour has been destroyed; my person has been dispelled, 
I have been suppressed. May life be spared unto me. Commend 
me, what shall I do? 
The lord said : 

50. O serpent, you must not stay any longer in the waters 
of Yamuna, go to the waters of the ocean along with your sons 
and attendants. 

51. O serpent, when he sees the imprints of my feet on 
your head during your stay in the ocean, Garucja the enemy of 
serpents will not strike you. 

52. After saying this lord Hari released the king of serpents. 
The serpent lord bowed down to Krsna and went to the ocean. 

53. Even as all the living beings stood watching, the serpent 
king abandoned his white eddy and went away along with 
servants, children and kinsmen accompanied by all his wives. 

54-57. When the serpent had gone, the cowherds embraced 
Krsna with a joy as though the dead man had come to life. 
They sprinkled Govinda on his head with tears of joy. The 
joyous cowherds and others eulogised Krsna of unimpaired 
activities with surprised minds. On seeing the river flowing 
with auspicious water once again they were glad. Krsna re¬ 
turned to the colony of cowherds with the cowherdesses singing 
songs about his charming activities and the cowherds eulogising 

him. 

CHAPTER SEVENTYEIGHT 

Dhenuka and Pralamba are slain 

Vy&sa said . 
1. Once again, Bala and KeSava started tending the cows 

together. Wandering along the forest they came to the beautiful 

grove of palmyre trees. 
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2. The Asura Dhenuka occupied that palmyra grove after 
assuming the form of a donkey. Human flesh and beef consti¬ 
tuted his diet. 

3. On seeing the beautiful palm grove richly endowed with 
plenty of fruits, the cowherds became desirous of plucking those 
fruits. They said thus: 

The cowherds said : 

4-5. "O Rama, O Kfsna, this spot of land is always 

guarded by Dhenuka. Hence, these fruits of palm trees had been 
avoided by us. These fruits have a joyous fragrance. We wish to 
let them be struck down if it pleases you. 

6. On hearing these words of the cowherd lads, Samkar- 
?ana and Kr?na knocked down the palm fruits to the ground. 

7. On hearing the sound of the falling palmyra fruits the 
evil-minded king of Asuras, a son of Diti who had assumed the 
form of a donkey came there in great fury. 

8-9. With the pair of his hind legs the powerful asura 
kicked him in the chest. He was immediately seized by means 
of those two legs. After catching hold of him thus Kr§na 
whirled him in the sky. When he lost his life thus, he hurled 
him on a big palm tree. 

10. As he fell down from the top of the palm tree the dead 
donkey brought with him many fruits on the Earth like a gust 
of wind bringing down clouds. 

11. Kr?na and Balabhadra playfully seized other asuras 
too in the form of donkeys—this asura*s kinsmen came there 

(to attack them) and hurled them on to the top of the palm 
trees. 

12. Within a short while, O sages, the Earth was adorned 
by the ripe palm fruits and the dead bodies of the asura 
donkeys. The whole area shone well. 

13. O brahmins, thereafter without any obstruction the 

cows comfortably grazed fresh shoots of grass inthatpalmgrove 
where they had not been grazing before. 

14. When that asura donkey had been struck down along 

with his younger brothers, the palmgrove appeared splendid 
and fearless to the cowherds and cowherdesses. 
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15. Then those two sons of Vasudeva much delighted 
after killing asura Dhenuka, went to the Bhandira forest. 

16. Jesting and shouting, singing and collecting the fruits 
of the trees those two noble boys shone splendidly like two bulls 
with tiny horns. 

17-21. They grazed the cows in the forest. When they 
strayed far off (into the forests) they used to call them by 
their names. They kept a noose ready on their shoulders in 
order to bind the straying cows. They were adorned by gar¬ 
lands of sylvan flowers. They were clad in robes of golden 
colour or of the colour of collyrium. (i.e, yellow and blue). 
They resembled the weapon of lord Indra (i.e. the thunderbolt). 
They were like the black and white clouds. They moved about 
delighting each other by means of sports usually indulged in 
by the people. They were the lords of worlds. They were 
engrossed in human activities and they honoured human 
qualities. They roamed about in the forest with sports 
having human traits and attributes. They engaged themselves 
in various exercises through swings or through wrestling 
bouts or through hurling huge stones. Thus the powerful 
lords performed exercises. 

22. An Asura named Pralamba, desirous of catching them, 
came there, even as both of them were sporting about thus. 
He was disguised as an ordinary cowherd. 

23. That inhuman being, the excellent Danava Pralamba, 
unhesitatingly entered the midst of those cowherds assuming 
a human form. 

24. He considered ways and means to find about a 
vulnerable point in them very quickly. He desired to kill 
Kr?na and Balarama. 

25-26. The boys were playing a children’s game called 
Harina Kridana (Deer play). In this game the boys jumped 
in pairs, Govinda with Andaman, Bala with Pralamba (the 

asura in disguise) and the other cowherds with similar other 
cowherds. Thus they jumped together. 

27-28. Kj:§na defeated Andaman; the son of Rohini defeat¬ 
ed Prglamba. Other cowherds were defeated by those be- 
longing to Krona’s side. (According to the rules) those who 
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were defeated carried victors up to the stem of Bhandira tree and 
returned to the starting place). 

29. The Danava carried Samkar$ana on his shoulders and 
walked quickly. He did not stop (at the stipulated plaee). He 
appeared like the cloud carrying the moon. 

30. Unable to bear the weight of Rauhneya the excellent 
asura increased in size with his body like a cloud in the rainy 
season. 

31-32. On seeing him with a huge body comparable to a 
burnt mountain, with garlands suspended round the neck as his 
ornament, with a crown over his head Balarama was dismayed. 
The asura was terrible. His eyes were like the wheels of a cart. 

When he walked, the Earth appeared to shake. As he was thus 
carried off Balarama said to Kfsna: 

Balarama said: 

33-34. O Krsna, O Kjsna, I am being carried off by a 
certain Asura with a terrible form like that of a mountain. See, 
he is disguised like a cowherd. O slayer of Madhu, what should 

be done now—please tell me. This wicked one is going at a 
rapid pace. 

Vy&sa said: 

35. The noble Krsna who was aware of the magnitude of 
strength and prowess of Balarama said to Rama with a gentle 

smile splitting his lips apart: 

Kf}na said: 

36-39. Why is this human feeling resorted to so very 

specifically? O soul of all, you are the most worthy of being 
concealed among all concealable persons. O lord of the entire 
universe, O elder brother, remember the cause, the one Atman 
and similarly that person who is in the universe turned into a 

vast sheet of water (i.e. supreme Being). You and I, O soul of 

the universe, are the only cause. For the sake of the universe* 

for the sake of Earth, we are stationed as separate ones. Let 
the Atman be remembered O unmeasurable Atman and kill the 

Asura/ Resorting to human trait alone let what is conducive 

to the welfare of the kinsmen be carried out. 
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Vydsa said: 

40-42. O brahmins, reminded thus by Kr?na the great 
Atman, the powerful Balarama laughed and then began to in¬ 
jure pralamba; with his eyes turned red due to anger he bit 
him on his head with his fist. Due lo this blow his eyes came 
out. The brain was expelled. Vomitting blood the excellent 
Asura fell down on the ground dead. 

43-44. On seeing Pralamba killed by Balarama of wonderful 
deeds the cowherds were delighted. They eulogised him saying 
“well done, well done. Pralamba.”. 

When Pralamba the daitya was killed Rama was eulogised 
by the cowherds and Kr$na. They then came back to the 
cowherds* colony. 

CHAPTER SEVENTYNINE 

Worship of Govardhana Mountain 

Vydsa said : 

1. Even as Rama and KeSava sported about thus, the 
rainy season passed off and the season of Autumn set in when 

lotuses blossomed forth. 
2. The season in which the sky was devoid of impurities 

and the stars sparkled arrived at the cowherds* colony. Kysna 
then saw the residents of Vraja engaged in preparations for 

Indra’s festival. 
3. On seeing the cowherds enthusiastic and desirous of 

celebrating the festival the highly intelligent Kr§na spoke to the 

elders out of curiosity. 

Kf$na said : 

4. “What is this festival of Indra wherein you are so very 

delighted?’* 
As he asked thus with great eagerness, Nandagopa said to 

him: 
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Nanda said: 

5. Satakratu, king of Devas, is the lord of clouds and 
waters. It is on being urged by him that the clouds shower 
juice in the form of rain. 

6. Plants and foodgrains are produced by that rain. We and 
other embodied beings sustain ourselves by eating them. So we 
propitiate the Deities. 

7. It is through the plants and foodgrains grown by him 

that these cows become nourished and delighted. They yield 
calves and produce milk in plenty. 

8. The land without plants and grass and people afflicted 
by hunger are not seen in the places where rain-bearing clouds 

are seen. 
9. The cloud squeezes the terrestrial water through the 

rays of the sun. Parjanya, lord of the cloud, showers it on the 

Garth for Existence and growth of the world. 

10. Hence, during the rainy season, the joyous kings, we 
and other embodied beings, worship Indra the lord of Devas in 
the festival. 

Vydsa said : 

11. On hearing the words of Nandagopa in regard to the 
worship of Indra, Kr?na spoke thus, in order to rouse the anger 

of the lord of Devas. 

Kr$na said: 

12. O dear father, we are not agriculturists. Nor do we 

sustain ourselves by trading activities. The cows are our deities 
'since we are persons roaming about in the forests. 

13. The four lores are Anvlksiki (Metaphysics), Tray! 
(The three Vedas), Varta (Profession for livelihood) and Dantja 

Niti (Civil and Military administration). Of these listen to (the 

divisions of) Varta from me. 

14. O highly blessed one, the lore Varta consists of three 
main professions viz. Agriculture, trading activity and cattle 

breeding. 

15. Cultivation is the occupation of agriculturists, trade 
that of businessmen. To us, cows provide the greatest of occupa- 
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tion. With these three different activities, the lore of Varta is 
practised by people. 

16. Whatever be the calling one has adopted, it should be 
considered as his great deity. It should be honoured and wor¬ 
shipped. Only that calling renders him true help. 

17. If after reaping the fruits of one profession a man 
honours another, O dear father, he does not derive any thing 
splendid both here and hereafter. 

18. Let our borderlands and outskirts be worshipped ; our 
forest extends to them, the mountains mark the boundary of the 
forests ; and the mountain is our ultimate goal. 

19. Let a sacrifice unto the mountain or a sacrifice unto the 

cows be performed. What have we to do with Mahendra? The 
cows and the mountains are our deities. 

20. The brahmins are devoted to Yajfias with the chanting 
of Mantras; the farmers are devoted to Yajfias with their plough¬ 
shares. We who depend upon the mountains and forests shall 
practise Yajfias of the mountains and cows. 

21. Hence, let the mountain Govardhana be honoured and 
worshipped with all due offerings after killing the sacrificial 
animal in accordance with injunctions. 

22. Let the whole quantity (of milk and milk products) of 
the entire colony of the cowherds be taken. Do not be anxious 
and worried over anything. Let the brahmins and other persons 
who desire be fed thereby. 

23. When it is worshipped, the homas are performed, the 
brahmins are fed. Let herds of cows, with the autumnal flowers 
adorning their crests go round the mountain that has been 

worshipped. 
24. O cowherds, this is my proposal. If this is carried out 

with pleasure, the cows, mountain and I myself would have been 

propitiated. 

Vydsa said: 

25. O brahmins, on hearing these words of his, Nanda and 
other residents of the colony became delighted with their faces 
beaming with pleasure. They said “Well said, well said, my 

boy.” 
26. **€> dear one, your suggestion is very splendid. All of us 
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shall carry out what has been proposed by you. Let the sacrifice 
unto the mountain be performed. 

27. Accordingly the residents of colony performed Yajfia 
unto the mountain. They offered oblations unto the mountain 
by curds, milk puddings, meat etc. 

28-32. They fed hundreds and thousands of brahmins. The 
cows that were duly decorated and worshipped circumambulated 
the mountain. So also the bulls that bellowed like the rainbear¬ 
ing rumbling clouds. 

O brahmins, saying *T am Indra” Balarama stood on the 
top of the mountain and ate many kinds of food-stuffs brought 
by the leading cowherds. Then Kr§na climbed up to the top 
of the mountain and worshipped the mountain. The cow¬ 
herds had secured boons after performing the festival of the 

mountain. Once again, they returned to their colony. 

CHAPTER EIGHTY 

Caronation of Lord Kj$na 

Vydsa said: 

1. When his festival was thus hindered, Indra became 
extremely infuriated. He spoke thus to the clouds named 
Samvartaka. 

Indra said: 

2-5. O clouds, even as I speak, listen to my words and 
immediately thereafter carry out my behest without any linger¬ 
ing thought or hesitation. 

The wicked Nandagopa, puffed up with the pride of the 
strength he derives from the support of Kr?na, and assisted by 
other cowherds has now broken (the line of) my festivals. 

Hence, at my instance, let their cows be harassed due to a 

heavy downpour. It is the cow that supports them to a large 
extent and contributes to their successful cattle breeding. 
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I too shall assist you, riding on my lofty elephant that 
resembles the peak of a great mountain. You will have the 
collaboration of winds as well. 

Vydsa said : 

6. O brahmins, on being commended thus by the lord of 
Devas, those clouds let down a terrible gust of wind and 
downpour for the annihilation of cows. 

7. Then, O brahmins. Ear h, sky and quarters became 
one as it were, due to the great showers that filled them all. 

8. The cows began to tremble as the winds blew and the 
showers fell. They gave up their lives and fell down with 
their heads and faces directed sideways. 

9. O excellent brahmins, other cows stood over their 
calves covering them with their laps. Still other cows were 
deprived of their calves by the heavy downpour of water. 

10. The distressed calves exhibited their wretched faces. 
The chill wind made their necks shiver. They seemed to tell 
Kr§na "O save us, O save us’* by uttering few feeble words. 

11. On seeing the entire cowherds’ colony bewildered with 
the cows, cowherds and cowherdesses in utter confusion, Hari 
thought of the means of saving them. He said. 

12-13. “This is wrought by lord Indra who is opposed to 
us due to the break in the sense of festivals in his honour. 
Hence this entire cowherds’ colony should be protected by me 
now. I shall uproot this mountain with my prowess. I shall 
hold up its big rocky ridge over the cowherds’ colony like a 

big umbrella.” 

Vydsa said : 

14. After thinking thus, Krsna uprooted the Govardhana 
mountain and playfully held it aloft with a single hand. 

15-16. The lord of the universe said to the cowherds 
after uprooting the mountain: “Enter ye all together. The 
shower has been prevented (here). Be seated in befitting 
places where there is no terrible gust of wind. Be fearless. 

After entering this place you should not be afraid of this that 

the mountain may fall. 
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17. On being advised thus by him the cowherds and the 
cowherdesses who had been afflicted by the heavy downpour, 
entered the sheltered spot along with their cattle wealth. 
They kept their utensils and belongings loaded in carts. 

18-19. Kr?na held the mountain, aloft very steedily. He 
was then watched by the residents of the cowherds’ colony 
with delight and wonder manifest in their eyes. He was 
observed by cowherds and cowherdesses with their eyes widely 
dilated due to joy. His conduct and exploit was eulogised by 
them. Thus Krsna held the mountain aloft. 

20. The great clouds prompted by Indra who was desir¬ 
ous of destroying the cowherds showered for seven nights in the 
cowherds* colony. 

21. As the great mountain was thus held aloft and the 
herds of cows were saved, Indra’s vow became falsified. So 
he withdrew the clouds. 

22. When the sky was cleared of clouds, when Indra’s 
a dvice became futile and the lord of Devas became disappoint¬ 
ed the delighted colony of cowherds was re-established in its 
own place. 

23. Kr§na then released the great mountain Govardhana 
and replaced it in its spot, closely watched by the residents of 
Vraja with wonderment evident in their faces. 

Vydsa said : 

24. When the mountain Govardhana was held up and the 
herds of cows were saved by Krsna, the chastiser of Paka (i.e. 
Indra) desired to visit Kr?na. 

25. The lord of Devas, the conqueror of enemies rode on 
Airavata his great elephant and paid a visit to Krsna on the 
mountain Govardhana. 

26. The lord of great prowess, the protector of the uni¬ 
verse had assumed the form of a cowherd. Surrounded by 
cowherd lads he was grazing the cows there. 

27. O brahmins, he saw Garuda the leading bird, who had 
created a shadow over the head of Hari from above by means 
of his wing and who remained invisible for others. 

28. Dismounted from his elephant Airavata, with his eyes 
enlarged due to pleasure Indra smilingly spoke to Vi$nu. 
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Indra said : 

29. O Kr§na, O Kf§na of mighty great arms, listen, why 
I have come near you. This should not be misunderstood (and 
thought otherwise) by you. 

30. You are indeed the great lord, the support of every¬ 
thing. You have incarnated on the surface of the Earth in 
order to remove the burden of the Earth. 

31. Becoming inimical to you because of the break in the 
series of my festivals great clouds had been directed by me to 
destroy herds of cows. This great havoc was perpetrated by 
them. 

32. The cows were saved by you by uprooting the great 

mountain. O heroic one, I am delighted by this extremely 
wonderful feat of yours. 

33. O Krsna, I think, the purpose of Devas has been 

served today. This excellent mountain has been held aloft 
with a single hand by you. 

34. Moreover, O Kr§na, I have come near you, after being 

prompted by the cows saved by you. It is very much for your 
sake also, you are the cause of causes. 

35. Urged by the words of cows, I shall crown you as 
Upendra (younger brother of Indra). You shall become Govinda, 
the lord of cows. 

36. Then he brought the bell from his vehicle, Airavata. 
Filling it with sacred waters he performed the rite of coro¬ 
nation. 

37. When Kr?na’s coronation was performed, the cows 

made the Earth wet with the milk flowing from their udders. 
38. After crowning Sri Krsna at the instance of cows, the 

husband of Saci, Devendra spoke to Kr§na again humbly and 

lovingly. 

Indra said : 

39-41. This has been done due to the utterance of cows. 
Similarly, listen to another matter also which I am going to say, 
O Highly blessed one, due to my desire to remove the burden 

of the Earth. 
O sustainer of the Earth, my own part, a tiger among men 
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named Aijuna has incarnated on the Earth. He should always 
be protected by you. 

He will be your associate and friend in the act of removing 
the burden of the Earth. O slayer - of Madhu, he should be 
protected by you in the same manner as your soul. 

The lord said : 

42. I know Partha born into the Bharata family from a 
part of yours. As long as I continue to live on the surface of 
the Earth} I shall protect him. 

43. O Indra, lord of Devas, O suppressor of foes, as long 
as I stay on the Earth, no one will conquer Arjuna, in battle. 

44-45. O lord of Devas, when the asura of mighty prowess 
named Kamsa, other ones (named) Ari§ta, KeSin, Kuvalaya- 

pidaand Naraka have been killed there shall be a great battle. 
O thousand-eyed one, know that in the course of that battle 
the burden of the Earth shall be removed. 

46. Go, it does not behove you to be sad and anxious for 
the sake of your son. No enemy of Arjuna, howsoever great, 
will be too powerful in my presence. 

47. For the sake of Arjuna I shall protect Yudhisthira and 
others also. When the Bharata battle is concluded I shall hand 
over toKunti all these persons led by Yudhisthira, (safe and) 
unwounded. 

Vydsa said : 

48. On being assured thus the king of Devas embraced 
Kr?na and mounted on his elephant Airavata went back to 
heaven once again. 

49. Accompanied by cowherds and cows Krsna returned 
to the Vraja along the path sanctified by the loving glances of 

cowherd lasses. 
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CHAPTER EIGHTYONE 

Arif fa is slain 

Vydsa said : 

1. When Indra went away, the cowherds who had wit¬ 
nessed Kfsna of unimpaired activities holding aloft the moun¬ 
tain Govardhana said to him lovingly. 

The Cowherds said : 

2. O highly blessed one, from this great danger all of us 
and the cows have been protected by you through this activity 
of holding up the mountain. 

3. (If this is only)a childish play, it is (really) unrivalled. 
O dear one, tending of the cows is a profession viewed at with 
abhorrence. But your activities are divine. How is this ? May 
it be explained to us. 

4. Kaliya was suppressed in the water. Pralamba was 
struck down. (Now) this Govardhana has been lifted up. 
(Really) our minds are full of doubts. 

5. Truth. It is the truth : O excessively valorous one, we 
swear by the feet of Hari, on observing your prowess we do 
not think that you are an ordinary person. 

6. Whether you are a Deva or a Danava, whether you 
are a Yaksa or a Gandharva—You are our kinsman in our 
consideration. Obeisance be to you. 

7. O Kesava, the love of the entire cowherds* colony in¬ 
cluding women and children is heaped on you. This feat 
is impossible to Devas too. 

8. Your boyhood and this excessive valour, your birth 
amidst us, not very splendid in itself—all this, on being 
considered, O Kr§na of immeasurable Soul, produces suspicion 
in us. 

Vydsa said : 
i* 

9. On being addressed thus by the cowherds, O excellent 
brahmins, Kr§na remained silent for a while with feigned 
anger (in*spite of his) love and said. 
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Srlkfpia. said : 

10. O cowherds, if due to your relationship with me you 
are not ashamed and if I am worthy of being praised, of what 
avail is your pondering over other matters ? 

11. If you have any love for me, if I am worthy of being 

praised by you, O my kinsmen, let that venerable offering be¬ 
fitting a kinsman be made unto me. 

12. I am neither a Deva nor a Gandharva, neither a 

Yaksa nor a Danava. I have become your kinsman. Hence, 
nothing other than this should be thought of me. 

Vydsa said : 

13. On hearing these words of Hari and realizing that he 
had feigned anger due to love, the highly blessed cowherds 

kept quiet. They gained in strength thereby. 

14-15. Krsna observed that the sky was clear and devoid 
of impurities; that the bright light of the autumnal moon 

spread everywhere; that the cluster of lilies was full-blown 
rendering the quarters fragrant and that the forest region was 
charming due to the humming swarms of bees. He was there¬ 

fore inclined to indulge in amorous sports with the cowherd 

lasses. 
16. The lotus-footed lord sang sweet songs in the company 

of Rama, pleasing to the womenfolk. He feigned that he was 

observing holy rites there. 
17. On hearing the sweet and charming sound of the 

songs, the cowherd lasses left off their abodes and hurriedly 

came to the place where Kr§na stood. 
18. A certain cowherd lass followed his footsteps and sang 

slowly. Another one listened to it attentively and mentally 

remembered him. 
19. A certain lass uttered “O Kr§na O Kr§na” and be¬ 

came bashful. A certain lass who was blindly in love with him * 

went near him without shame. 

20. A certain lass who was standing within her abode saw 

her father (father-in-law) standing outside. She closed her eyes 

and meditated on Govinda completely identifying herself with 

him. 
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21. Surrounded by the cowherd lasses and eager to begin 
the charming dance of Rasa, Govinda approved of the night, 
charming with the autumnal moon. 

22. The cowherdesses were fully engrossed in the activities 
of Kr$na. When Kr?na went to a different spot those lasses 
walked about in the forests of Vrndavana in groups. 

23. Eager to see Krsna, the cowherdesses wandered here 
and there, O brahmins, on seeing the footprint of Kr?na during 
that night. 

24. Thus in the course of different types of activities and 
sports of Krsna, the cowherd lasses became agitated simultane¬ 
ously and roamed about in the beautiful forest of Vrndavana. 

25. From there the cowherd lasses losing their hopes of 
seeing Krgria, came back to the banks of Yamun& and sang 
about his conduct. 

26. Thereupon, the cowherdesses saw Krsna of unimpaired 
activities, the saviour of the three worlds coming to them 
with his face beaming like a full-blown lotus. 

27. A certain lass became extremely delighted on seeing 
Krsna coming. With wide open eyes she shouted “Kr?na, 
Krsna, Krsna’*. 

28. A certain lass looked at Hari with knit eyebrows over 
her broad forehead. She seemed to squeeze honey from his 
lotus face through her bee-like eyes. 

29. A certain lass closed her eyes after seeing Govinda. 

Meditating on his own form she appeared to be in Yogic 
slumber. 

30. Then Krsna humoured, delighted and consoled some 
ladies with pleasing conversations, some by glances with knit 
eyebrows and some by gently touching them with hands. 

31. Hari of elegant conduct sported about and diverted 
himself with those cowherd lasses who were delighted in their 

minds by means of Rasa dances enthusiastically pursued. 

Extra Verses : (According to another reading) 

[Women of the cowherds* colony assembled together 

for the group dance of Rasa. They tried to be by his side. They 

never stayed steadily in any single spot. Hari caught each 
of the cowherd lasses by her hand from the midst of group 
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assembled for the Rasa and made each close her eyes by gently 
stroking her with his hand.] 

32. Then began to function a series of music with songs of 
autumn along with the sounds of the moving bangles. 

33. Kr§na sang about the autumnal moon, the moonlight 
and the lily pond, but the womenfolk of the cowherds uttered 
the name of Krsna alone again and again. 

34. One (of those ladies) after dancing round and round 
became fatigued. The heat warmed up her moving bangles. 
That cowherd lass put her creeper-like arms on his shoulders. 

35. A certain cowherd lass whose arms moved about 
gracefully and who was an expert in singing, eulogising found 
pretexts, embraced and kissed him emotionally. 

36. Hari’s arms came into contact with the cheeks of cow¬ 
herd lasses and acted like the clouds. The downpour from these 
clouds was the series of sweat drops and the plants issuing 
therefrom were the hairs standing on end. 

37. When Krsna sang the usual songs of Rasa in highly 
shrill notes, the ladies shouted “Well done, Kr§na, O Krsna” 
with notes twice as shrill. 

38. When he went anywhere-they followed him; when he 
moved in a circle they stood in front of him. The womenfolk 
of the cowherds* colony resorted to Hari both directly and 
inversely. 

39. At that time Krsna sported himself together with the 
cowherd lasses. Even when he was away from them for a 
moment they felt that period of time equal to acrore of years. 

40. Though prevented by their fathers, husbands and 

brothers the cowherdesses who were fond of sexual intercourse 
delighted Krsna during the nights. 

41. The slayer of Madhu, whose soul is immeasurable who 

had destroyed his enemies and who was in the prime of youth 
honoured them and sported together with them. 

42. He was the lord in the form of Atman. He permeated 
all living beings including them and their husbands. He stood 
pervading everything. 

43. Just as Ether, Earth, fire, water, wind and Atman are 

present in all living beings so also he stood pervading every¬ 
thing. 
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Vydsa said : 

44. Once in the evening when Krsna was engrossed in 

Rasa the asura Arista came there, arrogantly terrifying the 
people of the cowherd colony. 

45-50. The asura had assumed the form of a bull, with 
sharp horns. His eyes sparkled like the sun. His form was like 
that of a rain-bearing cloud. He was kicking and tearing up 
the surface of the Earth with his hoofs. With lips, often rubb¬ 
ing and striking them, in his fury he raised his tail. The 
muscles of his shoulders were hard and tough. The hump on 
his back was large and raised up. He could never be surpassed 
in majestic magnitude. Dung and urine stuck to his hind 
quarters. He was repulsive to the cows of that colony. The 
loose dewlap hang down from his neck. There were markings 
of his butting against trees in front of him. He appeared as 

though he would cause abortion among the cows. He hit and 
killed everything on his way with great force. He always roam¬ 
ed through the forest (?). His eyes were terrifying. On seeing 
him the cowherds and the cowherdesses were excessively 

frightened. They shouted “Kr§na, O Kr$na.” Thereupon 
Krsna roared like a lion and clapped hands to make a loud 
report. 

51-56. On hearing that sound the bull ran towards 
Krsna. With the tips of his horns pointed ahead and his eyes 

fixed to the belly of Krsna, the evil-minded Daitya in the form 

of a bull rushed along. On seeing the demonaic bull of great 
strength rushing towards him Krsna did not move from his 

seat. Smilingly and playfully he stood there with contempt 
towards the asura. But when he approached him, Krsna seized 
him like a crocodile seizing his prey. Catching hold of his 
horns he made him incapable of moving. Then he hit his belly 
with his knee. After catching hold of him by his horns he 

dispelled his arrogance and strength. He seized and twisted the 
neck of Ari§ta in the manner as one does with a wet cloth (in 
order to squeeze out water). Thereafter Kr?na uprooted one of 

his horns and struck him with the same. 

Thereat, the great asura vomited blood through his mouth 

and died. When the asura was killed the cowherds eulogised 
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Kr?na like Devas who praised the thousand-eyed Indra former¬ 
ly when Vrtra was killed.1 

CHAPTER EIGHTYTWO 

Keiin is slain 

Vy&sa said : 

1-4. When Ari$£a was killed thus, when Dhenuka had 
been struck down, when Pralamba had been slain, when the 
mountain Govardhana was held up, when the serpent Kaliya 
had been suppressed, when the two lofty trees had been broken, 

when Putana was killed and when the cart had been over¬ 
turned, Narada narrated everything to Kamsa in the manner it 
had happened. He narrated the exchange of children between 
Ya£oda and Devakl and all other details in full. On hearing 
these details from Narada of divine vision, the wicked Kamsa 
became furious with Vasudeva. 

5. Due to his excessive wrath he taunted everyone in the 

assembly of Yadavas. He rebuked Yadavas and thought of 
what should be done next. 

6. “Bala and Kr§na are small boys (now). Before they 

grow stronger they should be killed by me. Once they attain 
youth they cannot be checked from their evil activities. 

7. Here I have Canura of great prowess and Mu?tika of 

great strength. I shall get those two haughty boys killed through 

these two in a wrestling bout. 
8. Under the pretext of a great sacrifice in the name of 

Dhanurmaha (festival of bows) I shall fetch them here from 
the cowherds* colony. I shall do those things strenuously that 

will reduce their power and destroy them. 

Vydsa said : 

9. After thinking like this, the wicked Kamsa decided to 

1. Refers to the Rgvedic legend (Rv 1.80.) of Vrtra and Indra. Vrtra 
was more powerful than Indra hut the latter killed him deceitfully. 
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kill Balarama and Kr$na. Accordingly he said to the Valorous 
Akrura. 

Karhsa said : 

10. O lord of charitable gifts, may the following task be 
carried out at my instance for my pleasure. Drive in a chariot 
from here and go to the cowherds’ colony of Nanda. 

11. There, two sons of Vasudeva are born from the parts 
of Vis$u. They are born for my destruction. The wicked ones 
are flourishing day by day. 

12. The great sacrifice the festival of bows will take place on 
the fourteenth day of the lunar fortnight. They should be 
brought by you there for taking part in the wrestling bout. 

13. My wrestlers Canura and Mustika are experts in duels. 
Let the people see duel between the two combatants. 

14. Then there is the elephant Kuvalayapl^a. Prompted 
by its mahout the elephant will kill the wicked boys the sons of 
Vasudeva. 

15. After killing them I shall kill the wicked Vasudeva and 
Nanda too. I shall kill my father Ugrasena as well. 

16. Thereafter, I shall seize the cattle-wealth of the cow¬ 

herds. I shall confiscate the wealth of all those wicked ones who 
are desirous of killing me. 

17. O lord of charitable gifts, excepting you all these Yada- 

vas are wicked in my opinion. I shall endeavour to kill them 

also one by one. 
18. Thereafter, I shall make this kingdom devoid of Yada- 

vas. As it is rid of all thorns I shall rule it through you. Hence, 

O heroic one, go for my love. 
19. You should speak to them in such a manner as to make 

the cowherds bring as present unto me ghee and curds the pro¬ 

ducts of buffalo’s milk. 

Vy&sa said : 
20-21. O brahmins, thus commanded, Akrura the great 

devotee of the lord became delighted because he could see Kr?na 

the next day. Saying ‘So be it* he (Akrura) who was fond 

of seeing Kr?na got into a chariot and hurried out of the city 

of Mathura. 
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Vy&sa said : 

22. KeSin who too was urged by Kamsa as his powerful 
messenger came to Vrndavana desirous of killing Kr?na. 

23. He came to the colony of cowherds. With his hoofs he 
dug up pits on the ground. When he waved his manes he shook 
and scattered the clouds. He traversed through the aerial path 
of the moon and the sun. 

24. Frightened by the neighing sound of the asura in the 
form of a horse the cowherds and cowherdesses sought refuge in 
Kr?na. 

25. On tearing their words—“Save us, O save us’*, Krsna 
spoke in a loud tone like the rumbling sound of the rain-bearing 
cloud. 

Krfna said : 

26. O cowherds, do not be afraid. You belong to the clan 
of cowherds, why are you so afraid of Kesin ? Why are you 
losing courage and prowess befitting the heroes ? 

27. This wicked horse has only very little strength. He is 
making a proud display of the loud neighing sound. He is only 
an ordinary messenger in the army of asuras. He is vaunting 
and galloping—Of what avail is this ? 

28. O wicked one, come. come. I am Krsna. Just as the 
Pinaka-bearing lord knocked off the teeth of Pusan, so also I 

shall knock off the teeth from your mouth. 

Vy&sa said : 

29. After saying thus, Krsna stood face to face with Kesin. 

The asura too rushed at him with a wide open mouth. 

30. Then Kr?na enlarged his arm and thrust it into the 

mouth of the wicked horse, Kesin. 

31. His teeth were knocked off by the arm of Krsna that 
was thrust into the mouth of KeSin. They looked like the bits 

of white clouds. 

32. O brahmins, Kfsna’s arm that went into the body of 
Ke£in became the cause of his destruction like the ailment that 

is neglected in the early stages by trustworthy persons (atten¬ 
dants, relatives or oneself). 
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33. His lips were torn off. The corners of the mouth were 
made gapingly wide. He vomited frothful blood. The tendons 
were loosened and untied. 

34. Stretching his legs he fell on the ground and discharged 
dung and urine in plenty. His body was drenched in sweat. He 
became exhausted and ultimately ceased to struggle for life. 

35. With his mouth torn apart by the arm of Krsna, that 
extremely terrible Asura fell down like a tree that is severed 
into two by the lightning stroke. 

36. The two halves of the dead horse Kesin, each having 
two legs, one ear, one eye, one nostril and a moiety of the back 
and the tail shone remarkably. 

37. After killing Kesin, Krsna was surrounded by the joyous 
cowherds. His body had no sign of strain. Hale and hearty he 
stood there laughing. 

38. When Kesin was killed, the cowherds and the cowher- 
desses were surprised. They eulogised the lotus-eyed lord in 
charming words indicative of their love. 

39. The sage Narada hurriedly came there seated on a cloud. 
On seeing Ke£in killed his mind was extremely delighted. 

Narada said : 

40. Well done. Well done, O lord of the universe, O Acyuta ! 
Kesin, the tormentor of heaven-dwellers, has been killed by you 

playfully. 

41. (?) You were eager to bring about his death in this 
battle between a man and a horse. Killed by you here that 

wicked asura has gone to heaven. 

42. O slayer of Madhu, good rites have been performed by 
you in this incarnation that caused surprise in me (?) But by 

virtue of this action, my mind is delighted and satisfied. 

43. O Kr?na, Devas and Indra had been afraid of this horse 
that used to shake off his manes, neigh (loudly) and seethe 

clouds high up in the sky. 

44. O Kr?na, since this wicked Kesin was killed by you, you 
will become worthy of being sung about in the world by the 

name of Kesava. 

45. Hail to you. I shall go now. O slayer of Ke£in, day 
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after tomorrow I shall meet you once again in the course of 
battle with Kamsa. 

46. When Kamsa, the son of Ugrasena, is struck down along 
with his followers, O supporter of the Earth, you will remove 
the burden of the Earth. 

47. O Kjrsna, I shall be there witnessing matches, old duels 
as told by you. 

48. I shall now go, O Kr§na, great task of Devas has been 
accomplished by you. I have been honoured by you. Hail to 
you. I shall go now. 

Vydsa said : 

49. When Narada had gone, Kr§na who was not dismayed 
entered the cowherd’s colony as the sole receptacle of beverage 
to be drunk by the eyes of the cowherd lasses. 

CHAPTER EIGHTYTHREE 

Akrura comes to the Cowherds' colony 

Vydsa said : 

1. Akrura who was eager to see Kjrsna set off in a chariot 

that went very fast to the cowherds* colony of Nanda. 
2. Akrura thought thus :—There is no one more blessed 

than I am because I shall be seeing the face of the discus-bearing 
lord who has incarnated with a part of his. 

3. Today my birth is fruitful. My night has turned into a 
bright morning, since I shall be seeing the face of Vi$£U which 
has the eyes resembling the petals of a full blown lotus. 

4. I shall be seeing that face of Visnu which has lotus-like 
eyes and which dispels the sin of men even if it is fancied. 

5. I shall be seeing the face of the lord from which the 
Vedas and Vedangas have come up and which is the greatest 
abode of Devas. 

6. I shall be seeing that lord of the universe who is wor¬ 

shipped as the best of Puru$as to whom the offering is made in 
die sacrifice and who is the support of every one. 
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7. I shall be seeing that Kesava who has neither a beginn¬ 
ing nor an end and by worshipping whom with a hundred sacri¬ 
fices, Indra attained the overlordship of immortal beings. 

8. I shall see that lord of the universe whose form neither 
Brahma nor Indra nor Rudra nor Asvins nor Vasus nor Adityas 
nor Maruts know. 

9-10. He will speak to me, he who is the soul of all, who is 
omnipresent, who is all, who is stationed in all living beings, 
who is unchanging, who is all-pervading, who is Existence, alone, 
who is himself the lord, who performed Yogic feat and who 
stationed himself in the forms of Fish, Tortoise, Boar, Man-lion, 
etc. 

11. The lord of the Universe has attained a human form 
and is stationed in the cowherds* colony for certain (specific) 
tasks. He is the unchanging lord who can take up any form as he 
wishes. 

12. That infinite lord who holds the Earth stationed on the 
top of the peak and who has incarnated himself for removing the 
burden of the Earth will call me—‘O Akrura*. 

13. Obeisance, obeisance to the lord whose Maya the uni¬ 
verse is incompetent to dispel, the Maya that consists of kinship 
with father, kinsman, friend, brother, mother and other kindred 
relations. 

14. Obeisance to that soul of learning by keeping whom in 
the heart, the mortal beings surmount ignorance, the Yogic 
illusion. 

15. I bow unto him who is called Yajfiapuru$a by the sacri¬ 
ficial priests, who is called Vasudeva by devotees and who is 
called Visnu by those who are experts in Sastras. 

16. He is the receptacle of universe in whom Existent-non- 

existent is retained. May he of the Sattva Guna be gentle to 

me ? 
17. Continuously do I seek refuge in Hari the most excell¬ 

ent of Puru$as; On remembering him one becomes the recipient 

of all auspicious things. 

Vydsa said : 
18. Thinking about Vi$nu thus, humbly and devoutly in 

his mind, Akrura reached the cowherds’ colony when there was 

still some sunlight (a little before sunset). 
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19-22. There he saw Krsna engaged in milking the cows. 
He was in the midst of calves. His lustre was like the lustre of 
petals of the blue lotus. His eyes resembled the petals of a full 
blown lotus. His chest was marked with the scar Srlvatsa. His 
arms were long hanging down (on either side). His chest was 
broad and raised up. The nose protruded (prominently). He 
possessed a lotus-like face that supported a graceful smile. His 
nails were red and raised. He had fixed his legs steadily on the 
ground. He wore a pair of yellow garments. He was bedecked 
in sylvan (flowers) and peacock feathers. His hands resembled 
creepers and were of dark blue colour. He embellished himself 
with white lotuses. 

23. O brahmins, near him he saw Balabhadra, a scion of 
the family of Yadus. He was white in complexion like the swan, 
moon and Kunda flower. He was clad in blue robes. 

24. He was tall with prominent arms; his face was like a 
full-blown lotus. He appeared like another Kailasa mountain 

surrounded by layers of clouds. 
25. On seeing them, O brahmins, that highly intelligent 

Akrura experienced horripilation all over the body. His face 
beamed like a blowing lotus flower. 

26. Akrura then thought within himself thus :—Here is the 
greatest of splendours. Here is the greatest of regions. Vasudeva 
is stationed here in two forms. 

27. May both of my eyes simultaneously attain fruit¬ 

fulness when the creator of the universe in the form of Krsna 
is seen. Will this limb (of mine) on coming into contact with 

his body due to the grace of the lord be on the path of 
fruition ? 

28. Touching my lotus-like hand today itself the lord of 
infinite form will make it glorious. Excellent achievement is 

attained by men whose sins are entirely dispelled by a touch 

of his fingers. 
29. With his large hands be will embrace me, the greatest 

friend, the kinsman who has no other deity. Then itself my 
soul will be sanctified. The bondage of the nature of Karman 

breathes thereby (?) 
30. After getting into contact with his limbs when I bow 

down with palms joined in reverence, he of big ears (of great 
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renown) will say to me ‘Akrura*. At that time alone do we 
feel that we are alive. Fie upon the birth of that person who 
is not at all respected by the great one. 

31. To him there is no one who is the most beloved, the 
greatest of friends. He has no one who cannot be a friend 

or who has to be hated or who has to be neglected. Still the 
lord resorts to his devotees in the same manner as the divine 
trees which when sought after bestow riches. 

32-33. (Defective) Devas led by Alvins, Rudras, Indras 
and Vasus grant boon when they are delighted. The spaces 
between the eyes (?) of the womenfolk of asuras were removed 

by him as he struck the army of the lord of asuras. By pour¬ 

ing water therein (i.e. into the hands of the lord) Bali 
attained charming pleasures even when staying on the Earth. 

Similarly, Indra, the lord of immortal beings, attained the 

lordship of Devas for the duration of a Manvantara. 

34. Still it is possible he may not honour me because 

although I have no defects, I am considered blameworthy for 

I have been taken over by Kaihsa. Fie upon that person who 

is excluded by good men. 

35-36. Is there anything which is not known to this lord 
who is of the nature of perfect knowledge, who is a mass of 
Sattva elements, who has no defects, who is always unmanifest 

and who is stationed in the heart of all persons in this world. 

Hence, I shall go unto the lord of the Universe with a devoutly 
humble body. He is the lord of lords. He is the partial1 incar¬ 
nation (amtevat&ra) without beginning, middle or end, of 

Purusottama the unborn lord Visnu. 

1. But the devotees consider Kftga PQnja avatara (complete incar¬ 

nation) aild not the partial incarnation (ariifavatira). 
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CHAPTER EIGHTYFOUR 

Return of Akr&ra 

Vy&sa said : 

1. Thinking thus on his way and approaching Kr§na, 

that scion of the family of Yadavas bowed his head to the feet 
of Hari saying - ‘I am Akrura*. 

2. The lord too stroked him with his hand marked by the 
lines of flag, thunderbolt and lotus. He dragged him with love 
towards himself and closely embraced him. 

3. Balarama and Kr§na were duly greeted and honoured 

by him. The two who were delighted took him with them and 

entered their chamber. 
4-6. After being greeted by them and having taken his 

meals Akrura precisely mentioned everything to them; how 
Vasudeva was rebuked by Kamsa; how DevakI was insulted by 
that wicked Kamsa, how that wicked Kamsa behaved towards 
Ugrasena and why he had been sent by Kamsa. 

7. On hearing everything in detail the lord, the slayer of 
KeSin said—“O lord of charitable gifts, all this has been 

understood by me. 

8. O highly blessed one, I shall undertake what is the most 
proper expedient in this matter. It should not be considered 
otherwise. Know that Kamsa is already killed by me. 

9. Rama and I shall go to Mathura along with you, 
tomorrow. The elderly cowherds will accompany us taking 

many presents with them. 
10. O heroic one, let this night be passed off. It does not 

behove you to worry over anything. Within three nights I shall 
kill Kamsa alongwith his followers.” 

Vy&sa said : 

11. After directing cowherds in regard to Akrura, Ke£ava 

and Balabhadra went to the abode of Nandagopa and slept 

there. 
12. When the day dawned with pure atmosphere, the 

extremely powerful Balarama and Kr$na began their prepar¬ 
ations to go to Mathur& In the company of Akrura. 
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13. On seeing this, the cowherd folk were full of tears. 
The bangles in their hands got loose. They heaved sighs in their 

misery and spoke to one another thus: 
14. ‘‘After reaching Mathura how will Krona return to the 

cowherds’ colony? He will imbibe honey of the sweet tale of 
the city-lasses by his ears. 

15. After getting involved in the net of elegant speech of 
the city lasses how will his mind revert to the cowherd boys 

and cowherd lasses of vulgar nature? 

16. The ruthless wicked Fate has struck at the cowherd 
damsels since it removes Krona who is the essence of our 
colony. 

17. The following attributes of the city lasses are extraor¬ 
dinary—their words are uttered with smiles couched in emotional 
fervour; their movement is graceful and elegant; their side- 
glances are very attractive. 

18. If our rural and vulgar lord is held up by the fetters 
of their seductive charms, by what expedient will he return to 
us. 

19. This Ke£ava goes to Mathura driving in a chariot. 
He has been duped by Akrura who is really Krura (cruel) and 

who is one who has dashed our hopes. 

20. Does not this wicked Akrura know us earnestly in love 
with him? Wherefore does he take our lord elsewhere, lord who 
provides us with imperishable delight? 

21. This excessively merciless Kr?na is going away 

accompanied by Rama and seated in a chariot. May steps be 
taken hurriedly to prevent him. 

22. What do you say? Is it this—“It is not proper on 
our part to say anything in front of our elders”? But what will 

the elders do to us who already are burnt by the fire of 

separation? 
23. All these cowherds, led by Nandagopa, are ready to 

accompany him. No one attempts to make Govinda return. 

24. In regard to the womenfolk residing in Mathura the 

night has turned into a bright morning. The lotus-like face of 

Acyuta can now be enjoyed by their eyes which resemble thfe 
bees. 
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25. All those persons are blessed who will unobstructedly 
view Kf§na on the way, as he starts from here and will 
experience the sense of horripilation. 

26. It will be a festive occasion to the eyes of the residents 
of Mathura, after seeing the face of Kr?na. 

27. What auspicious dream was seen by those fortunate 
ladies? Without any impediment they will see the lord with 
their wide attractive eyes. 

28-30. Alas, after showing them a great treasure the eyes 
of the cowherd lasses have been plucked by the merciless Fate. 
Love for us (in the heart) of Kr?na who is going to Mathura 
has become feeble. Even the bracelets in our hands have be¬ 
come loose suddenly. Akrura with a cruel heart is hurriedly 
driving the horses. Is there a man who will not have any 
sympathy for the women who are distressed thus? 

31. May this column of dust raised up by the wheels of 
Kr?na’s chariot be seen. Now even that dust is not seen—the 
dust by which Kr$na has been taken away from us.*’ 

32. So lamented the cowherd lasses. Even as they were 
watching him with great sincerity and affection, Kegava left 
that land of cowherds’ colony (far behind) in the company of 

Rama. 
33. Travelling thus in a chariot fitted with quick horses, 

Rama, Akrura, and Srikrsna reached the banks of Yamuna at 

midday. 
34. Then Akrura said to Kr?na:—“Both of you be waiting 

here, until I complete rites in the waters of Yamuna.” 
35. O brahmins, after they had consented saying “So be 

it”, Akrura of great lustre entered the waters of Yamuna, had 
his bath and then performed Acamana. 

35-45. There in the waters of Yamuni he saw Balarama 
with a thousand hoods. His physical form was as pure and 
white as the Kunda flower. His eyes were large resembling the 

petals of a full blown lotus. He was surrounded by a large 
number of serpents, sons of Vasuki.1 He was being eulogised by 
them. He was bedecked in garlands of fragrant sylvan flowers. 

He was clad in blue garments. He had handsome features and 

1. King of N&gas with a thousand heads; according to Puranic 
legend he was incarnate in Balarama. 
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beautiful ornaments. His ear-rings were fine. He was inebriate 
and was stationed on the bottom bed of the river water. In his 
lap he saw Krsna. He was dark in complexion like the cloud. 
His large eyes were copper-coloured. He had graceful limbs and 
four arms. The discus and other weapons were like ornaments 
unto him. He wore two yellow clothes. He was bedecked in 
garlands with flowers of onion colour. He was like a cloud ren¬ 
dered wonderful by Indra’s bow (i.e. rain-bow) and many 
streaks of lightning. The Srlvatsa scar marked his chest. He 
shone with beautiful armlets and coronet. He was unafflicted 
and bedecked in lotus. He was being meditated upon by 
Sanandana1 and other sages who had achieved yogic power, 
who were devoid of sins and who were seated there with their 
eyes fixed to the tips of their noses on recognizing Balarama 
and Kr§na. Akrura was struck with wonder. He thought within 
himself—“How did they come here so quickly?” As he was 
about to say something, Krsna stunned his faculty of speech. 
Thereafter," he came out of the water and went near the chariot. 
There too he saw both of them seated in the chariot. Balarama 
and Krsna were there as before, in human form. Coming back 
and diving under the water once again he saw them in the 
same manner as before. They were being eulogised by Gan- 
dharvas, sages, Siddhas and Nagas. 

47. Thereupon, he understood the real nature of the lord 
as existence. The lord of charitable gifts then eulogised lord 
Acyuta full of all perfect knowledge. 

Akrura said 

48. Obeisance, obeisance to the great Atman of the form of 
Cit (Consciousness) alone; to the all-pervading lord of unima¬ 
ginable greatness, to one of single form, to one of many forms. 

49. O unimaginable one, obeisance to you, of the form of 
sound; obeisance to you who have become identical with the 
sacrificial offering of ghee, obeisance to the lord of the form of 

perfect knowledge, O lord, greater than Prakrti. 

1. Sanandana : belonged to the Sanak&di group and was the mental 
son of BraKSaS, having taken incarnation long before Brahmi started his 

work of creation. 
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50. Though one, you are stationed in five different forms 

viz—the Atman of Elements, the Atman of sense-organs, the 
Atman of Pradhana; the Atman (i.e. individual soul) and the 
supreme soul. 

51. Be pleased, O lord identical with all virtuous rites, 
O Mahesvara, O imperishable being amongst the perishable 
ones. You are praised with the conception of Brahmi, Visnu 
and Siva. 

52. O deity whose form, nature, purpose and aim can¬ 
not be adequately expressed; O deity whose name cannot be 
specifically mentioned, I bow to you, the greatest lord. 

53. O lord, you are the unborn one. You are the greatest 
eternal Brahman without aberrations wherein there are no im¬ 
posed ideas of name, caste and the like. 

54. Since, without some sort of conception, no matter can 
be comprehended, you are being worshipped under the names: 
Kr§na, Acyuta, Ananta and Visnu. 

55. O unborn lord, O soul of all, by means of these diffe¬ 
rent conceptions, you are identical with Devas and the Uni¬ 
verse. O soul of the universe, you are devoid of differences 
and aberrations. In every object of the world there is nothing 
which is different from you. 

56-58. You are Brahma, PaSupati, Aryama, Vidhata, 
Dhata, lord of Devas, wind-god, fire-god, lord of waters, lord 
of wealth and annihilator. Although you are the one and only 
Being, you are differentiated through different Saktis and rule 
over the whole universe. In the form of a ray (?) you create 
and destroy the universe. O unborn lord, this universe is full 
of your attributes. Your greatest form is imperishable; it is 
expressed by the word ‘sat’. I bow into that deity of perfect 

knowledge, the existent and the non-existent. Om obeisance to 
Vasudeva; obeisance to Samkar§ana; obeisance to Pradyumna; 
obeisance to Anuruddha”. 

Vyisa said : 

59. After eulogising Kr?ij.a thus under the water that 

scion of the family of Y&davas worshipped the lord of all by 
means of incense and flowers mentally conceived. 

60. After eschewing other objects, fixing the mind therein 
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in the deity who had become identical with the Brahman and 
staying there for a long time he returned from Samadhi. 

61. Considering himself contented and blessed, O excellent 
brahmins, he came out of the waters ofYumuna and approached 
the chariot once again. 

62. There he saw Rama and Kr§na seated as before. 
Kr?na spoke thus to Akrura who, was evidently surprised as 
was indicated by his eyes. 

$rikr$na said : 

63. O Akrura, what wonderful thing was seen by you 
within the waters of Yamuna ? Since your eyes are wide open 

due to surprise (I ask you thus). 

Akrura said : 

64. O Acyuta, here itself standing in front of me in its 
embodied form I see the same miracle as was seen by me in¬ 
side the water. 

65. This universe itself is a great wonderful form of yours, 
O noble Kr?na. I had come into contact with you who are 
interested in miracles. 

66. But, of what use is this ? O slayer of Madhu, we shall 
go to Mathura. I am afraid of KLaihsa. Fie upon one’s life if 
one has to sustain oneself by the doles offered by others. 

Vyasa said ; 

67. After saying this, the scion of the family of Yadu 
drove those horses as swift as the wind. In the evening Akrura 
reached the city of Mathura. Observing the city of Mathura 

and looking at Kr§na and Balarama he spoke this. 

Akrura said : 

68. You two of great vigour and prowess will go on foot. 

I shall alone go in with my chariot. You two should not go to 
the house of Vasudeva. It is for your sake that the old man is 

expelled by Kamsa. 

Vy&sa said : 

69. - After saying this Akrura entered Mathura. Balarama 
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and Kf§na too entered the city and reached the Royal High¬ 
way. 

70. They were glanced at with delighted eyes by the 
citizens men and women. The two heroic boys went ahead 
sportingly like two elephant cubs. 

71. As they wandered here and there they saw a washer¬ 

man and dyer. They requested him for beautiful clothes of good 
colour. 

72. He was the special washerman of Kamsa. He was very 

arrogant because he had the special favour of Kamsa. He 
hurled many abuses against Balarama and KeSava. 

73. With a blow of his palm in anger, Kr§na struck down 
the head of that wicked washerman and let it fall on the 
ground. 

74. After killing him and taking clothes from his house 
Kr?$a and Balarama, clad themselves in yellow and blue 

robes, joyously and went to the gardener’s abode. 
75. Seeing them with a wide gaping eyes, the gardener 

was struck with wonder and he thought mentally—“In which 
family are these two bom ?” 

76. On seeing those two charming boys clad in yellow and 
blue robes he resolved that they were two Devas who had 
come to the Earth. 

77. He was requested for flowers by those two boys whose 
faces beamed like full-blown lotuses. Thereupon, he supported 

himself on his hands and touched the ground with his head. 
78. That gardener who maintained himself by selling gar¬ 

lands spoke to them—“O my lords, you two have come to my 
house with delighted gentle faces. I am blessed. I shall worship 
you.” 

79. Then with his face beaming with delight he gave them 

whatever flowers they desired* He tempted them by offering 

them more. 
80. The excellent gardener bowed to them again and 

again and gave them beautiful fragrant and pure flowers. 
81-85. Kf?Qa was delighted and granted a boon to the 

gardener—“O gentle one, Sri (Goddess of glory) who is 

supported by me will never forsake you. O gentle one, you will 
never have loss of strength or of wealth. Your progeny, sons 
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and grandsons, will continue (to be born as long as the earth 
and sun last. After enjoying extensive pleasures, you will in 
the end attain my bliss due to my grace. You will then attain 
divine world. O gentle one, at all times your mind will dwell 
in virtue. The children born as your progeny will have longe¬ 
vity. Among your progeny there will never be calamities and 
faults. O highly blessed one, your family will last as long as 
the sun and moon last. 

86. After saying this, O excellent sages, Kr$na came out of 
that house in the company of Balarama. He was duly wor¬ 
shipped by the gardener. 

CHAPTER EIGHTYFIVE 

Kamsa is slain 

Vydsa said : 

1. Thereafter, Krsna saw a hump-backed lady in the prime 
of her youth, coming along the royal high-way with the vessel 

of unguent in her hand. 
2. Krsna gracefully said to her :—“O lady with the eyes 

like the blue lotus, to whom is this unguent being taken by 

you ? Speak the truth. 
3. She was addressed by him with love. She too had the 

feelings of love towards Kr$na. That hump-backed lady looked 

at him attentively and said gracefully. 

The hump-backed lady said : 
4. O loving one, why don't you know me ? I have been 

employed by Kamsa in the task of preparing unguents. I am 

well known as Naikavakra. 
5. The unguent ground and pasted by anyone else is not 

conducive to the delight of Kamsa. I am highly favoured by 

him and I am given much wealth too. 

£rikr$na said : 

6. May this fragrant unguent beautiful and befitting kings, 
be given to us at least as much as will suffice our bodies. 
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Vy&sa said : 

7. On hearing that, she spoke to Krsna with respect and 
eagerness “May it be taken.** She gave them unguent enough 
for their bodies. 

8. Embellished and smeared with the unguents, the two 
leading mainly ones shone like a white and a black cloud 
adorned with the rain-bow. 

9. Thereafter, Kr?na who was well conversant with the 
mode of suggestive talks and hints, talked to her lovingly, 

caught hold of her chin with two of his fingers and raised it up. 
10. Krsna then pulled both of her legs and made her 

straight. With the body straightened she became the most 
excellent one among women. 

11. In a charming and graceful manner she caught hold 
of Krsna by his robes and said in lingering words couched in 
love 

—‘Come to my house*. 

12. “I will come to your house**, said Krsna to her and 

bade her farewell. Looking at Rama’s face he laughed aloud. 
13. With their bodies embellished and smeared with un¬ 

guents, clad in blue and yellow garments and with their hand¬ 
some features enhanced by garlands of flowers of various 
colours—the two went towards the chamber of bows. 

14-15. After occupying (the chamber) they asked the 
guards there, about the most excellent bow. When that was 
mentioned by the guards Kr§na immediately took up that bow 
and bent it. As he was stringing it, the bow broke and made a 

loud report. The whole of Mathura was filled with that sound. 
16. When the bow was broken they were asked by the 

guards to explain. They hit the army of the guards and came 

out of the chamber. 
17. After getting information of the return of Akrura, and 

after hearing that a bow was broken, Kamsa said to Canura 

and Mugtika. 

Karhsa said : 

18. “The two cowherd boys have come. They are the 

destroyer? of my life. Just in my presence they should be killed 

by you in a wrestling bout. 
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19. If they are destroyed in a mutual combat by you, I 
will be satisfied and will give you all desired benefits. This 
cannot be otherwise, O strong ones. 

20. Whether by just or unjust means, these enemies of 
mine should be killed by you. By their death the kingdom will 
be common to you both.” 

Vyasa said : 

21-23. After commanding the wrestlers thus, he called the 
mahout and told him loudly—“The intoxicated elephant 
Kuvalayapida should be placed by you at the entrance to the 
assembly. With that those two cowherd lads who will be coming 
to the stage door for the purpose of wrestling, should be killed.” 
After commanding him also thus and seeing that all the cou¬ 
ches and cushioned seats had been brought, Kamsa whose 
death was imminent awaited sunrise. 

24. Then all the citizens occupied the common couches and 
seats and the kings occupied the royal couches and sofas along 
with their attendants. 

25. The wrestlers, umpires and judges were kept in the 
middle of the stage by Kamsa, very near him. Kamsa himself 
occupied a raised sofa. 

26. Separate couches, seats and platforms were assigned to 
the residents of the royal harem, the chief courtesans and the 
ordinary ladies of the city. 

27. Nandagopa and other cowherds were seated in their 
(specially reserved) couches. Akrura and Vasudeva occupied 
extremities of the platform. 

28. In the middle of the common ladies of the city was 
seated Devaki who was very fond of her son. Though it be the 
time of death, I shall see the face of my son. 

29-31. The instruments of music were played; Canura 
jumped and bounced frantically, the common people shouted 
“Ha Ha”, Muspka slapped and clapped his arms. After killing 
Kuvalayapida who was driven against them by the Elephant 
driver, Balarama and Kf^a entered the stage. Proudly and 
playfully they looked on, like two lions in the midst of deer. 
Their limbs had been smeared with the ichor and the blood of 
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elephant. The elephant's tusks now became their excellent 
weapons. 

32. Afterwards there was a tumultuous loud sound all over 
the stage, along with the wonder of the people—“O this is 
Kf$na. O this is Balarama." 

33. “This is the boy by whom the terrible ogress Putana 
had been killed; he by whom the cart had been upset and the 
pair of Arjuna trees were broken." 

34. “This is the boy who mounted the serpent Kaliya and 
danced; this is he by whom the great mountain Govardhana 
was lifted up and held for seven nights." 

35. “Here is seen that Kr§na the noble lord, by whom the 
wicked asuras Arista, Dhenuka and Kesin were playfully slain." 

36. “This lad of great arms is Balarama, his elder brother. 
He sportingly goes ahead delighting the minds and eyes of the 
womenfolk." 

37. “It is he who is mentioned by wisemen who survey the 
topics in the Puranas as follows “Gopala will redeem the entire 
Yadava family". 

38. “He is that part of Vi?nu which has incarnated on the 
Earth; of Vi$nu who is identical with everyone; of Visnu who 
is the source of origin of everything. Indeed he is the dispeller 
of burden of the Earth". 

39. When Rama and Kfsna were described thus, the 
breasts of Devakl instantaneously exuded milk due to affection. 

40. On seeing his sons, Vasudeva felt as if he was witnessing 
a great festival. Due to delight he dispelled the old age that had 
descended on him. 

41. The ladies of the royal harem and the ordinary ladies 
of the city made their eyes wider. They never ceased from look¬ 

ing at him. 

The woman said : 

42-50. O friends, see the face of Kr$na with the eyes resem¬ 
bling the lotus. It is embellished by drops of sweat due to his 
exertion in his battle with the elephant. It is like the fiill blown 

autummal lotus with the snow drops clinging to it. \ 
O eyes, may your birth be made fruitful (by looking at 

him). 
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O beautiful lady, may the chest of this boy he looked at. It 
has attacked even imperishable beings. (?); it is marked by 
Srivatsa scar; it is the abode of universe and it is competent to 
destroy enemies. May his pair of arms too be seen. O immature 
lady, don’t you see this Balarama whose face is white as the 
lotus stalk ? He has come here with a blue garment. Balarama 
is put on an equal footing with Mustika who swaggers as well 
as with Canura, O friend; Just, see this, please. O friends see 
Kr?na approaches Canura for a mutual combat. Are there no 
elderly persons here who will do what is proper ? Where is Kf?na 
of a very tender body who is just approaching his youth? Where 
is that great Asura whose body is as hard and tough as an ada¬ 
mant ? The two fresh youths stay on the stage with their grace¬ 

ful charms. But the asura-like wrestlers, Canura and Mutfika 
are excessively terrible. It is highly improper on the part of 
judges and umpires to function at this wrestling bout because 
an unequal fight between a boy and a strong person has been 
arranged for (?) by these umpires. 

Vydsa said: 

51 -52. Even as the womenfolk of the city were talking like 

this, lord Kr§na generated much delight in them. He entered 
the stage making the ground quake. Balarama clapped his arms 
and bounced gracefully. The fact that the ground did not 
crumble down at every step was a great wonder. 

53. Kr$na of unmeasured valour fought with Canura. 
Musfika the asura who was an expert in wrestling, fought with 

Balarama. 
54-55. Kr§na fought with Canura. The duel was very terri¬ 

ble and awful without any weapon being used. Other recourses 
were Sannipatas (causing the opponent to fall down), Avadhu- 
tas (Shaking up), K?epanas (Hurlings), Mu§fis (Fisting) 
Kilavajranipatana (hitting with the elbows and knees as though 
with a thunderbolt ?) and neat thrusts with the feet). 

56-57. (Defective) In the course of that festival of assemblies 

they had to show their strength. The more Canura fought with 
Kf^a, the loss of vital breath he sustained was the more. He 
did not get any kinsman to encourage him. Kr?na, identical 

with the.universe fought with him playfully. 
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58-63. On seeing the decreasing power of Canura and the 
increasing power of Krsna, Kamsa was dejected and angry. To 
get some respite the infuriated Kamsa waved his hand and 
stopped instrumental music. When thus Mrdangas (drums) and 
other instruments were suspended, the instruments of Devas in 
the sky, were played instantaneously. “Be victorious, O Krsna 
kill Ganura, O KeSava. Devas who remained hidden to the view 
eulogised thus in their delight. After playing with Canura for 
some time, Krsna lifted him up and whirled him in his attempt to 
kill him. After whirling the asura wrestler in the sky for a 
hundred times, the conqueror of foes dashed him on the ground 
(though he had died even in the atmosphere itself. When he 
was hit on the ground Canura’s body broke into a hundred pieces. 

64-68. He made the Earth marshy and slushy with the flow 
of blood. 

At that time Balarama of great strength fought with Mustika 
in the same manner as Krsna fought with the asura Canura. He 
too hit his head and chest with his fist and knee. He threw him 
on the ground, and killed him. Thereafter, with a flow of his 
left fist Kr$na made ToSalaka of great strength, the king of 
wrestlers, fall on the ground. When the wrestler Canura was 

killed, when Mustika had been struck down and when ToSalaka 
was slain the other wrestlers ran away. Then Krsna and Samkar- 
$ana jumped and bounced on the stage. 

69. They dragged other cowherds of the same age to them¬ 
selves in their delight. With his eyes turned red Kamsa spoke 
to his men who had gathered in large. 

70. Let these two cowherds be forcibly removed from the 
the assembled group. Let the sinful Nanda be seized and bound 
with fetters. 

71. Let Vasudeva also be punished in the same manner as 
one not old. Let all these cowherds too who vaunt and swagger 
along with Kr?na, be punished suitably. 

72-77. Let their cows and wealth be taken away ? 

When Kaihsa was commanding thus Kr$na laughed. With 
great speed he jumped on to the couch and seized Kaihsa. 

When he caught hold of his hair his crown dropped down. Kr?na 

felled Kamsa on the ground and himself fell over him. Kaihsa, 
son of Ugrasena, was deprived of his vital breath as Kr$na with 
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his enormous weight fell on him. Being the support of entire 
universe Kf$na had that enormous weight. Catching hold of 
the hair of the dead Kamsa, Krsna of great strength dragged 
the body of Kamsa to the middle of the stage. It was itself very 
great and weighty. A weighty thing fell over it. Further it was 
dragged. Thus Kamsas’s body was disfigured due to the speed 
activity of noble Kfsna. When Kamsa was thus killed, his 
brother came there furiously. 

78-80. Sunama (i.e. the brother of Kamsa) was playfully 
thrown on the ground by Balarama. On seeing the king of 
Mathura contemptuously killed by Kr?na, there was a great hue 
and cry everywhere around the stage. 

Immediately Krsna of great arms accompanied by Balarama 
touched the feet ofVasudeva andDevaki. Vasudeva andDevaki 
lifted him up and they themselves bowed to him and stood 
steady as they remembered his words at the time of his nativity. 

Vasudeva said: 

81. Be pleased, O lord of Devas, O most excellent one, O 
lord, O Kesava, favouring us you have lifted us up. 

82. Since after being propitiated by me the lord has incar¬ 
nated in my house for destroying the wicked ones, thereby our 

race is sanctified. 
83. You remain within living beings. You are stationed 

within living beings, O soul of everyone, it is from you that 
the past and future function, invariably. 

84. O Acyuta, identical with Devas, O incomprehensible 
and unimaginable one, you are worshipped in the course of a 

Yajfta. O lord of Yajftas, you are the Yajfta and the performer 

of Yajfta. 
85. O son of Devaki, the fact that out of affection, my 

mind is full of vague notions in respect of you is great decep¬ 

tion. 
86. You are the maker of all living beings. You have 

neither beginning nor end. Where is the tongue pertaining to me, 

a mere human being, which says—‘O son*. 
87. By what expedient, excepting Maya, will that person 

be bom of us, O lord of the Universe, that person from whom 

all this universe has evolved ? 
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88. How can that lord be borne by a female human being, 
that lord in whom the entire universe consisting of mobile 
and immobile beings has been established ? How can he be 
made to lie down in the womb or in the lap ? 

89. O great lord, be pleased. Protect the universe. Since 
you are having the partial incarnation you are not my son, O 
soul of the great lord, O lord of the universe, why do you delude 
the mind of every one from Brahman to an ordinary tree. 

90. My eyes had been deluded by Maya. I had the feeling 
“Here is my son.” Much afraid ofKamsaat that time, you were 
taken to the cowherds’ colony. O lord of cows, you entered 
then my intellect, even as I was afraid and agitated due to the 
enemies. 

91. You are Vi?nu, O lord, you have attained what cannot 
be attained by Rudras, Maruts, Asvins and Indra for rendering 
help to the worlds. Our great delusion had surrounded us 
hitherto. 

CHAPTER EIGHTYSIX 

The Son of Sandipani restored 

1-5. On seeing Devaki and Vasudeva as persons who had 
attained perfect knowledge by annihilating Karmans, Krsna 
sretched his Vai$navi Maya once again in order to fascinate the 
multitude of Yadus. He said “O mother, O father, for a long 
time Samkarsana and I were eager to see you but we could not 
because we were afraid of Kamsa. Now after a long time you 

are seen by us. 
That portion of one's life which is spent without worshipping 

one's parents is indeed futile in the case of good sons ? 

O father, if an embodied being performs the worship of pre¬ 
ceptors, Devas, brahmins and parents, his life becomes fruitful. 
Hence, O father, all our defaults and transgressions should be 
excused. We had been overwhelmed by Kamsa’s prowess and 

exploits. Hence, we were helpless and at the mercy of 
others. 
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Vy&sa said : 

6. After saying this, both of them bowed down to the 
elderly persons of Yadus. After worshipping them duly they 
made them contented. 

7. Then Kamsa’s wives surrounded the dead body of 
Kamsa and lamented. His mothers too were fully overwhelmed 
by sorrow and misery. 

8. They were upset in various ways. They were agitated 
due to repentance. Krsna consoled them. His own eyes became 
turbid due to tears. 

9. He then released Ugrasena from prison. He crowned 
Ugrasena whose son had been killed. He crowned him in his 
own kingdom. 

10. After being crowned in the kingdom he, the lion among 
the descendants of Yadu clan, performed the obsequies of his 
son as well as of others who were killed there. 

11-13. As he concluded the post-funeral rites and re-occu¬ 
pied the throne, Krsna said—“O lord, unhesitatingly command 
us in regard to any task. As a result of the curse of Yayati this 
family does not deserve a kingdom. Still now, when I am ready 
as your servant, you can command even Devas, why not 
kings ?” After saying this to Ugrasena, lord Kr?na who had 
assumed human form for a specific task said to Vfiyu in the 
human speech. 

$rlkr$na said : 

14-15. O Vayu, go to Indra and tell him thus—“O Indra, 

enough of your pride and arrogance. Let your Assembly hall 
named Sudharma be given to Ugrasena by you. It is Kr?$a who 
says—This excellent jewel as befitting a king, this Assembly 
hall is named Sudharma. It is proper for Yadus to sit in it”. 

Vyasa said : 

16. Thus urged, the wind god went to Indra and spoke 

everything to him. Indra gave the assembly hall Sudharma to 

Vayu. 
17. All those leading Yadus, having Kr?Qa*s arms for 

support jgnjoyed that divine assembly hall decorated with jewels 

and brought over there by Vayu. 
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18-19. The two heroic lads, Balarama and Kj^na had 
already acquired perfect knowledge. They were perfectly wise. 
But these excellent scions of the family of Yadu were desirous 
of maintaining the utility of the contact of disciples and pre¬ 
ceptors. Accordingly they went to Sandipani of the spiritual 
lineage of Kaiya and resident of the city of Avanti for learning 
the use of weapons. 

20. They accepted his discipleship. They were duly en¬ 
gaged in serving the preceptor. To all the people they thus 
practically demonstrated their proper conduct. 

21. Within sixtyfour days and nights they learned the 
science of Archery alongwith its secrets and digests. O brah¬ 

mins, it was miraculous indeed. 
22. Considering their super-human activity that could not 

at all have been imagined (in persons of their age) Sandipani 

thought that the moon and the sun had come to him. 
23. The moment they were uttered, (the two brothers) 

learned the Mantras of all miraculous missiles. They said— 
“What monetary gift should be paid as the preceptor's fees? 
That may be mentioned." 

24. Observing their ability to act beyond the pale of 

sense-organs the highly intelligent preceptor requested (the 
resuscitation) of his son who was dead in the holy centre of 
Prabhasa on the shore of the briny sea. 

25. Equipped with their arms they went to the briny 
ocean. They said to the sea—“May the son of our preceptor be 
restored’*. 

26-27. With palms joined in reverence and having the 
vessel of Arghya with him, the great ocean said—“The son of 
Sandipani has not been abducted by me. An asura named 

Paficajana, assumed the form of a conch and abducted the 
child. O slayer of Asuras, he is staying in my waters." 

28. On being told thus, Kr$na went inside the water, killed 

Paficajana and took the excellent conch originating from his 
bones. 

29-32. The conch P&ftcajanya’s sound reduced the 
strength of asuras, increased the refulgence of Devas and 
destroyed evil. Kr&a and the powerful Bafar&ma blew the 
conch Paficajanya and went to the city of Yama. There they 
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conquered Yama, son of Vivas vat and regained the boy who 
was in the tortures of hell, who now got back a body as before* 
Kr$na and Balarama, the most excellent among the strong ones, 
gave the boy to his father. Balarama and Kr?na returned to 
Mathura protected by Ugrasena. They delighted men and 
women there. 

CHAPTER EIGHTY SEVEN 

The Onslaught of Jardsandha 

Vy&sa said : 

1-2. Kamsa of great strength had married the two daugh¬ 
ters of Jarasandha named Asti and Prapti. O brahmins, Jara- 
sandha the powerful king of Magadha came there in great fury 
surrounded by a great army. It was to kill Krsna together with 
the Yadavas that he came there, for Krgria had killed the hus¬ 

band of his two daughters. 
3. The lord of Magadha attacked the vicinity of Mathura. 

He was accompanied by twentythree Ak^auhinis1 of the army. 
4. Surrounded by only a limited number of soldiers, the 

powerful Balarama and Krsna came out of their city and 

fought with the strong soldiers. 
5. Thereafter, O excellent sages, Balarama and Krspa of 

great strength thought of taking up their ancient weapons. 
6-8. The discus, the §arnga bow, two quivers with in¬ 

exhaustible supply of arrows and the iron club named Kaumo- 
daki—all these came from the firmament to those heroes. 

The ploughshare came into the hand of Balarama from the 
sky. O brahmins, it resembled the Samvarta fire. So also the 
Musala (iron-club) called Sunanda came over to them.. 

In the battle, the heroic lads Balarama and Krsna defeated 

the king of Magadha together with his army. 

I. An army consisting of 21,870 elephants, 21,870 chariots, 65,610 
hones, 109,550 feet it called Akjauhhji. 
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9. O excellent brahmins, although Jarasandha of evil 
design was conquered, Kfsna did not consider him defeated 

because he returned alive. 
10. O excellent brahmins, Jarasandha came again accom¬ 

panied by his huge army. He was conquered by Balarama and 

Kr?na. He fled from the battlefield. 
11. Thus, the arrogant king of Magadha fought eighteen 

battles with the descendants ofYadu led by Kr§na. 
12. Although Jarasandha had more armies he was defeat¬ 

ed by the heroes of Yadu clan who had only a small army. He 
was defeated in all battles and he fled on all occasions. 

13. The fact that the army of Yadavas won all times indi¬ 
cates the greatness of discus-bearing Visnu (i.e. Kr§na) 

14. It is a mere sport on the part of the lord of universe to 
discharge many forms of weapons on the enemies because the 

lord had human attributes and activities. 

15. In fact with his mere mental thought he can create and 
annihilate the universe. What detailed attempt need he make in 
destroying the enemy’s sides ? 

16. Still the lord follows the activities of human beings. 
Allying himself with the strong persons he fights with the 
weaker ones. 

17-18. He uses the four strategic expedients such as peace¬ 
ful overtures, gifts, threats or creating dissention in enemies 
ranks and the actual striking. In some places he resorts to 
fleeing. The sport of the lord of universe functions according 
to his will. He imitates the activities of embodied human 
beings. 

CHAPTER EIGHTYEIGHT 

Mucukundas Prayer 

Vy&sa said : 

1. O brahmins, Syala called a brahmin of the cowherds 

colony (named) Gargya by the (ignoble remark) &apdha 
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(impotent) in the presence of Yadavas and all the Yadavas 
laughed at it. 

2. Thereupon, the infuriated brahmin went to Southern 
territory and performed a penance. He was desirous of a son 
who would be a terror to the Yadavas. 

3. Propitiating lord Siva he ate powdered iron. The lord 
was pleased with him in the twelfth year and he granted him a 
boon. 

4. The Yavanela (a Greek King) who had no son honour¬ 

ed him. As a result of sexual intercourse with his wife a son of 
fiery splendour was born to him. 

5. He was named Kalayavana. The Greek king crowned 
the boy who had a chest as hard as the adamantine tip and 
went to the forest. 

6. Proud and arrogant by virtue of his prowess, he asked 
about the powerful kings on the Earth. Narada told him about 
the Yadavas. 

7. He was surrounded by crores and thousands of crores 
ofMlecchas (alien tribes) who were richly equipped with ele¬ 
phants, horses and chariots. He made an elaborate attempt 
thus. 

8. O sages, he was ceaselessly thinking of the Yadavas 
everyday. He became very furious with them. He marched 
against the city of Mathura. 

9-12. Kr?na thought thus:—“On observing the Yadava 
army destroyed by Kalayavana, the king of Magadha will 
strike at us. The powerful Kalayavana will destroy the ex¬ 

hausted army of the king of Magadha. Thus two types of cala¬ 
mity are likely to befall us. Hence I shall make a very invincible 
fort for my clan. Even ladies can fight from within it. What 
then about the leading Vr?nis ? May not the wicked enemies 
harm the Yadavas much when I am inebriate, erring, sleeping 

or out of the territory.” 

13. After thinking thus Kr§na begged of the great ocean a 
piece twelve Yojana. He created the city of Dvaraka there. 

14. It had great parks and outer walls. It was beautified 
by hundreds of lakes. It had hundreds of thick ramparts. It 
resembled Indra’s city Amaravat!. 
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15. Lord Kfs^a brought the people of Mathura there. 
When Kalayavana was expected he alone went to Mathura. 

16. When the army (of Kalayavana) encamped outside 
Mathura, he came out without any weapon and the Yavana 
saw him. 

17-18. Knowing that he was Vasudeva, the king too with 
his arms alone for weapons, followed the lord who is not attain¬ 
ed even by the minds of great Yogins. Followed by him 
Kr$$a entered a cave where king Mucukunda was lying asleep. 

19. The Yavana also entered the cave. He saw a man lying 
on a bed. Thinking him to be Krsna, the wicked Yavana kicked 
him with his foot. 

20. The moment the Yavana was seen by him he was con¬ 
sumed by the fire of anger. O sages, he was instantaneously 

reduced to ashes. 
21. That king had taken part in the battle between 

Devas and Asuras and defeated Asuras. He had to remain for 
many nights without sleep and so was distressed. He requested 

Suras for the boon of slumber. 
22. He was also informed by Devas thus—“He who wakes 

you up when you are asleep will soon be reduced to ashes by 

the fire issuing from your body. 
23. After reducing that sinner he looked at Krsna and 

said—“Who are you ?” Kr$na said : “I am born of the lunar 

race. 
24-25. I am the son of Vasudeva, the scion of the family 

of Yadu”. 
On hearing it Mucukunda remembered the words of the 

elderly Gargya. After recollecting everything he bowed down 
to Kjr?na, the lord of all identical with everyone. He said— 
“You are the greatest livara. You are born of Visnu’s part. 

26. Formerly, this was mentioned by Gargya—Hari will 
take birth in the line of Yadu towards the end of Dvapara Yuga 
in the twentyeighth cycle of four Yugas. 

27-30. Therefore, there is no doubt at all. You are the 
one come to me. You are the one that render help to all men. I 

am unable to endure your gieat splendour. He uttered words 
unto him so bold and resonant as the rumbling sound of the 
rain-bearing cloud, to him who was petted and fondled by you. 
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However, in the great battle between Devas and Asuras the 
heroic Devas and Asuras were incompetent to endure your 
great refulgence. I too am unable to bear that refulgence. You 
are the greatest refuge to the creature that has fallen in the 
ocean of worldly existence. You are the sole dispeller of agony 
of those who resort to you. Be pleased. Remove my inauspici¬ 
ousness. 

31. You are everything viz—oceans, mountains, rivers, 
forests, £arth, sky, wind, water, fire, you are the highest being. 

32-35. You are the one devoid of sound etc., the unageing 
one devoid of birth and destruction. All beings attain their 
series of births from you who pervade everything. The immortal 
beings, Pitrs (Manes) Yaksas,Gandharvas, Rak$asas, Siddhas, 
Apsaras—attain their births from you—men, animals, birds, 
reptiles, deer, trees, and the time-scale divided into past, present 
and future—everything mobile and immobile, all those things 

with or without forms, those which are gross and subtle—O 
creator of the universe, you alone are all those things; there is 
nothing without you. 

36. O lord, no peace or happiness was attained by me 
anywhere; by me who wandered amidst the cycles of worldly 
existence and who had been attacked by the three forms of 
scorching agonies. 

37. O lord, miseries alone were taken up by me as 
pleasures, like the mirages that are understood as water-reser¬ 
voirs. They were conducive to my agony alone. 

38-39. Kingdom, Earth, army, treasury, allies, sons, wives, 
attendants, and the objects of senses beginning with sound—all 

these, O unchanging one, were taken by me to be the cause of 
happiness. O lord of Devas, in effect they were sources of dis¬ 
tress, of a scorching nature. 

40. O lord, even Devas attaining the goal of the common 
world became desirous of help from me. Where is permanent 
happiness (available) ? 

41. Without propitiating you, the basis and source of 
origin of all the worlds, by whom is permanent happiness 

attained? 

42. Teople whose minds are deluded by your Maya attain 
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birth, death, old age etc. of a sinful nature. They see the King 
of the dead in the middle. 

43-45. Then those men are bound by means of hundreds of 
nooses in hells. They attain very terrible misery. This is your 
cosmic form. I am very much sensuous. I am deluded by your 
May3,0 great lord, I wander amidst deep pits of *my-ness*. 

I have sought refuge in you. You who have no other side 
(? a vast one), the primordial I$a, than whom there is no 
other greater region. My mind is distressed due to exhaustion 
and agony of worldly existence. I am desirous of attaining the 
transformed (?) shelter, being disgusted with worldly affairs.” 

CHAPTER EIGHTYNINE 

Balarama returns to the cowherds' colony 

Vydsa said : 

1. Eulogised thus by that intelligent Mucukunda, the lord 
of all living beings, the lord who has no beginning or death 
spoke thus. 

§rlkr$na said : 

2. O lord of men, go to divine worlds as desired by you. 
You will be strengthened by my grace and your prosperity and 
prowess will be unimpeded. 

3. After enjoying the great divine pleasures, you will be 
born in a great family. By my favour you will be able to remem¬ 
ber your previous births. Thereafter, you will attain salvation. 

Vydsa said : 

4. Thus blessed by the lord the king bowed to Acyuta; 
the lord of the worlds came out of the cave. Then he saw short- 

statured men. 
5. The king understood tliat the Kaliyuga had arrived. He 

went to the abode of Nara and Narayana in order to perform 
penance (on the mountain) Gandhamadana. 
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6. Slaying the enemy by means of a stratagem, Kr?na 
captured his army shining with horses, elephants and chariots 
after arriving at Mathura. 

7. After bringing it to Dvaravati he offered it to Ugrasena. 
(Thereby) the army of the Yadus had no fear of the onslaught 
of enemies. 

8. O leading brahmins, having subdued all quarrels Bala- 
deva became eager to see his kinsmen and so went to the cow¬ 
herds’ colony of Nanda. 

9. As before, the conqueror of enemies spoke to the 
cowherds and cowherdlasses with affection and respect. 

10. He was embraced by them. He embraced some of 
them. With some cowherds and cowherdesses he cracked 
jokes. 

11. The cowherds spoke many pleasing words to Balarama. 
Some cowherdesses spoke joyously in their love and others 
spoke with malice. 

12. Other cowherdesses asked thus “Is Kr?na the lover 
of womenfolk of the city happy ? Is he agitated by stirring 
emotions of love. 

13. Does not Kr§na whose affection is momentary, deride 

our activities and increase the good fortune and pride of the 
ladies of Mathura. 

14. Does Krsna ever remember our following him and 
singing alongwith him ? Will he come here at least once to 
see his mother ? 

15. Or, of what avail is this talk regarding him? May 
other stories be mentioned, for without us his (life) is possible 
and without (him) our (life) is possible. 

16. Father, mother, brother, husband and kinsmen—who 

is not abandoned by us for his sake. (But) he had been un¬ 

grateful. 

17. Still, does Kr?rta ever (mention) anything about his 
coming here ? Nectar-like words must be uttered by you. 

18. He appears to be devoid of love towards us because 
his mind is attached to the ladies of the city. It seems it will 

be difficult to see him.” 
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Vy&sa said : 

19. He (Balarama) was called (by the cowherdlasses) by 
the words Krsna, Damodara etc. The cowherdlasses whose 

minds were attracted by Krsna laughed in good tune. 
20. The cowherdlasses were consoled by Rama through 

gentle and sweet messages of Kr$na couched in loving emo¬ 

tions and devoid of arrogance. The notes were as sweet as 

honey. 
21. As before Balarama continued funny stories and jokes 

with the cowherds whose minds were attracted by Krsna, the 

cowherds who were the residents of Vraja. 

CHAPTER NINETY 

Balarama's sport with Ploughshare 

Vy&sa said : 

1-2. The noble lord Balarama was thus roaming about in 
the forest alongwith the cowherds. He was Sesa the supporter 

of the Earth, who had assumed the false guise of a human 
being. He had accomplished great tasks. It was for fulfilling 
a great task that he had taken up this incarnation. Hence, 

for the purpose of his enjoyment Varuna spoke to Varuni 

(wine). 

Varuna said: 

3. O wine, you have always been liked by (Balarama) 
of great prowess, O auspicious one, go now for his joy and 
enjoyment of pleasures. 

Vy&sa said : 

4. Thus advised by him Varuni (wine) stationed herself 

in the hollow of a Kadamba tree growing on the banks of 
Yamuna in Vfndavana. 

5. Roaming about that spot Balarama inhaled the inten¬ 

sive odour of wine. After smelling it he experienced the delight 
that he previously used to have in wine. 
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6. O sages, thereafter, Balarama saw a current of liquor 
suddenly falling from Kadamba. He derived great joy there¬ 

from. 
7. He drank it joyously in the company of cowherds and 

cowherdesses while experts in songs and instrumental music 

sang elegantly. 
8. Shining with the pearl-like drops of sweat due to 

excessive heat and fatigue he became agitated and said - “O 

Yamuna, come hither. I wish to take my bath”. 
9. The river disregarded those words of inebriated person. 

She did not approach him. The infuriated Balarama (there¬ 

upon) seized his ploughshare. 
10. Agitated due to inebriation he caught hold of her by 

the tip of his ploughshare - “O evil-minded one, won’t you 
come, won’t you come ? Then go elsewhere as you please”. 

11. Dragged by him suddenly the river left her usual path 

and flooded the forest where Balarama was present. 

12. She approached him in an embodied form. Due to 
fear her eyes were agitated. She said to him “O you having 

lionclub as your weapon, be pleased, leave me off”. 

13. He said :- “If you disregard me in spite of my heroism 
and strength I shall split you into a thousand bits with the 
blows of my ploughshare”. 

Vyisa said: 

14. When he said thus, he was propitated by the river. 
When the ground there was flooded, Balarama released 
Yamuna. 

15-16. Splendour came to him in the forest when he had 
his bath. Laksml took with her a blue lotus as his ornament, 

an ear-ring, a garland of never-fading lotus flowers sent by 

Varuna and two blue cloths having the lustre of the sea and 
gave these presents to him. 

17. Having aborned himself with the blue lotus, embelli¬ 

shing himself with the beautiful ear-ring and clad in blue 
garments, the glorious one shone with splendour. 

18. Thus embellished, Rama sported there in the cow¬ 

herds’ ttolony. After two months he went to Dvaraka. 
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19. Balarama married Revati the daughter of king 
Raivata. Two sons, Ni^atha and Ulumuka were born of her. 

CHAPTER NINETYONE 

Return o/Pradyvmna 

Vy&sasaid : 

1. Bhi?maka was the king of Kundina in the realm of 
Vidarbha. His son was Rukmin and his daughter was Rukmini. 

2. Kr$na loved Rukmini and the lady of beautiful smiles 
loved him in return. Due to hatred, Rukmin did not give her 
to the discus-bearing lord. 

3. Urged by Jarasandha and Rukmin together, Bhismaka 
of great exploit gave Rukmini to Sisupala. 

4. Then for the purpose of marriage the kings led by 
Jarasandha, and Sisupala went to Kundina the city of 
Bhismaka. 

5. Surrounded by Balarama and other scions of the Yadu, 
Kr?na went to Kundina to witness the marriage of Sisupala, 
the king of Cedi. 

6-12. On the eve of marriage day Kr§na abducted that 
virgin even as Rama and other kinsmen were opposed to it. 
Then the glorious Paundraka, Dantavaktra, Viduratha, 
Sihjpala, Jarasandha, Salva and other kings became infuriat¬ 
ed. Allying themselves with Balarama and other leading 
scions of the family of Yadu they made earnest attempts to 

kill Krona but they were defeated. Taking the vow - “Without 
killing Krona in the battle I shall not re-enter Kundina”, 
Rukmin rushed at Kfsna to kill him. After killing his army 
fully equipped with elephants, horses, foot-soldiers and 

chariots the discus-bearing lord playfully hurled him on to 

the ground. 
After defeating Rukmin Krsna married Rukmini duly in 

accordance with the injunctions regarding Raksasa type of 
marriage.The valorous Pradyumna, apart incarnation ofcupid, 
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was born of her. Sambara kidnapped him but he killed 
Sambara. 

The sages said : 

13. How was that heroic one kidnapped by Sambara and 
how was &ambara killed by him ? O highly intelligent one, 
narrate this divine anecdote to me. 

Vy&sa said : 

14. On the sixth day after his birth, O brahmins, Kala- 
sambara kidnapped Pradyumna from the lying-in-chamber 
thinking—“O this one will be my killer”. 

15. Taking the boy with him he hurled him into the briny 
sea, infested with crocodiles, the awful abode of sparks that 
abounded in eddies and whirlpools generated by billows. 

16. As the boy fell down there a fish caught hold of him. 
Though burned by its gastric fire the boy did not die. 

17. O brahmins, this fish alongwith other fishes was caught 
by fishermen and offered to Sambara the most excellent one 
among the Asuras. 

18. His wife named Mayavatl, the uncensured queen of 

his household, supervised over the work of cooks. 
19. When the belly of the fish was ripped open she saw 

an excessively splendid boy who was the first shooting sprout 
of the tree of cupid that had been burned. 

20. “Who is this ? How did he happen to come into the 
belly of the fish ?” 

Narada spoke to her :- 

N&rada said : 

21-22. This is the son of Kr?na abducted from the lying 
in-chamber by Sambara who is capable of creating and anni¬ 
hilating the worlds. He was cast off into the ocean, was 
swallowed by a fish and now he has come under your control. 

O lady of good eyebrows, look after this jewel of a man 
confidently. 

Vy&sa said 

23-24. Informed thus by N&rada she looked after the boy. 
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Ever since the boyhood of the child she was fascinated by his 
excelling handsome features and overwhelmed by excess of 

love. O excellent brahmins, when he was embellished by 
extensive youthful features, that lady of graceful elephantine 
gait, became very much attached to him. 

25. Mayavati taught all the Mayis (illusory tricks) to 
the noble Pradyumna who was befitting her and in whom she 
had fixed her heart and the eyes. The lotus-eyed son of 
Krsna told her who was attached to him. 

Pradyumna said : 

26-31. Setting aside the emotions of a mother why do you 
behave like this in an entirely different manner ? 

Vydsa said : 

She told him - “You are not my son. KAlasaittbara kid¬ 
napped you, the son of Krsna. You were cast off into the ocean. 

You were obtained by me from the belly of a fish. Your mother 
is crying now but your beloved is extremely fond of you”. 

Vydsa said: 

Thus informed Pradyumna challenged Sambata for a fight. 
With his mind turned turbulent due to fury the powerful one 
fought. After killing the entire army of that asura, Pradyumna, 

son of Krsna passed over seven Mayas and employed the 
eighth one too. With that Maya he killed Sambara. 

Then he returned to the city of his father accompanied 

by her. 

32. On seeing him present in the harem accompanied by 
Mayavati, Kr$na’s wives had delightful ideas. The uncensured 
lady Rukmini said with her eyes fixed on him with affection. 

Rukmini said : 

33. This is the son of a fortunate lady. He is in the 
freshness of his youth. If my son Pradyumna were alive he 

would be of this age. 

34. O my beloved child, your mother is fortunate who¬ 
ever she be, she is embellished by you. Or, (considering 
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from the way) my affection turns and from your physical 
features, it it clear that you are Krs^a’s son. 

Vydsa said : 

35. In the meantime, Narada came there along with 
Kr§na. Delighted he said to the gentle lady Rukmini who was 
moving about in the harem : 

Srikr$na said : 

36. O lady of fine eyebrows, this is your son who has 
come here after killing Sambara by whom he had been 
abducted from your lying-in-chamber when he was but an 

infant boy. 
37. This Mayavati is the chaste wife of your son. She is 

not the wife of Sambara. May the reason thereof be heard. 
38. O Rukmini, when Cupid was killed, his wife 

eagerly waiting for his nativity, deluded Sambara by assuming 
an illusory form. 

39. In the course of enjoyment of conjugal and other 
pleasures, this lady of charming eyes showed only the splendid 
illusory form to the asura. 

40-42. K&ma has incarnated as your son. This is Rati 
his beloved wife. You need have no doubt about this. This 
is your splendid daughter-in-law. 

Vydsa said : 

Then Rukmini and KeSava were fully delighted. The 
entire city said - “Well done, well done” On seeing Rukmini 
who was rejoiced by her long-lost son, every citizen of Dvara- 
vati was surprised. 

CHAPTER NINETYTWO 

Rukmin is slain 

Vydsa said : 

1-2. Rukmini gave birth to eight sons, viz. Carude$na, 
Sude ?narCarudeha, Su?ena, Carugupta, Bhadracaru, Caruvinda 
and C&rii who was the most excellent among the strong ones. 
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She gave birth to a daughter Carumati also. 

3-5. Kr^a bad seven other splendid wives. They were: 
Kalindl, Mitravinda, Satya the daughter of Nagnajit, the 
gentle lady Jambavati who was always contented, Rohini 
another virtuous daughter of Madra king with good conduct, 
Satyabhama the daughter of Satrajit and Laksmana of sweet 
and beautiful smiles. The discus-bearing lord had sixteen 
thousand other wives. 

6-7. Pradyumna of great vigour married the splendid 
daughter of Rukmin in a Svayamvara ceremony. She loved the 
son of Hari. Aniruddha of great strength and exploits was born 
of her. He was an ocean of prowess and a suppressor of enemies 
but he was held (treacherously in Mahabharata) war. 

8. Kr§na chose the granddaughter of Rukmin as wife unto 
his grandson. Although Rukmin vied and contended with 
Kr$na he gave her to his daughter’s son (i. e. Aniruddha) 

9. O brahmins, to attend her marriage Rama and other 
descendants of Yadu went to Rukmin’s city named Bhojakata, 

along with Lord Kr?na. 
10. After the marriage of noble son of Pradyumna was 

concluded, Kalinga king and others spoke these words to Rukmin. 

Kalifiga king and others said: 

11. Balarama is not perfectly conversant with the game of 
dice; his indulgence in it is however, very great. Hence, O 
extremely lustrous one, we shall conquer him in the game of 

dice alone. 

Vydsa said: 

12. “So be it” said Rukmin who possessed great strength, 
to those kings. He played the game of dice with Rama, in the 
assembly. 

13. A stake of a thousand Niskas (gold coins) was won by 

Rukmin from Bala. On the second day another thousand was 
won by Rukmin. 

14. Then Rukmin the most excellent one among those who 

were conversant with the game of dice, put up a stake of ten 
thousand gold coins againts Baladeva who was desirous of victory. 
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15. Then, O brahmins, exhibiting all his teeth, the foolish 
overlord of Kalinga laughed at Bala. The haughty Rukmin 

spoke then: 

Rukmin said: 
16. O members of the assembly, this Balar&ma devoid of 

learning has been defeated by me in the game of dice. He is 
not conversant with either the manner of fighting or the lore of 
the game. 

Vy&sa said: 

17. On seeing the king of Kalinga with the teeth in his 

mouth fully exhibited, and Rukmin indulging in harsh words, 

Balarama became infuriated. 
18. With his mind full of fury Balarama put up the stake at 

a crore of gold coins. Rukmin too accepted it. He threw the 
dice for that purpose. 

19. Baladevawon the stake. He said to him loudly “This 
is won by me”. 

“The victory is mine” loudly proclaimed Rukmin to Bala in 
false words. 

20. “It is true that this stake was announced by you. But 
it had not been accepted or approved of by me. That being the 
case if (you say) you have won how (can’t I say that) I have 
won ? 

21. Then loud resonant words rose up in the sky aggravat¬ 
ing the fury of noble Baladeva. 

22. The speech in the firmament said : “The stake is won 

by Baladeva. What is uttered by Rukmin is false. Certain 
things are accepted through actions even without mentioning 
words.” 

Vy&sa said: 

23. Then Bala of great strength got up with his eyes turned 

red due to fury. With the dice board itself he hit and killed 
Rukmin. 

24. With great force he held the king of Kalinga who was 
throbbing and trembling. In his fury he broke his teeth with 
which he-had openly laughed at him; 
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25. The infuriated Bala seized a great column of gold and 
killed those kings who belonged to his side. 

26. When Bala was angry thus, O brahmins, the entire 
assembly of kings became eager to flee crying out “Alas, Alas”. 

27. On hearing that Rukmin was killed by Bala, KfSna did 
not utter a single word for fear of offending Rukmin! or Bala. 

28. Then, O excellent brahmins, the descendants ofYadu, 
accompanied by Krsna returned to Dvaraka taking Aniruddha 
with them after his marriage rites were concluded. 

CHAPTER NINETYTHREE 

Naraka is killed 

Vydsa said : 

1-2. O sages, seated on the back of the inebriated Airavata, 
Indra the lord of the three worlds came to meet Lord Kr?na 
at Dvaravatl. After entering the city he approached the lord 
and mentioned to him the vicious activities of the asura 
Naraka. 

3. O lord, all miseries have been subdued by you, the lord 
of Devas, though stationed in the form of a human being. 

4-5. For affording protection to those people who perform 
penance, the following asuras have been killed by you—Arista, 
Dhenuka, Keiin, Pralamba and others. Those who harassed the 
universe were destroyed by you, namely, Kariisa, Kuvalayapida, 

the child-slayer Putana and many others. 
6. When the three worlds have been saved by your 

excellent intellect as well as brawny baton-like arms, the 

heaven-dwellers partook of oblations in the sacrifice and be¬ 

came gratified. 
7. O lord, it behoves you to pursue efforts and counter¬ 

measures after listening to the reason for which I have come 

8.0 suppressor of enemies, this son of Bhumi named Naraka 
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who is the king of Pragjyoti$a harasses and destroys all living 
beings. 

9. After killing Devas, Siddhas, kings, and others, that 
Asura imprisoned their daughters in his own palace. 

10. He has taken away the umbrella of Pracetas, that 
exudes water. He has removed the Maniparvata, peak of the 
Mandara. 

11. That Asura has taken away the illustrious ear-rings 
of my mother Aditi, the ear-rings that exude nectar. He now 
desires to take possession of my elephant Airavata. 

12. O lord, I have told you about his evil activities. What 
steps should be taken by way of remedy may be pondered over 
by yourself. 

Vyasa said : 

13. On hearing this, lord Kr$na, son of DevakI, smiled 
and caught hold of the hand of Indra. He then got up from the 
excellent seat. 

14. He then rode on Garuda who traversed through the 
sky. He kept Satyabhama also on its back and went to the city 
of Pragjyotija. 

15. Even as the residents of Dvaraka watched him, the 
delighted Indra mounted his elephant Airavata and went to 
heaven. 

16. For a hundred Yojanas all round the city of Pragjyo- 
ti$a, the entire place was covered with terrible nooses in order 
to ward off the army of enemies. 

17. Lord Kr§na hurled his discus Sudar&ma and cut off 
those nooses. Then the asura Mura got up. KeSava killed him. 

18. By the fire from the sharp edges of his discus Hari 
burned seven thousand sons of Mura as though they were mere 
moths. 

19. O brahmins, after killing Mura, Hayagriva and 

Paftcajana the intelligent lord hastened to Pragjyoti$a. 
20. There |Cr?na fought with Naraka who had a great 

army. In that battle Lord Kr?na killed thousands of asuras. 

21. By hurling his discus the discus-bearing lord, the power¬ 
ful destroyer of asuras, split Naraka into two, Naraka, son of 
the Earth, who was hurling weapons and missiles on him. 
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22. When Naraka was killed, the Earth approached the 
lord of the universe taking with her the earrings of Aditi. She 
spoke these words :— 

The Efirtk said : 

2$. O lord, when I was lifted up by you in the form of 
a Boar, this son had been born of me as a result of my contact 
with you. 

24. He had been given to me by you and now has been 
struck down by you. Take back these two ear-rings and protect 
his children. 

25. It is for reducing my own burden that O lord of 
gentle and pleasant face, you have come to this worlds a part of 
yours. 

26. You are the creator, re-creator, annihilator, eternal 
source of origin and one whose form is identical with that of 
the universe. O Acyuta, how ami to eulogise you ?. 

27. You are the one all-pervading and the pervaded; deed, 
the doer and the thing done. You are the Atman, the inner 
soul of all living beings. O Acyuta, how can I eulogise you? 

28. You are the Supreme Atman, the innermost soul, the 
soul of living beings, the eternal lord. These are not your 
praises. They are the statements of facts. How shall anyone go 
about (this act of eulogy) ? 

29. O lord, the soul of all-living beings, be pleased. May 
What is done by Naraka be excused for making him free from 
defects. My son has already been struck down. 

Vy&sa said : 

30. “So be it”, the lord said to the Earth. O excellent 
sages, the conceiver and creator of the living beings took up 
jewels from the residence of Naraka. 

31. The lord of unequalled exploits saw sixteen thousand 
one hundred virgins in the harem, O excellent brahmins. 

32-33. He saw six thousand terrible elephants with four 
tusks and two million and one hundred thousand Kamboja 
heroes. Immediately the lord despatched those girls, elephants 

horses to ftv&rak& through the servants of Naraka. The 
lUnbrettft^fVaruna and the jewel mountain were put on the 
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back of Garucja the lord of birds. Accompanied by $atyabham&, 
Krsna mounted Garuda and went to Heaven to restore ear-rings 

to Aditi. 

CHAPTER NINETYFOUR 

The prayer by Indr a 

Vy&sasaid : 

1. Playfully carrying the umbrella of Varuna, the jewel 
mountain and bearing lord Krsna on his back accompanied by 
his wife, Garu<ja went ahead. 

2. Lord Kr§na reached the gateway of heaven and blew 
the conch. Then Devas approached the lord along with the 
vessels full of materials of worship. 

3. After being worshipped by Devas, Krsna entered the 
abode of the mother of Devas that had the shape of the peak 
of white mountain. After entering it he saw Aditi. 

4. Accompanied by Indra he bowed to her. The lord gave 
her the excellent earrings and intimated to her the death of 
Naraka. 

5. Then Aditi the mother of Devas was pleased.Unruffled, 
she directed her mind to the lord who is the creator of the 
worlds and eulogised him. 

Aditi said : 

6. Obeisance to you, O lotus-eyed one, O lord causing 
fearlessness to devotees, O lord, the eternal Atman, O Atman of 

living beings, O Atman of everything,O creator of living beings. 
7-10. You are of the nature of vital airs, soul and mind, 

intellect and sense-organs. You are beyond three attributes. O 

pure one, you are devoid of mutually clashing opposites. O lord 
stationed in the heart of all, O lord devoid of all con¬ 
ceptions such as those of whiteness, and length. You are 

untouched by birth, You are devoid of dreamy state. You are 
all these—dusk, night, day, Earth, firmament, wind, water, fire. 
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mind, intellect and subtle elements. You are Acyuta, the cause 
of creation, sustenance and destruction; you are the lord of 
makers and doers. With your forms named Brahma, Visjiu and 

Siva, you are the lord of all. This universe consisting of mobile 
and immobile beings is pervaded by your Maya. 

11. O lord, if one takes the non-Atman to be the Atman, 
this misconception is your Maya. It is from this that the ideas 
of ‘I*, ‘Mine* etc. emerge. 

12-19. O lord, this is the activity of your Maya amid the 

ocean of worldly existence. 

Those men who are devoted to their own Dharmas and by 

whom you have been propitiated, surmount all this Maya and 

proceed to self-liberation. 

Brahma and Devas, human beings and animals are enveloped 

by the darkness of delusion. They are involved in the great 

whirlpool of your Maya. 

O lord, these men bound by your Maya desire to obtain all 
desires when rebirths of the Atman cease, after propitiating 

you. 
You were propitiated by me with a longing for sons and for 

the extermination of the hosts of foes. It was not for liberation. 

Indeed, it is the activity of May&. 

It is like the longing for loin-cloth and similar things from 
the wish-yielding Kalpa tree. This kind of guilt happens in the 

case of those who perform meritorious deeds deriving worldly 
fruits. It originates from their own defects. 

Hence, be pleased, O unchanging lord, who cause illusory 

delusion into the entire universe. Destroy our ignorance, O 
lord of all living beings having perfect knowledge and good 

intention. 

Obeisance to you, to the discus-armed one, obeisance to you 
who have the conch in your hand. Obeisance to the deity holding 

the ironclub. O Vi?nu, obeisance to you, having lotus in your 

hand. 

I see your form rendered splendid by gross signs and symbols. 

I do not know the greatest principle. O Supreme lord be 

pleased. 
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Vydsa said : 

20*23. Thus eulogised by Aditi the lord laughed and spoke 
to Aditi. 

Srikrfna said : 

O gentle lady, you are our mother. Be pleased. Be one that 
bestows boons. 

Aditi said : 

Let it be as you wish. O tiger among men, you will be 
unconquerable by Devas, Asuras and human beings. 

Vydsa said : 

Immediately thereafter, Satyabham& accompanied by Sac! 
bowed to Aditi and said again and again—‘Be pleased’. 

Aditi said: 

24. O lady of fine eye-brows, due to my favour you will 
never have old age or deformity. O lady of blameless limbs, you 
will enjoy all worldly pleasures. 

Vydsa said : 

25. Permitted by Aditi, the king of Devas duly worshipped 
the lord with adequate reverence. 

26. Then, O excellent ones, Kr$pa accompanied by Satya- 
bhama visited the divine gardens and parks such as Nandana. 

27-28. There Keiava, the lord of the Universe, the destroyer 
of Ke£in saw the Parijata tree which put forth bunches of 

excessively fragrant flowers, which was divine, which caused 
cool comfort and delight, which was beautified by tender 
sprouts, which had the lustre similar to that of gold and which 

was produced when the milk ocean was churned for getting 

nectar. 
O excellent brahmins, on seeing the Parijata tree, Satya- 

bhama spoke to the lord. 

Satyabhdmd said : 

29-32. O Kr$na, why is not this tree taken to Dv&raki ? 
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If these words of yours are true—“Satya is my most beloved 
one'*, let this tree be taken to my house for beautifying my 
garden. O Kr?oa, these pleasing words are often mentioned by 
you to me—“O SatyS, neither J&mbavati nor Rukmini is so 
much desired by me as you are’*. If, O lord, those are not mere 
complimentary flattering words, if they are really meant, let 
this Parij&ta be an ornament to my house. 

I shall appear very splendid amongst my co-wives if I wear 
the bunch of its flowers on my braid of hair. Hence I desire 
for it. 

Vytea said : 

33. The lord who was requested thus laughingly placed 
the Parijata tree on Garuda. Then the guards of the park 
said. 

The guards of the park said : 

34. O lord, &aci is die crowned queen of Devas. It does 
not behove you to take away the Parijata tree specially adopted 

by her. 
35. When the milk ocean was being churned for obtaining 

nectar, this tree had been adopted by Devas for embellishing 
Sad. If you take this, you will not go safe and secure. 

36. You seek for this Parijata out of foolishness. Who will 

go out safe and secure if he takes this with him? O Krsna, the 
lord of Devas will indeed be furious over this. 

37. The immortal ones will follow Indra with the thunder¬ 
bolt raised up in his hand. Hence, O Acyuta, enough of your 
attempts to quarrel with Devas. Scholars do not praise that 
action which is very bitter in its result. 

Vytea said i 

SS44. When this was mentioned by him, the infuriated 

Satyabhftm& said :— 

SatyabhSmi said: 

Who is Sad and who is Indra the lord of Devas, in regard to 
this Pftrij&ta tree ? This Parijata tree is common to the worlds. 

It oHginated formerly (as common to all). Why should Indra 
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alone take it ? Just like the wine, moon or Sri, O guards of the 
park, this tree born of the ocean is common to all. 

If Sad clings to this, on account of her pride in the mighty 

arms of her husband, go quickly to her and mention these 
words—Satyabhama says in words couched in her pride over 
her husband,4 ‘If you are the beloved of your husband, if you are 
fond of him, prevent my husband from removing this tree. I 
know your husband Indra. I know the lordofDevas. Still I, a 
human being, shall remove this Parijata.” 

Vydsa said : 

45. The guards of the park who were addressed thus, went 
to Sad and told her what they were told. Sari then encouraged 

her husband the over-lord ofDevas. 

46. Then, O brahmins, Indra who was surrounded by the 

armies of Devas began to fight over the Parijata tree. 

47. Then Indra stood ready with the thunderbolt in his 
hand. Devas also stood in readiness holding their weapons such 

as iron clubs, sword and tridents. 

48*50. On seeing Indra seated on his lordly elephant, sur¬ 
rounded by Devas and approaching him for a battle, the lord 
blew on his conch. He filled the quarters with sounds. He dis¬ 

charged thousands and ten thousands of arrows. On seeing the 
quarters and the firmament covered with hundreds of arrows, 
Devas discharged many missiles and weapons. 

51. Then lord of the worlds playfully split each of the 
missiles and weapons discharged by Devas, into a thousand 

bits. 
52. Garutfa snatched the noose of the king of waters (i.e. 

Varuna), split it into bits like the body of a young serpent and 

moved about. 

53. The lord, the son ofDevaki, struck down on to the 

ground the staff discharged by Yama. It was broken when he 

hurled his iron club at it. 

54. The lord Kr$na smashed the palanquin of the god of 

wealth into minute bits like gingelly seeds. The sun and the 
moon lost their prowess as it was destroyed by a single glance 

of the Lord. 
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55. The fire god was split into hundreds by means of arrows. 
The Vasus were made to flee in all dirctions. The tips of the 
tridents of Rudras were split by the discus and the Rudras 
themselves were struck down on to the ground. 

56. The Sadhyas, ViSvedevas, Maruts and Gandharvas 
were sent up into the sky like the cotton bits from a Salmali tree 
by the Sarnga-bearing lord through his arrows. 

57. Garuda killed and ate Devas and Upadevas by means 
of his beak, wings and claws. 

58. Then Indra, the lord of Devas, and lord Krsna, the 
slayer of Madhu showered each other with a thousand arrows 
like two clouds by heavy downpours. 

59. In the utter confusion obtaining there, Garuda fought 
with Airavata and lord Kr§na with Devas accompanied by 
Indra. 

60. When weapons and missiles were split and scattered, 
Indra hastily seized the thunderbolt and Kr?na took up his 
discus Sudarlana. 

61. On seeing the king of Devas and Sri Kr?na holding up 
their thunderbolt and discus respectively the whole of the uni¬ 
verse consisting of mobile and immobile beings raised a hue 

and cry. 
62. Lord Kr?na caught hold of thunderbolt hurled by 

Indra. Without releasing his discus he told him ‘stay, stay*. 

63. As the king of Devas lost his thunderbolt, as his vehicle 

was wounded by Garuda, he became inclined to run away then. 
Satyabhama spoke to him. 

Satyabh&mZL said : 

64. O lord of three worlds, it is not proper for the husband 

of Sac! to run away. Sac! will honour you with a big garland 

of Parijata flowers. 

65. Of what nature is your divine realm ? You are unable 
to see Sad approaching you lovingly as before shining with the 

Parijata garlands. 

66. O Indra, enough of your endeavour. It does not behove 

you to be ashamed. Let this Parijata tree be taken away. Let 

Devas be rid of pain. 
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67. On account of her excessive pride and arrogance £ac! 
did not view me with reverence as I went to her house. Nor did 
she honour me. 

68. Being a woman, my mind is very light. I was devoted 
to the praise of my husband. Therefore, O Indra I picked up a 
quarrel with you. 

69. Hence, enough of this P&rijata which is another man's 
property. Why should it be taken away ? Which woman does 
not become proud due to beauty and fame. 

Vydsa said : 

70. O brahmins, when addressed thus the king of Devas re¬ 

turned and said to her : 

O my angry friend, stop from expatiating on a sorrowful 
fact. 

71-73. I do not experience any shame on being conquered 
by that lord of universal form who is the cause of creation, 
sustenance and annihilation of the universe. 

He is without a beginning or a middle or an end. The worlds 

are resting in him. They originate from him. He is the cause of 
origin, protection and annihilation. O gentle lady, if I am routed 

by him how can I feel ashamed of it ? 
Who can conquer him ? His form is the entire world. It is 

subtle and minute. It is known only to those who have under¬ 
stood the Vedas. He is unborn, and unmade He is the perma¬ 
nent lord. He is the primordial lord who can remove universe if 

he pleases. Who can conquer him ? 

CHAPTER NINETYFIVE 

Lord Kf$na marries sixteen thousand and one hundred virgins 

Vydsa said: 

1. O excellent brahmins, eulogised thus by the king of 

Devas, lord Kr?na laughed and spoke in an emotionally majes¬ 

tic manner. 
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The lord said: 

2. You are Indra, the king of Devas. O lord of the universe, 
we are mortals. The crime committed by me should be excused 
by you. 

S. May this Parijata tree be taken to its proper site. O 
Indra, it was at the instance of Satya that it was taken by me. 

4. Take back this thunderbolt which had been hurled at me 
by you. O Indra, it is your own weapon that pierces enemies. 

Indra said : 

5. O Lord, why do you try to delude me by saying “I am 
a mortal”. We know you; we are conversant with the infinite 
happiness. 

6. As you are, so you are, O lord of the universe. O lord, 
you are firmly fixed in your work. O slayer of Asuras, you re¬ 
move thorns of the universe. 

7. O Krsna, may this Parijata tree be taken to Dvaravati. 
Except with you this will not remain anywhere else in the mortal 

world. 

Vyasa said : 

8. After saying “So be it” to the lord of Devas Sri Kjr$na 

came to the Earth, eulogised by the liberated Siddhas, Gan- 
dharvas and sages. 

9. Taking the excellent tree with him, Kfspa hastened. 
He then reached the aerial space over Dvaraka and blew the 
conch. 

10. O brahmins, getting down from Garu<ja in the com¬ 
pany of Satyabhama he delighted the residents of Dvaraka. 

11. He fixed the great tree Parijata in his garden. People 
who approached it were able to remember their previous 
birth. 

12-18. The ground three Yojanas all round it was ren¬ 

dered fragrant by the sweet scent of its flowers. Coming and 
looking at it, the Yadavas saw divine and superhnman scents on 

that tree. 
Kf?na took possession of elephants, horses, and other 

wealth brought by the servants from the collection of Naraka. 
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Krsna, on an auspicious day married damsels brought from 
Naraka’s residence. 

O excellent brahmins, with a separate body for each of 
these, Kr?na married them in accordance with piety. There 
were sixteen thousand and one hundred women Or even more. 
Lord Kr?na took up as many forms. But those virgins consider¬ 
ed him as their sole lord individually, thinking, “K^na 
married me alone.” 

During the nights, O brahmins, Krsna the creator of the 
universe, Kr9$a of universal forms, stayed in the abodes of all 
of them. 

CHAPTER NINETYSIX 

Vydsa said : 

1. Pradyumna and other sons of Kr$na born of Rukmini, 
have already been mentioned. O brahmins, Satyabhama gave 
birth to Bhanu and other sons. 

2. Prapaksa and others were the brilliant sons of Rohini 
and Krsna. Samba and others of mighty arms were born to 

Jambavatl. 
3. Bhadravinda and other powerful sons were born to 

Nagnajiti. The sons the chief of whom was Sangramajit were 
born as sons of Saibya. 

4. Madrl’s sons were Vrka and others. Laksmana had 
sons the chief of whom was Gotravan. Sruta and others were 

the sons of Kalindi. 
5. The discus-bearing lord had sons in other wives too. 

On the whole, he had eightyeight thousand and one hundred 
sons. 

6. Among them Pradyumna was the eldest. He was the 
son of Rukmigi. Aniruddha was the son of Pradumna and 

Vajra was born to him. 
7. O excellent brahmins, Aniruddha of great strength who 

had been held as a prisoner of war, married Usa, the Daughter 
of Bana and the grand-daughter of Bali. ' ^ 
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8. In the course of events, Kr?na and Sankara fought with 
each other during which the thousand arms of Bana were cut 
off by the discus-bearing lord. 

The sages said : 

9-10. O holy brahmin, how did the fight between Sankara 
and Kr$na take place for the possession of U?a ? How did 
Hari destroy the arms of Bana ? O highly blessed one, it be¬ 
hoves you to mention all this to us. Our curiosity to hear this 
splendid story is great. 

Vy&sasaid : 

11-12. O brahmins, on seeing Parvatl sporting about with 
Sambhu, U$a the daughter of Bana too desired it very much. 
Gaurl conversant with the workings of everyone’s mind spoke 
to that beautiful damsel—“Enough of your yearning too much. 
You will also sport about with your husband”. 

Vydsa said : 

13. Thus consoled by Parvatl, she thought within herself— 
“When ? Who will be my husband ?” Parvatl then said to her 
again. 

Pdrvati said : 

14. “O princess, that person will be your husband, the 
person who will molest you in your dream on the twelfth day 
in the bright half of the month ofVaiSakha”. 

Vy&sa said : 

15. On that day, in the manner mentioned by the goddess 
a man molested her in the course of her dream. She too loved 
him. When she woke up she did not see the man. She became 

very eager. 

Ufd said : 

16-18. “Where have you gone ?** said U$a without bashful¬ 

ness. O brahmins, she said to her friend. The minister of Bapa 

was Kumbhai^da* Citralekha, his daughter was the friend of 
U?a. She asked her “Who is being mentioned by you ? In her 
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bashfulness she at first denied everything. Her friend thereupon 
created confidence in her and heard everything through her own 
words. After mentioning everything when everything was 
known by her U?a said :—“Immediately do somethihg by way 
of employers to attain him as mentioned by the goddess.’* 

Vydsa said : 

19-22. Citralekha then drew the pictures of Devas, asuras, 
Gandharvas, and human beings, on a cloth and showed them 
to Usa. She turned her face from Gandharvas, Suras and 
Asuras. She began to look at human beings especially at 
Andhakas and Vj-§nis. On seeing Kr?na and Balarama the lady 
of fine eyebrows became bashful. O brahmins, on seeing Pra- 
dyumna she turned her bashful glance away from him. When 
her real lover, the son of Pradyumna was seen, she said—“It 
is he, It is he. He is my husband.” Citralekha then consoled 
U§a and went to Dvaravat! traversing the path by her Yogic 
power. 

CHAPTER NINETYSEVEN 

Ufd and Aniruddha were brought back 

Vydsa said: 

1-2. Bana bowed down in front of the three-eyed lord 
and said—O lord, without any battle (to fight) I am disgust¬ 
ed with my thousand arms. Will there be any battle at all, 
making my arms fruitful ? Without a battle they are conducive 
to be burdensome. Of what avail are they to me ? 

Sankara said : 

3. O Bana, when there is an unprecedented breakage in 
your flagstaff you will have a war that will delight the flesh- 
eating asuras. 

Vydsa said: 

4. Joyously he bowed down to Sambhu and returned to his 

mansiofiT On seeing breakage in his flagstaff he was very much 
delighted. 
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5-6. In the meantime, by virtue of her yogic power, 

Citralekhh the excellent friend (ofUsa) brought Aniruddha to 
the harem of virgins. The guards came to know that he was 
indulging in sexual intercourse with U§a. They went to their 

king and intimated everything to him. 

7. Aniruddha the destroyer of heroic enemies seized a great 
iron beam and killed the army of servants sent against him by 
that noble king. 

8-10. When they were killed, Bana himself came there 
seated in his chariot. He endeavoured to slay him. Fighting to 
his ability (Bana) was defeated by the heroic (Aniruddha). 
Thereupon Bana fought with him by means of his Maya. 
Discharging a serpent missile by means of mantras he bound 

the scion of the family of Yadu. At Dvaravati the members of 

the family of Yadu began to cry aloud—“Where has Aniruddha 

gone?” Naradatold them that he had been imprisoned by Bana. 
11-12. The Yadavas had already heard that Aniruddha 

was carried off by a woman who was an expert in Yogic 
lore, to Sonitapura1 the capital city of the asura monarch Bana. 
Hence, they believed in what Narada said. Accordingly lord 

Kr?na mounted Garuda who came to him immediately on being 
remembered and went to Bana’s city accompanied by Balarama 
and Pradyumna. 

13. At the entrance to the city he had a fight with the very 
powerful Pramathas. After destroying them, he went near Bana’s 
city. 

14. Then the great Jvara (Fever) pertaining to Mahe£vara 

who had three feet and three heads, fought severely with the 
£arnga-bow-bearing lord for the sake of protecting Bana, 

15-18. Due to contact with Knpa’s body Balarama too 

experienced the heat originating from a touch of its Bhasman. 
Hence, he kept his eyes closed together with him. He began to 

fight with the Sarhga-bearinglord. But (the Jvara ofMaheSvara) 

6. Soyitapura: This capital city of Bana was protected by Siva, 
Karttikeya, Bhadrakali, Agni and othei divinities. In the battle between 

Sriktfpa and Bapa, the former defeated all the sentries and entered the city 

through the northern gate. Within the fort Bapa was defeated. Srikr?na, 
then released Aniruddha and from their prison. 
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was dispelled from the body of Kj*sna by the Jvara pertaining 
to Visnu. On seeing him (i. e. Maheivara Jvara) agitated due 
to the painful blow of Narayana's arms, lord Pitamaha said 
“kindly excuse him.*’ Thereupon saying— “O I have already 
forgiven”, lord Krsna dissolved the Vai?nava Jvara within him¬ 
self. 

19. Lord Krsna said thus to Maheivara Jvara—“Those 
who remember our fight between us shall be free from fever. 
After saying this lord Krsna went away. 

20. Then the lord defeated and destroyed the five fires. 
Visnu playfully smashed the army of Asuras. 

21. Then the son of Bali, Sankara and Karttikeya assisted 
by the entire army of asuras fought with Krsna. 

22. The fight between Kr$pa and Sankara was very terrible. 
The worlds were agitated when they were harassed by weapons 

and missiles. 
23. The battle raged furiously. Then Devas thought :— 

“Certainly the dissolution of the universe has arrived”. 
24. Kr$Qa made Sankara burst open Jrmbhana missile. 

Thereby the Pramathas and Daityas perished all round. 
25. Sankara who was attacked by Jpnbha (Yawning) sat 

within his chariot. He could not fight with Kr$na of unimpaired 
activities. 

26 Guha’s vehicle was destroyed by Garuqla. He himself 
was affected by Pradyumna’s missile. His trident was blown off 
by a hissing angry sound of Kr$na. So Guha fled away from 
the field. 

27-28. When Sankara burst open, (?) when the army of 
the asuras perished, when the army of the Pramathas was 
destroyed by the lord with the bow named Sarnga and when 
Guha was defeated, Bana came there to fight with the soldiers 
of Krsna’s son. He was seated in a great chariot where the 

horses were managed by Nandi£a. 
29. Balarama of great prowess hit the army of Bana by 

means of many arrows. Pradyumna did not go astray from 

virtue. He abided by the rules of war as laid down in the 
jastras. 

30. Bana saw his army crushed and suppressed by Bala 

by means of his iron club after being dragged by the tip of his 
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ploughshare, as well as by the arrows of the discus-bearing 
lord. 

31 -32. Then there was a brief encounter of Kr§na with 

Bana. They hurled blazing arrows at each other piercing 
through their armour. Kf?na cut ofT those arrows discharged 
by Bana by means of his own arrows. Bana hit and pierced 

Kr$na and the discus-bearing lord pierced Bana. 

33. Then, O brahmins, Bana and Kj§na were eager to 
conquer each other. They hurled missiles and iron clubs at each 
other. 

34-35. When all the weapons were being cut off, when the 
miraculous missiles became ineffective, Kr$na decided to kill 
Bana with a massive use of force. Thereupon, lord Kr$na whose 
splendour was like that of a hundred suns and who was the 
enemy of Asuras took up Sudarsana, his discus. 

36. Even as Kr$na, the enemy of Madhu, was going to 
hurl discus for the destruction of Bana, the naked goddess 
Kotari, the demoniac lore, appeared before him. 

37. On seeing her in front Kr?na closed his eyes and 
discharged Sudarsana against Bana in order to cut off the 
thousand arms of his enemy. 

38-40. Hurled by Acyuta, the discus gradually cut off the 
arms of Bana. When the arms were cut off the discus immediately 
returned to the hands of the lord. Because of the hurling of 
many weapons and missiles by the Asura, Kfsna decided to 
hurl the discus at Bana for slaying him. When this was known 
by the enemy of Tripuras, the husband of Uma, he rushed at 
Kr§na. On seeing the blood gushing out from the body of Bana 
because his arms had been cut off, Rudra spoke with gentle 
words of overtures. 

Rudra said : 

41. O Kj-sna, O Kr?na, O lord of the universe, I know 

that you are Puru$ottama the great lord, the great Atman 

the greatest being without beginning or without end. 

42. Your sport inasmuch as you take up physical forms 

among Devas, animals and human beings, is characterised by 

the slaying of Daityas. 
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43. Be pleased, O lord, fearlessness (freedom from fear) 
has been offered to Bana by me. The words uttered by me 
should not be falsified by you. 

44. He has grown old in serving me and having my support. 
O unchanging one, it is not your fault. (?) Boons have been 
granted to this Daitya by me. Hence, I request for your 
forbearance. 

Vyasa said : 

45. Thus requested, Kr§na became delighted as evidenced 
by his bright face. His anger towards the Asura disappeared. 
He spoke to the Trident-bearing lord of Uraa. 

The lord said : 

46. O Sankara, may Bana live (since) he has been grant¬ 
ed boons by you. The discus has been withdrawn by me out of 
deference for your words. 

47. The freedom from fear granted by you is the freedom 

from fear granted by me. O Sankara, it behoves you to see 
yourself not different from me. 

48-49. It is those men who had been deluded by ignorance 
that see all these differences. What I am, so you are. (We are 
identical with) this universe including Devas, Asuras and 
human beings. 

Vyasa said : 

50. After saying this Kf$na went to that place where the 

son of Pradyumna had been imprisoned. When dried up by the 
winds of Garuda the serpents that fettered him perished. 

He made Aniruddha sit on Garuda alongwith his wife. Thus 
Balarama, Krsna and Pradyumna came to Dvaraka. 
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CHAPTER NINETYEIGHT 

The burning of KiSi 

The sages said : 

1*2. Krsna who assumed human form performed great 
deeds. Playfully he defeated Indra, Sankara and Devas. May 

his other activities too withstanding the divine intercession, be 

mentioned. We are very eager to hear. 

Vy&sa said : 

3. O excellent sages, even as I narrate, let this be listened 

to with great attention how Varanasi was burned by Kr$na 

during his incarnation as a human being. 
4. (Defective) Paunqlraka, king of Varanasi was told by 

the people deluded by ignorance—“Vasudeva has taken in¬ 

carnation on the Earth. You are that in car nation,” 

5. Accordingly, he thought that he was the incarnation of 
Vasudeva on the Earth. He who lost all faculty of reasoning 

adopted the symbols of Vi$nu. O excellent brahmins, he sent a 

messenger to Knna. 
6-7. “Leave off the discus and other symbols that pertain 

to me. O foolish one, eschew everything pertaining to Vasudeva. 
For the sake of your sustenance bow unto me”. 

When he was addressed thus, Kr§na said to the messenger. 

The lord said : 

8-12. Go and tell Punqhaka thus : “I shall leave my symbol, 

the discus on you (I shall hurl it against you) O messenger, may 

these words be mentioned as mine. 
“The good intention behind your words has been understood. 

May what should be done be carried out. I shall come to your 

city taking the symbols with me. I shall discharge discus certainly 
towards you. Since you have commanded me to come I shall 
carry it out tomorrow without delay. O king, seeking refuge in 

you, I will do that whereby there will not be further fear from 

you.” 

Vytisa said : 

13. When the messenger who had been instructed thus. 
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had gone away, Kr?na rode on Garuda who came to him on 
being remembered, and hastened to that city. 

14. On hearing about the endeavour of Kr?na and that 
of his (Paur»draka*s), the lord of Kail came as his supporting 
ally, with all his armies surrounding him. 

15. With a great army (of his own) and that of the king 
of K£$i, Paundraka Vasudeva marched against Kj$na. 

16-18. From a distance Krsna saw him seated in an elegant 
chariot. He carried discus, conch and iron club in his hands and 
he held a lotus with another hand. He wore a garland and 
held the bow §arnga. The emblem of Garuda adorned his 
banner. Krsna saw the scar Srlvatsa marked on his chest. He 
wore a crown on his head and earrings too. He was clad in 
yellow robes. On seeing him, lord Krsna laughed heartily. 

19. O brahmins, he fought with his army that was very 

strong in elephants and horses and that contained swords, daggers, 
maces, tridents, javelins and bows. 

20. Instantaneously he slew the army by means of arrows 
discharged from his bow and blazing like fires, and by means 
of hits and blows with the iron dubs and discus. 

21. After destroying the army of the king of K5S also, 
Krsna spoke to Paundraka who was deluded and who bore 
his own characteristic marks. 

The lord said : 

22. O Paundraka, through the messenger you had told me 
“Leave the symbols.” I shall now accomplish it. 

23. This discus is left off; this iron club is discharged 
against you. This Garuda has been directed. Let him mount 
your banner. 

24. After saying this, he discharged his discus by which 
Paundraka was torn asunder. He was then threshed with his 
iron club. Garuda of Paundraka was smashed by his own 
Garuda. 

25. When there was a great hue and cry the overlord of 
Kasi stood ready for avenging the slaughter of his friend. He 
fought with Vasudeva. If Kr§na cut off his head with the 
arrows discharged from his bow, he hurled it into the city of 
Kali, causing wonderment amongst the people. 
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27. After killing Pauntfraka and the king of Kail alongwith 
his followers Krsna returned to Dvaraka and sported like an 
immortal being staying in heaven. 

28. On seeing the head of the king of Ka£i fallen in his 
city the wonder-struck people said—“What is this? By whom is 
this heinous crime committed? 

29. On understanding that he was killed by Vasudeva, his 
son propitiated Sankara assisted by his priest. 

30. Sankara was propitiated by him at the great holy centre 
‘Avimukta’. The lord then said to the Prince, “Choose your 
boon’*. 

31. He chose thus—“O lord, O MaheSvara, by your 
favour, may a Krtya (female deity of destruction) rise up for 
destroying Krsna who slew my father.” 

Vy&sa said : 
32. When this was uttered “It will be so”, a great Kftya 

rose up from the chamber of sacrificial fire at a spot beyond 
Dak$inagni. 

33. It had an awful face blazing terrible with flames of fire. 
The tresses were dishevelled and blazing. Angrily shouting 

‘Krsna Krsna’ it went to Dvaravati. 
34. On seeing the terrible Krtya with hideous eyes, the 

people of Dvaraka sought refuge in Sri Krsna who is worthy of 
being the refuge to the worlds. 

The people said : 

35. After propitiating the bull-emblemed deity this great 
Krtya has been created by the son of the king of Kasi for 
killing you, the discus-bearing lord. Kill this terrible Krtya 
having a confused mess of matted hair blazing like flame of 

fire. 
Vy&sa said : 

36-41. Sudariana, the discus of Vi?nu was playfully hurled 
down amongst the dice as he had been engaged in the game. It 
became very terrible, spitting flames of fire. Clusters of fiery 
flames appeared like matted hair. It pursued Krtya quickly. 
When hit and smashed by the discus Kftya rushed along quickly. 
The discus too followed her. Krtya hurriedly entered Varanasi. 
O excellent sages, its prowess was restrained by the discus of 
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Vi§nu. Then'the vast army of Ka£i and the army of Pramathas 

(attendants of Siva) marched against discus. They were equipped 
with various weapons and missiles. They were discharging 
missiles and weapons. 

After burning that army with its own prowess, the discus 

went to Varanasi. It burnt citizens, their servants, horses and 
elephants. 

42-43. It burnt the entire city with all its chambers and 
forts. Flames of fire surrounded the outer walls and arched 
gateways of all abodes. It was an unbearable sight even to 
Devas. Still the fury of discus did not abate. It was as indifferent 
as though very little had been accomplished. Shining and 
blazing as before, the discus went back to the hand of Visnu. 

CHAPTER NINETYNINE 

Glory ofBalar&ma 

The sages said : 

1. O sage, we wish to hear again about the exploits of the 
intelligent Balarama. It behoves you to recount his heroism 
unto us. 

2. His exploits, such as dragging Yamuna have already 
been heard by us here. Hence, O blessed one, kindly recount 
anything else which Bala performed. 

Vydsa said : 

3. O sages, listen to the activities carried out by Rama 

the infinite one, the unmeasurable one, the incarnation of $e$a, 
the holder of the Earth. 

4. Samba the heroic son of JambavatT forcefully abducted 
Duryodhana’s daughter whose Svayamvara was awaited. 

5. Then the infuriated Karna, Duryodhana and others 
including Bhlsma and Drona of great prowess bound him after 

conquering him. 
6. On hearing about it, O sages, the Yadavas became 
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furious with Duryodhana and made efforts to kill the Kauravas 
by way of retaliation. 

7. Bala stopped them and spoke to them although his words 
were indistinct through inebriation :— 

“I alone will go unto the Kauravas. At my instance they 
will let him off”. 

8. Then Balarama went to Hastinapura. He camped in the 
middle of a park at the outskirts of the city. He did not enter 
it. 

9. On coming to know that Balarama had arrived, 
Duryodhana and others brought unto him by way of presents, 
greetings, along with Arghya and water for drinking. 

10. After duly accepting those things he said to the 
Kauravas—“It is Ugrasena’s order—Release Samba quickly”. 

Vydsa said : 

11. O excellent brahmins, on hearing his words, Bhisma, 
Drona, Karna, Duryodhana and others became angry. 

12. Bahlika and all other kings too, were angry on seeing 
Balarama who had the threshing rod for his weapon and 
realizing that the race of Yadu did not deserve a kingdom, 
they said :— 

The Kauravas said : 

13. O Balarama, what is it that you say ? Which Yadava 
will pass an order on those who are born of Kuru’s family ? 

14. If even Ugrasena can pass orders on Kauravas, 

enough of the white umbrellas and ornaments befitting kings. 
15. Hence, go back, O Balarama. Neither at your bidding 

will we release Samba whose activities are unjust. 
16. Formerly, Kukuras and Andhakas used to bow unto 

us, for we are worthy of that honour. Now-a-days that usual 
obeisance is not made. What is this commanding attitude of a 

servant towards a master ? 
17-18. (Defective) You have become haughty because you 

have been invited for feasts and offered seats on the basis of 
equality. It is not your fault that good polity pleases only when 
it is not expected (hopefully). He who has been mentioned by 
you, O Bala, is worthy of being worshipped by us and treated 
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with love. But that has not been acquired by your family from 

ours. 

Vyasa said : 

19. After saying this the Kauravas remained adamant. 
They did not release Kj*§na’s son. After making this unanimous 

decision they entered Hastinapura. 

20. Maddened by the anger originating from the insult, 

Balarama lifted up his rugged ploughshare and rolled it. 
21. Then the ground was pierced as the noble Balarama 

kicked it with his heel. He clapped his hands filling the quarters 
with the sound with his eyes turned copper-coloured and knitt¬ 

ing the eyebrows in the face he said : 

Balar&ma said : 

22. Alas, the insignificant wicked haughty Kauravas wish 

to rule over us. It is brought about by adverse time. 

23-24. The behest of Ugrasena cannot be transgressed. It 
is virtually awaited by Indra along with Devas. Still these 

people do not care for Ugrasena’s command. 

Ugrasena always occupies a seat in the divine assembly hall 
of Indra. But fie upon the satisfaction these people derive from 
the ordinary throne of a king that had been enjoyed by hund¬ 
reds of men and then left over like the leavings of food. 

25. The womenfolk of the servants of Ugrasena wear bun¬ 
ches of flower, of Parijaia tree, still he is not a king for these 

people. 
26. Let Ugrasena, the lord of kings stay by. I shall go to 

that city after making the Earth devoid of Kauravas. 

27-29. I shall kill all these viz. Karjia, Duryodhana, 
Drona, Bhlsma, B&hllka, Duh^asana, Bhuri&ravas, Somadatta, 
Sala, Bhima, Arjuna, Yudhisthira, the twin-borns Nakula and 
Sahadeva, and others along with their horses, elephants and 
chariots. I will take the heroic Samba accompanied by his wife 

to Dvaraka and inform Ugrasena and other kinsmen. 

30-33. O I shall hurl Hastinapura immediately into 

Gang*-along with the Kauravas. I have been urged by the 

lfing of Devas to reduce the burden of the Earth. 
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Vydsa said : 

After saying this, Balarama, whose emblem was a palm tree 
and whose weapon was ploughshare, placed it with its face 
downwards on the top of the city outer wall and pulled. 
Suddenly, the city of Hastinapura rolled. On seeing it the 

Kauravas were agitated in their hearts. They cried out :— 

The Kaurvas said : 

34-35. O Rama, of great arms, let (everything) be for¬ 
given by you. May the fury be restrained. Be pleased (O lord) 
with the threshing rod for your weapon. Samba is released 
along with his wife. O Bala, your strength is realized. Let the 
guilt of those who have not understood your prowess be for¬ 
given. 

Vydsa said : 

36-39. O leading sages, the Kauravas came out of their 

city immediately and released Samba along with his wife. 
When Bhigma, Drona, Krpa and others bowed to him and 

spoke pleasing words, Bala the most excellent among the 

strong ones, said—“I have forgiven”. 
O brahmins, even today that city appears as though it had 

been tossed about. Such is the power of Rama. He was fully 

endowed with strength and vigour. 
Then the Kauravas duly honoured Samba along with 

Balarama. They bade farewell to him after offering him the 
appropriate dowry and sending his bride along with him. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED 

The Monkey Dvivida is slain 

Vydsa said : 

1-4. O sages, listen ye all. O brahmins, may the other 

activities of Bala the powerful be heard. 

There was a monkey of great prowess named Dvivida. He 
was a friend of Naraka the leader of Asuras, one who was 
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opposed to Devas. That powerful monkey nursed continuous 
animosity towards Devas. 

Dvivida said : 

Kr?na killed Naraka who was proud of his strength. Hence 
•I shall take revenge on all Devas. 

VySsa said : 

5-10. He destroyed Yajfias and annihilated men. Deluded 
by ignorance he damned and demolished sacrificial rites. He 
violated bounds of decency. He destroyed embodied beings. 
The fickle fellow burnt territories, cities and villages. At places 
he hurled mountains and powdered villages. He uprooted 
mountains and hurled them into oceans. Standing in the 
middle of the ocean he made it agitated. Thereby, O brahmins, 
the ocean was excessively stirred up and it overflew the shores, 
flooding the villages and cities nearby. He used to assume diffe¬ 
rent forms as he pleased and crushed down plants and trees as 
he wandered here and there. The monkey reduced everything 
to powder. This entire universe was thus ruined and ravaged 

by that wicked monkey. 

11-14. O brahmins, self-study of the Vedas and repetition 
of the Va$atkara Mantras ceased. Everyone was extremely 

miserable. 

Once Balarama, the highly blessed Revati and other excel¬ 
lent ladies were seated in the Raivata garden and engaged in 

drinking wine. Elegant ladies were singing in the midst of high¬ 
ly elegant and charming assembly. The chief and the most 
excellent among the descendants of Yadu sported likeKubera 

on the Mandara mountain. 

At that time the monkey came there, seized the plough¬ 
share and the threshing rod of Balarama and began to emulate 
him standing in front of him. The monkey stood in front of the 
womenfolk also and chattered and laughed. 

15-20. He struck and hit the bowls and jugs filled with 
beverages. Thereupon Bala, with great fury surging up in his 

soul, “rebuked him. In spite of that the monkey disregarded 
him and made tinkling chattering noise. Thereat, Bala got up 
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in anger and seized his iron club. The excellent monkey seized 
a terrible rocky boulder, and hurled it (against Bala). The 
most excellent Yadava split it into a thousand bits by his iron 
club. The rocky boulder fell on the Earth. The monkey dodged 
the iron club and fell down. On getting up in great anger and 
gathering up his strength he struck him on his chest. Then the 
monkey was hit on his head with his fist by Bala. Thereupon 
Dvivida vomited blood and fell down. His life became extinct. 
As his body fell down the peak of the mountain crumbled. 

21-23. O sages, the peak split into a hundred pieces as 
though it had been struck down by the thunder-bolt of Indra. 
Then Devas discharged showers of flowers over Rama. They 
approached him and praised him “Well done. A great task has 
been accomplished. O heroic one, the universe had been 
harassed by this wicked monkey who used to render help unto 
asuras. Fortunately, he has been destroyed.” 

Vydsa said : 

Thus the activities of Balarama, the incarnation of &e§a, the 
supporter of the Earth, cannot be measured and stipulated. 
There were many. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 

Srikrfna returns to his abode 

Vydsa said : 

1-4. Thus Krsna performed the task of annihilating asuras 

with Balarama to assist him. Similarly, for the sake of uni¬ 
verse, he destroyed the wicked kings as well. Accompanied by 
Arjuna, the lord disburdened the Earth by slaying Aksauhinis 
of soldiers. After reducing the burden of the Earth, after killing 
the kings, Kr?na, exterminated his own family under the pre¬ 
text of the curse of brahmins. Thereupon, lord Kr?pa left off 
Dvaraka and his human form which had been his own part. He 

entered his own abode of Vi$iiu. 
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The sages said : 

5. How did Kf§na exterminate his family under the pre¬ 
text of the curse of brahmins ? How did he give up his human 
form ? 

Vya sa said : 

6-7. The great sages ViSvamitra, Kanva and Narada were 
seen by some young men of the Yadava family in the great 
holy centre Pintfaraka. 

Elated due to their blooming youth, and urged by the 
inevitability of the future events they embellished and dressed 
Samba, son of Sambavati in the guise of a woman, and said to 
the sages after approaching and making obeisance to them. 

The young men said : 

8-13. O saintly lords, this woman is desirous of a son. What 
will she give birth to ? 

VySsa said : 

O sages of good holy rites, the brahmins were endowed with 
divine wisdom. Hence, though an attempt was made by the 
young men to deceive them they could not be deceived. Those 
brahmins cursed them to their doom. The infuriated sages 
replied—“She will give birth to an iron club whereby the entire 
family of Yadavas will perish. 

Thus warned by those brahmins the young men mentioned 
everything precisely to Ugrasena. 

An iron club came out of the belly of Samba. Ugrasena 
powdered that iron club and scattered the powder into ocean. 
It grew into an Airaka reed. O brahmins, when the iron club 
was powdered, there remained a piece which could not be re¬ 
duced to powder by the Yadavas. It had the shape of a minia¬ 
ture iron club. 

14-17. It was also cast off into the ocean. A fish swallowed 
it. When it was killed by the fishermen the iron piece came out 
of its belly which a hunter immediately caught hold of. 
Though Kr?na understood the truth, and though he was all- 
powerful, he did not wish to alter the course of events as 
brought about by the fate. 
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A certain messenger, sent by Devas visited Krsna and said : 
“O lord I have been sent as a messenger by Vasus, Alvins, 
Manits, Adityas, Rudras, Sadhyas and other Devas. O lord, 

Indra submits to you. O lord may it be listened to. 

Devas said : 

18-21. The lord has incarnated for reducing the burden of 
the Earth. More than a hundred years have gone by. You have 
been propitiated by Devas since Daityas of evil conduct have 

been killed. The burden of the Earth has been brought down. 
Let Devas with you as their leader go back to heaven. O lord 
of the universe, you have spent more than a hundred years on 

this Earth. If it pleases you, kindly repair to heaven. Our lord 
is intimated thus by Devas—If you still desire to be here we, 
your followers and servants, too, will have to be here alone for 

the requisite period of time. 

The lord said : 

22. O messenger, I know fully well what you say. But the 

destruction of Yadavas is only just started by me. 
23. If they remain unexterminated, they will constitute a 

great burden unto the Earth. Hence I shall hurriedly bring 
that down within seven nights. 

24. In the same manner as it had been taken from the 
ocean I shall replace Dvaraka in the ocean, exterminate Yada¬ 
vas and then return to heaven. 

25. I shall cast off my human body too, assisted by Sam- 
karsana. It should be considered by the leader of Devas that I 
have come there. 

26-27. The burden of Yadavas on the Earth is greater 

than the burden of Jarasandha and others who have been 
killed. Hence, after bringing down this very great burden 

of the Earth, I shall go over there in order to protect the 
world of immortal beings. Please tell them thus. 

Vyisa said : 

28. Thus informed by Vasudeva O sages, the divine 

messenger bowed to him and went to heaven near the king of 
Devas. 
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29. Day and night the lord witnessed evil omens in hea¬ 
ven, on Earth and in the sky as well, indicating the destruction 
of Dvaraka. 

30. On seeing them he said to Yadavas—“Sec the extre¬ 
mely terrible evil omens. In order to subdue these, we shall 
go to Prabhasa. Do not delay”. 

31-32. Uddhava the great devotee of the lord bowed down 
to Krsna and said : 

“O lord, mention to me. What has to be done by me now ? 
O lord, command me now. I think the lord will annihilate this 
entire family. O Acyuta, I see evil signs for the destruction of 
this family. 

The lord said : 

33-34. Equipped with the divine facility of movement 
originating from my favour, go to the holy hermitage of 
Badarikasrama, on the mountain Gandhamadana. It is the most 
sacred spot on Earth as it is the abode of Nara and Narayana. 
Keeping your mind in me, you will attain Siddhi there, due to 
my favour. 

35. After finishing this family I shall go to Heaven. The 
sea will engulf Dvaraka in its flood when it has been abandon¬ 

ed by me. 

Vyasa said : 

36. Thus advised and urged by Krsna, Uddhava bowed to 
him and went to the abode of Nara and Narayana. 

37. Then Yadavas, O brahmins, got into fast moving 
chariots and went to Prabhasa alongwith Kr$na, Balarama and 

others. 
38. After reaching Prabhasa, the Kukuras and Andhakas 

were sanctified and delighted. As it was approved of by Vasu- 

deva, they indulged in drinking bouts. 
39. As Yadavas went on drinking a mutual struggle en¬ 

sued amongst them giving rise to a conflagration of quarrel 

that led to their destruction. 
40. Urged by the divine fate, they struck at one another 

by means of weapons. When they had exhausted their weapons 

they took up Eraka reed nearby. 
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41. When the Eraka was grasped by them, it appeared as 
though it had turned adamantine. With this they hit one an¬ 
other with terrible blows. 

42-43. O brahmins, Pradyumna, Samba, Krtavarma, 

Satyaki, Aniruddha, Prthu, Viprthu, Carudesna, Subahu, 
Akrura and others hit and struck one another with the ada¬ 
mantine pieces of Eraka reeds. 

44. Krsna restrained them. They thought that he was one 
who had come to assist them. They bit and struck one another. 

45. The infuriated Krsna seized a fistful of Eraka from 
them. Thus the iron club became the fistful of iron for their 
destruction. 

46. As an Assailant he killed all Yadavas. Suddenly they 
too approached him and hit one another. Others also did like¬ 
wise. 

47. Then O excellent brahmins, even as Daruka went on 
watching, observing, Jaitra, the chariot of the discus-bearing 
lord was dragged by the horses through the middle of the 

ocean. 
48. The discus Sarnga, quivers, conch and the sword 

circumambulated him and went away along the solar path. 
49. O excellent brahmins, within a moment Yadavas 

were destroyed except the mighty-armed Krsna and Daruka. 
50. While taking their rounds both of them saw Balarama 

seated at the root of a tree. A great serpent was coming out of 

his mouth. 
51. After wriggling out of his mouth that serpent of huge 

dimension went towards the ocean. It was worshipped by 
Siddhas as well as Nagas. 

52. Taking Arghya with him the ocean came face to face 
with Balarama. Worshipped by the excellent Nagas he entered 

the water. On seeing the passing away of Bala, lord Krsna said 

to Daruka. 

The lord said : 

53-58. Mention all this to Vasudeva and Ugrasena viz.— 
the passing away of Balarama, the destruction of Yadavas. 

I shall remain in yogic posture and cast off this physical 

body. The residents of Dvaraka and Ahuka should be informed 
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that the ocean will flood this city. Hence all of you should 
stand ready with well equipped chariots and wait for Arjuna’s 
arrival. When the Pa^dava prince comes you must not stay in 
Dvaraka. You must go along with him wherever Arjuna, that 

descendant of Kuru, may go. After going there tell Arjuna, son 
of Kunti these words of mine. “These are my people. They 

should be protected by you in accordance with your ability”. 
Thus you shall accompany Arjuna taking the people of 

Dvaraka. Vajra shall become the king of Yadus. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND TWO 

Lord Krsna ascends Heaven 

Vydsa said : 

1. Thus directed, Daruka bowed to and circumambulated 

Krsna and went away as instructed. 

2. After going to Dvaraka he did as he was bid. He 
brought Arjuna there and made Vajra the king of Yadus. 

3. Lord Kr?na reinstated the greatest Brahman of the 

nature of Vasudeva into the Atman and held it in all living 

beings. 

4. O excellent ones, honouring the words of brahmins and 
Durvasas, the lord remained in the yogic posture keeping one 

of his feet over the other knee. 

5. The hunter Jara came there, holding a great arrow 

fitted with the last remnant bit of the iron club. 

6. O excellent brahmins, on seeing the foot of the lord 

having the shape of a deer the hunter stopped. With the same 

remnant of the iron club he hit the lord. 

7-8. On going up (to the victim) the hunter saw a man 
with four arms. He bowed to him again and again and said, 

“Be pleased. This has been committed by me out of ignorance 

suspecting you to be a deer. I may be excused. It does not 

behove jjou to burn me as I am already burned by my own sin. 
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Vydsa said : 

9-13. Then the lord said to him—“You need not have 
even the least bit of fear. O hunter, go to heaven, the resort of 

happiness, by the virtue of my grace”. 

Vydsa said : 

Immediately after he had uttered these words, an aerial 
chariot arrived there by virtue of his grace. The hunter got into 
it and went to heaven. When he had gone the lord cast off that 
mortal body and united his Atman with the supreme Atman, 
the Brahman, the unchanging, unimaginable, pure, unborn, 

unaging, undying, immeasurable soul of all identical with 

Vasudeva. Then he attained heaven. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND THREE 

The episode of Kr$na concluded 

Vydsa said : 

1. Arjuna found out the cast off physical bodies of Kr§na 
and Balarama and performed the requisite consecratory rites. He 

did the same for others too. 

2. The eight crowned queens of Kr$na, Rukmini and 
others, took the dead body of Kjrsna and entered fire. 

3. Revati the excellent lady, embraced the body of Bala¬ 

rama and entered the blazing fire which cooled and delighted 
her by the mere touch of her body. 

4. On hearing about this, Ugrasena, Anakadundubhi, 

Devaki and RohinI entered fire. 

5. Arjuna performed their funeral rites in accordance with 

the injunctions. Taking all the people and Vajra with him he 

left Dvaraka. 

6. Thousands of wives of Kfsria went out of Dvaravati. 

Looking after Vajra and the people, the son of Kunt! went 

ahead slowly. 
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7. O brahmins, the assembly chamber Sudharmi, that had 
been brought to the mortal world by Kr?na went back to heaven. 
So also the Parijata tree. 

8. It was on the day on which Krsna left the Earth and 
went to heaven that the Kali age, with time for its body set in. 

9. The great ocean flooded Dvaraka. The sea did not 
engulf the house of the most excellent one among the descendants 
of Yadu. This was the only thing it did not envelop in its 
waters. 

10. Since Kr§na the lord, is permanently present there, O 
brahmins, the great ocean does not even today, go beyond the 
limit (of this house). 

11. It is an abode of great merit. It destroys all sins. It is 
a place where Vi§$u sports about. On seeing it one is liberated 
from sins. 

12. O excellent sages, in the land of Pailcanada (watered by 
five rivers), equipped with much of wealth and foodgrains, 
Arjuna made arrangements for the residence of all the people. 

13-14. The ladies whose husbands had been killed in the 

battle-field were being led by Arjuna who had the bow in his 
hand. On seeing them led by Arjuna, robbers felt greedy. The 
Abhiras (cowherds) who were very haughty, who committed sin¬ 

ful deeds and whose minds were afflicted by covetousness gather¬ 

ed together and consulted one another. 

The Abhiras said: 

15-17. Here is Arjuna armed with his bow. Alone he is 

leading the women-folk whose husbands had been killed. He is 

taking them beyond us. Let his strength be reduced and ridicul¬ 
ed. By killing Bhisma, Drona, Jayadratha, Karima, and others 

he has become arrogant. He is not aware of the strength of the 

rural folk. He treats others with contempt regarding them infe¬ 

rior to him in strength, especially the people of villages. 

Vyasa said: 

18. Tnereafter Dasyus who hurled lumps of clay and who 

struck with their stalls rushed at those womenfolk whose hus¬ 

bands had been killed. They attacked them in their thousands. 

Turning back, the son ofKuntl spoke to the Abhiras laughingly : 
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Arjurta said : 

19-24. ‘‘Return, O unrighteous ones, if you are not desirous 

of dying”. 

Vy&sa said : 

They disregarded his words and seized the wealth and the 

womenfolk from the son of Kunti, the womenfolk who had 

been the wives of Kr?na. 
Then Aijuna began to string up his bow Gantfiva that never 

became infirm in battle. But that powerful hero could not string 

it up. 
With great difficulty he tied up the string but it became loose 

again. Although he racked his brain the son of Pandu could not 
remember the mantras with which they had to be discharged. 

Arjuna discharged the remaining arrows against these. But, 
though they were discharged from the Gandiva bow they did not 
inflict any injury. The everlasting arrows received from the 

god of fire became exhausted. Thus when he fought with the 

cowherds Arjuna was defeated and exhausted. 
25-26. Arjuna thought—“It was really Krsna’s strength 

whereby the various kings were conquered by me through 
volleys of arrows”. 

Even as the son of Paijdu was watching with wide open eyes, 
those excellent ladies were abducted by Abhlras. Others went 

away as they desired. 
27. When the arrows were exhausted Arjuna struck them 

with the tip of his bow. O brahmins, at the blow the Dasyus 

laughed derisively. 
28. Even as Arjuna was watching, O excellent sages, those 

Mlecchas seized the excellent women of Vr§nis and Andhakas 

and carried them to their places all round. 
29. Arjuna became dejected saying—“Alas; Alas, I have 

been abandoned by that lord.” He lamented. 

Arjuna said : 

30. That bow, those miraculous missiles, that chariot and 

those horses—all these are destroyed at one stroke like the chari¬ 
table gift to one who is not learned in the Vedas. 
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31. O, fate indeed is very powerful. Without that Atman, 
I am devoid of all efficiency. I have been led to ignoble defeat. 

32. These are the same arms as before; this is the same fist 
of mine. This is the same spot. I am the same Arjuna but with¬ 
out merit everything has gone worthless. 

33. My superior powers and those of Bhimawere certainly 
effected by Lord Kr?na. Without him, I have been conquered 
by the cowherds. How can it happen otherwise ? 

Vy&sa said : 

34. Saying thus, Arjuna went to Indraprastha. There he 

crowned as king, the Yadava scion Vajra. 

35. Arjuna saw there the highly blessed sage Vyksa with 
his abode in the forest. He approached him humbly and saluted 
the sage. 

36-41. As Arjuna bowed down to his feet, the sage closely 
looked at him. He spoke “Why are you so exceedingly pale and 
colourless ? Did you follow a column of dust kicked up and 
raised by goats ? Was the murder of a brahmin committed by 
you ? Are you miserable because your hopes of victory have been 
shattered ? Surely you don’t have brilliant lustre (in your face) 
now. Were your offsprings and others rebuked while they were 
begging ? Have you taken any lustful interest in any woman who 
cannot be carnally approached 7 You are lacking lustre thereby. 
Are you in the habit of eating sweets alone without giving a 
portion to brahmins ? Or were the riches of any miser removed 

by you ? I hope, O Arjuna, you have not been affected by the 
glare of the sun or the gust of wind 7 Has the evil eye struck 
you ? How can you be devoid of splendour otherwise ? Are you 
defiled in the water from the nail or have you been sprinkled by 

the water from a jar ? Why do you very much lack in lustre 7 
Or have you been defeated by base men in battle.” 

Vy&sa said : 

42. Arjuna who was thus addressed took a deep breath and 

said. “O holy sir, may it be heard”. O brahmins, he mentioned 

about.his mortification precisely. 
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Arjuna said : 

43. He who had been our strength, our splendour, our 
prowess, our exploit, our glory, our lustre—lord Kr?na—has left 
us. 

44-45. Without him, O sage, we are like stumps and pegs. 
He had been one who used to speak smilingly to us. He, the best 
of men, had been the cause of strength of our missiles, of our 
arrows and of my bow Gandiva. 

46. It was due to his supervision that glory, victory and 
increase of wealth never forsook us. But to our misfortune, the 
lord himself has forsaken us now. 

47. It was through the power of Kr?na that Bhisma, Drona, 
Karna, Duryodhana and others were destroyed. But that Krsna 
has left off the Earth. 

48. To me the Earth appears like a lady who has lost her 
blooming youth, whose splendour is destroyed and whose lustre 
has vanished. O dear one, I am not the only one to suffer from 
the bereavement of the discus-bearing lord. 

49. Due to the power and magnificence of Krsna I was able 
to kill Bhisma and others. I was like fire and they were like 
moths. But today, without lord Krsna, I have been defeated by 
cowherds. 

50. My bow Gandiva is well known in the three worlds due 
to his magnificence. But without him, it has been slighted by 
the cowherds by means of mere sticks. * 

51. O great sage, thousands of helpless ladies have been 

carried off, in spite of my endeavour, by the Dasyus who had 

batons for their weapons. 

52. All the womenfolk of Kr$na, while being brought over 

here by me, have been carried away by the cowherds who 

carried sticks as their weapons. 

53. It is not surprising that I am devoid of splendour. The 

fact that I am alive is miraculous. I have been marked by the 
mud in the form of insults at the hands of base men. I have been 

ashamed, O grand-father. 

Vy Asa said : 

54. On hearing the words of the noble-minded Aijuna, who 
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was dejected and miserable, O excellent brahmins, I spoke 
thus : 

55. Enough of your being ashamed, O Arjuna, it does not 
behove you to bewail. Understand that the working of time in 
all living beings is like this. 

56. O Aijuna, Kala is conducive to the nativity of living 
beings as well as to their non-existence. Knowing that K&la is at 
the root of everything, be steady-minded. 

57-58. Rivers, oceans, mountains, Earth, Devas, human 
beings, animals, trees and reptiles are created by Kala and later 
they attain dissolution through Kila. Knowing that all this is 
of the nature of Kala you shall attain mental peace. 

59. O Arjuna, the greatness of Krsna is just as you say. He 
had taken up incarnation on Earth for reducing its burden. 

60. Formerly, the Earth that had been afflicted by burden 
had gone to Devas. It was for that purpose that Vi?nu who could 
assume any form that he desired had taken up incarnation. 

61. That task has been achieved, the kings have been killed. 
The family of Vrsnis and Andhakas has been duly finished. 

62. O Arjuna, there was nothing else to be done by him on 
the face of the Earth. So the contented lord went away as he 
wished. 

63. This lord of Devas performs creation at the beginning 
and sustains during its maintenance. He is competent to annihi¬ 

late as well, as has been done now. 

64. Hence, O Arjuna, you must not feel aggrieved due to 
this discomfiture. At the moment of creative activity men will 

have exploits. 

65. It is exemplified by the fact that Bhlsma, Drona and 
other beings were killed by you alone. O Arjuna, is not this 

attack a deficiency in their case, as brought about by Kala ? 

66. Just as their mortification was brought about by the 
magnificence of Visnu and through you, so also is your mortifi¬ 

cation at the hands of Dasyus. It is caused by the magnificence 

of Vi§nu. 

67. That lord, the lord of the universe, permeates other 

bodiesjmd performs the task of dissolving all living beings in 

the end. 
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68. During the origin of this creative process the lord was 
your ally, O son of Kunti. At the close of created beings those 

who are viewed with sympathy by the lord had been your 
adversaries. 

69. Who could have believed at the beginning that you 
coilld kill Kauravas including Bhi$ma ? Who could have believ¬ 
ed your discomfiture at the hands of cowherds ? 

70-71. Arjuna, this is only a peculiar type of activity of 
Kr$na in respect of all living beings. The fact that Kauravas 

and others were defeated by you in the battle and that the 
women under your protection were carried away by Dasyus— 
this is only the lord’s sport. 

I shall tell you an anecdote, O Arjuna, in the manner it 
had occurred. 

72. O Arjuna, formerly the brahmin Asjavakra was in¬ 

terested in staying under water for many years even as he was 
worshipping the eternal lord. 

73. When Asuras had been defeated, there was a great fes¬ 
tival on the top ofMeru. The celestial damsels saw him on 
their way to the festival. 

74. O Arjuna, Rambha, Tilottama and hundreds and thou¬ 

sands of other ladies eulogised and praised that great soul. 

75. They praised the sage who wore weighty matted hair 
and who was standing immersed in water up to his neck. 

With humility they bent down their heads. They were eager in 
repeating the hymns. 

76. They eulogised him so much that he became pleased 
with them. O most excellent among the descendants of Kuru, 
they eulogised that most excellent brahmin. 

Aff&vakra said : 

77. O highly blessed ladies, I am delighted. Whatever is 
wished for by you, may be requested for from me. I shall grant 
it even if it is very difficult to grant. 

Vydsa said : 

78-82. Rambha, Tilottama and other celestial damsels 
said : 
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The Apsaras said : 

If you arc pleased) O brahmins, grant what is not achieved 

by us ? 

Others said—“O brahmin, if you are pleased we wish to 

obtain Krsna as our husband”. 

Vydsa said : 

Saying, “It will be so”, the sage got up from water. As he 

got up they saw that he was deformed with crookedness in eight 

ways 

O scion of the family of Kuru, on seeing the deformed sage 

the celestial damsels laughed. Some concealed their laughter. 

But some laughed openly. The infuriated sage cursed them. 

Aftavakra said : 

83-85. Considering me ugly and deformed you have laugh¬ 

ed derisively at me. Hence I curse you. 

Due to my favour, you will obtain Krspa as your husband. 

But afflicted by my curse, you will fall into the hands of 

Dasyus. 

Vyasa said : 

86. On hearing these words, the sage was propitiated by 

them. He said, “You will go once again to the world of the lord 

of Devas.” 

87. Hence, O Arjuna, even the least bit of sorrow need not 

be felt by you. Everything has already been ordained by the 

lord of all. 

88. Your strength, splendour, prowess and greatness have 

been condensed by the lord desirous of annihilating you all. 

89. Death is inevitable to one who is born; fall is a sequal 

to rise. Close contact leads to separation in the end; hoarding 

leads to destruction. 

90-92. After knowing all these things the learned men 

neither feel sorry nor elated. There are others like them who 

derive lessons from such events. 

Hence, O excellent among men, know this. Eschew the 

entire kingdom. Alongwith your brothers, go to the forest for 

performing penance. 
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Hence go. Intimate to Dharmaraja (Yudhi?thira) these 

words of mine. O heroic one, day after tomorrow attain the 

ultimate goal along with your brothers. 

Vyisa said : 

93-95. Thus advised, Arjuna approached his elder brother 

and informed him and the other brothers including the twins 

Nakula and Sahadeva what he had seen and experienced. On 

hearing the words of Vyasa uttered by Arjuna, the sons of 

Pandu crowned Pariksit in the kingdom and went to the forest. 

Thus, O excellent sages, the activities of Vasudeva, born in 

the family of Yadu, have been mentioned by me in detail. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND FOUR 

The glorification of different Manifestations of the lord 

The sages said : 

1. O excellent sage, the rare manifestation and the diverse' 

activities of lord Kpsna as well as Balarama in the world have 

been mentioned by you. 

2. Listening to the story of the lord we are not contented. 

We wish to hear about the other manifestations of the lord of 

the universe. 

3. There was a manifestation of Visnu of unmeasured 

splendour, mentioned by good men in the Puranas. It has been 

heard by us as Varaha (Boar). 

4. We do not know his full conduct nor the details of the 

process whereby the incarnation took place. We do not know 

the extent of the existence of Gunas and Karmans in him. We 

do not know the extent of his will in the causation thereof. 

5. Of what nature was this Varaha ? What was his form ? 

What is the deity ? What are his conduct and prowess ? What 

was performed by him then ? 
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6. The story of the great boar is conducive to the happiness 

of brahmins assembled at the sacrifice of those whose mind is 

always set on holy rites. It is pleasing to all the worlds. 

7-9. O brahmin, we wish to know how Narayana assumed 

the form of the Boar. How Vi$nu, the suppressor of foes, lifted 

up the Earth that was within the ocean, by means of his curved 

fangs. It is our inclination to hear about the activities of the 

slayer of foes, in detail. We wish to hear about the manifesta¬ 

tions of Vi$nu alongwith his activities in due order. It behoves 

you to recount the nature of the lord, O holy brahmin. 

Vydsa said : 

10. The burden of questions cited by you is indeed immense. 

I shall recount in accordance with my capacity. May the glory 

of Visnu be heard about. 

11. Fortunately your mind is inclined to listen to the 

prowess of Visnu. O excellent brahmins, I shall recount to you 

the manifestations of Visnu. 

12-20. It is him that the brahmins conversant with the 

Vedic lore call with a thousand mouths, a thousand-eyed, 

thousand-footed, thousand-headed, the unchanging lord 

with thousand hands, thousand-tongued, brilliant lord with a 

thousand crowns. He is the bestower of a thousand, the dev- 

ourer of a thousand, the unchanging one with a thousand 

arms. The various parts of the Yajfia are mentioned as iden¬ 

tical with him viz. Havana, Savana, Hotr, Havya, Holy 

vessels, altar, initiation, sacrificial twig, ladle, soma 

juice, winnowing basket, throbbing rod, proksanl vessel, Dak?ina- 

yana, Adhvaryu brahmin who sings saman, Sadhya, Sadana, 

Sadas, Yupa, Cakra, Dhruva, Darvi, Carus, Ulukhalas, 

Pragvamla, the altar and whatever is beyond that. He is iden¬ 

tical with the mobile and immobile beings whether short or 

huge in size. He is one with the rites of atonement, Arghya, 

Sthandila, Kuia grass, fire that conveys the mantras and 

Yajfias, the share and he who conveys the share. They call 

him as one who partakes of his share at the outset, as the 

imbiber of Soma, as one who has put offering in flame, as one 

who has lifted up the weapon. The brahmins conversant with 

the Vigdas call him the eternal lord of Yajfia, thousands of 
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manifestations of the lord of Devas, of Vi§nu marked with the 

scar Srivatsa had taken place before; they will occur in 

future too—so says Brahma. 

21-22. O highly blessed ones, it is about this holy and 

divine story that you have asked. It is based on the incarna¬ 

tions of Vi$nu. It is an auspicious story that dispels sins. O 

highly blessed ones, listen to this with your full concentration. 

May your wider soul be engrossed in the lord. O sinless ones, 

I shall recount in due order what you ask me. 

23. I shall mention the greatness of Vasudeva, the con¬ 

duct of life of the highly intelligent one, for the welfare of 

Devas and mortal beings as well as the origin of the worlds. 

24. The supreme Atman manifests himself on many occa¬ 

sions. I shall recount the manifestations that are divine, sacred 

and endowed with good qualities. 

25. The lord of Devas, the lord of universe, who sleeps 

for the period of a thousand sets of four Yugas, manifests 

himself against some (specific) task after the thousand sets of 

four Yugas are completed. 

26-32. The ancient lord whose splendour was as brilliant 

as that of the well kindled fire created all these :- Brahma, 

Kapila, the three-eyed Siva, Devas, seven sages, Nagas, 

Apsaras, Sanatkumara of great magnificence and the noble 

Manu who was the lord and creator of subjects. When all the 

mobile and immobile beings had perished, when Devas, Asuras, 

human beings had perished, when Nagas and Raksasas had 

perished, the lord remained in the middle of the ocean. (At 

that time) two Raksasas—Madhu and Kaijabha who were very 

powerful desired to win him. After boundless boons had been 

granted to them they were killed by the lord. 

Formerly, as the lotus-umbilicused lord was sleeping in 

the waters of the ocean, Devas and sages were bom in that 

lotus. This manifestation of the lord of the universe is the 

one which pertains to the lotus. In the course of this mani¬ 

festation the Purana is mentioned with the same concentration 

as the celestial Vedas. The manifestation of the great 

soul is mentioned in the Vedas. In this course this manifesta¬ 

tion, Vi$nu the most excellent of Devas assumed the form of 

a Boar. 
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Extra seven versts 

[The Yajftavaraha (the Boar of the sacrificial form) appeared 

thus. The Vedas constituted his face. Sacrificial posts were 

his legs. Sacrifice was his tooth, sacrificial fire was his face, the 

fiery flame was his tongue, the Darbha grass constituted his 

hair;Brahma was his head; he performed great penance (?) 

Day and night constituted his eyes; He was of a divine 

form; the ancillaries of the Vedas constituted his ear-orna¬ 

ments; the clarified butter was his nose; the sacrificial ladle 

was his snout. The great Saman songs were his loud snorting 

sounds. He was glorious and full of truthfulness and piety. 

He was duly greeted for his exploits in due order; the expia¬ 

tory rites were his terrible nails (colours). He had the form 

of a sacrificial animal from knee to face. The intestines were 

the ancillaries, (?) the Homa was his symbol, the seeds and 

the medicinal plants constituted his great fruits, recitations 

were his inner soul; the Mantras were his loins; the Soma 

juice was his blood; the altar was his shoulder. Ha vis 

(offering) was his scent offering; Havyas and Kavyas cons¬ 

tituted his velocity; PragvamSa was his physical body. He was 

lustrous, purified by different initiations. Dak$ina was his heart. 

He was a Yogin in the form of a great sacrifice. The eight 

Upakarman rites constituted his golden ornaments round the 

neck; the Pravargya was his circular ornament. The different 

metres constituted his gait and paths; the secret doctrine of 

the Upanigads constituted his seat. He had his own shadow 

as his wife and assistant; he stood up like a mountain with a 

jewelled peak.] 

33-36. The Earth extending upto oceans and consisting 

of mountains, tree-groves and forests got immersed in the vast 

sheet of water. The lord dived into, the vast sheet of water and 

lifted the Earth by means of his curved fang, with a desire for 

the welfare of the worlds. The lord, the primordial cause of 

the world, the lord with a thousand heads reinstated the Earth 

once again. Thus the goddess Earth immersed into the waters 

of the ocean was lifted up formerly by Yajfia-varaha, the one 

who sought the welfare of living beings. 

Thus the incarnation of Var&ha has been mentioned O 

brahmins. Thereafter (is the manifestation of) Narasirhha 
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(Man-lion). In this incarnation, Hiranyaka£ipu was killed by 
the lord who became a lion. 

37-38. Formerly, O brahmins, in the Krtayuga, this enemy 
of Devas was the leader of asuras. He was proud of his strength. 
He performed great penance for ten thousand years. For a 

thousand years he was engaged in Japas and observance of 
fasts. For five hundred years he adopted the holy rite of 
silence. 

39. Brahma was delighted by his penance and observance 
of restraints by his mental control and subjugation of sense-organs 
and at his celebacy. 

40-44. O brahmins, the self-born lord Brahma came there 

on a shining aerial chariot with the lustre of the sun and fitted 
with a swan. He was accompanied and surrounded by all these 
Adityas, Vasus, Maruts, Daivatas, Rudras, Visvasahayas, Yak$as 
Raksasas, Kinnaras, Disas (guardians of quarters), Pradiias 

(guardians of the intermediary directions), deities of rivers, oceans, 
stars, Muhurtas (the presiding deity of time units of 48 minutes), 

planets traversing firmament, celestial sages, persons grown old 
in performing penances, the learned Siddhas, the holiest saintly 
kings, Gandharvas, Apsaras and Devas. The glorious Brahma, 

the preceptor of mobile and immobile beings, the most excellent 
one among the knowers of Brahman spoke to the asura. 

Brahmd said: 

45. O you of good holy rites, I am pleased wtih your 
penance. Welfare unto you. Choose a boon. Obtain your 

cherished desires. 

Hiraijyakaiipu said: 

46-50. O grand-father of the worlds, none of these should 
curse me by imprecations—Devas, Asuras, Gandharvas, Yak$as, 
Nagas, Raksasas, infuriated sages and those who are endowed with 
penance. This the first boon I choose. I should not be killed by 

any of these things—weapons, missiles, mountains, trees whether 

dry or wet. I should not be killed above or below. He who is 
able to kill me at one blow of his hand along with my servants, 

armies and vehicles shall cause my death. I shall be all these : 
sun, moon, wind, fire, water, atmosphere, firmament, everything. 
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I must be anger, love, Varuna, Indra, Yama, Kubera, the 
presiding deity of riches as well as the over-lord of Yak$as and 
Kimpuru^as. 

Brahmd said : 

51. O dear one, all these divine and wonderful boons have 
been granted to you by me. O dear one, you will attain all 
these desires. 

Vy&sa said : 

52. After saying this, lord Brahma immediately went to his 
abode frequented by the brahminical sage. 

53. On hearing about the granting of boon, Devas, Nagas, 
Gandharvas and sages approached him. 

Devas said : 

54. O lord, with this boon, that Asura will harass us. 
Hence, O lord, be pleased, let the manner of his destruction be 
also thought of. 

55. O lord, you are the self-born lord, you are the cause 
of all living beings, you are the creator of Havyas and Kavyas. 

You are the unmanifest being. You are certainly Prakrti. 

Vy&sa said : 

56. Then, on hearing these words conducive to the welfare 

of all, lord Brahma spoke to Devas. 

Brahma said : 

57. O Devas, the fruit of penance must of course be obtain¬ 

ed by him. But as the benefits of penance are exhausted 

lord Visnu will slay him. 

Vy&sa said : 

58. On hearing these words of the lotus-born Brahm& 

Devas felt joyous. They returned to their divine abodes. 
59. Immediately after he had obtained the boon, the 

asura HiranyakaSipu became haughty and he harassed his 

subjects*,. 
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60. He overpowered and insulted the highly blessed sages 
of holy rites, interested in truthfulness and piety and of subdued 

sense-organs. 

61. That great Asura defeated Devas stationed in 
heaven. He kept the three worlds under his control and lived in 

heaven. 
62. Whenever that asura became haughty due to his 

obtaining the boon he roamed over the Earth. He made asuras 
worthy of shares in the Yajftas and Devas, unworthy of shares 

in the same. 
63-64. The Adityas, Vasus, Sadhyas, ViSvedevas and 

Maruts sought refuge in Vi$nu of great strength, worthy of 
being sought as refuge. They sought refuge in the eternal lord 
of Brahman identical with the Yajftas unto Devas and Brahman 
the lord of the past, present and future bowed to by all the 
worlds. They sought refuge in the omnipresent lord Narayana 

worthy of being sought refuge. 

Devas said : 

65. O lord of Devas, save us today from the fear of Hiran- 
yakaSipu. Indeed you are our greatest lord. You are our 

greatest preceptor. 
66. O most excellent one among Devas, you are indeed 

the supreme creator of all of us, Brahma and others. O lord, 
with the eyes resembling the petals of a full blown lotus devoid 
of impurities, O lord, the destroyer of the enemy hosts, be our 
refuge for the destruction of the race of Diti. 

V&sudeva said : 

67. O immortal ones, cast off your fear. I grant you all, 

fearlessness. O Devas, you will regain heaven as before without 

delay. 
68. I shall kill this asura along with his attendants. I shall 

kill this leading Danava haughty on account of his acquiring 

the boon that he cannot be killed by the leading immortal 

ones. 

Vydsa said : 

69. After saying this to the chiefs of Devas and bidding 
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them farewell, the lord of great strength came to the abode of 
HiranyakaSipu. 

70-74. The lord had half of his body human and half of 
the body leonine. Adopting the man-lion form, the lord clapped 
one hand with the other. He resembled the cloud; he 
had the voice and the brilliant prowess of the thick rain¬ 
bearing cloud; he was as impetuous as the cloud. On seeing the 
asura of great strength, guarded by the haughty asuras, the 
lord whose exploits were like those of a proud tiger hit and 
killed him with a single hand. 

This manifestation of the Man-lion has been recounted. 
The next great manifestation is that of Vimana. In the course 

of this manifestation, formerly, the powerful Visnu adopted the 
form of a Dwarf destructive of Daityas. In the Yajfta of the 
powerful Bali these great Asuras who could not be agitated by 
others were agitated by the three paces of Visnu. 

75-93. The following types of Asuras and Danavas and 
those of the following names assailed Hr?ikesa who had taken 

the steps. They were Vipracitti, Siva, Sanku, AyahSaAku, 
Ayahsiras, ASvasiras, Hayagriva, Vegavan, Ketuman, Ugra, the 
great Asura Ugravyagra, Puskara, Puskala, ASvapati, Prahlada, 
Kumbha, Samhrada, Gamanapriya, Anuhrada, Harihaya, 
Varaha, Samhara, Anuja, Sarabha, Salabha, Kupatha, 
Krodhana, Kratha, Bfhatkirti, Mahajihva, Sankukarna, 
Mahasvana, Diptajihva, Arkanayana, Mrgapada, Mrgapriya, 
Vayu. Garistha, Namuci, Sambara, Viksara the great, 
Gandrahanta, Krodhahanta, Krodhavardhana, Kalaka, 
Kalakopa, Vrtra, Krodha, Virocana, Garistha, Varis|ha, 

Pralamba, Naraka, Indratapana, Vatapi, Ketuman proud 
of his strength, Asiloma, Puloma, Vaskala, Pramada, Mada, 
SvamiSra, Kalavadana, Karala Kesi, Ekaksa, Gandramas, 
Rahu, Samhrada, Sathvara and Svana were the Daityas. Some 
of them had Sataghnis (hundred smashers) and discus in 
their hands; some carried iron clubs in their hands; some carried 
ASvayantra weapons (mechanical devices driven by horses). 
Some had Bhindipala variety of iron club as their weapons; 
some had tridents and mortars in their hands. Others were 

holding axes. Some had nooses, Mudgara iron clubs or Parigha 
iron clubs in their hands. The Danavas used great rocky 
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boulders as their weapons. They were armed with javelins. 
They were awful Danavas with diverse kinds of weapons. They 

were very powerful and came from different lands. There were 
Danavas with faces resembling those of tortoises, cocks, rabbits, 
owls, donkeys, camels, boars, cats, peacocks, crocodiles, rams, 
cows, goats, sheep, bulls, mountain lizards, porcupines, jackals, 
mice, frogs, wolves, sharks, Kraufica birds, Garuda, mules and 
peacocks. All of them were terrible and awful. Some were clad 
in the hides of big elephants. Some were clad in deer skins. 

Some covered their bodies with the barks of trees. Some had 
blue robes. Some had turbans or crowns. Some had rings. Some 
wore coronets, some had long loose tresses. They were refulgent 
with their necks resembling the conch. They wore various types 
of dress and garments. They had applied diverse kinds of un¬ 
guents. They wore various kinds of garlands. They seized and 
wielded their respective blasting weapons and gathered round 
Hf$ike£a. 

94-96. With the soles of his feet and the palms of his hands 

he crushed Daityas. He assumed a great and terrible form and 
roamed over the Earth. As he grew in size and roamed over the 
Earth, the moon and the sun at first stood on a level with his 
chest. When he flew up in the sky they stood against his umbilicus. 

When he of unmeasured prowess further grew in size they stood 
on a level with his knees. 

97-98. After killing the leading Asuras and seizing the 
entire Earth from them, Visnu the most excellent among the 
strong ones granted the Earth unto Vamana. Indra the mani¬ 
festation of the great Atman named Vamana has been recounted 
to you. This glory of Visnu is being recounted in detail by the 
brahmins who are conversant with the Vedas. 

99. A further manifestation of Visnu the great Atman, in 
the nature of a living being, is well known as Dattatreya. He 
was equipped with great forbearance. 

100-102. When the Vedas perished, when the holy rites and 
sacrifices became defunct, when the rigidity of discipline of the 
four castes became loose and when piety weakened, it was he 
who restored all these. When truthfulness got lost and when 

falsehood prevailed, when the subjects became shattered and 
scattered and when virtuousness became disarrayed, Vedas were 
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restored by him along with the Yajftas and holy rites. The four 
castes were made by that great Atman, free from admixture. 

103. Boon was granted by the intelligent Dattatreya to 
Karttavlryathe intelligent king of Haihayas. 

104. O king, this pair of arms of thine which was placed 

at my service shall certainly become a thousand arms. 

105. O lord of the Earth, you will protect the entire Earth. 
Engaged in battle you become so dazzling that you will not 
be stared at by the enemy. 

106. This glorious and auspicious manifestation of Visnu 
has been recounted to you. There is another manifestation of 
the great Atman namely Jamadagnya Parasurama. 

107. In the course of this manifestation the lord Parasurama 

killed king Sahasrarjuna in battle. Previously he had been 

invincible to the enemies in battle by the prowess of his thousand 

arms. 

108-109. King Sahasrarjuna was seated in the chariot. 

Parasurama struck him to ground. Sahasrarjuna was crying 

like the rumbling cloud. Parasurama assailed him. The scion 
of the family of Bhrgu cut off his thousand arms by his refulgent 

axe. He slew him together with his kinsmen. 

110. The Earth where crores of Ksatriyas remained scatte¬ 

red about, the Earth that is adorned by the mountains Meru 
and Mandara was rid of K?atriyas twentyone times by the 

lord. 
111. After making the Earth devoid of Ksatriyas, Para- 

Surama of great fame performed a horse sacrifice in order to 

dispel his sins. 

112-116. In the course of this sacrifice, the scion of the 

family of Bhrgu gave the Earth as gift unto Ka.fyapa the son 

ofMarici. In this sacrifice precious articles were offered as gifts. 

Parasurama, the most excellent among those who fought 
gave elephants, horses, chariots, gold, and cows as gifts in 

that horse-sacrifice. For the welfare of the worlds, lord Jama¬ 

dagnya, the scion of the family of Bhrgu, of great fame and 

great penance stays even today on the most excellent 

mnunjain Mahendra like a Deva. He is the manifestation 
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of the great Atman of Visnu, the perpetual lord of Devas, the 
unchanging lord. He is well known as Jamadagnya, son of 
Jamadagni. 

117-120. In the twentyfourth cycle of four Yugas, the lord 
of large eyes resembling the blue lotus was born as the son of 
Da ^ar at ha. Visvamitra preceded him in the course of this mani¬ 
festation. The lord of great arms divided himself into four. The 
lord resembled the sun in refulgence. He became well known in 
the world as Rama, son of king Daiaratha. The lord of great 
renown was born for augmenting piety, propitiating the people 
and curbing the wicked. They say that the lord of men engaged 
in the welfare of all living beings stayed in the forest for four¬ 
teen years. He was conversant with all holy rites and virtuous 

deeds. 
121-122. Followed by Laksmana, Rama engaged in the 

welfare of all living beings, performed penance in the forest for 
fourteen years. LaksmI took the form of Sita and followed her 
husband (to the forest) and remained at his side. 

123-127. Living in Janasthana,1 the leader among men 
performed the task of Devas. Seeking the whereabouts of Sita, 
the lord of great fame killed Ravana, the ruthless descendant 
of Pulastya, who had injured him. The lord killed Ravana the 
leader of Raksasas. The king of Raksasas was indestructible to 
Devas, Asuras, Yaksas, Rak$asas and Nagas. He was in colla¬ 
boration with crores of Raksasas. He was comparable to a mass 
of blue collyrium. He was invincible. He was incapable of being 
held. He was haughty and had exploits similar to that of a tiger. 
Devas dared not look at him. He was arrogant due to the boons 
that had been granted to him (by lord Siva). Lord Rama 
killed him along with his ministers and armies in the battle. 

128. Rama the lord of the living beings killed Ravana who 
had a huge body, who was very powerful and who resembled a 

mass of clouds. 

129. For the sake of Sugriva, Bali the powerful lord of 
monkeys was killed in battle and Sugriva was crowned in his 

place. 

1. Janasthina : A part of D&gdaka forest which lies in the basin 

of God&varl. R&ma had lived in this forest with Slti and Lakgmaga for a 
long time during the period of his exile. 
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130. The great Asura, the haughty son of Madhu, the 
Danava named Lavana, the heroic demon, proud of his boons 

was killed in the forest (named) Madhuvana. 
131-132. Marica and Subahu who were ihe most excellent 

ones among strong persons, who caused impediments in the 
Yajftas of the sages of purified souls, were killed by that great 
Atman, an expert in battle in the course of the fight. Other 
Raksasas too were killed by him. 

133. The tiger among men killed Viradha and Kabandha, 
the Raksasas of terrible exploits who had been formerly two 
Gandharvas deluded by imprecation. 

134. In the battle Rama killed his enemies by means of 
arrows, that had the lustre of fire, sun-rays and lightning streaks, 
that had the tail ends fitted with feathers of various kinds made 
of molten gold and the strength of which was like that of the 

thunderbolt of Mahendra. 

135. Weapons were given to him by ViSvamitra the intelli¬ 
gent sage for slaying the enemies who could not be assailed even 
by Devas. 

136. Formerly, when a certain sacrifice was performed by 
Janaka the great Atman, the great bow belonging to Mahesvara 
was broken by him even as he playfully and sportingly touched 
it. 

137. After performing these tasks Rama the most excellent 
among the virtuous performed ten horse-sacrifices where flesh 

was offered to the deities. 

138. While Rama was ruling over the kingdom people were 
not malicious or jealous. They did not speak inauspicious words. 
Winds blew without agitation. No wealth was stolen or taken by 
force. 

139. No widow lamented. There were no calamities. Every¬ 
thing was auspicious when Rama was ruling over the earth. 

140. No living being had any fear freon water, fire, wind or 
blows (of any sort). Old men never performed the funeral rites 

of boys (i.e. boys never died before old men). 

141. The Ksatriyas were devoted to the Brahmins. The 

Vailyas were devoted to the Ksatriyas. The Sudras served the 

three castes without any pride or egotism. 
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142. Women did not stray from their husbands; the hus¬ 
band did not stray from his wife. The entire universe was 
restrained and subdued. The earth was rid of robbers. 

143-151. Rama alone sustained the people. Rama alone 
was the saviour. People lived for thousand years. They had 
thousand sons. When Rama ruled over the earth all living be¬ 
ings were devoid of ailments; there was unity among the deities, 
sages and human beings everywhere on the Earth. The people 
who are conversant with ancient legends sing the following 
popular folk song thus— 

People had a close and real bond of love with Rama. The 
intelligent lord had greatness. He was a young man with red 
eyes and refulgent face. He spoke with limitation and restraint. 
His arms extended up to his knees. He had a gentle face. He 
had great arms and leonine shoulders. He ruled over the earth 
for ten thousand years. There were the following sounds conti¬ 
nuously in his kingdom—the sound of the chanting of Rks, 
Saman and Yajus Mantras; the twanging sound of the bow. 
This sound never ceased viz.“Let this be given, let this be eaten.” 
Rama the son of DaSaratha richly possessed Sattva attributes 
and other qualities. He shone with his own brilliance, more 
brilliantly than the moon and the sun. He performed hundreds 
of holy sacrifices at the conclusion of which excellent gifts were 
offered to the Brahmins. He of great strength left Ayodhya and 
went to Heaven. It was in this manner that the lord of great 
arms, the scion of the family of Iksvaku killed Ravana along 
with his attendants and went over to Heaven. 

152. There was another manifestation of the great Atman 
Kr$na for the welfare of worlds. It was well known in the 
Mathura Kalpa (period of activity at Mathura). 

153-154. In the course of this mainfestation, the powerful 
lord in human form killed Daityas, Salva, Si sup ala, Karhsa 
Dvivida, Arista, Vfsabhaand Kesi, ogress Putana, the elephant 
Kuvalayapida, Canura and Musfika. 

155. Thousands of arms of Bana of miraculous activities 
were cut off. Naraka was killed in the war. So also Yavana 
of great strength. 

156. All the jewels of the kings were taken away by him 
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due to his brilliance. The kings of the Earth whose conduct 
was wicked and sinful were killed. 

157. The following manifestation of the great Atman is 
conducive to the welfare of the world. It is the manifestation of 
Kalki named VisnuyaSas also. It will occur in the village of 
Sambhala. 

158-159. These and many other manifestations of the lord 
have taken place for the welfare of the worlds. In these manifes¬ 
tations, the lord of great renown was praised by Devas. These 
manifestations are sung about in the Puranas by the expounders 
of Brahman. Even Devas are deluded in enumerating these 

manifestations. 
160. The Puranais on a par with the Vedas and Srutis (?) 

The enumeration of manifestation is but indicatory, not exhaus¬ 
tive. 

161-163. The manifestations of the lord, the preceptor of the 
worlds, worthy of being glorified have been thus glorified. By 
the glorification of manifestations of the lord, the Pitrs are pleas¬ 
ed. He who listens to the (manifestations) of Visnu of unmea¬ 
sured prowess, with palms joined in reverence (attains happiness). 
By listening to the yogic Mayas of the lord of Yoga man is 
liberated from all sins. Due to the favour of the lord he obtains 
flourishing income, great prosperity and extensive pleasures 
quickly. 

Thus, O excellent sages, the holy manifestations of Vi$nu of 

unmeasured splendour have been glorified by me. They dispel 
all sins. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND FIVE 

Review of the path of the world of Tama 

The sages said : 

1. O sage, we are not satiated by hearing about holy 

meritorious rites. Greatly sung by you they are like nectar. 
Our enthusiasm is further increased. 
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2. O sage, you know everything, origin and dissolution 
of living beings and the goal reached through actions. Hence, 
we ask you, O great sage. 

3. It is heard that the path of the world of Yama is 
extremely impassable. It causes pain and misery. It is always 
a terror to living beings. 

4. How do men go to the abode of Yama through that 
path ? O foremost among eloquent persons, tell us the magni¬ 
tude and extent of the path. 

5. O omniscient sage, we earnestly ask you to tell us 
entirely. O sage, how do men avert the miseries of hell ? 

6. By what means do they prevent the hellish tortures ? 
By charitable gifts, holy rites and observances ? 

What is the distance between the human world and the 
world of Yama ? 

7. How do people attain the heavenly goal ? By what 
deeds do they go to hell ? How many are the abodes in 
heaven ? How many are the hellish abodes ? 

8. How do men of good deeds go ? How do men of evil 
deeds go ? What is the form and what is the magnitude ? 
What is the caste of the two ? Even as an individual soul is 
being led to Yama’s abode what is its form, shape and extent ? 

Vydsa said : 

9. Q leading sages, listen, even as I recount. O sages 
of good holy rites, the cycle of worldly existence is unageing. 
It has no permanent existence. 

10. I shall decisively mention the path of Yama entirely. 
I shall recount everything in detail beginning from the time 
of departure. I shall recount it in a manner that no one else 

will be able to recount. 
11. O excellent ones, I shall mention the form and nature 

of the path about which you have asked me and also the dis¬ 
tance between the world of Yama and the mortal world. 

12. That distance is 86000 Yojanas. That pathway is very 
hot like the red hot copper plate. 

13. That pathway should of necessity be traversed by all 
living beings called individual souls. Meritorious men go to 
the meritorious sections and the sinful go to the sinful. 
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14-17. There are twenty two hells in the realm of Yama. 
Men of evil deeds are cooked there in separate places. The 
chief among those hells are Raurava, Raudra, Sukara, Tala, 
Kumbhipaka, Samdamsa, Sunabhojana, Salmala, Vimohana, 
Kitada, Krmibhaksa, Lalabhaksa, Bhrama, Agnijvala, 

Asipatravana. There are rivers of putrescent and purulent 
matter. There are rivers of blood. There is the terrible 
Vaitarani river of foetid matter. 

18-20. On that great path there is no place where the 
person of great fatigue can rest. There is neither the shade of 
trees nor lakes nor tanks. There is neither a watering shed nor 

a well. There is no assembly or raised platform. There is no 
abode or hermitage. There are neither rivers nor mountains. 
That great path has of necessity to be traversed by all. 

21-24. When the time arrives everyone has to leave off 
his friends, kinsmen, riches etc. and go along that great path. 
All living beings whether they are oviparous or viviparous, 
sweat-born or of vegetable kingdom that breaks open the 

ground and grows, whether they are mobile or immobile, will 
go along that path. Devas, Asuras and human beings are 
under the control of Yama and they follow him. All beings 
termed Jlvas whether a man or a woman or an eunuch have 
to traverse that path. All the people whether old, middle-aged 
or young have to traverse that path and the death may take 
place in the forenoon or afternoon, at midday or in the middle 
of the night, in the morning or at dusk. 

25-28. Death may take place during childhood or in the 
womb. One may die at home as a householder or when one 
is on a journey away from home. A person may die in the 

forest or in water or on dry land; they may die in their abode 
or in a holy centre. That great journey has to be undertaken 
by the people who sit on the ground or on a chair or on a 
couch, whether asleep or awake. The creature enjoys the 
stipulated span of life here and at its close his vital airs cease 
to function even if he does not like it. 

The embodied soul comes across some cause such as water, 

fire, poison, weapon, starvation, or sickness and thereby it is 

deprived of its vital airs. 
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29-33. The soul casts off the gross physical body made of 
the five elements and takes up another body from its own ac¬ 
tions befitting the tortures undergone in hell. 

For the sake of experiencing happiness and misery he derives 
a firm solid body. He who commits sins, reaps the adverse 
fruits. He who performs good deeds enjoys happiness and 
delight even in the abode of Yama. 

The heat in the body becomes disturbed and displaced. 

When urged by the severe gust of wind it blazes even without 
fuel. It pierces the vulnerable vital spots. The organic wind 
Udana begins to function, blowing upwards. It prevents the 
water and foodstuffs taken in from having a downward motion. 

34. Those who make charitable gifts of water and cooked 
rice do not undergo any torture there along with their wives, 
sons and kins. 

35. He who makes a charitable gift of cooked rice with 
the mind sanctified by faith derives satisfaction there even 

without (the presence of) cooked rice then. 

36. The theist who has faith in God or holy scriptures, 
utters no falsehood and by whom severance of affection has not 
been effected, attains a happy death. 

37. These men face a happy death :—those who are devot¬ 
ed to the worship of Devas and brahmins, those who are not 
jealous, those who have spotless character, those who are liberal 

in gifts and those who possess the attribute of modesty. 

38. He who does not eschew virtue either due to lust or 
due to fury or out of hatred; he who carries out what is men¬ 
tioned by elders and he who is gentle meets with a comfortable 

death. 
39. Those who offer water to the thirsty, give food to the 

hungry, meet with timely death with ease and happiness. 

40-45. Those who make gifts of riches conquer chillness; 

those who make gifts of sandal paste conquer scorching heat; 
those who dispel agonies and distresses of others conquer pain; 
those who impart perfect knowledge conquer delusion; those 

who make a gift of lights conquer darkness. 

All these have death under delusion—the perjuror, he who 
tells lies, he who kills others and he who censures the Vedas. 
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The attendants of Yama are terrible. They have putrid 
odour. They have massive iron clubs in their hands. These 
persons are wicked in their designs. When they appear in front 
of him the dead man begins to tremble. He cries incessantly 
calling out his mother, father and brothers, O brahmins. That 

word Yama is indistinct. It appears as a single syllable. Due to 
fright, his eye rolls. There are convulsive movements in the 
body; he coughs and heaves a sigh. Thereafter he casts off that 

body afflicted by pain. 

46. He attains another body having the same shape as 
the previous one. It is for experiencing the tortures caused by 
his bad Karman. This body does not originate from the parents. 

47. Pain is derived by them in accordance with their 
magnitude, age, condition and manner of sitting. 

Then the emissiry of Yama binds him with terrible nooses. 

48-50. When the creature’s death is imminent he is dis¬ 
tressed due to the pain. The elements have abandoned his body. 
The vital air comes upto his neck. The soul is ejected out of the 
body. He laments excessively. Having come out of the body 
consisting of six sheathlike vestures he becomes gaseous in form. 
Then he is abandoned by the parents, brothers, uncles, wives, 
sons, friends and preceptors. 

51. Watched by those people in distress, with their eyes 
full of tears he casts off his body, attains a gaseous form and 

goes ahead. 

52-54. All such dead men are taken along the great path 
by the attendants of Yama. They are bound with nooses and 
dragged along and struck with iron clubs. They are led along 
the great path which is full of darkness. It is very terrible and 
endless. It yields both happiness and misery. To the persons of 
sinful activities it is impassable and unbearable. It is very diffi¬ 
cult to traverse. It is always injurious to the sinful persons. 

55. On seeing the living creature with the span of life 
extinct, the terrible emissaries of Yama come there desirous of 

taking him away. 

56-57. These emissaries come there seated on various 
animals and birds at the departure of the dying man. The 
animals are bears, tigers, donkeys, camels, monkeys, scorpions, 
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wolves, owls, serpents, cats, vultures, kites, Jackals, bees and 
herons. 

58. The emissaries of Yama are excessively terrible and 
competent to frighten all living beings. They assume different 
forms and their faces resemble those of bears, buffaloes, 
vampires. 

59. Some have long faces; some are hideous-faced; some 
have crooked nooses; some have three eyes. They have massive 

jaw bones, cheeks and faces. Some have hanging lips. 
60. The limbs of some are smeared with blood and flesh. 

Their teeth come out of their mouths resembling spouts of 
shooting plants. They are very hideous in their shape. Their 

curved fangs are very fierce. 
61. Their mouths resemble the nether worlds with blazing 

terrible tongues. The eyes are awful in their shape and size. 

They are shining, roving and tawny-coloured. 
62. The eyes of some resemble fire or the eyes of the cat 

or owl. Some eyes are protruded like the eyes of the beetle. 
Some resemble the glowworm. Their hair are dishevelled and 
stand erect. 

63. They are bedecked in garlands and skulls. Their limbs 
drip with blood (?). Their ornaments resemble terrible ser¬ 
pents tied up round their heads. 

64. There are black serpents round their necks. They are 
very terrible due to their kissing sounds. Their tresses are 
coarse and stiff. They are terrible and they resemble fiery 
flames. 

65. Their faces are covered with reddish brown mousta¬ 
ches and brown or tawny* coloured hairs. Their staff-like arms 
are very terrible. They hang down on either side and they 

resemble iron clubs. 
66. Some of them have only two arms; others have four 

arms, still others have ten, sixteen or twenty arms. 
67. There are still others with innumrable hands. Some of 

them have thousand arms. Terrible weapons of various forms 

shine in their hands. 

68. These emissaries of great strength threaten the dying 
men with different brilliant weapons such as javelin, iron club, 
discus etc. or nooses, fetters and batons. 
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69. When the span of life of the men comes to an end these 
extremely terrible emissaries come to take away the creatures. 
All of them carry out the orders of Yama. 

70. The creature assumes a physical body befitting tortures 
in the hell and originating from its own actions. It is this body 
of the creature that is taken away towards the abode of Yama. 

71. With the nooses, adamantine fetters andiron chains, 
the creature is bound by the infuriated servants of Yama. He is 
beaten and taken over to the abode of Yama. 

72-75. The dying man falters, cries and shouts frequently 
“Alas, my father, O my mother, O my son.** He is defiled by 
his own evil actions. He is hit by sharp pointed javelins, keen- 
edged iron clubs and iron hammers. He is tortured with the 
blows of swords and javelins and terrible adamantine batons. 
He is threatened and rebuked with thundering shouts by the 
emissaries equipped with thunderbolts and javelins. One by 
one the creatures are led by the awful and infuriated servants 
who beat them on all sides. The creature »s in agony. He faints 
and mutters in despair. 11 is dragged and taken along the 
path. 

76-78. The man of sinful activities goes to Yama’s abode 
along the terrible pathway full of Kusa grass, thorns, ant-hills, 
pikes, pebbles and gravel. It is infested with blazing fires fiercer 
than hundreds of thunderbolts (soaked in) acid. He is scorched 
by the blazing sun. He is burnt by its rays. He is pulled and 
dragged by the emissaries of Yama terribly shouting like vixens. 
He is bitten and dragged by hundreds of those vixens. 

79. That great path has to be traversed by these sinful per¬ 
sons frightened in some places, terrified in some places and 
faltering here and there. They are shouting and lamenting due 

to misery. 
80. The living beings have to traverse the path even as they 

are rebuked and burnt in their bodies. They are agitated due 
to terror. They run about in great dejection and agitation. 

81. Men who are devoid of charitable gifts are scorched 
and burnt by the heated sand. They have to go along the path 

strewn with thorns. 

82. Those who are guilty of slaying living beings have to 
traverse the path with their bodies emitting putrescent odour of 
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fat and blood with faeces and urine smeared all over as though 
they were unguents. They will have their skin burnt or cracked 

everywhere. 

83. The destroyers of living beings must of necessity go 
along the path shouting and lamenting, cooing and chirping 
out of tune. They shall be in agony due to their pain. 

84. Those who are guilty of slaying living beings must of 
necessity go along the path even as they are being pierced and 
smashed by javelins, iron clubs, swords, maces and arrows or 

by the sharp pointed tridents. 
85-89. Sinners must traverse the path even as they are 

eaten by dogs, tigers, wolves and herons. 
Flesh-eaters must traverse the path even as they are cut and 

severed by a jumbled mass of bubble or sawn and torn by saws 

and scissors. 
Those who habitually eat meat must traverse the path even 

as they are gored by the tips of horns of buffaloes and oxen 

and scraped by boars. 
Those who are sinful by imbibing wine shall traverse the path 

even as they are being eaten and stung by the swarms of bees 
and flies with their needle-pointed antenae. 

Those men who treacherously kill their trusting master, friend 
or woman must traverse the path in agony and distress even as 
they are split and pierced through by means of weapons. Those 
men who kill animals and strike guiltless persons traverse the 
path pertaining to Yama even as they are being swallowed by 
the Raksasas. 

90-99. Those who take away the robes and covering cloths of 
other men’s wives run about naked to the abode of Yama, when 
they turn into ghosts. They are chased by the servants of Yama. 

Those wicked-minded and sinful persons who commit sinful 

deeds and take away cloths, foodgrain, gold, houses or fields 
have to traverse the path leading to Yama’s abode even as they 
are beaten and shattered by stones, rods and batons. They shall 

shed profuse blood. 
Those men who profess not to be afraid of hell and snatch 

away the wealth and property of brahmins and those base men 

who revile at and strike brahmins are tacked on to dry twigs. 
Their cars, eyes, and noses are cutoff; they are smeared with 
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putrid blood, they are struck at by the terrible and hideous 
servants of Yama as well as vultures and jackals of Yama: those 
sinners go to the abode of Yama shouting and lamenting. 

Thus the path is extremely inviolable. It has the lustre of 
fire: It is terrible, impassable and inaccessible. It has been 
pointed out (as the path to be traversed by) men. It has the 
lustre and colour of heated copper. It emits sparks and flames 
of fire. It is strewn with thorns and yellow Amaranth twigs that 
are hideous and that strike and bit much. It is fully covered by 
javelins and thunderbolts. It blazes with severe thorns. It is 
mixed with sand burning like coal. It is impassable on account 
of fires and worms. It is terrible with clusters of flames. It is all 
the more scorched by the rays of the sun. The embodied soul is 
led along this path, being dragged by the ruthless servants of 
Yama. 

100-102. Whenever a creature shouts in misery or falls any¬ 
where he is hit with weapons by the servants of Yama. Thus the 
most covetous among the sinners, and he who has no right 

policy is beaten by the servants of Yama who cannot be checked 
or resisted. Helplessly the creature is led along the path. Every¬ 
one has to traverse that impassable path. 

103-104. The dying man is led along the very impassable 
path contemptuously by the emissaries of Yama. O brahmins, 
the creature is then ushered into the terrible city of copper and 
iron. He is taken there by the servants of Yama. That city is very 

extensive in magnitude. It extends to a hundred thousand 
Yojanas. 

105. It is mentioned as a square splendid city with four 

main gates. The outwalls are made of gold. They are ten 
thousand Yojanas in height. 

106-108. That city is beautified by sapphires, lapis lazuli, 

the great blue stone and rubies. Agitated by terrible Devas, 
Danavas, Gandharvas, Yaksas, Raksasas and serpents that city 

is extremely awful. 

The eastern gate of that city is splendid. It is beautified by 
hundreds of banners and festoons. It is adorned with diamonds, 

sapphires, lapis lazuli and pearls. It is full of Gandharvas and 

ApsarSD singing and dancing. 
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109. The entry through this door is exclusively for Devas, 
sages, Yogins, Gandharvas, Siddhas, Yaksas and Vidyadharas. 

110. The excellent northern gate is adorned with bells and 
chowries. Umbrellas and chowries are placed there. It is studded 
with different sorts of jewels. 

111. It is resonant with the sweet notes of flutes and lutes 
as well as charming and auspicious songs. The Saman fills the 
air with sages in crowds everywhere. 

112-118. Those who are conversant with virtue, those who 

are devoted to truthfulness and those who observe holy rites 
enter through this door. The following types of people too enter 
through this door : those who give water to the thirsty in the 
summer, those who offer warm fire during the winter; those who 
shampoo and rub gently (the feet of) tired persons ; those who 
are engaged in pleasing words; those who are devoted to charit¬ 
able gifts, those who are the heroic ones, those who are devoted 
to their mothers and fathers ; those who serve the brahmins and 
those who worship guests continuously. 

The western gate of the city is embellished with jewels. The 
steps are studded with wonderful jewels. The gate is beautified 
by bestoons in the shape of iron clubs. It is resonant with the 
sounds of drums, Bherl and Mrdanga, conches and Kahalapipes. 
It is full of auspicious chanting sounds raised by the delighted 

Siddhas. 
It is through this gate that the delighted man, the devotees of 

Siva, enter the city. The following also gain entry through this 
gate. Those who take holy dip in all sacred waters ; those who 

serve the five sacred fires; those who die in the course of cam¬ 
paign ; those who die on the Kalafijara mountain; those who 
lose their lives in fires; those by whom the eternality has been 
achieved, those who are killed in the interest of their masters, 
friends and the general public or in the encounter with the 
thieves of cattle. O sages, all these people, the heroic men, enter 
the city through the western gate. 

119-122. The southern gate of that city is very terrible. Its 
frightening cries of “Ha Hi’* fill up the air. It is enveloped in 

darkness. It is infested with animals with dark-pointed horns. 

The place is strewn with thorns and is impassable. Scorpions, 
serpents & Vajrakitas (adamantine worms?) prick and pierce, 
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(everyone). There are wolves, tigers, hares, lions, foxes, dogs, 
cats.and vultures all having flame-filled mouths. It is through 
this gate that all men of sinful activities gain entry. 

123-128. The following types of sinners enter through the 
southern gate : Those who kill brahmins, cows, boys, old men, 
sick men, persons who seek refuge, persons who have trusted, 
women, friends and persons who have no weapons; those foolish 
persons who indulge in sexual intercourse with the forbidden 
women; those who steal other men’s riches; those who misappro¬ 
priate money deposited or kept in trust; those who poison 

others or commit arson ; those who rob others of their lands, 
houses, beds, clothes and ornaments; those who ruthlessly wound 

others in their vulnerable points; those who are habituated to 
utter lies; those who work havoc in villages, cities and in 
different places of the country; those who commit perjury; 
those who sell their daughters ; those who invariably consume 

forbidden food, those who outrage the modesty of their daughters 
and daughter-in-laws; those who speak harsh words to their 
parents; all others who have been mentioned as people committ¬ 
ing great sins—All these people enter through the southern 

door. 
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CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND SIX* 

Tortures in Hell 

The sages said : 

1. O ascetic, how do the sinnera go to that city by the 
southern path? We wish to hear* Recount it in detail. 

Vydsa said: 

2-3* I shall recount that extremely terrible and awful door¬ 
way which is infested with many beasts of prey. It is resonant 
with the sounds of hundreds of vixens. It abounds in shrieking 
and howling sounds* It is impassable* It makes the hairs stand 
on their ends. It is surrounded by goblins, ghosts, evil spirits 
and other Raksasas. 

4. On seeing such a terrible doorway, those who have 
committed sins faint and lose consciousness suddenly* They 
begin to babble and prattle due to fear* 

5* Then the servants of Yama bind them with chains and 
nooses and drag them ruthlessly. They beat them with sticks 
and threaten them again and again* 

6. After regaining consciousness they go towards the 
southern door faltering at every step* They are smeared with 
blood, 

*The chapter opens with the account of tortures inflicted on sinners 
or punishment for their sins. Quite a terrible picture is drawn by the narra¬ 

tor to create horror with a view to check the growth of crime. The descrip* 

tlons of hells and the torments suffered by the sinners are motivated by this 
purpose. The Purliiag refer to a number of hells by their names which differ 
from Purina to Purina. The Brahma Purina mentions as many as forty-two 

hells while generally most of the Purltyas mention twenty-eight hells in all. 
See Devi Bhlgavala, Skanda andVi?ou Purina Part 2, ch.6* The Furltya* 

refer to twenty-eight hells. They are : (1) T&misra, (2) Andhatlmisra, (3) 

Raurava, (4-) Mahfraurava, (5) Kumbhiplka, (6) KAlasutra, (7) Asipatra, 
(8} Sukaramukha, (9) Andhakupa, (10} Krmibhojana, (11) Taptamftrti, 

(12) Sllmali, (13) Vairaka^akaslli, (14) Vaitaraitf (15) Pflyodaka, (16) 
Pranarodha, (17) Vilasanam, (18) Llllbhak&a, (19) Slrameyliana, (20) 

Avici, (21) Ayahplna, (22) Kflrakirdama, (23) Raksobhak|an&, (24) 
Sulaprota, (25) Dantfaiiika, (26) Vatarodha, (27) Paryav&rtanaka, & (28) 

SUcimukha. ^ 
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7-9, The miserable ones move ahead along the path where 
there are sharp thorns. It is full of gravel. There are pebbles 
with keen edges resembling those of razors. In some places the 
path is full of mud. There are unfathomable moats too. In 
some places there are tooth-like edges with sharp points like 
those of iron needles. In some places big trees have fallen down 
from the mountain ridges and blocked the path. In some places 
there are burning coals. 

10-16. In some places there are dangerous ditches and pits. 
In some places there are slippery lumps of clay; in some places 
there are red hot sand particles; there are sharp pointed pikes 
in some places. The cross-roads are covered with iron plates 
which are red-hot. In some places there are forest fires. Some 
places are covered with hot rocks. Some places are covered 
with snow. In some places there are sands so loose that the 
pedestrians slip down therein upto the neck. In some places 
there is defiled water. Other places are filled with the fire of 
burning husk. 

The pedestrians are tortured by the following, viz. lions, 
wolves, tigers, terrible biting insects, big leeches, huge pythons, 
awful flies and bees, massive poisonous snakes, wicked elephants 
that are intoxicated by their strength and kill, great bulls with 
sharp-pointed horns digging up the path, infuriated buffaloes 
with huge horns, that are mad and that devour persons, hideous 
and terrible Dakin! witches, Raksasas and very terrible ail¬ 
ments. Harassed by these pedestrians, the dead go ahead along 
that path. 

17-21, They are struck by fierce gusts of wind mixed with 
huge columns of dust and striking by a great shower of pebbles. 
They find no place of shelter. As they go along, they are tom 
and shattered by the fall of thunderbolt. Everywhere they are 
cut and split by huge showers of arrows. 

They are burned by thunderbolts and terrific meteors fall¬ 
ing in multitudes as well as burning coal. A great shower of 
dust particles covers them up and they cry in agony. They are 
frightened by the repeated terrible sounds of clouds. They are 
pounded and smashed by showers of arrows. They are sprinkled 
and sprayed with solutions of acid as they go ahead. 
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22. When the extremely rough, coarse and chill wind 
blows against them they shrink, shrivel and become frozen. 

23-24. Thus those men are led along the path without 
repast and rest. They do not get water to drink. The path is 
impassable. Thus the embodied souls, the deluded perpetrators 
of sinful crimes are forcibly led along that path by the terrible 
emissaries of Yama whose behests they carry out. 

25-32. They are lonely and without friends or kinsmen. 
They are subject to other’s will and helpless. They bewail their 
lot and lament continuously. 

Those forbidden persons (?) turned into ghosts find their 
throat, lips and palates parched up. They are emaciated and 
terribly afraid. They are burnt by the fire of hunger. Some are 
bound with fetters with their legs raised up. Even as they are 
parched up thus, they are dragged and pulled by the emissaries 
of Yama of manifest strength. 

These men with their faces down and others are also drag¬ 
ged by the servants of Yama. They are extremely miserable. 
Deprived of food and drink they beg for it saying "Give, please 
give” in a voice choked with tears. 

On seeing various foodstuffs and beverages in plenty, these 
wretched persons afflicted by hunger and thirst request for the 
same with palms joined in reverence. They see cooked rice mixed 
with curds, milk and ghee; they observe various articles with 
sweet odour, they notice various kinds of fragrant and cool 
beverages. On seeing these, they begin to request for the same. 
Thereupon, the servants of Yama rebuke them with harsh words. 
Those terrible fellows with the tips of their eyes red with anger 
threaten, the pedestrians and say :— 

Tama's servants said : 

33-38. You have not performed sacrifices at the proper 
time. You have not offered gifts to the brahmins. Moreover* 
when something was offered to brahmins you had actively pre¬ 
vented it. The time for the reaping of the fruits of that sin has 
arrived, O base men, your assets were not burnt by fire nor did 
they perish in water. They had not been seized by kings or rob¬ 
bers, Where are they now? Why were they not handed over to 
brahmins? These mountain-like heaps of cooked rice that are 
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seen here have been kept ready for those good men by whom 
charitable gifts of Sattvika type have been made. There are 
various good stuffs a^id beverages—those that should be chewed 
and masticated, those that should be swallowed, those that should 
be licked and those that should be squeezed of their juice. You 
will not get these since nothing has been given by you before. 
Cooked rice is always brought and kept here for the sake of 
those persons by whom gifts are given in charity, Homas are 
performed, sacrificial ceremonies are celebrated and brahmins 
are worshipped. O hellish beings, how can others’ fruits of piety 
be given away by us to you? 

VySsa raid : 

39. On hearing the words ofYama’s servants they lose their 
taste therein. They are afflicted by hunger and thirst (all the 
more). Thereafter they are tortured by the servants of Yama 
with terrible weapons. 

40-41. The ruthless emissaries af Yama attack them from 
the rear with iron clubs, iron-rods, javelins, tomaras, pattisas, 
bhindipalas and parighas. They are bit and pierced by arrows, 
axes and maces. The sinners are attacked from the front by lions, 
tigers etc. and are eaten up by them. 

42. They do not get the opportunity of either getting in or 
coming out. They are in a highly wretched state. Those sinners 
are overwhelmed by their own actions. They lament piteously. 

43. After restraining and afflicting them much the sinners 
are taken by the servants of Yama to that place where Yama 
himself is present. 

44-45. Lord Yama is a virtuous soul. He causes piety. He 
restrains evil. The deceased persons who reach the city of the 
dead through the very difficult path are brought in front of 
Yama after duly informing him. Then those evil doers see that 
terrible person. 

46-56. The eyes of the sinners are obstructed by sins. They 
had a wrong notion and idea of the soul before. Such sinners 
see Yama face to face. His face appears terrible due to the 
curved fangs. His eyebrows are coorked as he sees furiously. His 
hairs are lifted up. He has great moustache. His lower lip throbs. 
He has eighteen arms. He is infuriated. He resembles the blue 
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mass of collyrium. All types of weapons shine in his hands. He 
is equipped with a dreadful rod. He rides on a great buffalo* 
His eyes resemble the biasing fire. He wears red garlands and 
garments. He is as lofty as the great cloud. His voice is as loud 
as the rumbling sound of the cloud at the time of dissolution. 
He appears to drink the great ocean, swallow the three worlds 
and vomit fire. Near him the sinners see Death whose lustre 
is like that of black fire. They see the Annihilator too who is 
terrible and who resembles the fire at the time of dissolution. 
Then there is the fierce Mahamarl (great smallpox) and the 
terrible Kalaratri (Nightmare). There are also different ail¬ 
ments terrible and of different forms. They hold javelins, tri¬ 
dents, goads, nooses, discuses and swords. They are terrible 
with thunderbolt and rod of chastisement* They hold daggers, 
quivers and bow. The emissaries of Yama are innumerable. 
They are ruthless and they resemble collyrium in lustre. They 
have great prowess. They have all types of weapons lifted up in 
their hands. Yama is surrounded by these excessively terrible 
attendants. The worst sinners see Yama and the terrible Citra- 
gupta. Yama rebukes those sinners severely. Lord Citragupta 
enlightens them by words of virtue, 

Citragupta said : 

57-58, O perpetrators of evil deeds, O misappropriators of 
other men’s wealth, O outragers of other men's wives, O sinners, 
arrogant due to beauty or prowess! What is done by you must 
be endured and experienced by yourselves. Then why were evil 
deeds committed by you all only to ruin your own souls? 

59, Now, when you are being afflicted by your own ac¬ 
tions, why do you repent and bewail? Experience your own 
miseries. It is not the fault of anyone else. 

60-61, O ye rulers of Earth who have come near me ! You 
are of evil intentions, arrogant due to your strength you have 
come here for your own terrible deeds. O kings, of evil conduct, 
you are the causes of destruction of your subjects- Why was 
sinful action committed by you for your kingdom lasting for a 
short time? 

62. Due to your greed for the kingdom, due to delusion 
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the subjects were unjustly and forcibly punished by you. O 
kings, now experience the result thereof. 

63. Where is your kingdom? Where is your wife, for whose 
sake sins have been committed by you? Leaving all that you 
are now stationed here in isolation ! 

64. We do not sec all that strength of yours whereby the 
subjects have been destroyed. You are being hit and pierced by 
the emissaries of Yama now. Now see, what have you gained? 

Vy&sa said : 

65-70. Thus they are rebuked by Yama too by means of 
various words. Repenting over their sinful deeds, the kings stay 
there silently. After telling them the activities of the kings 
Dharmaraja himself spoke thus in order to rectify their sins. 

Tama said: 

O Canola, O Mahacan^a, take away these kings. Purify them 
of their sins gradually in the fires of hell. 

Vyasa said : 

Then the emissaries of Yama rise up quickly, catch hold of 
those kings by their feet and whirl them with force. They throw 
them up and seize them again. In accordance with the magnitude 
of their sins they strike them against the rocky slab in the manner 
of the thunderbolt hitting a great tree. Shattered thus the 
embodied one discharges blood through the blood vessels. Then 
he becomes senseless and motionless too. 

71. Touched by the wind he slowly regains life. Then they 
throw the man into the ocean of hellish life. 

72. O leading brahmins, the emissaries intimate to Yama 
about the people engaged in sinful activities who are now 
extremely miserable. 

Tama’s emissaries said : 

73. O lord, at your behest, this man who is averse to 
virtue, who is much deluded and who is interested in sinful 
activities has been brought by us. 

74. This man is greedy. He is of evil conduct. He commits 
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sins of various types, big and small. He is impure and he is 

engaged in violence. 

75. This man has had sexual intercourse with forbidden 

women. He is a wicked man. He is a person who stole away 

other men’s wealth. He has sold his daughter. He is a perjuror. 

He is ungrateful. He has deceived friends. 

76. Virtue and piety has always been censured by this 

proud follow. A sinful deed has been committed by this wicked 

man in the mortal world. 

77. Now, O lord of Devas, mention the modes of restrain¬ 

ing or blessing this fellow. Our lord must be competent to lay 

down action against him. We will be only hindering if wc do 

anything ourselves. 

Vyasa said : 

78-83. After intimating this to the lord of Devas and plac¬ 

ing the sinner in front of him, the servants go to fetch other 

men from among hundreds and lakhs and crores of hellish 

beings. 
When the crime committed has been accepted, Yama gives 

instructions to his deadful servants to punish the sinners in 

accordance with the injunctions of Vasigtha and other law 

givers in regard to their restraints and punishment. 

The infuriated servants of Yama destroy sins. The sinners 

are hit and pierced with goads, iron clubs, batons, hatchets, 

javelins, tomaras, swords and tridents also. 

The sinners, thousands, hundred, hundred thousands and 

crores of them, are afflicted by the servants of Yama through 

the faults and sins acquired by their actions. Now listen to the 

nature and forms of hells. They are terrible. 
84-89. Listen to the names and extent of these hells as well 

as to the cause whereby men fall into them. 

The hell, well known as Mahavlci, is flooded with blood. 

It is strewn over with adamantine thorns. It extends to ten 

thousand Yojanas. The man who kills cows is immersed into 

that bloody river* He is split and torn against the adamantine 

thorns. This terrible ordeal lasts for hundred thousand years. 

The terrible hell Kumbhipaka extends to ten million Yoja¬ 

nas. It contains blazing sand full of copper jars and burning 
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coal. It is here that the slayer of a brahmin, one who illegally 
takes possession of lands and one who misappropriates amounts 
kept in trust—are hurled and burnt until the dissolution of all 
living beings. 

The hell Raurava is strewn with adamantine darts and shafts 
that blaze. It is sixty thousand Yojanas in length and extent. In 
that hell, men are pierced and torn by these blazing darts and 
shafts,. 

90-97, Those who commit perjury are crushed and pounded 
in that hell like cane stumps in the machine. 

The hell named Mafijusa is known as one which consists of 
a blazing iron box. Men brought as prisoners are placed in it 
and burnt. 

The hell named Apratistha is full of pus, urine and ordure. 
One who harasses a brahmin falls into it topsy turvy. 

Lak$aprajvalita is a terrible lubricous and slippery 
hell. O excellent brahmins, those who are addicted to wine are 
put into it and burnt. The hell Mahaprabha is a lofty one with 
blazing tridents. Those who create split between husbands and 
wives are pierced with tridents in that hell. There is the hell 
Mahaghora, There is an iron block there resembling a rocky slab. 
It is named Jayanti. The sinner who habitually approaches other 
men’s wives is struck with this iron block. 

The hell named Salmala contains blazing sturdy thorny sh¬ 
rubs. The woman who lives with many men has to embrace 
these thorny shrubs. She becomes wiserable thereby. 

The tongues of those who lie always, wounding the sensitive 
feelings of others are plucked by the servants of Yama, who are 
entrusted with this task. The eyes of those who view other men’s 
wives with lustfiil glances are pierced with darts by the servants 
of Yama. 

98-105 Those who outrage the modesty of their own moth¬ 
ers, sisters, daughters, and daughters-in-law, and those who kill 
women, children and old men undergo tortures in hell for the 
duration of the reign of fourteen Indras. 

The hell named Maharaurava is very terrible. Clusters of 
fiery flames spread everywhere. This hell extends to fourteen 

thousand Yojanas. 
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The deluded man who commits arson on cities, fields, houses 

and villages is burnt in that hell for the period of a Kalpa. 
The hell that is well known as Tamisra extends to a hundred 

thousand Yojanas. It is very terrible, Swords and iron clubs 

named Patti sas and Mudgaras always fall therein. Men who 
steal are put therein and beaten by the servants of Yama. They 

are tortured with tridents, javelins, maces and swords for the 
period of three hundred Kalpas, 

The hell named Mahatamisra is twice as large as Tamisra* 

It is full of leeches and serpents. It is devoid oflight and it yields 

great misery* Men guilty of matricide and fratricide and those 

who kill friends who have trusted them remain in this liell as 

long as the Earth lasts. They are pared and pierced. 

The hell named Asipatravana yields much misery. 
106*113. It extends to ten thousand Yojanas. It is infested 

with blazing swords. With these swords falling in hundreds, the 

person who is guilty of treachery to friends is cut, struck and 
pierced until the dissolution of all living beings. 

There is a hell named Karambhavaluka. It is in the shape 

of a well and it extends to ten thousand Yojanas. It is covered 

with blazing sands and coals and thorns* The person by whom 
people are continuously burnt with terrible means under false 

pretext is burnt or pierced for a hundred and ten thousand three 

hundred years in this hell. 

The hell named Kakola is flooded with putrescent fluid in¬ 

fested with germs. Those wicked persons who partake of sweet 
food alone (without sharing it with others) are hurled into that 

hell* 

The hell named Kudmala is filled with faeces, urine and blood. 

Men, who do not perform the five Yajfias and other holy rites 

are cast into that hell. 

The hell Mahabhima (exceedingly terrible) is full of foul 

smell and is contaminated by flesh and blood* Base men who 

are interested in eating forbidden food fall into that hell. 

The hell Mahavata (the great cavernous pit) is infested with 

worms and germs. It is filled with corpses too. The man who 

sells his daughter falls into it with face downwards* 
There is an exceedingly terrible hell named Tilapaka where 
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persons who are engaged in afflicting others are crushed and 
powdered like sesamum seeds. 

114-119, There is a hell named Tailapaka where boiling 
oil floods the ground. He who kills friends or those who seek 
refuge in him, is cooked there. 

There is a hell named Vajrakapota, It contains an admantine 
chain. Those who sell milk are ruthlessly tortured "there. 

There is a hell called Nirucchvasa. It is blindingly dark and 
devoid of wind. He who prevents a charitable gift from being 
given to a brahmin is rendered motionless and hurled into it. 

The hell named Ahgaropacaya is dazzling with burning coal. 
He who promises a gift to a brahmin but does not give it to him 
is burnt there. 

The hell named Mahapayi extends to a hundred thousand 
Yojanas. Those who always utter lies are hurled into it with 
faces downwards. 

The hell named Mahajvala is very terrible and is very bright 
due to flames. A man who is intellectually inclined towards 
sins is burnt there for a long time, 

120-125. There is a hell named Krafeaca. Men who indulge 
in sexual intercourse with forbidden women are tortured there 
with saws and hatchets the edges of which are keen and adaman¬ 
tine. 

There is a hell named Gudapaka. It is full of boiling eddies 
of treacle and molasses. A man responsible for mixture in castes 
is thrown into it. He is burnt therein. 

The hell Ksuradhara is full of keen-edged razors. Men who 
illegally seize the lands of brahmins are cut off and pared there 
for the duration of a Kalpa, 

The hell called Ambarlsa is kindled with the fire of dissolu¬ 
tion. He who steals gold is burnt there for a period of a hund¬ 
red crores of K alp as. 

The hell known by the name Vajrakuthara is agitated by 
thunderbolts. Sinners who cut off the umbrellas (upper bran¬ 
ches and leaves) of trees are tortured there. 

The hell called Parltapa is rendered blazing by the fire of 
dissolution. A sinner who administers poison or steals honey 
and wine is cooked there. 
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126-131, The hell Kalasutra is made of adamnatme wires. 
Those who cut off and plunder the vegetable products of others 

wander there. They are cut, pierced and tortured therein. 

The hell named Kagmala is full of phlegm and nasal mucus* 
The man who takes interest in wine and flesh is cast into that 
hell and kept there for the period of a Kalpa. 

The hell Ugragandha is full of saliva, urine and faeces. 
Those who do not offer balls of rice unto the Pitfs are thrown 
into it. 

The hell named Durdhara is infested with leeches and scor¬ 
pions. A man who swallows bribes stays there for ten thousand 
years. 

There is the hell named Vajramahaplda. It is made of 
adamant. Those who take away other people’s wealth, food- 

grains or gold are thrown into this hell, burnt and tortured by 
the servants of Yama. 

132-136. Those thieves are cut off into bits by razors by 
the emissaries of Yama, 

Those deluded persons who kill living beings and eat them 

like crows and vultures are compelled to eat their own flesh by 

the servants of Yama, Those who take away the seat, bed and 

garments belonging to others and those who commit perjury are 

crushed like sugarcane. 

The hell Ayasa is remembered as constituted by iron. It 

blazes. Those who are engaged in imprisoning persons are 

thrown into it and are burnt. 

There is a hell named Atratistha, It contains putrescent 

urine and faeces. Those who censure Smrtis and the Vedas fall 

into it with faces downwards. 

There is a hell named Farilumpa. It is infested with vul¬ 

tures, dogs and wolves. Those who kill children and old people 

arc scorched in this terrible hell. 

137, There is a hell named Karala. It is terrible and in¬ 

fested with dead bodies and ghosts. He who inflicts pain on a 

brahmin is eaten by Rakgasas in this hell 

138. The hell Vilepana is terrible with boiling melted lac. 

O excellent brahmins, those who imbibe wine and liquor are 

immersed therein and burnt. 
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139. There is a hell named,Mahapreta. Zt contains a blaz¬ 
ing trident of great height. Those who create split between hus¬ 

bands and wives are pierced with that trident. 

140. There is a hell Mahaghora where there is an iron 

block like a rocky slab. It blazes. A sinner who hovers round 

other men’s wives is dragged with that iron block. 

141. There is a hell named Salmali where there is a blaz¬ 
ing sturdy thorny bush. A man engaged in the attack of vulne¬ 
rable points in others is compelled to embrace this thorny bush. 

He becomes miserable thereby. 

142. The tongues of those who take false pledges and speak 
words that wound the sensitive spots in others are plucked by 

the servants of Yama, who are the members of the assembly. 

143. Those who carnally approach the daughters-in-law 

are hurled over the heaps of burning coal and burnt by the ser¬ 

vants of Yama, 

144-147, Those deluded persons who spoil the holy rites, 
or take away the abode and gold belonging to others, are split 

and crushed by the emissaries of Yama by means of javelins and 
iron clubs. 

The evil-minded persons who steal even fruits and leaves of 

other men are burnt by the infuriated emissaries of Yama 

through grass fires* A blazing trident is fixed into the heart of 

that evil-minded man who is enamoured of other men’s wives 
and properties. The emissaries of Yama torture such men thus. 

Those who are averse to virtue mentally, verbally and physi¬ 
cally undergo excessively terrible tortures in the world of Yama, 

Thus there are hundreds, thousands, millions and crores of 

hells. Men who commit sins go to them. 

148-152. By committing even the smallest act of inauspi* 

cious nature here a man undergoes tortures in the terrible hells 

in the world of Yama. Deluded men do not pay heed to the 

excellent speech made by Dharma, As a retort that say thus— 

uWho has seen this with his own eyes ?” 

Those who assiduously perform sinful deeds every day 

and night do not perform virtuous deeds even errii^gly. They are 

deluded. Those who enjoy the fruits here itself and are averse 

to the other world are base men. They fall into terrible hells. 
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A life in hell is very terrible. A residence in heaven yields 
happiness. It is by doing virtuous or vicious deeds that heaven 
or hell is attained by men. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND SEVEN 

The Goal of the Virtuous 

The sages said : 

1-2. Alas ! the great and terrible misery in the path of 
Yama has been recounted by you. O excellent one, the terri¬ 
ble hells and the entrances to the abode of Yama have also 
been recounted. 

O brahman, is there any means whereby men can traverse 
the terrible path of Yama comfortably and go to Yama’s abode ? 
Please tell us. 

Vyasa said : 

3-4. I shall recount to you how righteous men traverse 
that path along with their wives and sons. Men of righteous¬ 
ness, who are engaged in non-violence, who are interested in 
serving the preceptors and elders, and who worship Devas and 
brahmins traverse that path from the mortal world. 

5. Served by heavenly damsels they go the city of Dharma- 
raja travelling by different divine aerial chariots rendered 
splendid by diamonds and gold. 

6. Those who devoutly give the brahmins gifts of various 
forms go comfortably along that great path. 

7-8. Those who offer with great devotion to the brahmins 
well consecrated cooked rice, particularly to the brahmins well 
versed in the Vedas, go to the city of Dharmaraja by means of 
well adorned aerial chariots. They are assiduously served by 
excellent young women. 

9. Those who speak truth, those who are devoid of impuri¬ 
ties inwardly and outwardly, go to the abode of Yama by serial 
chariots. They resemble the immortal beings in lustre. 
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10-11, Those persons who are conversant with, what is 
virtue and who make over sacred gifts of cows to good men 

who are poor and whose activities are befitting the poor go to 

the glorious city of Dharmaraja by means of aerial chariots 
having divine lustre and colour, and embellished with jewels* 

The gifts must be made to them with the idea that they are 

representatives of Visnu, Such devotees are seized by groups 
of celestials. 

12-13. Those who give away a pair ofsandab, an umb¬ 

rella, bed, seat, garments and ornaments, go to the divine city 

of Dharmaraja embellished and equipped with horses, chariots, 

elephants and golden or silver umbrellas. 

14-15* Those who with devotion and pure mind, give the 

worthy brahmins water, sweetened with treacle as well as cook- 

ed rice, go to the abode of Yama, on golden vehicles of various 

kinds. In accordance with their desire they are again and again 

served by excellent women. 
16-17. Those who give the brahmins well consecrated 

milk, ghee, curds, jaggery and honey assiduously and with 

purity, go to the abode of Yama by means of golden aerial 
chariots drawn by ruddy geese. They will be attended upon by 
Gandharvas with their instrumental music. 

18. Those who give fruits and fragrant flowers go to the 
city of Dharma sitting on aerial chariots drawn by swans. 

19-20. Those who are endowed with faith and give to the 

brahmins, well-versed in the Vedas, gingelly seeds, tiladhenu 
or ghftadhenu go by spotless vehicles resembling the lunar 

disc. Gandharvas sing songs in their praise in the city of Yama. 

21-22. Those who build tanks, wells, lakes, ponds, big 
oblong tanks, lotus ponds and cold water reservoirs (for the 

general public) go by means of vehicles that have the lustre of 

golden moon and that are resonant with divine bells. They 

have great lustre and they are fanned with handmade palmleaf 

fans. 

23-26. Those people who have temples and shrines of 

wonderful features dazzling with jewels, charming and splendid 

go to the beautiful city of Dharmaraja full of various people 

by means of aerial chariots that have the speed of the wind. 

They are accompanied by the guardians of quarters* 
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Those who give water that constitutes the main sustenance 

of all living beings go to the city of Yama comfortably without 

the (inconvenience of) thirstiness by means of aerial chariots of 

great velocity. 

Those who give charitable gifts of wooden sandals, vehicles, 

stools and seats to brahmins go along the path very comfort¬ 
ably. 

27, Keeping their feet on excellent golden pedestals embe¬ 
llished with jewels they travel in aerial chariots beautified by 

the presence of heavenly nymphs, 

28-29* Those men who grow wonderful parks with flowers 
and fruits thereby helping men go (along that great path) (after 

duly resting) in beautiful and cool shades of trees. They are 

well bedecked and attended upon by excellent women to the 

accompaniment of songs and instrumental music. 

30, Those who make gifts of gold, silver, corals or pearls, 

travel in aerial chariots shining like furnished gold. 
31-35. The donors of land gifts become brilliant. All their 

desires are fulfilled. They travel by means of extremely resonant 

aerial chariots shining like the rising sun. 

Those who give an embellished virgin as gift, as worthy of 

being given to a brahmin, go to the abode of Yama in aerial 

chariots and surrounded by celestial virgins, 

O excellent brahmins, those who are endowed with great 

devotion and give to the brahmins sweet scents, agallochum, 

camphor, flowers and incense go to the abode of Dharma by 

means of wonderful vehicles. They are well adorned. They emit 

sweet odour. The are well dressed and they are lustrous. 

Those who make gifts of lamps go along the path by means 

of vehicles. They brighten the ten quarters. They are brilliant 

with vehicles resembling the sun. They shine like fires. 

36* Those who make gifts of houses and residences go to 
the abode of Dharmaraja (making use of) rest houses embel¬ 

lished in gold and resembling the rising sun, 

37, Those who make gifts of water pots, different types of 

vessels such as Kundika, Karaka etc. go (along the path) by 

means of lordly elephants. They are honoured by celestial 

damsels loo/ 
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38. Those who give to brahmitis oil for applying over the 
feet or on the head, those who give water for bath and drink 
unto the brahmins, go to the abode of Yama by riding on 
horses. 

39* Those who accord rest to brahmins who are travel- 
worn and emaciated go comfortably along the path in a vehicle 
drawn by ruddy geese. 

40* He who greets and honours a brahmin offering him 

welcome and befitting seat goes along that path comfortably* 
He becomes excessively delighted. 

41, He who salutes Hari saying "obeisance, O lord, favour¬ 
ably disposed to the brahmins” and he who salutes a cow saying 

uO dispellcr of sins”, goes along that path comfortably* 
42* Those who take meals after the guests have taken and 

those who are devoid of arrogance and untruthfulness, go along 
that path by means of vehicles drawn by Sarasas (waterfowls). 

43. Those who take only a morsel of food (each day) and 

are devoid of obstinacy and arrogance go to the abode of Yama 

comfortably by means of aerial chariots drawn by swans. 

44* Those who have conquered the sense-organs and 

sustain themselves on a single morsel of food once in four days, 

go to the city of Dharma in vehicles drawn by peacock. 

45. Those who regularly do virtuous deeds and take food 
once in three days go to that region by means of vehicles and 

divine chariots fitted with elephants. 

46* He who takes cooked rice once in six days, has conquer¬ 

ed the sense-organs, and always maintains cleanliness, goes like 

the consort of SacI seated on an elephant* 
47, (He goes to) the beautiful city of Dharmaraja em¬ 

bellished with jewels, resonant with different notes and voices 

as well as the shouts of victory* 

48. Those who observe fasts for a forthnight go to the 

city of Dharmaraja in vehicles drawn by tigers and attended by 
Devas and Asuras. 

49, Those who have conquered their sense-organs and 

observe fasts for a month go to the abode of Yama in vehicle* 

as refulgent as the sun. 

50. He who is steadfast in the observances of religious vows 
and undertakes the long journey of death with concentration 
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goes to the abode of Yama in vehicles as lustrous as the sun. He 
is attended upon by Gandharvas. 

51. He who sanctifies the body with the inner soul devoted 
to Vi$rmgoe$ to heaven in a chariot as refulgent as fire. 

52. He who is devoted to Narayana and enters fire goes 
to the abode of Yama in an aerial chariot refulgent like fire. 

53. He who remembers Vi$nu and casts off his vital airs 
without resorting to destructive weapons goes to the city of 
Dharma by means of a vehicle that has the refulgence of the 
sun. 

54. He who enters water and casts off his vital airs, goes 
comfortably in a vehicle resembling the lunar disc. 

55. The devotee of Vi$nu who gives up his body to the 
vultures, goes to the abode of Yama in a splendid chariot made 
of gold. 

56. He who meets death in a battle ensuing upon his at¬ 
tempt to resist the abduction of a woman or capture of cows goes 
along shining like the sun and attended upon by celestial 
girls. 

57. Those devotees of Vi$nu who have conquered their 
sense-organs and undertake pilgrimages to holy centres go along 
that terrible path by comfortable vehicles, 

58. The excellent brahmins who worship, performing sacri¬ 
fices wherein monetary gifts are generously distributed go com¬ 
fortably by means of aerial chariots resembling molten gold. 

59. Those who refrain from inflicting pain on others and 
those who sustain their servants, go comfortably in aerial 
chariots shining like gold. 

60-61, Those who forgive all living beings, those who 
ensure freedom from fear to all living beings, those who are 
devoid of anger and delusion, those who have restrained their 
sense-organs and those who have no pride, go to the city of 
Yama by means of an aerial chariot as refulgent as the full 
moon. They have great lustre and are served by Devas and 

Gandharvas. 
62. Those who worship Vi^u, Brahma, the three-eyed 

lord Siva and the sun with the same emotional fervour go there 
immediately with a pure mind. 
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63* Those who are devoted to truth, cleanliness and mercy 

and do not eat flesh go to the city of Dharmaraja comfortably, 
64. There is nothing sweeter than meat among the food¬ 

stuffs, edibles etc. Hence no one shall eat meat, for happiness 

does not come from sweet things. 
65* Formerly, Brahma, the most excellent one among the 

knowers of the Vedas, said thus :—He who makes a gift of a 

thousand cows and he who abstains from eating meat—these 

two are on a par with each other* 

66* O brahmins, the benefit resulting from the avoidance 

of meat-eating is the same as that of the pilgrimage to all 

holy centres and of the performance of all Yajfias, 

67. Thus the virtuous ones engaged in charitable gifts and 
religious vows go comfortably in vehicles to the world of Yama, 

the lord who is the son of the sun. 

68- On seeing those virtuous persons lord Yama will hon¬ 

our them by offering them greetings of welcome, seats and 

pleasing water for washing feet and materials of worship. 

69- 71. fiO great souls, you are blessed. You have done 
what is conducive to the welfare of your souls; meritorious deeds 

have been done by you for the achievement of divine happiness. 
Get into this aerial chariot and go to heaven that is unparalleled 

and equipped with all desirable things. Rejoice with the divine 
ladies there. Enjoy all great pleasures there. At the end when 

merit gets exhausted and there still remain some evil deeds to be 

recompensed experience the result thereof here”. 

72 f Men who have magnificence of meritorious deeds find 

Dharmaraja very gentle, as though he is their father himself 

73* Hence virtue should be resorted to always. It yields 

the benefit of salvation* From virtue result wealth, love and 

liberation. 
74* Virtue is our mother, father, and brother. Virtue is our 

lord and friend. Virtue is our master, friend, saviour, creator 

and nourisher. 

75. From virtue one gets wealth; from wealth one realizes 

one’s desire and gets all sensual enjoyments* Virtue gives pros¬ 

perity, and the greatest goal of heavenly pleasures results from 
virtue* 
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76. O brahmins, if one resorts to it, virtue saves one from 
great dangers. One shall undoubtedly attain divinity and 
brahminhood by means of virtue, 

77. O excellent brahmins, when the previously accumulated 
demerit of men dwindles, their mind turns to virtue, 

78. If, after thousands of births in the other species one 

attains the rare birth as a human being, but still one does not 
practice virtue, he is a deceived persons indeed, 

79. The following should be known as persons devoid of 

virtue—Despicable persons, ugly ones, impoverished men, sick 
men, foolish ones and those who serve others. 

80. Virtue has been practised previously by the following 

persons :—those who live long, the heroic ones, scholars, those 
who have wealth, those who are free from ailments and those 
who are beautiful and handsome, 

81. O brahmins, those who are engaged in righteous acti¬ 
vities attain the highest state. Those who resort to sin and evil 
arc bom as animals and low creatures, 

82. Yamaisnot competent to harm those men who are 
devoted to lord Kr;na, the slayer of Naraka. He does not see 
them even in dreams. 

83. Those who always bow to the lord who has neither 
birth nor death and who slays Daityas and Danavas, do not see 
Yama. 

84. Those who have sought refuge in Vi?iiiu in their thoughts, 

words and deeds get the benefit of salvation. Yama is not able to 
harm them, 

85. O brahmins, those people who continuously bow to 

Nariyana, the lord of worlds, do not go anywhere else other 
than the abode of Vi$nu. 

86. By bowing to Vi&nu, (the devotees) do not see 

those emissaries, Yama* that city or that path. They never see 

hells. 
87. Although those who are deluded may commit sins, still 

if they arc devoted to Hari* the destroyer of sins, they do not go 

to hell. 
88. Those who remember the lord even roguishly* go to the 

world of Visnu* free from ailments* after casting off this mortal 

body. 
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89. He who is excessively angry with Hari but sometimes 
does mention or recite his name shall obtain liberation after his 

defects perish just as the king of Cedi (Sihipala) did. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHT 

The cycle of worldly existence 

LomaharSana said : 

1. After hearing about the path of Yama and the tortures 
in the hells the excellent sages asked Vyasa again to clear their 

doubts. 

The sages said : 

2-3. Who is the ally of a man? (Can it be)his father, mother, 

son, preceptor, kinsmen and relatives or friends? People leave 
off their houses and the bodies like a log of wood or a lump of 
clay. They go to the other world. Who follows them ? 

Vy&sa said : 

4-6. O brahmins, man is bom alone and alone he dies. 

Alone he surmounts difficulties and alone he faces adversities 

with no one to assist him. 

Father, mother, brother, son, preceptor, kinsmen, relatives 

and friends—all appear to cry for a short while. Then they 

leave off the dead body like a log of wood or a lump of clay. 
They turn their faces away. 

7. The body is left off by them. ButDharma alone follows 

him. Hence Dharma is the ally. It should always be resorted 
to by men. 

8. A creature equipped with Dharma will attain the greatest 

heavenly goal. Similarly, one defiled by sins attains hell. 

9. Hence, the wise one should not be delighted by riches 

acquired through sins. Dharma alone has been described as the 

sole ally of men. 
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10. Even a well-read man commit*! unworthy acts on being 

deluded by covetousness for wealth of others. He may commit 
sins due to greed, delusion, sympathy or fear. 

11. Virtue, wealth and sensual pleasure are the three ob¬ 
jectives that a living man strives after. These three should be 
acquired after avoiding sins. 

The sages said : 

12. The virtuouswords of Your Holiness have been listened 

to. They are greatly conducive to our welfare. Now we arc 

inclined to know about this assemblage (of parts) called body. 

13. The dead body of men becomes subtle. It passes into 

an unmanifest state. It reaches a state where it cannot be seen. 

How does Dharma follow it ? 

Vyisa said: 

14. The earth, wind, ether, water, fire, mind, intellect, 
soul—all these collectively see Dharma always. 

15. They are the witnesses unto all living beings by day or 

by night. Along with these, Dharma follows the individual 
soul. 

16. O excellent brahmins, the skin, bone, flesh, semen and 

blood all these leave off the body bereft of living soul. 

17. Then the individual soul equipped with Dharma attains 
happiness, both in this world and in the other world. What else 

shall I tell you ? 

The sages said : 

18. How Dharma follows (the soul) has been indicated by 
Your Holiness. We wish to know how semen begins to function. 

Vyasasaid : 

19-21. The divine beings who are stationed in the body, 

(the elements) earth, wind, ether, water, fire, and mind, partake 

of the cooked rice (the food intake). O brahmins, when they 
are satiated, when the five elements with the mind as the sixth 
are contented, the great energy, the semen, is generated. It is 

the pure Atman. 
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Thereafter, O brahmins, by the union of woman and man 

the foetus develops. Thus everything has been recounted to you. 
What else do you wish to hear ? 

The sages said : 

22. O revered one, you have told how an embryo is form¬ 
ed* Please let us know how a person comes into being. 

Vy&sa said : 

23. When the soul is enveloped by the elements he comes 
into being. When the elements separate he dies, 

24. When he is enveloped by the elements, he comes to 
life again. Then the presiding deities of the elements watch his 

good and evil deeds* What else do you desire to hear ? 

The sages said : 

25. Bereft of skin, bones, flesh and devoid of the elements 
too where does the being station himself and experience joys 
and sorrows ? 

Vy&sa said : 

26. The being enveloped by his Karmic Samskaras enters 

the womb of the mother when he is bom in course of time, 

27. (After death) the being undergoes suffering and tor¬ 

ture at the hands of the attendants of Yama. He enters the 
cycle of births and deaths, attended by misery and distress. 

28. O Brahmanas, the jiva enjoys the fruits of action 

which he performed during his worldly existence* 

29. If his actions are pious throughout his existence, he will 
enjoy pleasures as a man during the course of his life. 

30. But, if while doing acts of piety, he takes recourse to 
impious deeds, he gets joys and sorrows succeeding each other. 

31. If his activities arc absolutely unholy, he goes to 

Yama’s region iHcll) where he suffers misery and distress and 

therefore, is bom in lower species as a beast etc. 

32. Now, listen, in which particular life or existence, a 

deluded person is born and for what action of his. 

33. It is recorded in the holy treatises—Sastras and Vedas 
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—that the dreadful world of Yama is interlinked with the world 

of mortals. 
34. O Brahmanas, there are spots as holy as celestial 

regions. These are progressive and specially designed for the 

mortals. 
35. O Brahmanas, in the world of Yama which equals the 

world of Brahma, the jiva, bound by the fast chains of his 

actions reaps the fruits thereof. 
36. I shall, now, tell you about those actions which cause 

a person to assume an ugly form, 
37. A Brahmana though well versed in the Vedas is born 

as an ass if he receives charity from a fallen person, 

38. O Brahmanas, he is bom and lives as an ass for full 

fifteen years. Dying as an ass he becomes a bull and in the 

form of a bull he lives for seven years. 
39. Dying as a bull, he is born a Brahma-Raksasa and in 

the form of a Brahma-Raksasa he lives for three months. Then 

he is bom a Brahmana, 
40. If he officiates at a sacrifice performed by alow person, 

he is born a worm and in the form of a worm he lives for fifteen 

years, 
41-43. Released from the form of worm he is born an ass 

and in the form of an ass he lives for five years; in the form of 
a cock for five years; in the form of a jackal for five years; then 

he is born in the form of man; then a jealous person; then an 

animal. On betraying confidence he is born a fish. 

44, He remains in that form for eight years, Then he is 
born a fawn, O Brahmanas, He remains in that form for four 

months. Then he is born a goat, 

45, He remains in that form for one year. Then he is born 

as an insect, then a man. 

46-47. He who steals unwittingly rice, sesamum seeds, 

bean, gram, linseed, chick-pea, legumimus seed, kidney bean, 

wheat, lamp or other corns, is born a rat, O noble sages, 

48-50. Afterwards, he is born as a boar. As soon as born, 

he dies of some disease. Then, afterwards, he becomes a dog, 
then a dumb person, then again a dog for five years. Then in 

the form of man he copulates with another man's wife and is 
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born as a wolf, then a dog, a jackal, a vulture, a snake or a 
tiger, a heron, a crane. 

51. He who out of delusion, with a guilty mind, seduces 
the wife of his brother is born a male cuckoo and remains in 
that form for a year. 

52-54. Overpowered by the sex-instinct, if he seduces the 
wife of his friend or preceptor or the ruling monarch he is born 

as a boar and remains in that form for five years, as a crane for 
ten years, as an ant for three months, as a worm for a month. 

Having passed through these births he is born as a worm. He 
lives in that form for fourteen years. 

55-57. When his sins are exhausted he is born as aman, If 

a person consents to wed his daughter to a youth but then 
changes his mind and intends to give her to another person, if 
a person, being stupid, acts contrarily to the wishes of his pre¬ 

ceptor, he enters three wombs* O Brahmanas, first of all, he is 

born as a dog, then a carnivorous demon, then an ass. Passing 
through these forms, he is born a Brahmana. 

58-60, If a pupil, prone to sinful deeds, sexually approaches 

the wife of his preceptor, not actually but mentally, he is born, 

by the perversity of his sinful mind, a dog. He lives in that 
form for full one year. Then after death he is born in the form 

of a Brahmana. 
61. If a preceptor kills his pupil who is no less than his 

son without any rhyme or reason, but just at his own sweet 

will, he is born in the form of a ferocious animal. 

62-63. Being a son if he disregards his parents, O Brahma¬ 

nas, he is born an ass. As an ass he lives for ten years. Then he 

is born a thief and lives as a thief for a year. 

64. He with whom his parents are angry or he who is not 

attentive to the instructions of his teacher is born an ass. 

65, As an ass he lives for two years. As a cat he lives for 

seven months, then he is bom as a man. 
66-67. If he reproaches his parents he is born as a female 

parrot. If he strikes his parents he is born as a porcupine. He 

lives in that form for three years. Then he is bom as a snake. 

He lives in that form for six months. Then he is born as a man. 

68. If he joins the king’s sendee but is in league* he, the 
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deluded one is bom a monkey. He remains a monkey for ten 
years, as a rat for seven years, as a dog for six months. Then 

he is born a man. 
69-70. He who mis-appropriates a deposit goes to hell. 

Then passing through a series of births and deaths he is born 

a worm* 
71-72, O Brahmanas, he remains for fifteen years in that 

form* When the consequences of his evil deeds are exhausted 
he is born a man* If otherwise he is born a worm. O best of 
brahman as, he lives in that form for thirteen years, 

73. Wrhen he is released from the results of his unrighteous 

deeds he is born a man. 
74-77. If he fails to perform rites due to manes or deities, 

if he does not offer libations of water or balls of rice to the 

deities, he is born a crow. He remains in that form for one 
hundred years, then he becomes a cock. He is born as a snake 

and remains in that form for a month. He is born a man. He 
who disregards his elderly brother, who is no less respectable 

than his own father, is bom a heron* He lives in that form for 
ten years. Then he is born a cakora bird, then a man. If a Sudra 

approaches a Brahmin woman he is born a worm, 
78-80, Then he is born a boar. As soon as bom he dies of 

a disease, O Brahmins. As a result ol his sinful acts he becomes 

a dog. When the fruits of his acts are exhausted he becomes a 
man. He generates progency from the womb of a woman* 
Then he 5$ born a rat, O Brahmanas, as an ungrateful wretch 

he goes to the region of Yama. 
81, He is bound by the cruel agents of Yama who beat 

him with canes, clubs, tridents, fire-sticks. 
82. He suffers from various sorts of pains in hell, coming 

in contact with leaves as sharp as swords, or in hell full of hot 

sands, or in hell where the wicked are tortured with sharp 

swords. 
83-84. He undergoes sufferings and is born as a worm. He 

remains in that form for fifteen years. He then enters the womb 

but dies there. 
85-93. He then undergoes a series of births and deaths. He 

then becomes an animal. Then he undergoes suffering for a 

number of years. Then he is born as a tortoise* By stealing curd 
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he is born a crane or a frog; by stealing unroasted fish he is 

bom a honey-bee. By stealing fruits, radish or sweet bread he 
is bom an ant* By stealing corn he becomes a rat* By stealing 

rice boiled in milk he is born a partridge; by stealing powdered 

bread he is born an owl* By stealing water he is born a crow; by 
stealing copper he is born a pigeon. By stealing silver vessel he 

is born a dove. By stealing gold vessel he is born a worm. By 
stealing silk garment he is born an osprey. By stealing a silken 

upper garment he is born a parrot. By stealing a lower silken 

garment he is born a swan. 

94-98. By stealing a cotton cloth he is born a heron. By 

stealing a woollen or a silken cloth he becomes a hare or a pea¬ 
cock, By stealing red cloth he is born a cakora* By stealing 

paints and perfumes, a greedy person is bom a musk-deer* He 
lives in that form for fifteen years* After exhausting the fruits 

of his wicked actions he is bom a man. By stealing milk he is 

born a crane. By stealing oil he is born a tailapayi (?) (the 

drinker of oil). 
99-104. If a person with weapon kills one with no weapons 

for monetary gains or out of enmity he is born an ass. He lives 

in that form for two years; he is then killed by weapons. He is 

bom in the form of a deer and suffers from grief. He lives in 

that form for a year and is then killed. He then becomes a fish 

and is caught in the net. He is then bom a tiger. In the form 
of a tiger he lives for ten years. Then after death, when the 

fruits of his karmas are exhausted and he is awakened intellec¬ 

tually he is born as a man. 
105-114. By stealing musical instruments he is born hairy. 

By stealing food inclusive of oil-cake he is born a brown hairy 

rat biting people. By stealing butter he is bom a crow or a low- 
class person* By stealing the flesh of a fish, he is born a crow* 

By stealing salt he is born a cricket. By denying or misappro¬ 

priating deposit he is bom a fish. Born a man, he commits sin 
after sin* Then after his death he is born an animal. He does 

not know what Dharma is nor about the right means of know¬ 

ledge. He who commits sin after sin and discards vows is 

struck by grief and suffers from disease or is reduced to a naked 

state or degraded to a low caste. This is said of those who are of 

sinful character, greedy and passionate. 
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Those who do not commit sins since their very birth remain 
free from disease and are possessed of beauty and wealth. 

115. Even women in association with the sinful men incur 
sins, 

116-118. O best of Brahmins, this in brief I have narrated to 

you. In another context, you will hear more. O revered ones, 

thus I have heard from the mouth of Brahma when he was 

addressing the assembly of gods and sages. I put questions too, 

now and then. I too have narrated to you in entirety. O best of 

sages, you hear the same and be interested in Dharma. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND NINE 

Gift of food the best of all charitable ads 

The sages said : 

1. O lord, you have addressed us on the course of adharma. 

now let us know about the course of dharma too. 

2. Having done sinful deeds, how do people meet with 

disaster ? By what righteous activities do the people attain 

prosperity ? 

Vyisa said: 

3. Having performed evil actions, having come under the 

control of adharma, with his mind averse to dharma, man goes 

to hell. 

4. He who out of ignorance performs acts of impiety but 

repents afterwards with his mind concentrated on his self never 

comes to grief. 

5. Inasmuch as his mind dislikes performing evil deeds, in 

the same proportion is his body released from the control of 

adharma. 

6. O Brahmaijas, if he confesses his guilt before the pious 

Br&hmanas, he is soon released from the guilt accruing from 

adharma.' 
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7. Inasmuch as he confesses his guilt with his mind concen¬ 

trated on himself he is released from that guilt. 
8. As a snake casts off his slough, so he casts off guilt in** 

curred previously. By giving charitable gifts of all sorts and with 
his mind concentrated on his self he attains heaven. 

9-10. O best of Brahmins, I shall let you know about the 

gift by which a man attains piety, though he may have done 
evil deeds, 

IK Of all the gifts, the gift of food is the best. The upright 

honest person who is eager to follow the path of piety should 

give all sorts of food in gift. Food is the breath of people, A 
person is born of food, 

12, People abide in food. Food is praised therefore. Gods, 

sages and manes praise food itself. 
13-17, By gifting food man goes to heaven. The best sort 

of food earned by just means should be given as gift to the 

educated Brahmans with mind full of joy. 

If he invites ten Brahmanas to eat at his house, though he 

feeds them once, with his joyous mind, he is never born as an 

animal. If he feeds ten thousand Brahmanas, even a hard 

sinner, ever engaged in sinful acts is released from impiety. If a 

person proficient in the Vedas collects food by begging and 

gives it to a Brahmana who is engaged in studies, he obtains 

happiness. 

18-27. If a Ksatriya spares the wealth of Brahman as, 

guards the same as the rules of law permit, if he gives his 

surplus money and food to the people of three castes who have 

learnt Vedas, he is purified and released from the fruits of his 

evil deeds. 

By giving to the twice-born a portion of the produce of 

cultivated field, after it has been taxed at the rate of produc¬ 

tion, a VaHya is released from sins. 
By giving to the twice-born, the food earned at the risk of 

life, by emaciating his body, a Sudra is released from sin. 

He who earns food by the sweat of his brow, and that too 

without violating the right of others, never succumbs to trou¬ 

ble, If a person joyously gives food earned by him lawfully to 

a person well-versed in the Vedas, he is released from sin. By 
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giving food which invigorates men, the person becomes invigo¬ 
rated. If he follows the path of the good he is released from 

sins. 

The path is made by those who know the benefits of gifts. 
The wise go by that path. There too, those who gift food. There 
too those who follow tradition. 

In all circumstances, the food that is earned by right means 
has eternal value. By giving such food a man attains the high¬ 

est position. He is blessed with the fulfilment of all desires. 

Thus the person attended by merit is released from all sorts of 
sins. 

28. Thus the food not attained by unlawful activities 

should be gifted. He should, first of all, pour offerings of food 

into the fire with the formula Pranaya Svaha and then eat 
food. 

29-30. A man should not render the day unproductive but 
should make gift of food. If a person feeds a hundred of top¬ 

most knowers of Veda, Nyaya, Dharma and Itihasa, he does 

not go to a dreadful hell nor does he enter transmigration. 

31. He attains the fulfilment of all desires and then after 
death he gets happiness. Thus performing good actions and 

devoid of fever he enjoys life. He is blessed with beauty, fame 

and wealth. 
I have thus told you the fruit of gifting food as well as the 

basis of all these dharmas and donations. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND TEN 

Or the performance of SrSddha and the associated legend 

The sages said'. 

1. How should sons and relatives perform Sraddha for the 

manes who have departed to the other world and who are 

abiding in the region assigned to them according to their 

actions ? 
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VySsa said i 

2. I bow to Varaha, lord of the universe, creator of the 
people. Listen, I shall tell you all about Sraddha, as was 

recorded afore. 

3. In days of yore, the lord uplifted the manes who were 

drowned in the waters of Koka river, by performing Sraddha 
for their sake, O best of Brahmanas. 

The sages said : 

4-5. Why were the fathers drowned in the waters of the 

Koka river ? How were they uplifted by Varaha, O best of 

Brahmins in that holy place of pilgrimage that grants fruits in 

the form of worldly enjoyment as well as release ? 
We wish to hear about it. Tell us all in detail. It is a matter 

of great curiosity to us all, 

VySsa said : 

6. In the intervening period of Treta and Dvapara Yugas, 

the diverse human beings—the manes, stood in the company of 
VUvedevas at the topofMeru mountain. 

7. Once, they were sitting (as usual) there (at the top of 

Meru). A beautiful divine girl born of Soma appeared before 
them with hands joined in reverence. Among the manes who 

had assembled there, those shining with refulgence spoke to 

her. 

The pitrs said', 

8. O auspicious lady ! Who are You? Who is your lord ? 

Please tell us. 

VySsa said: 

9. She said to the refulgent manes. I am Kali, born of 
the Moon, You are my lords whom I can choose, if you so 

desire. 

10. My first name is Orja; second is Svadha; third is 

Koki. This latter name you have given me this very day. 

11. The manes, the divine beings heard her speak this. 

They fixed their eyes on her face but were not satisfied. 
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12. When Viivedevas saw that they were gazing at the 
face of the girl and had fallen off Yoga, they left their company 

and went to heaven. 

13. When the holy god Moon did not see his daughter 
Orja, he was upset. Where she may have gone ? He thought to 

himself. 

14. The Soma came to know the facts. He knew that 
manes were after her, that they were sexually inclined to her 

and had accepted her by the virtue of their penance. 

15. The Moon was overcome with anger. He cursed the 
manes, “Fall off from your Yoga, be confounded**. 

16-17, Since you passionately desired my daughter, with¬ 

out my permission; since, she of her own accord accepted you 

as her husbands, disregardful of me, her father; since she trans¬ 

gressed the dictates of Dharma and acted independently, let 

her become a river by name Koka and resort to Mount 
Himalaya. 

18, Thus cursed by the Moon, the manes, the divine men 

were deprived of yoga and fell off at Mount Himavat. 
19-20. Orja fell off at the top of Himavat mountain, at the 

confluence of seven rivers. She was called Koka. By flowing 

along with hundreds of rivers over the peak of the mountain 
she came to be known as Sarit. 

21-23. Then those manes fallen off yoga assumed the forms 
of Brahmins. They saw the river Koka of cool water but they 

could not recognize her as the beautiful-eyed girl they once 
loved. Then the mount Himalaya observed that the manes who 

were cursed to assume the form of human beings were very 

hungry. 
He arranged for their sustenance, the cow *Badari* yield¬ 

ing sweet honey, milk, the sweet waters of Koka river and the 

berry fruit. 
24. O best of sages, the manes living on that sustenance 

passed ten thousand years as it were a single day. 
25. Thus, when the world was deprived of the services of 

manes and of Svadha, the asuras, yatudhanas and rak?asas be¬ 

came powerful. 
26. Then the asuras, yatudhanas and r&k?asas found that 

the manes were estranged from Devas and they fell upon them. 
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27. The Brahmins stationed on the bank ofKoka (who were 
formerly manes) saw asuras and yatudhanas pouncing upon them. 

The infuriated brahmins caught hold of a lofty slab. 

28. The fast-flowing Koka saw them holding the slab. She 
concealed the manes in her waters which overflowed Himalaya. 

29-30. The asuras, yatudhanas and raksasas found that they 

were concealed. They ascended the peak Vibhitaka and disap¬ 

peared. Meanwhile the manes felt hungry and thirsty. Distressed 

by hunger and thirst, the manes sang songs of praise in favour 

ofVisnu. 

The manes said: 

31. Victory to Govinda : O the abode of the universe, O 

Ke$ava, be pleased to favour us with Victory. O Janardana of 

pure and spotless impression, uplift us from the cavity of waters. 

32. O lord, Visnu, O Boar, Vaikunfha, Narayana, lord of 
lords, lotus-navelled, worthy of praise, we are afraid of asuras, of 

dreadful sight; protect us, O lord, and grant us victory. 

33. O Vigiju, the younger brother of lord Indra, O Yogin, 

the slayer of Madhu and Kaifabha demons, O Endless, of steady 
disposition, Vasudeva, holding bow, discus, lotus and conch in 

your hands, O lord of Devas, protect us from r&ksasas. 
34. O Sambhu, you are the father of universe, the dreadful 

asuras are unable to assail you. Hence, we come to your shel¬ 

ter. 
35. As soon as your name is uttered, the asuras fly away, 

the evil-doers disappear, the enemies are destroyed. Dharma, 

Truth etc. attain eminence. 

Vy&sa said: 

36. Thus praised by the manes, the lord in the divine form 

of a boar, the sustainer of this Earth saw the manes, merged in 

the waters of Koka carrying slabs over their head. 

37. Lord Vi&u, in the form of a boar, saw the manes hid¬ 

den in the waters ofKoka out of fear from the asuras and thou¬ 

ght of uplifting them to the Earth. 

38. The boar cast away the slab with the tip of his tusks 
and brought up the manes to the Earth. 
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39-40. The manes, when they came into contact with the 
boar (incarnate of Visnu) looked splendid. Made fearless by 

Visnu, they stood at Kokamukha. Having uplifted them thus 
the lord poured libation of water for the manes at Lohargala. 

41-46* Then, with a handful of KuJa grass produced from 
his hair and the Sesamum seed grown up from his sweat, Kesava 

made a fire-brand. He made a torch as bright as the light of the 

sun and a vessel. He stood under a wish-fulfilling, holy, tall, 

banyan tree. He took up the sacred waters of Ganga and the 
juices of sacrificial herbs from the lofty peak of the mountain. 

He brought honey and milk and fragrant substances such as odor¬ 
ous flowers, perfumes and sweet-smelling unguents; he brought 

forth a cow from the lake and the gems from the ocean; he scrat¬ 

ched the earth with his tusk and sprinkled and smeared the same 
with drops of perspiration, scratching it up again, encircling 

it with the fire-brand and sprinkling it up again and again. He 

took up a handful of Kusa grass, with their tips pointed to the 

east while their ends were stuck into the pores of hair. He then 
invited the sages and asked their permission, saying U1 shall like 

to pour libations of water to the manes”. 
■ 

47. They said : “You may" The Lord then invoked all gods 
and on their arrival gave them seats. 

48. Adorned with discus and mace, he planned out their 
protection with the unbroken rice. 

49. The unbroken rice and the barley seeds are born of 

parts of all-gods. These ward off calamities from all sites; they 
are produced for the sake of protection. 

50. In this mobile and immobile world, none among Devas, 

Danavas, Daityas, Yaksas and Raksasas is able to effect their 

destruction. 

51-52. As they are not broken by any, they are called aksa- 
tas. Of yore, they were appointed by Vispu to guard the people. 

The Boar incarnate of Visnu, propitiated all of them with the 
holy Ku£a grass, incense and barley seeds. He poured libation 

of water to all goejs and then said : 

53. “I invoke the manes, both divine and mortals." When 

they agreed to be invoked, he invoked them. 
54. He held a handful of sacred grass together with the 
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sesamum. He put his left hand on the left knee and gave each 
of them a seat. 

55. Similarly, he put his right hand on the right knee and 

the sacred thread on the right side and invited them with the 
mantra *ayantu nah9. 

56. Varaha recited the mantra ‘apahata’ and warded off 

the asuras from the site. He then transferred his sacred thread 

to the right. Uttering the names and gotras he invoked the pitrs 
by the personal and gotra names, 

57. Varaha then uttered the mantras ‘apyayayantu* and 

‘sariivatsaraih* and poured arghya to the Pitrs who as a result of 

the curse had assumed the form of Brahmins. 

58-59. He uttered the mantra ‘yas tisthatyamrta vaco yanma* 

and poured water mixed with KuSa, incense, sesamum seed and 

flowers to the Pitrs while he wore the sacred thread on the right 

side. He repeated the mantra 'yanma9 and poured water for the 
grand-father. Again, he repeated the mantra £yanma9 and pour¬ 
ed water for the great-grandfather. 

60. Varaha (incarnate of Vi§nu) repeated the same proce¬ 
dure for the maternal grandfather. He propitiated them again 
with incense etc- and offered them perfume with devotion. 

61-63. The lord of the universe uttered the mantra cAditya 

Vasavo Rudrah9 He then held food and butter mixed with sesa- 
■i 

mum seeds and Kusa grass and put the same in the vessels as 

previously. He then asked the permission of the sages, “shall I 

make offering in the fire”. Permitted by them he made three 

offerings to the fire. One to Soma, one to Fire and one to Yama. 
He repeated the seven mantras of the Yajurveda beginning with 

“Ye mamaka”, 

64, The residue of the sacrificial material he offered thrice 

to each of the Pitrs, by their personal and gotra names. 

65. The residue of the material such as “food” he put into 
the vessel wherein the rice-ball was kept. Then, he gave the tasty 

food together with the rice boiled in milk. 

66-70, He served Brahmanas with fresh and tasty meals, 

with less vagetables, abundance of fruits, with six flavours, nectar¬ 

like. He put the same anointed with butter and sprinkled with 

honey in the rice-ball vessel meant for Pitrs, preceded by Devas, 
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by reciting the mantra beginning with Prthivi and the three 
rcas ;Madhuva ta ftayate etc. When the Brahmanas started eating, 

he recited the five mantras beginning with the mantra ‘yat te\ 

He also recited the three Madhu and three Suparna portions 

from the Brhadaranyaka, the mantra of solar deity and Purufa 
Sokta. When the Brahmins had finished meals he asked them, 
“are you satiated*'. 

71. On their reply, “we are satiated’’, he gave them water 
for breaking silence. He gave the rice-ball vessel to ChayS. 

72. He divided food into two parts. Then each into three 

parts. Varaha scratched the Earth and covered the same with 
the particles of Kuia grass. 

73-74. He turned the tips of Kufa grass to the South, put 
the seat (asana) on theKuia grass, for, the Pitrs tike to sit upon 

Ku fa grass uprooted from the very root and on which the sesa- 

mum seeds have been spread. He placed incense, flowers etc. 
over the rice-ball and recited the formula ‘Prthivi dadhi’ and 

gave the rice-balls to grandfather, great-grandfather, maternal 
grandfather. 

75-76. The residue of the rice-ball material was offered to 

the paternal ancestor in the fourth, fifth and sixth degree. He 

repeated the formula ‘Etad Vah Pitar’ with the mind full of 

devotion and offered fresh white pieces of cloth to the Brahmins. 

He gave them incense and flowers and circumambulated them. 

77*79. He should sip water from the palm of his hand, also 

make the Brahmin pitrs sip at first and then Devas too. He should 
sprinkle the place with water mixed with flowers and rice. He 

should give water mixed with the sesamum seeds to the Pitrs at 

first, then to Devas mixed with rice. He should recite ‘ak$ayyam 

nafr,’ for the pitrs and ‘Priyatam’ to Devas. 

80. Having pleased them thus, he should move aside, repeat 

aghamargana thrice. Withdrawing himself, he should repeat 

‘yanme’. 

81-82. O Pitrs, give us residence abounding in grains and 

riches. Repeating the formula ‘Urjam Vahanti’, he put the rice 

ball, the ring of Kusa grass and rest of the material consisting 

of cold milk, honey and sesamum seeds into the Arghya vessel. 

Then he offered libation of water to the Pitrs. 
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83-84. When the officiating Brahmanas had said: “Welfare 
to you”, and they felt gratified on the Amavasya day, Varaha 
incarnate of Visnu gave silver-fee (rajata-dakfind) to each of the 
Brahmanas. When he asked “Is the rite completed”, they said, 
"Yes”. When he asked “may you be pleased”, they said: “We 
are already pleased”. When he asked them about the remaining 
food, they said, “You may partake of it together with your 
people”, 

85-86. He caught hold of the Brahmanas by Ills hand and 
led them outside the ritual altar repeating the formula ‘Vaje- 
Vaje’. 

87. Then sprinkling the massive heap of hair with the 
collected waters of holy rivers he begged blessings of Brahmanas. 

88-91. The Brahmanas blessed him, saying, “May our pat¬ 
rons prosper in riches”. Varaha circumambulated them; touch¬ 
ing their feet with reverence; he offered them seats to take rest. 
He held the middle ball of rice and gave the same to Chaya. 
That beautiful lady took hold of the rice-ball and said : “May 
the Pitre enter the womb”. She then bowed at the feet of 
the Brahmanas. Then the boar-incarnate Visnu thought of lett¬ 
ing the Pitrs go. 

92-94. Then Koka and Pitrs spoke out their self-interest. 
We were formerly stationed in heaven when we were cursed by 
the Moon, “You fall off from Yoga and descend to the nether 
region”. We were falling to the nether regions but are saved by 
you. Being fallen off from Yoga, we were deserted by the guar¬ 
dians. Now, may all-gods protect us again. 

95. O lord Boar, by your favour, we shall go to heaven. 
Let Soma (the Moon-god), the observer of Yoga be our guar¬ 

dian. 
96-99. May Soma, the source of Yoga, protect us. Througb 

Yoga may we live in heaven as well as on earth. May some of 
us attain prosperity within a month, in the firmament. This 
t}ija known by her popular name Svadha endowed with Yoga, 
be the mother of Yoga (roaming) in the middle region. 

Thus requested by the manes lord Varaha addressed the 
river Koka and the manes : Whatever you have asked will in¬ 
deed be accomplished. 
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100, Let Yama be your deity; Moon the preceptor; Fire the 
priest. 

101, Let Fire, wind and Sun be your abodes; Brahma, 
Visnu and Rudra be your guardians. 

102, Let Aditiyas, Vasus and Rudras be your forms. Let 
Yogis, embodying Yoga make yoga as your basis and observe 
vows, 

103-105. Let you move at will bestowing fruits of actions 
upon the people at large. Let you elevate by the strength of 

your Yoga both the mobile and immobile stationed in heaven, 
hell and earth. 

This Urja, daughter of the Moon, fashioned by flesh and 
wine will be born as the daughter of Dak$a, Svadha by name. 

This good-faced lady will be your wife. 
106, Known as Koka, she will resort to Himalaya. She will 

be as efficacious as the crores of holy places all together, 

107, I shall stay in Koka from this very day, smashing sins 

of all mankind. The sight of lord Boar is holy. His worship 

grants worldly pleasures and salvation. 

108. Drinking the water of Koka destroys sins. The plunge 
yields merit. The fast leads to heaven. 

109. Charity gives imperishable fruit; it destroys sins of 
birth, death and old age, 

110-111. In the dark fortnight of the month of Magha, on 

the Amavasa night, when there is no moon, one should come to 

Kokamukha and stay there for five nights. During the time, the 
person who offers libation of water to the pitrs will reap the 
fruit of the same. There is no doubt in this. I shall be staying 

here on the eleventh and twelfth tithi always. 
112. He who fasts here reaps the fruit thereof as mentioned 

previously* O blessed ones, you are now free to go to your places 

at your will* 

113. “I too shall rest here”, saying this lord Boar disappear¬ 
ed* When lord Boar had gone, the pitrs took leave of Koka and 

went away* 
114-115, Koka took up her abode on that mountain. Chaya, 

the Earth conceived by lord Boar generated asura Naraka known 

also hy the name Bhauma. Lord Vi?pu gave him Pragjyotija, 

the capital city ofK&raarupa. 
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116. Thus have I described at Kokamukha the Boar incar¬ 
nate of Vi?nu who confers boons to the people. On hearing this 
description, a man is purified from dirt, becomes devoid of sins, 
and obtains the merit of performing ASvamedha Sacrifice. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND ELEVEN 

The details of the Sr&ddha ritual 

The sages said : 

1-2. O sage, tell us further in detail about the ritual of 
Sraddha. O ascetic, let us know how it was performed, at what 
place, when and by whom ? 

Vyasa said : 

O great sages, hear in detail about the ritual of Sraddha, 
how it was performed, where, when, in which naksatras or tithis, 
in what region and by whom ? 

3. Brahmanas and Vaifyas should perform Sraddha each 
following one’s own dharma and reciting mantras. 

4. Women and Sudras too should perform the same under 
the direction of Brahmanas. But there should be no recitation 
of mantras or ritual of sacrifice. 

5-13, Sraddha should be performed in holy places as Pu§- 
kara, or meritorious spots, peaks of mountains or sacred regions, 
in streams of holy waters, rivers or lakes, in the confluence of 
rivers or in any one of seven oceans or in one’s own home puri¬ 
fied or smeared with cowdung or spots enjoined by the Sastras, 
at the root of holy trees or in lakes worthy of sacrifice. One 
should hold Sraddha at such places. Sraddha is prohibited 
among Kiratas, Kalingas, Konkanas, Kpnis, Da&arnas, Kumar- 
yas, Tarigalas, Krathas, on the northern bank of Sindhu, on the 
southern bank of Narmada, to the east of Karatoya. Sraddha 
should be performed every month on the Amavasa day. In 
Rkjagocarya (?) Sraddha should be performed on Fur^amasl 
for the manes as well as Devas. Nitya Sraddha is performed for 
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gods. There are other Sraddhas performed for the attainment 

of desired objects. O Brahmins, they should be done every year. 
Vfddhi Sraddha should be performed on such occasions. 

14. When the sun enters zodiac Kanya, there are fifteen 
days exclusively meant for Sraddha, 

15-33. Pratipat is for riches, Dvitiyafor progeny, Trtlya for 

sons, Caturthi for destroying foes, Paficami for obtaining wealth, 

SaptamI for lordship, A${aml for intelligence, Navami for con¬ 
jugal relations, Dasami for fulfilling desire, Ekadast for acquiring 
Vedic knowledge, Dvadaii for victory, TrayodaSI for increase 
in progeny, animals, intellect, independence, prosperity, longe¬ 
vity and supremacy, CaturdaSi for those who died in youth or 
who were killed by weapons and Amavasya for fulfilling all 

desires including the attainment of heaven as an abode for 
eternity. O best of sages, I shall now tell you the material for 
food which pleases the pitrs and the period of propitiation. 

If in the Sraddha, the sacrificial food is offered to the Brah¬ 
mins, the Pitrs are fed for a month. If the flesh of a fish is offer¬ 
ed, the Grandfathers are fed for two months. If a goat’s flesh is 

offered, the Pitrs are fed for three months. If a hare’s flesh is 
offered, the Pitrs are fed for foiir months. If a bird’s flesh is 

offered, the Pitrs are fed for five months. If a hog’s flesh is 

offered, the Pitrs are fed for six months. If a ram’s flesh is offered 
the Pitrs are fed for seven months. If black deer’s flesh is offered 

the Pitrs are fed for eight months. If ruru deer’s nine months; 
if cow’s for ten months; if ram’s for eleven months. If cow’s 

milk or rice cooked in cow’s milk for one year; if of rhinoceros 
or of rohita fish for endless period of time. So also food for pro¬ 
geny* He who offers Sraddha at Gaya with sesamum seeds mixed 

with sugar, honey or honey-mixture obtains endless stock of 
corn. The Pitrs say : (<May there be bom one in our lineage 

who may give us oblation of water, rice cooked in milk and 
mixed with honey, during the rainy season, in Maghanak^atra.” 

One should wish for many sons* If even one of them goes to 

Gaya or marries a girl of eight years or releases a blue-coloured 

bull or worships Pitrs in Kfttikas he obtains heaven. 

34-42, One who performs Sraddha in RohinI gets progeny, 
in Saumya splendour, in Ardra valour, in Punarvasu fields for 

cultivation, in Pu$ya eternal wealth, in Ailesa longevity, in 
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Magha progeny and prosperity, in FhalgunI, good fortune, in 
Uttara-s progeny and benevolence, in Hasta proficiency in Sas- 
tras,inCitra beauty, splendour and progeny* Sraddha performed 

in Svati bestows gains in merchandise, in Vi^akha gives sons, in 
Anuradha sovereignty, in Jyesjha Lordship, in Mula good health, 
in A^adha attainment of fame, especially in Uttaras, in Sravana 

fulfilment of auspicious desires, in Dhani^fha abundant riches, 
in Abhijit the knowledge of the Vedas, in Varuna efficiency in 
medicine, in Prau$thapadl skill in goats and sheep, in Uttara 

fihadrapada cows, in Revati a vessel of brass, in ASvinI horses, 
in BharanI longevity. The performer of Sraddha obtains the 
result in these nak§atras. O Brahmins, thus are the Sraddhas 

performed for the attainment of particular desire* 
43. When the sun has entered the Kanya Zodiac, the per* 

former of Sraddha in that period obtains whatever desire he 

has in his mind, Nandlmukha should be performed during the 

same period. It should be done in Purnima as stated in Vara ha 
Purana. 

44-47* When the sun entered the Kanya zodiac, the Pitrs 
mobile or immobile, living in heaven* earth or firmament, wish 

for the rice-ball. The first sixteen days of the month, when the 

sun has entered Kanya, one should propitiate Pitrs with the 
libation of water, vegetable and roots. He gets the rare fruit 

desirable from the performance of Rajasuya and Asvamedha 

sacrifices. 

48-56* If a person propitiates Pitrs, when the sun has enter¬ 

ed Uttara or Hasta, he goes to heaven* 
When the sun enters Hasta astcrism, Pitrs leave home at 

the command of Yama* They remain out till the sun enters the 
sign Scorpion of the Zodiac* 

When the sun has passed through Scorpion, Pitrs return to 

their abode, together with Devas, sobbing and cursing their 

progeny. 

In the ages of Manu, the Sraddha should be performed in 

A?jakas and Anva?takas, It should start serially beginning with 
the Mother* During the period of eclipse, in Vyatlpata at the 

confluence of the Sun and the Moon, on the day of natal star, 

during the oppression caused by the planet, he should perform 

Parva^a Sraddha. 
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During the interval between the solstices, on the day of 
equinox or at the sun’s equinoctial passage, J§ raddha should be 

performed without offering the rice-ball. On the third of VaiSa- 

kha, on the ninth of Karttika, on the Purnima day, the Sraddha 

should be performed as at the equinoctial passage. 

On the thirteenth day of the Bhadrapada month, on the 

amavasya day of the month of Magha, one should do Sraddha 
by means of rice cooked with milk in the manner it is performed 
at the winter solstice. 

57. When a Brahmin versed in the Vedas and the fire- 
rituals comes to the house, he alone should be considered as 

worthy of Sraddha. 

58. When the material for Sraddha approved by the experts 
is available, he should perform Parvana Sraddha with the help 

of Brahmins well versed in the Sraddha. 

59. One should celebrate the anniversary of one’s departed 
parents, also of the uncle and elder brother if they died sonless. 

60-62. In Parvana offerings should begin with Devas, In 

Ekoddis^a no offerings should be made to Devas. In Sraddha 
pertaining to Devas, he should offer two Pi^das, in that pertain¬ 

ing to Pitr$ three or a single pintfa should be offered to each. 

Similarly, in regard to maternal grandfather. 

When a person is dead his son should offer rice-ball with 

libation of water with Kusa grass and sesamum seeds outside 

the village on the bank of a river or a pond. On the third day, 

they should collect the bones. 

63. If the deceased is a Brahmana, the purification of re¬ 

latives of the same gotra is effected after ten days, if K?atriya, 
after twelve days, if Vaisya after fifteen days, if Sudra after a 

month. 

64. After purification, they enjoin Ekoddi$ta, on the twelfth 
day, or after the expiry of a month or at the end of three fort¬ 

nights. 

65. O Brahmins, Sraddha should be performed every month, 
for a year. Then he should perform sapindikarana rite after a 

year. When that is done, he should perform Parvana, The de¬ 

ceased then change their states as Preta to that ofPitpj. 
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66* Pitrs are twofold : murta and amurta* Nandimukhas are 
amurta and Parvanas are murta* Pretas receive Ekoddi$£a, Pitrs 
receive Parvaiia Sraddha, 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND TWELVE 

The details of Sapirt^hara^a Rite 

The sages said: 

1-3* How should the rite of Sapindikarana for the dead be 
performed, O best of Brahmins, according to theSastras?0 best 
of speakers, let us know all, 

Vydsa said : 

O Brahmins, listen, I shall tell you how the rite of Sapindi- 
karana should be performed* Herein no offering is made toDevas* 
A single libation of water is enjoined* One ring of Ku£a grass is 
sanctioned* No offering in the fire* No invocation* A single 
brahmin is fed in that rite. 

4. This rite is to be performed, every month, for a year. 
Listen attentively* I shall tell you what is additional to this rite. 

5. There should be four vessels, three for the Pitrs, mixed 

with sesamum seeds, incense and water and one for the Preta, 

6. In each of the three vessels some water from the Preta 
patra should be poured. In each case, he should recite the mantra 
“Ye samana1’. 

7. In regard to women also, the same procedure should be 

adopted* But sapindlkarana need not be performed if the deceas¬ 
ed woman had no sons. 

8* In case of women sapindlkarana should be done every 

year by men. The rite should be performed on their death anni¬ 
versary, as enjoined by the sastras. 

9* If there be no son, this should be performed by the rela¬ 
tives connected by the offering of rice balls. If there be no such 

relatives, brothers should do the same. If there be no brothers, 
grandsons or great-grandsons should perform the sacrifice* 
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10. The daughter’s son should perform the rite for his 

maternal grand-father. They are named dvyamusyayaija (for 
they are linked to both : the maternal grandfather and the 
paternal grandfather), 

11. They should propitiate both, by Nitya and Naimittika 
Sraddhas. If none of the aforesaid is there, the women should 
perform the rite but without mantras. 

12-13, If there are no women too, the king should get the 
funeral rite done by his distant relatives or in their absence, he 
should do the same by himself, because the king himself is the 

relative of all* O Brahmins, thus I have told you Nitya and 
Naimittika rites. 

14, I shall now tell you other sorts of Nitya and Naimittika 
rites. Dar£a Sraddha, performed on the Amavasa day is Naimit¬ 
tika, for it is linked with the diminution of the moon. 

15-32. Nitya is the fixed period of time, when one should 
do this rite as prescribed by Dharma. 

After the rite of Sapindikarana has been performed, the 

great-grandfather of the father forfeits the right of receiving 

pinda. He can receive only the residue of the pinda. This 
fourth one loses importance in relationship. Hence his share in 
the rice-ball is reduced to residue. 

The trio, father, grandfather, great-grandfather, are the 
rightful recepicnts of the rice-ball. Further, the three beginning 

from the grandfather of the grandfather are the sharers in the 
residue of the rice-ball. The seventh is the performer of sacrifice 
himself. Thus the relationship link is sevenfold as told by the 

sages. 
After yajamana (the performer of the ritual) the Pitfs cease 

to have the right of partaking pinda. Even distant relatives 
whether placed in hell or born in low species or transformed 

into evil spirits, imps, devils and the like become well fed with 
the leavings of food scattered on the ground. O Brahmins, the 
water dropped from the edge of bathing costume quenches the 
thirst and allays the hunger of those who are transformed into 
trees. Those who have reached divinity receive nourishment 
from the fragrant drops of water fallen from the rice-ball. Simi¬ 

larly, those who are bom into animal creation receive nourish¬ 

ment by drinking drops of water fallen from the rice-balls. 
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The infants who are dead before teething, the youths who are 
forbidden to perform ritual and have died without any rite get 
their hunger and thirst allayed by the water used in wiping 
floors or used in cleansing the feet of brahmanas. 

Whatever particles of water or leavings of food, pure or im¬ 
pure, are dropped by yajamana or the brahmins, by that the 
departed spirits, whatever form of existence they have attained, 

get nourishment* By the Sraddha performed with the riches ac¬ 
quired through unfair means, the low class of people—canolas 
etc* get nourishment. Thus, one should perform Sraddha for 
the departed in the family, even by means of vegetables (in the 
absence of other materials) as prescribed in the Sastras, By the 

drops of water and bits of food, dropped from the rice-ball, 
he alleviates thirst and hunger, not only of his close relatives 
but also of distant kins born in different species of existence. 

33-35. By performing Sraddha no one comes to grief in the 
family* Only those of the Brahmins should be invited at Sraddha 

who possess self-control, who are accustomed to agnihotra, who 
are pure in deeds, who are learned in Sastras as well as in the 
Vedas* The invitee should be the one who thrice kindles the 
Naciketa fire, who knows the three verses beginning with Madhu 

or Suparna, who knows six ancillaries of the Veda, who is 
devoted to his parents, who has sisters, knows Saman. The per¬ 
former of Sraddha should feed the priest who officiates at the 

sacrifice, the family priest, the spiritual guide or a teacher. 
36-37. The following should be invited to dine at Sraddha 

—the maternal uncle, father-in-law, brother-in-law, a relative, 
the family teacher or the teacher in society, one who is expert 

in interpreting the Puranas, not greedy or with a little greed, 
not accustomed to charity* Brahmins with these qualities should 
be invited at Sraddha. They are purifiers of society. 

38, The list of Brahmins as mentioned above should be 
invited a day before Sraddha* Whether the rite pertains to gods 

or manes, he should appoint them accordingly, 

39-41. The invitees to the Sraddha should control their 
sense-organs. If the person performs Sr&ddha and then after 
taking meals copulates with woman, his deceased ancestors 

sleep in that semen fora month. Again, if a person copulates 
with the woman, then partakes of Sr&ddha, his deceased anccs- 
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ters live upon semen and urine for that month* Hence, the 
performer of Sraddha should invite the Brahma^as on the day 

of Sraddha or a day before. Those who are addicted to women 

should be excluded* 
42-43* If, on the day of Sraddha, the yatis of controlled 

mind come for alms, he of controlled mind should propitiate 

them with respectful homage and then feed them liberally. 

44-68* The pitrs have yoga as their base. The yogis should 
always be honoured therefore. 

If among a thousand brahmanas, there be a single yogi, he 

alone can take Yajamana and the invitees across the ocean of 
existence, as a boat in the river. 

Those versed in the Vedie lore recite a verse in the context, 

which was formerly sung in the assembly of king Aila. 
"When in our family will there be born a son to one of the 

members who will give us rice-balls, when the yogis have taken 

meals? We desire in Gaya, a rice-ball, flesh of rhinoceros, obla¬ 

tion, Kala-£aka (?) butter mixed with sesamum seed or Krsara 
(?) pertaining to Visvadeva and Samya, We desire the flesh of 

rhinoceros from the feet to the head/* 

One should give Sraddhaon Trayodasi in Magha according 
to the prescription of the Sastras in the winter solstice. He 

should offer rice cooked in milk as also honey and butter. There¬ 

fore, the performer should propitiate the Pitrs, out of devotion. 
Satiated with Sraddha, the Pitrs will fulfil all desires of the per¬ 

former, bring freedom from sins and set Vasus, Rudras, Adityas, 
constellations, planets and stars to favourable desposition. 

Propitiated with Sraddha, the Pitrs confer longevity, pro¬ 

geny, riches, knowledge, happiness, sovereignty, heaven and 

Moksa. 
r 

Pitrs prefer noon to forenoon. When the brahmanas reach 

the house, he should welcome them, honour them. While he is 

wearing kuja-ring, he should give them water to sip and ask 

them to sit comfortably on the seat. He should perform Sraddha 

accordingly to Sastraic injunctions and let the best of Brahma-* 

ijas feed on sweet dishes and then dismiss them with sweet 
words and obeisance devotedly* He should follow them to the 

gate and return with their permission. Then he should perform 

his daily routine and then let his guests take meals. Some pandits 
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hold that the rites to the Pitfs should be performed everyday. 
‘Not so to the pitrs*, say others. Other rites should be performed 
as usual. He should take meals in the company of his family. 
Thus he should perform iraddha attentively, as prescribed in 
the Dharma&astra, in the manner as it pleases the learned 
Brahmins. 

Now I shall tell you the sort of people who are forbidden to 
receive Sraddha: one who deceives friend, one who has diseased 

nails, one who is impotent, one who is suffering from tuberculo¬ 
sis, one who is suffering from jaundice, one who lives by trade, 

one who has dark-brown teeth, bald-headed, one-eyed, blind, 
deaf, dull, dumb, lame, cripple, eunuch, of bad skin, deformed, 

leper, red-eyed, hump-backed, pigmy, ugly, indolent, friend* s 

enemy, of bad family, a herdsman, despised, one who has 

married before his elder brother, an unmarried elder brother 
whose younger brother is married, the son of Parivedanika, 

son of a woman whose husband has married before his elder 
brother, the husband of a £udra woman and their son too, one 

who has officiated at the religious ceremony of the Sudra's son, 

one who has not married, one who has married the widow of his 
brother, one who is salaried teacher or one who is taught by a 

salaried teacher, one who partakes of food from the family in 
pollution, one who is a hunter, one who trades in soma, one 
who is under curse, a thief, a fallen one, a usurer, a rogue, back¬ 

biter, one who has abandoned the injunctions of Veda, one dis¬ 

inclined to charity, sacrifice, the king's priest, the king's ser¬ 
vant, devoid of knowledge, jealous, ill-disposed to the elderly 

people, one who is short-tempered, harsh, stupid, an attendant 
upon an idol, an astronomer, maker of an arrow or the wearer 

of a foreign dress, one who officiates as a priest at the sacrifice 

of a person who is not worthy of holding sacrifice. Those of low 

class should not be invited to Sraddha since they defile the 

social circle. 
69. Where the wicked are honoured and the good are dis¬ 

honoured* the terrible divine punishment befalls the people 

immediately. 
70. Contrary to the Sastraic injunction and in violation of 

the customary laws* if the performer of Sraddha feeds a stu¬ 

pid person, he comes to grief. 
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If the holder of Sraddha excludes the family brahmin and 
feeds another he is consumed by the fire of his grief, 

71. If the holder of Sraddha does not gift clothes, his per¬ 

formance of Yajiia and penance, and his knowledge of Veda are 

of no avail. Therefore, he should give clothes especially on the 
occasion of Sraddha, 

72. He who gives fresh garments, made of silk or cotton, 
obtains the fulfilment of his desire. 

73-74. Just as a calf finds out its mother from among 

several cows, similarly, the Pitfs obtain food from the bellies of 

the brahmins who have partaken of Sraddha meals. 

75. The PitfS receive food offered to the brahmins who 
utter the Pitf’s name, gotra and mantras. Although they are not 

present in physical forms they get satiated thereby. 

76. Homage to Deities, Pitj-s and Yogins, Homage to 
Svaha, Svadha for ever and for ever. 

77. At the beginning and the end of Sraddha, he should 
repeat the same thrice. At the offering of the rice-ball as well, 

he should recite this attentively. 

78. Pitps come very soon, Rak$asas fly away. They get 
propitiated in the three worlds. This mantra, indeed uplifts 

them. 

79. He should gift a fresh thread, silken! hempen, cotton, 
one made of patror^ia, patka or kau£eya. Variety should be 

avoided. 
80. The wise man should avoid that piece of cloth which 

in spite of its being full has no fringe. The aforesaid variety 

does not propitiate the Pitjs and the donor too comes to grief. 

81. Pinda is not to be given to one who is alive. He should 

be fed with the meals of his taste according to Sastraic in¬ 

junctions, 
82. With faith and devotion he should offer ball into the 

fire. If he is in need of progeny, he should give it to his wife, 

reciting the mantras. 
83. If he wishes for brilliant splendour, he should offer it 

to the cows. If he wishes for wisdom, fame and renown he 

should offer the same into waters. 
84. If he wishes for longevity he should give it to the 
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crows. If he wishes for children, or a house, he should give it to 
the cocks, 

85. Again, some brahmins opine that Pinda should be lifted 
by the front. He should do so when the Brahmins have said: 
uNow, lift it up pleasen, 

86. Therefore, Sraddha should be performed as the sages 
of yore have stated. Otherwise, he incurs sin, and the Pitfs do 
not receive the essence thereof, 

87-88. The following should be given in Sraddha: barley, 
rice, sesamum seeds, beans, wheat, chick pea, kidney bean, 

Syamaka variety of corn, mustard, wild rice, hasti-Syamaka, 
priyahgu, prasatika (a kind of rice) along with the grains. 

89-91 The mango-fruit, hog plum, bilva, pomegranate, by- 
apuraka, old myrobalan, milk, fruits of coconut, parusaka, vats- 
aka trees, dates, grape, wood apple of blue colour, a fruit of patola 

tree, vine, fruit of jujube tree, berry, vaikankata, orange, 

bijapura—these fruits should necessarily be given in Sraddha* 

92-99. Treacle, sugar, juice of the sugar-cane, juice of other 

plants, murmuras, cow's milk, curd, butter, oil squeezed from 

sesamum seeds, salt produced from ocean or lake should be offe¬ 
red in Sraddha. He should offer essence of fragrant substances, 
sandal paste, aloe, suffron, Kala£aka, Ta^diiliya, Vastuka, Mu- 

laka, wild vegetables, and the following flowers: jasmine, Cam- 
paka, Lodhra, Mallika Ban a (Blue flower), Barbari, Vpitakaso- 

ka, TulasI, Tilaka, PavantJ, Satapatra, fragrant Sephalika, Kub- 

jaka, Tagara, Mrga, wild KetakI, Yuthika, Atimukta* O Brah¬ 

mins, these flowers are worth offering in Sraddha. Moreover, 

day-lotus, night-lotus, white lotus, blue lotus, red water-lily, 

white water-lily, Kostus (Ku^taJMamsi, Balaka, Kukkuti, Jatipa- 
traka,Nalika Uiira, Musta and Granthiparnithese and other 
fragrant substances are worthy of Sraddha. 

100, Guggulu, sandal paste, Srivasa, Aguru, and such other 
instances as are available. 

101, Beans, Canakas, Masuras, Koradusakas, Viprusas, 
Markatas, Kodravas should be avoided. 

102, He should avoid milk, curd, ghee produced from Ma* 

hi$a, Camara, Mrga, Avika, EkaSapha (an animal whose hoof 

is not cloven) (as ahorse, ass etc.), the breasts of women, camel. 
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103- Tala, Varuna, Kakola, Bahupatra, Arjunlphala, Ja- 
mbira, red Bilva, and the fruit of Sala should be avoided* 

104- 110 He should avoid fish, boar, tortoise and cows esp¬ 
ecially* Pfitika, musk, Gorocana, lotus-paste, Kaleyaka, Ugraga- 

ndha, Turuska, Palahka, Kumari, Kirata, Pindamulaka, Grflija- 
na, Gukrika, Cukra, Varuma, Ganapatrika, Jiva, §atapu$pa, 
Nalika, Gandha-Sukara,Halabhrtya, Sarsapa, Palantfu, Lasuna, 

Manaskanda, Visaskanda, Vajrakauda, Gadasthika, Pumsalva, 
Sapindalu—these should not be used* 

He should also leave Alabu, Tiktaparni, Ku^inanda, three 
sorts of Katukas, Vartaka, Sivajata and the hairy Vatas, Kallya, 
Crane of red colour* 

Similarly, the fruit of Vibhltaka, Aranala, partially broken 
conch shell and stale food* 

111-131. Things of bad odour should not be given in Srad- 
dha* Similarly, Kovidara, Sigruka, that which is sour, picchila, 

ruksa, vatayama should not be given- Similarly, that which is 
devoid of taste or emits smell of wine should be cast off. Hingu 

of bitter smell, Phanisa, Bhunimba, Nimba and Rajika, Kustum- 

buru growing in Kalihga, sour Vetasa, pomegranate, Magadhi, 
Nagara, Ardraka, TittidI, Amrataka, Jivaka,Tumburu—these are 

not prohibited* Similarly, rice cooked in milk, Salmall, Mudga 

and sweet balls should be included. Drinks made of mango juice 

and cow's milk should be included* So also those which are in 
common use, sweet and oily, though a little sour and bitter* 

Those which are extremely sour, bitter and tasteful to Devas 
should be used in Sraddha* The meat of goat, quail, partridge, 

hare, jackal, Lavaka or Rajiva fish should be used* 
Besides, the flesh of rhinoceros, red jackal, a fish having scale, 

a fish named Sirhhatunda, osprey should be used in Sraddha. 

Though Manu has allowed the flesh ofRohita, it should not be 

used* This is my considered opinion which is supported by 

Varaha. If he feeds on "things prohibited in Sraddha, he will 
go to Raurava hell* O ascetics, Varaha has prohibited the follow¬ 

ing which are forbidden to the twice-born. They should not be 

offered to the Pitrs : 
Rohita fish, pig, tortoise, iguava, swan, the Cakra bird, 

Madgu (diver bird), fish without scale, osprey, snakes, Vasahari, 

Kukkuta, Kalavinka, Mayura, Bharadvaja, Sanigaka, Nakula, 
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Uluka, Marjara, Lopas, others which are not easily available* 
Tiftibha bird, jackals* tiger, bear, hyena—if a stupid person 
eats the flesh of these and other prohibited animals or birds, he 

having incurred a great sin goes to the Raurava helL If that 

sinner includes the prohibited flesh in Sraddha, he will let his 

Pitrs, though stationed in heaven, fall into hell. 

If he catsKusumbha-^aka (vegetable mixed with safflower), 

Jambira, Sigruka, Kovidara, Pinyaka, Viprusa, Masura, Grfi- 
jana, Sana, Kodrava, Kokilaksa, Cukra, Kambuka, Padmaka, 

Cakora, flesh of Syena, Vartula, Alabu, Talim and the fruit of 
tall trees, he goes to hell. If he gives these to the Pitrs, he falls 

along with them in Puyavaha* Therefore by all means, a wise 

person should not partake of them. 

132-135* Varaha has said that they should not be offered 
■ 

to the Pitrs. Better feed upon one’s own flesh rather than par¬ 

take of the forbidden meat* 

If out of ignorance or negligence, one has eaten the forbid¬ 

den things, he should perform the rite of expiation or atonement. 

If he eats what is prohibited he should, for the atonement 

thereof, feed upon fruits, roots, curd, milk, buttermilk mixed 
with water, cows* urine, yavaka—one each day for a week, 

136-143, Thus should transgression be corrected, especially 

by the devotees of Visnu. O ascetics, the forbidden things as 

mentioned above should be excluded. The material necessary 

for Sraddha should be collected according to the capacity of the 
performer* Thus, if the person performs Sraddha according to 

the prescribed rules and his resou ces, he will remain happy so 

long as he lives upon this earth. 

The sages said : 

If the father is alive, grandfather and great-grandfather are 

dead, how will he perform Sraddha ? Please tell us in detail. 

Vy&sa said : 

The son should offer Sraddha to the departed who could 

duly receive the same from his father* There is no infringement 

of duty—secular or Vedic in regard to that* 
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The sages said: 

If the father is dead but the grandfather is alive, how will 

he perform Sraddha? You will kindly explain. 

Vydsa said : 

He should offer Pinda to the father and feed the grand¬ 
father who is alive. This is the judgement of Sastras, 

The Pinda should be given to the dead, food should be given 

to the alive* He should not perforin Sapindlkarana or Parvana 

in that case. If the son performs Pitrmedhaa he is blessed with 
sons, riches and longevity. 

144. He who recites this section on Pitrmedha at the time 
of Sraddha, O Brahmins, his Pitrs feed upon his food for a 
number of years lasting for three yugas. 

145. Thus I have told you the section on Pitrmedha which 

destroys sins and increases merit. Men with controlled mind 

should hear it attentively and recite the same during the period 
when the Sraddha is being performed. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTEEN 

Conduct of the Good 

Vydsa said: 

1. Thus the Deities and Manes are to be duly worshipped 

by the householder by means of the Havya and Kavya offer¬ 
ings. The guests and kinsmen should be honoured with cooked 

rice. 
2. The living beings, the servants, animals, birds and even 

ants; the mendicants who beg for alms and all other travellers 

who come to the house are to be received hospitably, 
3. Brahmins observing the disciplined conduct of life of 

the good should be honoured by the good householder, 

The sages said : 

4-5, O brahmin* the Nitya and Naimittika rites have been 
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recounted by you* Human activities are three-fold: Nitya, Nai- 
mittika and Kamya. O sage, even as you recount we wish to 
hear the rules of good conduct by pursuing which a man attains 
happiness here and hereafter* 

VySsa said: 

6. Good conduct should always be preserved by a house¬ 
holder. There is no welfare here or hereafter to one who is 
devoid of good conduct. 

7. Sacrifices, charitable gifts and austerities are not condu¬ 
cive to the prosperity of the person who transgresses the rules 
of good conduct* 

8* A person who maintains good conduct attains the longe¬ 
vity of Brahma (?) Virtue and good conduct should always be 
maintained. Virtue is the symbol of good conduct* 

9-10. O brahmins, I shall recount the form and general 
outline of good conduct. One shall maintain it with great con¬ 
centration* Endeavour should be made by a householder in 
achieving the three-fold aim of life. The achievement of the 
householder here and hereafter depends on the realisation thereof. 

11-12. With one-fourth of one’s wealth the self-possessed 
man shall achieve the other-worldly welfare. With half of his 
wealth he shall sustain himself as well as perform the Nitya and 
Naimittika rites. With the remaining one-fourth one shall in¬ 
crease one’s original capital. O brahmins, if one pursues thus, 
one’s wealth becomes fruitful. 

13-16. Similarly, for the sake of dispelling sins, virtuous 
rites should be performed by a learned man. Thus the other 
Dharma which has the fruit of welfare in the next world should 
be made fruitful here itself. The three (Dharma, Artha and 
Kama) are of two types each. One type causes sinful offence; 
the other type is not antagonistic. One shall think about these 
as mutually complementary. O excellant brahmins, know them 
to be conducive to the contrary result* (For example) the 
wealth that is conducive to virtue is intrinsically virtuous. That 
which does not afflict the soul is virtue* Kama (Desire) is split 
into two (?) by the other two : Dharma and Artha; and the 
other two are split into two by it (he. Kama). 
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17-18. One shall get up in the Brahma Muhurta and think 
about virtue and wealth. After getting up, one shall perform the 
Acamana rite. After taking both and making himself pure one 
shall worship the Sandhyas. The early Sandhya (i.e. dawn) he 
shall worship even when the stars are seen. He shall worship 
the late Sandhya (i.e. dusk) even when the sun is visible. He 
shall perform Sandhya prayers duly. Unless in extreme case of 
emergency he shall not forsake it. 

19. O brahmins, one shall avoid evil utterances, falsehoods 
and harsh words. He shall eschew ignoble scriptures, evil argu¬ 
ments and service of ignoble persons. 

20. One shall perform Homa both in the evening and in 
the morning, with perfect restraint over the self. He shall not 
see sunrise and sunset directly. 

21* The following activities should be performed in the 
forenoon Washing the teeth, applying collyrium, embellish¬ 
ing the hair, looking into the mirror and the Tarpana rite to 
the deities. 

22. Faeces should not be discharged on the path leading 
to the rural residences, holy centres and fields, nor in a ploughed 
field, nor in a cowpen. 

23. One shall not look at the naked wife of another man; 
one shall not look at one*s own ordure, (One shall avoid) see¬ 
ing, touching and talking to a women in her menses, 

24. One shall not discharge urine or faeces into the waters 
(of a tank etc.) - Nor should one indulge in sexual intercourse 
under water. One shall not stand on faeces and urine nor on 
hairs or ashes. One shall not stand over the sharp edge of any 
cutting instrument. 

25. An intelligent man shall not stand on scattered husk, 
burning coal, bits of ropes, clothes etc* on the road or in a 
ground. 

26. After performing the rite of worship of the Pitrs, 
Devas, human beings and other living beings, the householder 
deserves to take food in accordance with his affluence. 

27. After performing the Acamana rite, after restricting 
unnecessary talk, the man shall remain pure. He shall sit fac¬ 
ing the East or the North and take food with the mind therein. 
He shall keep the hands between the knees. 
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28. Except in the case of utter destruction of food, the 
wise man shall not complain about the defects of food at 
the time of taking it. One shall avoid taking salt directly 
(i.e. salt should be mixed with food and then taken in), He 
shall avoid the leavings of food also. 

29^31. The self-possessed man shall not discharge urine or 
faeces, while standing or walking. He shall not eat anything 
defiled by the leavings of food. If one is defiled by the leavings 
of food, one shall not speak anything. He shall avoid reciting 
the Vedas too. One shall not look at the sun, moon or the 
stars as one pleases. One should avoid using a seat, bed or a 
vessel if it is broken. One should honour and greet elderly 
persons by standing up and offering them seats. 

32. An intelligent man shall talk in a way favourable to 
them (i.e. elderly persons). He shall follow them. He shall not 
act against them. 

33-34. No intelligent man shall take food, worship the 
deities or invoke them with a single cloth on. O brahmins, 
no intelligent man shall perform a sacrifice, if there is no fire. 
No man shall take bath or lie down completely naked. One 
shall not scratch head simultaneously with both hands. 

35. Head-bath should not be repeatedly undertaken by 
the intelligent men without cause. One who has already had 
head-bath should not touch any limb with oil. 

36. One shall avoid studying the Vedas during the holi¬ 
days. One shall never disregard or insult brahmins, fires, cows 
and the sun, 

37, One shall discharge faeces and urine facing the north 
during the day and facing the south during the night. During 
distress he shall discharge them as he pleases, 

38, One shall not speak out the misdeeds of the precep¬ 
tor. If he is angry, one shall propitiate him. One shall not 
listen to others who slander him, 

39-41- Priority in access to the path shall be given to the 
brahmins, to the king, to one who is miserable, to one of supe¬ 
rior learning, to a pregnant woman, to one who is afflicted by 
sickness, to a greater person, to the deaf, mute or blind, to one 
who is elated and to one who has become mad. 
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A learned man shall circumambulate a temple t a tree in a 
monastery, cross-roads, and the preceptor who is of superior 
learning. One shall never wear shoes, clothes, garlands etc* 
worn by others. 

42. One shall avoid taking oil bath or indulging in sexual 
intercourse with women on the eighth, fourteenth and fifteenth 
lunations as well as on Parvan days, 

43. No wise man shall ever stand with arms and upper leg 
(?) raised up. One shall not throw up the feet. One shall not 
keep one leg over another. 

44. One shall avoid reviling, wounding the sensitive spots 
of and slandering an unchaste woman or a boy who has indulg¬ 
ed in an unworthy act (?) or a fallen fellow. 

45-46. A clever man shall never be arrogant, proud and 
harsh. One shall not laugh at or find fault with a fool, a mad 
fellow, a person in distress, ugly persons, persons with deficient 
limbs or poor people. One shall not lift up another man’s stick 
to chastise a disciple or a son, 

47. A wise man should not drag a seat with his leg and sit 
thereon* One shall not prepare a cake of wheat flour or a dish 
of rice and peas mixed together or meat solely for oneself. 

48-52. Food should be taken in the evening and in the 
morning after worshipping the guests, 

O brahmins, one shall always clean the teeth sitting silently 
facing the east or the north. One shall avoid the forbidden 
creeper. No man shall ever sleep with his head placed towards 
the north or the west* One shall place one’s head towards the 
south or the east. 

One should never take one’s bath in scented water, espe¬ 
cially in the morning. If at all, one has to take one’s bath at 
other times during the day it should be only during the eclipse. 
The limbs should not be wiped off with the edges of cloths or 
with one’s hands. 

One shall never shake tresses or the clothes* No learned 
man shall ever apply unguents before taking bath. 

53. One shall never wear a red, or a black cloth nor one 
of variegated colour. No one shall exchange clothes or orna¬ 

ments (with others). 
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54. A cloth should be abandoned if it is excessively worn 
out and the threads come off, if it is defiled by worms and hairs 
or if it is touched by dogs* 

55* One shall avoid the following types of meat : if it is 
licked by a dog; if it is defiled after the essence has been taken 
away; the meat of the back; or the forbidden meat, 

56. A man shall never take in salt directly. O brahmins, 
a foodstuff that has been left over for a long time, that has be¬ 
come dry or that has become stale should be eschewed. 

57. O excellent brahmins, the resultant products of sugar- 

cane juice, milk, vegetable and flour as well as the products 
of gravy need not be abandoned even if they are left over for 
a long time. 

58-59. One shall avoid lying down at the times of sunrise 
and sunset. A man shall never take food : if he has not taken 
his bath; if he is sleeping; if his mind dwells on other things; if 
he is seated on the bed or on the bare ground or if he has not 
given a part of it to his servants. While taking food he shall not 
make sounds. 

60-63. One shall take food only after taking bath in the 
morning as well as in the evening. 

Other men’s wives should not be carnally approached by a 
learned man. Sexual intercourse with other men’s wives destroys 
the merits of Isjapurta and also longevity. A thing so des¬ 
tructive of the span of life of a man does not exist in the world, 
so destructive as the outraging of the modesty of other men’s 
wives. 

It is only after duly performing the rite of Acamana that 
one should perform the holy rites of Devas, Pitrs and fire-god. 
The obeisance to the preceptor as well as the routine of taking 
food shall be performed only after the Acamana rite. The 
water used for the Acamana rite should be clear* It should 
be devoid of smell and foam. No sound should be made at that 
time. It should be eagerly performed. 

64*68. One shall sit facing the east or the north and 
then perform the rite of Acamana. Before that rite one 
shall wash his hands and feet after applying clay. The clay 
taken for this purpose shall not be any of these five : Clay 
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taken from under the water; that taken from residential 
localities; that taken from the ant-hill; the clay from the 
rats* den and the clay that remains after performing the puri¬ 
ficatory rites. One shall avoid these five types of clay. With great 
concentration and keeping the hands between kucest one shall 
perform the Acamana rite three or four times. After wiping off 
the limbs and whirling the water round the head, and after per¬ 
forming the Acamana rite perfectly, the pure man shall perform 
the other holy rites* One shall perform the Acamana rite after 
sneezing, licking, breaking the wind, spitting etc. After touching 
what should not be touched, (and as an expiation thereof) 
one sliall look at the sun or touch the right ear. 

69, These rites are in accordance with their availability* If 
the previous one is not available the later one is sought; when 
the previous is present the later is not used. 

70. One shall not grind one's teeth, nor beat one's own 
body. While sleeping, meditating or taking food, one shall eschew 
the self-study of the Vedas. 

71-72. One shall avoid sexual intercourse and journey dur¬ 
ing Sandhya (Dusk), One shall perform Tarpapa rite unto the 
Pitrs with full faith, in the early afternoon* The head bath and 
the holy rites unto Devas and Pitrs also shall be done in the 
afternoon. One shall get the shaving done facing die east or the 
north. 

73, For matrimony one shall avoid a girl with crippled 
limbs or one wanting a limb even if she is free from ailments 
or born of a noble family. One shall marry a girl removed by 
(not less than) seven generations on his father’s side and (not 
less than) five generations on his mother’s side* 

74. One shall protect one's wife. One shall avoid jealousy 
as well as sleeping and indulgence in sexual intercourse during 
the day. One shall eschew infliction of pain on animals, and all 
other activities that cause distress and sorrow to others. 

75, In the case of the people of all castes, a woman in 
her monthly course should be avoided for the first four nights. 
To prevent the birth of a female child, one shall avoid the fifth 
night also. 

76. Thereafter he shall carnally approach her on the sixth 
night or other excellent nights even in number. Boys will be 
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born (if intercourse is carried out) on even nights and girls on 
nights odd in number. 

77, Unrighteous persons indulge in sexual intercourse on 
Parvan and other days and impotent persons during dusk time. 
A clever man shall avoid Rikta days, 

78* Even if rude people speak a lot, one shall never lisen to 
them. 

An honourable seat should not be offered to a person who is 
not magnificent, 

79, After shaving, vomitting or sexual intercourse with a 
woman an intelligent person shall take bath along with the clothe 
worn. He shall take bath also after going to the cremation 
ground. 

80-84, O brahmins, one shall not make slanderous remarks 
about the following nor laugh at them: Devas, Vedas, brahmins, 
noble and truthful persons, preceptor, chaste women, Brahman, 
Yajfias and ascetics. 

One shall be in perfectly auspicious dress, clad in white gar¬ 
ments and embellished with white flowers. One shall never be 
inauspicious in dress and features. He shall not be in friendly 
terms with arrogant persons, mad fellows, the foolish and impolite, 
persons of no good conduct, those who are defiled by the defects 
of age and caste, those who habitually spend much, those who 
are enemies, those who are censured, those who are inefficient 
in their work, those who are in contact with lecherous persons, 
those who have no money, those who are solely interested in 
arguing and other base men. 

85. One shall stand up while meeting friends, persons who 
are initiated, kings, religious students who have finished studies 
and become householders and the father-in-law. When they 
come to one’s house one shall greet them in accordance with 
one’s affluences. 

86. O brahmins, after honouring and worshipping them in 
accordance with his capacity he shall bid them farewell to 
their respective places, after they had stayed for a year. 

87-94* One shall then offer worship. He shall offer oblations 
into the fire in due order. The first oblation shall be offered to 
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Brahma; then to Prajapati; the third to the Gj-hyas; next to 
Kasyapa, After offering oblation to Anumati he shall offer the 
(domestic oblation). 

The holy rite that had been recounted by me before at the 
time of laying down the rules regarding the Nitya rites, shall 
be performed then. The Vaisvadeva rite shall be done 
thereafter. O brahmins, even as I recount it, listen. After allott¬ 
ing the different divisions in the abodes (and places) in regard 
to Devas the devotee shall offer three oblations in the water jar 
to Parjanya, Apah (waters) and Dharitri (Earth) (?), To Vayu 
he shall offer oblation in every quarter; he shall offer to the 
quarters beginning with the east and in due order. Then he shall 
offer to Brahma, to the firmament and to the sun in due order. 
Subsequently, with purity he shall offer oblations to the Visve- 
devas, to all living beings, to Usas (dawn) and to the Bhutapati 
(the lord of living beings). In the south he shall offer oblation 
to the Pitrs after saying "Svadha ca Hamah** making it anticlock¬ 
wise, He shall duly offer the water mixed with the remnant of 
cooked rice in the south-east, uttering “Yaksma etat te*\ There¬ 
after he shall perform the rite of obeisance to Devas and to Brah¬ 
mins, 

95-98, The line at the root of the thumb of the right hand 
is known as the Brahma Tirtha for the rite of Acamana. 

The spot between the index finger and the thumb is cited as 
the Pitr Tirtha, Except in the case of Nandlmukha type of Pitrs, 
water libation shall be offered by means of this spot to the Pitrs. 
The Tirtha pertaining to Devas is at the tip of fingers. The holy 
rite unto Devas is by means of Pitrtirtha. The Tirtha of Praja¬ 
pati should be assigned at the root of the little finger. Thus by 
means of these Tirthas alone should all the rites be performed 
to the respective deities along with the Pitrs. They should never 
be performed through the Tirthas of others. 

99-100, The rite of Acamana by means of Brahma Tirtha 
is excellent. The rites of Pitrs shall always be performed 
by means of Pitr Tirtha; the rites of Devas by means of Deva 
Tirtha and the rite of Prajapati by means of the Tirtha of Praja¬ 
pati, With the same one shall perform the rites of water libation 
and offering the ball of rice unto the Nandlmukha variety of 
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Pitfs. Everything connected with Prajapati shall be performed 
by means ofPrajapatya Tirtha. 

101. No shrewd man shall hold water and fire together. 
One shall not stretch one’s legs in front of one’s preceptors* 
Devas* Fitrs and brahmins. 

102. One should not look at a cow suckling her calf; one 
should not drink water with the paling joined together to form a 
cup; an intelligent man shall not cause delay in the short and 
long periods of cleaning. One shall not blow fire with the mouth. 

103. O brahmins, one should not stay in a place where 
the following four are not present* viz. one who offers debt; a 
physician, a brahmin well-versed in the Vedas and a river abound¬ 
ing in water. 

104. An intelligent man shall always stay there where the 
king is strong, interested in virtue and has conquered his ser¬ 
vants. Whence can one have happiness if the king is bad. 

105. It is conducive to happiness to stay at a place where 
the citizens are united, where they abide by justice, where they 
are peaceful and where they rival with one another (to work for 
the welfare ofall), 

106. A shrewd man shall live in that country where the 
husbandmen are generally not very arrogant and where all medi¬ 
cines are available. 

107. O brahmins* one shall not stay in that place where 
the following three exist together : one who is eager to conquer; 
a previous enemy and people who continuously celebrate the 
festivals, 

108. A learned man shall stay among his fellow travellers 
of very good conduct. One shall always stay at a place where 
the king cannot be thwarted and where the earth yields plenty 
of vegetables. 

109. Thus, O brahmins, everything has been mentioned by 
me for the welfare of you all. Henceforth I shall state the 
rules of procedure regarding the food-intake. 

110. Cooked rice, though stale, can be taken in if it is soak¬ 
ed in oil. It can be kept thus for a long time. Wheat products* 
barley products and milk products, kept for a long time can be 
cfcten even if they are devoid of oiliness. 
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111* The following can be eaten : hare, tortoise* alliga¬ 
tor, porcupine and the fish with darts (?) The village boar and 

the cock should be avoided* 

112, In the following circumstances, even if one eats meat* 

one is not defiled : if it is the remnant of offerings unto the 
Pitrs, Devas etc* or if it is cooked in Sraddha at the request of 

the brahmins and is sprinkled with holy water or if it is taken 
as a medicine. 

113-114* The following articles can be cleaned with water: 
conch, rock, gold, silver, rope, garments, vegetables, roots, fruits, 

baskets of split bamboos, hides, jewel-studded cloth, coral pearl, 

(ordinary) vessels and vessels used for drinking Soma juice, 

315. The cleansing of stony vessels may be with water 

or by scrubbing with a stone* The cleansing of oily vessels is by 
means of hot water. 

116-117. The sieves, deer skins, mortars and pestles, or 
clothes in a bundle are cleaned by just sprinkling (water over 

the bundle). The cleansing of all types of bark-garments is by 

means of clay and water. The cleasing of wool and all types of 
hairs is done in this manner :— 

118-119. It shall be cleansed with the Kalka (paste) after 

being boiled well of white mustard or sesamum seeds* The puri¬ 

fication of all articles likely to get destroyed is always thus. The 
cleasing of cotton dress shall be with water and ash; that of 

wood, ivory, bones and horns is through paring, 

120-122. The purity of pots made of clay is effected by baking 
it again. What is received by way of alms, the hand of an artisan 

and the mouth of the harlot—these are pure* The following are 
pure : the perfect knowledge and passage through the street, 

that which is consecrated by the servants, that which* is praised 

at the outset* that which is past after a long time, that which is 

hidden by many, that which is light, that which has many boys 

within, that in which old people are active, the chambers of 

bam and storage for sugarcane, grain etc* and the two breasts 

of a woman. 
123, The flowing waters devoid of odour are pure* A plot 

of land becomes pure by the efflux of time, by being burnt, by 

being swept or when herds of cows pass over it* 
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124-136, (The ground becomes purified) by smearing (with 
cowdung), by scraping, by sprinkling (with water), by sweeping. 
Clay, water and ash must be put over cooked rice in the follow¬ 

ing circumstances for the sake of purity: if it is defiled by hairs 
or worms, if it is sniffed at by a cow or if flies settle on it. 

The purity of (a vessel) made of Udumbara tree, tin or lead 

is effected by means of alkaline water (?). The purity of bell* metal 
vessels is effected by means of water mixed with Bhasman (ashes). 
If a liquid is defiled by contact with impurities, it is to be filter¬ 

ed or its foul smell is to be dispelled by means of clay and water. 
One shall remove the colour and the (bad) odour of other mate¬ 

rials too (similarly), The (piece of) meat dropped down by a 

Candala, beasts and birds of prey etc, is pure (intrinsically). 

Oil etc. that is spilt on the street is pure. The water that gives 
satisfaction to a cow is pure. Dust particles, fire, the shadow of 

horses and cows, rays (of the sun), wind, earth, sprays (of water) 
flies etc. are not defiled by means of their contact with (other) 
defiled things. Goats and horses are pure in their mouths but 

not the mouths of cows and calves. The flow of milk of the mother 
is pure. A bird felled down by an arrow is pure. Seats, beds, 
vehicles, river banks, grasses etc. are purified by the rays of the 
sun and the moon, and by the wind like the articles of trade. 

One shall duly perform the rite of Acamana after traversing 

through streets, after a bath and during the activities of hunger 

and drinking. One shall perform Acamana after wearing a cloth. 

The purity of those who are touched by the foul marshy 
water of the street is effected by contact with wind. So 

also the purity of platform built of baked bricks* 

One shall take away the upper part of the cooked food defiled 
much, and leave it off and sprinkle the remaining part with 

water along with clay (?). The means of purity of the person 

who partakes of a defiled food is fasting for three nights and 
performing the rite of Acamana by means of water. This atone¬ 

ment is prescribed when the partaking is due to ignorance. If it 
were to be with full knowledge that defect does not subside. 

After touching a woman in her monthly course or a woman 

who has come into contact with her or a woman who has given 

birth to a child and persons belonging to the meanest caste, one 

shall take bath for purity. So also one shall take bath after 
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touching persons who have borne a dead body. If a brahmin 
touches a human bone he can become pure by taking an oil 

bath, 
137-138, If he does not take oil bath he shall perform the 

Acamana rite, touch a cow and look at the sun, (He shall then 

become pure,) 

One shall not tread on spittle or vomitted matter. 
The leavings after food, faeces, urine, and water used for 

washing the feet shall be cast out of the house. 

Without concluding the rite of offering five Pindas one shall 

not take bath in the water belonging to others, 

139. One shall take bath in natural water reservoirs (lite¬ 

rally, those dug by gods), in eddies and Ganga (and other) 

rivers. 
An intelligent man shall never remain in gardens and other 

places at wrong times. 

140-147. One shall never converse with those persons who 
are hated by the people as well as women bereft of sons. 

One becomes purified by looking at the sun if one touches 

or converses with the persons who speak in contempt of deities, 
manes, scriptures, performance of sacrifice and saintly persons* 

This seHsame purificatory rite should be performed by intelli¬ 

gent persons after looking at the following persons etc. : a 
woman in her monthly course, a dead body that has been left 

abandoned and lying (unattended), persons devoid of righte¬ 
ousness or persons of other religions, a woman who has given 

birth to a child, a eunuch, a naked man, a man of the lowest 

caste, persons who have carried a dead body and those who are 

enamoured of other men’s wives. 

A person who is conversant with righteousness becomes 
purified by taking a bath if he touches these : a medicant who 

is not worthy of being fed (?), a heretic, a cat, an ass, a cook, 
a fallen man, an outcaste(a person ostracised), a Candida and 

those who bear dead bodies, a country pig and a woman in 

her monthly course. Similarly one has to take bath for purifica¬ 

tion if one touches any one of these : persons defiled by a 
woman who has given birth to a child or a person who has the 

pollution due to child birth or a person who fails to perform his 

daily round of duties at home or he who is abandoned by 
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brahmins or the meanest man who commits sins by his (indis¬ 
criminate) eating. 

One shall never fail to perform the daily duty of observing 

rituals. I shall mention the occasions when they need not be 
performed. On the occurrence of a death or a birth (in his 
family) a brahmin shall refrain from the rites of performing 

sacrifice, offering sacrificial fee, etc. 

148. (In similar circumstances) a Ksatriya shall remain 
without performing the Nitya rites for twelve days, a Vaisyafor 
half a month and a Sudra for a month. 

149-150. Thereafter all these shall perform their duties 

duly. 

Water (libation) should be offered to the dead man by the 
members of his Gotra after going out of the house. The bones 

of a dead person shall be collected on the first, fourth, seventh 
or the ninth day. They should be gathered by the members of 
his Gotra on the fourth day. 

151. After the rite ofSaiicayana (collection of bones after 

cremation) the touch of their limbs is laid down in the Sastras. 
The rites should be performed by the members of the Gotra, 
after the rite of Saficayana. 

152-156. (Defective) On the day of death two Sapindas 
can touch each other, for they are related to each other. If 

death takes place due to weapons, hanging, fire or enemy the 

prescription is the same as mentioned afore. If death takes place 
due to protest fasts or starvation, men are purified immediately. 
But the Sapindas will have pollution for three days. When a 

Sapinda dies after the death of another (i.e. immediately there¬ 
after), a single purificatory rite is sufficient. The routine daily 
rites should be performed there. The same is the procedure 

when a birth takes place during the postnatal pollution due to 

a person's birth in the case Sapindas and Sodakas. 

According to injunctions the father shall take bath at the 

birth of a son. He shall take bath along with clothes he is wear* 

ingat the time of the birth, 
157-158. Even in the case of (post-natal pollution) if an¬ 

other birth taken place while a pollution is current, the purity 

is mentioned as having been effected in the course of days of 
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the previous birth. The castes shall duly perform their duties 
and rituals after ten, twelve, fifteen or thirty days have passed. 

159. Thereafter the rite of Ekoddi;{a Sraddha should be 

performed by learned men in regard to the dead man and 

gifts should be given to the brahmins. 
160. Whatever was pleasing unto, whatever was liked by 

him in the house, should be given to a worthy Brahmin by the 

person who wishes that the same should be inexhaustible. 

161. When the days are completed the people shall touch 
water by their vehicles and weapons. After giving water liba¬ 

tions and Pipd&s to the dead men people of all castes would 
have fulfilled all their due rites. 

162. They shall perform all rites maintaining purity for 

prosperity here and hereafter. The Vedas should be studied 
everyday. One should try to be a learned scholar. 

163*167. One should earn and amass wealth righteously. 

One should assiduously perform sacrifices whereby the Atman 
will not be infuriated. O brahmins, it shall not be treated with 

contempt. Without hesitation one shall perform that rite which 

need not be concealed by great men. 
O brahmins, if a householder practises the foregoing conduct 

of life thus, he attains virtue, wealth and love. It is splendid 

for him here and hereafter. 

This is an esoteric secret. It is conducive to longevity 
and affluence. It increases intellect. It dispels sins. It is 

meritorious. It bestows glory, health and nourishment. It is 

auspicious. It confers fame and renown. It increases splendour 
and strength. It is a means of attainment of heaven. It should 

always be practised by men, O excellent sages. It should be 

practised by Brahmins, Ksatriyas, VaiSyas and Sudras. 
168-170. This should be known carefully by those who 

desire prosperity. He who understands and practises it on all 

occasions shall be rid of sins. He is honoured in the heavenly 
world. O excellent brahmins, this is the essence of all essences 

that has been related. It is the virtuous path mentioned in Srutis 

and Smrtis. This secret should not be imparted to anyone, 
least to an atheist, a defiled mind. Nor should it be imparted 
to an arrogant fellow, a foolish person or a prattler of unsound 

arguments. 
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CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND FOURTEEN 

Assignment of duties to different 

castes and stages of life 

The sages said : 

1. O holy one, we wish to hear about the special duties 

of different castes, O excellent brahmin, recount the duties of 
four ASramas also, 

2. Listen with restraint to the duties of different castes, 
Brahmins, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras in due order as they 

are being recounted by me, 

3. A Brahmin shall be devoted to (the practice of) 

sympathy, charitable gift, austerities, sacrifice unto the gods 

and study of his own branch of the Vedas. He shall regularly 

perform water libations. He shall maintain sacrificial fires. 

4. For his livelihood he shall perform sacrifices on behalf 
of others. He shall teach Vedic lore to the twice-born, O 
brahmins, for performing sacrifices he shall accept monetary 

gifts with discretion. 

5. O brahmins, he shall do everything beneficial to the 

world. He shall not perform what is detrimental to anyone. 

Friendliness to all living beings is the excellent asset of a 

Brahmin. 

6. O brahmins, he shall view a cow and another man’s 

precious gem as equal* O brahmins, his carnal approach to 

his wife during the permissible period after the days of mens¬ 

truation, is commended. 
7. A Ksatriya shall give charitable gifts to the brahmins 

as much as they wish. O brahmins, he should perform different 

sacrifices and read the Vedas. 
8. He shall maintain himself through his weapons. Protec¬ 

tion of Earth is his excellent means of livelihood. Sustenance 

of Earth is his primary duty. 
9. Rulers of men (kings) are content only by due sus¬ 

tenance of the Earth, since the protection of the king himself is 

accomplished by such holy rites as sacrifice. 

10. By chastising the wicked and protecting the good, the 

king attains desired worlds; He is one who establishes and 

stabilises different castes. 
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11, O excellent sages, Brahma, the grandfather of the 
worlds, granted breeding of cattle, trading activities and agri¬ 

culture as means of livelihood unto a Vaisya. 

12. For him the following activities too are recommended: 
Reading of the Vedas, sacrifice, charitable giftss practice of 

piety and the performance of compnlsory and optional rites. 

13-14* The holy rites of a Siidra depend upon the collabor¬ 
ation of the twice-born. For that purpose he supports and 

nourishes them through riches earned by purchase and sale of 

articles or by practising arts and crafts, A Sudra shall offer 

charitable gifts. He shall worship by means of Pakayajfias 

(offering cooked food unto gods) ■ He shall perform rites unto 
the Pitfs. 

15-18, There are certain virtuous observances common 

to the four Varnas. All of them can accept gift for sustaining 
their dependents. O excellent brahmins, they should carnally 

approach their own respective wives during the permissible 

period after the days of menstruation. The following are re¬ 

counted as the noble characteristics of all the Varnas, O excellent 
brahmins: Kindness and sympathy towards all living beings, 

forbearance, absence of over-exertion (?}, auspiciousness, loving 

gentle speech, friendliness, absence of desire, abstention from 

miserliness and being devoid of jealousy* O brahmins, these 

alone are the characteristics common to all stages of life. There 

are special qualities and subsidiary duties of the Brahmins 

and others, 

19* In times of adversity the vocation of a Ksatriya or a 

Vaisya is recommended for a Brahmin; the vocation of a Vaisya 

to a Kfatriya and the jobs of a Sudra to both Ksatriyas and 

Vaisyas, 

20, O brahmins, in case of incompetence that shall be 

avoided. That alone shall be pursued during adversity, but 

chaotic mixing up of jobs shall not be effected. 

21. Thus, O brahmins, the duties of a Brahmin have been 

mentioned by me. Understand now the respective dudes of 

the people of various stages of life even as I explain them well. 
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22-23. A boy who has been invested with the sacred 
thread shall be devoted to the acquiring of Vedas. Residing in 
the abode of his preceptor, O brahmins, a religious student 
shall be mentally pure. He should be devotedly engaged in the 
practice of cleanliness. Service should a rendered to the pre¬ 
ceptor. He shall maintain devotional observances and grasp the 
Vedas intelligently. 

24. O brahmins, with concentration and purity of mind he 
shall make obeisance to the sun-god and fire-god at dawn as 
well as at dusk. He shall salute the preceptor too. 

25. O excellent brahmins, he shall stand when the pre¬ 
ceptor remains standing. He shall follow when the preceptor 

goes ahead. When the teacher is seated he shall be seated on a 
lower level. He shall avoid what is contrary to the preceptor. 

26. He shall sit in front of him. Without his mind dwelling 

on anything else he shall repeat the Vedic text recited by the 
preceptor. Thereafter, on being permitted by him, he shall 

partake of the cooked food received as alms. 

27. He shall take bath in the water wherein the preceptor 
has taken bath. Early in the morning everyday he shall fetch 

water for libation and sacrificial twigs for the preceptor. 

26. Having learnt the requisite Vedic texts he shall pay 
fees to his preceptor. On getting his permission he shall enter 

the stage of a householder. 

29. He shall duly acquire a wife. O brahmins, after earning 
wealth by his own work he shall perform the duties of a 

householder. 

30-31. The householder propitiates the Manes by means of 
oblations, Devas by sacrifices, guests by cooked food, sages 

by regular recitation of Vedic texts, the spirits and other 

living beings by oblations etc., and the entire world by the 
truthfulness of words. Thus he attains celestial regions by hi$ 

own actions. 

32. The recluses and religious students who sustain them¬ 

selves by cooked food received as alms depend on the 
householder. Hence the stage of householder is the noblest. 

33-34. O brahmins, some brahmins arc engaged in dis¬ 
seminating the Vedic knowledge. Some wander over the Earth 
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for pilgrimage, taking holy dips in sacred waters. Some wander 
visiting different countries of the world. These have no abode of 
their own. They do not prepare their own food. To these people 

the householder offers a home and rest in the evening. Hence 
it is said that the householder sustains and supports them. 

35. The householder should welcome them. He should speak 

sweet words always. He shall give them gifts. He shall offer 
seats, food and beds to those who come to his house. 

36. A guest returning disappointed from a person’s house 

goes, after taking his merits and handing over his own sins. 

37. For a householder the following are despicable : 

Dishonouring (others), egotism, arrogance, slandering, attacking 

and speaking harsh words to others. 

38. The householder who duly adheres to what is thus 
enjoined becomes liberated from bondage and attains the 

most excellent worlds. 

39. At a ripe old age, O brahmins, the householder who 
has duly fulfilled his duties shall entrust his sons with the duty 

of looking after his wife and himself retire and go to the forest. 

Or he can allow his wife to accompany him. 
40. O brahmins, there he shall stay as a sage sustaining 

himself with leaves, roots and fruits. He shall let the beard 
and facial hairs grow. He shall have matted hairs on his head. 

He shall sleep on the bare ground. He can be the guest of 
anyone. 

41. O excellent brahmins, his wearing apparel and upper 

garment shall consist of leather, Darbha grass or KaSa plants. 
Taking head bath thrice a day (in rivers or lakes) is recommen¬ 

ded for him. 
42. The following are highly recommended in his case: 

Worship of the deities, offering ghee into the fire, greeting 

and honouring visitors and guests, begging alms and offering 
oblations. 

43. Massaging his limbs by means of oil obtained from 

forest products is also commended. O leading brahmins, ability 
to bear the extremes of chilliness and heat is a form of penance 

unto him. 
44. The forest-dwelling recluse who regularly preforms 
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duties fixed for him shall burn off his defects like fire* He shall 
attain the eternal worlds, 

45. O excellent ones, follow me even as I relate the 

nature and general characteristics of the stage of a mendicant 

sage, that is called the fourth stage by the wise. 
46. O excellent brahmins, a mendicant shall eschew 

affection and attachment unto his sons, wife and assets. He 
shall enter the fourth stage of life after eschewing competitive 
spirit and rivalry. 

47. O excellent brahmins, he shall leave off the enterprises 
of the three Varnas. He shall behave alike unto the friends arrd 

others. He shall be friendly to all creatures. 
48. He shall maintain Yogic practice. He shall never injure 

the oviparous, viviparous and other creatures mentally, verbally 

or physically. He shall refrain from all attachments, 
49. He shall never stay in a single place permanently. In 

a village he shall stay for a single night. In a city he shall 
stay for five successive nights. He has neither pleasurable attach¬ 

ment nor hatred unto the lower creatures and birds. 

50. For sustaining himself he shall visit, begging for alms, 
the houses of men of noble caste where coal has ceased to burn 

but the inmates have not yet taken food. 

51. He shall not be dejected when nothing is obtained. He 
shall not be overjoyous when something is obtained. He shall 
have that much which is necessary to maintain his life. He shall 

be out of all attachment to quantities. 

52. He shall have absolute contempt for over-cherished 

acquisitions. Even the liberated sage is bound (again) by 

overcherished acquisitions, 

53. Eschewing such defects as passion, anger, arrogance, 

greed, delusion etc,, the full-fledged saint shall be free from all 

possessions. 

54. After offering freedom from fear to all living beings 

he shall wander over the Earth. Liberated from his physical 

body he shall have no cause of fear anywhere. 

55. By means of sacrificial offerings such as ghee acquired 

through begging the hrahmiuical sage shall perform the sym¬ 
bolic Agnihotra in his own body. He shall perform Homa unto 
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the bodily fire through his mouth* He attains the other worlds 
through the funeral pyre* 

56* He who is pure and endowed with good conceptions 

and intellect and passes through the stage oflife pertaining to 

salvation in the manner mentioned above becomes calm like 
the fire wherein no fuel is put* That twice-born attains Brahma 

world* 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTEEN 

Characteristics of mixed castes 

The sages said : 

1-3* O highly blessed one, you are omniscient. You are 

engaged in activities beneficial to ail. O sage, there is nothing 
past, present or future that is not known to you. O highly intel¬ 

ligent one, by what activities does the downward fall of the 

Varnas take place? By what activities does their upward pro¬ 
gress take place? Tell us* We wish to hear how and by what 

means does a Sudra attain the status of a Brahmin and a 

Brahmin that of a Sudra* 

Vyasa said : 

4-6* The beautiful peak of the Himalayas is embellished by 
different minerals. It is covered by various trees and creepers. 

It is endowed with wonderful features. The three-eyed lord of 

Devas, that Supreme god, the destroyer of the three cities, was 
seated thereon. The goddess of charming eyes, the daughter of 

the king of mountains, bowed down to the lord, O brahmins, 

and put this question formerly unto him* O excellent sages, I 

shall describe that* Listen* 

Umd said : 

7-11* O three-eyed lord, O destroyer of the eyes of Bhaga, 

teeth of Pu$an and the sacrifice of Daksa, I have this great 

doubt (to be cleared). The arrangement (of the people) into 
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four castes had been formerly brought about by the self-born 
lord. What are those activities, as a result of which a Vaisya 

attains the status of a Sudra? By what means does a Kjatriya or 

a Vai&ya become a Brahmin or a Ksatriya ? O lord, how can 

Dharma be made to recede in such a reverse activity? By what 
activity is a Brahmin born in the womb of a Sudra lady? O lord, 

by what activity does a Ksatriya attain the status of a Sudra? 
O lord, O lord of goblins, please clarify this doubt of mine. How 

do the persons of the three Varnas attain Brahminhood natur¬ 
ally ? 

Mafuivara said : 

12. O goddess, brahminhood is very difficult to attain. The 
Brahmins are naturally auspicious, the Ksatriyas, Vaifiyas and 

Sudras are not auspicious. 
13. The Brahmins fall off from their status by performing 

evil deeds. For the same reason one is forced down again even 

after attaining the most excellent of castes. 

14. One who adheres to the characteristics of a Brahmin, 

whether a Ksatriya or a Vaiiya, attains Brahminhood. 

15. He who forsakes brahminhood and resorts to the acti¬ 
vities and features of a Ksatriya incurs a downfall from the 

status of a Brahmin and is born of a Kjatriya womb. 
16*17. Even after attaining the rare distinction of being a 

brahmin, if he becomes greedy and deluded with deficient in¬ 

tellect and resorts to the activities of a Vai$ya, that Brahmin 

attains Vaiiya caste. A VaiSya (in similar circumstances) attains 

Sudra caste. A Brahmin deviating from his duties shall thereafter 

attain Sudra caste. 
18. That person who has fallen off from his Varna attains 

hell. He who falls from the world of Brahma is bom of the womb 

of a Sudra lady. 
19-20. O highly blessed lady of sacred acitivities, if a Ksa¬ 

triya or a VaiSya eschews his own duties and resorts to the 

occupation of a Sudra, he falls off from his original status and 

becomes one of mixed castes. A Brahmin or a Ksatriya or a 

Vaisya on becoming one of mixed castes, attains Sudra caste. 

21. A Sudra who maintains his own duties, who is en¬ 
dowed with wisdom and perfect knowledge, who is conversant 
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with piety and who is engaged in holy activities attains the 
fruit of those holy activities. 

22, O goddess, this too, another thing pertaining to the 

Atman has been cited by Brahma, Eternal achievement is re¬ 
sorted to by those who are desirous of righteous activities, 

23, O goddess, the food cooked by the mixed caste Ugra is 
despicable. The food collectively cooked, the food pertaining to 

Sraddha, the food defiled by pollution due to the birth or death 

of someone in the family and the food that is loudly proclaim¬ 
ed should not be eaten. The food cooked by a Sudra should 
never be eaten. 

24, The food cooked by a Sudra is despised by gods and 
noble men, O goddess. That which is uttered by Brahma is 

authoritative. 
25, A Brahmin, a person who maintains sacrificial fires and 

one who performs sacrifice attain the goal of Sudras if they 

were to die with the remnants of the food cooked by a Sudra 

within the stomach. 

26, A Brahmin, who has been ousted from Brahma's abode 
by the remnants of food cooked by a Sudra attains the state of 

a Sudra. This is certain. 
27, A Brahmin takes birth in the womb of a lady of the 

same caste as the person whose food he uses for sustenance or 

the remnants of whose food remain undigested in his stomach 
at the time of his death. 

28, After happily attaining the rare privilege of being bom 
as a Brahmin, if anyone slights it or if he partakes of forbidden 

food, he falls off from the status of a Brahmin. 

29-30. A Brahmin falls off from his status if he is a wine- 
addict, a brahmin-slayer, a thief, a robber, one who has 

violated the vow of holy observances, an unclean one who 

refrains from regular study of the Vedas, is a sinner, a greedy 
person, one who indulges in misdemeanour, is a knave, one 

who does not observe religious vows, is the husband of a Sudra 

woman, one who has taken food for sustenance from a bastard, 

one who sells Soma juice and one who serves a mean person. 
31. A Brahmin who defiles the bed of his preceptor, who 

hates his preceptor, who delights in despising his preceptor or 

who is hostile to Brahmins, falls from Brahxxunical birth. 
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32. O goddess, by preforming these splendid holy rites a 

Sfidra attains Brahminhood and a Vaisya the status of a 
K$atriya. 

33-36. A Sudra attains the status of a Vaisya in the follow¬ 
ing circumstances : He performs his duties justly and in 
accordance with his injunctions. He is hospitable to all and he 

partakes of the food left by them. He assiduously renders service 
to and attends upon the persons of superior castes. He is not 

dejected or disheartened in his attempt. He remains an excellent 
man. He clings to the path of the good, He honours and wor¬ 

ships the twice-born and the gods. He observes hospitality to 
all as a holy rite. He approaches his wife only on the permis¬ 

sive nights after the period of menstruation. He is regular in 
habits and taking food. He is an expert* He seeks good persons 

for companionship. He partakes of the food left by others. He 
daes not partake of meat without consecrating it. 

37-40. A Vaisya becomes a Brahmin in the following 

circumstances: He is truthful in speech and an expert in 

the employment of peaceful means. He is not affected by 
mutually opposed extremes. He does not boast about himself 

He performs daily sacrifices. He is devoted to the study of the 
Vedas. He maintains purity. He controls his sense organs. He 

honours Brahmins, He is not envious of any of the four 
Varnas, Taking meals twice a day he observes the duties of a 

householder. He does not hesitate to eat remnants of food* He 

controls his diet* He is devoid of passionate desire* He is not 
arrogant. He performs Agnihotra carrying out Homas in 

accordance with injunctions. He entertains everyone as his 
guest and partakes of their learning* He duly maintains the 

three sacrificial fires* 

41-42* That VaiSya who is pure is reborn in a noble 
family of K^atriyas. That VaUya who is reborn as a Ksatriya 
shall be purified by performing the consecratory rites beginning 

with his maturity. After the investiture with the sacred thread 

he shall be devoted to all holy observances. Thus consecrated 

he becomes a Brahmin* He gives charitable gifts and performs 

sacrifices with rich monetary gifts. Always seeking refuge in 
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the three sacrificial fires and continuing the study of the 

Vedas, he shall hope to achieve heaven, 
43-51. A K$atriya shall study the Vedas with a desire for 

the attainment of heaven. He shall seek refuge in the three 

sacrificial fires. He shall always make gifts so that his 
hands remain wet. He shall protect the subjects righteously. He 

shall be truthful* He shall perform truthful deeds, with his 

vision on purity for ever. By self-imposed righteous punish¬ 
ments he shall burn off his sins. He shall acquire virtue, love 

and wealth. He shall be self-controlled by his organs of action. 

He shall partake of only a sixth of the produce of his subjects. 
He shall be shrewd in monetary dealings. He shall not indulge 

freely in licentious activities. He shall be virtuous. He shall 

carnally approach his wife only during the prescribed periods 

after the days of menstruation. He shall be strict in the 

observance of fasts and other holy rites. He shall be engaged 

in the study of the Vedas. He shall be pure. Even in his house 
he shall always sleep in the well protected apartments free 

from strangers. He shall be hospitable to all in regard to three 

aims of life: virtue, love and wealth. He shall be pure in mind. 

To the Sudras who are desirous of food he shall say, “Well, 

it is ready”. He shall not look at anything with selfishness or 

passionate love. He shall gather all the things necessary for 

the manes, gods and guests. He shall duly perform worship, 

in his abode, even by resorting to alms (?)♦ He shall duly 

perform Agnihotra twice everyday. He shall face even death 

in battle for the welfare of cows and brahmins. Such a K$a- 

triya shall become a Brahmin. He shall purify himself by recit¬ 

ing Mantres for the maintenance of three sacrificial fires. He 

shall become richly equipped with perfect knowledge and wis¬ 
dom, He shall consecrate himself. He shall master the Vedas, 

52. O gentle lady, a virtuous Vaisya shall become a Ksa- 

triya by performing his own duties. By the Fruits of these acti¬ 

vities of a lower birth he can become so. 
53-65. Even a Sudra who is richly endowed with the 

knowledge of the Vedas shall become a Brahmin and cultured. 

Even a Brahmin shall forfeit his Brahminhood and become a 

Sudra if his conduct is base and if his diet and culture is base. 

Brahma himself has said that even a Sudra should be resorted 
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to like a Brahmin, O gentle lady, if he is virtuous, purified by 

holy rites or if he has conquered his sense-organs, A Sudra who 
clings to his duties, should be considered purer than the twice- 

born ones. Neither the womb of birth* nor the consecratory 

rites, neither the Vedic knowledge nor the lineage can be the 

cause of Brahminhood. Conduct is the real cause. All men are 
Brahmins if their conduct is pure. Even a Sudra who strictly 

adheres to good conduct attains Brahminhood, O lady of splen¬ 
did hips, the inherent quality of a Brahmin is the same every- 

where. He is a Brahmin, in whom the attributeless, faultless, pure 

Brahman resides. O gentle lady, those persons who are free 
from impurities are the exponents and guides of good conduct. 

These are mentioned by Brahma himself, the bestower of boons* 

as he was creating the subjects. The Brahmin is, as it were, a 
great mobile field that has feet. If any one sows seeds therein 
it fructifies after death. A person who desires prosperity shall 

always be contented. He shall always cling to the path of the 
good. He shall abide by the Brahminical path. He shall be a 

householder regularly studying the Samhitas at home. He 

shall regularly study the Vedas but should not have the 

same as his means of livelihood, A Brahmin who is like this, 
who abides by the path of the good* who maintains the sacri¬ 

ficial fire and who studies the Vedas regularly becomes compe¬ 
tent to attain liberation, O gentle lady, after attaining Brahmin- 

hood the man of controlled self shall protect it by holy rites 

such as acceptance of monetary gifts from worthy persons. O 

lady of pure smiles thus the secret doctrine has been recounted 
to you as to how a Sudra becomes a Brahmin or how a Brahmin, 

falling off from virtue* attains the status of a Sudra. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTEEN 

Review of Virtue 

Umd said: 

1. O lord of all living beings, O lord saluted by Devas and 

Aiuras* O powerful lord* please clear my doubts in regard to 

the notions of piety and sin among men. 
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2. All embodied beings are bound by three kinds of bonds, 
viz. thought, speech and physical action. How are they released 

therefrom ? 

3* O lord, by what habitual practice, by what holy rite, 
by what sort of conduct and good quality do men go to heaven? 

MaheSvara said: 

4. O goddess Uma of perfect knowledge of the principles 
of piety, O gentle lady of permanent adherence to virtue, your 

question is conducive to welfare and wisdom of all living beings. 

5. Persons of tranquillity, engaged in truth and piety and 
devoid of all external symbols are free from doubts. They are 
fettered neither by piety nor by blasphemy. 

6. Those persons who are omniscient, who are conversant 
with the principles of creation and annihilation, who see every¬ 

thing and who are devoid of passionate attachment arc released 
from the bonds of Karmans. 

7. Those who do not injure anything whatsoever, men¬ 
tally, verbally or physically, those who are not involved in any¬ 

thing, are not bound by Karmans. 

8. Those who refrain from violence to lives, who possess 
good conduct and mercifulness, and who are equally amiable 

to others* hatred and love are released from the bondage of 

Karmans. They have self-control, 

9. Those who are merciful toliving beings, who are worthy 

of being trusted by living creatures and who have eschewed 

violent activities go to heaven, 
10. Those who are indifferent to others’ assets, who always 

avoid other men’s wives and who enjoy the riches virtuously 

acquired by themselves go to heaven, 
11. Those men who always associate with other men’s 

wives as though they were their own mothers, sisters and 

daughters, go to heaven. 
12. Those who cling to their own wives, who carnally 

approach them only during the prescribed period after the days 

of menstruation and who never indulge themselves in vulgar 

lechery, go to heaven. 
13. Those who desist from stealth, who are content with 

their own wealth and who enjoy their own good luck go to 

heaven. 
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14, Those who view other men’s wives with eyes enveloped 
by chastity, who have conquered their sense organs and who 
value good conduct very much, go to heaven* 

15-16. This divinely evolved path should be resorted to by 

men* Only a path untarnished by sins should always be resorted 
to by wise men. Only a path that never needlessly harms others 

should be resorted to by wise men* A path of such holy rites as 
charitable gifts and austerities, a path of good conduct cleanliness 

and mercy should be resorted to by those who wish to attain 

heaven* No other path shall be resorted to. 

UmH said: 

17* O sinless lord of living beings, recount to me those 

activities wherein a man is fettered verbally but is again re¬ 

leased therefrom* 

Mahdvara said: 

18. Those who never utter a sin-based lie either for their 

own sake or for others’ sake go to heaven, 

19* Those who never utter falsehood either for livelihood, 

or for virtue or out of desire for the same go to heaven- 

20. Those who welcome others speaking sweet, sinless and 

polished words with clearly pronounced syllables, go to heaven. 

21- Those who never speak harsh, incisive and cruel words 

and who never indulge in slanderous gossip are good men who 

go to heaven* 

22. Those who do not speak calumnious words or words 

that antagonise their friends or inflict pain on others, go to 

heaven. 
23* Those who eschew harshness and malice to others and 

those who are calm and who mete out equal treatment to 

all living beings go to heaven. 

24. Those who desist from knavish blabber, those who 

avoid antagonistic activities and those who speak gently go to 

heaven* 

25. Those, who, out of anger do not utter words that 

wound the heart, those who attain peace in not being angry, 

go to heaven. 
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26* O gentle lady* this act of piety relating to speech* should 
be resorted to by men. False (speech) should be eschewed by 

wise men who possess the auspicious quality of truthfulness* 

lima said : 

27. O highly blessed lord of gods* O Pinaka-wielding lord, 

tell me those mental-acts whereby a man is held in bondage* 

MakeSvara said : 

28. O lady of weal, those who possess virtues of thought 

do always go to heaven. Listen, even as I narrate them* 

29* O lady of splendid countenance, man is held in bondage 

by the mind led asray. Listen how his inner working binds him* 

30* When another man’s property is seen kept in a forest 

or a lonely place (good men) do not even think of appropriat¬ 
ing it. They go to heaven. 

31. Good men do not become overjoyed on seeing other 

men’s property left in a lonely place whether in the village or 

in the house (nor do they think of appropriating it). They go 

to heaven. 

32. Similarly, good men do not even think of molesting 

lecherously the wives of others (on meeting them) in lonely 

spots. They go to heaven, 

33. Good men mentally view friends and enemies alike. 

They have a friendly attitude towards them* They go to heaven* 

34. Good men are learned, merciful, pure and truthful; 
they are contented with their own riches. They go to heaven. 

35. Good men are devoid of enmity. They do not over¬ 

strain themselves (?) They always maintain a friendly attitude. 

They are merciful towards all living beings- They go to heaven. 

36. They possess knowledge* They perform holy rites. They 

are fond of their friends. They understand piety and sin. They 

go to heaven. 
37. Good men, O gentle lady, are indifferent to the accumu¬ 

lating fruits of auspicious and inauspicious deeds* They go to 

heaven. 
38* After attaining prosperity good men are devoted to gods 

and learned^ brahmins. They shun the sinful* They go to heaven. 
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39. They go to heaven due to the splendid results of holy 
rites. O gentle lady, those who tread the path of heaven have 

been enumerated by me, What more do you wish to hear ? 

Ums said : 

40. O great lord, I have a certain doubt concerning mortals 

Hence it behoves you to explain it fully. 

41. O lord, by means of what holy rite does a man attain 

a long life ? By what type of penance, O lord of gods, does he 
obtain a great span of life ? 

42. By means of what activity does man on Earth get long¬ 

evity reduced ? O uncensured lord, it beloves you to narrate 

the consequences of actions. 

43. Differences are observed in men. Some are highly for¬ 

tunate. Others are less fortunate. Some are bom noble and 

others are ignoble. 

44. Some are very odious in appearance as if they are 

made of wood. Others are very pleasing to behold. 

45. Some appear to be evil-minded. Some appear to be 
highly learned. Others have highly developed intellect with 

pure wisdom and prescience. 

46. O lord, some are men of few words. Others are highly 

eloquent. Hence it behoves you to explain this diversity. 

MaheSvara said : 

47-50. O gentle lady, I shall explain upto you the 

outcome of the fruits of actions whereby all men in the 

mortal world deservedly experience their respective benefit. If 
a man raises weapon and kills host of living beings he is sure 

to fall into hell. Even a leader of Yogins(?) goes to hell if he 

injures living beings. A man ruthless to all living beings, one 

who causes heartburn even unto germs and worms, one who is 

extremely merciless and one who never affords refuge (unto 

others) falls into hell. One who is not like this is a pious soul 

and he is reborn in human form (?) 

51. A man of violent nature goes to hell. A nonviolent 

man goes to heaven. The man who goes to hell undergoes terri¬ 

ble and unbearable torture in hell. 
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52. If anyone, by any means, survives and comes out of 

hell and attains human birth, he becomes short-lived. 

53. O gentle lady, one who commits sinful actions, 
violence etc, is inimical to all living beings and becomes short¬ 

lived. 

54-57. On account of his splendid activity, O gentle lady, 

a good man eschews slaughter of living beings. He lays aside 

his weapons. He does not mete out punishment (to others). 

He never injures others. He neither kills nor abets slaughter. 

He does not encourage killing. He does not make anyone kill 
anyone. He is friendly to all living beings. He views others as 

himself. A man of this type, O gentle lady, attains divinity. He 

enjoys pleasures and happiness deservedly. He rejoices, if ever 

he happens to be born in the mortal world. This is the path of 
men of good conduct and activity. As a result of their avoidance 

of injury to living beings they are destined to live long. This 

has been declared by Brahma. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND SEVENTEEN 

Uma said : 

1. What are those things which a man should regularly 

do in order to attain heaven? What should be his conduct and 

what holy rites should he perform ? What should he give in 

charity ? 

Mahefvara said : 

2-5. Any man coming under this category, O gentle lady, 

goes over to the world of gods : He should be a donor. He 
should honour Brahmins. The highly intelligent one should 

distribute edibles and foodstuffs, cooked food and drinks, clothes 

etc, among the poor, the distressed and the wretched. He should 

build places of rest and assembly chambers, sheds for giving water 

to travellers etc. He should dig lotus ponds. He should be pure 

in mind agd body. He should perform daily routine of duties 
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enjoined* He should make charitable gifts of seats, beds, vehicles, 
houses, jewels, money, plants, fertile fields, young women etc. 

always with a tranquil mind. 

6-7. He spends a long time in heaven enjoying unsurpassed 
pleasures* He sports about in Nandana and other gardens re¬ 
joicing in the company of celestial damsels* O great goddess, 

O gentle lady, after coming down from heaven he is born among 
men in a highly blessed family endowed with wealth and grain* 

8* There, he will be possessed of desirable qualities. He 
will be joyous. The man becomes rich* He enjoys great plea¬ 
sures and accomplishes great deeds. 

9. These highly blessed living beings of charitable disposi¬ 

tion are those spoken of formerly by Brahma as men of pleas¬ 

ing appearance liked by all. 
10. Other men, O gentle lady, are the twice-born ones of 

miserly nature who do not give anything to anyone. Those tho¬ 
ughtless ones do not give foodstuffs even when they have them. 

11. Even after seeing the poor, the blind and the wretched 

mendicants, even on being requested by them, they turn away 

because they are gluttonous and so covetous of palatable things. 
12. They never give away money, garments, means of 

enjoyment, gold, cows or items of cooked food. 

13* They are highly greedy and covetous, atheists, devoid 
of liberal-mindedness. Men of this nature, O gentle lady, are 

the thoughtless ones who go to hell. 

14. After the lapse of some time when they take human 
birth those men of deficient intellect are bom in some family 

devoid of wealth. 

15* They are tormented by hunger and thirst. They are 
boycotted by the world. Devoid of any hope for the enjoyment 
of pleasure they keep on living thuir evil lives* 

16. They are born of families of inferior worldly pleasures. 

Those men are engrossed in spurious pleasures. O gentle lady, 
it is by these activities that men become devoid of wealth. 

17-22. There are other types of haughty people who are 

arrogant and engrossed mother activities (?)* These narrow¬ 

minded people do not offer seat unto those who deserve one. 

These thoughtless people do not yield way unto those who 

deserve one. They do not honour those worthy of honour due 
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to consecrated rites. Being thoughtless, they do not offer water 
for washing feet or drinking. They do not lovingly address 

their splendid and desirable elders in view of the fact that they 

are overwhelmed by greed that has increased due to their 

arrogance. They insult those who are worthy of honour. They 
slight elders. All men of this sort, O gentle lady, invariably 

fall into hell. If somehow those men come out of hell after 
many years, they take birth in the despicable family of 
Svapaka$j Pulkasas of thoughtless despicable nature. It is in 

these families that those people are born who slight and insult 
preceptors and elders. 

23*27. A man of the following nature, O gentle lady, attains 

heaven: He is neither arrogant nor overwhelmed by false pride 
or prestige. He worships deities and guests. He is worthy of 

worship by the whole world. He performs obeisance. He speaks 
sweet words. He is pleasing to all due to his activities. He is fond 

of all living beings. He does not hate anyone. He has pleasing 
countenance. He speaks polished sweet words full of love. He 
offers words of welcome unto ail living beings. He does not 

violently hit or injure anybody. He honours everyone as one 
deserves by good actions. He stands aside after offering the 

path unto one who deserves it. He worships his preceptor 

always. He takes pleasure in receiving guests. He worships 

honourable visitors. 
28*30. After his sojourn in heaven he takes birth in the 

mortal world in an excellent family. There he enjoys all sorts 
of pleasures and possesses all jewels. He gives to the deserving 
ones charitable gifts in accordance with their merits. He is 

devoted to pious rites. He is honoured by all living beings. He 

is bowed to by all the world. He obtains the fruits of his 
actions. This is the means of virtue declared by the creator him* 

self and I have described it. 
31-33. A man of the following mode of habits and conduct 

falls into hell : He has a horrible habit. He is terrifying unto 

all animals, O splendid lady, he tortures and harasses living 
creatures with his hands and feet, with a rope or a stick and 
with clods of earthj columns or other means. His mind is 

bent on violence. He makes creatures suffer. He approaches 

living creatures making them tremble with fear. 
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34*35. After the lapse of some time, if he attains human 
form or birth he is born in a base family overwhelmed by many 

hinds of sufferings. He is hated by the world. He is the lowliest 

among men as a result of his actions. This, O gentle lady, 

should be understood in regard to human beings in the midst 

of their kith and kin. 

36*41. The other sort of man looks at all living beings 

with kindness. He is like a father to them. His eyes are full of 

fondness and friendship. He is devoid of inimical feelings. He 
has perfect control over his sense-organs. Being merciful he 

does not cause fear in the living beings. He does not kill 

them. He earns the confidence of all living creatures. He does 

not injure any living being with his perfectly controlled hands 

and feet. He does not cause them any harm or frighten them by 

means of a rope, a stick, clods of earth or weapon. The actions 

of the man are always splendid* A man of such habits and con¬ 

duct goes to heaven. There in a divine mansion where he lives 

joyously like gods. If after the end of his tenure in heaven he 

returns to the mortal world he enjoys increasing happiness. He 

has less stress and strain. He is devoid of terrifying grief. He 
enjoys pleasures. He has no strenuous labour to undertake. He 

is always free from mental agony. This, O gentle lady, is the 

path of the good where there is no affliction. 

Umd said : 

42-45. Some of these men are observed to be clever and 

mightily enthusiastic. They are richly endowed with wisdom 

and prescience. They are intelligent and experts on the subject 

of wealth.Others, O lord, are evil-minded and devoid of wisdom 

and prescience* What is that action as a result of which a man 

becomes intelligent ? How does a man become deficient in 

wisdom ? O Siva, clear this doubt of mine, O lord, the most ex¬ 

cellent one among the virtuous. Others are blind by birth. 

Still others, O lord, are distressed by sickness. Some men are 

observed to be impotent. Please tell me the reason thereof. 

MakeSvara said : 

46-48. Men of the following type attain heaven: They 

enquire after the welfare or otherwise of the brahmins well- 
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versed in the Vedas, of the persons of accomplishment covcrsant 

with virtue* They avoid inauspicious activities and resort to 
splendid ones* In this world they attain happiness and they go 
to heaven later* If anyone among them takes human birth he 

is born with an extraordinary intellect. His learning is befitting 

the performance of sacrifices and is auspicious. 
49* Those who cast their evil eye on other men’s wives are 

born blind due to that evil conduct* 
50* Men of sinful actions who look at a naked woman with 

a defiled mind become distressed due to sickness* 
51* Foolish men of evil conduct who indulge in the sexual 

act with beasts become deficient and defiled in wisdom as well 

as impotent. They become eunuchs* 
52. Men who bind animals or embrace them closely, men 

who defile their preceptor's bed and men who scatter their 

seminal discharge are born as eunuchs* 

Umd said : 

53. O the most excellent one among the gods, what is a 

despicable action ? What is it that is not despicable, by doing 

which a man attains prosperity and renown ? 

MaheSvara said : 

54. He who seeks the path of prosperity and asks brah¬ 

mins about it, he who seeks virtue and he who yearns for good 

qualities attains heaven* 

55. If at any time he takes up human birth, O gentle lady, 

he is born highly intelligent, wise and endowed with memory. 

56. This, O gentle lady, is the path of virtue of the good. 
It should be followed. It is conducive to prosperity- This has 

been described by me for the perpetual benefit of men in the 

world. 

Umd said : 

57. There are other men of deficient wisdom who hate 

virtue* They do not wish to approach brahmins well-versed 

in the Vedas* 
5B* Some men observe holy rites. They have faith and they 
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closely adhere to the path of self-control (subjugation of sense- 
organs). Others are devoid of holy observances. They swerve 
from the path of discipline. They can be compared to the 
Rakijasas. 

59. Still others are regular performers of holy sacrifices. 
There are others devoid of delusion. Tell me how they become 
so. What is that action as a result of which they become so. 

Mahefoara said: 

60-63. The holy scriptures, composed formerly, prescribe 
the limits of pious activities of the world. There are holy men 
who obey them as their authority. They are seen to be 
men of steadfast holy rites. Those who are deluded call sin by 
the name of virtue. They do not observe holy rites. They do 
not observe rules of decorum and morality. They are said to be 
Brahmaraksasas. If, due to the lapse of time or due to their 
endeavour (?) they are born as men they do become base men 
devoid of homas and va$afkaras. In order to clear your doubts, 
O gentle lady, the ocean of virtue has been expounded by me. 
Men may be efficient or inefficient in its observance. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTEEN 

Dialogue between MaheSvara and the Sages 

VyUsa said: 

1-3. On hearing these words of her lord from the begin* 
ning, O brahmins, that holy mother of the universe became 
pleased, delighted and surprised. Near the lord, the destroyer of 
the three cities, there were certain excellent sages who had been 
to that mountain in the course of their pilgrimage. They wor¬ 
shipped the trident-bearing lord, bowed to him and asked him 
to clear their doubt, with desire for the welfare of the world. 

TTie sages said : 

4-6. Obeisance to thee, O Three-eyed one, O destroyer of 
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Dak$af$ sacrifice. O Lord of the universe, we shall ask you some 
questions to clear the doubts lurking in our hearts. In this ex¬ 

tremely terrible world that causes hairs to stand on end and 

strikes terror * men of deficient intellect aimlessly wander for a 
long time. Tell us that means whereby they are released from 
the bondage of births and worldly existence. We wish to hear it. 

Our eagerness is great. 

Mahelvara said : 

7. O Brahmins, I do not see any means other than the son 
of Vasudeva for the liberation of men bound by the noose of 

action (and reactions) who undergo misery. 
8. Those who worship well that lord who wields conch, 

discus and club* by word, deeds and thoughts attain the highest 
region. 

9. Of what avail is their life and the beast-like activity of 
those people whose mind is not directed towards Vasudeva who 

pervades the entire universe? 

The sages said i 

10. O Pinaka-bearing Sankara, O destroyer of the eyes of 
Bhaga, O lord adored by the worlds, we wish to hear the great¬ 

ness of Vasudeva. 

Mabelvara said : 

11. Hari the eternal Purusa is more excellent than Brahma. 

He is Krsna with golden splendour like the sun shining in a 

cloudless sky. 
12. He has ten arms. He has great splendour. He is the 

destroyer of the enemies of gods. He is Hrsikesa marked by the 

scar Srlvatsa. He is the leader of gods. 

13. Brahma is born of his belly. I am born of his head. 

The luminaries are born of his hair. Devas and Asuras are born 

of his bodily hairs, 
14. The sages and the eternal worlds are born of his body. 

He is the abode of Brahma himself and of Devas too. 
15. That lord of the three worlds is the creator of the uni¬ 

verse. He is also the annihilator of all living beings, mobile and 

immobile, ■« 
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16. He is the most excellent among gods. He is the lord of 

Devas. He overcomes enemies. He is omniscient. He is the creator 
of all beings. He goes everywhere. He has faces all round. 

17. In the three worlds there is no other living being greater 

than he. He is eternal. He is blessed. He is known as Govinda. 
18. For the fulfilment of the task of gods he takes up 

human form. He bestows honour on others. He will be killing 
all kings in battle. 

19. Without the help of Trivikrama, the hosts of Devas 
will be leaderless and they will be incapable of performing their 
divine functions. 

20-21, He is the leader of all living beings. He is the leader 
of Devas. He is identical with the slightest created thing and the 
greatest as well. He is the supreme Brahman. He is the perpet* 
ual refuge of the brahminical sages. Brahma is stationed in his 

umbilicus. I am stationed in his body. 
22. The gods are comfortably stationed in his body. That 

lotus-eyed lord has goddess Laksmi in his belly. He stays in 
the company of Sri. 

23-25. His weapons are Sarnga (bow), discus and sword. 
He has (Garutfa) the enemy, of all Nagas for his emblem in the 
flag. He is possessed of excellent good conduct, purity, self-con¬ 

trol, valour, virility pleasing body, ever-increasing power, of 
straightforwardness, kindness, beauty of form and strength. 
He wields all kinds of divine miraculous weapons very wonder¬ 

ful to behold, 

26. He is thousand-eyed and he operates the Yogic Maya, 
He is Virupak§a. He is noble-minded. By gentle speech he praises 

friendly folk. He is fond of his kith and kin. 

27. That lord has ample forbearance. He does not boast of 
himself. He bestows (the power to realise) Brahman. He removes 

the fear of those who are distressed by fear. He increases the 
delight of his friends. 

28. He is the seat of refuge of all living beings. He is eng¬ 

aged in the protection of the poor. He is richly endowed with 

learning and wealth. He is honoured by all living beings. 

29. He helps those who resort to him. He causes fear in the 

minds of his enemies. He is conversant with polity. He is richly 
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endowed with the quality of justice. He is the expounder of 

Brahman, He has conquered his sense-organs, 
30-41. For the sustenance of Devas the lord who is possessed 

of the greatest intellect will be born in the family of Manu, in 

the splendid path of Manu, descended from Praj&pati and con¬ 
secrated by piety. There is a son of Manu named Amsa, Antar- 
dhaman is his successor. (The son of) Antardhaman is the Praja- 

pati, Havirdhaman the uncensured, O brahmins, Pracinabarhi$ 
will be born as the son of Havirdharnan, Ten sons will be born 
to him with Pracetasas the eldest. Dak$a the Prajapati will be 

born as the son of Pracetas. Aditya will be the son of Dakfa and 
{ Vaivasvata) Manu will be bom of Aditya, Ila and Sudyumna 
will be born in the family of Manu. Pururavas will be born of 

Budha and Ayus will be born thereof Nahusa will be born of 

him and his son will be Yayati, Yadu of great prowess will be 

born of him and his son will be Krostr. The great son of Kro^fr 

will be called Vrjinlvan, The unvanquished U?ahgu will be born 
of Vrjinlvan, The heroic Citraratha will be born as the son of 
Usangu. His younger (brother, the younger son of U$angu) 

will be famous by the name of Sura, O excellent brahmins, in 

the family of these kings of well-known prowess, possessed of 
good qualities and conduct and of purity and readiness to per¬ 
form sacrifices, the well-known excellent Ksatriya, Sura of great 

vigour and prowess, will beget his famous son Vasudeva, Anaka- 
dundubhi, who will expand his race and who will bestow honour 
on all* Vasudeva of four arms will be born as his son. He will 

be liberal in gifts. He will honour brahmins. He will be fond 

of the twice-born* He will realise Brahman, 

42-43, After killing king Jarasandha, this scion of the family 

of Yadu will release the imprisoned kings. That powerful king 

will possess all earthly jewels of kings. He will be unhindered 

in the whole of the Earth due to his vigour and prowess. 

44-47. He will be richly endowed with valour* He will be¬ 
come the Emperor of all kings. He will be staying in Dvaraka 

after he has slain the enemies. After conquering the wicked he 
will protect goddess Earth: Approaching him in the company of 

excellent deserving brahmins* all of you shall duly worship him 

like the eternal Brahma. The powerful lord Vasudeva of great 

prowess should be seen by anyone who wishes to see me and 
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Brahma the grandfather. If he is seen I too am seen. I do not 
entertain any doubtful thought in this regard. 

48-50, O ascetics, know that (Brahma) is Vasudcva. The 

hosts of Devas beginning with Brahma will become pleased with 

that person of whom the lotus-eyed lord is fond. If any man in 
the world seeks refuge inKefava he will attain fame and renown 

and go to heaven. He will become righteous and also the instru¬ 
ctor in virtuous activities. 

51- Acyuta, that lord of Devas, should be worshipped by 
a person conversant with virtue. When this lord is worshipped 
he will always possess virtue, 

52* With a desire to do whatever is conducive to the benefit 

of all subjects, that lord of great splendour, the tiger among 
men created crores of sages for spreading Dharma (virtue). 

53. They, beginning with Sanatkumara, duly created by 
him, stay on the Gandhamadana mountain, performing austeri¬ 

ties. 

54. Hence, O leading twice-born, that eloquent lord con¬ 

versant with Dharma should be bowed to. He shall salute on 

being saluted; he shall honour, on being honoured. 
55. O excellent brahmins, that lord shall see on being seen; 

he shall offer refuge everyday, on being sought refuge in; On 

being worshipped regularly he shall accept worship. 

56. Such is the great vow of the great primordial lord Vi$nu 

the undespicable. It is always followed by good people. 

57. The eternal lord is always worshipped by Devas in 
the universe. They follow him by resorting to a befitting fear¬ 
lessness. 

58. That son of DevakI should always be bowed to, by 
thought, by speech and by deeds by brahmins exerting them¬ 

selves, He should necessarily be seen, 

59. O excellent sages, this is the pathway laid down by me. 
If that lord of Devas is seen, the excellent Devas shall be seen. 

60. I too always worship and bow to that lord, the grand¬ 

father of the worlds, the great Boar, lord of the universe. 

61 ♦ AH the three deities will undoubtedly be seen in him. 

All of us, all the gods, stay in his body. 

62* The ploughshare-wielding lord, well-known as Bala, 
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having the lustre of a number of white mountains put together 
will be born as his elder brother. He will hold the Earth aloft. 

63-67. He has a three-hooded head. He is one whose end 
is not seen. Suparna, the powerful son of Kaiyapa, was not capa¬ 

ble of seeing the end of that noble lord, in spite of his prowess. 
He is Se§a who joyously moves about. He stays within embracing 
the Earth by means of his body. Visnu is the lord who bears the 

earth. He who is Rama is Hr?IkeSa, Acyuta, the lord who bears 
aloft the entire Earth. Both of them are divine, tigers among 
men with divine exploits. They wield discus and ploughshare. 

They are worthy of honour. They should be seen, O ascetics, 

this is a favour shown to you. Hence, all of you shall stren¬ 
uously worship the most excellent one among the descen- 

dents ofYadu, 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND NINETEEN 

■ 

Goal of the devotees of Vifitu 

The sages said : 

1. Oh, the wonderful greatness of Kr?na has been heard by 
us. It is holy. It dispels sins. It is conducive to wealth. It des¬ 

troys the round of births and deaths. 

2. O great sage, after worshipping Vasudeva, duly and with 
devotion what goal do the men who are engaged in the worship 

of Vasudeva attain ? 

3. Do they attain liberation or heaven, O great sage ? Or, 

O excellent sage, do they obtain both the fruits ? 

4. O omniscient one, it behoves you to dispel this doubt 
lurking in our hearts. O excellent sage, excepting you there is 

noone else in this world who can dispel it. 

Vydsa said : 

5. Well done, well-done, O excellent sages! What has been 

uttered by_you is quite pertinent. Now listen to all those things 
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in order which bring about the happiness of the devotees of 
Vi^nu. 

6, By the mere initiation (into the fold) of Krsna, men 
attain salvation. What then, in regard to those who devotedly 
worship Visnu always ! 

7. O excellent sages, neither heaven nor salvation is inac¬ 
cessible to them* Devotees of Vi^nu obtain even the rarest 
things, would they desire them* 

8* Just as after climbing the mountain of jewels one can 
take away any number as one pleases, so also O leading sages, 
one can obtain the cherished things from Kr$na. 

9* Just as, after reaching the wish-yielding Kalpa tree, O 
brahmins, a person plucks the fruits as he pleases, so also one 
can take one's cherished things from K?$na. 

10, By duly and faithfully worshipping Vasudeva, the pre¬ 
ceptor of the universe, men attain the fruit of virtue, wealth, 
love and salvation. 

11 - By propitiating that lord of the universe with a puri¬ 
fied inner soul men obtain desirable things difficult of access 
even unto Devas. 

12* To those who devotedly worship the Imperishable lord 
Vasudeva there is nothing inaccessible in the three worlds. 

13, Blessed are those persons in the world who worship 
Lord Hari who dispels all sins and who bestows the desired 
benefits. 

14, By worshipping the most excellent lord of Devas, 
brahmins, K$atriyas, Vaiiyas, women, Sudras and men of low 

castes attain the greatest goal. 

15, Hence, O sinless sages, listen. I shall expound what 

you ask. I shall succinctly narrate the goal of those noble souls. 
16-19, They eschew this human body which is the abode 

of ailments, which is unsteady, which is transient as the bubbles 

of water and which is subject to old age and death. They 
eschew the body which emits the foul smell of flesh and blood, 
which is full of urine and faeces and other foul substances, 

which has the bones as the supporting pole, which is impure 

and which has sinews, vessels and skin. They go to the several 

abodes of the guardians of quarters of the worlds by means of 

an aerial chariot that can go to any place as desired, that 
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reverberates due to the divine Gandharva music* that has the 

colour (and lustre) of the mid-day sun and that is bedecked 
with series of stringed tinkling bells. 

The Gandharvas will be singing songs of praise. They will 
be embellished by the celestial damsels. 

20-28, They enjoy the pleasures of those several worlds for 

a period equal to a Manvantara. They enjoy all kinds of 

pleasures. 

Thereafter* they go to the heavenly abode that bestows 

happiness. O brahmins* there they enjoy excellent pleasures for 
a period equal to ten Manvantaras. 

O Br ahmins, from there the devotees of Vismi go to the 

Gandharvaloka. There they enjoy pleasures delightful to the 
mind for a period equal to twenty Manvantaras. 

They are well honoured there and from there they go to the 

Solar region where they enjoys super-divine pleasures for a 

period equal to thirty Manvantaras, 

From there, O Brahmins, they go to the Lunar region that 

bestows all pleasures. For a period equal to forty Manvantaras 

they enjoy splendid pleasures there. They are devoid of old age 

and death. 

From there, O excellent sages, they go to the Stellar region 

bedecked with lofty mansions. They are embellished by all 
good qualities. For a period equal to fifty Manvantaras they 
enjoy all pleasures as they please. 

From there, O Brahmins, they go to the region of Devas 

which is very difficult of access. 

O Brahmins* for a period equal to sixty Manvantaras they 

enjoy rare pleasures along with the eightfold Siddhis, They are 

worshipped by Devas and from there they proceed to the 

region of Indra, 

29-31. For a period equal to seventy Manvantaras they 

enjoy higher and nobler divine pleasures that heighten their 

mental happiness. From there they proceed to the excellent 

region of Prajapati. 
For a period equal to eighty Manvantaras they enjoy there 

all types of pleasures. From there* O brahmins* the devotees of 

Vi$ipi proceed to the region of Brahma. 
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32-37, For a period equal to ninety Manvantaras they 
joyously sport there. Thereafter they return to the Earth and 
are born as brahmins of Yogic power in the excellent families 

of brahmins. They master the Vedas and scriptures and com¬ 
prehend their meanings. 

Thus they enjoy pleasures of all the worlds, come back to 
this Earth and go higher and higher. 

In the course of every birth, O excellent brahmins, they 
enjoy all desired pleasures for a hundred years and thereafter 

proceed to the next world. 

When a set of ten births is thus completed duly they pro¬ 
ceed to the divine world of Hari from the region of Brahma. 

After going there and enjoying inexhaustible pleasures full of 

good qualities for a period equal to a hundred Manvantaras, 
O excellent brahmins, they proceed to the World of Brahma. 
They are devoid of births and deaths. 

38. They take up divine bodies of great strength bedecked 
by earrings. Huge bodies, O excellent brahmins, they assume 
with a four-armed form, and sport there. 

39. O excellent brahmins, in their eternal state they re¬ 
main for ten thousand crores of years and are bowed to by all 
Devas. 

40. Thereafter, O brahmins, those magnificent self-posses¬ 
sed men go to the abode of Narasimha. There they rejoice and 
sport for about ten thousand crores of years. 

41. At the end of that period they go to the abode of 
Vi§nu, resorted to by the Siddhas. There they play happily for 
ten thousand years. 

42-44. Then O brahmins, those excellent aspirants go to 
the region of Brahma. They stay there for a long time, for 

many hundred crores of years and then go to the city of Nara- 

yapa. The lordly aspirants enjoy the pleasures for millions of 
crores of years. Thereafter the excellent aspirants of divine form 

and great strength go to the city of Aniruddha. They are eulo¬ 
gised by Devas and Asuras. 

45. Devoid of death and old age those devotees of Vi$nu 
stay there for fourteen thousand crores of years, 

46. Thereafter they go to the city of Pradyumna. Free of 
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ailments, O brahmins, they stay there for three hundred lakhs 

of crores of years, 

47* They' are delighted* They are endowed with strength 

and power. They can go anywhere as they please. Thereafter 

those Yogins go to the place where lord Sahkarsana rules. 

48-50, After staying there for a long time and enjoying 

thousands of pleasures they enter the unsullied Vasudeva devoid 

of form and name. In that supreme entity devoid of death and 
old age they become free* There is no doubt that after going 

there they become liberated. 

Thus, O excellent sages, the intelligent men engaged in the 

worship of Vasudeva attain worldly pleasures and salvation. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY 

The benefits of singing devotional songs of Vifnu 

while keeping awake at night 

Vyasa said : 

1-5, There is no doubt about this that a man who fasts on 

the eleventh day of either fortnight and carries out the follow¬ 

ing observances, goes to the greatest region of Vi§nu* With 

mental and physical purity he should duly take bath and wear a 

neatly washed cloth. He should conquer his sense organs* With 

faith and mental purity he should worship Visnu by fragrant 

flowers, scents, lamps, incense, cooked foods, different offerings, 
repetition of holy names and mantras, homas, circumambula- 

tions, hymns of various kinds, divine and pleasing vocal and 

instrumental music, prostration and excellent utterances of 

Jaya (Be victorious). After duly worshipping thus he should 

keep awake for the whole of the night narrating the stories of 

Vi$gu or singing his songs of prayer. He should be devoted to 

Vi?nu, 

The sages said : 

6, O great sage, describe to us the benefit of the chorus song 

of Vi$)u while keeping awake* Great is our eagerness to hear 

the same.. 
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Vy&sa said : 

7. Listen, O excellent sages, I shall describe duly the benefit 
of the chorus song of Visnu while keeping awake, as mentioned 
before. 

8. The city of Avanti is well-known in the world. Lord 

Visnu wielding conch, discus and iron club occupies it. 

9. At the outskirts of that city there was a Candala who 
was an expert in singing. He earned much wealth by legitimate 

means. He duly maintained his servants. 

10. That Cattd&la was a devotee of Visnu and he strictly 
adhered to the observances of holy rites. On the EkadasI day be 

used to come (to the temple), observe fast and sing songs of 

prayer. 
11. His songs in praise of Vi?nu were sung in various notes 

such as Gandhara, $adja, Nijada, Paficama, Dhaivata etc. 

12-13. He used to keep awake at night and to sing songs in 

praise of Vis$u. At dawn on the Dvadaii day he used to wor¬ 

ship the lord and return home. O excellent brahmins, after 

feeding his daughter’s sons-in-law and nephews he used to take 

food along with his attendants. 

14. Many years of his life were thus spent by him in 

propitiating Vi$nu by means of different types of songs (of 
prayer). 

15. Once, on the eleventh day in the dark half of the 

month of Gaitrahe went to the excellent forest for the purpose 
of serving Visiju. 

16. Engrossed in devotion, he wanted to gather flowers 

from the forest. He reached the foot of a Vibhitaka tree in the 
great forest on the banks of Ksipra. 

17. There he was seized by a Raksasa in order to devour 

him. The Can^ala then said to him— “I should not be devou¬ 

red by you today. 

18. "O good Sir, you shall devour me (tomorrow) in the 

morning. In truth I will come back again. O R&kgasa, I have a 

great task to be performed today. So release me. 

19. “In truth, I will come tomorrow* You will then eat me. 

For the purpose of serving Visnu I have to keep awake in the 
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night. It does not behove you, O Raksasa, to cause any obs¬ 
tacle in the observance of the holy rite by me,” 

Vy&sa said : 

20. The Raksasa said in reply : “O Gantjala, I have not 
taken food for the last ten days and today you have come 
across me. 

21. I shall not set you free. I shall devour you. I am over¬ 
whelmed by hunger’*. 

On hearing the words of the Raksasa, the Candala said to 
him, consoling him by uttering gentle words which were firm 
and truthful: 

The Candala said: 

22. O Brahmaraksasa, the entire world has its root in 
truth. Hence, listen, on truth I promise my return. 

23. All these know each and every action of men, viz. 
the sun, moon, fire, wind, earth, firmament, water, mind, day, 
night, the two junctions (i.e. dawn and dusk) and Yama. 

24-38. O Raksasa, I promise you that if I do not come 
again to you let me be infested by the sins which the following 
persons acquire in the circumstances mentioned, viz. the sin of 
one who indulges in dalliance with other men’s wives; the sin 
of those who take wealth of others; the sin of a brahmin 
murderer; of one who drinks liquor; of one who defiles the pre¬ 
ceptor’s bed; the sin of the husband of a barren woman; the 
sin of the husband of a Sudra woman; the sin of a temple 
priest who misappropriates temple funds; the sin of one who 
takes fish and meat; the sin of one who habitually eats the flesh 
of pig and tortoise; the sin of one who regularly takes the 
flesh of the backbone; the sin of one who takes meat without 
offering the same to gods; the sin of one who kills his friend; the 
sin of an ungrateful fellow and the paramour of a widow (who 
marries again); the sin of a pollution due to death of a relative; 
the sin of a man of ruthless actions; the sin of a miser; the sin 
of one who sends away guests without entertaining them; the 
sin that befalls one who indulges in sexual intercourse on the 
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new moon day or the sixth, eighth or fourteenth day of a lunar 
fortnight whether dark or bright; the sin of a brahmin who 
cohabits with a woman in her monthly course; the sinofaperson 
who indulges in sexual intercourse after performing Sraddha; 
the sin of those who take food on Farvan days without taking 
bath; the sin that befalls one on eating filthy matter; the sin of 
those who cohabit with the wife of a friend; the sin of a back¬ 
biter; the sin of one who is fond of arrogance and deception; 
the sin of one who destroys honey; the sin that befalls one who 
promises to give something to a brahmin but does not give it; 
the sin due to a falsehood in regard to a virgin; the sin due to 
a falsehood in regard to cows and mules; the sin of a man who 
kills women and children; the sin of one who utters a lie; the 
sin of those who are disrespectful to Devas, Vedas, brahmins, 
kings, sons and friends and to chaste ladies; the sin of those 
who go to sleep after uttering a lie to or after being disrespect¬ 
ful to the teacher(?); the sin of those who commit arson; the 
sin of those who burn down forests; the sin due to the non¬ 
performance of domestic sacrifice of a householder; the sin of a 
slayer of cows; the sin of a base brahmin; the sin of a Parivitta 
and a Parivedin (i.e. the elder and the younger brothers of 
whom the younger marries before the elder); the sin of those 
who contract matrimonial alliance with them; the sin of a 
person who destorys a foetus. (Let all these sins befall me.) O 
Raksasa, of what avail are these different kinds of vows and 
pledges? Let a terrific vow be heard. It is being uttered though 
it is vey difficult to utter it. Let these sins befall me if I do not 
approach you, viz. the sin of one who sustains himself through 
the sinful activities of his own virgin daughter; the sin of a 
peijuror and that of a false witness; the sin of one who performs 
a sacrifice on behalf of a person unworthy of it; the sin of a 
§andha (eunuch?); the sin of a Sramana; the sin of one who 
returns to a householder’s life after having renounced the world 
once; and the sin of a lecherous religious student. 

Vy&sa said: 

39. On hearing the words of theCaQd&la. the Brahmarakgasa 
became surprised. He said : “Oh, go, keep your promise”. 
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40* On being told thus by the Raksasa, the Can^ala 
gathered flowers and went to the temple of Vi$$u- 

41. He handed over flowers to a brahmin who washed 
them with water, worshipped Vi^nu and went to his abode, O 
ascetics. 

42, The C&ndala observed fast and kept awake during the 
night staying in the outer ground and singing songs of prayer, 

43- As the night dawned into day he eulogised and made 
obeisance to the lord and set off to the place where the demon 
was waiting in order to keep his promise, 

44- As he was going along the path a certain man asked 
him: *cO gentle Sir, where are you going1? He told every- 
thing and the man said again ; 

45. ” Since the body is the means of acquiring virtue, 
wealth, love and liberation, an intelligent man should maintain 
his body with great care, 

46-48, It is the man who remains alive that obtains virtue, 
wealth, happiness and salvation. The living man obtains renown, 
A dead man has no place in the world- No one speaks about 
him.” 

On hearing these words, the Candala replied indicating the 
reason : 

(<0 gentle sir, it is because of my promise that I am going. 
I have taken vows.11 

Vy&sa said : 

49. The man said again unto him: “Don’t be a fool. O my 
good man, haven*t you heard what has been uttered by Manu? 

50. (Learned men) say that the following five untruths are 
not sinful, viz, the lie that has been uttered for affording 
protection to cows, women and brahmins; the lie uttered while 
celebrating a marriage; the lie that has been uttered for the sake 
of friends ; the lie uttered when one is faced with death; and the 
lie uttered when one is being robbed of all riches. 

51. (?) Injunctions regarding righteousness are not applic¬ 
able In the case of untrue statements to women, and enemies or 
those uttered when one is faced with death or destruction of 

wealth or jyhen one is being deceived”. 
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On hearing his words thus, the Candala replied : 

The Cdni&la said : 

52. Do not say thus. Welfare unto you. Truth is honoured 
in the worlds. Whatever happiness is in the world is acquired 
by truth. 

53. It is due to truth that the sun blazes; it is due to truth 
that waters are juicy; it is due to truth that fire bums; and it is 
due to truth that the wind blows. 

54. The achievement of virtue, wealth and love and the 
rare acquisition of liberation becomes possible due to the truth 
of men. Hence one shall never forsake truth. 

55. Truth is the supreme Brahman in the world. Truth is 
the most excellent among sacrifices. Truth descends fromheaven. 
Hence one shall never forsake Truth. 

Vy&sa said : 

56. Saying this, the Canola ignored that excellent man 
and went to the place where the Brahmaraksasa, the slayer of 
living beings, was waiting. 

57. On seeing that the Candala had come, his eyes beamed 
with wonder. Shaking his head (approvingly) he told him: 

The Brahnar&ksasa said : 

58. Well done, well done, O highly blessed one. You have 
kept your promise. I do not consider you a mere Candala since 
you have distinguished yourself due to your truthfulness. 

59. Due to this action I think that you are a brahmin pure 
and not fit to be disposed of. I shall tell you, gentle sir, something 
based on righteousness. Tell me what was done by you there 
in the abode of Visnu on that night? 

The Cfyddla said: 

60. Listen. I shall tell you exactly what has been per¬ 
formed by me on that night in that abode of Vi$pu. 

61. I knelt down beneath that shrine of Vi?riu. I kept 
awake for the whole of the night singing songs of praise of 
Vi»u. 
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The Brahmar&kfasa said : 

62, Tell me* Haw long have you been observing this rite 
of keeping awake devotedly in the abode of Visnu? 

63* He replied smilingly, <£0 Raksasa, 1 have been observ¬ 
ing this rite of keeping awake every month on GkadaS day, for 
twenty years** On hearing the words of the Candela, theBrahma- 
raksasa said: 

The Brahmar&ksasa said: 

64. It behoves you to carry out what I am going to tell 
you, O good man, give unto me the benefit of keeping awake 
for one single night. 

65. In that case I shall set you free. I shall not leave you 
otherwise, O highly blessed one* I have vowed thrice. 

After saying this he stopped. 

Vydsa said : 

66. The Canola said to him : “O night-prowler, my own 
self has been surrendered to you* What is the use of talking 
much? Eat me up as you please*-. 

67. The Raksasa said to him again; “Give me (the benefit 
of) keeping awake for two yamas (six hours) along with the 
songs sung by you. It behoves you to take pity on me.J* 

The Cd#d&la said : 

68. Why this irrelevant talk? Eat me up as you please. I 
will not give you the benefit of keeping awake. 

On hearing the words of the Candala the Brahmar&ksasa 

said to him: 

The Brakmardksasa said i 

69-71, Who is foolish and evil-minded enough to dare to 
look at you in order to harass you and inflict pain on you 
since you have been guarded by your own righteous activities? 

Good men should be merciful towards a wretched fellow 
who has been overwhelmed by sins, who has been deluded by 
worldly pleasures and who has been distressed by the throes of 

hell. 
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Hence, O highly blessed one, take pity on me, Give me the 
benefit of keeping awake for a single yama (three hours) 
and go back to your own abode, 

Vy&sa said : 

72-73, The Cabala said to him again: r<I will not go 
home nor will I give the benefit of keeping awake even for a 
single yama’5. The Brahmaraksasa then smilingly said to the 
Ca ntfala: 

The Brahmardkfasa said : 

Give unto me the benefit of the song enthusiastically sung 
by you at the end of the night. Save me. Lift me up from (the 
mire of) sin* 

Vy&sa said : 

74-75. When this was uttered by him, the Candala said to 
him : 

The C&nd&la said : 

What evil action has been committed by you formerly due to 
the fault of which you have become a Brahmaraksasa? 

Vy&sa said : 

76, On hearing his words the Brahmaraksasa remembered 
the evil actions committed by himself and became extremely 
distressed. He then said to the Candala : 

The Brahmardkfasa said : 

77* Who was I before, what had I committed as a result 
of which 1 had to be bom in an evil womb as a Raksasa—let it 

be heard. 
78. Formerly, I was a brahmin well-known as SomaSarma. 

I was the son of Devaiarman who used to perform sacrifices and 
regularly study the Vedas. 

79* (faulty text) There was a certain king on whose be¬ 
half, I performed sacrifice though he had been ostracised and 
forbidden to use the mantras. Since I was interested in the holy 
rite I was engaged in the rites near the sacrificial post. 
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80. Afflicted by greed and delusion I performed the duty of 
Agmdhra in the sacrifice. When it was concluded I performed 
an arrogant rite due to my folly. 

81. (In my arrogance) I began to perform a sacrifice 
intended to last for twelve days. As it was being performed I 
had a stomach pain. 

82-84. Ten days elapsed in full. But the sacrifice had not 
been concluded. As the offering was being offered to Siva in a 
moment pertaining to Rak$asa I died and due to that fault I 
became a Brahmaraksasa. I was not conversant with the techni¬ 
que of sacrifice and I performed the sacrifice reciting the taxts 
without proper accents and notes. Due to this faulty per¬ 
formance I became a Brahmaraksasa. 

V 

85. I am therefore immersed in the great ocean of sin. 
Lift me up therefrom. It behoves you to give me the benefit of 
the last song of prayer at the holy rite of keeping awake* 

Vjydsa said : 

86. The Candala said to him: “If you desist from killing 
living beings I shall offer unto you the benefit of the last song 
of prayer’*. 

87. “Yes, of course”, said he and the Candala invoked by 
means of Mantras the holy rite of keeping awake for half of a 
Muhurta and offered the benefit of the last song of prayer. 

88. After the benefit of the song of prayer had been given 
the Brahmaraksasa became delighted. He bowed down to the 
CanqUta and went to the holiest of pilgrim-spots named Prthu- 
daka. 

89-90. He decided on a fast unto death there, O brahmins, 
and died. Invigorated by the benefit of song of prayer he be¬ 
came freed of his Raksasahood. As a result of the great 
power of the holy centre he attained the region of Brahma 
which is difficult of access. Freed of all agony he stayed there 
for ten thousand years. 

91. At the end of that period he was bom as a brahmin 
endowed with the faculty of memory and control over his sense- 
organs. O brahmins, I shall tell you his story later on. 

92-93. Even as I narrate listen to the rest of the story of 
the Candala. When the Raksasa departed that self-possessed 
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(Caii^ala) of good control over himself returned to his house. 
Remembering the incidents in the story of that brahmin this 
pure man became disinterested in worldly pleasures. He entrus¬ 
ted his wife to the care of his sons and began the circum&mbu- 
lation of the Earth. 

94. Beginning with Kokamukha (holy centre) he went up 
to the holy shrine of Skanda. After visiting Skanda he performed 
the rite of circumambulation in Dharacakra. 

95. O brahmins, he then came to the lofty rocky top of 
the excellent mountain Vindhya and reached the holy spot 
Papapramocana. 

96. That scion of a Candela family performed the holy dip 
that dispelled his sins. Freed from sins he remembered many of 
his previous births. 

97. In a previous birth he had been a mendicant who had 
restrained his body and controlled his speech and mind. He 
was intelligent and he mastered the Vedas. 

98. Once while cows were being taken away by thieves 
the alms became defiled by dust and they were discarded by the 
mendicant. 

99-102. Due to that fault and sin he was born as a Cantata. 
He took his holy dip in the Papapramocana and passed away on 
the banks of the Narmada river. O brahmins, he was reborn a3 
an excellent brahmin though foolish. After he had com¬ 
pleted his stay there for thirty years, a man of great spiritual 
attainment who was endowed with Yogic Maya and Sakti was 
wandering here and there assuming an ugly form. On seeing 
him the foolish brahmin mockingly saluted him and said: 
“Welfare O Siddha, whence are you coming ?*’ 

Vy&sa said : 

103. On being addressed thus, the venerable one thought 
that he had been recognized and replied: “I have come from 
heavenly region.” 

104. The foolish one said to the Siddha : “In the heaven do 
you know Urvaii the most excellent celestial damsel born of the 

thighs of Narayaga ?’* 
105. The Siddha said: “I know that Ur vagi who is the 
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chief ornament of heaven, whose birth and parentage is very 
noble and who bears the Camara for Indra.” 

106-108* The brahmin bereft of straightforward ways said 
to the Siddha: “O my friend, my message should be conveyed to 
Urvafi by you* with great respect. You will please tell me 
what she says in reply”. The Siddha said: “Of course”. The 
brahmin was pleased at that. The Siddha went to heaven at 
the top of Meru and met Urvafi, He told her what had been 
said by the brahmin. 

109, She said to that excellent Siddha: “I do not know the 
brahmin who is the ruler of Kafi, The truth has been mention¬ 
ed to you. The fact is not retained in my mind.” 

110, On being told thus the Siddha returned. After some 
time he went to Varanasi and was again met by the foolish 
brahmin. 

111, On seeing him he asked again: “What did the 
lady born of the thighs, say to you ?” The Siddha said: “Urvafi 
spoke to me thus, *1 do not know5”, 

112, On hearing the words of the Siddha he said again with 
a gentle smile separating his lips: “Urvafi should be told thus by 
you—‘How will you know ?* ” 

113, “Of course I will do this.” After saying this the Siddha 
went to heaven and saw UrvasI coming out of Indra's abode, 

114-119, The excellent Siddha said (everything) to her. 
She replied : “Let the excellent brahmin perform some holy rite 
whereby Siddha, I can know him. Not otherwise5*. Approaching 
the foolish brahmin again, the Siddha told what was said 
by Urvafi. The brahmin thereupon pledged the following holy 
rite: “O Siddha man, this holy observance has been taken up 
by me in front of you. From today onward# I will not eat 
mixture. The truth has been uttered by me.” 

On being told thus, the Siddha went to heaven, met Urvafi 
and said: “The man has said thus : ‘From today onwards I 

will not eat Saktu at all’ ”, 

Urvafi spoke to him again : “Now I have come to know him. 
The manner of taking up such a vow indicates he is foolish and 
ridiculous*!* After saying this Urvafi went to her abode. 
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120-122. The Siddha roamed over the Earth as he pleased. 
The excellent lady UrvaSl went to Varanasi and took her bath in 
the waters of Matsyodari assuming her divine form. This foolish 
brahmin too had gone to the river Matsyodari. On seeing 
Urvaii bathing there he was overwhelmed by passionate love 
that agitated him too much. 

123. He showed many gestures and pranks befitting a 
foolish person. UrvaS understood him. Coming to know that 
he was the selfsame fool as mentioned by Siddha she smilingly 
spoke: 

Urvafi said : 

124. O highly blessed one, what do you desire from me ? 
Let it be mentioned quickly. I shall carry out your injunctions. 
Rest assured. 

The foolish brahmin said: 

125. O lady of pure smiles, save my life by surrendering 
yourself. 

Vydsa said : 

126. Then Urvaii said to the brahmin: “I am now in the 
midst of a holy observance. Stay here for a while. Await my 
arrival”. 

127-130. The brahmin said: “I am staying (here). She 
then went to heaven. The celestial damsel returned after a 
month and saw that brahmin lean and emaciated as he had been 
staying on the banks observing the fast. Seeing him steadfast in 
his decision she assumed the body of an old woman. She then 
went to Matsyodari and prepared a mixture of sugar, honey 
and ghee. After taking her bath the lady of nice eyes stood 
on the bank with a meaningful intention. She then called the 
brahmin and said : 

Urvaii said : 

131. For the purpose of prosperity and well-being, O brah¬ 
min, a holy vow has been undertaken by me. At the conclusion 
of observance I am making this charitable offering. O brahmin, 
please accept it 
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Vjfdsa said: 

132. He said : uWhat is this that is being offered ? It is 
sugar-coated. O gentle lady, my throat is being parched due 
to hunger* Hence I am asking. Please tell me”. 

133. She said: <fO brahmin, it is a mixture prepared from 
flour mixed with sugar. Take this and please yourself. Do not 
delay”. 

134-135, On hearing that the brahmin remembered what 
had happened before. Although he was afflicted by hunger he 
said: tcO gentle lady* I cannot accept this. In front of the ex¬ 
cellent Siddha, the holy vow that I will not eat the mixture had 
been undertaken by me in order that Urvasi might recollect 
me. Give this to someone else.” 

136. She said : <fO gentle Sir, the observance undertaken 
by you refers to the wooden one. This is not made of wood. 
You have been extremely afflicted by hunger. Eat this”. 

137. The brahmin replied to her: tcO gentle lady* the 
statement had not been qualified by me, A general vow had 
been undertaken by me,” 

138. That lady then said again: “O brahmin, if you do 
not want to eat take this home. Your family shall partake of it,” 

139-141. He said to her: clO lady of bright teeth, I am 
not going home. The excellent lady who surpasses everyone in 
the three worlds (Urvafi) by her qualities had been here. 
Afflicted by love I had requested her and I had been consoled 
by her saying: 4Stay here for a while1 and 1 had said: fI 
shall stay’. O gentle lady, a month has elapsed after she had 
gone and I have been staying here. O one who has undertaken 
a vow* I have been steadfast in my love for truth and I am 
eager to have a union (with her) 

142. On hearing his words, Urvail resumed her excellent 
form. Smiling with a majestic grandeur she said to the brahmin: 

UrvaSi said : 

143-145, Well done, O brahmin. Desirous of seeing me yon 
have observed the holy rite with fully concentrated mind. 

I am Urvail* O brahmin* and I have come here with a desire 
to know-you. You have been tested (and found to be) firm in 
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your decision. You are saintly and truthful in your austerity. 
Go to the place Sukarava well known as Rupatirtha. 

O great brahmin, you will achieve a great Siddhi. Then 
you will attain me. 

Vy&sa said: 

146. O brahmins, after saying this UrvaSi flew up to heaven. 
That brahmin of truthful austerity went to Rupatirtha. 

147. There he was devoted to peaceful enterprises. He was 
pure and he undertook holy observances. After casting off his 
physical body he went to the excellent Gandharvaloka. 

148. For a period of one hundred Manvantaras he ex¬ 
perienced all pleasures and then was born as a king in an ex¬ 
cellent dynasty. He was eager in delighting and encouraging 
his subjects. 

149. He performed various sacrifices, concluding them with 
excellent monetary gifts. After entrusting his sons with the 
work of ruling the realm he went again to Saukarava, 

150. He died in the holy spot Rupatirtha and again went 
to the region of Indra. After enjoying pleasures there for a 
period of hundred Manvantaras he came off. 

151-152. O sages, for the union with Urvafi he became 
Pururavas, the son of Budha in the excellent city Pratisthana. 
Thus any brahmin of truthful austerity can attain salvation 
after enjoying pleasures if he propitiates Visnu in the holy spot 
Rupatirtha in this birth. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND T WENTYONE 

Manifestation of Mdyi 

The sages said : 

1 -2. The benefit of the song of prayer at the time of keep¬ 
ing awake in propitiation of Vi?pu has been listened to by us. 
By virtue of it the Cicala attained the greatest goal. O ex¬ 
tremely intelligent one, tell us how devotion to Vijnu can be 
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effected. Now we wish to hear about the holy rite or penance 
whereby that becomes possible. 

Vy&sa said: 

3. Listen, O leading sages, I shall mention in due order 
how a person shall attain devotion to Visnu with great benefit. 

4-5. The worldly existence is extremely terrible. It strikes 
terror into all living beings. It causes sorrows to men. Hundreds 
of miseries abound in it. A soul is born again and again in 
thousands of species of lower living organisms, O brahmins, and 
with great difficulty it attains human birth. 

6. After human birth he attains brahminhood, power of 
discrimination, sense of piety and happiness in successive births. 

7. Until the ultimate destruction of all sins of men accumu¬ 
lated in different births, devotion to Vasudeva identical with 
the universe, is not possible. 

8-9. Hence, O brahmins, I shall tell you how devotion to 
Vi$riu is effected. 

A person may be devoted to other Devas mentally, verbally 
and physically. His soul is directed to those gods. Thereby, O 
excellent sages, he may become inclined to perform sacrifices, 

10. Then, O brahmins, with great concentration and purity 
of mind be begins to love the fire-god. When the fire-god is pro¬ 
pitiated he becomes a devotee of sun, 

11. O brahmins, he worships sun-god regularly. When 
that god is pleased he becomes devoted to Sankara. 

12. He performs the worship of Sambhu duly and strenuo¬ 
usly. When the three-eyed god is satisfied he becomes devoted 
to Kesava. 

13. By worshipping the imperishable lord of the universe 
named Vasudeva, O excellent brahmins, he attains worldly 
pleasures and salvation. 

The sages said : 

14. O great sage, some men are averse to devotion of Vigiju. 
O brahjjjin, tell us why they do not worship Vi?nu. 
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Vy&sa said: 

15. In this world, O excellent sages, two types of created be¬ 
ings are well-known, viz. Asura (demonic) and Daiva (di¬ 
vine). They are created formerly by the self-bora lord. 

16. By attaining the divine nature men worship 
Acyuta. Those who have attained the demonic nature slander 
Hari. 

17. The wisdom of those base men is obliterated by Maya 
of V4nu. Without attaining Hari, O brahmins, they attain 
lowest states. 

18. His Maya is deep and incomprehensible to Devas and 
Asuras. It causes great delusion to men. It cannot be surmounted 
by persons who are not self-possessed. 

The sages said : 

19. We all wish to comprehend that insurmountable Maya 
of Visnu. O sage conversant with details of virtue, it behoves 
you to narrate. Our eagerness is great. 

Vy&sa said : 

20. That Maya is like a dream or the jugglery of a conjuror. 
It pulls and stretches the world, excepting the lord himself who 
is competent to comprehend Hari's Maya. 

21. Even as I narrate, O brahmins, listen to the confounded 
states of a brahmin and Narada due to this Maya. 

22. Formerly, in a city there was a glorious king well known 
as Agnidhra. His son was a pure soul named Karaadamana. 

23. He was Dharmarama (who sported in piety). He pra¬ 
ctised forbearance. He was engaged in devotedly serving his 
parents. He was skilful in delighting his subjects. He exerted 
himself much in the Vedas and scriptures. 

24. The father endeavoured to celebrate his marriage but 
he did not like it. So the father asked him: "Why don't you 
like to take a wife unto you ?. 

25. Indeed all men desire it for pleasure. A wife is the 
root of all happiness. Hence take one unto you". 

26. Even after hearing the words of his father he main- 
tained silence with solemnity. O brahmins, the father urged 
him frequently. 
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27. Then he said to his father : “O dear father, 1 have 
resorted to an attitude befitting my name (i.e. Kamadamana). 
This is clearly a devoted service to Visnu and it protects us”. 

28-29. Approaching him, the father said: “O my son, this 
is not a righteous thing. This should not be adopted by a learn¬ 
ed man. Do as I direct you, my son. I am your father and 
hence your lord. Do not immerse my family in the slough of 
hell due to the ( impending) extinction of the family.”. 

30. On hearing the behest of his father the son of perfect 
self-control was reminded of the old strange ways of the world. 
He said : 

The son said: 

31. Listen to my words, dear father. It is a statement of 
truth with cogent reasoning. O king, one should act in con¬ 
formity with one’s name. It is very truthful. 

32. I have acquired thousands of births, hundreds of 
deaths and old age and acquisitions of and separation from 
wives in all of them. 

33. Hundreds of different states have been attained by me 
—like those of grass, shrubs, creepers, winding plants, reptiles, 
animals, birds, beasts, women, men etc. 

34-35. I have been by turns a Gana, a Kinnara, a Gan- 
dharva, a Vidyadhara, a great serpent, a Yaksa, a Guhyaka, a 
Rak$asa, a Danava, an Apsaras, a divine being etc. Again and 
again I have attained a thousand oceans (?). I have been created 
many rimes during creation. I have been killed many times 
during annihilation. 

36. In view of my being united with [a wife I had been 
the victim of deception. Listen to what happened in the third 
preceding birth. I shall briefly mention it together with the 
greatness of a holy spot. 

37. After passing through many births as man, god, Gan- 
dharva, Naga, Vidyadhara, birds and Kinnaras, dear father, I 
was born in a family where I became a sage given to penance. 

38. Then my devotion to Vi?pu, the slayer of Madhu and 
the lord of worlds, was very steady. By means of devotion and 
different holy rites and fasts, the wielder of discus, club and 
other miraculous weapons was propitiated by me. 
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39. The delighted noble Vi?nu came there riding on the 
lord of birds (Garuda) (with the intention of) granting me 
boons. He said in a loud voice: “O twice-born one, let any 
boon be prayed for. I shall give you whatever you desire.’* 

40. Then I said to lord Hari: <cO Keiava, if you are 
pleased I shall choose a boon. O Janardana, I wish to know 
that great Maya belonging to you”. 

41. The enemy of Madhu and Kaifabha then said to me: 
“O brahmin, of what avail is that Maya to you ? I shall give 
unto you virtue, wealth and love, prominent sons and freedom 
from sickness. 

42. Then I said again to the enemy of Mura : “This is my 
desire to conquer wealth and virtue. I wish to know your 
Maya, O Puskarak?a (Lotus-eyed one). Show that unto me”. 

43. Then lord Vi|nu, the prominent Man-Lion, the lord 
of goddess of wealth said these words to me ; “No one knows 
my Maya nor will any one ever know it. 

44-45. O brahmin, formerly the celestial sage Narada, son 
of Brahma, was a great devotee of mine. With great devotion, 
like you, he propitiated me formerly. I went unto him in 
order to grant him a boon. He too chose this very boon. Al¬ 
though he was prevented by me, he chose the same boon like 
you now, due to his excessive foolishness. 

46. Then I said : “O Narada, sink unto the water and you 
will know my May&”. Thereupon Narada dipped himself under 
water. He was transformed into the daughter of the king of 
KaSi named Sulila. 

47. When she reached the prime of youth (the king of 
Ka£) gave her in marriage to Sudharma of fine virtue, the 
son of the king of Vidarbha. O great sage, in her company he 
indulged in unsurpassed pleasures. 

48. When his father passed away, the kingdom duly passed 
on to him. Sudharma of great valour became delighted and 
ruled over the Vidarbha kingdom. He was surrounded by sons 
and grandsons. 

49. Then a great battle ensued between king Sudharma 
and the king of Kaji. In that battle were both the king of 
Vidarbha and the king of Ka£I together with their sons and 
grandsons. 
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50, (Defective text) Su£ila came to know that her father 
and her husband were killed along with sons and grandsons. She 
set off from the city and went to the battlefield. On seeing her 
dead father and husband along with their sons and grandsons 
Su£Ia grieved much. 

51-54. The distressed lady lamented for a long time in the 
midst of the armies of her husband and father. Grief-stricken 
she rushed to her mother. She then took the dead bodies of her 
husband, father, brothers, sons and grandsons to the great cre¬ 
mation ground and prepared the funeral pyre. She herself lit 
the fire. When the fire blazed forth, Su ilia rushed into it crying 
loudly “Alas 1 my son, Alas! my son”. She was then transformed 
again into the sage Narada. The fire too assumed the pure 
lustre of cool crystal. The full lake appeared and he came out 
of it. Lord Keiava stood in front of him with conch, iron club, 
sword (etc.) in his four hands. Laughingly he said to Narada 
the celestial sage: 

55. “Who is your son ? Tell me, O great sage. With 
your senses gone whom do you bevail ?” 

Thereupon, Narada was ashamed. Then I said to him: 

56. O Narada, such is my Maya. It is full of pain and 
misery. It cannot he understood by the lotus-seated lord, Indra, 
Rudra, and others. How will you comprehend this incompre¬ 
hensible Maya ? 

57. On hearing my words the great sage said : ‘ ‘O Lord 
Vispu, grant me (the boon of) devotion to you. Whenever 
opportunity arrives let me remember you. Let me have your 
perpetual vision. 

58. O Acyuta, let the place where, in my grief, I had 
stepped on to the funeral pyre become a holy spot. Let it be 
presided over by you, O Kefava, together with the lotus-bom 
lord Brahma.” 

59. Then, O brahmin, Narada was told by me thus “Let 
your funeral pyre be in the holy spot Sitoda. I, as Vi?nu, shall 
stay here always. Mahe£vara will stay on the northern side. 

60. After cutting off that head of Brahma which uttered 
harsh words, the three-eyed lord will come to this holy spot of 
thine for casting off the skull. 
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61. When the destroyer of the three cities, Siva, takes his 
holy dip in this Tirtha, the skull will drop down on the ground. 
Thereafter, this holy spot will become well known all over the 
Earth as Kapalamocana.” 

62. Ever since then the cloud-vehicled Lord Indra has 
never forsaken this holy spot. O brahmin, say that the sin of 
the slaughter of a brahmin ceased to become fierce in him 
(defective verse). 

63. As long as the slayer of the enemies of Indra does not 
forsake that holy spot it will continue to be great and sacred. 
This secret holy spot has been eulogised by Devas as Avimukta. 
It is called Imperishable. It bestows merit. 

64. Even after committing sins, if a man enters that Tirtha 
he becomes pure and free from lapses. When he meditates on 
me he becomes pure and attains salvation due to the grace of 
the Lord. 

65. In another birth he is born as one called RudrapUaca 
and experiences some misery. After many years he is freed from 

sins and he takes birth in the abode of a brahmin. 
66. Me will be pure and one having self-control. At the time 

of his death Rudra will repeat the beneficial Taraka Mantra to 
him. After saying this to Narada, an excellent brahmin, I went 
to the ocean of milk, my abode. 

67-68. That brahmin (i.e. Narada) went to heaven and is 
being honoured by the king of Gandharvas. 

“Thus everything has been told to you to enlighten you. 

My Maya cannot be understood. If you wish to know enter 
this water and you will come to know.” 

That brahmin, thus enlightened by Hari merged himself 
under water by the 'orce of the inevitable future. 

69-70. O father, that brahmin merged himself tinder the 
water in the Tirtha Kokamukha and then he was trans¬ 
formed into a girl in the abode of a Gand&la, She was en¬ 
dowed with beauty, good conduct and excellent qualities. She 
attained youthful age. She was married to Subahu, son of a 
Candala, who was devoid of handsome features. She did not 
like her husband but he liked her much. 

71. She gave birth to two sons bereft of eyesight and a 
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daughter who was deaf. The husband was very poor and so the 
helpless girl used to go to the river bank everyday and cry. 

72. Once she went to the river taking the water pot with 
her. In order to take her bath she entered the water but was 
immediately transformed into her original form of a brahmin 
of good conduct engaged in holy rites and yogic practice. 

73. As a long time passed by after her departure, her 
husband came to the holy river in search of her. He saw the 
water pot but not her on the bank. Thereupon in his excess of 
grief he lamented loudly. 

74. Then the two blind sons and the deaf daughter came 
there. They too were distressed and on perceiving their crying 
father they wept bitterly. 

75-76. Then he asked some brahmins who were on the 
river bank : “Tell me. Was a woman seen by you coming 
this way for water ?’’ 

They said : “She entered the river but never came up. 
Only this much are we aware of.’* 

On hearing their terrible words he began to cry again. 
Tears flooded his eyes. 

77. On seeing him cry along with his daughter and sons I 
too became distressed. Grief reminded me, OKing, that I was 
myself the Candala maiden. 

78. Then, O King, I said to that Candala : “Why do you 
cry in distress ? You are not going to get her back by your 
foolish cries. It is in vain. Of what avail to you is this lamen¬ 
tation ?“ 

79. He said to me : “Both these sons are blind. The only 
girl is deaf. How can I, O brahmin, console these and bting 
them up ?” 

80. After saying this he cried all the more loudly along 
with his children. The longer I watched the Candala crying 
the more I pitied him. 

81. Preventing him from crying further in his grief, I 
narrated to him the incidents of my life. Thereupon the dis¬ 
tressed man entered the waters of Kokamukha. 

82. Immediately after his entry into the water the Cari- 
dala became free from sins by the efficacy of the Ttrtha. Even 
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as I stood watching, he entered an aerial chariot bright as the 
moon, O father, and went to heaven, 

83. After his entering the water and passing away my 
grief increased causing me great delusion. Then, O excellent 
king, I dived into the sacred waters of the Koka and went to 
heaven. 

84* Again I was born, this time in the family of a VaiSya* 
Here also I was distressed due to pain. I was endowed with the 
faculty of remembering my previous births due to the grace 
of the excellent Tirtha. With a dejected mind I went to Koka- 
mukha putting sufficient restraint on my mind and utterances. 

85. I observed holy rites and made my body emaciated. 
Then I went to heaven. Coming down therefrom I am now 
bom in your abode. O father, I can remember my previous 
births by the grace of Hari. 

86-87. I propitiated the lord in Kokamukha, I have dis¬ 
carded my desire for both auspicious and inauspicious things. 

After saying this he bowed to his father and went to Koka¬ 
mukha. He propitiated Visnu in the form of Boar. The excel¬ 
lent man attained Siddhi. 

Thus Kamadamana forsook his defective physical body in 
the Kokamukha, the extremely sacred and excellent Tirtha. 
He went to heaven by aerial chariots resembling the sun, 
along with his sons and grandsons. 

88. Thus O brahmins, the Mkyh of the great lord, has 
been described by me. Even Devas are not able to think about 
it. It is like a dream or the jugglery of a conjuror. The whole 
universe is deluded by it. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTYTWO 

Foretelling future 

The sages said: 

L What has been narrated by you, O Vyasa, regarding the 
inscrutable Maya of Vijnu, has been heard by us. 
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2. From you, O great sage, we wish to hear the precise 
process of annihilation at the end of a Kalpa, called Mah&- 
pralaya. 

VySsa said i 

3. Let it be heard precisely, O excellent sages, how the 
process of annihilation takes place at the end of a Kalpa as well 
as at the time of Prakrta Pralaya. 

4. O excellent brahmins, the human month is a day unto 
the Pitrs (Manes), the human year is a day unto the heaven- 
dwellers and a thousand sets of four Yugas constitute a day of 
Brahma. 

5. Kfta, Treta, Dvapara and Kali constitute a set of four 
Yugas containing twelve thousand Divine years. 

6. The four Yugas are similar in form. K-fta is the Yuga 
first. O sages, Kaliyuga is the last. 

7. That is because creation is carried out by Brahma in the 
first Krta yuga and similarly annihilation is carried out in the 
end in the Kaliyuga. 

The sages said'. 

8. Oholy Sir, it beloves you to describe in detail the 
nature of Kaliyuga when the four-footed sacred Dharma 
undergoes deficiency. 

Vy&sa said: 

9. Understand the form of Kali, O sinless brahmins, about 
which you have asked me. It is extensive but understand it 
briefly. 

10. In the age of Kali the actions of men are not based 
on the conduct prescribed for Vartias and Aframas. Nor do 
they follow the specific injunctions of the Sama, Rk and Yajus 
Vedas as their guide. 

11. In Kaliyuga marriages are not sacred ties, students 
are not under the control of preceptors, sons are not righte¬ 
ous, there are no orderly holy rites in the sacred fire. 

12. In Kaliyuga the strongest man, whoever he may 

be and in whichever family he is bora, becomes the lord of all. 
Man maihjtains himself through girls taken from all the castes. 
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13. A brahmin is initiated in the Kali age by any expe¬ 
dient and, O leading brahmins, anything can be considered a 
mode of atonement- 

14, Everything is considered a sacred text in the Kali age, 
O brahmins. Whoever utters whatever thing is taken to be a 
holy scripture. Deities are on the same footing in the Kali age. 
Everything is everyone’s Airama (stage in life), 

15* Fast* exertion and charity constitute pious activities 
in Kali age and rites are performed as one pleases. 

16. In Kali age men become haughty and arrogant even 
with a little wealth. Pride of beauty in women will be on the 
basis of their tresses of hair. 

17. As gold, jewels, diamonds as well as garments dwindle 
in the Kali age, women will be embellished by their tresses. 

18. Women will forsake their husbands having no wealth. 
In Kali age it is the moneyed man who becomes the lord of 
damsels. 

19. Whoever gives the maximum amount is considered their 
lord* Nobility in men is based on this lordship* 

20. Hoarded wealth is exhausted in the maintenance of a 
home; intellect has the one end of hoarding wealth; riches 
come to an end in the enjoyment of pleasures in Kali age* 

21* Women in Kali age will be harlots desirous of luxury. 
They covet men who have earned much by illegal means. 

22* At that time, O brahmins, no man will brook a loss to 
his vested interest even to the extent of a fourth of a Pana (the 
smallest coin) even when he is entreated by his own friend. 

23, O brahmins, in the Kali age, the mind will always be 
manly and courageous. Cows will be solemnly honoured as long 
as they yield milk. 

24. Fearing a drought the subjects will be afraid of hunger. 
They will then have their eyes riveted to the sky, 

25. Like the sages of yore men will have roots, leaves and 
fruits for their food. They will think of killing themselves in 
their misery due to the absence of rain, 

26, They will have perpetual famine and pain. They will 
be incapable of mastering things. By virtue of their lapses their 
happiness will be spoiled. 
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27. At the advent of Kali age people will take food without 
taking bath. They will not honour and worship fire, gods, and 
guests. They will not offer libations and oblations with water 

and balls of rice. 
28. In Kali age women will be greedy and lecherous. They 

will have puny bodies but they will be gluttonous. They will 
have little good fortune but plenty of offsprings. 

29. Scratching their heads with hands, women will disobey 
their elders and husbands. They will be unrestrained. 

30. Women will be furious. They will be more interested 
in sustaining themselves; they will be wanting in the purity of 
bodies. They will habitually speak harsh and untruthful words. 

31. Even the women of noble families will be ill-behaved. 
They will yearn for men of bad conduct. They will be unchaste 
and disloyal to their husbands. 

32. Men of no holy rites will study the Vedas. Householders 
will not perform homas nor will they give appropriate things in 
charity. 

33. Forest-dwellers will take to the diet pertaining to the 
villagers. Mendicants will be influenced by filial affection and 
other contacts towards sons* 

34. At the advent of Kali age kings will no longer protect 
their subjects. They will take the wealth of common man under 
the pretext of taxes and fees. 

35. Whoever happens to possess horses, chariots and ele¬ 
phants will become the king. In the Kali age, those who happen 
to be weak will be servants. 

36. Vaiiyas will forsake their traditional duty such as agri¬ 
culture, trade etc., and take to the &udra activities. They will 
sustain themselves by means of crafts etc. 

37. Sudras will take up the holy rite of begging for alms. 
Base men will display their signs of renunciation. Unconsecratcd 
men will resort to heretic activities, 

38. Harassed by the burden of taxes and famine, people 
w:ll become miserable. They will migrate to those lands where 

wheat and barley abound. 
39* As the Vedic path falls into disuse, as the people become 

more and more heretic, sins will increase and the span of life of 

the people will shrink* 
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40. When men begin to undertake austerities notprescribed 
by sacred texts there will be infantile mortality due to the fault 
of kings. 

41. Girls will give birth to children at the ages of five, six 
and seven years begotten by men of the ages of eight, nine and 
ten. 

42. Hairs will begin to turn grey at the twelfth year. No 
one will live upto the twentieth year. 

43. Men will be destroyed in a short time because their 
wisdom and intelligence will be mediocre and their kings will be 
wicked. They will wear false marks. 

44. The increase in the severity of the Kali age should be 
inferred by wise persons as the heretic activities are observed 
more and more. 

45. Whenever there is destruction and loss of good people 
following the Vedic path the increase in the severity of Kali 
age should be inferred by wise persons. 

46. When the undertakings of men of virtuous activities do 
not flourish, O brahmins, the prominence of Kali age should be 
inferred by wise persons. 

47. When persons cease to perform sacrifices in the worship 
of Purusottama, lord of sacrifices, the influence of Kali age 
should be inferred. 

48. The increase in the severity of Kali should be inferred 
by wise and intelligent persons when there is no interest in 
Vedic discussions and heretical doctrines are entertained. 

49. In the Kali age, O brahmins, men overpowered by 
heresy will never worship Visnu, the lord of the Universe, the 
Supreme lord, the Creator of everything. 

50. Men influenced by heresy will prattle thus ; of what 
avail are Devas ? Of what use are the brahmins and the Vedas ? 
Of what avail is the purificatory wash with water ?”. 

51. At the advent of Kali age, O brahmins, clouds will 
shower less rain, plants will produce less, and fruits will have 
less nutritional value. 

52. In Kali age clothes will come down only upto the knees, 
&e trees will be like the Sami tree, the castes will exhibit the 
characteristics of Sudras. 
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53, When the Kali age approaches and advances foodgrains 
will turn into atoms; cow milk will be mostly that got from 
goats and the unguent will he Uiita grass. 

54. In the Kali age, O excellent sages, mothers* and fathers* 
in-law will be mainly considered elders. Men and women shall 
take food in open buildings (Eating Houses) along with their 
friends (?). 

55* Men following their fathers-in-law will say : “Whose 
mother ? Whose father ? A man is the product of his own 
Karman.” 

56. Men of insignificant intellect will be afflicted again 
and again by verbal, mental and physical faults and they will 
commit sins everyday. 

57. O brahmins, everything that is conducive to misery in 
respect of persons without truth, cleanliness and honourable 
shyness will take place in the Kali age* 

5& At that time when there is no self-study of the Vedas, 
when there is no utterance of the Mantra Va§at, when there 
is no utterance of Svadha and Svaha, there will rarely be a 
brahmin in the world. 

59. In a short time he will perform an excellent meritorious 
rite which in the Krta yuga is done by hard penance* 

The sages said : 

60. At what time does a simple act of piety yield a great 
benefit? It behoves you to mention it entirely. We have a keen 
desire to hear. 

Vy&sa said : 

61. In the blessed Kali age, O brahmins, there shall be a 
great benefit through less strain* Women and Sudras shall be¬ 
come blessed. Understand one thing more. 

62-63. In regard to penance, practice of celibacy, performance 

of Japa, O brahmins, what is achieved in the Kftayuga in ten 
years is achieved in a year in the Tretayuga, It is achieved in a 
month in the Dvaparayuga and in a day and night in the Kali-* 
yuga. Hence we can say a person achieves good things in the 

Kali agf easily. 
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64* By singing songs in praise of Kefava in the Kali age 
one obtains what one obtains in the Kjta yuga by meditation, 
in the Treta yuga by performing sacrifices and in the Dvapara 
by conducting worship, 

65* In the Kali age, a person attains increased virtue by 
means of a simple effort. People become well-versed in piety 
with a little strain. Hence I am pleased with Kali age. 

66-69. Formerly, the twice-born grasped the Vedas by obser¬ 
ving the holy rites. Thereafter, they performed sacrifices by 
means of wealth acquired by pious means. Meaningless talk, 
eating unconsecrated food (Vrata Bhojana) and aimless squan¬ 
dering of money (Vrata Svam) shall lead to the downfall of the 
twice-born along with their attendants. Improper performance 
of everything leads to faults* O brahmins, the twice-born cannot 
take in food and drink as they wish because they are bound by 
certain conventions in every activity. They are endowed with 
humility and they attain other worlds with great stress and 
strain, 

70. But a Sudra achieves salvation merely by serving the 
twice-born. He is authorized in Pakayajfta (mere cooking of his 
food is no less than a Yajna), Hence a Sudra is more blessed. 

71. In the Kaliyuga, there is no restriction on what should 
be eaten or what should not be eaten. There is no restraining 
law in regard to sins, O leading sages, hence this has been men¬ 
tioned as something good. 

72. Wealth should be acquired by men without a conflict 
with their duties; wealth should be distributed among deserving 
persons; sacrifices should be duly performed* 

73. In its acquisition and maintenance there is great strain 
and pain, O excellent brahmins* Similarly, in the matter of 
utilising it properly too there is great effort; wealth should be 
known as something very difficult to deal with, 

74. By means of these and other strenuous efforts, O excel¬ 
lent brahmins, people attain PrSjapatya and other worlds in due 
order, 

75. A women attains other worlds by duly serving her hus¬ 
band by thoughts, words and deeds. That is because, O 
brahmins, she attains the same world as he. 
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76. Thus she attains those worlds without much effort like 
the man. 

For the third time it has been mentioned by me that women 
are good. 

77. Thus has been mentioned* O brahmins, what you have 
come here for. Hence* ask as you please. I shall explain every¬ 
thing clearly to you. 

78-80. In the Kali age, virtue is achieved wuh very little 
effort by men who wash off their sins by means of water in the 
form of qualities of the soul. O excellent sages* the same is achi¬ 
eved by Sudras devoted to the service of the twice-born. Simi¬ 
larly* it is achieved by women without strain merely by serving 
their husbands. Hence, all these three are considered by me 
highly blessed. 

In the Kfta and other yugas the twice-born have to undergo 
great strain in accomplishing piety. 

81-82. But O excellent sages* in Kaliyuga, men attain 
Siddhi (spiritual achievement) by means of simple austerities. 
Blessed people act virtually. O sages* conversant with virtue, 
what has been desired by y6u has been described by me even 
without being asked. What else shall be done* O brahmins? 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTYTHREE 

Foretelling Future (contd.) 

The sages said: 

1-3. We do not know whether the advent of Kali is immi¬ 
nent or far off. Therefore* we wish for final Yuga and the end of 
Dv&para age. For the present we have come here for the acqui¬ 
sition of Dharma. We shall take up the greatest virtue and 
happiness with the smallest effort. The final Yuga that causes 
terror and heartburn has approached. It has destroyed Dharma. 
O sage, conversant with Dharma ! it beloves you to describe it 

along wrt1 the symptoms in detail. 
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Vy&sa said : 

4. In the final Yuga will come up those kings who will 
ccasc to be protectors and take away the portion of oblations. 
They will be interested only in saving themselves. 

5. In the final Yuga, non-K?atriyas will become kings, 
brahmins will resort to Sudras for sustenance and Sudras will 
maintain the conduct and way of life of the brahmins. 

6. In the final Yuga, O excellent sages, brahmins well-versed 
in the Vedas as well as fallen evil ones will take food sitting 
in the same row. Havis offerings will be devoid of usual holy 
rites. 

7. Men will become ill-mannered. They will be devoted to 
the hoarding of wealth. They will be fond of liquor and meat. 
Base men will carnally approach the wives of their friends. 

8. In the final Yuga, thieves will carry out the activities 
of kings. Kings will practise thieving, servants will take food and 
enjoy without taking permission first. 

9. In the final Yuga, wealth and assets will become impor¬ 
tant. The conduct and activitiesof the good will not be honoured. 
The fallen ones will not be rebuked and treated with contempt, 

10. Men will be ugly with the noses missing and the hairs 
in disarray. Girls less than sixteen in age will give birth to 
children. 

11. In the final yuga, cooked food will be sold in the open 
places; brahmins will sell the Vedas; women will sell their 
honour. 

12. Everyone will discuss and expound the supreme Brah¬ 
man and the Vedas. Brahmins will follow the Vajasaneya texts. 
The pro pounders will resemble the Sudras and the brahmins 
will become the disciples (ofSudras). 

13. Sudras will begin to expound Dharma. Their teeth 
will be white. They will conquer their sense-organs. They will 
wear ocher robes. They will sustain themselves with knavishness 
and crooked intellect. 

14. In the final Yuga beasts of prey will increase in 
number and cows will dwindle in number. Good men will 

-i i 

decrease. 
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15* The base ones will stay in the end. The subjects will 
lose bashfulness f They are doomed in that final age. 

16. Even the excellent brahmins sell fruits of their austeri¬ 
ties and sacrifices* The seasons will become adverse during that 
ultimate age. 

17. Similarly, steers under training will be yoked to the 
plough even when they are two years old. When the yuga comes 
to a close, the clouds will begin to shower in a quaint way, 

18* Those who are bom in the family of heroes will become 
kings as the lower subjects become baser and baser at the close 
of the age. 

19. Charitable gifts will be obligatory on the parts of 
parents while the sons will never perform sacred rites as the age 
comes to a close* 

20* When the age comes to a close, the Earth will be mostly 
barren arid soil; the highways will be infested with robbers; 
almost all the people will become merchants. 

21* Sons will eagerly share the hereditary assets and 
charitable gifts. Urged by greed and other bad qualities they 
will be antagonistic to one another and will even attempt to 
take away other's shares. 

22* At the close of the Yuga when tenderness, beauty and 
jewellery cease to exist women will be decked by means of their 
tresses* 

23* A householder devoid of stamina and virility will 
attempt to have sexual pleasure. When the Yuga comes to a 
close no sexual indulgence will be on a par with that with one’s 
own wife- 

24. The following is the characteristic feature of the close 
of the Yuga* Most of the men will be base in character and 
ignoble; their handsomeness will be futile; men will be in a 
minority; there will be more women* 

25. Population will consist mostly of beggars; people will 
never give anything to one another* They will perish on being 
harassed by kings and robbers or destroyed by fire or fighting. 

26. When the Yuga comes to a close, plants will cease to 
bear fruits; young men will exhibit the characteristics of old 
men and men of no good conduct will be happy in the world. 
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27. When the Yuga comes to a close rough and low winds 
showering hailstone will begin to blow in the rainy seasons; the 

other world will become of doubtful existence. 

28. Kings like the Vaisyas will maintain themselves with 

wealth and foodgrains. When the Yuga passes off, no one will 
behave like kinsman to anyone. 

29. Agreements and promises wiil cease to function. When 

the Yuga comes to a close a debt will lose itself along with a 

sense of propriety and decorum. 
30. Delight of men will be fruitless and the anger of men 

will be fruitful. When the Yuga comes to a close people will 
begin to rear goats for getting milk. 

31. Similarly, sacrifices will be performed not in accordance 

with the sacred texts. Men who profess to be scholars will be 

acting in an unauthorized manner. 

32-36. There is no doubt that there will not be anyone to 

expound what is mentioned in the scriptures. Without resorting 

to elderly persons everyone will come to know everything; when 

the close of the Yuga is imminent there will be no one who is not a 

poet; all the stars will be devoid of Yogas; the twice-born people 

will not abide by their holy rites. When the close of the Yuga is 

imminent, the kings will be robbers. Bastards, dishonest men 

and liquor addicts will begin to expound Brahman. At the 

close of the Yuga, excellent brahmins will perform horse sacri¬ 
fice. Brahmins will eat forbidden food. They will perform 

sacrifices on behalf of those who do not deserve them. When the 

close of the Yuga is imminent brahmins will become greedy of 
wealth. They will utter the word “Bhoh”. No one will learn 

(the Vedas). 
37. Women will have a single conch shell (tied round their 

necks) which they will tie up with a rope. Stars will be devoid 
of lustre. The ten quarters will become adverse. 

38. At the close of the Yuga the red lustre of twilight will 

be of a burnt hue. Sons will employ their fathers in their own 

jobs and the daughters-in-law their mothers-in-law. 

39. In the ultimate Yugas women as well as men will live 

like this. They will take food and enjoy without conducting 

holy rites. Brahmins will not perform sacrifices in the sacred 

fires. 
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40* Without offering alms and oblations men will partake 
of their meals. Deceiving their husbands who are asleep women 
will go elsewhere. 

4L The husbands may not be sick, nor devoid of hand¬ 
someness; they may not be weak, they may not be jealous too. 
(Still the women are disloyal to them.) When the Yuga comes 
to a close no one will be grateful for helps rendered. 

The sages said : 

42-43. When virtue is held in abeyance and suspense thus, 

in which country will those men who are harassed by taxes 
reside? What will be their diet? What will be their pastimes? 

What will be their rites? What will be their likes? What will be 
their magnitude? What will be their span of life 7 What quarter 

will they resort to before they reach once again the Kfta Age? 

Vyasasaid : 

44. After this, when the virtue falls down the subjects will 

become devoid of good qualities* After attaining loss of good 

conduct they will attain deficiency in their longevity, 

45. They will incur decline in strength due to defi¬ 
ciency in longevity; pallor and discolouration due to decline in 

strength, sickness and pain due to pallor; and despondency due 

to pain of sickness* 
46. Due to despondency self-knowledge will be aroused in 

them; due to self-knowledge inclination towards piety (will be 

acquired by them). By attaining the highest point thus they will 
reach the Kfta Yuga* 

47. Some will be practising piety to a certain extent; some 

will attain a neutral state; some will follow misconceived piety; 
some will attain jolly temperament. 

48. Some will come to the conclusion that only perception 

and inference constitute true testimony; others will say that no¬ 

thing can be true testimony* 
49. Some will be addicted to atheism and ruin piety; some 

will become deluded* Brahmins will profess to be great scholars* 
50. People will be excluded from the knowledge of scrip¬ 

tures* They will retain faith only in what is current for the 

nonce* Men devoid of knowledge will become arrogant. 
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51. When piety becomes unsteady and disarranged, there 
will still be people honoured by the noble ones who will prac¬ 
tise auspicious rites and resort to charitable deeds. 

52. When people begin to eat indiscriminately, when 

they think that they are protected by themselves, when 

they conceal themselves, when they become devoid of 

mercy, when they are shameless in their character, these are the 

signs of Kali age. 
53. During the period of the onslaught of Kali that des¬ 

troys strict adherence to wisdom, even unprepared persons will 

attain Siddhi in a short while. 
54. O brahmins, if the people of lower castes resort to the 

perpetual course of conduct of the brahmins, it is a feature of 

Kali. 
55. When the Yuga comes to a close there will be great 

wars, heavy downpour, strong gusts of wind and scorching 

heat. It is the characteristic feature of Kali. 
56. When the close of Yuga is imminent, Raksasas and 

beings who know through the spies enjoy the Earth in the 
guise of brahmins. 

57-60. The following types of evil men will abound in the 

world : Persons devoid of self-study of the Vedas; persons 

who do not utter Vasat mantras; evil leaders; arrogant ones; 

those who eat flesh; those who eat indiscriminately; those with 
futile holy rites; foolish ones greedy of wealth; petty ones;those 

with insignificant paraphernalia; those who are surrounded by 

diverse dealings (?); those who have fallen down from per¬ 

petual piety; those who take away other’s jewels; those who 
harass other men’s wives; passionate men; wicked men; deceit- 

fill persons; and men fond of risky adventures. When these 

persons abound there will be sages of many forms. They will 

be men of want and privation (?) 

61. Men will honour and worship by means of discourse 

all those important persons who are bom in the Kali Age. 

62. There will be persons stealing vegetables, garments, 

foodstuffs and small baskets and boxes. 
63. There will be thieves outwitting other thieves, there 

will be slayers of murderers. When the thieves are destroyed by 

other^ thieves, there will be peace everywhere. 
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64. When a time characterized by worthlessness and full 
of disturbances comes and there are no holy rites, men who 
are afflicted by the burden of taxes, will resort to the forest. 

65. When the holy rites of sacrifices cease to be performed, 
demons, beasts of prey, worms, mice and serpents will 
attack men. 

66. At the close of the Age some excellent men in certain 

places will enjoy prosperity, abundance of food, of good healt 
and self-sufficiency in the kinsmen. 

67. In the different regions there will be separate groups 

of persons equipped with rafts and requisites. They will be 
protected by themselves as well as robbed by themselves. 

68. As time passes on, men will be dislodged from their 

countries; they will lose valuable things along with their 
kinsmen. 

69. They will be afflicted by starvation and they will run 
away in great fright taking their children with them. They 

will cross the river Kau£ikl. 

70. They will resort to the lands of Anga, Vanga, Kalinga, 

Kasmira and Ko£ala. They will occupy valleys and chasms 
between the mountains abounding in sages. 

71-72, They will occupy the entire ridge of the Himalayas 

and the coasts of the briny sea. They will use rotting leaves, 

barks of trees and skins of deer and stay there when the Age 
comes to a close. The men will stay in the forests along with the 

alien barbarous groups of Mlecchas. 

73. The Earth will be neither void nor full of forests. Kings 

will be both protectors and non-protectors. 

74. Men will sustain themselves by means of deer, fish, 

birds, beasts of prey, serpents, insects, worms, honey, vegetables, 

green fruits and roots. 

75. Like sages men will use barks of trees, skins of deer and 

will have for their food the rotting and decaying leaves and 

fruits. 
76. The people will not be able to extract oil from seeds. 

They will be assailed and struck by darts fixed to wooden 

pieces. They will always rear goats, sheep, asses, mules and 

camels. - 
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77, They will resort to the banks of rivers and for the 
sake of diverting the course of water they will restrain the flow 
of currents. They will be engaged in mutual petty trade and 

deal in cooked food. 
78-79. The hairs growing from their bodies will remain so 

and dirt will get accumulated in between. Some of them will 
have many children, and others will be devoid of progeny. 

They will be devoid of nobility of birth and good conduct. 
Some will sustain themselves by evil means. The base and vile 
subjects will follow a base moral code. 

80-82. The maximum expectation of life of those men will 
be thirty. The people will be weak and emaciated due to the 

enjoyment of worldly pleasures. They will be overwhelmed by 

the sadness of old age. Due to sickness their virility becomes 

reduced. Since the reliance on life expectation is restrained 

people desist from indulgence. They are ' desirous of meeting 

and serving pious men. As business dealings become rarer, they 

will resort to truthfulness. 

83. Due to the non-fulfilment of their desires they will be 
p 

pious in their conduct. Themselves afflicted by destruction 

they will perform consecratory rites. 
84. Thus the people, desirous of serving, will adhere to the 

good practice of charitable gifts, truthfulness and protection 

of living beings. Then Dharma (virtue) will function to the 
extent of one-fourth and the people will attain welfare. 

85. As people gradually change for the better and their 

capacity to infer improves they will enquire,“What is the tasty 

thing?" They will see that it is Dharma (virtue), 

86. The people, who had incurred loss and damage once, 

will attain prosperity when they take to virtue. They will then 

see the Kfta Yuga, 

87-88, People are of good conduct in the Krta Yuga and 

it is said that there is loss in the Kali Age. The time “is 
but one even as the moon is but one* When the moon is envelo¬ 

ped in darkness it does not shine. It is then like the Kali Age. 

When the moon is released by darkness, it shines. It is then 

like the Krta Yuga, 

89-93. This classification of Ages is mere secondary 

assertion. But the supreme Brahman is the real meaning of the 
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Vedas. It is non-disjointed, it is not realized; it is held as here¬ 
ditary legacy. 

Penance is assertion of what is desired. It is made fixed and 

steady. Holy rites are achieved by means of good qualities 

and good qualities are purified by means of holy rites. 
Benediction is in consonance with place and time on 

viewing the person (who is the recipient of the same). In every 

Age it has been cited by sages at the proper time. 

The auspicious and meritorious benedictions are but the 
reaction of virtue, wealth, love, salvation and gods. So also is 
longevity in the different ages. 

The changes of the Ages have begun to function long since 

due to the nature of the creator. The world of living beings is 
always undergoing change by fall and rise. It does not remain 
still even for a moment. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTYFOUR 

Description of Annihilation 

Vydsa said ; 

1. The reabsorption of all living beings is of three kinds. 

(1) Naimittika (conditional) (2) Prakftika (natural) and 
Atyantika (the ultimate one). 

2. The conditional re-absorption is Brahma (pertaining to 

Brahma). It is the re-absorption at the end of a Kalpa (set 
of four Yugas). The ultimate one is salvation and the 

Prakfta (natural one) is (delimited) by the Parardhas. 

The sages said: 

3. O holy sage, explain the number of Parardha as it has 
been mentioned before, and by doubling which the natural re¬ 

absorption has to be realized. 

Vydsa said: 

4. O 'brahmins, each one of the digits is considered ten 
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times as much in value as the previous one on the right. There¬ 
fore at the eighteenth place it is called Parardha (i.e, one 
followed by seventeen zeros). 

5, Double the Parardha is considered, O brahmins, as 
Prakrta Laya (natural reabsorption). At that time every¬ 
thing manifest merges and dissolves into the unmanifest which 
is the cause of all. 

6, Human Nime$a (i.e, winking time) is called a Matra 
and it is the basic unit of time. Fifteen Matras constitute one 
Ka?{ha and thirty Kasthas one Kala. 

7, Fifteen Kalas make a Nadika. In the calculation of time 
by means of the measurement of water it is equivalent to half 
of thirteen Palas (6\ Palas of water trickling down through a 
hole may take a Na^ika of time i.e, 24 minutes to flow out 
completely). 

8. According to Magadha calculation it is time for the full 
trickling down of a Prastha of water through four holes four 
Angulas from one another, pricked by means of golden pul¬ 
ses (?) (? Each hole is of the size of a pulse grain), 

9. O excellent brahmins, two Na^ikas make one Muhurta 
(48 minutes)* A day of twentyfour hours consists of thirty 
Muhurtas and thirty days make a month. 

10. Twelve months make a year and this constitutes a 
period of a day and a night in the heaven. Three hundred and 
sixty human years make one divine year, 

11- Twelve thousand divine years make a set of four Yugas. 
A thousand sets of four Yugas are considered to be one day of 
Brahma. 

12. It is called a Kalpa. O excellent brahmins, fourteen 
Manus reign over that period of time. At the end of that period 
is the Naimittika Laya (conditional re-absorption) of Brahma, 

13. O leading brahminsj its nature is very terrible. Listen 
to it even as I narrate. 1 shall explain the Prakrta Laya 
(natural re-absorption) afterwards. 

14. At the end of a set of four Yugas when the surface of 
the Earth is almost worn off there will be a very severe drought 
extending over a period of a hundred years. 

15. Then, O excellent sages, almost all of those earthly 
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things that are of poor strength are destroyed due to the 
excessive pressure. 

16. Then the imperishable lord Kysna assumes the form of 
Rudra and endeavours to keep the subjects within himself for 
the purpose of annihilation. 

17. Then, O excellent sages, lord Visnu is stationed in the 
seven rays of the sun and sucks up the water. 

18. After drinking up the water present in the elements and 
living beings, O brahmins, he makes the entire surface of the 
Earth dried up and withered. 

19. He dries up oceans, rivers, mountains and mountain 
springs. He sucks up the water that is present in the nether 
worlds too, 

20. As every particle of water vanishes there will be seven 
suns, each of a thousand rays and they become increased in 
size due to their watery diet. 

21. Blazing from beneath and above, O brahmins, those 
seven suns bum up the three worlds along with the nether 
worlds, 

22. On being burnt by those blazing suns, the three worlds, 
along with the extensive area-of mountains, trees and oceans, 
become devoid of viscidity. 

23. Then the entire area of the three worlds, O brahmins, 
has all the trees and watery parts dried up. The Earth attains 
the shape of the back of a tortoise. 

24. Thereafter lord Hara, the annihilator of all created be¬ 
ings, terrible like black fire, bums the nether worlds from below 
by means of the hot breath of the serpent Sesa, 

25-26. . After burning the nether worlds that huge fire 
reaches the Earth. It bums the entire surface of the Earth. 
Then the terrible fire bums the Bhuvah world and the Svarga 
world. With the clusters of flames whirling and curling the fire 
revolves there itself. 

27-28. At that time the entire area of the three worlds 
appears like a frying pan. It is surrounded by whirling clusters 
of flames. At that time, O brahmins, the residents of the two 
worlds lose their strength. They are enveloped by the scorching 
heat. When their abodes are taken away (i.e. consumed by 

fire), they go to the Maharloka. 
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29. From there also people proceed ahead to Janaloka 
on being scorched by the great sunshine ten times more power¬ 
ful. They are desirous of a supreme abode. 

30. After burning the entire universe, O excellent sages, 
the lord in the guise of Rudra, produces clouds by means of 
breath expelled from his mouth. 

31. Thereafter, rise up in the sky the Saxpvartaka clouds 
that are terribly destructive. They are as huge as big herds of 

elephants. They contain fierce lightning streaks and they 
rumble. 

32. Some of these clouds arc like a collyrium mountain; 
some are like the elephant Kumuda. Some are smoky in colour. 
Some are yellow. 

33. Some are turmeric; some resemble the exudation of lac 

juice; some appear like lapis lazuli; and some are like sapphire. 
34. Some resemble a conch shell and others the turner’s 

lathe; some are like Jati flower (white jasmine) and some are 

like Kunda. Some are scarlet coloured like the tiny insect 
Indragopa (glow-worm) and some are like ManahSita (?) 

35. Some of the terrible clouds rise up like the petals of a 
lotus; some have the shape of an excellent city; some are like 

big mountains. 
36. Others resemble the apartments on the tops of houses; 

some are like the dry tracts of ground. They are huge in body 

and loud in their sound; they cover the sky completely. 
37. Making heavy downpours, O brahmins, they subdue 

the extremely terrible fire that has spread over the entire area 

of the three worlds. 
38. Even after the fire has been extinguished, O excellent 

sages, those clouds shower down water for more than a hundred 

years flooding the entire Universe. 
39. After flooding the entire Earth by means of heavy down¬ 

pours with the torrents, O brahmins, they flood the Bhuvarloka 

and the heaven above. 
40. With the whole universe enveloped in darkness, with 

all beings mobile and immobile destroyed, those great clouds 

shower for more than a hundred years, 
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CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTYFIVE 

The natural re-absorption 

Vyasa said : 

1, O excellent brahmins, when the water encroaches 
upon the abode of seven sages (Great Bear) the entire area of 

the three worlds becomes a vast sheet of water. 

2. Then, O brahmins, the wind arising out of the expiration 
of Visnu destroys those clouds in the course of hundred years 
and more, 

3-4. Lord Hari, identical with all living beings, the creator 
of all living beings, the lord without beginning, the primordial 

cause of the univese who cannot even be contemplated upon, 
drinks up the whole of the wind. The lord then assumes the form 
of Brahman, Hari the cause of (everything) lies on the bed of 

the body of Sesa in that vast sheet of water. 

5. He is (then) eulogised by Sanaka and other Siddhas 

abiding in the Janaloka. He is meditated upon by the aspirants 

of liberation abiding in Brahmaloka. 
i- 

6. He then employs the divine Yoganidri (vogic slumber) 
consisting of Maya of the Atman (soul). He is the Supreme 

lord pondering over himself with the appellation of Vasudeva. 

7. O excellent brahmins, thisis called the Naimittika (condi¬ 

tional ) Pratisaftcara (re-absorption). The Nimitta or condi¬ 

tion there is the fact that Hari lies down there after assuming 

the form of Brahma. 

8. When Sarvatman (the soul of all) is awake, the universe 
is active. When Acyuta lies down on the bed of Maya (Illusion) 

this visible universe vanishes. 

9. A thousand sets of four Yugas constitute a day of 

the lotus-born Brahma. When the whole universe becomes a 

vast sheet of water, a period of as much duration is said to be 

his night. 

10. Waking up at the close of the night, Brahma continues 

the work of creation. As mentioned to you before, it is Vi$«ju 

who assumes this form of BrahtnE and continues the work of 

creation. - 
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11. This is annihilation at the end of a Kalpa (or) Inter¬ 
vening annihilation, brahmins. The Naimittika (conditional) 
annihilation has been described to you. Listen to the other 
one, the Prakfta (natural) annihilation. 

12-14, O brahmins, a series of annihilations is achieved by 
means of fire, absence of rain etc. in upper and lower regions. 
The created ones, Mahat etc. are particularly dissolved* 
When the process of reabsorption is thus brought about by 
Krsna's will, the waters at the outset, grasp and destroy 
smell and other characteristic features of the Earth element. The 
Earth thus deprived of its smell is then ready for its reabsorption. 

15-16. When the Gandhatanmatra (the suble primary ele¬ 
ment of smell) is destroyed the Earth dissolves into the Water. 
The waters fill everything. They move about everywhere with 
great velocity and loud report, The Lokaloka (? the mountain 
of that name) is surrounded by water alone, the water with 
surging waves. 

17. The (special) quality of the waters (i.e. taste) is drunk 
(consumed and destroyed) by the Fire element. When the 
Rasatanmatra (the subtle primary element of taste) is destroyed, 
the heated waters perish. 

18-19. Then the waters with their taste element dead and 
destroyed attain the state of fiery dement. When the water 
element has attained the state of fiery element and is enveloped 
by the fiery element all round, that fire spreads everywhere and 
takes up the water. Then the fire gradually fills the entire 
universe. 

20* It spreads everywhere, at the sides, above and below 
along with its rays. The fire-element has its great quality, rupa 
(colour), that causes lustre, that is destroyed by Yayu. 

21-23* When the fire element is dissolved, when everything 
has assumed the form of the wind element, then the riipatan- 
matra (the subtle primary element of colour) is destroyed. 
The fiery element, bereft of its colour subsides and the great 
wind dement begins to blow. When splendour is dissolved in 
the wind element and the whole world is deprived of light since 
it has been dissolved in the wind, the wind begins to blow in the 
ten directions, upwards and sideways. 
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24-26* Then Ether consumes and destroys the quality of 
touch, the quality of the wind element. Then the wind-element 
subsides. The Ether remains uncovered. It is devoid of colour, 

taste* touch and smell. It has no tangible form. It fills every¬ 
thing. Characterised by the quality of sound it stands envelop¬ 
ing everything* 

27-28. Then the Supreme spirit of Ahamkara (Ego) con¬ 
sumes and destroys its quality of sound. The elements and the 
Indriyas (sense organs) get simultaneously merged in Bhutadi* 

This Bhutadi (Ego) is of the nature of Abhimana (referring all 

objects to self). It is Tamasa (constituted of darkness) . The 
Great Principle, the Cosmic Intellect consumes and destroys 
Bhutadi. 

29-30* The earth element and the Great Principle are at 
the extremities of the universe within and without. Thus there 

are seven Prakftis (causes) beginning with the supreme princi¬ 

ple, the Cosmic Intellect. All of them get merged among them¬ 

selves in the reverse order. Similarly this cosmic egg gets merg¬ 
ed in water by which it has been enveloped* 

31, (The cosmic egg) consisting of seven worlds along with 
the mountains, the seven continents and oceans is enveloped by 

water and it is drunk (i.e. destroyed) by the fiery element, 

32-34, The Jyoti or fiery layer merges into the gaseous 
layer; the gaseous layer merges into the Ether; the Bhutadi or 

Ego consumes the Ether and the Great Principle or Cosmic 

Intellect consumes it. O brahmins, the Prakrti (Nature) con¬ 
sumes the Cosmic Intellect accompanied by all these. O exce¬ 

llent brahmins, that entity wherein there is the equilibrium of 

all the attributes (gunas), none of them being enlarged or ren¬ 
dered deficient is called Prakrti (Nature), Hetu (cause), Pra- 

dhana (the Chief) and Param Karan am (greatest cause). This 

is the Prakrti, the whole of which is of the nature of (partly) 

manifest and (partly) unmanifest. 

35-36* The form that is manifest merges, O brahmins, into 

the unmanifest. That imperishable one is pure and single, eter¬ 
nal and omnipresent. And that is the part, O excellent brahmins, 

of the supreme soul identical with living beings. It is here that 

the conceptions of names, classes etc* perish. 
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37. It is worth knowing. It is of the pure form of existence. 
It is of the nature of knowledge. It is greater than (the embo¬ 
died) soul. It is Brahman. It is the greatest abode. It is the 
greatest soul. It is the greatest lord. 

38-39. That Vi$$u is identical with this (visible world), 
from whom no one returns. Prakrti has already been men¬ 
tioned by me as one of manifest and unmanifest forms. 
Prakrti and Purusa (i.c. Individual Soul) merge into the 
supreme Atman; and the supreme Atman is the support of ail. 
He is the great Lord. 

40-42. He is sung about in the Vedas and the Vedantas 
by the name of Visnu. 

The Vedicrites are twofold :1 the Pravjrtta (the active), 2 
the Nivrtta (the refraining one). By means of both of these 
the lord is worshipped in the form of sacrifice. This lord of 
sacrifices, the best among Purusas, is worshiped by persons by 
means of (active paths) in Rk, Yajus and Saman. 

The lord, with (knowledge) as his soul and form, is wor¬ 
shipped by means of Jfianayoga as well as Nivftti Margas. 
Visnu who is worshipped thus bestows the fruit of liberation. 

43-45. Whatever thing exists and is mentioned by short, 
long and prolated vowels, and what is beyond the pale of 
words—all these are identical with Visnu the unchanging. He 
is both manifest and unmanifest. He is the unchanging Purusa. 
He is the supreme Atman. He is the universal soul. He is Hari 
who assumes the universal form. 

Prakrti which is of manifest and unmanifest forms merges 
into him. 

46-49. Purusa, O brahmins, merges into the undistor¬ 

ted soul. 
O brahmins, the time unit in the form of two parardhas has 

been mentioned by me. O great brahmins, it is the day time 
ofVif^u the lord. 

When Prakrti merges into the manifest and when Prakrti 
and Purusa remain firm therein—it is his night of an equal 
duration. 

Really there is neither day nor night in regard to the 
eternal supreme soul. It is only figuratively mentioned thus in 
regard to that lord, 
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Thus O great sages, the Prakrta Laya (re-absorption) 
has been mentioned to you. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTYSIX 

The Ultimate Re-absorption 

Vyasa said: 

1. After understanding the three types of suffering, O 
brahmins, beginning with the Adhyatmika (i,e. the organic), 
a learned man realises perfect knowledge and has Vairagya 
(detachment). He then attains the ultimate re-absorption. 

2. The organic (suffering) is of two types, viz. the physical 
and the mental. The physical suffering is of various types. Let 
it be heard. 

3-4, The physical suffering and ailment is of various types 
such as headache, cold, fever, fistula, enlargement of the 
spleen, piles, intumescence, asthma, nausea, ailment of the 
eyes, diarrhoea, leprosy, ailment of the limbs and many 

others. It behoves you to listen to the mental (suffering). 

5-6. The suffering arising from love, anger, fear, hatred, 
greed, delusion and despondency, the attack of misery, jeal¬ 
ousy, insult, envious impatience and spiteful malice—these 
are mental sufferings. O excellent brahmins, the mental 
suffering too is of various kinds. O excellent sages, they are 
different in these ways. 

7. The Adhibhautika (extraneous and material) suffering 
occurs to men from animals, birds, men, evil spirits, serpents, 

ogres, reptiles and other beings. 

8. O excellent brahmins, the suffering arising from cold¬ 
ness, heat, winds, rains, water, lightning etc. is called Adhi* 
daivika. 

9. O excellent sages, misery is of thousands of varieties 
arising from birth in the womb, old age, ignorance, death and 

(felling into) hell. 
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10. The creature in the womb is enveloped by faeces in 
plenty. Its back, neck and clusters of bones are broken. 

11. It is excessively tormented by the scorching foodstuffs 
of its mother, of extremely pungent, sour, hot, bitter and saline 
taste. It suffers excessive pain. 

12. It is unable to stretch or bend its limbs. It lies in 
the slough of faeces and urine. It is afflicted everywhere. 

13. It gets suffocated. It is conscious. It remembers hun¬ 
dreds of births it has had. It stays in the womb in great misery 
as a result of its own actions. 

14-15. At the time of delivery the child in the womb 
whose face is defiled by faeces, blood, urine and semen is ex¬ 
cessively tormented by the wind Prajapatya. His bones and 
joints are crushed. He is made to face down the powerful 
organic winds at the time of delivery. The child that is haras¬ 
sed thus manages to come out with difficulty from the womb 
of the mother. 

16. On being touched by the external wind he attains an 
extremely senseless state. On being bom, O excellent sages, 
he attains the loss of special knowledge ( of the previous births). 

17. His limbs are afflicted as it were by thorns. He is 
pierced and split as it were by saws. He is just like a worm 
that has fallen on the ground from a pus-discharging foul ulcer. 

18. He is unable even to scratch himself. He is unable to 
turn on his sides. It is at the desire of others that he gets his 
food such as the milk from the mother’s breasts. 

19. He is dirty. While he sleeps on his bed he is bitten by 
flics and worms, still he is unable to remove them. 

20. (Thus) the miseries at the time of birth are many. 
Similarly those Adhibhautika (extraneous and material) mise¬ 
ries too that he undergoes after his birth in the course of his 
childhood, are many. 

21. As a man he is enveloped by the darkness of ignorance, 
His mind is deluded. He does not know: “Where have I come 
from ?" “Whoam I ?’* “Where will I go?" “Of what nature 
am I ?" 

22. “By what bonds am I fettered ?" “What is its cause ?" 
“Is it without any cause ?” “What should be done ?" “What 
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should not be done 7” “What should be spoken ?,s “What 
should not be spoken ?” 

23. "What is good ?” "What is evil ?'* “In what does it 
consist and how ?” "What is our duty ?” "What is it that we 
should refrain from ?M “What is it that is meritorious ?** 
"What is it that is faulty 

24. Thus foolish men who like animals are given to sex 
and eating suffer great pain resulting from ignorance. 

25. Ignorance is a Tamasika trait. In the case of ignorant 
persons, although there is a predilection for the commencement 
of what should be done, yet there is the omission of duty, O 
brahmins. 

26. Sages say that the result of omission of duty is (fall¬ 
ing into) hell. Hence ignorant people experience excessive 
misery both here and hereafter. 

27. Then, during old age man undergoes many miseries as 
follows : His body is shattered by old age. His limbs arc en¬ 
feebled and flaccid. His teeth are broken and loose. He is 
covered by wrinkles and protruding sinews and neves and veins, 

28. His eyes are incapable of seeing far off. His pupils are 
fixed to the sky. Clusters of hair come out of his nostrils. The 
whole of his body shakes and shivers. 

29. His bones are laid bare. The bones at his back are 
bent. Since his gastric fire does not function, he takes but little 
food. He is capable of only a few movements. 

30. He experiences difficulties in rising up, in moving 
about, in lying down, in sitting and in his movements. His eyes 
and ears become less keen. Saliva exudes from his mouth and 

defiles his face. 

31. With his sense organs intractable he looks up to his 
early death. He is not capable of remembering anything 

experienced at the very same moment. 

32. In uttering a sentence even once he has to put in 
great effort. He spends sleepless nights due to the strain of ail¬ 
ments such as asthma, bronchitis (cough) etc. 

33. The old man has to be lifted up or laid to rest with the 
help of another man. He is disdained and insulted by his ser¬ 

vants, sdlis and wife. 
+ * 
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34. He is slack in maintaining cleanliness. He continues 
to have a great zeal in eating and sporting to the great derisive 
merriment of even servants. All his relatives are disgusted with 
him. 

35. Remembering the activities of his own youth as though 
they were experienced in another birth he is all the more dis¬ 
tressed. He then heaves deep sighs. 

36. These and similar ones are the miseries he experiences 
in the old age. Now listen to those miseries which he experiences 
at the time of death. 

37. His neck, legs and hands become loose. He is over¬ 
whelmed by (physical) trembling* Again and again he becomes 
despondent* Again and again he gains the support of his know¬ 
ledge. 

38* He is distressed due to his excessive fondness for gold, 
grain, sons, wife, servants, house etc. He becomes worried with 
the thought “What will befall to these V* 

39* His bones and joints are tom and shorn as it were by 
great and terrible ailments like the saws that appear to be the 
arrows of the god of death. They pierce the vulnerable spots of 
his body* 

40. The puplis of his eyes roll. He begins to beat and kick 
with his hands and feet* His palate, lips and throat become 
parched and he begins to snort and grumble- 

41. The organic Udana wind afflicts him by choking his 
throat. An excessive heat spreads over him. He becomes dis¬ 
tressed due to thirst and hunger, 

42. It is with great distress that the soul leaves the body. 
He is then afflicted by the servants of Yama, Thereafter with 
great distress and pain be adopts a Yatanadeha (the body for 
suffering the torture) * 

43* These and other similar ones are the miseries of men 
at the time of death. Now listen to those miseries which are 
experienced in hell by the persons who die. 

44, The dead undergoes tortures in various ways. The 
servants of Yama catch him by means of noose etc. They strike 
him with sticks. The very sight of Yama is terrible. It is terrible 
to behold even the path (leading to Yama1! place)* 
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45. O exellecnt brahmins, the tortures in different hells 
are different. They are terrible and the means employed are 
mud, sand, fire, mechanical devices, weapons etc. 

46-49. The tortures of men in hell arc as follows: They are 
tormented by saws. They are flown in the crucible. They are 
split by daggers. They are buried under the ground. They are 
impaled on pikes. They are cast into the jaws of a tiger. They 
are devoured by vultures and eaten by panthers. They are 
boiled in oil. They are drenched in slushy corrosive acid. They 
are cast down from a great height. They are thrown obliquely 
by mechanical discharging devices. The tortures experienced 
by sinners in hell are numerous, O brahmins. 

50. It is not in hell alone, O excellent brahmins, that there 
is range of miseries. Even in heaven one has no peace of mind 
because one is afraid of a fall therefrom due to the decrease of 
meritorious deeds. 

51. Again he becomes a foetus in the womb. The man is 
born again. Again he gets merged into the womb an being born. 
He then perishes. 

52-53. Sometimes the child is still-born, sometimes the 
child dies (later) in childhood (or) in youth. 

Whatever is pleasing to men, O brahmins, that alone be¬ 
comes the seed of the tree of misery. 

The pleasure brought about by wives, sons, friends etc., 
house, fields, wealth etc. is not so much as the unhappiness that 
they bring unto men. 

54-57. Thus, men are mentally distressed by the fiery heat 
of the sun of worldly miseries. Excepting the shade of the tree of 
liberation where else can those men get happiness ? The mass 
of misery is thus threefold and they afflict one in the womb, 
during conception, birth, old age etc. Learned men consider the 
ultimate attainment of the lord alone as the cure for these ills. 
This attainment of the lord is characterised by the feeling of 
happiness. There is no other source of delight higher than this. 

Hence effort to attain it should be made by learned men. 
58. O excellent brahmins, the means of attaining the same 

is said to be knowledge as well as holy rites. Knowledge is 
mentioned as twofold : 1) arising from scriptural texts and 2) 

arising from discrimination. 
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59-61. The $abda Brahman (Brahman exemplified in words) 
is that arising from scriptural text. The Para Brahman (supreme 
Brahman) is that arising from discrimination. 

Ignorance is like the pitch darkness. Knowledge arising from 
sense organs is like a lamp. Knowledge arising from discrimi¬ 
nation, O brahmins, is like the sun. 

O excellent sages, what Manu too has said after remember¬ 
ing the meaning of the Vedic Texts, let that be heard even as I 
say in this context. 

“Two Brahmans are to be comprehended i.e. Sabda Brahman 
and Para Brahman. 

62. One who is well-conversant with the Sabda Brahman 
attains the Para Brahman. The Atharva Veda says: “Two 
types of learning are to be undrstood”. 

63-64. The attainment of the Aksara (Imperishable) is by 
means of Para Vidya (the superior knowledge). The Apara 
Vidya (the subsidiary type of learning) is the mastery of ijlgveda 
etc. 

Know ye all that omnipresent eternal material cause of all 
beings, which is unmanifest, which has no old age, which is 
difficult to ponder over, which is unborn, which is devoid of 
change, which cannot be pointed out, which has no form, which 
does not possess hands, legs etc. and which has no other cause. 

65. Everything worthy of being pervaded is pervaded by 
it and poets see it. That is Brahman. That is the greatest abode. 
That should be meditated upon by those who desire liberation. 

66-66. It is mentioned in the statements of the Vedas. It is 
subtle. It is the greatest region of Vispu. He is called Bhagavan 
(Lord), who knows the origin and dissolution of living beings, 
the advent and departure of living beings as well as the Vidya 
(Learning) and Avidya (Ignorance). 

The following are denoted by the word Bhagavan: knowledge, 
power, potentiality, ability to rule, vigour and all types of 
splendour except those qualities etc. that are to be despised and 
discarded. 

AH the living beings reside in the supreme soul. 

69-70. Hence Vasudeva is named Sarvatman, the soul of 
all. Prajapati (Brahma) mentioned this formerly, to the sages 
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when he was asked to comment upon the names of Vasudeva, 
the endless, truthfully. Since the lord abides in the living 
beings and the living beings abide in him* he, Vasudeva, is the 
creator and dispenser of the worlds. He is the supreme lord. 

71. He is Saguna {having attributes) and transcends all 
beings, Prakrti, Gunas and Dosas (merits and demerits)* Since 
the entire inside of the universe is enveloped by him, he is 
Akhilatman (soul of all). He transcends all other coverings, 

72. He is possessed of all splendid qualities. With a small 
portion of his power be maintains the creation of all living be¬ 
ings. Voluntarily he assumes a large physical body of his choice. 
He accomplishes everything that is conducive to the welfare 
of the world. 

73. He is the sole receptacle of his power, vigour and 
other qualities. He is greater than the greatest. There is no 
great obstacle unto his splendour, power and ability to rule. In 
the great lord than whom there is no greater lord there are no 
pains etc/ 

74. He is the lord named Paramesvara. He has both the 
individual and cosmic collective forms. His form is both mani¬ 
fest and unmanifest. He is the lord of all. He is the eye of all. 
He knows everything. He has all powers, 

75. That whereby this pure, supreme single form (that is 
free from impurity and devoid of all defects) is comprehended, 
perceived or attained is Jfiana (knowledge). That which is other 

than this is Ajftana (ignorance). 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTYSEVEN 

Practice of Toga 

The sages said : 

1. Now tell us the Yoga which is an antidote for the contact 
with miseries. On understanding it we shall come in unison with 

the unchanging Furusottama. 
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S&ta said : 

2. On hearing their words* the highly delighted Krsna- 
Dvaipavana, the Yogin, the most excellent among those who 
understand Yoga, said thus: 

Vydsa said : 

3. O brahmins, listen. I shall recount Yoga that destroys 
worldly existence. By practising it, a Yogin shall attain 
liberation which is extremely difficult of access, 

4-5. At the outset the devotee shall propitiate the preceptor 
devoutly and listen to the Yogic scriptural texts. He must then 
eifficiently master Itihasa, Purana and Vedas. The intelligent 
one shall fully understand the diet (of a Yogin), the pitfalls 
during the practice of Yoga, and the proper time and place for 
the same. He shall be free from the mutually opposed pairs. He 
shall desist from hoarding possessions and then practise Yoga. 

6-9. The following diet is conducive to the steady practice 
of Yoga : flour of fried grains, rice gruel, butter milk, roots, 
fruits, milk, barley food, ears of com and oil cakes. 

One shall never practise Yoga when the mind is unhappy, 
when one is (excited) weary or hungry, when the mutually 
conflicting pairs are present, when it is very chilly, when it is 
too hot, when there is too much of wind. 

One shall not practise Yoga in a place which is too noisy, 
4. 

too close to water or too near fire. One shall not practise it in 
a dilapidated cowpen, in a cross-road, in a place infested by 
reptiles, in a cremation ground, nor on the banks of a river. 
Yoga shall not be practised in a monastery, in an anthill, in 
a dangerous place or near a well. One should not practise it on 
a heap of dry leaves. 

10. If out of foolishness, anyone were to practise Yoga 
without taking into consideration these lestrictions as to places, 
certain defects are produced and they cause obstacles. I shall 
describe them. 

11. Deafness, sluggishness, loss of memory, dumbness, 

blindness and fever are produced immediately. Similarly ignor¬ 
ance is caused. 
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12* Hence (arrangement for) safety should always be made 
by every means by a person conversant with Yoga, since the 
physical body is the means of achievement of virtue, wealth, 
love and liberation. 

13-20. Places for the practice of Yoga shall be as follows : 
a lonely hermitage, a secret (one with privacy) place, a place 
free from noise, fear and (unnecessary) movements, a clean 
vacant house and a beautiful secluded temple. 

The time for practice of Yoga shall be as follows : the first 
or last Yama (a period of three hours) of the night or in the 
forenoon or at midday. 

A devotee shall keep his mind pure and well-concentra¬ 
ted. His diet shall be proper. He shall control his sense-organs. 

He shall be seated facing east on a beautiful seat that is 
comfortable and steady. It shall be neither too raised up nor 
too much depressed. 

The devotee shall be pure, truthful in speech and devoid of 
desire. He shall observe moderate periods of sleep. He shall 
subdue anger. He shall be engaged in what is conducive to the 
welfare of living beings. He shall put up with the inconveni¬ 
ence of suffering the mutually opposed pairs (i.e- excessive heat 
and chill etc.). He shall be self-possessed. He shall keep his 
body, legs and head in a steady posture. 

He shall place both the hands on the navel* He shall be 
calm. He shall be seated in the lotus posture. The eyes should 
be fixed on the tip of the nose. He shall control his vital airs 
and , speech. All the sense organs with the mind shall be with¬ 
drawn into the heart. Otherwise silent, he shall utter the 
Pranava (Oriikara), continuously with the mouth weII-covered. 

He shall be steady. 

He shall subdue the activities of Tamas by means of Rajas 
and those of Rajas by means of Sattva* He shall maintain a 
pure and quiet posture with the eyes closed. (Thus) the Yogin 
shall always be in unison with Purusottama who is the bestower 
of salvation, who dwells in the cavity of his lotus-like 
heart, who is omnipresent and who is unsullied. 

21. At the outset he shall fix the sense organs, the organs 
of action and the elements in his soul* He should unite his soul 
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with the supreme soul. It is then that the devotee performs 
Yoga. 

22. The supreme region is characterized by the hundredth 
part of the tip of a hair (i.e. it is very subtle). The Yogins 
who are devoted to meditation see it by the lamp of their mind. 
The devotee conversant with Yoga is capable of withdrawing 
the sense organs like a turtle that withdraws its limbs. 

23. If the mind of a person is able to find its ultimate end 
in the supreme soul after abandoning all sensuous objects, his 
success in Yoga is assured. 

24. When the mind is free from sensuous objects as the 
Yogin is in communion with the supreme Brahman in the 
course of his ecstatic experience and the mind gets dissolved in 
the supreme Brahman, he attains the highest place. 

25. When the mind of the Yogin is disengaged from every 
sort of activity after attaining the highest bliss, he attains sal* 
vation. 

26. By the power of Yoga the Yogin attains the pure 
Purusottama who is termed the “fourth” and who transcends 
the three states (viz. wakeful, dreaming and slumbering). There 
is no doubt in this that he is liberated. 

27. A Yogin who is free from desires for any object of lust, 
who is pleasing to look at in any posture whatsoever (or who 
sees pleasant things everywhere), and who is aware of trans¬ 
ience of everything, shall be liberated and not otherwise. 

28. He who is conversant with Yoga shall not indulge in 
the objects of sense. He shall undoubtedly be liberated by 
absence of attachment and regular practice of Yoga. 

29. Yoga is not achieved merely by resorting to the Lotus 
posture, nor by concentrating on the tip of the nose. The unison 
of the mind and the sense organs with the soul is called Yoga. 

30. Thus, O excellent sages, the Yoga that bestows liber¬ 
ation, that is the cause of release from worldly bondage, has 
been recounted by me. What else do you wish to hear? 

Lomaharsana said : 

31. On hearing his words they said: “Well done, Well 
done”. After praising and honouring Vyasa they began to ask 
him once again. 
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CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTYEIGHT 

Review of SdThkhya and Toga 

The sages said : 

1* O sage, O excellent brahmin, no satiety is observed by 
ns in imbibing the verbal nectar coming out of the ocean of 
your mouth. 

2. Hence, O sage, describe in detail the Yoga that bestows 
salvation, O most excellent one among the bipeds, we wish to 
hear about Samkhya too, 

3. O brahmin, how does an intelligent brahmin, well 
versed in the Vedas, one who is the performer of sacrifices, an 
intelligent devotee devoid of jealousy, one whose mind dwells 
on truth and virtue, attain Brahman 7 

4. Does he attain it by performing austerities, or by living 
a celibate life, or by renouncing everything, or by means of his 
intellect, or by resorting to thought propounded by Samkhya or 
Yoga? On being asked this, please tell us. 

5. By what means does a man attain concentration of 
mind and control over senses? It behoves you to explain this. 

Vydsa said : 

6. No one achieves (spiritual attainment) without know¬ 
ledge and austerity, without subduing the sense organs or with¬ 
out renouncing everything, 

7* All the major elements are the earlier creation of the 
self-born lord. They are fixed into the bodies of all living 
beings. 

8. The physical body is from the Earth element. The 
viscidity is due to the Water element. The eyes are from the 
Fiery element. The Air element is the support of Prana and 
Apana (i.e. the organic gases). The Ether element is the inner 
cavity of the embodied beings such as the bowels etc. 

9. The deities presiding over the various parts of the body 
are: Vtsnu at the time of departure, Indra over the physical 
strength, the Fire-god in the bowels, the interstices of quarters 
over the ears, Sarasvati, goddess of speech, over the ears and 

the tongue. 
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10-11. Ears, akin, eyes, tongue* nose together with the 
five organs of action are the ten indrivas. They are the means 
of getting food and apprehending sound, touch, colour, taste 
and smell. One shall always know these sense-objects as sepa¬ 
rate from the sense-organs. 

12. The mind is in unison with the sense organs just as the 
non-poisonous snake is in conjunction with (animals) beyond 
its control. The individual soul stationed in the heart is always 
in unison with the mind. 

13. The mind is competent to rule over the sense organs. 
The individual soul is competent to control and discharge the 
mind. 

14. The following are eternally present in the physical 
bodies of the embodied beings : sense-organs, objects of senses, 
intrinsic nature, consciousness, mind, vital airs namely Prana 
and Apana and JIva (the individual soul). 

15. (?) There is no support unto the Sattva; what is term¬ 
ed by the word Guna is not the conscious ones. The splendour 
creates Sattva and by no means the Gunas. 

16. Thus the physical body consists of seventeen entities 
and it is enveloped by sixteen qualities. O brahmins, the wise 
sage sees by means of his mind the soul within the soul. 

17. It cannot be perceived by the eye nor by the sense- 
organs. It is by means of the illuminated mind that the higher 
soul is revealed. 

18. The Atman is devoid of sound, touch, and colour; it is 
free from taste and smell; it has neither body nor the sense- 
organs. One shall see it in one’s own body, 

19. He who sees that which is unmanifest in all the physi¬ 
cal bodies and that which is excessively honoured among 
mortals is capable of becoming Brahman after his demise. 

20. Wise sages view the Atman equally in a Brahmin richly 
endowed with learning and humility, in cow, in elephant, dog 
or in an outcaste, 

21. The single soul abides in all living beings, mobile and 
immobile. The visible worlds are pervaded by it. 

22. When one sees the soul in all living beings and all liv¬ 
ing beings in the soul, the individual soul becomes identical 

with Brahman, 
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23* The soul is in the supreme soul to the extent to which 
the soul sees and understands in the soul. He who knows this is 
capable of immortality. 

24, The soul has no region. Even Devas seeking the region 
of the soul that is the inner soul of all living beings and is 
devoted to the welfare of all living beings, become deluded on 
the way, 

25, Just as the movement of birds in the sky or that of the 
fishes in the water is imperceptible, so also the movement of 
those who have achieved knowledge. 

26, Kala (Time, God of Death) cooks all living beings in 
the soul by means of the soul. But nobody knows that wherein 
Kala itself is cooked. 

27, It is neither above, nor at the sides, neither below, 
nor in front, nor in the middle. No one seizes it. 

28-29. The worlds are stationed in it. There is nothing 
extraneous to these. Even if one has the speed of the wind and 
one goes forth ahead like an arrow discharged from the bow* 
string one shall never reach the end of the ultimate cause. 

There is nothing that is subtler than it; there is nothing that 
is grosser than it, 

30, It has hands and feet all around; it has eyes, head and 
face all around; it has ears all around; it stands up enveloping 

everything in the world, 
31. It is minuter than the minutest atom; it is greater than 

all great things; though it abides steadfastly within all living 
beings yet it is not perceived. 

32, There are two states of the Atman, viz, the im¬ 
perishable and the perishable. The perishable one is in all liv¬ 
ing beings; the imperishable is divine and immortal. 

33. The Harhsa(swan, here the soul) builds for itself a city 
with nine gates (i.e. the body with nine doors, viz. eyes etc.). 
He controls it invariably. He is like this in regard to all living 

beings, whether mobile or immobile. 
34. Super-seers say that the swan-like property of the un¬ 

born soul comes from the fact that it discards doubtful alter¬ 

natives and gathers bodies (?) 
35, What is termed by the word Harhsa is perishable indi¬ 

vidual. What is Imperishable is the unchangeable one. He 
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who knows this attains the Imperishable and discards vital airs 
and with that his very birth, 

Vydsa said : 

36. You had asked me, O brahmins, and so Sathkhya 
which is combined with perfect knowledge has been duly and 
truthfully recounted by me, 

37-39. Henceforth, O brahmins, I shall recount Yoga, 
The unity of intellect and mind as well as of all the sense-organs 
(should be understood). This knowledge is the highest one. It 
is the knowledge of the all-pervading soul* 

It should be understood after eradicating the defects of 
Yoga, which (seers) know to be five in number. It can be 
understood (only) by one who is tranquil, one who has con¬ 
trolled his senses, one who practises spiritual exercises, one who 
takes delight in the soul, one who is enlightened and one whose 
activities are pure. 

40-43. The five defects are ; lust, anger, greed, fear, and 
slumber. 

One conquers anger by practising mental tranquillity, and 
lust by avoiding lustful thoughts, 

A self-possessed man is fit to eradicate slumber by resorting 
to Sattva (activities). 

By the practice of mental fortitude one shall guard oneself 
against sexual lust and gluttony. 

One shall guard hands and feet by means of the eye. 
One shall guard eyes and ears by means of the mind. 
One shall guard one's mind and speech by means of good 

activity. 
One shall eschew fear by means of vigilance and attention. 

One shall eradicate arrogance by resorting to intelligent men. 
One shall be watchfully alert and conquer these defects of 

Yoga, 
He shall bow down to the sacred fires, Brahmins and deities. 
44-46. One shall avoid arrogant speech coupled with 

violence. One shall speak words pleasing and favourable to the 
mind. He who has splendour consisting of brahmanical brilli¬ 
ance perceives the entire universe consisting of mobile and im¬ 
mobile beings. He has become identical with the living beings. 
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By means of the following one's splendour increases and sin 
decreases : meditation, self-study of the Vedas, charitable gifts, 
truthfulness, shyness, straightforwardness, forgiveness, cleanli¬ 
ness, purity of the soul, and the control of senses* 

47-48, The devotee practising Yoga shall be impartial to 
all living beings. He shall sustain himself with things available; 
he shall shed his sins; he shall conquer the sense-organs; he 
shall take limited diet. He shall then become brilliant. After 
subduing lust and anger he shall resort to the region of Brah¬ 
man. He shall maintain purity of the body and mind. He shall 
concentrate his sense-organs and the mind. Early in the night 
as well as early in the morning he shall fix the mind in the soul. 

49-51. A creature has five sense organs. Even if one of them 
is moistened, his intellect begins to flow out like water from 
the foot of a mountain. 

Just as the killer of fishes takes turtles, so he shall take the 
essence of the mind at the outset. The devotee who is conver¬ 
sant with Yoga shall then control ear, eye, tongue and nose. 
Thereafter if he controls them and fixes them in the mind he 
shall discharge all conceptions (mental fancies) and retain the 

mind in the soul. 
52-54, If and when he fixes the five sense organs in the 

mind and the heart, when these sense-organs with the mind 
as the sixth abide in the Atman and are pleased in that 
situation—he attains the Brahman then. They see Atman 
in the Atman. It is like the flame that shines free from smoke; 
it is like the brilliant sun; it is like the fire of lightning in the 

sky* 
55-56. Everything is seen there. Since it is all-pervading 

it is seen everywhere, Noble-souled brahmins, who are wise, 
who are bold, who have great intelligence and who are engaged 

in the welfare of all living beings see it. 
The devotee shall practise thus for a limited period. Keen 

in the practice of the holy rites he shall seat himself in a seclu¬ 
ded spot and attain similarity with the Imperishable one. 

57-59. (Defective) There are some pitfalls in the achievement 
of Yogic power. The devotee shall avoid them. They are delusion, 
error, deliberation; miraculous results in regard to smelling 
hearing, seeing and touching; abilaity to bear chilliness and 
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heatj gaseous shape; presence of mind and obstacles (?) By 
Yogic practice he should control all these. The devotee who 
understands reality shall ignore them. By means of his equani¬ 
mity he shall cause them to recede. The devotee like a sage 
practising silence, shall practice Yoga with perfect mental 
purity in all the three worlds. 

60-64. He shall practise on the top of a mountain, in a 
monastery or under a tree. 

Just as a merchant who is worried over his articles of trade 
puts them into a safe, so the aspirant after Yoga shall restrain 
his sense-organs and concentrate his mind. His mind shall 
never get fed up with the Yogic practice. 

He shall adopt means whereby the unsteady mind can be 
put under control* He shall never swerve therefrom. He shall 
steadily resort to the Yogic practice. He shall take up vacant 
rooms for residence and maintain concentration. Neither men¬ 
tally nor verbally nor physically should he proceed out of 
bounds. He shall be indifferent to everything worldly. He shall 
maintain restrictions on his diet. He shall be impartial to 
everything whether obtained or not obtained. 

Whether anyone congratulates him and wishes him or not 
he shall be impartial to them. He shall not wish for either wel¬ 
fare or disaster, 

65, He shall not be too delighted for a gain nor be 
worried for a loss. He shall be impartial to all living beings. 
He shall thus be one having properties similar to those of the 
wind. 

66, Within six months, Brahman approaches that devotee 
whose soul has become healthy and normal, who views every¬ 
thing impartially, who has become virtuous and perfect and 
who is perpetually engaged in Yogic practice, 

67, (Thus) the Yogin is in a position to view a clod of 
earth, a piece of rock and an ingot of gold impartially. On 
seeing others distressed due to pain he shall not be deluded nor 

shall he swerve from his path. 

68, Even a man of very low caste or a woman desirous of 
virtue shall attain the supreme goal through this path, 

69, On seeing this unborn, ancient* unageing, eternal 
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(Lord) who is imperceptible and who is beyond the ken of 
sense organs, O Brahmins, intelligent men attain equality with 
Brahman, a goal from which there is no return. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTYNINE 

Review of Sdrhkhya and Toga 

The sages said : 

1. Should the Vedic injunction be “Perform rites and 
renounce them1’? Whither do they go by means of Vidya (learn¬ 
ing), and what do they attain by means of holy rites ? 

2. We wish to hear this. Your Holiness may be pleased 
to explain it to us. There is a mutual inconsistency in this (in¬ 
junction) because both are opposed to each other, 

Vydsa said : 

3. Listen, O leading sages, I shall briefly explain the 
Ksara (perishable) and Ak$ara (imperishable) in the form of 
holy rites and (knowledge) about which you have asked me, 

4. Listen now, O brahmins, to the quarter whither they 
go by means oflearning and what they attain by means of holy 
rites. The reply to this (question) is intricate and complex, 

5. It is but proper to say that Dharma (virtue) exists. In 
the same context if anyone were to say that it does not exist, 
then this shall be tantamount to saying that this resembles a 
Yaksa and that there is no Yaksa. 

& -i- 

6. There are the two paths wherein the Vedas are well- 
founded. Dharma is characterised by Pravftti (Activity, taking 
active part in worldly life). The other alternative is Nivj-tti 
(cessation of active participation). 

7. A creature is bound by activity. He is liberated by 
means of Vidyii. Hence ascetics, the wise ones, do not engage 
themselves in activity, 

8. On account of activity (i.e. by performing various 
rites) onfis reborn after death into an embodied form consist* 
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mg of sixteen constituents, i,e. sense-organs etc. On account of 
learning one is transformed into the eternal unmanifest Brah¬ 
man, the Akgara or Imperishable one, 

9. Those possessed of inferior intellect praise Karman 
(performance of holy rites). Thereby they attain a series of 
bodies to indulge themselves in. They then perform worship. 

10. Those who have acquired the highest intellect, those 
who perceive the efficiency of Dharma do not praise Karman, 
like one who drinks the river water and so does not praise the 
well. 

11. One attains happiness and misery, birth and non-birth 
as a result of Karmans. By learning one attains that after 
reaching which one never feels sorry. 

12. After going there one does not die; after going there 
one is not reborn, after going there one does not become old; 
after going there one does not increase. 

13. It is the (place) where the supreme Brahman is. It is 
unmanifest, unmoving and fixed. It is not split and analysed. It 
has no extension. It is immortal. The devotee who understands 
the esoteric doctrine the Yoga* (attains it), 

14. Those who arc impartial to all* those who are friendly 
to all* those who are engaged in everything conducive to the 
welfare of all living beings are not affected by mutually opposed 
pairs nor by mental activities. 

15. The Purusa possessed of learning is different, Brah¬ 
mins, from the Purusa possessed of Karman. O brahmins* the 
moon that stands with its full complement of subtle digits is 
different from the sense of touch it has. 

16. This has been mentioned by the sage and it is sung in 
detail. It cannot be seen or recounted like a piece of thread in 
a wheel in the sky. 

17. The embodied form has the full complement of all 
digits. It has eleven created things within itself, O brahmins, 
understand it to be of the nature of Karmans and Gupas. 

18. The splendid atman that has resorted to the bod/ like 
the moon in the sky should be known as Kfetrajfia. It is eternal. 
It has realized Brahman by means of Yoga. 
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19. Tamas, Rajas and Sattva should be known as the qua* 
lities of JIva (Individual Soul), The Jiva has all the qualities of 
the supreme soul, 

20. They say that consciousness is a quality of the Jiva, It 
activates the qualities of the Jiva, Thereafter those who allow 
importance to the physical body say they can create seven 
worlds. 

Vydsa said : 

21. The creatures of Prakjti are known as (individual 
soul), They do not comprehend him nor does he know them. 

22. The individual soul performs his activities through the 
sense organs, with the mind as the sixth among them, just as the 
sober charioteer manages his chariot by means of superb well- 
controlled horses, 

23-24. The sense-objects are greater than the sense-organs; 
the mind is greater than the sense-objects; the intellect is 
greater than the mind; the Great principle known as Atman is 
greater than intellect; the unmanifest one is greater than all 
these. The Immortal one is greater than the unmanifest, There 
is nothing greater than the Immortal, That is the climax. 
That is the supreme goal, 

25, Thus the Atman that is hidden in all living beings is 
not easily revealed. It is perceived by persons of subtle vision 
by means of perfect, subtle intellect, 

26-27. (Defective) The Yogin shall cause his sense-organs 
including the mind to dissolve in the inner soul by means of 
his intellect. He shall not ponder oter the sense-objects through 
(the activities of) the sense-organs. He shall not think much 
by means of his mind. He shall train it by means of Vidya and 
make it perfect in meditation. He shall attain tranquility of 
the soul. He shall not have anyone else to rule over him. He 
shall go to the supreme region. 

28-29. One who slavishly submits to his sense organs, one 
whose faculty of memory is shaken, becomes a victim of death 
by yielding himself. But one should subdue all (wishful) tho¬ 
ughts and direct the mind towards Sattva. After stabilising the 
mind in the Sattva one shall become victorious over death. 
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30. By means of clearness of his mind the ascetic eschews 
the auspicious and inauspicious. One whose soul is pleased 
abides in the Atman and attains everlasting bliss, 

31-32* The dearness of the mind has the following charac¬ 
teristics : It is like happiness during slumber* It is like the lamp 
that shines unflickeringly in a windless place* Similarly one who 
practises Yoga early in the night or early in the morning by 
uniting the Atman (Individual Soul) with the Atman (Supreme 
Soul) sees the Atman in the Atman. He shall limit his diet and 
purify his senses. 

33-35. This is the secret of the Vedas : it is unparalleled, 
it is free from ailments : it convinces one about the existence of 
the Atman, This sacred doctrine shall be imparted to one’s son* 
The wealth of all virtuous discourses and truthful narratives 
has been churned for ten thousand years and this nectar has 
been taken out* 

Just as butter is produced out of the curds or fire is produc¬ 
ed from the sacrificial twig, so also this knowledge has been 
acquired for the salvation of wise scholars, 

36-39. This knowledge should be imparted to souls who 
have concluded their religious student-stage. This should never 
be mentioned to one who is not tranquil, who has no control 
over his sense-organs, who does not perform austerities, who 
has not mastered the Vedas, who is not obedient, who is not 
straightforward, who is jealous, who does not act according to 
directions, who is given to argumentation or who is a backbiter. 

This secret knowledge should be imparted of one who is 
praiseworthy, who is tranquil, who is austere and who is obe¬ 
dient. It should by no means be imparted to anyone else, 

40* Even if the whole of the earth filled with all jewels 
were offered against this, a man who knows reality shall con¬ 
sider this (knowledge) better than that, 

41-42* The Adhyatma (spiritual) doctrine that is super¬ 
human contains greater sebrets than the Yogic knowledge. It 
has been perceived by great sages. It is sung about in the 
Vedantas, 

O good and noble ones, 1 shall give unto you what you ask 
me, whatever is in my mind. Whatever doubt you have in your 
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heart has been cleared by what has been heard by you all* 
What else shall I tell you ? 

The sages said : 

43. Describe once again to us the Adhyatma doctrine in 
detail* O holy one* the most excellent of all sages, so that we 
can fully understand it. 

Vydsa said ; 

44* What is recounted as Adhyatma in regard to a person 
I shall explain to you all. Let its explanation be understood 
properly. 

45. The great elements are the Earth, Water, Fire (light) 
Air and Ether. He who is the creator of these elements is with¬ 
in all the living beings. 

The sages said ; 

46-47. The Ether etc. have no shape* No one sees anybody 
in them. How can one then explain their presence in the phy¬ 
sical bodies 7 There are certain qualities in the sense-organs. 
How can one comprehend them ? 

Vydsa said : 
I shall explain this precisely in accordance with what is seen 

(in the scriptures) * Listen attentively and comprehend them 
according to reality. 

48. Sound* ear, void space—these there are the traits of 
Ether. Vital airs, movement and touch are the qualities of 

Vayu (Air). 
49. Colour, eye and gastric action (digestion)—the fiery 

element is threefold thus. Taste, tongue, sweet—are the quali¬ 

ties of Water* 
50. What is smelt, nose and the physical body—are the 

qualities of Earth. This is the group of sense organs evolved 

out of the five elements. 
51. The quality of touch belongs to the Wind ; the quality 

of taste to Water ; the quality of colour to Fiery element ; the 
quality of sound to Ether and the quality of smell is that of the 

Earth. ~ 
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52. The mind, intellect and intrinsic nature—are bom of 
their origins. They transcend Gunas ; they are greater than 
Gunas, 

53. Just as the turtle stretches and withdraws the limbs, so 

also he who has excellent intellect controls his set of sense-organs. 
54. The fact that one sees upwards, sideways as well as 

below the soles of feet indicates that the excellent intellect abides 
by this duty alone. 

55. The intellect is led by the Gunas. It is the intellect 

that leads the sense-organs. Should theintellect be absentwhence 
can there be the Gunas ? 

56. There are five sense-organs in man ; the sixth is mind; 

the seventh is intellect; the soul is the eighth. 

57. The eye perceives; the mind entertains doubt; the in¬ 
tellect determines; the soul is the witness. 

58. Rajas, Tamas and Sattva are born of their respective 

causes. They are common to all beings. They are Gunas. 
59- That which one sees within the soul—something which 

is pleasant and delightful is Sattva. It is something quiescent 

and calm. 

60. That predilection, which is attended by distress either 

in the body or in the mind is Rajas. One shall see that Rajas 

has become active. 

61. That predilection which is attended by delusion is 

Tamas. It is vague, incomprehensible and incapable of being 

explained. 
62. They call the followingSattvika qualities: Extreme de¬ 

light, pleasure, bliss, mastery over oneself, and normal restful 

nature of the mind, with or without reasons thereof. 
63. The following are the symptoms of Rajas : conceit, un¬ 

truthfulness, covetousness, delusion and impatience. 

64. Similarly, the following are Tamasa qualities : Deluded 

state, blunders, languor, slumber, inability to be awake. (The 
people under their influence) live somehow. They do not live a 

full useful life. 
65. The external prompting for action is threefold. The 

mind indulges in fanciful creations of conceptions. The intellect 

is the factor of energetic determination. The heart dwells only 

on what is endearing. 
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66. The objects are indeed greater than the sense-organs; 
the mind is greater than the objects; the intellect is greater than 
the mind; and the soul is greater than the intellect. 

67. The intellect is indeed the soul; the intellect is the 
leader of the soul. When the intellect undergoes aberration and 
change in regard to emotion it becomes the mind. 

68. Inasmuch as the sense-organs are separate it is the in¬ 
tellect that undergoes aberration. In the act of hearing it be¬ 
comes the car and as the organ that touches it is called the 
sense of touch. 

69. In the act of seeing it shall be the eye and in the act of 
tasting, the tongue; in the act of smelling the nose; the intellect 
undergoes changes. 

70. They call them the sense-organs. The intellect becomes 
diffused in those forms. Remaining steady in the state of intellect 
in a man it is called intellect. 

71-72. (?) Sometimes it gets pleasure : sometimes it bewails; 
sometimes it loses sense. (But really it is) not affected by pleasure 
and pain. Just as the ocean, lord of the rivers, surges towards 
the great shore with its billows, so also the intellect that is in¬ 
trinsically emotional surges towards the three emotions (viz. 
pleasure, pain and delusion). 

73. When the intellect yearns for and seeks something it 
becomes the mind. One shall see them intellectually as separate 
in their basis. 

74. The sense-organs are based on the intellect. They must 
be collected entirely (?) in the order in which each is evolved. 

75. When the mind is undivided it is the intellect. Emo¬ 
tion exists in the mind. When Rajas begins to function it trans¬ 
cends Sattva also. 

76. Those that abide emotionally in all these three, func¬ 
tion after the objects like the spokes in regard to the rim. 

77. (?)One shall make use of the mind for the purpose of 
illumination even as the sense-organs are perfected by the 
intellect (either) moving befittingly or remaining indiffernt. 

78. If only one understands this as natural one does not 
become deluded. He does not bewail and he is delighted. He 
is always free from hostility. 
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79. Indeed the soul cannot be perceived by the sense-organs 
that are subject to lust, that function in diverse ways, that 
cannot be controlled and that are ignorant and foolish. 

80. When one holds their reins firmly by means of the 
mind and controls them, the soul reveals itself like a figure 
illuminated by a lamp. 

81. When darkness is repelled the living beings are brought 
to light. This should also be considered in the same manner, 

82. Just as an aquatic bird is not affected by the water 
even as it moves through water, so also the Yogin of liberated 
soul is not affected by the faults of Gunas. 

83. Similarly one who has realized the soul is not affected 
by the defects (of worldly existence) even when he continues to 

live in the world. He does not cling to anything. He is by no 
means contaminated. 

84-85, Since he abandons the Karmans done previously he 
is not affected by them. One who has love towards the great 
Atman, one who has become the soul of all living beings 
but one who gets stuck up due to the contact of Gunas—in re¬ 
gard to such a one, the soul takes up birth. He gets entangled 
in the Gunas. The Gunas do not understand the soul. But the 

w * 

soul knows the Gunas. 
86. He shall contemplate the Gunas. He is the seer of 

everything in the manner it exists. A man shall perceive the 
difference between Sattva (Guna) and the Kgetrajfia (Indivi¬ 

dual Soul). 
87-89. One of them creates the Gunas and the other docs 

not create. The two are naturally separated and joined toge¬ 
ther. Just as gold and pebbles are found existing together 
(though separate), just as the mosquito and Udumbara are 
found together though separate, just as the Isika (shoot of a 
grass) exists together with the Muftja grass and is also separate, 
so also the two remain together and are separate from each 

other. 
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CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY 

Review of S&mkhya and Toga 

Vydsa said : 

1* Sattva creates Gurias and the Ksetrajfia presides over 
them. As though indifferent, the lord presides over them. 

2. It is all but natural, that it creates these Gunas. Just 
as the spider weaves its web so also it creates Gunas. 

3. Some are of this firm opinion ; Those who have 
started functioning do not stop the same; {the fact is) the 
functioning is not perceptible. But others accept cessation of 
activity. 

4. One should ponder over these two and come to a deci¬ 
sion in accordance with one’s intellect. Of course, in this 
manner a great doubt may occur. 

5. Indeed the Atman has neither birth nor death. A 
man shall sport about after realizing it. He should never be 
angry nor too delighted, He shall be free from enmity and 
jealousy. 

6-9. (Defective) Thus everyone should reflect on (the sup¬ 
reme Being) by means of intellect and heart. He should consi¬ 
der that the worldly pleasures are evanescent. He should be 
free from doubts. He shall cross the earth that has fallen down 
in the same manner as scholarly men cross the swollen river 
by diving and swimming in it. 

O brahmins, this (earthly existence) is fickle and unsteady. 
A scholar does not feel distressed. Knowing the reality he walks 
on firm ground after pondering over the Atman and the know¬ 

ledge of Atman* 
After understanding the creation of living beings, their ad¬ 

vent as well as departure, and observing (everything) well, a 
man obtains excellent quiescence and tranquillity. 

10-11. This is the entire (aim) of the twice-born and 
especially of the Brahmin. It is the knowledge of Atman. It is 
the ultimate resort. It is confined to impartiality and love to¬ 
wards all. One shall become enlightened after understanding 
the reality* What else is the characteristic of an enlightened 
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one 7 After comprehending this, learned men become libe¬ 
rated and contented. 

12. The enlightened ones do not have to face the great 
fear that the unenlightened ones have to after death in the 
other world. No one has a greater status than the eternal one 
which the enlightened one has. 

13. Man is detracted from the inner world. On not seeing 
the lord there, he bewails. If there is efficiency in that respect, 
those who comprehend both—the done as well as the undone— 
do not bewail. 

14. If one performs Karmans without yearning for benefit, 
it burns away sins. If actions are performed with pleasure or 
hatred as motives the same is the result of his actions. 

The sages said : 

15. May Your Holiness be pleased to tell us that most 
excellent virtue than which there is no greater virtue and that 
which is greater than all valuable things. 

Vyasa said : 

16. I shall recount the ancient virtue eulogised by the 
sages, which is the most excellent of all virtues. Listen to it, O 
excellent sages. 

17-18. The sense-organs agitate us. One shall intelligently 
control them like a father who controls his sons during their 
formative childhood years. The concentration of the mind and 
that of sense-organs is the greatest austerity. That is the most 
excellent of all virtues. It is mentioned as the greatest virtue. 

19. By means of perfect knowledge one shall control those 
(sense-organs) including the mind as the sixth and shall be 
self-contented. He shall not ponder over the multifarious 
objects of thought. 

20. When these (sense-organs) refrain from their respective 
objects and remain in their abodes, you will all see the supreme 
Atman, the eternal one, by means of the self. 

21. The intelligent Brahmins see the great Atman, the soul 
of all like the smokeless fire. 

22-23. Just as great tree with many branches having 
flowers and fruits does not know specifically “Where is my 
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flower? Where is my fruit?”, so also the (individual) soul does 
not know “Whence have I come? Whither will I go?” It has 
another inner soul that sees everything. 

24. One sees Atman by Atman through the mind that is 
illuminated by perfect knowledge. O brahmins, you all shall be 
free from passionate attachment on seeing Atman. 

25. Even in this world you will attain great intellect and 
become liberated from all sins like serpents that shed off their 
slough. You will be devoid of anxieties and free from ailments. 

26-30, The river of worldly existence is terrible. It has cur¬ 
rents everywhere. The five sense organs are its crocodiles. The 
conceptions of the mind are its banks. Greed and delusion are the 
grasses that cover them up. Lust and anger are the reptiles that 
are there. Truthfulness constitutes holy waters and falsehood the 
turbulent eddies. That excellent river of worldly existence has 
anger for its marshy bed. Its source is the Unmanifest one. It is 
a rapid river agitated by lust and anger. Those who are not 
self-possessed cannot cross it. O brahmins, cross that river by 
means of your intellect. If flows into the ocean of worldly 
existence. It is impassable as it falls into the nether regions 
of the vaginal passage. It starts with one’s own birth. It is 
difficult of access due to the whirlpool of tongues. Intelligent 
persons of great courage and steadfast intellect cross it. One 
who has crossed it is liberated from everywhere. His soul is 
purified. He is pure and self-possessed. 

31-32. He is capable of becoming Brahman by adopting 
excellent intellect. He crosses great distresses. He is devoid of 
sins and his soul is clean and pleasant. From all places he sees 
all living beings (?) He becomes neither angry nor elated. He is 

also not wicked in his mind. 

33. Thereafter, you will see the birth and annihilation of 
all living beings. Wise men have considered this as the most 

excellent of all virtues. 
34. O most excellent ones, among personsupholding virtue, 

the wise sages of truthful speech consider this as the most ex¬ 
cellent virtue. O Brahmins, the souls are all-pervading. This 

principle should be imparted to one’s sons. 
35. This great secret doctrine of the soul is the highest 
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of all esoteric doctrines. This should be imparted to a pure and 
devoted follower. 

36-37. What I have recounted is a highly secret doctrine 
with the soul as witness thereof. The Atman is neither a fe¬ 
male nor a male, nor is it a neuter one. Brahman is devoid of 
misery and happiness. It is identical with the past, present 
and future. After realising this, no man or woman shall have 
to undergo rebirth. 

38. All these facts have been described, O brahmins, by 
me. 

39. (Defective) A person of delighted mind, whose son 
possesses good qualities and who is compassionate towards 
good sons will think about the welfare of those sons. 

The sages said : 

40. It has been said by Brahma that liberation is to be 
acquired through a certain means and not without means. 
O sage, we wish to hear that means. 

Vy&sa said : 

41. In regard to this, O extremely intelligent ones, a close 
scrutiny is proper. O sinless ones, always seek all objects 
through that means. 

42. The intellect is the means of finding a pot. But 
it is not the cause of the pot. The same formula applies to the 
means of virtue. It is not the cause of other Dharmas. 

43. The path that leads to the eastern sea does not go to 
the western sea. Indeed there is only one path unto liberation. 
O sinless ones, listen to that. 

44. One shall dispel anger by patience and forbearance; 
lust by avoiding mental conceptions. A bold man (a self-pos¬ 
sessed one) deserves to dispel slumber by resorting to Sattva 
quality. 

45. One shall guard against fear by avoiding errors. One 

shall protect (one's soul) and its knowledge. One shall coura¬ 
geously cause wish, hatred and lust to recede. 

46. He who knows reality shall win over slumber and 
intellect by means of knowledge. The Yogin shall subdue 
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ailments by taking wholesome food in limited quantities after 
the previous intake has been digested, 

47, One shall conquer greed and delusion by content¬ 
ment; sensual object by means of the vision of reality; the evil 
by tenderness and compassion; and virtue by indifference (?) 

48, The learned man shall conquer hope and ambition 
by restraining his mind; competence (?) by avoiding close 
contact. He shall conquer affection by the thought of (?) non- 
eternitv and hunger by Yogic practice, 

49, One shall conquer self by means of self by merciful 
compassion; excessive greed by means of contentment; languor 
by early rise. One shall conquer fanciful doubt by means of 
decision. 

50, One shall conquer variety of languages by means of 
silence, fear by heroism. One shall control speech and mind by 
his intellect. One shall conquer intellect by the eye of 
knowledge, 

51, The great Atman shall control knowledge. The tran¬ 
quillity of the Atman shall control the Atman, These things 
shall be understood by a tranquil person of pure activities. 

52-54, The seers know that the defects of Yogic 
practice are five, viz. lust-* anger, greed, fear and slumber. 
The devotee shall dispel these defects and resort to the 
Yogic means duly, (They are) meditation, self-study of the 
Vedas, charitable gifts, truthfulness, shyness, straight-forward¬ 
ness, forbearance, clearness, pious conduct and control over 
the sense-organs. One’s splendour increases by means of these. 
One dispels sin by means of these, 

55-57, Every tiling that he wishes for is achieved. His 
perfect knowledge begins to function. He shakes off his sins and 
becomes brilliant. He shall have limited diet. He shall conquer 
sense-organs. He shall keep lust and anger under his control. 
He shall thus enter the region of Brahman. 

This is the clean, pure and vivid path of liberation : The 
state of being not deluded, the state of being unattached^ 
avoidance of lust and anger, the state of not being puffed up, 
absence of excited anxiety and the state of being steady. Simi¬ 
larly the £pntrol of speech, body and mind can become im¬ 
perishable*, (in their consequence) as one pleases. 
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CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTYONE 

Review of injunctions regarding Togic practice 

The sages said: 

1 - O brahmin, O excellent sage, it behoves you to relate 
to us the respective peculiarity of Samkhya and Yoga, O sage, 
conversant with virtue, everything is known to you. 

Vyasa said r 

2. The followers of Samkhya praise Samkhya, The followers 
of Yoga praise Yoga, In order to exalt one’s side they give 
cogent reasons. 

3. O excellent sages, “How can one who is not competent 
be liberated?” Thus, saying with good reasons, learned men 
mention Yoga to be more excellent, 

4-5. The brahmins give reasons to justify Samkhya. 
“He who is unattached to the sensual objects shall be 
liberated from his body after understanding all movements and 
goals and not otherwise. Thus men of great intellect state that 
Sariikhya is a philosophy of liberation. 

6. A reason competent to justify one's own side, words con¬ 
ducive to one*s welfare, should be accepted. The opinion of ex¬ 
cellent persons should be accepted by you all who are honoured 
by good men, 

7-8. Yogic austerities are causes of spiritual attainment. 
The Sartikhyas adhere to the decision of scriptural texts. O 
excellent brahmins, Samkhya and Yoga are based on reality. 
Both these systems are known to the sages as systems approved 
by good men. If they are practised in accordance with the 
scriptural texts they are sure to lead to the supreme goal, 

9, O sinless ones, proper means of clealiness has been 
mentioned in both of them equally. Compassionate mercy 
to all living beings is also mentioned. The observance of 
holy rites is also similar, but spiritual vision is not the same in 

both (?) 

The sages said : 

10. If the observance of holy rites, purity, and merciful- 
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ness are similar O great sage, how is the spiritual vision not 
equal. Tell us kindly, O excellent brahmin. 

Vy&sa said : 

11. Defaulters in Yogic practice attain the following five 
defects mentioned in the Yogic path : passion, delusion, 
affection, lust and anger. 

12, Just as the big fish cut off the net and escape into the 
water once again, so also the persons devoid of sins attain that 
region by taking recourse to Yoga. 

13-14. Similarly, just as the strong deer break loose, cut 
the net and attain freedom being liberated from all bondages, 
so also the brahmins equipped with strength break their bonds 
of covetousness. After cutting them off by means of Yoga they 
attain auspicious path devoid of impurities. 

15-16, The persons equipped with strength are firm and 
steadfast. On the other hand, those without the strength of Yoga 
perish, just as the birds devoid of strength, O leading brahmins, 
fall into net. Sinless ones do not get involved in bondage. Such 
are the powers of Yoga. 

17-18. Just as on getting entangled in a fine net weaker 
birds fall into misfortune while stronger ones free themselves, 
so those who are possessed of strength are liberated, while the 
feeble ones perish. Similarly, the brahmins who are devoted to 
Yoga are bound by the fetters arising out of their past Karmans. 
The weaker ones perish and the strong ones get free. 

19. O brahmins, the fire of very little magnitude is very 
weak and it calms down on being overwhelmed by huge 
(quantities of) fuel. The Yogic power too is similar. 

20. The same fire, O brahmins, becomes stronger once 
again on being accompanied by the wind. It may then burn 
the entire earth instantly, 

21. The extremely powerful Yogin whose strength is the 
perfect knowledge of reality and whose splendour is illuminated, 
is capable of drying up the entire universe like the sun at the 
time of dissolution. 

22. Just as a weak man, O brahmins, is taken away by the 
force of a current, so also the Yogin, devoid of strength is 

* 

carried away by the force of sensuous objects. 
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23* A powerful elephant is capable of obstructing the 
same water current. Similarly after attaining the Yogic strength 
no man is led astray by sensuous objects. 

24. Those who are endowed with the power of Yoga, be¬ 
come masters of everything and enter the region of Prajapatis, 
Manus and Bhutas. 

25* Neither Yama, nor the infuriated Antaka (The aimihi- 
lator), nor Mrtyu {i.e. god of Death) of terrible exploits enter, 
O brahmins, the path of Yoga of unlimited splendour* 

26. O excellent brahmins, there are thousands of Atmans 
(souls). By means of them one shall practice Yoga and after 
attaining the Yogic power, wander over the earth. 

27. One may indulge in enjoying worldly pleasures and do 
severe penance thereafter. Again, O brahmins, he shall subdue 
them like the sun that subdues the qualities of brilliance. 

28. O excellent sages, for infusing more strength into the 
Yoga that is based on strength, one shall undoubtedly resort to 
Vi§nu, the source or origin of liberation. 

29. These powers of Yoga have b "en mentioned by me, O 
excellent brahmins, by way of illustration. Again, O brahmins, 
I shall mention the subtle ones. 

30. Listen to the illustration, O excellent sages, in regard 
to meditation upon the soul or in regard to concentration of 
mind. 

31. Just as an archer who does not err and who has full 
concentration, hits his target so also theYogin of perfect unison, 
attains salvation undoubtedly. 

32-33. A person of good concentration can steadily fix up 
his mind to a pot tilled with oil and climb a flight of stairs. In 
the same manner the liberated soul can make use of steady 
Yoga* He makes the soul free from impurities like a mirror in 
which the sun reflects. 

34-35. Just as, O leading brahmins, the helmsmen who 
have perfect concentration row the ships in the high seas and 
take them to the port, so also, O brahmins, the knower of 
Yoga who has concentration on the soul attains the inacces¬ 
sible region of bliss after leaving off this body. 

36-37. Just as the charioteer, O brahmins, who has good 
concentration and capable horses takes the excellent man 
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wielding the bow to the desired place immediately, so also, O 
brahmins, the Yogin with full concentration and Dharana, 

quickly attains the greatest region, like an arrow discharged at 
the target. 

* 

38, He who is engrossed and embedded in the soul is 
steady. He attains the unageing region as though by breaking 

the noose of the fish, 

39-41, The following are the spots in the body where the 
Yogin should concentrate and meditate : navel, head, 

stomach, heart, chest, sides, eye, ear and nose. The Yogin of 
unlimited exploits, who practises great sacred rites with mental 

purity and concentration, meditates on these spots* O excellent 

brahmins, he unites his soul to the subtle Atman (soul supreme). 

Adopting the excellent Yoga he burns, in a trice, all the 

Karmans both auspicious and inauspicious and, should he wish 
so, he is liberated. 

The sages said : 

42, It behoves you, O excellent one, to explain this. What 
is the diet of the Yogin ? What things does he conquer and 

subdue ? How does he gain in strength ? 

Vy&sa said : 

43* The Yogin who consumes coarse barley for a long 

time, O excellent brahmins, becomes a purified soul. With this 

single diet the Yogin attains great strength. 

Extra verse 

(43a,) O brahmins, the Yogin who is accustomed to eat 
bits of grain as well as Pinyaka (oil cake), and who avoids 

oily substances shall attain great strength* 

44- Wandering through (and residing) in the caves for 
many fortnights, months and seasons of diverse incidents, and 
drinking water with milk added (now and then), the Yogin 

shall attain great strength* 

45* After fasting incessantly for an unbroken period of a 

month, the Yogin becomes purified in soul and attains great 

strength. 
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46*48. Yogins of great intellect and devoid of passions 
illuminate the great and subtle soul by themselves* O excellent 
sages* by conquering and subduing lust, anger, chilliness, heat, 
rain, fear, sorrow, slumber, objects of sensuous pleasures, terri¬ 

ble allergies very difficult to be conquered, the sense of touch, 
drowsiness and the unconquerable lethargy* Meditation and 

studious habits are their assets* 
49. This path of learned brahmins is very difficult to tread* 

Only a few pass happily through this path and quickly as well, 

O excellent sages. 
50-52. Only a very few persons can comfortably pass 

through such a forest path as is terrible and abounds 

in serpents and reptiles* It contains many deep fissures and 
crevasses. It is devoid of water. It is impassable. It is full of 

thorns. It is dense and unbroken with thickly grown jungle 

trees. (In some places) the trees are burnt down by the forest 

fire. The whole path is infested by thieves and robbers. (Only 
a very few can pass through such a path.) In the same manner 

only a few brahmins can pass through the path of Yoga. It is 
admitted that a person of many faults shall desist from that 

path. 
53. One should closely adhere to the path of Yoga as 

though that were as keen as the edge of a razor. This close 
adherence is the Dharana* It is difficult for persons devoid of 

self-possession to tread this path. 
54* Dharana, O brahmins, is complex and complicated* 

Just as the boats of men devoid of helmsmen do not reach the 

auspicious goal, so also men devoid of Dharana do not attain 

their ends* 
55. He who practises Yoga by adhering to Dharana duly, 

conquers death and the misery of frequent births. He excels 

others in happiness. 
56. This great path of Yoga has been resorted to by a 

number of sages. This has been precisely (explained) in various 

scriptures* This is decisively (nurtured) by the twice-bom 

people. 
57-60. The path of Yoga, O leading sages, is in conso¬ 

nance with the path of the Vedas. It is approved of by Brahma, 

Siva and Vi^nu, the bestower of boons, Bhava and Dharma 
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(god of death) have attained dignity (due to the path of Yoga). 
The sons of Brahma (i.e. Sanaka, Sanandana etc.) have also 

attained dignity (due to the path of Yoga). The Yogin passes 

through the various stages of Prakrti, namely, the pure Sattva, 

the grand Rajas and Tamas full of pain. He attains divine 

power, and the goddess who is Vanina’s consort. He achieves 
entire splendour and great courage. He attains the status of or 

identity with the moon in the sky who is pure by nature, Visve- 
devas, serpents, Pitrs (Manes), mountains, terrible oceans, 

rivers, elephants, along with the mountains, Sadhyas, Yaksas, 

quarters, Gandharvas, Siddhas, men & women. The noble* 

souled Yogin then becomes liberated before long. 

61. After attaining Yogas and experiencing them, those 
men attain Narayana quickly. The story thereof, O excellent 

brahmins, is relevant in regard to divine beings as well as a 
splendid person of great virility and intellect. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTYTWO 

Review of the principles of Samkhya 

The sages said : 

1. This practice of Yoga, the path of Yoga, that has been 

approved of by dignified persons, O leading brahmin, has been 

well narrated to the pupil by you who wish his welfare. 
2. Now please expound in essence the practice of virtue 

according to Samkhya, for whatever is known in the three 

worlds has been understood by you. 

Vydsa said : 

3. Listen ye, O sages, to the principles of Samkhya, who 
have realised the souls. These principles have been laid down 

by the old men of yore, Kapila and others, who were not in¬ 

ferior to lords. 
4. In that system, O excellent sages, a few complexities 

are seen. In it there are many good qualities and no defects. 
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5. That is achieved by practising the rites mentioned as 

under. By means of knowledge, O brahmins, all things are rea¬ 

lised. All unconquerable human objects of pleasure and the 
entire objects of evil are also realized. 

6. The objects of pleasure of Nagas, Gandharvas, Pitrs 
and lower creatures are known. 

7. The objects of pleasure of Suparna (Garuda), Maruts, 
sages and royal sages are known. 

8. The objects of pleasure of Asuras, ViSvedevas and 

divine sages are known. The great objects of Yogas are also 
understood. 

9. The objects of pleasure of whatever is being eaten as 

well as the object of pleasure of Brahma are known. The maxi¬ 

mum period of life is understood in essence by the people. 

10. The maximum duration of happiness is clearly under¬ 

stood, O excellent sages. The misery of persons indulging in 

worldly pleasures, coming at the due time, is understood. 

11. The misery, O brahmins, of those souls that take 

birth among low creatures or fall into hell, is understood. The 

merits and demerits of heaven, O brahmins, are entirely under¬ 

stood. 

12-14. The merits and demerits of the Vedic system are 
to be understood. The defects and merits of the path of know¬ 

ledge should be understood. The merits and the demerits, 

brahmins, of the Sarhkhya knowledge should be understood. 

The devotee shall understand Sattva of ten qualities and Rajas 
of nine qualities, Tamas of eight qualities, Buddhi of seven 

qualities, Tamas of three qualities, Nabhas of six qualities. 

15-16. Rajas that has two qualities and Sattva of a single 
quality are also be understood. By knowing the path in 

essence and by seeing annihilation the devotees, richly endowed 

with perfect knowledge and wisdom, attain splendid salvation 
even as the subtle ones attain great Ether. Salvation is attained 

by purified souls, 

17-23. The organ of vision is to be understood as com¬ 

bined with the quality of colour; the organ of smell is to be 

understood as combined with the quality of smell; the organ of 
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hearing is to be understood through the quality of sound; the 
tongue is combined with the quality of taste. The quality of 
touch pertains to the skin. The wind that is dependent upon it 
can be touched and known. (Delusion) is to be understood as 
combined with tamas and covetousness is to be understood as 
combined with delusion. Vi?pu is to be understood as combined 
with Kranta (that has taken three steps). Indra is to be under¬ 
stood as combined with power. Fire god is to be understood as 
attached to the belly. The goddess is to be understood as com¬ 
bined with water. Waters are to be understood as dependent on 
fiery element. The fiery element is combined with gaseous ele¬ 
ment. The gaseous clement is to be understood as dependent on 
Ether. The Ether is combined with the principle of Mahat. The 
Tamas is stationed in Mahas (splendour) ; Rajas is attached to 
Sattva and Sattva is attached to the Atman (soul); the Atman 
is attached to Isa as well as lord Narayana. Lord is attached 
to liberation and liberation is not attached to any. The physical 
body with Sattva quality should be known as surrounded by 
sixteen qualities; the nature and imagination should be known 
as dependent on the physical body; the soul is as though 
stationed in the middle; there is no sin therein. 

24. The Karman of the persons indulging in worldly 
pleasures, O leading brahmins, should be known as sinful; 
sense-organs and the objects of senses should be known as 
stationed in the Atman. 

25. The rarity of salvation should be known by means of 
the Vedic literature. The (vital airs such as) Prana, Apana, 
Samana, Vyana and Udana should be known duly. 

26. The primordial wind element should be known and 
then the resultant wind also should be known. They should be 
known as divided into seven. The remaining ones should also 

be known as sevenfold. 

27-28. The following persons should be thought upon ; 
Prajapatis, sages, excellent creations, seven sages, royal sages 
who scorch the enemies, divine sages, Maruts, brahminical 
sages resplendent like the sun and persons who have slipped 
down from their gorgeous splendour in the course of a long 

period of time. 
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291 The destruction of the groups of elements, O brah¬ 
mins! should be heard. The splendid movement of the words 
should be known. Those who deserve the worship of persons of 
sinful actions should be seen. 

30. The misery of those who have fallen into the abode of 
Yama {in the river) VaitaranI should be realised. The inauspi¬ 
cious movements of creatures in the variegated wombs should 
be observed. 

31*32, Their residence in the inauspicious belly should be 
seen and understood, the belly in the city of nine entrances 
(i,e. the body with nine orifices, viz. two eyes, two ears, two 
nostrils, mouth, urethra and anus), which is the receptacle 
of blood and water, which is filled with phlegm, urine and fae¬ 
cal matter, which has a strong obnoxious odour, which is a mass 
of semen and blood, which is fixed up by means of marrow and 
sinews and which has a tangled web and woof of hundreds of 
nerves, 

33-38. One shall thoroughly understand that the Atman is 
conducive to oness own welfare. O brahmins, one shall com¬ 
pletely comprehend the different sorts of Yogas. O excellent 
sages, one shall observe the despicable activities of creatures of 
Tarnasa quality and those of the creatures of Sattvika quality 
with handsome but false Atmans, (In the same manner) one 
shall observe the despicable activities of the Samkhyas for the 
sake of great men despite the fact that the Samkhyas are persons 
who have comprehended the soul. One shall observe the terri¬ 
ble harassments of the moon (and other) luminaries, the fall of 
stars and revolutions of other heavenly bodies. One shall observe 
the miserable separation of couples, O brahmins. One shall 
observe also the inauspicious tendency of various living beings 
to devour one another. One shall also realise (people’s) delu¬ 
sion during childhood and the inauspicious nature of the wing 
body (?). In some places, even the Sattva quality depends on 
passion and delusion. By all these means one man among thou¬ 

sands resorts to salvation-consciousness. The rarity of libera¬ 
tion should be realised. The realisation is only through (Vedic 
Literature), 

39. Respect for things not yet received, neutrality in regard 
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to what has been acquired and the viciousness of objects of 

worldly pleasures, shall be fully comprehended again* O brahmins* 
40. One shall comprehend residence in the families of 

creatures intending death as well as the emergence of creatures 

that are dead after breaking the splendid bodies (?) 
41. The misery of even the Sattvika creatures* O brahmins, 

must be comprehended. The fate of the persons who had killed 
brahmins and hence had a downfall, must be comprehended. 

42. The evil fate of vicious brahmins addicted to the drink¬ 
ing of liquor, as well as those who indulge in illegitimate union 
with the wife of the preceptor shall be comprehended. 

43-44. By means of perfect knowledge, O excellent brah¬ 
mins, men behave well towards their mothers. They behave 
in the same manner towards the people of the world includ¬ 
ing gods. With the same knowledge one shall comprehend the 
fate of persons of inauspicious activities. The fates of those be¬ 
ings that are bom in the wombs of lower creatures should be 

comprehended separately, 
45-49, One shall comprehend the following: the glorious 

arguments in the Vedas, the successive orderly changes of the 

seasons, the passing off of die years, months, fortnights and days. 
The waxing and waning of the moon shall be observed directly. 

The ebbing and the flowing of the tides in the seas shall be per¬ 
ceived. Riches are observed to decline and increase. Unions are 
observed to come to an end and an era too is replaced by an¬ 
other era. The feebleness and bewilderment that one experiences 
due to egotism shall be duly comprehended. All the defects sta¬ 
tioned in die soul and all the inauspicious defects arising out 

of one’s own body shall be perfectly understood. 

The sages said : 

50, What defects arising out of Utpatas (dangerous por¬ 

tents) do you see, O most excellent one among the knowers of 
Brahman ? It behoves you to clarify this doubt of ours comp¬ 

letely, 

Vy&sa said : 

51. O brahmins* intelligent scholars speak of five defects 

in the body, the scholars who are the followers of Kapila and 
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his Saiiikhya system. They are conversant with the path. Listen, 
O excellent sages. 

52. Lust, anger, fear, slumber and breath—these defects 

are seen in the bodies of all embodied beings. 

53. By means of patience they cut off anger; by avoiding 
close intimacy they remove lust; by resorting to Sattvika sub¬ 

stances they remove slumber; and they remove fear by means of 

avoidance of errors. 
54. They cut off and remove breath, O brahmins, by 

means of reduced diet. Good qualities are known by means of 

hundreds of good qualities and defects by means of hundreds of 

defects. 
55. Reasons must be known by means of hundreds of 

reasons; wonderful things should be known by means of wonder¬ 

ful things. 
The world is like the foam of waters. It is created by means 

of hundreds of mayas by Vi$nu. 

56. It resembles the wall painted in a picture. It has as 
much strength as grass (i.e. it is flimsy and feeble). It is con¬ 

ducive to great harm. It wanders about in darkness. It must 

be seen as one resembling bubbles (of water) during rain. 

57. It is almost ruinous though it appears to be pleasant. 

It instils fear even after its destruction. Just as an elephant that 
has got stuck up in mud becomes helpless, so also the world 

gets stuck up in the slough of Rajas and Tamas. 

58-61. The Samkhyas. O brahmins, are highly intelligent. 
They abandon all attachment towards their progeny by means 

of knowledge and the object of knowledge that is all-pervasive 

and great, O brahmins. With the weapon of knowledge of the 
Atman, O excellent ones, and with the rod of penance, they 

sever off the inauspicious Rajasa odours, Tamasa odours, meri¬ 

torious Sattvika odours and those odours based on the body 
arising due to the physical touch. Thereafter they cross the 

terrible watery expanse of misery wherein anxiety and grief 

are great eddies; it is extremely terrible due to sickness and 
death; great fear acts like great serpents. Tamas is like a tor¬ 

toise. Rajas is like fish. They cross this terribie expanse by 

means of their intellect. 
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62-68. By the path of knowledge, the sinless persons, the 
sages of great achievement cross the ocean of worldly existence 
wherein affectionate attachment is mud; old age is the fort, 
and the sensation of touch is like an island, O excellent brah¬ 
mins; Karman is the great depth; truth is the bank; holy rites 
are the places to stand by, O intelligent ones; violence is the 
quickness and rapidity of the current; it is turbid due to diffe¬ 
rent Rasas; different gestures of love are great jewels; misery 
and fever are the winds; grief and thirst are the great whirl¬ 
pools; it has great pain due to sickness; O excellent brahmins, 
the set of bones is the flight of steps with phlegm for joining 
them; liberal charity is the mine of pearls; the terrible out¬ 
pourings of blood are the coral beads; laughter and lamentation 
are the loud reports; it is very difficult to cross on account of 
various acts of ignorance; the dirt accummulated by the tears 
of lamentation is the brine; contact and union are the goals; 
this world of birth is one that deceives with sons and relatives 
for their towns; this (ocean of worldly existence) is an ocean 
unto all living beings with nonviolence and truthfulness for its 
line of boundary; it is full of surging waves due to the (in¬ 
cessant) contacts of vital airs; milk flows in successive waves 
(?); the territory here is the rare salvation; it is an ocean with 
the submarine fire at its mouth. Sinless ascetics cross this ocean 
(of existence). 

69. After crossing (the ocean of) births which is difficult 
to cross they enter the pure sky and thereafter on seeing them 
come, the sun carries them with its rays. 

70. The rays enter them like fibres of lotus, O brahmins, 
as it blows over the territories. O sinless ones, the wind Pravaha 
takes them up there. 

71. O brahmins, the subtle, sweet smelling, cool wind Pra¬ 
vaha with gentle touch receives those ascetics who are devoid 
of passion and the Siddhas whose asset is penance and who are 

endowed with virility. 

72. That wind which is the most excellent of all the seven 
winds, and which goes to the splendid worlds leads them, O 
great brahmins, to the most excellent goal from the firmament. 

73. The firmament carries the lords of the worlds to the 
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greatest goal from the Rajas. The Rajas carries, O great 
brahmins, to the greatest goal of Sattva. 

74. The pure soul carries the Sattva to the great and spl¬ 
endid lord Narayana. The lord of pure soul carries them to the 
supreme soul by himself 

7 . After attaining the supreme soul they become rid of 
all defects. They are always free from dirt* They become cap¬ 
able of immortality. O brahmins, they do not come back* 

76. That is the greatest goal, O brahmins, of those noble 
souls who are free from the mutually clashing pairs, who are 
devotedly engaged in truthfulness and straight-forwardness 
and who have kindness and sympathy for all living beings* 

The sages said: 

77. After attaining the most excellent region of the lord, 
do those persons of steady holy rites sport about there, till their 
death and rebirth ? 

78* It behoves you to describe accurately what exactly is 
the reality therein* Excepting you we cannot, O excellent one, 
afford to ask any other mortal. 

79-80* This would be a great defect in salvation if other 
ascetics would also stay in the same place, perfect knowledge 
leading them to salvation, along with the sages who have attain¬ 
ed spiritual achievement. Hence O brahmin, we consider Dharma 
characterised by Pravrtti (i.e. life of pious activities as opposed 
to life of pursuit of knowledge) as the most supreme one. But 
on the other hand, there is likelihood of another misery in regard 
to a person completely engaged in the great knowledge* 

Vyasa said: 

81* The question has been put most relevantly, O excellent 
sages. Your dilemma has been enunciated. O excellent sages, 
there is confusion and delusion even amongst scholars in regard 
to this problem* 

82. Even here listen to my words in regard to the perfect 
truth where the great intellect of those noble souls, the followers 
of Kapila, finds a place* 

83, The sense-organs too of the embodied beings, O brah¬ 
mins, are aware of their body. They are Atman’s Karanas (organs 
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of activity and knowledge); the soul perceives all types of 

subtle enti ties through them* 
84. (The sense-organs) devoid of Atman as a result of sin¬ 

ful actions, perish like the waves in a great ocean. 

83. While the embodied soul is asleep or agitated the 
subtle soul wanders about along with the sense-organs like the 

wind that blows everywhere. 

86. It sees duly, O sinless ones, it touches after re member- 
ing (?). It becomes aware of all as before, O brahmins. 

87. Since they are not masters, the sense-organs merge into 

their respective places like serpents which are killed. 

88. The subtle soul encompasses the movements of sense- 

organs in their respective places and moves about. 

89-91, The individual soul pervades different qualities of 

Sattva, Rajas and Tamas* the qualities of intellect, O excellent 
ones, the qualities of mind, the qualities of firmament, the qua¬ 

lities of wind, O omniscient ones, the qualities arising from 

affection, the qualities of waters, O brahmins, and all the qua¬ 

lities of earth. The K?etrajfia pervades, O excellent brahmins, 

the qualities in these individual souls and moves about due to 
auspicious and inauspicious Karaians. 

92-97. Sense-organs move along with the soul just as disci¬ 

ples go along with a great saint (preceptor). After going be¬ 

yond Prakrti they attain the subtle, Narayana of great soul, the 

great ultimate resort, greater than the greatest and devoid of 

all aberrations. He is free from all sins. He has entered a state 
of freedom from all ailments. That supreme soul is devoid of 

all qualities. He is blissful, excellent ones. There, O brahmins* 

the excellent mind and the sense-organs come at the proper 

time taking up the message of the preceptor. It is possible to 

attain tranquility and good qualities in the course of a brief 

period by means of the above mentioned Samkhya and Yoga. 
The highly intelligent Samkhyas attain the highest goal. O 

great brahmins, there is no other knowledge equal to this one 

that brings about salvation. 

98. May you be in no doubt in this matter. It is know¬ 

ledge that is the great Samkhya. The primordial and the eter¬ 

nal Brahman is imperishable andDhruva (everlasting). 
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99, Persons of tranquility and calmness speak of it as that 
which has no beginning, middle or end; that which is free 
from mutually opposed pairs; the Agent, the eternal one and 

the Kutastha {firm and steady like the peak of a mountain,*. 
100. It is from this that all the processes of creation and 

annihilation issue forth. So say the eloquent great sages in the 

sacred scriptures. 
101-103. The brahmins, Vedas and persons who are con¬ 

versant with the S&man verses call him the greatest lord, the 
endless one, the greatest Acyuta (one who does not slip or 
swerve) and Brahma^tya (favourable to the Brahman). Brah¬ 
mins with their intellect turned towards Gunas, the followers of 

Yoga who are united with the great one and the Samkhyas with 
their vision directed towards the unmeasured one (praise him). 
He has no manifest form, O great brahmins. The Veda says 

that knowledge is (his form), O excellent sages, they speak 

about many means of recognizing it. 

104, There are two types of living beings on the earth, 

O excellent brahmins, the stationary and the Gamya (the 

mobile ones), Of these two the mobile ones are better, 

105, Jfiana (knowledge) is greater than all great things, O 

brahmins. O great sages, whatever is seen in the Vedas, in 
S&mkhya, in Yoga and in Pura^ia—everything has come from 

Samkhya. 

106. What is seen in the great Itihasas (epics), what 

is particularly seen in truthful scriptures and whatever 
knowledge is there in the world, O great sages, has come from 

Samkhya. 
107. Everything that is seen in the world, the great 

strength, knowledge, salvation, penance—all these subtle things 

have been duly laid down in Sariikhya, O brahmins, 

» 108, Samkhyas attain their welfare easily even from the 
things opposed to it. After realising them they become content. 

They fall in the abodes of brahmins again. 

109- After breaking their bodies they enter salvation- 

The followers of Yoga and S&ifckhya reside in heaven. Hence 

they are more interested in Samkhya, that is very valuable and 

resorted to by dignified persons, O brahmins. 
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110. O sages, in the case of those brahmins who are 

not devoted to this knowledge their oblique movement (i.e. 
their birth among lower creatures) is seen but not downfall 

into the abode of those who commit sins. Those brahmins are 

not important at all. 
111 * The Samkhya system is vast, great, ancient and free 

from impurities. It is as vast as the great ocean. It is dignified 

and splendid. The followers of Samkhya dedicate everything 

unto Narayana. 

112, This great truth that the ancient universe originates 

from Narayana has been spoken by me. At the time of creation 
he creates and at the time of annihilation he annihilates them 
again. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTYTHREE 

The perishable and the Imperishable 

Sages said : 

1-4. What is it that is called Imperishable from which 

one does not return again* O great sage, we ask you about the 

distinction between the perishable and the Imperishable in 

order to understand it correctly, O excellent sage, O leader of 

sages. Indeed, you are mentioned as the most excellent among 

those who are endowed with knowledge by sages of great for¬ 

tune and ascetics of noble souls who have mastered the Vedas. 

We wish to hear everything regarding this, from you, O sage 

of great intellect. We are never satiated by hearing the excel¬ 

lent nectar-like speech of yours. 

Vy&sa said : 

5. In this connection I shall recount unto you the legend 

of yore, the dialogue between Vasistha and Karala-Janaka. 

6, Vasistha, the most excellent one among the sages, 

having the features of the sun, was sitting in his hermitage 

when king Janaka asked him about the perfect knowledge 

leading to salvation. 
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7-8. Formerly king Karala-Janaka asked the excellent sage 
Vasistha who was seated, after paying him obeisance with 
joined palms. He asked him about those topics with particular 

relevance to the supreme souf, determining the ways and 
means of spiritual pursuit. He asked that sage who moved 
about as he pleased, who performed excellent deeds, who was 

sweet-tempered and who was never puffed up. 

Janaka said : 

9-10, O holy one, I wish to hear about the great eternal 
Brahman from whom men of intellect never return. What is 

it that is called Ksara since this universe dissolves therein (i.e* 
in the Brahman)? What is it that is spoken of as Aksara which 
is auspicious, conducive to happiness and free from ailment? 

Vastsfha said : 

11* Let it be heard, O ruler of the Earth, how this universe 

dissolves and perishes, where it dissolves at first, and how long 

does it take. 

12. A Yuga consists of twelve thousand years* Know that a 

Kalpa is made up of four Yugas* A cycle of four hundred 

Kalpas is called a day of Brahma* 

13-14* O king, the night is also of the same duration at 

the end of which he wakes up and creates the great element 

firmament and other creations without end. The self-born lord, 
devoid of form and benefactor of the world creates the uni¬ 

verse that has form. It is in the lord that the universe is rooted 

and has its origin, O excellent king. 

15-16. (The supreme soul) is liana, the never-diminishing 

flame, with the powers of Anima (minuteness), Laghima (light¬ 

ness) and Prapti (accessibility). It has legs and hands all 
around. It has eyes, heads and mouths all around. It has ears 

all around. It stands enveloping everything in the world. He 

is Lord Hiraijyagarbha and is known as Buddhi (Cosmic Intel* 

lect). 

17* It is called by various names in Samkhya. In the Yoga 

system it is called Mahat and Virifici* 
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18. It has various forms. It is the soul of the universe. 
It is known as single and Imperishable. All the three worlds 
have been held by it as though they formed one unit* 

19. In the same manner it is known as omniformed because 

of its multifarious forms undergoing some physical change it 
creates in itself* 

20. Pradhana is a very great city called so because it is 
the abode of elements etc. Ahamkara (Great Ego) has great 

splendour and it is bowed to by Prajapati. 

21. They call the manifestation from the Unmanifest 

Vidydsarga. Mahat and Ahamkara constitute Avidyasarga* 

22-28. So also from the Eka (single one) the Acara (im¬ 
mobile) and the Cara (mobile) are born. They are known as 

Vidyd and Avidya and proclaimed so by persons who ponder 
over Vedic passages and scriptures. Know that there is a third 

type of creation, O king, from Ahamkara i.e. the creation of 

elements [Bkutasarga), viz. wind, fire, firmament, water and 
earth. In Ahamkara itself, O king, know the fourth creation 

as Vaik/ta{iM. diverse manifestation),The five elements and their 

five particular qualities, viz. sound, touch, colour, taste and 
smell, are produced simultaneously. Know the fifth type of 

creation, O great king, to be Bhautika Sarga (the creation of 

the e volutes of the five elements). They are the organs of sense 
and action as well as the mind. Ear, skin, eye, tongue and 

nose—these five are sense organs. Speech, hands, feet, anus and 

penis—these five are Kormendriyas (organs of action). These 
organs arose simultaneously along with the mind. Thus there 

are twenty-four principles in action in the creation. By knowing 

this set of twenty-four principles the brahmins cease to be 

worried. They see the reality. 

29-33, Thus the excellent set of the three worlds is pro¬ 

duced. It should be known, O excellent one, among men. In 
the whole world in all the creations the Atman that pervades 

is the same whether it is the ocean of hell, the abode of Yak$as, 

Bhutas and Gandharvas, Kinnaras* Magas, Caranas, Pijacas, 

Devas, sages and demons; whether it is the creation of flies, 

worms, mosquitoes, worms in the putrid matter, mice, dogs, 

low casie*people who cook dogs, Ca^^lalas, Pulkasas, Eneyas, 
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hunters of deer, horses, elephants, donkeys, tigers, wolves and 

cows. We have already heard that there is the abode of embodied 

beings in water, land and air. Certainly nowhere else. 

34-36. It is the soul of all living beings that is known as 

Imperishable (Akfard). Everyday the entire universe drops off 

and perishes. It moves off from the Avyakta (the unmanifest 
one). Since the universe perishes it is called (Perishable). 
They say that the universe is conducive to delusion. It is called 
vyakta (manifest) and it arises from Avyakta. The Aksara is great 

and eternal. It avoids Kfara (the perishable). From this no one 

returns. Thus, O great king, the Aksara has been explained 
unto you. 

37. The twenty-fifth-principle is formless. It is eternal and 
it is real. Intelligent scholars call it Tattva because it depends 
on Sattva, 

38. That which is devoid of form creates the (manifest) 
and presides thereupon. The manifest is the twenty-fourth 
principle and the formless is the twenty-fifth one. 

39. It alone abides in the heart of all forms. It is equipped 

with soul (?). It is conscious and it instils consciousness in all 
objects. It has no form but it identifies itself with all forms. 

40. It assumes forms of creation and annihilation through 

the peculiar characteristics of creation and annihilation. Al¬ 
though it is devoid of attributes it remains within the view. 

41. Although this great soul undergoes certain changes due 

to millions of creations and annihilations it does not absolutely 

identify itself with them all (?) 

42- Not being enlightened itself and due to the resorting 

of unenlightened persons it becomes enveloped with Tamas, 
Sattva and Rajas and is born in different wombs. 

43. Due to the residence together it thinks like this—“I am 

not the other one”, 4,I am this one and hence not the other 
one”. Thus it follows the attributes. 

44. Due to Tamas it takes up beings of Tamasika nature; 

due to Rajas it takes up beings of R&jasika nature and by devot¬ 

ing to Sattva it takes up Sattvika beings. 

45. The colours are three, viz, white, red and black. Know 

that all these colours belong to RrakjtL 
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46. The persons of Tamasa nature fall into heW; persons 
of Rajasa nature become human beings. Persons of Sattvika 

nature go to the heavenly world and enjoy happiness. 
47. Due to the sins committed in this world one falls into 

the womb of the lower animals; if sins and merits both are 
practised one takes birth among men; and if merits alone are 
practised one takes birth among gods. 

48. Thus the wise persons say that salvation is based on 
Avyakta. It is the twenty-fifth principle which functions due to 
knowledge. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTYFOUR 

A dialogue between Vasi$fka and Janaka 

Vasisfha said : 

1. Thus due to the state of being unenlightened, the soul 
devoid of knowledge and enlightenment proceeds from one 
physical body to thousands of bodies. Therefore it does not 

differ in the course of its transmigration, 
2. On account of its acquisition of penance or decrease of 

good qualities the soul sometimes takes up bodies among gods 

or among lower creatures. 
3. From human birth it proceeds to heaven and from god 

it becomes a human being. From the state of man it proceeds to 

hell. 
4. Just as the silk worm wraps itself by its thread-like 

fibres so also this soul though devoid of Gunas wraps itself by 

means of Gunas. 
5-8a. Though the soul is devoid of mutually opposed pairs 

it is affected by them in different births. At the time when a 
person suffers from ailments such as headache, eye-pain, tooth¬ 

ache, sore throat, dropsy, diarrhoea, Gan<jamala, Vicarcika, 
leukoderma, burns, scalds, epileptic fits etc., the characteristic 
symptoms of diverse types appear in the bodies of these souls. 

The soul identifies itself with the bodies. As in the case of 

identification so also in regard to meritorious deeds. 
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8b-12, The persons perform meritorious deeds of various 

kinds with a desire for welfare. The various kinds of meritorious 
rites are as follows: some wear four clothes; some lie down on 

the ground; some are seated in the Virasana. After Virasana 

some take up the posture of Akafa Sayana (lying in the firma¬ 
ment); some lie on bricks and rocks; some on spherical rocks; 

some lie on ash rocks; some have the ground for their bed as 
well as unguent. Drinking and cooking are conducted in heroic 
abodes (7) Lying down is on planks or on beds equipped with 
fruits and articles of domestic use. A man lies down in gardens 

attached to barns (?) He wears leather pieces or silken clothes 
along with the hide of black deer. He may wear fur garments 
studded with jewels or wear tiger skin garment. 

13. He may wear lion hide or silken garment. Plank may 
be his robe or he may be wearing a mat. 

14. Mat alone may be his garment or he may be wearing 

bark garment. We may take pride in wearing other types of 

clothes. 
15. He may have diverse types of food and different kinds 

of jewels. He may take food once a day or on different nights 

with intervals of a night in between, 
16. The time for taking meals may be the fourth, sixth or 

eighth one (i,e. calculating at the rate of two meals per day 

he may take meals once in two, three or four days), 

17. Some men may fast for a month; their diet may be 

confined to roots; a person may eat fruits or air alone or oil 

cake, curd and cowdung. 

18. Some may take in cow’s urine; some the Ka£a flower. 

Some may take in only water moss. Some may sustain them¬ 

selves by other things. 
19. Some may live upon scattered old leaves or scattered 

fruits. A devotee resorts to different kinds of very difficult 

austerities with a desire for spiritual achievement. 
20. He may perform different kinds of Candrayana rites. 

There may be symbols pertaining to the four stages of life or 

to virtue and evil. 
21. resorts to various shelters. He may indulge in 

different heresies. He may resort to isolated shadows of rocky 

chiffs or to mountain streams. 
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22- He may resort to lonely river banks, different forests, 
or lonely mountain caves, 

23. He may adopt different types of holy rites and obser¬ 
vances and various kinds of austerities, sacrifices of various 

types and different kinds of scholarly arts- 
24-25. He may resort to the path of merchants or to the 

four castes viz. brahmins, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras. He 

may distribute charitable gifts of various kinds among the 
wretched, the blind, the miserable ones- He may identify him¬ 

self with different attributes, viz. Sattva, Rajas and Tanias, 
Dharma, Artha and Kama. 

26-28, After honouring the Atman, the Atman divides it¬ 

self into various types of persons. The various items in the 

holy rites are Svahakara, Vasatkara, Svadhakara and Namas- 

kara (obeisance) , sacrifice, study, presiding over sacrifices, 
teaching of Vedas and Sastras. They say that this is both aus¬ 

picious and inauspicious due to birth and death or destruction. 

29. Divine Prakrti causes fear and annihilation. At the 

end of the day, he passes beyond Gunas and remains single. 

30. Just as the sun controls at the proper time the cluster 

of his rays, so also the soul controls all these and identifies 
itself with them for the sake of sport. 

31-32. It identifies itself with these various features and 

qualities of the soul pleasing to the heart. Carrying out the 
function of creation and annihilation it identifies itself with 

those activities. It is the master of attributes and it possesses 
the Gunas. It is interested in the path of activities. It is equip¬ 

ped with the paths of activity as well as inactivity. 

33. O great King, this entire universe is blinded by Pra¬ 

krti, Everything is pervaded in many ways by Rajas and 
Tamas, 

34-40. The soul thinks like this: c£The Dvandvas afflict me 

continually and pass beyond. They are born of me and they 
resort to me at the time of annihilation. All these are to be 

crossed”. So thinks the soul, O king, since the intellect is par¬ 

tial (7). Similarly it thinks as follows : CT have to enjoy 

these merits when I go to the heavenly world. Here too I shall 

enjoy it even as it gives rise to auspiciousness or inauspicious¬ 

ness. After I have performed this once it must yield happiness 
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to me so that there shall be pleasure and happiness in every 
birth* Let there not be misery at any time* Human birth is 
miserable unto all and so also is the fall into the hell* From the 

hell I shall again go to the mortal world. From human birth I 
shall attain the status of gods and from godliness I shall attain 
human status again/’ And in due succession he attains hell 

from the status of human beings* This is the soul of the twice- 
born* It is surrounded by Gunas, 

41, Therefore the attainment of hell by gods and human 
beings is relevant. Being overwhelmed by the sense of f£My- 

ness" it always moves there round and round. 
42-53. There are thousands of crores of creations in these 

forms that end in death. 

He who performs the actions the fruit whereof is either 
auspicious or inauspicious, attains the particular fruit, taking 

up forms in all the three worlds. 

It is Prakrti that performs actions, the fruit whereof is 

either auspicious or inauspicious. And it is Prakfti that can 

go as it pleases anywhere in all the three worlds and attains 
results. 

One shall know of all these three regions as pertaining to 

Prakrti, viz, 1) the birth as one of the low creatures, 2) the 

birth as a human being, 3) the birth in the heavenly world of 

gods* 

Since it is unmanifest it can be inferred by means of symbols 

too. 
In the same manner he considers the manly symbol only 

due to inference. Mingling with other symbols it becomes the 

unerring symbol of Prakjli, 
After presiding over the pores of vital airs the soul considers 

the actions to be in the Atman itself. 
All the sense organs such as the ear etc. and the five organs 

of action initiate passion etc. in the Gugas along with the 

Gunas. 

The Atman which is devoid of sense organs and organs of 

action thinks like this : “I am doing this. These are my 

organs’\ 
One who is devoid of wounds thinks “I am wounded". One 

who is without a symbol thinks that it has a symbol. The 
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Atman has no Kila (Time) but he thinks it has a Kala. Atman 
is devoid of Sattva but thinks that it has Sattva. The Atman is 
immortal but he thinks that it dies. He thinks that the Atman 

is mobile while In reality it is immobile, 

Atman is really devoid of action but he thinks that it has 
action. 

Atman has no attachment but he thinks it has attachment. 

Atman is different from a principle but he thinks it has prin¬ 

ciples. Atman is devoid of birth but he thinks that it has birth. 

Since he is not enlightened he considers the Atman that is 

imperishable to be perishable. 

Thus due to the state of not being enlightened and because 

unenlightened persons are resorted to, the soul attains thousands 

of crores of births ending with its downfall. It takes up thou¬ 
sands of births ending with its death, among the lower species 

of creatures or in the region of gods. 

54-58, Due to the state of not being enlightened, the 

person of evil intellect is being taken away in a thousand ways 
like the moon in the current of water. Do also know that the 

moon is eternally possessed of sixteen parts but the ignorant one 

thinks it growing constantly. He is born again and again for 
ever. 

The sixteenth digit is subtle. Let it be considered the real 

Moon. This digit is not consumed by Devas (gods). It remains 

for ever. 

After destroying my-ness, O excellent king, he is born and 

joins Devas too. Since Prakfti has three Gunas, he is also 

Triguna (with three Gu^as). 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTYFIVE 

A dialogue between Vasts fha and Janaka {contd.) 

Janaka said: 

1, The relationship between the two viz., the Imperishable 

and (Perishable) is to be wished for. It is essential that there 
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should be a relationship between the two. The relationship 

between a woman and a man (is described here). 
2, Without a man no woman conceives. Without a woman 

no man is able to evolve a form. 
3* In all types of living beings the couple (i.e, male and 

female) evolve a new form by means of mutual contact. The new 

form evolved will have the features of both—the male and 

female. 
4-6. For the sake of pleasure, the two will have intimate 

contact during the prescribed period after menstruation and a 

new form having the characteristics of those two will be evolv¬ 

ed. I shall explain what constitute the characteristic features 
of the man and what of the woman who becomes the mother. 

O brahmin, we know that the bone, sinews and the marrow are 

derived from the father. We have heard that the skin, flesh and 

blood are acquired from the mother. O excellent brahmin, it is 

thus that the matter is explained in the Vedas and scriptures. 

7. What is mentioned in the Vedas is authoritative, so also 

what is mentioned in the scriptures. The Vedas and scriptures 

are the two eternal authorities. 
H-10. In the same manner (i.e. as in regard to a man and 

a woman) Prakrti and Purusa have perpetual contact and 

hence, O holy Sir, the function of salvation does not exist. Or, 

should salvation be explained as something that is performed 
later on ? Do mention this to me. You are always sought after 

by me directly. Desirous of salvation we wish for the soul that is 

free from ailment, that cannot be conquered, that is free from 
old age, that is eternal, that is beyond the purview of sense- 

organs and that has no other overlord. 

Vasiffha said : 

11, What Your Highness said, quoting the example from 

the Vedas and scriptures is quite apt. I shall add that you are a 

person who understands the real principle. 

12* The texts of both, viz. the Vedas and other scriptures 

arc held by you, O king. Be the person who understands the 

essence of the texts correctly. 

13. If a person is interested only in holding the texts of 

the Vedas and other scriptures and he is not conversant with 
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the real meaning and principles it is in vain that he holds those 
texts. 

14. He who does not understand the meaning of those texts 
is merely a carrier of a burden. The acquisition of the texts is 

not in vain in regard to a person who is conversant with the 
meaning and principles of the texts. 

15. On being asked, only a man like me is competent to 

state the meaning of a text. Due to a true understanding, he 
alone grasps the correct meaning. 

16. If a person of imperfect intellect is not eager to under¬ 

stand the meaning of the texts, how can that person of im¬ 
perfect knowledge explain the texts with cofindence ? 

17. If a person who has not understood the basic prin¬ 
ciples of a scriptural text begins to explain it out of greed or 

arrogance, he is a sinner and he will fall into hell. 

IS- A person of loopholes {i.e, imperfect knowledge) 

will never explain the text truthfully and confidently since he is 
neither self-possessed nor conversant with the meaning and 

basic principles of the text. 

19. Hence listen, O great king, how this is being viewed 

actually by the noble-souled followers of Samkhya and Yoga 
systems. 

20. Whatever the followers of the Yoga system see (and 
understand), the Samkhyas too follow. He who sees the iden¬ 

tity of the Samkhya and Yoga systems is wise, 

21. Skin, flesh, blood, bile, marrow, bone and sinew— 

O dear one, these can be perceived by the sense-organs, as 

Your Highness has already told me. 

22. A substance is evolved out of another substance and a 

sense organ is produced from another sense organ* One attains a 
body from another body and a seed from another seed. 

23. How will there be Gunas in the great Atman because 

it is devoid of Gupas ? How can this embodied soul devoid of 
sense-organs have the Gunas ? How can there be Guna in a 

seed that is not solid ? 

24. Gu^as are produced from Gunas and they cease to 
exist there itself. In the same manner the Gunas arising out of 

Prakjti are produced from Prakjti but they end therein itself. 
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25-28. Skin, flesh* blood, fat, bile, bone-marrow and 

sinew—know them to be eight along with semen that is natural* 
The symbol of a woman is Prakrti* It is male as well as female. 
This is called Vayu (Wind), Pitman (Man) and Rasa (Juice). 
Prakrti is devoid of symbol. It is perceived through the 
symbols born of itself in the same way at through flowers and 
fruits; the formless things are perceived among things with 

form. In the same manner the symbol is perceived through in¬ 
ference. Among the principles the twenty-fifth principle, O 
dear one, is of fixed nature. 

29. It has neither beginning nor end; it is infinite; it 
observes everything; but it is isolated. It is due to the identi¬ 
fication through the gunas that it is called Guna, 

30. The Gunas exist in one with Guna. How can there 

be Gunas in one without Gtuaas? Hence those people who look 
at Gunas know thus, 

4 

31. When this soul identifies itself with the Gunas belong¬ 

ing to Prakrti it is one with Gunas and it observes the different 

Gunas* 
■ 

32-33. The fact that they call Samkhya and Yoga as 

existing beyond Intellect explains that it is highly intelligent 
while knowing; and it is unenlightened while avoiding the 
enlightened. They call I Svara when it is manifest through its 

Gunas. They call Isvara without Guiia, the perpetual presiding 
deity. 

34. Scholars who are experts in Samkhya and Yoga and 

who seek the Supreme Soul understand the twenty-five princi¬ 
ples consituted by Prakrti and Gunas. 

35. The persons who are unenlightened, do not understand 

the enlightened and unmanifest one. They understand the 
manifest identical with the unmanifest. 

36. This principle is perfect but their vision is imperfect. 

They do not understand the known as separate from the un¬ 

known. 
37. This principle of perishable and Imperishable has 

been mentioned to you. They call Ekatva (unity) Aksara 

(Imperishable) and Nanatva (diversity) is called K$ara. 

38. This is stationed in the twenty-five principles. They say 

that it is perfect. Its unity is perceived. So also its diversity. 
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39. There is a separate citation of the principle and one 

who is conversant with the principle. Learned scholars say that 
the principles are twenty-five in number. 

40. The learned men state that the twenty-iifth principle is 

devoid of Tattva {? principle} .It is the practice that what 

should be discarded should be discarded. A twenty-fifth 
is eternal because of its reality. 

Janaka said: 

41. What has been stated by you, O excellent brahmin, 

viz. diversity and unity (is not understood by me) even as I 
observe it. Their example is in doubt. 

42. Undoubtedly, with the gross intellect I do not see the 

reality, O sinless one, of that which is being known through 

Buddha (that which is understood) and Prabuddha (the 

enlightened). 
43. The explanation too of the perishable and the im¬ 

perishable, given by you, O sinless one, has been missed by 
me due to the unsteadiness of intellect. 

44. Therefore, I wish to hear this, viz. the philosophy of 

diversity and unity as well as the mutually opposite pairs that 
are to be understood essentially and unobstructedly. 

45. O holy one, I wish to know separately the distinction 

between knowledge and ignorance, the Imperishable and the 
perishable, Sariikhya and Yoga entirely, as well as the enlight¬ 

ened and the unenlightened. 

Vasiffha said : 

46. Oh, I shall narrate unto you what you ask me. O great 

king, listen separately from me the function of Yoga. 

47. To the followers of Yoga, meditation is a great power. 

The learned ones say that meditation is of two types. 

48. (1) The concentration of mind, and (2) the control 

of breath. Pranayama is of two types, viz. Sagupa and Nirguna. 

The Nirguna is mental. 
49. One should not practise Pranayama for two units of 

time,0 ruler of men, after passing urine, evacuating bowels and 

taking food. After that he shall do so with eagerness. 
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50-53. The devotee observing silence shall mentally turn 

the sense-organs away from the objects. (The control of breath) 
may last for ten or twelve (Matras). The intelligent devotee 

shall not induce himself to retain breath for more than twenty- 

four Matras. It is mentioned by scholars that breath control 
should not be practised while standing. We have heard that the 
Atman of the universe should be known always. Indeed yoga 

can be practised by a person whose mind is not shaky. The 
person who meditates should be free from all attachments. His 

diet should be light. He shall control and conquer his senses. 

He shall fix the mind to the heart either early in the night or 

in the later half of the night. 

54-55. O king of Mithila, he shall steady the sense-organs 

by his mind. He shall steady his mind by his intellect. He shall 
be still like a stone. He should not tremble. He shall be steady 
like a post and still like a tree. He shall control himself by 
means of intellect. He shall be conversant with the mode and 

process of breath control. They call him yukta i.e. one who is in 

the state of Yoga. 

56-57. He does not hear. He does not smell. He does not 

see anything. He is not aware of touch. His mind does not 
think or imagine anything. Like a log he does not know anything. 

The learned scholars call him Yukta and one who has attained 

Prakrti or the primordial state. 

58. Just as even when the lamp is not seen the light is 

seen, so also the soul without Linga shall have the movements 

below, above and sideways. 

59. Being equipped with that the soul is stationed in the 

heart. When it is seen thus, O dear one, it is called by people 

like me Immanent soul, that which should be known, the knower. 

60. Like fire without smoke, like sun with all its rays, 

like lightning in the sky, he sees the Atman in the Atman. 

61. It has no source of origin and it is immortal. Only 

the learned scholars possessing courage and Brahmins adhering 
to their dharma can see it. 

62. They call it minuter than the atom, and greater than 

the greatest. Though it stands firm everywhere in all living 
beings it is not perceived. 
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63. It is the creator of universe by means of intellect that 
could be observed by the light of the mind. Standing beyond 

the great Tamas, O dear one, it is (Non-Tamasa). 
64. Persons who are conversant with truth and who 

are masters of the Vedic lore declare that it is far off from 
darkness. It has various appellations, viz, Vimala {Devoid of 

impurities), Vimata (One who is particularly honoured), 
Nirliriga (That which *s beyond symbols) and Aliiiga (That 
which has no symbols) * 

65. Yoga alone is the substance of the worlds. What 
else can be the characteristic feature of Yoga? One who sees 

thus perceives the unageing great Atman. 

66. So far the Yogic school of philosophy has been re¬ 
counted in essence to you by me. I shall now recount the 
Samkhya school which is an example of Parisamkhya (Enu¬ 

meration). 

67. They call the great Prakrti of the soul Avyakta (Un- 
manifest) and Prakhyana (Proclamation), From it originated 

the second principle Mahat, O most excellent king. 
68. The Principle originating from Mahat is Ahamkara 

(Ego). The five elements originated from Ahamkara. 
69. These eight are Prakrtis, The Vikaras (products) are 

sixteen in number. Five of them are Visesas and five are the 
sense-organs, 

70. Those who are conversant with the arrangement of the 

followers of the Samkhya school, those who perpetually abide 
by the path of the Samkhyas, those who are learned scholars 

in the Samkhya school say that the number of principles is only 
this much, 

71. Everything gets dissolved in its respective source of 

origin wherefrom it has been produced. These principles get 

dissolved in the reverse order and they are apprehended by the 
immanent soul. 

72- The Gunas (i.e, all evolved things) get dissolved in 

Gui^as like the waves of ocean. They are produced in the or¬ 
dinary order and get dissolved in the reverse order. 

73. The creation and annihilation of Prakrti, O ex¬ 

cellent king, is this much. In the process of creation it has 

diversity and unity at the time of annihilation. 
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74. Thii is what, O great king, should be understood by 

the experts. The presiding deity is the unmamfest, 
75. It has unity and diversity in the same manner as in the 

case of Prakrti. It has unity at the time of annihilation and 

multiplicity due to activity. 
76. The Atman shall evolve Prakrti at the time of creation 

in various ways. The great Atman, the twenty-fifth principle 

presides over that group. 
77. It is called the presiding deity by ascetics. It is that 

because it presides over the group. 
78. It knows the Kgctra or the Avyakta. Hence it is called 

Ksetrajfia. It lies down in the Pura (city) of Avyakta. There¬ 

fore it is called Purusa. 

79. The Kgetra is separate from Ksetrajfia. The Ksetra is 

called Avyakta and Jfiat? (knower) is Puruga. 

80. Jftana (knowledge) is separate from Jfieya (that which 

should be known) . Jfiana is Avyakta; Jfieya is Purusa* 

81. The Avyakta is Ksetra, Sattva etc. Purusa is AnISvara 

(having no other master) and Atattva (devoid ofTattva). 

82. In the school of Samkhya there is no fixed number. 

The Saihkhya creates and explains Prakrti only. 

83. The number can be forty or twenty-four. After enu¬ 
merating factually (the principles are to be understood)* The 

S&mkhya has a thousand processes. The twenty-fifth principle is 

beyond the other principles, 
84. The twenty-fifth principle is mentioned in the Vedas 

as the Enlightened soul and knowing one. When he realises 

Atman he becomes Kevala (The single one)* 
85. Thus the Saihkhya school of philosophy has been 

described to you briefly. Those who know thus attain liber¬ 

ation. 
86* What is called perfect knowledge is the perception of 

Prakrti. It Has been already explained how that which possesses 
Gunas could be produced from Nirguna (that which is devoid 

of Gu^as). , r 
87-90* There is no return to this world to those who realize 

this. Nor do they turn to the state of mortality* Those who are 
non-intdligent do not perceive the distinction between the 
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changeable and the unchangeable. In regard to them the vision is 
not perfect, O king, they are born again and again. The Avyakta 

is called “Sarva” (the whole). The twenty-fifth principle is the 

part thereof. People comprehend Sarva not by Sarva. They com¬ 
prehend Sarva by following Asarva. Those who know thus have 
no fear. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTYSIX 

Dialogue between Vasisfha d? Janaka (contd.) 

Vasisfka said : 

1. The Samkhya school of philosophy has so far been 
recounted unto you, O excellent king. Now listen to me and 

understand Vidya and Avidya in the proper order. 

2. They say that Avyakta is non-differentiated during 

creation and annihilation. Twenty principles are called Vidy& 
and Avidya and they are characterized by creation and annihi¬ 

lation. 

3. Some principles are Vidyas and some are Avidyas; 
understand them in their proper order. O dear one, understand 

the recapitulation of the school of Samkhya, as mentioned by 

the sages. 
4. The sense-organs are Vidya of the organs of action. 

Similarly (Tanmatras?) are the Vidya of the sense-organs. 

5. Learned men say that the mind is Vidya of the objects 

of pleasure. They say that the five elements are the Vidya of 

the mind. 
6. Ahamkara is the Vidya of five elements. So, O lord of 

men, Ahamkara is Vidya and Buddhi is also Vidya. 

7. Prakfti is the Vidya of Buddhi. Avyakta, the Unmani¬ 

fest, is the Vidya of principles. O excellent one among men, 

Vidhi is also Vidya. 
8. They say that Avyakta is Apara (having nothing greater 

than it). ft is the twenty-fifth principle and it is Vidya. Every- 
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thing is mentioned as the Vidya of Jfieya (which should be 
known) and Jfiana (knowledge)* 

9* Avyakta is mentioned by the word Jftana while the Jfieya 
is the twenty-fifth principle* Similarly, Jfiana is Avyakta and 
the twenty-fifth principle is Vijftatr (knower). 

10. Vidya and Avidya have been briefly mentioned 
by me* What is known as Aksara and Ksara, understand that 
from me* 

11- Both of these are called Ksara. Both of these are 
-i 

Anaksara, I shall mention the reason thereof in relation to 
knowledge. 

12* Both of them are without beginning and without end* 
Both of them are supreme* Both of them are known as Tattva 
by persons who think about Jfiana* 

13* Due to the function of creation and annihilation they 
call Avyakta as unchanging. For the creation of Gunas it 
undergoes change again and again. 

14* The origin of Gunas and Mahat etc. is mutual. They 
call Adhisfhana (basis) the K$etra (field). This is the twenty* 
fifth principle* 

15. One shall reduce the cluster of Gunas within, into the 
manifest Atman. Therefore the ego gets dissolved in the twenty- 
fifth principle along with its Gunas* 

16. Gunas get dissolved in Gunas* Therefore, Prakrti 
shall be one. Even the Ksetrajfia is made Ksetrajfia (i,e* the 
individual soul) * 

17. When Prakrti characterised by Gugas gets into the 
Aksara there is Nirgunatva (state of being devoid of Gunas) 
in the body because of alteration in Gupas. 

18* It is in this very same way that Ksetrajfia (gets dis- 
olved) by the decrease of the knowledge of K$etra. We have 
heard that it is naturally devoid of Gu$as. 

19. When this becomes Kgara it knows Prakrti possessed 
of Gu$a$j among Gu^as and also Prakrti devoid of Gunas of 
the Atman. 

20* Morever, he becomes pure avoiding Prakrti and rea¬ 
lising (<l am different from Prakrti”. 

21* Then he attains freedom from pain* It does not get 
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mixed with Prakrti, O great king. It is quite a different one 
that is mixed and that is seen by others. 

22- When he treats with contempt the GuiiaSj pertaining 
to Prakrti, he sees the great one. 

23- 25, “What has been done by me so far 7 I have been 
immersed in the ocean of time. Just as the fish in the sea 
identifies itself with the water and adapts itself to it, so also I 
identify myself with the different persons due to delusion. The 
fish does not understand its difference from water due to igno¬ 
rance. Since I slight the Atman I do not understand it or any¬ 
thing else. 

26, Fie upon me whose intellect has become vitiated and 
who have become immersed in this. Due to delusion I have 
followed it up, I have followed different persons (?) 

27-30. This fellow is my relative. He may experience my 
decline in strength, I have attained similarity and identity 
with this fellow. I am of the same type as this fellow. I per¬ 
ceive equality here, I am like him. Indeed this fellow is free 
from impurities* It is clear, I am also like this then. Due to 
ignorance and delusion I have acted like this along with the 
ignorant Prakrti. 1 have remained all this due to this contact. 
So I have been captivated by it and I did not become en¬ 
lightened so far with regard to persons of noble nature, middl¬ 
ings or lowly ones. How can I associate with it ? 

31, Due to the state of not being enlightened I had asso¬ 
ciated with Maya. Now 1 have become free, 

32-33. Now I shall not associate with it. The fact that I 
who am free from aberrations have been deceived by Maya 
which is an aberration, is not its fault. It is my fault for I had 
been attached to it and I had been approached by it with face 
turned away, 

34. Therefore, I have been stationed in this in multifarious 
forms. Though, really I am devoid of form I assume forms. 
Though devoid of form, though actually unembodied, I have 
been overwhelmed by my-ness, 

35-36. Therefore aberrations have been created by that 
Prakrti in the course of different births. Though I am devoid 
ofmy-ness (actually) aberrations have been created by the 
same my-ness. I have been bom in various wombs and while 
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remaining there, my mind had been devoid of consciousness. 
Equality has not been achieved by me due toAhaihkara(Ego). 

37. After splitting itself into many he joins me once again. 
Now I am enlightened. I am devoid of my-ness. I am devoid of 
egoism. 

38. The evil quality of my-ness is always generated in the 
mind and caused by Ego, After abandoning this which has 
clung to me T shall resort to the state free from ailment, 

39. I shall identify myself with this (i.e. the soul) and not 
with Prakrti which often misleads. My welfare is with the soul 
and not with Prakrti,*’ 

40. Thus by addressing the greatest, the twenty-fifth prin¬ 
ciple is awakened. After abandoning the K;ara he attains the 
state of Ak^ara devoid of ailment. 

41. (He attains the state Aksara that is Avyakta (unmani¬ 
fest) and Nirgupa (devoid of Gunas) after abandoning the 
K?ara that is Vyaktadharma (whose attributes are manifest) 
and Saguna (possessed of Gunas). After seeing the Nirguna 
first, O king of Mithila, he becomes similar to it. 

42. Thus the example of Aksara and Ksara has been ex¬ 
plained to you by me as it has been expounded in the Vedas. 
It is richly endowed with knowledge. 

43. It is free from doubts. It is subtle, pure and free from 
impurities. I shall explain it once again in the manner heard by 
me. Understand it. 

44. The philosophy of the schools of Samkhya and Yoga 
has been recounted by me with examples from the two systems. 
What is stated in the Samkhya is the same which is stated in 
the Yoga system. 

45-48. The Jfiana of the Sarhkhyas, O ruler of the Earth, i3 
conducive to the awakening (of the soul). It is clearly explain¬ 
ed with a desire for the welfare of disciples. 

Moreover, scholars say that this system is very comprehen¬ 
sive. In this system* O lord of men, a principle other than the 
twenty-five, viz. Rebirth is included. 

The greatest principle of the Sariikhyas has been duly des¬ 
cribed. That is Buddha (enlightened), Apratibuddha (un¬ 
enlightened), and Budhyamana (that is being enlightened). 
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They say that Budhyamana Buddhatva (the state of being 
enlightened that is being understood) is the Yogic principle. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTYSEVEN 

Dialogue between Vastf (ha and Karila Janaka concluded 

Vasiffha said : 

1. Prakfti creates and seizes the unenlightened unmanifest 
storehouse of Gup as even as Gupas hold the Tattvas. 

2. In a playful manner, O king, Aja the unborn attains 
the state of modification; splitting itself into many it is per¬ 
ceived as though it is really multifarious. 

3. Budhyamana that disturbs and stirs this up like this, is 
not comprehended. It creates, seizes and practices Gunas. 

4. They call this Budhyamana because it enlightens 
Avyakta. Avyakta is not comprehended in any other manner 
whether it is Saguna or Nirguna. 

5. It is only sometimes that it is so, so they call it Prati- 
buddhaka (Enlightened). If the Avyakta is comprehended it is 
the twenty-fifth principle. 

6. The Budhyamana certainly becomes one with myness 
for its characteristic feature—so says the Veda. By becoming 
enlightened due to mutual endeavour it becomes Avyakta that 
never swerves—They say thus. 

7-8. They call this Budhyamana because it enlightens 
Avyakta. It is the twenty-fifth principle. It is the great Atman. 
It does not comprehend the twenty-sixth principle, the Buddha 
(enlightened), devoid of impurities, the eternal, one that cannot 
be perceived. It comprehends the twenty-fourth and twenty- 
fifth principles always. 

9. The perceptible and the imperceptible, O king of 
great lustre, follow its nature. The Avyakta, O dear one, com¬ 
prehends that Brahman which is non-dual. 

10-12. It comprehends the Atman, the twenty-fifth and 
the twenty-fourth principle. At the time of comprehending the 
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Atman, when he considers am another’* he becomes one 
with the Avyakta as his eyes and so endowed with PrakrtL 
When he comprehends the pure Buddhi without impurities, O 
mighty king, he comprehends the twenty-sixth principle* Con¬ 
tented, he proceeds (ahead). Thereafter he abandons Avyakta 
with creation and annihilation as the characteristic features* 

13. It comprehends Prakfti which is devoid of conscious¬ 
ness and which is endowed with Gunas. It becomes one with 
the features of lonely Atman by virtue of realizing of the 
Avyakta. 

14. After coining into contact with the Kevala it shall 
attain the liberated soul. They call this Tattva (principle) and 
(the soul) that is without old age and death, Nistattva (one 
that is beyond the principles) * 

15. Only by duly listening to the description of the Tat- 
tvas does the soul, O king, become conversant with the prin¬ 
ciples. Learned scholars speak about twenty-five principles. 

16* Never does a person conversant with the Tattvas get 
immersed in the ocean of worldly existence, O dear one . The 
Tattvas approach these persons quickly. Now understand their 
characteristics. 

17. Prajfia free from old age and death is understood as the 
twenty-sixth principle. Undoubtedly it attains equality with 
Sakti, it itself being Sakta. 

18. Abuddhiman (that which has no intellect) is being 
awakened by the Buddha (the enlightened one) that is the 
twenty-sixth principle. This is called diversity, N&natva, as 
explained in the Samkhya scriptures. 

19* When it is comprehended by the intellect the twenty- 
fifth principle, accompanied by conscious one, Cetana, shall 
have unity. 

20. It attains equality, O king of Mithila, with (the 
enlightened one) that is being comprehended. Although the 
Atman is devoid of attachment, O ruler of men, it has the 
features and characteristics of what is being attached. 

21. They understand that the twenty-sixth principle is 
evolved out of Karman, after attaining the Atman that is free 
from attachment. When this is enlightened the omnipresent 
soul abandons the Avyakta. 
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22-24* The twenty-fourth principle is very subtle due to 
the enlightenment of the twenty-sixth principle. Thus the Aprati- 
buddha (non-enlightened), Buddha (the enlightened) and the 
Budhyamana have been briefly described to you, O sinless 
one, in the manner explained in the iastras. The difference 
between these two is the same as between Masaka (mosquito) 
and Udumbara (the fruint of a particular tree). The difference 
obtained between, the two is the same as between fish and water* 
The unity and diversity of the two should be thought of in this 
manner. 

25-26. What is mentioned as salvation is this much* It is 
termed Jfiana and Vijfiana. The desire, viz. “This person 
should be liberated1’ is suddenly originated in the body of the 
twenty-fifth principle, they say, within the view of the Avyakta. 
It is certain that he will be liber ted thus and not otherwise, 

27-30* The soul acquires the characteristics of another 
object by associating with it. It becomes pure when associating 
with the pure one and not with the impure one. It becomes 
free from attributes while associating with the enlightened, O bull 
among men. While associating with one with the feeling of 
detachment the soul becomes liberated. While associating with 
the liberated it becomes Liberated. One with unlimited intel¬ 
lect becomes pure and of pure activities while associating 
with one of pure activities. While associating with the soul free 
from impurities it becomes pure; while associating with the 
single it becomes single soul. While associating with the 
independent it becomes independent. 

31. O great king, the truth and the truthful reality have 
been recounted so far. By grasping with your intellect the 
eternal Brahman, the first pure one, you have become Amat- 
sara, devoid of jealousy. 

32. O king, this great truth should not be imparted to a 
person not abiding by the Vedas. It imparts enlightenment in 
regard to a person who is desirous of acting according to it. It 
admonishes one who bows down for enlightenment. 

33. This truth should not be imparted to a liar nor to a 
rogue, nor to an impotent person nor to a person of crooked 
intellect. It should not be imparted to a person who harasses 
scholars devoted to knowledge. It should be imparted for the 
enlightenment of the disciples* 
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34. This should be imparted to a disciple who is equipped 
with faith and good qualities, who refrains from slandering 
others, who possesses pure Yoga and who is a learned one 
equipped with forbearance and sympathy. 

35. This secret should be imparted to a person who has 
discrimination, who is fond of injunctions, who is devoid of 
quarrelsome dispute, who has learned much, who has humble 
dress and demeanour and who has no selfish motive, 

36. They say that knowledge of this great Brahman 
should not be imparted to a person who is devoid of these 
qualities. The narration of virtue in regard to such person is 
not conducive to welfare, because it is like charity accorded 
to a person who does not deserve it, 

37. This should not be given to a person who has no 
sacred rites even if the entire earth full of jewels were given away. 
O leader of men, this great thing should be imparted to a per* 
son who has conquered his sense organs, who observes pure 
rites and who knows reality. 

38. O Karala, let there be no fear at all in you. This great 
Brahman has been heard by you today. It has been duly re¬ 
counted. It is extremely sacred. It is fully free from grief. It 
has neither beginning nor middle nor end. 

39*40- It is unfathomable. It is free from old age and 
death. It is free from ailment. It is auspicious. It is free from 
fear. In view of the erroneousness of the argument of others, 
the eternal Brahma had been propitiated with great effort. That 
eternal Brahma of brilliant splendour had been propitiated and 
this had been acquired in *the same manner as this has been 
acquired by you. 

41. I have been asked by you, O leader of men. So this 
has been recounted to you exclusively as it had been obtained 
from Brahma. It is the great knowledge, the utmost resort of 
those who are conversant with salvation. 

Vydsa said : 

42. This great Brahman, the twenty-fifth principle, from 
which one does not return has now been recounted in the same 
manner as it had been recounted, O excellent sages, by Vasi?- 
tha formerly. 
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43-44. He who does not completely and accurately under¬ 
stand the great unchanging knowledge, free from death and old 
age, even after striving for comprehension, returns. 

O brahmins, this Jftana that is conducive to salvation, has 
been truthfually described by me after listening to it (and under 
standing it) from the divine sage. 

45. This was derived by sage Vasi$tha from Brahma. 
Narada the greatest among sages obtained this from Vasistha. 

45. This eternal doctrine has been recounted to me and it 
has been obtained by me from Narada. After hearing about this 
great doctrine, O excellent sages, you will not feel sorry. 

47. He has no fear who has understood that K$ara and 
Aksara are different. He has fear certainly who does not know 
this accurately. 

48* Due to the absence of perfect knowledge a person of 
confounded soul undergoes hardships again and again and 
attains thousands of births ending with death. 

49* Or he may go to the heavenly world or to the realm of 
low creatures or to the human world* Or perhaps he is released 
from that ocean of ignorance. 

50. In the terrible ocean of ignorance the unmanifest is 
called the unfathomable one. O brahmins, it is here that the 
living beings become immersed day by day. 

51. Hence due to the destruction of the unfathomable 
Avyakta, the eternal one, all of you, O brahmins, have become 
free from Rajas and Tamas. 

52. Thus, O excellent sages, the great Liberation, the es¬ 
sence of essences, has been recounted by me* On realising it one 
does not return* 

53* It should not be imparted to an atheist or to a person 
who is not a devotee. O brahmins, it should not be imparted to 
an evil-minded person nor to a person who has no faith and 
who is averse to everything good* 
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CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTYEIGHT 

In praise of the Pur&na 

Lomakarfana said : 

1-3. Thus, O brahmins, sage Vyasa recounted the Purana 
to the sages formerly in smooth voice. His words were pregnant 
with meaning* His statements were free from eighteen defects. 
They were free from impurities. They were pure. The Purana 
is full of the gist of different scriptures. It is fully endowed with 
pure words of good quality embellished with the principles of 
the systems of Samkhya and Yoga* It contains the prima facie 
views of the opponent and the finally established doctrines. 
The highly intelligent sage Vyasa stopped aftre recounting 
this duly. 

4-5. After hearing the first Purana named Brahma which 
is on a par with the Vedas and which bestows the desired fruits, 
they became delighted and pleased as well as surprised again 
and again* Then they praised sage Vyasa, Kfsnadvaipayana 
Vyasa* 

Tke sages said : 

6-12. O excellent sage, the Purana that is on a par with the 
Vedas, which bestows all wished-for fruits, which dispels all sins 
and which contains wonderful words and letters has been re¬ 
counted by you and heard by us, O holy lord, there is nothing 
unknown to you in the three worlds. O extremely fortunate one, 
you are omniscient like Brhaspati among Devas. We shall bow 
down to you, the great sage of excessive intelligence, closely 
adhering to Brahman, O great sage, who can recount good 
qualities since the meanings of the Vcdic passages have been 
explained in the Mahabharata, After learning the four Vedas 
with ancillary subjects including Grammar you have composed 
the sacred book Bharata* Obeisance to you who have the charac¬ 
teristics of perfect knowledge. Obeisance to you, O Vyasa, of 
vast knowledge, of eyes resembling the wide petals of a full¬ 
blown lotus. It is by you that the light of knowledge has been 
made to burn filling it with the oil of Bharata. By the collyrium- 
rod of perfect knowledge the eyes of persons blinded by the 
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darkness of ignorance, going astray due to evil visions, have 
opened up. 

Lomaharfana said : 

13. After saying this they honoured and worshipped Vyasa 
and went back in the manner they had come to their respec¬ 
tive hermitages. They were contented. 

14. In the same manner, O excellent sages, the eternal 
Purana that is highly meritorious and which destroys all sins 
has been recounted by me. 

15. O excellent brahmins, whatever has been asked by 
you all, has been expounded by me by the grace of Vyasa. 

16. This should be listened to by householders, ascetics 
and religious students. It bestows wealth and happiness to 
men. It destroys all sins. 

17. Moreover this must be attentively listened to by brah¬ 
mins devoted to Brahman as well as brahmins and others who 
are well-disciplined and who desire welfare. 

18. (By doing so) a brahmin acquires learning; a K$atriya 
victory in battle; a VaiSya everlasting wealth; and a Sudra 
happiness. 

19. If a person of great purity listens to it meditating upon 
a particular desire he acquires the same whatever be the desire. 

20. This is a Puraqa belonging to Vi$nu. It destroys sins. 
It is more excellent than all other scriptural texts. It is condu¬ 
cive to the fulfilment of all aims of life. 

21. This Purana that is on a par with the Vedas has been 
explained by me to you. When this is listened to the heap of 
sins arising from all defects, is destroyed. 

22. What a man obtains after fasting at Prayaga, Pugkara, 
Kuruksetra and Arbuda, he obtains the same by listening to 

this. 
23. The great merit that a man obtains by performing 

Agnihotra extremely well for a whole year, O brahmins, is 
obtained by listening to this once. 

24-25. The benefit that a man derives by taking bath in 
the waters of Yamuna on the Dvidafl day in the month of Pro* 
Sthapada, or by visiting Hari at Mathur& is obtained if the 
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devotee dedicates his mind to Kejava and recites this Purana 
with great concentration, O brahmins. 

26. He who reads or listens to this Purana obtains that 
benefit which a person derives by visiting SRI. 

27. The man who reads and listens faithfully to this Purana 
which is on a par with the Vedas goes to the abode of Hari. 

28. A brahmin with mental control who recounts this 
on holy Parvan days and on eleventh and twelfth days of the 
lunar fortnight goes to the world of Vi^nu. 

29, This is conducive to fame and long life. It bestows 
happiness. It increases fame, O brahmins, it bestows strength 
and nourishment. It is conducive to wealth. It destroys bad 
dreams. 

30, A scholar who reads this excellent narrative during 
the three joints (i,e. dawn, noon and sunset) with faith and great 
concentration shall obtain all desired things. 

31, He who is distressed due to sickness is liberated from 
sickness. He who is in bondage is liberated from bondage. He 
who is frightened is released from fear and he who is caught in 
adversity is liberated from adversity. 

32, He obtains ability to remember births, learning, sons, 
intelligence, animals, courage, virtue, wealth, love and salva¬ 
tion, 

33, If a man reads this with pure mind he obtains all 
those desired things which he must have kept in his mind. 

34. He who listens to this Purana which bestows heavenly 
pleasures and salvation after bowing to Visnu the preceptor 
of the worlds, with great devotion in the mind and purity in 
mind and body, becomes free from sins. After enjoying happi- 
ness here and divine happiness in heaven he goes to Hari’s 
region without impurity afterwards. He is freed from the Gunas 
of Prakrti. 

35. This excellent Purana that yields much benefit and 
bestows virtue, wealth and salvation should be listened to every¬ 
day by excellent brahmins who are devoutly engaged in their 
own pious activity and who are desirous of attaining the sole 
path of salvation, by leading K?atriyas of self-control and dis¬ 
cipline who always seek welfare, by VaiSyas born of pure 
family, and by virtuous $udras* 
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36. You are all excellent men. Let your mind be diverted 

to virtue, that alone is favourable to one who has gone to the 
other world, like a relative* Riches and women though resorted 

to by clever persons do not attain power and stability. 

37. A man acquires a kingdom through virtue. A man 
acquires longevity, renown, austerity, piety and salvation thro* 

ugh virtue. 

38. Dharma is both mother and father. Dharma is friend 

and companion to a man both in this world and in the other. 

Dharma is a saviour here* It is the bestower of salvation. There 

is nothing (of consequence) except Dharma. 

39. This secret and excellent Purana that is on a par with 

the Vedas should not be imparted to an evil mind, and parti¬ 

cularly to an atheist. 

40. This excellent Purana has been narrated by me and 

listened to by you. It dispels sins and increasses virtue. It is 

extremely secret* O sages, permit me I shall go. 
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gautamI-mAhAtmya 

[THE GLORIFICATION OF GAUTAMl ] 

CHAPTER ONE 
Holy Centres 

The sages said : 

1. Listening to the description of holy centres in detail, we 
never feel satiated. We ask you to narrate the great secret once 
again, the great grandeur of the holy centre, the most excellent 
of all excellent holy centres. 

Brahma said : 

2. Formerly, O excellent brahmins, I was asked this very 
same question by Narada. Then I told him that with great 
effort. 

N&rada said : 

3. This has been heard by me from you, O lord of the 
universe, O source of origin of the Universe, viz. that the re¬ 
sorting to the holy centres is better than austerities, sacrifices 
and charitable gifts. 

4. O lord of the Devas, how many varieties of holy centres 
are there? What are their benefits ? Which is more excellent 
than all the other holy centres for ever ? 

Brahmd said : 

5-7. There are four varieties of holy centres, O most vener¬ 
able sage, viz. Daiva, Asura, Arsa and Manusa. They are 
well-known in heaven, on Earth, nether regions—nay, in all 
the three worlds and resorted to by gods etc. The holy centre 
Ar§a is more desirable than the holy centres pertaining to human 
beings. The holy centre belonging to Asuras bestows more bene¬ 
fit than the holy centres belonging to sages. O son, the holy 
centre belonging to gods is more desirable than the holy centres 

belonging to Asuras. 
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8. The holy centre created by Brahma, Visnu, MaheSa 
and others is called Daiva (Divine). They do not know any¬ 

thing greater than this because one is produced from the three. 

9. The holy centre of the three worlds is cited as human. 
There also, the holy centre in the Jambu island is highly ex¬ 
cellent with many qualities. 

10. Among the holy centres of Jambu1 island Bharata 
Varsa is the holy centre well known in the Vedas. Among the 
holy centres of Bharata Dantjlaka2 forest is the most excellent 
of all holy centres. O son, it is called a holy centre because it is 
a sphere of holy rites. 

11. The holy centres mentioned by me to you are there 
itself. Listen to their names mentioned by me briefly. 

12-13. The different types of holy centres are Daiva, Asura, 
Arsa and Manuka i.e. divine, demoniac, saintly and human. 

Between Himavan and Vindhya there are six rivers of divine 
origin. Similarly, O brahmin, there are six rivers of divine 
origin between Vindhya and the Southern Sea. These twelve 
rivers are glorified as the most important of all. 

14. Since Bharata bestows much merit it is highly honoured. 
Hence that sub-continent is called the sphere of holy rites by 

Devas. 
15-19. In some places the holy centres of mountains are 

Divine ones. 
That which is surrounded by demons is called Asura. 
In the divine regions great sages perform penances and 

create holy centres due to the divine power or the power of their 
penance. They create these centres for their own welfare, pros¬ 
perity, worship and salvation. They are called Ar§a (Saintly 

holy centres). 
O Narada, they call the holy centres created by men as the 

human holy centres. These centres are created by men for their 
own benefit and prosperity or for the acquisition of fame. 

1. One of the seven continents of the earth having nine divisions or varfas 
including Bharata or India, the remaining six being Piak?a, S&lmali, Kuia, 
Krauflca, $&ka and Pu?kara (Vide Agiti P. 108. 1-3) 

2. A forest tract lying between the God&varl and Narmada rivers in the 
South and a scene of many episodes in the Ram&yapa. 
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Thus O excellent sage, there are four different types of holy 
centres. 

No one, even the Yogin, knows the different types. O 
Narada, it behoves you to hear about them attentively. 

Many persons who profess to be scholars hear and recount. 
But some meritorious person knows how to speak and hear by 
virtue of his own good qualities. 

N&rada said : 

20-22. I wish to hear factually their difference and features, 
on hearing which one attains perpetual liberation from all sins. 
O Brahma, in the beginning of the Kfta age1 there is no other 
means except resorting to holy centres which bestows the desired 
results with least amount of strain. O Creator, there is no other 
speaker or knower equal to you. You are born in the navel 
lotus of Vi$nu. You are born ahead of all. 

Brahmd said : 

23. These six rivers in the south of the Vindhya are 
glorified, viz. Godavari, Bhimarathi, Tungabhadra, Venika, 
Tapi and Payo$nI. 

24. Bhagirathl, Narmada, Yamuna, Sarasvati, Visoka and 
Vitasta are dependent on the Himalayan ridges. 

25-33. These are the holiest rivers. They are cited as the 
holy centres. 

The holy centres surrounded by the following Asuras are 
the Asura holy centres: Gaya, Kolasura, Vrtra, Tripura, 
Andhaka, Hayamurdhan, Lavana, Namuci, Spagaka, Yama, 
Patalaketu, Madhu and Puskara. They are auspicious. 

O Narada, the saintly holy centres are those holy centres 
frequented by the following sages: Prabhasa, Bhargava, 
Agasti, Nara, Narayana, Vasis$ha, Bharadvaja, Gautama, 
Kafyapa, Manu and others. 

The human holy centres are those created by the following 
human beings: Ambari$a, HariScandra, Nahu$a, Rama, 
Kuru, Kanakhala, Bharata, Sagara, Asvayupa, Naciketa and 

1. The first of the four ages of the world during which righteousness has a 
complete sway. 
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Vr?akapi the suppressor of foes. O brahmin, they are holy cen¬ 
tres created by them for their own fame, benefit, prosperity etc. 

Wherever there are holy centres that have sprung up them¬ 
selves anywhere in the three worlds they are called Daiva holy 
centres. They call them Punyatirthas. 

The different holy centres have been mentioned by me. 
What is not dug up by anyone is called Devakhata (dug up 

by gods). O sage,} the different holy centres have been briefly 
recounted by me to you. Merely by knowing them man is 
released from all sins. 

CHAPTER TWO 

Siva's Marriage 

Ndrada said : 

1. The holy centre that is presided over by three deities 
is the most excellent of all holy centres. Kindly recount to me 
its form and different types in detail. 

Brahma said : 

2. The other holy centres or sacred regions and sacrifice 
or other holy rites are effective only as long as the holy centre 
presided over by three deities, is not visited. 

3-5. Resorting to Ganga yields greater benefit than holy 
rites, fasts and Kpcchra rites. Kjrcchra1 rites should be per¬ 
formed in holy centres. O sage, holy centres purify all objects, 
oneself, mother, father etc. Except in holy centre presided over 
by the three deities there cannot be any remission in sins. Re¬ 
membered, seen or touched it yields all desired objects. This 
Ganga is the most excellent of all rivers. It bestows all desired 
things. It is presided over by three deities, O excellent sage. 

Listen to its origin. 

1. A common word for several types of austerities involving bathing, fas¬ 
ting, worship and other prescribed religious observances. 
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6. Ten thousand years before, when Devas were ascendant 
Taraka1 became very powerful. He became very arrogant due 
to the boons granted by me. 

7-8. The great glory as well as wealth of Devas was taken 
away by that powerful demon. Thereafter, Devas along with 
their leader Indra sought shelter in the lord of the worlds, the 

great grandfather of the Universe, who was lying in the milk- 
ocean. With their palms joined in reverence Devas who had 
none else to approach said to Visnu: 

Devas said : 

9. O lord, you are the saviour of the worlds. You increase 

the fame of Devas. O lord of all, O source of origin of the Uni¬ 
verse, O lord with the three Vedas for your form,obeisance to you. 

10. You alone are the creator of the world, destroyer of 
Asuras and lord of the worlds. O Jaganmaya (who are identical 

with the Universe), you are the cause of creation, sustenance, 
and destruction. 

11. In the whole of the three worlds, there is no other sa¬ 
viour to the embodied beings under the storm and stress of adver¬ 
sities. O lotus-eyed one, excepting you there is none to quell 

the three kinds of distress.2 3 
12. You are the father and mother of the universe. O lord, 

you are easily accessible through service. Be pleased, O lord, 
save us from great dangers. Say, who is the destroyer of our 

distress excepting you ? 
13. You are the primordial maker. You are the Boar, Fish 

and Tortoise.8 When fear overwhelms us you protect us by assu¬ 

ming different forms. 
14. O lord Hari, we have no other refuge. Our lordship 

has been taken away. Our women have been disgraced. We 
have been rendered homeless. O lord, why don't you protect 
us? 

1. A demon who after propitiating Siva by his penance became a great 
terror to the world and was ultimately killed by Skanda. 

2. The three kinds are adhyatmika, adhidaivika and adhibhautika or 
those due to diseases and other bodily causes, those due to super-natural agencies 
and those caused by natural calamities. 

3. Three well known incarnations of god Vi?$u. 
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Brahmd said: 

15. Then the lord of LaksmI, who lies on the serpent Se?a, 
said to them: “Whence has this danger and fear come over to 

you? Please speak out without any tension.** Then they said to 
the lord of LaksmI in regard to the Asura Taraka. 

Devas said: 

16-17. A terrible danger from Taraka has overwhelmed us. 
It causes hairs to stand on end. We are not capable of killing 
him in battles or by curses or austerities. He will meet death 
from a child who is not yet ten days old. Hence, O lord, let action 
be taken with regard to him. 

Brahmd said: 

18-20. Again Narayana said : “O Devas, I am not very 
powerful. He cannot be killed by me or by my child or by Devas. 

Taraka, the scorcher of the worlds, will meet death from that 
extremely powerful child who may be born of lord Siva. Hence, 

let us all go, O Devas, along with sages in order to strive for the 
marriage of lord Siva. This is the first attempt that should be 
made by us who are powerful enough for that.** 

21-22. After saying “So be it” Devas went to the excellent 
mountain Himavan full of jewels and to Mena the beloved wife 
of Himavan. All of them said this to Himavan and his wife: 

23-25. “Daksa’s daughter who is the mother of the worlds, 

who is Siva stationed as Sakti, who has various forms in the 
world such as Buddhi (intellect), Prajfta (intelligence), Dhjrti 
(courage), Medha (faculty of comprehension), Lajja (bash¬ 

fulness), Pu§ti (nourishment) and Sarasvati (Speech) and who 
sanctifies the worlds shall enter Mena’s womb in order to achieve 

success in the affairs of Devas. On being born that mother of 
the Universe will become Siva’s wife. She will protect all of us 

as well as you.” 

Brahmd said: 

26. Himavan approved of the scheme of Devas. Mena 
became extremely enthusiastic and said “Let it be so”. 

27. Then the mother of the Universe was born as Gauri 

in the abode of Himavan. She was engaged in meditation of 
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Siva. She was his beloved. She considered him as her ultimate 
resort. 

28. Devas said to her: “Enter penance for Isa”. ThenGauri 
performed penance on the ridge of the mountain Himalaya. 

29-30. Again Devas took counsel with one another. They 
said: “How can Isa meditate on her? Does he meditate on the 
Atman or anything else ? We do not know. How can the lord 
of Devas be made to fix his mind on the daughter of Mena ? 
Some means should be employed in regard to this. Thence 
you will derive excellence.*’ 

Then the highly intelligent Brhaspati of liberal intellect said: 

Brhaspati said : 

31. The intelligent Cupid who wields the flowery bow and 
excites people must hit the quiescent Siva by means of splendid 
flowery arrows. 

32. Pierced by the arrows the three-eyed lord may fix 

his mind on her. Then the lord will certainly marry her. 
33. The arrows of the victorious Cupid have never been 

ineffective anywhere. So when the mother of the Universe 
gets married a son will be born to her. 

34-35. That son born to the three-eyed lord will kill Taraka. 
Give unto Kama, Vasanta the storehouse of flowers as an assist¬ 
ant. He delights the minds of everyone. 

Brahmd said : 

36. Saying “So be it” Devas, the suppressors of their enemies 
felt relieved. They sent Cupid and Spring to Siva. 

37. Holding his bow and accompanied by Spring and his 
consort Rati, Cupid hurried to perform that very difficult task. 

38-39. Holding the bow and arrows he stood in front of 
Siva and began to think “Shall the lord Siva, the preceptor of 
the worlds, be pierced ? I am the conqueror of universe. But 

are my arrows firm in regard to him ?” 
He was reduced to ashes by Siva by his fiery eyes. 
40-44. In order to watch the same activity steadily Devas 

came there. Listen to the surprising event that happened then. 
Devas looked at Siva. Even as they glanced at Cupid, they 
saw him reduced to ashes and they were frightened. With the 
palms joined together Devas eulogised the lord. 
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Devas said : 

Great fear of Taraka has overwhelmed us. Make the dau¬ 
ghter of Himavan your wife. 

Brahma, said : 

Lord Siva whose mind had been pierced, immediately acted 
according to the entreaties of Devas. It is the nature of noble 
souls that they do not consider their own welfare while they 
make sacrifices for the sake of others. 

Devas sent Arundhatl, Vasistha, the discus-bearing Vi§nu 
and me for the arrangement of the wedding. 

In this manner the alliance between Himavan and Siva, 
the lord of the Universe, was effected. 

CHAPTER THREE 

Gift of a Water Vessel to Brahma 

Brahma said : 

1-4. The wedding took place on the excellent Himalaya 
mountain which is wonderfully bedecked in different kinds 
of jewels, which is full of various sorts of trees and creepers, 
which is frequented by different birds, which is encompassed 

by rivers, lakes, tanks, wells, which is frequented by Devas, 
Gandharvas,1 Siddhas,2 3 Caranas,8 Yak§as4 5 and others, which 
is richly endowed with splendid wind, which was the sole cause 
of excessive merriment, which is surrounded by Meru,6 Man- 
dara,® Kailasa,7 Mainaka8 and other mountains and which is 

1. Semi-divine beings skilled in singing and music. 
2. A group of semi-divine beings of great purity and holiness. 
3. The panegyrists of gods. 
4. A class of semi-divine beings who attend on Kubera, the god of wealth. 
5. A mythical mountain and abode of celestial beings. 
6. Another mythical mountain used by gods and demous as a rod for 

churning the ocean. 
7. A Himalayan peak on which resides god Siva. 
8. Another mountain which escaped when Indra planned to cut off wings 

which all mountains are supposed to have previously. 
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encircled by Vasi^tha,1 Agastya,2 Paulastya8, Loma$a4 and 
other sages while great festivities were being celebrated. 

5. There on a raised divine platform was an altar beauti¬ 
fully studded with jewels and bedecked in gold well arranged 
by Vi^vakarman.6 It was rendered beautiful by a row of 
columns of diamonds, rubies and sappliires. 

6. It was surrounded by the deities Jaya,6 LaksmI,7 
Subha,8 Ksanti,9 Klrti,10 Pu§tiu etc. It was also surrounded 
by the splendid mountains Meru, Mandara, Kailasa and 
Raivata.12 

7. It was honoured by the powerful Vi§nu, the lord of the 
universe. Golden coloured Mainaka, the most excellent among 
mountains, shone there. 

8. The sages, the guardians of the quarters and the Adityas13 
accompanied by Maruts14 constructed the altar for the wedding 
ceremony of the trident-bearing lord, the chief of Devas. 

9-12. Visvakarman, Tvastr16 himself made the altar 
with festoons. The wedding ceremony took place when the 
place was rendered beautiful by the divine cows such as Surabhi,16 
NandinI17, Nanda18 and Sunanda19 that yield everything 
desired._ 

1. An ancient sage and priest of Iksvaku kings. 

2. Another sage said to have been born out of a waterjar and to have 
drunk up the ocean. 

3. Probably the sage Pulastya is meant who was a mind-born son of 
Brahma and the father of Vi£ravas and grandfather of Kubera and Ravana. 

4. A sage and great story-teller. 

5. A great architect and artificer of gods. 
6. 7, 10, 11. Daughters of Dak$a Prajapati. 
8. Two $ubhas are known, one being Dhruva’s mother and the other 

wife of Angiras. 
9. Probably Santi or Rjama both also daughters of Dak?a Prajapati. 

12. A mountain Raivata or Raivataka, is known to exist in Gujarat. 

13. A group of Vedic gods originally numbering six which later in¬ 

creased to twelve. 
14. Another group of Vedic gods associated with storms, lightning, 

thunder etc. 
15. A Rgvedic deity said to be the ideal artist, divine artisan; men¬ 

tioned in VigQupuraga as a son of Visvakarma. 
16. Another name of Kamadhenu the divine cow; also a cow bom 

from the hunkara of Brahma. 
17. The cow of plenty belonging to sage Vasisiha, said to be born of 

Surabhi. 
18. & 19. Names not traceable elsewhere. 
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All these were present there, viz. the oceans, rivers, serpents, 
mothers of the worlds etc. along with vegetable kingdom and 
seeds. 

Ila [Earth] carried out the function of productivity, the 
herbs performed the work of growth, Varuna performed the 
work of drink, Kubera performed the work of charitable gifts; 
Agni performed whatever was desired by the lord of worlds. 

13. The eternal Visnu performed worship separately in 
different places. The Vedas accompanied by their secret prin¬ 
ciples gave charming instructions. 

14. The celestial damsels danced. The Gandharvas and 
Kinnaras1 sang. O excellent sage, Mainaka held fried grains 
(for the sacrifice). 

15. The invocation of holy water was performed inside the 
house, O Narada. The couple, the most excellent among Devas 
sat on the altar. 

16. After setting the holy fire ablaze duly and performing 
the sacrifice with fried grains, O son, the couple went round the 
rocky slab duly. 

17. During the course of touching the slab, Siva urged by 
Vi§nu, touched the toe of the right foot of the goddess with his 
hand. 

18. Performing the sacrifice there near Siva, I saw her. 
My semen got ejaculated due to my evil mind on seeing the toe. 

19. In the entire three worlds, who is not deceived by Cupid? 
Defiled and ashamed, I scattered the ejaculated semen in small 
droplets. 

20. From the minute particles of my semen the Valakhi- 
lyas2 were born. Then there was a great commotion caused by 

Devas. Overwhelmed by shame, I stood up from my seat and 
started. 

21. Even as Devas watched silently, O Narada, I went ahead. 

On seeing me go, Mahadeva spoke to Nandin: 

Siva said; 

22. Call Brahma here. I shall make him free from sin. 

1. Horse-headed celestial musicians dwelling in Kubera’s city. 

2. Pigmy sages no bigger than half a thumb, numbering 6000 and 
residing in the solar region. 
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Even if other people commit offences good people take pity on 
them. They have sympathy for them in their minds. This is 
the nature of worldly objects. They delude even great scholars. 

Brahmd said : 

23-25. After saying this, Lord Siva accompanied by Uma 

began operations. The lord of the worlds did this due to his 
sympathy for me and desire for the welfare of the worlds. Lis¬ 
ten to it attentively, O Narada. 

“The Earth and Waters shall become the means of redemp¬ 

tion of sinners from their sins. I shall extract their ultimate 
essence that is holy.” After declaring this the lord extracted their 
essence. 

26-27. He made the Earth into a water-jar and poured 
water into it. With great effort he chanted P&vam&nya1 and 
other hymns and consecrated them. The lord who dispels sins 

remembered Sakti who sanctifies the universe and invoked her 
there. Then the lord of the worlds said to me, “Take this water- 
jar. 

28. Indeed the waters are goddesses and mothers. The 
Earth is another mother. So both of them are the causes of exist¬ 
ence, creation and destruction. 

29. It is here that Dharma is established. It is here that 
the eternal sacrifice is established. It is here that enjoyment and 
salvation, mobile and immobile beings are established. 

30. By remembering it the mental sin perishes. By bowing 
to it the verbal sin perishes. By bathing, drinking and per¬ 
forming the holy ablution, the physical sin perishes. 

31. This alone is nectar in the world. There is nothing 
greater in sanctity than this. O Brahma, take this water-jar 
consecrated by me with holy Mantras. 

32. Whoever remembers or drinks the water herein attains 

all desired things. Take this water-jar. 
33. Of all the five elements, water is the element of great 

effect. This water is the best among all those waters. Take this 

water-jar. 
34. O Brahma, by touching, remembering and seeing the 

1. The verses in the ninth Marsiala of the Rgevda relating to Soma 

PavamSha; also known as 'P&vamani’. 
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water herein, which is very splendid, holy and sacred, one is 
liberated from sin.” 

35-36. After saying this the supreme lord gave me the 
water-jar. Then Devas joyously spoke to their lord. There was 
great exhilaration there. Cries of victory rang the sky. 

During the wedding festival of the lord I saw the tip of the 
foot of the mother. Due to this sin I attained the state of a fallen 
fellow. The merciful father gave me Ganga water kept in the 

holy jar. It is holy and sanctifying even by remembering. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

How GangS Entered the Matted Hair of Siva 

Narada said : 

1. Goddess Ganga stationed in your water-jar increased 

your merit. O lord, tell me in detail how it came to the mortal 

world. 

Brahmd said : 

2-3. There was a great asura named Bali. This enemy of 
gods was invincible. He was incomparable in regard to virtue, 
fame, protection of subjects, devotion to elders and preceptors, 

truthfulness, virility, power, renunciation and forbearance in 

the three worlds. 
4. On seeing his prosperity increased Devas became wor¬ 

ried. They spoke to one another, “How will we conquer Bali ?” 
5. While he was ruling over the kingdom of the three worlds 

dispelling thorns, there were no enemies, no ailments, no 

anxieties in any way. 
6. While Bali was ruling over the kingdom, none of these 

was seen even in dream, viz., famine, evil, denial of God, wick¬ 

edness. 
7. Devas did not have place or happiness because they 

were pierced by the arrows of his prosperity; they were severed 

by the sword of his renown, their limbs were cut by the spear 

of his command. 
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8. Keeping their jealousy in front they talked to one an¬ 
other. With their body set ablaze by the fire of his fame they 
were agitated. They approached Visnu. 

Devas said : 

9. O lord of the worlds, O lord holding conch, discus and 
club, we are distressed. Your lordship always holds weapons 
for our sake. 

10-17. Our misery is this much even when you are our 
lord, O lord of the Universe. How can the head of those who 
bow down to you, bow down to asuras ? 

Mentally, physically and verbally, we have sought refuge 
in you alone. Having your feet alone as our shelter how can 
we bow down to Asura? 

We worship you by means of great sacrifices. We eulogise 
you, O Acyuta, by means of words of praise. Having you alone 
as our shelter, how can we bow down to Asura? 

Devas with Indra as their leader always depend upon your 
vigour and power. Having acquired our status bestowed by 
you, how can we bow down to Asura ? 

Through the form of Brahma you are the creator. You 
protect us as Visnu. You are the annihilator through your power 
of Rudra. How can we bow down to Asura ? 

Lordship and glory is the cause of everything in the world. 
Without it (life) is useless. O lord of Devas, with our prospe¬ 
rity dispelled how can we bow down to Asura ? 

You are one without a beginning. You are the creator of the 
universe. You are one without an end. You are the preceptor 
of the universe. How can we bow down to this Asura ? 

Our limbs have been nourished by your lordship and glory. 
After conquering the three worlds with our strength we shall 

become stable, O lord of Devas. How can we bow down to 
Asura ? 

Brahmd said : 

18. On hearing these words, the slayer of the asuras spoke 

with reference to the tasks of the Devas. 

V&sudeva said : 

19-5J&). This asura Bali is my devotee. He cannot be con¬ 
quered by Devas or Asuras. Just as you all are persons to be 
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nourished by me so also Bali is to be nourished by me. Without 
a battle, O Devas, I shall take away his kingdom which extends 
to the three worlds. I shall bind him by means of words with 
miraculous power and give the kingdom unto you all. 

Brahmd said: 

21. After saying “so be it” Devas went to heaven. The 
holy lord, the lord of Devas entered the womb of Aditi.1 

22. When he was born there were great festivities. The 
lord of sacrifices was born, O brahmin, as Vamana.2 3 

23-27. In the meantime, O brahmin, Bali the most excel¬ 
lent of all strong men made preparations for the horse sacrifice. 
He was accompanied by his priest Sukra who was conversant 
with the Vedas and Vedangas.8 He was sanctified by impor¬ 
tant sages. While the sacrifice was going on, while Bali went 
on with the performance of sacrifice, while chief of the sages 
performed the duties of a Rtvij,4 * while Sukra functioned as the 
chief priest, while Devas, Gandharvas and Nagaswere seated 
in order to receive their respective share in the sacrificial 
offerings, while these words were being exchanged, viz. 
“Let it be given”, “Let it be partaken of”, “Let the worship 
be performed separately”, “It is complete”, “Again it is 
filled up” etc., Vamana who was singing S&man verses came 
slowly to that place. Vamana who was wearing ear-rings 
and holding an umbrella came to the sacrificial hall. 

28-31. He began to praise the sacrifice. Vamana had 
assumed the form of a brahmin. He was the lord Daitya- 
sudana (the slayer of Daityas). He was the bestower of bene¬ 
fits of sacrifice and austerities. He was the slayer of asuras. 
Bhargava (a descendant of Bhpgu, i.e. Sukra) recognised him 
and then in a hurry spoke to the king, the king who had great 
splendour, who was a conqueror with the duties of Ksatriya, 
who was a donor of riches with devotion, who was the most 
excellent of all powerful men, who was initiated in the sacrifice 

1. The mother of gods. 
2. The dwarf incarnation of Vi?QU. 
3. Subjects necessary for the study and proper understanding of the 

Vedas, eg. £ikfa (Phonetics), Nirukta (Etymology) etc. 
4. A priest officiating at a Vedic sacrifice. There are usually four such 

priests, viz. Hotr, Adhvaryu, Brahman and Udg&tf. 
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along with his wife, who was meditating on Vi§nu, and who 
was pouring oblations separately. Sukra who was the most 

powerful in the family of Bhrgu and who was extremely intel¬ 
ligent spoke to the king: 

Sukra said : 

32-33. This brahmin who has the size ofa dwarf and who has 
come to your sacrifice, O Bali, is not really a brahmin. It is true 
that he is the lord of sacrifices, the sanctifier of sacrifices. He 
who is greater than the greatest, who is the great Man, has 

come here to request you. Only after taking counsel from me 
should it be given by you, O lord. 

Brahmd. said : 

34-35. Bali the suppressor of enemies said to his preceptor, 
Bhargava thus. 

Bali said : 

Blessed am I because the lord of sacrifices is coming to my 
house so unexpectedly. If he requests me anything after com¬ 
ing here, of what avail is my cogitation ? 

Brahmd said: 

36. So addressed by Sukra, his priest, Bali, accompanied 

by his wife, went to that place where the leading brahmin 
Vamana, the son of Aditi, was present. 

37-40. With palms joined in reverence he said, “Why have 

you come ? Tell me that1”. Then Vamana said: “A piece of 
ground measured by three steps should be given to me for 

staying. I do not wish for anything else.” 
After saying “So be it” he poured a stream of water from 

the pot embellished with different jewels. Thereafter, he gave 
the Earth to Vamana even as the chief sages were watching, 

even as the priest Sukra was watching. While the illustrious 
Devas were watching he gave the Earth to Vamana. While the 
asuras were watching cries of “Victory” rose up, in the sky. 

41. Vamana said slowly : “Hail to you, O king, Be happy. 
Grant me the measured g/ound, the three steps that have been 
promised.” 

42-44. “So be it”, said the lord of asuras, “Let it be taken”. 
Even as these words were uttered, even as he was watching 
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Vamana, something wonderful happened. The lord of sacrifices 
increased in size so much that the moon and the sun came up 
to the breast and the Devas over the head. In exploit and size 
he increased, lord Acyuta, who has no end, who is the maker 
of the worlds and who identifies himself with the universe. 
On seeing him, the king of asuras who was humble and who 
was accompanied by his wife, said to the lord: 

Bali said : 

45. O Visnu, O lord of worlds identifying with the Uni¬ 
verse, take the steps as many as you can. O lord of Devas, O 
creator of the Universe, it is I who have conquered in every 
respect. 

46. At the very same time when he was saying this Sukra 
too said this very earnestly: “O lord of kings, due to my intel¬ 
ligence you have already been propitiated before.’* As he spoke 
thus, Visnu of great sacrifice said: 

Visnu said : 

47. O lord of Daityas, of great arms, O king of Daityas, 
I shall take steps. See. 

As he said so, he (ie. Bali) said again and again, “O Vi§nu, 

take the steps.” 

Brahmd said : 

48. After standing firmly on the back of the tortoise he 
placed a step in the sacrificial hall of Bali. He, the eternal lord, 
placed the second step over the whole world. 

49. Then he said to Bali: “O lord of Asuras, there is no 
place for the third step. Where shall I place the third step ? 
Give me the ground.” 

Laughingly Bali said with palms joined in reverence. He was 
accompanied by his wife. 

Bali said : 

50-52. The entire universe has been created by you, O lord 
of Devas. I am not a creator. Due to. your fault it has become 
too small, O lord of cosmic identity. 

Still, I have never uttered a lie, nor will I ever utter a lie 

proving me to be a man of truthful, statement. Step on my back. 
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Then, the lord who is worshipped by Devas, whose form is 
evolved by the three Vedas, became pleased. 

He said, “Choose a boon. Welfare unto you, O lord of 
Daityas, I am pleased with your devotion.” 

BrahmH said : 

53-54. He said to the lord of the Universe—“O Trivikrama 
(one who took three steps), I do not beg anything of you.” 

Visnu who was pleased granted him whatever was desired 
by his pure mind viz., the lordship of the nether worlds, the 
future status of Indra, the overlordship of Indra and a great deal 
of imperishable fame. 

55-57. After granting all this to Bali, Lord Vamana placed 
Bali, the enemy of Devas in nether worlds along with his son 
and wife. He gave the kingdom of Devas to Indra as at the time 
of its origin. 

In the meantime he went back to his region honoured by 
Devas. 

O highly intelligent one, that second step of Visnu, my father, 
became my abode. On seeing my abode I thought: 

58. “What is that work which shall be auspicious in this 

second step of Visnu whereby my water-jar shall become excel¬ 
lent ?” 

59-63. The water bestowed by the enemy of Tripuras is 
highly meritorious. It is excellent. It bestows boons. It is calm. 
It is highly conducive to tranquillity. It is splendid. It bestows 
splendour. It is eternal. It yields worldly enjoyment and salva¬ 

tion. It is in the form of the mother of the worlds. It is nectar. 

It is pure panacea (for all ills). It is holy. It is sacred. It is 
worthy of worship. It is the greatest and the most excellent. 

It is conducive to splendour. By remembering it sanctifies the 
worlds. What if it is seen ? Remaining pure, I shall utilize that 
water as the libation to my father. 

Thinking that, I took that water and used it for argha 
(offering). 

The water for Argha, that was consecrated by the recitation 

of Mantras fell on Vi$nu’s foot. That water fell on the Meru and 
flowed to the Earth in four ways. 
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64-68. The waters flowed in four directions, viz. East, 
South, West and North. 

By means of his matted hair, Sankara caught hold of the 
water that flowed towards the South. 

The water that flowed towards the West went back to the 
water-jar. 

Vi$nu caught hold of the water that flowed towards the 
North. 

The sages, Devas, manes and the guardians of quarters cau¬ 
ght hold of the auspicious water that flowed towards the East. 
Hence it is called the most excellent. 

The waters that reached the Southern quarter are the mothers 
of the worlds. The waters that flowed from the foot of Vi§nu are 
conducive to the welfare of brahmins and the mothers of worlds. 
Thus they became cause of prosperity by remaining within the 
matted hair of MaheSvara. By remembering their power one 
would attain all desired things. 

CHAPTER FIVE 

Vin&yaku and Gautama 

N&rada said : 

1. How the River Ganga stationed in the water-jar reached 
the matted hair of Lord Siva, has been heard. Kindly tell me 
how* it reached the mortal world. 

Brahmd said : 

2. O highly intelligent one, there are two divisions in the 
waters stationed in the matted hair of Mahesvara, because of 
two persons who took them away. 

3. One part that is well known in the world was brought 
by the brahmin Gautama who used to perform holy rites, donate 
charitable gifts and practise meditation after worshipping Siva. 

4-5. The other part was taken away, O extremely intelli¬ 
gent one, by the powerful K?atriya monarch Bhagiratha after 
propitiating Sankara by means of penances and holy rites. Thus 
O excellent sage, the Ganga had two different forms. 
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N&rada said : 
6. For what reason was Gautama the conveyor of the water 

stationed in the matted hair of Mahesvara? Tell me, by which 
Ksatriya was it brought. 

Brahmd said : 

7. For your pleasure, O dear one, I shall recount in detail 
how the river was brought by the brahmin or the other one. 

8. O sage of great lustre, Ganga became the beloved of 
Sambhu at the very time when Uma became the beloved of the 
lord of Devas. 

9-10. Siva was thinking about the means of dispelling my 

sin. Accompanied by Uma the glorious lord observed the god¬ 
dess particularly. Since he was indulgent in pleasant activities 
he created the excellent juice. It was excellent because he was 

fond of its beauty and sweetness, feminine qualities as well as 

holy nature, and 
11. Ganga was the most beloved of all, O excellent brah¬ 

min. He kept her on his head (as a token of honour). Since Uma 
knew this, Mahesvara was always worried over it. 

12. Ganga alone came out of the matted hair for some 
other reason. Siva had concealed Ganga in his matted hair. 

13-14. On knowing that she (Ganga) was held by him in 
his head, Uma was not able to bear it. On seeing her stationed 
in the matted hair, again and again Gauri spoke to her lord in 
anger thus: “Send her away, O lord of aesthetic taste.” 
However, the lord declined to send her away. 

15. On account of that misery Uma said “Oh, I am help¬ 

less.” 
On reflecting that the lord was concealing Gahg& in his 

matted hair, she spoke these words in secret to Vinayaka, Skanda 

and Jaya.1 
16-17. “This lover, the lord of Devas will never forsake 

Ganga. Now she too is the beloved of my lord. How will my 
lord abandon her, his beloved ?” After reflecting thus many 
times, Uma spoke to Vinayaka. 

P&rvati said : 
18. The lord will never abandon Ganga even if attempted 

■ ■ . — 4—w 

1. Wife of Pufpadanta, a gaga (attendant of Siva). 
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by Devas, Asuras, Yak§as, Siddhas, including yourself, kings or 
others. 

19-20. Either I shall go to Himavan and perform penance 
once again or I shall entrust the job to holy brahmins who have 
dispelled their sins by practising austerities. Requested by them 
Ganga may go to the Earth. 

Brahma said : 

21-23. On hearing these words of his mother Ganesa, the 
lord of obstacles said to his mother: 

“It is proper to consult my brother Skanda and Jaya (and 
do everything). We shall do that whereby my father will cast 
off Ganga from his head.” 

O brahmin, in the meantime there was a drought lasting for 
twenty four years. It caused great fright to all living beings in 
the mortal world. Then the whole universe consisting of mobile 
and immobile beings perished. 

24-27. (There was great disaster everywhere) except the 
sacred hermitage of Gautama that bestowed all desired things. 

Formerly, I desired to create the mobile and immobile 
beings, O dear son. A sacrifice was performed by me on the 
mountain Devayajana. Thereafter that mountain became 

well known as Brahmagiri associated with my name. 
That Gautama has resorted to that excellent mountain and 

is staying there ever since. Neither mental worries nor physical 

ailments, neither famine nor absence of rain, neither fear nor 
grief, neither poverty nor misfortune are ever heard of in his 
excellent and highly meritorious hermitage on the auspicious 

Brahmagiri. 

28. Excepting his hermitage in no ocher place the offer¬ 
ing was made to Devas or manes. O dear son, there was 
neither a donor nor a Hotr1 nor a person performing sacrifices. 

29. The propitiation of Devas in heaven was accomplished 
only when the brahmin Gautama made offering or performed 

a sacrifice. 
30. Sage Gautama became well known in the world of 

Devas and in the mortal world. People knew that he alone was 

the donor and the enjoyer of pleasant things. 

1. An officiating priest reciting Rgvedic hymns during a sacrifice. 
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31. On hearing about this the sages of different hermitages 
enquired about the hermitage of Gautama and went there. 

32. Sage Gautama devoutly nourished all those sages 
as if they were his disciples, sons or fathers. 

33. Whatever was desired by them was provided by him. 

The sage rendered service to all of them in the proper order, 
in accordance with their ability and in a manner befitting 
them. 

34-35. At the bidding of Gautama, the herbs and other 
vegetables became the mothers of worlds. Again Brahma, 
Visnu and Mahesvara were propitiated by him. Then the 

herbs and other vegetables grew up and were used by the peo¬ 
ple then and there. They were thought of and sowed by the 
power of penance of Gautama. 

36-38. Whatever was thought of by Gautama was realised. 
All prosperities were achieved. Everyday Gautama addressed 
the sages like sons, disciples or fathers. He asked them, “What 
shall I do for you?”. He nurtured them for many years as a 

father would do his sons. Thus, O dear son, Gautama acquired 

great renown. 
Then Vinayaka spoke to his mother, brother and Jaya. 

Vinayaka said : 

39-42. Mother, the brahmin Gautama is being sung about 
in the abode of Devas: “Gautama has done that which can 

be achieved by Devas only with effort.” O goddess, thus the 
power of penance of the brahmin has been heard by me. Dear 
mother, that brahmin may be able to dislodge Ganga stationed 
in the matted hair after worshipping the three-eyed lord by 
means of penance. He alone can plead to the beloved of my 
father, who is stationed in the matted hair of my father. Some 
means should be employed so that the brahmin may plead to 
her. Due to his power the excellent Ganga will descend from 
his head. 

Brahm& said : 

43. After saying this to his mother, the lord of obstacles1 
went to the place where the lean Gautama who was wearing 

1. Lord Gagesa who is supposed to be the creator as well as the remover 
of obstacles is propitiated at the commencement of all important undertakings. 
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the holy thread was present. He was accompanied by his bro¬ 
ther and Jaya. 

44-46. After staying for a few days within the precincts 
of Gautama’s hermitage, the lord of obstacles said to the 
brahmins: “We must not stay there. Let us go to our own 
abodes, clean and pure hermitages. We have been nourished 
by Gautama’s food. Let us ask sage Gautama’’. After discussing 
among themselves thus the excellent sages took leave of the 
sage. Due to his fond feelings he prevented the sages severally. 

Gautama said: 

47. Gautama said humbly with palms joined in reverence: 

Stay here alone ye all. O leading sages, I shall serve your feet. 

48. While I stand by here, ready to serve you all, it is not 
proper for you, Devas on the Earth to resort to another 
hermitage. 

49. In my opinion this hermitage alone is the holy penance 
grove for all. O sages, please do not go to any other hermitage. 

Brahmd said : • 

50. On hearing these words of the sage, Vinayaka remem¬ 
bered his duty of causing obstacles (in secret). With palms joi¬ 

ned in reverence he said to the brahmins. 

Ganddhipa said: 

51. We have all been bought over by the food offered 
to us. Why then should Gautama not forbid us? We are not 

allowed to go to our own abodes by peaceful means. 
52. Nor does this excellent brahmin who has helped us 

deserve any punishment. Hence I shall endeavour in an intelli¬ 

gent manner. Let that be approved of by you all. 

Brahmd said: 

53-56. Then the brahmins replied: “Let it be done for help¬ 
ing this brahmin with a desire for the welfare of the world. 
Do anything which will do good to all the brahmins.” 

On hearing the words of the brahmins Ganadhipa (Lord of 
ganas or attendants of Siva) approved of them and said. 

Vindyaka said: 

What is particularly good for Gautama is being done. 
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Brahmd said: 

Vinayaka of liberal mind coaxed and cajoled the brahmins 
again and again. He bowed unto them. He took the guise of a 
brahmin himself. Ganesvara who sided with his mother habi¬ 
tually, said to Jaya. 

Vindyaka said : 

57. O Lady of splendid face, do everything in such a man¬ 
ner as no one else comes to know. Assume the form of a cow and 
go to the place where Gautama is present. 

58. Consume the paddy. O beautiful lady, destroy them 
and distort them. If you are beaten, or shouted at or even 
looked at do something (by way of retaliation). Bellowing 
loudly remain in a struggle between life and death. 

Brahmd said : 

59-60. Vijaya (Jaya) who sided with Vighnesvara did so. 
Jaya assumed the form of a cow and went to the place where 
Gautama was present, eating the paddy plants (on the way). 
Gautama saw her. On seeing the cow in a state of aberration, 
the brahmin prevented her by a blade of grass. 

61. On being forbidden by him, the cow cried aloud and 

fell down. When the cow fell down there was a great hue and 
cry. 

62. Ou hearing the cry and on seeing the action of Gautama 
the brahmins became distressed. Keeping Vighnaraja at the 

head the brahmins said. 

The Brahmins said : 

63. All of us are going away from here. We should not 
stay in your hermitage. We all had been nurtured by you like 
a son. O leading sage, we are taking leave of you. 

Brahmd said : 

64. On hearing these words of the brahmins who were 
determined to go from there, he was as though struck down 

by the thunderbolt. He fell down in front of the brahmins. 

65. The brahmins said to him: “See this goddess mother 
of the Rudras, the beloved deity of the worlds sanctifying them, 
fallen on the ground. 
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66. When due to the power of fate, this cow whose form 
and features are like those of gods and holy centres has fallen 
down O excellent sage, what remains for us to do is to go away. 

67. If we continue to reside in your hermitage (the merit of) 
the holy rites performed by us will dwindle down and waste 
away. O brahmin, we do not have any other asset. We are 

only ascetics whose only assets are their penance. 

Brahmd said : 

68-72. Standing humbly in front of the brahmins, Gautama 
said. 

Gautama said: 

Your holinesses alone are my refuge. It behoves you to 
make me pure. 

Brahma said : 

Then Lord Vighnakjrt (Ganesa, the creator of obstacles) 
surrounded by the brahmins, said. 

Vighnaraja said : 

This cow neither dies nor lives. In this extremely doubtful 
situation we shall mention the expiation and the goal. 

Gautama said: 

This cow will never gain sense. She will certainly die. How 
will this cow get up ? It behoves you to tell me the way of ex¬ 
piation. Undoubtedly I shall do everything. 

The Brahmins said : 

73. This intelligent (brahmin) will speak in accordance 
with the opinion of all of us. His statement is (as good as) 
our statement. It should be considered authoritative by you, 

O Gautama. 

Brahmd said : 

74. Induced by the brahmins as well as the powerful 
Gautama, Vighnakrt (i.e. Lord GaneSa) in the guise of a brah¬ 

min spoke these words to all. 

Vigknardja said : 

75. I shall speak truthfully on behalf of all. Let the sages 

as well as Gautama accept my suggestion. 
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76. We have heard that the water that had been in the 
jar of Brahma born of the unmanifest one, is now staying within 
the matted hair of Lord Siva. 

77. Bring it quickly by means of austerities and holy rites. 
O holy sage, pour that water over this cow that has fallen on the 
ground. After that all of us shall stay in your house as before. 

Brahmd said : 

78. When that leading brahmin said thus in the assembly 
of the brahmins, there was a shower of flowers there. Cries 
of “Victory” rose up. Then the humble Gautama spoke these 
words with palms joined in reverence. 

Gautama said : 

79. Let the desire in my mind be fulfilled due to my power 
of penance, by the grace of Fire god, by the grace of gods and 
Brahma as well as by your grace. 

Brahmd said : 

80. After saying “Let it be so,” the brahmins took leave 

of the leading sage and went to their abodes that were now 
rich in food and water. 

81. When those brahmins had gone, Ganesvara returned 
accompanied by his brother and Jaya. After fulfilling his task 
he was extremely delighted. 

82-83. After the brahmins had returned, after Ganesa 
had gone, the excellent sage Gautama whose sins had been 
dispelled by his penance, began to ponder over the same inci¬ 

dent. “What is this that has befallen me?” After a great deal 
of reflection the brahmin understood it by his powerful intui¬ 

tion. 
84-88. He came to the firm conclusion that the affair was 

made-up for the task of the gods. “I consider everything con¬ 
ducive to welfare. It is a help unto the worlds. It is (a task) 
most pleasing to &ambhu and Parvati. It is the task of bringing, 
Ganga on the Earth. There is no sin in me at all”. Thinking 
thus in his mind, the excellent brahmin became extremely 
delighted. After consulting his wife the excellent brahmin said: 
“After propitiating the bull-bannered three-eyed lord of the 

worlds,"! shall bring the excellent river. I shall delight Parvati, 
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the consort of Siva. The co-wife of the mother of the Universe 
is stationed within the matted hair of Mahesvara.’* After deter¬ 
mining thus in his mind the excellent sage Gautama departed 

from Brahmagiri with a desire to please Sam bhu who was stay¬ 
ing in Kailasa, who is worshipped by the mighty Devas and 
whose power is most terrible. 

CHAPTER SIX 

Descent of Gautami 
N&rada said : 

1. After going to the peak of Kailasa what did the holy 
lord, Sage Gautama do? Did he perform any penance? What 

excellent method did he adopt for attaining the goal? 

Brahma said : 
2-3. After going to that mountain, O dear son, Sage Gau¬ 

tama controlled his speech. On the excellent mountain Kailasa 
he spread Ku£a grass and sat thereon with purity of mind and 
body. Then he sang this hymn. While Mahesvara was being 

eulogized there was a shower of flowers. 

Gautama said : 

4. (Lord Siva) accompanied by Uma assumes eight cosmic 

bodies that are always beneficial to the people. It is to bestow 
the desired enjoyment of worldly pleasures to those who seek it 
that the lord assumes these bodies. Hence the people eulogize 

the lord as the Great God. 
5. Ilvara assumes the body of the Earth for this purpose 

viz. in order to create happiness by means of its own objects of 
pleasure and to sustain the entire (universe consisting of) mobile 

and immobile beings. It is conducive to the prosperity of the 

universe and its increase. 
6. The form of waters (of Siva with eight cosmic bodies) 

is for creation, sustenance and annihilation of the Earth and also 

in order to provide for support to the Earth. For granting hap¬ 

piness Mid piety to the people, Siva of tranquil body assumed 

the form of waters that is well established in the universe. 
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7. Siva’* cosmic bodies of Sun, Moon and Fire caused the 
following viz., the demarcation of the units of time, the oozing 

current of nectar, sustenance, creation and destruction of living 
beings and joy, happiness and progress of the subjects. 

8. The form of Isa viz. Vayu is evolved for the following 
purpose. It is for creating prosperity, movement, power, imperi¬ 

shable things, the proper arrangement of the living beings and 
for the accomplishment of their joys. Certainly, O holy lord, 
you alone are responsible for this. 

9. Without mutual differences there cannot be action and 
piety, a thing that is one’s own and not one’s own, neither dire¬ 
ctions nor atmosphere, neither heaven nor Earth, neither worldly 
pleasures nor salvation. Hence, O Isa, this ethereal body of 

yours. 
10. (This ethereal body) assumes the form of word. In 

order to establish virtue the Vedas are divided into Rk, Yajus 
and Saman. In the world (i.e. among non-Vedic sacred litera¬ 
ture) the Gathas (songs), Smjrtis, Puranas etc. (also flourish). 

11. The various ancillary objects pertaining to sacrifice 
constitute the sacrificial body of Siva. The sacrifice and the 
instruments of sacrifice, the form of the Rtvik, time, space and 
result, O Sambhu, you are all these things. They say that your 

sacrificial body is the ultimately real entity. 
12. You are everything. You are the maker, donor, surety, 

charitable offering, the omniscient witness, the great Puru§a, 
the supreme soul and the ultimate reality. You are everything. 
Of what avail are the verbal outpourings? 

13. You are not pointed out by the Vedas and other sac¬ 

red literature or preceptors. Nor are you accessible by means 
of intellect etc. You alone are unborn, unmeasurable and the 
lord expressed by the word Siva. You alone are the Truth. O 

holy lord, obeisance unto you. 

14. (Defective Text) Once Siva saw his Prakfti in unison 
with the Atman as “This is my asset.” At that same time, the 
Prakj-ti that cannot be imagined or argued upon stood separate. 
The lord of cosmic form is one of unimaginable power. 

15. The eternal Siva whether possessed of all excellent 

virtues "or devoid of any trait is the power of the creator of the 
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Universe. At every creation she becomes increased in purity. 
It has occupied the reason, its own reason. 

16. Production, sustenance, increase and destruction of 
food—these are the eternal laws of nature. There is nothing which 
the beloved of Siva cannot accomplish. 

17. It is the Mother, the mother of the universe, the beloved 
of Siva accompanied by Uma of grand and excellent renown 
for whose sake the living beings give food and wealth and per¬ 
form penances and virtuous rites. 

18. Even Indra yearns for her benign glance. One shall 
acquire auspiciousness from her names. Pervading the Universe 
she makes it free from impurities. That Uma has always a form 
similar to the form of the Moon. 

19. It is due to her grace that the pleasures of intellect, 
eyes, consciousness and mind of all living beings beginning with 
Brahma, whether mobile or immobile, become fruitful. The 
beautiful wife of the preceptor of the world is the goddess of 
speech. 

20. “The mind of even the four-faced lord (Brahma) has 
become defiled. Why not that of other creatures.” Thinking thus, 
the goddess should perform the descent of Ganga by means of 

different methods in order to sanctify the universe. 

21. By means of all testimonies and by going through the 
Vedic passages, people came to believe in the lordship of Siva. 

They performed all pious rites and enjoyed all worldly pleasures. 
This is the perpetual power and glory of Siva. 

22. The things to be accomplished, the most excellent and 
pleasing to be evolved, the rite, the performer of the rite and the 

instruments of the rite are expressed in the Vedas and found 
in the world—those are said to be the achievements of the 

primordial lord. 
23. It is the Lord of Uma who must be meditated upon. 

After attaining him the good Yogins are not reborn. They are 
liberated. After meditating upon the excellent Brahman and 
the great Pradhana1 it is lord Siva who is the essence. 

1. The primordial matter, the inert stuff of the universe as opposed to 

spirit, more usually known as Prakfti. 
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24. As and when Sambhu assumes the forms of the immea¬ 
surable Maya1 for the welfare of the universe, you too assume 
forms befitting contact with him. O Mother, that is your 
chastity. 

Brahma, said : 

25-26. As he was eulogising thus the bull-bannered lord, 
accompanied by Uma, appeared in front of him. The glorious 
lord Sambhu accompanied by Ganesa and his retinue went in 
front of him and spoke these words in delight. 

Siva said : 

27. What shall I give you, O Gautama? I am delighted 
at your devotion, eulogy and splendid holy rites. You may ask 
anything, even for those things that are not easily accessible 
to the gods. 

Brahma said : 

28. On hearing these words of Siva having the universe 
for his body, Gautama was overwhelmed by the tears of delight. 
Expert in making statements, Gautama thought thus. 

29. O fate ! O piety ! O the worship of brahmins, O the 
wonderful way of che world ! O creator, obeisance to you. 

Gautama said : 

30. O lord of Devas honoured by the gods, if you are plea¬ 
sed with me give me the splendid Ganga stationed within your 

matted hair. O lord with the Vedas for abode, obeisance 
be to you. 
The Lord said : 

31. What has been requested for by you is for helping the 
three worlds. Rid of fear from every quarter you may request 
for something that will be helpful to yourself.’ 

Gautama said : 
32. Indeed it is this that I choose. Let those devotees who 

eulogise you and the goddess by means of this hymn be pros¬ 

perously endowed with all desired things. 

Brahma said : 
33. “So, be it”, said the lord of Devas who was delighted, 

“Free from all ailments you may request for other boons from me.” 

1. The cosmic power which creates illusory appearances. 
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34-45. Thus urged by the lord, Gautama said to Sankara 
with joy: 

“O Sankara, let brahmin slaughter and other sins perpetra¬ 
ted mentally, verbally or physically be destroyed the by mere 
ablution in this river in any place upto the sea where it flows. 
It shall be the holiest of all holy rivers. 

“O Hara, merely by remembering thus let there be that merit 
which is acquired in other holy rivers during the lunar and 
solar eclipses, during vernal and equinotical transit of the sun 
or during his northern and southern transit or during the holy 
occasion of Vaidhjrti.1 

“In Kfta2 Yuga penance was praiseworthy, in Treta it was 
the sacrificial rite, in Dvapara, sacrifice and charitable gifts, 
and charitable gifts alone in Kali age. 

“Yugadharmas (the virtues peculiar to certain Yugasoreras) 
and DeSadharmas (the virtues peculiar to certain countries) 
are honoured in accordance with the contact of the particular 
country or time unit. 

“O Hara, merely by remembering this, let there be that merit 
which is acquired elsewhere by means of ablutions, charitable 
gifts and other observances. 

“Wherever this river flows till the time it reaches the sea 
you must also be there. Let this be my most excellent boon. 

“O Siva, let these persons realize salvation, viz. those who 

coine within ten Yojanas (i.e. 120 Kms) of this river even if 
they are great sinners, the manes who come here for bathing 
and other people who take bath. 

“On one side stand all holy rivers whether in heaven or 
mortal world or nether world and on the other side stands this 
liver. Still this river shall be the better one. 

“Enough of this, O Sambhu, obeisance to you.” 

Brahm<l said: 

46-47. On hearing those words of Gautama Siva said: 
“So be it. A holy centre greater than this has never been, nor 
will there ever be. It is truth. It is truth. It is truth. It is well 

1. A particular position of the sun and moon. 
2. The first of the four cosmic ageshaving a duration of 1728000, 

1296000,864000 and 432000 human yean equivalent respectively to 4800,3600, 
2400 and 1200 divine yean. 
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established in the Veda. Gautami is the holiest of all rivers.” 
After saying this the lord vanished there itself. 

48. Then after the lord who is honoured by the worlds, 
had gone, Gautama became full of power. He grew matted 
hair. Leading the Ganga, the most excellent of all rivers, 
he entered Brahmagiri surrounded by Devas. 

49-50. Then, when Gautama came there, O Narada, with 
matted hair, there was a shower of flowers. The leading Devas, 
the highly fortunate sages, brahmins and ksatriyascame there, 
honouring that brahmin with cries of “Victory”. They were 
joyous. 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

Glory of the Holy River 

Narada said : 

1. After leading the Ganga from the matted hair of Mahes- 
vara and coming to the holy mountain Brahmagiri, what did 
Gautama do? 

Brahm& said : 

2-3. The pure Gautama of wholly controlled mind, led 
Ganga. He was honoured by Devas and Gandharvas, the resi¬ 
dents of the mountains. He placed his matted hair on the top 
of the mountain. Remembering the three-eyed lord, that ex¬ 
cellent brahmin said to Ganga with palms joined in reverence. 

Gautama said : 

4. O mother born of the matted hair of the three-eyed 
lord, O goddess bestowing all desired things, forgive. You are 
calm. Go happily, carry out what is conducive to the welfare 
of all. 

Brahmd said : 

5. On being spoken to thus by Gautama, the Ganga who 
assumed a divine form and wore a divine garland and unguent, 
said to Gautama. 
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Gafigd said : 

6. Where shall I go? To the abode of Devas, or to the 

water-jar or to the nether worlds? It is known that you are 
truthful of speech. 

Gautama said : 

7. O goddess, you have been requested by me for helping 
the three worlds. You have been given to me by &ambhu. 
O goddess, let it not be otherwise. 

Brahma said : 

8-9. On hearing the words of Gautama, Ganga accepted 
the suggestion offered by the brahmin. It divided itself into 
three for flowing in heaven, Earth and the nether worlds. In 
heaven it flowed in four channels, in the mortal world it flowed 
in seven channels and in the nether worlds it flowed in four 

channels. Thus it had fifteen different channels. 
10. Everywhere it has the power of everyone of the chan¬ 

nels. It destroys all sins. It bestows all desired things always. 
It is thus alone that she is sung about in the Vedas. 

11. Human beings see only the part of Ganga that flows 

over the mortal world and not that which flows over the nether 
worlds. Nor do the human beings of ignorant intellect see 
Ganga flowing in heaven. 

12. Till Ganga reaches the Sea, it is one of divine nature. 
On being bid farewell by Gautama, it went towards the 

Eastern Sea. 
13. Then Gautama the great among the sages circumam¬ 

bulated Ganga, the splendid mother of the Universe fre¬ 

quented by Devas and Sages. 
14-16. At the outset Gautama worshipped the three-eyed 

lord of Devas and then determined in his mind, “I shall take 
bath near the banks” Immediately after being remembered, 
the lord who is an ocean of mercy appeared in front of him.* 
With palms joined in reverence and being humble due to 

devotion he asked the three-eyed lord Siva how the holy ablu¬ 
tion should be performed. 

Gautama said: 

17. O MaheSana, lord of Devas, with a desire for the 
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welfare of the worlds tell me about the rules and injunctions 
regarding ablution in the holy centres. 

Siva said : 

18-20. O great sage, listen to all injunctions regarding 
Godavari. At the outset, Nandi (a holy rite) and other rites 
should be performed after cleaning the body. The brahmins 
should be fed and their permission obtained. Maintaining 
celibacy they should go to the river, avoiding conversation 
with fallen persons. 

He whose hands and feet and mind are well controlled, 
he who has learning, penance and renown enjoys the benefit 
of holy centre (and ablution therein). 

21. The devotee should abandon vicious nature. He should 
closely abide by his own duty. He should massage the limbs 
of the tired people. He should give them food in the proper 
manner. 

22-23. He should give garments and blankets to good 

people who may happen to be poor. He should be listening to 
divine stories of Hari as well as those connected with Ganga. 
A person who goes on pilgrimage abiding by these injunctions, 
will obtain the benefit of holy centre duly. 

The three-eyed lord said another thing to Gautama sur¬ 
rounded by the sages. 

24. The holy centres are within distances of two hands of 
one another. O Gautama, I am present everywhere and I am 
the bestower of all desired things. 

25. Ganga is the bestower of merits and salvation of men at 
Gangadvara, the place where Ganga rises, Prayaga and at 

the place where it falls into the ocean. 

26-29. Narmada, the excellent river, is in the mountain 
Amarakantaka. Yamuna joins Ganga at Prayaga and Sarasvati 

joins it at Prabhasa. 

O Narada, the following holy centre is the bestower of sal¬ 
vation. It is the place of meeting of three rivers viz., Krsna, 

Bhlmarathz and Tungabhadra. 

The river is the bestower of liberation at the place where 
Payo§nI joins it. But this GautamI, O dear one, is the bestower 
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of liberation everywhere at my bidding. It will give salvation 
to all men always through the holy ablution. 

Some holy centres are extremely meritorious on certain 
occasions • when there is the advent of Devas. But GautamI 
is a holy centre unto everyone on every occasion. 

30. Plunging into and performing ablution in the Ganga 
for sixty thousand years is on a par with taking bath once 
when Bjrhaspati (Jupiter) is in the Leo (zodiac). 

31. It is rare that men are able to take bath in Gautami 
when the Jupiter is in the zodiac Leo (i.e. it is highly meri¬ 
torious then). (It is holy because) Rama stepped into it and 

particularly so because he resorted to this holy centre. 

32. When the sun is in the Leo zodiac the rivers Ganga, 
Narmada, Yamuna, Sarasvati, Bhimarathi and others come (to 
the river Gautami) for taking bath. 

33. When the sun is in the Leo zodiac if foolish persons 
avoid Gautami Ganga and go to other rivers for ablution they 

are sure to fall into hell. 

34-36. Within a distance of two hundred Yojanas, O most 
venerable among sages, there will be three and a half crores 
of holy centres. O Gautama, this Ganga belonging to Mahes- 
vara, is called Gautami, Vaisnavi, Brahmi, Godavari, Nanda 
and Sunanda. It is the bestower of desired objects. It is brought 
by the force of splendour of a brahmin. By mere remembrance 
it destroys all sins. It is always dear to me. Of all the five 
elements it is the water that has attained most excellence. 

37-38. The waters in the holy centres are said to be the 
holiest. Among those holy rivers Bhagirathi is the most excel¬ 
lent. Among different channels of Bhagirathi, Gautami Ganga 

accompanied by matted hair which was brought by you is the 
most excellent. There is no holy centre which is more auspi¬ 
cious than this either in heaven or on Earth or in the nether 
worlds. O sage, this holy centre is the bestower of all riches. 

Brahmd said : 

39-40. O dear son, what has been recounted thus to the 

noble Gautama, by the delighted lord himself has been narrated 
to you. 
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Thus that Gautami Ganga is considered greater than the 
other rivers. The form of that river has been mentioned to you. 
Have you any desire to hear about anything else? 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

The Descent of Bhdgirathi 

Ndrada said : 

1-2. O lord, most excellent one among Devas, two types 
of channels of Ganga have been mentioned. One of them 
that has been brought by the brahmin has been narrated. The 
other type is stationed in the matted hair itself, of the lord of 
Devas. Tell me how it was brought down to the earth. 

Brahmd said : 

3. There was a king born of the family of Vaivasvata Manu1 

and in the family of Iksvaku. O sage, his name was Sagara and 
the ocean takes its name Sagara from him. 

4. He was a performer of sacrifices. He was devoted to 

distribution of charitable gifts. He always thought about piety 
and good conduct. He had two wives devoutly attached to 

their husband. 
5-6. He had no progeny. So he was anxious. He invited 

Vasi§tha (the family priest) to his abode and worshipped him. 
The king asked him as to how he could have progeny. On 

hearing his words, Vasistha meditated and spoke to the king. 

Vasisfha said : 

7-9. O king, be devoted to the worship of sages together 

with your wives. 

Brahmd said : 

After saying this, O brahmin, the sage went back to his abode. 
Once a great ascetic came to the abode of that saintly king. 

He worshipped that sage. The sage who was extremely pleased 

■ 1. The .seventh Manu who was thesonof Sflrya and father of Ikfv&ku, the 

founder of the Solar Race of Kings. 
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said to him. “O extremely fortunate one, tell me the boon you 
wish to have.” On being told thus he chose sons. 

10. That sage said to the king, “To one of your wives a son 
will be born and he will sustain the family. To the other wife 
there will be born sixty thousand sons.” 

11. When the sage went away after bestowing the boon, 
thousands of sons were born. The king performed horse and 
other sacrifices and distributed plenty of gifts to the deserving. 

12. In one horse sacrifice the king got himself duly initia¬ 
ted. He employed his sons along with their armies in the work 
of protecting the horse. 

13. Getting a loophole somewhere Indra took away the 
horse. Those sons searched for the horse but could not find it. 

14-15. The sons of Sagara were sixty thousand and they 
were experts in different tactics of warfare. Even as they were 
watching, the asuras took away the anointed horse and went 
to the nether region. The sons of Sagara could not see the asura 
who had employed black magic. 

16. Not being able to see the horse, the powerful sons of 
Sagara wandered here and there. Even then they did not find 

the horse. 
17. They went to the world of gods then. Searching the 

mountains, lakes and forests, they did not see the horse then. 

18. The holy rite for the safe journey and other similar 

auspicious rites were performed by the officiating priests 
on behalf of the king. Unable to see that beautiful creature, the 
king became worried. 

19. Wandering (here and there) the sons of Sagara went 
to the world of Devas in their search for the horse. The horse 

was not there. 

20. Thereafter the sons of the king came to the Earth and 
searched the mountains and forests. There also they did not 

see the horse then. 

21. In the meantime a divine voice was heard there saying, 
“O sons of Sagara, the horse is kept bound in the nether world 

and not anywhere else.” 

22* On hearing this the sons of Sagara became desirous of 
going to the nether world. They dug up the Earth all round. 
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23. Distressed by hunger they went on eating dry soil day 
and night. They dug up hurriedly and rushed to the nether 
world. 

24. On hearing that the powerful princes, the sons of Sagara 
who had accomplished their tasks had come (to the nether world) 
the asuras became frightened and they went near Kapila.1 

25. Kapila the extremely intelligent sage was sleeping in 
the nether world. Formerly, a most important task of Devas had 
been accomplished by him. 

26. He had achieved that success by continuous wofk 
without any sleep. Therefore he was tired. When the task had 
been accomplished the glorious Kapila said to Devas, “Give me 
a place for sleeping.” 

27-29. They gave him the nether world. Again, the sage 
said to Devas : “If a fool wakes me up he will be immediately 
reduced to ashes; then only, will I lie down in the nether 
world; if not I won’t sleep at all.” 

When Devas said “So be it” he began to lie down there. 
The asuras who knew his power and who were endowed 

with Maya (witchcraft) planned to slay Sagara. 
30-31. The asuras were afraid even without being fought. 

They hurried to the place where the extremely furious sage 
Kapila was lying. They hurriedly tethered the horse near his 
head. They stood watching silently a little away from the place 

eager to see what would happen. 
32. Then the sons of Sagara entered the nether regions. 

They saw the tethered horse and the man lying down. 
33-35. They considered him the person who took the horse 

by force and spoiled the sacrifice. 
Some of them said then, “Let us kill this fellow and take the 

horse back”. 
Some said, “Let us take away this tethered sacrificial animal. 

Of what avail is this fellow !” 
Then other heroic persons said—“We are kings. We are 

administrators. Let us waken this fellow who has committed 
the crime and kill him with our heroic power.” 

1. A celebrated sage and propounder of the Sarfikhya system of philosophy. 
He is said Jto be the son of Karandama-Prajapati and Devahuti. The Brah- 
magdapura^a (ch. 93) mentions him as an incarnation of Vijpu. 
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Uttering these harsh words they kicked the sage with their 
feet. 

36. Then Kapila the excellent sage stared at the sons of 
Sagara with great fury. With his anger he reduced them to 

ashes. 
37. Then all the sons of Sagara were burnt up. But the 

king Sagara who was initiated to the sacrifice did not know 

these things. 
38-39. It was Narada who informed noble Sagara about the 

abode of Kapila, the situation of the horse, the aberration of 
asuras and the annihilation of the sons of Sagara. But the anxious 
king did not know what he should do in the circumstances. 

40-42. This king had another son who was well known as 
Asamafijas. Due to his foolishness, he used to hurl down boys 
and citizens into water. Having been informed by the citizens 
collectively the king understood his wickedness. He became 
furious and told his ministers, “Let this Asamafijas, who has 
forsaken the duty of a K$atriya and killed children be banished 

from the kingdom.” 
43. On hearing those words of Sagara, the ministers hur¬ 

riedly abandoned the son of the king. Asamafijas went to the 

forest. 
44-45. (The King thought thus) “All my sixty thousand 

sons are destroyed by the curse of the brahmin in the nether 
world. One (who remained) has gone to the forest. Now what 

shall I do?” 
Asamafijas had a son who was well known as Amsuman. The 

king called that boy and told him the task on hand. 
46. Propitiating Kapila, the boy Am&iman gave the horse 

to Sagara. Thus was the sacrifice completed. 
47. His son was a brilliant and virtuous king named Dilipa. 

His intelligent son was well known as Bhagiratha. 
48. On hearing about the sad end of all of his grandfathers 

he became very distressed. The humble prince asked the great 

king, 
49. “How shall I accomplish the expiation of the Sagaras?” 

The king said to Bhagiratha, “Dear son, Kapila knows it”. 
50. On hearing his words the boy went to the nether world. 

After bowing down to the sage, he intimated everything to him. 
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51 -52. That sage meditated for a long time and said to BhagI- 
ratha, “Propitiate Sailkara by penance, O excellent king, and 
splash your ancestors with the water stationed in the matted 
hair of Siva. Then you as well as your ancestors will become 
satisfied.” 

“I shall do so”, said he to the sage. After bowing down to 
him he said again. 

53-54. “Where shall I go ? O excellent sage, tell me every¬ 
thing what I should do”. 

Kapila said : 

Go to the excellent mountain Kailasa and eulogize Mahes- 
vara. Perform penance according to your capacity. Then you 
will attain your desired object. 

Brahma said : 

55. On hearing the words of the sage that boy whose acti¬ 
vities were those of children bowed down to the sage and went 
to the mountain Kailasa. Becoming pure (in mind and body) 

he decided to perform penance. (Then) Bhagiratha said : 

Bhagiratha said : 

56. O lord, wearing crescent moon, I am a boy and my 
intellect too is puerile. I do not know anything. Even then, be 
pleased, O lord. 

57. I bow down to Siva who is worthv of being worshipped, 

O lord of the immortals, for the welfare of those who are devoted 
to my welfare and who help me mentally, physically and verbally 

(even for) once. 
58. May Siva bring about things desired by those by whom 

I have been begot and nurtured, those whose Gotra (lineage) 
is the same as mine and those whose duties are also the same. 
I bow down to lord Siva with the crescent moon on his head. 

Brahma said : 

59. Even as he was eulogising thus Siva appeared in front 

of him. Urging him to choose a boon as he pleased, he said to 
Bhagiratha. 

Siva said : 

60. O Bhagiratha of great intellect, what cannot be given by 
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Sadhyas1 and Devas will certainly be given by me to you. Tell 
me without fear. 

Brahma said : 

61-G3. The delighted Bhaglratha bowed down to lord Siva 
and said. 

Bhagiratha said : 

In order to sanctify my ancestors, O lord of Devas, give me 
the excellent river stationed within your matted hair. Every¬ 
thing will be complete thereby. 

Brahm& said : 

MaheSa smiled and said to Bhagiratha. 

Siva said : 

64-68. O son, she is given unto you by me. O dear, of good 
vow, eulogize her once more. 

Brahma said : 

On hearing the words of the lord, Bhagiratha of pure mind 
performed penance for that purpose. With devotion he eulo¬ 
gized Ganga. 

He attained her grace too, like a mature man although he 
was only a boy. Leading Ganga derived from Mahesvara he went 
to the nether world. He intimated everything to the noble sage 

Kapila. 
After establishing Ganga in the manner mentioned before and 

strenuously circumambulating her he spoke with palms joined 
in reverence. 

Bhagiratha said : 

69. O goddess, my ancestors have fallen as a result of the 

curse of sage Kapila. O mother, it behoves you to save them 
therefrom. 

Brakm& said: 

70-73. “So be it”, said the divine river who helps everyone. 
In order to help the worlds and to sanctify the ancestors, parti- 

1. A class of inferior deities who, according to Vi$nupurapa, were the 

grandchildren of Dak$a-Prajapati. 
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cularly in order to fill up the sea drunk up by Agastva1, in order 
to destroy sins merely by being remembered, the divine river 
did what she was told by Bhaglratha. She splashed the princes, 
the sons of Sagara who had been reduced to ashes by the curse 
of brahmin, in the nether region. She filled up the holes dug up 
by the Sagaras, the river flooded the mountain Meru and stopped. 
The young king spoke to her thus: 

74-77. “You must remain in the land of holy rites.” 
Saying “So be it” she came to Himalaya. From that holy 

mountain, she came to the subcontinent Bharata. From its mid¬ 
dle the holy river flowed towards the eastern sea. Thus this 
river Ganga brought by a Ksatriya, O great sage, has been 
mentioned to you. 

This same river belongs to MaheSvara, Visnu and Brahma. 
It is sacred. Bhaglrathi the divine river is stationed on the peak 
of Himavan. 

Thus, the water stationed within the matted hair of Mahes- 
vara attained two forms. To the south of the Vindhya, Ganga 
is called Gautaml. In the north of the Vindhya, she is called 
Bhagirathi. 

CHAPTER NINE 

The Holy Centre Vardha 

JVarada said : 

1. My mind is not satiated by listening to the stories men¬ 
tioned by you. The predilection of my mind is to listen to the 

benefit of the holy centres separately. 
2. At the outset recount to me in proper sequence how 

Ganga was brought by the brahmin. Tell me the holy benefit 
of the holy centres separately in the proper sequence together 

with its legends. 

1. The sage Agastya drank up the ocean because, according to Mahabha- 

rata, the. latter was hiding demons who could be killed by the gods only 

after this act of Agastya. 
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Brahmd said : 
3. I am not able to recount entirely the benefit, greatness 

and the individual importance of the holy centres. Nor are you 
capable of listening to it. 

4-6. Still I shall recount something. Listen to it attentively, 
O Narada. 

After bowing down to the three-eyed lord, I shall briefly 
speak about the holy centres mentioned by sages and the words 
of the Vedas. 

O sage, the place where the three-eyed lord revealed himself 
is the holy centre named Tryambaka. It is the bestower of worldly 
pleasures and salvation. Another holy centre is “Varaha” which 
is well known in the three worlds. 

7-8. I shall describe its features as well as how Visnu’s name 
came to be associated with it. 

Formerly a Raksasa well known by the name of Sindhusena, 
harassed and defeated Dcvas. Taking away sacrifice he reached 
the nether region. 

When sacrifice went over to the nether world the Earth 
became devoid of sacrifice. 

9. When sacrifice perishes one shall have neither this world 
nor the other. At that time, the situation was thus. 

Following the enemy Devas entered the nether region. 
10-12. With Indra as their leader they were not able to 

conquer him. Approaching Visnu the Purana Purusa (lit. the 
primeval male) they intimated to him the evil action of the 
Raksasa viz., the entire destruction of sacrifice. 

The Lord said: 

Assuming the physical body of a Boar along with the conch, 
discus and mace in hands I shall go to the nether region and 

bring the holy sacrifice after killing the leading demons. 
13-16. May Devas go to heaven. May your mental fever 

disappear. 

Brahmd said : 
It was by that path whereby Ganga reached the nether re¬ 

gions, O dear son, that the discus-bearing lord hurried to Rasa- 

tala (nether world) after breaking through the Earth. 
The glorious lord in the guise of a Boar killed the Raksasas 
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and Danavas residing in Rasatala. He held the great sacrifice 
in his mouth. The lord in the form of a Boar, the enjoyer of sacri¬ 
fices, the conqueror of enemies, came out of Rasatala by the 
same path whereby Vi$nu had entered it. 

17-18. There, on the mountain Brahmagiri, Devas waited 
for Hari. Coming out by that path he came to the Ganga- 
sravana (the current of the river Ganga). He washed his 
blood-stained limbs, O Narada, with the water of Ganga. 
Therefore it became (well known as) Varahakuntfa. 

19-22. Hari, the most excellent one among Devas, placed 
in front of Devas the sacrifice he had kept in his mouth. It was 
thus that the sacrifice was born of his mouth. 

Thereafter the sacred ladle is called the most important part 
of sacrifice. Its form became that of a Boar for another reason. 

Hence the holy centre Varaha is the holiest Tirtha. It bestows 
all desired things. Performing the holy ablution and charity 
at that place bestows the benefits of all sacrifices. 

If anyone stands there and remembers his ancestors or does 
any meritorious deed, his manes will be free from all sins. They 
shall attain Heaven. 

CHAPTER TEN 

Kapotatirtha 

1. I am not competent to recount to you the greatness of 
Kusavarta. Merely by remembering it one’s purpose is accom¬ 
plished. 

2. The holy centre well known as Kusavarta is the bestower 
of all desired things unto men. It has been stirred up by KuSa1 
by the noble Gautama. 

3. The sage brought the river after stirring it with Kusa. 
Performing ablution and offering charitable gifts there bestows 
satisfaction to the manes. 

1. A sacred" grass used in religious rites; also known as darbha in older 

texts. 
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4-7. Nilaganga which is the most excellent of all rivers 
comes out of the Nilaparvata (Blue mountain). 

If a man of mental and physical purity performs ablution 
etc., whatever holy rite he performs, know that all those are 
everlasting. They bestow satisfaction to the ancestors. 

The excellent holy centre Kapotatirtha is well known in the 

thiee worlds. 
O sage, listen. I shall tell you about its form and features, 

which will do you great good. 
On Brahmagiri there was an extremely terrible hunter. 
He used to harass brahmins, ascetics and other decent men 

as well as cows, birds and animals. That sinning soul of this 
nature was inclined to become furious and was a speaker of 
untruth. 

8-10. He was of a terrible shape and size. He was very 
fierce. His eyes were blue. His arms were short. He had defor¬ 
med teeth. He had lost his nose and eyes. His legs were short but 
his belly was huge in girth and he was short in height. His arms 
were small. He was utterly deformed and his voice resembled 
the braying of a donkey. He had a noose in his hand. He was 
evil-minded and sinful. He wielded the bow ever and anon. 

O Narada, his wife and children too were like him. Urged 

by his wife, he entered the dense forest. 
11. That sinner killed animals and birds of many forms. 

Some of them, both living and dead, he put inside a cage. 
12. He returned home scorched and distressed due to 

hunger and thirst after wandering through many places. 
13-14. After the months of spring season on an afternoon, 

the sky was suddenly overcast with clouds. There was a rumbling 
sound of thunder. A violent gust of wind blew, showering 

hailstones. It was extremely terrible due to heavy downpour. 
As he went ahead, the tired hunter could not even know his path. 

15. As the sinful fellow was too tired, he could not know, 
where it was water and where it was land, where was a deep pit 

and where the path was right, where to take shelter and in which 
direction he should move. 

16-17. He thought thusWhere am I going? Where should 

I stay? What shall I do? Like the god of death I am the extractor 
of vital airs of all living beings. The spirit that causese ven my 
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death has come, viz. the shower of hailstones. I do not see any¬ 
one who can save me. No rock, no tree nearby.” 

18-20. After thinking thus in diverse ways the hunter saw 
a tree nearby in the forest. It was like the lord of the forest, like 
the moon among the stars, like a lion among animals, like a 
householder among the persons of various stages and like mind 
among sense-organs. It was the saviour of living beings. The 
tree was splendid and excellent, embellished with branches and 
tender sprouts and leaves. With his clothes drenched in water, 
that hunter resorted to that tree and sat beneath it. 

21. He thought of his wife and children wondering whether 
they were alive or not. In the meantime the sun also set. 

22. There was a pigeon on that excellent tree. He was sur¬ 
rounded by his wife, sons and grandsons. He had resorted to 
the same tree. 

23. He lived there happily well-contented, delighted and 
free from fear. Many years passed by since that bird began to 
live there. 

24-28. His wife who was chaste was highly pleased with him. 
His hollow cavity in that excellent tree was not at all affected by 
water or wind. That pigeon lived there along with his wife and 
children. On that particular day both of them, the he-pigeon 
and the she-pigeon had, by chance gone out in search of prey. 
The he-pigeon returned to the tree. As ill luck would have it, 
dear son, the she-pigeon was caught alive by the hunter. The 
he-pigeon looked at the children separated from their mother. 
On observing that a terrible downpour was going on, that the 
sun had set and that his hollow was a void he began to lament. 

29. The king of pigeons was not aware that the she-pigeon 
was bound and kept in the cage. The he-pigeon began to sing 

in praise of his beloved. 
30. “Even now my beloved wife, the source of my welfare, 

who increases my joy, the mother of my virtue and the control¬ 

ling mistress of my body, has not come back. 
31. It is she alone who assists me in the acquisition of virtue, 

wealth, love and liberation. When I am pleased she laughs; 

when I am angry she tries to wipe off my misery. 
32. ~She is a comrade unto me; she helps me by her counsels. 

She abides by my words and suggestions. Even after the sun has 
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set, my beloved wife, the source of my welfare, has not come 
back. 

33. She does not know any holy rite, mantra, god, virtue or 
asset other than me, her husband. Her husband is her holy rite; 
her husband is her life; her husband is her Mantra. She is 
fond of her husband. 

34. Even now my beloved, the source of my welfare has not 
come back. What shall I do? Where shall I go ? Is this my house? 
Without her it appears to be a forest. 

35. In her company my house is full of splendour and glory. 
Even if it is terrible, it is splendid. Even now she does not come 
back. By her presence alone this place is a home. 

36-37. Without her I cannot remain alive. For her I shall 
even forsake my body. But what will my children do? I will 
be deprived of my religious rites now.” 

Even as he was lamenting thus, the she-pigeon who was in 
the cage heard his lamentation. On hearing it she spoke thus 
to her husband from within the cage. 

The she-pigeon said : 

38. O bird of great intellect, I am here imprisoned (and) 
helpless. I have been brought here by the hunter bound by 
ropes and nooses. 

39-40. I am gratified and blessed. My husband recounts 
my qualities. Undoubtedly I am contented. 

When my husband is satisfied the deities are pleased with 
me. They are extremely pleased. Otherwise I would perish. 

41. You are my deity. You are my lord. You are my friend. 
You are my ultimate resort. You are my holy rite. You are the 
great Brahman. You are my heaven. You are my salvation. 

42. O my beloved husband, the cause of my welfare, do not 
be worried. Make your intellect steady and stable in virtue and 
piety. It is by your favour that different kinds of worldly pleasu¬ 

res have been enjoyed by me. 
43. Do not have any grief or worry due to me. Keep your 

intellect steady and stable in virtue and piety. 

Brahmd said: 

44. On hearing these words of his beloved the he-pigeon got 
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down from the tree and went hurriedly to the place where the 
she-pigeon was in her cage. 

45. On approaching, he saw his beloved, and the hunter as 
though dead. He said, “Now the hunter is motionless. I shall 
release you.” 

The she-pigeon said : 

46-49. O extremely fortunate one, do not release me. Know 
that (the worldly) relationship is unstable. (The birds) that 
move about constitute the food of the hunters. One living being 
is the prey of another. I do not think that this hunter is guilty 
in any manner. Keep your consciousness of virtue steady. 

To the twice-born, the fire-god is a preceptor. The brahmin 
is a preceptor unto all castes. Husband alone is the preceptor 
of women. The guest is a preceptor unto all. Certainly the 
goddess of speech becomes pleased with the people who propitiate 
the guest by means of delightful words. If food is given to him 
Indra will be pleased. 

50. If his feet are washed the manes are pleased. If he is 
given food to eat, Prajapati is pleased. By rendering service to 
him Laksiru can be propitiated along with Vi?nu. 

51-55. If he is offered a bed, the gods are pleased. Hence, 
let my guest be worshipped. If a guest is scorched by the glare 
of the sun and is tired and if he comes to one’s house one should 
view him like a god. Indeed he is the bestower of benefits of 

all sacrifices. 

Gods, manes and fires follow the exhausted guest. If he is 
pleased they also rejoice. If he is disappointed they are also 

disappointed. 

Hence, O beloved husband, forsake misery in every respect 

and attain calmness. Keep your intellect auspicious and practise 

virtuous activities. 

It is considered by all that rendering help or harassing persons 

is of great consequence. People render help to those who help 
them. But he who befriends those who harass him is a virtuous 

person. 

The he-pigeon said : 
56. O lady of excellent face, what has been said by you is 
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befitting us both. What you think is excellent. But I have some¬ 
thing to be said. Listen to it. 

57. There are some who fill their belly with thousands; 
others with hundreds and still others with tens. Some fill them¬ 
selves with happiness. But we fill our belly with great difficulty. 

58. Some hoard their wealth and grain in deep pits. Others 
hoard their wealth in big barns. Some keep their wealth in pots. 
But we keep our wealth in our beaks. 

59. O splendid lady, how shall I honour and propitiate 
this exhausted guest? 

The she-pigeon said : 

60. Fire, water, splendid speech etc., can be offered to the 

guest. Grass, wood etc. should also be given to the suppliant. 
This hunter is distressed due to chillnes». 

Brahmd said : 

61. On hearing these words of his beloved the king of birds 
ascended the tree and saw a fire burning far off. 

62. He went to the place where the fire was burning and 

brought a burning splinter in his beak. He lit a fire in front of the 
hunter. 

63. During the mid-night he dropped dry twigs, leaves and 
grass into that fire. 

64. On seeing the fire blazing, that hunter who was distressed 

by cold warmed his exhausted limbs and attained happiness. 
65. On seeing the hunter consumed by the fire of hunger, 

the she-pigeon said to her husband, “O highly fortunate one, 
release me. 

66. I shall propitiate the distressed hunter with my own 
body. O dear one of good holy rites, attain the worlds belonging 
to those who have worshipped their guests”. 

The he-pigeon said : 

67. O splendid lady, when I stand (i.e. when I am alive) 
this duty is not laid down for you. I shall be the one who pro¬ 
pitiates the guest, permit me to be so. 

Brahmd said : 

68-69. After saying these words he circumambulated the 
fire three times remembering the four-armed lord Mahavisnu 
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who is the soul of the Universe, who is worthy of being sought 
refuge in and who is favourably disposed to his devotees. Saying 
“Eat as you please” he entered the fire. On seeing him cast off 
his life in the fire the hunter spoke these words. 

The hunter said : 

70. Fie upon this life of mine with a human body, for, this 
daring act has been undertaken for my sake by this king of birds. 

Brahma, said : 

71-72. The she-bird spoke to the hunter who said thus. 

The she-pigeon said : 

O highly fortunate one, release me. This, my husband is 
going far off. 

Brahma said : 

73. On hearing her words the hunter released the she-pigeon 
from the cage hurriedly as though he was afraid. 

74-78. After circumambulating the fire she sang to her dead 
husband. 

The she-pigeon said : 

Dying immediately after the husband is the greatest duty of 
women. This is the path laid down in the Vedas. It is honoured 
in the world. 

Just as the snake-charmer forcibly takes out the snake from 
its hole, so also the woman who is accompanied by her husband 
shall go to heaven. 

The woman who follows her husband shall stay in heaven 

for as many years as there are hairs in a man’s body, viz. three 
and a half crores of years. 

After bowing down to the Earth, gods, Gaiiga, and trees and 

after consoling her children, she said to the hunter: 

The she-pigeon said : 

79. The woman who follows her husband shall stay in hea¬ 
ven for as many years as there are hairs on a man’s body, viz. 

three and a half crores of years. 
80. O highly fortunate one, it is due to your grace that such 

a thing har happened to me. Pardon my guilt for leaving my 
children. I shall go to heaven along with my husband. 
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Brahmd said: 

81. After saying thus, the good mannered she-bird entered 
the fire. As soon as she entered the fire there was a cry of victory. 

82. Then the pair were seen in the sky seated on an aerial 
chariot resembling the sun and extremely splendid. They were 
like gods themselves. 

83-85. With great delight both of them spoke to the hunter 
who was surprised much. 

The Couple said : 

We are going to the abode of gods. We are taking leave of 
you, O highly intelligent one. The staircase leading to heaven 
for both of us is the guest in you. Obeisance to you. 

Brahmd said : 

On seeing them seated on the excellent aerial chariot, the 
hunter cast away his cage along with his bow. With palms joined 
in reverence he spoke. 

The hunter said : 

86. O highly fortunate ones, I am not to be abandoned by 
you. Something should be given to me who do not know any¬ 
thing. I am your guest here and thus should be honoured. It 
behoves you to recount to me the manner of my expiation. 

The Couple said : 

87. Go to Gautami river, welfare be to you. Taking bath 
there for a fortnight you will be liberated from your sins. 

88. After being liberated from your sins if you plunge into 
Ganga again you will acquire the merit of a horse-sacrifice. You 
will become sanctified. 

89-90. If you take a holy ablution in the excellent river 
Gautami, you will abandon this defiled body. Mounting on an 
excellent aerial chariot, you will go to heaven. 

Brahmd said: 

91 -94. On hearing their words the hunter did so. He became 
seated on an extellent aerial chariot. He assumed a divine form. 
He wore divine garlands and garments. He was eulogized by 

celestial damsels. The he-pigeon, the she-pigeon and the hunter 

proceeded to heaven. Such is the power of Ganga. 
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Thenceforward that holy centre is well known by the name 
Kapota (pigeon). All the holy rites performed there, viz. bathing, 
distributing charitable gifts, worshipping the manes and all 
other holy rites such as Japa, Yajria, etc. are capable of giving 
everlasting benefit. 

CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Kumaralirtha 

Brahma .'.aid : 

1. Another holy centre is Karttikeya pertaining to Lord 
Subrahmanya, well known as Kaumara. Merely by listening to 
its name one shall attain nobility of birth and exquisite beauty. 

2. When the asura Taraka was killed and the three worlds 
became quiet and normal, Parvati spoke to her eldest son 
Karttikeya with great pleasure: 

3. “By my consent and the grace of your father, be delighted 

in your mind. Enjoy as you please the worldly pleasures in the 
three worlds, which are dear to your mind.*’ 

4. Thus addressed by his mother, Visakha (Karttikeya) 
the beloved of gods, sported about as be pleased with the wives 
of gods. The wives of gods also sported about. 

5. While the wives of gods were being enjoyed, O Narada, 
the heaven-dwellers were not able to prevent Karttikeya. 

6-7. Then Devas intimated to Parvati that act of her son. 
Though he was frequently prevented by his mother and Devas, 

the spear-bearing lord did not act according to their suggestions. 
The six-faced lord was so much attached to the women. Afraid of 

his curse, Parvati thought over the matter. 

8-10. Again and again the goddess thought about this due to 
her affection for her son. In order to achieve the task of Devas 

she decided that the wives of Devas should be protected. If 
Skanda(Karttikeya) attempted to sport with any, lady Parvati 
made her look like herself. When the six-faced lord called the 
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wife of Indra or Varuna and stared at her he saw the form of his 
mother in her. 

11. He set her aside after a bow. Again he called another 
lady. Seeing his mother’s form in her too he became ashamed. 

12. Thus he saw in all women the form of his own mother. 
He saw the entire universe full of the forms of his mother. Think¬ 
ing thus, he became free from all attachments. 

13-14. He knew that it was his mother who started dissua¬ 
ding him from his actions. He thought thus: “If I am to be 
dissuaded from enjoyment of pleasures why was I persuaded 
to act so at the first instance? Whatever my mother did was only 
to make me a laughing stock.” Hence, he was extremely asha¬ 
med and went to Gautami. 

15. (He then said) “Let this river whose form is also like 
that of my mother, hear my statement. Hereafter whatever has 
a feminine name will be considered by me like my mother.” 

16-17. On coming to know of this, Sankara, the lord of the 
worlds, accompanied by Parvatl stopped him. Then Subrahmanya 
said, “It has already taken place.” Then the delighted lord 
began to think: “What shall I give?” 

With palms joined in reverence Skanda said to his father 
again. 

18-22. “I am commander-in-chief and the leader of gods 
and I am your son. O lord of Devas and the one who is worship¬ 
ped by Devas, this much is enough. Why should there be other 
boons? 

Or, if you are desirous of granting me a boon, I shall ask 
for the welfare of worlds and not of myself. O lord, it behoves 
you to permit me. Let the great sinners such as the defilers of 
preceptors’ bed, be rid of their sins merely by plunging into this 
river. O lord of Devas, let even the low creatures attain excellent 
birth; let the ugly and the deformed be richly endowed with 
beauty by taking their bath here.” 

Brahmd said : 

Saying “Let is be so” Sambhu approved of what was 
suggested by his son. Thenceforward that holy centre became 

known as “Karttikeya”. Taking bath and distributing charitable 
gifts there yields the benefit of all sacrifices. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

The Kfttika Tirtha 

811 

Brahma said : 

I. The holy centre next to Karttikeya is known as Krttika- 
Tirtha. Merely by hearing about it one will acquire the benefit 
of drinking Soma juice. 

2-3. Formerly, for quelling Taraka, Fire god drank the se¬ 
men of Siva. On seeing him with the Semen within, O sage, the 
wives of sages desired for the same. Of the seven sages Vasistha’s 
wife Arundhati had her menstrual bath. Excepting her, the 
other six women became pregnant through the Fire god. 

4-6. They had scorching experience in their menstrual bath. 
They shone splendidly. They consulted mutually: “What shall 
wc do? Where shall we go? How can wc attain merit?” After 
saying thus mutually they went to Ganga and pressed them¬ 
selves hard. The foetuses coming out of them floated in the water 

in the form of foam. Through water and wind they joined toge¬ 
ther. Thus the six-faced lord with a single body was born. 

7. After causing the abortion of the foetuses the wives of 
sages went home. On seeing their deformed bodies the sages 
said : 

8. “You may go. You may go quickly. It is not proper for 
women to be licentious.” After saying this their husbands cast 
them off. 

9-10. On being forsaken by their husbands, those six women 
became very miserable. On seeing them thus Narada said: 
“By the names of Karttikeya, Gafigeya (son of Ganga), Agni- 
bhava (born of Fire god) and Tarakantaka (slayer of Taraka) 
Siva’s son is well known. Go to him. Ere long he will become 
pleased and grant you worldly pleasures.” 

II. At the instance of the divine sage the Kjttikas approa¬ 
ched the six-faced lord and themselves intimated to him cverv- 

thing in the manner it had taken place. 

12-16. Karttikeya approved of them and said to them “All 
of you go to Gautaml. Take your bath and worship Mahesvara. 
I shall come there itself, and lead you to the abode of Devas”. 
Saying “So be it” the Kfttikas took their bath in Ganga and 
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Gautami. They worshipped the lord of Devas at the bidding of 
Karttikeya. By the grace of the lord they went to their abode 

and were accepted by the sages. 
Thenceforward that holy centre is called Krttikatlrtha. He 

who takes bath on the full moon day in the month of Karttika, 

in conjunction with the Kfttika stars, acquires the benefit of all 
sacrifices. He becomes a virtuous king. He who remembers 
that holy centre or hears about it becomes rid of all sins 
and acquires long life. 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

Daiaivamedha Tirtha 

Brahmd said : 

1. O great sage, listen to the description of the holy centre 
of Dasasvamedha1. Merely by listening to its name one shall 
acquire the merit of a horse-sacrifice. 

2. The glorious Visvarupa of great strength was the son of 
ViSvakarman. Pramati was his son. His son was lordly Bhauvana. 

3. His chief priest was Kasyapa who was an expert in all 

wise lores. The brawny-armed Bhauvana, the ruler of the whole 
world asked him: 

4. “O sage, I wish to perform a horse sacrifice simultaneously 
with ten horses.” 

He then asked his preceptor the brahmin: “Where shall I 
perform the sacrifice?” 

5. He said : “O excellent king, there are Devayajanas 
(places for the worship of Devas) at different places where ex¬ 
cellent brahmins performed great sacrifices.” 

6. Ten sacrifices were simultaneously performed by the 
priest. In that sacrifice in a group, a number of sages were 
employed as Rtviks. 

7-8. Avoiding Devayajana, the priest had initiated the 

sacrifices in another place. Hence defects and obstacles over- 

1. A sacred place in Kurukyetra (MBh, Vanaparva, 9.14) 
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whelmed him. The sacrifices could not be completed. On 

seeing them the king was extremely worried. On observing the 

sacrifice incomplete the king spoke to the preceptor. 

The king said : 

9. Is it because of the defect of place, or of the defect of time, 
or my defect or your defect that the ten horse sacrifices have not 
become complete? 

rahma said : 

10. The grief-stricken king accompanied by his preceptor 

KaSyapa went to Samvarta the elder brother of Brhaspati. They 

spoke to him. 

KaSyapa and Bhauvana said : 

11. O holy sage, the bestower of honour, ten horse-sacrifices 

have to be performed simultaneously. Tell us about the place 
and the preceptor thereof so that all the ten will be completed. 

Brahma said : 

12. The excellent sage Samvarta meditated for a while 

and spoke to Bhauvana: “Go to Brahma. He will tell you about 

the preceptor and the place of sacrifice.” 
13. Bhauvana of great intellect came to me accompanied 

by the noble Kasyapa. They asked me about the preceptor, 

place of sacrifice and other things. 

14. Then O dear son, I spoke to Bhauvana and Kasyapa: 

“O leading king, go to Gautami. That place is highly merito¬ 

rious for sacrifices. 
15-16. This Kasyapa alone is your excellent preceptor. He 

is a master of Vedas. By the grace of this preceptor as well as of 

Gautami, with a single horse sacrifice and the holy ablution 

therein, O king, you will achieve the benefit of ten horse sacri¬ 

fices.” 
17. On hearing it the king Bhauvana went to the banks of 

Gautami with Kasyapa to assist him. He got himself initiated for 

the horse sacrifice. 

18-19. Then the horse sacrifice, the lord of Yajfias was begun. 

When it was completed, the king became ready to offer the 
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whole of the Earth. Then an ethereal voice addressed the excellent 
king who was standing by after worshipping the brahmins, the 
Rtviks and Sadaspatis1 (types of priests). 

The Ethereal Voice said : 

20-22. O king, everything has been given by you who are 
desirous of giving the whole Earth with mountains, forests and 
parks to Kasyapa, your priest. 

Eschew your desire to give the Earth as gift. Offer food that 
yields great results. There is no meritorious thing like the gift 
of food in all the three worlds particularly on the bank of Ganga 
if it is given with great faith, O sage. 

This horse sacrifice with many monetary gifts has been per¬ 
formed by you. You are satisfied, welfare unto thee. No worry 
need be felt. 

Brahma said : 

23-25. Still Bhauvana wanted to give the Earth away as 
gift. The Eartli said to him then again and again: 

The Earth said : 

O son of Visvakarman, do not give me away. If a person 
goes to the banks of Gautami and gives a morsel of food iL is as 
good as though I have been given wholly. Why do you give me 
then, O Bhauvana? I shall sink into water. It behoves you not 
to give me. 

Brahma, said : 

2b. Then Bhauvana became afraid. He asked, “What then, 
should be given?” Again the Earth addressed Bhauvana surroun¬ 
ded by the brahmins. 

The Earth said : 

27-28. Gingelly seeds, cows, money, grains—whatever is given 
on the banks of Gautami is everlasting in its benefit. Why then, 
do you give me, Bhauvana? If a person goes to the banks of 
Ganga and gives a morsel of food, it is as good as though 1 have 
been given wholly. Why do you give me then, O Bhauvana? 

Brahma said : 

29-30. On hearing the words of the Earth Bhauvana, the 
ruler of the whole world, considered that it should be so. He 

1. Lit. lord of the seat or sacrificial assembly. 
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then gave food to the brahmins on a big scale. Ever since then, 
people know it to be Dasasvamedhika Tirlha. By taking bath 
there, the fruit of ten horse sacrifices is acquired. 

C HAPTER FOURTEEN 

PaiStic a Tirtha 

Bra/iruti said : 

1-f Another holy centre is the Paisaca Tirtha. It is honou¬ 
red by persons who expound the doctrine of Brahman. I shall 
recount to you its form and features. On the southern bank of 
GautamI, at the side of Branmagiri, O Narada, there is a moun¬ 
tain Anjana. On that mountain, O excellent sage, there was an 
excellent celestial damsel Afijana. She had a downfall due to a 
curse. Her face resembled that of a monkey. Her husband’s 
names was Kesari. Adrika was another wife of Kesari. She too 
was a celestial damsel who had a downfall due to a curse. Her 
face and head resembled those of a cat. She too stayed on the 
Afijana mountain. 

5. Once Kesari who was well known in the world went to 
the southern sea. In the meantime sage Agastya came to that 
Anjana mountain. 

6. Both of them, viz. Anjana and Adrika worshipped the 
excellent sage Agastya duly and pleasingly. 

7. Then the delighted holy sage said to them, “Let a boon 
be chosen”. They said to Agastya, “O lord of sages, give us two 
sons. 

8. They should be stronger than all others and more excel¬ 
lent too. They should be persons who render help to the whole 
world”. 

Saying “So be it”, that sage went to the southern quarter. 
9-12. Once Anjana and Adrika were singing, dancing and 

laughing on the top of the mountain. 
The two Devas, Vayu and Niryti saw them and smiled. 

They wSre overwhelmed by lust and they rushed to those ladies. 
They said, “We are Devas, the bestowers of boons. Be our wives”. 
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They too replied, “Let it be so”. They then sported about on the 
top of the mountain. Hanuman was born of Afijana and Vayu. 
The king of Pisacas (evil spirits) named Adri was born of Adrika 
and Nirjrti. 

13-14. Then the ladies said, “Due to the boon of the sage 
sons are born to us. Our form is ugly and distorted. It is defiled 
at the head and face due to the curse of Indra. It behoves you 
to know about this.” Then Lord Vayu and Nirrti spoke: 

15. “By taking bath in Gautami you will be released from 
the curse”. After saying this the two delighted Devas vanished 
there itself. 

16. Then, for the sake of pleasing his brother Hanuman, 
Adri who had the form and features of a Pisaca took Afijana, 
his mother and made her take her bath. 

17-20. In the same manner Hanuman took Adri whose form 
was that of a cat, to Ganga and rushed to the banks of Gautami. 

Thenceforward that holy centre was well known as PaiSaca 
and Afijana. (Being) near the mountain of Brahma that is 
auspicious. It yields all desired things. The holy centre Mar- 
jara extended to fiftythree Yojanas to the east. Away from the 
holy centre Marjara is the holy centre Hanumanta and Vr?a- 
kapi. The confluence of Phena is the bestower of all desired things. 
Its form, nature and situation is recounted there itself. 

CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

Ksudha Tirtha 

Brahma said : 

1. Listen attentively, O Narada. The holy centre well known 
as K§udha Tirtha is being recounted. It is highly meritorious 
and it bestows all desired things to men. 

2. Formerly, there was a sage Kanva. He performed penan¬ 

ce and he was the most excellent among those who were conver¬ 
sant with the Vedas. Once wandering among penance-groves 
he was afflicted by hunger. 
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3-7 Gautama’s holy hermitage was richly endowed with 
food and water. He saw himself hungry and Gautama pros¬ 
perous. He noticed this incongruity and became detached. He 
thought, “Gautama is an excellent brahmin. I too am a person 
well-established in penance. Begging of a person equal to one in 
status is not proper. Even though I am overcome by hunger, 
even when my body is afflicted, I am not going to take food in 
the abode of Gautama. I shall go to Gautami Ganga and earn 

wealth”. After deciding like this the intelligent sage went to the 
sacred Ganga. After taking bath he sat on the Kusa grass with 
controlled mind. He eulogized Gautami Ganga and Ksudha 
(hunger), the greatest distressing thing. 

Kaiiva said : 

8. Ganga, obeisance be to you, the destroyer of agony 
and distress, and to you, O Hunger, the cause of agony and 
distress to all the people. 

Obeisance O splendid one, born of the matted hair of 
Mahesana. 

Obeisance O K§udha coming out of the mouth of great 
Death. 

9. O Gautami assuming a calm form in regard to meri¬ 
torious souls and furious form in regard to the wicked souls 1 O 
destroyer of the distress and sins of all, in the form of a river ! 

10. Obeisance be to you, the bestower of agony, distress 
and sin, to all in the form of hunger. 

Obeisance O goddess, the cause of welfare and the sup¬ 
pressor of sins. 

Obeisance O goddess, the cause of peace. Obeisance, O 
destroyer of poverty. 

Brahmd said : 

11. As he eulogized thus two forms appeared in front of him, 
one the charming form of Ganga and the other the terrible form 
of K§udha, After bowing down with palms joined in reverence, 
the excellent brahmin said. 

Kanva said: 

12. Obeisance be to you O Godavari, the cause of all aus¬ 
picious things, O Brahmi (belonging to Brahma), O Mahes- 
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var! (belonging to Mahesvara), O splendid Vai§navl (belon¬ 
ging to Vi§nu), O three-eyed goddess ! 

13. Obeisance be to you, O Godavari, born of the matted 
hair of the three-eyed lord, the destroyer of sins of Gautama, O 
river that flows into the sea in seven channels ! 

14. O goddess Hunger obeisance, obeisance to you, O sinner 
unto all sinful persons, O destroyer of virtue, love and wealth, 
full of misery and greed ! 

Brahma said : 

15-17 On hearing the words of Kanva both of them were 
delighted and they spoke to the brahmin. 

Gaiiga & Ksudhd said : 

O (sage) of good holy rites, O cause of welfare, mention your 
desire. Choose boons. 

Brahma said : 

Kanva bowed down to Gaiiga and Ksudha in due order and 
said: 

Kanva said : 

18. O Ganga, O goddess, give unto me wealth and all char¬ 
ming and cherished desires, long life, enjoyment of worldly 
pleasures and salvation. 

Brahmd said : 

19-23 After saying this to Gautam! Gaiiga, the excellent 
brahmin said to Hunger. 

Kanva said : 

O hunger, O thirst, O wretched one, never be in me or in 
anyone born of my family. O extremely sinful and harsh one, 
go away. 

This is another boon I wish for. If persons afflicted by hunger 
were to eulogize you with this hymn let them not have miseries 

of poverty. 
Let those men who devoutly perform such sacred rites as holy 

ablution, charitable gifts, chanting of Japas etc. in this holy 

centre of great merit become rich. Another boon I wish for is 
this—If a person reads this hymn whether in the holy centre 
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or in the house, let him not have the fear from poverty and 
miseries. 

Brahma said : 

24. After saying “So be it” to Kanva both of them went to 
their respective abodes. Thenceforward that holy centre was 
called Kanva, Gaiiga and Ksudha. O dear one, it dispels all 
sins and increases the delight of manes. 

CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

Indra-Tirtha: Ahalyasaiigama-Tirtha 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre named Ahalya-Samgama is one that 
sanctifies the three worlds. O excellent sage, listen to what hap¬ 
pened and how it happened. 

2. Out of great curiosity, O lord of sages, many types 
of beautiful girls possessing good qualities had been formerly 
created by me. 

3-6. Among them I created a girl of exquisitely splendid 
features. On seeing that most excellent girl of great beauty 
in every limb, I thought thus, “Who is capable of nurturing 
this girl ? Neither among the Asuras nor Devas is there anyone 
who has the ability to nurture her”. This was my thought. 
Then I gave that highly intelligent girl to Gautama for bringing 
her up—to Gautama who was an intelligent brahmin superior 
to all in good qualities, who possessed the power of penance, 
who had all characteristics and who was conversant with 

the Vedas and Vedarigas.1 
7-9. “Protect and bring up (this girl), O excellent sage, till 

she attains the age of youth. When she attains youth, bring 
her back to me”. After saying this I gave that girl of slender 
waist to Gautama. The excellent sage whose sins had been dis¬ 
pelled by penance took her and nurtured her duly. The ex- 

1. Disciplines auxiliary to the study of the Vedas. 
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cellent sage without any aberration brought Ahalya near me 
after bedecking her duly. 

10. On seeing her, Indra, Agni, Varuna and other Devas 
told me severally, “O lord of Devas, she should be given to me.” 

11-15. In the same manner the sages, Sadhyas, Danavas, 
Yak§as and Raksasas also approached me. On seeing all of 
them gathered together for the sake of that girl Indra became 
all the more enamoured in particular. 

I remembered the greatness, majesty, and courage of Gau¬ 
tama and was surprised. Then this good thought occurred to 
me, “This lady of splendid face should be given to Gautama 
alone. She is not suitable for anyone. I shall give her to him 

alone.” I thought in this way also, “The mind and courage 
of everyone has been stirred up by this girl.” 

Then Devas and sages uttered “Ahalya”. I too said so. 

Looking at Devas and sages I said loudly again and again: 
16. This lady of beautiful eyebrows will be given to that 

person who circumambulates the Earth and thereafter ap¬ 
proaches me sooner than others and not to anyone else. 

17. On hearing the words uttered by me, Devas proceeded 

ahead in their circumambulation of the Earth. 
18. After Devas had gone Gautama, the lord of sages, too 

made some effort like this for the sake of Ahalya. 
19. In the meantime, O brahmin, the divine cow Kama- 

dhenu1 had partially delivered her calf. Gautama saw her 

thus. 
20. Remembering “This is the Earth” be circumambulated 

her. Then he circumambulated the Linga2 of the lord of Devas. 

21-22. After circumambulating both of them Gautama the 
excellent sage decided thus—“Devas have not completed even 

one round of the Earth. I have completed two rounds.” After 
deciding thus, that sage came near me. 

23. After bowing down to me Gautama of great intelli¬ 

gence said to me, “O lotus-seated lord, the soul of the universe, 
obeisance be to you again and again. 

1. The wish-fulfilling cow bom at the churning of the ocean by the gods 
and antigods. 

2. The phallic symbol of Lord Siva worshipped in the form of a stone column. 
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24. O Brahma, the entire Earth has been circumambula¬ 
ted by me. What is proper in this connection? O lord of Devas, 
you know it better yourself”. 

25. By meditation I understood it and said to Gautama: 
“The lady of beautiful eyebrows will be given to you alone. The 
circumambulation has been completed. 

26-29. O brahminical sage, Dharma(Virtue) is inscrutable 
even to the Vedas. The divine cow having partially delivered her 
calf is (identical with) the Earth consisting of seven continents. 
If that divine cow is circumambulated, the Earth too has been 
circumambulated. By circumambulating the Liriga one shall 
obtain the same benefit. Hence, O sage Gautama of good 

holy rites, I am pleased with your effort, courage, knowledge 
and penance. O great sage, this girl, the most excellent one in 
the world is given to you.” After saying this, O sage, I gave 
Ahalya to Gautama. 

30-31. After the wedding had been celebrated, Devas 
came there slowly. They had completed their circumambulation 

of the Earth. They saw Gautama, Ahalya and their union that 
increased their pleasure. On seeing this after their arrival, Devas 
were surprised. 

32. When the rites connected with the wedding were over 
Devas returned to heaven. The jealous husband of Sac! (wife of 
Indra) glanced at her (longingly) and went to heaven. 

33. Delighted in my mind, I gave the sacred Brahmagiri 
which is splended and which bestows all cherished desires, to 
the noble Gautama. 

34-35. The excellent sage Gautama indulged in dalliance 

there along with Ahalya. Indra heard about this gift of Brahma 
to Gautama in the heaven itself. In order to see that hermitage, 
sage Gautama and his uncensured wife, Indra assumed the guise 

of a brahmin and came there. 
36. On seeing the sage’s splendid beautiful wife and wealth 

Indra felt jealous and an evil thought entered his mind. 
37. O dear one, Indra who was full of lust did not realize 

the risk; he was not aware of the time and place or even the 

danger of curse from sage Gautama. 
38-4 L Arrogant due to his overlordship of the kingdom of 

the Devas, he was meditating upon her alone continuously. He 
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felt his limbs scorched by the pangs of passion. He was always 
thinking thus, “How shall I make myself content? How shall I 

enter this hermitage?” 
Though he stayed there in the guise of a brahmin he did not 

succeed in getting an opportunity to go inside. 

Once the highly intelligent sage Gautama performed his 
morning rituals and went out of the hermitage along with his 
disciples. The excellent sage went out to visit the penance grove 
on the GautamI river, the brahmins and different kinds of culti¬ 
vated grains. Indra saw him going out saying (to himself) 
“This is the opportunity”. He did what was pleasing to his mind. 

42. Indra who was desirous of attaining pleasures assumed 
the form of Gautama. Looking at Ahalya who was beautiful 
in every respect he spoke to her. 

Indra said : 

43. “I am attracted by your good qualities. Remembering 
your beauty I have begun to falter in my steps.” Saying this and 
grasping her hand he went inside the hermitage. 

44. Ahalya did not know that he was a paramour. She 
believed him to be Gautama and indulged in sexual dalliance 
with him as she pleased. Meanwhile Gautama came there 
along with his disciples. 

45. Everyday it was the custom of Ahalya to welcome him 
as he returned speaking pleasing words to him and satisfying 
him by her graceful qualities. 

46. On this occasion he was unable to see her. The highly 

intelligent sage Gautama considered it a highly surprising 
mystery. O Narada, the people looked at the excellent sage 
standing at the door. 

47. The watchman and the domestic servants at the hall of 
Agnihotra sacrifice were awestruck and surprised. They spoke 
to the excellent sage Gautama. 

The Watchman said : 

48. “What a mystery is this, O holy sage, you are seen both 

inside and outside. You entered the house accompanied by your 
beloved. You are outside also. Oh the power of your penance 

is wonderful !You can assume different forms at your will.” 
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Brahma said : 

49-50. On hearing it, the sage was surprised. “Who has 
entered inside? Who is standing there? O dear Ahalya, why 
don’t you reply?” On hearing these words of the sage Ahalya 
spoke to the paramour. 

Ahalya said : 

51-53. “Who are you ? In the guise of the sage you have 
committed a sin”. Saying this she hurriedly got up from her 
bed in great fear. Indra the sinner became a cat due to the fear 
of the sage. 

On seeing his beloved Ahalya outraged and defiled the sage 
said furiously, “What is this rash act? Why has it been com¬ 
mitted?” 

Although her husband said this, she did not say anything 
in reply because she was too much ashamed. 

54. The sage saw a cat distressed by fear and moving about 
surreptitiously. He said to him, “Who are you? If you utter a lie 
I will reduce you to ashes.” 

55-58. With palms joined together in reverence, Indra said 
thus. 

Indra said : 

“O ascetic, I am the husband of SacI, the breaker of towns, 
one who has been eulogized much. This sin has been com¬ 
mitted by ine. O sinless one, I have spoken the truth. O 
sage, I have committed an excessively despicable act. What 
is it that those whose hearts are pierced by the arrows of cupid 
do not do? O brahmin, O storehouse of compassion, forgive 
me, a great sinner. Good men are never harsh towards a 

person even if he has committed a guilt.” 
On hearing his words the brahmin said to Indra in great anger. 

Gautama said : 

59. “Sin has been committed by you due to your passion 
for the vagina. Hence become a person with a thousand vaginas 

in your body”. 
He said to Ahalya also in anger, “Be a dry river”. 
60-63. „ (Defective text). Narrating her wrong action she 

tried to pacify him. 
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Ahalyd said : 

“If women were to love other men even mentally they will be 
eternally doomed. They should treat all persons as their brothers. 
Be pleased, O holy sage, and listen to my words. He approached 
me assuming your form. These persons are my witnesses.” 

“It is so”, said the watchmen, “Ahalya speaks the truth”. 
The sage knew the truth by means of meditation too. Be¬ 

coming calm he said to the chaste lady: 

Gautama said : 

64. “O fair lady, when you come into contact with the 
Gautami, the chief of rivers, you will become a river and there¬ 
after will regain your own form that is pleasing to me”. 

65-66. On hearing these words of the sage the chaste lady 
did so. Ahalya the beloved wife of Gautama came into contact 
with the divine river. Thereafter she attained that form which 
had been created by me formerly. 

Then, with his palms joined in reverence the king of Devas 
said to Gautama. 

Indra said : 

67-68. “O mighty among the sages, save me. Save me. 
A sinner (no doubt) but I have come to your house as a guest.” 

On seeing him fallen at his feet Gautama said mercifully: 
“I have been pacified by Devas, wishing to free you from 
my curse.” Gautama the most excellent sage said: 

Gautama said : 

69-71. “By taking bath in the sacred holy centre Ahalya 
Sangama, O husband of SacI, you will be rid of your sins instantly 
and will become one with a thousand eyes”. 

I have witnessed both these surprising events, O Narada, 
viz., the resurgence of Ahalya and the transformation of 
Indra into a person with a thousand eyes. 

Thenceforward that pure holy centre became well known as 
Ahalya-Saiigama and Indra-Tirtha. It bestows all cherished 
desires on men. 
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

Janasthdna Tirtha 

Brahmd said : 

1-4. There is still another holy centre well known as Janas- 

thana. It extends to four Yojanas. It bestows salvation on men 
even by remembering it. 

Formerly, there was a king Janaka born in the solar dynasty. 

He married Gunarnava (ocean of virtue), the daughter of the 
lord of waters (i.e. Varuna). 

King Janaka married Gunarnava, the generator of virtue, 
wealth, love and liberation. In view of her befitting good quali¬ 
ties she was really Gunarnava (ocean of virtue). 

Yajfiavalkya the leading brahmin was the priest of that king. 
The excellent king asked his priest Yajfiavalkya: 

Janaka sdid: 

5-7. Enjoyment of worldly pleasures as well as salvation— 
these two are the most excellent as declared by the greatest of 
sages. Enjoyment of worldly pleasures is excellent through men, 
maidservants, elephants, horses, chariots etc. But in the end all 
is sapless. It is salvation alone that bestows immortality and 
therefore salvation is more excellent than enjoyment. How can 
one attain salvation through enjoyment? 

The attainment of salvation by eschewal of attachment is a 
strenuous task. Hence, tell me, O greatest of sages, how can 
salvation be easily achieved? 

Tajhavalkya said : 

8-9. O king, the lord of waters (Varuna) is your father- 
in-law and well-wisher. Hence, he can be your preceptor. Go to 
him and ask. He will instruct you in what is conducive to your 

welfare. 
Yajfiavalkya and Janaka went to king Varuna and unper¬ 

turbed they asked him about the path of liberation in the proper 

order. 

Varuna said: 

10. Salvation is effected in two ways: (i)through Karmans 
(holy rites) and (ii) through Akarman (refraining from work*). 
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The path decided in the Veda is this. Karman is more conducive 
to welfare than Akarman. 

11. Everything including the four aims of life, is bound 
with Karman. It is not true that the path of salvation is obtained 
by Akarman alone. 

12. All grains are obtained, O excellent king, through 
Karman. Hence Vaidic Karmans should be wholeheartedly 
performed by men. 

13-15. Men obtain (enjoyment of pleasures) and salvation 
through that Karman. Karman is based on birth in the various 
stages in life. 

O leading king, conversant with piety and bestower of honour, 
the four stages are realized through Karmans. 

Among the four stages that of the householder is remem¬ 
bered as the bestower of merit. It is my opinion that enjoyment 
and salvation are possible in the householder’s life. 

Brahmd said : 

16. On hearing this, King Janaka and Sage Yajftavalkya 
honoured Varuna and spoke these words again: 

17. “What is that place, what is that holy centre, which 
bestows worldly pleasures and liberation? Tell us, O excellent 
Deva, you are omniscient. Obeisance be to you.” 

Varuna said : 

18. In the whole of the Earth the sub-continent of Bharata 
is the most meritorious. In the continent of Bharata, Dan<^aka 
is the most meritorious. Karman performed in that region is 
the bestower of worldly pleasures and salvation to men. 

19. Among holy centres, GautamI Ganga is the most ex¬ 
cellent. It bestows salvation. By means of sacrifice and charit¬ 
able gifts performed there, one shall obtain worldly pleasures 
and salvation. 

Brahmd said: 

20. On hearing the words of the lord of waters, Yajftavalkya 
and Janaka went to their city after being permitted by Varuna. 

21. King Janaka performed horse sacrifice and other holy 
rites. Yajftavalkya the leading brahmin made that king per¬ 
form the sacrifice. 
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22-26. Resorting to the bank of Ganga, king Janaka attai¬ 
ned liberation through sacrifice. So also, many kings attained 
liberation by the grace of Gautami. Thenceforward that holy 
centre is known as Janasthana. Since it was the seat of many 
sacrifices, it is glorified as Janasthana. It extends to four Yojanas. 
On being remembered, it dispels all sins. 

One shall obtain all cherished desires. One shall even obtain 
salvation by taking bath or offering charitable gifts or by per¬ 
forming oblations to the manes or by remembering the holy 
centre or by approaching it or by resorting to it devoutly. 

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

Cakratlrtha 

Brahma said: 

1. O Brahmin, there is a great holy centre well known as 
Cakratirtha. By taking holy ablution there with devotion a man 
shall obtain the world of Visnu. 

• • 

2. O King, if one fasts on the eleventh day of the bright lunar 
fortnight and takes bath in the Ganika Sangama one shall attain 
the everlasting region. 

3. Even as I recount what had happened there formerly, 
listen to it. 

There was a Vaisya of plenty of wealth. His name was 
Visvadhara. 

4. When he was much advanced in age, O sage, an excellent 
son was born to him. He possessed all good qualities. He was 
very handsome. He was indulgent in sports. He was splendid 
in appearance. 

5. The son who was dear to them more than their life pas¬ 
sed away untimely. On seeing him dead the parents were afflic¬ 
ted by misery. 

6-7. They became inclined to die along with him. They 
lamented: “O son, you were in the prime of youth. You were an 
ocean of virtue. Still you have been taken away by the sinful and 
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evil-minded god of death. You are dearer to us than even our 
life breath”. 

8-10. On hearing their lamentation thus Yama’s mind 
became overwhelmed by sympathy. On hearing the piteous 
cry of the couple, Yama abandoned his city and went to Goda¬ 
vari. Seated on its banks he began to meditate on Janardana. 
Within a short while everywhere, all round, the subjects became 
old, very old. The whole Earth was filled with old people so 
much so that they began to say: “My ground extends this much. 
Let it be said. By whom was it filled?” No living creature died. 

The Earth was over-burdened. 
11. Thereupon, O excellent sage, the goddess of Earth went 

to the place where Indra, the conqueror of enemies’ cities, was 
seated along with the Devas. On seeing the Earth Indra bowed 
to her and said this. 

Indra said: 

12. O Earth, What is the purpose of your arrival here? 

May it be said. 

Earth said: 

13. O Indra, I am afflicted by a heavy burden, in the 
absence of death. I have come here to enquire about the cause 

thereof. May it be mentioned to me. 

BrahmS said : 

14-18. On hearing these words of the Earth Indra spoke 

these words. 

Indra said : 

If there is any cause, O Earth, it will be known by me. I am 

the lord of all Devas. 

Brahmd said: 

Then, on hearing his words the Earth said to Indra: 
Then, let Yama be ordered so that he would annihilate the 

subjects. 

On hearing these words of the Earth Siddhas and Kinnaras 
were ordered to bring Yama quickly, O great sage, by Mahendra. 
Thereafter all of them, Sidhas along with Kinnaras, immediately 
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went to the city of Yama. There they did not see Yama. After 
returning hurriedly they made a report to lndra. 

Siddhas and Kinnaras said : 

19. O lord, although he was searched for all round stre¬ 

nuously, Yama was not seen by us in the city of Yama. 

Brahma said : 

20. On hearing these words of Siddhas and Kinnaras, Savity 
(the sun) who was his father was asked by Indra, “Where is 
Yama?” 

The Sum said: 

21. O Indra, Yama is now on the banks of Godavari 
performing a very severe penance. I do not know what the rea¬ 
son is. 

Brahma said: 

22-23. On hearing these words of the Sun Indra became 
suspicious. 

Indra said : 

Alas ! Woeful ! O woeful ! My lordship of Devas has come 
to an end. Yama of evil activities performing penance at Goda¬ 

vari ! It is my opinion that he is surely desirous of seizing my 

position, O Devas. 

Brahma said : 

24-25. After saying this, the celestial damsels were imme¬ 

diately summoned by Indra. 

Indra said : 

May this be quickly mentioned to me, who among you is 
capable of spoiling the penance of my enemy Yama who is 
performing austerities on the banks of the Gautami river? 

Brahmd said: 

26. Even on hearing these words of Indra, O great sage, 
no one said anything. Then in great rage Indra said to celestial 
damsels. 
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Indra said: 

27. No one has replied to me. Therefore we ourselves 
shall go. Let all Devas be ready. Let them, without any delay, 
come with their armies. We shall slay our enemy who is desirous 
of ruling over heaven by means of his penance. 

Brahma said: 

28-110. When this was said, the army of Devas appeared 

there. 
On coming to know about the motive of Indra, the discus¬ 

bearing lord Hari, the preserver of worlds, sent his discus for 
the protection of Yama. Where the discus appeared is the ex¬ 

cellent holy centre Cakratirtha. 
Then Menaka who was suspicious about the outcome said 

to Indra: 
31-32. “O lord of Devas, no one among us is capable of 

even looking at Yama. It is better to die at your hands than at 
Yama’s. Amongst us, that harlot K§ama is proud of her beauty 
and youth. Request her and send her to dissuade Yama, if you, 

O lord, consider it necessary.” 

Brahma said : 

33. On hearing her words, Indra the lord of Devas, ordered 

Ksama after duly honouring her. 

Indra said: 

34. O harlot, go. Carry out my task, beautiful woman. 
If you fulfil it and return, you shall be as dear to me as Sacl. 

Brahma said : 

35. On hearing the words of Indra, Ksama flew over the 
quarters. The beautiful lady came near Yama in a moment. 

36. Brightening the ten quarters the lady came near Yama. 
She sang the sweet Hindolakasongin an exquisitely graceful style. 

37-40. Then the delicate tremulous mind of Yama was 
moved. He opened his eyes filled (as though) with the fire of 
passion, O great sage, and stared at her although she was a 
hindrance to his welfare. Thereafter the lady immediately be¬ 
came melted and attained the state of a river. This harlot joined 
the river Gautaml. Her songs of praise were sung by the Ganas 
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and Kinkaras. Due to the power of the holy centre she ascended 
to heaven. On seeing the harlot going to heaven seated in an aeri¬ 
al chariot, Yama of tremulous eyes was surprised very much. 

Then the Sun came there and said to Yama: 

The Sun said : 

41. Carry out, dear Son, your duty of annihilating the 
subjects. See the wind that blows always, Brahma who creates 
subjects. Earth that carries them and me who wander over the 
three worlds. 

Brahma said : 

42-43. On hearing the words of his father, Yama said: 

Tama said : 

Surely I shall not carry on this despicable work. It docs 
not behove you to command me to do this extremely cruel task. 

44-46. On hearing the words of Yama the Sun spoke thus: 
“O Yama, how is your duty despicable ? It is proper for 
you to do (this work). Did you not see that that harlot on having 
plunged into the waters of Gautami went to heaven immediately, 
even as the Ganas and Kinkaras were singing songs of her 
praise. 

Oh son, severe penance has been performed by you. It is 
very difficult to do. I do not see its end. Hence go to your city.” 

47-49. On saying these words lord Sun took his bath and 
went to heaven. Yama too had his bath at the confluence and 
went to his city. 

The slayer of the living beings cast off his doubts, O great 
sage. On seeing Yama go, the discus too went away to the place 
where Govinda embellished with the garlands of sylvan flo¬ 
wers, was present. The man who reads this or listens to this 
narrative shall obtain long life. All his adversities shall perish. 
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CHAPTER NINETEEN 

Aivabhanu Tirtha 

Brahmd said : 

1-3. The two rivers Aruna and Varuna are very auspicious. 
Their confluence with Gaiiga is also very holy, O excellent sage. 

They bestow merit more than the lake Manasa, the holy 
centre Prayaga and the river Mandakini. Listen now to its origin 
which destroys all sins. 

The eldest son of Kasyapa, Aditya, is well known in the 
worlds. He is the eye of the three worlds. He has hot and 
powerful rays. He has seven horses to draw his chariot. He is 
honoured by the people of the world. Usa, the daughter of 
Tvastf, was well known as the most beautiful woman in the 
three worlds. 

4. Unable to endure the severity of the heat of her husband, 
the beautiful woman of good waistline thought, “What should 
be done by me?” 

5. The extremely intelligent Manu and Yama were her 
sons born of Vivas van (Sun). The holy river Yamuna (too was 
her daughter). Listen to that incident which caused surprise. 

6-8. She -created her own shadow strenuously in the form 
of herself. Usa then said to her: 

“Be like me. At my bidding, look after my husband and 
children. Till I come back, be the beloved of my husband. Nei¬ 
ther to my children nor to my husband should you reveal this 

fact”. 
“So be it”, said the shadow. 
U§a went out of her abode. 

9. After saying this she went ahead, desirous of peaceful form. 
After going home U§a mentioned everything to her father. Tvastr 
was surprised. Being fond of his daughter he said to her: 

Tvasfr said : 

10. It is not proper on the part of a married woman to do 
as she pleases. How do your children and husband do? O gentle 

lady, I am afraid I may be considered uncultured. Go back to 

your husband’s abode once again. 
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Brahmd said : 

11. Thus urged by her father she said ‘‘No, No” again and 

again. She went to the Northern Kuru country’ for performing 
penance. 

12. There she assumed the form of a mare and performed 
a severe penance. U§a steadily meditated upon her husband 
who was too fierce to be looked at. 

13. In the meantime, O dear one, the shadow Chaya who 
had assumed the form of Usa, cohabited with her husband. 
Children were born to her. 

14-17. (The sons were) Manu Savarni and Sani. Vi$ji, 
a wicked daughter, was also born. Chaya behaved differently 
to her own children and the children of U§a. Yama therefore be¬ 
came angry. Yama the lord of southern quarter kicked his step, 
mother Chaya who was behaving differently. In her excitement 
due to the wickedness of her step-son Chaya cursed Yama, son 
of the Sun god. 

“O sinner, may your foot become putrefied at my bidding.” 
With his foot putrefied he went to his father crying. He informed 

Savitr of the entire episode. 

Tama said : 

18-21. O excellent Deva, she is not my mother because I 
have been cursed by her thus. A (true) mother never gets angry 

even if children act against her wish. I might have uttered 
something due to my stupidity. I might have done something 
mischievous. If she had been my mother she would not have 

become angry. Hence she is not my mother. 
Mother is so called because everything child does, whether 

good or bad, becomes measured in her. O dear father, she stares 
at me everyday as though she would burn me. She speaks to me 
with words as ferocious as black fire. She is not my mother. 

Brahma said : 

22-24. On hearing this from his son Sun began to think 
(and understood). “This is Chaya and not U$a. Desirous of 

quietening me she is engaged in penance. The daughter of 

Tva§tr win the northern Kuru in the form of a mare.” 
On coming to know that she was there Lord Sun went thither 
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where his wife was staying. He himself assumed the form of a 
horse. 

25-28. On seeing her in the form of a mare, the sun in the 
form of a horse rushed at her. On seeing the horse excited by 
passion and on hearing the sound, Usa the chaste lady hurriedly 
fled to the South. She had been meditating on her husband. 
She was afraid of being attacked by the horse. She did not know 
who it was. When the husband approached her she fled to the 
South in great hurry. “Who will be my saviour now, the sages 
or the Devas?” She thought herself. The sun in the form of a horse 
pursued his beloved who was running fast. Wherever Usa went 
the sun also went there. 

29-31. If anyone comes under the influence of Cupid, what 
wicked thing does he not do? Facing the southern direction they 
crossed Bhagirathi, Narmada and other rivers, parks, forests 

. and Vindhya mountain. Distressed with fear, the daughter of 
Tvastf went to GautamI because she had heard that in Janas- 

thana there were sages who could protect her. After entering 
GautamI, the mare went to the hermitage of sages. 

32. The horse too came there. It was the Sun in that form. 
People who were staying in Janasthana stopped that horse. 
Lord Sun, the husband of Usa, then cursed them in anger. 

The Sun said : 

33-36. Since you stopped me you will become banyan trees. 

Brahma said : 

By their eye of knowledge the sages saw that he was the 
husband of Usa. Thereupon they eulogized the lord of Devas 
in great delight. 

Even as he was being eulogized by the sages the Sun approa¬ 

ched the mare sexually. The face of the horse came into contact 
with the face of the mare. After realising that it was her husband, 
the daughter of Tvastr shed the semen from her month. From 

• their semen the Asvins were born in the river Ganga. 
37-40. The following persons came there, viz. groups of 

Devas, Siddhas, sages, rivers, cows, medicinal herbs, groups of 

luminaries, holy chariot of the seven-horsed lord (i.e. Sun), 
Aruna the charioteer of the Sun, Yama, Manu, Varuna, Sani 
son of the Sun god, the holy river Yamuna, Tapi, MahanadI 
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and father-in-law of the Sun (i.e. Tva§tj*). O sages, out of won¬ 
der, the rivers had assumed their respective forms. They came 

there to see this wonderful event. On realising his purpose Sun 
spoke to his father-in-law. 

The Sun said : 

41. O Tvasty, mount me on to the lathe and chisel off my 
splendorous parts for pleasing Usa who has performed excellent 
penance. O Prajapati, you cut off mv parts until she finds herself 
pleased. 

Brahmd said : 

42. After saying ‘‘So be it”, Tvastr began to cut off the 
splendorous parts of the Sun in the presence of Somanatha. 
They know it as Prabhasa. 

43-47. The place where Usa in the form of a mare came 
into contact with her husband, the place where Asvins were 
born, is called A^vatirtha. 

It is also called Bhanutlrtha where there is the hermitage with 
five banyan trees. Tapi and Yamuna came there to see their 
father (i.e. the Sun). The confluence of the rivers Aruna and 

Varuna with the Ganga is splendid. 

There are nine times three thousand (i.e. 27000) holy cen¬ 
tres of Devas there severally pertaining to Devas who had come 
to that holy centre. Ail these holy centres are good. Ablution 
performed and charitable gifts distributed there bestow great 

and everlasting merit. 
O Narada, by remembring, reading and listening to this, 

man becomes rid of all sins. He becomes virtuous and happy. 

CHAPTER TWENTY 

Garu$a Tirtha 

Brahmd said: 
1. The holy centre named Garutfa destroys all obstacles. 

I shall recount its power, O Narada, listen to it attentively. 
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2. There was an extremely powerful son of Se§a named 
Maninaga. Afraid of Garuda he propitiated Sankara with 

devotion. 
3. Then the lord Mahesvara, Paramegthin became pleased. 

He said to the great Naga, “O Naga, choose a boon’*. 
4. The Naga said, “O lord, grant me the boon of freedom 

from Garuda”. 
“So be it”, said Sambhu to him, “You shall have freedom 

from the fear of Garuda”. 
5. The Naga who was not afraid of Garuda, the younger 

brother of Aruna, went out to the place near the milk ocean 

where Vi§nu was taking rest. 
6. The Naga wandered here and there over the place which 

was pleasingly chill. He went to the place which was occupied 
by Garuda. 

7. On seeing the Naga moving about fearlessly Garuda 

seized him and took him off into his own abode. 
8. By means of nooses, Garuda bound the mighty Naga. 

In the meantime, Nandin said to l£a, the lord of the universe: 

NandikeSvara said: 
9. Certainly the Naga has been either swallowed or im¬ 

prisoned by Garuda, O lord of Devas. Hence he does not come. 

The naga may not come out alive. 

Brahmd said: 
10-13. On hearing the words of Nandin and understanding 

the situation himself Siva said: 

Siva said : 
The Naga has been bound and imprisoned in the abode of 

Garuda. Go quickly and tell the lord of worlds, Vi§nu. At my 
instance, you, yourself, bring the Naga bound by Garuda, son 
of Kasyapa. 

On hearing the words of lord Siva Nandin went and intimated 
to the lord of Sri, the ultimate resort of the world, Vi§nu, (the 
details). 

Pleased in his mind Narayana spoke to Garuda: 

Vipiu said: 

14. O son of Vinata(Garuda), give Nandin the Naga at 
my instance. 
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Vainateya the bird understood it but said “No”. In the 
presence of Nandin, Garutfa spoke to Visnu in anger: 

Garu$a said: 

15-19. Other masters give their servants whatever is most 
pleasing to them but you do not do so. Instead you want to take 
away what has been acquired by me. 

See, the three-eyed lord wishes to release the Naga through 
Nandin. But you wish to give Nandin the Naga captured by me. 

I bear you always along the path. Hence something should 
be given to me by you always. It is not proper for you to say 
“Give” in regard to the Naga acquired by me. 

This cannot be the practice of good masters who wish to 
maintain good service. Good men give unto the servants. But 
you are one who takes away what has been brought by me. 

O Kesava, it is through my power that you conquer the 
asuras in battles. In vain do you boast, I am extremely power¬ 
ful. 

Brahmd said : 

20-24. On hearing these words of Garu<ja Visnu the bearer 
of discus and club laughed in the presence of Nandin even as 

the guardians of the worlds were watching. 
The extremely intelligent lord said this: “You have become 

lean by bearing me (regularly). It is due to your power that I 

conquer Asuras, O excellent bird.” 
After saying this, O brahmin, the lord of Sri spoke this, with 

his anger calmed down: “Be quick. Bear the small finger of 

my hand, in the presence of Nandin.” 
Placing the small finger of his hand over the head of Garutfa 

Visnu said again: 
“It is true that you carry me always. See to your duty, O 

bird.” 
When the finger was placed over his head the head pene¬ 

trated into his belly and the belly went inside the foot ahd became 
smashed. Then, the distressed Garutfa said piteously out of 

shame, with palms joined in reverence: 

Garuda said: 

25-28.*" Save me, save me, O lord of the universe, your 
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servant. You are the lord of all gentle and submissive worlds. 
You are the supporter and the supported also. Those who are 
powerful, forgive thousands of offences. All the sages call you 
merciful since you have great sympathy even for those who have 
committed offences. 

O mother, residing in the lotus, O mother of the Universe, 
save me who am distressed. O Kamala, fond of your son, save 
me who am miserable and wretched. 

Brahmd said : 

Then the merciful goddess Sri spoke to Janardana: 

Kamala said : 

29. O lord, save your own servant Garu^a who has been 
involved in adversity”. 

Thereupon Janardana spoke to Nandin the attendant of Siva: 

Visnu said: 

30-31. Take the Naga to Siva along with Garu^a. On being 
glanced at by Mahesvara and favoured by liim Gambia will 
regain his own form. 

Brahma said : 

After saying “So be it” Nandin went to Siva along with the 
Naga and Gambia and intimated everything to him. Siva, who 
has the crescent moon on his forehead spoke to Garutfa: 

£iva said : 

32-33. O hero of long arms, go to Ganga, Gautami the 
sanctifier of worlds. She is calm and bestower of all cherished 
desires. After plunging into it you will regain your body and all 
cherished desires. 

O bird, Gautami, the bestower of all desired things, is the 
refuge for all living beings whose enterprises are ruined by ad¬ 
verse fate and who are tormented by all sins in hundreds and 
thousands of ways. 

Brahmd said: 

34-36. Garuqla listened to his words with humility. He 
went to Gaiiga. After plunging into it he bowed down to Siva 
and Vi§nu. Then the bird of golden complexion regained his 
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adamantine body and great strength. Hurrying up, O excellent 
sage, the intelligent one went again to Vi§nu. 

Thenceforward that holy centre of Garuda became the 
bestower of all desires. 

If a man of purity in mind and body performs the holy ablu¬ 
tion, O dear one, everything becomes everlasting in its benefit. 
The centre is pleasing to Siva and Visnu. 

CHAPTER TWENTYONE 

Govardhana Tirtha 
Brahma said : 

1. Then there is the Govardhana Tirtha which destroys 
all sins. It generates merits unto all ancestors. Even on being 
remembered it dispels sins. 

2. Its power has been tested by me, O Narada. 
There was a certain brahmin farmer known as Jabali. 
3. Even at midday he never rested his bullocks. He hit 

them with his whip on their backs and sides. 
4. On seeing those bullocks full of tears in their eyes, the 

cow Kamadhenu, the mother of the worlds, said to Nandin. 
5. Nandin too was distressed and intimated everything to 

Siva. Siva said to the Bull, “May whatever you say be fulfilled.” 
6-7. Backed by Siva’s permission Nandin withdrew all the 

bovine species. When all cattle had vanished in heaven and in 

the mortal world, Devas came to me in hurry and said: 
“It is impossible to live without cows”. I then told them, “Go 

to lord Siva and request him”. 
8. In the same manner they eulogized Siva and intimated 

to him the matter under reference, Siva said to Devas, “My 

Bull knows everything”. 
9-10. Those Devas spoke to the Bull, “Give us the cows 

and bullocks that are helpful to us”. 
The Bull said to Devas, “Let the sacrifice Gosava be per¬ 

formed. Thereby you will obtain all cows both divine and 

human.” 
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Then the sacrifice Gosava was performed by Devas. 
11-13. The sacrifice was performed on the auspicious banks 

of Gautami. Then the cattle flourished. That holy centre was 
named Govardhana and it increased the pleasure of Devas. The 
holy ablution performed there, O excellent sage, yields the bene¬ 
fit of gifts of thousands of cows. We do not know what the bene¬ 
fit will be if any charitable gift is made. 

By seeing Siva, the lord of Devas, the presiding deity Gau- 
tamesvara, one attains heavenly world as long as the mountain 
Meru lasts on Earth. 

CHAPTER TWENTYTWO 

Papapranaiana Tirtha 

Brahma said : 

1. There is the holy centre named Papapranaiana (Des¬ 
troyer of sins). It dispels the fear of sins. I shall recount it, O 
Narada. Listen to it attentively. 

2. There was a brahmin known as Dhjtavrata. His wife was 
a young woman named Mahi. She was the most beautiful woman 
in the world. 

3. Their son was named Sanajjata. He resembled the sun 
in splendour. Death urged by Kala, O sage, took away Dhjrta- 
vrata. 

4. Unable to see anyone to protect her, that beautiful widow 
with a young son went to the hermitage of Galava. 

5. After entrusting her son to him that woman deluded by 
sin wandered here and there over many countries leading a lec¬ 
herous life. 

6-10. Her son became the master of Vedas and Vedangas 
in the hermitage of Galava. Still, due to the faults of his mother 
he too became sexy and passionate. 

There is a place known as Janasthana. People of different 

castes stayed there. The lady Main resided there adopting the 

profession of a prostitute. 
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Her son too wandered over many countries as a lecherous 
debauchee. As time passed he too came to Janasthana and lived 
there. 

The son of Dhrtavrata, the brahmin (Sanajjata) was desirous 
of a harlot. The lady Mahi too wanted men who would lavishly 
spend money on her. 

Due to the curious turn of fate the mother and the son had 
sexual union. She did not recognise her son nor did he recognize 
his mother. 

11. Although their union lasted for a long time, the mother 
and the son did not know the real facts about each other. 

12. Although the brahmin’s actions were bad, he possessed 
a good mind due to the virtue of his father. Listen to this wonder¬ 
ful account, O Narada. 

13. Living a carefree life he did not abandon prayers per¬ 
taining to Brahman. After performing the morning prayers 
he worked for earning wealth. 

14-15. With the power of his learning he earned a lot and 
gave everything to that harlot. He used to get up early in the 
morning and go to Ganga. He performed all acts of cleanliness, 
ablutions, prayers, etc. After performing all those he used to bow 
down to brahmins and return home. 

16-17. When he went to GautamI in the morning he was 
invariably ugly. His limbs were all afflicted by leprosy. Impure 
fedd blood oozed out of his body. 

When he returned after bath in Gautami Ganga, he used to 
have handsome features. He was calm. He resembled the fire 
god and the sun. He appeared like the sun in human form. 

18-23. That brahmin himself was not aware of the two 
different appearances. The holy sage Galava, devoutly attached 
to penance and pursuit of knowledge, had his hermitage on the 
banks of Gautami and lived there in the company of other sages. 
The brahmin Sanajjata took bath everyday in the holy river and 
bowed to Galava at the very same place. After bowing to Galava 

he used to go to his own place. 
Galava observed the physical features of Sanajjata both 

before and after his bath and prayers. On seeing this Galava 
was surprised and he thought there must be some reason behind 

this. 
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Once when this brahmin was about to leave after bowing to 
Galava, the sage called him out of wonder and spoke to him. 

Gdlava said: 

24. Who are you? Where will you go? What do you do? 

Where do you eat? What is your name? Where do you sleep? 

Who is your wife? Tell me. 

Brahma said: 

25-29. On hearing the words of Galava, the brahmin said 

to the sage: 

The Brahmin said : 

I shall tell you tomorrow decisively everything connected 

with the matter. 

Brahma said: 

Saying this to Galava, Sanajjata went home. Taking food at 
night he went to bed with the harlot. Sanajjata was taken by 

surprise on remembering the words of Galava. He said to her: 

The Brahmin said : 

You are endowed with all good qualities. Though you had 

been a harlot yet you are a chaste lady (now). Our mutual love is 
quite befitting. Let it continue as long as we live. 

Still I wish to ask you something. What is your name? 

Where is your family? What is your native place? Where are your 
relatives? Let everything be mentioned to me. 

The Harlot said : 

30-31. There was a pure initiated brahmin Dhj-tavrata by 
name. I am Mahi, his wife. My son had been left in the her¬ 

mitage of Galava. He was an intelligent boy known as Sanaj-. 

jata. Due to my previous defects I abandoned my family tradition. 
I am staying here as a carefree harlot, but, O brahmin, know 
me to be a brahmin lady. 

Brahm& said: 

32. On hearing her words he was hit in a vulnerable spot. 

He fell suddenly on the ground. Seeing him in this condition 
the harlot spoke to him. 
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The Harlot said: 

33-36. What has happened, O excellent brahmin? Where 
has your love gone? What is that word uttered by me which has 
afflicted your mind so much? 

Consoling himself by means of his own effort the brahmin 

spoke these words. 

The Brahmin said: 

My father was the brahmin Dhjtavrata. I am his son Sanaj- 
jata. This lady, my mother Mahi has come here by chance. 

Brahma said : 

On hearing his words she too became excessively distressed. 

For the whole of that night both of them lamented. 
Afterwards when the day dawned with the bright sun, the 

brahmin went to Galava, the greatest among the sages, and 

intimated to him. 

The Brahmin said : 

37-39. O brahmin, I am the son of Dhjrtavrata. I have 

been nurtured by you and my sacred thread has been tied by 
you. O holy lord, this is Mahl my mother. 

What shall I do. How can I expiate? 

Brahma said : 

On hearing the words of the brahmin, Galava spoke words of 
sympathy to the Brahmin: 

“I am seeing everyday this uncommon feature of having two 
forms in you. 

40. It was then that you have been asked about the news. 
Everything has been heard and understood by me. The evil 
action which you have committed has entirely perished in Ganga. 

41. By virtue of the sanctity of this Tirtha, due to the grace 
of this goddess, you have been purified, O dear one, everyday. 
In this matter you need not worry at all. 

42-43. Everyday in the morning your features appear sin¬ 
ful. Again I used to see your excellent form. When you come 
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you are sinful. When you go you are sinless. I see this everyday. 
You have been made pure by the goddess now. 

44-46. Now nothing remains for you to do. This mother 
of yours, O brahmin, who is known as a harlot, has repented 
much. She has refrained from committing sins. In regard to all 
living beings, love is natural. But due to the great merit result¬ 
ing from association with good people, the turning away can be 
effected by the grace of fate. Due to the merit acquired by pre¬ 
vious actions she has sufficiently repented. 

47-49. By taking her holy bath in this Tirtha she will become 
purified’*. 

Accordingly both of them, the mother and the son did so, 
O Narada. Due to the holy dip both of them were undoubtedly 
rid of their sins. Thenceforward they call that Tirtha Dhau- 
tapapa. It is known as Papapranasana and Galava. Whether it 
is a “Great sin” or a minor one, whether it is little or big- 
this holy centre Dhautapapa shall destroy everything. It yields 
good merit. 

CHAPTER TWENTYTHREE 

ViSvdmitra Tirtha 

Brahmd said : 

1. To the south of it, O brahmin, is the very rare Tirtha 
known as Pitftlrtha. It is pure. It dispels all sins. 

2. They know this as Pitjtlrtha, O brahmin, because it was 
the place where Rama, the son of DaSaratha, propitiated his 

ancestors, in the company ofSita. 

3. If holy bath, charitable gift and water libation unto the 
ancestors were performed there everything attains an everlasting 
status. No worry need be felt in this respect. 

4-5. The place where the great king Rama, the son of 
Dasaratha, honoured the great sage ViSvamitra along with the 

sages, the seers of reality, is the holy centre ViSvamitra. It yields 

great merit. It is frequented by ages. I shall recount its features 

as cited by the expounders of the Vedas. 
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6-7. Formerly, there was a great drought, extremely terri¬ 
ble unto the subjects. The extremely intelligent Visvamitra 
went to the GautamI, accompanied by his disciples. 

On seeing his disciples, sons and wife very lean and afflicted 
by hunger the glorious sage became distressed and spoke thus to 
his disciples. 

Visvamitra said : 

8. Let something to eat, something to munch and crunch be 
brought, no matter what the quantity be, in whatever manner 
possible, from wherever it is available. Let it be brought as it is. 
Do not delay. You must go now itself. It must be brought in a 
trice. 

Brahma said : 

9-12. At this bidding of the sage the hungry disciples set out 
in a hurry. Wandering here and there they saw a dead dog. 
Taking it they rushed back and offered the same to their precep¬ 
tor. Saying “Good ! well done !” he grasped it with his hand. 

“Cut the flesh of the dog. Wash it with water. Cook it duly 
after repeating the Mantras and perform Homa into the fire in 
accordance with the injunctions. 

After propitiating Devas, sages, Pitrs, guests, preceptors 
and others, all of us shall partake of the remainder”, said the 
sage thus. 

13-17. On hearing the words of Visvamitra, the disciples 
did exactly so. When the dog’s flesh was being cooked, Agni 
the messenger of Devas went to the abode of Devas and intimated 

everything to them. 

Agni said : 

Dog’s flesh has to be taken by Devas as it has been offered by 

the sage and it has occurred so. 

Brahmd said : 
At these words of Agni, Indra assumed the form of a vulture 

and flying through the sky took away the closed pot that was 
filled with the flesh. 

On seeing that the disciples informed the sage about the 
vulture. “O excellent sage, the pot has been taken away by the 

senseless vulture”. 
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Thereafter, the holy sage became furious. He was ready to 
curse Indra. On coming to know of this, Indra filled the pot 
with honey. 

18. Indra in the form of a bird, thereupon, placed the pot 
filled with honey among the comets. ViSvamitra became angry. 
On seeing the pot, the sage said thus furiously. 

Visvamitra said : 

19. “Give us the dog’s flesh alone. You can take away the 
excellent nectar. If not, I shall reduce you to ashes.” 

Becoming frightened Indra spoke then. 

Indra said : 

20. “Perform the Homa of honey duly and drink it along 
with your sons. Of what avail is this unholy filthy flesh of a dog, 
O great sage?” 

Visvamitra said : 

21-25. No. If a single person, that is, I alone take it in, 
what is the benefit? The subjects are exhausted and distressed, 
O Indra. Of what avail is that honey (wine)? If the people get 
nectar I shall also consume the same. Or after the divine Pitrs 
have consumed flesh, I shall partake of that. I do not speak 
untruth. Believe me. 

Thereafter the frightened lord of thousand eyes called the 
clouds quickly and showered nectar. The brahmin Visvamitra 
propitiated Devas at first and the three worlds thereafter by 
means of holy nectar offered by Indra. He then partook of it 
along with his disciples and his wife. 

26-28. Thenceforth that holy centre is mentioned as the 
bestower of great merit. It is the place where Indra came and 
where the nectar was offered without meat. It is a holy centre 
that bestows merit on men. The holy bath taken there and the 
charitable gifts offered yield the benefit of all sacrifices. Thence¬ 
forth that holy centre is remembered as Vis'vamitra, Madhutir- 
tha, Aindra, Syena and Parjanya. 
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CHAPTER TWENTYFOUR 

Sveta and other Tirthas 

847 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre known as Sveta Tirtha in the three 
worlds is very auspicious. On being simply remembered it rids 
people of all sins. 

2. Formerly, there was a brahmin Sveta who was the dearest 
friend of Gautama. He stayed on the bank of GautamI river 
and was engaged in the worship of guests. 

3-5. He was devoutly attached to Siva in thought, words 
and deeds. That excellent brahmin continued to meditate 
on and worship Siva till the last days of his life. When his days 
were over, the messengers of lord Yama came there to take away 
that excellent brahmin devoted to Siva, but, O Narada, they 

were not able even to enter his abode. When the time passed 
away Citraka spoke to (the god of) Death. 

Citraka said : 

6. O Mrtyu, why does not Sveta come yet? His span of 
life has come to an end. Nor have the messengers of Mrtyu too 
come yet. Why ? This pazzles me. 

Brahma said : 

7. The infuriated Mrtyu thereupon went himself to the 
abode of Sveta. Seeing his messengers highly frightened and 
standing mum, Mrtyu said, “What is the matter, O messengers?” 

The messengers then said to Mrtyu. 

The Messengers said: 

8. We are not able even to look at Sveta who is protected 
by Siva. What terror can there be to those with whom Siva is 

pleased ! 

Brahmd said : 

9-11. Then Mrtyu with the noose in his hand entered the 
place where that brahmin was worshipping Siva. The brahmin 
was not at all aware of either Yama’s servants or Mrtyu himself. 

On seeing Mrtyu holding the noose and standing near 
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Sveta who was worshipping Siva with devotion the surprised 
Nandin said : 

Nandin said : 
O Mftyu, what do you see here? 
Mj-tyu spoke to Nandin. 

Mjtyu said : 

12-15. I came here to take away Sveta. Hence I am looking 
for the excellent brahmin. 

Nandin said : 

Go out, go out. 

Brakmd said : 

Then Mjtyu threw up the noose against Sveta. O great sages, 
Nandin then became angry. Nandin hit Mjtyu with the baton 
given by Siva. Mjtyu fell on the ground. Then the messengers 
saw that Mjtyu was struck down. They intimated the incident 
to Yama. 

16-20. Then Dharma whose vehicle is buffalo and who 
controls all addressed his attendants and associates, viz. Citra- 
gupta, Kala, Yamadanda, buffalo, ghosts and vampires, Adhis, 

Vyadhis, ailments of eyes, belly and ears, the three types of fever, 
sins, and hells severally. “Hurry up, hurry up”, said Yama to 
them and himself proceeded ahead, surrounded by these and 

others, to the place where Sveta the excellent brahmin was wor¬ 
shipping Siva. On seeing Yama approaching, Nandin who was 
wielding his weapons said to Vinayaka, Skanda and Bhutanatha 

(Chief of Ghosts) who was whirling a baton (to be ready). 
Then a fight ensued which terrified the worlds. 

21. Karttikeya pierced the servants of Yama by means of 

his javelin. He killed Yama, the powerful ruler of the southern 

quarter. 
22-24. The followers of Yama who survived intimated this 

to Aditya. On hearing about that extremely wonderful event 
Aditya approached me accompanied by Devas and followed 
by the guardians of quarters. 

Lord Vi§nu, Indra, Agni, Varuna, moon, sun, Asvins, Maruts 

and I—all of us went to Yama. 
25-26. The powerful lord of the southern quarter was 
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lying dade on the bank of Gahga. Seas, serpents, rivers and living 
beings came there in order to see Yama the lord of Devas and son 
of the god Sun. On seeing Yama with all his armies killed Devas 
became frightened. With palms joined in reverence they said 
to Sambhu. 

Devas said: 

27-30. You always possess the quality of being fond of your 
devotees and that of slaying the wicked. O primordial Maker, 
obeisance to you. O blue-throated lord, obeisance to you. O lord, 
fond of Brahma, obeisance to you. O lord, fond of Devas, obei¬ 
sance to you. 

Yama and his attendants were unable to take away the 
brahmin Sveta whose span of life has come to an end, (because) 
he is your devotee. On seeing the great lord they remain conten¬ 
ted. O lord, truly you possess the quality of being fond of your 
devotees. 

Even Yama, the annihilator is not able to look at those per¬ 
sons who have sought refuge in you, the merciful lord. After 
realising this, O lord, they worship you with devotion. 

You alone are the lord of worlds; you alone are the leader 

of worlds; without you none is competent? Excepting you who 
will be competent to make this arrangement? 

Brahmd said: 

31. Even as they were eulogizing him lord Siva appeared in 
front of them. He asked them pleasantly: “What shall I give you?” 

Devas said : 

32-34. This is Dharma, the son of Vivasvat and the Controller 
of all embodied beings. He has been established in the arrange¬ 
ment of Dharma and Adharma. He is the guardian of southern 

quarter. 
He does not deserve death. He is not an offender. He is not 

a sinner. Without him no work of the creator of Universe can 

take place. 
Hence, O Lord of Devas, revive Yama along with his army 

and vehicles. O lord, a request can never be fruitless in regard 

to great men. It is certainly fruitful. 
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Brahmd said: 

35. Then the lord said, “Certainly I shall revive him; 
undoubtedly I shall make Yama come back to life, if Devas 
agree to my suggestion now.” 

36. Then Devas said: “We shall do as you bid—you in 
whose control the entire Universe along with Hari, Brahma 
and others function.” 

37-38. Then the lord said to Devas who gathered there: 
“Let not my devotee undergo death.” 

“No”, said Devas, “In that case, O lord, the people inclu¬ 
ding the mobile and immobile will become immortal. O 
lord, idential with the universe, then there will not be any 

difference between mortals and immortals.” 
39-42. Siva said to them again: “You listen to my speech. 

We are the perpetual masters of our .devotees, and the devotees 

of Vi$nu who resort to Gautaml. Mjrtyu does not deserve that 
lordship and mastery. Yama should never discuss them nor 
talk to them. They should never be attacked by worries and 

physical ailments, etc. Those who seek refuge in Siva are 
liberated at the very moment. They are worthy of being bowed 
to by Yama along with his followers.” Then Devas said to 

lord Siva, “Let it be so”. 
43-46. Then the holy lord spoke to Nandin, his vehicle. 

Siva said: 

Sprinkle the dead Yama with the waters of Gautami. 

Brahmd said: 

Then Yama and his attendants were sprinkled by Nandin. 
They woke up alive and went to their abode. 

Visnu and Devas stayed on the northern bank of Gautaml 
worshipping Mahesvara, lord of Devas. 

47-50. On the northern bank the following numbers of holy cen¬ 

tres were established: (a) eighty thousandth) fourteen thousand, 
(c) six thousand and (d) six thousand. Thus there were one 
hundred and six thousand holy centres on the northern bank. 

On the southern bank there came to be (a) six thousand, (b) 

thirty thousand holy centres. Thus there are thirty six thousand 
holy centres on the southern bank. O Narada, the recounting 
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of Svetatirtha is meritorious. The place where Mj-tyu fell down 
is called Mftyu Tlrtha. By merely remembering it one lives 
upto a thousand years. The holy dip and the offering of charit¬ 
able gifts there destroys sins. If it is listened to, read or remem¬ 
bered it removes impurities. It yields worldly pleasures and 
salvation to the people. 

CHAPTER TWENTYFIVE 

&ukratirtha and Mrtasanjivanl Tirtha 

Brahma said : 
1. The holy centre known as Sukratirtha is conducive to 

the achievement of all Siddhis. It subdues sins and destroys 

ailments. 
2-4. There were two great sages of excellent virtue, namely 

Angiras and Bhrgu. Their sons known as Jiva (Jupiter) and 
Kavi (Venus) were very intelligent and handsome. The sons 
were obedient to their parents. On seeing that their sons had 

had their initiation ceremony the fathers spoke to each other. 

The sages said : 

Only one of us need be the preceptor for our sons, main¬ 

taining discipline. Let one be the preceptor and let the other 

one remain carefree and happy. 

Brahma said: 

5. On hearing this Angiras said to Bhargava quickly, “I 

shall teach them equally. Let Bhargava remain carefree and 

happy.” 
6. On hearing these words of Angiras the scion of the family 

of Bhpgu said “So be it” and entrusted his son Sukra to Angiras. 
7. He taught both the boys separately on account of his 

unequal feeling towards them. After a long time Sukra spoke 

to Bfhaspati. 

Sukra said: 

8. O preceptor, everyday you teach me with discrimination. 
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This discrimination between son and disciple is not proper 
on the part of a preceptor. 

9. Only teachers of deluded thinking practise discrimina¬ 
tion. There is no limit to the sins incurred by the persons of 
discriminatory feelings. 

10. O preceptor, you have been well-understood. I shall 
bow down to you again and again. I shall go to another pre¬ 
ceptor. It behoves you to permit me. 

11. O brahmin, I shall go to my father. If he too were to 
have this discrimination, I shall go elsewhere. O lord, I take 
leave of you. Bid me depart. 

Brahmd said : 

12. After taking leave of his preceptor Brhaspati and on 
being permitted by him Sukra went from there thinking, “I shall 
go to my father only after I have acquired learning.’* 

13. So “Whom shall I approach? Which preceptor will 
be excellent?” thinking thus he asked Vfddhagautama of great 

intellect. 

Sukra said: 

14. Who can be my preceptor, O excellent sage? Tell 
me. I shall go to that person who is competent to be the pre¬ 
ceptor of all the three worlds. 

Brahma said: 

15. Old Gautama told him to approach Lord Siva, the 
preceptor of the Universe, lord of the worlds. 

Sukra said: 

How can I see that lord of Devas ? Where can I propitiate 
him? 

On being addressed thus, Gautama said. 

Gautama said : 

16. Remaining pure in mind and body on the Gautami 
Tirtha propitiate Siva by means of hymns. Being pleased there¬ 

by the lord of three worlds will impart learning to you. 

Brahmd said : 

17. At those words of Gautama, the scion of the family of 
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Bhrgu went to Ganga. After taking a holy dip and becoming 
pure the boy began eulogizing Siva. 

18-21. “O Sambhu, I am seeking refuge in you, the sole 
refuge for the poor and the helpless. O lord with the crescent 
moon, I am a boy of puerile intellect. I do not know how to 
eulogize you. Obeisance be to you. I have been abandoned 
by my preceptor. I have neither friends nor comrades. In 
every respect you are the lord. O lord of the worlds, obeisance 
be to you. You are weightier than the weightiest and greater 
than the greatest. I am only a small boy. O lord identical with 
the universe, obeisance be to you. It is for the sake of learning 
that I have come to you. O lord of Devas, I do not know your 
way. Look at me with kindness. Obeisance be to you, O lord, 
witness unto the worlds.” 

Brahmd said : 

22-23. Even as he was eulogizing thus the lord of Devas 
became pleased with him. 

Siva said: 

Welfare unto you. Choose what you wish even if it were 

to be difficult of access unto Devas. 

Brahmd said : 

24-27. Sukra said to the lord of Devas, with palms joined 

in reverence and the mind greatly pleased. 

Sukra said : 

O lord, I beg of you that learning which is not accessible 

to the sages as well as Brahma and others. You are my pre¬ 

ceptor. You are my deity. 

Brahmd said: 

The excellent Deva granted unto suppliant Sukra the Vidya 

called SafijavanI which was unknown even to Devas. 
Other Vidyas are secular. Vedic lore is known to many. 

When Sankara is pleased what is it that remains unachieved. 

28. After acquiring the great learning he went to his father. 

By virtua-of his learning Sukra received honour. He became the 

preceptor of Daityas. 
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29-32. Afterwards Kaca, the son of Bfhaspati acquired 
Vidya from Sukra. The reason thereof was something very 
different. From Kaca, Byhaspati acquired this and from him 
Devas acquired it separately. It was this great Vidya which 

they called Mrtajivanl. 
The place where Sukra acquired that Vidya after worship¬ 

ping Siva on the northern bank of Gautami is called Sukratirtha. 

This Tirtha is conducive to the increase of life and health. 
Holy dip and charitable gifts at that place bestow everlasting 

merit. 

CHAPTER TWENTYSIX 

Seven Thousand Holy Centres 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre known as Indra Tirtha destroys the sin 
of brahmin slaughter. Even by being remembered it destroys 

heaps of sins and masses of sufferings. 

2. Formerly, when Vj*tra was slain, O Narada, the sin of 
brahmin slaughter pursued Indra who was frightened by the 

very thought of Brahmin slaughter. 

3. He, the slayer of Vftra, began to run here and there. 
Wherever he went the thought of Brahmin slaughter pursued 

him. 

4-5. He entered a great lake and penetrated a lotus stalk. 
Assuming the form of a fibre Indra took his abode there. The 
slaughter-thought stood watching on the bank of the lake for 

a thousand divine years. During this whole period Devas re¬ 
mained without Indra. 

6-7. Devas had consultations among themselves without excite 
ment: “How can Indra be regained?” After thinking of the 
place of slaughter, I spoke to Devas: “Let Indra be sprinkled 

with the waters of Gautami. After taking a holy dip he will be 
purified in his soul and will become Indra once again.” 
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8-9. Accordingly they decided and went to Gautami, 
Devas and sages were desirous of showering the lord after he 
had taken a holy dip. The infuriated Gautama spoke as Indra 
was about to be showered with the holy water. 

Gautama said : 

10. I will reduce to ashes all those persons who will sho¬ 
wer the sinful Indra who had defiled the bed of his preceptor. 
Let Devas go away quickly. 

Brahma said : 

11. On hearing the words of the sage Devas avoided Gau¬ 
tami and hurried to Narmada taking Indra with them. 

12-13. They stood ready for showering Indra on the nor¬ 
thern bank of Narmada. As Indra was about to be showered, 

the.holy sage Mandavya said, “If the showering is performed 
I will reduce you to ashes.” Then Devas worshipped Mandavya 

by hymns and persuaded him by cogent reasons. 

Devas said : 

14. O sage, wherever Indra the thousand-eyed lord is 

about to be showered, a terrible obstacle crops up there. 
15-17. Hence, O sage, the cause of our welfare, perform 

Santi rite for quelling the evil. Be pleased to grant us boons. 
O sage; we shall offer you a place where you shall perform sacri¬ 

fice (‘Removal of dirt’). We shall give to you many other 
excellent things as well. Hence, it behoves you to permit. The 

place where the ablution of Indra is to take place shall be full 
of grains, trees and fruits. It will bestow all cherished things 
on men. There will never be drought or famine in this place. 

Brahmd said : 

18. Then Mandavya, the excellent sage, honoured by the 

world agreed to it. The rites of ablution and purification were 

performed there with all ceremonials. 
19-23. Then that land was called Malava by Devas and 

sages when Indra was showered and purified. They brought 

Gautami Ganga and showered him again for the increase of 
merit. Devas, sages, I, Visnu, Vasistha, Gautama, Agastya, 
Atri, KaSyapa, Yak§as and Nagas and others performed holy 
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ablution by that sacred water. Then I showered Indra with 

the water coming out of Kamandalu. Two rivers Punya and 

Sikta arose therefrom and joined Ganga. 
24-27. Their confluences are well known. They are re¬ 

sorted to by sages. Thenceforth that holy centre is called Punya- 

sangama Tirtha. 
At the confluence of Sikta (with Ganga) the holy centre 

is called Aindra Tirtha. Seven thousand splendid holy centres 
cropped up there. A holy dip and the distribution of charitable 

gifts at the confluence gives everlasting benefit. This must be 
realised. No worry need be felt on this account. He who reads 
this holy narrative or listens to it shall be rid of all sins of 
thought, words and deeds. 

CHAPTER TWENTYSEVEN 

Paulastya Tirtha 

Brahmi said : 
1. The holy centre Paulastya Tirtha is mentioned as one 

which fulfils all desires of men. I shall mention its magic power 
that gives lost kingdom back to one. 

2. The eldest son of Visravas who is now the lord of nor¬ 
thern quarter was formerly richly endowed with all types of 
riches and achievements. He was the ruler of Lanka as well. 

3. He had three step-brothers, viz. Ravana, Kumbhakarna 
and Vibhlsana. They were very powerful, endowed with 
unmeasured luster. They were his enemies as well. 

4-5. They too were the sons of Visravas but they were 
Raksasas (because they were born) of a Raksasi (ogress). 
Dhanada (Kubera), seated in the aerial chariot and accom¬ 
panied by his step-brothers used to come to me everyday with 
great devotion and return after a while. 

R&varia’s infuriated mother spoke to her sons. 

jRavana's mother said: 

6-7. I shall die. I don’t (care to) live, O sons, because of 
this disparity and dissimilarity. 
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Devas and Danavas were mutual enemies (though) they 
were brothers (step-brothers). (Step-brothers) wish for each 
other’s slaughter in pursuance of victory and prosperity. Hence, 
you are not at all desirous of victory, nor are you competent. 
You have no manliness. Aimless and useless is the life of that 
fellow who permits an enemy to be prosperous. 

Brahma said : 

8. On hearing those words of their mother, O sage, the 
three brothers went to the forest and performed penance. 

9-10. All these three obtained boons from me. At the 
instigation of their uncle Marlca and their maternal grandfather 
and at the instance of their mother Ravana requested for Lanka. 
Due to their Raksasahood and the defects of their mother, there 
was a great enmity between the brothers. 

11-13. Then a war between brothers ensued like the war 
between Devas and Danavas. In the war Ravana conquered 
his quiet and calm elder brother Dhanada and captured the 
city of Lanka, the (aerial chariot) Puspaka and other things. 
He then proclaimed throughout the three worlds consisting of 
mobile and immobile beings: “He who ofTers refuge to my 
step-brother is liable to be killed by me.” 

Forsaken and ousted by his brother, Dhanada did not re¬ 
ceive any support anywhere. He went to Pulastya his grand¬ 
father and bowed to him. 

Dhanada said : 

14-17. I have been ousted by my wicked brother. Wliat 
shall I do ? Tell me what should be my support and refuge, 
the fate or a holy centre? 

Brahmd said : 

On hearing the words of his grandson Pulastya said: 

Pulastya said : 

Dear child, go to Gautami and eulogize lord Mahesvara. 
There in the middle of Gariga your wicked brother will have 
no access. You will attain prosperous achievement. Do so at 
my bidding. 
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Brahmd said : 

18-19. Saying “So be it” Dhanada went to GautamI accom¬ 

panied by his wife, parents and the aged Pulastya. The lord of 
wealth took bath in Ganga. Maintaining all holy rites he eulo¬ 
gized Siva, lord of the lord of Devas, the bestower of worldly 

pleasures and liberation. 

Dhanada said : 

20-23. O Sambhu, you alone are the master of this Uni¬ 

verse consisting of mobile and immobile beings. There is no 
one else. If anyone swaggers after slighting you out of delusion, 

he is worthy of being punished. 
You sustain everything by your eight cosmic bodies. Every¬ 

thing exists (and functions) at your bidding. Still, non-scholars 
shall never attain you who are possessed of ancient glory and 

splendid refulgence. 
Something was born out of her dirt and Amba jokingly said: 

“O lord, this is your heroic son.” You glanced at it and it be¬ 
came Vighnaraja. Oh, the (powerful) action of the glance of 

I$a ! 
On seeing Kama and Rati separated in their conjugal enjoy¬ 

ment Girija’s eyes were filled with tears. She spoke to Isa about 
this. As a result of that, the bodiless Kama acquired body and 

Rati acquired the fortune of conjugal bliss from the lord of 

Uma.1 

Brahmd said : 

24. Even as he was eulogizing thus, the three-eyed lord 
appeared in front of him and asked him to choose a boon as he 
liked. Out of excessive delight he did not utter a word. 

25-27. Dhanada and Pulastya were silent. Lord Siva was 

delighted repeating “O, choose the boon, O, choose the boon.” 
Then an unembodied voice was heard there telling Mahesvara 

thus: “The status of the protector of wealth should be granted to 

1. The reference here is to the episode of the burning of Kama by Siva's 
glance when he was trying to inspire Siva with amorous thought for Parvati 
at the instigation of gods at a time when Siva wa? engaged in deep 
meditation, (vide V&lmiki Ramaya^a, Bala Ka^a, Ch. 23). 
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Dhanada.” It was only after knowing the silent wish of Pulastya 
and the father of Dhanada, that the voice made the splendid 
intention explicit. 

28. The divine voice became auspicious. What should 
take place is like what has already taken place. What is about to 
be given is like what has already been given. What should be 
attained is like what has already been attained. 

29-33. He who had a number of enemies and who ex¬ 
perienced miseries worshipped Somes vara and acquired Linga, 
the lordship of a quarter, the mastery of wealth, vast liberal¬ 
mindedness, wives and sons. 

On hearing that voice Dhanada spoke these words to the 
Trident-bearing lord of Devas: “Let this be so.” 

Saying “May it be so,” the lord of Devas assented to the 
Divine voice. The lord then honoured Pulastya, sage Visravas 
and Dhanapala with holy boons and went away. Thenceforth, 
they know that holy centre as Paulastya Tirtha or Dhanada 

Tirtha or Vaisravasa Tirtha. It is holy and splendid. It fulfils 

all cherished desires. Holy dip etc. in these holy centres bestows 
much merit. 

CHAPTER TWENTYEIGHT 

Agnitirtha 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre known as Agnitirtha is the bestower of 

the fruit of all sacrifices. It subdues all obstacles. Listen to the 

benefit of that holy centre. 
2-4. The brother of Agni was well known as Jatavedas. He 

was the bearer of Havya.1 He was the excellent clever brother 

of the Fire-god, very fond of him. As he was carrying Havya 
to gods and was at the abode of the sages on the banks of Gau- 

1. Any substance, e.g. clarified butter, food etc. to be offered as oblation, 

to gods; opposed to ‘Kavya’ or what is offered to ancestors. 
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taml, Madhu the powerful son of Diti killed him even as the 
chief Sages and Devas were looking on. When Jatavedas died, 
Devas did not get their Havya. 

5 When his dear brother Jatavedas died, Agni was over¬ 
whelmed by anger. He entered the waters of Gahga. 

6 When Agni entered the waters of Ganga, Devas and 
human beings cast away their lives because they are considered 
to be Agnijlvas (having their life in Agni). 

7-8 Devas, sages, and Pitrs went to the place where Agni 
had entered water. Saying “Without fire we will not be alive” 
they began to praise Agni particularly. On realizing that Agni 

had entered the waters the heaven-dwellers spoke pleasing 
words to him. 

Devas said : 

9. O Agni, resuscitate the lives of Devas by means of Havya 
and those of pitrs by means of Kavya. By the cooking of food 
and the splitting of seeds resuscitate all human beings. 

Brahma said : 

10-13. Agni said to Devas: 

“My brother who was very strong has gone. O Devas, while 
your work is being carried out, my fate will be the same as that 

of my brother Jatavedas. Hence I am not enthusiastic enough 
to work for you. Jatavedas who always performed his duty, 
working for you, has met this fate. I do not know what mine 

will be. Moreover, I may not have the ability to move about 
from world to world. Even granting that I may have the ability 
for it, if your work is not regularly performed by me my fate 

might be the same.” 

Then, Devas and' sages spoke with emotion. 

14-15. “Longevity, love for work and ability to move about 

will be given to you. O carrier of oblations, we shall give you 

the Prayajas and Anuyajas (i.e. the benefits of these holy rites). 

You are the excellent mouth of Devas. All Ahutis are first 

given to you. O excellent Deva, we shall partake of what is 

given by you.” 
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Brahma said : 

16-19. Thereupon the Fire-god was pleased at the words of 
Devas. He attained the power to move about here and there. 
He was capable of carrying Havya to Devas and Kavya to 
Pitrs. At the instance of Devas, Agni became powerful and 
fearless everywhere. He is called by the names Jatavedas, Bi-had- 

bhanu, Saptarci (seven-rayed), Nilalohita (Blue-red), Jalagar- 
bha (one who hid under water), Sainigarbha (one who lies 

latent in Sami tree), Yajnagarbha (one who lies concealed 
in Yajfta), 

Devas dragged Agni from under the water and performed 
Abhiseka. Thereafter Agni became Sarvaga (moving about 
everywhere). He got two abodes: one on this Earth and another 
in heaven. Then Devas went away to their abodes in the manner 
they had come. 

This holy centre is called Vahnitlrtha. 

20-22. There have cropped up some seven hundred Tirthas 
of great merit. If a man who has controlled himself performs 
the rites of holy dip or distribution of charitable gifts in this 
Tirtha, he attains the benefit of a horse sacrifice and even more. 
That will be splendid and without deficiency. Devatirtha, 
Agneyatlrtha and Jatavedasa are all there. There is a multi¬ 
coloured Linga established by Agni. By visiting that lord one 

shall obtain the benefit of all sacrifices. 

CHAPTER TWENTYNINE 

Rnamocana Tirtha 

Brahma said : 

1. Those conversant with the Vedas know the holy centre 

Rnapramocana. I shall mention its features, O [Narada. Listen 

to it attentively. 

2-4. There was a favourite son of Kakslvan named Pj-thu- 
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£ravas. Due to his detachment he did not marry. Nor did he 

worship fire. 

His younger brother was competent, but, O sage, due to his 

fear of incurring sin he did not marry before his elder brother. 

Then the manes spoke separately to the elder and the younger 

sons of Kak§ivan. 

Pitrs said : 

5-7. Let the marriage be performed for removing the three¬ 

fold debts. 

Brahmd said : 

Thereupon the elder one said: “No, what is the debt? By 

whom is it incurred?” The younger one said to the Pitrs: “Due 

to the fear of sin, O intelligent ones, it is not proper for me to 

marry while I have the elder brother.” The grandfathers there¬ 

upon spoke to both of them again. 

Pitrs said : 

8-9. O sons of Kaksivan, both of you go to the holy Gautaml. 

Perform the rite of holy dip therein. The holy dip in Gautaml 

fufils all cherished desires. Go to Gautaml Ganga which sanc¬ 

tifies the three worlds. Perform the rites of bath and libation 

in that river with due faith. 

10-12. Gautaml is the bestower of all cherished things 

when it is seen, meditated upon or plunged into. There is no 

sort of restriction of place, time, caste etc. for plunging into 

it. The elder brother will be freed from the sin of indebtedness 

and the younger one will not incur the sin of marrying before 

the elder brother. 

Brahma said : 

Then the elder brother Pjthusravas performed the holy dip 

and libation rites. He became free from indebtedness to Pitrs. 

Thenceforth that Tirtha is called Rnamocana. O Narada, by 

taking bath or distributing charitable gifts a debtor becomes 

free from all debts mentioned in Vedas and Smjrtis as well as 

ordinary debts incurred by him. 
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CHAPTER THIRTY 

Kadru-Suparna-Sahgama Tirtha 

Brahma said : 

1. There are two holy centres viz. Suparnasahgama and 
Kadrava Sarigama where lord Mahesvara has resorted to the 
banks of Ganga. 

2. The following holy puddles and deep pits are also there 
viz. Agnikun<ja, Raudra, Vaisnava, Saura, Saumya, Brahma, 
Kaumara and Varuna. 

3. The river Apsara joins Ganga and that confluence is a 
holy centre. Merely by remembering that holy centre a man 
can be assured and become contented. 

4. It quells all sins. Listen, O Narada, attentively. 

Formerly, Valakhilyas, the great sages, were harassed by 
Indra. All of them spoke to sage Kasyapa after giving a moiety 
of their penance. 

Valakhilyas said : 

5. Beget a splendid son through whom Indra’s arrogance 

can be quelled. We shall give you a moiety of our penance. 

The sage said to them, “So be it”. 

6. That Prajapati made Suparna pregnant. He made 

Kadru the mother of Nagas too pregnant. 

7-8. Prajapati who was desirous of going abroad told those 
two pregnant ladies, “You must not commit any offence. You 

must not go anywhere. For certain, you will be cursed if you 

to elsewhere.” 

Brahma said: 

9-13. After saying thus to his wives he went away. When 
their husband had gone, both of them went to the sacrifice of 
sages with purified mind. The sacrificial chamber was crowded 

with groups of brahmins. It was situated on the banks of Ganga. 
Both of them were arrogant because of their youth and wealth. 
They were mad too. Though forbidden many times by the 

sages, the seers of truth, they spoiled the Havi offerings in the 
sacrifice. Who can prevent the misconduct and evil actions of 
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women ? On seeing both of them fallen in the evil path the brah¬ 
mins became enraged and excited. (They cursed them thus) 
“Since you are clinging to the evil path you will become rivers. 
Thereupon Suparna and Kadru became rivers. 

14-17. Prajapati Kasyapa returned home after some time. 
He heard the details of the incidents in the sessional sacrifice 

and the curse of those two ladies. On hearing it he was perple¬ 
xed and thought, “What shall I do?” He told the sages known 
as Valakhilyas. They said to the brahmin Kasyapa: “Go to 
Ganga GautamI and eulogize Mahesana. They will then be¬ 
come your wives again. You go to that place in the middle of 
Ganga where lord Mahesvara resides perpetually due to the fear 
of sin of brahmin slaughter, by the name of Madhyamesvara.” 

18. Saying, “So be it” Kasyapa of holy rites took bath in 

Ganga and eulogized Mahesvara, the lord of Devas, by means 
of sacred hymns. 

KaSyapa said : 

19. He is the sole master of the three worlds but he has not 
the least feeling of pride of possession. May that Siddhanatha, 

the maker of the entire Universe and the husband of Siva, be 
pleased. 

20. You alone are competent to dispel the misery of all 
embodied beings, whether mobile or immobile, who have been 

scorched by the sun of therefold misery1 and who run about here 
and there. 

21. The three types of Yoga (contact) of Sattva etc. 

(Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) of Lord Siva cannot be recounted 

even by Sakra and others. Considering Soma (i.e. Siva) to be 
of diverse wonderful activities, an excellent person who is always 

devoted to charitable gifts is happy always. 

Brahma said : 

22. Eulogized by these and other hymns, lord Siva, the 

1. The there well known miseries are adhyatmika (caused by self), adhi- 

daivika (caused by supernatural beings), and adhibhautika (caused by the 
great elements); the terms are interpreted with slight differences by different 
commentators. 
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beloved husband of Gauri became pleased. Sambhu granted 
many boons to Kasyapa. 

23-24. To him who was seeking his wives the lord said: “The 
two wives of yours will have the forms of rivers. They will reach 
Ganga, the most excellent river. Due to this mere contact they 
will regain their own bodies.” 

Due to the grace of Ganga they became pregnant once again. 

25. Then the noble-souled Prajapati, became delighted on 
regaining his wives. He invited those brahmins who had resor¬ 
ted to the banks of Gautami. 

26. The delighted Prajapati performed their Simantonna- 
yana rite (parting of hairs on the head ritualistically). He fed 
the brahmins in accordance with injunctions. 

27-29. The brahmins had their food in the abode of Kas¬ 
yapa. Kadru was seated near her husband. Looking at the 
brahmins she squinted and winked her eye and laughed at 
them. They became excited (and cursed) : “O sinful woman, 
let that sinning eye of thine with which you winked and laughed 
be split.” Then Kadru became blind of one eye. She is called 
the mother of serpents. Then the holy sage Kasyapa pacified 
the sages. 

30-33. They were pleased and said: “The Gautami, the most 
excellent of rivers will protect one from thousands of crimes 
on being resorted to. Kasyapa, the excellent sage, did so along 
with his wives. Thenceforth, they know that their confluence 
is a holy centre. The river Kadru is all round and the river 
Sauparnika is in the East. The holy centre Jatadhara extends 
all round from the Kadru to the east as far as the Sauparnika 
river. This holy centre is a bit holier than Varanasi. It sup¬ 
presses all sins. It bestows the benefit of all sacrifices.” 
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CHAPTER THIRTYONE 

Sarasvatlsahgama 

Brahmd said : 

1. The holy centre named Pururavas destroys all sins even 

on being remembered. Why not on being visited? Those who 
are conversant with the Vedas know it. 

2. King Pururavas went to the abode of Brahma. There, 
by chance he saw the divine river Sarasvatl laughing by the 
side of Brahma. On seeing her richly endowed with beauty the 
king asked UrvaSi: 

The King said : 

3. Who is this beautiful saintly lady near Brahma? She is 
the most excellent lady among all ladies (assembled here). She 

(seems to) illuminate this assembly. 

Brahmd said : 

4. Urvasi said to the king: “This is the splendid divine 
river Sarasvatx, the daughter of Brahma. She comes here daily 
and goes back.” 

On hearing it the king was surprised (and he said), “Bring 
her near me” 

Brahmd said : 

5-9. Urvasi said again to the king who used to distribute 
plenty of monetary gifts. 

UrvaSi said : 

I shall mention everything to her and fetch her. 

Brahmd said : 

Then out of pleasure the king sent Urvasi there. Urvasi 
then went and repeated the words of the king. Sarasvati 

agreed to what was mentioned by Urvasi. She promised saying 

“So be it” and went to the place where Pururavas was stay¬ 
ing. He indulged in sexual dalliance on the banks of Saras¬ 

vatl for many years. Sarasvan was born as (her) son and his 
(Sarasvan’s) son was Brhadratha. 
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10-12. I observed Sarasvatl going everyday to the abode of 
the king. I saw Sarasvan (her son). I saw evidences of 

similar activities with regard to other persons also. So I cursed 
her, “Be Mahanadl.” Afraid of my curse Vaglsa (Sarasvatl) 

went to the divine river GautamI, who is the holy mother sancti¬ 

fying the whole world, who was born of Kamandalu (water- 

pot), who is the suppressor of the three distresses and who is the 
bestower of pleasures here and hereafter. 

13-16. After going to GautamI, the divine river, she re¬ 
counted (the story of) my curse from the beginning. Ganga 

said to me: “It behoves you to make her free from the effects of 

the curse. It is not proper on your part to have cursed Sarasvatl. 

This is the nature of women because youthful women desire 
men. O Brahma, all young women are naturally unsteady. O 

lotus-seated lord, you are the creator of the Universe. How is 

it, that you do not know this? Whom does not cupid deceive 
naturally?” 

Then I withdrew the curse and said “Sarasvatl shall be 

visible too.” 

17-20. Due to that curse the river Sarasvatl is both visible 

and invisible in the mortal world. 

Pururavas, the most excellent and virtuous king, went to the 

place where the divine river (Sarasvatl), agitated due to the 

curse, joined Ganga. He performed penance and propitiated 

lord Siddhesvara. He acquired all cherished desires by the 

favour of Ganga. Thenceforth that holy centre is called Puru¬ 

ravas. It is also called Sarasvatlsahgama and Brahmatlrtha. 

The lord there is Siddhesvara and the holy center bestows all 

cherished things. 
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CHAPTER THIRTYTWO 

Review of the Greatness of Five Tirthas 

Brahmd said : 

1. Sages know these five holy centres as very holy, viz. Savi¬ 
tri, Gayatri, Sraddha (Faith), Medha (Intellect) and Sarasvati. 

2-4. By taking bath there and drinking water therein one 
is released from all sins. Savitri, Gayatri, Sraddha, Medha 

and Sarasvati—these were my eldest daughters. (Then)I created 
the most beautiful woman in the world, the most excellent among 
all. 

On seeing her, O excellent sage, my mind became deranged. 
I was desirous of seizing her and on seeing what I was going to 
do that lady fled. 

5. That maiden assumed the form of a hind and I became 

a stag then. In order to save virtue, Sambhu became a hunter of 
the stag. 

6. Those five daughters of mine (also) became afraid of me 
and went to Ganga, the great river. Thereupon Mahesvara 

went ahead for the sake of saving virtue. 
7. Then Hara, the hunter of stag, took up his bow and 

arrows. Isa said to me, “I will kill you.” 
8-11. I desisted from that (evil) action and gave the maiden 

to the Sun. The five daughters beginning with Savitri assumed 

the forms of rivers and flowed together. Again they came near 
me to the heavenly world. The place where these rivers joined 
the divine river Ganga came to be called Paiicatirtha. All 
confluences are holy. Sarasvati (is the most important of) 
these five rivers. Holy dip, distribution of charitable gifts, what¬ 
ever a man does in those rivers yields all cherished things. It 

yields salvation through Naiskarmya (cessation of activities). 
The holy centre of Mrgavyadha is also there. It bestows all 
objects on men. It has the benefit of heaven and salvation. It 
yields the benefit of Brahmatirtha. 
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CHAPTER THIRTYTHREE 

Sami and other Holy Centres 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre well known as Samitlrtha subdues all 

sins. I shall narrate it. Listen to it attentively, O Narada. 

2. There was a Ksatriya named Priyavrata. He was the 
most excellent of all conquerors. He was initiated for a horse 

sacrifice by his preceptor on the southern bank of Gautaml. 

3-6. Vasistha was the priest of that king of powerful arms. 

When that horse-sacrifice wherein the sages were the Rtviks 
(officiating priests), began, a Danava named Hiranyaksa came 
to that sacificial chamber. Devas with Indra as their leader 

became frightened on seeing that demon. Some of them went 

to heaven. Havyavat (Fire-god) entered the Sami tree. Visnu 
went to the Asvattha (the holy fig tree), Bhanu (Sun-god) went 

to the Arka plant. Siva went to the Vata (Banyan) tree. Soma 

(Moon) went to the Palasa tree. Havyavahana (Fire-god) went 
to the waters of Ganga. The Asvins (Twin gods) took the sacri¬ 

ficial horse (and fled). Yama turned himself into a crow. 

7. In the meantime, the holy sage Vasistha took up a 
Yasti (thick stick) and commanded demons to stop. 

8. Then the sacrifice began to function again. The Daitya 

who had his own intrinsic strength went away. Thereafter these 
holy centres became auspicious. They bestow the benefits of 

ten horse-sacrifices. 

9. The first holy centre is Samitirtha, The second holy 
centre is Vaisnava. The other holy centres, viz. Arka (belonging 

to Sun-god), Saiva (belonging to Siva), Saumya (belonging to 

Moon-god) and Vasi?tha (belonging to Vasi?tha) are the besto- 

wers of all cherished things. 

10-12. When the elaborate horse sacrifice had been comple ¬ 

ted Devas and sages became pleased. They spoke to Vasistha, 

Priyavrata the sponsor of the sacrifice, those trees and Ganga 
with great joy: “These have gone here and there for the fulfilment 

of horse-sd£rifice. The holy centres bestow the benefit of horse 
sacrifice.** Devas said thus. Therefore by taking holy dip and 
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distributing charitable gifts in these holy centres, one surely 
attains the benefit of a horse sacrifice. 

CHAPTER THIRTYFOUR 

Twenty-two Thousand Holy Centres 

Brahmdsaid : 

1-2. Listen to the names of some holy centres lam going 
to recount now. They are Visvamitra, Hariscandra, Sunahsepa, 
Rohita, Varuna, Brahma, Agneya, Aindra, Aindava, Aisvara, 

Maitra, Vai§nava, Yamya, Asvina and Ausana. 

3. There was a king born in the family of Iksvaku, named 
Hariscandra. The sages Narada and Parvata came to his 
abode. After receiving them with great hospitality Hariscandra 
said to the two sages: 

Harikandra said : 

4. The whole world undergoes sufferings for the sake of a 
son. What is it that one gets from a son? A son may be wise 
or foolish, excellent or middling. 

Brahmd said : 

5-9. Parvata and Narada spoke to Hariscandra: 

Ndrada and Parvata said : 

The reply can be one, hundred or thousand. O king, all 

the replies are good. Still this is being mentioned. O excellent 
king, to a person without a son the other world does not exist. 
(He cannot expect to go there.) To that person of ill luck this 

world too does not exist (i.e. he cannot be happy here too). 

O ruler of men, a person who takes bath at the birth of his son 
shall derive the benefit of holy bath at the end of ten horse sacri¬ 

fices. By obtaining a son one attains prestige. (One may 
become) the most excellent among the immortal beings. 

(What) the Devas get through nectar, the brahmins and other 
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castes get through a son. A son releases his father and grand¬ 
fathers from the three debts.1 

10. Of what avail is (the vow of taking in only) roots and 
water? Of what avail is the practice of growing beard and 
moustache? Of what avail is penance without a son? O great 
king, a son is said as one leading to heaven and salvation. 

11. Son alone is the other world, virtue, love and wealth. 
Son is liberation, the great light. He is the person who takes 
all embodied beings (across the ocean of worldly existence). 

12. Without a son, O leading king, heaven and salvation 
are very difficult to achieve. In the world, it is the son who is 

the most conducive to the achievement of virtue, love and wealth. 

13-15. A charitable gift given or a sacrifice performed 
without a son is fruitless. It appears to me that life itself, without 
a son is fruitless. One gets relief from debts to the manes through 

a son by whom people are redeemed from sins. If a father 
sees the face of a live son born to him he gets pleasure. By seeing 
a son, a father obtains all those enjoyments and pleasures that 

can be had in the mortal world or in heaven. Hence there is 
nothing else in the three worlds as desirable as a son”. 

On hearing these words the king was extremely surprised 
and he spoke again to the two sages. 

Haritcandra said : 

16. Tell me how I can obtain a son. I am willing to go 
anywhere and perform any rite, whatever be the means thereof. 
By manly endeavour, repetition of Mantras, performance of 

sacrifices or distribution of charitable gifts a son should be got by 
me. 

Brahma said : 

17-19. They said to the excellent king Hariscandra who 

1. The three well known debts are: (1) Rsi-rna or debt to the sages, which 
one discharges by the study of Veda; (2) Deva-fna or debt to the gods, 
which is discharged by performing worship and sacrifice; and (3) Pitr-rna 
or debt to the manes, which is discharged by procreation of a son. Evidently 
these great debts or obligations aim respectively at acquisition, dissemination 
and advancement of knowledge, preservation of religious and moral values, 

and perpetuation of the human race. 
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was seeking a son, after meditating deeply for a short while: 
“O bestower of honour, go to Gautaml. There the lord of waters 
fulfils whatever excellent wish one has in mind. Varuna has been 
glorified by sages as the bestower of everything. On being deli¬ 
ghted he will grant you a son at the proper time, sooner or later.’* 

On hearing this, the excellent king carried out the sugges¬ 
tions of the sages. 

20. Resoiting to the banks of Gautami he propitiated 
Varuna. Varuna who was pleased said to Hariscandra : 

Varuna said : 

21. O king, I shall grant you a son. Being issueless you 
have performed holy rites; certainly a son will be born to you 
if you are prepared to offer him in sacrifice. 

Brahma said : 

22-23. Hariscandra said to Varuna, “I shall sacrifice 

him”. 
Hariscandra then prepared the holy offering pertaining to 

Varuna. The king then gave it to his wife. Thereafter a son was 
born to the king. When the son was born, the lord of waters, 
the most excellent among the eloquent ones, spoke. 

Varuna said : 

24-28. The son should be sacrificed today itself. Do you 
remember your former promise? 

Brahma said : 

Hariscandra said this to Varuna who approached him duly: 

Hariicandra said : 

A sacrificial animal becomes fit for sacrifice after it passes 
ten days. Thereafter I shall perform the sacrifice. 

Brahm&said : 

On hearing the words of the king, Varuna agreed and re¬ 
turned home. When the boy passed the tenth day he approa¬ 
ched the king once again and said, “Perform the sacrifice”. 
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The King said to Varuna : 

O lord of waters, the sacrificial animal without teeth is 
useless. Go now and come when the boy cuts his teeth. 

29-31. On hearing those words of the king the lord of waters 
went again. When the teeth were cut, O Narada, and the boy 
was aged seven years, Varuna said to the king again, “Perform 
the sacrifice”. The king said to Varuna, “O lord of waters, 
these teeth will fall off. Other teeth will come up. Then I shall 
perform the scrifice. Please go away now.” Varuna went 
away. When the new set of teeth grew up, O Narada, he said 
to the king, “Perform the sacrifice”. The king said to the lord 
of waters. 

The king said: 

32. If a Ksatriya happens to be the sacrificial animal, the 
same will be the most excellent one, if he knows the science 
of archery. 

Brahma said : 

33-35. On hearing those words of the king, Varuna went 
to his own abode. When Rohita became efficient in the use of 

miraculous weapons, when that suppressor of enemies became 
conversant with the Vedas and scriptures, when the sixteen year 
old Prince Rohita was crowned as heir-apparent, the delighted 

Varuna went to the place where the king and Rohita were 
present. Varuna said to the king, “Sacrifice your son”. 

36. The king said, ‘ ‘yes’ ’. After saying so, the king said to the 
Rtviks and his eldest son Rohita, within the hearing of Varuna: 

HariScandra said : 

37-38. Come on my great hero, come on my son, I shall 

sacrifice you unto Varuna. 

Brahmd said: 

Then Rohita asked his father, “What is this?” The father 
explained everything in detail in the manner it had happened. 
Even as Varuna was listening, Rohita said to his father: 

Rohita said: 

39. I am pure. I am in a hurry. At the very outset, O great 
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king, I shall perform the sacrifice unto Visnu, the lord, of the 
worlds, along with the Rtviks and the priest, Varuna being the 
sacrificial animal. It behoves you to grant permission for the 
same. 

Brahma said : 

40-43. On hearing those words of Rohitathe lord of waters 
was overwhelmed by great anger. 

Taking up his divine bow and seated in his chariot without 
any discomfort Rohita went to the forest on the banks of Ganga 
where Hariscandra, the lord of men, had propitiated Varuna 
and obtained a son. In the meantime the infuriated Varuna 
made king Hariscandra suffer from dropsy. Five years elapsed 
and as the sixth year was running, the prince heard about the 

ailment of the king. 

44-46. He then thought thus: “Though I was born to my 
father I had been the cause of distress unto him. What bene¬ 
fit did he derive from me? Now what shall be my duty?” 

On the banks of Ganga the prince saw holy sages. He saw 
the most excellent sage known as Ajigarta. He was wandering 
on the banks of Ganga accompanied by his three sons and wife. 
He had no means of subsistence. On seeing him the prince 
bowed to him and spoke: 

Rohita said : 

47-49. How is it that you appear to be gloomy, lean and 
lacking in sustenance? 

Brahma said : 

Ajigarta said to prince Rohita: 

Ajigarta said : 

I have no means for supporting my family. I have many 

dependents to be fed. We will die without food. Tell me. What 

shall we do? 

Brahmd said : 

50-53. On hearing it the prince spoke to the sage: 
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Rohita said : 

What is it that you have in mind? Tell me, O most excellent 
one among the eloquent ones. 

Ajigarta said : 

I do not have gold, silver, cows, grains, garments etc., O 
great king. Therefore, I do not have any means of subsistence. 
I have three sons and a wife. I am the fifth one. There is no 
one to buy anyone of us in exchange for food. 

Rohita said : 

54. O Ajigarta of great intelligence, what will you take 
from me? Tell me truthfully. You need not say anything else. 
Indeed, brahmins are truthful in speech. 

Ajigarta said : 

55. Take one of the three sons, or me, or take this (woman) 

my wife. We shall keep alive by this sale. 

Rohita said : 

56. Of what avail is your wife? O intelligent one, of what 
avail are you, an old man? Give me a youthful son of yours, 

whomsoever you may wish to give. 

Ajigarta said : 

57. O Rohita, I will not sell my eldest son Sunahpuccha. 
The mother will not sell the youngest one. Hence I shall sell 
Sunahsepa, the one between these two. Tell me the amount 
(you wish to give) for him. 

Rohita said : 

58. A sacrificial animal has to be kept ready for Varuna. 
(He must be) a man of superior qualities. If you are willing 
to take a price in exchange, tell me truthfully, O great sage. 

Brahmd said : 

59. Saying “So be it” Ajigarta fixed a thousand cows, 
(measures) of grains, gold coins and clothes as the price of his 
son. “O Prince”, he said, “give the excellent things (tome), I 
shall give my son to you”. 
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Brahmd said : 

60. Saying “So be it” Rohita too gave him money and 
clothes. After giving it, Rohita went to his father along with 
the son of the sage. He informed his father about the son of the 
sage bought for a price. 

Rohita said : 

61-67. Perform the sacrifice unto Varuna with (this) 
animal. You be free from your ailments. 

Brahmd said : 

Then after the words of his son Hariscandra said: 

Harikandra said : 

The Vedas say that Brahmins, Ksatriyas and Vaisyas should 
be protected by the king. Indeed, excellent brahmins are espe¬ 
cially the leaders of all castes. They are persons worthy of being 
worshipped even by Visnu. Where are persons like me? By sli¬ 
ghting and dishonouring them, kings will be faced with the des¬ 
truction of their family. Brahmins are identical with the holy 
centres. They are identical with Devas. They are the saviours 
of persons about to fall into hell. After making them sacrificial 
animals how can I pretend to protect miserable persons. It is 
not proper that I should make a brahmin the sacrificial animal. 
It is better to die of ailments. I will not make a brahmin the 
sacrificial animal at all. Hence, dear son, go happily along with 
the brahmin boy. 

Brahmd said : 

68-70. In the meantime an etherial voice spoke thus: 

The Ethereal Voice said : 

O great king, go to Gautami along with your Rtviks and 
priests as well as this brahmin’s son who is the sacrificial animal 
and Rohita, your son. The sacrifice has to be performed by you 
without killing Sunahsepa. The sacrifice shall of course be 
complete there. Hence, go, O king of great intellect. 

Brahmd said: 

71-74. On hearing that voice the excellent king hastened 
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to Ganga along with sage Visvamitra, his priest Vasi?tha, sage 

Vama as well as other sages. After reaching Gautaml Ganga 

he got himself initiated for the human sacrifice. He prepared 
the altar, pavilion, sacred pit etc. and erected the Post for the 

sacrificial animal and other things as well. After everytliing was 

ready and the sacrifice began Sunahsepa, the sacrificial animal, 
was tied to the Yupa (post) along with the chanting of Man¬ 
tras. On seeing him sprinkled with water Visvamitra said this: 

Visvamitra said : 

75-79. Visvamitra said to Devas, sages, to Hariscandra and 

particularly to Rohita: “May all of you free this Sunahsepa the 

excellent brahmin boy. O Devas, to whom the offering is to 
be given in the sacrifice, let not this sacrificial animal, Sunah- 
sepa, the excellent brahmin boy, be offered to you, in the sacri¬ 

ficial fire along with fats, hairs, skins and the flesh consecrated 
by the chanting of Mantras. Let the leading brahmins be sprin¬ 

kled over with water. Let them go to Gautami and take their 

bath there. Let them eulogize Devas severally by chanting Man¬ 
tras and hymns. Engaged in auspicious things let them rejoice. 

Let sages and Devas, partakers of offerings, protect this boy.” 

Brahma said : 

00-81. The sages said, “So be it”. The excellent king agreed. 

Sunalisepa went to Ganga, the sanctifier of the three worlds. 
After taking bath, he eulogized those Devas, the partakers of 

offerings. Even as Visvamitra stood listening, the delighted 

Devas said to Sunahsepa. 

Devas said : 

82-84. Let this, sacrifice be complete without killing 
Sunahsepa. 

Brahma said : 

Varuna specifically spoke (so) to the excellent king. 
Then the human sacrifice of the king, known in all the worlds, 

was completed. Thus by the grace of Devas, the sages of holy 

centre, the. sacrifice of the king was completed. 
85-92. Visvamitra honoured Sunahsepa in the midst of 
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assembly. After honouring him in the presence of Devas, he 

made him the eldest of his sons. The sons of the intelligent 
Visvamitra who did not accept the status of Sunahsepa as the 
eldest son were cursed by Visvamitra. He honoured those sons 
who accepted his status as the eldest son and granted them boons. 

Thus this narrative has been recounted by me. All these inci¬ 
dents happened on the southern bank of Gautaml. At that 

place many well known sacred holy centres praised by Devas 
and others cropped up. Listen to their names from me, O sage 
of excellent intellect. 

They are Hariscandra, Sunahsepa, Visvamitra, Rohita and 

others. They are twentytwo thousand holy centres. Having a 
dip therein and distribution of charitable offerings bestow the 
benefit of a human sacrifice. O excellent sage, the greatness of 

this holy centre has been described. He who reads this or causes 
this to be read or listens to this with devotion shall get a son if 

he has no son. He gets other things too pleasing to his mind. 

CHAPTER THIRTYFIVE 

The Twentyfive Confluences of Various Rivers 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre known as Somatirtha is one that increa¬ 

ses the pleasure of Manes. Listen attentively to the extremely 
sacred incident that happened there, O Narada. 

2. Formerly Soma (Moon) full of nectar had been the king 
of Gandharvas and not of Devas. Then Devas approached me 

and said : 

Devas said : 

3. Formerly Soma, the bestower of vital airs on Devas, 

had been taken away by Gandharvas. Not able to meditate on 

him, sages and Devas became extremely distressed. Let some 
strategic means be employed so that Soma can be ours. 
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Brahma said : 

4. Vak (Sarasvatl) said to Devas: “The Gandharvas are 
madly passionate over women. O Devas, it behoves you to 
bring Soma after giving me to them.” 

5. The immortal ones replied to Vak: “We are not com¬ 
petent to give you away. It is impossible to live without Soma, 
nor is it possible to live without you”. 

6-13. Again Vak said to Devas: “I shall come here again. 
A way should be thought out. Let an excellent sacrifice be per¬ 
formed on the southern bank of Gautami. If Devas are prepared 
let them come there for sacrifice. Gandharvas are always fond 
of women. Exchange me for Soma”. 

“So be it”, said Devas who firmly agreed to what was said 
by Sarasvatl. Through the messengers they invited Devas, Yak§as, 
Gandharvas and Nagas severally to the sacred mountain. There¬ 
after, O sage, the name of that mountain became Devagiri. 
There came Devas, Gandharvas, Yaksas, Rak§asas, Siddhas, 
sages and the eight species of inferior gods.1 

While the great sacrifice was being performed by the sages 
on the banks of Gautami, the thousand-eyed lord surrounded by 
Devas, spoke in the presence of Sarasvatl after honouring 
Gandharvas. 

Indra said : 

Exchange the nectar-souled Soma of yours for Sarasvatl. 

Brahma, said : 

14. At the instance of Indra those Gandharvas, passionate 
over women, gave Soma to Devas and took Sarasvatl. 

15-19. Devas possessed Soma and Gandharvas possessed 

Sarasvatl. While she stayed there she secretly came near Devas 
everyday saying, “Let it remain a secret”. That is how, O 
Narada, Soma was bought. While buying Soma one should 
speak in a low tone. Thereafter Devas possessed both Soma and 
Sarasvatl. The Gandharvas had neither Soma nor Sarasvatl. 

For the sake of Soma all the following came to Gautami: 

1. ‘Devayonayah’ is demi-gods or inferior gods such as Adityas, Vasus, 

Visvcdevas etc. 
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cows, Devas, mountains, Yaksas, Raksasas, Siddhas, Sadhyas, 

sages, Guhyakas, Gandharvas, Maruts, Nagas, medicinal herbs, 

Mothers,1 Guardians of quarters, Rudras, Adityas, Vasus, 
Alvins and other Devas who deserve a share in the sacrifice. 

20-21. Twentyfive rivers, O sage, have joined Ganga. The 

place where the entire ghee offering was given is called the holy 
centre of Purna. As mentioned before, the rivers that joined 

Gautami have holy centres in their names. Now listen to holy 
centres with their names O Narada. 

22-27. The holy centres are: Somatlrtha, Gandharva, 
Devatirtha, Purnatirtha, Sala, Sriparna-Sangama, Ilasangama, 

the holy confluence of Kusuma, Pustisangama, the auspicious 
Karnika Sangama, Vainavl Sangama, Krsarasangama, Vasa- 

vlsaiigama, Sivasarya, Sikhi, Kusumbhika, Uparathya, San- 

tija, Devaja, Aja, Vpddha, Sura and Bhadra—all these joined 
Gautami. These and many other rivers, the holy rivers in the 

world, went to the Devaparvata mountain for the sake of Soma. 

Others also came to the sacrificial pavilion. Those holy rivers 
joined Ganga in due order. 

28-31. Some of them were in the form of rivers flowing east; 

some in the form of rivers flowing west, others in the form of lakes 
and still others in the form of streams. All these holy centres 
are severally well known. Taking bath in them, or performing 
Japa, Homa and Pitrtarpana (water libation to the manes) 
fulfils all cherished desires of men. It gives enjoyment and 

salvation. The people who read about these or remember them 

become liberated from all sins and go to lord Visnu’s regions. 
Twenty rivers have been mentioned between Purna and Pravara. 

Then there are five divine rivers, my daughters. All together 

twentyfive of them have been described thus. 

1. ‘M&tarah’ is divine mothers or female energies of great gods, e.g. 

Brahm&ni, Mahesvari, Vaisnavi, Aindri etc. 
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CHAPTER THIRTYSIX 

Amrtasahgama and other holy centres 

Brahma said : 

1. Mahanadi is an excellent river. Its confluence is called 

Pravara-Sangama. Lord Siddhe^vara presides over this holy 

centre. He renders help unto all his devotees. 

2. There was an extremely horrible fight between Devas 

and Danavas. (Later on) there was mutual love and amity too 

between them, O great sage. 

3. They went to the mountain Meru. Devas and Danavas 

consulted one another. They wished for the welfare of each 

other. 

Devas and Daityas said : 

4. It is possible to obtain immortality through nectar. 

Let us make the excellent nectar and drink it. We shall become 

immortal. 

5-6. We shall join together and protect the worlds. Aband¬ 

oning fight we shall attain happiness. Fighting is a cause of 

misery. With pleasure and avoiding jealousy, we shall enjoy 

riches earned by us. Loving treatment is always pleasant to us. 

7. What has happened to the contrary should never be 

remembered. The pleasure that one derives from absence of 

enmity is not obtained even by our rule over the three worlds 

or by acquiring a higher position or even in salvation. 

Brahma said : 

8-9. Thus becoming friendly to one another Devas and 

Danavas joined together with great delight and churned the 

Ocean. They made the Mandara mountain their churning rod 

and Vasuki the rope. Devas and Danavas churned the ocean. 

10. Therefrom the holy nectar dear to Devas came out. 

When the holy nectar was produced they said to one another: 

11-13. “We shall go to our abodes. We have done our duty. 

We are tired. Let this be distributed among all in an 

equitable manner. In an auspicious hour when all have assem¬ 

bled together, O excellent Devas, let this holy nectar be dis¬ 

tributed.** After saying thus Daityas, Danavas and Rak$asas 
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went away. After they had gone Devas began to consult one 

another. 

Devas said : 

14. Our enemies, our suppressors have gone after confiding 

in us. The nectar should not at all be given to them. 

Brahmi said : 

15-18. Brhaspati agreed and said to Devas thus: 

Bfhaspati said : 

Drink this nectar in such a manner that our enemies do not 

become aware of it. This is the secret advice to defeat our ene¬ 

mies. Those who are conversant with the science of politics 

know that the enemies are to be hated in every respect. The 

enemies are never to be trusted. They should never be told (any 

secret). They should never be consulted. Nectar should not 

be given to them. They are likely to become immortal thereby. 

When those enemies, Daityas, become immortal we will not be 

able to defeat them. Therefore the nectar should not be given 

to them. 

Brahma said : 

19-21. After consulting each other thus, Devas said to 

Brhaspati: 

Devas said : 

Where shall we go? Where shall we have secret counsel? 

Where shall we drink it? Where shall we stay? We shall do 

that alone first. O Brhaspati, tell us. 

Brhaspati said : 

Let the immortal beings go to Brahma and ask him the 

great expedient in this matter. He alone is the knower, donor 

and speaker (thereof). 

Brahmd said : 

22-27. On hearing the words of Brhaspati Devas came near 

me. After bowing down to me they intimated to me what had 
transpired. 

O son, at the instance of Devas I went to Hari along with 
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Devas. Everything was then mentioned to Visnu and Sambhu 

the remover of poison. 

Visnu, Sambhu and I went to the cave of Meru along with 

Devas, Gandharvas and Kinnaras without the knowledge of 

Asuras. After making Hari the watchman we sat for drinking 

Soma juice. 

Aditya was the person to take note of those who partook of 

Soma. Soma was the distributor of share of nectar and the dis¬ 

cus-bearing lord was the watchman. Neither Daityas nor Dana- 

vas nor Raksasas knew it except Rahu the highly intelligent son 

of Simhika. He drank the Soma juice. Rahu who had acquired 

efficacy to assume any form he desired entered the place. 

28. He assumed the form of Deva and held the drinking 

bowl. On realising that it was a Daitya, the Sun-god intimated 

to Soma. 

29. Soma gave nectar to that Daitya who had the form of 

a non-Daitya but informed Visnu. 

30. By means of his discus, Visnu lifted the Daitya who 

could manage to gulp nectar. Visnu cut off his head immediately. 

But, O dear one, that head became immortal. 

31-32. The body bereft of head fell on the Earth. The 

body that had touched the nectar fell on the southern bank of 

Gautami, O great sage, and shook the Earth. The body too 

became immortal, O son, and that was mysterious. 

33. The body was dependent on the head and the head was 

dependent on the body. Both of them became immortal. This 

demon became extremely powerful. Devas thought: 

34. “ (if) the head were joined to the body it will eat all 

Devas. Hence we shall destroy at first this body which has come 

down to the Earth”. Then all the excited Devas said to Sankara: 

Devas said 

35. Destroy the demon’s body that has come down to the 

Earth, O lord, excellent among Devas. You are the ocean of 

mercy and the saviour of those who seek refuge in you. 

36. Kindly do something so that the body of the demon 

does not join the head. 
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Brahmd said : 

37-38. I$a sent his excellent &akti, the goddess Mother, 

the protectress of the worlds, along with the “Mothers”. The 

goddess held the weapons of Isa. She was full of the energy of 
Isa. Desirous of eating it up she went to the place where the 
body came down to the Earth. 

39. Dcvas pacified the head alone there itself on the Meru. 
The body fought with the goddess for many years. 

40-41. Rahu said to Devas : Pierce my body at the very 
outset. The excellent juice is within it. Extract it from the body. 
When the juice is separated, the body shall be reduced to ashes. 

Hence do that at the outset. 

Brahmd said : 

42. On hearing these words of Rahu Devas became pleased. 
They performed his consecration. “Be pleased. Be the most 
excellent of all planets.” 

43-46. At the instance of Devas, Sakti who is mentioned as 
Isvari, pierced the body of the lord of Daityas. Equipped with 
the power of Devas she immediately extracted the excellent 
nectar outside. After placing that body there Ambika devoured 

it. Ambika of great strength is called Kalaratri and Bhadrakali. 
The excellent juice, the most excellent juice of all juices that 
had been placed there, oozed out and became the river Pravara. 
She took in the nectar too that had been extracted and placed. 

47-48. Then the excellent river Pravara was born. It is 
auspicious and nectarous. It was born of the body of Rahu 

and is fully endowed with the Sakti of Rudra. It is the most 

excellent and beautiful of all rivers. It is induced by nectar. 
There are five thousand meritorious holy centres there. 

49-51. Worshipped by Devas Sambhu himself stayed there. 

The delighted Devas gave unto the divine river excellent boons, 
severally: “Whenever Sambhu, the lord of Devas, is worshipped, 

you too shall be worshipped with a desire for the welfare of 

worlds. O goddess, stay here. O goddess of juice, stay here, 

always bestowing all (spiritual and worldly) achievements. 

52-56. You will be the bestower of cherished things on 

being eulogized, glorified or meditated upon. At the behest 
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of deities all the desires will be fulfilled, the desires of those who 
bow down to you with devotion and de ire for anything what¬ 
soever. 

Sages call this Nivasapuram (city of residence) since the 
eternal residence of Siva and Sakti has taken place there. The 
highly delighted Devas gave excellent boons to Pravara. The 
confluence of Pravara with Ganga is the favourite of Devas. 

It has been described to you. Worldly pleasures and salvation 
will be obtained by all who take their holy dip therein. What¬ 
ever they desire in their minds will be realised even if it happens 

to be inaccessible to the gods”. 
After granting this, Devas went away. 
57-58. Thenceforth, they know it as the holy centre of 

Pravara Sangama. The place where the Sakti was induced by 
the Lord of Devas is called Prerita. It is also well known as 
Amyta. In this manner Pravara is a great river. Know that a 
holy dip and distribution of charities etc. at the confluence of 
Pravara is of everlasting benefit. It yields pleasure to the Manes. 

CHAPTER THIRTYSEVEN 

Description of seventeen holy centres 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre where Siva is called Vfddhesvara is 

named Vrddha Sangama. I shall describe it in detail. Listen 

to it. It destroys sins. 
2-3. There was a sage belonging to the family of Gautama, 

named \ » »ldha. He was a sage of great penance. When the 

brahmin was a boy as the son of Gautama (scion of the family 
of Gautama) he had no nose. He was born without a nose. 
Hence he had an ugly form. Due to the lack of worldly attach¬ 

ment he wandered to various holy centres in the land. 
4. Since he was shy and modest he had no contact with any 

preceptor. Since he was bashful and reserved he had no op¬ 

portunity to learn along with other pupils. 
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5. With great difficulty (somehow) he was initiated into 
the study of Vedas by his father Gautama. After doing so 
much Gautama set out on a journey. 

6. Thus, much time elapsed. The brahmin was supported 
by the brahmin mother. That Gautama had no opportunity 
to study the Vedas. 

7. Gautama did not engage himself in a regular study of 
any scriptures. But he observed vows regularly and performed 
rites in sacred fires. 

8-10. He was brahmin only by name, by the practice of 
Gayatri and the performance of holy rites in sacred fire. He 
maintained his brahminhood with this much alone. O sage, 
Gautama the noble brahmin continued to perform holy rites 
in the fire and repeated the Gayatri Mantra. O son, Gautama 
became long-lived. His span of life increased but he could not 
get a wife. There was no one to offer him his daughter (in 
marriage). 

11. He was wandering about in the holy centres in various 
places in different forests and holy hermitages. 

12. During the course of his wanderings, Gautama came to 
Himalayas. There he espied a beautiful cave overgrown with 
creepers and branches of trees. 

13. The great brahmin sat down there and decided to stay. 
Entering within he saw an excellent woman. 

14. She was a lean old woman with flaccid limbs. She was 

a virgin practising celibacy and performing penance. She 
was staying in isolation there. 

15. On seeing her the excellent sage stood ready for making 
obeisance to her but she prevented him. 

The old woman said : 

16. You are about to become my Guru (preceptor). It 
does not behove you to salute me. Longevity, learning, wealth, 
fame, virtue, heavenly enjoyment etc. of a person, perish if a 
Guru were to bow down to his disciple* 

Brahma said : 

17-18. Gautama who was surprised (at this remark) spoke 
to her with palms joined in reverence: 
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Gautama said : 

You are a saintly old lady superior to me in qualities. I am 
younger in age with lesser knowledge and learning. How can 
I be your Guru? 

The old woman said : 

19-23. In this connection, O sage of good holy rites, I 
shall narrate to you what happened long ago. 

The son of Ar§tisena was known as Rtadhvaja. He was a 

meritorious, intelligent and heroic Ksatriya devoted to the duties 
of Ksatriyas. Once, attracted by a desire for hunting, Rtadh¬ 
vaja went to a forest. He took rest in this cave. He was a clever, 
intelligent youth surrounded by a large army. As he was taking 
rest, a celestial damsel, the daughter of the king of Gandharvas, 
known as Susyama saw the excellent king. On seeing her the 

king became enamoured of her and she too began to love him. 
O sage of excellent intellect, the king indulged in sexual dalli¬ 
ance with her. As his passionate love was fully satisfied the 
great king took leave of her and went back home. 

24. I was born of that Susyama, O sage of great intellect. 
As she was about to go back to heaven, O sage, my mother said 
this to me: 

Sufyamd said : 

25-30. O gentle lady, he who enters this cave will become 
your husband. 

The old lady said : 

After saying this, O sage of great intellect, my mother ex¬ 
pired. You are the only man who has entered this cave. Never 
has anyone else entered it. My father performed penance after 
ruling over his kingdom for eighty thousand years. Then he 
went to heaven. After my father had gone to heaven, O great 
sage, my brother ruled over that kingdom for ten thousand years 

and then died. But I remained here itself. O brahmin, I have 
never been wooed by anyone else. I have neither father nor 
mother. O brahmin, I am mistress of myself, a K?atriya girl 
waiting ready (for you). Hence, O brahmin, accept me who 
have been seeking a man and observing the holy vows. 
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Gautama said: 

31. O gentle lady, I am aged a thousand years. You are 
older than I. I am a boy. You are an old lady. Hence, our 
mutual union is impossible. 

The old lady said : 

32-34. You have been indicated formerly as my husband. 
No one else is accepted by me to be my husband. You have 
been granted to me by Brahma. Hence, it does not behove you 

to disown me. Or, if you do not desire me in spite of the fact 
that I am undefiled and ever prepared to follow you, I shall 
abandon my life even now in your presence. To all embodied 
beings death is far better than the non-acquisition of what is de¬ 
sired. There is no end to sins if one abandons persons attached to 

one. 

Brahma said : 

35-37. On hearing the words of the old lady, Gautama said: 

Gautama said : 

I am devoid of penance. I do not possess good learning. I 

am poor and without possession. I am not a suitable bride¬ 
groom for you. I am deformed and bereft of worldly pleasures. 
I have no nose. What shall I do? I have neither learning nor 
penance as my asset. Hence first, O splendid lady, you should 
make me handsome and bestow on me good learning. Afterwards 
you can carry out what you have stated. Thereupon, the old 
lady said to the brahmin: 

The old lady said : 

38-39. Goddess Sarasvat! has been propitiated by me, O 
brahmin, by means of penance. So also the Waters of beautiful 
form and Agni the bestower of comeliness. Hence, goddess 
Speech will grant you learning and Agni, the beautiful god, 

will grant you a lovely form. 

Brahmd said : 

40. After saying this to Gautama the old lady pleaded 
(fire god) and made him handsome as well as learned. 
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41. Thereafter, Gautama who became learned, handsome 
and brilliant married the old lady. With great pleasure he 
sported with that charming lady for many years in the cave. He 
was happy and delighted in his mind. 

42-43. While the couple stayed happily in their cave on the 
mountain, O most revered sage, sages Vasistha, Vamadeva 
and others who had been wandering over sacred holy centres 
reached that cave. 

44-45. On coming to know about the arrival of those sages, 
Gautama accompanied by his wife welcomed them with great 
hospitality. Some of them laughed at them. Some of those sages, 
boys proud of their youth, as well as men of middle age saw 
the old lady as well as Gautama and laughed. 

46-48. They saw that the old lady was lean and lanky with 
hairs over the body. Her lips were hanging down. Her ears 
were broad like the winnowing basket. Her teeth, nose and 
hairs were all too long. She was infirm with her physical form 
shattered and decaying. They saw that Gautama was equipped 

with learning, good fortune, brilliance and comely features. 
On seeing this (disparity) some of those childish sons of sages 
began to laugh. On seeing her the narrow-minded disciples 
said smilingly: 

The sages said : 

49. Is this your son or grandson, old lady? Who is this 
Gautama? Tell us the truth, O gentle lady. 

After saying this those brahmins laughed. 
50-54. (They went on saying thus) “O saintly lady, truly 

the fruit of penance has been said to be powerful. By means of 
penance one attains peace and tranquility. If one is incompe¬ 
tent one is faced with exhaustion. O splendid lady, only he who 
views (everyone) with equanimity has peace and tranquility. 
Truthful speech amounts to the protection of what has been 

acquired in the course of many births. 
Of what avail is profuse speech now. It is practically mean¬ 

ingless and worthless. You alone are blessed lady endowed 
with good fortune in this world. Tell us (is it not so?). 

Your sins have been burnt by austerities you have practised. 
You have been glorified by your exertion in performing penance. 
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In this world, you have become lean and emaciated by prac¬ 
tising austerities and subjugating your sense-organs, by worship¬ 
ful hospitality to the guests and the nursing and nurturing of 
your son. Let not the body be nourished by accumulating 
sins. 

55-60. Mercifulness, charitable gift, penance, truthful¬ 
ness, cleanliness, subjugation of sense-organs, worshipful hospi¬ 
tality to the guests, quiescence, protection of sons etc.—by means 
of all these you are maintaining your duty. If anyone has only 

such activities as are conducive to the acquisition of what is 
required by his belly, he is considered certainly fit to be confined 
to hell. O beautiful iady, tell me who is that woman who endures 
all miseries? Who is that woman who is on a par with a dog (for 
miserable life)? A woman even of good eyebrows should be con¬ 
sidered unholy if she is devoid of husband and sons. O splendid 
lady, certainly you are endowed with virtue because of your 

continuous hospitality to the guests. You are feeding brahmins 
with cooked food. Although you are very old and bereft of 
your husband you are still virtuous and splendid. Although 
you are deformed (physically) you must be considered beauti¬ 
ful. Although you have no wealth you are still rich. Penance 
has been performed by you with good concentration. Ekan- 
gu§$ha (standing on a single toe) and similar other severe 
and difficult penances have been performed by you. 

61. Lord of Lak§mi (i.e. Visnu) has been worshipped very 
well by you in your previous birth with devotion. Good charit¬ 
able gifts have been distributed, sacrifices with good monetary 

gifts have been performed (by you.) 
62. Holy centres have been duly visited and plenty of gifts 

have been given and much has been sacrificed. Hence Gautama, 

the knower of the Vedas has been obtained by you as son. 
63. He is conversant with all the principles of Vedas and 

Vedangas; he is well read in all the scriptures. A son (like) 
Gautama is very difficult to obtain even by the merit of all the 

three worlds. 
64. (Defective Verse) Is he your great-grandson, grandson 

or son ? Or is he your daughter’s son? Sesainum seeds are causes 

of satisfaction through a son but in the case of daughter’s son 
they are like those kept in a leather bag. 
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65-66. O old lady with plenty of penance, through this 
boy you will attain the great region of Vi$nu or a pure befitting 
family (in the next birth). In this matter no worry need be felt.” 

Thereupon some of the disciples of sages said in surprise: 
“A youthful woman is poison unto an old man but a young man 
is like nectar unto an old woman. Oh, the conjunction of desir¬ 
able and undesirable things has been seen by us after a long 
period.” 

Brahma said : 

67. Thus spoke some of them even as the couple were lis¬ 
tening to their talk. 

After saying this and after receiving due hospitality the 
great sages went away. 

68. On hearing the talk of the sages the couple were ashamed 
and sorry. The highly intelligent Gautama in the company 
of his wife asked Agastya the great excellent sage: 

Gautama said : 

69. What is that land or holy centre where happiness can 
be had? What is that place which bestows worldly pleasures 
and salvation? O highly intelligent one, tell me quickly. 

Agastya said : 

70-71. These words have been heard by me from the sages 
who had been narrating the same: “All desires are realised 

in Gautami river”. Hence go, O sage of great intellect, to 
Gautami, the destroyer of sins. I shall follow you. Do as you 

please. 

Brahmd said : 

72-73. On hearing these words of Agastya Gautama and the 
old lady went there. That holy sage performed penance along 
with his wife. He eulogized lord Visnu and Sambhu. The holy 

sage propitiated Ganga on behalf of his wife. 

Gautama said : 

74. Like a tree unto the travellers in the desert, O Siva, 
you in the company of your consort are the sole refuge unto 

those persons who are distressed in this world. 
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75. You entirely remove the sins of all living beings—high 
and low. O Kr§na, you are like the cloud to the planets that 
wither due to drought. 

76. O GautamI, you are the ladder leading to the fort of 
Vaikuntha that is difficult of access. You are the river of nectar. 
Be the refuge of seven (? worlds) coming beneath. 

Brahmd said : 

77. Then the delighted GautamI, worthy of being sought 
refuge in, spoke to Gautama who was accompanied by the old 

woman, who had sought refuge in her and who was in great 
distress. 

GautamI said : 

78-80. Pour my water over your beloved wife after conse¬ 
crating it with Mantras. Pour the water out of pots sanctified 

with Mantras and other modes of worshipful service. She will 
then become beautiful with all her limbs rendered youthful. 
She will have conjugal felicity, fascinating eyes and good traits. 

She will attain beautiful physical form. Your beautiful wife 
shall pour water over you. That being done you will have all 
good traits in full and you will attain a beautiful form. 

Brahmd said : 

81. At the instance of Ganga they said ‘yes’ and did as they 

were told. Both of them obtained beautiful form by the grace 
of GautamI. 

82. The water used for pouring became a river; it became 

well known, O excellent sage, by the name of the old woman. 

83. It was known as ‘VrddhanadL’ Similarly, Gautama 
was called ‘Vrddhagautama’. He was so called by the sages 

staying along with them. 

The old woman said to GautamI Ganga in visible form : 

Vfddhd said: 

84-85. O goddess, let this river be called Vyddha after my 

name. Let its confluence with you be an excellent holy centre. 
By means of holy dip, charitable gifts, Homas etc., let it be 

conducive to the increase of beauty, good fortune, wealth. 
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sons and grandsons. Let it bestow longevity, health and 
welfare. Let it give victory and increase pleasure. Let it 
sanctify the manes. 

Brahmd said : 

86. “Let it be so”, said Ganga to the old lady, the beloved 
wife of Gautama. The Linga installed by Gautama is glorified 
by the name Vrddha. 

87-88. The excellent sage attained great joy there itself 
along with the old woman. The holy dip and charitable gifts 
there are the bestower of all desired things. 

Thereafter, that holy centre is called Vfddha Sangama. 

CHAPTER THIRTYEIGHT 

Sixteen thousand holy centres 

1 • The holy centre named Ilatlrtha is one that brings about 
spiritual achievement of men. It sanctifies men who commit 
(even) such (heinous) sins as brahmin slaughter etc. It bestows 
all cherished things. 

2. Once a ruler of men named Ila born of the family of 
Vivasvan (Sun) went to the hunting forest along with a large 
army. 

3. He wandered over the forest infested with beasts of prey, 
full of birds of various shapes and sizes and rendered beautiful 

by the branches of trees. 
4. Wandering over the forest with his mind inclined to the 

sport of hunting the excellent king determined to stay there. 

Ila said to his ministers: 

Ila said : 

5. All of you go to the city looked after and protected by 

my son. May you all look after the welfare of the land, treasury, 

army, kingdom as well as the Prince. 
6-7. Let Vasisj-ha too go like my intelligent father accom¬ 

panied ky his wives. I shall stay in the forest maintaining 
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sacrificial fires. I shall stay here with a few horses, elephants 
and men who can enjoy forest pleasures and who are skilled 
in the sport of hunting. Let all others go back to the city from 
here. 

Brahmd said : 

8-10. Saying “So be it** they went away. King Ila him¬ 
self went to the mountain Himavat slowly. Staying on the 
Himavat full of jewels the king saw a cave wonderfully studded 

with different jewels. A certain Yaksa leader known as Samanyu 
lived in that cave on that beautiful excellent mountain. His 
wife Sama was devoted to her husband and eagerly engaged in 
rendering service to him. 

11-16. That highly intelligent Yaksa roamed about here 
and there in his forest as he pleased, accompanied by his wife. 
He sported about dancing and singing. Though he had assumed 
the form of a deer the Yaksa could know (whatever happened 
there). But Ila did not know that the cave was (used as 

residence by and) under the protection of the Yaksa. That abode 
of the Yaksa was large and wonderfully embellished with many 

jewels. There the king stayed surrounded by a large army. He 
stayed in the abode all alone. The Yaksa who was accompanied 
by his wife and who had assumed the form of a deer was furious 
over this trespass. He thought thus: “I am not strong enough 
to defeat Ila. If I request him he is not likely to give my 

abode back to me. My abode has been taken away by him. 
How can I kill this arrogant fellow in battle?” After thinking 
thus he (wanted to) send his own heroic followers, the bow¬ 

bearing Yaksas. 

Yaksa said : 

17. Defeat king Ila in battle, Ila who is arrogant because 
he possesses elephants. It behoves you to do that which will 
make him leave and go elsewhere from my home. 

Brahmd said : 

18-21. At those words of the Yaksa leader all those Yak§as 
proud and undaunted in battle went to Ila and said: “Go out 

of this cave-home. Otherwise, you will be defeated in battle 
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and have to run out of this”. At those words of the Yak$as, 
the emperor fought with them in anger. After defeating the 
Yak§as, he stayed there for ten nights. With his abode taken 

away and with his servants killed the Yak§a leader assumed the 
form of.a deer and stayed in the forest along with his wife. Wor¬ 
ried over the situation he spoke to the Yaksini, his beloved wife 
in the form of a doe. 

Yaksa said : 

22. O beloved, how will I conquer (this king) who is strong, 

invincible, proud on account of glory and heroism, blind due to 
arrogance and very much attached to the sport of hunting? 

Yaksini said : 

23. Tell me, O loved one, is there any means of subduing 

his arrogance? If my words (or deeds) can help, tell me. I shall 

do that. 

Yaksa said : 

24-25. O lady of excellent waist, there is a means of sub¬ 

duing the arrogance of the king. O lady of great fortune, 
do that whereby the pride of this king is driven away. It will 

be splendid and pleasing to me. 

O blessed lady, go to that place where this silly king is staying. 

26-27. There you reveal yourself in front of Ila after assu¬ 
ming the form of a hind, O splendid lady. Draw king Ila to the 

forest known as Umavana. O lady of good fortune, attract 
that king who is staying in my abode and who is very much 
attached to the sport of hunting. Let the evil-minded one attain 
the form of a woman. 

28. O beloved, this king is evil-minded and is indulging in 

vices. He will fall into adversity through this. This is the means 

thereof that has been thought of by me. 

29. The kingdoms of all kings come to an end through 

the increase of sins and indulgence in vices. Assuming the form 
of a charming hind lead him on to the forest Umavana, O lady 

of good eyebrows. 

30. If this king gets in there he will undoubtedly become a 

woman. £) gentle lady, this should be done by you. It is not 
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proper for me because I am a man. You are a woman and a 
Yakginf besides. 

Takfini said: 

31. How is it that you should not go to the excellent forest 
Umavana? What will be the harm if you go there? Tell me 
that briefly. 

Taksa said : 

32. Siva roamed about as he pleased on the excellent moun¬ 

tain, Himavat accompanied by Uma and followed by Devas 
and his Ganas. Once Parvatl said to Sankara standing alone 
in an isolated place: 

33-35. ‘‘This is the nature of women that they would love 
to have sexual dalliance in secret. Hence, O lord of Devas, 

give me a fixed place well guarded at your behest and known 

as Umavana. 

O lord, excepting you, Ganesa, Kartikeya and Nandin who¬ 

ever enters this place should be turned into a woman.” 

36. Order was accordingly given by the delighted lord with 

the Moon on his crest. What is it that a man does not do, on 

being lovingly requested by his beloved? Hence I should not go 

to the excellent Umavana. 

Brahmd said : 

37. On hearing the words of her husband the Yaksin! who 

could assume any form as she pleased and whose eyes were large, 

became a hind and appeared in front of Ila. 

38-40. The Yaksa remained there alone. The king espied 

the hind. On seeing the hind the king who was particularly 

attached to the sport of hunting started by himself and followed 

the hind seated on his horse. She (the Yaksin!) attracted the 

king who was overwhelmed by (the spirit of) hunting and gra¬ 

dually went to that forest called Umavana. In some places 

(on certain occasions) she became invisible and in some places 

she revealed herself. 

41. Standing still, sometimes walking andl running as though 
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she was afraid, that hind of roving eyes dragged him on to 
the forest of Umavana. 

42-46. Following closely riding on his horse he reached 
that forest Umavana. On realising that he had entered Uma¬ 
vana, the Yaksini who could assume any form she desired aban¬ 
doned the form of the hind and assumed a divine form. She 
stood near an ASoka tree with one of her hands resting on its 
branch. The young maiden Sama who had assumed a divine 
form and who had applied (over her body) sweet smelling 

divine unguents (was delighted) because she had achieved 
her object. The tired king Ila was searching for the hind with 
rolling eyes. Fully remembering what her husband had said 
she smilingly looked at the king and said to him. 

Sama said : 

47. O delicate-limbed one, O young maiden, O Ila, where 

are you going alone seated on a horse and dressed like a man. 
Whom will you follow? 

Brahma said : 

48-52. On hearing (himself addressed by) the name Tla’ 
the king became furious and rebuked the hind. Still the 

Yaksini said, “O Ila, what is it you are looking for?” On hearing 

(himself addressed by) the name Tla’ the king who was seated 
on the horse holding the bow and who had conquered the 

three worlds became angry and showed her the bow. Again 

she said to the noble-souled king: “O Ila, see for yourself. 
Tell me thereafter whether I am speaking the truth or lying”. 

Thereupon the king surveyed himself and saw the pair of pro¬ 
truding breasts between his arms. He became bewildered won¬ 

dering what had happened to himself. 

Ila. said : 

What has happened to me? Surely you must know it clearly. 

Tell me everything precisely. Tell me, O woman of holy rites, 

who you are. 

The Yakfini said: 

53.- Samanyu, my husband, stays in an excellent cave of 
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the Himalayas. He is the lord of Yak?as. He is prosperous. I 
am his wife, a Yaksini. 

54-56. It was his Yak?as who had been killed by you out 

of delusion without a formal fight. It was in his splendidly cool 
cave that you had been seated. In order to make you come out 
from the same, I assumed the form of a hind and entered the 
forest Umavana. You too entered it. Formerly, Mahesvara 
had declared: “The ignorant man who comes within this range 
will acquire womanhood”. That is why you have attained 

womanhood. It does not behove you to grieve over this. Even a 
mature person cannot know the mysterious future. 

Brahmd said : 

57. On hearing the words of the Yaksini (the king) seated 
on the horse fell down. After pacifying him the Yaksini said 
again: 

Yakfini said : 

58. You have once for all become a woman. It does not 

behove you to strive to regain manhood. Learn the arts befitting 
women. Learn all these things such as the graceful charms of a 
woman, the elegance and coquetry of a woman, nay, all the 
activities of a woman. 

Brahmd said : 

59-60. After attaining all those accomplishments Ila said to 
Yak$inl: 

lid said : 

Who will be my husband? What is my duty? How can man¬ 

hood be attained again? Mention this to me who am particularly 
distressed. There is no better thing conducive to welfare than the 
suppression of grief of distressed people. 

Yakfini said: 

61. There is a son of the Moon named Budha (Mercury). 
O extremely fortunate lady, to the east of this forest is the her¬ 
mitage of that youth of great handsome features. 

62. It is through this path that the planet Budha goes to 
meet his father, Moon, and also to pay respects to him everyday. 
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63. When the quiescent Budha goes (along this way) reveal 
yourself to him. O fortunate lady, on seeing him you will fulfil 
all your cherished desires. 

Brahma said : 

64. After consoling her the Yak$inl of splendid eyebrows 
vanished. She also • reported the matter to her husband, the 
Yak$a, who became happy on hearing it. 

65-67. The army of Ila that had been stationed there, went 
away. Ila stayed in the forest Umavana singing, dancing and 
pursuing activities of feminine interest. She pondered over the 
ways of Karman. Once while Ila was dancing, the intelligent 
Budha saw her on his way to meet his father. On seeing Ila, 
Budha halted on his way, approached her and said thus: 

Budha said : 

68-70. Be my wife and become comfortably placed in my 
abode as the most beloved of all women. 

Brahmd said : 

With great devotion Ila approved of the suggestion of Budha 
and did accordingly. She remembered the earlier statement of 
the Yak$irii and therefore, O sage, became satisfied. 

After taking her to his excellent home Budha indulged in 
sexual dalliance with her with great pleasure. In every respect 
she pleased her husband. After the lapse of a great deal of time 
the delighted Budha spoke to his beloved: 

Budha said : 

71-75. What is it that you wish that I should give you, O 
gentle lady? What is that delightful thought that lurks in your 
mind? 

Brahmd said : 

The moment he made that statement Ila spoke to Budha, the 
son of the Moon, who was her delighted lover: “Give me a 

son”. 

Budha said: 

This semen of mine is infallible as well as one that is the 
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outcome of great delight. Hence you will have a son who will 
be a Kgatriya well known all over the world. He will be the 
founder of Lunar dynasty. He will be like the Sun in brilliance. 
He will be on a par with Brhaspati in intelligence. He will be 
equal to the Earth in forbearance. He will be like a lion in vigour 
and vitality in the battle-field. In anger he will be on a par 
with the Fire-god. 

Brahmd said : 

76. At the nativity of the noble son of Budha, there were 
cries of “Victory” everywhere in the abode of Devas. 

77. When the son of Budha was born the great Devas came 

there. With great joy, O highly intelligent one, I too came there. 
78-79. The moment he was born, the boy made a highly 

pitched loud sound. Hence the sages and Devas who had gathe¬ 
red there said, “Since his sound was loud (Puru—loud, great; 
Rava—Sound), he shall be Pururavas”. Delighted in their 
minds they named him so. 

80. Budha taught his son all the splendid arts of a Ksatriya. 
At that time Budha taught his son the science of archery along 
with its practical application. 

81. Like the moon in the bright half of the lunar month 
he grew up very fast. 

Once that highly intelligent boy noticed that his mother 
Ila was overwhelmed by sorrow. He humbly bowed down to 
I la and said : 

Aila said : 

82. Budha, my father, is your beloved husband, O mother. 
I, your son, am skilful. Wherefore then do you have this mental 
anguish? 

Ili said ; 

83-84. It is true, dear son, that Budha is my husband and 

you, my son, are a mine of virtues. I have never experienced 
any worry on account of my husband or son. Still, O highly 
intelligent one, I am worried because I frequently recollect a 

former misery. 

Then he said to his mother: 
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Aila said : 

85-86. Tell me at once, my dear mother. 

Brahmd said : 

Ila spoke to him thus: “It is a secret. How can I tell you? 
Still 1 shall tell you, my dear son, since the son is the ultimate 
resort of parents. A son is the exceedingly splendid ship for 
those who are about to sink in the ocean of miserv.” 

€ 

Brahma said : 

87-89. On hearing those words of his mother the humble 
son placed her feet on his head and said to her with choking 
words with his eyes filled with tears: “If a son does not 
remove the difficulty of his parents by means of remedies 
(at his disposal), then, alas, his birth and life are futile. Though 
alive, he is (no better than) dead. Holy rites such as resorting 
to pilgrim centres, distribution of charitable gifts, performance 
of sacrifices, penances and other things are meritorious only 
when they are performed by a person who has pleased his parents. 
Speak out, my dear mother, all those thoughts that lurk in your 
mind as they are.” 

She spoke to her son with the lower lip hanging loosely down 
on account of her hot breaths. Excited like one about to be 
drowned in the ocean of misery she narrated everything in the 
manner it had occurred. 

90-96. She narrated all these details: The family of the 
Iksvakus born of the Solar dynasty, her own birth therein (as 
a man), her name (as a man), his dear sons and wife, his priest 
Vasi$tha, his own region, departure to the forest, sending off 
his priest and ministers back to the city, of his indulgence in the 
sport of hunting, entry into the cave of the Himalayas, access 
to the abode of the leading Yak?a, entry into the forest of Uma- 
vana and the complete transformation into a woman, the state¬ 
ment of Yaksini that no man was permitted to enter the place 
as ordered by Mahesvara, the granting of boon, the contact with 
Budha, love and the birth of a son. These and other things she 
completely narrated. After hearing everything Pururavas spoke 
to his mother: “What shall I do? What shall I do to earn merit? 
If you are satisfied with this much that is enough, O mother. 
If there is anything else in your mind please tell that also to me.” 
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lid said : 

97-98. I would wish for the excellent manhood. I should 

like to regain the excellent kingdom and the coronation of my 
sons, especially that of yours. I should like to do all these, viz. 
to give charitable gifts, to perform sacrifice and to be on the path 
of salvation. I wish to do everything by virtue of your favour 
my dear son. 

The son said : 

99. I am asking you the means whereby you will attain 
manhood. Tell me exactly whether it is through penance 
or through some other means. 

Ild said : 

100. Dear Son, go and ask Budha your father. He knows 

everything precisely. He will advise you what is conducive to 
your welfare. 

Brahma said : 

101. At those words of his mother, Aila immediately went 
to his father. After bowing down to him he asked him what 

he and his mother should do. 

Budha said : 

102-103. I know Ila, O highly intelligent one. I know he 
was transformed into Ila. I know how he entered the forest 
Umavana and also the command of Sambhu. Hence the redemp¬ 

tion from the curse shall be only through the favour of Sambhu 
and that of Uma. Only by propitiating them can the curse be 
removed and not otherwise. 

Purtiravas said : 

104. How can I see that lord as well as mother Uma? 

Shall it be through any holy centre or through penance? Father, 
mantion this at the outset. 

Budha said: 

105. Dear Son, go to Gautami. The glorious Siva who dis- 
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pels curses and bestows boons stays there always accompanied 
by Uma. 

Brahma said : 

106-110. On hearing the words of his father Pururavas 
became delighted. Wishing for the manhood of his mother, 
hurrying to perform penance, the intelligent (son of Budha) 
went to the Gautamigariga that sanctifies the three worlds, after 
bowing down to the Himalaya mountain, his mother, father 

and preceptor. Ila and the son of Moon followed their son 
who went ahead. From the excellent mountain Himavat all of 
them came to Gautaml. 

They took their holy bath there and performed penance for 
a short while. Thereafter, they recited the splendid cuology of 
Bhava, the lord of Devas. Listen to the order of their etiologies. 
Budha euologized first, then Ila and then their son Pururavas 
eulogized goddess Gauri and Sankara. 

Budha said : 

111. Let those two deities be my refuge; those two deities 
who take delight in the sound of the girdle, who resemble the 
natural gold, who have good features and who are worshipped 
by Skanda and Ganesvara. They are worthy of being sought 
refuge in. 

lid said : 

112-113. Let Sankari and Sankara be my refuge. Medita¬ 
ting upon those two deities, the embodied beings who have been 
scorched by the forest fire of the three types of worldly distresses, 

attain the greatest beatitude immediately. 
I am distressed. My mind has been afflicted. There is no 

one other than you to protect me from suffering, distress 
etc. O lord, your feet are extremely meritorious and worthy of 
being sought refuge in. Let them be by my refuge. 

PurUravas said : 

114-115. Gauri and Hara are worthy of being sought refuge 

in by the entire universe. They are the immanent souls of the 

universe. This entire (visible universe) rises from, prospers in 
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and finally merges with those two deities. Let them be my 

refuge. 
In the course of a great festival Devas said, “O Isa, touch 

and hold the feet of the daughter of the lord of mountains”. As 
soon as this was said they were lovingly held by Siva. Let those 
two feet be my refuge. They are worthy of being sought refuge 
in. 

The eminent goddess said : 

116. What is it that you all wish to have? What shall I 

grant you all—tell me. You have performed that which is diffi¬ 
cult even unto Devas. Welfare unto you all. Be satisfied, for 
you have done your duty. 

PurUravas said : 

117. King Ila had unwittingly entered your forest, O Am- 
bika (Mother). O goddess of Devas, forgive him. It behoves you 
to grant him manhood. 

Brahma said : 

118. “So be it” said the goddess to all of them, the goddess 
who abided by the opinion of Bhava. Then the lord who is always 
devoted to the utterances of the goddess said: 

Siva said : 

119*122. Let this king regain his manhood merely by taking 
a holy plunge here. 

Brahmi said: 

Water oozed out from the body of Ila as she took her holy 
dip. Whatever she had acquired from Yak$ini, such as dance, 
music, graceful charms etc. entered the waters of Ganga along 
with the continuous flow of water and the following rivers issued 
forth: Njtya (Dance), Gita (Song) and Saubhagya (Conjugal 
Felicity). They also joined Ganga. These three confluences are 
very holy. Holy plunge and charitable gift in these confluences 

bestow the benefit of the kingdom of Devas. 

123. After regaining manhood by the favour of Gauri and 
Sambhu Ila performed the Vajapeya sacrifice for the achieve¬ 
ment of great prosperity. 
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124-125. That excellent king brought all these: his priest 
Vasi§tha, his wife and sons, his ministers, his army, and his trea¬ 
sury. Then he established a kingdom in the Dantfaka with the 
four types of military units. There that city became well known 
after the name of Ila. 
i 126-128. This charming town in the valley of Sahya sur¬ 
passes even the city of Mahendra. 

After getting fed up with the enjoyment of worldly pleasures 

in that excellent city he crowned his sons born previously, in 

the kingdom that had come to him by succession in the Solar 
dynasty. Afterwards he sprinkled (the holy water) on Alia with 
great affection saying, “Let this (boy) be the founder of the 
Lunar dynasty (and) a glorious king.” 

O sage, (in fact) he became more intelligent and excellent 
than all others (and so) the eldest. 

129-131 Sixteen thousand holy centres grew up in the pla¬ 
ces where the splendid sacrifices were performed by king Ila, 
where he met the sons after regaining his manhood and where the 
rivers arising from the faculty of dance, music, conjugal felicity, 
auspiciousness etc. bastowed by Yak§ini joined Ganga, O Narada. 
The holy centres grew up on both the banks. O dear one, Sambhu 
is called Ilesvara here. Holy dip, charitable gifts etc. in them 
fjestow the benefit of all sacrifices. 

CHAPTER THIRTYNINE 

Cakra .Tirtha 

Brahma said: 

1. The holy centre famous as Cakratlrtha destroys sins of 

brahmin-slaughter etc. because it was here that lord Hari ob¬ 

tained <his discus. 

, 2. The place where Lord Visnu stood and worshipped San- 
ikara far the sake of discus is mentioned as Cakratlrtha. 

3-6. By merely listening to it one is freed from all sins. 
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Once Daksa began a sacrifice. When Devas had gathered, 
lord Siva was slandered and insulted by Dak§a in the assembly 
of Devas. The great lord was slighted. Daksa’s mind was so 

polluted that he wantonly neglected to invite the lord of Devas. 
SaU, the daughter of Daksa, heard the reason for not inviting 

Siva- when it was mentioned by Ahalya. The goddess of Devas 

became angry. “I shall destroy my father who is a sinner. 
I will not forgive him at all”, said she on hearing the derogatory 
remarks made by her father against her husband. 

7-9. “Where is the limit to the sins of those women who 
listen to the censure of their husbands. Whatever may be his 

nature or status the husband is the ultimate resort of women. 

What doubt is there then in regard to Mahadeva, the lord of 

everything, the preceptor of the Universe? His censure has been 
heard by me. I shall therefore not hold on to this despicable 
body. I shall cast off this body.” 

After saying thus that goddess of Devas, the highly chaste 
lady, was overwhelmed by great fury and she blazed. 

10-12. With thoughts directed towards Siva alone she 

abandoned her body through yogic power. 

Mehesvara heard everything from Narada. On hearing 

it he became angry. He asked Jaya and Vijaya1 and both of 
them said that Daksayani’s (Daksa’s daughter’s) (ultimate wish) 

was the destruction of the sacrifice of Daksa. 

On hearing this, Mahesvara went to the place of sacrifice 
surrounded by his terrible Ganas. He went along with the se¬ 

nior Bhutas (ghosts). 

13. That sacrifice sponsored by Brahma and Devas was 
entirely surrounded by them. It had been guarded with purity 

of mind by Dak$a, the sacrifices 

14. It had been looked after from all round by Vasistha 

and other formidable sages. It had been well protected every¬ 

where by Indra, Adityas, Vasus and others. 

15-16. It had been embellished with the Vedas, Rk, Yajus . 

1. According to Vamana Purana, Jaya was a daughter of sage Gautama 

by Ahalya in addition to Jayanti and Aparajita. Vijaya was presumably another 

name of either of the latter two. 
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and Saman as well as the utterances of Svaha. It had been ador¬ 
ned all round by Sraddha (Faith),Pustf (Nourishment), Tus^i 

(Satisfaction), Santi (Peace), Lajja (Bashfulness), Sarasvati 
(Speech), Bhumi (Earth), Dyau (Heaven), Sarvari (Night), 
K$anti (Forbearance), Usa (Dawn). Asa (Hope), Jaya (Vi¬ 
ctory), Mati (Intellect) as well as others. 

17-19. It had been constructed by Visvakarman and the 
noble Tvastf. It was splendidly flourishing with cherished de¬ 
sires (fulfilled) through these divine cows that showered any¬ 
thing anyone desired, viz. Surabhi, Nandim, Kamadhuk and 
Kamadohini. There were the trees and creepers of Kalpa, Pari- 
jata, Kalpalata etc. In fact whatever is the most covetable thing 
was present in that sacrifice there. It was well protected by Indra, 
Pu§an and Hari themselves. 

20. These utterances were heard all round, viz. “Let this 
be given,” “Let this be eaten”; “Let this be done”, “Stay here 
happily”. Thus the sacrifice of Dak$a had been honoured. 

21-24. It was Vlrabhadra accompanied by Bhadrakali 

who went ahead. He was full of sorrow and anger in his mind. 

Afterwards holding the spear and Pinaka bow Mahadeva followed 
bedecked by the great Bhutas (spirits). Those spirits encircled 

the sacrifice all round Mahesvara. They destroyed the sacrifice. 
A great commotion ensued there. Some of them fled. Some 
went to Siva and began to eulogize the lord of Devas. Some 
were angry with Sankara. On seeing the sacrifice destroyed thus 
Pu?an came there. 

25. After uprooting the teeth of Pu§an Vlrabhadra routed 
Indra in a trice. O brahmin, he pierced and split the eyes of 

Bhaga. 

26. Again, he whirled the Sun-god with his arms and hurled 

him down. Thereupon, all Devas sought refuge in Visnu. 

Devas said : 

27. Save us, save us, O lord with the club in hands, from 
the danger arising from the leader of the Bhutas. There is a 
certain Gana (attendant) of Mahesvara. He is the leader of 

Pramathas. Even as Hari was watching the entire sacrifice 

pertaining to Vignu the entire sacrifice was destroyed. 
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Brahmd said : 

28. In order to kill the leader of Bhutas the discus was dis^ 
charged by Hari. As it advanced and approached him the 
leader of Bhutas grasped it. 

29. When the discus of Vi?nu was grasped, the guardians 
of the quarters went away due to fear. On seeing the sacrifice 

(destroyed) and Devas in that (agitated) state the Patriarch 
Dak§a eulogized lord Siva with devotion. 

Dakfa said : 

30-35. Be victorious, O Sankara, lord of Soma (Moon). 
Be victorious, O omniscient one. Salutation to you. Be victo¬ 
rious, O Sambhu the benefactor, be victorious. Salutation to the 
lord identical with time or God of Death. O primordial maker, 
salutation to you. O blue-throated one, salutation to you. 

O lord fond of Brahman, salutation to you. O lord in the form 
of Brahman, salutation to you. O lord, Paramesvara of three 

abodes, obeisance to the three-formed lord. O lord having all 

as your form (or Multiformed one), obeisance to you. O lord, 
the support of the three worlds, the bestower of cherished desires, 
obeisance to you, who can be realized only through Vadanta. 

Obeisance to you, the supreme soul. O lord with sacrifice for 
your form, obeisance to you. O lord, the abode of sacrifice, 
obeisance to you. O lord, the bestower of sacrifice, salutation to 
you. O the conveyor of sacrificial offerings, obeisance to you. 

O lord, obeisance to you, the destroyer of sacrifice. Obeisance 
to you, the distributor of benefits, O lord of universe. Save me, 

save me. O lord, fond of those who seek refuge in you. O lord, 
you alone are the refuge of devotees as well as non-devotees. 

Brahmd said : 

36. As he eulogized thus, Mahesvara became pleased with 

him and said to him, “What shall I give you”? (He replied) 

“O lord, let my sacrifice be complete”. 

37. “So be it” said Mahesvara, lord of Devas, Sankara, the 

soul of all living beings and the ocean of mercy. 

38. After making the sacrifice of Daksa complete, O sage, 

and after saying thus the lord vanished along with his Bhutas. 
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39-40. Devas went away to their respective abodes in the 
manner they came. 

Then once a great battle ensued between Devas and Daityas. 
Therein Devas became afraid of Daityas. With complete devo¬ 
tion Devas eulogized Visnu, the lord of Sri in the following words: 

Devas said : 

41-42. Indra and other Devas perform penance seeking 
the benign side-glance of LaksmI. We seek refuge in that lord, 
who has become Brahman and to whose feet Lak§ml is devoted. 

In all the three worlds there is none equal or superior to 
Nrsimha whose vehicle is Garuda. With great sympathy, let 

that lord of Devas protect all of us who have sought refuge in 
him from great dangers. 

Brahma said : 

43. Thereupon the lord holding the conch, discus and club 
became pleased and said to them: ‘‘What for have all of you 
come? I shall do it for you.” 

Devas said : 

44. O slayer of Madhu, Devas have an excessive danger 

from Daityas. Hence, O Lord, try to save them. 

Brahmd said : 

45-46. Hari said, “O Devas, my discus has been caught 

hold of by Hara. What shall I do? The discus is gone and all 
of you have fallen into misery. Yet your protection will be 

afforded by me. Let all Devas go back. 

Brahma said : 

47. Then, after Devas had gone Vi§nu prepared himself to 

get the discus. After going to Godavari he began the worship of 

&ambhu. 
48. With great devotion Visnu performed the daily worship 

of the consort of Uma with a thousand divine sweet smelling 

golden lotuses. 
49. “Obeisance, the Pinaka-bearing Mahes'a, who removes 

great danger in the forest of worldly existence and who fulfils 

all cherished desires”. 
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50. By means of this Mantra and with the mind endowed 
with devotion lord Visnu worshipped Siva, the lover of 
Bhavani. 

51-52. As the worship proceeded something happened 
between them. Listen to that. The lotuses were found to be 
one short of a thousand. When Visnu noticed the shortage he 
dislodged his own eye and offered Arghya.1 Taking the vessel 
of Arghya containing a thousand lotuses and meditating on 
Sambhu, Hari who had no other refuge, offered Arghya. 

Vi$nu said: 

53. O lord, you alone know the innermost feelings of men. 
You alone are refuge and overlord. What doubt can be there ? 

Brahmd said : 

54. Speaking thus with tears welled up in his eyes he got 
himself merged as though with I svara. Then Sambhu appeared 

in front of him, accompanied by Bhavani. 
55. He embraced Hari closely and filled him with various 

boons. He got back his original eye as well as discus. 
56-58. Then all Devas eulogized Hari and Sankara. They 

eulogized Ganga the most excellent of all rivers as well as the 
bull-bannered lord. Thenceforth that holy centre is remembered 
as Cakratlrtha. Merely by listening to it one is freed from all 
sins. He who performs the rites of holy dip, charitable gifts and 
libation to the manes, shall be rid of all sins. He will attain 
heaven along with the ancestors. This holy centre can be seen 

with a mark of discus even today. 

CHAPTER FORTY 

Cakrefvara and other Holy Centres 

Brahmd said : 

1-4. The holy centre Pippala comes after Cakratlrtha 

because the lord here is called CakreSvara and it was from here 

1. Things such as water, honey etc. offered to deities, guest etc. as a token 

of respect. 
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that lord Hari obtained his discus. The place where Vi?nu him¬ 
self stood and worshipped Lord Sankara for getting the discus 
back is cited as Gakratirtha. They know the place as Pippala 
where Sambhu became pleased with Vi?nu. Even &c?a is not 
competent to narrate its glory. Listen, O Narada, to the reason 
for the name Pippalesa given to Cakrcgvara. Listen to it with 
devotion because what is mentioned in the Vedas is being 

recounted by me. 
5. There was a famous sage named Dadhlci. He was en¬ 

dowed with good qualities. His wife was a chaste lady of noble 
birth and highly intelligent. 

6. She was the sister of that lady well known as Lopamudra. 
She was famous by the name Gabhastini and glorified as 
Vadava. 

7. She was the beloved wife of Dadhici. He performed 
penance regularly along with her. Dadhici was devoted to the 
duties of a householder and he always maintained the sacred 
fire. 

8. He resorted to Ganga and was devoted to the propitia¬ 
tion of gods and guests. He was fondly attached to his wife. He 
was as calm as Agastya. 

9-10. Due to his spiritual power Daityas and Danavas 
came to that region, O great sages. It was there that Agastya 
too had his hermitage. After defeating Daityas who came for 
attacking them Devas, Rudras, Adityas, twin brothers Alvins, 
Indra, Visnu, Yama and the Fire-god came there. 

1 i. They were excessively delighted by their victory. They 
were eulogized by the Maruts. On seeing Dadhici, the great 
sage, the leading Devas bowed down to him. 

12. With great delight, Dadhici welcomed and honoured 

Devas severally. Accompanied by his wife he thereafter per¬ 
formed the duties of a householder to them. 

13-14. Devas were asked about their welfare and general 

happiness by him. They chatted with him. Devas who were 
delighted in their minds bowed down to sage Dadhici who was 
made happy by his wife and who was seated there. 

Devas said : 

15. What is it that is difficult to be obtained by us, O sage, 
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in this world since a sage like you, the very Kalpa tree1 in this 

world, is kind to us. 
16. This alone is the benefit of all living men, O excellent 

sage, viz., the holy plunge in the holy centres, kindness to all 
living beings and meeting with people like you. 

17. Listen, O sage, to what is being said by us out of 
affection. 

We have come here after defeating Daityas and killing 
Rak$asas. 

18. We are happy, O brahmin, and especially so since we 
see you here. We have no use for our weapons. Indeed, we are 

not capable of carrying them. 
19-20. We do not see, O leading sage, a place fit enough 

for keeping these weapons. If they are kept in heaven, Daityas 

will take them away. If they are kept in nether regions they 
will (surely) take them away. Hence, the weapons are being 

placed, O bestower of honour, in your sacred hermitage. 

21. There is no fear at all here, O brahmin, from Danavas 
and Raksasas. This is a sacred place well protected at your 
behest. There is no one equal to you in the power of penance. 

22-24. O most excellent one among the knowers of Brah¬ 
man, we have conquered our enemies. Daityas have already 

been killed. We don’t need our weapons any more. They have 

become burdensome since they have fulfilled their purpose. The 
place worthy of placing them is near you, O leader among 
sages. Along with our lovely maidens wc shall enjoy divine 

pleasures in the heavenly park, Nandana. Therefore, we shall 
go (now) along with Indra. We have fulfilled our tasks and we 
shall go to our respective abodes. As for the protection of 

weapons, let them be guarded by you. Therefore, bid us fare¬ 
well. You are capable of holding and guarding them. 

Brahmd said : 

25-30. On hearing their words, Dadhici said to Devas : 

“Let it be so”, although he was prevented by his wife who said 

thus : “What (have we to do) with the affairs of Devas 7 In 

1. The divine wish-fulfilling tree obtained by the churning of the ocean 

(Vide Agnipurana, Gh. 3). 
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fact, it has an adverse effect. Of what avail is indulgence in 

the other people’s affairs to those who have understood scrip¬ 

tures, who abide by the supreme entity and who are free from 
attachment to the activities of the world. O sage, there is no 
happiness thereby either here or hereafter. Listen, O excellent 
brahmin, if the place (for keeping weapons) is given the enemies 
of Devas will hate us. If these weapons are lost or taken away, 

O great sage, Devas will become angry and turn into our ene¬ 
mies. Hence, O excellent one among the knowers of Vedas, 
this excessive affectionate attachment to other people’s objects 
is not proper. As long as the material kept in deposit exists 
there is friendship, but once it is lost or taken away they will 
become' our enemies. If one has power to give away things in 
charity, he should give them to the needy without any thought. 
If not, good people should help others by speech, thoughts and 
acts. But keeping things belonging to other peoples is repu¬ 
diated by good people. Therefore, my dear husband, get rid of 

(these weapons) immediately.” 

Brahma said : 

31-34. On hearing these words of his beloved wife the 

brahmin said thus to his wife of splendid eyebrows. 

Dadhici said : 

Having given consent at first to Devas, O gentle lady, 
saying “No” to them will not give me any pleasure. 

Brahrid said : 

On hearing these words of her husband the beloved wife 
(of Dadhici) remained silent, thinking “Excepting the fate 

nothing else is capable of doing anything to men.” At that 

opportune moment the excellent Devas deposited those highly 
shining weapons, bowed down to the great sage and went to 

their abodes. After depositing their weapons in a safe place 

Devas became contented. 
When Devas had gone, the excellent sage Jived in great 

delight while practising virtue in the company of his wife. 

35. A long time elapsed. A thousand years according to 
the reckoning of Devas passed away. Devas neither spoke 
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about their weapons* O great sage, nor did they seem to think 
about them. 

36. Dadhlci said to Gabhasti : “O gentle lady, Asuras are 
powerful, behaving inimically toward me. Devas do not 
appear to be desirous of taking away their weapons deposited 
with us. Tell me what is proper in the circumstances.” 

37. She said to her husband humbly: “It has already been 
said, dear lord. You know what is proper in this situation. The 

powerful Daityas, who have increased their efficiency and who 
are endowed with the power of penance will take away these 
weapons’*. 

38. Therefore, Dadhlci did thus for protecting weapons. 
He washed those weapons with holy water inspired with 
Mantras. The water absoxbed the essential splendour of all the 
weapons and Dadhlci drank this holy water. 

39. Deprived of their intrinsic splendour those weapons 
gradually wasted away as time passed by. 

Then at last Devas came and said to Dadhici : “Great 
danger from our enemies has befallen us. 

40-41. Give back those weapons, O excellent sage, which 

had been kept with you by Devas.” 

Dadhici said : “Due to the fear of asuras and also due to 
the fact that you did not come for a long time, the weapons 
have been liquefied and drunk by me. They can be said to be 
stationed in my body. What is proper in this situation, you 
may please say”. 

On hearing what was mentioned by him, Devas spoke to 

him thus with great humility. 

42. “O leading sage, give us the weapons. Can you say‘Yes’ 

or do you refuse ? Without them we will be lost for ever. Our 

enemies are powerful. Where shall we go ? 

43. Neither in the mortal world, nor in the netherworld, 
nor in the heaven, O dear one, is it possible for us to stay 
today. You are an excellent brahmin. Moreover, you are en¬ 

dowed with (the power of) penance. It is not proper to say 

anything else in your presence.” 

44. The brahmin said then : “You may take the weapons 

assimilated in my bones. There is no doubt about this.” 
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Devas said to him : “Of what avail is this to us ? Without 

the weapons the great Devas have become ‘effeminate’ 

45. Again, the excellent sage said : “I shall abandon the 

spirits animating my body (as) I am endowed with the power 

of Yoga. You may make weapons out of my bones (as they have 

merged with them). Let them be excellent ones with excellent 
forms.” 

46. “Do so”, said Devas in reply to Dadhici who resembled 

Fire-god and who was never deficient in intrinsic power. At that 
time the wife of the sage was not there in the vicinity to say 
pleasing words to him, O great sage. 

47-48. Not seeing her, but afraid of her, Devas said to the 
brahmin : “Do so quickly”. With pleasure the sage cast off his 
vital spirits (ordinarily) very difficult to abandon, saying to 

them : “Use this body as you please. Let all Devas be pleased 
with my bones. What have I to do with this body ?” 

Brahmd said: 

49-50. Having said thus the noble-souled sage seated him¬ 
self in the Padmasana (“lotus pose”). He fixed his eyes at the 

tip of his nose. He was as pure as the light. By his yogic power 

he gradually led the vital air along with the gastric fire, to the 
inner portion of Daharakasa (the ethereal portion in the cavity 

of the heart). He fixed his intellect in Brahman which is im¬ 

measurable, which is the highest in status and which should be 

meditated upon. He attained identity with Brahman. 
51. On observing that his physical body had become life¬ 

less Devas in their hurry, said to Tvastr, “Make a number of 

weapons immediately”. 

52-53. He said to them: “O Devas, how should it be done? 

This terrible body is that of a brahmin. I am afraid and in¬ 
competent to make weapons. If the bones are torn off I shall 

make excellent weapons from them quickly.” 
Thereupon, Devas said to bullocks in their great hurry: 

Devas said : 

54. O bullocks, to facilitate your work your faces are made 

adamantine in a trice by Devas for getting weapons. Tear off 

the body of Dadhici and give the pure bones now. 
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Brakmd said : 

55. At the instance of Devas they did so. They licked the 
bones clean and gave them to Devas. Devas of brave valour 
and strength hurriedly went to their abodes and so did the 

bullocks. 
56-57. After making the weapons of gods the noble Tvasty 

went away hurriedly. 
Then, after some time, the wife of the sage who was of good 

conduct, who had been the beloved wife of her husband, who 
was gentle and who had a boy in the womb came there. She 

held in her hand a pot full of water. She was on her way back 
after worshipping Uma. Carrying fruits and flowers she came 
quickly eager to see the sacred fire, her husband and the 
hermitage. 

58. On her way, her necklace slipped from her neck and 
fell on the ground. The bangle also fell down from her wrist. 
Her right eye throbbed. Seeing all these omens she became 

distressed in her mind. 
59-61. “What calamity is going to befall me immediately?” 

She pondered thus in her mind. While she was coming home, 

the fall of a meteor prevented her from proceeding. She came 
to the hermitage in great bewilderment but did not see her 
husband in front. Wondering where could he have gone she 

asked the Fire-god. The Fire-god mentioned everything to her in 
detail—the advent of Devas, request for the bones of, the sage, 
the collection of the bones and their departure. On hearing 

everything she became distressed. Due to agitation bom of 
misery she fell on the ground. Slowly she was consoled by the 
Fire-god. She said to Fire-god: 

621-63. “I am not capable of cursing the immortal beings. 
What shall I do ? I shall enter fire.” 

Brahmd said : 

After checking her anger and grief for her husband the 
chaste lady then spoke these righteous words : 

r 64-67. “Everything that is produced in this human world 

.^ destructible too. It should not be bewailed. Meritorious 
men abandon their lives in protection of cows, brahmins and 

Devas. Blessed are those living beings Who, after obtaining an 
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efficient body endowed with virtue in this world that whirls like 
a wheel, abandon it for Devas and Brahmins. All the vital airs 
of every embodied being are sure to go away. There is no 
doubt at all in this. After realizing this, those masterminds cast 

them off for brahmins, cows, Devas and the distressed beings. 
I had dedicated myself to him. Though prevented by me he 
agreed to keep the weapons. Who knows the mind of the creator 
whose activities are beyond the comprehension of men of mortal 

world ?” 

Brahma said : 

68-69. After saying this, she duly worshipped the sacrificial 
fires along with the skin and hairs of her husband. She slit 
open her stomach, took out her son from the womb and held 

him in her hand. After bowing to Gariga, the Earth, plants and 
trees in the penance grove and medicinal herbs, she entered 
the hermitage (once again). 

She said : 

70. This boy is bereft of his father, mother and other rela¬ 

tives born of his family. May all the groups of living beings, the 
gurdians of quarters and medicinal herbs protect him. 

71. Those who view and protect a boy bereft of his 

mother and father without any distinction from their own 

children are certainly to be honoured and saluted even by 
Brahma and others. 

Brahma said: 

72-73. After saying this the lady with her mind devoutly 
directed towards her husband cast off her son. She placed the 

boy near the holy fig-trees with the sacrificial vessel (in her 
hand). She circumambulated the fire and entered it. She went 

to heaven along with her husband. 
74. The trees in the hermitage and the residents of the 

forest who had been nurtured by the sage Dadhlci like his own 

children, began to cry. 
75. The animals, the birds and the trees, all of them said 

to one another. “We cannot live without him. Nor can we live 

without that mother*'. 
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The trees said: 

76-78. Only those men are blessed and contented who 
give natural and continuous affection to the children of the 

parents who have gone to the next world. Formerly the sage 

and his wife had been treating us in a manner which (our own) 
father and mother were not habituated to. Fie on us. We are 
sinners. It is certain that hereafter, to all of us, this boy is 

Dadhlci, this boy is the mother. This is the eternal virtue. 

Brahma said: 

79. After saying thus the medicinal herbs, plants and trees 

approached king Soma (i.e. the Moon) and requested for excel¬ 
lent nectar. 

80. Soma gave them excellent nectar. They gave the boy 

the nectar that is dear to Devas. 

81. Satisfied with this, the boy grew up like the moon in 

the bright half of the lunar month. Since he had been brought 

up by the Pippalas (fruits of the fig tree), the boy was (called) 
Pippalada (the eater of Pippala fruits). After growing up 

he said to the Pippalas thus in great wonder. 

Pippalada said: 

82. Men are born of men. Birds are born of birds. Plants 

and creepers are produced from seeds. No inconsistency is seen. 
How was I with hands, feet, vital breath etc. born of you? 

Brahma said: 

83-84. On hearing his words the trees told him everything 
in the proper order viz., the death of Dadhici, the entry of the 

chaste lady into the funeral pyre, the collection of bones by 

Devas etc. On hearing these details the boy was overwhelmed 

by sorrow and he fell on the ground. 

85. He was consoled by trees by words endowed with 

meanings. On recovering he again said to those medicinal 

herbs, plants and trees : 

Pippaldda said: 

86-87. I will kill the murderers of my father. Otherwise it 

is unbearable to live. A real son maintains the friends and 
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enemies of his father. He alone is the real son. Others are ene¬ 
mies in the form of sons. They say that friends of father redeem 

even the enemies. 

Brahma said : 

88. The trees took that boy to the presence of the Moon. 
Those trees intimated the utterance of the boy to Soma (Moon). 
On hearing it, Soma spoke to Pippalada : 

Soma said : 

89. Learn all the branches of knowledge in a formal way, 
my dear soil. You will attain at my behest the power of 
penance, auspicious speech, heroism, handsome features, strength 

and intellect. 

Brahma said : 

90-92. Pippalada then said to the Moon humbly : 

Pippalada said : 

I consider all these futile as long as I do not take revenge 
on the murderers of my father. Hence, tell me at the outset. In 

which land, on which occasion, by the help of which Deva or 
Mantra or holy centre can my ambition be realised, O excellent 
Deva ? 

Brahma said : 

93. After meditating for a long time the Moon said: “Whe¬ 
ther it is enjoyment of worldly pleasures or attainment of salva¬ 

tion, everything is attained undoubtedly from lord MaheSvara”. 

94. He said to the Moon again : “How will I see Mahe- 
3vara ? I am a boy with childish intelligence. I have neither 
skill nor power of penance.” 

The Moon said : 

95-98. O gentle boy, go to Gautami. Eulogize Cakresvara 

Siva. Dear boy, with a very little effort, the lord will be pleased 
with you, the merciful lord will be pleased. Sambhu has been 
realised personally by Vi$nu the powerful lord. He granted 

boons to Visnu and the discus honoured by the Devas. Go 
there, O highly intelligent one. Go to the river Gautami in the 
Danqlaka forest. The medicinal herbs know that holy centre 
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CakreSvara. After going there, eulogize Sankara, lord of Devas, 

with full devotion. Delighted in his mind he will grant you all 
cherished desires. 

Brahma said: 

99-100. At the instance of the Moon, O brahmin, the sage 
Pippalada came to the place where Rudra, the lord of the uni¬ 
verse, the bestower of Discus (was present). 

Overwhelmed by a great sympathy the Pippalas (holy fig 
trees) took him to their penance groves. After taking his holy 
dip in Godavari and after bowing down to the lord of the three 

worlds, the pure Pippalada eulogized Siva with full devotion. 

Pippalada said : 

101-107. I bow down to Sambhu the primordial lord in 

whom bold and self-possessed persons seek refuge earnestly for 
their salvation. Those self-possessed persons have cast off all 

worldly desires. They have renounced all actions. They have 
controlled their minds as well as vital airs. 

He is the witness unto all. He is the immanent soul in every¬ 

one. He is the lord of all. He is the repository of all arts. Let 
that enemy of Cupid have mercy on me after understanding 
everything that is within my mind. 

The Ten-headed (Ravana) had conquered the lords of the 
quarters. He shook the Kailasa mountain honoured by Devas. 
He went down beneath the nether worlds when pressed down 

with toe (by Siva). His body was bruised. On hearing his 
piteous cries the lord laughed along with the goddess and 
granted him pardon. Though the lord had been furious, yet he 

was pleased with him. In this manner, O Mahesvara, you are 
(sometimes) a donor unto (even) undeserving persons. Bana 
became praiseworthy after performing the noble worship, beauti¬ 
ful and fascinating, unto the Moon-crested lord. By performing 

the daily worship he surpassed Indra in prosperity. 
After conquering enemies and worshipping Devas Visakha 

i.e. Skanda went ahead to bow down to his father. He became 
angry on seeing the lord of Ganas (i.e. Vinayaka) held in the 
lap. Lord Siva took him (also) in his lap and laughed. Though 

he was seated in the lap of Siva, the boy was reluctant to leave 
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off the lap of his mother due to his childish innate nature. 

Unable to pacify his furious son Siva assumed his half-female 
form. 

Brahma said : 

108-109. Then the extremely delighted self-born lord spoke 
to Pippalada. 

Siva said : 

O Pippalada, welfare to you. Choose any boon as you wish. 

Pippalada said : 

110. My father of great renown who was never arrogant 
and who was truthful has been killed by Devas, O Mahadeva. 
So also my chaste mother. 

111. O lord, after hearing in detail the death of both of 
them on account of Devas, I am overwhelmed by misery and 
anger. I am not eager to live. 

112. Hence, grant me sufficient capacity to destroy Devas. 
In all the three worlds, you alone, O Moon-crested one, are 

worthy of being served by those who should not be killed. 

hvara said : 

113. O sinless one, if you are capable of looking at my 
third eye you will be competent to assail your foes. 

Brahma said : 

114. Then he desired to look at the third eye of the lord 

but could not. Then he said to Sankara : “I am not able’*. 

hvara said : 

115. O boy, do some penance so that you will be able to 

look at my third eye. Then you will undoubtedly attain your 
desire. 

Brahmd said : 

116-119. On hearing these words of Isana the son of 

Dadhici of righteous soul decided to perform penance. Although 
he was a boy he engaged himself solely in meditation on Siva 
like a powerful person, there itself for many years. Everyday he 
used to get up early in the morning, take his bath and bow 
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down to the elders and preceptors in due order. He used to sit 

comfortably and fix his mind in theSusumna (the tubular struc¬ 
ture inside the spinal column) without thinking of anything else. 

By means of crossed arms he made the sign of Svastika over his 

navel. He forgot the world and its affairs. He thought of supe¬ 
rior excellence of one position over another. He meditated on 
the splendour of Siva. Pippalada looked at the third eye of the 
lord. With palms joined in reverence in the form of a cup he 

humbly spoke thus. 

Pippalada said : 

120-121. Formerly, this boon had been granted to me by 

Siva, the lord of Devas. The lord of Devas had said that the 
moment I was able to see the brilliant splendour of the third 

eye, whatever I wanted would happen. Hence give me that 
which will bring about destruction of enemies. 

122-123. At that very time, a voice said: “O highly brilliant 
one, your mother went to heaven after saying thus : ‘Men who 
have forgotten what is conducive to their welfare, who are 
engaged in harassing others and whose minds wander here and 

there fall into the abysmal depths of hell.’ ” 
124. On hearing that aerial voice, Pippalada became 

angry. When the fire of pride and prestige burns within, advice 

regarding proper conduct is meaningless. 
125-127. Krtya, the female deity of destruction, said to him, 

“Give; Give”. Since the brahmin was remembering Vadava thus, 

Krtya that came out of his eyes had the shape and features of 

Vadava. She contained within herself plenty of fire for destroy¬ 
ing all living beings. That Krtya became one with fire within, in 
view of the fact that he was meditating on his mother with the 

child in the womb. Even as she came out she was extremely 
terrible. She was as terrible as the tongue of Mrtyu (Goddess 

of death). 
128. She said to Pippalada, “What is my duty ? Tell me 

that”. Pippalada said to her, “Devour Devas, my enemies.” 

129-130. Saying “So be it,” she caught hold of Pippalada 

standing in front of her. He said, “O Krtya, what is this ?” 
She said, “What has been said by you is carried out by me. 

The body is made by Devas.” 
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Thereupon, that frightened sage went to Siva and eulogized 

that lord. Then Siva said to Krtya : 

Siva said : 

131. O Krtya, do not seize living beings remaining within 
a range of a Yojana (12 km) at my behest. Go far away from 
that place and do your duty. 

Brahma said : 

132. That Krtya which had the form of Varava stood at a 
distance of a Yojana to the East from the holy centre Pippala. 

133-134. I big blaze of fire, capable of destroying the 

world, came out of her. On seeing it, Devas became afraid and 

approached Siva. Eulogizing the lord, the frightened heaven- 

dwellers said to Siva : 

Devas said : 

135. O Sambhu, protect us. The Krtya and the fire born 
of it assail us. O lord of all, O bestower of protection from fear 

to the frightened persons, be our refuge. 

136. O Siva, you alone are the refuge to the creatures that 

are attacked from all sides, that are distressed and that are 
extremely wearied. 

137. The Krtya coming from the fire of your eye has been 

requested by the sage and she is desirous of destroying the three 
worlds. You are our protector and none else. 

Brahma said : 

138-139. The lord of the universe said to them : “This 

Krtya does not harass those who live within the range of a 
Yojana. Hence, you all, by day and night, remain here itself, 

O immortal ones. You will have nothing to fear from her. 

Brahma said : 

140. Again, they said to the lord of Devas : “O lord 
honoured and worshipped by gods, how shall we live here 

after abandoning heaven granted by you ?*’ 

Brahma said : 

141-143. On hearing the words of Devas Siva said : 
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Siva said : 

Here is the Deva with eyes all round, the Deva who has 
faces all round, who always blows up with his rays and who is 
considered the father of all living beings. Let that lord Sun 
alone remain here directly in his visible form for ever. All 
others will be considered remaining here in his physical form. 

Brahmd, said : 

144-148. At the instance of Sambhu Devas created (the 
Sun) from Parijata tree. TvasJr said to the Sun: 

Tvasfr said : 

O lord of the universe, stay here itself. Protect these Devas 

yourself. We too shall stay here in the presence of Sambhu by 
means of our parts. 

BrahmO, said : 

All round Cakresvara, within a range of a Yojana, resorting 
to the banks of Ganga the excellent Devas stood by. Each had 

a fourth of an Anguli (about 2.5 cms.) of the bank of Ganga. 

They were three crores and five hundred, O excellent sage. 
Who is competent to speak about or hear the prosperity of 

these holy centres. 
Thereafter, Devas spoke to Siva. 

Devas said : 

149-155. O lord of Devas identical with the Universe, 

quieten Pippalada. 

Brahma said : 

Saying ctO yes”, the lord of the universe said to Pippalada: 

Siva said : 

Even if Devas are destroyed your father will not return. His 

life had been given by your father for the realization of the 

task of Devas. Who can be so kind to the wretched and the 
distressed in this world ? Similarly, O dear one, your mother, 
a chaste lady, has gone to heaven. No one is equal to her, not 
even Lopamudra (wife of sage Agastya) and Arundhatl (wife 
of sage Vasi${ha). Much fame has been acquired by your 
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father due to whose bones Devas are victorious and happy for 

ever. An act of everlasting fame has been performed by your 
mother. Excellent fame spreading everywhere has been acquired 

by you, the son. 

It behoves you to protect those who have dropped off from 
heaven for fear of your exploits. It behoves you to save the 

immortal ones who have fled because they were afraid of you. 

There is no meritorious deed superior to the protection accord¬ 
ed to the distressed. 

156. A person who has gone to heaven lives in the other 
world without any malady for as many years as there are days 
when the fascinating fame prevails in human world. 

157. Only those who have no fame are considered dead 

here. Only those who are devoid of renown are (considered) 
blind. Those who are not habitually liberal in gifts are eunuchs. 

Only those who are not invariably virtuous are to be pitied. 

Brahma said : 

158. On hearing the lord of Devas the sage became calm. 

After bowing down to the lord he spoke with palms joined in 
reverence. 

Pippalada said : 

159-163. I shall bow down to Siva worthy of being wor¬ 
shipped by Devas and others for the welfare of these people 

and others too, viz. those who help me by words, thoughts and 

deeds and those who are engaged in actions conducive to my 
welfare. May lord Siva do what these people wish, the people 

by whom I have been guarded and nurtured (as though) I 
belonged to the same family as theirs and I had the same 
qualities as theirs. I am bowing down to the Moon-crested lord 

for ever. O lord, O lord of Devas, let this holy centre be known 
all over the three worlds by the name of those by whom I have 
been brought up like my father and mother. If they attain fame 

I shall become free from indebtedness to them. If Devas admit 
that this holy centre is superior to other holy residences of 
Devas and all other holy centres on Earth, I shall condone the 

guilt of Devas for ever. 
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Brahmd said: 

164. In the presence of the thousand-eyed lord (Indra) 
and others he spoke these words of fine sentiment and good 
syllables. Devas too agreed to the words uttered by the son of 
Dadhlci. 

165. After appreciating the intellect, humility, learning, 
heroism, strength, truthfulness, filial devotion, and purity of 
emotions, Sankara said to Pippalada. 

Sankara said : 

166. Dear boy, whatever cherished desire you have and 
whatever is pleasing to Devas you will attain. Speak out what 
is conducive to your welfare. Do not hesitate to speak out your 
mind. 

Pippalada said : 

167. Those who take holy plunge in Ganga and those who 
are virtuous, O Mahesa, and sec thy lotus-like feet—let them 
attain their desires immediately. After their death let them 
attain the region ofSiva. 

168. O lord, my father has attained your region. So also 
my mother, the Pippala and the immortal ones. After seeing 
the lord of lords they have attained happiness. Let them see 
you. Let them attain your region. 

Brahma said : 

169. Saying “so be it” to Pippalada, Mahesvara, lord of 
Devas spoke to him congratulating him along with Devas. 

170. Devas were pleased after being freed from fear aris¬ 
ing from him. All of them spoke this to the son of Dadhici in 
the presence of Siva. 

Devas said : 

171. Undoubtedly, what is liked by Devas has been per¬ 
formed by you. The behest of the lord of Devas, that embelli¬ 
shes the three worlds has been carried out by you. 

172. O brahmin, what is requested for by you earlier is 
for others and not for yourself. Therefore, say something that 
you wish. We shall grant you something. 
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Brahmd said : 

173. Devas repeated the same.thing to the excellent 
brahmin again and again. After bowing down to Sambhu, the 
Pippalas and Uma, Pippaiada spoke with palms joined in 
reverence. 

Pippaiada said : 

174-179. I desire to see my parents who have always been 
the subjects of discussion by means of words. Blessed are those 
living beings in this world who arc under the control of their 
parents, who are devoted to their service and who eagerly 
await their command. 

After obtaining the sense-organs, the physical body, nobility 

of birth, capacity, intellect and the beauty of form, he, the 
son, shall be contented by utilising them in their service. 

Seeing their own mother is easy even for animals and birds. 

Even that has become difficult for me. I ask you. Is it the 
result of my sins ? 

(?) If it had been difficult of access to all (there would not 
have been any complaint). If it is easy of access to someone 
and not to others it is not proper. There is no other sinner 
than I. 

O excellent DeVas, if only I can get a glimpse of my parents 
I shall deem it as the fruit of my acts of thought, speech and 

body, 
Who will be competent to count the great sins of those 

persons born in the world who cannot see their parents ? 

Brahmd said : 

180-183. On hearing those words of the sage, Devas con¬ 
sulted among themselves and said to him. “Surely you will see 
today your parents, the auspicious couple, seated in an excellent 

aerial chariot and eager to see you. Cast off your sorrow, 
covetousness and delusion, and pacify your mind”. After some 
time, the excellent Devas said to the son of Dadliici : “See. 
See your parents, the auspicious couple, are eager to see you. 
They are seated in an excellent aerial chariot. They have 
heavenly characteristics with golden ornaments. They are being 
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fanned by the celestial damsels. They are eulogized by the 
Kinnaras.” 

184. On seeing his parents he bowed down to them in 
the presence of Siva. Their eyes were filled with tears of 
pleasure. Somehow he spoke to them. 

The Son said : 

185. Other sons who perpetuate their families redeem 
their parents. But I am merely the cause of splitting the belly 
of my mother. Even though I am like this I shall look at them 
due to delusion. I am a wicked person with an evil mind. 

Brahmd said : 

186. On looking at them he could not speak anything 
further out of sorrow. Devas spoke to Pippalada and his 
parents. 

Devas said : 

187. Blessed are you, dear son, whose fame has spread in 
the world and has gone up to heaven. The three-eyed lord has 
been directly perceived by you. Devas have been consoled by 
you. With you as son the excellent worlds will never dwindle 
down. 

Brahmd said : 

188. At that time a shower of flowers fell on his head from 

heaven. The shouts of “Victory” uttered by Devas arose, O 
great sage. 

189. After bestowing blessings on his son and after bowing 

down to Sambhu, Ganga and Devas along with his wife Dadhlci 

spoke to his son. 

Dadhlci said : 

190. Get yourself a wife. Have devotion to Siva and serve 
Ganga. After procreating sons and after performing sacrifices 
with due gifts, dear son, you can be contented. Thereafter, 

proceed to heaven for a long stay there. 

Brahmd said: 

191-192. “I shall do thus” said Pippalada, the son of 
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Dadhici. Along with his wife, Dadhlci consoled his son again 

and again permitted by Devas he returned to heaven. 
With great bewilderment Devas said to Pippalada. 

Devas said : 

193-199. Welfare unto you. Quieten Krtya and the great 
fire arising from her. 

Brahma said : 

Pippalada said to them: “I am incapable of warding her 
off. T shall never utter a lie. You can yourselves speak to 

Krtya. 
On seeing me that highly terrible Krtya will do just the 

opposite thing*’. 

Devas went unto her and spoke to her and the fire, plead¬ 
ing for their being pleased for the sake of peace. Both of them 
said : “No. I have been created by the brahmin for devouring 
everything; so also the fire born of me. How can it be other¬ 
wise ? The five great elements and everything that is mobile 

and immobile must be kept in our mouth. There is nothing that 

remains to be mentioned.” 
After consulting me (Brahma) Devas said again to both 

of them. 
“Both of you devour everything in due order.” 
Vadava then spoke to Devas thus. O Narada, listen to it. 

Va4ai&said : 

200-202. O excellent Devas everything is worthy of being 
devoured by me in accordance with your wish. 

Brahma said: 

That Vadava became a river, O sage, and joined Ganga. 

The immortal ones call fire arising from her the primordial 

fire. It was extremely terrible and they know that it is the 

first of elements. 

Devas said : 

Waters should be considered the eldest. So also you are the 
first. Still, devour the eldest (ocean) according to what we say. 

Go and devour as you please. 
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Brahmd said : 

203-205. Fire-god said to Devas : “There is water there. 
How can I go ? If you alone take me up to the vast sheet of 
water I shall go.” 

They said: “O Fire-god, in what way should your move¬ 
ment be ? 

The Fire-god said to those Devas, “If a virtuous virgin 

places me in a golden pot and takes me to a place were I can 
move about myself (it shall be proper).” 

On hearing those words of his, Devas said to the virgin 
Sarasvatl : 

Devas said : 

206-209. O Sarasvati, bear this Fire-god on your head and 
take him to the ocean. 

Brahmd said: 

Sarasvati said to Devas: “I alone an unable to hold him. If 

I am helped by four others I shall carry him to the ocean quickly.” 
On hearing the words of Sarasvati Devas spoke to Ganga, 

Yamuna, Narmada and Tapati severally. 

Accompanied by them she was able to carry him. After plac¬ 
ing the Fire-god in a golden pot and carrying it on their heads 

they went to the ocean. 
210-212. The five rivers (including) Sarasvati brought the 

fire and placed it in Prabhasa where Somanatha, the lord of 

Devas, the lord of the universe, the moon-crested lord is stationed 

along with Devas. The great fire presides over the place drinking 
water slowly. Then Devas spoke to Siva, the most excellent Deva. 

Devas said: 

213-217. Tell us the way of sanctifying the bones of the 

cows as well as the bones of us. 

Brahmd said: 

Siva then said to everyone: “By plunging into Ganga scru¬ 

pulously Devas and cows are released from their sins. There is 

no doubt about this.” 
Thereafter, the bones taken from the body of the sage were 

washed. Being washed there, they attained sanctity. 
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The place where Devas got rid of their sins is the holy centre 

Papanagana (Destroyer of sins). A holy dip and distribution of 
charitable gifts there destroy even the sin of brahmin slaughter. 

The holy centre where the cows were sanctified is cited as 
Gotirtha. By taking a holy dip there the highly intelligent de¬ 

votee shall obtain the benefit of a cow-sacrifice. 
218. The place where the bones of that brahmin became 

sacred, O Narada, should be known as Pitrtirtha. It is condu¬ 
cive to the increase of delight of the manes. 

219-220 If the ashes, bones, nails or hairs of any living 
being, even if he has committed sin, were to fall into this holy 
centre he will stay in heaven as long as the moon, sun and stars 
exist. So, from the holy centre of Cakregvara three holy centres 
are evolved, O Narada. Then the sanctified cows and Devas 

spoke to Sambhu. 

The cows and Devas said'. 

221-223. We shall go to our respective abodes. The sun is 

established here. As long as the sun stays Devas shall be estab¬ 
lished. O lord of worlds, it behoves you to permit it. The eter¬ 
nal sun is the immanent soul of mobile and immobile beings. 

The sun in the nature of a Deva has been established there by 
us where Ganga, mother of universe, and the three-eyed Lord 
Siva are established. The residence and the establishment of 

Devas shall be where the three-eyed lord is. 

Brahma, said : 

224. Taking leave of Pippalada Devas went to their own 

abode. The Pippalas attained the everlasting (pleasures of) 
heaven after the lapse of some time. 

225. The brahmin Pippalada of great exploits established 

the position of trees in the overlordship of the field and wor¬ 

shipped Sankara. 
226. The courageous son of Dadhlci of fierce splendour 

married the daughter of Gautama and begot sons. He earned 
wealth and fame and attained heaven along with his friends. 

227. Thenceforth that holy centre is called Pippalegvara. 

It is sacred and it affords the benefit of all sacrifices. The very 

remembrance of it destroys sins. 
228. What doubt is there then (that sins will be removed) 
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through holy dip and charitable gifts and by the visit to the 
Sun. Cakregvara and PippaleSa are the two names of the lord 

of Devas. 
229-230. After knowing this along with the esoteric 

truth one shall achieve all cherished desires. That holy centre 
is called Prati?thana because the sun is installed there and 
the abodes of Devas are established there. It is dear even to 
Devas. This narrative is verv sacred. He who reads this 

r 

narrative or listens to this or remembers it lives for a long time. 

He will be righteous and become wealthy. Remembering 

&ambhu at the time of death he will attain him as well. 

CHAPTER FORTYONE 

Nagatirtha a Holy Centre 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre well known by the name of Nagatirtha 

is auspicious. It bestows all cherished things. Here the lord is 
Nagesvara. Listen to the detailed description of the same. 

2. In the city of Pratisthana1 there was a king known as 

Surasena. He was a prosperous intelligent king born of Lunar 
Dynasty. He was an ocean of virtue. 

3. In the company of his beloved wife he made great efforts 

for getting a son. After a long time a serpent of very terrible 
features was born as his son. 

4. Surasena, the king, nursed and brought him up. No man 
ever knew that the king’s son was a serpent. 

5. Excepting his mother and father, no one whthin or 

without knew (this secret). Neither the nurse nor the chief 
minister nor the priest knew it. 

6. On seeing that terrible serpent the excellent king and 

his wife were acutely distressed everyday. (They thought) that 
having no sons is far better than having a serpent for a son. 

1. (a) An ancient city near modern Allahabad, situated on the eastern 
aide of the confluence of Ganga and Yamuna, (b) The capital of Salivahana 
on the Godavari. 
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7-8. There was a special thing in this instance. The great 

serpent used to speak like men. That serpent said to his father, 
“Perform the holy rites of tonsure as well as Upanayana (sacred 
thread) and the study of the Vedic texts. Till he studies the 
Vedas a twice-born is considered equal to a Sudra.” 

Brahma said : 

9. On hearing these words of his son Surasena was extre¬ 
mely distressed. He fetched a certain brahmin and got the con- 
secratory rites duly performed. After learning the Vedas the 
serpent said to his father. 

The serpent said : 

10. Celebrate my marriage, O king. I am desirous of a 
woman, O excellent king. This is my opinion that your duties 
will not be fulfilled otherwise. 

11. One should beget sons in accordance with the injunc¬ 
tions of the Vedas and perform all consccratory rites. There is 
no redemption for one who does not become a father and per¬ 
form such rites. 

Brahma said : 

12-13, Being surprised the father said to that son with the 
shape of a serpent : 

$ urasena said : 

Who will give liis daughter in marriage to a person whose 
voice frightens even brave men ? Tell me my son. What shall 
I do ? 

Brahma said : 

14-16. On hearing those words of his father the clever 

serpent said. 

The serpent said: 

There are many types of marriages of kings, O king, O ruler 
of men. Forcible abduction, with the use of weapons, is also a 
type of marriage. When the marriage of the son is celebrated 

the father can be contented. 
If you are not celebrating my marriage I shall undoubtedly 

die in Gaiiga. 
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Brahmd said : 

17. On realizing the decision of that son, the excellent 
king without a (human) son called his ministers for discussing 
the marriage and said. 

Stirasena said : 

18-22. My son Nage^vara is the heir apparent. He is an 
ocean of virtue. He has good qualities. He is intelligent. He is 

heroic. He is invincible. He scorches the enemies. If Naga is 
seated in a chariot with his bow he becomes incomparable 

in the whole of the earth. His marriage is to be celebrated. I 
am becoming old. I want to be carefree after placing the bur¬ 
den of my kingdom on his shoulders. My beloved son will not 
get rid of his childish nature till he marries. Hence all of you 
approve of this. All of you, engaged in what is conducive to my 
welfare, may kindly make efforts for the celebration of his 
marriage. Once my son is married I will not have any worry at 

all. Those who have fulfilled their worldly duties place the 
burden on their sons and go to forest for performing penance. 

Brahmd said : 

23. On hearing the words of the king the ministers humbly 
joined their palms in reverence. Delightedly they spoke to the 
king of profound brilliance : 

The Ministers said: 

24. Your son is superior to all in virtue. You are renowned 
everywhere. Therefore in the matter of your son’s marriage 
what is there to be deliberated upon ? What is there to be 
worried about ? 

Brahmd said : 

25. When the ministers said so, the excellent king of grave 
features did not mention to the ministers the fact that his son 

was a serpent. They too did not know it (from other sources). 
26-28 The king said to them again : “Who shall be the 

bride richly endowed with virtues ? Who will be that prosperous 

king, born of a great dynasty and abode of good qualities, 
worthy of alliance with us ? Who is that heroic king whose 
alliance shall be praised by all ? 
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On hearing those words of the king the Chief Minister of 
great intellect, a man of noble birth and excellent conduct who 
was ever engaged in what was conducive to the welfare of the 
king and his affairs, spoke thus. He had understood the mind 
of the king and he was aware of his wishes. 

The Minister said : 

29. O great king, there is a king named Vijaya in the 
Eastern land. He has countless horses, elephants and jewels. 

30. That intelligent great king has eight valorous sons. 

Their sister Bhogavatl is precisely like another LaksmI. She is 
a suitable wife unto your son, O king. 

Brahma, said : 

31-34. On hearing the words of the old Minister the king 
replied to him : 

The King said : 

How can his daughter be (the wife) of this son of mine ? 
Tell me that. 

The old Minister said : 

You have been understood, O great king. I have observed 

what (thoughts are there) in your mind. Permit me to carry 
out the duties of a Surasena (i.e. one who has heroic soldiers in 

his army). 

Brahma said : 

On hearing the words of the old Minister, he honoured him 
with ornaments, garments and words (of praise). He then sent 

him with a great army. 

35-41. He went to the Eastern land and met the great 
king. He addressed him by a variety of respectful words in 
accordance with the requirements of polity and strategic means. 

The highly intelligent (minister) made an alliance for the 
marriage of Bhogavati, the daughter of the great king, and 

Naga the intelligent son of king Surasena. The alliance was 
contracted through false and true utterances. He honoured the 
king with ornaments, garments etc. After receiving the due 

honour the king said then, “I shall give”. 
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After returning from there the extremely intelligent old 
minister informed Surasena about the marriage proposal. 

Afterwards when a great deal of time elapsed the highly 

intelligent old minister went there along with a great army. He 
was adorned with ornaments and garments. He went there 
quickly surrounded by all other ministers. The great intelligent 

minister, the old minister surrounded by other ministers spoke 
everything connected with the marriage to the great king. 

The old Minister said : 

42. The intelligent son of king Surasena, well known by 
the name of Naga, the ocean of virtue, does not wish to come 

here. 
43-44. The marriage rites of Ksatriyas, O king, are of 

various types. Hence the marriage shall be through weapons 
and ornaments, O extremely intelligent one. Indeed Ksatriyas 
and brahmins do speak the truth. So let this marriage through 
weapons and ornaments be permitted. 

Brahmd said : 

45-46. On hearing the words of the old minister the excel¬ 

lent king Vijaya considered the utterance of the minister and 
the king truthful. The king celebrated the marriage of Bhoga- 
vati elaborately with a weapon (by proxy). Then he sent her in 
accordance with (the injunctions of) scriptures. 

47-51. Vijaya who was much^delighted entrusted his own 
ministers with many cows, gold coins, horses, etc. (to be given 

to Surasena). Those ministers with the old Minister at their 
head took her (the bride) to Pratisthana and intimated to 
Surasena that she was his daughter-in-law. They conveyed the 
message of Vijaya too in so many words. They became con¬ 
tented after handing over to Surasena the different types of 
ornaments, maid-servants, garments and other things. King 

Surasena received with great honour those ministers of Vijaya 
who had arrived there along with Bhogavati and bade farewell 
to them (after giving them some presents) so that Vijaya 

could be pleased. 
52. The young maiden of excellent waistline, the youthful 

pretty daughter of Vijaya engaged herself in serving her father- 

in-law and mother-in-law everyday. 
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53-54. The great and extremely terrible serpent who was 

the husband of Bhogavati was staying in a deserted house in 

an isolated place. It had been rendered splendid by means of 

jewels. Fragrant flowers had been scattered there. The abode 

was (thus) pleasingly cool. That serpent used to say to his 
father and mother again and again (thus) : 

55. “Why does not my wife, the princess, come near me at 

all ?” On hearing these words of her son, the mother of the 
serpent said : 

The King's wife said : 

56. O Nurse, of great beauty and fortune, go quickly and 

tell Bhogavati, “Your husband is a serpent”. (Tell me) what 

she says thereupon. 

Brahmd said : 

57. After saying “so be it” and approaching Bhogavati she 
said to her in secret very humbly. She said so in a manner fit 

for reporting an unprecedented thing. 

The Nurse said : 

58-63. O extremely fortunate lady of gentle manner, I 

know your husband to be a deity. Nowhere should this be 

mentioned by you that he is a serpent and certainly not a man. 

Brahmd said : 

On hearing these words of that (nurse) Bhovavati said this. 

Bhogavati said : 

Normally the husband of a woman of the mortal world is a 

man of the mortal world. A husband of the divine species is 

obtained only by merit. 

Brahmd said : 

She reported these words of Bhogavati entirely to the 

serpent, the mother of the serpent and to the king in the due 

order. The king cried when she said this because he remembered 
the effect of Karmans. Bhogavati said to the female companion 

mentioned before : 
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Bhagavatt said : 

Welfare unto you. Show me my beloved husband. My 

(youthful) age passes in vain. 

BrahmS said : 

64-65. Then she pointed out that terrible serpent. Bhoga- 

vati went to the bedchamber filled with fragrant flowers. On 

seeing her husband in secret (that is) the terrible serpent em¬ 

bellished with jewels, she immediately joined her palms together 

in reverence and spoke to her husband. 

Bhogavati said : 

66. Blessed am I, honoured am I whose husband is a 

deity. 

Brahm&said : 

67-68. After saying this and remaining there on the bed 

the lady of slender limbs made the serpent sport about through 

songs delightful to serpents as well as contacts with his limbs. 

She pleased her husband by means of fragrant flowers and 

beverages. Due to her favour the serpent was able to recollect, 

O sage. After remembering everything perpetrated by fate the 

serpent said to his beloved wife at night. 

The serpent said : 

69. Though you are the daughter of a king, O my beloved 

wife, how is it that you are not afraid on seeing me? 

She said (in reply) “Who is competent to transgress what is 
laid down by fate ? To women, the husband alone is the 

refuge. ” 

Brahmd said : 

70. Then the extremely intelligent and delighted Nagendra 

said to his wife. 

The serpent said : 

71. I am pleased with your devotion. What is it that 

you desire ? What shall I grant you ? O lady of beautiful 

limbs, it is due to your favour that I have regained the ability 
of remembering everything. 
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72-74. Formerly I was a powerful serpent, a son of Se?a, 
coiled round the arm of Mahesvara. I was then cursed by the 
angry Pinaka-bearing lord of the Devas. I was your husband, 
and you my wife named Bhogavatl. Once Siva was delighted at 
the words of Um& in secret. Therefore he laughed boisterously. 
O gentle lady, I too laughed in the presence of the lord. Then 
Sambhu became angry and cursed me thus : 

Siva said : 

75-78. You will be born of human womb. You will be 
endowed with knowledge and wisdom. 

The Serpent said : 

Then O gentle lady, Sambhu was pacified by you along with 

me. And this was said by him, O gentle lady : “You shall per¬ 
form my worship in the GautamI when you are in the form of 
a serpent. I shall endow you with knowledge and wisdom. 
Then you will be freed from the curse due to the grace of 
Bhogavatl.’’ It is for this reason that I have acquired this state 
and you too, O lady of splendid face. Now take me to GautamI 

and perform the worship along with me. 

79. Then I will be released from the curse. Both of us 
shall goto Siva once again. Siva alone is the ultimate resort 

unto all distressed persons always. 

Brahmd said : 

BP. On hearing the words of her husband, she went to 

GautamI along with her husband. After taking bath in 
GautamI she performed the worship of Siva. 

81. Then the lord became delighted, O sage, and granted 
them the divine form. The serpent took leave of his parents and 
got ready to go to Siva’s world along with his wife. On coming 

to know of it the extremely intelligent father said. 

The father said : 

82. The eldest son (of a king) holds the rank of Crown 
Prince. You are my only son. Hence rule over the entire 
kingdom. Beget many sons. After I proceed to the supreme 

abode, go to Siva’s city. 
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Brahmd said : 

83-86. On hearing these words of his father the king of 
serpents said—“So be it”. Along with his wife, father, mother 
and sons he ruled over the vast kingdom after attaining the 
beauty of Cupid. When his parents went to heaven he placed 
his sons in his own place. Accompanied by his wife, ministers 
and others he went to Siva’s city. 

Thenceforth that holy centre is well known as Nagatirtha. 

A holy dip and distribution of charitable gifts in the place 
where lord Nagesvara was installed by Bhogavatl bestow the 
benefit of all sacrifices. 

CHAPTER FORTYTWO 

Matrtirtha 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre known as “Matrtirtha” is conducive 
to all sorts of achievements of men. A creature is freed from 
all mental ailments merely by remembering that holy centre. 

2. There was a terrible battle between Devas and Asuras. 
Devas were not able to conquer Danavas in battle. 

3. Then, along with Devas, I approached the Trident¬ 
armed lord standing in his abode. With my palms joined in 
reverence I eulogized him by reciting a number of prayers. 

4-7. Devas and Asuras after mutual consultation came to 
an agreement that they should churn the ocean. O Mahesa, 
while they were churning there emerged Kalakuta (a virulent 
poison). Excepting you who else could have been competent to 

swallow it ? 
Cupid is competent to keep the three worlds under his 

control by means of his flowery weapons. He is worthy of being 
saluted by other Devas too. (Even he) met with destruction 

when he tried to extend his power over Hara. 
O enemy of Cupid, after churning the ocean you gave to the 

heaven-dwellers the best thing, viz. the nectar, and yourself 
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consumed the poison. This adds to your glory. It is certainly a 

greatness of yours. 
Thereupon the three-eyed primordial lord was satisfied. 

Siva said: 

8-10. I shall give you whatever is desired by you. May 
the excellent Devas speak out their needs. 

Devas said: 

We are in great terror of Danavas. O bull-bannered one, 
come along with us. Kill our enemies. Save us, O lord, we are 
having a protector in you. 

O Siva, if you had not been a disinterested friend what 
could the miserable embodied beings have done ? 

Brahmd said : 

11. On being requested thus he went at the very same 
moment to the place where the enemies of Devas were camping. 

A fierce battle raged between Sankara and the enemies of 
Devas. 

12. Then the three-eyed lord became tired. Siva (then) 
assumed the Tamasa form. As he fought, drops of sweat fell 
from his forehead. 

13. Having resorted to the Tamasa form he killed Asuras. 

On seeing that form the Asuras went to the Earth 'from the top 
of Meru. 

14. Killing all Daityas Hara too went to the Earth. Being, 
frightened, they went around here and there all over the 
Earth. 

15. In the same manner Rudra too followed them in 
anger. In the same manner (as before) drops of perspiration 

fell down as Sambhu fought. 
16. Wherever the drops of perspiration came into contact 

with the Earth, O sage, the Mothers with the features of Siva 
were born. 

17. All of them said to Mahesvara, “We shall devour 

Asuras’*. Then the lord surrounded by Devas said : 

Siva said : 

18. Those Raksasas who came from heaven to the Earth 
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have reached the nether worlds (now). All of you hear my 
speech. 

19. Let the Mothers go wherever the enemies go. Now, the 
enemies have gone to the nether worlds. They are afraid of 

me. Following these enemies all of you too go to the nether 
worlds. 

Brahma said: 

20-23. Piercing the Earth, those Mothers went to the place 
where Daityas and Danavas were hiding. The Mothers killed 

all those terrible enemies of Devas. Through the same path 

they returned to Devas. Ever since the departure of Mothers 
and till their return, Devas had been staying on the banks of 

Gautami. This holy centre is called Pratisthana because 

Mothers departed therefrom and Devas were firmly established 
there. It is holy and conducive to victory. Wherever Mothers 

were born there were separate holy centres called Matrtirthas. 

24-25. In different places there were holes leading to the 
nether worlds. 

Devas granted boons to the Mothers: “Let them be wor¬ 

shipped in the world in the same manner as Siva for ever.” 
After saying this Devas vanished and Mothers remained there 

alone. 

26-28. Wherever the goddesses Mothers stayed the places 

are known as Matrtirtha. They are worthy of being resorted to 

even by Devas. Why not then by the human beings ? 

A holy dip, distribution of charitable gifts and water libation 

to Manes—everything has everlasing benefit in accordance with 

the utterance of lord Siva. 

He who listens to this narrative, reads or remembers this 

narrative of the holy centres of the Mothers shall become long- 

lived and happy. 
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CHAPTER F ORTYTHREE 

Brahmatirtha and other Holy Centres 

Brahma said : 
I. There is another holy centre which is difficult of access 

even to Devas. It is known as Brahmatirtha. It bestows on men 
worldly pleasures and salvation. 

2-3. O excellent sage, when the hosts of Devas stood by 
(on the banks of GautamI), when Daityas had entered the 
nether worlds and Mothers followed them, my fifth face having 
the terrible form of an ass said even as I was sitting in the 
midst of Devas. 

4. “O Daityas why do you flee? You need not fear. I am 
coming quickly. I shall devour all Devas who come over 
here.” • 

5. On seeing it preventing me and intending to devour in 
this manner all Devas became frightened and they spoke to 
Visnu: 

6. “Save us, O Visnu, save us, O lord of Universe, cut off 
the face of this Brahma”. 

The discus-bearing lord said to Devas : “I shall cut off 
the head with my discus. 

7-8. But the moment it is cut off it will destroy theuniverse 
consisting of mobile and immobile beings. Hence, I shall tell 
you this secret. Let all Devas hear the entire thing. 

The three-eyed lord is the proper person to cut off the 

head of Brahma. He will hold it undoubtedly.” 
Then Sambhu was eulogized and addressed by me: 
9. Sacrifice is transitory. It is incapable of according a 

visible benefit. It is not at ail fruitful to the person who per¬ 
forms it. Thinking thus and deciding that one with matted hair 
was a sure guarantee for the gift of the fruit, people resorted 

to him and got realization. 
10. Then the lord of Devas was pleased. For achieving the 

task of Devas and for rendering help to the people he spoke to 

Devas thus : “So be it”. 
II. After cutting off that fierce face of sinful nature that 

made hairs stand on ends, after cutting it off with his nails he 

said : “Where shall it be placed ?” 
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12-13. Then Earth spoke to Devas: “I am not capable 
of holding the head. I will be going down to the nether 
regions.” 

The Ocean said : “I am not capable of holding the head. 

I will go dry in a trice.” 
Then Devas said to Siva : “This head of Brahma must be 

held by you out of pity for the people.” 
14. “If it is not cut off the entire universe will be destroyed; 

if it is cut the result is the same.” 
After thinking thus Lord Siva held the head of Brahma in 

his hand. 

15. On seeing that extraordinary and difficult task on the 
banks of Gautami, Devas eulogized the lord out of love and 
devotion. 

16. The extremely terrible head of Brahma had been 
inimical to Devas. It had approached for devouring them. By 
the tips of his nails as sharp as a needle the crescent-crested 

lord plucked it off. Since there was danger in casting it off he 
held it in his hand out of compassion. 

17. On seeing that super-divine activity, all those Devas 
who were standing near Brahma eulogized the lord of Devas. 

18. Thereafter that holy centre is known as Brahmatlrtha. 
Even today the form of Brahma is one with four faces. It stands 

there. 
19-23. He who sees only the head goes to the region of 

Brahma. 

The place where Rudra stood and cut off the head of 
Brahma is the holy centre Rudratlrtha. 

The place where the Sun stays directly in the form of Devas 

is the excellent Saurya TIrtha. It is reputed as the bestower of 

benefits of all sacrifices. If one takes bath and visits the Sun, 
one does not take birth again. 

The fifth head of Brahma that was cut off by Mahadeva was 
installed in the holy centre Avimukta. By doing so he had done 
what is conducive to the welfare of Devas. 

If a brahmin-slayer visits the head in the holy centre 
Brahmatirtha and the skull of Brahma himself installed in the 

holy centre Avimukta on the banks of Gautami he becomes 

sanctified. 
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CHAPTER FORTYFOUR 

Avighnatirtha 

Brahmd said : 

1. The holy centre Avighna has been declared to be des¬ 
tructive of all obstacles. In this connection I shall narrate an 
incident. Listen devoutly, O Narada. 

2. On the northern bank of Gautami a divine sacrifice was 

held but it could not be concluded due to some obstacles. 
3. Then Devas spoke to Hari and me. Thereupon, I 

entered in meditation, saw the cause and spoke to them : 
4. “This sacrifice is not concluded on account of certain 

obstacles created by Vinayaka. Hence, let Devas eulogize the 
primordial lord Vinayaka.” 

5. After saying “So be it” Devas took their holy plunge in 
Gautami. On the banks of the river Devas eulogized Ganesvara, 

the primordial lord. 

Devas said : 

6. We seek refuge in that Vighnaraja who is worthy of wor¬ 

ship and bowed to by Devas and even by Siva, Visnu and 
Brahma in all undertakings. He is worthy of being meditated 

upon. 
7. There is no other deity equal to Vighnaraja in fulfilling 

wishes cherished in the heart. After coming to this conclusion, 
even the destroyer of Tripuras, Lord Siva worshipped him at 

the time of slaying the Tripuras.1 

8. May that VighneSvara, son of Ambika, bestow upon us 
freedom from obstacles immediately, in this great sacrifice. If 

he is meditated upon, the heart wishes of all embodied beings 

become fulfilled. 
9. It was an occasion for merriment to the goddess when 

a son was born the moment he was conceived. Hence, while 

bowing down to Vighnaraja, the contented Devas spoke of him 
as “Sadyojata” (“Born in a trice”). 

1. Literally, ‘three cities’, built by Maya for the Asuras out of gold, silver 

and iron and in Heaven, Sky and Earth respectively; they had the power 
to travel anywhere; said to have started tormenting Devas and so were burnt 

ultimately by Lord Siva. 
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10. Gariadhinatha was given to amusement. At one time 
he had been lying on the lap of his mother. Although he was 
prevented by his mother he forcibly concealed the moon among 
the matted locks of his father. 

11. He sucked the milk from the breasts of his mother. Still 
he was not satisfied. His heart had been rendered sour due to 
the jealousy of his brother. “Be Lambodara (pot-bellied).** 
Sambhu, thus, named Vighnaraja Lambodara. 

12. Surrounded by Devas MaheSasaid: “Startyourdance.** 
He was delighted by Ganesa by the sound of his anklets. He 
,:hcn crowned his son as the lord of Ganas. 

13. This deity holds the noose of obstacles in one of his 
hands. With the other he holds the axe placed on the shoulder. 

If he is not worshipped he causes obstacles, even to his mother. 
Who else is equal to Vighnapati? 

14. In all undertakings for acquiring virtue, wealth, love 
etc., he is to be worshipped at the outset. He is worshipped by 
Devas and Asuras everyday. I bow down at firstto that lord who 
is worshipped at the beginning of every rite and whose worship 
prevents destruction. 

15. Achievement of benefits is befittingly effected by ex¬ 
tending worship and entreaties unto him. In view of this the 

Mouse-vehicled lord takes excessive pride due to his independent 

power. He is fond of his brother. I worship that deity. 
16. I seek refuge in Srlganesa who is extremely delightful 

and who delighted his mother by means of exquisite dances 
and songs as well as all kinds of desires and sportful amusements. 

17. I seek refuge in Sriganesa who is made ever more power¬ 
ful by his father’s grace brought about for helping Devas in 

their fight against Asuras, and by eulogies and Mantras . and 
the acts of obeisance (offered by devotees). 

18. At the victorious campaign against Tripuras his father 

did an unusual thing (i.e. instead of being worshipped by his 
son he had to worship his son). I bow down to Ganesa who has 
been worshipped by his father with pleasure and who brought 

about freedom to his father. 

JBrahma said: 

19-25. Thus eulogized by Devas VighneSa spoke to them: 
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Ganda said: 

Hereafter, all sacrifices, performed by Devas shall be free 
from obstacle by my favour. 

Brahma said : 

When the divine sacrifice was completed Gane£a spoke 
to Devas : 

Ganefa said : 

Those who observe holy rites and enlogize me devoutly 

through this hymn will never experience the misery caused by 
poverty. 

Let all be assured that all the undertakings of those persons 
who take their holy plunge here and who distribute monetary 
gifts in devont spirit, will be successful. 

Brahma said : 

Simultaneously with this utterance Devas too said: “So 

be it**. When the sacrifice was concluded Devas went to their 

abode. 

Thereafter that holy centre is called Avighna. It bestows 
cherished desires and destroys obstacles. 

CHAPTER FORTYFIVE 

Se$atirtha and other Holy Centres 

Brahmd said : 

1. The holy centre known as Se§atirtha grants all cherished 

desires. I shall describe its features which have already been 

stated by me. 
2. The great Naga (serpent) named $e?a was the lord of 

nether worlds. Surrounded by all Nagas he went to Rasatala. 

3. This lord of Nagas was ousted (from Rasatala) by 
R&ksasas, Daityas and Danujas who entered Rasatala. He there¬ 

fore became agitated and spoke to me. 
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$e$a said: 

4. Rasatala had been given by you to Rak§asas as well as 
to me. They do not give me room. Hence, I am seeking refuge 

in you. 
5. Then I said to him. “Go to Gautami, O Naga. By 

eulogizing Mahadeva there you will get everything you desire. 
6. There is no other holy centre in the three worlds which 

can accord what you desire*’. 
Induced by my suggestion the Naga took his holy plunge 

in Ganga carefully. With palms joined in reverence, he eulogized 
the lord of Devas. 

£e$a said : 

7-9. Obeisance to the lord of three worlds, the destroyer of 
Dak§a’s sacrifice. Obeisance to you, the primordial Maker. 
Obeisance to the lord identical with the three worlds. 

Obeisance to the thousand-headed one. Obeisance to the 
lord carrying out the duty of annihilation. Obeisance to you 

having the form ofKala. Save me, O Sankara, Lord of every¬ 

thing, save me, O lord of Moon, O lord accompanied by 
Uma, O omnipresent one. O lord of the universe, obeisance to 
you; Give me whatever I desire in my mind. 

Brahma said : 

10-14. Then the delighted Mahesvara granted boons desired 
by the Naga. For the destruction of enemies of Devas—Daityas, 

Danavas and Raksasas, he gave Sesa a trident. Then he was 
advised by Siva, “Kill the leading enemies by means of this”. 

Along with the other Nagas he returned to Rasatala and kill¬ 

ed his enemies in battle. 
After killing Daityas, Danavas and Raksasas with his trident 

he returned to the place where Lord Hara, Sesesvara was 

present. 
A crevasse appeared in the path whereby the king of Nagas 

came from Rasatala to the place where the lord was present, in 

order to see the lord. 

The holy water of Ganga flowed through that crevasse. It is 
the bestower of great merit. 

15-16. That water flowed to Ganga. Beyond that is the conflu- 
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ence of Ganga. There is a big sacrificial pit in front of the lord. 
At the place where the Naga performed Homa a fire remained 
present always. The water became hot. It is here that we have 
the confluence of Ganga. 

17. After propitiating the lord of Devas the delighted Naga 
of great fame attained what he desired from Siva and went to 
Rasatala. 

18. Thereafter that holy centre is called Nagatirtha. It is 
holy. It fulfils all desires. It destroys sickness and poverty. 

19-20. It is conducive to longevity. It is holy and bestower 
of fortune. Through holy dips and distribution of gifts it yields 
salvation. He who listens and reads this with devotion, he who 
remembers this attains salvation. The place where Siva handed 
over the trident to Sesa is the holy centre Se§e£vara. 

There are altogether, O eminent sage, two thousand one 
hundred holy centres on the banks (of the river). They bestow 
all riches. 

CHAPTER FORTYSIX 

Vatfava and other Holy Centres 

Brahmd said : 
1-2. It is the fire Varava (lit.‘mare*; Vadavanala — sub¬ 

marine fire) that is known as Mahanala. The lord is called 

Mahanala and the river is called Varava. 
Dear Sir, I shall describe that holy centre which dispels death, 

old age and other defects. 
Formerly, the sages performed a sacrifice in the Naimisa 

forest. 
3-4. The sages of great austerities made Mrtyu (Death) as 

slaughterer.1 When sacrifice went on with Mrtyu as the slaugh¬ 
terer, no one died among the mobile and immobile beings. 
Excepting the sacrificial animals, O excellent sage, mortal beings 

attained immortality. 

1. Samitj- is one who officiates in a sacrifice as a slaughterer of the sacrificial 

victim. 
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5. Therefore, heaven became void and the mortal world 
was overcrowded because they were neglected by Mrtyu. Then 
Devas said to the Raksasas. 

6. *'All of you go to sacrifice. Destroy that great sacrifice of 

sages.” 
On hearing these words of Devas the Raksasas said to 

Devas : 
7. “We shall destroy that sacrifice. But what is our benefit 

therefrom? No one engages himself in any activity anywhere on 

any occasion without a proper reason.” 

Brahma said : 

8. Devas said to Asuras: “You too will get the benefit of 

sacrifice (?). Hence you go to the excellent sacrifice of sages”. 

9. On hearing it they hurried to the place where the sacri¬ 

fice was on in order to destroy it, especially at the instance of 

Devas. 
10. On coming to know of it, the sages said to Mrtyu : 

“What shall we do? At the instance of Devas the Raksasas have 

come here as the destroyers of sacrifice.” 

11-12. The residents of Naimisa forest discussed the matter 

with Mytyu. Accordingly, they abandoned their hermitage, O 

Narada. They took with them only the sacred fire leaving the 
utensils behind for the successful conclusion of the sacrifice. They 

hastened to GautamI Tirtha along with the slaughterer. 

13. After taking their holy plunge there they eulogized 
Mahesana for their protection. With their palms joined in 

reverence they eulogized the lord of Devas. 

The sages said : 

14-17. We seek refuge in that Somesvara who sportingly 

created this universe; who is the creator and dispenser of the 

destiny of the three worlds; who has the cosmic form and who 
is beyond both the existing and the non-existing. 

Mftyu said: 

I seek refuge in that Sankara, the lord of Devas, who creates, 
protects and destroys everything merely by his will. 

I shall seek refuge in Sankara who has great strength and 
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huge body; who has big serpents as his ornaments and who is 
the lord assuming a huge form. 

Brahmd said: 

Then the lord said : “What is it that you wish?” 

Mrtyu said: 

18. O lord of Devas, a terrible danger has befallen us from 
the Raksasas. Protect our sacrifice. Protect us so that our 
sacrifice be concluded. 

Brahma said: 

19. The lord did so. The three-eyed bull-bannered lord 
did so. With Mptyu as the slaughterer the sacrifice was con¬ 
cluded. 

20. The immortal ones slowly came there for their respec¬ 
tive shares in Havi offering. The furious sages said to them 
along with Mrtyu. 

The sages said: 

21. Since Raksasas had been sent by you for destroying our 
sacrifice, let the sinful Raksasas be your enemies. 

Brahma said : 

22-23. Thenceforth the Raksasas became the enemies of 
Devas. Devas and sages crowned Vadava, the Krtya,1 saying, 
“You be the wife of Mrtyu.” The holy water that flowed at the 
time of coronation became the river Vadava. 

24-25. The Linga installed by Mrtyu is known as Maha- 
nala. Thereafter, they know this holy centre as Vadava San- 
gama. 

That holy centre where the lord is Mahanala yields worldly 
pleasures and salvation. There are altogether a thousand holy 
centres on the banks on either side. They give all desired things. 
By remembering them sins can be washed away. 

1. A demoness or evil spirit created by black magic or bom of sacrifice 

for destructive purposes. 
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CHAPTER FORTYSEVEN 

Atmatirtha 

Brahmd said : 

1. The holy centre known as Atmatirtha yields worldly 
pleasures and salvation to men. I shall describe the efficacy of 

that holy centre where Siva is called JiianeSvara. 
2. There was a son of Atri known as Datta. He was a favou¬ 

rite of Hara. He was the beloved brother of Durvasas. He was 
an expert in all sciences and learning. He went to his father, 

bowed to him humbly and said. 

Datta said : 

3-6. How can I realize the Brahman? Whom shall I ask? 

Where shall I go? 

Brahmd said : 

On having the words of his son, Atri meditated and said. 

Atri said : 

Dear son, go to Gautami and eulogize Mahesvara there. 

When he becomes delighted you will acquire knowledge from 

him. 

Brahmd said: 

Saying “So be it” the son of Atri went to Ganga. He had 

purity and self-control. With his palms joined in reverence he 

eulogized Sankara with devotion. 

Datta said: 

7. O overlord of Devas ! As ill luck would have it, I have 

fallen into the well of worldly existence. I am sunk in the mire 
of misery by delusion. I am enveloped by the darkness of ignor¬ 

ance. I am not able to realize the supreme soul. 

8. I am pierced by the powerful trident of sins. I am torn 
asunder by the razor of worries and anxieties. I am scorched by 

the terrible heat of five sense-organs. I am wearied. Redeem me, 

O Somanatha. 

9. I have been bound by the fetters of proverty. I have 
been damned by the scorching flames of fire of sickness. I have 
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been attacked by the serpent of Death. I am frightened much. 
What shall I do, O Sambhu ? 

10. I have been extremely distressed by births and deaths, 
thirst and hunger, Rajas and Tamas. I have been overwhelmed 
by old age. O lord, see the condition in which I am placed today 
and be merciful. 

11. I have been landed in difficulty severally by lust,anger, 
jealousy, arrogance, vanity and other faults. I have been pierced 
by them. O lord, like a true leader ward off these enemies of 
mine. 

12. This is true that somebody will dispel the misery of some 
fallen fellow. Except from you, O Somanatha, I do not have 
even a sympathetic word anywhere. 

13. It is only as long as I do not utter the words “Obeisance 
to Siva” that I have to suffer from these, viz., anger, fear, delu¬ 

sion, misery, ignorance, poverty, sickness, lust and other similar 

vices and even death. 

14. I am not virtuous. I am not devout. I am not discreet. 
I am not merciful. You are a donor. Hence, O lord, worthy of 

being sought refuge in, place the word ‘Soma’ in my mind. 

15. I do not earnestly beg for the overlordship of Devas, O 

Somanatha. I request humbly for the presence of lotus-like feet 
of Srisomanatha in the middle of my lotus-like heart. 

16. Even as I have been known to you as a sinner, listen 

to my submission. Let me be present always where the word 

“Siva” is heard. 
17. O consort of Gauri, O Sankara, O Somanatha, O lord 

of the universe, O storehouse of sympathy, O soul of all, where 

eulogies are offered thus, there some happy and successful 

person is sure to dwell. 

Brakm&said : 
18. On hearing the eulogy of Dattatreya, Lord Hara was 

pleased. Bhava, the creator of the universe, said to that Yogin, 

“I am the bestower of boons”. 

Atreya said : 
19. This is the boon I seek, O lord, worshipped by Devas, 
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viz. the knowledge of the soul, liberation, vast devotion1 to 

you and the greatness of this holy centre. 

Bra.hmd.said : 

20. “Let it be so”, saying this Siva vanished there itself. 

Thenceforth wise men know that holy centre as Atmatirtha. O 
Narada, one shall attain salvation by taking holy dip there and 

by distributing monetary gifts. 

CHAPTER FORTYEIGHT 

ASvattha and other Tirthas 

1. There are some other holy centres, viz. ASvattha, Pippala 
and Mandatirtha in the North. Listen to their excellence. 

2. Formerly, the saintly lord Agastya of the southern 
quarter was induced by Devas to make a request to Vindhya 

mountain. 
3-5. Surrounded by one thousand sages he approached 

Vindhya mountain abounding in trees of various kinds. With 
enumerable peaks Vindhya was trying hard to excel in height 

mountain Meru and the Sun. He had risen to a great height. 
Sage Agastya, the strong-willed husband of Lopamudra, was 
received with great acclaim along with other brahmins. The 

sage praised the mountain and spoke with the accomplishment 
of the object of Devas in mind. 

Agastya said : 
6. I am going on a pilgrimage, O excellent Mountain, 

along with these sages, the seers of truth. I am going in the 

southern direction. 
7. O lord of mountains, give me the way, I beg of you. 

Accord me a hospitable welcome. Till I return you should stay 

thus. 
8. It should not be otherwise. “So be it”, said the excel¬ 

lent mountain surrounded by sages. Sage Agastya went in the 

southern direction. 

1. The printed word Bhukti (enjoyment of pleasures) does not fit in the 
context. Bhakti ( devotiou) seems to be the right word. (Ed.) 
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9. Slowly and slowly he went to GautamI and got initiated 
for the sacrifice. Surrounded by sages he performed the sacri¬ 
fice for a year. 

10. There were two sinful sons of Kaitabha. They were 

Raksasas, the source of vexation to the virtuous. They were 
known in the abode of Devas as Asvattha and Pippala. 

11. Asvattha disguised himself as the holy fig tree and 
Pippala assumed the form of a brahmin. Both of them were 

anxious to destroy the sacrifice. 
12. The evil-minded Danavas assumed the desired forms 

Asvattha the form of a tree and Pippala the form of a brahmin. 
13. Both of them harassed brahmins daily, O saint. Who¬ 

ever touched Aivattha was devoured by that tree. 
14. Pippala, the younger Raksasa posed, as a chanter of 

Samans and devoured his disciples. That is why even today the 
chanters of Samans among the brahmins are devoid of com¬ 
passion. 

15-16. On seeing the brahmins dwindling in number the 
sages realized that they were being devoured by the Raksasa. 
The intelligent sages approached Sanaiscara (Saturn), son of 
the Sun-god, who was performing penance on the southern 
bank of GautamI and observing the holy rites. They reported to 

him the (mischievous) activities of the two Raksasas. 

17. The son of the Sun-god said to the sages : “I shall 
kill those Raksasas, O brahmins, when I complete my penance. 

With the penance (as yet) incomplete I am powerless to kill 

them.*’ 

18. Again, the sages said : “We shall give you the 

benefit of our penance”. 
On being told thus by the brahmins the son of Sun-god 

said to them, “It is done**. 

19. Saturn, the son of the Sun-god, approached the 
Raksasa in the form of a holy fig. Saturn was in the guise of a 
brahmin. As a brahmin he circumambulated the Raksasa. 

20. As he circumambulated the Raksasa the sinful demon 
thought that he was an ordinary brahmin. He therefore ate 

him up by his power of Maya. 
21-23. After entering his body, Saturn looked at his in- 
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testines. On being looked at by Saturn the sinful Raksasa was 
reduced to ashes like a mountain struck down by thunderbolt. 

After reducing Asvattha to ashes he went to the other 
Raksasa who was equally the abode of sin and who had assum¬ 
ed the form of a brahmin. He approached the Raksasa with 

humility as a disciple would approach his preceptor. 

24. As usual Pippala devoured Saturn, the son of Sun-god. 
When Saturn-entered his body he looked at the intestines in 

the belly of the Raksasa. 

25-27. The moment he was looked at by Saturn the 
Raksasa was reduced to ashes. After killing both of them 
Saturn said : “What remains to be done now ? Let all sages 

tell me”. 
Then the sages with Agastya as their head became pleased. 

They granted boons to Saturn, the slow moving son of the Sun- 

god. 
Being pleased, the powerful Saturn spoke to the brahmins : 

Saturn said : 

28. The tasks of the people will be accomplished when 
they touch the holy fig tree on my day after observing all holy 

rites. They will not have any trouble arising from me. 

29. There is another boon : The tasks of the people will be 
accomplished when they take a holy plunge in the holy centre 

Asvattha. 

30-33. (The following Mantra is to be recited) “O holy 
fig tree, subdue immediately the throbbing of my eyes, the 
throbbing of my arms, the effects of bad dreams, vicious 

thoughts and suppress my enemies too.” 

On Saturdays men should get up early in the morning, O 
divine sage. They should meditate on Siva. Repeating the 
above Mantra they should touch the holy fig tree. Thus the 

evil effects due to adverse planets will be dispelled. 

Brahma said : 

Thereafter, they know this holy centre as Asvattha and 
Pippala. There are other holy centres known as Saturn, Agastya, 

Satrika, Yajfiika and Samaga. Sixteen thousand and eight holy 
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centres originated in this manner. A holy plunge therein and 

distribution of holy gifts yield the benefit of all sacrifices. 

CHAPTER FORTYNINE 

Somatirtha 

Brahma, said: 

1. The holy centre Somatirtha has also been mentioned 

by noble men. By taking a holy plunge and by distributing 

charitable gifts there, the benefit of drinking Soma juice can 

be had. 

2. Formerly, the medicinal herbs were the mothers of 

worlds. They are honoured by all living beings. They are also 

my divine mothers. They are prior to all prior ones. 

3. Virtue is rooted in them. So also the study of Vedas 

and sacrificial rites. All the three worlds, and their mobile and 

immobile beings are sustained by these. 

4. All the ailments are undoubtedly cured by them. Food 

comes from them and all lives are saved by them. These 

medicinal herbs are worthy of being honoured by the worlds 

but being free from egoism they spoke to me. 

Medicinal herbs said : 

5-8. O most excellent Deva, give us a king. Give us our 

husband. 

Brahmd said : 

On hearing their words the medicinal herbs were told by me: 

“All of you will obtain a husband, a king, who will heighten 

your pleasure**. 

On hearing the word “king” they said to me again, O sage: 

“Where shall we go ?*’ 

They were told by me, “May the mothers go to Gautaml. If 

she is satisfied you will have a king worshipped by the world.” 

O excellent sage, they went to the river Gautaml and 

eulogized her. 
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Medicinal herbs said : 

9. O Gautamf, of meritorious waters, O beloved of Sambhu, 

if you had not come down to the Earth, could the people with 

miseries arising from their contact with different sins, have 

found it possible to live ? 

10. Who knows the fate of persons on the Earth, O queen 

of rivers ? O mother Ganga, you are the destroyer of their sins. 

You are easily accessible to them for ever. 

11. O Ganga, worthy of being honoured by the three 

worlds, O mother of the worlds, does anyone understand your 

real greatness ? Although his body is closely embraced by 

Gauri, lord Siva holds you on his head. 

12. Obeisance to you, O mother, bestower of all desired 

objects ! Obeisance to you, O destroyer of sins, O goddess 

identical with Brahman ! Obeisance to you, O river, rising 

from the lotus-like feet of Visnu ! Obeisance to you, O river 

rising from the matted hair of Sambhu ! 

Brahmd said : 

13-16. Even as they were eulogizing thus the goddess said: 

“What shall I give you ?” 

Medicinal herbs said : 

£) mother of the universe, give us a husband, a king of 

excessive splendour. 

Brahma said : 

Then the river Ganga spoke these words to the medicinal 

herbs. 

Gafigd said : 

I am of the nature of Nectar, the medicinal herbs are 

mothers of nectarous nature. I shall give you Soma (Moon) 

as your husband as he has nectar within. 

Brahma said : 

17-20. Devas, sages, Moon and medicinal herbs accepted 

that proposal. Thereafter, they went to their respective abodes. 

Where the great medicinal herbs obtained the king of nectar- 
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ous soul, the Moon, the dispeller of all distresses and sins, that 

holy centre is known as Somatirtha. It bestows the benefit of 
drinking the Soma juice. If a person takes a holy plunge there 

and distributes monetary (and other) gifts his deceased ances¬ 

tors will attain heavenly abode. 
He who listens to this daily, or reads, or remembers it 

devoutly obtains a long life. He shall have sons. He shall be 

rich. 

CHAPTER FIFTY 

Dh&nyatirtha 

Brahma said : 
1. The holy centre known as Dhanyatirtha is the bestower 

of all cherished desires. It yields prosperity and welfare. It 

dispels all adversities. 

2. After getting Moon as their husband, the medicinal 
herbs became joyous. They spoke these words liked by Ganga 

and the entire world. 

Medicinal herbs said : 

3-5. There is a sacred legend in the Vedas which those who 

are conversant with the Vedas know. 

He who, in the vicinity of Ganga, gifts away a land full of 

plants, the land that is on a par with his mother, nay which is 

his own mother, shall attain all cherished desires. 

If a man gladly and devoutly gifts away to a person 
in the form of Vi$riu, Brahma or Ha a land full of plants, cows 

and medicinal herbs he will attain all cherished desires. What¬ 

ever is gifted is to be known as one of everlasting benefit. 

6-7. The medicinal herbs have the Moon as their king. 

The Moon is the lord of the medicinal herbs. He who after 
knowing this gifts away medicinal herbs to a person who knows 
Brahman attains all cherished desires. He is honoured in the 

world of Brahma. 
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Those very same medicinal herbs who were delighted and 
who had Moon as their king said again and again : 

The medicinal herbs said : 

8. O king, you redeem him who gifts us on Ganga. You 
are the excellent one, O lord of herbs. The mobile and immo¬ 
bile beings are dependent on you. 

9. The medicinal herbs conversed with king Soma: £tO 
king you redeem him who gifts us to brahmins. 

10. We are in the form of Brahman, we are in the form of 

vital airs. O king, you redeem him who gifts us to brahmins. 
11. O king, you redeem him who successfully performs 

holy rites and who gifts us away always to brahmins. It is an 
adoration unto us. 

12. Whatever is there in the world, whether mobile or 
immobile, is pervaded by us. O king, you redeem him who 

gifts us away to the brahmins. 

13. O king, you redeem him who gifts away Havya or 
Kavya which is nectarous and which is consumed or some¬ 
thing which is weightier. 

14. O king, you redeem him who devoutly hears, remem¬ 
bers or reads this episode from the Vedic text.” 

Brahma said : 

15. That place on the banks of Ganga where this episode 

had been told by the medicinal herbs in the company of Soma, 

the shining one, is called Dhanyatfrtha. 
16. Thenceforth that holy centre is called (by such names 

as) Ausadhya, Saumya, Amrta, Vedagata and Matrtlrtha. 

17. A holy plunge, Japa, Homa, charitable gifts, libation 

to the Manes and gifting of food performed there are capable of 
bestowing endless benefit. 

18. On both banks there are altogether one thousand six 

hundred holy centres which dispel all sins and increase wealth. 
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CHAPTER FIFTYONE 

Vidarbh&sahgama and other Holy Centres 

BrahmS said : 
1, Vidarbha-Sangama (the confluence of Vidarbha and 

Ganga) is holy. So also is Revati-Sahgama. What happened 
there I shall narrate. It is what those conversant with the 

Puranas knew. 

2. There was a sage known, as Bharadvaja. He was superior 

to others in penance. His sister Revatl was ugly in form. Her 

voice was disgusting. 

3-6. On seeing her deformed and loathsome her brother, 
the valorous Bharadvaja was extremely worried. He had his 

splendid hermitage on the southern bank of Ganga where he 
sat pondering thus : “To whom shall I give this girl, my sister 
of terrible features. No one will take her, but my sister has to 
be given away. Oh ! no one should have a girl who is the sole 
cause of misery, a veritable death at every step even to a living 

being !” 
Even as he was pondering thus, an excellent sage came 

there to see Bharadvaja, a regular observer of vows. 

7. He was a quiet young man of sixteen years with a 
splendid body. He was a mine of good qualities with subdued 
sense-organs. He was known by the name of Katha. He bowed 

down to Bharadvaja. 

8. Bharadvaja duly honoured that brahmin Kajha. 
Standing in front of him he asked Katha the purpose of his 

visit. 
9. Katha said to Bharadvaja : “I have come to you as a 

student seeking learning and as a person desirous of seeing you. 

What is proper (in this situation) may be done. 

10. Bharadvaja spoke to Katha: Study whatever you 
desire, such as Purana, Smrtis, Vedas and the various treatises 

on Dharma (virtue). 
11. I know everything, O highly intelligent one. Speak 

something sweet. Do not delay. It is only through merits t at 

one gets a disciple who is of noble birth, who is engaged in 
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piety, who is devoted to the service of his preceptors, who is 
proud (of his heritage) and who grasps what is heard.” 

Kafka said : 

12. O brahmin, teach me, your disciple. I am devoid of 
sins. I am eager to serve you. I am your devotee. I am of noble 
birth and a speaker of truth. 

Brahma said : 

13. Saying “So be it”, Bharadvaja imparted to him all 
knowledge. After acquiring knowledge, Katha was delighted 

and he spoke to Bharadvaja: 

Kafha said: 

14. O preceptor, I would like to give you your fee. Tell 
me what is thought desirable by you, even if it be a very rare 
thing. Obeisance be to you. 

15. Even after acquiring learning if there are persons who, 

out of delusion, do not give a suitable present to the preceptor, 
they fall into hell and remain there as long as the Moon and 
stars shine. 

Bharadvaja said: 

16. Duly accept this girl. Make my sister your wife; you 

must treat her lovingly. I ask for this as my fee. 

Kafha said : 

17. A disciple should always be like a younger brother or 
son to his preceptor. A preceptor should be like a father. 
How can then there be an alliance here ? 

Bharadvaja said : 

18. You make my statement true. What I command you 

should be offered as Dak§ina by you. Remembering everything, 
O Ka{ha, support and maintain Revati with your mind directed 

to her. 

Brahmi said: 

19-22. Saying “So be it” Kafha grasped the hand of 
Revati at the instance of his preceptor after she had been duly 

offered. 
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On seeing her Katha worshipped Sankara, lord of Devas 
there itself for the sake of Revati’s beauty as well as Siva’s 
favour. (As a result of that) Revatl became beautiful with all 
her limbs very fascinating. In beauty she became incompar¬ 
able. The water of ablution performed by Ravatl flowed down 
and joined Ganga. That turned out to be a river named after her. 
It is reputed as Revatl. It betows beauty and conjugal bliss. 

23-26. Again with various kinds of Darbha grass he per¬ 
formed consecration by sprinkling water for attaining holy form 
and features. That water became the river Vidarbha. 

By taking a holy dip in the confluence of Revati and Ganga 
with great faith a man is freed from all sins and he is honoured 
in the world of Visnu. 

In the same manner, O sage, if a man takes a holy bath in 
the confluence of Vidarbha and GautamS, with full faith, he 
instantaneously attains worldly pleasures and salvation. 

There are altogether a hundred holy centres on the banks 
of the river. They dispel all sins. They bestow all spiritual 
achievements. 

CHAPTER FIFTYTWO 

Purnatirtha and other Holy Centres 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre well known as Purnatirtha is on the 
northern bank of Ganga. Even when a man takes bath there 
without being aware of it he shall attain auspicious good 
things. 

2. Which living being can (fully) describe the greatness 
of the holy centre Purnatirtha where (both) the discus-bearing 
lord and the Pinaka-bearing lord stay. 

3-6. Formerly, in the beginning of the Kalpa there was a 
king, son of Ayus named Dhanvantari. He performed horse- 
sacriflces as well as other kinds of sacrifices. He made numerous 
charitable gifts. He enjoyed worldly pleasures in abundance. 
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After realizing the unsteadiness of worldly enjoyment he ex¬ 
perienced highest detachment. Dhanvantari thought: “If one 
performs penance, Homa or Japa on the top of a mountain, or 
beyond the ocean or on the banks of Ganga or in the temples 
of Siva and Vi§nu ot particularly at any holy confluence all 
his holy rites will have everlasting benefit.” 

After coming to realize this Dhanvantari performed a great 
penance. 

7. Dhanvantari who was richly endowed with wisdom and 
absence of worldly desire and who resorted to the feet of 
Bhimesa (the Awe-inspiring lord) performed an elaborate 
penance at the place where Ganga joined the ocean. 

8. Formerly, a great Asura (named Tamas) had been 
humbled by this king. He had fled from the battle-field out of 
fear and concealed himself in the ocean for a thousand years. 

9. When after king Dhanvantari had gone to the forest 
his sons had begun to rule over the kingdom and the (old) king 
became disinterested (in worldly affairs) Tamas come out from 
the ocean. 

10-11. The powerful Asura Tamas came to the banks of 
Ganga where king Dhanvantari was continuously engaged in 
Japa and Homa and was eagerly pursuing the knowledge of 
Brahman. Thinking “I shall destroy my enemy who is per¬ 
forming a penance” Tamas came out from ocean. 

12. “I have been ruined many times by this powerful king. 
I shall destroy this enemy”. Thinking thus Tamas came out 
from the ocean. 

13-14. By means of Maya (power of deception) he had 
assumed the form of a young maiden of excellent eyebrows 
and fascinating appearance. Laughing, singing and dancing 
she came near the king. 

On seeing her exquisitely charming in all her limbs for a 
long time (the king had been attracted by her). She had been 
quiedy devoted to him and faithfully serving him with good 
behaviour. Then out of sympathy he spoke to her thus. 

The king said : 

15. O good lady, who are you ? Why are you staying in 
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this dense forest ? Whose sight makes you appear so delighted? 
Tell me who am asking you. 

Brahma, said : 

16-18. On hearing these words the young lady spoke to 
the king: 

The young maiden said : 

When you are here who else can be the cause of my delight? 
I am the royal splendour of Indra, O king. On seeing you 
fully endowed with love I am extremely delighted. Hence I am 

moving about in front of you again and again. I am inaccessi¬ 
ble to all who are devoid of remarkable merits. 

Brahmd said : 

19-20. On hearing these words the king immediately 
abandoned his extremely difficult penance. He meditated upon 
her. He was rooted in her. She became his sole refuge. Then 
having destroyed his great penance Tamas vanished. 

21-24. In the meantime I approached him in order to 
grant him boons. On seeing that excellent king fallen from the 
height of penance as though dead and much excited. I consoled 
him by means of various arguments (I told him) : “Your 
enemy named Tamas, O king, after having caused your fall from 
penance is now satisfied and gone away. It does not behove 
you to bewail. All young women without any difference what¬ 
soever delight as well as harass men. Why then specifically that 
young woman evolved out of Maya should not ?** 

Then the king freed from perplexity and bewilderment said 
to me with the palms joined in reverence: 

The king said : 

25. How will I, O Brahma, achieve my desired object ? 
What shall I do? How can I, O Brahma, completely realise the 
fruit of penance ? 

Brahma said : 

26-28. Then I replied to him : “Eulogize Visnu the lord 
ofDevas with all efforts. Then you will attain (spiritual) 
success. Indeed, he is the creator of universe. He is the pri- 
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mordial lord worthy of being known through the Vedas. He is 

the bestower of all desired objects. In the three worlds there is 
none else to bestow this on men”. 

That excellent king went to the Himalaya, the most excellent 

mountain. With the palms joined in reverence he devoutly 
eulogized Visnu. 

ft 

Dhanvantari said: 

29-43. Be victorious, O Visnu. Be victorious, O unimagin¬ 
able one. Be victorious, O conquering one. Be Victorious, 

Acyuta (Unswerving one). Be victorious, O protector of cows, 

O Lord of Wealth. Be victorious, O Kjrsna, O lord identical 
with the universe. 

Be victorious, O protector of living beings, O lord. Be 

victorious. Victory unto the lord lying on the Serpent. Be 
victorious, O omnipresent one. Be victorious, O Govinda. 
Obeisance to the Maker of the universe. 

Victory to the enjoyer (Devourer) of the universe. O lord, 
be victorious. Obeisance to the sustainer of the universe. Be 

victorious, O lord. You are the Sat (existing) and the Asat 
(non-existing). Be victorious, O Madhava. (Obeisance) to the 

* 

virtuous one. 

Be victorious, O bestower of love. You are Kama (Cupid). 
Be victorious, O Rama, O ocean of good qualities. Be victorious, O 
bestower of nourishment. Be victorious, O lord of nourishment. 

(Obeisance) to the bestower of welfare. 

Be victorious, O ruler of living beings. Be victorious, O 
lord of living beings. (Obeisance) to the prescriber of honour. 
Be victorious, O bestower of Karman. You are the Karman. 

Be victorious, O lord clad in yellow garment. 

Be victorious, O lord of everything, you are everything, you 

are everything. Victory to one of auspicious form. Victory to 

the overlord of living beings. Be victorious. Obeisance to the 

knower of Vedas. 
Be victorious, O bestower of birth. O (lord) stationed in 

creatures. O supreme soul, obeisahce be to you. Be victorious, 
O bestower of salvation. You are salvation. Be victorious, O 

KeSava, the bestower of worldly pleasures. 
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Be victorious, O bestower of worlds, O lord of worlds. Be 

victorious, O destroyer of sins. Be victorious, O favourite of 
devotees, be victorious. Obeisance to the holder of discus. 

Be victorious, O bestower of honour. You are honour. Be 
victorious, O (lord) bowed down to by the world. Be victorious, 
O bestower of virtue. You are virtue. Be victorious, O (lord) 
who has crossed the ocean of worldly existence. 

Be victorious, O bestower of food. You are food. Be victo¬ 
rious, O lord of speech. Obeisance to you. Be victorious, O 
bestower of power. You are power. Be victorious, O bestower 

of boons, leading to victory. 
Be victorious, O bestower of Yajhas. You are Yajna. Be 

victorious, O lord with eyes like the petals of a lotus. Be victo¬ 
rious, O bestower of charitable gifts. You are the charitable 

gift. Be victorious, O slayer of Kaitabha. 
Be victorious, O bestower of fame. You are fame. Be victo¬ 

rious, O bestower of forms, O (lord) assuming forms. Be victo¬ 
rious, O bestower of happiness, O lord of happy soul. Be victo¬ 
rious, O sanctifier of sanctifiers. 

Be victorious, O bestower of peace. You are peace. Be 
victorious, O lord born of Sankara. Be victorious, O bestower 

of beverages. You are beverage. Victory to (the lord) having 
the form of blazing flame. 

Be victorious, O Dwarf, O lord of wealth. Be victorious, O 
smoke-bannered fire. Be victorious, O lord of the form of the 
donor of the entire universe. Obeisance be to you. 

You alone are competent for destroying the difficulties of 
living beings residing in the three worlds, O Sripundarikaksa 

(Lotus-eyed one), O storehouse of mercy, O Visnu, place your 

hand on my head. 

Brahma said : 

44. Lord (Visnu) the wielder of conch, discus and club, 
the bestower of plenty and all cherished desires asked him to 
choose any boon he pleased as he eulogized thus. 

45-47. Dhanvantari became delighted in his mind due to 
the granting of boon by the discus-bearing lord. The king 
humbly told Govinda, the lord of Devas who was standing in 

front of him for granting the boons : “The kingdom of Devas 
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is desired by me. Once it is granted by you, O Vi?nu, I shall 
attain contentment.” Vi$nu who was eulogized and worshipped 
vanished there itself. Accordingly the king gradually attained 
the suzerainty of Devas. 

48-49. As a result of the fruition of various past Karmans 
the thousand-eyed lord Indra had been ousted from his post 
three times : 

(1) once by Nahu§a after the killing of Vj*tra, 
(2) on the assassination of Sindhusena, and then 
(3) when he outraged the modesty of Ahalya for some 

reason. 

50. By remembering these different incidents the lord of 
Devas became grief-stricken and anxious. He spoke these words 
to Vacaspati : 

Indra said : 

51-52. For what reason, O lord of speech, am I ousted 
from my kingdom every now and again ? Having no glory at 
all is far better for men than being pulled down from exalted 

positions again and again. Who knows for certain the mysterious 
ways of Karman of living beings ? None else is competent to 
know the secret of all living beings. 

Brahmd said : 

53-54. Bfhaspati said to Indra : “Go to Brahma and ask 
him. He is the knower of past, present and future. He will tell 
you how this has come about, O highly intelligent one”. 

Both of these highly intelligent ones came near me and 
bowed to me. With their palms joined in reverence they spoke 

to me thus : 

Indra and Brhaspati said : 

55. What it that fault, O lord, whereby the noble-minded 
husband of Sac! is being ousted from his kingdom ? It behoves 

you to dispel this doubt, O lord. 

Brahmd said : 

56. O brahmin, then I meditated for a long time and 

spoke to Brhaspati : “It is on account of the fault of Khanka- 
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Dharma (violation of one’s duties) that he has fallen off from 
his kingdom. 

57-60. Violation of one’s duty is caused variously by : 
(1) the defects in place, time etc.; (2) misplacing of faith or 
wrong utterance of Mantras; (3) non-giving of monetary gifts 
due to someone; (4) gifting away bad articles; (5) slighting 
gods and brahmins. Such violation of duties by embodied be¬ 
ings inevitably causes excessive mental distress and loss of 
status. In regard to the men of disturbed minds even if a right¬ 
eous action is performed it has harmful effects. It will not be 

capable of bringing about the fulfilment of tasks and peace of 
mind. When the performance of duty is imperfect will not the 
result be harmful 7” 

61-63. O sinless one, the earlier incident too was described 
to them by me, viz., that there was the son of Ayus named 
Dhanvantari, who was glorious and liberal-minded; how obsta¬ 

cle was created by (the Demon) Tamas and how it was dispelled 
by Visnu. The incidents of the previous birth and other similar 
things were also described by me. 

On hearing this both of them were surprised. They said to 
me again : 

Indra and Brhspati said : 

64-67. By what means can that fault be counteracted, O 
excellent one among Devas ? 

Brahma said : 

After meditating once again I spoke to them : “Let the 

thing that dispels defects and brings about spiritual achieve¬ 
ments, that which redeems persons from miserable existence be 
listened to. It is the refuge of persons of distressed minds. It 

brings eternal bliss unto the living ones too. 

Go to Gautami, the divine river and eulogize Lord Visnu 
and Lord Sankara. In the three worlds there is no other means 

of purification than those two (lords) and that (river).” 

O excellent sage, both of them went to Gautami at that 
very time. They took their bath, visited Lord Vi$nu and Lord 

Sankara and eulogized them joyously. 
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Indr a said : 

68-73. Obeisance to Matsya (Fish), to Kurma (Tortoise). 
Obeisance, obeisance to Lord Varaha (Boar). Obeisance, obei¬ 

sance to Lord Narasimha (Man-lion), to Vamana (Dwarf). 
Obeisance be to (the lord) in the form of a horse. O Trivi- 

krama, obeisance be to you. Obeisance be to the lord in the 

form of Buddha, in the form of Rama and Kalki. 
Obeisance to you, O lord. Obeisance to Ananta (Infinite 

one). Obeisance to Acyuta, obeisance to Jamadagnya (Parasu- 

rama). Obeisance to you in the form of Varuna and Indra. 

Obeisance to you in the form of Yama. 
Obeisance to the lord, to the supreme lord in the form of 

three worlds. You are omniscient, holding Sarasvati in the 

mouth. Obeisance be to you. 
You are Laksmivan (Prosperous), therefore, O sinless one, 

you hold LaksmI in your chest. You are multi-armed, multi¬ 

thighed, multi-footed, multi-eared, multi-eyed and multi¬ 
headed. You are happy and after attaining you many have 
become happy. 

O Hari, impurity, wretchedness and absence of glory trou¬ 

ble men, only as long as they do not seek refuge in you, the 

ocean of mercy. 

Brhaspati said : 

74-82. O Isa, those desirous of liberation speak of you thus: 

You are the subtle supreme light in the form of the infinite. 

You are the Oriikara itself which is beyond Prakyti. You are in 
the form of knowledge and bliss. You are all. 

Even those who have no desire, O Lord, propitiate you by 

means of five great sacrifices.1 Those persons who have achieved 
their desires enter your divine world which is beyond the ocean 

of worldly existence and which is your cosmic body. 

They view all living beings with equality. In the six 

waves (i.e. the activities of six sense-organs including mind?) 

1. According to Manu (3. 69-71), the five great sacrifices to be performed 

daily by every householder are : Brahmayajna or study/recitaliun of Vedic 
texts; Devayajna or‘sacrifice to the gods; Pitryaina or oblatiou made to the 

manes; Manu?yayajna or honoring of guests; and Bhutayajfia or offering 

of food etc. to animats, birds etc. 
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they maintain calmness. By means of knowledge they forsake 
the fruits of action and by means of meditation they enter you, 
O Sambhu. Neither the pious duties pertaining to the castes 
nor the Vedas and scriptures, neither the path of meditation 
nor the practice of abstract contemplation (are suited to me). 
It is through devotion that I bow down to Lord Soma, Rudra, 
Siva, Sankara of quiescent mind. 

Even a fool, O Sambhu, shall attain your body of the nature 
of liberation through devotion to your feet. 

The excellent benefit acquired in jrianas, yajfias, penances, 
meditations and homas of great benefit, is this that one has 
a perpetual devotion to Somesvara. 

O lord, in whom the whole universe dwells, devotion to you 
constitutes a series of steps to heaven and salvation that is 
always liked by all living beings and which is the fruit of every¬ 
thing seen and heard. 

Wise persons do not mention the series of steps for the 

acquisition of the fruit in the form of attainment to your feet. 
Hence, O merciful one, let me have devotion to you. I do 

not have the means of serving your form. In conformity with 

your greatness, O Is'a, have mercy on us, the sinners. 

I bow down to Somesvara, the lord who is eulogized by 
Srutis and Puranas thus : “You are both, the gross as well as 
the subtle. You are without beginning. You are the eternal 
one. You are the father and the mother. You are the existing 
and the non-existing.” 

Brahma said : 

83-88. Then the delighted Hari and Hara the lord of 

Devas said : 

Hari and Hara said : 

Let whatever you desire be chosen, any boon that may be 

extremaly inaccessible. 

Brahm& said : 

Indra said to the lord of Devas : “My kingdom is every now 
and again lost and regained. Let that sin be subdued so that 
I can be stable in my kingdom and everything belonging to me 
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become stready. If the lords of Devas are well pleased every¬ 
thing will be steady for ever.” 

Saying “So be it” they approved of the words of Indra 
and they were extremely delighted. On seeing them (i.e. Indra 
and Brhaspati) a smile spread over their faces. Their forms 
were devoid of deficiencies. They stood without any support. 
They were free from aberrations. They were worthy of being 

sought refuge in by the worlds. Both of them were the 
bestowers of worldly pleasures and salvation. 

Hari and Hara said : 

89-92. This great holy centre has three presiding deities. 
The river Gautami is the bestower of whatever is desired. 
Repeating the Mantra given below take a holy plunge in it with 
great respect. For the welfare of Mahendra, let Brhaspati per¬ 
form purificatory ablution. Let him remember us both for 
the achievement of stability of riches. Here is a Mantra : 

“Whatever good and meritorious deeds have been perform¬ 
ed in this as well as in the previous birth let them attain per¬ 

fection and completness, O Godavari, obeisance be to you.” 
If anyone repeats the above Mantra and takes a holy dip 

in Gautami his holy rite shall attain perfection due to the bless¬ 
ings and favour of us both. He shall be freed from the faults 

committed in the previous births. He shall become meritorious. 

Brahma said : 

93-94. Surendra and Dhi§ana (Brhaspati) said “So be it” 

and did accordingly with great delight. The preceptor of the 
heaven-dwellers performed the great ablution of Indra. 

The holy river that arose therefrom was called Mangala. 
Its confluence with Ganga is holy. It is the bestower of auspi¬ 

ciousness. 
95-100. Vi§nu identical with the universe was eulogized 

by Indra and he became visible. From the lord of the universe 
Indra obtained an idol as extensive as the three worlds. It is 
well-known by his name as “Govinda”. A cow as extensive as 

the three worlds was obtained by that wielder of thunderbolt. 
It was given by Vi?nu. Therefore, Indra became Govinda (one 

who got a cow). The kingdom of the three worlds was obtain- 
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ed by Indra from Hari (Vi$nu), O sage. Therefore it became 
stable due to Mahesvara, lord of Devas. 

The place where Brhaspati, the preceptor of gods, eulogized 
Mahesvara for the stability of kingdom of the noble-souled 
Devendra, became the holy centre well known as Govinda. The 
lord there is Siddhesvara and the Linga is worshipped by Devas. 
The confluence of the Mahgala is the holy centre Purnatlrtha. 

101-105. Beyond that is the holy centre well known as 
Indratirtha as well as the centre well known as Barhaspatya 
where the lord is Siddhesvara, Visnu and Govinda. 

A holy bath, distribution of charitable gifts and any other 
activity conducive to merit performed in these holy centres 
must be understood to bear everlasting benefit. They are very 
dear to the Manes. 

He who listens to the greatness of that holy centre, he who 
reads and he who remembers it everyday regains lost king¬ 
doms. 

There are altogether thirtyseven thousand holy centres on 
both the banks, O the noblest among sages. They bestow all 
spiritual achievements. 

There is no other holy centre yielding great benefit like the 
Purnatlrtha. If any man does not resort to it his birth etc. are 
fruitless. 

CHAPTER FIFTYTHREE 

R&matirtha and other Holy Centres 

BrahmS. said: 

1. The holy centre known as Ramatlrtha has the power of 
destroying the sin of brahmin-slaughter. Merely by remember¬ 
ing it, one is freed from all sins. 

2-7. There was a king named Dasaratha. He was a Ksa- 
triya bom of the dynasty of Iksvaku. Like Indra, the destroyer 
of cities (of enemies), he was strong, intelligent, heroic and well 
known in the world. Like Bali he was ruling over the hereditary 
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kingdom. O highly intelligent one ! he had three queens: 
Kausalya, Sumitra and Kaikeyl. These were of noble birth, 
blessed and endowed with beauty and excellent features. While 
that king, the ruler of Ayodhya, was reigning over the kingdom, 
while Vasistha the most excellent one among the knowers of 
Brahman was his exclusive priest, there was neither sickness nor 
famine, neither lack of rain nor mental worries. The brahmins, 
Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and the Sudras enjoyed pleasures. Men of all 
stages of life enjoyed bliss while that leading king, the scion of 
the family of Ik§vaku, was ruling. 

8. Quarrel arose between Devas and Danavas for the king¬ 
dom. In that quarrel sometimes Devas and sometimes others 
gained the upper hand. 

9-10. While it was going on thus, the three worlds became 
extremely afflicted, O Narada. I then spoke to Daityas, Danavas 
and Devas. But they did not act according to my advice. Again 
a great fight ensued between them. 

11-14. Devas and Asuras went to Visnu and liana identical 
• • 

with the universe and spoke to them. Both of them replied to 
Devas, Asuras, Daityas and Danavas, “Be stronger by means 
of penance and fight thereafter”. They said, “So be it” and they 
went for penance with determination. Again Devas marched 
against Raksasas in a spirit of jealousy and rivalry. A terrible 
battle ensued. In that battle neither Devas nor Daityas nor 
Danavas came out victorious. As the fight was going on, an 
unembodied voice said. 

Ethereal voice said : 

15-18. Only they will win to whom king Dalaratha offers 
help and not others. 

Brahmd said: 

On hearing this, both of them, Devas and Danavas went 
ahead for victory. Vayu came to the king hurriedly and said. 

Vayu said: 

O king, you must come to the battle between Devas and 
Danavas. This is well known that victory is there where 
Dalaratha is. Hence you must be on the side of Devas, so that 
Devas should be victorious. 
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Brahma said : 

19. On hearing those words of Vayu, king Dasaratha said, 
“O Vayu, I shall surely come. Go back assuredly”. 

20-21. When Vayu had gone back. Daityas came to the king. 
They too said, “O lord, it behoves you to help us. O prosperous 
king Dasaratha, victory depends on you. It behoves you to help 
the lord of Daityas.” 

22. The king said, “I have been requested for help by Vayu 
before and 1 have promised my help to Devas. Let Daityas and 
Danavas go back.” 

23. The king went to heaven and did accordingly. He 
fought against Daityas, Danavas and Raksasas. 

24. Even as Devas were watching, the brothers of Namuci 
split the carriage-axle of the chariot of king Dasaratha with 
sharp arrows. 

25. In his hurry and flurry the king did not know that the 
carriage-axle had been split, but Kaikeyi of excellent eyebrows 
who was by the side of the king noticed it, O Narada. 

26-28. This was not intimated to the king by her. After 
seeing the axle broken, the woman of holy rites put her own hand 
in the wheel like the axle, O the noblest among sages. It was 
something very wonderful. Dasaratha, the most excellent among 
chariot-warriors, conquered Daityas and Danujas through his 
chariot in which she had placed her hand. He obtained many 
boons from Devas. Permitted by Devas he returned to Ayodhya. 

29. But in the middle of the way he saw his beloved wife. 
On seeing what Kaikeyi had done he became surprised much. 

30. Then he granted her three boons, O Narada. After 
acknowledging what was said by the king Kaikeyi spoke thus : 

Kaikeyi said : 

31-37. O great king, let these boons granted by you remain 
with you. 

Brahma said: 

The great king gave the queen various ornaments. Accom¬ 
panied by his beloved queen the victorious king went to his city 
happily in the chariot. When a proper occasion comes what is 
it that cannot be given to one’s beloved. 
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Once king Daiaratha was wandering at night in a forest, 
surrounded by professional hunters. He stopped the flow of a 
river by discharging arrows. Although he knew that a king 
should be free from seven vices,1 he did so under the urging of 
adverse fate. The king of great powerful arms entered a pit and 
killed the animals that came there for drinking water by means 
of his sharp arrows. Listen to the perversity of time. 

When the king entered the pit an old man and his wife were 
speaking to their son. There was an old man on that excellent 
mountain. He had a son Sravana by name. The Brahmin could 
neither hear nor see. His wife was also like that. They spoke to 
their son. 

The parents said : 

38-40. We are thirsty and the night is dark. Dear son, you, 
a (mere) child, constitute the entire life of us, old people. 

Fie upon the life of blind and deaf old men ! Dear son, fie, 
fie upon the life of persons whose bodies are shattered due to 
old age ! 

Men should live only as long as they have wealth and strong 
body, as long as they can command without being thwarted. 
Otherwise, they should die in holy centres or similar places. 

Brahmd said: 

41. On hearing these words of the old people the son who 
was fond of his parents spoke thus, dispelling their misery with 
his sweet words: 

The son said: 

42-43. While I am alive why should you have such misery 
as this? Of what avail is a son who does not remove the mental 
agony of his parents through his own excellent conduct ? He 

1. Manu (7. 45-48) has given two lists of vyasanas : (1) those arising from 

lust and (2) those arising from anger. Under the first he enumerates the 
following fen: hunting, playing the game of dice, sleeping during the day, calu¬ 

mny, promiscuous intercourse, intoxication, singing, dancing, music and idle 

rambling. Under the second the following eight are enermerated; deceit or 
crookedness of temper, rashness, seeking of other’s discomfiture, envy, fault¬ 

finding, robbing of other’s money or non-payment of just debts, use of abusive 

language, and inflicting of harsh punishment. 
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who acts to the contrary brings about grief and affliction to the 

whole family. 

Brahma said : 

44-48. After saying this and pacifying his old parents the 

noble son bowed to them and placed them on the branch of a 
tree. The son of the sage took watcr-pot in hand and started. 
The sage did not know the king nor did the king perceive the 
sage. Both of them were in hurry. The brahmin entered the 
water and began to fill water in his pot bent downwards. The 
king took him to be an elephant and hit him with sharp arrows. 

Even a wild elephant should not be killed by kings. Although 
the king knew this he hit the brahmin thus. What is it that a 
person deceived by fate does not do? Struck at a vulnerable 
spot the miserable brahmin spoke these words: 

The brahmin said : 

49. By whom was this mean act committed causing misery 
to a good brahmin like me? O my father, I am not guilty of 
anything whatever. 

Brahmd said: 

50. On hearing these words of the distressed sage the king 
was stunned. Without any enthusiasm he went to that place 

slowly. 
51-52. On seeing that excellent brahmin who appeared to 

be shining with his splendour he too became unconscious as 

though pierced by thorns. After steadying himself by his own 

efforts the king spoke thus: 

The king said : 

53-54. O the noblest among sages, who are you? Why did 
you come here? Say this to me who have committed a sin. Tell 

me the means of expiation. 
O extremely intelligent one, the slayer of a brahmin should 

never be touched, should never be seen, not only by persons of 

higher caste but by Gantfalas too. 

Brahmd said: 

55-60. On hearing the words of the king, the son of the sage 

spoke thus. 
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The son of the sage said: 

My vital airs are about to come out. Hence, I shall say some¬ 
thing in brief. Know that your Karmans are bearing fruit after 

realising your own wanton action. 
I do not bewail for my own sake. My parents are very old. 

Who will assist them? They had me as their only son and they 
are blind. 

Without me how will they live in this great forest? What an 
unfortunate fellow am I ! There has come a break in my service 
to my parents. 

O fate, what has been done by you by depriving me of my 
life! 

Still, O king, take the pot with you and go there quickly. 

Give them water to drink lest they should die. 

Brahma said : 

61-65. Even as he was saying this his life became extinct. 

The king threw down his bow and arrows. Taking up the water 
pot he hastened to the place in that great forest where the old 
people were staying. At that very time the old couple were talk¬ 
ing to each other thus: 

The old people said: 

(Our son) is grief-stricken or angry. Or he is devoured by 
some animal. How is it that he has not come back ? He is our 

only support. What shall we do without him? What will become 
of us? 

There is no other son like him in this world consisting of 

mobile and immobile beings. Even when censured he does not 

disobey us. 
Indeed our life is harder than adamant. We do not see him. 

Our life is entirely in his power. Still our vital airs do not come 

out quickly. 

Brahma said : 

66. The old couple were talking together in that forest in 
this way. Meanwhile Dasaratha came to the place slowly. 

67-71. On hearing the footsteps they thought their son had 

come. 
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The old couple said: 

O dear son, why have you come after so much delay? You 

are our eyes. You are our ultimate resort. Why don’t you speak, 

dear son? Are you angry with us, the blind old couple? 

Brahma said: 

Grief-stricken as though he had been pierced with thorns, 

bewailing his own evil action, that great king spoke to them, O 
Narada as though he was afraid : “Please drink the water”. 

On hearing the words of the king (they said): “This 

speaker is not our son. Who, are you ? Say that first. We 
shall drink the water afterwards”. Then the king said to 
them. 

The king said: 

72-75. Your son is there where there is an expanse of 
water. 

Brahma said: 

On hearing that the distressed couple said : “Tell us the 
truth and not otherwise.” 

Thereafter, the king related everything precisely as it had 
happened. 

On hearing this the old people fell down (and cried) : “Take 
us there. Do not touch us. The sin of touching a bralimin-slayer 

never perishes. 

The excellent king took the old man along with his wife to 

the place where the son had fallen dead. Touching the dead 

body of their son they lamented. 

The old couple said : 

76. Just as our death has been brought about through 

separation from our son, so also, O sinner, you will meet with 

your death on account of separation from your son. 

Brahmd said: 

77-79. Even as they prattled thus, O brahmin, their life 

became extinct. Then the king cremated the old couple and the 

son of the sage together. 
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Thereafter the dejected king went to the city, O sage. He 
mentioned everything without any omission to Vasi§tha. 

Indeed Vasisfha was the ultimate resort to the kings of Solar 
Dynasty. After consulting excellent brahmins Vasi§tha mentioned 
to him the mode of atonement. 

Vasiffha said: 

80-83. Call together Galava, Vamadeva, Jabali, Kafyapa 
and other (experts too) and perform a horse sacrifice with many 
monetary gifts. 

Brahmd said : 

King Dasaratha performed many horse sacrifices through 
brahmins. In the meantime, an unembodied voice said : 

The Ethereal Voice said : 

‘‘Indeed, the body of king Dasaratha has become pure. He 
will become worthy of being communicated with. Sons also 
will be born to him. By the virtues of his eldest son the king 
will become free from sins. 

Brahmd said : 

84-88. Then, after a lapse of time through the help of sage 
Rsyasrnga sons were born to him. They were comparable to 

Devas. They were born for the achievement of the object of 
Devas. 

Rama was born of Kausalya. Laksmana and Satrughna of 
Sumitra and the most intelligent Bharata was born of Kaikeyi. 

All of them were intelligent, loved by the king and obedient 
to the king. 

Sage Visvamitra came to that king, O highly intelligent one. 
He begged for Rama and Laksamana for protecting Yajfias. 
The sage had already known their greatness. 

The old king who had obtained the sons after a long time 
said “No” to him. 

The king said : 

89-90. Somehow in my old age, due to my good luck, my 
sons are born, O sage. They yield much pleasure to me. I shall 
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willingly give up this kingdom along with my body, but not 
these sons. 

Brahmd said: 

91-96. Then king Dasaratha was advised by Vasi$tha. 

Vasisfha said: 

Descendants of Raghu have never been taught to deny re¬ 
quests. 

Brahma said : 

With great difficulty the king said to Rama and Laksmana. 

The king said: 

Both of you protect the sacrifices of ViSvamitra, the brahm- 
inical sage. 

Brahma said : 

Saying thus to his sons and heaving hot sighs with withered 
lips the king who wanted to do what is laid down in scriptures 
handed over the sons to Visvamitra. 

Saying “So be it” and bowing down to Dasaratha again 
and again they went along with Visvamitra for protecting his 
sacrifices. 

97-100. Then the delighted sage taught them various arts 
and science such as the Vidya of Mahesvara along with the 
science of archery, the arts pertaining to the use of sastras and 

astras (ordinary and miraculous weapons), the secular arts 
partaining to the use of chariots, elephants, and horses, the arts 
of wielding clubs, and the discharge of weapons and their recall 

through Mantras. 
After attaining Vidyas, Rama and Laksmana killed Tafaka 

in the forest for the welfare of forest-dwellers. 
By the touch of their feet they made Ahalya rid of her 

curse. They killed Rak$asas, who had come for destroying 

sacrifices. 
101-108. Both of them who had acquired ali learnings 

protected sacrifices with bows in their hands. 
After the sacrifice had been concluded the great sage 

Visvamitra went to visit Janaka along with Rama and 

Laksmana. 
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Prince Rama demonstrated his wonderful skill in archery as 
approved by his preceptor, in the midst of kings. 

Pleased with that Janaka gave Sita who was not born of any 
womb and who was LaksmI herself. 

The prosperous king Dasaratha who used to abide by the 
advice of Vasistha and others celebrated the marriages of 
Satrughna, Bharata and others, O sage. 

Then a long time passed. With the permission ofhis subjects 
and preceptor, the king decided to give kingdom to Rama. 
Kaikeyl became agitated by jealousy and rivalry on being 

urged by bad luck in the form of Manthara. She created ob¬ 
stacles by requesting for the kingdom on behalf of Bharata and 
for (Rama’s) exile to the forest. The king did not grant this. 
In order to make his father truthful in his statements Rama 
entered the great forest along with Sita and Laksmana. 

109-111. By his good qualities he had already won the 
hearts of good people. When Rama who had no desire for the 
kingdom set out with the intention of residing in the forest, 

along with Sita and Laksmana, the distressed king Dasaratha 
was overwhelmed by sorrow. He remembered Rama, Laksmana 
and Sita of many good qualities. Recollecting them Dasaratha 
gave up his life. 

112-115. O highly intelfigent one, when that king was in 
the world of mobile and immobile beings he had committed 
certain evil actions. As a result of the same he was led by the 

followers of Yama. There are many terrible awful hells, such as 
Tamisra and others in the abode of Yama. The king was then 
thrown into several hells one by one. He was cooked out, 

powdered and pounded. He was dried up, bitten and again and 
again burnt, O highly intelligent one. In these and other terrible 

hells the king was tortured. 
116. Traversing his forest path Rama came to Citrakuta. 

Three years elapsed there itself, O highly intelligent one. 

117. Again he went in the southern direction to the 

Darujaka forest. It is well known in the three worlds. Among 

all the countries that place is the most meritorious. 

118-119. He entered that terrible forest frequented by 
Daityas. It had been abandoned by the sages because they were 
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afraid of Daityas. By killing Daityas and Rak§asas he rendered 

service to the sages and roamed about in the Dandaka forest. 
In this connection I shall narrate an incident. Listen attentively, 
O Narada ! 

120-129. Rama was slowly proceeding ahead (in the 
forest). King Dasaratha was in the hell. When Rama reached 
within five Yojanas of Gautami Yaraa said to his servants : 

“Rama, son of Dasaratha, is advancing towards Gautami. 

Now pull out of hell the king, the father of that intelligent 
Prince. Rama’s father should not be tortured in hell as long as 
he (Rama) is within five Yojanas after crossing Gautami. 

If the messengers do not carry out these holy words of mine 
all of you will be sinking in the terrible hell. 

Good men say that Gautami is the great Sakti who is in¬ 
separably connected with Siva. She is in the form of water. 

She is worthy of being honoured by Visnu, Brahma and 
Mahesa and should be saluted. The sin caused by transgressing 
her cannot be got rid of by anyone. If the son of any sinner were 

to think of Ganga that sinner is set free from many an impassable 

hell and attains salvation. Then when the son is stationed near 

Gautami, how can the father be tortured in hell by anyone ? 

On hearing the words of the Lord of Southern Quarter, the 

servants of Yama took away from hell the king of Ayodhya 
who was being cooked there. They spoke these words to 

him. 

The Servants of Tama said : 

130. Blessed are you, O great king, whose son is such a one 

as this. By whom is a good son who is a place of rest as it were 

both here and hereafter, obtained ? 

Brahma, said : 

131-136. After taking rest, the king spoke these words 

slowly to the servants: 

The King said : 

I was being cooked again and again in the awful hells. 
How was it that I have been dragged out of it so quickly ? It 

behoves you to mention it to me. 
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Brahmd said : 

A certain (messenger) of calm mind from among them 
said this to the king : 

The Messenger of Tama said : 

This is a secret of the Vedas, scriptures, Puranas etc. kept 
with great effort. It is being revealed to you. It is the efficacy 
of the holy centre as well as your son. Rama, your glorious son, 

has come to the banks of Gautaml. Hence, O excellent one 
among men, you have been pulled out from the terrible hell. 

If Rama along with Laksmana were to remember you after 

taking bath in Gautaml, O excellent king, and if he offers balls 

of rice etc. you will be relieved of all sins and you will go to 
heaven. 

The King said : 

137. I shall go there and say to my sons what your ex¬ 

cellencies have stated. You alone can be my refuge. It behoves 
you to accord me permission. 

Brahmd said: 

138. On hearing the words of the king, the servants of 
Yama gave him permission out of pity. The king went to his 

sons. 
139-142. The body (that he had at that time) for under¬ 

going torture was awful. He was frequently heaving sighs. 
Surveying himself and remembering the sinful deeds committed 

by him he became ashamed. He reached Ganga after wandering 
about as he pleased. 

After reaching the banks of Gautaml, Rama and Laksmana 

along with Janaki duly took their bath. 
On that day, the residents had nothing to eat on the banks 

of Gautaml. 
On seeing it Rama’s brother Laksmana became sad and he 

spoke to Rama. 

Laksmana said : 

143-146. We are the sons of DaSaratha. Your power is 

great. But we have no food to eat. The residents on the banks 

of Ganga too have no food to eat. 
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R&ma said : 

Dear brother, the Karman committed by us cannot be 
otherwise. When the world is full of food we are desirous of 
food. 

O son of Sumitra, we have not fed a brahmin. 
O Laksmana, those persons who, out of contempt, do not 

propitiate and worship Brahmins remain hungry for ever. 

After taking bath and worshipping Devas sacrificial fire has 
to be lit and sacrifice should be performed. Then the lord will 
provide us with food at its own time. 

Brahma said : 

147-152. While the brothers were talking together thus 
and observing the way of Karman king Dasaratha came to that 
place slowly. 

Immediately after seeing him Laksmana drew his bow in 
anger and said, “Stop Stop. Are you a Raksasa ora Danava.” 

On seeing him coming nearer still he said “Go. Go away. 
The virtuous king Rama, son of Dasaratha, is staying here. 
He is devoted to his preceptor. He is truthful. He renders 

service to Devas and brahmins. He is capable of protecting the 
three worlds. 

Persons like you who commit sins have no entry into the 
place where Rama stays. If, O sinner, you were to enter you 

will be killed.*’ 
On hearing these words of his son (the king) again and 

again meditated upon the result of evil action. With palms 

joined in reverence he gently called his daughter-in-law and 
sons and said with his face bent down. 

The King said : 

153-154. Iam king Dasaratha, dear sons. Listen to my 
words. I have become distressed because I have been surround¬ 
ed by three sins of brahmin slaughter. See my body split and 

cooked in hells. 

Brahmd said : 
Then with palms joined in reverence Rama, Sita and Laks¬ 

mana made obeisance to him. They prostrated before him on 

the ground and said : 
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Sita, Rama and Lakfmana said : 

155-164. Dear father, O excellent king, of what action is 

this the result ? 

Brahmd said : 

He mentioned the three deaths of brahmins as they had 

happened. 

The King said: 

Dear sons, there is no atonement for the slayers of brahmins 
anywhere. 

Brahmd said : 

Overwhelmed by great sorrow they fell down on the ground. 
Remembering all these things such as the king, their exile, 

mother, father, the onset of sorrow, the, course of fate, the fall 
into hell and similar things the prince fell unconscious. On 

seeing the king unconscious Sita said : 

Sita said : 

Noble persons like you do not bewail at the onset of sorrow. 
They think of remedies, supernatural or human. An adversity is 
never averted by persons who lament even in a thousand Yugas. 

Wise and far-sighted persons never become perplexed. Why 
then, O ruler of men, do you feel sad in vain ? Give (unto me) 

the sin of that slaughter, the terrible one, that occurred first. I 
shall duly perform the expiation for the sin resulting from the 
death of that brahmin who was sinless, who was the master 
of Vedas and Vedangas, who was a doer of meritorious deeds 

and who was devoted to his father. I shall perform expiation in 
accordance with the injunctions of the scriptures. Both of you 
do not grieve over it. Let Laksmana take up the second sin and 

you the remaining one. 

Brahmd said : 

165. These righteous words were uttered with firmness by 

Sita. Both of them said ‘So be it’. Then Da£aratha spoke : 

Dataratha said : 

166. You are the daughter of Janaka, the knower of Brah- 
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man. You are not born of any (mortal) womb. You are the wife 
of Rama. There is no wonder that you speak befittingly ? 

167-169. But you need not undergo the least of strains. By 
the holy dip, distribution of charitable gifts and offerings of 
Pinzas on GautamI I will be freed from the three sins of brah¬ 
min slaughter and I will go to heaven. What is befitting to 

your family has been uttered, O daughter of Janaka. Ladies of 
noble family take one across the sea of worldly existence. What 
is it that is difficult of access if Godavari favours. 

Brahma said, : 

170. Saying “So be it*’, preparations were made for the 
offering of Pindas. But the slayer of enemies did not see any 

eatable thing to be offered as Pinda. Then he spoke to Laks- 
mana. 

171. Laksamana said politely, “Here are Ingudi fruits*’ 

and in a moment oil cakes of Ingudi were brought. 

172. Rama sadly hesitated to decide on the offerings of 
Pinda to his father at Gaiiga through the oil cakes. 

173-175. A divine voice was heard there saying, “O prince, 
get rid of your sadness. Why ? You are banished from the king¬ 

dom. You have come to the forest. You are penniless. You are 

devoted to virtue and you are not wicked. Hence it does not 
behove you to bewail. 

He who is conceited on account of his wealth and performs 

religious rites on that basis, is a sinner. 
Listen attentively, O Rama, to what all the scriptures say. 

O king, the deities should be propitiated by the same food 

as the devotee takes.” 

176-181. When the Pinda was placed on the ground he did 
not sec his father. Where the dead body fell there is the ex¬ 
cellent holy centre Savatlrtha. Even its remembering dispels 

deadly sins. 

The following came there : Guardians of quarters, Rudras, 

Adityas, and Alvins. They were seated in their respective aerial 
chariots. In their midst their father shone like the sun. He 
had excessive lustre. He was seated on an excellent aerial 

chariot. He was being eulogized by Kinnaras. But Rama did 
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not see his father. Looking at Devas in their chariots Rama 
said with palms joined in reverence, “Where is my father?” 

Then a divine voice was heard addressing Rama and Sita. 
“King Dasaratha is rid of three sins of brahmin slaughter. 

See him, O dear one, standing alone with Devas.” 
Devas also said to him : 

Devas said : 

182-185. You are blessed. You can rest contented. O 
Rama, your father has gone to heaven. 

Blessed is he who redeems his ancestors from hells. By that 
blessed one the three worlds are to be decked. See him, O 
mighty one, he is freed from sins. He has the lustre of the Sun. 
Even if he is endowed with all riches, a sinner can be compared 
to a burnt tree. Even a penniless fellow is looked at like the 

crescent-crested lord if he is meritorious. 

Brahma said : 

On seeing his son the king showered blessings on him and 

said : 

The king said : 

186. O sinless one, welfare unto you. You can rest content¬ 

ed. I have been redeemed by you. In this world, blessed is that 
son who is the redeemer of his ancestors. 

Brahma said : 

187. Devas said to Rama, the most excellent among men : 
‘‘Go, dear, go away happily for achieving the object of Devas”. 

Then, on hearing their words Rama said to Devas. 

Rdma said : 

188-190. O Devas, what duty still remains to be performed 

by me for my elderly father ? 

Devas said : 

There is no river equal to Gariga. There is no son equal to 

you. There is no lord on par with Siva. There is no Mantra 

equal to Pranava. 
O Rama, the tasks for the sake of your elders have been 

performed by you. O bestower of honour, all your ancestors 
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have been redeemed by you. All go to their respective places. 
You too go away happily. 

Brahma said : 

191-194. At those words of Devas Rama, the elder brother 
of Laksmana, became delighted along with SIta. He was sur¬ 
prised on noticing the greatness of Ganga. He said these words : 

Rdma said : 

Ah ! the power of Ganga cannot be compared to anything in 

the three worlds. We are blessed because Ganga, the sanctifier 
of the three worlds, has been seen by us. 

Brahma said : 

With great pleasure Rama installed Mahesvara. He wor¬ 
shipped Isana with the sixteen articles of worship with great 
devotion. Is vara had thirtysix Kalas (digits) and requisite 

coverings. With palms joined in reverence. Rama eulogized 
Sankara. 

Rdma said : 

195-206. I bow to Sambhu, the ancient Puru§a. I bow to 
the omniscient lord of vast expense. I bow to lord Rudra, that 

lord of never-ending capacity. I bow to Sarva. I bow with my 
head. 

I bow down to that unchanging great lord. I bow to the 
consort of Uma, the preceptor of the worlds. I bow to that 

destroyer of poverty. I bow to that dispeller of sickness. 
I bow to the lord of welfare, of unimaginable form. I bow 

to the lord in the form of the seed causing creation. I bow to 

that lord who is the cause of sustenance of this universe. I bow 
to the lord of destruction. 

I bow to that unchanging lord fond of Gauri. I bow to that 
eternal lord identical with the destructible and indestructible. I 
bow to the lord in the form of knowledge whose existence is 

incomprehensible and whose capacity is immeasurable. I bow 

to that three-eyed lord with my head. 

I bow to the lord merciful to the living. I bow to the lord 

always terrifying. I bow to the donor of desired things. I bow 

to the lord of Soma, to the lord of Uma at the outset. 
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I bow to the lord with three Vedas for his eyes. I bow to 
that lord devoid of three forms. I bow to the meritorious lord 
beyond existing and non-existing. I bow to the destroyer of sins. 

I bow to that lord engaged in the welfare of the universe. I 
bow to the lord who assumes many forms, who is the protector 
of universe; and who is the creator of Sat and Asat. I bow to 
the lord of universe. 

I bow to the lord of sacrifices who bestows Havya and Kavya 
offerings. X bow to that lord who gives everything when propitia¬ 
ted, who is auspicious unto the worlds and who is the (ultimate) 
goal. I bow to my beloved deity who is fond of charitable gifts. 

I bow to the lord of Soma who is not independent (i.e. 
bestower of fruits based on one’s actions). I bow to that consort 
of Uma. I bow to that lord of victory. I bow to the lord of 
Vighnesvara and Nandi. I bow my head to that lord who is 

fond of his sons. 
I bow to the lord who destroys sorrow and misery of worldly 

existence. I bow to the bearer of Moon. I bow to the supporter 
of Ganga. I bow to Isa worthy of being worshipped. I bow to 
the husband of Uma, the excellent one among Devas. 

I bow to the lord whose pair of feet are worshipped by 
Devas and Asuras as well as by Brahma, the primordial deity, 
Visnu, Indra and others. I bow to the lord who wished for 
three eyes in order to see the eye-music of the face of the 

goddess (?) 
I bow to Soma who is worshipped with the articles of wor¬ 

ship, viz., mixture of milk, sugar candy, ghee, curds and honey, 
fragrant incense, lamps, flowers of various colours and different 

kinds of cooked food. 

Brahmd said : 

207. Then the lord said to Rama accompanied by Laks- 
mana, “Welfare unto you. Choose the boons”. Rama said to 

the Bull-bannered lord. 

Rama said : 

208. O Sankara, let the undertakings of those persons 

come to a fruitful end, who devoutly propitiate you by means 

of this prayer, O excellent one among Devas. 
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209. Let those Manes, O Sambhu, who are fallen into the 
ocean of hell be sanctified by the offerings of Pindas and let 
them go to heaven. 

210. Whatever sin one has committed ever since the birth, 
by thoughts, words and deeds let it be immediately destroyed 
merely by taking bath here. 

211. If, O Sambhu, anyone devoutly gives even a minute 
particle to the suppliants here, let that be of everlasting bene¬ 
fit to the donors. 

Brahma said : 

212-213. The delighted Sankara said to Rama : “Let it be 
so”. When the lord, the most excellent one among Devas, had 

gone, Rama too, accompanied by his followers, slowly went to 
that place where Gautami rose from. Thenceforth that holy 
centre is called Ramatlrtha. 

214. The place where the arrow fell down from the hand 
of merciful Laksmana became the holy centre “Banatirtha”. 

It dispels all adversities. 

215-217. The place where the holy bath and the worship 
of Sankara was performed by Laksmana, became Laksmana- 

tirtha. So also is the case of Sitatirtha. It is capable of dispell¬ 

ing sins of different types entirely. 
Where Ganga the sanctifier of three worlds, had a contact 

with the feet of Visnu (i.e. Rama) and where Rama took bath 

that is the holy centre Ramatlrtha. How can its special ex¬ 

cellence be described ? There is no holy centre anywhere equal 

to that Ramatlrtha. 

CHAPTER FIFTYFOUR 

Putratirtha and other Holy Centres 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre well-known as Putratirtha is said to be 

a meritorious Tirtha. Even by hearing its greatness one attains 

cherished desires. 
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2-3. I shall describe its qualities. Listen attentively, O 
Narada. The sons of Diti1 (Daityas) and the sons of Danu1 
(Danavas) became week and exhausted. The sons of Aditi1 

became superior to them in every respect. Then Diti became 
overwhelmed by a spirit of rivalry on account of her misery 
due to separation from her sons. She approached Danu. 

Dili said : 

4-5. O gentle lady, our sons have become powerless. What 

shall we do ? In the world Karman is extremely powerful. See 
the progeny of Aditi. They are unafflicted. They are excellent. 
They have a good kingdom with fame and splendour of victory. 

They have vanquished all enemies. Their renown and virtue 
are increasing. They are capable of destroying my mental peace 
and delight. This inequality is in spite of the fact that the same 
person is our husband, the family is the same and the general 

features and duties are the same. 

6. I will not survive this. I have become shattered on see¬ 
ing the splendour and glory of the children of Aditi. I am 

dejected and am experiencing a peculiarly miserable condition 
on seeing the excessive prosperity of Aditi. Even if we enter the 
forest fire it is certainly conducive to happiness. The prosperity 

and glory of a rival should not be seen even in dream. 

Brahma said : 

7. Even as the charming lady was saying thus with deep 
sighs and sad face the son of Paramesthin who had been 

honoured and whose weariness had gone, said to her after con¬ 

soling her. 

Paramef thirds son said : 

8-12. O gentle lady, do not be grief-stricken; what is 

desired is achieved only by merit. Kasyapa of noble features 
knows the means of achieving it. He will tell you, O chaste lady, 

should you be humble in every respect. 

1. According to Mahclbharata, Adiparvan, Diti, Danu and Aditi were 

daughters of Daksa Prajapati and were married to Kas'yapa, grandson of 

Brahma and son of Marici. 
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Brahma said : 

Danu said to Diti as she was saying thus, O Narada. 

Dam said : 

O gentle lady, satisfy your husband Kasyapa by your good 
qualities. If your husband is pleased you will attain your cheri¬ 

shed desires. 

Brakmd said : 

Saying “So be it” she satisfied Kasyapa in every respect. 

The holy lord Kasyapa, the Patriarch, said to Diti. 

Kafyapa said : 

13-15. O Diti of good holy rites, what shall I give you ? 

What is it that you desire ? Choose it. 

Brahmd said : 

Diti said to her husband that she wished for a son endowed 

with good qualities, who would be the conqueror of the uni¬ 

verse and who would be bowed to by all. She said thus humbly: 
“O father of Devas, I choose this gift that I shall become a lady 

with a valiant son in this world through the child that is born. 

KaSyapa said : 

16. I shall impart to you a holy rite lasting for twelve 

years. It will yield good fruits. After the holy rite is concluded, 

I shall impregnate you, as you desire. Ambitions are realized 

only when one is free from sins. 

Brahmd said : 

17-19. On the suggestion of her husband the delighted 

Diti of wide eyes bowed to him and performed the holy rite 
imparted by him adhering to the instructions laid down by her 

husband. 
How can living beings who shun visits to the holy centres, 

who are averse to distribution of charitable gifts to deserving 

persons and observances of holy rites realize their ambitious 

desires ? 
After the holy rite had been duly performed Kasyapa im¬ 

pregnated Diti. Again, he spoke to Diti, his beloved wife, in 

secret. 
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KaSyapa said : 

20-21. Since even the sages adhering to their penance do 
not attain what they desire if they disregard the ancillary rites 
as laid down (in the scriptures), O lady of pure smiles, what is 
censured should not be done. You must neither sleep nor move 
about during both the junctions (i.e. dawn and dusk). Do not 
keep your tresses loose. 

22. O fortunate lady, one should not eat, sneeze or yawn 
during dawn and dusk when hosts of evil spirits gather together 

(and are very active). 
23. These activities should always be pursued, especially 

laughter, with something to screen it with. You must never 

stand at the bounding edge of the house during dusk and dawn. 
24. My beloved one, neither during the day nor at night 

should one step over the threshing rod, mortar, winnowing 

basket, pedestal, scabbard and other things. 
25. One should not lie down with the head towards the 

north, especially at dusk and dawn. One should never utter a 

falsehood nor frequent other people’s houses. 
26. No man except one’s husband should be looked at 

wantonly. 

If you strictly adhere to these observances a son who will 
enjoy the riches of the three worlds will be born to you. 

Brahmd said : 

27-30. She promised the same to her husband who is 

worshipped by the world saying “So be it”. Kasyapa then went 
away, O brahmin, hither and thither amongst Devas. The 

foetus within Diti increased in size and strength since it had 

been meritoriously procreated. 
Maya1 Daitya had known all these things exactly through 

his miraculous power, Maya. Maya had intimate and pleasant 

friendship with Indra. He went to Indra and intimated every¬ 
thing to him in secret, viz. the intentions of Diti and Danu, the 

holy vow, development of the foetus and its valour and all 

other things. All these Maya intimated to Indra out of love. 

31. If merits of various kinds are acquired, it is possible to 

1. The architect and artificer of the non-gods. 
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have a friend who is the sole abode of confidence, devoid of fear 
of any calamity. 

N&rada said : 

32. Maya the very powerful Daitya was the beloved 
brother of Namuci. How did then Maya become friendly with 
the slayer of his brother, O lord of Devas ? 

Brahmd said : 

33. Formerly, there was a very powerful leader of Daityas 

named Namuci. His enmity towards Indra was terrible. It 
caused hairs to stand on end. 

34. Once Namuci, the heroic leader of Daityas, saw Indra 
abandoning the battle and going off. Then he pursued him. 

35. On seeing him coming Indra became overwhelmed 
with fear. Leaving off Airavata, Indra entered the foam in 
water. 

36-40. The thunderbolt-armed Indra instantly killed his 
enemy through the foam. Namuci was slain and his younger 

brother Maya performed a great penance as an expiation for 

the annihilation of the brother’s foe. He was able to secure 
Maya (deceptive powers) of diverse kinds terrifying to the gods. 

By means of penance he secured boons from Visnu, the ultimate 
refuge of all worlds. Then he became an efficient donor and 
lovingly delightful conversationist. Maya worshipped the sac¬ 

red fires and the brahmins and waited impatiently for an 

opportunity to conquer Indra. From Vayu, Indra knew that 
Maya was a liberal donor unto the suppliants; that he was 

eulogized by the bards and that he was his enemy with the 

power of Maya. Then Indra assumed the form of a brahmin 
and approached asura Maya who had started a strategic battle. 

He spoke to Maya again and again. 

Indra said: 

41. Iam an excellent brahmin, O lord of Daityas. I have 

come to you as a suppliant after hearing that you are the most 
distinguished among the donors. Give unto me, a suppliant, 

the boon sought after. 
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Brahmd said : 

42. Maya took him for a brahmin and said : “It has been 
given to you by me. When a suppliant is in front, do virtuous 
persons begin to ponder over (the subject begged for) whether 
it is too much or too little ?” 

43-45. When this was said Indra replied, “I wish for 
friendship with you”. Maya said again to Indra, “Of what 
avail is this, O excellent brahmin ? I have no enmity with 
you.” Indra then said: “O Hail to Maya.” Indra was then 
advised by theDaitya, “Speak out the truth”. Thereupon Indra 
revealed to the Daitya his own body which was thousand-eyed. 
Then Maya who was extremely surprised said to Indra : 

Maya said : 

46-48. WThat is this ? You are the thunderbolt-armed one ! 
Friend, this is an action not befitting you. 

Brahma said : 

Laughing and embracing him Indra said : ‘‘That is enough. 
Learned men achieve their desired object by any means what¬ 

soever”. 
Thenceforward, O greatest of sages, Indra had great love 

for Maya and Maya too acted for the welfare of Indra. 

49. Maya went to Indra’s abode and intimated everything 
to him. Indra asked Maya, the expert in Maya, “What am I to 
do ?” 

50. Out of love Maya gave his Maya to Indra. Indra was 
then delighted on acquiring it and said “O Maya, what should 
I do ?Tell me that.” 

Maya said : 

51-52. Go to the hermitage of Agastya. The pregnant Diti 
stays there. You remain there for some days waiting on her. 

Holding the thunderbolt enter her womb and cut the growing 
foetus till it comes under your control or dies. Then the enemy 
will cease to exist. 

Brahmd said : 

53-55. Saying “So be it” and after honouring Maya Indra 

immediately went to Diti, his step-mother, in great humility. He 
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began to serve that noble lady, the mother of Daityas. Dili 
was not aware of the real intention of Indra who was actually 
inimical. But the living entity that was inside the womb knew 
the intention of Indra. It was the unfailing splendour of sage 
KaSyapa, inaccessible to enemies. 

56-58. The thousand-eyed lord Indra was desirous of 
entering within. Holding his thunderbolt, he waited for an 
opportunity. Once he saw her sleeping at dusk with her head 
to the North. The thunderbolt-armed lord said to himself, 
‘‘This is the opportunity’* and he entered the belly of Diti : 
The living entity that was staying within, saw Indra holding 
the weapon and desirous of killing him. Then he said to the 
lord boldly: 

The foetus in the womb said : 

59. O thunderbolt-armed one, why don’t you protect me, 
your brother. You are desirous of killing me. There is no other 
greater sin than killing (someone) outside battle. 

60. (Killing) except in battle (is never just), O lord of 
large arms. O Indra, fight (with me) when I come out. Hence 
this is not proper on your part. 

61. You are the person who has performed a hundred 
sacrifices; you are the thousand-eyed one, you are the husband 
of Saci; you are the annihilator of the cities (of enemies); you 
are the lord ofDevas armed with thunderbolt. O lord this is 
not proper on your part. 

62. Or, if you are desirous of a battle, facilitate my com¬ 
ing out. O thunderbolt-armed one, shun this path. 

63-64. Great men do not step on the evil path even though 
there may be an emergency. (I am) devoid of learning; I have 
no weapon. Nor do I have any collection of implements. O 
thunderbolt-armed one, you are learned. Aren’t you ashamed 
in attempting to kill me ? Noble men never indulge in a despi¬ 
cable act. 

65-68. Do you expect fame or merit by killing me? If 
brothers staying within the womb are deliberately killed, will 
it be an act of manliness! If, on the other hand, you have any 
eagerness for fighting with me, my brother, (you can have it) 
undoubtedly. 
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After saying this he stood up there showing the fist to Indra. 
(Hecontinued then.) This is the fruit, O Indra, of being 

a slayer of a brother or committing breach of trust. Why 
did you attempt to kill me? Does this yield any fame? Is 
there manliness in this? He by whose command the entire world 
consisting of mobile and immobile beings, functions has now 
become slayer of a boy ! He is trying to kill me. 

Brahma said: 

69. Even as he was saying thus Indra cut the foetus with 
his thunderbolt. Neither greedy persons nor those who are blind 
with anger have any sympathy anywhere. 

70-72. (The foetus) did not die. (The pieces) said sadly, 
“We are your brothers**. Again he cut those pieces. They said, 
“O Satakratu (one who has performed a hundred sacrifices), do 
not kill us, your brothers confidently resting in the mother’s 
womb”. 

There is not even an iota of mercy in the minds of those 
persons whose intellects are affected by hatred. 

He saw seven times seven (i.e. fortynine) pieces cut apart 
without any sign of emotion. All of them had hands, feet and 
life. On seeing this he was surprised. 

73-76. The auspicious pieces stationed in the womb had 
many but similar forms. Those multiformed pieces began to cry. 
Indra said to them “Maruta” (Do not cry). They therefore 
became Maruts of extremely powerful splendour. Even while 
remaining within the womb they consulted one another free from 
all misapprehensions about Indra. They said to Agastya, the 
noblest among sages in whose hermitage their mother was 
staying : 

“Our father and your brother esteems your friendship much, 
O sage. We know that you have a tender feeling for us. The 
thunderbolt-bearer Indra has done to us what even a Candala 
does not do”. 

77-79. On hearing these words Agastya went there in excite¬ 
ment. He roused Diti who was distressed due to pain in the 
womb. The extremely infuriated Agastya cursed the husband 
of &aci. 
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Agastya said: 
O Indra, your enemies will always see your back in battle¬ 

field. 
If enemies see the backs of self-respecting fighters as they flee 

from battle-field it is death unto them even though they are 
physically alive. 

Brahma said: 

80-81. Angrily Diti cursed Indra who was within her 
womb. 

Diti said : 

O Indra, what has been committed by you is not an act of 
manliness. Hence this curse will take effect on you. You will be 
humiliated by women and ousted from your kingdom. 

Brahmd said : 

82. In the meantime the patriarch Kasyapa came there. 
He became distressed on hearing from Agastya about the evil 
deed of Indra. 

Indra who was within the womb spoke to his father like a 
frightened person. 

Indra said : 

83-84. I am afraid to come out because of Agastya and 
Diti. 

Brahma said: 

The patriarch Kasyapa who came near his wife saw the act 
of his son, his stay within the womb, and heard about the curses 
of Diti and Agastya. So he became distressed. 

Kafyapa said: 

85. Dear son Indra, come out. Why did you commit this 
sin? Persons born of pure families do not become inclined to¬ 
wards sins. 

Brahmd said : 

86. The thunderbolt-armed one came out and spoke with 
his face downwards on account of shame. Physiognomy of men 
itself speaks out their good and bad deeds. 
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Indra said: 

87-94. Undoubtedly I shall do what is said (by you) as 
conducive to welfare. 

Brahmd said: 

Then KaSyapa came near me along with the guardians of the 
quarters. He told me everything that had happened and asked 
me (how to bring about) the normalcy of the womb of Diti, 
freedom of the thousand-eyed lord from the curse, the friendly 
alliance of all those (pieces) within the womb with Indra, their 
freedom from illness, absence of defects for the husband of SacI 
and non-effectiveness of the curse given by Agastya, in due 
order. 

Then I spoke these words to Kasyapa, who was endowed 
with humility : “O KaSyapa, O Prajapati, bestower of honour, 
go immediately to GautamI accompanied by Indra, Vasus and 
guardians of quarters. Take your bath there and eulogize 
Mahesana in the company of everyone. Then by the grace of 
Siva everything conducive to your welfare shall befall you/’ 

Saying “So be it’* Kasyapa went to Gautami then. After 
taking bath, he eulogized the lord of Devas by these words. 

For the removal of all miseries only two things are well- 
known—the sacred river Gautami and Siva the merciful. 

Kafyapa said: 

95-100. Protect, O Sankara, O lord of Devas. Protect, O 
lord, bowed to by the worlds. Protect, O sanctifier, protect, O 
lord of speech with serpents for ornaments. 

Protect, O virtuous one seated on the bull. Protect, O lord, 
with three Vedas as the eyes. Protect, O upholder of the Earth, 
O lord of wealth and glory. Protect, O Sarva with the elephant’s 
hide for garment. 

Protect, O lord, destroyer of three cities. Protect, O crescent- 
crested one. Protect, O lord of Yajfias, O lord of Soma. Protect, 
O lord, the bestower of cherished things. 

Protect, O abode of mercy. Protect, O bestower of auspici¬ 
ousness. Protect, O origin of everything. Protect, O protector, 
O Indra, lord of wealth. 
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Protect, O brilliant one. Protect, O lord of wealth bowed to 
by Brahma. Protect, O lord of the universe. Protect, O lord of 
Siddhas. Protect, O perfect one, obeisance be to you. 

O Siva, O ocean of mercy, you alone are the refuge of the 
embodied beings whose minds are dejected due to the wanderings 
through the terrible forest of worldly existence. 

Brahma said: 

101. Even as he eulogized thus, the bull-bannered lord 
appeared in front of him. He asked Kasyapa, the patriarch, to 

choose a boon as he pleased. 

102-103. Kasyapa spoke these words very humbly to Siva. 
He narrated in detail the evil deeds of Indra, the curse, the des¬ 
truction of sons, the mutual enmity, the incurring of sins and 
curse by Indra. Then Vrsakapi said to Diti and Agastya. 

£iva said: 

104-106. The Maruts who are your sons and who number 
fortynine shall be fortunate ones taking their shares in the Yajftas. 

They will always be accompanied by Indra and they will be 
joyous. Wherever Indra has a share in the Havis offerings in 
any sacrifice, Maruts will undoubtedly have priority therein. 

107. No one will ever vanquish Indra when accompanied 
by Maruts. He will be victorious always. Stay happy for ever, 

O Patriarch. 
108. From now onwards if persons commit fratricide 

unjustly they will meet with extermination of their family as 
well as other calamities for ever. 

Brahmdsaid : 

109-113. Sambhu emphatically said to Agastya, the noblest 
among sages : 

Sambhu said: 

O sage, do not be angry with the husband of Sac!. O extre¬ 

mely intelligent one, be calm. The Maruts have become 

immortal. 

Brahmd said : 

The delighted bull-bannered lord Siva spoke to Diti also. 
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Siva said : 

You had thought thus : “Let a son be born to me who will 
be embellished with the riches of the three worlds” and then 

had strictly pursued the path of penance. That penance has now 
become fruitful to you. You have now splendid sons with nume¬ 
rous qualities. They have become strong and heroic. Hence 

cast off your mental anguish. O lady of beautiful eyebrows, be 
free from excitement and beg for other boons as well. 

Brahma said : 

114. On hearing these words of the lordofDevas, Diti 

bowed to Sambhu with arms joined in reverence and said : 

Diti said : 

115. The birth of a son is a great event for parents in the 
world. It shall be particularly endearing to a mother, O lord, 

worshipped by Devas. 

116. If that son happens to be one richly endowed with 
handsome features, heroism and valour (there is no doubt that 

he will be more endearing). Even one such son (is endearing). 
What to say when there are many such (sons) ! 

117. By virtue of your power my sons will be certainly 
strong and victorious. They are the true sons of the Patriarch 

and the brothers of Indra. 
118-119. (They are valourous) due to the favour of 

Agastya and Ganga. There will be auspiciousness, O lord, where 

there is your favour. What doubt is there in it ? I am content¬ 
ed. Still I shall submit this devoutly. Listen, O lord, to my 
words and do what is conducive to the welfare of the universe. 

Brahma said : 

120-123. When she was told by the Maker of the universe, 

“Speak out”, Diti humbly said : 

Diti said : 
The acquisition of a child in the world is very difficult, O 

lord, saluted by Devas. It is particularly pleasing to the mother. 
What to say if it happens to be a son ! 

If that son is endowed with good qualities, glorious and 

long-lived, of what avail is heaven, salvation or the status of 
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Paramesthin himself? The acquisition of a virtuous son is 
always welcomed by the living beings desirous of benefits both 
here and hereafter. Hence let that benefit be conferred if one 
takes one’s holy dip here. 

Sankara said : 

124-126. It is fruit of great sins that one is unable to beget 
children. If a woman were to be barren or a man to be impo¬ 
tent that defect can be rectified merely by taking bath here. 
One shall take bath and offer fruits and recite this prayer and 

then one obtains a son as a result of the bath and charitable 
gifts performed for three months. A barren woman shall bear a 
son by taking bath here. 

127-128. Any woman who has had her bath after mens¬ 
truation shall bear a son if she takes her bath here. Within 
three months after conception a pregnant woman shall devoutly 
take her bath, offer fruits, visit me and eulogize me with this 

prayer. She will then give birth to a son who will be equal to 
Indra. 

129. O Diti, listen. If persons do not beget sons due to 

offences committed against the manes or due to the fault of 
misappropriation of money, the following is the best atonement. 

130. In such cases the person shall offer balls of rice, pro¬ 

pitiate manes and gift away a bit of gold. Then he will certainly 
have a son. 

131. The family of these persons does not flourish : those 
persons who take away or misappropriate money kept in trust, 
persons who conceal jewels or deny their existence, and those 

who do not perform the rite of Sraddha. 
132. This (holy river) shall be the resort of such guilty 

persons after their death. Children deserving praise shall be 
born to those living persons who perform pilgrimage to the holy 

centres. 
133-136. The devotee shall take a holy bath at the conflu¬ 

ence of Diti and Ganga and worship lord Siddhesvara who is 
beginningless and unageing, who is extensive, whose body con¬ 
sists of existence, knowledge and bliss, who is the great lord 
served by the chiefs among Devas, sages, Siddhas, Gandharvas 
andYogins, who is in the form of Linga, who is brilliant and 
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who is free from illness. He shall worship everyday with all arti¬ 

cles of worship. He shall be devout. He shall perform holy rites 
with full control over the limbs and sense-organs. He shall 

eulogize me by means of this prayer on the eighth and four¬ 

teenth days of the lunar fortnight. He shall gift away gold in 
accordance with his capacity. He shall feed brahmins. Who¬ 
ever does these on the Gariga shall obtain a hundred sons. 

137-141. After attaining his cherished desires he shall go to 
the city of Siva on death. Whoever eulogizes me by means of 
this prayer, wherever be he, shall beget a son within six 

months. Undoubtedly it is so even if she happens to be a barren 
lady. 

Brahmd said : 

Thenceforth that holy centre is cited as Putratirtha. By 
taking bath there, by distributing charitable gifts and perform¬ 

ing other similar rites there one shall attain all cherished 

desires. 
The place where friendship with the Maruts took place is 

called Mitratirtha. Since this holy centre rendered Indra sinless 

it is called Sakratirtha. 
Where Indra obtained his glory, that holy centre is named 

Kamalatlrtha. All these holy centres are the bestowers of all 

cherished desires. 

“All will happen” saying this Siva vanished. AH (those 

assembled there) went away in the manner they had come, 

with contentment. 
It is well known that there are a hundred thousand holy 

centres there that bestow merit. 

CHAPTER FIFTYFIVE 

Holy centres Tamatirtha etc. 

Brahma said : 

1-2. The holy centre well known as Yamatirtha is the 

enhancer of the satisfaction of the Manes. It is sacred. It 
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bestows all desired things seen and unseen. It is resorted to by 
all holy men. I shall recount its power that destroys all sins. 

There was a powerful Pigeon well known as Anuhrada. 
3. His wife was a shc-bird named Heti who could assume 

any shape she liked. Anuhrada was the grandson of Mrtyu and 
Heti his granddaughter. 

4. As time passed on they begot sons and grandsons. His 

enemy was the powerful king of birds named Uluka (owl). 
5. His sons and grandsons were fiery and powerful. Bet¬ 

ween these two (sets of) birds there was a long-drawn enmity. 
6-8. The hermitage of Pigeon was on the northern bank of 

Ganga. The king of birds named Uluka was on its southern 
bank. He resided there along with his sons and grandsons, O 
excellent brahmin. Those two strong sets of birds were anta¬ 
gonistic to each other. Surrounded by their strong sons and 
grandsons those powerful birds fought for a long time. Neither 

the owls nor the pigeons won or lost. 
9. By propitiating Yama and his grandfather Mrtyu, the 

Pigeon obtained miraculous Yamya weapons and became supe¬ 
rior to all. 

10. Similarly, the owl propitiated Fire and became strong. 

A terrible fight ensued between them as they became excessively 
arrogant on account of their boons. 

11-12. The owl discharged towards the pigeon a Fiery arrow. 
The pigeon hurled the noose of Yama at his enemy. He dis¬ 

charged the thick rod as well as the nooses of Mrtyu. Again 
a fight ensued between them like the one between Adi (a kind 
of bird) and Baka (crane) formerly. 

13-14. On noticing the fire closely approaching her husband 

in the course of that great battle, the chaste lady Heti, the she- 
pigeon, became extremely distressed. On seeing her sons being 

particularly enveloped by the fire, Heti approached the 
Fire-god and eulogized him through various utterances. 

Heti said : 

15-17. His mode of granting gifts and his form are not 

invisible. All the objects are his soul(?) It is through him that 
Devas partake ofHavyas (sacrifical offerings). I bow down to 

lhat husband of Svaha, to that enjoyer of Yajnas. 
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I seek refuge in that lord who is the mouth of Devas, who 
is the carrier of Havyas, who is omniscient, who is the perfor¬ 
mer of Homas on behalf of Devas, who is the messenger of Devas, 
who is the primordial lord and who has bright light as his 
asset. Inside the body he dwells in the form of vital airs and 
outside he is the bestower of cooked food. He is an instrument 
for the performance of Yajfias. I seek refuge in that Fire-god, 

the conqueror of wealth. 

Agni said: 

18. O she-pigeon, this miraculous weapon of mine that has 
been discharged in the course of the battle is infallible. Where 
should it be made to rest, O chaste lady. Tell me that. 

The she-pigeon said : 
19. Let the miraculous weapon rest in me—neither in my 

sons nor in my husband. O lord of Havyas, be truthful in 
speech. O Jatavedas, obeisance be to you. 

Jatavedas said : 

20-21. I am delighted at your words, O chaste lady, as 
well as at your devotion to your husband. O Heti, I shall 

bestow happiness on you and on your husband and sons. This 
miraculous fiery weapon of mine will not scorch you, your hus¬ 
band or your sons. Therefore, O she-pigeon, go happliy. 

Brahma said : 
22. In the meantime she-owl saw her husband encircled by 

the nooses of Yama and struck by his rod. Being distressed and 

frightened she approached Yama. 

The she-owl said : 

23. People sympathise (with others) because they are 

frightened by you. Afraid of you they practise celibacy. Afraid 
of you, they do good actions. Afraid of you, they scrupulously 

cling to their duties. 
24. It is because they are afraid of you that they refrain 

from destructive acts as they rush to the forest from the village; 

afraid of you they adopt gentleness; afraid of you they imbibe 

Soma juice; afraid of you steadfastly they hold on to die prac- 
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tice of distribution of charitable gifts of cooked food and cows; 
afraid of you they expound the principles of Brahman. 

Brahma said : 

25-30. While she said this the lord of the southern quarter 

said to her : 

Tama said : 

Welfare unto you. Choose a boon. I shall give you what¬ 
ever pleases your mind. 

Brahma said : 

On hearing these words of Yama, that chaste lady said to 
him : 

The she-owl said : 

My husband is encircled by your nooses and struck by your 
rod. Hence, O excellent one among Devas, save my sons and 

husband. 

Brahma said : 

Becoming sympathetic on hearing her words Yama said 
again and again : 

Tama said : 

O Jady of splendid face, tell me a befitting place for the 

nooses and the rod. 

Brahma said : 

31. She spoke to lord Yama : “O lord of the universe, let 

the nooses hurled by you enter me. Let the rod penetrate me.” 

Thereupon lord Yama sympathetically spoke to her again. 

Tama said : 

32-33. Let your husband and sons, let all of them come 

out alive and free from ailments. 

Brahma said : 

Yama stopped the nooses and the Fire-god stopped the fiery 
missile. The two gods made the pigeons and owls happy. They 

said to the birds : “Let the desired boon be chosen**. 
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The birds said : 

34-40. Under the pretext of our hostility we have been able 
to have a view of both of you which is usually very difficult to 
achieve. We birds are sinful ones. O excellent ones among 
Devas, of what avail is a boon? If you two lovingly decide that 
a boon has to be given, we do not, for our own sake, request 
for the same. One who begs for one’s own sake should indeed 

be pitied, O great Devas. Fruitful is the life of that person who 
always acts for the welfare of others. Fire, water, sun, earth and 
different kinds of food grains—all these exist for the sake of 

others. Good people too exist similarly for the sake of others. 
Brahma and others are linked with death, and when this is 

realized, O lord of Devas, eagerness for the realization of one’s 
own interest becomes fruitless. Wha t has been fixed by Brahma 
at the time of a man’s birth can never be otherwise. Therefore 
creatures strain themselves in vain. Hence, we two shall beg for 
something auspicious for the welfare of the worlds, what is 
conducive to the good of all. Both of you may be pleased to 
agree to it. 

Brahmd said : 

41. For the acquisition of virtue and fame and with a desire 

for the welfare of the worlds, the two birds spoke to the lords 

well known in the world. 

The birds said : 

42-43. O lords of the worlds, let the two hermitages of us 
both be in the holy centres on either side of Ganga. This is our 

foremost boon. 
Whether the holy dip, charitable gifts, Japa, Homa and 

worship of the Manes are performed by a meritorious person or 
a person of evil actions, even if these are performed in a hapha¬ 

zard manner—let everything be meritorious and everlasting; 

this is our second boon. 

The Devas said : 
44-45. Let this be so. We are delighted to say another 

thing also. 

Tama said : 
There shall be no untimely death for seven generations in 
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the families of those persons who recite Yama’s prayer on the 

northern bank of Gautami. 
46. The man who conquers his soul and recites everyday 

the prayer of Mrtyu shall be the recipient of all riches. 
47-49. He will never be tormented by eighty-eight thou¬ 

sand varieties of ailments. In this holy centre, O excellent 
birds, a pregnant chaste lady shall take holy dip for seven days 

within three months and a near-barren lady within six months. 
That lady shall give birth to a heroic son.That son will live for 
a hundred years. He shall be rich, intelligent and heroic. His 

sons and grandsons will flourish. By offering balls of rice and 
distributing charitable gifts the manes will attain liberation. 
By taking holy dip a man shall be free from sins committed 

by thought, speech and deeds. 

Brahmd said : 
50-53. Immediately after the statement of Yama the Fire- 

god said to the birds : 

Agni said: 

I shall bestow good health, prosperity and beautiful form 

on those persons who observe sacred rites and recite my prayer 
on the southern bank. 

If this prayer is recited by anyone at any place and if this 

prayer is written down and kept in the house there can be no 

fear from fire. 
If a pure person takes his holy dip and performs charity in 

the holy centre of Agnitirtha, he will undoubtedly derive the 

benefit of Agnistoma sacrifice. 

Brahmd said : 

54-56. Thenceforth learned men know that holy centre 
variously as Yamyatirtha, Agneyatirtha, Kapotatirtha, Uluka- 

tirtha and Hetyuluka Tirtha. 
There are three thousand three hundred and ninety holy 

centres there. Everyone is conducive to the attainment of 

salvation. 
Those man who take their holy dip in them and practice 

charity become purified even after their death. They will be 

endowed with riches and sons. They will become splendid and 

attain heaven. 
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CHAPTER FIFTYSIX 

The holy centre Tapastirtha and others 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre well known as Tapastirtha excessively 
increases Tapas (power of penance). It bestows all cherished 

desires. It is sacred. It increases the happiness of the manes. 

2. Listen to what happened in that holy centre. It is des¬ 

troyer of sins. There arose a controversy amongst the sages as 

to the greatness of waters versus fire. 

3. Some considered waters the most superior. Others con¬ 

sidered fire the most superior. The controversy among the sages 

on the subject of fire versus water proceeded thus. 

4-8. Without fire where can life exist ? It is so because fire 
is the very essence of life. It is the soul. It is offerings. Every¬ 

thing is born of fire. 

The world is sustained by fire. Fire illuminates the 

world. Hence there is no greater deity than Fire-god. He alone 
is the inner light. He alone is the great flame. Nothing exists 

without fire whose abode is the entire set of three worlds. 

Therefore, there is nothing other than Fire-god which has the 

superiority over all other living beings. The semen deposited 
by a man in the womb of a woman has more power than its 

physical form. That power is of fire and not anything else. 

Indeed fire is the mouth of Devas. Hence they know none 
superior to this. 

9-12. Others who expound the Vedas advocated the supe¬ 

riority of water. Indeed food is produced from water. Fire is 
produced from water. Everything is sustained by water. Waters 

are remembered as mothers. Those who know the ancient lore 

say that water is the very life of the three worlds. Nectar is 
produced from water. Medicinal herbs are possible only through 

water. 
Thus some said that the Fire-god is superior. Others said 

that Waters are superior. Those expounders of Vedas, those 

sages who were voicing mutually opposed views approached me 

and said. 
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The sages said : 

13-17. Tell us whether fire or water is superior. You are 
the lord of the three worlds. 

Brahma said : 

I too said to all those sagfes, the regular performers of holy 
rites who came there : “Both of them are worthy of being 

worshipped in the world. The world is evolved out of both. 
Havya, Kavya and Amrta are produced from both. Life in the 
world is sustained by both. The sustenance of the body (is 

through both). There is no special difference between the two. 
Their superiority is considered equal. This is my emphatic 
pronouncement that neither is superior to the other. 

But the excellent sages considered that one of them must 
be superior. They were not satisfied with my words. Those sages 
went to Vayu (the Wind-god). 

The sages said : 

18-22. Who is the superior of the two, O Vayu? You arc 

the vital air. Truth is rooted in you. 

Brahma said : 

Vayu said : “Fire is superior. Everything is founded on 
fire”. Saying “No” amongst themselves those sages went to 
the Earth. 

The sages said : 

Speak the truth, O earth, as to who is superior. You are 
the support of the mobile and immobile beings. 

Brahma said : 

The Earth humbly said this to the sages who came there. 

Bhumi said : 

The waters, the eternal goddesses are the supports even unto 
me. Everything is born of waters. Hence superiority is well 

established in waters. 

Brahma said : 

23. After saying ‘No* amongst themselves the sages went to 
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the lord lying down in the ocean of Milk. By uttering prayers 
they eulogized the lord holding conch, discus and iron club. 

The sages said : 

24-27. We seek refuge in that true entity which knows the 
entire universe, future, present and„that which is hidden in the 
cavity and which the entire set of three worlds of diverse and 
variegated forms enter on death. We seek refuge in that truth¬ 
ful entity which is imperishable, permanent, and immeasurable, 
which the sages mention as one that is comprehensible through 
the Vedas and those resorting to which obtain what they desire. 

The Yogins do not get the form of Visnu which is (identical 
with) the elements and which is the most important entity in 
the universe consisting of the great elements. We, the sages, have 

come here to say it. O abode of the universe, tell us the truth. 
You are the immanent soul of all the embodied beings. You alone 
are everything, O lord, everything is in you. Still alas, no one 
anywhere knows you on account of the influence of Prakrti (i.e. 
Maya). No one knows you though you are within, without and 
everywhere and you convert yourself in the form of the universe. 

Brahma said : 

28-29. Then the divine voice, the unembodied one, the 
support of the universe spoke. 

Divine voice said : 

Let both these (i.e. water and fire) be propitiated by means 
of penance, devotion and regular observances. That element 
can be said to be superior^ from which one attains fulfilment 

first. 

Brahma said : 

30-31. Saying “So be it” the sages worshipped by the 

worlds went away. They were weary, inwardly depressed and 
extremely detached. 

All of them went to Gautami, the sole mother of all the 

worlds, the sanctifier of the three worlds, for performing penance. 

They observed holy rites with self-control. 

32. Then they were ready for the worship of the Water- 

god and Fire-god. Some were the worshippers of Agni and 
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some adhered to the worship of waters. Then the divine voice, 
Sarasvati, the mother of the Vedas, spoke. 

The Divine voice said : 

33-35. Waters are the source or origin of fire. Purity, 
cleanliness are obtained through water. Without water how can 
the worship of fire be accomplished ? When water is made 
ready one becomes authorized to perform holy rites. A man 
becomes impure, dirty and unfit for holy rites till he faithfully 
plunges into cool waters, even if he be a scholar of the Vedas. 
Hence waters shall be the superior ones since they are remem¬ 
bered as mothers. Therefore, the superiority belongs to waters 
since they are the mothers particularly of fire. 

Brahma said : 

36. Those sages, the expounders of the Vedas, heard these 
words. Thereupon they came to the conclusion that the sup¬ 
eriority must be of the waters. 

37. The holy centre where this happened, O Narada, is 
called Tapaslirtlia. The holy centre where thetwoSatras of the 
sages took place is called Satratlrtha. 

38-40. It is also called Agnitirtha. So also they know this 
as Sarasvata (TIrtha). A holy plunge and the distribution of 
charitable gifts there is splendid and it bestows all cherished 
objects. 

There are one thousand and four hundred holy centres 
there. They are the bestowers of merit. A holy plunge and 
distribution of charitable gifts here bestow heavenly pleasures 
and salvation. 

The place where the doubts of the sages were dispelled by 
the divine voice is the source of the river Sarasvati which flows 
into Gaiiga. Who indeed could fully describe the glory of that 

confluence ! 
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CHAPTER FIFTYSEVEN 

Holy Centre Ars\isenatirtha etc. 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre well known as Devatirtha is on the 
northern bank of Gariga. I shall describe its power that destroys 

all sins. 
2. There was a king well known as Arstisena. He was 

endowed with all good qualities. The name of his wife wasjaya. 

She was just like another Lak§mi. 

3. His sort was named Bhara. He was intelligent and a 
favourite of his father. He was an expert in the science of 

archery and the Vedas. 

4-5. His wife was a beautiful lady well-reputed as Supra- 
bha. Thereafter king Arsti§ena placed the responsibility of the 

kingdom on his son and took initiation for a horse sacrifice 
through the chief priest. He intended to perform the horse 

sacrifice on the banks of Sarasvatl. 

6-10. The king was initiated by Rtviks and important 

sages devoted to (the study of) Vedas and scriptures. In the 
presence of the brahmins and the sacred fires, Mithu the 

valiant king of Danavas, an evil-minded spirit of great exploit, 

destroyed the sacrifice and abducted the king, his wife and 
priest, O sage, and went hurriedly to the nether rigions. 

When the excellent king was thus taken away and the 
sacrifice was destroyed the immortal ones and the Rtviks went 
away to their respective places. The son of the king’s priest was 

a boy well known as Devapi. The boy saw his mother but could 

not see his father. He was supnised and excessively distressed. 

11-12. He asked his mother : “O mother, where has my 

father gone ? I would not like to live without him. Dear 

mother, tell me the truth. Fie, fie upon the life of those persons 

of evil deeds, bereft of their fathers. Dear mother, if you do not 
tell me I will enter water or fire”. 

13. The mother said to the son : “The king, his wife and 

the priest, your father, were taken away by a Danava to the 

nether worlds.** 
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Devapi said : 

14. Where was he taken? By whom was he taken ? How 
was he taken? In which rite? Who were all watching it? 
What is the abode of the Danava? Tell me. 

The Mother said : 

15. While Devas were watching, in the presence of the 

sacred fires and the brahmins, Mithu the Daitya abducted the 
king who had been initiated in the sacrifice to the nether worlds 
along with his wife and the priest. 

Brahmd said : 

16-17. On hearing those words of his mother Devapi re¬ 

membered his duty : “I will see Devas, fire, Rtviks and Asuras. 
My opinion is that my father should be sought among these 
and not elsewhere.” 

After deciding thus Devapi spoke to Bhara the son of the 
king: 

Devapi said: 

18-20. All those who have been taken to the nether worlds 
should be brought back by me through the power of penance, 
celibacy, holy rites, and sacred observances. 

Of what avail is that wretch, whether alive or dead, who 
does not retaliate when a terrible insult has been inflicted. 

Rule over the entire Earth like your father Ar§p?ena. O king, 

my mother should be protected by you till my return after ful¬ 
filling my task. O Bhara, permit me to go. 

Brahmd said: 

21-23. After a careful deliberation Devapi was addressed 

thus by Bhara. 

Bhara said : 

Achieve your puropse. Go happily. Do not have the least of 

worry. 

Brahmd said : 

Devotedly meditating on the feet of the king of immortals, 
Devapi searched out the Rtviks and bowed to them severally. 

With the palms joined in reverence the boy Devapi said. 
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Devapi said : 

24-26. The sacrifice should have been saved by you all. 

The sponsor of sacrifice who had been initiated therein, the 

priest and the wife of the initiated one should have been saved 
by you all. Even while you were all watching, O Rtviks, the 

king and others have been abducted by him after destroying the 

sacrifice. This is not proper. Still, I consider this (necessary). It 
behoves you all to return them devoid of all ailments. O leading 

brahmins, otherwise you will deserve a curse. 

The Rtviks said: 

27-28. In a sacrifice, the Fire-god should be worshipped 
at the outset. It is Agni who is the presiding deity here. Hence, 

we the servants of the sacrificial fires do not know (these 
things). That carrier of the Havyas (offerings) (i.e. the Fire- 
god) is the donor, the enjoyer, the remover and the maker. 

Brahma said : 

29. Turning his back upon the Rtviks and worshipping 

the Fire-god, Devapi duly intimated it to the Fire-god. (Then 
the Fire-god replied.) 

Agni said : 

30. Just like the Rtviks I too am a servant of Devas. I 
carry Havya to Devas. They are the enjoyers (and therefore) 

they are the saviours too. 

Devapi said : 

31. I shall call Devas and carefully distribute their shares 

in the Havis to each. Hence, you go hurriedly towards them. 

Brahma said : 

32. Devapi approached Devas and bowed to each of 

them. He then intimated to them the statement of Rtviks, of the 

Fire-god and (his own threat of) curse. 

Devas said : 

33. When we are invoked by the Vedic Mantras by the 

Rtviks in the proper order we partake of our shares in the Havis. 

We are not otherwise free, O excellent brahmin. 
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34. Hence, we are the perpetual followers of the Vedas. 

We are induced by the Vedas. O brahmin, we are dependent. 
Therefore, intimate this to the Vedas. 

Brahma said : 

35-36. Devapi cleaned himself and then invoked the Vedas 
with care. He was endowed with (the power of) meditation 
and penance. The Vedas appeared before him. 

Bowing down to them again and again he spoke to the 
Vedas. He intimated to them the statement of the Rtviks, the 
statement of Agni and the statement of Devas. 

Vedas said : 

37-41. We too are dependent, O dear one. We are the 

followers of Isvara and subject to his control. He is the support 

of the entire universe, but he is not supported by anyone. He 

is unsullied. He is the sole abode of all power. He is the store¬ 

house of all riches. He is the great god, the maker. He is Mahe- 
svara, the annihilator. We are in the form of words and sounds, 

O brahmin. We speak, we know. It is our duty that we speak 
(i.e. explain) what you ask. We know by whom they were taken 
away. We know his name, his city and his power. We know 

that they have been eaten but they are not destroyed. We also 

know how you can acquire the capacity to get them back again, 
whom to propitiate and where (for the same purpose). 

Brahma said : 

42-46. On hearing this he pondered for1 a long time and 

spoke to the Vedas. 

Devapi said : 

O Vedas, be pleased to speak this alone immediately, entire¬ 

ly and truthfully. I shall get back all those who had been taken 

to the nether worlds. Adequate obeisance to them all. Obeisance 

be to you all. 

The Vedas said: 

O Devapi, go to the Gautami. There eulogize Mahesvara. 

The merciful lord (when) pleased will surely bestow on you 
what you desire. (When) eulogized lord Siva will be pleased. 
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This is true, O extremely intelligent one. King Ar?fisena, Jaya 
his chaste wife and Upamanyu your father—all of them stay in 
the nether worlds devoid of ailments, due to the boons bestow¬ 

ed by lord Siva. Due to the boons bestowed by lord Siva you 

will kill Raksasa Mithu and attain fame and virtue. This is 

possible. It is not otherwise. 

Brahma said : 

47. At the instance of the Vedas the boy Devapi went to 
Gautami. The brahmin took his bath and having got the proper 

opportunity eulogized Mahelvara. 

Devdpi said : 

48. O lord of the chiefs of Devas, I am a mere boy. You 
are the preceptor of preceptors. I have no power to eulogize 
you befittingly. Obeisance be to you, O Sambhu. 

49. The Vedas do not know you. Neither Devas nor sages. 
Neither Brahma nor Visnu. As you are so you are. Obeisance 

be to you. 
50. You protect, O Mahegvara, those who are sinning souls, 

who are helpless, who are miserable, who are poor and who 
are sickly. 

51. The heaven-dwellers who are worshipped by penance, 
holy rites and Mantras will give them the benefit ordained by 

you, O lord of the worlds. 

52. (Even) beggars will turn out to be donors. Whatever 

they desire is not wanting at your door. You are the cause of 
this unique situation. 

53. O preceptor of the universe, O lord, at the mere utter¬ 
ance of the word Siva, you protect ignorant persons, sinners 
and those who are immersed in the ocean of hell. 

Brahmd said : 

54-56. Even as he was eulogizing thus, the three-eyed lord 

appeared in front of him and said. 

Siva said: 

Tell me what boon (you wish to have), O Dev&pi. Enough 

of your despondency, O boy. 
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Devfipi said : 

O lord of the universe, I wish to redeem the king, the king’s 
wife and the preceptor who is my father. I wish for the death 

of my enemy. 

BrahmS said : 

57. On hearing the words of Devapi the lord of the uni¬ 

verse said “So be it”. At the behest of Sankara, Devapi got 
everything. 

58. Calling Nandin, one of his Ganas, the merciful lord 
Sambhu sent him with his Spear, O Narada. 

59. Nandin went to the nether worlds and killed Mithu 
and the leading Asuras. Bringing his father and others he 

handed them over to them (Devapi). 
60. The horse sacrifice of the self-possessed Ar§^i§ena was 

performed there. The Fire-god, Rtviks, Devas, Vedas and sages 

said : 

Agni and others said : 

61. Where Sambhu, the lord of Devas, the lord of the uni¬ 

verse, favourably disposed towards his devotees appeared per¬ 
sonally, O Devapi, that place has become the holy centre Deva- 
tlrtha. 

62-64. This holy centre shall be conducive to the destruc¬ 
tion of all sins; it shall bestow all spiritual achievement; it yields 

merit and your fame shall be perpetual. 

Brahmd said : 

When the horse-sacrifice was concluded Devas granted them 

boons. After taking their bath they became contented and went 

to heaven. Thereafter fifteen thousand and hundred and eight 
holy centres cropped up on both the banks. Let it be known 

that a holy dip and distribution of charitable gifts there bes¬ 

tow excessive merits. 
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CHAPTER FIFTYEIGHT 

Holy Centre Tapovanatirtha etc. 

Brahma said : 

1-2. The holy centres on the southern bank of GautamI 
well known as Tapovana, Nandini Sangama, Siddhe^vara and 
Sardula are very holy. Listen to their details by merely listen¬ 

ing to which one is rid of all sins. 
3. Agni (Fire-god), Hotr was formerly the carrier of Havyas 

unto Devas. He got as his wife the beautiful daughter of Daksa 

named Svaha. 

4. She was childless in the beginning. She performed 

penance for a son. The Fire-god said to his wife Svaha, the 
uncensured lady who performed elaborate penance and delight¬ 

ed the Fire-god. 

Agni said : 

5-8. Children will be born, O splendid lady; do not per¬ 

form penance. 

Brahma said : 

On hearing the words of her husband she desisted from 
penance. Excepting the words of husband nothing else fulfils 

the cherished desires of women anywhere. 
Some time passed by. Terror from Taraka increased. 

Karttikeya was as yet unborn, although Mahesvara and BhavanI 
had been indulging in amorous dalliance in secret for a long 

time. Devas became frightened and approached Agni. The 
heaven dwellers spoke to him thus for realizing the task of 

Devas. 

Devas said : 

9. O highly fortunate one, go to lord Sambhu worshipped 
by the three worlds. Inform Siva that there is danger from 

Taraka.1 

1. A powerful demon who by the performance of severe penance had 

secured a boon from Siva and had later became a great terror to gods; killed 

by Skanda who as a result of a divine planning was bom to Siva and Parvati. 
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Agni said : 

10. One should not go to that place where a couple remain 
in secret communion. This is a general rule. What then with 
regard to the trident bearing lord ? 

11. There is no deliverance from hell to that person who 
overhears the conversation of a passionate couple who remain 
in an isolated place indulging in frank carefree talk. 

12. He is the master of all the worlds. He is Mahakala 
wielding trident. By whom can he be looked at while he is 
staying in a secret place along with Bhavani. 

Devas said : 

13. This is justifiable when a great danger is overshadowing 
us. What is the rule to be followed and mentioned elsewhere ? 
(i.e. This is an extraordinary situation) when there is great 
danger from Taraka you are the Taraka (redeemer). 

14. The life of good men is meant for others especially 
(when they are immersed) in the ocean of great danger and 
terror. 

Or you can go in another form (in disguise) and speak the 
words befitting (the role). 

15. After intimating to Sambhu the words of Devas come 
back quickly. Then, Fire-god, we shall offer you worship (on 
behalf) of the two worlds. 

Brahma said : 

16-18. At the instance of Devas the Fire-god assumed the 
form of a parrot and went to the place where the lord of the 
worlds was sporting with Uma. Then the Fire-god went ahead 

timidly in the form of a parrot. The carrier of the Havyas (Fire- 
god) could not go through the doorway. Then he went to the 
window sill and remained there with face turned down and 
trembling. On seeing him Sambhu in that secret place laugh¬ 

ingly said to Uma. 

Sambhu said : 

19-22. See, O gentle lady, the parrot that is the Fire-god 

himself who has come here at the instance of Devas. 
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Brahmd said: 

Parvati bashfully said to the lord, “O lord, enough’*. The 
lord of Devas called the Fire-god moving about in front of him. 
in the form of a bird and said, “O Agni, you have been recog¬ 
nised through various ways. Do not speak anything. Open your 
mouth. Take this in and carry it with you.” After saying this 
lord Sambhu discharged a great deal of semen into the mouth 
of Fire-god. 

With this semen within him Agni could not at all go. 
23-27. Utterly tired, Agni sat down on the bank of Ganga. 

He then discharged a greater portion of that semen into Kftti- 
kas wherefrom Karttika was born. 

The remaining portion of the semen of Sambhu that had 

been within his body, Agni split into two and deposited into his 
beloved wife Svaha who was particularly eager to have a child. 
Formerly, she had been assured by saying “You will have child¬ 
ren. ” Agni remembered this now and deposited the semen of 
Sambhu. Excellent twins were born of that semen discharged 
by Agni. They were Suvarna and Suvarna, unrivalled in the 
world in handsome features and beauty. It was pleasing to Agni 
and it perpetually increased the pleasures of the worlds. 

28. Out of love Agni gave Suvarna (in marriage) to the 
intelligent Dharma. He made Samkalpa the beloved wife of 
his son Suvarna. Thus Fire-god performed the marriages of 
his son and daughter. 

29-34. Due to the fault of the mutual intermixture of the 

semen both the children of Agni (became lax in sexual beha¬ 
viour) . The son Suvarna who could assume many forms, 
assumed the forms of the excellent Devas and indulged in sexual 
intercourse with the wives of Indra, Vayu, Kubera, Varuna and 
the leading sages. If any lady was fond of any particular per¬ 
son he assumed the form of that person and indulged in amo¬ 
rous dalliance with that lady. In some places the son of Agni 
who had splendid form assumed the forms of husbands of chaste 
ladies and sported about with them fully satisfying (Cupid). On 

account of his action Suvarna became contented. 
Although she was the wife of Dharma, the daughter of Svaha 

named Suvarna became an adulteress. If any person had a 

beautiful wife pleasing to his mind, Suvarna assumed that form 
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and sported about with those husbands whether human beings, 

Asuras, Devas or sages. She indulged in sexual sports with these 
and others endowed with beauty, munificence, stability and 
majesty and having the brilliance of her father (Agni). If any 

wife of any Deva gained his approbation, she used to assume 
the form of that lady and sport with him. By means of diverse 
ways and activities she used to attract his mind and achieve 
the fulfilment of her love. 

% 

35. On seeing these (amorous) activities of Suvarna and 
Suvarna, the son of Agni as well as the daughter of Agni, Devas 

and Asuras became angry and they cursed the son and daughter 
of Agni at that time. 

Devas and Asuras said : 

36-37. Since this act involving transgression (of moral 
laws) has been committed, since this sinful deed marked by 

deceitful behaviour has been done, O Havyavaha (the carrier 

of Havyas), your son shall become one of infidels and one 
going everywhere. 

Similarly, Suvarna too shall not be steadfast to any single 

person. She shall not be satisfied with any one person. She will 
resort to many ignoble embodied beings of different species. 

This shall be the defect of your daughter, 

Brahma said : 

38. On hearing these words of imprecation Agni approach¬ 

ed me with great fright and spoke, “Tell me the mode of ex¬ 

piation for the children’*. 
39-41. Then I said : “O Agni, go to GautamI, After 

eulogizing Sankara, O large-armed one, intimate to the lord of 

universe (everything). 
O Agni, such a child as this has been born to you due to the 

semen of MaheSvara deposited in your body. Hence intimate to 

the lord these imprecations of Devas. For the protection of his 
own progeny Sambhu will do something conducive to their 

welfare. 
42. Eulogize the lord and the goddess. Siva will be pleased 

with your devotion. Then you will get the fulfilment of cherish¬ 

ed desires in regard to your children. 
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43. Then at my instance, Agni went to Ganga and 
eulogized Mahesvara by means of laudatory statements equal to 
the Vedas in importance. 

Agni said : 

44-47. He is the creator of the universe. He has the cosmic 
form. He is unsullied. He is the primordial maker and the 
self-born. I bow down to that lord of the universe. 

I bow down to that three-eyed lord who becomes fire and 
annihilates; who is the creator in the form of water and who 
protects in the form of the Sun. 

(Obeisance) to the lord who is the cause of satisfaction to 
Devas in the form of the (sponsor of sacrifice) and to the 
living beings by making neat arrangement in the form of Vayu 
(wind); who protects in the form of Siva; who is conducive to 
perpetual happiness (in the form of) Visnu, and who accords 
space to the living beings in the form of firmament. 

Brahma said : 

48. Then the delighted lord Siva, the unchanging and the 
endless, asked Agni, worshipped by Devas to choose any boon 
he liked. 

49. Humbly he said to Siva, “Your semen is stationed in 
me. Due to that the handsome son Suvarna well known through¬ 
out the worlds was born. 

50-51. Similarly, the daughter Suvarna was also born 
from it, O lord of the universe. On account of the defect of 
mutual interchange of semen, O Siva, both the children have 
become defective due to the transgression of moral laws. 

Devas have cursed them. O lord, quell it.” 
On hearing these words of Agni Siva said the following that 

is conducive to the outcome of auspiciousness. 

Siva said : 

52-56. Due to my semen Suvarna of great expolit was born 
of you. Complete magnificence and all accomplishments will be 

bestowed upon this Suvarna by me. O Agni, listen to my words. 
He will become the sanctifier of the three worlds. He alone is 

the nectar in the world. He alone is the beloved of Devas. He 
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alone is the enjoyment of worldly pleasures and salvation. He 
alone is Daksina (monetary gift) in the sacrifice. He alone is 
the beautiful feature of everything. He is the preceptor of the 

preceptors. One should know that the excellent semen from me 
is the most excellent thing. Especially that which is deposited 
in you. What worry can there be in regard to thac ? Without it 
everything is deficient. Due to it riches arc perfect. 

57. Men without Suvarna are dead though (physically) 
alive. A rich man though devoid of good qualities is worthy of 
being honoured, but not so a poor man though endowed with 
good qualities. 

58. Therefore, there is nothing greater than Suvarna. So 
also this Suvarna though restless and fickle shall be excellent. 

59-61. Everything deficient, if glanced at by her will be¬ 

come perfect. She is to be attained in the three worlds by 
means of penance, Japas and Homas. O Agni, her power and 
excellence is recounted a little. She will stay everywhere. She will 

wander about after coming there. Suvarna, Kamala, shall be 
holy. From now onwards the merit of your children who loiter 

as they please shall be one like which has neither been nor will 
ever be. 

Brahma, said : 

62- After saying thus Siva assumed the form of a Linga 

and remained there manifest with a desire for the welfare of 
the worlds. 

63- 65. After acquiring boons Agni became delighted along 
with his children, the son and the daughter. Suvarna, the 

daughter of Agni, remained joyous along with her husband 

Dharma. His son also remained jolly along with Samkalpa. 

In the meantime O sage, Sardula, the lord of Danavas, 

attacked and defeated Dharma and fraudulently abducted 
Suvarna, the daughter of Agni, the abode of fortune, conjugal 

felicity and graceful charms. 

66-67. Suvarna well known throughout the world was 

taken to the nether worlds by him. Agni the carrier of Havyas 
and Dharma the son-in-law of Agni eulogized again and again 

Vi§nu, the lord of the worlds, and intimated to him the matter 
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on hand. They intimated to the powerful lord the matter on 
hand. 

68-69. Lord Visnu cut off the head of Sardula with his 
discus. The divine lady Suvarna, the most beautiful women in 
the world, was brought by the lord. She was the daughter of 
Maheivara as well as the beloved (daughter) of Agni too. 
Vi§nu showed her to Mahesvara,0 Narada. MaheSvarabecame 
pleased and embraced her again and again. 

70-74. The place where the discus that shone brilliantly 
and cut off Sardula’s head was washed is well known as Sankara 
Tirtha as well as Vaisnava Tirtha and Siddha Tirtha. 

In the place where Agni and the eternal Dharma attained 
great delight, in the place, O excellent sage, where tears of 
delight fell down a river named Ananda and Nandini arose. 
Its confluence with the Gariga is sacred. Siva is present there. 
In the very same confluence, Suvarna is manifestly present even 
today. 

75-77. She is also well known as Daksayani, Siva, Agneyi, 
Ambika, Katyayani, Isvarl and Jagadadhara (support of the 
universe). She is the perpetual bestower of the cherished desire 
of the devotees. She adorns both banks. The place where Agni 
performed penance is the holy centre Tapovana. There are 
these and other holy centres on both sides. O sage ! A holy 
dip and the distribution of charitable gifts in them is auspicious 
and it bestows all cherished desires. 

78. There are fourteen thousand holy centres on the 
northern bank and sixteen thousand holy centres on the 
southern bank. 

79. In different places, the holy centres have special marks 
of recognition. They have separate names as well. It has been 
briefly mentioned by me. 

80. Whoever listens to this, reads or remembers this, will 
be perfect in all desirable respects. 

81. If a man knows this and performs holy dip etc. there, 
he remains rich always and particularly righteous. 

82-84. The holy centre to the west of Abjaka is known as 
Sardula. It is superior to all holy centres such as Varanasi. 

He who takes his holy bath there, salutes Pitrs and Devas 
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and performs libations, becomes rid of all sins. He is honoured 

in the world ofVi§nu. 
Between Tapovana and Sardula there are many holy 

centres. The greatness of each and every one cannot be described 

by anybody. 

CHAPTER FIFTYNINE 

Holy Centres Indratirtha etc. 

Brahmd said : 

1-2. A holy bath and distribution of charitable gifts in 
these holy centres prevents return to the worldly existence. 

The holy centres are Indratirtha, Vrsakapatirtha, the con¬ 

fluence of Phena where there is the holy centre of Hanumanta, 
and the holy centre Abjaka where the lord is Trivikrama. 

3. I shall mention what has transpired on the southern 

bank of Ganga. On the northern bank there is the holy centre 
named Indresvara. Listen with devotion observing holy rites 
with controlled senses. 

4. The excessively arrogant enemy of Indra named Namuci 
was very strong. He fought with Indra Indra removed his head 

with Phena (watery foam). 

5-7. That foam of waters assumed the form of Vajra 
(thunderbolt) and it cut off the head of his enemy Namuci. 
Thereafter, the foam fell on the ground on the southern bank 
of Ganga. After piercing the Earth it entered the nether worlds. 

The sacred water of Ganga originating from the nether worlds 
came to the Earth’s zone through the path pointed out by the 
thunderbolt. That water followed the river Phena called after 

the name Phena, i.e. foam. 

8. Its confluence with Ganga is holy and well known 

throughout the worlds. It is conducive to the destruction of all 

sins like the confluence of Ganga and Yamuna. 

9-11. The holy centre where the step-mother of Hanuman 

became free from the state of a cat merely because of a holy 
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dip there due to the grace of Visnu is called Marjara. This 
has been previously recounted to you. It is also called Hanu- 
manta. The narrative has been mentioned before. It is also 
called Varsakapa and Abjaka. Listen to it with attention. 

There was a strong ancestor of Daityas well known as 
Hiranya. 

12. By performing penance he became invincible to all 
Devas. He became very terrible. His son also was very power¬ 
ful, difficult to be conquered by Devas. 

13-16. He was known as Mahasani. His wife was Apara- 
jita. A long-drawn continuous battle ensued between him and 
Indra. On all occasions Mahasani of great virility used to 
conquer Indra in the battlefield along with his elephant and 
hand him over to his father. After binding him he used to see 
him devoid of strength and forsake cruelty and hand him over 
to Hiranya. The father of Mahasani was superior to Devas and 
he used to put Indra in the nether worlds under surveillance. 

17. After conquering Indra Mahasani marched against 

Varuna in order to conquer him. Varuna of great intellect 

offered his daughter to Mahaiani. 

18. Varuna gave his own abode in ocean to Mahasani. 

Friendship was generated between Varuna and Mahasani in 

this way. 

19-20. Varuna’s daughter VarunI married Mahasani. In 
all the three worlds Mahasani the great Daitya was incompa¬ 

rable in virility, fame, heroism and strength. When the universe 
was devoid of Indra, Devas had mutual consultation. 

Devas said : 

21. Visnu alone shall be the person to restore Indra. He 
alone is the slayer of Daityas. He alone shall be the seer of 

Mantras. He will create another Indra. 

Brahmd said : 

22-23. After having consultation together thus, Devas in¬ 

timated this to Vi§nu. 

Saying, “ Mahasani, the great Daitya, cannot be killed by 

me” Vi?nu went to the lord of waters, Varuna, his father-in-law. 
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After going to Varuna, Kesava said to him about the defeat and 
discomfiture of Indra. 

24-26. (He said) “You must do something whereby Indra 
comes out”. At those words of Visnu, O sage, the lord of the 
waters hurriedly went to the valorous Mahasani, the husband of 
his daughter, and the son of Hiranva. Lord Varuna was exces¬ 
sively honoured by his son-in-law. The Daitya then humbly asked 
his father-in-law (the reason of) his arrival. Varuna mentioned 
to the Daitya the reason of his arrival. 

Varuna said : 

27-28. O mighty-armed one, give me Indra who has been 

conquered by you before. Dear friend, the overlord of Devas 
has been imprisoned in the nether worlds. He is worthy of our 
honour always. O slayer of enemies, give him to me. If the 
enemy is released (voluntarily) after being imprisoned, it will 
confer great glory on good men. 

Brahma said: 

29-30. With very great difficulty the lord of the Daityas 

said “So be it” and gave to Varuna Indra, the husband of Saci, 
along with his elephant. He appeared excessively majestic in the 
midst of Daityas. With diverse ways and modes of worship 

Mahasani honoured Indra in the presence of the lord of 
Waters (Varuna). 

Mahaiani said : 

31. By whom have you been created, O Indra ? Your valour 
is useless. Wherefore do you boast so much? You are being 

tormented by enemies in the battlefield. Still you continue to 

be Indra. This is ridiculous. 
32. If any woman is imprisoned by a man it is proper on 

the part of her husband to set her free. Women are always 

dependent on men (So are you). O my good Indra, you shall 

also be a man! 
33. You have been caught and imprisoned by me in the 

battle along with your vehicle. Your miraculous weapon 
(Thunderbolt) of uncontrollable power has been (cast off) some¬ 

where. Fie upon your life ! After being set free through the 

intercession of the lord of waters you still wish to live despite 
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the fact that you have lost the costly jewel, Cintamani, the park 
Nandana, the celestial damsels, fame, strength and everything 
that could be enjoyed by the lord of Devas. 

34. “That which is the storehouse of fame is life, that which 
is antagonistic to fame is death”—even after knowing this, O 
Indra, how did you get yourself released through the intercession 
of the lord of Waters ? Why don’t you feel ashamed ? 

35. You were staying in heaven surrounded by Devas 
fanned by your beloved wife and eulogized by the celestial 

damsels. I think, indeed, bashfulness is afraid of you. 
36. “You are the slayer of Vj-tra, killer ofNamuci, breaker 

of cities; with the thunderbolt in your hand you have split the 
mountains”. Thus Devas honour you. Hence, O victorious one I 
abandon all these. 

37. How is it that the maker of people like you, the lord 
born of the imperishable lotus, did not get his heart broken? 

People like you continue to live, continue to mix with the people 
of the world even after getting insult and injury from enemies. 

Brahmd said: 

38. After saying this, the lord of Daityas gave Indra to the 

noble-souled Varuna. Thereafter, he said these words again. 

Mahdiani said: 

39. From now onwards Indra shall be the disciple and 
Varuna the preceptor—Varuna who is my father-in-law and 

through whom, O Indra, you have attained freedom. 
40. In the same manner you shall behave like a servant 

unto Varuna. Otherwise, I will be obliged to imprison you and 

hurl you into the nether worlds. 

Brahmd said: 

41. After rebuking Indra thus and laughing again and 

again he took leave of Varuna and said (to Indra) “Go, go”. 
42. Indra then reached his abode completely overwhelmed 

by shame. He told his wife the details of his defeat and discomfi¬ 

ture at the hands of the enemy. 

Indra said: 

43. I have been told thus and treated thus, O lady of splen- 
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did face. O fortunate lady, tell me whereby I can console my 
soul. 

Indrani said : 

44. O Indra, the slayer of Bala, I know the origin of 

Danavas, their Maya, mortification, grant of boons as well as 
their death. 

45. Hence, I shall say for your satisfaction everything 

necessary for the death or defeat of that demon. 
46. He is the heroic son of Hiranya. He is the powerful son 

of rny paternal uncle (Puloman). Hence, he is my brother 

(cousin). He became arrogant due to the boons granted to 
him. 

47. He propitiated Brahma by means of penance and obser¬ 

vances. He acquired a great power like this. What is it that 
cannot be achieved by means of penance? 

48. Hence, no undue worry or wonder should be entertained 
by you. Listen. This must be pursued as it is overdue. 

Brahma said: 

49-52. After saying thus, the daughter of Puloman said to 
Indra in great humility. 

Indrani said: 

There is nothing which cannot be achieved by penance. 
There is nothing which cannot be achieved by sacrificial rites. 

There is nothing which cannot be achieved by devotion to Visnu 
and Siva, the lord of worlds. Again dear husband, this extremely 
splendid thing has been heard by me. O overlord of Devas, only 

women know the nature of women. Hence, O lord, there is 

nothing which cannot be achieved by the Earth and waters. It 
is through them only that penance or sacrificial rite can take 

place. 

53. There too you shall go to that land which has become 
a holy centre. There you will attain all cherished desires by 

worshipping Visnu and Siva. 

54. Again this has been heard by me. Only those women 
who are chaste ladies know everything. The world consisting of 

the mobile and immobile is sustained by them. 
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55. The forest ofDandaka is in the middle of the Earth 

and is its essence. Ganga, the mother of the universe flows there. 
O lord, worship Siva there. 

56-57. Or worship Visnu, lord of the worlds, the lord who 
dispels the agony and the grievance of the wretched and the 
distressed. The sole refuge of helpless men who are drowned in 
the ocean of misery is lord Siva or lord Visnu or Mother Ganga. 
There is no other refuge anywhere. Hence by all means satisfy 
these with mental purity and concentration. 

58. By means of devotion, penance or prayer perform the 
rite of propitiation along with me. Then you will attain welfare 
by the favour of lord Siva and lord Visnu. 

59. If a man performs a good rite unknowingly the lord 
gives him as much benefit as he deserves; but if he performs it 
knowingly it shall be hundred times more beneficial. If a man 
performs a holy rite along with his wife it has everlasting 
benefit. 

60. In every performance of a man it is the wife who 
assists him. Even if the tasks are very small they are not fruitful 
without her. 

61. If a man does any thing alone he gets only half the 
benefit, but if he does it along with his wife, O lord, the man 
gets abundant benefit. 

62. This idea occurs in the Vedas too, which say that one 
who has understood holy rites very well takes the help of his 
wife. 

It is heard that there is one excellent river Gautami in 
Dandaka forest. 

63. It subdues sins entirely. It bestows all cherished desires. 
Hence, go there along with me. Perform meritorious rites yield¬ 
ing great benefit. 

64-66. Then you will get profuse happiness after slaying 

the enemies in battle. 

Brahma said: 

Saying “So be it” the lord of hundred sacrifices went to 
Ganga well known as Gautami along with his wife and precep¬ 
tor, He went to Gautami, the mother of the universe, flowing in 

the middle of Dandaka forest. The delighted Indra went there 
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with an intention to perform penance unto Sambhu, the lord of 
Devas. 

67. At the outset he bowed down to Gahga. After taking 
the holy bath he joined his palms in reverence. Seeking sole 
refuge in Siva he recited the following prayer : 

Indr a said: 

68. May that Pinaka-bearing lord be pleased with us— 
the lord who creates, protects and devours the entire universe 
consisting of the mobile and immobile beings through his own 
Maya but does not get entangled in it; who is single, who is 
independent and who is of the nature of non-dual knowledge and 
happiness. 

69. May that consort of Parvati be pleased with me, the 
lord whose reality even Sanaka and others conversant with the 
esoteric doctrine of Vedanta, do not know; who is the bestower 
of all cherished desires and who is the enemy of Demon 
Andhaka.1 

70. The self-born lord created Brahma and saw his terrible 
head. He plucked it off with the tips of his nails. He hurled it 
when it stuck to his nails and from it the three objects2 of 
worldly existence, viz., virtue, love and wealth, originated. 

71. Sin, poverty, greed, begging, delusion and adversity 

were born therefrom. Many other endless things also took shape 
from them. They became influential. They had the features 

of worldly misery. This entire visible world is pervaded by 
them. 

72. On seeing everything, the lord of Devas became bewil¬ 
dered and said to the goddess: “The whole universe is crumbling 
down. O goddess of the worlds, protect it. O mother of the 
worlds, the sole refuge, O gentle lady, O fortunate one. 

1. A demon with a thousand arms and heads, two thousands eyes and feet, 
so called because he walked like a blind man; killed by Siva when he attem¬ 
pted to carry off the Purijata tree from Svarga. 

2. Trivarga, i.e. the three supreme objects desired by worldly persons, vu., 
Dharma, Artha and Kama. The fourth is Moksa or ultimate deliverance 
from the world of transmigration. All the four together are know as caturvarga 
i.e. four kinds of highest objects or Purufdrthacatu}taya i.e. four supreme 

objects of human endeavour. 
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73. O bestower of boons, the foundation of the universe, 

be victorious. You are the enjoyment of worldly pleasures, you 
are the concentration, you are the highest liberation. You were 
Svaha, Svadha, Svasti (hail), the primordial spiritual achieve¬ 

ment, the speech and the intellect, O immortal goddess, devoid 
of old age. 

74. At my behest you accord protection to the three worlds. 
They shall be created by you alone as variegated and wonderful 
as the one created by Prakfti.” 

75. On being told thus by lord Siva, the beloved wife of 
the lord became eager to embrace and chat lovingly to the lord. 
When she became tired she closely clung to half of the body of 
Siva and discharged drops of sweat from the tips of her 
fingers. 

76-78. From that, Virtue (Dharma) was the first to appear; 

then followed Lak§ml, Danam (charitable gift), good rain, the 
animals of rich variety, lakes, grains, flowers, fruits, the articles 
conducive to conjugal felicity, good bearing, dress and demean¬ 
our, great medicines linked with amorous toilet and sport, 

dances, songs, nectar, Purana, Vedas, Smrti texts, polity, food, 
beverages, weapons, scriptures, domestic utensils etc., mira¬ 

culous arrows etc.,holy centres, forests, sacrifices, social services, 

auspicious vehicles, splendid ornaments and elegant seats. 

79-81. Due to contact with Bhava and on account of your 
fire, laughter, excellent perspiration, gentle talk and other secret 
activities and modes the world consisting of the mobile and 
immobile beings became devoid of sins, O goddess. Everything 
born therefrom also became so. 

Happiness is abundant. Auspiciousness shines perpetually. 
This is because of your feelings, O goddess. Hence, O mother 

of the universe, O chief of the worlds, save me. I am afraid of 
worldly existence. There are some people who become silly due 

to abstruse arguments. Others get merged there. I bow down to 
that non-dualistic beautiful body of Siva and Sakti. 

Brahma said: 

82-86. Even as he was eulogizing thus, Siva appeared in 

front of him. 
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Siva said: 

O Indra, what is that thing you desire and seek from me? 
Tell me the best thing that you require. 

Indra said: 

My enemy is very powerful. He appears like thunderbolt. I 
have been imprisoned, abducted, taken to the nether worlds and 

harassed in many ways. I have been pierced by words sharp 
like arrows. This endeavour of mine is for the purpose of killing 

him. For that purpose, O lord, O lord of worlds, give me that 

virility whereby I will be able to conquer my enemy. Grant me 

other things loo which will destroy the enemy. If that person 
from whom defeat and discomfiture had been experienced, is 

destroyed, I will consider myself born again. Renown is better 
than victory and splendour. 

Brahma said : 

87-93. Siva said to Indra thus : 

“Your enemy cannot be slain through me alone. Hence you 

propitiate Visnu, the unchanging lord also. With your intellect 
concentrated on nothing else, propitiate lord Janardana Nara- 
yana, the sole refuge of the three worlds. Propitiate him along 

with your wife. Then, O Indra, you will acquire what is pleas¬ 

ing to you through him and through me”. 

Lord Mahesvara, the primordial Maker, said again : 

“Practice of Mantras, penance and Yogic exercises bestow 

spiritual achievement even if they are carried on at any conflu¬ 
ence. The sages know it. What then if these things are practised 

at the confluence of Gautami with the ocean ! or in the caves of 

mountains or at the confluence of rivers! 
There is a brahmin, a great sage named Apastamba on the 

southern bank of Ganga. His mind remains fixed on the feet of 

Mukunda. I am pleased with him also, O slayer of Bala. There¬ 
fore you propitiate the club-bearing lord along with your wife.” 

Brahma said : 

94-95. After taking bath in the sacred confluence of Phena 

and the Ganga he eulogized the lord on the southern bank of 
Ganga along with Apastamba. With great purity of mind he 
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eulogized lord Janardana by reciting various kinds of Vedic 
Mantras. He propitiated him through penance also. 

96. Then Vi§nu became pleased and spoke, “What should 
be given?” 

Lord Indr a said: 

“Give me a slayer of my enemy”. 

97-99. Janardana said to him, “Know that it is already 
granted.” 

By the grace of Siva, Vi$nu and Ganga a person rose up 

from the water. He had the form of Siva and Vi$nu. He was 
having trident and discus in his hands. He went to the nether 
worlds and killed MahaSani, the enemy of Indra. He is called 
Abjaka. He is Vrsakapi. He became a friend of Indra. 

100. Though he was a resident of heaven, Indra used to 
follow Vrsakapi always. Seeing him attached to another person. 

Sac! became angry due to her love. The lord of hundred sacri¬ 
fices laughingly consoled SacI and said thus : 

Indra said : 

101. O IndranI, I do not seek refuge except in my friend 
Vr?akapi. Either libation of water or the Havis offering in 

fire had been my favourite always. 

102. I do not go anywhere else. My beloved one, I swear 
so by your body. O beautiful lady, it does not behove you to 
think suspiciously about me. 

103. You are a chaste lady and my beloved one. You assist 
me in the performance of holy rites and advise me (on im¬ 
portant matters). You have children. You are of noble birth. 

Who else can be my beloved ? 
104-106. Hence, at your suggestion I reached the great 

river Ganga. By the favour of the discus-bearing Visnu, the 

lord of Devas, by the favour of Siva, the lord of Bhutas, by the 
favour of Vrsakapi, my friend Abjaka who was born of water 
and who is well known in the world. I have overcome my 

miseries, O fortunate lady. I am Indra here, the unfallen one. 
What cannot be achieved if a wife acts according to her 
husband’s wish ! 

107. It may be difficult to attain liberation there (in a 
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householder’s life) but, O splendid lady, the three things be¬ 
ginning with wealth (i.e. wealth, virtue and love) are possible. 
A wife who desires welfare in the two worlds is the greatest 
friend. 

108. If she is of noble birth, if she always speaks pleasing 
words, if she is chaste, if she is richly endowed with good 
qualities and beauty and if she has equanimity during affluence 
and adversity, what is it that cannot be achieved by her in the 
three worlds! 

109. It is because of your ideas that, my beloved wife, this 
auspicious thing has happened. Hereafter, I have to do only 
what is ordered by you and nothing else. 

110. For practice of piety and attainment of other world 
there is nothing equal to a good son. To a distressed man there 
is no other curative remedy than his wife. 

111. There is nothing like Ganga for the attainment of 
salvation as well as for relief from sins. Listen to another thing 

also, O lady of splendid face. 
112. There is nothing other than the realization of non¬ 

difference of Siva and Vi§nu for the achievement of virtue, 
wealth, love and salvation and for getting rid of sins. 

113. Hence, O chaste lady, due to your intellect all these 

mentally cherished things have been obtained by the grace of 
Siva, Visnu and Ganga. 

114. It is on account of this that my position as Indra has 

become stable again by the power of my friend, I think. O 
beautiful lady, Vr§akapi who was born of waters and is my friend. 

115. You are my perpetual dear companion. There is 

nothing more endearing to me. 

Among holy waters Gautami and Ganga are the best and 

among Devas Hari and Sankara are the best. 
116. Hence, by the grace of all these I have acquired 

everything desired by me. This holy centre well known in the 

three worlds is pleasing to me. 
117. Hence, I will request Devas for only this : Let them 

in due order permit this. Let the sages, Ganga, Devas, Hari and 

Sankara permit this. 
118. O Devas, on either bank of the river, there is Sankara 

in Ijidresvara and lord Janardana in Abjaka on the other side. 
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119. Visnu, Trivikrama, directly sanctifies the Dandaka 
forest. Whatever holy centres are in between are the bestowers 

of everything meritorious. 

120-124. Merely by taking bath here all of them will 
attain liberation along with their ancestors of five generations. 
If anything is given to the suppliants here, even if it be as 

little as a sesamum seed, it accords everlasting benefit to the 
donors. It bestows all cherished desires. It yields salvation. 
The narrative ofVisnu and Sambhu is conducive to the attain¬ 
ment of wealth, fame, longevity, health and merit. It yields 

salvation through knowledge and holy dip. Those who read or 
listen to the glory of this holy centre shall acquire merit. They 
will attain the power of memory of Siva and Visnu that causes 

the total destruction of all sins. It is this, that even the sages 
who have conquered their sense-organs and mind, seek. 

Brahma, said : 

125-127. Devas and sages spoke to him, ‘It will be so*. 
There are, on the northern bank of GautamI, seven thousand 

holy centres that bestow salvation and that are worthy of being 

resorted to by Devas, sages and Siddhas. Similarly, on the 
southern bank there are eleven thousand holy centres. Abjaka 

is mentioned as the heart of Godavari by great sages. It is the 

abode of rest of Isa, Visnu and Brahma. 

CHAPTER SIXTY 

Apastambatirtha and other Holy Centres 

Brahmdsaid : 

1. The holy centre well known as Apastamba is famous in 
the three worlds. A mere remembrance of it is capable ofdestroy¬ 

ing all sins completely. 

2. There was a highly intelligent sage of great fame named 

Apastamba. His wife named Ak§asutra was devoted to the pious 

activities of her husband. 
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3. His son named Karki was extremely intelligent and was 
a knower of truth. The excellent sage Agastya came to his her¬ 
mitage. 

4. After worshipping Agastya the wise great sage followed 

by his disciples began to ask. 

Apastamba said : 

5-6. O excellent sage, among the three Devas who is the 
one deserving worship ? From whom can we have worldly 
pleasures and salvation ? Who is the bestower of food ? Who is 
the infinite one, O brahmin ? Who is the deity of Devas? Which 

lord is worshipped by means of Yajrias ? Who is being sung 
about in the Vedas ? O great sage Agastya, speak out to dispel 

this doubt of mine. 

Agastya said : 

7. In the matters of virtue, wealth, love and liberation 

scriptures are said to be the authority. And among scriptures 
Vedas are considered to be the greatest authority. 

8. The Purusa sung about by the Vedas is greater than 

the greatest. That which, is destructible is Apara (not great)— 
The Amrta (non-destructible) is called Para (great). 

9. That which is Amurta (unembodied) is Para and the 
Murta (embodied) is Apara which is of three kinds according 
to the distribution of attributes—Satcva, Rajas and Tamas. 

10. The very same entity is called in three forms as Brahma, 

Visnu and Siva. The greatest entity, the sole one, is the object 

to be known by the three Devas. 

11. The spreading of the single one into many is due to 
difference in attributes and activities. The three forms arise for 

the good of the worlds. 

12. Only he who knows the highest truth (or principle) is 

the learned one and not the other. He who speaks of difference 
(in the three forms) is called Lingabhedin (the splitter of 

Linga). 

13. There is no atonement for that person who speaks of 
(real) difference between them. There is difference in the 

physical forms of the three Devas. 
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14. The Vedas are our authority in respect of the separate 
physical forms. The one that is formless is superior to them. 

Apaslamba said : 

15. By this (statement) I have not come to any fixed con¬ 
clusion. In this respect too, let the secret doctrine be elaborated 

upon and explained quickly. That secret doctrine should be free 
from doubts and alternatives and it should be (important 
enough so as) deserving all riches. 

Brahmd said : 

16-18. On hearing this the holy sage Agastya spoke these 
words. 

Agastya said : 

Athough there is no difference amongst these Devas, still the 
achievement of everything is possible only through Siva of the 
nature of happiness. Siva is that excellent brilliance which is 
the cause of the universe. O sage, propitiate that lord alone 

with the utmost devotion. The annihilator of all sins is in the 

Dandaka forest on Gautami. 

Brahmd said : 

19-20. On hearing these words of the sage, he attained great 
pleasure. He asked: Which one yields worldly pleasures ? 
Which one yields salvation ? Is it the (one with form) or 

the one without form? 

Which is the form for creation ? Which is the form for 
protection ? Who is the donor ? Who kills everything? What is 

it where all these things come to an end ? 

Agastya said : 

21. The form Brahma has the characteristics of the creator, 

the form Vi$nu is the protecting one, the form Rudra is 

destructive. 

Brahmd said : 

22. Apastamba went to Ganga and took his bath there. 

With self-control and holy observances he eulogized lord 

Sankara, O Narada, by means of this prayer. 
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Apastamba said: 

23-31. (Prayer) 

I seek refuge in that Somanatha who is present in all living 
beings and who is fire in wooden pieces, fragrance in flowers, 
the future tree in seeds and gold in stones. 

I seek refluge in that Somanatha who sportingly created 
this universe, who is the maker and dispenser of the destiny of 
the three worlds, who has the cosmic form and who is beyond 
both Sat and Asat (the existing and non-existing). 

I seek refuge in that Somesvara by remembering whom an 
embodied being is not affected by the great curse of poverty, 
sickness etc. and those who resort to him obtain everything 
desired. 

I seek refuge in that Somesvara by whom, after taking into 
consideration the Trayidharma (the righteous activities laid 
down in the three Vedas), Brahma and others had been assigned 

duties, by whom the body has been divided into two. 

I seek refuge in that Somanatha to whom the obeisance 
sanctified by Mantras proceeds, to whom the Havis offered in 
the fire and the worship performed also go. It is the Havis handed 
over by him that Devas partake. 

I seek refuge in that Somesvara than whom there is no 
greater or more excellent one, than whom there is nothing 

subtler and who is greater than the greatest. 

I seek refuge in that Somesvara at whose behest the whole 
of this universe follows as if in a single action,the universe which 

is variegated and diversified, which is great and whose form is 

unimaginable. 

I seek refuge in that Somesvara in whom there is superhu¬ 

man power, the overlordship of everything, the states of being 

the maker and the donor, greatness, love, fame, happiness and 

the primordial virtue. 

I seek refuge in that Somesvara who is perpetual refuge 
for all, who is worthy of being worshipped by all, who always 
loves a person who seeks refuge, who is always auspicious and 

who is the form of everything. 
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Brahmd said : 

32-34. Then the delighted lord said to the sage, O Narada, 
“ (Seek anything) for your own sake or for others.** 

Apastamba said to £iva : 

“Those who take their bath and visit lord I^vara, the lord 
of the worlds should obtain their cherished desires”. 

“Let it be so”, said Siva to the sage. Thenceforward that 
holy centre is cited as Apastambatlrtha. It is capable of 
dispelling the darkness of Avidya that is beginningless. 

CHAPTER SIXTYONE 

Holy Centres Tamatirtha and others 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre Yamatlrtha is well known as the 
increaser of pleasure to the Manes. It subdues sins entirely. 

Listen to what happened there. 
2. Here is the story. It is an ancient legend. There was a 

divine bitch, O sage, famous by the name Sarama. 
3. She had two extremely excellent dogs as sons. They 

always followed people. They had four eyes. They had only 
the air for their food and they were the favourites of Yama. 

4. She used to keep watch over the cows of Devas as well 
as the animals set apart for Yajiias. The Raksasas, Daityas and 
Danavas followed her while she was watching. 

5-6. The highly intelligent Raksasas tempted that bitch, 
the mother of the dogs, who was guarding (the cows), by means 

of agreeable words and gifts. The splendid cows kept as the 
sacrificial animals were taken away by the sinful Raksasas. Then 
the bitch gradually came to Devas and said. 

Saramd said : 

7-11. The Raksasas bound me with nooses and hit me with 
blows. The cows and the animals kept apart for the completion 

of Yajfias, O Devas, were taken away by them. 
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Brahma said : 

Immediately after hearing her words, Brhaspati said to 
Devas. 

Brhaspati said : 

This (bitch) has deformed features. I see her sin. Those 
cows have been taken away only with her connivance and not 

otherwise. This sinful bitch appears like a virtuous one by her 
bodily movements. 

Brahma said : 

At the words of his preceptor, Indra hit the bitch with his 
foot. On account of that kick milk flowed out of her mouth. 

Indra said : 

O bitch, milk has been drunk by you. It has been given to 
you by Raksasas. Therefore, our cows have been taken away by 

them. 

Saramd said : 

12-13. It is not my fault, O lord. Nor is it the fault of 

anyone. O lord of Devas, there is neither guilt nor negligence 
on my part. It is on your arrival that the cows were taken away 

by them. Are you then to be blamed. O lord ? Your enemies 

are very powerful. 

Brahma said : 

14-17. Then the preceptor of Devas meditated and under¬ 

stood her misconduct. (He said) “O Indra, it is true that she 
is to be blamed. She has sided with our enemies”. 

Then Indra cursed her : “O sinful woman, become a bitch 

in the mortal world; you have become a sinner but you commi¬ 
tted this sin out of ignorance.” 

Then on account of the curse of Indra she was born in the 

mortal world due to her sin. As cursed by Indra she became 

very terrible. 
The lord of Devas attempted to bring back thosc^pows which 

were taken away by the Raksasas. He intimated this to Visnu. 

18-21. Vi$nu got ready to kill Daityas, Danujas and Rak- 
§asas who had taken away the cows. He took up his great bow 
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Sarnga which is famous in the three worlds and which is the 
destroyer of Daityas. 

Lord Visnu who had conquered his enemies and who is 
worshipped by Devas and who is the lord of the universe stood 
in the Dantfaka forest with the bow Sarriga in his hand. Vi§nu 
killed the powerful Daityas, Danujas and Raksasas who were 
there and by whom the cows had been taken away. There the 
lord is well known as Sarrigapani. 

22. Then Visnu fought with the sons of Diti and the Rak- 
§asas. Frightened of Visnu they went to the southern quarter, 
O great sage. 

23-26. Then Visnu the great lord followed them. He over¬ 
took them by Garuda, his vehicle. With the arrows as swift as 

mind discharged from the Sarnga, Visnu killed them on the 
northern bank of Ganga. The enemies of Devas were annihilat¬ 
ed by the powerful Visnu. By the arrows of great velocity, 
having good sound and well-inspired by means of magical and 
mystical words, discharged from the Sarnga those enemies of 
Devas were annihilated. The place where the cows were recover¬ 
ed is called Banatirtha. It is well known in the worlds as Vais- 
nava and Gotirtha. 

27. In the southern bank of Ganga the cows were set apart 
as the sacrificial animals. These cows had fled and the Devas 
herded them together on Ganga. 

28. In its middle they caused an island to be made as the 
place of rest for the cows. Through those cows the Yajfia of 
Devas was celebrated on Ganga. 

29. The island of cows in the middle of Ganga is called 

Yajfiatirtha. That spot of sacrifice of Devas is the splendid 
bestower of all cherished desires. 

30. The (Divine power) of Ganga assumes an embodied 
form, O sage of great splendour. It is a raft that takes one across 

the ocean of worldly existence which is worthless but boundless. 
31. She is the Yogamaya, the goddess of the universe, the 

bestower of freedom from fear on devotees. Beyond that, on the 

southern bank of Ganga is the holy centre of Gorakga. 
32-33. The two dogs, the sons of Sarama and the favourites 

of Yama, with four eyes each described to Yama the details of 

their mother’s guilt and the (subsequent) curse. 
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After intimating this duly they asked Yama as to what they 
should do to bring about happiness and the removal of the 
curse. 

34-36. Tl»e son of Sun (Yama) went to his father accom¬ 
panied by them and related to him (everything). On hearing 
it the Sun said to his son: “Dear son, O excellent Deva, take 
your bath duly in the GautamI Gaiiga, the sole sanctifier of the 

three worlds in the Dantfaka forest. Take your bath with full 
faith, due concentration and mental purity. With great devo¬ 
tional feelings eulogize Brahma, Visnu, me and Isa in due order. 
Your servants will attain satisfaction.” 

37-38. On hearing the words of his father, Yama was 
delighted in his mind. For pleasing him, Yama delighted in 
his mind, went to GautamI for propitiating the two gods. With 
mental purity and concentration he propitiated the excellent 
Devas in GautamI Gariga, the dispeller of sins. 

39-40. Accompanied by the dogs the glorious lord of the 
southern quarters propitiated Sun-god and Brahma on the 
southern bank. By himself the valorous Dharma propitiated 
Isana and Visnu on the northern bank. He prayed to them 
for many boons which would do good to the worlds. They 
granted the excellent boon removing the curse of Sarama. 

Yama said : 

41. O Brahma, Visnu and MaheSvara, those who take their 

holy dip in these holy centres shall obtain their splendid desires 
for their own good as well as for others’ good. 

42. Those who take their holy bath in the Banatlrtha and 
remember Sarngapani Visnu will never experience the miseries 

of proverty for ages. 
43-45. If anyone with self-control and holy observances 

takes his holy bath in the Gotlrtha or Brahmatirtha, bows down 

to Brahma and circumambulates the island, it is as fruitful as 
the circumambulation of the Earth consisting of seven conti¬ 
nents and holding rich resources within its bowels. If he gives a 

little sun to a brahmin and if he performs Homa with anything 
in the holy fire after reaching Devayajana, he shall attain plenty 

of benefit of horse sacrifice and other Yajflas. 
46. If a man recites but once Gayatri, the mother of Vedas, 
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it is as much fruitful as though all the Vedas have been read 

by him. The person who has no desire (while performing all 
these holy rites) becomes worthy of liberation. 

47. By taking holy bath in the southern bank and by 

worshipping goddess Sakti devoutly and duly one shall attain 

all cherished desires. 
48. The Sakti of Brahma. Visnu and MaheSa is the mother 

in the form of the three Vedas. (One who worship her) attains 
all cherished desires. He shall be endowed with sons and riches. 

49. If a man with self-control takes bath in the southern 
bank and sees Sun-god it is as fruitful as performing Yajfias 

with various monetary gifts. 

50. He who takes his holy bath in the northern bank of 
Gahga, bows down and sees Visnu, attains the great region of 

Visnu. 
51-52. A man of self-control shall take bath in the Yama- 

tlrtha and see the honoured YameSvara. He shall then 
make the merit of Pitrs everlasting, yielding benefits and con¬ 
ducive to the increase of their fame. By means of holy dip, 

charitable gift, Japas and eulogy even the manes of evil actions 

shall attain liberation. 

Brahmi said : 

53-58. There arc eight thousand and three holy centres 
such as these, O Narada. A performance of holy bath and 
charitable gift there yields everlasting merit. 

The remembrance of these (holy centres) is meritorious and 
conducive to the destruction of sins of many births. By listen¬ 

ing to their glory one’s liberation shall be achieved along with 

that of the Pitj*s, and a reading of their narrative shall liberate 

one along with all the members of one’s family. Their awful 
sins too will be destroyed at my behest. 

The devotee shall perform holy bath and other rites there. 

He shall offer as charitable gift something with the soul under 

control. Then he shall perform the rites offering balls of rice to 
the ancestors. He shall bow down to these Devas. He shall 

obtain wealth, grains, fame, valour, longevity, health, riches, 
sons, grandsons, and a beloved wife. He shall obtain other 

desired objects also. He shall never be separated from his rela- 
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tives. He shall be delighted in his mind. He will be honoured 

by his kinsmen. He shall redeem even the Pitrs staying in hells. 

He will sanctify his family members. Accompanied by his 

beloved ones he shall remember Vi§nu and Siva at the time of 

death. Then he shall attain the blessed state of liberation as 

stated by those lords. 

CHAPTER SIXTYTWO 

Holy Centres Yaks inis ahgama etc. 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre named Yaksinl-Sangama yields all 

benefits. By taking bath and offering charitable gifts there one 

shall obtain all cherished desires. 

2. One shall obtain the benefit of Satrayaga1 merely by 

taking bath at the place where the lord is Yaksesvara who 

bestows worldly pleasures and salvation by granting his vision. 

3-5. There was a sister of Viivavasu2 named Pippala. She 

went to the Satra of the sages residing on the bank of Gau- 

tami. On seeing the sages there feeble and emaciated she 

laughed with great arrogance. She had (the temerity) to laugh 

at her elders. She repeated the Mantras firmly : “Let there be 

Vausa$. Let there be Srausat”. She had repeated the Mantras 

with a wrong accent. Therefore, they cursed her: “Be a flowing 

river” Then she became the river famous as “Yaksini”. 

6. Then ViSvavasu worshipped the sages and the three¬ 

eyed lord. Making the river join Gautami he made it free from 

curse. 

7-9. Thereafter that holy centre is remembered as Yak$i- 

nlsangama. By performing the rites of holy bath there and by 

giving charitable gifts one obtains all cherished desires. The 

place where Sambhu accompanied by Siva became pleased with 

ViSvavasu is the greatest holy centre Saiva (pertaining to 

Siva). It is well known as Durgatfrtha also. 

1. Soma sacrifice lasting for more than twelve days. 

2«_ A Gandharva chief. 
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It dispels all sins. It destroys all evil destinies and adversities. 

O great sage, it is the essence of all important holy centres. It 

is a holy centre praised by excellent sages. It bestows all spiri¬ 

tual achievements on men. 

CHAPTER SIXTYTHREE 

Suklatirtha and other Holy Centres 

Brahma said : 

1. The holy centre well known as Suklatirtha is the giver 

of success in all endeavours to men. By merely remembering it 

one shall attain all cherished objects. 

2. There was a sage named Bharadvaja who was extremely 

rightepus and well-known. His wife was Paithinasi by name. 

She was the ornament of a noble family. 

3. That chaste lady sat on the bank of GautamI and pre¬ 

pared sacrificial offerings for Fire-god and the Moon as well as 

for Indra and Fire-god. 

4. When the Puro<ja$a was being cooked a terrible demon 

was born out of the smoke. He was a terror unto all the three 

worlds. He was desirous of devouring the Punxjasa. 

5. “Who are you destroying my Yajfia out of anger ?** The 

sage Bharadvaja, the excellent brahmin, asked him immediately. 

On hearing the words of the sage the Raksasa replied to him. 

R&ksasa said : 

6. O Bharadvaja, know me as (the demon) well known as 

Havyaghna. I am the eldest son of Sandhya and Pracina-Barhis. 

7. This boon has been granted to me by Brahma : “Devour 

Yajflas as you please.** My younger brother Kali is strong and 

extremely terrible. 

8. I am black. My father is black. My mother is black. 

So also my younger brother. I will destroy the sacrifice. I will 

cut off Yupa (sacrificial post). I am the destroyer. 

Bharadvaja said : 

9. Let my Yajfia be saved by you. Performing Yajfia is my 
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favourite and eternal duty. I know you are a destroyer of 

Yajfias (but) save my sacrifice along with the brahmin (priest). 

Tajnaghna said : 

10. O Bharadvaja, understand this brief statement of mine. 

Formerly, I was cursed by Brahma in the presence of Devas and 

Danavas. 

11-12. Then the lord, the grandfather of the worlds, was 

pacified by me. (He said) “When the excellent sages sprinkle 

you with Amj*ta (Nectar), O Havyaghna, you will be free from 

the curse and not otherwise”. O brahmin, if you do this what¬ 

ever you desire you will get. This is not at all false. 

Brahma said : 

13-15. Bharadvaja said again : “You are my friend, O 

highly intelligent one. Tell me that whereby my sacrifice can 

be saved. I shall do that. Devas and Daityas joined together 

and churned the milk ocean. They obtained nectar with great 

effort. How can that be easily accessible to us ? Please, if you 

are favourably disposed tell me that which is readily available.’* 

On hearing the words of the sage the Raksasa said happily. 

Rdkfasa said: 

16-17. The water of Gautami river is called Amrta. Gold 

is called Amrta. Ghee produced from cow’s milk is also Amrta, 

and Soma juice too is Amrta. Sprinkle and shower me with 

these or at least with these three, viz. the water of Ganga, ghee 

and gold. The water of Ganga is superior to all. It is divine 

Amrta. 

Brahma said : 

18-23. On hearing this the sage experienced great pleasure. 

He took in his palm with great respect, the Amrta, the water of 

the Ganga and sprinkled the Raksasa with it. He sprinkled 

everything connected with the Yajfia such as the sacrificial post, 

sacrificial animal and the circular platform of the sacrifice. 

When the noble-souled sage sprinkled, everything became white. 

The Rak$asa became white. He who was dark in colour before 

became white in a moment. Bharadvaja the valorous one con¬ 

cluded his Yajfia, bade farewell to the Rtviks and cast off the 
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38-39. The embodied soul who takes holy plunge there, in 
the confluence of Godavari and the sea, is meritorious. He 
redeems his ancestors from the terrible hell and goes to the city 
of Siva. 

Bhimanatha is the Brahman itself which is to be understood 
through the Vedas and which should be prayed to, bowed to, 
and meditated upon. When lie is seen the embodied beings 
never enter again the worldly scene of terrible misery. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND FOUR 

The Confluence of Gafiga with Sea 

Brahmd said: 

1-5. That Ganga who is worthy of being respected and 

honoured even by the gods joined the eastern sea, followed by 
all the Devas and eulogized by the sages and Maruts and 
Vasi§tha, Jabali, Yajfiavalkya, Kratu, Angiras, Daksa, Marici, 
Vaisnavas (devotees of Vi?nu). 

Satatapa, Saunaka, Devarata, Bhrgu, AgniveSya, Atri, Marici, 
Daksa, Manu, Gautama and others along with KauSika, 
Tumbaru, Parvata and so on had their sins destroyed comp¬ 

letely. 
Agastya, Markanda etc. devoted to yogic practices, along 

with Galava, Pippala and others, including Vamadeva, descen¬ 
dants of Angiras and Bhrgu who were proficient in Smrtis and 
agreeable due to their knowledge of the Vedas went to the divine 
river Gautami. All of them were fully conversant with the sub¬ 
jects treated of in the Puranas. Indeed they knew many things. 
They began to pray by reciting Mantras and many Vedic pass¬ 
ages of lovely nature. They were contented and pleased in their 

minds. 
On seeing the river in confluence Siva and Hari revealed 

themselves to the sages. 
6. The immortal ones began the eulogy of the two lords, the 

dispellers of the distress of everyone, while they were being 

(respectfully) watched by the Manes. 
7. The Adityas, Vasus, Rudras, Maruts, the Guardians of the 
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Quarters—all these joined their palms in reverence and prayed 
to Hari and Sankara. 

8. O Narada, these two lords are ever established in the 
seven well known confluences as well as the meeting place of the 

ocean and the Ganga. 
9. It is the place where lord Mahesvara is called Gauta- 

mesvara. There Madhava is ever present along with Rama 

(Laksmi). 
10. Siva well known by the name Brahmeivara has been 

installed by me for helping all people and for my own reasons. 

11. The lord well known as Cakrapani was eulogized by me 
in the company of the Devas. Visnu is present there along with 

the Devas and the groups of Maruts. 
12-13. A certain Tirtha is well known as Aindratlrtha. The 

Tirtha is otherwise called Hayamurdhaka. Visnu is (installed) 
there as Hayamurdhan (Horse-headed). The Devas too are on 
the top thereof. There is (another) Tirtha well known as Soma- 
tirtha, where Siva is called Somesvara. For the sake of Indra 
whose renown was on a par with that of Soma, Soma (Soma 

juice, Moon) was formerly prayed to by the Devas and the sages 
with the Rk Mantras ending with Indrdyendo Parisrava (O Indu— 
Soma juice, moon—flow out everywhere for the sake of Indra). 

14. (3rd Mantra, 114thSukta of the IX Mamjala) (Tr. 

According to Sayana) “O Soma, protect us with all these, viz. 
the seven Diks (quarters) (excluding that of which Soma is the 
lord, i.e. north) presided over by different suns, the seven Hotfs 
(Vasatkartrs), the seven Rtviks, the seven dazzling sons of 
Aditi (excepting Martamja who was thrown up, according to 

RV X. 72-8). O Indu, flow out everywhere for the sake of 

Indra.” 
15. (4th Mantra, 114th Sukta, IX Man^ala) “O Rajan 

(Lord as the person making them work) Soma, protect us by 
means of the Havis cooked for your sake. Let not the inimical 
assailant kill us nor destroy anything (wealth etc.) belonging 
to us. O Indu, flow out everywhere for the sake of Indra.” 

16. (2nd Mantra, IX-114) “O Sage (self-address by the 

seer of the Mantra) KaSyapa, adore the king Soma making your 
eulogies come up flourishing, thanks to the Suktas of the seers 

oL the Mantras. That Soma has become the lord, protector of 
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the creepers. O Soma, Indu, flow out everywhere for the sake 
of Indra.” 

17. (3rd Mantra, IX-112) “I am the composer of the 
Suktas. Hence I am the father and son. I am the physician, 
Brahma of the Yajfia. This lady who makes the groats, gruel 
etc. is the mother or daughter. All of us of diverse mental pre¬ 
dilections and activities are desirous of wealth and like cows we 
serve the world. O Indu, flow out everywhere for the sake of 
Indra.” 

18. By saying thus (i.e. by eulogizing Soma thus) the Soma 
was obtained for the Vajra-wielding Indra. By giving (the same 
Soma) to them Indra got his hundred sacrifices complete. 

19-21. Hence thatTirthais called Somatirtha. Agneyatirtha 

is in front. Agni performed great Yajfias and having pleased me 
thereby obtained what he desired by my favour. I am stationed 
there for ever for the sake of helping the world. Similarly Visnu 
and Siva too are stationed there. Hence the Tirtha is called 
Agneya. Beyond that is the Aditya Tirtha where the Sun full of 
the Vedic Mantras, comes everyday for adoration. 

22. He comes in some other guise at midday in order to see 
me, Sankara and Hari. There, at midday, all people should be 
bowed to always. 

23. That is because it is not certain in what guise Savitj- 
(Sun) comes there. Hence it is called Aditya Tirtha. Thereafter 
comes the Barhaspatya Tirtha. 

24. It is said that Brhaspati was worshipped by the gods in 

that Tirtha. He also performed different Yajfias there. Hence 
they know this Tirtha as Barhaspatya. 

25. Merely by remembering that Tirtha, propitiation of 
(malignant) planets can be achieved. Another Tirtha is on the 
excellent mountain Indragopa. 

26. For some reason the great Linga was installed there by 
Himalaya. Hence it is called Adritiriha. 

27-28. Ablution therein and offering gifts yield auspicious 
results fulfilling cherished desires. 

Thus that Gautami Ganga originated from Brahniadri and 
proceeds towards the ocean. A few of the Tirthas there have been 
mentioned by me. These are auspicious and holy secrets. 

29. O Narada, who has the power to narrate in full that 
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highly powerful Gautamithat is famous in the Vedas and Puranas 
and revered by the sages and all the people. 

30. There can be no offence if the description by one prom¬ 

pted by devotion is inadequate. There is no doubt about it. For 
the sake of the benefit of the world certain features of that river 
have been indicated with very great difficulty. 

31-33. Who is competent to describe Gautaml’s power in 
every Tirtha? Perhaps Visnu, lord of Laksmi, and Siva Somes- 
vara may be. Only in due course of time, do some Tirthas some¬ 

where become meritorious, O highly intelligent one. But 
Gautami is always so unto men. It is meritorious everywhere and 
always. Who can fully narrate her good qualities? Hence it is 
but proper to offer obeisance to her. 

CHAPTER ONE HUNDRED AND FIVE 

The Benefits of listenings to the Purdna 

Narada said: 

1-2. Olord of Suras, O master of the Suras, you say that 
the holy Ganga has three presiding deities. She had been brou¬ 
ght down by a Brahmin and she is a splendid river sanctifying 
the Universe. On both of her banks at the beginning, middle 
and end she is pervaded by Visnu, Isa (Siva) and you, O most 

excellent one among the Suras. Narrate once again succinctly. I 

have not been fully satisfied. 

Brahmd said: 

3-4. At the outset she was stationed in a Kamanijalu 
(waterpot). Then she flowed from the feet of Visnu. Thereafter 

she was stationed within the mess of the matted hair of Mahe- 

Svara. It is bowed to by all. Thanks to theBrahminical power, it 
was brought to the holy mountain after propitiating Siva assidu¬ 

ously. Thereafter she proceeded towards the eastern sea. 
5. Proceeding thus the divine river joined the sea. She has 

all the Tirthas (on her banks) and fulfils all the desires of men. 

Her power is unique. 
6r I do not think that there is any Tirtha superior to it in 
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all the three worlds. Whatever thing one cherishes in one’s heart 
can be realized by her own power. 

7-8. Till today her greatness has not been adequately 

described by anyone. Whatever little is mentioned is out of 
devotion. This is my opinion that there will not be any Tirtha 
greater than this river which is virtually Brahman (Supreme 
Absolute) itself. There cannot be any propriety in comparing 
her with another Tirtha. 

9. Wherefore has the intellect of everyone not been rendered 
completely calm even after hearing the eulogy of the Ganga 
through the nectar-like statements of mine ? O sage, this appears 
to be the most mysterious thing in all the three worlds. 

Narada said: 

10-12. You are fully conversant with piety, wealth, love and 

salvation and hence competent to advise thereon. The Vedas 
with their secrets, the Puranas and the Smjrtis and whatever 
there is besides—all these are rooted in your utterance. O lord, 

kindly mention which is the best and foremost among the 
Tirthas, Danas, Yajftas, Tapas’, services to the deities and practis¬ 
ing of the Mantras. O lord, whatever you say with devotion 
should necessarily be so and not otherwise. 

13. O Brahman, it behoves you to dispel this doubt of 

mine. 
On hearing from him what had been lurking within his 

mind Brahma was surprised and he said : 

Brahmi said : 

14. Listen, O Narada. I shall tell you the secret of the 

excellent Dharma. 
The Tirthas are of four kinds. The Yugas also sire as many. 

15. The Gunas are three, the Purusas are three and the 
eternal deities are three. The Vedas in combination with the 

Smrtis are enumereted as four. 
16. The aims of human life are four; speech is of four kinds. 

The Gunas'too are four along with Samatva (equilibrium), O 

Narada. 
17. Dharma (piety, righteousness) is universal everywhere 

because virtue is eternal. That too is considered to be of 
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various kinds inasmuch as the Sadhya(what is to be attained )and 
Sadhana (means of attaining) are different. 

18. Its basis always is of two kinds—place and time. Dharma 
with the time as the basis waxes and wanes for ever. 

19. In accordance with the Yugas it wanes quarter by 
quarter, O highly intelligent one. Dharma stands in need of Desa 
(Place) in both respects. 

20. Dharma based on time is ever firmly established in 
De£a. When the Yugas wane Dharma does not wane in the 
Deias. 

21. If it were to be wanting in both Dharma would have 
been totally non-existent. Hence Dharma based on De£a has 
the full complement of the four quarters. 

22. That Dharma abides in the Desas in the form of 
TIrthas. In the Kfta Yuga Dharma leans on the prop of 
De£a and Kala and settles down. 

23. In the Treta Yuga Dharma is deficient in one Pada 
but has the full complement of the four quaters in respect to 
Dela. In Dvapara the deficiency is half in respect to Time but 
in De£a it is fully present. 

24. In the Kaliyuga Dharma moves about unsteadily on 
one leg (having only a quater of itself). But it does not wane for 
one who comprehends Dharma in this way. 

25. The differences in castes are maintained in accordance 
with the power of the Yugas. Dharma is of diverse nature as it 
follows Gunas and those who work according to Gunas. 

26. It is in accordance with the Gunas that the TIrthas, 
Varnas, Vedas, heaven and salvation take their origin or lose 

their power. 
27. By virtue of such a form and activity Dharma be¬ 

comes unique. Kala is said to be Abhivyafijaka (that which 
makes something manifest) and Deia is said to be Abhivyarigya 

(that which is manifested). 
28. Whenever Kala assumes Abhivyakti (manifestation) 

that itself, O Brahman, is its token. Hence there is no doubt in 

this respect. 
29. The form of the Devas and the Vedas shall be in 

accordance with the Yugas. Those ofKarmans (rites), TIrthas, 

castfes and stages of life too (are in accordance with the Yugas). 
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30. A Tirtha having three presiding deities is adored in all 
the worlds in the Satyayuga; in the other Yuga (i.e. Treta) 
that with two presiding deities; and in the Dvapara Yuga one 
with a single presiding deity. 

31. It should be known that there is no such thing in 
Kaliyuga. Now listen to another thing. In the Krtayuga a 
Tirtha is Daiva (of divine significance). They know that the 
same in Treta is Asura (of Asura significance). 

32. It is said to be Ar§a (of the saintly significance) in 
Dvapara and Manuka (of human significance) in Kaliyuga. I 
shall henceforth mention another reason. Listen, O Narada. 

33-35. What you have asked in respect to GautamI, I shall 

explain to you in detail. O great sage, ever since the Ganga 
came to the matted hair of Hara’s head she had become the 
great favourite of Sambhu. Uma, the goddess of the three 
worlds, the mother and benefactress of the universe, well known 

as the quiescent Sruti, the bestower of enjoyment of pleasures 
and salvation, knew this mental proclivity of the lord and said 
so to the elephant-faced one (Gajanana). 

Brahmd said : 

36. On hearing those words of his mother the elephant¬ 

faced one spoke : 

Gajavaktra said: 

37. What is to be done ? Tell me my mother. Undoubtedly 

I shall do so. 

Brahmi said : 

38. Uma said this to her son, “Ganga is stationed in the 
matted hair of Mahelvara and as such has truly become the 

favourite of I la. Just make her come down. 

39. Further this is surprising that Ila occupies that place 
always, O son. Where Siva stays, the Suras and the eternal 

Vedas too stay. 
40. The sages too stay there itself, so also all the men and 

the Manes. Hence make liana, Mahelvara the lord of the Devas, 

leave the place. 

41. When the lord is turned away from Ganga, they too 
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are turned away. Listen to these words of mine. Turn Sankara 
away from her in every respect.*’ 

Brahmd said : 

42. On hearing those words of his mother, Ganesvara said 
once again : 

43-46. “Lord Siva cannot be turned away from her by me. 
In case Siva is not turned away from her the Devas too cannot 
be turned away, O mother of the Universe. There is another 
reason too. Formerly Ganga was made to come down by 
Gautama, the noble-hearted sage, worthy of being worshipped 
by the entire world and the benefactor of all the three worlds. 

It was through the means suggested by me and adopted at your 
instance that the venerable Brahminical splendour propitiated 
the lord of the Devas, Bhava by means of austerities and prayers. 

At that time, that Gautama was told thus by the delighted 

Sankara.” 

Sankara said : 

47. O highly intelligent one, choose as boons all good and 
pleasing things that you cherish in your heart. I shall grant you 

everything that you may desire. 

Brahmd said: 

48. When Gautama was told thus by Siva, he said thus, 
even as I was listening: “O Sankara, to me who beg of you 

give the meritorious Ganga enmeshed in the matted hair. Of 

what avail to me is another boon ?” 

Brahmd said : 

49. Sambhu, the benefactor of all the worlds, said to him 

once again : 

Sambhu said : 

50. Something that is to your own benefit has not been 

mentioned. Hence request for something very difficult. 

Brahmd said : 

51. With palms joined in reverence Gautama said to Bhava 

with his spirit undepressed : 
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Gautama said : 

52. This itself is the most difficult thing that I have been 
able to see you. O Sankara, by your grace, that has been 

achieved by me today. 
53. Noble-minded persons become blessed and contented 

merely by remembering thy feet. What to speak when, Thou, the 

great Lord, have been seen directly ? 

Brahm&said : 

54-56. When this was spoken by Gautama, Bhava said to 
the Brahmin with great delight: “Request has been made by 
you for helping the three worlds. O highly intelligent one, 

not for yourself. (Now) ask something for your own self”. 
On being told thus the Brahmin thought it over and 

begged Siva with great humility and devotion with undepressed 
spirit. He made the request once again for rendering help unto 
all the worlds. Even as the guardians of the quarters were 
listening Gautama said thus : 

Gautama said : 

57. Inasmuch as the divine river extending up to the ocean 

has been released from Brahma’s mountain, O bull-bannered 
one, it is incumbent upon thee to stay thereon everywhere and 
always. 

58. O lord of the worlds, thou alone art the giver of the fruit 

unto those who desire benefits. O lord of the Devas, other 
Tirthas are auspicious only in certain places. 

59. They know that place alone to be the yielder of aus¬ 

piciousness where thy presence is constant. It is the place 
where Ganga stationed in the crown of thy matted hair has 

been handed ever. O Sankara, thou being present everywhere 

there are Tirthas (everywhere). 

Brahma said: 

60. On hearing those words of Gautama, Siva said again 

with delight : 

Siva said : 

61-64. A devotee may give away anything anywhere but 
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that should be given with excessive devotion. He may offer 
libation unto the (departed) ancestors, he may listen to sacred 
stories, he may recite or remember them, O Gautama. What¬ 
ever the man does on the Gadavari with due observances of 
vows bears ample fruit. Merely by remembering Gautami one 
acquires that piety and virtue that one obtains by gifting 
away the entire beautiful earth adorned with Dharma and 

consisting of mountains, forests and parks and decorated with 
gems and handed over with all medicinal herbs and the oceans 
too. O brahmin, the earth near the river Godavari is mentioned 
to be of this sort. 

65-67. O excellent brahmin, by performing holy ablution, 
Dana etc. devotedly in the great river Gautami, worthy of the 
veneration of the entire universe, a man obtains more 
merit than what is acquired by a wise devotee when he observes 

all the vows in my presence at the time of the solar of lunar 
eclipse and gifts away beautiful cows adorned with everything 
unto Visnu or a king along with their calves at a confluence 
famous all over the world. 

68. Hence the Gahga Godavari led by you shall become 
the destroyer of all sins and the bestower of everything desired. 

Ganeivara said : 

69. O mother, this has been heard by me directly from 
Siva who was speaking to Gautama. For this reason Sambhu is 

invariably present in the Ganga. 
70-72. O mother, who can make that ocean of mercy leave 

the place ? Still, Mother, this can be done. Fettered by the 
nooses of hindrances (i.e. due to unexpected obstructions,) men 

may not go to the Godavari though it is nearby. They may not 
bow down to Siva nor remember the lord and eulogize him. 
However, Mother, I will do something for your satisfaction, for 

there is distress in disobeying what you say. Forgive me. 

Brakmd said : 

73-74. Ever since then, VighneSa creates some obstacles 
in regard to men. He who devoutly goes to Gautami ignoring 
the obstacles gets his purpose fulfilled. No further duty remains 

for him. 
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75. To the base man many obstacles do occur even as 
he desires to set off from his house. If he goes to the Ganga 
after setting his foot firmly over it does he not obtain any benefit 

from it ? 
76. Who can describe its power (completely) should he 

be even Sadasiva himself? Everything has been succinctly 
narrated by me closely following the tradition and mythology. 

77. In the extensive mythological legends there is every¬ 
thing conducive to the attainment of piety, wealth, love and 
liberation in the entire world consisting of mobile and immobile 
beings. 

78. The Purana has been narrated for the benefit of all the 

worlds. It consists of many pious rites. If perused carefully it 
contributes to the good of the worlds. It contains everything 
mentioned in the Vedas. It consists of all the secret doctrines 
of the Srutis. The very name (Purana) indicates that it is the 

cause of everything excellent. 
79. If anyone devoutly listens to or recites one verse or 

one word out of this or utters ‘Ganga5, ‘Ganga5, he shall obtain 

the spiritual benefit thereby. 
80. The word Ganga uttered or the water of the Ganga 

imbibed becomes excellent. It is cabable of destroying the 
stigma of Kali age. It is auspicious. It gives splendour and all 
Siddhis (super-natural powers). It is worthy of veneration in 
the world. It grants desired things. 

81. Well done, O Gautama ! Welfare unto you. Who else 

is equal to you ? It is you who eagerly brought this Ganga to 
the Dandaka forest. 

82. He who utters ‘Ganga Ganga* even from hundreds of 
Yojanas away becomes rid of all sins ; He goes to the world of 
Vi§nu. 

83. In all the three worlds there are thirtyfive millions of 
Tirthas. When Jupiter is in the sign of Leo, all these Tirthas 
come to the Ganga for a bath. 

84. Holy ablution in the Bhagirathi for sixty-thousand years 

is equal to a single bath in the Godavari when Brhaspati (Ju¬ 

piter) is in Simha (Leo). 

85. O son, this Gautami grants salvation unto all men who 
bathe therein anywhere at any time. That is due to Siva’s bidding. 
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86. Merely by listening to it one gets that benefit which is 
obtained by performing thousands of ASvamedhas (Horse-sacri¬ 
fices) or hundred of Vajapeya sacrifices. 

87. O Narada, if this Purana narrated by Brahma is kept 

in the house by anyone he need not be afraid of the Kali age. 
88-90. This excellent Purana should not be narrated to 

anyone and everyone. This should be recited only to a noble- 

hearted devotee of Vi§nu who is calm and has great faith. This 
accords worldly pleasures and salvation. It destroys sins. Merely 
by listening to it a man becomes contented and his desires are 

fulfilled. If one copies this and gives the book to a Brahmin he 
gets rid of all sins. He never enters a womb thereafter. 
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Aitareya Brahmana, 22fn 
Aja, 52 
Ajagava, 23 
Ajagava Rudra, 54 
Ajaikapada, 14 
Ajaka, 58 
Ajapariva, 79 
Ajigarta, 874 
Ajigarti, 1092 
Ajina, 9 
Akalma^a, 30 
Akapivan, 30 
Akfialva, 44 
Akflaka, 122 
Alqrtavrapa, 2fn 
Akrura, 96-98 

coming of, 446 
return of, 450 

Aksahfdaya, 52 
Ak$ara, 732 
Ak;ara (imperishable), 701 
Ak^asutra, 1038 
Akfatas, 579 
Akfauhipi, 48fn 
Akuti, 7fn 
Alabu (gourd) as vessel, 27 
Alaka, 56fn 
Alarka, 64, 73 
Ali, S.M., 56fn 
Amarakaptaka, 791 
Amar&vati, 247fn 
Am&vasu, 57 

, 905 
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Ambari*a, 38, 52, 556, 761 
Ambarya, 1091 
Ambubhi^pavas, 60 
Amha, 19fn 
Amra, 2 
Amjta, 960 
Amft&ahgama, 881 
Amin, 15 
Aihiu, 39 
Amiuman, 52, 796 
Au ala, 13, 19fn 
Anamitra, 52, 93 
Ananta, 19, 115-16, 283 
Ananta Vasudeva, glory of, 371 
Anaraqiya, 52 
Anarta, 39, 65 
Ai^dakataha, 114 
Andhaka, 761, 1033 
Andhakas, 39 
Andhakupa, 547fn 
Andhatamisra, 547fn 
Anenas, 41, 61 
Anga, 8, 21, 71 
Arigarasetu, 79 
Angas, 71-72 
Anger, 5, 1066 
Angiras, 6fn, 8, 12, 29, 31, 54,65, 168, 

1078, 1109fn 
Angiras and Bhfgu, 851 
Angirasas, 23, 1104 
Anila, 13,19fn 
Aniruddha, 480, 496 
Afijana, 815 
Ai^jika, 16 
Annihilation, 15, 32, 677 
An taka, 27 
Antardhana, 9, 27 
Antardhi, 9 
Anu, 65, 67, 69, 1082 
Anuhrada (son of Hiranyakasipu), 15 
Anuhrada (pigeon), 1005 
Anupa, 24 
Anvaharya, 400 
Anvikgiki, 430 
Anvindratirtha, 1067 
Apa, 19fn 
Apana, 402 
Apara, 1039 
Aparajita, 14, 1028 
Apara Vidya, 690 
Aparpa, 181 
Apastamba, 1035, 1038 
Apastambatirtha, 1038 
Apava, 7fn 
ApomOrti, 30 
Apratibuddha (unenlightened), 748 
Apratitfha, 554 
Apsara (a river), 863 
Apsaras (celestial damsels), 17 

Apsaroyugasahgama, 1086 
Aiapi, 23 
Arapya, 8, 30 
Ardra, 41 
Arghya, 51, 160 
Annaman, 30 
Arista, 14, 17, 31, 299fn, 437 
Ari^tanemi, 12, 15 
Arjuna (the Pa^tfava), 2, 17, 86 

defeated and exhausted, 516 
leads the ladies, 515 

Arjuna trees, breaking of, 419 
Arka (a plant), 142 
Ar$a, 759, 760 
Ar$ti?eQa, 887 
Arfti^e^a, 63, 1014, 1018 
Ar?ti?ei?atirtha, 1014 
Artapangu, son of Rtuparpa, 52 
Armui, 17, 836, 1114m, 1142 
Arundhati, 12, 13, 924 
Aryaman, 14 
Asamai\jas, 51, 796 
Asandiva, 44, 1143 
Asikni (daughterofPrajapati Virata), 

Asipatravana (hell), 537,555 
Agfaka, 61 
A$(avakra, 520 
Asti, 467 
Astral Science, 13 
Asura (creation), 656 
Asura holy centres, 759, 760, 761 
Asuras, 1, 3 
ASvabhanu Tirtha, 831 
Aivatara, 17 
Asvattha (Tirtha), 954-56 

(tree), 2 
Asvatthama, son of Droqia, 31 
A£vayupa, 761 
Ajvina, 870 
Asvins, 31, 36, 191 

birth of, 834 
Atigambhira, 1086 
Atiganda, 1140 
Atiratra, 8 
Atithi, son of Kuia, 52 
Atman, 123 
Atmatlrtha, 952 
Atonement for having no sons, 1003 
Atratitfha, 557 
A trey a, 31, 1067 
Atreyi, 1169 
Atri, 6fn, 7, 21-2, 29-31, 53, 54, 1078, 

1098,1109&, 1147 
Atyantika pralaya, 677 
Audumbaras, 60 
Aurva, son of Kafyapa, 31 

son of Vasi?tfca, 30 
a descendant of Bhfgu, 47, 49 
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Au?adhya, 960 
Ausana, 870 
Avabh|thasnana, 54fn 
Avadhutas, 461 
Avanti, 243 
Avici, 547fn 
Avidya, 410, 745 
Avidyasarga, 731 
Avi^hnatirtha, 945 
Avijiiatagati, 13 
Avik$ita, 79 
Avimukta, 502, 944 
Avyakta (unmanifest), 732 
Avyaya, 30 
Ayahpana, 547fn 
Ayasa, 557 
Ayati, 65 
Ayodhya, 40fn, 44fn, 45, 52 
Ayomukha, 16 
Ayu, 57, 61 
Ayu?man, 7 
Ayutajit, 52 

B 

Babhru Devavydha, 91f 
Babhrus, 60 
Badari, a mountain, 127 
Badava, 304fn 
Bahlika, 1088 
Bahu, son of Vfka, 47, 48-49 
Bahuda (a river), 44fn 
Bahuputra, 12 
Bahva^u, 57 
Bakula, 2 
Bala, 12, 16 
Balahaka, 17 
Balaka£va, successor of Ajaka, 58 
Balakhilyas (Valakhilyas), 255 
Balariuna, 39, 95, 97, 467 

glory of, 503 
defeated by Rukmin, 481 
enters the water, 512 
sport with ploughshare, 474 

Baleya Kgatras, 71 
Bali, 406, 770ff 

son of Sutapas, 71 
son of Virocana, 15 

Baria, a devotee of Siva, 15 
Banyan tree, 294 
Bards, 24 
Barhaspatya Tirtha, 1174 
Barhiketu, 50 
Ba?kalas, 60 
Bath for purification, 609 
Battle between Devas and Daityas, 

909 

Benefits of singing devotional songs of 
Vi$pu while keeping awake at 
night, 641 

Bhadra, 70 
Bhadrak&li, the terrible goddess, 

213AF, 884 
Bhadrapati, 1142 
Bhadraratbia, son of Haryanga, 12 
Bhadrafregya, 64 
Bhaga, 15, 159 
Bhagiratha, 521, 776, 796 
Bhagirathi, 761, 1054 
Bhanus, sons of Bhanu, 13, 30 
Bhanutirtha, 1061, 1146 
Bhara, 1014-15 
Bharadvaja, 31,63,73,761,961 -2,1098 
Bharadvaji, 1109 
Bharata, 3fn, 43fn, 73, 101, 105fn, 761 
Bharata subcontinent, 135ff 
Bharata War, 48fn 
Bharbhara, 15 
Bharga, son of Veiiuhotra, 64, 65 
Bhargabhumi, son of Bharga, 65 
Bhargava, 47, 60, 73, 761 
Bhasas, 17 
Bhasi, 17 
Bhaskara, 36 
Bhaskareivara, 235 
Bhautika sarga, 731 
Bhautya, 32 
Bhauvana, 812, 1152 
Bhavatirtha, 1098 
Bhavya, 8 
Bhilla, 51, 1150 
Bhima, Amavasu’s successor, 57 
Bhinianatha, 1172 
Bhimasena, 86 
Bhimaratha, son of Ketuman, 64, 73 
Bhimarathi, 761, 791 
Bhimeia, 964 
Bhi?ma, 77 
Bhi$maka, King of Kun^ina, 476 
Bhogavati, 935, 937-8 
Bhojas, 39 
Bhrama (hell), 537 
Bhrgu, 6 fn., 30, 58-9, 1109 fn 
Bhfgu Adhvaryus, 54 
Bhfgutunga, 69 fn. 
Bhurloka, 122 
Bhuta, 15 
Bhutas (Elements), 5 
Bhutasarga, 731 
BhOtayajfia, 970 
Bhuti, 32 
Boar, 274, 406, 800, 801 
Bondage, 1170 
Brahma, 4, 11, 18-20, 23-4, 39, 53-5, 

61, 71, 134, 169, 186, 257, 527 
a day of, 730 
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and Vigmiy dispute between, 1052 
delighted by Hiragyakafipu’s pe¬ 
nance, 526 
four forms, 405 
the creator, 863, 870, 1040, 1105 

Brahmagiri, 778, 801 
Brahmaloka, 25 
Brahman, 68, 772 fn 
Brahmapara, 389 
Brahma Puraga, praise of, 754 ff 
Brahmas, seven, 16 
Brahma’s fifth head, 944 
Brahmasiras, 55 
Brahmatirtha, 943 
Brahmin slaughter, 854 
Brahmayajria, 970 
Bfhadaiva, 41 
Bfhaddarbha, 72 
Bfhadratha (Jarasandha), 66 
Bfhanmanas, 72 
Brhaspati, 27, 38, 54,852, 1096, 1097, 

1098 
Bfhati, 8 
Brhatkarman, son of Bhadraratha, 72 
Brhatkirti, 1144 
Buddha, 41 fn, 55, 898 
Buddha (enlightened), 748, 750 f 
Budha, son of Soma, 38 
Budhyamana (that is being enlight¬ 

ened), 748 f, 751 
Bullocks lick Dadhici’s bones, 916 

G 

Gaitraratha, 56, 68 
Caitrarathi or Bindumati, daughter of 

Sasabindu, 44 
Gakratirtha, 826, 905, 1050 
G£Uc$u?a, 8, 70 
C&kfuga Manu, 8, 29, 31 
Cak?u;a Manvantara, 14, 15, 20, 30, 

177 
Cak?ustirtha, 1154 
Cakreivara, 910, 919, 924, 931 
Calculation of time 678 
Gampa, 72. 
CamDaka. 2 
Camphor Malini, 72 
Gaiicu, 47 
Gagdalas, 44-5 
Gandana, 2 
Gandra, 6 fn. 
Candramas, 15 
Gandrasva, 43 
Gindrayana, 351 
Gagura and Muijtika (wrestlers), 443, 

458f 
Caragas, 766 fn. 
Gaum, 58-9 

Garus, 58 
Cattle breeding, 430 
Caturanga, 72 
Caturyugas, 29 fn. 
Cedi, 39 fn, 66 
Chandas, 4 fn 
Charitable gifts, 340 
Chaya, 833, 1138 
Chinas, 49 fn. 
Churning the Ocean, 881 
Cificika, 1134, 1137 
Cintimagi, 1030 
Citragupta, 551 
Citraka, 847 
Citrakuta, 185 
Citrasena, 1164 
Citraratha, 20, 27, 71 
Cleaning of vessels etc., 607 
Colas, 50 
Composers of Scriptures, 1080 
Conditions during Rama’s rule, 533 
Conduct leading to hell, 629f 
Conduct of the Good, 597 
Confession of Cincika, 1136 
Contact (with sensual objects), 1066 
Coronation oath, 22 fn 
Cosmic Egg 126, 170, 1105 
Cosmic Ego (Ahamkara), 5 
Cows of Devas, 1042 
Cows taken away by the Rakgasas, 1042 
Created beings, two types of, 656 
Creation, 3fn, 4, 32 
Creation of Varnas, 424 
Cuficulas, 60 
Cupid (Kama), 205, 765 

reduced to ashes, 765 
Curse of brahmins, 509 
Curse of Son of Gadhi, 1087 
Curse of the intelligent &ukra, 1082 
Curse of Yayati, 465 
Curse to Ahalya, 823 
Cyavana, 30, 39 
Cycle of births and deaths, 568 

D 

Dadhici 210, 910ff, 928 
Dadhiv&hana, son of Ahga, 71 
Daityas, 16, 21, 27 
Daiva, 656, 759 
Daiva holy centres, 762 
Daiva variety defined, 760 
Dak$a, 4.6fn, 7,9-12,13, 20, 31, 175ff 

906, U09fo 
hymn of, 228f 

Daksayani. 33 
Dakpga (fire), 285, 1123-4 
Damanabhaffyaka, 144 
Dfhnodara, the name explained, 419 
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Danavas, 16 
origin of, 10-11 

Dantfaka, 38, 760, 826, 982, 1032, 
1044, 1091, 1126 

Danqla Niti, 430 
Daqi^asuka (a hell), 547fn 
Danu, 14-16, 992 
Daradas, 23fn 
Daria Sraddha, 589 
Darva, 70 
Daryas, 50 
Dasaratha, 844 

gets rid of three sins of brahmin 
slaughter, 988 
grants three boons to Kaikeyi, 975 
offers help to Devas, 974 
story of, 973ff 

Dasaratha vs Lomapada, 72 

Dasarneyu, 70 
Daiasvamedha Tirtha, 812 
Dasra, 36 
Dasyus, 23fn 
Datta, 30, 952, 1078 
Dattatreya, a manifestation of Visnu, 

406, 530, 953 
grants boon to Karttavirya, 531 

Daughters of Viraria, 12 
Dead dog, 845 
Debts, 871fn 
Descent of Bhagirathi, 793 

of Gautami, 784 
Despicable action, 631 
Destiny of Vi?nu worshippers, 637ff 
Devabahu, 30 
Devadaru, 2 
Devagamatirtha, 1118 
Devakhata, 761 
Devala, son of Visvamitra, 60 

son of Pratyusa, 13 
Devanika, son of Kgemadhanvan, 53 
Devapi, 1014-16, 1018-19 
Devapraharanas, children of Kfiasva, 

15 
Devarata, 60-1 
Devas, 1,3, 15,21,23, 27 

origin of, 10-11 
and Asuras curse the son and dau¬ 
ghter of Agni, 1023 
deposit weapons with Dadhici, 913 
want the weapons back, 914 

Devatirtha, 1014 
Devavrdha, 91 
Devayani, daughter of Uianas, 65,1081 
DhanaSjaya, 17 
Dhaneyu, 70 
Dhanunnaha (festival of bows), 442 
Dhaavan, son of Dhghatapas, 63 
Dhanvantari, son of Ayus, 963 

son of Dbghatapas, 73 

Dhanvi, 30 
Dhanyatirtha, 959 
Dhara (or Dhava), 19fn 
Dharana, 718 
Dharma (a Prajapati), 6fn 

(a sage), 12 
four types, 109 

Dharmadeva, 19fn 
Dharmaketu, son of Suketu, 65 
Dharmanetra, 72 
Dharmaratha, 50 
Dharma-vyasas, 1113 
Dhars^akas, 39 
Dhata (a sage), 30 
Dhatf (an Aditya), 14, 132 
Dhava, 2, 13 
Dhenuka, 426 

and Pralamba, slaying of, 425 
Dhisana, 9 
Dhivaras (fishermen), 22 
Dhr?nu, 38 
Dhrsta, 37, 39 
Dhf^taketu, son of Sukumara, 65 
Dhrtaraslra, 15, 17, 78 
Dhrtavrata, 840, 842-3 
Dhrti, 54 
Dhftiman, 30-1 
Dhnava, 7, 8, 13, 19fn, 167 
Dhdmini, 76 
Dhundhu, 42-3 

slaying of, 41-3 
Dhundhumara, 41 
Dhyanajapyas, 60 
Dialogue between Vasigtha & Karala- 

Janaka, 729 

Dilipa, 51, 52, 796 
Dirghatapas, son of Kasyapa, 63, 73 
Distance between world of Yama and 

the mortal world, 536 
Diti, 14, 15, 18, 992 

curses Indra, 999 
Diversity, 740 
Divine ordeal, 376fn 
Divine wish-fulfilling tree, 912 
Diviratha, son of Dadhivahana, 71 
Divodasa, son of Bhimaratha, 64, 73 
Dog’s flesh, 846 
Don’t’s for a householder, 615 
Do’s and don’t’s for a virtuous person, 

598ff 
Doomsday fire, 291-2 
Doubt, 1067 
Draupadi, 78 
Dravina, 13 
Dr^haratha, 72 
Dftlhafva, 43 

Siug^of twelve years, 47fn 
of twenty-four years, 778 
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Dnadvati, 61, 70 
Druhya, 65, 67, 69, 1082 
Duliduha, son of Anamitra, 52 
Durdama, son of Bhadrasregya, 64, 73 
Durdhara, 557 
Durgatirtha, 1047 
Dunnukha, 17, 1140 
Durvasas, 952, 1078 
Duryodhana, 48fn, 78 
Du?yanta, 72 
Duties of a brahmin, 612 

of a religious student, 614 
of a vaifya, 613 
of different castes and stages of 
life, 612 

Dv&para Yuga, 2fn, 32 
Dvaraka, 95, 97, 99 

creation of, 469 
Dvaravati, 39 
Dvimurdha, 16 
Dvivida (friend of Naraka), 506, 508 
Dvyamu;yayarta, 589 
Dwarf, 406 
Dyuti, 30, 54 
Dyutiman, 29 

E 

Earth, 5, 6, 8, 9, 13, 20-22, 24, 27, 
38, 42, 46-47, 50, 53-54, 65-68, 
70-72, 80, 92, 114, 139, 167 
afflicted by heavy burden, 828 
as Dhatri, Vidhatri, Pavani & 
Vasundhara etc., 28 
gets rid of K$atriyas, 531 
magnitude and extent of, 12 
protector of, 25 

Eight crowned queens of Krona, 514 
prakftis, 743 
sons of Rukmini, 479 
Vasus, 13 

Ekacakra, 16 
Ekam&ra, a holy centre, 230f 
Ekaparpa, 181 
Ekapafala, 181 
Ekoddi?ta Sr&ddha, 611 
Elapatra, 17 
Elements, 402, 695 
Elephant of T ndra, 72 
Embryo, 568 
Entry into the city of Yama, 544, 

545 
Erak& reed, 511 
Eternal creation, 5 

liberation, 1 
lordly Banyan tree, 292 

Evil conduct, 631 

F 

Fasting as a source of great strength, 717 
Fire-god, 83, 190, 200 

assumes parrot's form, 1021 
Firmament, 5 
Five defects of Yoga, 698 

great elements, 2o7 
great sacrifices, 970 
untruths that are not sinful, 645 

Foetus, 568 
Form of good conduct, 598 
Four castes, 257, 296fn 

lores, 430 
varieties of holy centres, 759 
yugas, 678 

Future Manus, 32 
Manvantaras, 31 

G 

Gabhasti, 914 
Gadadhara, 1137 
Gadhi, son of Kulika, 58, 60, 75 
Galava, 31, 45, 60, 840-41, 843 
Gambhira, 1086 
Ganda> 1140 
Gandhamadana, 56fn, 57fn, 154 
Gandhari, 78 
Gandharva music, 39 
Gandharvas, 3, 17, 21, 27, 766 

origin of, 10-11 
Gandhavati, 248fh 
Gandiva, 518 
Ganesa, 778 
Ganga, 2fn, 57', 74, 103, 116, 125f, 

210, 448, 798, 930 
as Bhagirathi, 52 
as Gautami, Vai$pavi, Brahmi, 
Godavari, Nanda and Sunanda, 
792 
as Jihnavi, 57 
enters the matted hair of Siva, 770 
in heaven, flows in four channels, 
790 
in mortal world, flows in seven 
channels, 790 
division into three for flowing in 
heaven, earth and the nether 
worlds, 790 
two different forms of, 776 

Gangadvara, 353, 791 
Garakga, 1044 
Gardabh&kga, 15 
Garga, 66, 73, 116, 418 
G&rgya, 87 

story of, 468 
G&rhapatya, 285, 400, 1123, 1125 
Garuda, 17, 20, 836, 1044, 1113, 
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1114fn, 1142 
Garuda Tirtha, 835 
Gauramukha, 2fn 
Gaurj, 764 
Gautama, 31, 761, 776, 778, 799, 817, 

819, 855, 886, 1152, 1161 
leaves Brahmagiri, 784 
curses Indra, 823 
prays to have the splendid Ganga, 
787 

Gautami, 789 
Gaya, 8, 9, 38fn, 73, 761 
Gayatri, 868 
Gho;a, son of Lamba, 13 
Gift of food, 573 
Goal of the Virtuous, 559 
Gocapala, 70 
Godavari, 761 
Gold, as vessel, 27 
Gomati, 2fn, 44fn, 59, 64, 65, 381fn 
Gotirtha, 931, 1044 
Govardhana (mountain), 433 

worship of, 429 
Govardhana Tirtha, 839 
Govindasvamin, 247 
Gfdhras, 17 
Grdhri, 17 
Greatness of Narsimha, 314 

of Vasudeva, 633fT 
Greediness, 1066 
Grtsamada, 63 
Grtsamati, 73 
Gudapaka (a hell), 556 
Guest, 1131 
Guggula (Aromatic resin), 149 
Gulf of Cambay, 24fn 
Gunamava, 825 
Gutjdika Yatra, 354 

H 

Haihayas, 40fn, 47-49, 64, 83 
as Yadavas, 84 

Haimavati or Dr?advati, 44 
Hamsa, 56fn, 697 
Hanumiui, 816, 1027, 1108, 1159 
Hara Bahurupa, 14 
Hari, 1, 3, 19, 32, 50-51, 54, 109 

incarnations of, 407 
sends his discus for Yama’s pro¬ 
tection, 830 

Harina Kri^ana (Deer play), 427 
Hariscandra, 47, 60, 761, 870, 874 
Harita, son of Rohita, 47 
Hariya, 60 
Harsana, 1140, 1142 
Harjanga, 72 
Harya^va, son of Dj^hasva, 43 
Harya£vas, 11-12 

Haryatvata, son of Vijaya, 63 
Havighna, 30 
Havirdhana, 9 
Havya, 29, 859 
Hayagriva and Paricajana, 483 
HayamQrdhaka, 1173 
Hayamurdhan, 761 
Hayasiras, 16 
Heaven, 5, 6, 722 
Hells, 117 
Hemanta, 196 
Heti, 1005 
Himalaya, 197 
Himavan, 20, 27, 179, 194, 199, 764 
Hindolaka song, 830 
Hiraijya, 1028, 1031 
Hiranyagarbha, 3fn 
Hiranyagarbha Brahma, 54 
Hiranyakasipu, 15, 527, 1090 

becomes haughty, 527 
killing of, 526 

Hiranyaksa, 869 
Hiranyaksas, 15, 60, 271 
Hiranyapura, 16 
Hiranyaroman, 20, 30 
Holy banyan tree, 329 
Holy centres, 759 
Holy dip in the ocean, 339 
Holy fig tree, 258, 264 
Holy pilgrimage, benefit of, 356 
Homa, 22, 120, 160 

performance of, 599 
Horse Sacrifice, 50, 264, 794 
Hotr, 772 fn 
Hrada, 16 
Hrada, son of Hrada, 15 
Hrsikesa, 325 fn 
‘Human’ holy centres, 761 
Hunda, 16 
Hutahavyavaha, 13 

I 

Ik$vaku, 31, 37, 40, 41, 53, 793 
dynasty, 41 fn 
family of, 60 

Ila, narrative of, 893 fT 
Ila, 37, 55, 72, 893, 897, 901 
Ilatirtha, 893 
Ilvala, 16 
Indra, 18, 19, 20, 27, 45, 50 fn, 58-59, 

61,65-66,71-72, 74,85,86, 99,152, 
168,194,465,823, 854-55,968, 994, 
1028-29, 1031, 1068 
assumes a fibre’s form, 854 
assumes brahmin’s guise, 821, 995 
assumes Gautama’s guise, 822 
assumes vulture’s form, 845 
a thousand-eyed person, 824 
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plays dice with Pramati, 1163 
removes Namuci’s head, 1027 
dethronement and re-establishment 
of, 63 

Indradyumna (a king), 241,248,265, 
272, 282 

Indradyumna (a sacred lake), 288, 
329, 341 

Indraputra, 1069 
Indratapana, 15 
Indratirtha, 819, 854, 1027 
Inferior One (Apara) 1120 
Invitees at a Sr&ddha ceremony, 590 
Ira, 14 
Iron as vessel, 27 
Iron club out of Samba’s belly, 509 
Isa, 30 
liana, 730 
Isika, 55 
Isvari (Sakti) pierces the body of the 

Rahu, 884 
Itihasas, 248 

J 

Jabala, 1054 
Jabali, story of, 839 
Jahnu, son of Suhotra, 30, 57fn, 58,74 
Jaleyu, 70 
Jamadagni (or Bhargava)31, 59, 1169 
Jamadagnya Parasurama, 531 
Jamadagnya Rama, 60 
Jambavan, 95 
Jambavati, 95 
Jambu, 2, 760 
Jambudvipa, 27fn, 102, 108 
Jambunada, 102 

Jambu river, 102 
Janaka, 825 
Janaloka, 121 
Janamejaya, desccndent of Kuru, 

66 
Janamejaya, son of Puranjaya, 70, 72 
Janasthana, 834, 840 
Janasthana Tirtha, 825 
Japa, 120 
Jara, the hunter, 513 
Jarasandha, 467-68 
Jatavcdas, 859 
Jatayu, 1142 
Jaya, son of Syfijaya, 63 
Jaya, 1 fn, 60, 767 fn, 777-8, 781, 906, 

1014, 1018 
Jayadratha, 72 
Jayanta, 1068 
Jayanti, 554 
Jayatsena, son of Nadina, 63 

iva, 851 
ftinesvara, 952 

Jpnbhana missile, 497 
Jupiter, 121 
Jvara (fever), 216 
Jyotihsthala, 209 
Jyotis, 30 
Jyoti^a, 4 fn 
Jyoti$man, 29 

K 

Kaca, 854 
Kacchana. 60 
KadrQ, H, 17, 863, 865, 1114fn, 1115 
KadrQ-Suparna-Sahgama Tirtha, 863 
Kaikeya, 47, 71 
Kaikeyi, 975, 982 
Kailasa, 116, 766 fn, 920, 1076 
Kaitabha, 28, 275 

sons of, 955 
Kakola, 555 
Kak?eyu, 70 
Kaksivan, 861 
Kakudmi, 39 
Kakutstha, 41 
Kala, 15, 306, 576, 678 
Kala, Dhruva’s son, 13 
Kaladanda, 1148 
Kalaka, 16 
Kalakeyas, sons of Kalaka, 16 
Kalakuta, 940 
Kalanabha, 15-16 
Kalanala, son of Sabhanara, 70 
Kalanemi, 400, 409 
Kalanjara (mountain), 71fn, 1081 
Kala Pasa, 1148 
Kalaratri, 884 
Kalasarpas, 50 
Kalasutra, 557 
KaJayavana, 469f 
Kali, 2 fn 
Kaliriga, 71 
Kaliya, suppression of, 421 
Kali Yuga, 32 
Kalki, manifestation of, 535 
Kalpa, 4 fn, 18, 32,71,678 
Kalpa lire, 291 
Kalpa-Vrk?a, 264, 310,912 
Kama, 15, 206 

burning of, 858 
Kamadamana, 656f 
Kamadhenu, cow of sage Vasistha, 

46, 839 
Kamali or Repuka, 60 
Kambala, 17 
Kambojas, 40-50 
Kaihsa, 299 fn, 406, 415 

slaying of, 457, 463 
K&mya, 7 
Kanakhala, 127 fii, 761 
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Kanauj, 44 fh 
Kaficanaprabha, successor of Bhima, 57 
Kaydu, 380 
Kankalinl, 1144 
Kanva, 816, 1088 
Kapala Gautama, 320 
Kapalin, 14 
Kapardi Raivata, 14 
Kapha, 402 
Kapila, 16, 17, 50, 73, 795, 1071 
Kapila Sangama, 1071, 1104 
Kapilasva, 43 
Kapilatlrtha, 1104 
Kapittha, 2 
Kapivan, 30 
Kapotatirtha, 801-2 
Karala, 557 
Karambhavaluka (a hell), 555 
Kardama Prajapati, 6 fn, 7 
Karki, 1039 
Karkotaka, 17 
Karman, 139, 1080, 1170 
Karmendriyas, 731 
Karnikara, 2, 198 
Kartavirya, 80f 
Karttikeya, 13, 1020 
Karuriyastava (a hymn), 279 
Karur, 50fn 
Karusa, 31, 39 
Karu?akas, 60 
Karu?as, 40 
Kaseya, 73 
Kasi, 39 fn, 63, 73 

burning of, 500 

Kasika, 73 
Kasmala, 557 
Ka^tha, 678 
Kasya, 63 
Kasyapa, 11-12, 14 fn, 16-18, 30-31, 

33, 63, 716, 812, 863,1114 fn, 1142 
Katha, 961-2 
Kathiawar, 24 fn 
Kati, 60 
Katyayanas, descendants of Kati, 60 
Kaumara, 863 
Kaumodaki (iron club), 467 
Kausika, 31, 60 
Kausikas, 60 
Kausiki, the river, 59, 675 
Kaustubha, 283 
Kavaca, 331 
Kavasa, 1065 
Kaveri, 57, 58 

basin, 50 fn 
Kavi, 8 
Kavi (Venus), 851 
Kavya (a sage), 30 
Kavya (distinguished from Havya) 

859fn 

Keka (sound notes), 195 
Kekayadesa, 47fn 
Keralas, 50 
Kesara mountains, 102, 104 
Kesari, 815 
Kesin, 377 

slaying of, 442 
Ke£ini, daughter of Vidarbha, 51, 57 
Ketu, 16 
Ketumala, 56 fn 
Ketuman, son of Dhanvantari, 64, 73 
Ketuman, son of K$ema, 65 
Ketuman, son of Rajas, 20 
Ketuvirya, 16 
Kevala, 744, 750 
Khadgatirtha, 1065 
Khadira, 2 
Khalada, 70 
Khasa, 14, 17 
Khyad, 8 
Kilavajranipatana, 461 
Killing of Rukmin by Bala, 482 

of Vftra by Indra, 373 
King Sagara, 49-50 
King Vyaya, 935 
Kinnaras, 768fn 
Kirti, 54, 767fn 
Kirtiman, 7 
Kiskindha, 1106 
Kltadha (a hell), 537 
Knowledge, 1080 

path of, 725 
praised, 120 

Kokamukha, 579, 583, 662 
KokS river, 576, 583 
Kolasura, 761 
Konaditya, 141 
Konarka, 144-5 
Kosal, 41fn 
Kotitirtha, 1088 
Krakaca, 556 
Krcchra (a hell), 118 
Kfcchra rites, 761 
Kykaneyu, 70 
Krmi, 70-71 
Kfmibhak?a (a hell), 118, 537 
Knnipuya (a hell), 118 
Kfmisa (a hell), 118 
Krodha, 6 fn 
Krodhana, 1140 
Krodhavaja, 14, 17 
Krostr> 84, 88, 93 
Kfiasva, 12, 44 
Kratu, 6 fn, 8, 29, 1109 fn 
Kraunca, 760 
Krauficadvipa, 111 
Krauhci, 17 
Kr?na, 9, 50, 94ff, 96-99, 240 

fight with C&Qiira, 460 
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marries damsels brought from Nara- 
ka’s residence, 493 
punishes the God of Wealth and 
others, 489 
encounter with Batta, 498 

(river), 791 
Kr$na Dvaipayana, 133 
K|“?nahjana, 247 
Kfta age, 2fn, 32 
Kftaka 122 
Kfti (son of Raivata) 30 
Krti (son of Vijaya), 63 
Kf ttikas, 13 fn 
Kfttika Tirtha, 811 
Kftya, female deity of destruction, 

502, 920-21, 929, 951 

Ksama, 830 
K$ara, 701, 746 
Ksarakardama (a hell), 547 fn 
K^atravfddha, son of Samkfti, 63 
Ksatriyas, 39, 48, 58, 60 
Ksenia (successor of Sunitha), 64 
K$emadhanvan, son of Pundarika, 52 
K§emaka, 64 
K?epanas, 461 
K§etra, 744 
Ksetrajna, 744 
K?ipra, 246 
K§udha Tirtha, 816 
K?uradhara, 556 
Kubera, 190, 856 
Kudmala, 555 
Kuhara, 17 
Kuhii, 54 
Kuk$i> 7, 15 
Kulacalas, the seven mountains, 105 
Kumara, 55 
Kumara, Agni’s son, 13 
Kumaratlrtha, 809 
Kumbhakarna, 856 
Kumbhanabha, 15 
Kumbhipaka (a hell), 537, 553 
Kuru, 761 
Kuruk?etra, 2fn 

Kusa, (a king of Lunar race), 58 
Kuril (a division of Jambu Ihripa), 
Kusa (son of Rama), 52, 1102 
Kusadvipa, 110 
Kufamba, 58 
Ku^anSbha, 58 
Kusatarpana, 1120 
Kuriisthali or Dvaravati (modem 

Dvarka), 39fn, 40 

Kusavarta, 801 
Kurika, 58, 74-75 
Kutsa, 8 
Kuvalasva, 41-43 
Kuvalayapida (elephant), 443, 459 

L 

Lak§mi, 54, 767fn 
Lak?mi and Daridra, dispute bet¬ 

ween, 1058 
Laksmitirtha, 1057 
Lalabhak?a (a hell), 118, 537, 547fn 
Lak§aprajvalita (a hell), 554 
Lamba, 12 

Lambodara, 946 
Lanka, 82 
Lauhi, son of A?taka, 61 
Lava, 1021 
Lavana, 761 
Lekhas, 30 
Liberation, 1, 4 
Lifting of goddess Earth by Yajna- 

varaha, 525 
Lingabhedin, 1039 
Lohargala, 579 
Lohita, 60 
Lokaloka, a mountain, 114 
Lokapalas, 274 
Lomaharsana, pupil of Vyasa, 

24fn 
Lomapada, 72fn 
Loma^a, 767fn 
Lopamudra, 64, 910, 924, 954 
Lord Kr?na, coronation of, 432 

casts off his mortal body, 514 
Lord Purusottama, glory of, 368 
Lord Visnu, different manifestations 

of, 522 
in the form of a Boar, 801 
kills Hiranyakasipu, 529 

Lotus as vessel, 27 
Lotus-bom Brahma, 4fn 
Love, creation of, 5 

M 

Madhava (son of Manu), 30 
Madhava(a deity), story of, 322 
Madhu (an Asura), 761 
Madhu (a son of Manu), 30 
Madhu (father of demon Dhundhu), 

42 
Madhu (a powerful son of Diti), 860 
Madhu (another Asura), 27, 28 
Madhu and Kaifabha, 275, 406 
Madhucchandas, 60, 1061, 1164 
Madhuparka, 336 
Madhyamesvara, 864 
Madra, 70 
Madraka, 71 
Magadha, 8, 24, 39fn 
Maghavan, 16 
Mah&bahu, 16 
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Mahabharata, 132 
Mahabhima, 535 
Mahadeva, 14 
Mahaghora, 554, 558 
Mahajvala (a hell), 117 
Mahajyefthi, 343 
Mahaikarna, 17 
Mahamanas, son of Mahas&la, 70 
Maliamaya, 410 
Mahanabha, 15 
Mahanadi, 262, 881 
Mahanala, 951 
Mahanila, 17 
Mahapadma, 17 
Mahaprabha, 554 
Mahapreta, 558 
Mahapura, 1160 
Maharaurava, 554 
Maharloka, 121 
Mahasala, son of Janamejaya, 70 
Mahasani, 1028, 1036 

Mahasiras, 16 
Mahat (great principle), 5, 122, 730, 

743 
Mahatamisra, 555 

Mahati, daughter of Aristanemi, 51 
Mahavafa, 555 
Mahavici, 553 
Mahavisnu, lfn 
Mahayugas, 29fn 
Mahendra mountain, 531 
Mahi, 842-43 
Mahi, story of, 840 
Mahima, 1100 
Mahisakas (or Mahi^makas of Mahi$- 

mati), 50fn 
Mahismati, 81fn 
Mahodaya (Kubera’s city), 248fn 
Mainaka, 766fn 
Maitra, 870 
Malada, 70 
Malini or Grahamalini, 78 
Manasottara, a mountain, 112-13 
Manasyu, son of Suvira, 69 
Mandara, 766 fn 
Mandavya, 855 
Mandhata, son of Yu van a ^va, 44 
Mahgala, 972 
Mani, 17 
Manikupd^l^1* 1152, 1156, 1161 
Mariinaga, son of §e?a, 836 
Manivati, 16fn 
Mafijusa, 554 
Man-lion, 1090 
Manly being, creation of, 257 
Manojava, 13 
Manovati (a city), 247fn 
Manthara, 982 
Mantras, 46, 72 

Matftirtha, 940, 960 
Manu, 29fn, 34, 36, 37-38, 761, 832, 

833 

Manusa, 759 
Manvantara, 6, 14, 29 
Manyu, 1126-28 
Marica, 16, 533, 857 
Marici, 6, 16, 22, 29, 257, 1109fn 
Marisa, mother of Dak?a and wife of 

Pracetas, 9-10, 177, 389 
Marjana rite, benefit of, 329 
Marjara (a holy centre), 1028 
Markapdcya, 292-3, 329 
Markapdeya Hrada, 329 
Markandcya tirtha, 1080 
Marriage of Bhogavati by proxy, 936 
Marriages, types of, 933 
Mars (Angaraka), 121 
Marianas, 60 
Martanda, 33 
Maruta, 998 
Maruts, 18, 19, 31, 767fn 

story of, 998ff 
Marutvati, 12 
Marutvats, sons of Marutvati, 13 

Matinara, son of Rceyu, 72 
Matra, 678 
Matsya-madhava, 320, 328 
Maudgalya, 1054 
Maya, 9941T 
Maya, 654ff 

of Mahesvara, 1051 

Mayavati, 478 
Mayavi, 15 
Meat eating, 607 
Medha, 868 
Medhatithi, 29 
Medhya, 29 
Medirinal herbs, 958-59 
Meditation, 1 

two types of, 741 

Meghahasa, 1074-75 
Mekhala, 89fn 
Mena (Lima’s mother), 207, 764 
Menaka (or Mena), 830, 1086 
Mendicant sage, stage of, 616 
Mental sons of Brahma, 6 
Mercury (Budha), 121 
Meritorious rites, various kinds of, 734 
Mcru (a mountain) 27 fn, 31, 36, 

39,56,101,102 ff, 208, 254 f, 576 fn, 
766 fn, 883, 954 

Mcru mandara, 56 fn 
Merusavarnis, 29 
Mind, 5 
Mind-bom sons of Brahm&, 1109 fn 
Miseries in the womb, 68fi 

of transmigration, 689 
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of old age, 687 
Mithu, 1014-15, 1019 
Mitra, 15, 37 
Mitrasaha or Kalma§apada,' 52 
Mitrayus, 2 fn 
Mixed castes, 617 
Mlecchas, 23fn, 49 
Mlecchas and Dasyus, 48fn 
Mobile and immobile beings, crea¬ 

tion of, 257 
Monkey Dvivida, slaying of, 50Gff 
Moon (god), 191, 959, 1096 

abducts T&ra, 1097 
forcibly drags Tara, 1096 
gives up Tara, 1098 

Mfgavyadha, 14 
MftajivanI, 854 
MrtasanjivanI, 1159 
M^tasanjivani Tirtha, 851 
Mfttikavati, 89fn 
Mptyu, 847-48 
Mucukunda, 144, 468, 470 
Mudgala, 60, 1054 
Muhurta (unit of time), 158, 678 
Muhurta, 12 
Muhurtas, sons of Muhurta, 13 
Muk takes!, 1050 
Muni (a son of Apa, one of the 

eight Vasus), 13-14 
Muni (mother of Apsarases), 17 
Mura, Killing of, 483 
Murtiman, 58 
Mu$aka, 16 
Mu$ti, 461 
Mu$tfka, fight with Balarama, 461 

N 

Nabha, son of Nala, 52 
Nabha, son of Svaroci?a Manu, 30 
Nabhaga, 37-39, 40 
Nabhas, 30 
Nabhasya, 30 
Naciketa, 761 
N^dika (a unit of time), 678 
Nadina, son of Sahadeva, 63 
Nadvala, 8 
Naclvaleyas, 30 
Naga (son of king Surasena), 935 
NSgakesara, 2 
Nfigas, 17,21,115 
N&gatirtha, 932 
NSgavithi (daughter of Yami), 13 
N&gendra, 938 
N&geSvara, 932, 934 
Nahuga, 17, 65, 761, 968 
Naigameya, 13 
Naimi?a or Naimisa (forest), 2fn, 949-50 
Naimitti Kalaya, 678ff 

Naimittika Sraddha, 589 
Naivedya, 338 
Nakara, 331 
Nala, 16, 52-53 
Nala, son of Nijadha, 52 
Nalada, 70 
Names of the banyan tree, 329 
Namuci, 16, 761, 975, 995, 1027 
Nanda, 767fn 
Nandana, 1030 
Nandin, 839, 848 
Nandini, 767fn 
Nandini Sangama, 1020 
Nanditata, 1096 
Nara, 5, 303, 761 
Narada, 11, 12, 81, 656, 7%, 1109fn 
Naraka (asura), 16, 583 

killing of, 482ff 
Nara-Narayana, Ifn, 353 
Naras, 5, 330 
Narasimha (Man-lion), 314, 526 

worship of, 318 
mantra, 317 

Narasimhatlrtha, 1090 
Narayana, 1, 5, 6, 32, 51, 69, 303, 

306, 329, 761 
Narayanatirtha, 1143 
Narayanis, 60 
Narikela, 2 
Nari?yanta, 37-38 
Narmada (a river), 24fn, 50fn, 761, 930 
Narmada (queen), 44 
Nasatya, 36 
Natural reabsorption, 681 
Nava, 70, 71 
Nava, 70 
Navara$tra, 71 
Nectar, 27, 881 
Nighna, son of Anaraiiya, 52 
Nikumbha, 64 
Nikumbha, son of Haryasva, 43 
Nila, 56fn 

Nilaganga, 802 
Nilaparvata, 802 
Nimnabheda, 1094, 1096 
Nine Khavas of Bharata, 105-106fn 
Nirguna, 741 
Nirmoha, 30 
Nirrti, 815 
Nirucchv&sa, 556 
Nirukta, 4fn 
Nirutsuka, 30 
Nisadas, 20, 1072 
Ni?adha (mountain), 56fn 
Nisadha, son of Atithi, 52 
Niiatha and Ulumuka (two sons of 

Balarama & Revati), 476 
Niti of Bfhaspati, 1097 
Nivasapuram, 885 
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Nivatakavacas, 16 
Niv^tta, 684 
Nivftti, 701 
Non-despicable action, 631 
Nrga, 70 
Nyagrodba, 2 
Nyasa (rite), 334, 336 

O 

Observances common to the four 
varnas, 613 

Occasions when rituals are not to be 
performed, 610 

Ocean called Sagara, 51 
Ojaskara, 27 
Old couple, curse of, 979 
Old woman, 886, 888 
Omkara, 331 
One day of Brahma, 678 
Onkara Mandhata, 50fn 
Organic (suffering), two types of, 685 
Origin of Vi?nu, story of, 403 

P 

Padmabhu (Brahma), 4fn 
Padmasana (Brahma), 4fn 
Pahlavas, 23fn, 48-50, 58 
Pailusa, 1065-66 
Paisaca Tirtha, 815, 1091 
Paithinasi, 1048 
Pakasasana, 18fn 
Palas, 678 
Palasa leaf as vessel, 28 
Panasa, 2 
Pancajana, 51, 52 

abduction by, 466 
killing of, 466 

Pancajanya, 466 
Pancalas, 75 
Pancanada, 50 
Paficaratra, 273 
Pancatirth, 329, 341 
Paficatirtha pilgrimage, 290 
Pandavas, 79, 97 
Pandu, 78, 86 
Pan<jya kingdom, 24fn 

territory, 50fn 
Papanaiana, 931 
Papapranasana Tirtha, 840 
Para, 1039 
Para Brahma, 690 
Paradas, 48-50 
Paramanyu, 70 
Parame?thi, 6fn 
Parantapa, 30 
Par&rdha, 678 
Par&iara, 4fh 

Parasu, 1130 
goes to heaven, 1133 

Paras'urama, 48fn 
kills King Sahasrarjuna, 531 

Para Vidya (the superior knowledge), 
690 

Parijata, 2, 924 
episode, 488 
taken away by Kf$pa, 492 

Pariksita, 78 
crowning of, 522 

Pariluinpa, 557 
Pariplava, 30 
Paritapa, 556 
Parjanya, 19, 30 
Pamasa (river), 91 
Parthivas, 60 
Paru§ni, 1079 
Paru§nisangama, 1077 
Parvana Sraddha, 587 
Parvati, 13fn, 183 

devises a way to check Karttikeya, 
809 

Pary^vartanaka, 547fn 
Pasupatayoga, 246 
Patala, 2 
Patalaketu, 761 
Patatri Tirtha, 1142 
Path of the world of Yama, 533 
Patin, 9 
Paulastya, 767fn 
Paulastya Tirtha, 856 
Paulomas (sons of Puloma), 16 
Paundraka, king of Varanasi, 500, 501 
Paurukutsani (daughter of Furukutsa), 

58 

Pavaka, the lord of Vasus, 19 
Pavamana, 1134, 1137 
Pavamani, 769fn 
Pavamanya, 769fn 
Payosni, 761, 791 
Penance, 4fn, 7, 27 
Perceptible and imperceptible, 749 
Perfect knowledge, 710, 713, 723, 

1066 
Perishable and imperishable, 729, 736, 

740 
Persons forbidden to receive Sraddha, 

592 

Phena, 71, 1027 
Pigeon, 803 
Pindaraka (a holy centre), 509 
Pippala, 910-11, 923, 955-56, 1047 
Pippalada, 918-20, 922, 924, 926, 

928-29, 931 

Pippalas, 931 
Pippalesa, 911 
Pippalesvara, 931 
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Pitfalls in the achievement of Yogic 
power, 699 

Pitps, 21, 27 
kingdom of, 20 

Pitftirtha, 844, 931 
Pitjyajfia, 970 
Pitta, 402 
Placing of Bali, the enemy of Devas, 

in nether worlds, 775 
Plak?a 20, 28, 760 
Plak;a dvipa, 108 
Playing the game of dice with (Bala) 

Rama, 480 
Pleasure, 5 
Folestar, 121, 124 
Postnatal ceremonies, performing of, 

418 
Postponement of daughter's marriage, 

1139 
Pot filled with honey, 846 
Power, 10 

of An.ima (minuteness), 730 
of laghim£ (lightness), 730 
of Prapti (accessibility), 730 

Prabha (a goddess), 54 
Prabha (daughter of Svarbhanu), 16, 

61 
Prabhakara, 70 
Prabhasa, 13, 19fn, 761, 835, 930 
Prabhu, 7 
Pracetas, 9, 10, 12, 1109 

Pracinabarhis, 9, 1100 
Practice of Yoga to achieve libera* 

tion, 692 
Pradhana, 5, 122, 731 
Pradyumna, 407 
Prahlada, 1090fn 
Prahrada, 15 

lord of Daityas and Danavas, 20 
Prajapati, 6fn, 19 
Prajna, as twenty-sixth principle, 750 
Praka£a, 30 
Prakfta Pralaya, 663, 677, 682 
Prakrti, 123, 743, 1120-21 

as Sati, 191 
Pralamba, 325fn, 427 
Pramad, 812, 1162 

outsted by cunning gamblers, 1165 
Pramloca, 381 
Pramsu, 37 
Praria, 13, 30, 402 
Praparodha, 547fn 
Pralaya, rite of, 1125 
Pranayama, two types, 741 
Pronins, 60 
Prapi t Ssatigama, 1120 
Prapita vessel, 1125 
Pr&pti, 467 
Prasenajit, 44, 94f 
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Pratardana (son of Dfsadvati and 
Divodasa), 64, 73 

Pratik?atra (son of Anenas), 63 
Pradratha, 72 
Pratisancara, 681 
Prati$thana, 38fn, 57, 932 
Pratita, 30 
Pratyu§a, 13, 19fn 
Pravara Sangama, 881 
Pravira, 72 
Pravftta, 684 
Pravftti, 701 
Prayaga, 38fn, 57fn, 791 
Preceptor 112 

of Daityas, 853 
Previous merit, 1140 
Price of Ajigarta’s son, 875 
Primordial being, 156 

nature, 156, 170 
Princess regains her eyesight, 1161 
Principles of piety, 623 
Priya, a daughter ofDak$a, 31 
Priyangu, 197 
Priyavrata, 7, 8fn 

story of, 869 
Procreation, 10 
Progeny, 6-8, 11 

of Srikf?na, 493 
Prohibited actions, 599 
Prsadhra, 37, 40 
Prthu, 8, 9, 20ln, 23-25, 28-30, 41 

birth of, 21, 1072 
equated with Brahma, 28fn 
origin and glory of, 19 
son of Vena, 19, 21, 26-27 

Prthulaksa, son of Caturanga, 72 
Pfthusravas, 861 
Pulaha, 6fn, 29, 1109fn 
Pulastya, 6fn, 29, 82, 857-58, 1076, 

1109fn 
Puloman, 16, 1031 
Pundarlka, son of Nabha, 52 
Purtdra, 71 
Pundrakas, 71 
Punnaga, 2 
Pupya, 856 
Punyajanas, 27, 40fn 
Punyasangama Tirtha, 856 
Punyatirthas, 761 
Purana, 3fn 
Purariapuru§a, 329 
Puranic. lore, 91 
Purafijaya, 8 
Purna, 880 
Purnabhadra, 72 
Purpatirtha, 963 
Puru, 8, 60, 65-68, 79, 1082 

approves his father’s suggestion and 
accepts his old age, 1084 
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Purukutsa, 44 
Pururavas. 55, 56, 654, 866, 900, 

903 1094 
Puru$a, 5, 6, 50, 155, 329, 1120, 

1124 
Siva as, 191 

Puru$a Sukta, 581, 1122 
9Q9 

Puru$ottama, 1, 4, 260, 264, 343f 
Purusottama (a holy centre), 240f, 326 
Puru sot lama K?etra, 379fn 
Puru?ottama Shrine, 290, 377 
Pu?an, 15 
Puskara, 2fn, 760-61 
Puskaradvipa, 112-114 
Puskarini, 8 
Pu?padamstra, 17 
Puspaka, 857, 1076-77 
Puspotkata, 1129 
Pusti, 54, 767fn 
Put. hell lo which the childless are 

condemned, 23fn 
Putana, slaying of, 416 
Putra, 8, 23fn 
Putratirtha, 991 
Ptiyodaka, 547 

Q 

Qualities and actions leading to 
heaven, 627ff 

R 

Raghu, son of Dilipa, 52 
Rahu, 70, 883-4, 1074 
Raibhya, 30 
Raibhya Manu, 29 
Raivata (son of Raiva), 30, 39 
Raivata Kakudmin, 39-40 
Raivata Manu, 29 
Raja, 23 
Rajas, 703 
Rajas qualities, 161 
Rajasuya Sacrifice, 8, 20, 31, 54, 87 
Rajatanabha, 27 
Rajeya, 61 
Raji, son of Prabha, 61-62 
Raksasas, 3, 17, 21, 40 

origin of, 10, 11 
Raksobhak?ana, 547fn 
Raktaksa, 1140 
RSma, 31, 52, 406, 532, 761,844, 980, 

988, 1101, 1102, 1106 
Rama (Balarama), 98 
Rama (son of Jamadagni), 83 
Ramaganga, 44fn 
Ramana, 13 
Ramatlrtha, 973 

Rambha, 61, 63, 169 
Ramesvara, 144 
Rasa, 402 
Rati, 205 
Raucyamanu, son of Prajapati RucI, 

29, 32 
Raudra, 537, 863 
Raudrasva, son of Subahu, 69, 70 
Raurava (a hell), 117, 537, 554 
Ravaoa, 82fn, 856-57, 920, 1076-77, 

1101-6 
killing of, 532 
shakes the Kailasa to and fro, 1077 

Rceyu, son of Raudrasva, 70, 72 
Rcika, son of Aurva, 60 
Rcika, son of Kavya, 58-60 
Reabsorption, three kinds of, 677 
Reciting prayer of Mftyu everyday, 

merits of, 1009 
Recreation, 3fn 
Renu, 60 
Rerius, 60 
Revati, 39, 310fn, 961-62 

enters the blazing fire, 574 
Revati-Sahgama, 961 
Rewa, 39fn 
Rgveda, 46fn 
Ripu, 8 
Rista, 37, 40 
Rites of a Sudra, 613 
Rivalry between Devas and Asuras, 

1118 
between Visvamitra and Vasi$tha, 
1086 

Rks, 6, 15 
Rksa mountains, 50fn 
Rk?avan, 89fn 
Rnamocana Tirtha, 861 
Rock as vessel, 27 
Rohini, 311 fn 
Rohita, 870-72 

son of Hariscandra, 47 
Romahar?ana or Lomaharsana, the 

intelligent Suta, 2 fn 
R$isatra, 1169 
Rsyasriiga, 72fn, 980 
Rtadhvaja, son of Satrujit, 64 
Rtadhvaja, story of, 887 
Rtuparna, son of Ayutajit, 52 
Ruci, 7fn 
Rudhirandha (a hell), 118 
Rudra, the destructive, 1040 

the powerful, 6, 14, 49, 55, 174ff, 
210 

Rudras, 14fn, 31 
Rukmakavaca, 89 
Rukmin, slaying of, 479 
Rules of holy ablution, 345 

of worship, 334 
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Rupatirtha, 654 
Ruru, 31 
Ruruka, 47 
Ruthakas, 251 

S 

Sabala (a hell), 117 
&abalasvas, 12 
Sabda Brahman, 690 
Sabhanara, 70 
Saci, 1068 

daughter of Puloman, IG 
Sacrifice taken away, 800 
Sadhya (a wife; of Dharma), 12 
Sadhyas (deities) 31 
Sadhyas (sons of Sadhya), 13 
Sadyojita, 945 
Sagara, 23fn, 47, 48fn, 51, 761, 793 
Sagaranupa, 24fn 
Sage (Kapha) kicked, 796 
Sage (Kapila) reduces Sagara's sons 

to ashes, 796 
Sages, 21, 27 
Saguna, 741 
Saha, 30 
Sahadeva (son of Haryatvata), 63 
Sahasrakunda, 1101 
Sahasrarjuna, 82, 83 
Sahi?nu, 30 
Sahya, 1120 
Saibya, 90 
Saithhikeyas, 15-16 
Sairhhiki, 1104 
Saindhavayanas, 60 
§5ka, 760 
&&kadvipa, 111 
Sakalya, 1129-30 
&akas, 23fn, 48-50 
S&kha, 13 
Sakra, 14-15 
&akuni, 15, 40 
Sakuntala,173 
Sala, 2 
Sal a (son of Sudhanvan) 53 
Sdla (tree), 28 
Salada, 70 
Salamala, 537, 554 
S&Uutkayanas, 60 
Salavati, 60 
Salavatyas, 60 
Salla, 63 
Salmaladvipa, 109-110 
Salmali, 558, 760 
Salvation, 1170 

through enjoyment, 825 
through Akarman, 825 
through Karmans, 825 

two ways of, 825 
Salya, 16 
Sama, 894, 897 
Saman, 6 
Samana, 31, 402 
Samanyu, 897 
Samba abducts daughter of Duryo- 

dhana, 503 
dresses in the guise of woman, 509 

Sambala, village of, 535 

Sambara, 16, 1051 
killing of, 477-8 

Sambhu, 8, 14, 787, 939, 1022 
Sambhuta, 44 
Saihdamsa, 537 
Saihhatasva, son of Nikumbha, 44 
Sariihrada, 15 
Samxtirtha, 869 
Samitr, 949 
Samjna, 33, 34-36, 164f 
Samkalpa (wife of Suvarna) 1022 
Saihkalpa (born of Sankalpa), 13 
Samkhya, 154, 743 

and Yoga, 695 
and Yoga systems, identity of, 739 
principles of, 719 
system, 50fn 

Samkfti, son of Jayatsena, 6C, 63 
Saihkrtyas, 60 
Sampati, 1142 
Samrat, 7 
Samsapayana, 2fn 
Samudra Tirtha, 1167 
Samvarta, 298,813 
Sarhvartaka, 304 
Samvartavasu, 66 
Samyamini, 247fn, 260fn 
Sanaiscara, 34, 36, 955, 1138 
Sanandana, son of Brahma, 453fn 
Sanajjata, 840, 842-3 
Sanatana, 30 
Sanatkumara, 6 
Sancayana rite, 610 
Sandamsa (a hell), 119 
Sandhya prayers, 1144 
Sandhyas, 599 
Sandlpani, 466 
Sani, 833 
SaAjavi, 853 
Sankalpa, 12 
Sankara Vasudeva, 3 
Sankarsana, 116 
Sahkha, 17 
Sankhahrada, 1105 
Sankhapada, the son of Praj&pati 

Kardama, 20 
Saiikhapala, 17 
Sankharoman, 17 
Sankukarna, 16 
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Sannateyu, 70 
Sannipatas, 461 
Santa, 72fn 
Santapana, 15 
Sapintfikarana Rite, 588 
Saptapadi, 46fn 
Sapta-Parna, 2 
Saptar$is, 6fn 
Saradvat, son of Gautama, 31 
Sarama, 1042 
Saramana, 16 
Sarameyasana, 547fn 
Sarasvan, 867 
Sarasvata, 1129 
Sarasvati, lfn, 761, 791, 866, 879, 930 
Sarasvatisangama, 866 
Sardula, 1020 
Sarmistha, 1081 

daughter of Vrsaparvan, 16, 65 
Sarnga, 1044 
Sarva, 14 
Sarvajit, 16 
Sarvakarma, son of Raimasapada, 52 
Sarvamedhamakha, 74 
Saryatas, 40 
Saryati, 37, 39, 65, 1063-64 
Saryati dynasty, 40fn 
Sasada, 40-41 
Sastras, 49 
Satadyumna, 8 
Satahrada, 16 
Satarupa, 7, 78fn 
Sati, 175ff 

abondons her body, 906 

Satrajit, 94-96 
Satrughna and Bharata, marriages of, 

982 
Satrujit, son of Vatsa, 64 
Sattva, 155, 703 
Saturn (Sauri), 121 
Satyabhama, 96 

infuriated, 488 
Satyadhfti, 75 
Satyaketu, successor of Dharmaketu, 

65 
Satyaloka, 122 
Satyanetra, son of Atri, 30 
Satyaratha, 47 
Satyas, 30 
Satyavak, 8, 30 
Satyavatl, 4fn, 59-60 

daughter of Gadhi, 58 
Satvavrata, 44-46 
Saudasa, son of Sudas, 52 
Saumya, 863, 960 
Saunaka, 66 
Saunakas, sons of Sunaka, 63 
Saura, 863 
Saufravas, 60 

Savarna, 33-34 
Sivarpa, son of Savarna, 34 
Savanna Manu, 31 
Savanpi, 2fn 
Savarpika Manvantara, 36 
Savami Manu, 29, 31 
Savitf, 15 
Savitri, 868 
Science of Polity, 113 
Secret of the excellent Dharma, 1176 
Self-born lord, 5 
Selling of daughter etc., 1139 
Sense-organs, 706 
Serpent, 932 
Serpents, 3 

origin of, 10-11 
Se?a, 17, 116, 259, 405 

incarnation of, 503 
the seventh child of Devaki, 410 
the Tamasi form of Visnu, 115 

Se?atirtha, 947 
Seven Brahmas, 6fn 

continents, lOOfn 
oceans, 296fh 
Sages (the Great Bear), 121 
sons, 1140 
splendid wives of Kf$na, 480 

Seventh Man^ala, 46fn 
Shadow, 832 
Shifting of Cowherds’ Colony to 

Vfndavana, 418 

Shrine of Puru?ottama, 307 
Sibi, 70-71 
Siddhas, 766fn 
Siddhatirtha, 1076 
Siddhesvara, 1020, 1076 
Sikhandini, 9 
Siksa, 4fn 
Sikta, 856 
Silver as vessel, 27 
Simhika (daughter of Dili), 15-16 

(mother of Rahu) 883, 1014 
Sindhudvipa, 52, 1150 
Sindhusena, 800, 968 
Sintvali, 54 
Sisiira, 13, 196 
Sisumara, 124f, 126 
Sisupala, 86, 476 
SitS, 1107 
Siva, 14fn, 15, 87, 143, 169-70, 175flF, 

920 
assumes half-female form, 921 
marriage, 761, 766 
the overlord of Yak?as, Rak?asas, 
kings, goblins and ghosts, 20 
thousand and eight names of, 217- 
225 

Siva, wife of Anila, 13 
Sivamahimnah S to tram, 1100 
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Six sons of Hiranyakasipu 410 
faced lord with a single body, 811 
women become pregnant through 
Fire-god, 811 

Sixteen Vikaras (products), 743 
Skanda, 6, 777-8 
Skull as vessel, 27 
Slander-monger, 1191 
Slayer of Mura, 279 
Slaying the Tripuras, 945 
Slisti, 8 
S.M. Ali, 27fn 
Soma, 9, 10, 12-13, 15, 19fn, 21, 

27, 53-55, 70, 72, 875, 919, 958, 
1076, 1078 

Soma (Juice), 118 
Soma (moon), 109 
Somanatha, 930 
Somatirtha, 878 
Son born to the King Hariscandra, 

872 

Son who earns wealth solely depen¬ 
ding on his own might, 1155 

Sopitapura, 496fn 
Southern path, 547 
Speech, 5 
Splendid lady given to Gautama, 

820 
Spots in body, where the Yogin should 

concentrate and meditate, 717 
Sraddha, 40-41, 148, 333, 868 

explanation of, 40-4 lfn 
foods offered in, 585 
people for whom and places in 
which prohibited, 584 
performance of and associated le¬ 
gend, 575 
ritual, details of, 584 
the exclusive fifteen days for the 
performance of, 585 
various things resulting from the 
performance of, 585ff 

Sraddhadeva, 33, 53 
Sraddhavati, 248 
Srama, 13 
Sr&nta, 13 
Sravana, 976 
Sr&vasta, 41 
Sravasti, 4lfn 
Srigiri, 1144, 1150 
Sri Kj-$na, 119, 299fn 

nativity of, 411 
Sripuru$ottama, 356 
Sri R&ma, 40fn 
Srivatsa, 257, 259 
Stmai?a, 16 
Srhgaka, 761 
SfAiaya, son of K&l&nala, 70 

son of Pratik$atra, 63 

Sruta, son of Bhagiratha, 52 
Srutayu, 57 
Stage of a householder, 614 
Stamba, 30 
Sthaleyu, 70 
Sthandileyu, 70 
Sthavistha, 1061 
Story of Candala, a devotee of Vi?nu, 

642 
a foolish Brahmin & a siddha, 650ff 
a terrible hunter, 802 
a vaisnava, Caodala & Brahmara- 
ksasa, 643 
Narada transformed as Susila, 658f 

Somasarma, 648 
Striratnakuta, 70 
Subahu, a Rak§asa killed by Rama, 

533 
Subahu, son of Matinara, 72 
Subahu, son of Sudhanvan, 69 
Subha, 767fn 
Subhadra, 284 
Subhatreyi, 1078 
Subhra, 1129 
Subrahmanya, 13fn 
Subtle soul, 727 
Succhaya, 8 
Suci, 17, 30 
Sucimukha (a hell), 547fn 
Sudarsana, 283 
Sudas, friend of Indra, 52 
Sudhama, 30 
Sudhanvan (Sambhuta’s successor), 

44 
Sudhanvan, Ahinagu’s successor, 53 
Sudhanvan, son of Abhayada, 69 
Sudhanvan, son of Prajapati Vairaja, 

20 
Sudharma, son of Vidarbha, 658 
Sudharma, assembly hall, 465 
Sudharma, the assembly chamber and 

the Parijata tree go back to heaven, 
515 

Sudra, 40, 70 
Sudras, 29 
Sudyumna, 8, 38 
Suffering, three types of, 685 
Sugrivi, 17 
Suhma, 71 
Suhmakas, 71 
Suhotf, 73 
Suhotra, 73 

successor of Kancana, 57 
Sukanya, 39 
Sukaia (.a hell), 117, 537 
Sukaramukha (a hell), 547fn 
Suketu, 50 

son of Ketuman, 65 
Suklatirtha, 1048 
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Sukra, 9, 30, 852, 1081 
curses Moon, 1098 

Sukratirtha, 851 
Sukfti, 30 
Suktimati, 89fn 
Sukumara, son of Anarta, 65 
Sulaprota (a hell), 547fn 
Sumali, 27 
Sumanas, 8 
Sumati, 2fn, 31, 1165 
Sumukha, 17 
Sun, 94, 142, 831, 954 
Sunabhojana, 537 
Sunahotra, son of Kgatravjraddha, 63 
Sunahpuccha, story of, 60, 875 
Sunahsepa, 60, 75, 870, 875, 877, 

1092 
Sunaka, son of Gftsamada, 63 
Sunama, 463 
Sunanda, 767fn 
Sunanda, 58 
Sun-god, i25, 141, 143, 145ff, 160ff, 

190 
assumes a horse’s form, 834 
one hundred and eight names of, 
172-174 

Sunltha, successor of Sannati, 64 
Sunitha, 8 

daughter of Yama, 21 

Suniti, 8fn 
Sunj-ta, 7 
Suparna, 863 
Suprabha, 1014 
Surabhi, 14fn, 17, 767fn 
Surasa, 14, 17, 70 
Surasena, 932, 936 
Suresvari (goddess of Devas), 33 
Suruci, 8fn, 27 
Surya, 6fn, 15 
Susmanta, 72 
Suiyama, 887 
Suta, 2, 3fn, 8, 24fn 
Sutapas, 30, 71 
Suvama, 1022, 1024 
Suvama and Suvarna, activities of, 

1023 
Suvira (son of Sibi), 71 
Suvira (son of Puru), 69 
Suvrata, 70, 71 
Suyati, 65 
Suyava, 1092 
Svabhojana (a hell), 119 
Svadha, 576 
Svaha, 1020 
Svarakalpa, 16 
Svarbhanu, 16 
Svargaratha, Son of Diviratha, 71 
SvSrocisa Manu, 29-30 
SvArocisa Manvantara, 17, 30 

Svastika, 115 
Svastyatreyas, 70 
Svayambhuva Manu, 7, 8fn, 27, 29 
Svayamvara, 184ff 
Sveta, story of, 847 
Sveta and other tirthas, 844 
Svetadvipa, 260fn, 320, 338 
Svetaganga, 320, 327 
Sveta King, 320, 322 
Svetamadhava, 320, 328 
Syamantaka jewel, 94-95, 97-98 
Syeni, 17 

T 

Tadaka, 16 
Tailapaka, 556 
Tak§aka, lord of serpents, 17, 20, 27 
Tala, 537 
Tilajahghfis, 47-48 
Tamala, 2 
Tamas, 703, 964-65 
Tamasa Manu, 29-30 
Tamas qualities, 161 
Tamisra, 547fn, 555 
Tamra, 14, 17 
Tarnsu, 72 
Tanvi, 30 
Tapa, 6fn 
Tapana, 19 
Tapastirtha, 1010 
Tapasvin, 8 
Tapasya, 30 
Tapatl, 930 
Tapi, 761 
Tapobhuta, 30 
Taporati, 30 
Tapovanatirtha, 1020 
Taptakumbha (a hell), 117 
Taptaloha (a hell), 117 
Taptamurti, 547fn 
Tara, 54-55, 1096 
Taraka, 16, 763ff, 1020 
Tarakamaya (battle), 55, 399fn 
Tarakayanas, 60 
Tarksya Prajapati, 1142 
Tarpapa rites, 131, 141, 234, 332-333 
Tataka, 981 
Tattvadarsin, 30 
Tejovati, 2471h 
Things forbidden in a Sraddha 

ceremony, 594fT 
Things to be given in Sraddha 

ceremony, 594 
Three cities, 945 

debts, 871 
fires, 285 
kinds of distress, 763 
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steps of Vamana, 772 
types of feelings, 1170 
Vedas, 161 

Tiladhenu, 351 
Tilapaka, 555 
Time units, 678 
Tirtha, 264 
Tiruchirapalli, 50fn 
Tirupati, 50fn 
Titikfu, 70-71 
Tochari tribe, 23fn 
Tortures in hell, 547 

of death, 688 
of men in hell, 689 

Trading activity, 430 
Trasadasvu, son of Purukutsa, 44 
Trayi, 430 
Trayyarupa, son of Tridhanvan, 44 
Treta Yuga, 2fn, 32 
Tridhanvan, son of Sudhanvan, 44 
Trikuta, 1119 
Tripura, 761 
Triianku, 47 
Trivarga, 1033fn 
Trivi$tapa, 63 
Truth praised, 646 
Tryambaka, 14, 800 
Tunduras, 23 
Tungabhadra, 761, 791 
Turvasu, 48fn, 65, 66, 67, 69, 1082 
Tu?aras, 23fn 

Tu?itas, 15, 30 
Tva?tr, 14, 33-36, 767fn, 924, 1070, 

1138, 1140 
cuts off the Sun’s splendorous 
parts, 835 
makes weapons of Dadhici’s bones, 
915 

Twenty-eight hells, 547fn 
Twenty-five principles, 740 
Twenty-two hells in the realm of 

Yama, 537 
Twisting and Churning of Vena’s 

thigh, 1072 
Two Brahmans, 690 

paths, 701 
types of Karman, 1170 

Types of men who attain heaven, 
630f 

U 

Uccaifrsravas, lord of horses, 20 
Ud&na, 402 
Udd&laka, 42 
Uddhava goes to Badarik&frama, 511 
Udgatr, 772fn 
Ugragandha, 557 
Ugrasena, 505 

Brahma Purina 

Anakadundubhi, Devaki & Rohipi 
enter fire, 514 
powders the iron club, 509 
release and crowning of, 465 

Ujjayini, 249 
Ukya, son of Sala, 53 
Ultimate reabsorption, 685 
Uma, 174ff, 206ff 
Uma and Siva, story of, 179 
Umavana, 895-6, 898 
Unbaked mudpot as vessel, 27 
Unity, 740 
Unmanifest, 743 
Upadanavi, daughter of Hayasiras, 

16, 72 
Upad vipas (sub-continents), 101 fn 
Upamanyu, 1018 
Upamsu Vrata, 45 
Upendra, 435 
Upper regions, 121 
Upsetting of cart, 418 
Ordhvabahu, son of Soma, 30 
Orja, 30, 576 
Urvasi, 55-56, 57fn, 866, 1094, 1162 

as stake, 1163 
departure of, 1094 

Usa, 1138 
assumes mare's form, 833 
and Aniruddha, 495 
daughter of Bana, 494, 832 

U$adgu, son of Svahi, 88 

Usadratha, 71 
Usanas, 7, 55 
Usinara, 70 
Utkala, 38fn, 239f 
Uttama, 8fn 
Uttama Manu, 29 
Uttanapada, 7, 8fn 
Uttanka, 42-43 

V 

Varava (Submarine fire), 304 
Varava, 922, 923, 929, 949, 951 
Varava Sangama, 951 
Vahn(jvala (a hell), 118 
Vaibhi$api, 1159 
Vaidehl, 1101 
Vaikania, son of Vikarna, 72 
Vairaja, son of Virat, 7, 8 
Vairin, 31 
Vairipi, 8 
Vai?pava, 863, 870, 1044 
Vaisravana, 19, 27 

the lord of kings, 19 
Vai^v5mitrl, 1169 
Vai£vanara, 16 
Vaiiyas, 28, 39, 40 
Vaitaptfya, 13 
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VaitaraQi, 537, 547 
Vaitaram* (a hell), 118, 237 
Vaivasvata Manu, 29, 32, 37, 40, 793 
Vaivasvata Manvantara, 6fn, 14-15, 

17, 31, 177 
Vaji, 31 
Vajra, 517 
Vajra (the king of Yadus), 513 
Vajrakantakasali (a hell), 547 
Vajrakapota, 556 
Vajrakuthara, 556 
Vajramahapida, 557 
Vajranabha, 16, 53 
Valakhilyas, 151, 768fn, 863 
Valmiki, 1102 
Vamadeva, 1072 
Vamadevi, 1169 
Vamana, 16-17, 529, 772 
Vamsya, 16 
Vanayu, 57 
Vaneyu, 70 
Vanga, 71 
Vangas, 71 
Vanisangama, 1051, 1053 
Vafijarasangama, 1113 
Varaha, 576, 799-800 
Varahakunda, 801 
Varanasi, 64, 73 
Varcas, Soma’s son, 13 
Varta, 430 
Vanina, 15, 18-19, 37, 825, 874, 

1028, 1030 
asks for Rohita’s sacrifice, 872 

Varuna, 863, 870 
Varuiji, 1028 
Vasatkara Mantras, 21, 50 
Vasistha, 6, 29-31, 41, 45-47, 49-50, 

60, 761, 767fn, 869, 1109, lllOfn, 
1147 
injunctions of, 553 

Va§i?thas> 30 
Vasi${hi, 1169 
Vasu, 7, 12, 29, 31, 54 
Vasu, daughter of Dak$a, 19fn 
Vasudeva, 39, 61, 120, 256-7, 280, 

405, 410 
Vasuki, lord ofNagas, 17,20,452, 881 
Vasurodha, 72 
Vasus, sons of Vasu, 13, 31, 49 
Vafa, 329 
Vatapi, 16 
Vafarodha, 547fn 
Vateivara, 329 
Vatsa. 39fn, 64 
Vatsabhumi, son of Vatsa, 65 
Vayu, 875 
Veda, 49, 1150, 1152 
Vedadvipa, 1095 
Vcdagata, 960 

Vedaiigas, 4fn, 772fn 
Vedasiras, 30 
Vedavyasas, 1113 

Vedhaka (a hell), 118 
Vedic lore, 113 
Vedic rites (twofold), 684 
Vena, 8, 21-23, 25-26, 28, 1072 
Venika, 761 
Venuhotra, successor of Dhtftaketu, 

65 
\7cnus (U^anas), 121 
Vibhiiana, 320, 856, 1103, 1107, 1159 
Vibhitaka, 578 
\ribhu, son of Satyaketu, 65 
Vices of gambling, 1165 
Vidarbha, 90 
Vidarbhasangama, 961 
Vidravana, 16 
Vidura, 78 
Vidya, 745 
Vidyadharas, 16fn 
Vidyasarga, 731 
Vidyuts, sons of Bahuputra, 15 

Vijaya (son of Cancu), 47 
(son of Jaya), 63 

Vijaya, 906 
Vijaya Saptami, 147 
Vikania, 72 
Vikramasvamin, 247 
Vikrita, 6fn 
Viksobhaija, 16 
Vikuk?i> 40 
Vilepana, 557 
Vimohana (a hell), 117, 537 
Vinafi, 14, 17, 1114fn, 1115 
Vinatasva, 38 
Vinayaka, 777, 920, 945 

remembers his duty of causing 
obstacles, 780 

Vindhya mountains, 23fn, 50fn 
Vindhyapaga, 262 
Vindhya region, 23fn 
Vindhyas, 24fn 
Violation of duties, 969 
Vipracitti, 15-16, 406 
Vipratirtha, 1143 
Virabhadra, 213ff 

accompanies Bhadrakali, 907 
Viradha and Kabandha, 533 
Viraja, daughter of Pitys, 65 
Virajas, 30 
Virana, 12 
Viras'va, 41 
Virat (an immense being), 6 
Virocana, 27 

son of Prahrada, 15 
Virtuous hunter, 1150 
Virtuous person seen to be miserable, 

1156 
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Visakha, 13 
Vi&kha (Karttikeya), licentious be¬ 

haviour of, 8D9 
ViSasana (a hell), 118, 547fn 
Vi?pu, 3, 4, 6, 14-15, 42, 50, 59, 65, 

104, 107, 119fn, 126, 140, 143, 159, 
169-170, 191, 239, 1124, 1183 
cuts off head of Sardula, 1026 
cuts off Rahu’s head, 883 
dislodges his own eye and offers 
Arghya, 910 
energy of, 123f 
kills the powerful Daityas, Danujas 
and Rakgasas, 1044. 

laces his small finger over Garuqla’s 
ead, 837 

prepares himself to get the discus, 
909 
the lord of Adityas, 19 
the protector, 1040 
world of, 362 

ViSoka, 761 
ViSravas, 856 
Visti, 833, 1139-40 
Viiva, 12 
Visvaci, 68 
Vis'vadhara, story of, 827 
Viivakarman, 13, 167, 169, 282, 

767fn, 1069 
Visvamitra, 31, 45, 46fn, 47, 59, 

60-61, 844-45, 870, 877, 980, 1169 
makes Sunahsepa his eldest son, 
878 

Visvamitra Tirtha, 844 
ViSvaratha, 60 
Visvarupa, 812, 1140, 1171 

consigns himself into fire, 1171 
ViSvavasu, 1047, 1163 
Visvayu, 57 

Visvedevas, sons of Visva, 13, 31, 576 
Vitasta, 761 
Vitatha, 73 
Vivasvan, 15, 30, 31, 35-36, 53 
Vivasvat Aditya, evolution of, 33ff 
Vraja, 9 
Vfddha (Gautama), 885ff 
Vfddhakausika, a brahmin, 1154 
V^ddha Sahgama, 885 
Vrddhasarma, 61 
VrddheSvara, 885 
Vj-ddhi SrSddha, 585 
Vj-ka, son of Ruruka, 47 
Vfkala, 8 
Vrkatejas, 8 
Vr?a, 70 
Vpadarbha, 71 
Vr?akapatirtha, 1027 
Vre&kapi, 14, 762, 1036 
Vr?ala, 13 

Vr§aparvan, 1081 
Vr§nis, 32, 39 
Vnotsarga, 351 
Vrtra, 761, 854 

and Indra, 442fn 
Vyakarana, 4fn 
Vyakta (manifest), 732 
Vyana, 402 
Vyasa, 2fn, 31, 132 
Vyasanas, 976fn 
Vyasas, 1113 
Vyasatirtha, 1109 
Vyaya, 1140 

W 

Wealth, a man devoid of, 1058 
Well-known miseries, 864 
What will happen in Kaliyuga, 663ff 
Wicked monkey ruins entire universe, 

506 
Wife of Madhucchandas, 1063 

priest regains her life, 1064 
Wind god, 190, 194 
Winds, 402 
Wine liked by Balarama, 474 
Wives of seven sages, 1168 
Woman, creation of, 257 
Worldly existence, cycle of, 566 

Y 

Yadavas, destruction of, 512 
indulge in drinking bouts in Pra- 
bhasa, 511 

Yadu, 65-66, 69, 84, 1082 
Yadudhra, 30 
Yadus, 49 
Yajftadvipa, 1095 
Yajfiatlrtha, 1044 
Yajftavalkya, 60, 825 
Yajnavaraha, 525 
Yajus, 6 
Yak$as, 3, 17, 21, 27, 257, 766fn 

defeating of, 895 
Yaksini assumes a divine form, 897 
Yakgini Sahgama, 1047 

. Yama, 6fn, 33-44, 190, 761, 832-33, 
‘848-48, M148 
abandons his city, 828 
as calf, 27 
as Dharmaraja, 36 
as he appears to sinners, 550 
conquering of, 467 

Yama (Narisyanta’s son), 39 
Yama (the son of Vivasvat), 20 
Yamadutas, 60 
Yamatirthas, 1004, 1042 
Yarn! or Yamuna, 12, 36 
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YamunS, 33, 164, 761, 791, 930 
Yamya, 870, 1148 
Yaioda, 410 
Yasovati, 248fn 
Yati, 65 
Yaudheyas, 71 
Yavanas, 48-50 
Yavanesa, 469 
Yayatatirtha, 1081 
Yayati, son of Nahu?a, 38fh, 65-69, 

79 1081 
Yogi 68, 80, 154, 691, 698 

conditions favourable for, 693 
unfavourable conditions, 642 

Yogasiddha, Bfhaspati’s sister, 13 
Yogic Atman, 155 

knot, 200 
MAya, 186 
gwer^ 35-36, 59, 99, 170, 182-3, 

practice, defects of, 713, 715 
practice, injunctions regarding, 714 

Yogin, 25, 81 
Yudhi^tbira, 86 
Yuga, 10, 15, 42, 47, 730 
Yukta, 30, 742 
Yuvanafva, 41, 44 


